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kinds 745
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preparing crop 138
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Bull, on the proper qualities of 209—mode of fixing

to prevent damage from when vicious 210
Butter, how made in Chile 37—successful manage-
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vation of in Eufrland 5S9—on the making and man-
agement of in the dairy district of Scotland 717
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Cabbages, manure for 97
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of corn 659—a trial of Herbemont's wine 648
Calcareous deposites on the borders of Piankitank Ri-

ver described by A. BiUups 348
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—none present in nearly all the lands now or for-

merly under trees in Virginia and elsewhere 716
Calcareous region of Alabama described by R. W.

Withers 637
Calcareous rock discovered in Prince Edward by W.
S.Morton 154

Calculating machine, account of Babbage's 240
Calf, extraordinary size of 238
Calves, treatment and rearing of 269—on feeding for

veal 329
Canada Tliistle, on its effects as a weed and means to
check its extension 29—its first appearance in Mary-
land 30

Canals in the United States, list of 463
Caoutchouc on India rubber, account of its recent

conversion to various economical uses 414
Carbonate of lime crystalized, found in marl 444
Carmichael, W. on Cooley's thrashing machine and

Eastern Shore improvements 364—describes a pro-
ductive kind of corn 604

Carrots, premium crop of and the culture 754 .

Cart, (dragj of Lord Somerville, figures and descrip-
tion of 615

Carter, Hill, on the advantages of the four-shift rotation

compared to the three-shift, and in reply to objec-

tions 657
Caruthers, John F. on the vine culture of Rockbridge

38

1

Cattle, Mr. Coke's at Holkham 142—-extensive sales of
in England 165, 170—on the breeding, rearing, fat-

tening and general management of 193—on buying
and stocking a farm with 207—description of the

wild breed 19.3—of the Devon breed 194—Here-
ford 796—Short Horned, Dutch, Holderness and
Teeswiter 196—Long Horned 193—Galloway breed
199-Highland breed 200—Ayrshire breed 201—
Kyloes or Isle of Sky breed 201—Alderney breed of
301—on soiling, advantages of 393—stall feeding

395—diflbrent methods of 396, 397—the points by
which tliey ar'^ to be judged 446—on grazing for

profit 333—artificial food for 457—stable manage-
ment of 459—rules for the sale of 460— -weights,

live and dead 462—table of prices 463
Cedars, remarks on sprouting the seed 536—transplant-

ing for hedges 536—hedges of, management of, by
John Taylor of Caroline 536—on raising them from
the se?d, and transplanting 640

Celery, the mode of cultivation directed 603
Cement, newly discovered, forming an artificial stone

702
Cheat supposed to be produced from wheat 60. 162

—

causes sup))03nd 162

Cheat, not produced from wheat 163, 400—reasons

for the error 163
Cheat controversy, remarks on, and plans proposed for

its being settled 407, 408
Cheese, to give to new the flavor of old by inoculation

352—on making in Massachusetts 561—on the ma-
king and management of in the dairy district of Scot-

land 719
Chemistry, important to be understood by farmers 291

Chickamahomony swamp lands described by C. W.
Gooch 649

Cholera facts 413
Climate of Virginia, essay on 214
Clover, its superiority to buckwheat as a green ma-

nure, or improver of soil 138—mode of curing for

hay 148—on the culture of and usual defects of

management 170—in New^ York 692—improve-
ments with in Albemarle 234

Clover seed, on the time and manner of sowing, and
advantage of harrowing for 579, 666—sown among
corn while under tillage 756

Coal tar, objections to 238
Coffee, Florida, account of its product and value 552

—

culture of 731—supposed to be okra by H. B. Croom
710—corrected by N. Herbemont 766

Coke of Holkham, some account of his estate, its im-
provement and general management 142

Cold weather in May 1S34, 79—excessive in Februa-
ly 1835, 648

Colic in horses 298
Commercial reports, monthly 63, 125, 181, 247, 391,

443, 520, 578, 639, 709, 776
Cooking animal food, loss of weight by 171
Cordage materials for, Jigave Jlmericana and Yiicca

F'ilamentosa 6

Corn, (Indian, or Maize) native country of 75—on
the manner and expense of cultivation 65, 10, 701

—

mode of cultivating on the Pamunky objected to

466—the mode of cultivating by J. R. Wallace 618
the harvesting of 661—greater shrinkage afterwards

of grain from which the fodder had not been re-

moved 662—its being topped considered 422—a new
mode of cultivating (in Alabama) mixed with
rice, potatoes, peas and pea-nuts 634—mode of
snving the fodder and stalks 635—a productive kind
obtained by selection,describedby J. M. Garnett496;
and by W. Carmichael 604—a remarkable crop of
in Buckingham, stated by N. F. Cabell 659— large

products of, and remarks on 638, 639—the impro-
priety of hilling 155—salted to guard from w'eevil

390
Corn tops, the cutting of injurious to the grain 91

—

also according to the experiments and report of Mr.
Clark and others 243

Corn-stalks, on tjie value and mode of using as food
for cattle 728

Corn laws of England, their appoaching termina-
tion 336

Corn trade, foreign, of England, account of 173
Cotton in Florida 2—account of its introduction into

the United States, and progress of its culture 353

—

the several species 3.53—Sea Island, description of,

culture and alter management 355 to 359—short sta-

ple, description and management of 359—value of
cotton as a product 362— observations on the crop
of 1834, and on the crop in general 122—the several

species described by H. B. Croom 590, 769—re-

marks on Mr. Spalding's essay on cotton 591—Egyp-
tian, remarks on 770—rot in, supposed cause of,

and the introduction of the Petit Gulf kind as a rem-
edy 54S—rust in caused by insects 725

Cotton gin, Whitney's .360
'

Cotton manufacture in England, its progress 7.58

Country pleasures, letter from a boy to his friend in

town 764
Cow producing four calves at a birth 374—the proper

qualities for breeding 210
Cows, diseases of 89--worked in Nassau 276—valua-
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Partridge pea greatly injurious to wheat crops 126
Pastures, on hard or light stocking oi'335
Paulding, J. K. on rural enjoyments in town 510
Peach trees, to preserve from worms 687
Pea, Indian, the valuable qualities of 752; varieties de-

scribed, and their comparative advantages 752, 753
Peas, (field) a volunteer growth of after wheat 317
Peat, how found, and chemical characters of 735
Petition to the legislature of Virginia for a change of

the law of enclosures 2S3; letter introductory to,

from J. M. Garnett 283
Petition of stock-owners, in support of the present po-

licy of lawful enclosures 426
Petition for an amendment of the law respecting en-

closures on the margins of the navigable tide-waters
of James River 450

Phalc-ena devastator, parent of the cut-worm, account
of 515

Piggeries, Mexican, account of 365
Pine, remarks on its value by N. E. Read 533
Pines, botanical description of the several kinds grow-

ing in the southern states 745
Planariae, account of 191
Plant, aerial 222
Plants, new, discovered 170
Plants, their excretory powers 157
Plymouth, Mass., on the soil and culture of 467; its

vines and fruits 467
Ploughing, inquiry concerning 598
Poor lands, on the condition of the farmers on, and

the obstacles to their making profit or improvements
612, 614

Pork business in Cincinnati, account of 550
Pork and bacon, difference of weight and vahie, and

of the comparative profits of selling hogs in both
forms 687

Post offices, thefts committed in, of subscription mo-
ney 710; means to lessen the liability to 711

Posts, on the preservation of by N. E. Read 533
Potato, (sweet,) account of its earliest introduction

into Europe 677, modes of preserving in winter 532,
578, 661

Potato, (Irish,) its earliest known use, and old opin-
ions of its qualities 677, 678, 679; poisonous quality

of the skin 680; various uses of 680 to 683; effects in

family economy, and on populationj 683, 684; ex-
periments on the culture of in Ireland 504; good
food for sheep 162; when frozen, to restore 191; im-
portant result of an experiment in the culture, made
in Scotland 287; singular management of on wet
land 424; the difference of cut and un-cut for plant-

ing 449
Potato blossoms, prize experiment on the effects of

their removal 318
Potato crop, recent failure of in Britain and Ireland

—

supposed causes and remedy 759 to 761
Prairie soils, from Alabama, analysis of 715, 716; sup-

posed with the stepjHs and pampas to derive their

peculiar features from containing a large proportion
of calcareous earth 716

Prairies of Alabama, account of 182
Pruning trees, rules for 247, 702
Productions, animal and vegetable, great difference of

on the alluvial and highlands of Louisiana 700
Public works, proposed for North Carolina 81
Putrefaction of vegetable matters 730; products of at

surface of the earth 731; and under water 734

Q
Quail, or Virginia partridge 59

R

Radford, Wm. his address to the Agricultural Society
of New London 490

Rail road of Portsmouth and Roanoke, its progress
413; of Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac,

state and prospects of 124, 374, 468, 525; address
from the commissioners on 526; of Charleston, in-
crease of transportation on 741; proposed from Fred-
ericksburg to the Ohio 384; proposed to connect the
lower Mississippi and Chesapeake, plan of and re-
port 427

I ' f

Rail road, undulating, objected to 729; portable, plan
of 729

Rail roads, speculations on their effects on commerce
and commercial towns 184

Rail roads in the United States, list of468
Railways, rapid travelling on 455, 515; British, profits

of 423
Rape, culture and advantages of in Flanders 772
Rats, destroyed by suphuretted hydrogen 165
Read, Nicholas E. on agricultural so'cieties and the
Farmer's Register 531; preserving sweet potatoes
533; dried fruit 533; value and uses of the pine tree
533; on the advantage of wood for fuel bein"- dry
5r;5; on the construction of fire places 619; on the
discovery of marl in Charlotte county 712

Reaping with the scythe in England, account of its
introduction and manner 132, 134

Reaping (or gathering) machine, for wheat described

Reaping machines, remarks on 135
Red lands of the South West Mountains, observations
on the peculiarities of the soil, and the mode of cul-
tivation and improvement 233, 315, 705

Remarks on the papers of No. 9. viz: Hall on manure,
articlesby N. E.Read 743—agricultural education-
horizontal ploughinga-diseases of wheat, &c. &c
744, 745 »

Report on the farms of Messrs. Rogers, Craven, and
Meriwether, in Albimarle 225

Reports of the season and state of crops 326
Review of an address delivered by Jeremiah Spofford,

before the Agricultural Society of Essex, (Mass.)
299; ignorance displayed in the address in respect
to the situation of the southern states 301

Review of the Memoirs of Oberlin 370
Rice, (wild) of the lorthern lake described, and its

introduction recomnended, by E. F. Noel 604
Richardson, R. P. onlime as a medicine for horses 775
Road law of Virginia, (No. I.) extracts from 441; ob-

jections to the inequality and injustice of the tax 442;
No. II. 511, its gratest tax paid indirectly in the
cost of travelling m 511; usual improper appoint-
ments of surveyor!, and the effects 511; ignorance
displayed in the usual modes of draining and re-
pairing roads 511,512

Road law, its evils, and hints for its amendment 535;
the propriety of a state engineer being appointed to
superintend road naking g'enerally 536

Road making, Macafam's plan 185
Rogers, Professor Vm. B. discovers green sand in

marls of lower Vrginia 129; his analysis and de-
scription of the ]\bw Jersey green sand, or "marl"
as there called 13,- continuation of his observations
on the green sandand lower tertiary formation, and
upon the calcareois marl of Virginia747to 751; de-
scribes his apparahs for analyzing marl and other
carbonates 364

Rogers, John, reporton his farm 231; remarks on his
management and inprovements 234.

Root culture, advante^es of 702
Rotation of crops, thee-shift and four-^hift, compari-

son of, and objectons to the latter 464; remarks
on by J. WickhamJSO; comparative advantages of
the two considered, by Hill Carter 657

Rural enjoyments intwn, by J. K. Paulding 509
Rust in wiieat and otier plants, opinions as to the

causes, and remedie;417, 561

Salt as manure, its ineficacy 137, 385; decomposed,
its value as manure 137; recent discovery of the
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process 137; remarks on the alledged discovery, and

probable benefit to agriculture 386 to 388

Salt meadows, queries on 775
Sassafras, difficulty of killing 240

Schools for instructing farmers' sons in the physical

sciences, importance of providing 2t)0

Scott, Henry E. on gama grass 312
Season and crops on the Lower Roanoke, in June, 122;

in Buckingham 124; Gloucester 126

Seasons and crops, notices ot 189

Season and weather of first quarter of 1835, remark-

able for cold and wet—effects of on crops 710

Selden, John A. on the four-field rotation, and Turkey
wheat 385

Serpents in South America, singular habits of 392

Shark, conjugal affection of 171

Sheep, age of, how known by their teeth 8; of Ne-
paul described 28; killed by cats 75; diseases of 89;

of Meade's Frederick stock 126; the breeds &c. at

Holkham 144; the points by which they are to be

judged 449; on wintering 647; oats for, cut green

and cured 753; produce most wool in cold climates

090; the choice for breeding 761

Sheep husbandry, the suitableness for middle Virginia,

by W. J. Dupuy 656; on the profits of, by James
Wilson, in lower Virginia 659; hints on 701

Shells, on the snowy mountains of Thibet 80

Shelton, W. on herds grass 656

Shepardia, or buttalo berry, account of 739

Short horned breed of cattle described 196

Silk culture in France, profits of 537; returns for each

of the several different parts of the business 539

Slaves, on the management of, (by Charles Woodson)
248; estimates of the expenses and profits of rearing

253; remarks on their prices iind value of their la-

bor 763; hints in relation t^ their dwellings and
clothing 703

Slippery elm, flour of 439
J

Smugglers teaching the folly of\ restrictions on trade

516, their use of dogs to transport goods 516; amusing
anecdote of success 517

Smut balls, or pepper brand, in vheat, the cause, and
remedy 278 1

Smut, or dust brand, in wheat] cause—and remedy
230

Snake, suspended while alive byppiders 723
Soil, natural products of, and chepiical characters 733;

acid 734
_ _

\

Soils, qualities of derived from tie rocks intermixed
713, 714; queries on the constiution of 727

South West Mountain lands, des|ription of the soil,

culture, and peculiarities of, by J. Barbour 705
Soot as manure 222, 289
Southern states, observations on tie present condition

of 9

Spade husbandry, account of exieriments of its use
on a large scale in England 51t

Sparrow, maternal tenderness of {10

Spiders suspending a living snak 723
Spofford, Dr. J. review of his ai dress to the Essex

(Mass.) Agricultural Society 99
Sponge, production of 120
Stable management 70
Stanton, B. F. on the condition and improvement of

agriculture in Virginia 378
Starch from corn, directions for naking 409
Steam, on its application to the jnrposes of husbandry
336

Steam carriages on the Liverpml railway, perform-
ance of 19; performance of, o common roads 276

Steam navigation on the Missisa)?!, statements of its

amount 517
j

Steel, cast, directions for workilg 339
Stock, improved, sale of H. S. Turner's, in Jefferson

384-
I

Stock management successful, py small farmers 724,
775

Stone fences, queries concerning their construction 496;

answered 608, 692
Subterranean village of ancient construction, found

in Georgia 401
Sugar, raw, improved process for obtaining 140

Sugar, production of in Algiers 434

Sugar cane, cutting down and wind-rowing to protect

from frost 547
Sugar maple, on the cultivation of 221; its seed col-

lected by the woodland mouse 221

Surry, improvements in 468

Swine, management of in Nassau, a country without

fences 274

Table showing the number of spaces, or squares, con-

tained in an acre of land, at various given distances

592
Tannier a valuable vegetable for the table, account of

25
Tar from pine 533
Taylor, John, of Caroline, the value of his writings

and services 510
Teasels, a profitable crop 352
Tennessee Farmer, a new periodical 622
Temperance, the advantages of in harvest labors 57
Temperature of the earth at various depths beneath

its surface 453
Thrashing machine, Bagby's, account of 326; Kitch-

en's, performance of reported 484
Thrashing machines, remarks on 494
Ticks on cattle, destroyed by brimstone 401
Timber, on the preservation of by corrosive subli-

mate 321
Tobacco, account of its origin and use 10; opinions

concerning of several old authors 11; hints on the

management of, by J. K. 8, 10; cutting and curing

223; reasons for not cutting it until fully ripe 400;
stripping and pressing 600, 601; the eftects of the

crop on the agricultural interests of Virginia; use-

ful hints on the management of for market 746, in

hogsheads on board of bateaux, frequently injured

by weather—plan for its protection 605; good crop
of from Nottoway 156

Tobacco flies, to prevent the ravages of 552
Tobacco plant beds, on preserving 224
Tobacco planters, short rules for 466
Tomato catsup 427
Trade in foreign corn of England, account of 173
Transplantation of trees, ill effects of, by C. Wood-

son 249
Trees barked by mice, &c., means to cure 4
Turkeys, success in rearing 409
Turnip fly, its origin, and means to prevent its rava-

ges 219, 220
Tusser's Five hvndred pointes of good husbandrie, re-

view ol, and extracts from 26

u

Usury laws, pernicious influences of 101, and 114;

effect of during money pressures 110; arguments
in favor of 115

University of Virginia, graduates of, in 1834, 252

Valley of Virginia, some account of farming there

139
Vegetable matter, difference of the effects of burning
and of ploughing under 741; the objections to burn-
ing 742

Vegetables, means for accelerating or retarding their

maturity in the open air 685
Vegetables and minerals, may possibly be endowed

with intelligence 756
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Vegetation, remarks on 530
Vermin on plants, to destroy 34
Vetches and other green vegetables ploughed in as

manure 382
Veterinary practice—removal of a large wen 28

Vine, treatise on the culture of, by N. Herbemont 471;

general account of, and its culture in the environs of

Paris 693; various species of, and their peculiarities

described 693, 694; propagation of, by seeds and by
slips 694; by layers and by grafting 695; pruning of

eii espalier 695, 696; and when propped 696; culture

at Fontainebleau and Thomery 696 to 698; enemies
of 698, 699; culture of near Richmond 351; in Rock-
bridge, reported by John F. Caruthers, 381; in Ply-

mouth 467; general want of success in the United
States 381

Vines, the coiling system of cultivating in pots 508
Vines, foreign, found unprofitable in New York, at

Loubat's vineyard, and abandoned 614
Vineyard, on the selection of suitable soils for 314;

of "Hermitage, its soil and situation 405; of CIos de
Vougeaud, soil and culture of 574

Virginia, essay on the climate of 214
Volcanic products, their change by the operation of

time, to fertile soil 12

Volcanic island, newly formed, account of 267

w
Wallace, J. R. on the action of gypsum in quantities

unusually large 617; on the cultivation of corn 618
Waste lands, quantity of in Great Britain and Ireland

703
Water, conversion of salt to fresh 413
Water cart, description of a cheap and useful one 132

Water furrowing, on the benefits of, by R. D. Key
320

Weather, diary of, for April, May, and June 1834,

246
Weather, diary of, for July and August, 1834, 246
Weevil, (moth) the depredations prevented by the use

of myrtle 156; its appearance in Massachusetts 466
Weights of cattle and sheep, live and dead 163, and of

different breeds 461, 462
Weights, modern, (French,) account of 508

Wells, Artesian, or overflowing, remarkable varia-

tions of one at Rochelle, 509; great quantity of wa-
ter obtained at Tours 508; one remarkable for its

supply of water 630; manner of boring them in Ala-

bama described 630; general observations on 420
Whale chase, account of 220

Wheat, on reaping before the grain is hard—account

of the practice and its advantages 35

Wheat, new species of 224

Wheat, diseases of 278; smut balls or pepper brand 278;
smut or dust brand 280; grain worm (vibrio tritici)

281
Wheat, on rolling 456
Wheat on clover, considerations respecting 423
Wheat on bedded land, improvement in seeding 390
Wheat, remarks on its supposed reversion into grass

in England 126, 324; the opinion compared with
those concerning cheat and spelt in this country 325

Wheat, what soils suitable, and unsuitable for 513
Wheat cut green, the loss tested by experiment 610
W heat seeding of 1834, memoranda of the operation

673
Wheat shocks, proper mode of constructing 56
Wheat fan of Sinclair and Moore, improvement and
performance of 485

Wheatinsect, description of 548
White washing improved by using skimmed milk 404
Wickham, J. his remarks on the three and four-shift

rotations 380
Wild onion, mode of treating 153
William and Mary College, its state and prospects 239
Wind, velocity of under different circumstances 32
Wine making, treatise on 474; causes of failure of in

the United States, by N. Herbemont 478
Wine, Herbemont's trial and report of, by N. F. Ca-

bell 648; sparkling Champagne or white wine of Ai,
directions for making 435; preliminary remarks 434

Wines of Europe, management and adulterations of
404

Withers, R. W. his remarks on the calcareous region
of Alabama 637

Worm in pine timber 125
Worn lands, on the improvement of 190, 382
Wood snapping in the fire, to prevent 4
Wood for fuel, importance of its being dry, by N. E.
Read 534; quantitj' required to burn lime, sup-
posed mistake in 769

Woodson, Charles, or the management of slaves 248;
fruit without kernels 249; ill effects of transplanting
trees 249; onbots in horses 250; on rearing fruit trees

203; on the Woodson and Cunningham grapes 311;
on insects, and their destroyers 352; states experi-
ments of the loss of corn from gathering fodder 609

Woodson grape, accomt of 310
Worms and crows, ard their operations on corn 243
Worms and insects destroyed by spirits of turpentine

424
Worms in horses, to c'estroy 552, 775

Yoking of oxen by ;he horns 332; figures of 464
Yucca Filamentosa,i material for cordage 6
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I

ble for the dairy, remarks on 766; list and descrip-

tion of a number 768; milch, the management of

553; the best breeds for milk 553; products of in

milk and butter 553; pasture for, and other food best

calculated to increase or improve their milk 554,

555, 556; sea weed for cows 556; salt, benefit of in

their food 557
Craven, John H. report on his farm 226
Cream, raised by heat 286
Croom, H. B. on the agriculture, soil and products of

Middle Florida 1; on the several species of cotton

59 ), 769; on Egyptian cotton 770; on Florida cotfee

an I okra710
Ciossinggrain, and thereby obtaining newand valuable

va.-ieties 480
Crows, to kill with arsenic 24; more beneficial than

injurious to corn planters 243
Cucumbers, culture of 323
Cultivation, exhausting or improving 9
Cultivation and consumption of the United Kingdom

213
Cunningham Grape, account of by C. Woodson 310

D

Dairj% situation and buildings proper for 585; utensils

for 586; management of milk, cream and butter 586
Dairy business and fattening animals, comparative

profits of 313
Deformities produced by darkness 238
Devon breed of cattle described 194
Dew, Professor, letter from to the editor, prefatory to

hie Essay on the Usury Laws 97; on interest of mo-
ney, and the policy of laws against usury 98

Diary of the weather 60; for quarter ending with Sep-
tember 446; ending with December 1834, 555

Discontinuances of subscribtions, improper and fraudu-

lent in certain modes 192
Diseases of wheat, uncertainty and general errors re-

specting 278
Diseases of cattle, want of knowledge of among farm-

ers 293
Domesticated fish 153
Draining, remarks on 59
Drag log, or drag-roller 751
Draught, treatise on the principles of 623
Dried fruit, to preserve from insects 533
Ducks, success of plan of raising 409, [see plan in

Vol.1.]

Dupuy, W. J. on the suitableness of sheep Imsbandn,-

for middle Virginia 656
Dutch ashes as manure, use and value of 167, 432;
chemical analj'sis of 168

Du VaJ, J. on the propriety of the names of corres-

pondents being signed to communications 690; on
keeping Irish potatoes 660

E

Editorial remarks—on the ofl^spring of hybrid animals

3; on the value of yellow locust seed 3; opinions of

old authors on tobacco 11; changes of volcanic pro-

ducts to fertile soil 12; on the periodical returns of

the American locust 37 and 126; on Mr. Curwen's
diary of his harvest labors 52; reports of crops and
seasons 63; cheap edition of the Farmers' Register
proposed 63; and abandoned 256; Tunicata corn 75;

on gathering fodder (from corn) as practised in Vir-

ginia 92; tornado of June 1834, 122; Richmond
and Fredericksburg railway 124; pine bug or worm
125; reaping with tne scythe in England 132; on salt

and carbonate of soda as manures 137; Mr Coke's
farming 142; on the discovery of calcareous rock in

Prince Edward, and ot the green sand in the lower
counties of Virginia 154; impolicy of inspections of
gypsum 180; abuses i» discontinuances of subscrip-
tions 192; condition and prospects of the College of

William and Mary 239; objections to frequent expres-
sion of editorial opinions 239; partridge pea 255; on
the ambiguous signatures to communications 256; the

papers and procedure of the Highland Society pio-

posed as an example to the agricultural societies of
this country 266; causes of unprofitable tillage in

Virginia 266; "Bubbles from the Brunneus" 272; on
the diseases of wheat, and their uncertain nomen-
clature 278; on the petition for a change in the law
of enclosures 283; on the value of bone manure 319;
on cheat and spelt, and the introduction of the latter

in this country 325; on the use of periodical jour-

nals to the western planters 327; on the removal of

restrictions on trade in England and in the United
States 336; Professor Rogers' apparatus for anal-

yzing marl 365; on the three and four-shift rotations

380; Cunningham and Norton grapes, and failure in

vine culture "in the United States 381; on the peti-

tion for a change in the law respecting enclosures,

and the peculiar oppression of that law on the poor

402; vine culture, and the probable need of a calca-

reous soil for vines 404; cheat controvery 408; le-

gislation needed for the promotion of agriculture

418; review of the transactions of the Sociiie Roy-
ale et Ccntraled'./lgnculture, 432; crystallized carbo-

nate of lime found in marl 444; Artesian wells of

Alabama 455; prairie soils, samples desired 455;

British Association 456; typographical errors 456;

comparative statement of the three and four-shift

rotations 466; moth weevil moving northward 466;

improvement of wheat fan described 485; on the

experiments necessary to settle the question as to

the gain or loss of gathering fodder 4S6, 487; hum-
ming bird made tame 496; on the action of quick-

lime in connexion with putrescent manures 497; the

value of the writings oi John Taylor of Caroline,

particularly his Inquiry, ^c. 510; spade culture in

England 513; the effect of smuggling on the re-

strictive system 516; the importance of geological

surveys to Virginia 517; on the Norton Grape 520;

on the change required in the proceedings of agri-

cultural societies 523; on sprouting the seeds of ce-

dar, and transplanting for hedges 52C; on the pre-

paring bones for manure 562; on the effect of expo-

sure of lime to the air 602; on the effects of expo-

sure to wot and heat on gypsum 603, 631; on Mr.
Woodson's report of experiments on the losses

caused by gathering fodder, and reaping green wheat
610; the general results of the law of enclosures on

interests of Virginia 610, 611; on the obstacles to

the improvement of lands naturally poor 614; notice

of the Tenne-i.tce Fanner 622; on Artesian wells, and

anticipations of their future benefits C3(t; constitu-

ent parts of gypsum 632; on the expense of water

-

bone marl 637; on the objections to communication'?

to the Farmers' Register being anonymous CoO; on

the translation of the account of vine culture near

Paris 693; on the labors of Mr. Blacker in Ireland

706; the season and weather of first quarter of 1835

776; thefts committed in post offices 710; on the re-

cent enactments of the legislature of Virginia, af-

fecting the interests of agriculture 711; on the com-
mittee of agriculture ani manufactures, and its re-

port on the petitions for a change of the law of en-

closures 711; on misapprehension respecting edito-

rial comments 712; on the calcareous constitution

of prairie soils, and speculations on the cause of

their peculiar features 716; the difliculties attending

the absence of carbonate of lime in soils 728; Chi-

nese mulberry, not to be preserved by propagation

by seeds 738; on the state and prospects of the Far-

mers' Register 765; on Mr. Lewis' lime kilns 769;

mountain locust (robinia pseudacacia) supposed to

be a native tree of lower Virginia 770; on the im-

provements of small farmers in Ireland 775; season

m April 1835, 776
"Editorial communications, "' how to construct 581

Eels, singular habits oi 1S7
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Enclosures, law of, remarks on 59, 61, 345, 455; com-
mentary on the same, showing its entire inetHciency

346; its" general results on the interests of Virginia,

exemplified by the scarcity of, and large annual im-

portations of all the products of grazing 610, 611

Engine, Avery's rotary steam, operation of 755;

Engineers' labors, dearly paid for in South Caiolina

444
Entomology—the knowledge of insects, important in

a farmer's education 291

Ergot, or spurred rye, its poisonous qualities and ef-

fects 87
Essay on Calcareous Manures, review of it in the

Genesee Farmer 632
Ewe, remarkable fecundity of 4;

Excretory powers of plants, remarks of 137

Experiments proposed by De Candolle 149

F

Farmers' business, the necessity for system in, and at-

tention to 379
Farmers' Register, influence ot 238; on its effects 495;

general remarks on its state and prospects on closing

the 2nd volume 764
Farming in the Valley of Virginia, on the lands of

Robert Page, Henry S. Turner, and Bushrod Tay-
lor 14 to 17

Farming, state of in Campbell county 123; in Norfolk

county, (Va.,) its low state 247

Farms, (small,) and landed property in Ireland, on the

management of 706; great improvements produced

by Mr. Blacker 706 to 709^also at 724, 775
Farms, experimental and pattern, recommended 62

Feathers, on their being plucked from living geese

308
Feeding horses 3S; on steamed food 40; fodder 41; dry

food 42; soiling 43; winter food 45; expense of 49

Fellenburg, his agricultural and scientific school at

Hofwyl 25

Fence (board) supported aboye ground 606

Fence law, evils of 256, 311, 399, 564; expense of 388,

389, 448
Fences, petition to dispense with 450; granted on cer-

tain navigable rivers by law 711; benefits to be ex-
pected 711

j

Fences, stone, directions for building 608, 692
Fencing, cost of caused by law 572
Fermentation, chemical account of 498, 729; applied

to manures 498; to what extent necessary for ma-
nure 500; improper practices in regard to .502, 503;

proposed means of lessening loss from 503; effects

of the process of fermentation on hard and coarse

vegetable substances 504; on the manure of summer
cowpens, both ploughed in land left on the surface

503
I

Fermentation of vegetable sujistances, general action

of (translation from Berzelius) 729
Fife, J. on the effects of heat on soil 675
Filberts, American 692
Fire places, on the the proper construction of by N.
E. Read 619

(

Fire wood, the advantage of Splitting when green 662
Fires, on extinguishing 685

j

Flax, culture of in Flanders '771

Flax, New Zealand, value aid price of 119
Flies hatched in a man's no^rils 222
Flies, how to kill 552
Florida, Middle, account oflits agriculture, soil, and

products byH. B. Croomll
Florida coffee, culture of ^51; not okra, nor coffee

766
Flower, hybrid between the rose and peach blossom

554
Flowers, valuable kinds 7.36, 737; kinds suitable to be

raised in dwelling houses 606
Fodder, general remarks ot the supposed loss caused

to the corn by the usual mode of gathering 485; ex-

periment on 486; remarks on this and other ex-

periments for this pui-pose 486; experiments of the

effect of its being gathered as usual by C. F. Wood-
son 609

Fodder (corn) on curing 699
Food for cattle, remarks on 189; artificial for cattle

457; raw and prepared, experiment to test the com-
parative value 237, 288; same for hogs 263, 288, 289,

305
Four-field rotation, remarks on by John A. Selden 385;

and by John Wickham 379

Free martin, general account of 211

Frost, severe, the beneficial effects on land 666

Fruit without kernels, by Charles Woodson 249

Fruit trees, thoughts on rearing by Charles Woodson
309; the proper manner of packing them for ex-

portation 80; how preserved from hares 181; on the

cultivation of 368; to free from moss and insects 187

G

Galloway breed of cattle 199
Gama grass, experiments on 316; some account of its

culture and product by Henry E. Scott 312; its'man-

agement and value for forage 616; its growth and
value 415

Gai-nett, J. M. his address to the Agricultural Society

of Fredericksburg 491
Garnett, William, his address to the Norfolk Agricul-

tural Society 523
Gardens, floating (of Cashmere) described 18
Gas, burning for light, discovery and introduction of
685

Gas, inflammable, natural works of 761
Geine, nature and chemical characters of 732
Gelatine, D'Arcet's apparatus for extracting 140

Gnat, its singular mode of disposing of its eggs 554
Geological speculations on the formation of the beds

of fossil shells, &c. of lower Virginia 645
Geological surveys, importance of to Virginia 517
Geological survey of Virginia, report to the legisla-

ture of Virginia recommending, and stating the ad-

vantages to be derived therefrom 688; law author-

izing its commencement 692
Gestation, period of in the cow 212
Gold region of Vii-ginia, some account of 242; geolo-

gical description of 407; mines 406
Gooch, C. W. on the Chickahomony low grounds 649;

on blue grass and herds grass 649; grass husbandry
650, 651; on the soils and agriculture of Henrico
county 652 to 656

Grafting, singular application of 612
Grain worm (vibrio triiici) in wheat 281; its progress

in the northern states 723
Grapes, Cunningham and Norton 381; mistaken opin-

ion of the latter 520
Grapes, what kinds suitable and unsuitable to the cli-

mate of Virginia, by D. N. Norton 519; gathering

and preservation of 699
Grass, ribbon, description and value of 437
Grass husbandry recommended 650
Grass husbandry of Rhode Island 739, 740
Green crops, turned in as manure, report on 266
Green house plants, general observations on 139

Green sand, account of its discovery in lower Virginia,

by Professor W. B. Rogers 129; the fossils found in

the green sand formation 130; New Jersey green sand
(called there, marl) its chemical analysis 131; its

value as manure 131
Green sand formation of Virginia, further observa-

tions on by Professor W. B. Rogers 747; lower ter-

tiary of Virginia 743; particular shells, character-

istic of 749
Gramina (grasses) general characters of tlie order of

325
Grazing in common, by law, remaiks on its effects 607

Grubs or bots, not injurious to horses in the manner
usually believed, by C. Woodson 250, also 251
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•Guinea grass, its value 491
Gypsum, plain directions for analyzing 33; erroneous

views concerning exposed 61; its ert'ects near salt

water, and remarks on its supposed inefficacy in

such places 141; effects of its being exposed to the

weather 602; and to heat 603, 623; easily reduced

to powder by burning 631; premium offered in

France to test the propriety of the practice 632; first

discovery of its effect as manure, and introduction

of its use 735; statements of its being applied profit-

ably in proportions unusually large, by J. R. Wal-
lace 617

H

Hampden Sydney College, exercises of 390
Harvest labors in Germany 275
Harvest labors in Cumberland, (England) on Mr.

Curwen's estate 62
Harvest management, and disuse of intoxicating li-

quor for laborers 57
Hay, expense of curing 443
Hay making in Britain 149, 6S8
Hay rake of Rhode Island, figure and description of 739
Hedges, of willows and grapevines 540; live, man-

ao;ement of 4; cedar, inquiries respecting by S.

Hobson 536
Heat produced without fire 758
Heat on soil, remarks on the supposed injurious effects

of by J. R. Wallace 616—and by J. Fife 675
Henri-co county, soils and agriculture of, described by
C.W. Gooch 652

Herbemont, N. on the culture of the vine 471; on wine
making 474; on the causes of failure in the United
States 478; on Florida coffee 766

Herbemont's Madeira grape, origin of 591
Herds grass culture and meadows, inquiries respecting

468
Herds grass, remarks on the management of, by W.

Shelton 656
Herds grass and hay, value as products of the Chick-
ahomony low grounds, by C. W. Gooch 651

Hereford breed of cattle described 196

Hobson's, S. inquiries respecting cedar hedges 536
Hofwyl, a visit to, and some account of its celebrated

school 25
Hogs, diseases of 8
Hogs ranging at large, deemed unprofitable even in

the rich lands of the western states 622
Holkham, (Mr. Coke's estate,) some account of 142;

Mr. Coke's cattle 142; sheep 144; his improvement
of soil 146; plantations 147; cultivation and pro-

ducts 147
Honey dew, its formation 344
Hops, the culture and management of, described 439;

value 440
Horizontal ploughing in Albemarle, remarks on 237
Horizontal ploughing and hill-side ditching, advanta-

ges of 558; marking off by the rafter level 558;
another mode described 559

Horizontal ploughing, inquiry into its origin and intro-

duction into Virginia 667
Horse, general history of 540; early accounts of the use

of 541; the wild horse, account of 542; the Barb

—

the Dongola horse—the Arabian horse 544; East
Indian breed—Chinese and Persian 594; Toorko-
man, Tartar and Calmuck 595; Turkish, German,
Swedish 596; Iceland, Flemish, French, Spanish,
Italian, and American 597; the English, general
history of 662; successive improvements of the stock
663 to 666

Horse, age of, how known by the teeth 11; the move-
ment of described 627; the rale of labor at different

velocities, and for different times 628, 629
Horse, wild, American, notice of 424
Horse, of Shetland, remarkable for small size 758
Horse-power, compared to steam-power 624, 626

Horse-power, Emmons' chain band, described by Joel
Barns 350

Horse rake invented by a negro 639
Horse teams, general account of the management of,

feeding, working, &,c. 38 to 52
Horses, to prevent their being galled by the back-bands

58; effects of their introduction and increase in Bra-
zil 23; remarkable performance of in harness 96;
their proper management 415; diseases of—spasmo-
dic colic—calculi— intususception of the intestines

375; entanglement and inflammation of the bowels
376; worms 377; on physicking 403; advantage of

cooking food for 220; sti angling to save from drown-
ing 740; management of when b-avelling 68; nu-
tritive value of food for 47; labor of 51

Horses, cart, economical mode of preparing food for 384
Horses, (draught,) on harnessing 272; shoeing in Ger-
many 274

Horticultural curiosities of Japan 614
Humming bird, account of its being domesticated 495;

other examples, and remarks 496
Hurricanes in Virginia in May 1834, additional ac-

counts of their progress and destructive effects 120
Husbandry, (profitable) the true principles of 265

I

Illegible letter, answer to 24
Illinois, account of the wild animals of 71

Incubation of the common hen, account of 'he process

518
Indigo, process of manufacturing in small quantities,

for family use 314
Inland transport, account of the improvements of in

England 566
Insects, on their genention, false views of 340; their

damage to agriculture, and the propriety of protect-

ing birds that destro/ them, by Charles Woodson
351

Interest on money, ho-v affected by risk 99; of banks,
should conform to the ordinary market rate 107

Iron, how to harden, aid how blacksmiths cheat by
not doing 37

Iron waggon wheels 256

.f

Jardin des planks, account of 34

K

Key, R. D. on water furrowing 320

Lavas, natural process of the fertilization of 155

Legislation for the benefit of agriculture, remarks on

its need and proper direction 416
Legislative farming, objections to 153

Lemon, on the cultivation of 725

Lice and nits on hogs, to destroy 552

Lime, some account »f its use and value in Pennsyl-

vania 311; estimate of its cost and profit in improv-

ing a poor piece of land 312; queries on, and remarks

on its action in comexion with putrescent manure

497; effects of its ixposure to air, on its qualities

for cement and for manure 602; sometimes ineffi-

cient as manure in Frederick county, Va. 692; its

value as a medicine for horses, to expel grubs or

worms, by R. P. Ri:hardson 775

Livestock, adaptation of different breeds in the United

States to the soil 77

Livestock, on their carriage to market by canals and

railways 565, .568

Lockhart, W. £. on the skinless oat, and nut bearing

pine 350
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Locust, yellow or wild, high prices of the timber 3

Locust, American, (cicada septemdecein) remarks on

on its remarkable habits 37, 12G; account of 322

Locust, (the African,) its habits and destructive rava-

ges 69
Locust,honey (Gleditschia) and mountain (robiniapseu-

dacacia) native or foreign in lower Virginia? 770
Long horned breed of cattle described 198

Loss and gain in farming, remarks on 1C6

Louisiana, quantity of inundated lands of 766
Lower Virginia, causes of the depressed condition of

95
Low-grounds, cultivation of 88

AI

Macaire, remarks on his discovery of the excretory

powers of plants 157
Machine for sawing and boring, Hamilton's 97; for

getting out staves for barrels 277; Flagg's for riving

and drawing shingles 340; for knitting 753; for reap-

ing wheat, Hussey's, its operation described 593
MacTiines, thrashing 348; Clark's machine—Wright's

348; performance and cost of several kinds 348;
Cooley's described by Wm. Carmichael 364

Malaria, extracts from Professor Magill's Three Lec-
tures on 20

Mange in hogs cured by sulpluir 352
Manual labor department of the Lane Seminary in

Ohio, account of 76
Manure, materials for on southern plantations 5; on

collecting materials for 80; from marsh mud 93,

528; liquid, importance of in horticulture, and of soot

as an ingredient 289; putrescent, on applying on, or

beneath the surface 715; from hogs, tlie making of

282, 528; ashes 314; lime, (in Pennsylvania) 311; of

green A'egetables ploughed in , 266, o82-, putrescent,

on their fermentation, presermtion, and application

497; putrescent, remarks on liy J. M. G. 640; at-

traction for them by the soilfand propriety of top-

dressing 642, 643;observatioiionby J. B. in reply

to J. M. G's. strictures 669; applied to the surface

671; beneficial to but a limitedj extent on poor land

672; farm-yard 528; comport help 528 ;application of,

directions for 529; putrescent, bn the action of, and
chemical changes of in the soilb'26; offish, in Rhode
Island 740; liquid, managemen and use of in Flan-
ders 771, 773

Marl, eifect of in Charles City and Caroline 255
Marl and carbonates in general, Brofessor W. B. Ro-

gers' apparatus for analyzing described 364; its pe-

culiar advantages 365 I

Marl, cost of a year's labor in dicing, and carrying it

on water, by C. H. Minge 636
|

Marl and marling in Hanover 389J 644; in King Wil-
liam, King and Queen, and Essflx counties 644

Marl, its eifect in increasing the p ice of land in New-
Jersey 710 /

Marl, (or calcareous earth) found In Charlotte county,
described by N. E. Read 712 i'

Marsh mud as manure 93; its etfe ts on vegetation 409
Measures, modern French, statement of 505; general

rule for 506; linear, superficialJand of capacity 506
solid measures, of time and of Ithe circle 507; com-
pared with ancient measures 306, and English 507

Mechanics—ought to be understtpd by farmers 293
Melons, on ridging the ground fo] 23
Merino sheep, general account on and their manage-
ment according to the Mesta iW Spain 583

Meriwether, Wm. H. report on hi farm 230
Metals, preserved from rust by thj application of chem-

ical science 470
Mice, prevented from eating seels sown in drills 414
Milk, account of the various moles of adulteration in

Paris, and the means for detecing the frauds 28
Milking cows, the proper and in proper modes 222

Milk sickness, a village on the Mississippi depopula-
ted by 308

Milk and cream, management of 586; churning 588

Mills, Haxall's and Chevallie's, in Richmond, power
of 141

Mill ponds, advantageously substituted by canals 579

Millet, its small value as a crop 304
Mine, the deepest in Great Britain, statements re-

specting 582
Minge, C. H. his estimate of expense of his second

year's work in using water-borne marl 636
Mississippi, a flood in described by Audubon 6

Mole, notice of 187
Moles, to destroy in gardens 128

Mongrels between a dog and she wolf 79

Moon, remarks on the influence of on vegetation 400,

437
Mortality, comparative, in various places 181

INIortality, bills of in Breslaw, London and Northamp-
ton 254

Mould, production and chemical nature of 731; extract

of 731; carbonaceous 733
Mountain region of Virginia, remarks on its agricultu-

ral features 390
Mud a material for compost manure 561
Mulberry, Chinese linonis mulficaulis'] not propagated

from seed 433; on means for acclimating 736; re-

marks on its culture in the United States 737, 738;

remarks on its value in France 774; only a variety

of the white mulberry, and its kind only to be pre-

served by being propagated by grafts or slips 774
Mulberry leaves, analysis of 755
Mule, history and qualities of 73; breeding, on the

farm of J. T. Kilby 3; the colt of, its death 389
Myrtle, the wild or candle-berry, a remedy against

weevil 156

N

Names of correspondents should be signed to commu-
nications 660, 661

Noel, E. F. sends account of wild rice, and proposes
its being introduced as a product of agriculture 604

Norfolk, (in Virginia) its facilities for commerce con-
trasted with those of Wilmington and other southern
towns 150

NuUifier, short horned bull, imported 892
Nut bearing pine, notice of by W. B. Lockhart 350

O

Oak, Golenos, its remai-kable size and value 140
Oat, skinless, its productiveness and value 161; notice

of by W. B. Lockhart 350
Oberlin, John Frederick, review of his life 370
Oil, from cotton seed suitable for lamps 90; from rape,

recent progress of its manufacture in France 771
Onion, wild, its injurious effects as a weed 3; to de-

stroy—causes of its spreading 328
Onions, to prevent sprouting when stored 163; descrip-

tion of a mode of cultivating 599
Orange, on the cultivation of 725
Orchard grass, queries on 775
Orchards in quincunx order 757
Otter domesticated 422
Ox, remarkable size of one 35
Ox-carts, directions for making and using them by E.

F. Noel 349
Oxen, on the proper qualities and management of 330;
modes of yoking or harnessing 332; by the horns in

Cuba 657; shoeing 333

Painting houses, utiual errors in 166
Pamunky mode of cultivating corn, remarks on 709
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EBMUND RUFFIN, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

For tliu Fanners' Rcgktcr.

S03IE ACCOUNT OF THE AGRICULTURAL, SOIL
AND PRODUCTS OF MIDDLE FLORIDA, IN
A LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Sir:

Agreeably to the wish Avhieh you have intima-
ted, I proceed to give you a sketcli, though a
hasty and imperfect one, of the agriculture, soil,

and products of Middle Florida.

The Floridas were ceded by Spain to the Uni-
ted States by the treaty ncgotiatetl at Wasliuig-
ton, in 1819, but it was not until the summer of
1821, tliat our flag Ava\'ed in peaceful possession
over the fortresses of Augustine, Pensacola, and
St. Marks. Soon after this latter event, numbers
ol" our people, Avith their characteristic enterprise,

prepared to settle in tlie newly acquired territory,

and about the year 1825, the resources of JVIiddle

Florida began to be developed. Up to the pe-
riod of our accjuisition of the Floridas, little was
known of their internal condition, their soil, cli-

mate, &c., and the most contradictory opinions
were entertained. Eut when 3Iiddle Florida had
been penetrated and ex])lored, and a country
found possessing a large portion of fertile lands,

with a beautitiilly undulating surlace, and a cli-

mate, as it was fondly hoped,

" Where the flowers ever blossom, tlie beams ever shine;"

the most favorable impressions were made upon
the public mind; the expectations of many were
wrought up to an inordinate degree, and they in-

dulged the belief that they would be able to unite

there the various products of the temperate and
torrid zones. Besides cotton, sugar cane, &c.,

many hastened to plant the orange, not doubting
that, in due time, they would be gratified by the

fragrance of its bloom, and the luxury of its fruit.

But, in the full tide of experiment, " there came
a frost, a killing frost." The memorable frost of

the 6th of April, 1828, and those of the two suc-

ceeding winters, have demonstrated to the unwil-

ling inhabitants of the interior of Middle Florida,

that, Avith them, the orange cannot be produced
in the open air. On the sea-coast and islands,

however, no doubt can be entertained of the prac-

ticability of producing it, because it is produced in

East Florida, in the same latitude, and on the sea-

islands of Georgia, in a higher latitude.

Wiih respect to sugar cane, the disappoint-

ments have been less signal and decisive, but the

losses far greater. Its production and manufac-
ture is an expensive ])rocess, and where any
thing like a crop is attempted, a failure is attend-

ed with serious consequences. The liiilures which
have been experienced here in this crop have re-

sulted mainly from want of knowledge, and want
of adequate preparations for" taking ofi' the crop,"

that is, for grinding and boiling the cane. In com-
mon with Louisiana, however, much loss has re-

RiUted from the severe frosts ofthe last three winters.

From my own experience, and from my observa-

tions in Louisiana and in Florida, I believe that

in no part of the United States is the sugar cane
BO good a crop as cottonj Qucequc ipse miscrrima

Vol. II.-l

vidi, et quorum pars fui. In the lower part of
Louisiana, howe\er, and in East Florida, that
culture may be advantageously pursued, because
there the climate is most favorablo for cane, and
the soil not so suitable for cotton. The high price
of sugar which now prevails, and which is likely
to continue, is an additional incentive to its pro-
duction in those parts ofthe Unhed States, which
favor it most.
So much has, of late years, been written and

published in the United States concerning the cul-
ture of the sugar cane, that I shall be brief in
what I have to say on this subject.

Two sorts or species are cultivated in Florida,
the Olaheite or Green Cane, and the Ribband
Cane. The former attains the largest growth;
the latter is a more hardy plant, and, therefore,
better ada{)te_d to the vicissitudes of our climate.
The mode of planting is in drills, from four to five
leet apart; the cane laid horizontally in the trench
or drill, two or three together, in order to insure
a good stand. The time of ]jlanting may be at
any time between the first of November and tlie
first of April, when the temperature of tlie weather
does not approach the freezing jjoint, at which
times the cane must not be taken from its beds,
and exposed to the air. After it has come up, it

is ploughed and hoed like cotton or Indian corn.
About the middle of October, the grindino- and
boiUng should be begun, as the lower part of the
canes is then fit for sugar, and the tops for plant-
ing. But it is usual also to reserve a portion of
the entire canes for planting. When the approach
of frost is feared, the standing cane is cut off at the
surface of the ground, and laid in large flat beds,
or mattresses, in which situation, if the operation
be properly performed, it is secure from the eliects
of li'ost. After this the grinding may be continu-
ed, and I have known sugar made from cane that
had Iain m maltre.'i-.-iCs lor forty, fifty, and sixty
days.

From the roots of the cane lefl in the earth, a
second crop is obtained, which is called the " Rat-
toon cro])," which ripens earlier and more perfect-
ly than the crop from the plantings. It is desira-
ble, therefore, to have one half tlie crop of each
year from rattoons, in order that by mixmg them,
in boiling, the greater maturity of the one may
compensate, in a degi'ee, for the deficiency of the
other. After severe winters, however, the rattoon
crop has been found to fail to a gi-eater or less ex-
tent. In this climate the rattoons can only be re-
lied on lor one year, and, without them, it requires
fi-oin twenty to twenty-five per cent, of the whole
crop to rencAV it. It is obvious that this alone, is

a severe tax upon the sugar planter.

The cultivation of cotton which, at first, was
but a secondarj^ object with most of the settlers in
Florida, has become the principal pursuit of the
])lanters.

TJiree sorts or species of cotton are planted in

Middle Florida. First, the common green-seed
cotton, ( Gossyplum herbaceuni) originally from
India, and the Levant. Second, the Mexican cot-

ton, (^Gossypivm hirsutvm?) Third, the eea-
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island cotton ( Gossypium JBarbadense?} which is

a native of some of tlie West India Islands. The
two tbrmer are short staples, the last is the long

staple cotton. The modes of cultivating and
ginning the latter difiers from that of the two
former, which is sowell known iu all the southern

states.

'The sea-island cotton, being a plant of larger

grounli, requires more space than the two other

fcpecies. On good soils it is not unusuid to see it

ten feet high. It is usual to make the beds or

ridges larger, and to hoe it more cai-efully them the

otlier sorts; but it may be doubted Avhether there

is any essential difierence in the plants, m this re-

spect. It requires a longer season to mature its

fmit than the others. The difierence is probably

about four weeks.
The short staple cottons are prepared for market

with saio-ghis, which do their work with great de-

spatch. On the contrar}', it is necessaiy to pre-

pare the sea-island cotton mth roller-gins, m or-

der to avoid breaking the staple, and thus destroy-

ing that length offibre which gives it its superiority

over thejDther sorts of cotton. Of the roller-gins,

there are several sorts, difiermg in the mode of

construction, as the foot-gin, the horse-gin, &c.,

but all of which are slow in operation when com-
pared with the saw-gin. Again, the product of

this cotton, to the acre, is not so great as the other.

But to compensate for these disadvantages, the

price of it, when prepared for market, is usually

about double the price of sliort stajile cotton. On
some of the sea-islands of South Carolina, a va-

riety of the long staple cotton is produced (by a
few planters)which is much finer than that which is

ordinarily cultivated, and v/hich commands about
double the price of the latter, and quadruple the

price of siiort staple cotton. The Icnowledge of

it was for a long time a secret, confined to a lew;

but the seeds are now freely sold in the Charles-

ton market, at from two to five dollars a bushel.

At times Avhen the prices of cottons have been
high, this fine variety has commanded a dollar per
pound, and the discoverer of it was offered, by a
neighboi'ing planter, ,^50,000 for the secret!

As yet, however, the Mexican cotton is that

which is most commonly cultivated in JNIiddle

Florida, but the soil and clmiate having been
proved to be well adapted to the production of
sea-island cotton, it is ])robable that, as the plan-

tations are opened, and the pressure of out-door

labor during winter becomes less, the proportion

of this cotton Avill be increased.

The average product of this species of cotton

may be stated at about six hundred pounds to the

acre, though it is not unusual to obtain as mucli
as eight hundred pounds. Its yield from the seed,

is as one to three, while that of short staple cotton

is a little more than one to four. During the past
season, some planters of Mexican cotton have ob-

tained seven, eight, and even nine bags to the

hand, but the average is probably not more than
four or five.

Cotton in this climate begins to bloom during
the first week in June, and the picking may be
commenced early in August. Sea-island cotton

should be planted between the 10th of March and
the 1st of April. Short stayjle cotton may be
planted at any time from the 10th of March to the
middle of May. The sea-island cotton is used
for the finest cotton fabrics, and the finest sewing

cotton, and it is said to be used ui France lor adul-

terating their silks.

Spanish tobacco l$fxs been cultivated in Florida,

and found to do well. Segars have been made of

it Avliich have all the perfume of good Havana
segars. It^is said to be a profitable crop.

The olive tree ( Olea JEuropcea^ has been tried,

and found not to succeed. Col. John Gamble im-

ported a nuiid>er of trees from Mai'seilles, and
planted them on his estate. He inionns me that

they have perished to the roots by frost, every win-
ter since he planted them. And yet in the garden
ofmy friend Dr. Wray, of Augusta, (Geo.) I have
seen a young olive tree, which for several years,

has borne the winters in the open air. Of the

European olive, hov\-ever, there are several va-
rieties, and that wliich I saw in the garden of Dr,
W, is not the one which is commonly cultivated,

as it requires a nuich longer period to corae to ma-
turity. Like the orange tree, the olive would pro-
bably do Avell on the sea-coast and islands. I

learn that the olWe has been reared at Augus-
tine, Avhere oranges ai'e also produced m abun-
dance.

Indian com does Avell, and the crop is easily

made. It may be planted the first week in March,
and the cultivation completed early in June.
When the spring is favorable, it may be planted
in Februaiy, and the cultivation completed in

aiay.
Oats and rye do well, and ought to be exten-

sively introduced to alternate with cotton and corn.

V/heat has been but little tried, and I am una-
ble to say with Avhat success.

In the soU of Florida there is great diversity.

The reader, perhaps, has not to be told that a
large portion of the countiy is occupied by pine
barrens, as they are called. Even in these, there
is great diversity, some being quite productive,

wliile others are extremely barren. In the former,

the pines (pinus palustris, the long leaf, pitch

pme) grow large and tall, and are associated with
the Black Jack, ( Quercus nigra) in the latter they
ai'e stunted in groAvth, and are associated Avith the
"baiTens' scrub oak," (^Quercus Catesbcei) which,
in common language, is often confounded with
the "Blackjack."
The richest uplands are the Hammocks or Hum-

mocks, a "vvord which probably has its root in the
Latin humidus, moist, or kmneo to be wet, indi-

cating in this instance, not a wet or swampy soil,

but its contiguity to some body of water, either a
creek, river, or lake.* Intermediate between these
are the oaky lands, which have a stitTer soil than
the othei-s, and by many are thought to excel the
hammocks in the production of cotton. The fre-

quency and suddenness with which these soils

change fi-om one to another, surprises every ob-
server, and baffles every theory to account for it.

Frequently after passing a dreary tract of pine-
barrens, or barren «and-hills, you come, suddenly,
on the borders of a hummock, which greets you
like an oasis in a desert, contrasting with the for-

mer fertility of its soil, and the beauty of its nu-
merous evergreens.

t

* Or perhaps in allusion to the humidity of its atmos-
phere, as the brandies of the trees and their dense'fo-

liage detain the evaporation, and keep up a deg;ree of
moisture very favorable to the 2;rowth of parasitics, as

the Long Moss, Mistletoe, Epidendrum, &c.

t Pre-eminent among these stands the stately Mag-
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Marl is not rare in Florida, and the whole coun-
tiy being based on a shell rock, it is, probably,

abundant, j\nd will, in due time, be developed. I

ha'v'e myseli" seen some very fine specimens.

Veiy respectfully, yours,

II. B. CROOM.
Z,ake Lafayette, near Tallahasse, March, 1834.

P. S. With respect to fruits, I may state, that

peaches do very well, though they arc sometimes
destroyed by the spring trosls. Ajiplcs, pears,

cheiTies, &c. have not been sufficicntlj- tried. The
number of wild plums in this coimtrj^, is remarka-
ble, A species of goosebeny (Ribes rotundifo-

lium of Michaux?) grows wild in the hammocks,
and from the quantity of subaljiine growth, it

might be inferred that this country would prove

favorable to the production of most of the fruits of

temperate climates. But the fact remains to be
tested. Strawberries grow as large and as fine as

I have seen them in any country. They are now
rij)ening abundantly. (March 31st.)

'Some corn which I planted about the 20lh of

February last, came up m due time, has been
ploughed and hoed once, and is now thrifty and
promising. It is probable tliat two crops of corn

might be made in one season, if it Avere desirable

to do so. But late corn in this climate is apt to be

attacked by worms, while in roasting car.

THE WILD ONIOJf.

To tlic Eilitor of the Farmers' Register.

Cambridge, Md. Jprll 18, 1834.

Will you allow me through the medium of the

Farmers' Register, to make the inquiry of your

numerous coiTespondents, whether there is any
effectual mode, and what it is, of extirpating

that most destructive of all v>^eeds, the wild

onion?

I purchased several years ago, a farm near

Cambridge, of poor clay sod, filkHl with starveling

onions. I had always been impressed with tlie

idea, that heavy manuring would eradicate them,

by the substitution of other Aigorous vegetation;

but experience teaches me the error ofthat opinion.

I have made the land extremely rich, yet the onions

have increased in number, and in Adgor ofgrowth,

pari passu with the improvement; and now at this

moment, my wheat field exhibits the mortifying

spectacle of a serious and doubtful conflict, between

these best and worst of the vegetable creation: and

I fear the onions will bear the palm.

An answer to my inquiry will confer an obliga-

tion on,

Yours, verj^ tndy. j. e. m.

P. S. Has an eflectual onion riddle ever been
invented?—by whom?—and, where may it be ob-

tained? J- E. M.

nolia Graniliflora, accompanied by its relative the fra-

grant Magnolia Aurienlata, the Olea Americana, Ho-
pea tinctoria, Ilex Opaca, Prunus Carolifiiana, 8cc.

Here too, are the Red-bud and tlie Beech, the elegant

Stuartia, tlie showy Hydrangea, and the gay Azalea.

These are often entwined about their tranks by these

elegant creepers, the Carolina Jessanaine, tlie Coral

Honeysuckle, the Decuraaria Sarmentosa, the luxuriant

Cissus, and the splendid Bignonias, while the TilJand-

sia Resneoides festoons their branches! Such is a Flo-

rida hammock—^the pride of Flora, and the paradise of

botanists.

A BREEDING MULE.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Spring Hill, Nansemond county, ")

2d 3fay, 1834. 5
A circumstance has occun-ed on my planta-

tation, which seems to be against the general
principles of nature. Oji the 23rd of April, 1834,
a female nmle of mine, had a colt, never suspected
by me until I saw its birth. I bo'i W3r!.cu iier hard
all last year, upon the farm, and on the rail road,
through the winter hauling marl, and all the month
ofMarch haiding logs, from a distance oilwo miles,
six loads a day, and thirty logs each load, making
twentj'-four miles each day. She was at work all

April hauling out manure, untd the 23d. On that
day I had gone, a little time before night, from the
labors ofthe day, owing to one ofmy family being
sick; and about 5 o'clock in the evening, the boy
that drove the mule, came running to the house,
saying that Jenny (for that was her name) had a
colt. I went out and in a lew minutes thereafier,

the thing (for I kno-.v not what to call it) was de-
livered, and is now doing well. I never suspected
the mother's being with foal, because I thought it

contrary to nature, though I had for four or six
weeks observed that her belly was enlarged, and so
much so, that the cart had to be altered, as it

rubbed her. She showed no other sign—so I did
not suspect it. She has little or no bag, though I

believe slie gives a plenty of suck, as hev child is

now gettuig fat. At first it Avasver}^ poor. Noav
you will ask what is the father of it? I cannot
saj'—but Ijclieve, a colt of mine, now three j'ears

old. He ran out on Sundays, with the nmles,
and the black boy tells me tliat there was cause
for such an efl'cct. So it is, the mule has a colt,

and it is exactly like the young stallion. If this is

a matter of curiosity, you may give publicity to it,

under my name. Ilundreds can prove the fact—

•

and several can testify that they Avere present at

the birth.

JOHN THOMPSON KILBY.

P. S. The mother certainly is a mvh, for she
was foaled mine, and is noAv ten years old.

[The fact stated by Mr. Kilby is particularly inte-

resting, because so authenticated as to leave not tlie

slightest ground for doubt. But though it is contrary

to the general operation of a laAV of nature, for any

mule or hybrid animal to be capable of procreation, it

is well known to naturalists that 'There have been some

(though rare) exceptions to the rule. Whether in

these cases the oflspring is barren, according to the

general and wise provision of nature, to prevent the

continuance of mongrel breeds, or not, has not yet

been determined].

YELLOW (or wild) LOCUST.

The Genesee Farmer of April 5th, says that "yel-

low locust seed is worth $4 or #5 tlie pound—say $1

the half pint. And trees of suitable size for setting

may be had at several nurseries in Western New York

at $G per hundred." At these prices, it AA^ould be a

profitable employment of labor to gather the ripe pods

of the wild locu^, where they are produced abun-

dantly, as on the high calcareous banks of the lower

James River.
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For tlip Fanners' Register.

FECUNDITY OF A EWE.

I think it was on the 25th of Januarj-, 1833, that

tho only ewe Avith black wool in my Hock, (and

Avliich, therefore, could not be mistaken i'm- any
other,) liad a lamb. On the 20th of April, ibllow-

iniT, tliat lamb was killed, and eaten. On the 25th

oC"thc panic month and year, (the ewe running

upon a^^f"! clover field) the same ewe took the

ram—(a brdafT-rarl, isint,e, unfortimately, dead.)

On the IGth of July, the same ewe had a lamb,

as I was first in^prnied by one of my family, (the

slieep beino; then grazing in a lot around the

house,) and I Avent out and found it so. That
lamb was not killed, and is still living. From the

IGth to the 201h of September, in the same clover

field, the ewe again took the ram; and during one

of those snoAvs, either in January or Februaiy,

last past, the boy that attends the sheep says, that

one morning ujjon going to the fodder staclfs,

- wliere the sheep Avere kept, he found that this

same CAve had lost a lamb—making tAvo births

and a mlscai'riage in tAvelve or thirteen months.

Probably the miscarriage aa^us occasioned by some
hurt the eAve might have rcceiA^ed.

HoAV long do ewes go Avith lamb"? I ha\'e be-

heved about f )ur months and tAvcnty days; if so

were not her births premature? I ask lor informa-

tion. OBSERVER.
lOih ^pril, 1834.

them in melted graiting Avax, and Avind them on

in such a manner as to make the Avhole air tight.

If Avell done the pieces will unite at both ends, and

soon extend so as to cover the Avound.

BARKING TREES.
From GoodscH's Goncspe Farmer.

It often happens that fi'uit trees, more particu-

larly apple and pear trees, are stripped of their

l)ark during the Avinter by sheep, rabbits, or mice.

When such accidents do hap]ien, such trees should
not be looked upon as lost, but as soon as the sap
begins to circulate freely in the spring, they should
be repaired, by fitting in pieces, on eveiy side, to

keep up the circulation, betAvoen the top, and the
roots.

The folloAving directions, AAnll enable those who
shall be so unfortunate as to ha\'e any of their

trees injured by mice, or otherwise, to repair them
Avithout incurring any great expense.
Where the bark has been taken from the bottom

of a tree, as soon as it is discovered, it should be
coA'ered up to prevent the Avood from becoming
dry. During the month of INIay, uncover the
wood, and Avith a chisel, or some other instru-

ment, cut oil from the tree, so much Avood as aa'UI

leave a flat surface, equal in Width, to the piece
to be inserted. Let this extend so far up and doAA'n

as to reach the sound bark, and make the cut
Bfiuare in at the ends. Procure a piece of Avood
from a groAving tree of the same kind, Avhcther ap-
ple or pear, cut it of a suitable length, split off a
piece from one side of it, cut the ends smooth AA'ith

n knife, being careful not to bruise the bark, fit it

closely into the place prepared in the side of the
tree, having the greatest proportion of the sap
floAV, or line lietAvcen the bark and Avood, that can
be, come in contact. Proceed in the same Avay
on diflerent sides ofthe tree, after Avhich bind the
whole part Avith some bark-, or strings made from
flax, and cover the Avhole Avith earth, if it does not
extend too far up the tree. If the bark was re-
moA-cd too lar up, to be couA'cnient for coA^ering
with earth, take some strips of cotton cloth, dip

WOOD SNAPPING ON THE FIRE.
From the Genesee Farmer.

I believe aa'C haA-e no wood in this countrj^ tliat

is more Avorthless tor fuel than the Butternut. A
f!3AV mis of this kind, howe\'er, about ten inches

in diameter, had been split in tAvo, left some Aveeks

to drj-, and then carried into my chandjer. On
placing one stick on the fire, it began to snap most
remai-kably: sometimes there were not less than

fitleen or twenty sparks on the carpet at once; and
the inconA'enience Avas serious. What Avas to be

done? I happened to recollect a paragraph in your

second volume, taken from some eastera paper,

stating that xoood snaps on the fire from the side

nearest to the heart. It Avas so in this case. I

just turned the log over, and at once the difficulty

Avas at an end; for though it continued to snap for

some time against the back plate, yet no more
sparks came into the room.
When I put on the next log, I AA^as particular to

turn the heart baclcAvards, and I have had no
trouble from snapping since. Noav the knoAAdedge

of this thing is but a trifle indeed, but it may be
Avorth knoAving, for I liaA'e often seen the guests

round a parlor fire starting up to put out the sparks,

Avhen I presume nothing more Avas Avanting than

to turn over a stick. a farmer.

LIVE HEDGES.
Extracts from the New England Farmer.

" For the last t.Aventy years I ha\-e paid great
attention to this subject, and A\"ill giA-e you the re-

sult ofmy experience. The first hedge I set out
(about 500 feet in length) Avas of the English haAV-
thorn or quickset. The result was decidedly un-
faA'orable. The plant is not adapted to this climate

—it appears better suited to the moist atmosphere
of England; our long summer drought injures it;

it is peculiarly subject to the attacks of the borer;

a species of mildcAV or blight almost inA^ariably

assails it early in August, by -which it loses its

leaves, and by the middle of August or first of
September assumes a Avintry appearance.
"My next experiment AvasAvith the three thorn-

ed acacia, recommended by Judge Buel. The
hedge Avas not more than fifty feet in length, but
AA'as placed in exceftent soft and carefully attended.

I had supposed that the long thorns Avith Avhich

the plant is armed, Avould ha\'e made it peculiarly

efficacious as a fence. The result was eA-en more
unfortunate than before. Prune and clip it as I

Avould, I could never make it groAv thick; it ap-
pears to have a decided tendency to shoot upAvarda
rather than to spread; the thorns groAv only upon
or near the upper branches, and beloAv there w'as
nothing but the bare stems to serve as a fence.

It Avould often, too, lose as much during a hard
Avinter, as it had groAA'n during a Avhole summer.
After a trial of near ten years I dug up the Avhole
and replaced it Avith the American buckthorn,
(Rhamnus catharticus.) With this I have been
completely successful. It has, it is true, but feAV

thorns, but it groAvs naturally so thick as to be a
comjilete protection to the land enclosed by it. It

shoots early in the spring, and holds its A'erdure

till A'eiy late in the fall. li' properly managed, it
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is so close bolow ihut a rabbit could scarcely work
its way throii2;h; wliile aliove, the stroni^ branches
are so wattled and interlaced, that a man could
not scale it, nor a hull iin'ce his way throup;h it.

"1 have now in dilferent places at least half a
mile ot'tliis hed^•e, which I shall be very happy (o

show to any ofyour correspondents wlio mayAvish
to sec it.

"The mode of cultivation is very simple—it is

set out either in the fiill or spring in the manner
recommended by Judg-e, Euel; if in the fall, it is

dipped the next spring wiihin about nine inches
of the ground. Next spring it is clipped again at

the height of about two Icct, the third spring at

about three feet from the ground, with some side

pnining. Tlie next summer your hedge is com-
plete, and you may keep it at the heiglit and thick-

ness desired at the expense of a little pruj)ing.

"I have also tried plashmg. In 1818 or 19, my^
gardener, who was an Englishman, highly re-

commended it, and at last persuaded me to let

him attempt it upon a young and thriily hedge
made of crab ap])le. He did it as it appeared to

me, very skilfull}-, but it was a veiy long and tedi-

ous operation, and the result was the hetlgc was
ruined. His mode ofoperating (which is I believe

the common one) was to sutler the main stem to

remain upright, while all the side ones were par-
tially cut and bent down nearly horizontally, and
so confined either by interlacing or by staking
them down; they did not thrive however—they
perished by degrees, and I Avas at last forced to

prune a^vay all the horizontal branches, and lost

at least four years growth.
"With the buckthorn I have never'found plash-

ing to be in any degree necessary or useful. If

managed in the way I have described, in three
j-ears the hedge will be complete, requiring aflcr-

wards very little care, and nearly as thick, and
quite as impervious below as above."

"Buckthorns should be set in a single row, from
seven to nine inches apart; as soon as? they begin
to vegetate, they should be headed down to about
six inches from the ground, which will cause the
liedge to become thick from the bottom. By keep-
ing the ground clean, and occasionally shortening
the stray shoots, it v/ill soon make a beautiful

and efficient fence. It is an extremely vigorous,

free growing plant, and in our opinion superior to

any plant we are acquainted with in this country,

for makins fi hedo-e."

A WORD IN SEASON, OR AN EFFECTUAL, SECU-
RITY AGAINST THE BEE MOTH.

For the Fanners' Register.

As soon as your, bees commence woi'king in the
spring, examine your hives, and with a slab of
wood, or piece of hoop iron, scrape the stand im-
mediately under the hive, also around the inner

edges of the box, taking care to remove all the
web that may be attached to any part of the stand
or hive, as the v\rhole secret consists in keeping
them free from the web formed by the molh or fly.

Having completed this operation, provide your-
self with four square blocks of wood, and place
one under each corner of j'our hive, so as to raise

it not quite half an inch from the stand; this will

enable you to clean the stand witliout removing
the hive. This scraping operation must be re-

peated eveiy three or four days, if there should be

any appearance of web forming on the stand, or
around the inner eilg-es of the hive. It seems ne-
cessary to remark, that the moth or fly, makes its

attaclvs by a kind of regular ap})roacli, first form-
ing its web on the stand, and then extending it up
the sides of tlie liive until it gets complete posses-
sion. By a little attention in cleaning the stand
and hive, as directed, you will certainly secure
your bees from the ravages ofthe worm. In the win-
ter, the blocks must be removed from under the
hive, so as to allow it to rest immediately on the
stand, which will secure it against the attacks of
mice, &c. On this ])lan, it is advisable to make
an entrance for the bees, by cutting a peqiendicu-
lar slit in the front part of the hive, half way from
the bottom, say two and a half inches in length,
and one-eighth of an inch wide, with a kind of
shelf just under it to serve as a resting place for

the bees going and returning to the hive. Afkr
being a little used to it, the bees seem to prefer
this entrance to the one at the bottom of the hive.
This plan has jiroved an eflt?ctual security against
the worm, afler every other remedy has fiiiled;

and not a single hive has been lost since it was
adopted. z.

(a) Entrance, one-eighth of an inch wide, and two
and a half inches long.

(66) Shelf below ^he entrance.

MATERIALS FOR MANURE.
Extract from an article by J. H. Coupcr, in the Soutlieru

Agriculturist.

A sufficient amount of manure is yielded to keep
the soil in the most productive state, if a stock of
animals be kept on the plantation, and the dry

vegetable matter of the fields be carefully carted

to the pens. The expressed cane, tops and leaves,

from an acre of cane, }"ield about 10,000 lbs. of dry

vegetable matter. An acre of cprn, including

blades, stalks, shucks and cobs, about 2500 lbs.,

when the yield of corn has been 20 bushels: and
the ailer crop of peas 1000 lbs., together 4500 lbs.

An acre of solid peas 2000 lbs. The potatoe

vines, pumpkins and turnips, being eat m-een, con-

tribute only to the production of fluid manure.

The total quantity of dry vegetable matter to be
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aj^plied to the manuring of 16 acres in crop, Avili

therefore be,

4 acres in corn, at 4500 lbs. per acre, 18,000 lbs.

1 '< peas and turnii)s, 2,000

3 " cane, at 10,000 lbs. 30,000

50,000

which, if merely rotted by rain, will yield 100,000

ibs. of manure; and if rotted by the urine and dung

of stock, from 150,000 lbs to 200,000 lbs., or at

least 25,000 lbs. of manure to each of the 4 acres

proposed to be manured. To this supply of ma-
nure,must be added from 50 to 70 bushels of cotton-

seed,from seven acres of cotton,to be applied to the

four acres of corn; and the peas that are ploughed

in, preparatory to the potatoe crop of vines.

MATERIALS FOR COURAGE.
For the Fanners' Register.

Dr. Pcrrine, American Consul at one of the

Mexican ports, has asked of Congress a grant of

land in the peninsula of Florida, lor the purpose
of introducing and cultivating the Jlgave jlmcri-

cana, (the famous centennial Aloe) which he re-

commends as a material lor cord.age. It is indeed
nmch used for that purpose in Mexico and South
A merica, where its growth is spontaneous. There
is no doubt that this plant would do Avell in any
part of the peninsula of Florida, for it bears the
whiters at Charles^ton, S. C. and at Augusta, Geo.
If, however, its cultivation is likely to prove pro-

fitable, I see no reason why congress should be
asked to give lands tor the pui-pose; and if not, we
had then better let it alone.

Ifany additional material for cordage is requi-

site or desirable in this countr}-, we have one in a
native plant, probably not inferior, for that purpose,
to the Agave Americana. I allude to the Yucca
jilamentosa, which grows spontaneously in light

sandy soils, (and often on the very poorest) from
Virginia to Florida, and is conuiionly known under
the name oi'Bear grass, and sometimes under that

of Silk grass. The fibres of this plant are remark-
able lor their strength, and I have seen ropes made
of it, equal in strength and appearance to any other.

To obtain the fibres, the leaves are "rotted" in

water, or by burying them in the earth. Mr. El-
liott, in his "Sketch of the Botany of South Caro-
lina and Georgia," says of this plant, that "it ap-
pears to possess the strongest fibres of any vege-
table wliatever;and, if itcanbe raised with facilitj^,

may Ibrm a valuable article in domestic economy."
The root is also a substitute for soap in washing
woollens.

01' the facility of its production, I entertain no
doubt. No plant is more hardy, or bears trans-
phmting better. Its roots are extensive, having
numerous eyes, or buds, and each one of these will
produce a plant. There are millions of acres in
the southern states unfit for the ordinary purposes
of agriculture, which would produce this plant very
well. H. B. c.

A FLOOD OF THE MISSISSIPPT.
^ Many of our larger streams, such as the Missis-

sippi, -the^Ohio, the Illinois, the Arkansas, and the

Red River, exhibit, at certain seasons, the most
extensive overflowings of their waters, to Avhicli

the name offloods is more a]ipropriate than the

term freshets, usually applied to the sudden risings

of small streams. If we consider the vast extent

of country through which an inland navigation is

allbrdcd by the never-failing supply of water fur-

nished by these wonderfiil rivers, we cannot sup-

pose them exceeded in magnitude by any other in

the known world. . It will easily be imagured what
a wonderful sj)ectacle must present itself to the eye

of the traveller, who, for the first time, \'iews the

enormous mass of waters collected from the vast

central regions of our continent, booming along,

turbid and s^vollen to overflowing, in the broad

channels of the Mississippi and Ohio, the latter of

which has a course ofmore than a thousand miles,

and the former of several thousands.

To give you some idea of a booming flood of

these gigantic streams, it is necessaiy to state the

causes which give rise to it. These are the sud-

den melting of the snows on the mountains, and
, heavy rains continued for several weeks. AVhcn
it happens that, during a severe winter, the Alle-

ghany mountains have been covered with snow to

the depth of several feet, and the accumulated
mass has remained unmelted for a length of time,

the materials of a flood are thus prepared. It now
and then hajipens that the winter is huiried off by
a sudden increase of temperature, when the ac-

cumulated snows melt away simultaneously over

the whole country, and the south easterly wind
which then usually blows, brings along with it a
continued fixli ofheavy rain, which mingling with

the dissolving snow, deluges the alluvial portions

of the western country, filling up the rivulets, ra-

vines, creeks, and small rivers. These delivering

their waters to the great streams, cause the latter

not merely to rise to a surprising height, but to

overflow their banks, wherever the land is low.

—

On such occasions, the Ohio itselfpresents a splen-

did, and at the same time, an appalling spectacle;

but when its waters mingle with those of the Mis-
sissippi, then kind reader, it is the time to view an
American flood in all its astonishing magnificence.

At the foot of the falls ofthe Ohio, the water has
been known to rise upwards of sixty feet above its

lowest level. The river at this point, has already
run a coui'se of nearly seven hundred miles from
its origin at Pittsburgh, in Pennsylvania, during
which it has received the waters of its numberless
tributaries, and overflowing all the bottom lands

or vallics, has swept along the fences and dwell-
ings, which have been unable to resist its violence.

I could relate hundreds of incidents which might
prove to you the dreadful eftects of such an inun-

dation, and which have been witnessed by thou-

sands besides mj'self I have known, for example,
of a cow swimming through a window elevated at

least seven hundred feet from the ground, and six-

ty-two above low water mark. The house was
then surrounded Avith water from the Ohio, which
runs in front of it, while the neighboring countiy

was overflowed; yet the family did not remove from
it, but remained in its upper portion, having pre-

viously takeii off the sashes of the lower Avindows,

and opened the doors. But let us return to the

Mississippi.

There the overfloAv is astonishing; for no sooner

has the water reached the upper part of the banks,

than it rushes out and overspreads the whole of
the neighboring swamps, presenting an ocean over-

grown Avith stupendous forest trees. So sudden
is the calamity, that every individual, whether man
or beast, has to exert his utmost ingenuity to ena-
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ble liim to escape Irom the dreaded element. The
Indian quickly reniov^es to the hills of the interior,

the cattle and game sAvim to the different stripes

of land that remain uncovered in the midst of the

flood, or attempt to force their way through the

waters until they perish with fatigue.

Along the banks of the river the inhabitants

have raits ready made, on Avhich they remove
themselves, their cattle, and tlicir provisions, and
which they then fiisten with ropes, or gi-ape \anes,

to the larger trees, while they contemplate the

melancholy spectacle presented by the cuiTent, as

it carries off their houses and wood yards piece by
piece. Some who have nothing to lose, and are

usually known by the name oC squatters, take this

opportunity of traversing the woods in canoes, for

the purpose of procuring game, and particularly

the skins of animals, such as the deer and bear,

which may be converted into money. They re-

sort to the low ridges, surrounded by the waters,

and destroy thousands of deer, mei'ely for their

skins, leaving the flesh to putrily.

The river itself, rolling its swollen waters along,

presents a spectable of the most imposing nature.

Although no large vessel, unless propelled by
steam, can now make its way against the cun-ent,

it is seen covered "by boats laden with produce,
"which running out from all the smaller streams,

float silently towards the city ofNew Orleans, their

owners, meanwhile, not very well assured of find-

ing a landing place even there. The water is

covered Avith yellow foam and pumice, the latter

having floated from the rocky mountains of the
north-Avest. The eddies are larger and more pow-
erful than ever. Here and there tracts of forests

are observed undermined, the trees gradually giv-

ing way, and failing into the stream. Cattle,

horses, bears and deer, are seen at times attempt-
ing to swim across the impetuous mass offoaming
and boiling Avaterj whilst here and there a vulture

or an eagle is observed perched on a bloated car-

cass, tearing it up in pieces, as regardless of the
flood as on former occasions, it would have been
ofthe numerous sawyers and planters with which
the surface ofthe river is covered when the water
is low. Even the streamer is frequently distress-

ed. The numberless trees and logs that float

along, break its paddles and retard its progress.

Besides, it is on such occasions difficult to procure
fuel to maintain its fires; and it is only at very dis-

tant intervals that a wood-yard can be found which
the water has not carried off.

Following the river in your canoe, you reach
those parts of the shores that are protected against
the overflowing of the waters, and are called levees.

There you find the whole population ofthe district

at work, repairing and augmenting those artificial

barriers Avhich are several feet above the level of
the fields. Every person appears to dred the open-
ing of the crevasse, by which the waters may rush
into his fields. In spite of all exertions, hoAvever,
the crevasse opens, the Avater bursts impetuously
over the plantations, and lays waste the croj^s

Avhich so lately AA-ere blooming in all the luxuri-
ance of spring. It opens up a neAv channel, Avhich,

for aught I know to the contrary, may carry its

waters even to the Mexican Gulf.

I have floated on the Mississippi and Ohio, when
thus SAVollen, and have, in different places, visited

the submersed lands of the interior, propelling a
Ught canoe by the aid of a paddle. In this man-

ner I have traversed immense portions of the coun-
try, overfloAved by the AA^aters ofthese riv^ers; and,
particidarly Avhilst floating over the Mississippi
bottom-lands, I have been struck AAath aAA^e at the
sight. Lhtle or no cuirent is met Avith, unless
the canoe passes over the bed of a bayou. All is

silent and melancholy, unless Avhen the mournful
bleating of the hemmed-in deer reaches j'our ear,
or the dismal scream ofan eagle or raven is heard,
as the foul bird rises, disturbed by j'our approach,
from the carcass on Avhich it Avas allaying its cra-
A-en appetite. Bears, cougars, lynxes, and all other
quadrupeds that can ascend the trees, are observ-
ed crouched among their top branches. Hmigry
in the midst of abundance, although they see float-
ing around them, the animals on Avhich they usu-
ally prey, the)^ dare not venture to SAvim to them.
Fatigued by the exertions Avhich they haA^e made
in reaching the diy land, they Avill there stand the
hunter's fire, as ifto die by a ball Avere better than
to perish amidst the waste of waters. On occa-
sions like this, all these animals are shot by hun-
dreds.

Opposite the city of Natches, Avhich stands on
a bluff bank of considerable elevation, the extent
ofinundated land is immense, the gi-eater portion
ofthe tract lying between the JMississippi and the
Red River, Avhich is more than thirty miles in
breadth, being under Avater. The mail-bag has
often been carried through the immersed forests, in
a canoe, for eA'en a greater distance, in order to be
fbrAvarded to Natchitochez.

But noAv, kind reader, observe this great flood
gradually subsiding, and again see the mighty
changes which it has aflected. The Avaters have
noAv been carried into the distant ocean. The
earth is every Avliere covered by a deposite ofmud-
dy foam, AA^iich, in diying, splits into deep and
naiTOAV chasms, presenting a reticulated appear-
ance, and from Aviiich, as the Aveather becomes
Avarmcr, disagreeable, and at times noxious exha-
lations arise, and fill the loAver stratum of the at-

mosphere, as Avith a dense fog. The banks of the
river have almost every Avhere been broken down
in a greater or less degree. Large streams are
noAV found to exist, where none Avere formerly to
be seen, having forced their Avay in direct lines

from the upper parts of the bends. These are, by
the naAdgator called short-cuts. Some of them
have proved large enough to produce a change in

the navigation of the Mississippi. If I mistake
not, one of these, knoAvn by the name of Grand
Cut-off, and only a feAV miles in length, has di-

A-erted the river trom its natural course, and has
shortened it by fifty miles. The upper parts of
the islands present a buhvark, consisting of an
enomious mass of floated trees of all kinds, Avhich
haA-e lodged there. Large sand banks haA^e been
completely removed by the impetuous Avhirls of
the AA'aters, and haA^e been deposited in other
places. Some appear quite neAv to the eye of the
naA'igator, Avhohas to mark their situation and
bearings in his log-book. The trees on the mar-
gins of the banks, have in many parts giA-en AA^aj^

They are seen bending o\'er the stream, like the
grounded arms of an overAA'helmed army of giants.
Every Avhere are heard the lamentations of the
farmer and planter, whilst their servants and them-
seh^cs are busily employed in repairing the dama-
ges occasioned by the floods. At one crevasse, an
old ship or tAvo, dismantled for the purpose, are
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sunk, to obstruct the passage opened by the still

rushing waters, while new earth is brought to fill

up the'^chasms. The sciuatter is seen shouldering

his rifle, and making his way through the morass,

in search of his lost stock, to drive the survivors

home, and save the skins of the drowned. Nev/
fences have every wliere to ha formed; even new
houses must be erected; to save Avhich Irom a like

disaster, the settler places them on an elevated

platform, sui)ported by pillars made of the tmnks
of trees. The lands must be ploughed anew, and

if the season is not too far advanced, a crop of corn

and potatoes may yet be raised. But the rich

prospects of the planter are blasted. The traveller

is impeded in his journey, the creeks and smaller

streams having broken up their banks in a degree

proportionate in their size. A bank of sand, which
seems firm and secure, suddenly gives way be-

neath the traveller's horse, and the next moment
the animal has sunk in the quick-sand, either to

the chest in front, or over the crupper behind, Icav-

ino" its master in a situation not to be envied.

Unlike the mountain torrents and small rivers

of other parts of the Avorld, the Mississippi rises

but slowly during these floods, continuing for seve-

ral weeks, to increase at the rate of about an inch

in the day. When tit its height, it undergoes little

fluctuation for some days, and after this subsides

as slowly as it rose. The usual duration of a flood

is from four to six weeks, although, on some occa-

sions, it is protracted to two months.

Every one knows how largely the idea of floods

and cataclysms enters into the specidations of the

geologist. If the streamlets of the European con-

tinent afford illustrations ofthe formation of strata,

how much more must the 3'lississippi, with its

ever-shifting sand banks, its crumbling shores, its

enormous masses of brift timber, the source of

future beds of coal, its extensive and varied allu-

vial deposits, and its mighty mass of waters rolling

sullenly along, like the flood of eternity.

DISEASES OF HOGS.
From the Gencsoc Farmer.

Mr. L. Tucker—I am engaged in milling,

and have kept a stock of about three hundred
hogs in a large frame pen, divided into twenty-

four rooms, with plank floor, and lodging rooms
covered and boarded, leaving open only sufficient

room for them to enter. They have been fed on
bran, shorts, and cross middlings. I have lost,

during the last winter, about fifty—many ofthem
were fat, and would Aveigh two hundred when
dressed.

They were taken with wealaiess in the back,

and lose the use of their hind parts—generally

live from two to three weeks. On opening them,
have always found a great many slim worms a-

bout an inch long in the leaf and about the back
'bone. I have tried all medicine recommended by
farmers in this section, and in no instance had a
cure.

I have a neighbor, who purchased a drove last

fall, and has given them seven hundred dollars

worth of corn, and the stock now left are not worth
the first cost in consequence of the same disease.

You or your corresjiondents will confer a favor

by giving me such information as you or they pos-

sess, respecting a remedy.
Yours, respectfully, r. h. h.

Venice, Huron co., ( Ohio,) ^pril 2, 1834.

ODDS AND ENDS.
To tho Editor of the Farmers' Register.

jUrunswickj March 31, 1834.

I shall be glad to learn from some of the readers

of the Farmers' Register, what I have becii try-

ing tor thirty years in vain to find, a good and sure

-method to destroy lice on hogs, cows, and horses.

A decoction of tobacco will kill the lice, but will

not destroy the nits. I have Ircciuently sheared
hogs lor this purpose, and it is the best means to

rid them of lice: but shearing a hog is a tedious

job, which no one Avill be anxious to repeat.

What is the best remedy lor worms in horses?

By what means can house flies be destroyed, or

rendered less numerous and troublesome?
W hat safeguard can be used against the worm

which cuts off young corn at the first joint in low
grounds? I am sometimes compelled to plant mine
three or ibur times, before I can get it to stand.

What will prevent the i-avages of tlie fly which
eats tobacco plants? Mine have been oflen al-

most ei^-irely destroyed by these insects. But I

am now mostly a cotton planter—though the rot

and low prices together, have made me almost
heartless.

When I plant tobacco in lots where I can
plough it well, I throw up beds of thirty-nine

inches wide, with a two-horse plough, and stick

the plants about twenty inches apart, on the mid-
dle of each bed. I never prime (or take off tho
lower leaves) when I top the plants: but when
they are hilled up, some of the small leaves are

taken off—such as probably were on the young
plant when first set out. Planting from the 1st to

the 10th of June, is preferred to any other time.

I generally top high, if the season and the land
will permit—and it" I can get the top leaves to

make, (or mature) it is all I want. The cold dews,
late in the growing season, help tobacco very
much. I am much in favor of packing tobacco

loose in the hogshead, (or without t}ing the leaves

in buntlles,) because, if it is manufactured in this

country, it takes much trouble to vmtie the six-

leaf bundles, and then the tie-leaf is worth but
very little. It seems strange to me that any one
should approve of these small bundles.

I planted a sinall kind of speckled pea in the
same ])iece of land lor three or ibur years. Those
made the last year that I planted them, were coal

black, and as late as any other pea. To -what can
this remarkable change be ascribed? j. k.

AGE OF SHEEP.
From tlie Mountain Sliejiherd's Manual.

The age of a sheep may be known by examin-
ing the front teeth. They are eight in number,
and ap))ear during the first yefu', all of a small

size. In the second year, the two middle ones
fiUl out, and their place is supplied by two new
teeth, wtiich are easily distinguished by being of
a larger size. In the third year, two other small

teeth, one from each side, drop out and arc re-

placed by two large ones; so that there are now
four large teeth in the middle, and two pointed

ones on each side. In the fourth j'ear the large

teeth are six in number, and only two small ones

remain, one at each end of the range. In the fifth

year the remaining small teeth are lost, and the

whole front teeth are large. In the sixth year the

whole begin to be worn; and in the seventh, some-
times sooner, some lull out or are broken.
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To till! Editor of the Fanners' Register.

EXHAUSTING ASD IMPROVING CULTIA^ATION.

Powhatan, y/pril 13th, 1834.

I have, for some time, desired that some one
would undertake to correct the evils prevailing in
out county, to the devastation and entire destruc-

tion ol'tlie value of our lands, by hard and exces-

sive culture, and which ought to have opened the

eyes of more gentlemen who are really practical

farmers, well-inlbrmed, and influential in many
laudable things, but who appear to me, to have
yielded without a struggle to this ruinous system
of management. By pursuing this course, detri-

mental to their own interest and diminishing the
wealth of our beloved commonwealth, they liave

already caused, and will continue to produce that
abandonment oltheir native state and emigration
to the west, which lias been forced upon our people
by their increasing necessities. That this diminu-
tion in the value of our lands is too mucii oiving to

neglect and bad management, and that an im-
proved jilan of cultivation ^vill, -with but little ad-
flitional industry, effect a very great and desirable

change in the present gloomy appearance of our
lands, must, I think, be evident to all who bestow
even a slight degree of attention on this important
subject. To reclaim our exhausted lands, is not
so imj)racticable as it has been considered: but it

requires the dissemination of information acquired

by experience, and the free interchange of o]>inion

on agricultural subjects. The work in which you
have engaged, is a proper channel for the commu-
nication of this mutual instmction, which I look

upon as a safeguard of our happiness, and a har-
binger of our luture prosperity: and I' consider it

the duty of each subscriber to tlie ' Register, ' to

contribute all in his power to the general stock of
information. Under a sense of this duty, and not

with a vain expectation of imparting any material

benefit to my brother farmers, I have been induced
to address you; and I have been the more en-
couraged to do so, trom having already observed
the good which has resulted from the communica-
tions of some of your earlier correspondents.

Having lor eight or ten years past, been in the

habit of jjartially grazing my land, and having
found, as I supposed, an improvement therefrom,

I took up an idea that by pursuing this course,

with the addition of all my manure, (a scanty por-

tion however,) I could restore my farm to its origi-

nal productiveness. But the period within which
I had hoped to effect this desirable change passed

away, and instead ofimproving,! had impoverished
my land. I determined, therefore, to resort to clover;

and in 1831 I sowed a lot of about twenty-four

acres with twenty gallons of clover seed. Upon
about one-third of this lot, immediately afler sow-
ing, I scattered the chaff of three crops of wheat,
which had a veiy haj^py effect: for although the

whole of the seed took tolerably well, it came up
much thicker upon this portion of the lot, and
would have produced more than twice the quan-
tity, by weight, had it been cut and tried. The
clover here lodged. It should be mentionetl how-
ever, that the land on this part of the lot was better

than the rest. In April, twelve months after the

clover was sown, I had plastered it vv^ith one ton

of plaster to the whole. This clover was turned
under last August, (1833) with double ploughs,

breaking the land to the depth of eix or eight inches.
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I tlien, with a couple of largo two-horse drags,

harrowed the land the same way it was broken
up, which smoothed the suiface, although the

weather was very diy. On the 27th of September,
following, I commenced sowing upon this lot about

twenty-five bushels of wheat, harrowing it the

same way that the land was ploughed, and lapping

about half the -width of the liarrows, by which
means the land was gone over twice, the lajiped

part finishing tlie work as it went on ; the hoe
hands followed, chopped over, cleared out the

water-furro\^'s, and grips, and broke up all the

clods. The prospect Ibr a crop is, at this time,

very promising, and I shall not be much mistaken

in my calculation when I say that the product will

be more than seventy-five per cent, greater than

I have ever made from the same land. I am con-

fident that I have added to the fertility of this land

more in two years than could have been done in six,

in the way I at first attempted its improvement; and
that by some similfvr course of cufture, land may
be so highly improved,that a ci-oj> ofsmall-grain will

lodge upon it, and render the cultivation of other

croj)s necessaiy to reduce its exuberant fertility.

Having abandoned the three-shift system alto-

gether, and pursuing noAV a different mode of cul-

tivation, I may hereafter give you the results ofmy
experience, when I have acquired more than I now
possess. In the mean time, it may be not unin-

teresting, to give you some account of the present

state of* my little farm. It consists of about two
hundred and thirty acres, divided by a fence run-

ning nearly throuirh the middle ofthe plantation.

On one side of this fence is the fresh land, being

the smallest portion, and containing about one
hundred acres, which is already sown in wheat
and clover; (the clover up tolerably well:) on the

opposite side are one hundred and thirty acres of

land, much more lean. Each of these divisions

will be subdivided by turning-rov/s, so as to make
two fields of fitly acres on one side, and two of

sixty-five on the other side ofthe fence. It is not

my intention, however, to commence with corn

upon anj- one of my fields until the year 1836: in

the meantime the division of one hundred and
thirty acres is to be fallov,'ed in the course of this

summer, and laid down in wheat this fall; and in

the spring ensuing the -whole of this part will be
sown in clover. 1 have no standing pasture, but

use a tract of rented land for grazing; and should

be pleased to learn ^vhat kind of grass would be
most profitable, and prosper best, if sown in the

woods for a standing pasture, the undergrowth

being first cleared up, the brush cleaned off, and
the leaves raked up and hauled away.
The production of my liirm in small grain, has

been moderately increasing for several years, by
its having been a little more nursed than some
others..' I have lor some time been in the habit of

top-dressing. I have top-dressed clover one year

old with v>^heat straw, put on in the fall. This
plan is well adapted to produce a -vigorous growth
of clover in the ensuing- spring. I have also used

ashes on the surface, at the rate of one bushel to

thirty feet square, well spread, upon wheat and
clover, then covered with litter from the stable;

consisting principally of wheat straw, thrown out

ever}' morning into a pen, and allowed to go

throuffh a fermentation. This I tliink the beet

top-di-essing I have ever tried.

I have top-dressed land too poor to bring a crop
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of any kind, with leaves from the wood, mixed
with wheat straw, which I think answers well, if

fallowed afterwards lor wheat. The most ahun-
daut manure we have is that from the iLirni pen,

the top-dressing with which should be done in a
careful manner; great regidarity should be main-
tained in spreading it to prevent the tender plants

from being stifled: other advantages also v.'ill re-

sult from this care: the manure will cover a greater

surface, and tlie land will be regularly benefited,

whereas, if it is carelessly spi'ead, the crop ^viil be
uneven, unseemly to the eye, and much less pro-

ductive.

I am now trjnng an experiment in the cultiva-

tion of new-ground corn, which I had heard of

some time ago, as well as more recently. The
land is not cleared of the leaves, trash, sticks, &c.,

which arc not too much in the way" of the plough
or coulter; and after the operation of the coulter,

the ground is liilled up five and a half feet apart

one way, and two and a half tlie other, chopping
down the hiUs low, opening holes at the same
time, into which tour or five grains of corn in a
hill are dropped. The crop is cultivated with
coulters first, and then with bar-share jiloughs, and
should be laid bj^ just before harvest. Once hill-

ing Avill be sufficient, and that when the corn is

about t^velvc inches high; taking care to chop out

the bushes after harvest. A preparation of this

kind is exactly calculated to add to the natural fer-

tility of the land, and must, I think, be the best

plan to preserve tlie productiveness of the maiden
soil: it saves, besides, the labor of hauling off the
litter, unless it is intended, by collecting and burn-
ing it, that the first blow in the destruction of the
soil should be struck by the hand of the ov/ner, in-

stead of his adding to his land whatever may re-

pay him for his labor in its cultivation.

It is insisted that the next crop after the com
should be tobacco, by which the planter may avoid
tlie labor of hauling off or burning the leaves, and
may, at tlie same time, imjirove his new land.

Cut upon estimating the profit and loss uj)on the
cultivation of tobacco for a centiuy past, (not half
the time from its commencement,) I am disposed
to think the planter a loser to no little amount. It

is owing, in my opinion, to that crop principally,

that the face of our country presents so melancholy
an aspect. Take a glance at the states to the
north of us, and see if it requires a Solomon to

judge the difference of the two countries. Theirs
is a grain and grass growing counfiy, and quad-
ruples ours in the product of small grain to the
acre: here, to the unsuccessful culture of grain and
grass, we add a toljacco crop, the worst of all

others to impart any benefit to the soil on which it

groAvs. The labor in cultivating tobacco, can
scarcely, at any time, be intermitted longer than
three daj-s; and aU other crops Avhatever, except
in time of harvest, (and I have seen thousands of
plants topped in harvest,) must wait for the to-

bacco; and after it is made, it frequently remains
upon hand for twelve months or longer, because
the price it can command, will not more than half
repay the cost of the labor bestowed upon it; and
when at length it is sold, not one hogshead in a
thousand, perhaps, commands ten dollars. The
remainder is sold at from three to five dollars per
cwt. and during the numerous operations retjuisite

in its cultivation and preparation for market, gal-
leys are forming and uicreasing; and the fences

are neglected and abandoned to destmction:

whereas, if our lands Avere cultivated in grain and
clover, with other valuable grasses, they would
present a vciy different aspect, with much more
valuable returns.

In some instances, however, a farmer might
make a small crop of tobacco with advantage. If

lie owned only a small tract of land, and too many
hands to find employment in the cultivation of a
crop of small grain, and was unwilling to hire out

any part ol' his negi-oes, he might, by resorting to

a tobacco crop, keep them profitably employed for

a few years. s. B.

ORIGIN AND USE OF TOBACCO.
From the London Penny Magazine.

Tobacco was introduced into Europe from the
province of Tabaca in St. Domingo, in 1559, by u
Spanish gentleman, named Hernandez de Toledo,
who broil gilt a small quantity uito Sjiain and Por-
tugal. From thence, by the means ol'the French
ambassador at Lislion, Jean Nicot, from whom it

derived its name of Nicolia, it found its way to

Paris, where it was used in the form of a powder
by Catherine de Mechci. Tobacco then came un-
der the patronage ofthe Cardinal Santa Croce, the
pope's nuncio, who, returning frorh his embassy
at the Spanish and Portuguese courts, caiTied the ,

plant to his own country, and thus acqiured a
fame little inferior to that which, at another period,

he had Avon by piously bringing a porticjn of the
real cross from the Holy Land. Both in France
and in the Papal States it was at once received
Avith general enthusiasm, in the shape of snuff;

but it Avas some time after the use of tobacco as
snuff, that the practice ofsmoking it commenced.
This practice is generally supposetl to have been
introduced into England by Sir Walter Raleigh;
but Camden says, in his ' Elizabeth,' that Sir

Francis Drake and his companions, on their return
Irom Virginia 1585, Avere " the first, as far as he
knew, who introduced the Indian plant, called

Tabacca or Nicotia, into England, having been
taught by the Indians to use it as a remedy against
indigestion. And from the time of their return,"

says he, " it immediately began to grow into very
general use, and to bear a high price; a great many
persons, some from luxurj^, and others for their

health, being wont to draw in the strong-smelling
smoke with insatiable greediness through an
eartheuAvare tube, and then to puff it Ibilh again
through their nostrils; so that tabacca-taverns,
(taberna? tabaccante) are noAv as generally kept
in all our toAvns, as Avine-houses or beer-houses."
No doubt the tobacco-taverns of Queen Eliza-
beth's times were not unworthy predecessors of
the splendid cigar divans of the present day. It

appears from a note in the ' Criminal Trials,' vol. i.

p. 361, that in 1600, the French ambassador, in

his despatches, represented the Peers, on the trial

of the Earls of Essex and Southampton, as smok-
ing tobacco copiously Avhile they deliberated on
their verdict. Sir Walter Raleigh, too, Avas ac-
cused of having sat Avith his pipe at the Avindow
of the armoury, Avliile he looked on at the execu-
tion of Essex in the Tower. Both these stories

are probably untrue, but the mere relation of
them by contemporaneous writers shows that they
were not then monstrously mcredible, and they
therefore prove the generality of the practice of
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Binoking at that, time amongst the higlier class ol'

societ)^ Arte a time, ho^\'•ever, the practice of

smoking tobacco appears to have met with etre-

nuoas opposition in high places, both in this coun-
try and other parts of Europe. Its principal op-

ponenti? were the priests, the physicians, and the

sovereign ])riiices; by the lormer its use was de-

clared sinful; and, in 1684, Pope Urban VIII. pub-
lished a bull, exconununicating all persons found
guilty of taking snidi'\\hGn in church. This bull

was renewed in 1690, by Pojie Innocent; and,

about twenty-nine years afterwards, the Sultan
Amurath IV. made smoking a capital oflcnce.

For a long time smoking was ibrbidden in Russia,

under pain of having the nose cut ofl; and in some
parts of Switzerland, it was likewise made a sub-

ject of public prosecution—the police regulations

of the Canton of Berne, in 1661, placing the pro-

hibition of smoking in tlie list of the Ten Com-
mandments, immediately imderthat against adul-

tery. Na}^, that British Solomon, James I., did

not think it beneath the royal dignity to take u})

his pen upon the subject. He accordingly, in

1603, published his famous ' Counterblaste to To-
bacco,' in which the following remarkable passage
occurs:—" It is a custom loathesome to the eye,

hateful to the nose,harmfull to the braine,dangerous
to the lungs, and in the black stinking fume thereof
nearest resembling the horrible St}'gian smoke of
the pit that is bottomless." But notwithstanding
this regal and priestly Avrath, the use of the plant

extended itsell'far and wide; and tobacco is at this

moment, perhaps the most general luxuiy in exis-

tence. The allui?ion to the practice in the follow-

ing lines, taken from the ' Marrow of Compli-
ment,' written in 16-54, seems to show the pre\'a-

lence of smoking at that period:

—

}

" Much meat doth Ghittony procure
To feed men fat as swine;

But he's a frugal man indeed.
That on a leaf can dine

!

He needs no napldn for his hands,
His fingers' ends to wipe,

That hath his kitchen in a box.
His roast meat in a Pipe !"

[Before meeting with the foregoing article, we had

marked several passages from old authors on this sub-

ject, which will make a suitable addition.

King James in his Counterblaste says tobacco "makes
a kitchen, also, often in the inward parts of men, soyl-

ing and infecting them with an unctious and oily kind

of soote, as hath been found in some great tobacco

takers, that after their death were opened:" and in his

Witty Apothegms, after observing that " a tobacco pipe

is a lively image of hell," the royal author specifies

the things ,which he most abhoiTed, by saying that

" were I to invite the devil to dinner, he should have

three dishes—1st a pig; 2d a pole of ling, and mustard;

and 3d a pipe of tobacco for digesture."

Old Burton in his Anatomy of Melancholy, says of

tobacco—"a good vomit I confesse; a vertuous herbe,

if it be well qualified, opportunely taken, and medi-

cinally used; but as it is commonly used by most men,

which take it as tinkers do ale, 'tis a plague, a mis-

chiefe, a violent purger of goods, lands, health; hellish,

develish, damned tobacco; the ruin and overthrow of

body and soule."

—

Jlnaioiny of Melancholy.

The following account of tobacco is from the Latin-

English Diction;dry of Francis Holy-oke. The copy

before us was printed in 1659, the last year of the hfe

of Oliver Cromwell; but as it is the seventh edition, it

is probable that the whole of this account of " Ta-
bacco" is much older than the book itself, and was
probably copied without alteration from the first,

through every successive edition of the dictionaiy.

" Tabacco herba ah insula Tabaco, §-c. A kind of herbe

called Tabacco, it is like henbane, and may be called

the Indian henbane, hot and dry in the third degree

(as I take it.) The juyce of the greene leafe is good
to cure any greene wound, though it be poysoned, the

syrup is good for divers diseases, the smoake of the

leai'e dryed and taken in a pipe, is used as in old time

Tussilage was, for the cure of the Tissike, the cough

of the lungs, distillations of Rheumes, cold, toothach,

headach, and in fine whatsoever disease commeth of a
cold and moyst cause, and good for all full bodies, that

are cold and moyst of constitution, if it be moderately

used, and taken upon an empty stomacke, and that it

be good Indian, and not sophisticated, Iramoderatly

taken, it diyeth the body, inflameth the blood, burteth

[burneth?] the braine and intoxicateth, breedeth wind
and crudity, and hath a bewitching facultie that when
men use it overmuch they cannot leave it. See Week-
erus and others; now of the syrupe of Tabacco they

make a vomit."]

Fiom the Library of Useful Knowledge.

AGE OF TIIK HORSE.

The method ofjudging the age of a horse is by
examining the teeth, which amount to ibrty when
complete; namely, six nippers, or incisors, as they
are sometimes called, two tushes, and .six grinders

on each side, in both jaws. A foal, when first

born, has in each jaw the first and second grind-

ers developed; in about a week the two centre nip-

pers make their appearance, and within a month
a third grinder. Between the sixth and ninth

month the whole of the nippers appear, completing
the coWs mouth. At the completion of the first

year, a fourth grinder appears, and a fifth by the
end of the second year. At this period a new
process commences, the front or first grinder giv-

ing way, which is succeeded by a larger and per-

manent tooth, and between two years and a half

and three years the two middle nippers are dis-

placed, and succeeded by permanent teeth. At
three years old the, sixth grinder has either made,
or is about making its appearance. In the fourth

year another pair of nippers and the second pair

of grinders are shed; and the comer nippers,

toward the end of the fifth year, are succeeded by
permanent teeth, when the mouth is considered

almost perfect, and the colt or filly becomes a
horse or a mare. What is called the mark of the

teeth by which a judgment of the age of a horse

for several years may be formed, consists of a por-

tion of the enamel bending over and forming a
httle pit in the surface of the nipper, the inside and
bottom of which becomes blackened by the food.

This soon begins to wear down, and the mark
becomes shorter and wider, and fainter. By the

end of the first yetu- the mark in the two middle

teeth is wide and faint, and becomes stOl wider

and fainter till the end of the third year, by which
time the centre nippers have been displaced by
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the permanent teeth, which are larger tlian the

others, though not yet so high, and the mark is

long, narrow, deep, and black. At lorn' jcars the

second pair of permanent nijjpers will be up, the

marlf of which will be deep, while that of the first

pair will be somewhat fainter, and that ofthe corner

pair nearly effaced. At this age, too, the tushes Be-

gin to ajipear. Bet^veen the Iburth and fifth year,

the corner nijipers h;ive been shed, and the new
teeth come quite up, showing the long deep irreg-

ular mark; the other nippers bearing evident tokens
of increasing wearing. At six years the mark
on the centre nij^ipers is ^tvorn out, but there is still

a brown hue in the centre of the tooth. At seven
years the mark will be worn ii'om the four centre

nippers, and will have completely disapi)eared at

eight years from them all. It may be added, that

it is the lower jaw of the horse that is usually ex-

amined, and which is here described. The changes
of the teeth taking place in both jaws about the

same time, but the cavity of the teeth in the upper
jaw being somewhat deeper, the mark lasts longer,

though the exact pei'iod is a matter of controversj-.

According to what may be considered good au-
thority, however, it may be stated that at nine
years the mark will be worn from the middle nip-

pers, from the next pair at ten,and from all the uijper

nippers at eleven. During all tliis time the tushes

(the extremities of which are at first sharp-point-

ed and curved) become gradually blunter, shorter,

and rounder.

THE3 CHANGE OF VOLCAKIO PRODUCTS TO
FERTILE SOILi.

[The slow but certain change of lava and other pro-

ducts of volcanoes to feiiile soil, has long been
known as a remarkable and general operation of na-

ture. The length of time required for this process is as

various as are the proportions of the materials acted

on; and even the shortest periods have generally been
too long to be recorded by authentic history. The
neighborhood of Siena, in Italy, still remains as bar-

ren and desolate as if the volcanic covering of the

€arth was of recent formation: yet it is'knownthat the

eruption that produced it took place more than three

thousand years ago. To this, a remarkable contrast

is presented in the following account of the island of
Ascension, on which, the fertilizing effects of natural

causes liave rapidly worked to convert a naked and
desolate rock, to a fertile habitation for man.]

From MorrcH's Vo3ases.

The island of Ascension was formerly described
as " a barren uninhabited island in the South At-
lantic Ocean, without soil or vegetation," and as
"an impracticable heap of volcanic ashes." This
descri^jtion was once correct; but industry, skiU,
and jjei'severance have now rendered a more fa-
vorable one appro]>riate. The island is in fact a
shattered volcano, the pulverized materials of
which, are rapidly becoming converted into a rich
and fertile soil, it formerly'belonged to the Por-
tuguese, who discovered it in 1501; but in 1816,
eome English families from the island of St. He-
lena settled here, and it was taken ])ossession oi
by the British government as a military station;
and sixty transport ships provided the g-umson ol
two hundred men Avith supplies from the Cape of

Good Hope. A fort was erected, roads construct-

ed, gardens planted, houses built, &c.
This island is of triangidar shape, about twenty

miles in circumference; being eight miles from
north to south, and five miles and a halfli'om east

to west. It may be seen from the mast-head in

clear weather at the distance of ten leagues, its

appearance is imeven and rugged, being an as-

semblage of hills, with a mountain overlooking

them from the south. This is called Green Moun-
tain, and is about eight hundred yards in height.

The best anchorage at this island is in Turtle

Cove, in eight or ten fathoms of water, Avith the
flag-staff on Cross-Hill bearing south-east-half-

east; Rat Corner, south-south-west. Distance
from the nearest shore about one mile. A heavy
surf of^en interrujjfs the landing for several daya
together.

The whole island is of volcanic origin, and the
surface is now partly covered Avith a reddish soil,

while in some places there is a yelloAv earth re-

sembling ochre-. A fine black earth covers the
bottom of the valleys, Avhich are now in a fine state

of cultivation by the little military colony before

alluded to. Tlie island is composed of several co-

nic hiUs, from two hundred and filly to three hun-
dred and fitly yards in lieight. Green Moimtain
has a double top, rising in tAvo peaks, like the
Grecian Parnassus. In almost every part of the

island, as Mr. Purdy justly observes, are found
prodigious quantities of rocks full of holes like a
honey-comb; together with calcined stones, very
light, and pumice-stones. " '^riie rocks, lying

upon each other in a very irregular Avay, and
mostly on the declivity of hUls, leave great chasms
betAveen them; and as they have very little solidi-

ty, an observer runs some risk who ventures with-
out caution upon them." About the middle of
the island, and betAveen the hills, there are seA'eral

little plaijis, which are divided into small spaces,

so remarkably distributed that you would take
them for so many pieces of land cleared of stones,

and separated from each other by long Avails.

According to the statement of the officers of
the English brig Slaney, Avho visited this island
in February, 1827, Ascension was then (under
the goAernmcnt of Lieutenant Colonel Nicholls)
in a most flourishing state of progressive improve-
ment as to its resources, both natural and :u"tificial.

Roads are constructing from the several springs
(sixteen in number) to convey water to the gar-
rison; and hopes Avere entertained of being able
to supply a squadron AA'ith that essential article

in the course of a year, by means of iron pipes
from the princij^al spring to a reservoir near the
beach. Pastura<Te for cattle is making its appear-
ance. Sheep, tureeys, guinea-loAAds, .and live-stock
of every description thriA^e Avell. Fruit, such as
pines, Indian gooseberries and plantains haA'e been
successfldly cultivated. Potatoes, onions, carrots,

pease, French beans, and almost every esculent
vegetable liaA'e been produced upon the island;
and thus from a desert cinder, nature has been
courted successfufly to yield most of her useful
A'egetable productions. Only tAvo deaths from
sickness haA^e occurred at Ascension during the
last two years (4825 and 1826;) and when we
consider that gales of AA'ind are unknoAvn to have
visited the anchorage there, the value of the island
as a rendezA'ous and a de])ot for stores and provi-
sions, for a .?quadrou of observation, destined to
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cruise either on the African or Brazilian coast

hereafter, will obviously repay the liberal attention

that has been bestowed upon it."

A short time after the visit of the brig Slaney,

the William Harris, a transport, landed at the

island a cari^o ol" live-stock, horses, hares, rabbits,

pheasants, poultry, p:u-tridges, &c., seeds of vege-

tables, agricultural implements, and a supi)ly of

necessaries lor the garrison, who all enjoyed very
good health. In return, she took a large quantity

of line turtle, with which the island aboimds; and
according to Capt. Leslie, it furnishes the finest

in creation," being " not only fat and large, but in

the highest perfection lor eating. Their weight,

in general, is from one to seven hundred pounds.

They are of all 1 ever tasted, the fattest and the

finest; all others I ever saw before bear no com-
parison with them."

FLOATING GARDENS OF CASHMERE.

From the London Penny Magazine.

The city of Cashmere, being the capital of the

province of that name in Asia, is situated in the

midst of numerous lakes, connected with each
other, and with the River Vedusta, by cantds,

separated by narrow lines and insulated plots ol'

ground. Upon these lakes are floating gardens,

cut ofl" generally from the body of the lake by a
belt of reeds; the cidtivation of which is not only

very singular, but highly profitable, and worthy
of imitation in many parts of Europe as a re-

source lor raising Ibod lor man. The second num-
ber of the ' Journal of the Geographical Society'

contains a notice of the Natural Productions and
Agriculture of Cashmere, from which the follow-

ing account is compiled:

—

The city of Cashmere is subject to considerable
inundations, which have become annually more
frequent, through the neglect of the government
in not checking the accumulation of weeds and
mud, which diminish the depth, and consequently
increase the surface of the lakes. This has sug-
gested the expediency of a floating sup])ort by
which vegetables are cultivated in salety, deriving

as much moisture as is beneficial ^vithout the risk

of being destroyed. Various aquatic plants spring
from the bottom of the lakes, as water lilies,

sedges, reeds, &c.; and as the boats which traverse

those waters take generally the shortest lines they
can pursue to their destination, the lakes are in

some parts cut into avenues as\ it were, separated
by beds of .sedges and reeds. Here the farmer
establishes his cucumber and melon floats, by cut-

ting olF the roots of the aquatic plants about two
feet under water, so that they completely lose all

connection with the bottom of the lake, but retain

tlieir situation in respect to each other. When
thus detaclied from the soil, they are pressed into

somewhat closer contact, and formed into long
beds of about two yards breadth. The heads of
the sedges, reeds, and other plants of the float,

are next cut off and laid upon its surface, and
covered with a thin coat of mud, which, at fir.st

interrupted in its descent, gradually sink into the
mass of matted stalks. The bed floats, but is

kept in its place by a stake of willow driven
through it at each end, Avhich admits of its rising

and falling in accommodation to the rise and fall

of the water. By means of a long pole thmst

among the reeds at the bottom of the lake Irom
the side of a boat, and turned round several tunes,

a (juantity of plants are torn off from the bottom,
and carried in the boat to tlie platform, where the-

weeds are twisted into conical movmds about two
leet in diameter at their base, and of the same
height, terminating at the top in a hollow, which
is filled with Iresli soft mud, and sometimes wood
ashes. The liirmer has in preparation a number
of cucumber and melon plants, raised under mats,
and of these, when they have four leaves, he
places three plants in the basin of every cone or

mound, of which a double row runs along the
edge of every bed at about two feet distance from
each other. No further care is necessary except
that of collecting the fruit, and the expense of pre-
paring tiie platibrms and cones is very trifling.

i\ir. ISloorcroft traversed about fifty acres of these
floating gardens ofgrowing cucumbers and melons,
and saw not above lialf a dozen unhealthy plants;

and he says, he never saw in the cucumber and
melon grounds, in the vicinity of populous cities

in Europe or in Asia, so large an expanse of
plant in a state of equal health or luxuriance of
growth. The general depth of the floating beds
is about two liiet, and some of them are seven
feet broad. The season lasts for three months
and a hallj beginning in June. From the first

setting of 4lie ii-uitto the time of j)ulling, seven or
eight days are the ordinal-}^ period. Thirty fiiU-

sized fruit Irom each plant, or liom ninety to a
hundred from each cone, are the average crops.

The seed of the melon is brought annutdly from
Bahistan, and the first year yields fruit offrom four
to ten pounds each in weight; but if the seed be
re-sown, the produce of the second year exceeds
not li-oni two to three pounds. Unless when eaten
to great excess, the melon produces no disorders,

and it is remarked that healthy peoj^le who live

upon this fruit during the season, become very
speedily liit; and the effect upon horses fed upon
this fruit is reported to be the- same. In the early
part of the season, cucumbers of full size sell at
the rate of about three for a piece of coin of the
value of a halfpenny; but as the weather becomes
hotter, and the plants get into full bearing, ten,

fifteen, and even twenty are purchased for this

price. It is calculated that every cone yields a
money return of about eighteen-pence. Allow-
ing six-pence for labour of every description, and
including also the tax, the clear profit is a shilling

for every two square yards. The yield of the
melon is numerically less, but the return of profit is

at least equal. No other vegetables are raised

upon the spaces between the cones, ahhough Mr.
Moorcrott thinks that onions, cresses, and other
useful vegetables might be raised upon them; and
water-mint grows spontaneously ujjon the floats.

Cashmere, or Cassimere, is one of the northern
provinces of India Avithin the Ganges. It is sur-

rounded by mountains, and from its beauty and
fertility has been called the Paradise of the Indies.

It contains upwards of 100,000 villages, is well
stocked with cattle and game, and is said to be
unmolested by beasts of prey. The people are
ingenious, and I'csemble the Europeans in their

persons, and the women are fair and tall. The
famous Cashmere shawls derive their name from
this country, though at present the supply tliat

QctuaJly coines fi'om it is compurulively small.
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FARMING IN THE VALLEY OF VIRGIIVIA.

Report of the Trustees of the ylgrlcultural Society

of the Valley, for 1825.

From the Records of the Agi-. Soc. of the Valley.

The Trustees of the Agricultural Society of

the Valley, who were appointed a committee to

view the iarms offered, and award the premium
"to him whom they supposed to be the best mana-
ger pf a farm, and most deserving of reward

—

talfmg into consideration the force employed, the

crops made, his rotation, his method of improving

tlie land," &c. &c., respectfully report:

That in the month of June last, IMr. Robert
Page, of the county of Frederick, announced
himself as a competitor, and desired tliem "to view
his farm and decide upon his claims." For this

purpose they assembled at his house, with a deter-

mination to inspect minutely all that came pro-

perly under tlie object of their visit, that they there-

by might be enabled to expose mismanagement,
where it existed, and to render more conspicuous

the proof of good husbandry and domestic econo-

my, where they were visible. To perform their

arduous duties, and to award justly the premium
entrusted to their care, the committee was sensible

required they should divest themselves o^" all

"fear, fovor, or aO'ection." And they noAV con-

fidently assert, that this they accompUshed, and
that their report is based upon their impartial and
unbiassed judgment. It affords the committee
peculiar pleasure to state, that in their ojjinion the

competitors for the veiy desirable premium offered

by the society, are governed by the most honora-
ble and commendable feelings—a spirit of emu-
lation so much wanting with farmers—a praise-

worthy desire to excel in the noblest occupation.

This their whole course, thus far, has manifested
to the entire satisfaction of the committee.

In viewing Mr. Page's farm, your committee
was first led to his corn-field, containing five and
twenty acres, which they found in a beautiful state

—exhibiting proofs of industry and attention

which met their decided approbation. They next
came to his crop of wheat; (then nearly fit for the

eickle,) which they found such as would be called

a safe and profitable one, that would in all proba-

bility yield from fifleen to twenty bushels per acre.

It is but proper to notice that the committee were
particularly struck with the clean state of this crop,

the result of fine seed and a proper preparation of
the ground. The committee passed from the cul-

tivated to that part of Mr. Page's farm which is

this year in grass. Around this part of liis tract

they found the fencing in bad order, and in the
fields some symptoms of bad management, which
the rest of his farm was unusually exempt iiom.

I'hey allude to the sprouts of various descriptions,

and the loose stone, that occupied space they
would rather have seen appropriated exclusively

to grass.

Mr. Page's buildings, of every description, are

neat and comfortable; his aiTangements for the ac-

commodation of his negroes, his stock, &c. ai'e

worthy of the highest commendation. The com-
mittee would have been pleased could they have
presented to the society a statement of the force

employed, the crops raised, the stock supported,

&c. on Mr. Pace's farm. The circumstance of

his uniting the labor and product of several flarms.

will prevent him from gratifying the expressed

wishes of the committee on thatpomt.
In the month of August your committee were

called upon to view the farm of Henry S. Turner,

of .Jefterson county, who then announced him-
self a competitor for the premium above mention-

ed. Of his management, the committee will be
able to give a much fuller report, from the circum-

stance of his having presented to them a state-

ment (certified as the rules of the society require,)

of his whole system of farming. They would
not be doing justice to Mr. Turner's very able and
satisfactory memoir, did they attempt to change
its phraseology, or fad to embody it in their report;

they therefore present it to the society verbatim,

with the fullest impression, that as it is a practical

production, it will prove to the farmer one of high
and lasting value.

Mr. Turner says, "Wheatland Farm contains

almost 940 acres of land, all inclosed: 300 in wood.
A portion of the arable land is divided and laid off"

into six fields of 90 acres each, which yield a regu-
lar rotation of crops in the following succession,

to wit: wheat, corn, fallow, wheat, clover, fallow,

or, corn, fallow, wheat, clover, fallow, wheat. It

will thus appear that two of these fields are in

wheat, and one in corn annually: consequently a
moiety of the tillable land yields a grain crop
each year, though no part is in corn oftener than
once in six years, nor in wheat oftener than once
in three years, and all the fields are in clover, in

succession, two years and six months, it being my
habit to sow clover in the month of February,
(on a snow,) and never to break up fallow until

August, when the field which had produced corn
the previous 3'ear, and another (a clover field,) are

ploughed to the average depth of seven or eight
inches, with fburbarshare ploughs, three horses
or mules in each—the quantity daily ploughed
from six to seven ticres, according to the state and
condition of the ground. After the ploughing has
been completed, these fields are harrowed in the
direction of the furrow, with heavy square har-
rows, drawn by three horses or mules, then laid

off crosswise, in lands of 18 feet, and sowed the
first of OctoBer at the I'ate of from seven to eight
pecks per acre, and carefully haiTowed in, which
is performed in seven or eight days with four har-
rows. It is of the greatest importance, and de-
mands the most particular attention of the farmer
to commit his seed to the earth at the proper
time. Placed, as it were, between Scylla and
Charj'bdis, he has to steer a skilful and a narrow
course to avoid the dangers that await him; a few
days too early, and his hopes are wrecked upon
the ravages of the Hessian fly; a few days too
late, and they are destroyed by the desolating in-

fluence of the winter frost. Experience and much
observation has assured me that the beginning of
October is the proper time; but to defer seeding
thus late with safety, our land must possess great
strength and vigor. I omit, therefore, no means
of fertilizing it to the greatest possible degree, as
I am well assui-ed that there is no labor performed
by the farmer so amply remunerated as that em-
ployed in the application of manure.

"JSIy calculation is always on twenty bushels of
wheat to the acre. This expectation is rarely

disappointed—it more frequently happens that

there is an excess; better cultivation would insure

increased product. I am convinced our lands are
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capable of" yielding 30 bushels on an average. In
the year 1819, I gathered from 55 acres 1743 bush-
els; from 90 acres 2400 bushels; and Irom 40 acres

680 bushels—the first and seconcj being of the blue
stem wheat, (the most prolific kind that I am ac-

quainted with,) and the last Lawler, (or Snyder,)
whicli, though less liable to the attaclis of the

Hessian Hytlian most other species, is by no means
exempt, and is less productive than the blue stem
by 20 or 25 j^er cent.

"About 1500 bushels of wheat is secm-cd Vv-ith-

in two barracks, near my barn and stables, (each
60 by 20 feet,) tor the purpose of furnishing pro-

vender and litter to the stock stationed here during
winter; the remainder of the crop is stacked near
the centre of the field intended lor corn the ensu-
ing jear; and here are erected shelters and pens,

where the farm stock are fed and profusely littered,

during winter, in temporary ricks, and with alter-

nate layers of wheat-straw and corn-stalks, with
the blades, shucks and tops attached, for the pur-
pose of providing an ample fund of manure, to be
hauled out on the same field early in the spring.

"I deem it the most economical method to plough
under the manure in a rough state, and let the pro-

cess of decomposition go forward under the tegu-
ment laid over it by the plough, as Ixy this means
the very serious waste by evaporation is obviated,

the corn crop is^ measurably benefited, and it is in a
state ofpreparation to impart the highest degree of

nutriment to the succeeding crops of wheat and
clover.

"My corn field receives the same preliminaiy

cultivation as do my wheat fields; it is then laid otT

and planted four feet each way; (by close planting

say three or three and a half feet each way, in

strong kind, I am confident [the product]would be
increased, as the number of plants would be aston-

isliingly multiplied; but the use of the plough would
be more difficult, and no price which the article

usually commands in this region ofcountiy, would
justify the expense of itscultivationwith the hoe.)
When about six inches high, it is harrowed with
heavy haiTows, the midtlle teeth being removed;
the harroAvs are followed by hands provided with
small light rakes, ^vith four iron teeth," to uncover
the corn and thin it, leaving two stalks in each in-

tersection, afler which it is ploughed over three
times with the double shovel, and laid by at the
commencement of harvest. This is an admira-
ble instrument for cultivating corn; it operates
superficially, so as not to disturb the manure turn-
ed under by the barshare plough, and will perform
two-fifihs within a given time more than the sin-

gle shovel, with, I believe, no augmentation of
labour—at all events, one mule is fully adequate
to the task.

"I do not estimate my average crops of corn at

above 30 to 35 bushels per acre, though in the
year 1823 I made 50 bushels per acre on 90 acres.

The season was propitious, and this corn was
planted four feet by three, two stalks in the hill.

"My force consists of eight orchnary men, two
fine active boys, one old man in the decline of
life, and a blacksmith and a carpenter occasion-
ally; twelve horses and mules, with the incidental
increase of brood mares, and four yoke of power-
ful, well trained oxen. And here let me take oc-
casion to testify in favor of this most frugal, use-
ful and estimable beast, the ox, and to express the
earnest and aixxious hope that he may speedily be

brought into more general use among us, and ele-
vated in the estimation of fai-mers to the rank
which his merit mid their interest so justly entitle
him to. With the exception of ploughing, har-
rowing and thrashing, the entire labor of my
farm is performed by oxen; the magnitude of their
service, and the various ways in which they are
most usefiil, is incalculable, and increchble to those
who unfortunately have no experience of them.
They are generally/af, never ;)oor, and are never
grain fed, except during the most inclement with-
er in winter, when laborious service is exacted of
them, and even then they require nothing better
than a scanty allowance of the ofial of the grana-
ries. One important result of this is, (among
many other advantages,)»tliatmy work horses are
at rest nearly half the year, by means of which,
the expense of feeding them is considerably cur-
tailed, and their lives prolonged. But it is in the
particular of hauling out manure in the spring
season, (when the horse and mule teams are em-
ployed in breakhigup the corn field,) and hauling
stone for fencing at all seasons, that the instrumen-
tality of the ox is most conspicuously valuable;
and much of the same service may be done like-

wise in the fall. Previous to the adoption of the
extended use of oxen on my farm, I was constrain-
ed to* rely almost exclusively on plaster of Paris
tor impro\T[n,g the soil. I used it to the amount of
twelve or fifteen tons a year, arid bought it during
the war even atthe cost of 40 dollars per ton; its

effects were sometimes truly miraculous, but at
other times not risible at all. AU-this is now su-
perseded, and for the last five years I have entire-
ly omitted the use of plaster, as by means of my
ox teams I am enabled to get out, in good time,
in the spring, the manure which has accumulated
during the winter. Let me, however, not be un-
derstood as recommending the disuse of plaster

—

this is far from my intention: I have had ample
proof of its unquestionable efficacy, and as auxil-
iary to stable or barn-yard manure, appreciate it

most highly. Last spring, with eight oxen and
three men, I manured, highly, 120 acres, passing
over the richer spots, and applying the manure
only where it was wanted—the number of acres
actually covered with manure, I estimate at not
less than 80; an inconsiderable part consisted of
unrotted straw. But upon the ox (valuable and
important as his ser\'ices certainly are to the con-
cern's of agriculture,) panegjaic must not be ex-
hausted: of all animals subservient to agricultural
labor, the mule stands preeminent. I have no
terms adequate to bespeak his merit—none that
could be employed, could exaggerate it; he is a
long liver, a small consumer, a powerfid, faithful,

and enduring laborer. I speak with the confi-

dence of more than thirty years experience of the
relative qualities and capacities of the mule and
the horse, when I pronounce the superiority of the
former to the latter in every respect, and for every
purpose, connected with the operations ofhusband-
ly. It is a great misfortune, and much to be la-

mented, that prejudices, absurd as they are un-
founded, and greatly detrimental to the farming
interest, should still be fostered against this much
abused and despised, though most valuable ani-

mal, by thousands ignorant of hie history and
usefulness, in despite of the testimony of those
who have tried and know him well.

"The number of mules I have at present on
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my form is 12, of dilierent ages; this number I

mean to increase to 16, when the horse will be

banished, except for the saddle and riding carria-

ges, and even in this exception, a concession is

made by judgment in lavor of fashion.
.
Some

of those I' now have, have been 16 or 17 yef rs,

upon the fiu-rn, and I now value them at SgSOO

each. With such impressions, I trust it will not

be deemed impertinent that I avail myself of this

occasion to recommend most earnestly to the

society, to extend their sanction and patronage to

the more general introduction of the mule, by suit-

able premiums, or such other provisions as their

wisdom may approve; being convinced that there

is no object more in accordance with the interest

of agriculture and the furtherance of their patrio-

tic design.

"I should have mentioned in the foregoing part

of this briefaud hasty memoir, that it is my cus-

tom to cut and stack in the fields as much of my
corn as I am able to haul into the farm-pens dur-

ing winter; by this means the mass of manure is

greatly increased, and its quality improved, the

stalk acting as an absorbent to arrest the fertilizmg

fluids which would otherwise in a great measure

escape. The whole of my corn is shucked in the

field on the stalk; besides other obvious advanta-

ges, by this method, there is an important saving

in time—my corn is generally housed by the mid-

dle of November.
"Exclusive of the six fields above spoken of,

I have another containing 70 acres, (a late pur-

chase.) This has rested some yjears in clover, to

resuscitate from tiie exhausted state in which I

received it. It will now be equally divided, and

each half alternately cultivated, two years in

succession, in wheat and clover.

"I never employ hired labor for any purpose

in aid of my farming operations, and with six cra-

dles generally complete my harvest in twelve or

fourteen days.

"The foregoing outhne is deemed sufficient for

the present purpose; should a more minute and

comprehensive detail be tliought interesting, I beg

leave to refer to vol. 2, page 400, of tlie American

Farmer. Some allowance, however, will be here

claimed for tyjiographical errors, and other seem-

ing inconsistencies, all of which are susceptible of

satisfactory explanation."

- It may readily be supposed, that from the fact of

the committee having heard much of Mr. Turner's

extraordinary management, they were prepared to

see much, and that if their expectations were in

the smallest degree disappointed, they sliould not

fail to express it to the society. Appearing at

Wheatland with these feelings, they were not

prepared to notice or give credit for little proofs of

good management only, but sought for and requir-

ed more prominent ones. They now feel it a duty

to state, that their highest anticipations were most

satisfactorily and fully realized, and that Ihey were

not able to discover n solitary exposure of misma-

nagement; on the other hand, 071 erery pari of his

estate, the most forcible and convincing exhibitions

were given of a well selected rotation, and of the

most mdefatigable and devoted attention to busi-

ness.

Some members of the committee believing that

additional information to that given in his "Me-
moir," could be flirnished by Mr. Turner, propo-

sed that he should be required to answer questions

which they were prepared to propound to him,
which he readily consented to do. They are pre-

sented, with their answers, to the societ}-, in the

simple garb and laconic form they first appeared;

in that shape they will be more acceptable to far-

mers. They follow in order:

Quest. 1st. What quantity of stone-fencing have
you on your farm; and was it all built by your own
hands.^

j/ns. I have a feAV roods less than 700. When
I commenced, I emplojed a man to work with my
blacks, who aided in building a few roods.

Quest. 2d. Do you ever vary your quantity of
seed wheat, per acre, with the different qualities of
the soil?

Jj'ns. My practice is not to vary the quantity of
seed, in consequence of the dilierence of my soil

not being considerable; but were I to vary, I should

put a less quantity on thin land.

Quest. 3rd. Have you of late years increased

your quantity ofseed?
jJns. I have, since my lands have improved;

having put formerly one bushel, whereas I now
sow from seven to eight pecks. I am of opinion

that thick sov\dng is preferable to thin.

Quest. 4th. W flat is your experience on the

subject of seeding ^vheat as to the depth of de-
posited

,

xfiis. I consider the depth of deposite above
lour inches dangerous; if the gi'ound is well pre-

pared, the bare covering of the earth is sufficient.

Quest. 5lh. Do you tlimk it desirable that the

ground should be much 2)i.dverized lor the recep-

tion of seed wheat?
j/ns. I should be apprehensive of its baking

were the earth made too fine; clods of small size

would be preferable.

Quest, ath. When you first took possession of

your farm, what was the average crop of wheat
and corn per acre ?

jins. In 1804, when I first took possession, my
average crop of wheat was about twelve bushels

per acre; and of corn, five barrels in a good season

would have been considered a great average.

Quest. 7th. Was the improvement which has
been made in your farm produced by the expendi-

ture of any otlier resources than those derived

from the production of the farm?
jlns. By none other.

It will appear, upon reference to question the

fu-st, alone, that on Mr. Turner's farm there is

nearly 700 roods of stone-fence. The remainder

of his fencing is made in the neatest manner of

locust stakes and rails. On the whole farm your
coumiittee were not able to find a paiinel that

would not be considered good. They were par-

ticularly struck with the number oi'fine gates,

(twenty-one,) admitting ingress and egress, (ge-

nerally in a direct manner,) with every field. Mr.
Turner's barn is a valuable one—his barn-yard

judiciously laid ofi—his stables are roomy and
comfortable.—his arrangements for the preserva-

tion of his grain afler it is thrashed and cleaned—

•

his hoi'se-feed when ground, implements of hus-

bandry, &c. are such as afibrd strong evidences of

good management, and offer to every farmer va-

luable-hints.

On the 24th of this month, Mr. Bushrod Tay-
lor, of Frederick, who had previously announced
liimsclf as a competitor, accompanied the.commit-

toe over his lai'm, and afforded them every facility
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in his power to investigate, minutely, his claim.

Your committee had got but an imperfect view

of Mr. Taylor's farm, before they discovered suf-

ficient assurances that they were where a system

of management existed. In approaching Mr.
Taylor's house you p-ass through the centre of his

fiirm, and leave three square fields on the right,

the same number on the left, presenting that gen-

tle untlulation so desirable in a Virginia farm,

where the lands are liable to baking. Around
these fields there is the most uniformly good fenc-

ing that your committee have ever seen in Fre-

derick, and at the corner of each an admirable and
lasting gate. His fences are made of substantial

locust posts, well pinned together at top, and
placed alternately fifteen inches from a strait line, so

as to fomi, Avhen it is completed, a worm of dou-

ble that distance, (2 1-2 feet.) The rails are laid

upon a stone foundation, and in every respect the

fencing is such as particularly pleased the com-
mittee^ AVhen your committee state that Mr.
Taylor's farm is laid ofT in the northern style, they

hope they will be considered as saying much in

its ftivor. His plan of dividing a farm of 165

acres of cleared land into three "lots of 10 acres,

and six fields of 22 1-2 acres each, they highly

approve of; because they believe with our soil,

and in our country, a feto fields only on afarmwa
totally inconsistent with an improving rotation.

Considering Mr. Turner justly entitled to the

premium—because "his crops, allowing for the

diflerence of force employed," are at least as good,

"his method of improving the land" and "his ro-

tation" better, and other manifestations given of

his being a "better manager of a farm,'''' and "more
deserving of reioard'''—your committee do with

much pleasure award it to him. They deem it

not impertinent to ask of Mr. Turner that hereaf-

ter he should not conceal his "lights under a bush-

el," but that he should endeavor to do good by
precept as well as example. To Mr. Taylor they

would say, "go on, do tvcll, and thrive;" and to

the society, that they regi'et they had not placed

under their control another premium. The most
pleasant part of their duty is to re^vard merit

where they discover it.

The trustees have, to the best of their abilities,

performed the duties of their laborious and mi-

thankful office, wilhout the hope or the wish of

any other reward than the promotion of the pub-

lic good. Under these assurances they doubt not

their decision Avill meet the approbation of high-

minded and generous competitors.

By order of the members,

WM. M. BARTON,
President of the Board.

A. S. TiDBALL, Sec'ry.

AN APOLOGY FOR "bOOK FARMERS."
To the Editor of tlic Faiincrs' Register.

I believe it is a rule of evidence in our courts of

law, that general concurrent opinion, expressed by

lonp; existing and public report, is good testimony

to fix the good or bad character of any individual.

We cannot expect the public to be more strict in

scrufinizinp; and rejecting evidence than are our

judges; and by the testimony of common report,

and general o|)inion, "book farmers" are already

condemned to take their place aiiiong the cIubs of

Vol. H.—3

bad farmers—and placed even in a lower rank
than the greater number of that numerous body.

There has been truly so much justice in this de-

cision, in the greater number of cases, that it is

difficult to establish any exceptions—and almost
as difficult to obtain an admission that there can
be any valuable hist ruction inihe writings of those

who have been confessedly unsuccessful as practi-

cal farmers. It is not only that this low estimate

of farmers who write, or who are even addicted to

reading on agriculture, is made by those who do

neither, but we may find in the ex})ressions of

writers themselves, that they concurred in thia

opinion, as to their fellows. In this manner, the

most distinguished names have been treated.

Those men wlio undoubtedly have rendered the

most important services to agricultural science or

art, were probably, wilhout exception, ridiculed by
their neighbors lor their practical operations—and
have been indebted to strangers lor all the repu-

tation they may have acquired. But without re-

garding merely verbal, and, therefore, evanescent

censure, I will offer a few proofs of how "writing

farmers" have stood with each other. Lord
Karnes, to whom Scottish agriculture owes so

much,is the subject ofsundry standingjcsts in print,

all of whicli go to show him very much wanting in

practical knowledge, as a farmer. Marshall, who
has written so many volumes on agriculture, and
who is quoted with so much respect, is spoken of

in the Edinburgh Farmer's Magazine, with con-

tempt. Arthur Young, the most distinguished, as

well as the most voluminous writer on agriculture,

the one who stands perhaps the highest among its

zealous and effective friends, is thus addressed by
the reviewer of his Agi'icuhural Survey of Lin-

colnshire: " If we turn our observations to Brad-

field farm, in Suflbilc, the seat of ijour improve-

ments, the most useful lesson of practical husbandry
may be instantly learnt, by adopting the contrary

of jour example. Were the practical husband-
men of Suflblk, within the circle of your fame,

questioned by an inquisitive traveller, respecting

who was the worse farmer in the county, they

would immediately answer Arihxir Young?''

Young himself speaks of the celebrated Rozier,

whom"he visited during his travels in France, in

such manner as to show that he considered him
utterly ignorant of the subject on which he had
written so much. Davy's chemical facts, in his

work on agricultural cliemistrj', could not be at-

tacked—but his dedudions from them have been

often made light of, with sundiy sneering allusions

to his being unacquainted with practical farming.

In our oAvn countrj'. Judge Peters has been held

up as a wretched farmer in Lorain's Husbandry

—

the author of Avhich, in his turn, may meet with

equal censure from some other quarter, if he has

not already paid that penalty. Others of our

countrymen who have written oil agriculture,

though perhajis not yet denounced in print, have
equally earned their common rewai'd in the public

estimation.

This state of things is indeed strange. It will

not be denied on the one hand, that there is much
of exaji'o-eralion in these censures: but on tfie

other, u!^must l)e confessed, that there must be

some solid foundation for such generally prevailing

opinions. I do not undertake to defend the ]irac-

tical operations of writers on agriculture—neither

on account of their imperfections, do I deny
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their llieories, or ttieir written iiwlructioiis: aiui it

will be tlie object (jf these remarks to show that

there are causes lor their jiractice being generally

unprolitablc, even when their theoretical opinions,

and in»tmctions for practice, may be both sound

and valuable.

To enable a man to make discoveries or im-

provements of value, in any art or business of a
civilized people, it is requisite that he should be

directed to such investigations by natural genius,

1>y education, and early habits; and also by a de-

gree of enthusiasm and ardor tijr a iixvorite ob-

ject, which .causes it to be the sole object of pur-

suit, to the neglect of others perhaps of ecjual im-

portance. Fortunately for the success of such

projectors of improvements, most of the aits, and
our complicated employments, have been di-

vided into as many septu-ate departments as the

projier division of labor requires, and each man
may find employment for his intellectual, as well

as physical powers, in the particular pursuit in

which he ieels most interested, without being dis-

tracted by any other cngtigements. When Ark-

wright (tor example) had, alter the study of years,

conceived his plan ibr spinning cotton by ma-
chinery, which has, by its success, revolutionized

the mauutactures and commerce of the world, he

had only to bring his directing mind to bear on

workmen and materials of every, and ttie most

perfect kind, to have his schemes reduced to prac-

tice. He had only to give general directions, to

state what he wanted, and whatever could be

made with wood and metal, in the liands of the

most skiliid -workmen, was soon ready for his ser-

vice. But if Arkwright had not had such mecha-
nical aids—had he been compelled to superintend

and to direct eveiy particular operation, even from

the cutting of his timber, rmd melting his metallic

materials—and at last to be himsdf the cotton

manutacturer, and the controller of its numerous
laborers—there can be but little doubt that this

great discovery would have completely failed.^

Arkwright would either never been Icnown except

as the dreamy and indolent barber, whose schemes
were considered (even by his own wife) as lead-

ing to starvation instead of riches—or would have
bet'ome bankrupt as a manuliicturer, because less

capable of managing men and women, than to

contrive, or even to construct the most complicated

mechanism. It is unnecessary to cite other indi-

vidual examples. Tlie fact is notorious that most
of the men to whom tlie world lias been most in-

debted for valuable improvements, have been such
poor economists 'and managers of their business

in general, as to liave lived and died poor. But
we do not thinlc the less ofthe value of the thrash-

ing machine, the cotton saw-gin, and the steam
boat, because Meikle, and WJiitncy, and Fulton,

obtained almost nothing li'om the sources ofwealth
which their several inventions offered to them-
selves, as well as to the world.

If a man has capital, prudence, energy, and ge-

neral intelligence, he may succeed in many
branches of business of great extent and compli-

cation, though possessing but little knowledge of

any particular process—because he can call to his

service talents of every kind desired, all made per-

fect in their separate and limited departments.
But not so in fariiiing. In this business (particu-

larly in this country) there has been almost nodi-
vision of mtellectual labor—and the farmer must

understand every operation, and superintend and
direct every laborer, or Ills interest Avill surely sut-

ler. There is more naturtd and peculiar talent re-

quired to manage a large liirming business, than

to command an anny, or to be a passable minister

of state—and there are fewer of the former, than

there are men who are even renowned as war-
riors or statesmen. The more ignorant the la-

borers are, and the more imperfect the materials

of every kind, so much the more of varied and
extended talents are required in the directing mind: -

and, therefore, it is much easier to be a successful

farmer in England than in Virginia. If Mr. Coke,
who has acquired and deserved so much fame for

the excellent management of his Norfolk estate,

could be placed in lower Virginia, to direct as large

a business tlirough overseers and negroes, he
could not by the apprenticeship of a long hfe, learn

to make any clear profit. His general plans might
be supposed to be faultless, and nothing wanting
to carry them into effect that capital and judicious

general arrangements could supply: still every
thing would fail, more or less, in execution, be-

cause it would be impossible that Mr. Coke cou.ld

know how to provide for the most minute requi-

sites, and also see that eveiy thing, however tri-

vial, was executed. He would be, in fact, placed
in the situation of a merchant, who before being
able to build and em])loy a ship, would have to di-

rect the preparation and use of every material, and
then the mode of navigating the vessel—every
order being supposed to be executed by ignorant

and unwilling agents.

It is for these reasons that farmers who are suf-

ficiently zealous in pursuit of some object, to write

ibr the instruction of others, are seldom qualified to

attend well to all the details which a farmer's bu-
siness requires: and even were it otherwise, the

habit of wi-iting would probably withdraw from
business that continual superintendence, and un-
broken occupation of the mind, which is essen-

tial to good management in business of every
kind. The enthusiastic schemer, devoted to one
object, whether he succeeds or fails in that pur-
suit, will very surely not succeed in general ma-
nagement.

it", then, it were admitted that every wi'iter on
agriculture was really as bad a farmer as has been
charged by the spirit of ridicule, or by malice, it

would by no means follow, that their instructions

might not be highly valuable, even to such as

were much better fiirmers (in practice) than the
writers themselves. From each one, perhaps,
something of value may be gained, though he
"may be deficient in most, or in all other resiiects.

But it is not only the wa-iters, but the readers ol

books on agriculture that fall under popular ridi-

cide, and eveiy marked deficiency exhibited on
the lands of any "book farmer," is attributed to

his applying to books for instruction. It will be
ibund, however, upon investigation, that such bad
management is almost always in violation of
Aviitten instructions, instead of'being in accordance
with them. It is true, that we may find in books
plenty of erroneous doctrines, and of true doctrines

totally unsuited to our ciirumstanccs; and that

sometimes, we err by following such wrong gui-

dance: but errors of practice like these, are rare,

and may easily be avoided by a discriminating

judgment.
With these views, I do not consider it necessary
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that agriculturul books f^hould be i)erlect, to render
them vakiabie and instructive—and that the prac-

tice of a farmer should ))c good throughout, to

make his example valuable in some, or perhaps
many respects. I therefore readily accord the
higiiest degree of merit to John Taylor, as an im-
proving farmer, and a bciietactor to our country,

although it is said that his plough-gear, and im-
plements were of the lowest order—to eulogize
tiic ed'orts, and highly prize the success of R. K.
Meade in improving the live stock of Virginia,

without encjuiring into the profits of his tillage

—

and (if you will permit such an illustration) Mr.
Etlitor, I am content to })rofit by your opinions

on calcareous manures, and your successful

jiractical use of them, without testing them by
your generid management as a farmer, which
I have heard is very liir from being commendable.
But I have conceded too much to our adversa-

ries, by discussing this question on their own pre-

mises. I deny that reading ever made any man
a worse farmer. Books, and agricultural books,

may serve to occupy the leisure of many an indo-

lent farmer—but in that case the occupation is not

the cause, but the eflect of negligent Jiabits, and
serve to lessen instead of increasing its ill elTects.

Of those who thus neglect their business, there

are hundreds who change their pursuits to plea-

sure or vice, while one does to study. It would
also seem, from prevalent opinions and sarcasms,

as if no reading farmers were successful in prac-

tice. So far from this being the case, there are

fi^w of the best farmers in Virginia, who have not
been diligent and extensive readers of agi'icultu-

ral works, and who do not owe much of their suc-

cess to the general information thence acquired.

I might name many striking examples—men who
are known by reputation tJiroughout Virginia, as

judicious and successful practical farmers—of

whose claim to this distinction there would be no
question, and who stand so high in this respect,

that they are altogether unsuspected of the sin of

reading agricultural books.

If any of our despisers of theoretical and book
farming, were asked by a foreigner "who ai-e the

best ami most successful practical farmers in Vir-

ginia?" the answer would most certainly include

the names of several persons whom I know to be
among the most extensive readers of agricultural

books in general, and who would not hesitate to

acknowledge their great oblifjations to these

sources of instruction. Indeed, but for the gene-
ral and strong prejudices on this subject, it would
seem as idle and as ridiculous to adduce argu-

ments to support my position, as to prove the ge-

neral proposition tliat the pursuit of knowledge is

aided by instruction.

I will readily admit that a habit of reading

works on agriculture, does not-always help to make
a good farmer, any more than a habit of hearing

sermons always makes a good christian: but that

adjiiission does not mclude, what is generally

claimed, that reading is injurious to working men.
I will illustrate my view, by repeatmg a story

which I have heard brought up for the purpose of

condemning and ridiculing reading farmers. In

one of the counties adjoining the Blue Ridge,

some Iwelve yeai's ago, there were two ad-

jacent farms, very similar in eveiy resjiect, except

for their condition anil management; the one ex-

hibiting every mark of care, industry, and econo-

my, while the want of these, and dilaj-idation and
waste of every kind, were as consjiicuous on the
other. A traveller. Avho passed by the latter farm,
on his way to visit the owner of the former, was
forcibly impressed with the apparent contra^it, and
asked his host to explain the cause. "The rea-
son is plain enough," was the answer; "while my
neighbor is in the house reading the American
Farmer, I am ploughing." But the fault in this
case was the indolence or carelessness of the
farmer, and not in the particular amusement or
study tor which his work w.is neglected. If he
had spent the same time in gaming, driidcing,
hunting, or paying visits to other idlers, his farm-
ing would not have been better. Nothing will
compensate lor the wantofindustiy and economy:
but the liu'mer wlio possesses these indispensable
qualifications, will always be greatly benefited by
intellectual improvement, and by the most exten-
sive acquaintance with the opinions of the best
tlirmers Throughout the worid: and these opinions
are only to be Ji^^iund in books.

Alter otlering these obsei"vations, it will not re-
quire the signature to show that I am one of those
who bear the repoach of being

A BOOK FARMER.

STEAM '^ARRI.VGES ON THE LIA ERPOOL RAIL-
WAV.

Extract Tumi Dr. Lindner's Lectures on the Steam Engine.

Some time belbre it was opened a contest took
place on this railway between three diflcrent steam
coaches. The Rocket, constructed by Mr. Ste-
venson; the Sanspareil, by Mr. Ilackworth; and
tlie Novelty, by Messrs. Braithwait and Ericson,
Jbr a prize of £500, offered by the directors to
that which should accomplish the greatest dis-

tance in the shortest time. On this occasion the
Rocket, which gained the prize, went over the
space of .30 miles in 2 hours 6 minutes and 49
seconds, being at the average rate of 14 1-5 miles
per hour. But in the course of the journey it

sometimes proceeded at the rate of abov^e 29 miles
an hour, and its slowest motion was about 11 1-2
miles in that time.* In May last. Dr. Lardner
saw the engine called the Victory draw on the
same rail road the weight of 92 tons 19 cwt. 1

quarter, in twenty wagons, together with its ten-
der containing fuel and water, from Liverpool to

Manchester, a distance of 30 miles, in 1 hour 34
minutes and 45 seconds, besides 10 minutes spent
in taking in water. The speed on this occasion
vv'as in some places 25 1-2 miles an hour, and on
level ground, where there was no wind, it was ge-
nerally 20 miles an hour. On another day, the
engine called the Samson, drew fitly wagons la-

den with merchandise, and, with itself, making a
gross weight of above 233 toixs, the same distance

in 2 hours and 40 minutes, exclusive of delays

upon the road for watering, &c. the rate of motion
hiiving varied from 9 to IG miles an hour, and
being on an average nearly 12 miles an hour.

The coke consumed in this journey was 1762 lbs.

or a quarter of a pound per ton per mile. The
attendance required is only an engine-man and a
fire-boy, the former of whom is paid Is. 6d. for

* In another, place Dr. Lardner states that "the en-

gine which conveyed Mr. Hu.^kisson to Manchester,

after the unhappy occmTcncc which took place at the

great trial, movecl at the rate of S5 miles an hour."
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ciich trip, iiiid tlu; latter Is, Tlic expense of the

orij^-itial coiistniction oC tlie cnginen, however, iuid

ol' their \v(!iir iiiul tear in vi-ry <j,'reat, tlioii^h iiol

iKuirly Ko frwnl on the laltcr aci-oiinl, \)y. Lanl-
ner assures^ ns, as haR heen sonietiineK slated.

Tlie iirice ol" one of the most improved enii;iiiew at

firsi, is idtDiit ,i:H()(), and it will travel li-om 2.0,000

to :iO,()00 miles wiliiout costing' as much more lor

repiiirn. Notwillistandifi^ many exira exjienscs

wiiich this nndertakini>:, as the first of the kind,

has had to hear, and from tlie experience [mr-

chased by which Ihlurc speculators will profit, it

has been perlectly successful in a commercial point

of view. 'J'he profils on the ca|)ita! investeil have
been li'om the first above 6 per cent, per annum;
and during \hr latter six months of 1831, it was at

th(! rate of ahove 8 per cent, per nnnnm; and it

Jias since probably exceeded tiiiil amount. The
ori<j;ina,l .£ 100 sliures already sell llir above .£200.

On the oilier hiuid, th(5 advimt;ii.!:es to Ihc public

li;i,ve been as <j;reat as to the proprietors. Fidly

000,000 |)assenii,'ers now pass by the rail road in

the course o(" tlie year between Liverpool and
Manchester, or li)ur times as many as used for-

merly to make the journey. Tlic transference of

merchandise is also ell'ecled both with infinitely

greater speed, and at a vast reduction of expense.

Some time a fjo a work was publislied by Mr.
Gordon, the eng-ineer, on the upplication of steam
as a movin<>' power ibr coaches on common turn-

pike roads; tin; (iicts continued in wliicli were prin-

cipally derived from \\u' report on this sid)ji'ct ol'

the Committee of the House of ('ommons, vvliich

waa ordered to 1)(» printed,on the 121 h of October
last. Dr. Lardner has here availed himself of
tJUi information supplied by tlie same most intc-

restiny and important |)arliamentii,ry [)aper; some
of lh(5 ciu'ious details o-iven in which we may pos-

Bil)ly t;d<e another o|)j)orlunily of laying- beliire our
nvulers. In thc^ meanwliile we can only afford

room l()r the general conclusions to which the coni-
mitli^e came on the e\idence brought before them.
Tlniy are as Ibllows:

" 1 . Tiiat, carriiiges can be proi^-lbnl l)y steam on
common roads at an average rate of t(!n miles per
llolM".

"2. 'I'b.it ill this rale they ha\e conviyed up-
wards of lliurleen passengers.

".3. That their weight, including engine, fuel,

Avater, and attendants, may lie under three tons.
"1. Thai they can as(;eiid and descend hills ol'

ronsiderabli; inclination with fiicility and salt^ly.

".'). 'I'lial they are perlJ-clly safe l()r [lasstMigers.

"0. That lh(^y ;u-e not (or need nol bi^, if pro-
perly coiislrucled) miisunces lo tlu; public.

"7. That they will liecomc; a, spc^'dier and
cheaper mode of convejaiice tiian caniug'es drawn
by horses.

"8. 'J'hai, as Ihey admit of greater breadth of
lire than oilier carriages, and as the roads are nol
acted on so iitjinioiLsly as by the Ic-et of horses in
common di'migiit, such carriages will cause less

wear of road:! than coacJies drawn by horses.
"!>. 'J'h;it rales of loll have been iuijiosivl on

.'•lean\ carriages, which would prohibit their being
used on several lines of roa<l, wen; such charges
permitted lo remain unallennl."

"TIk^ loll bills coiiijtiained (»f liuve since l)een
lepculed. "At the moment that I write," says
Or. liardniM', "several steam cnrriages aiv in pro
cc. ,4of construct ion (br regular work upon llie j.idi

lie roads of England. Some are about to be es-

liiblished between Paddington and tla; Bank,
upon the New Roud; otliers between London an(i

(Greenwich, and other places in the vicinity of the

metropolis. Anolhtr, it is stated, is to run be-

tween London and Rirmingharii. Tiie first im-
pulse onc(! received, the- jirogiess will be rapid,

and the ellect of jjrop'ortionate im](orluncc,"

ON MALARIA.
Extrfiots from TVircc Icctarea on the ori'^in and properties of Ma-

liirid niid Mamli Miasma, by rrolessor Magill, of tlic Uiii-

viirsity of Virginia.

[The pamphlet from wfiich the following passages

arc extracted has veiy lately issued from the press.

There is scarcely any subject which more needs in-

vestigation; and but few are of more importance to

agricultural interests in a large portion of the United

Slates.]

"The sid)jcct of malaria, or marsli eflhivium,

has lor a long time attracted much of the atten-

tion of tlie medical ju'oli'ssion, and interested to

a high degree the feelings of society at large.

Piiysicians of all countries have tortured their

brains, and exhausted all the known resources of
the chemical art, in atlempting to discover the
pi'opcrtles of this invisible agent of disease and
death, which prostrating in its silent march whole
citi(;s and connnunities, bids defiance to all the
measures hitherto suggested to slay its destruc-

tive i)rogress. Uniiuestionalily it is one of tfie

most important subjects which can be presented
to the contemplation of man; to detect the causes
which originate; to ascertain and define the laws
which regulate, and to discover means by which
the human llmiily maybe shielded from this "pes-
tilence which widkelh in darkness," would l()rn) a
suitable and nobh; employment l()r the philosopher
and philanthropist, as well as the; physician.

"N(jneofall tlm many " ills which flesh is heir

to," has probal)ly been so prolific of destruction

and misery to the race of nuud<ind, as mi.'ismatic

exhalation.* In all quarters of the world except
th(! liigid and ice-bound north, where per|)etual

winter "rules the year," tjiis scourge of humanity,
has been occasionally found, breathing disease
and dealli upon all wdhin the niiigt; of its mor-
bific inlluence. in the east aiul in the west, its

wilhering and di^solating elU'cIs have been felt in

nil their tcrrilic severilv.j Alonglhe classic shores
of the Mediterranean it has [loured Avith a hberal
hand the " vials of its wrath."| The shores of

*It is computed tliat upwards of one half of tlie liu-

m.an race perish by fever (in one or othcrof its forms.)
Miasma is the principal if not the oiily cause of fe-

Ijiilo disease.

I

Acrording to the report of tlie comnn'tteo, consist-
ing of Dr. W. Aiiislie, prcsideMt, and Mr. A. Smith,
and f)r. M. Clu-istie, the fever which incvailcd in the
provinces of Coimbatore, Madura, Diniligiii and 'I'in-

nivelly, in the years IHOft, ISK) and ISII, consigned
lo tiu' grave I0«,7S<» pcrs-ms, to wliicli nuiy l)e added
tlu- ruin of lin,' coiistilulioiis of many tlioiisands.

tot' all liic countries lying along ("lu; Mcdilorranean,
Italy has prol)al)ly siiHercd most liom malaria, liome,
once the proud "mistress of the world," in her careei
to grc.iliicsH and spliuidor, had often well nigh f)eeii

aiinihilalcd hy llicl)liH-li(i,|g hand of pestilence. Livy
iiK'ntions the occiirrciice of (ilfecn plagues hcfore the
year Al). llrl),- Condita .5f». and no oiie now doubts
tiiat tlicy vviTc pri>diicc(| hy the pestiferous exhalations
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Africa, that leyiun ol" mental iliui(iic'8«, tliuLiij,'li

harmless t(j tlu; iiativi^^s, ai'c Ji"ui<flit, witli t])c Bccds

of (iiwcasc to [\ui European and American conRfi-

tution. WitacKs the lives tliat iiavo been and
Rtill are ,'uiiiii;dly sacrificed npon tiio allar of Co-
lorii/aliori. The exten.siv'c marshes? of tlic Ne-
therlandfj have olien proved liie woiirccR of nevere

and vvi(le-fjj)read diseaHC.* Our own hiyhly la-

vored land almoril throui^'liout its entire extent, has

frequently been visited by extensive and malig-

nant epidemics, increasing in Ircqueney and severi-

ty ih^ we proceed southward. The bold and ma-
jestic rivers which How through our country, and
beautily ilK scenciy, oil en prove the source of

destructive epidemics. The " king of rivers", the

grand and magnihcent Mississippi, like the Nile

oi' Egypt, ami the Ganges of the east, while it

f(!rlilizes the soil by its extensive annual inunda-
tions, spreads at the same time lUr and wide the

seeds of disease."

"The steeping of hemp and flax, in stagnant
shallow water, ("ti6i palustres dinident atjiioi,

ventique silenV) in consecjuence of wJiicli it has
nutrilied, has also heen productive of disease.

Lancisi "gives the history (says Uancroft) of an
epidemic commoidy intermittent, and olien re-

sembling the tcrtiana iethargica of Forti, which
lor several summers inlestod, and almost depopu-
lated the ancient lovvn of LJrhs VcUis, in an ele-

vati^d and salubi-ious jiart of Etruria; and which
was occasioned by ])on(ls or stagnant waters in

the lower part of the town, in whic^h hemp and
flax were macerated: (i/i qvibus liimm, et canna-
bis maccrabantar,) but tliis being j)rohibited in

1705, the fevers did not alierwards occur."
" Fevers have also been known to arise from

the putrefiuMion of "the vast heaps of indigo

])lant, which are negligiiutly formed, (after the

coloring princi[)le has been extracted) near the

works and hoases of the laborers, and there left to

from the ncigliborinf;- marshes. One would have sup-

posed that tiii^se severe visitations, heCoro she hud ac-

quired the bone and muscle ot maturity would have
given a permanent check to her growth, but the cupid-

ity and enterj)iise of jnan can triiunph over apparently

insuperable dilliculties. All that portion of Jlaly too,

wiiich is bounded on tlje one side by the Mediterra-

nean, and by tiie Appenniiics on the other, and extend-
ing from I'isa on tin; north to Terracina on the south,

has bt;eii rendereil a complete deseit l)y the znalaria in

which it abounds. Tiiis portion of tiie country (says

(irillith) is almost uninhabited, "and the appearance
ot tlie few wi'elchc'd beings whom necessity detains

fiu're is i'rigbtl'ul in the extreme, exhibiting the elfects

of the noxious exhalations in every form of bilious

disorder." Other countries along the sea coast, have
also occasionally suli'ercd from this scourge most se-

verely. In (iibralter, in 1804, out of a population of

al)out 10,000, there perished iVoni the 1st of Si'ptcun-

ber to the 31st of iJeciMnbi-r ijiclusive, 5,9 U) individu-

als, being moi'c than one-lialC of tlie inliabifants. In

IS 10 another destructive pestilence ravaged the same
place, wliich is clearly ])roved by Dr. Burnett to have
aiisi'u from marsh exlialation. In Cadi/, in ISOO, out

(it a |io|)ulatii)u of ab((iit ()0,0i)O, the mnulicr of the

alU'itftI fiomllie bc^giiming ol' August to the first week
in November, amoiuited to l!S,.'i2d.

*The famous Waicheren expedition of the llrilisii

in the year lH0<)"is still fresli in the r(;coll('clion ol

many. Out of sixteen thousand troops, constituting

he whole British force, Iheie was on the 23d of hJeji-

tend)er f),800 prostrate with the fever.

decompose niul become manure, which is of an ex-
cellent quality, ufter two or three years. These
heaj)s wetted fiom time to time l)y heavy rains,

and alierwards heat(\d by the powerflil rays of a
vertical sun, emit very co|)iously, vapor, or mias-
ma, resembling in their eflects tbos(! of marshes,
t<)r those persons who live near to, and especially

on the leeward sid(; of these f(!rmenting vegetable
masses, are commonly attacked by levers, chiefly

remittents, and similar to those wliich prevail in

marshy situations. And according to my infor-

mation (continues EancrofV) the connexion of
these fevers with tiie heaps of fi!rmen1ing indigo

[)Iants is now so well understood and believed in

that part of the world, (East Indies,) that the

moi'c intelligent indigo makers no longer permit

such heaps to be lljrmed near their works, or the

habitations of the workmen, but cause them to be
|)liiced at (•onsiderable distances, and to the lee-

ward ther(>of; and thus preserve their laborers in

health." Many other instances might be men-
tioned in wiiich malaria was produced by vegeta-

bl<5 putrcliiclion, but those cited an; deemed suffi-

cient to prove the position with which we set out."

" We have already mentioned that four things

are necessary to the developement of malaria;

namely, heat, moisture, veo-et able matter, and the

contact of air; if any one ol these requisites be ab-

sent, malaria is not produced. From this iiict then

we may deduce many of our preventive means;
litr by reniosiiig any one of them we arrest the

exhalation of this gas.

Vegetable matter, with the co-operalion of lieat

and moisture will every where produce disease,

hence the grent necessity of enf()rcing the iitmost

cleanliness in iiil large cities and towns, j)art,iculn.rly

the removal of all collections of vegetable matter.

The streets, yards, cellars, ponds, gnrdens, stores,

&c., shoidd all be made to jiass fln-ough the most
rigid inspection. Much good has resulted from
fi)llowing this course, and dreadlid distress has

been occasioned by neglecting it. Dr. Rush ob-

serves, " in a manuscript of the life of doctor (af-

terwards governor) Colden, of N(;w York, there is

the f()llowing lad/. It was first connuunicated to

the public in the daily Ca/.c-ttc of the capital of

that state, on tlie 30tli of October, 1799.^' "A
malignant lever having raged with exceeding vio-

lence fi)r two sunimcrs successively in the city of

New Yoi'k, about firty years ago, he communi-
cated his thoughts to the [mblicon the most proba-

ble cause of the calamity; lie published a little

treatise on llu; occasion in which he collecled the

sentiments of tliebestauthoi-ity, on the bad efli'cta

of siagnatini^ waters, maifil air, damp cellars, filthy

alores and dirly streets, lie showed how much
these nuisances prevailed in many parts of the

city, and jiointed out the remedies. The corpora-

tion of the city voted him their ihanks, adoi)ted

his reasoning, and eslaltlished a ])lan l()r draining

and cleaning the city which was attended with

the most happy elliicts."

''The United Provinces of Holland, (says Rush)
hold their excnq)tion fi-om the |)lague only by the

t«mor of their cleanliness. In the character given

by Lullier of Pope Jrdius, he says "he kept the

streets of J^^me so clean and sweet, that there

were no plagues nor sickness during his lime."
" Ponds of water should never be allowed to

t'xist in cities or towns, or even in I heir neighbor-
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hood. In such situations they too often become
tlie reservoirs of oifal matter of ever}' descnption;

which either by gradual accumulation, maj" finally

rise above t)ie sui-face of tlie water, as happened
in tlie instance related by Senac, or by evaporation
of the water, may become exposed to the action

of a hot sun, and in either event may exhale mi-
asmata in abundance.

" But as we have before observed, marshes,
strictly so called, are the most fruitful souixes of

miasmata. These abodes of this pestiferous air,

from their great extent and other circumstances,

will often not admit even of any attempt to

change their nature; and all that is left us in such
cases, is to interpose between them and us, the

barriers to the progress of malaria witli which na-
ture lias kindly turni'shed us, and which will be
mentioned in a future part of this lecture.

"Though, however, in many cases no favora-

ble change can be effected, in numerous other in-

stances much has been done to redeem marshes
from their noxious state. The experience and
industry of man have often triumplied over these

laboratories of malaria, and from having been
shunned as the foci of disease, they have been
converted into the abodes of health and plenty.

By a judicious use of ditcliing, so as to drain the

soil of its superabundant Avater and subsequent
cultivation, by wliich the earth, being frequently

turned up to the drying action of tlie sun and air,

wonderful changes have been effected. " With
the aid of the purifying sea breeze, this course,

(says Ferguson,) at the British colony of Dema-
rara, within six degrees of the equator, has suc-

ceeded in rendering the cultivated portion of the

deepest and most extensive morass probably in

the world, a healthy, beautiful, and fertile settle-

ment."*
" The Campagna tU Roma, now the abode of

pestilence, was once comparatively healthy, and
ivas indebted for it in a great measure to the
" constant tillage," and " to the extreme attention

paid to draining the de])osites of stagnant water,"
and to the aqueducts wliich then traversed it in eve-
ry direction. " These, however, being broken
down and destroyed by the Goths, by which the
country became overflowed, it soon became exces-
sively sicld}'.

"In the neck below Philadelphia, since it has
been drained, its agues have disappeared."

" The clearing of wet land, should be followed
up immediately by cultivation. Land of this de-
scription having on it a growth of timber, should
never have its wood cut down without the specific

purpose and power immediately to devote the soil

so cleared to agricultural uses; because experience
has tauglit tliat the mere clearing of marshy land,
is almost certain to be followed by disease in its

neighborhood. In proof of this, Dr. Rush says,
" it lias often been observed, that families enjoy
good health, for many years in the swamps of
Delaware and North Carolina, while they are in

their natural state, but that sickness alwa3-s fol-

lows the action of the sun upon the moist surface
of the earth, after they are cleared. Fortius rea,-

son the cultivation of a country should always fol-

low the cutting down of its timber, in order to

"Phil. Journal, No. 13, p. 20.

prevent the new ground becoming, by its exhala-

tions?, a source of disease."

"Dr. Robert Jackson also eays, that "in this

country, (America,) the unhealthiness of a place

is often obviously increased by cutting down the

woods of the neighboring swamps; therefore, no
rule is more liable to exceptions, than that Avhich

lias been so generally enforced, namely, that clear-

ing a country of its woods invariably renders it

healthy; unless the grounds be drained and cul-

tivated as well as cleared, the efl'ect is likely to

he tlie reverse."

" Many places, previously healthy, have become
immediately sickly upon cutting down an inter-

vening Avood between them and the marsh, and
on the other hand, many situations before sickly

have been rendered liealthy from the growth of

trees between them and marshy g'ounds. Dr.
Jackson says, " histories aboimd \vith examples
of destructive epidemics, which have followed the

cutting down on the groves which covered mo-
rasses or intercepted the approach of malaria."J

Dr. Lisle in his memoir on malaria, translated

by Dr. Johnson, and incorporated in his work on
tropical climates, says "upon Mount Argintal,

above the village of St. Stephano, there is a con-
vent wliich has lost all the reputation lor salubrity

it once enjoyed, since the lofty trees by which it

was surrounded have been cut down."
" He also says, " I have been informed by per-

sons worthy of credit, that in consequence of fell-

ing the wood before Asterna, near the Pontine
marshes, Veletri was visited for three successive

years by disease which made much greater havoc
than usual throughout the whole country."

"We will now mention those means of obviating
the eftects of malaria, which are furnished us by
our knoAvledge ofsome of its properties. The first

rule we would suggest under this head, and it is

one of cardinal importance too, is by all means
to avoid the evening or night air, as well as an
exposure to the atmosphere of the morning pre-
vious to sunrise. The reason of this rule Avill be
obvious, when it is recollected that miasma is dis-

persed by heat of the sun, during the day, and that
as soon as he withdraws his beams and sinks be-
low the horizon, it begins to descend, and remains
in the lower strata of atmosphere, until it is again
rarifted and dispersed by his kindly rays. The
instances already cited, show conclusively this

characteristic of malaria, and wiU impress more
strongly than any words of mine can do, the ne-

cessity and advantage of the caution suggested,"

"Deiiisle says, "the evening dew is so much
dreaded at-Rome, that as soon as it begins to be
perceived, all the inhabitants shut themselves up
in their houses:" and-again, "the people of Italy,

and I supi;!ose of all countries Avhere the air is bad,
never go abroad, unless absolutely obliged, till

after sun rise, when the heat has disjiersed the
pernicious vapors that have fldlen during the
night."

"In file next place we would recommend, that

the upper apartments of houses should be used
fijr sleeping; experience clearly establishing the
fact,"that the lotvcr you are the denser are the strata
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ol" iniusmuta," and consequently the uioi'e violent

tlie ellccts arising irom it. We have already
mentioned several exanijiles in prod" ol' tlie supe-
rior salubrily of" the second stories ot" liouees, mid
need not repeat theoi here." ^

"The burning of a number of fires so as to dis-

perse the malaria, by tiie artificial heat thus crea-

ted, has otlcn been used with good e.ffect, in ward-
ing oil' its attacks. Heat produced in this Avay,

no doubt operates in tlie same manner as the heat
of the sun, dilating and rarilying the gas in ques-
tion, and foniiing an upward current, by which it

is carried oil."

ON ItlDGING TIIE GIIOUND FOR. MELOIVS.
From llic XJcnoscc Farmer.

I read the communication of my worthy friend

VV. W. B. on ridging the ground for melons with
rcspecttul attention, and have since appraised him
that when ready, I would attend to the subject.

He suggests tiiat his tailure was " probably in

part owing to the season, and partly to the nature
of the soil, " with which I acquiesce. The season

was remarkably unfavorable to the gTOAvlh of

melons. I have inquired of four of our best gar-
deners, who have generally been ver}'' successful

in this culture, and their answers have all been
nearly to the same import: no success, or only a
lew melons of inferior size. Their grounds were
not ridged. To this testimony, I may add my
own; and though I planted in a ridge, my water
melons were very few and inferior; but my mush
melons were good, and some were truly excellent.

I think there can be no doubt that the soil in

which melons are cultivated, should allow a quick
transit to the wider in rainy weather. I was in-

terested with Judge BueVs account of the expe-
rijuent of underlaying the bed with straw three

inches thick. In a late conversation with an ex-
cellent iarmer, he remai-ked that he had genemlly
been succeiasful in growing melons, Avhenever he
had planted on a sod ploughed up and down tlie

slope, so that the water could drain oil' under the

sod along the botl^om of the furrows. He was
careful to apply rich compost, or some equivalent
manure to hasten the vegetation of the plants;

and he considered this of more consequence, as

the earth on a sod ncAvly inverted, is otlen crude
and not sufficiently pulverized.

From the lijliowing communication, written by
my esteemed triend Dr. Stephen 3Iosher, at my
particular request,—it would appear that melons
do best when the stalile manure is mi a mass and
covered up with earth. In my ridge it was mix-
ed loith the soil:

" I received yours of the 31st ultimo, request-
ing the particulai-s of my success in raising me-
lons on mounds and ridges. JMy first trial was on
a new piece of sward ground which was plough-
ed lor the purpose of ibrming a garden. On this

I had drawn three loads of fresh stable manure,
whicli was thrown into one heap, and covered
with inverted sods to t?ic thickness of six or eight
inches, in the iorm and manner of covering a large

l)otato hill, which was Avhen finished, )jerhaps liiur

leet high, and ten feet in diameter. On four sides

about half way to the top, I made fi)ur excava-
tions through the turf and into the manure, about
eighteen inches in depth and diametci', partly fill-

ing the holi's with fine rich earth so as to tbrm
lour level hills. Iji each of these I planted five

or six water melon seeds of whatwe cull the Car-
olinia variety, at the same time that I planted
about four square rods of the ground surrounding
the heap, at the usual distances, with the same
kind of seed. Within three days, the seed on the
mound came up and grew most luxuriantly, while
those planted in the adjacent ground, did not come
up in less than fifteen daj s. During this time,
the weather Avas unusually cold lor the season;
and though several frosts occurred, yet the plants
were not damaged in the least. VVhen those on
the level ground came up, pale and sickly,—each
of the former had four large green leaA^es.

" The result A\'as, these lour hills planted on the
mound, soon began to nm, and took possession of
nearly the Avliole four squa.re rods, against which
progress those on the gi-ound made 'but a feeble
resistance. And from these four hilis I am sure I

had a good Avagon load of as fine melons as I e\'er

saw. From one single plant alone I weighed five

melons that oA-errun tAventy pounds each^—one of
them Aveighed tAventy-five pounds; and on the
same Adne were more than that number of smaller
size. The produce of those planted round the
heap was small and of little A'alue.

^'The last season, I A-aried the experiment by
digging a trench three feet Avide, eighteen inches
in depth, and some rods in length,—throAving the
earth out on each side. This trench was filled to

the level of the common earth Avith fresh stable
manure, as in the first experiment, Avhen it Avas
levelled and firmly trodden doAvn. The earth,

consisting of a sandy loam, Avas then throAvn back
x)n the manure, forming a ridge about a foot in

height, gently rounded on the top. Along the
middle of this ridge, I planted seed, both of the
Avater and mush melon, Avhich came up in about
four days, and greA\' luxuriantly, suffering less in

dry toeather than jylants in the vicinity on the level

ground, and producing an abundant crop of very

fine melons. "

These results are entirely in faA'or of ridging;
but of the propriety of treating in that manner
such a soil as W. W. B. cultivates, I presume not
to judge. That kind of land hoAvever, constitutes

but a very small proportion ofour country. A heavy
loam is the most prevalent,—though sandy tracts,

and some of Considerable extent, occur in diflerent

places. It may therefore be safe to conclude from
the experiments reported, that melons should be
planted on mounds or on ridges in nine-tenths of
the gardens in the Genesee country. d. t.

Greatfield, 4 mo. 21, 1834.

HORSES IN BRAZTI,.
The great increase of these animals, in a land

Avhere none of the same genus had existed before

the discover}^, a.ltered ca'cu the ])hysical teatures of
thecounIrA'. The bulbous ])lants and the numerous
kinds of aloes Q)itas or caraguatas^ Avith Avhich

the plains were Ibrmerly OA-erspread, disappeared;

and in their place the ground Avas coA-ercd with
fine pasturage, and Avith a species of creeping
thistle hardy enough to endure the trampling by
Avhich the Ibrmer herbage had been destroyed.

The insect as well as the vegetable Avorld Avas af-

fected, and the indigenous animals of the countiy,

birds as avcH as beasts of prey, acquired new
habits.—(Sou</it'</'s Brazil.
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ANSWER TO AN ILLEGIBLE LETTEK.

[Archdeacon Coxe wrote so illegibly as to draw

from a friend the following good humored reproof.

The plan suggested might be adopted with as much ad-

vantage by some of our correspondents, as by him for

whom it was proposed.]

Mongewdl, Jan. Sth, 1798.

' Dear Sir,—A Frenchman of high rank under

the monarchy, answering a letter which he had
received from a person of similar rank, expressed

himself thus:

—

"Par respect, Monsieur je vous

ecris de ma prnpre main; 7imis, pour faciliter la

lecture, je vuus envoye v/ne copie de ma lettre.* I
will in future forgive the want of respect, if you
will have the goodness to follow this Frenchman's
example. 1 wish to comply with your request,

for so far I can decipher, that there i.s a request

—

but I must beg to kno^vv from your amanuensis

what it is.
•

' I am, dear sir, with much regard,

Your faithful servant,

'S. DUNELM.

A VISIT TO HOFWYL.
From the London Penny M.ogazine.

Wc have received the following interesting

communication from a correspondent upon whose
accounts we can place a full reliance. The estab-

lishments for education, which have been founded

and matured in Switzerland, by the pultlic spirit

and laborious perseverance of M. Fellenberg,

have now existed about thirty-two years. Their

high merits have been long familiar to the Eng-
lish public. At the present time, we understand

that certain political dissensions, which have pro-

duced mucli ill-will and unhappiness in the canton

of Berne, have had the coinmon etlcct of all vio-

lent contests of opinion,—they have made men
indifJiirent or opposed to those institutions for the

amelioration of the human character, whose great

object is to elevate our species above the intoler-

ance and narrowness of party-feeling. We trust

that the open or concealed hostility which, it is

said, now threatens the excellent establishments of

M. Fellenberg will speedily be put to shame by
the good sense of the people of Switzerland; w^ho

will perceive in such institutions the surest preser-

vation against the outbreaks of a mistaken zeal

for freedom, on the one hand, and the tpanny of

exclusive pretensions, on the other.

In the month of August, 1832, I travelled into

Switzerland flir the purpose of making myself ac-

quainted with tlie schools and institutions at Hof-
wyl. Situated about three leagues from the pic-

turesque cajjital of Berne, amidst a beautiful sce-

nery, composed of a cultivated vale, the Jura
ridge of mountains, a pine forest, a small lake,

and the glaciers of the Bernese Alps, stand the

extensive buildings of the establishment, surround-

ed by about two hundred and fiity acres of farm
land. Upon my first an-ival, before I could obtain

an opportunity of presenting my letters to the be-

nevolent founder, I wandered about in various

directions,—all was business and activity. Here
was a troop of lads cutting tbe ripened corn, while

another troop was engaged in conducting it to the

*Through rospiet, sir, I write to you witli my own
hand; but to facilitate the reading, I send you a copy
of my letter.

barns. Here was the forge in activity, and there

some little gardeners performing various ojierations

in small plots of ground that Avere portioned out:

here were a group of little girls gleaning, there

others carrying water, most of them singing while

thus employed. But my attention was peculiarly

arrested by about one hundred men, who in a
large open building, erected in a recess of the gar-

den, appeared to be engaged like boys in a school-

room; over the entrance was inscribed this motto,

"The Hope of their Country."
_

•

I was at last fortunate enough to be admitted
into the study of M. de Fellenberg,—a man some-
wliat advanced in years, with a countenance
beaming whh intelligence and kindness. De Fel-

lenberg was, by birth, one of the ancient aristo-

cracy of the country, and in possession of the here-

ditary property of his family. He determined up-
on devoting his fortune, and the labor of a life, in

the endeavor to eflect the regeneration of his

native land, by the means of education. "I will

inRise good habits and principles into the children,"

said he, "for in twenty short years these children

will be the men, giving the tone and the manners
to the nation." For thirty-two years has he pur-

sued his steady course, increasing in influence,

and extending his establishment as his scheme
grew upon him, until it has become what be de-

scribed to me. "This," said he, pointing to a
large building, "is the institute for the boys of the

higher classes. Here are their dining-rooms;—ar-

ranged on each side of yonder galleries are their

dormitories. Here you see their gardens, their

museum, their v/ork-shops, their school-rooms;

here their gymnasium where they exercise them-
selves in wet weather, here their stream of run-
ning water where they bathe every day: study is

their employment, bodily labor their recreation,

—

but bodily exertion I insist upon. There is no
health, no vigor of mind, no virtue without it.

Those persons grown to manhood, who are mix-
ing with the ])oys, are placed by me to observe

every action, and catch every expression. My
grand object is to comprehend thoroughly the cha-
racter ofmy joupils, in order that I may work more
efficaciously upon them. These persons are by no
means considered as spies by the boys; they are

their compaiuons. At Hoiwyl all that is not in

itself wrong is pemiitted. I never like to forbid a
thing when I am unable to assign a reason for

doing so: it creates a confitsion in young minds
with regard to principle, a thing most dangerous
to their fliture happiness. We have no boundary-
mark, yet my boys stay at home; we interfere not

with their pleasures, yet they cling to their duty.

"Within this enclosui-e is my eldest daughter's

poor school for girls. She has about a hundred
under her direction, who are fed and clothed by
the establishment. To these she devotes her en-

tire time. They learn all that in afler-hfe will be
of service to them:—to clean the house,—to culti-

vate the garden,—to sew,—to make all those little

necessaries which are of so nuich importance in

the cottage; to read, to sing,—to be cheerful, and
to be happy. Unless oin- women be brought up in

modesty, and with industrious and religious habits,

it is in vain that Ave educate the men. It is they

who keep the character of men in its pi'ojier ele-

vation.

"Here is my school for the middling classes,

—

here all iustmction lias reference to practical pur-
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poses. Man was born to have domuiion over the
earth, and to subdue it, but it is fay the intellect

alone that he can do so. His unassisted strength
what is it? To conquer Nature he must imder-
stand her. Look in here, and you will see the la-

boratory of the chemist, and the lever and the pul-
ley of the mechanic.

"In these two buildings are my poor school for

boys, who are boarded and clothed by the estab-
lishment. And well they earn their maintenance,
lor the little lellows work ten hours a day in the
summer; and the expense that I incur in their be-
lialf is nearly repaid by their exertions. They
study for two houre each day, and this I consider
sulficient. The case here is the reverse of the In-
stitute, for bodily exertion is the labor, and study
the recreation. The habits I bring them up with
are those which I desire should continue with them
through life; they consequently have reference to

their probable position in societj-. The habit of
continued study woulil ill-become a person destin-
ed to gain his Uvelihood by his hands. Although
there are now one hundred boys assembled here,
mine were but small beginnings. I had but one
])upil at first. It was long betbre I could find a
master in whom I could confide. Do you observe
Ihose litde patches of garden-ground? Each poor
lad has one to himself; and the produce belongs
exclusively to him. They usually dispose of it to

the establishment, which either pays them the
money at the time, or lodges it for them in a little

bank I have founded. Many of them have very
considerable sums there. It is here that they
obtain a habit of passing the greater portion of
their time in continued and patient labor;—they
become acquainted with the value of labor by the
nrnrliipp nt' thpli" littlp (rnrilpns! T'lio >'nafT-n<^+ir>nproduce of their little gardens. The instruction

that I give them, although somewhat more eleva-

ted than what is generally obtained by persons of
their rank in life, is directed to the rendering per-

fect the senses and reflection,—to make them bet-

ter practical men; drawing, the sciences of arith-

metic and geometry, a uselul selection from the
other sciences, all taught in the most unostenta-
tious manner: the history of their native country,

and an acquaintance with the different natural

objects around them, together with music, form
the extent of their literary instruction.

"Religion is inculcated in every way. Public
prayer, both at church and at school, is regularly

performed in common with the schools of other

countries. Besides this, these poor lads are taught
to see the Creator in his works. When their ad-

miration is roused by a natural object, they are

accustomed to direct their thoughts to its Maker.
"But here," said my venerable companion, "is

the engine upon which I rely for affecting the

moral regeneration of my country (and my atten-

tion was directed to the men whom I had before

seen in the morning;) these are the masters of

village schools, come here to imbibe my principles

and to perfect themselves in their duty. These
men have six thousand pupils under them; and if,

by the blessing of God. I can continue the direc-

tion of them, success is certain."

To insure success M. de Fellenberg spares no
pains,—no expense. There are no less than thirty-

two professors solely devoted to his establishment,

who inhabit a house to themselves upon the pre-

mises.

In all, there ai-e about three hundred and fifly

Vol. II.—
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mdividuals in this little colony. Despite of his
enemies, the sj)iritof De Fellenberg is spreading
throughout Switzerland; and after having seen the
parent institution, 1 visited several of his cstabhsh-
ments in some of the remotest cmitons.
A week closed my short sojourn at Hofwyl. I

quitted it ^vith a heavy heart; and the recollection
of the moral beauty of what I there \vitncssed will
remain riveted on niy memory for ever.

THE TANNIER.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

The tannier is a delicate and excellent substi-
tute Ibr the potato, possessing some advantages
over the sweet and Irish. It can be eaten with
impunity by those who dare not touch potatoes;
they will keep better also, and are good through-
out the sunmicr. This plant was known and
valued by the ancients, who used both the leaves
and roots. There is little doubt of its having been
introduced into the West Indies, at their early
settlement by the Portuguese and Spaniards, and
into South Carolina from Jamaica.

It was classetl by the early botanists among the
Arums, as ^vill appear by a reference to Linna?ua
and Miller; but the moderns, (as I am informed,)
place it among the Caladiums. Sloan, in his His-
tory of Jamaica, mentions it as j^rum Maximum
Egyptiacam, and says, it was brought into Portu-
gal from Africa, where it gro^vs wild—that the
slaves love it very much—that the hippo])Otamu3
lives on its roots, in Egypt—and the people feed
on it as we do on turnips. Tayas or eddoes are
eaten m Jamaica, and cause a heat in the throat,
called scratching of the throat, and therefore only
eaten by negroes. Sloan gives a very interesting
account of this plant.

At the early settlement of Carolina, many ne-
groes were brought into it from Jamaica, and no
doubt by them it was introduced. The name tan-
nier is derived from Tayas, (tor in the course ofmy
researches on the subject, I can find the word only
in Dr. Willich's Domestic Encyclopaedia, and Mr.
Webster's new Dictionarj^;) the former under the
word eddoes, says, "another variety of the tan-
nier, both these resemble each other, except that
eddoes, are smaller, more acid, and require longer
boiling than tanniers—they are planted in South
Carolina"—and goes onto give some account of
the mode of culture, &c.

I would beg leave fo refer the reader for his

amusement, to 1st vol. Sloan's Jamaica, p. 166,

and 2d vol. p. 367— also Willich's Domestic En-
cyclopcedia, (read eddoes,)—Rees' Cyclopajdia,

(title Arum.) Webster must have got the word
tannier from Willich. See also Curtis's Botani-
cal Magazine, vol. 21, No. 832, read Calla iEtheo-
pica, a colored representation of leaf and blossom,

from the production of an English hot-house. It

is a perfect dwarf, compared to the production of
our fields, which are magnificent and beautiful,

the leaves often measuring three feet in length

and two feet in width, of a perfect green color and
velvet softness, and a leaf stalk three feet long
and an inch in thickness.

Catesby in his 2d vol. p. 45, gives also a colored

representation, in miniature, and says, "A little

before I left Carolina (100 years ago,) tliere was
introduced a new kind, wholly without that bad
quality (scratching the throat) and requiring no
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more than common time to boil, and may be eaten

raw without otlending the throat; this was a wel-

come improvement among the negroes, and was
esteemed a blessing, they being delighted with all

their African food, particularly this, Avhich a great

part of Africa subsists on."

I will now give you my method of cultivation.

Time of pkmting Irom the middle ol' JVIai-chto the

first of May—soil rich and loose—neither too high

and dry, or too low and wet. "Where old hog
pens have been, answer well; at all events the

ground should be ^vell manured to ensure a good
crop; after the ground has been well dug up and
levelled, make up hills three feet apart every way,
or four leet if the ground is very rich, the hills not

to be as large or as high as potato hills. II" you
have no small tanniers, take the larger ones, slice

off the top or crown part about an inch thick, and
quarter the rem:under lengthwise, making five

pieces from each; plant one small tannier, or one

of the cut pieces (cut side down,) in the middle of

each hill, about five inches deep—when u]>, and
two leaves unfolded, haul up the earth to tliem

and hoe the grass between the hills—three times

hauling up will be sufficient, as the leaves soon

prevent the further use of the hoe—nothing more
will be required until harvest.

As soon in October or November as the leaves

indicate a smart frost, cut them off about a foot

from the hill, and dig up the roots carefolly, ex-

pose them to the sun and air all day, at night pile

them up and cover them lightly with the leaves,

or put them into the barn, first shaking off as

much of tlie dirt as you can—in a few daj's you
will find the stems of the leaves soft and rotting

—you must then pare them off close to the root

—

trim off the fibrous roots—put them in your potato

house, or other close place—separating the larger

for use, and the smaller lor the next year's plant-

ing; no vegetable is more easily cultivated, nor
keeps better throughout the year.

The tatinier should always be pealed before

boiling, and the large roots cut into two or three

parts, and three hours boiling will be sufficient.

WILI^IAM LOGAN.

ACCOUNT OF 'p'lVE HUNDRED POINTES OF
GOOD HUSBANDRIE,' &C.

By Thomas Tcjsser, Gent, first published in 1652.

From the [Edinburgh] Farmers'" Magazme.

Sir—The valuable papers in your Magazine,
entitled, 'View of the Progress of Agriculture in

Great Britain,' seem to have induced some of your
corres])ondents to ])eruse the works of our earliest

writers on rural affairs, which formerly had been
thought unworthy of notice. It may excite sur-

prise, in this book-making age, that the number
of British agricultural publications, ]irior to 1700,

ehould be comparative^ so very limited, and that

none should be known to have existed prior to

1534. There appear to have been a few French
translations circulated before this period; but history-

assures us, that Fitz-Herbert is the first English
author who wrote expressly on husbandry; and
hence he has been frequently styled the Father
of husbandry.

In perusing the earliest writings on husbandry,
it is not to be expected that the modern agricultu-

rist is to derive much professional information.

But certainly it is both pleasing and interesting to

know the ancient state of agriculture, and the suc-

cessive improvements it underwent. I therefore

cordially approve of the plan you have adopted of

giving a short view of the leading doctrines taught

in our early works on that subject; and cannot help

thinking, that a new echtion should be published

of the greater number of them.

The "object of the present communication is to

give an account of the 'Five Hundred Pointes of

Good Husbandrie,' &c. by Tliomas Tusser, some-
what more full than is exhibited in the 'View of

the Profrress of Agriculture in Great Britain.'

This book was published in 1562, and has gone
through several editions. The one before me is

dated 1580. It is written in rhyme, but cannot,

in general, boast of the beauties of p-oetiy. It

contains much extraneous matter, particularly on
religions subjects, a custom then very prevalent.

But it has alwaj's been considered as containing a
pretty faithful view of the state of agriculture at

the time it was vv ritten.

It appears, from Epistles to Lords Paget, father

and son, and from an article with the title of the

'Author's Life,' that Tusser was born of a good
family at Rivenhall, in Iilssex; received a lilDeral

education; went to Court, where he seems to have
been patronized by Lord Paget, and, for ten years,

lived as other thoughtless young men do. He
then married, and retired to Suffolk, v/here he
seems to have engaged in agriculture rather from
necessity than choice. It was here he first formed
the plan of his Book; though, at this time, he
does not appear to have had any high idea of the

profession.

'As in this booke, wlio list to looke.
Of husbandrie, and huswiferie,

There may he find more of my minde
Concerning this:

To carke •&, care, and ever bare,

With losse and paine, to little gaine.

All this to have, to cram Sir Knave
What life it is.'

He did not live long in Suffolk, and indeed seems
to have been too restless a person to remain long in

any situation. After many vicissitudes, the last

notice of him is, that he fled from London during
the Plague, and settled at Cambridge, and proba-
bly obtained some appointment in Trinity College,

where he had completed his education. In his
earljr years, he had been a singing-boy in a cathe-
dral, and probably now turned his musical talents

to some account; for, among other shifts 'to help
to live,' he says,

'Let musicke win, let stocke come in.'

He seems to have been altogether a veiy eccen-

tric sort of person, but withal, at least in his latter

days, remarkably devout and repentant, and veiy
anxious to put j'oung people on their guard against

the follies in which he had himself once indulged.

The Booke of Husbandrie before us, alter 14
chapters of preliminaiy matter, complimentary,
quaint, and somewhat dolorous, begins with Se])-

teniber, and proceeds in regular succession, through
all the other months of the year, though the ob-
servations on the operations proper for that month,
are not supposed to commence till Michaelmas,
the term of entry to farms in England; and the
observations in August are to be understood as

extending to that period.
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Instead ol' lullowiiig our author's plan, we shall

give a short view a^' some of the courses oi^ ma-
nagement he recommends. This will enable our
readers to perceive more clearly the justness of his

doctrines. We may first take notice of the agri-

cultural implements then in use. A description of
these is given in September, the beginning of the

English iarmer's year under the title of 'a digres-

sion to husbandry furniture.' Barn utensils are

first enumerated, which need not be minutely de-

tailed; though upon a reference to the book itself
J

they will be found to have been complete for the

time. The two chief utensils are, ho^vever, want-
ing—the lanners and thrashing machine. The
stable utensils are next ad\-erted to; and then fol-

lows a description of the implements more imme-
diately connected with field operations. Both these

inventories contain hints which may be found in-

structive even to the farmer of the present day.
Tiie j)lough, harrows, and roller then in use, are

merely named; so no opinion can be given of their

consti'uction or fitness for use. In regard to the

first, it appears that both chain and swing-ploughs
Avere employed; and our autlior recommends

'Two ploughs and a plough cheine, 2 culters 3 shares,

With groundclouts and sideclouts for soile that so tares.'

Horses and oxen are stated generally to have
been employed in agriculture; but nothing is said

regarding their comparative utility. He however
recommends, with great propriety, that oxen to be
used in draught be kept in good condition, and
well shod. In regard to summer-fallowing, he re-

commends that it receive the first ploughing in

January, the second in May, and the thinl in July;

afler which to harrow it, and let it remain in that

state till it shall be found convenient to 'composse'

(dung) it, when it is to be laid up, by which must
be meant a fourth and last ploughing. With this

treatment the Tallow could not be properly cleaned,

the weeds having been allowed to grow from JNIay

to July; but as cultivated herbage does not seem
to liave been then introduced, this was probably

thought profitable management in the circum-

stances of the case. We shall take the liberty of

quoting our author's sentiments on this subject.

'JANUARY.

Who breaketh up timely his fallow or ley,

sets forward his husbandrie many a way.
This timely wel ended doth fbrwardly bring

not only thy tillage, but all other thing.

"MAY.

••In Male atfhe farthest, tvvifallow thy land.

Much drout may else after cause plough for to stand.

This tilth being done, ye have passed the wurst,

then after who ploweth, plow thou with the furst.

'august.

'Thy fallow once ended, go strike by and by
both wheatland and barlie, and so let it lie:

And as ye haue leisure go composse the same,

Wheii up ye do lay it more fruitful to frame.'

It does not appear that any drilled crops w«re
cultivated. Turnips are mentioned merely as a gar-

den crop. The crops cultivated are stated to have
been—wheat, barley, oats, peas and beans, fitches,

rj'e, flax, hemp and hops. Three varieties of

wheat are treated of—Avhite, red and gray. Peas,

white and gray, are spoken of as being in com-
mon cultivtition. No varieties of' oats and barley

flre adverted to. No mention is made of any pre-

jjaration being given to any particular species of
seed to prevent disease in the crop; nor is disease
at all spoken of. He recommends early sowing,
and the selection of the best qualities for seed; and
is veiy particular in regard to harrowing and
draAving of water furroAvs. Nothing is said of
draining, which is rather remarkable. The ad-
vice regarding the management of dimg in Feb-
ruarj^ is incorrect, though too much sanctioned by
the practice of later times; but the mode of apply-
ing it is judicious, and too little attended to in the
jiresent day. Oji these subjects we shall qtiote

our author's words

—

'Who laieth on doong er he laieth on plow,
such husbandry useth as thrift cloth allow.

One month er ye spred it, so stdl let it stand,
er ever to plow it, ye take it in hand.

'Place doong heape alow, by the furrough" along,
where water all winter time did it much wrong;

So make ye the land to be lustie and fat,

and corne thereon sown to be better for that.'

But it must be observed, that the dung, applied

at other periods of the year, is recommended to be
covered in as soon as convenient; and some judi-

cious hints are given in I'egard to collecting it.

The author is silent on the subject of leases, as

well as on that of serfs or bondsmen. The latter

had probably been all emancipated before his time,

and the fisrliier Avere perhaps Aery rare.

Soils are not particularly treated of All that is

said of them regards their adaptation for particu-

lar crops. The author's sentiments on this sub-

ject shall be extracted.

'Each soil hath no liking of every grain,

nor barlie and \A"heat is for every \'aine.

Yet know I no conntrie so barren of soile^

but some kind of corn may be gotten with toile.

'As gravel and sand, is for rie and not wheat,
(oryieideth her burthen, to tone the more great)

So peasen and barlie, delight not in sand,

but rather in claie, or in rottener land.

'Gray wheat is the grossest j'et good for the clai,

though woorst for the market, as fermer may say.'

The mode of cropping enjoined in the Booke of
Husbandrie is, in genera] agreeable to the loile

Avhich regulates modern practice. Tavo succes-

si\'e white crops are not recommended; but alter-

nate white and pulse crojjs, or fidlow, are directed

to be taken as the most advantageous. We can-

not do our author greater justice than by quoting
his OAvn Avords on this subject; from Avhich it will

appear, that his mode of cropping Avas, in the cir-

cumstances of the times, not only preferable to the

plans of cotemporary Avriters, but the best that

can be conceived in regard to the arrangement of

the crops then cultiA'ated.

'Otes, rie, or else barlie, and Avheat that is gray,

brings laad out of comlbrt, and soon to decay;

One after another, no comfort between,

is crop upon crop, as will quickly be seen.

'Still crop upon crop many farmers do take,

and reap little profit for grcedines sake; [stand.

Though breadcorne and drinkcorne, such croppers do

count peason or brank, as a comfort to land.

'Some useth at first a good falloAV to make,
toeoAV thereon barlie, the better to take;

Next that to sow pease, and of that to sowe wheat;

then falloAV again, or lie lay for thy neat.

'Where rie or else wheat, either barlie you sow,

let codAvare be next thereupon for to grow.

Thus having two crops, Avhereof codware is ton,

thou hast tlic loss need to lay cost thereupon.
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'Two crops of a tallow enricheth Ihe plough,

though tone be of pease, it is land good enough.

One crop and a fallow some soile will abide;

where, if you go furder, lay profit aside.'

A number of sensible remarks are also made re-

garding the weeding, harvesting, thrashing, and

disposing of the respective crops, sonic of whicli

were apphcable only to the then existing slate ol

things; but others deserve attention at present.

The benefit of enclosures was duly appreciated

by Mr. Tusser; and the importance of this mea-

sure was rendered doidily great, from the circum-

stance of many of the possessors of open lands

being at that time not very scrupulous in observ-

ing tiie line of their marches. In reference to

which ho says,

'The country enclosed I praise,

the tother delighteth not inc.

'More plenty of mutton and beefe,

corn, butler, and cheese of the best;

More wealth any wliere, (to be briefe)

more people, more handsome and prest.

Where finde ye? (go search any coast)

than there where enclosure is most.

'More profit is quieter found

(where pastures in severall be)

Of one silly aker of ground,

than champion maketh of three.

Again, what a joy is it known
when men may be bold of their own ?'

A number of good obsei-vations are to be found

regarding the treatment of Live Stock, which it

may be unnecsessary to exhibit in detail. It may,

however, be proper to take notice of the very ill

judged, and, in many instances, ruinous practice

which then prevailed, of milking ewes for too long

a period after weaning their lambs. Yet expe-

rience lias not been found so convincing as to abo-

lish this reprehensible measure in the present day,

although some have suffered severely by it. Our
author says,

'At Lammas leave milking for fear of a thing,

least requiem acternam in winter they sing.'

Throughout the Booke are dispersed many ob-

servations on gardening, addressed to the house-

wife; from which it appears that Tusser considered

the culture of the garden as her peculiar pro-

vince. Upon this we shall also say, that if the

ladies of the present day were to undertake tliis

charge, it would at least put to silence the well

Icnown proverb, tliat good farmers are always bad
ganleners.

hesion of the glands, and the nicest precision was

required in separating the iniiMSor maxillary artery,

as well as the jugular vein; but the ha'rnorrhage

was inconsiderable. The relief afforded the ani-

mal was instantly apparent, and truly gratifying

to those who saw the operation. The animal is

now quite well, and much improved in condition

and appearance. The gland weighed five pounds.

The improvements daily making in veterinary

practice must be . highly satisfactory to gentlemen

possessing valuable animals; and the advance-

ment of this branch of science, which has been

so many years neglected and left in unskilful

hands, promises very desirable benefits to society.

PECULIAR BREED OF SHEEP IN THE NEPAL
COUNTRY.

The huniah is a large tall breed, with slender,

compressed, spirally-twisted horns, and short nar-

row tail. Though now naturalized in the Kachar,

it is of trans-Hlsmalayan origin. The color is

almost invariably white. Individuals of this spe-

cies are apt to have three, four, and even five

bonis. The huniah cannot bear the heat of

Nepal south of the northern division, and will

doubtless flourish in England, where the experi-

ment is making of naturalizing it. Its wool is

supurb.

—

Journal of the j^siatic Society of Bengal.

VETERINARY PRACTICE,
From the British Farmers' Magazine.

An operation of q,n unusual description, and
attended with great success, was lately performed
by our townsman, Mr, J. Barrett, veterinary sur-

geon,on a valuable cow belonging to Robert Wins-
low, Esq. of Wilton, Somerset. The removal of

the sub-maxillaiy sparrotted gland, commonly call-

ed wen, which had been increasing in size beneath
the lower jaw, for the two past years, and fJir the

last two months appeared to endanger the life of
the animal fi'om suflocation and starvation, occa-
sioned by its extreme pressure on the windpij^e.

The incision that was necessarily made on tJie

part, measured twelve inches: and nn arduous dis-

section was then necessary on account of the nd-

ADULTERATION OF MILK.
From the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal.

The subject of the aduUeration of milk has
been lately investigated with great care, by M.
Barruel of Paris. "Although his observations are

intended to apply only to the milk of that city, yet

there is little doubt that they will also be found

applicable in a greater or less degree to all great

towns. He sets out with stating that all instru-

ments for ascertaining the purity of milk, which
are calculated to attain this end by pointing out

diilerences in its density or specific gravity, are in-

accurate and useless. For, on the one hand,
pure milk differs much in density, according to

the fodder used by the dairy-man for his cows,
the butyraceous matter which imparts lowness of
density, being made to preponderate by some sorts

of food, and the caseous part, which increases the
density, being made pi'epoiiderant by other sorts.

And, on the other hand,although water, the ordina-

ry substance with which milk is adulterated by tlie

dealers in the L'rench capital, Avould alone cause
a great diminution of density, the dealers know
very well how to prevent that eflect, and so ren-

der the areometer useless. For this purpose, it is

only necessary to dissolve in the milk a little sugar-
candy, which is required at all events in order to

correct the flat taste imparted to milk by diluting

it with water. The result of M> Barruel 's inqui-

ries on the adulteration of milk in Paris, is, that
no positively noxious substance is ever to be found
in it; that a common practice is to remove a con-
siderable portion of the cream, by allowing tlie

milk to stand for a limited time, and then to dilute

the remainder, or skimmed milk, Avith water, and
to give it the apparent qualities of new milk in

one or other of the manners now to be mentioned.
The opacity of the milk being much diminished
by the water, so that the milk acquired a blueish
appearance, it was at one time usual to correct

this defect, by previously mixing wheat-flour with
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the water with which the milk was dikited. liut

tills adulteration was too obvious to the senses.

Any person even of indillercnt delicacy ot" palate,

could detect the altered taste of the niilic; and be-
sides, after too hours' rest, the flour sank to the

bottom, restoring the translucent blueness of the
milk, and pointing out the nature of the fraud.

To ])revent this mconvenience, the dealers boiled

the tlour in the water before mixing it with the
milk; and in this way an opaque mixture was pro-

ciH-ed, which retained its opacity on standing. As
even with this addition the fabricated liquid had a
flat taste, sugar or sugar-candy was dissolved in it,

by which means the peculiar sweetness of the
milk was partly restored. This adulteration, how-
ever, has become so easy of detection by means
of iodine, which renders the mixture blue by its

action on the fecula of the flour, that M. Barruel
believes that the fraud now described is very little

practised in the present day at Paris. In Britain,

where the municipalities take no charge whatever
of the purity of this most important article of food,

it may be presumed that the adulteration with
flour, sugar, and water is common enough, as it

is a simple and cheap mode of accomplishing
every purpose of the fraudulent dealer. The best

mode of proving the presence of farinaceous mat-
ter in such mixtures, is to heat the milk with a
little sulphuric acid, to coagulate the casein, to

filter the whey, and then to add to the latter the
tincture of iodine; upon which a fine blue color

will be struck. Driven from this species of adul-
teration, the Parisian dealers have latterly resorted
to another so ingenious, that M. Barruel con-
ceives they could not have discovered it, without
the aid of some scientific person. The method is

simple, so cheap, that for ten-pence the opacity
and color of the milk may be imparted to thirty
English pints of water, and so far secret that no
disao-reeable taste is conununicated. This is

nothing more than the employment of an emul-
sion of almonds, for which some dealers, more
greedy and less cautious than the rest, have sub-
.stituted hemp-seed, which however, is apt to im-
part an acrid taste. By either of these means the
milk may be diluted to an indefinite extent; and
the only corrective required is a little sugar-candy
to remove the flat taste. A peculiar advantage
possessed by this mode of adulteration over every
other is, that the vegeto-animal matter or vege-
ble albumen of the emulsion by which the oifof
almond is held in suspension, is coagulated, or
curdled, like casein, by acids. The method re-
commended by M. Barruel for detecting the fraud
is founded on two circumstances,—the greatly in-
ferior quantity of coagulum formed by acids in the
mixture of milk and almond emulsion, compared
with that formed in milk alone, and the facility

with which, by kneading the coagulum with the
fingers, oil may be squeezed out of the former,
while none exists in the latter. On examming
carefully four dilferent specitnens of pure millT,

procured from different quarters in Paris he found
that 300 parts of each, coagulated by heating
them with an equal volume of vinegar, gave each
a quantity of curd, which, when well drained, and
equally pressed between folds of bibulous ])aper
weighed 29 parts; and that the same quantity of
milk taken from a cow in presence of a person
sent to procure it, gave 30 parts of curd. He then
found, that when the same milk was mixed with

various portions of water, the quantity ol curd was
exactly in the inverse ratio of the ])ro]iortion of
water added. The water, therefore, did not pre-
vent any portion of the curd i'rom being throAvn
down by the usual modes of curdling the milk.
He next found, that, if a given quantity of sugar
was added to the mixture of milk and water, the
quantity added could be separated exactly by evap-
orating the whey to the consistence of an extract,
heating this with alcohol, filtering the alcoholic
solution, and evaporating to diyness. He then
also found, when equal parts of almond emulsion
and milk were mixed together, 300 parts of the
mixture, curdled by vinegar as above, gave 16^
parts of curd; and that the same quantity of mix-
ture containing two parts of emulsion to one of
milk, gave only 10 4-5th parts of curd. So that
filthough, as was to be expected, the adulteration
with almond emulsion did not lessen the quantity
of curd to the same extent as adulteration with
water only, yet the decrease was very great, and
very nearly in the ratio ofthe quantity of emulsion
added. Lastly, on placing pure curd on white
paper, no oily matter was thrown out; but the curd
procured from the mixture of milk and almond
emulsion, besides being less firm than the former,
gave out in 24 or 48 hours, a quantity of oil suf^
licient to stain the paper. Another adulteration
to which milk is subjected in Paris, is with carbo-
nate of potass or soda. The object of this va-
riety of adulteration is, in the hot summer months,
to prevent the milk from becoming sour and curd-
ling, or to break down the curd and correct asces-
cency when the milk has actually become spoiled.
In this process, acetate of potass or soda is formed.
Neither of these salts, in moderate quantity, is

injurious to the health; indeed, acetate of potass
exists naturally in milk, and is the source of some
embarrassment in the detection of the present
fraud. The mode of analysis adopted by M. Bar-
ruel is as follows:—As the alkaline acetates are
converted by incineration into carbonates, he en-
deavored, by means of this property, to ascertain
the quantity of alkali naturally contained in whey.
He therefore, evaporated a certain quantity of
whey to dryness, incinerated the residue in a pla-
tinum crucdilc, and procured an alkaline ley from
the remainder, which by the process recommended
by Decroisil, tor measuring the strength of alka-
line fluids, indicated from one and a half to two
degrees of alkalinity. Hence any increase of
alkaline strength above the last of these points,

must be considered as owing to the intentional ad-
dition of carbonate of potass or soda. This is

evidently the mostdilBcult of the processes recom-
mended for detecting the various adulterations
specified in M. Ban-ucfs paper. Indeed a chemist
alone could conduct it. The others may be easily

executed by any body.

CANADA THISTLES.

From the Genesee Fanner.

I have recently noticed in the Genesee Farmer
several articles on the destruction of the Canada
thistle; but none of them seem to reach the root
of the evil. I am, however, pleased to see the
public attention draAvn to the subject.

The extermination of this pest of our plough
fields, is an object of great importance to all farm-
ers, Avho are unfortunate enough to have them on
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their lands; and it is tlierelbre, in a measure, in-

cumbent on tliem to conmiunicate 'to each other

whatever methods they liave taken lor that pur-

pose, and particularly such as have had the de-

sired effect.

I have no expectation that this tliistlc is to he

totally and entirely eradicated, and banished from

the country, as it is a perennial plant, and is to be

found on the road sides, in woods, and in all unoc-

cupied lands, (at least in this vicinity.) All that

can be done with such, if near at hand, is to cut

them off and prevent their seeding. But being

possessed of another manner of propagating them-

selves, more sure and certain, by their side or ho-

rizontal roots, which the cutting of the tops of the
- plant does not effect or check; they thereibre must^

be permitted to remain, in such places, by a sort of

compromise, that they are to be prevented from

scattering their seeds on to our plough fields, from

which I am confident they may be expelled, and

after which, easily kept out; any further than this

I shall not attempt doing or advise others to do.

Some enactments of the legislature, as recom-
* mended in the Farmer, would undoubtedly be of

use. Such as obliging the owners "of land (at

least such as is under improvement,) to cut them

at the proper time—imposing a penalty for neglect

—and making it the duty of overseers of high-

ways to have this done on the margin of roads.

It would likewise have the effect of calling the

public attention to the thing, and spread the alarm.

In articles of this sort, intended to guide the

operations of others, unless one goes somewhat
into detail, the object is in a measure lost; for

those (if any there should be) who may be in-

duced to adopt the method reconmiended, will

have a wish to know all the particulars of the

process belbre they commence. I shall therefore

he compelled to make this of greater length than

S supposed at first setting out would be necessary.

What is here stated, however, is all from my own
knowledge; nothing is given on hearsay.

When I purchased The farm which I now oc-

cupy, about thirty years ago, excepting some mea-
dow lands, near a river, and some other small

pieces, there were little or no improvements on it;

being thrown out to commons, and mostly covered

witli^small sapling wood and bushes—or as my
Dutch neighbors expressed it, "it had run out to

6ifsA." In open spots in this bush, the Canada
thistle was si)rinkled pretty liberally; and alter

clearing and ploughing they began to spread to

an alarming extent, and threatened to overrun the

whole premises. This first led me (but not in

time by many j^ears) to adopt some method more
effectual than cutting off the tops to stop their

progress.

It is well known to all farmers as well as bota-

nists, that the roots of no tree or plant, Avhether

annual, biennial, or perennial, can long survive, if

prevented from vegetating, and coming up to the

light of day. My theory was based on this prin-

ciple. I commenced o])erations about eight years

ago, on some small patches in a field planted with

corn, Hs soon as any thistles appeared afier plant-

ing, cutting them oft' twice a week at first; and
was very particular never to have it neglected.

It would take but a few moments to go over a

patch two or three rods square, whh a hoe; at the

same time being very careful to leave none: and
to be sure of this I generally went over the ground,

row by row, a second time. The deeper they are

cut otf with the corner of the hoe, the longer time

of course it will require the new shoots to reach

the surliice again. I followed them up in this way,
and about the middle of August tliey began to

come up thin and scattering, and appeared of a
sickly, yellowish hue. This was encouraging,

and we continued the operation, (though I tound

it was not necessary to look to them quite as often

as at first,) to about the first of October, or until

no more appeared, and none have since shown
themselves on these spots.

By digging down to the main roots in August
or September, they were found in a state of dcca)",

being of a blackish color. The result of this first

attempt, is already given; but I will give some-
thing more of the details of the operation. That
there should be no ditiiculty in finding the several

patches when the corn had attained its full height,

I placed high poles at each spot so that they could
be seen over the tops of the corn, and kept a hoe
on the ground to be ready at hand whenever I

happened, in walking over my premises, to take

them in my way, and. cut them oft' if any were to

be seen. In this way, but little time was spent;

in fact none worth noticing. And as early as the

first of October, as before observed, they were
completely conquered. I ascribe the early season
at which these patches were subdued, to their be-
ing allowed no breathing spell, and no omission

being made through the season of operation, of
cutting them oft' as fast as they appeared.

I have sometimes in lieu of, or rather for the

want of a hoe, used a piece of hard wood, flat-

tened to two or three inches wide at one end, and
sharpened; or what is still better, a piece of iron

or steel, like a chisel, fastened to the end of a stick

or walking cane. It is proper to have some kind
of tool in hand, or at the spot, otherwise some
might escape, when one was accidentally passing
near them.
Although the actual labor and time spent to de-

stroy thistles in this way, is but trifling, at least in

small patches; stiO it requires considerable patience

and much diligence, that the thing may never on
any account be neglected during the season of
their growth; and I would caution all such as may
have an inclination to tiy the experiment, that un-
less they are tiUly determined to persevere, and
have full confidence that they can do it for at least

four months, not to attempt it; because by any ne-
glect during the season, the previous time spent,

is in part lost; as by allowing the plants a breath-

ing spell in the sun and air, new life and vigor ia

communicated to the roots, which is the thing in^

tended to be destroyed.

As an evidence of this, in the season of 1828,

1

undertook to kill the thistles on a field of about
fifteen acres planted with corn; and on which
there were nearly twenty patches. Having placed

the poles as before, I began cutting them as soon
as any appeared after planting. They were fol-

io vvecl up without any neglect, and as last as they
appeared, until about the 20th of August, when
they appeared nearly subdued, or in a fair Avay for

it, beginning to come up scattering and yellow.

At this time I was called away on a journey, and
was absent nearly lour weeks, leaving strict in-

junctions on my men not to neglect the thistles in

my absence. How far they attended to it, I can-

not say, for immediately on my return, I Wt\?
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taken sick, and was confined until alter corn har-
vest. The thistles of course were forgotten. To
make the matter still worse, the ground instead of
being planted again as it should have been, was
sown with barley and peas, and in September fol-

lowing with wheat, and the next spring stocked
with clover for pasture. The same patches of
thistles having revived, began to show themselves
on the barley and peas, but being few in number
and scattering, no attention was paid them. They
have since continued to increase and sj;read by
tlieir horizontal roots, so that there is nearly or

quite as many on the field as at first; although
they have been regularly mo^\'ed off every year,

and sometimes a second time, and have not seeded.

ing, and had become what is termed sward-bound,
which checks the growth, although it does not kill

the thistle. The same course was pursued as in
former years, and the business was well and regu-
larly attended to. But few appeared af^er the first

of September, but they were not neglected as long
as one was to be found. I think they are all de-
stroyed; but to make the thing doubly sure, I in-

tend to have it planted next season.
A small piece at one end o this ground was

planted Avith potatoes, on which I had never noticed
any thistles. They however made their appearance,
and were cut off with the rest. But when the tops of
the potatoes began to fall on and cover the ground,
it was with difficulty that the thistles could be

This faUure was evidently owing to the business
[

found, and probably enough has escaped to keep
not being attended to as it should have been the

latter part of the season; but might have been re-

medied had the ground been planted with corn the

second year, and which I shall do soon, and hope
to avoid a like neglect, by which our labor m ex-

perimenting this season was lost.

The season of 1830, I planted another field with
corn of about the same size of the last mentioned.
There were on this field a number of patches of

the thistle, some of them large, say over half an
acre, some small. It was calculated that altoge-

ther they would have covered two and a half

acres of ground. Having as usual marked the

spots with ))oles stuck in the ground, we com-
menced cutting them at the proper time. The la-

bor required on this field was more than on any I

had yet taken in hand—the patches being large,

and the thistles thick and strong. At first, and
while vegetation was quick and rapid, the labor to

go over them was equal to f^vo men a da}-; but in

a short time one man would do it in the same time,

and towards the close of summer in three or four

hours. Some of these patches were obstinate, so

that we were obliged to fbllo^v them up into Octo-
ber; others gave up sooner. On the whole, thej"

were totally destroyed. None escaped, and none
are now to be found in any part of the field that

has been ploughed. Although we succeeded
in destroying the thistle on this field the first year,

I should advise, where killing them is the great

object, to plant with corn two years in succession,

(although this m other cases might be bad ma-
nagement,) that should any thistles escape the

first, they may be finished the second j'car.

I cannot state the expense of this experiment,

as I kept no memorandum; but should think it

would amount to not more than twenty dollars, if

men had been hired for that express work; but as

it was done mostly by boys, with myself j or some
careful hand to overlook, I paid out nothing extra

for labor that season on account of this job, and
there was no neglect of other farming operations.

But twenty or even forty dollars, would be nothing
compared with the object attained, by clearing a
good plough field of this nuisance. Had they
been left to their natural course, they would in a
few years by the running of their horizonttil roots,

and scattering with the plough and han'ow, have
spread over the whole field and ruined it for tillage.

The last season I planted whh corn a small
piece of about four and a half acres, much infest-

ed with thistles. It was planted Avith the express
\iew of kOling them—they were spread over a
great part of the ground, but were small, the land
having lain in pasture twelve jears without plough-

fhe roots alive, and more or less will make their

appearance another year. I therefore would ad-
\ase never to plant potatoes where, and when, the
great object is to destroy the thistle. On another
account, I consider corn much the best crop to

plant with this view. The roots of this plant, if

it grows strong, run through and fill the gi'ound
vWth small fibres, which has a tendency to keep
the ground diy and hard; at the same time the tops
form a shade, and altogether seem to have the ef-

fect of checking the growth of the thistle, and aid
in the operation of destroying it.

To prevent the necessity of going over the
ground as often as was required with the hoe, I

last spring had made some iron tools not unlike a
small light crowbar, flattened at the lower end to

about a hand's breadth and length, and steeled.

With this tool, in soft mellow ground, the thistle

may be taken up to the depth of six to twelve
inches; but the process is much slower, and perr
haps the time employed in killing them in this

wa}^, although the operation is not so often to be
performed, is equal to doing it with a hoe, with
which the gi'ound is much quicker gone over.

The horizontal root of this plant, so often men-
tioned as its principal instrument of propagation,
will be found at various depths, according to soil.

In lands under the plough, and in other rich mel-
low ground, they push themselves along, in every
direction from the main patch, and at every few
inches send up a branch to the surface. On care-

fully uncovering a space several feet square, I have
found them in a matter connected and tied together
with this root. Whenever they can be taken up
below the horizontal root, they are mostly destroy-

ed with once going over, and with the iron tool

before described, tliis is frequently done; and where
there may be a very small patch in a distant field,

the inconvenience of looking to it as often as would
be necessary with a hoe, might be avoided by
taking this course. In wet rainy seasons, like the
last two, I find they spread themselves much faster

than m dry ones. The ground being soft, and the

roots strong and vigorous, and meeting less re-

sistance, they will push along a considerable tUs-

tance in one summer.
About nine years since, I had made a string of

half .stone fence, with posts, and boards on top.

The ground on which the wall was ])laccd, was rich

bottom, and was set there to withstand the spring

floods. It was made on the line of one of my
neighbor's land, on which at a small distance was
a large patch of Canada thistles. In a short time
they pushed along and reached the wall, and have
run along in, and under it, more than thirty rods,
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or fitteen each way, in about seven years. Having
heard that salt and strong brine would kill them, I

procured, three years ago, a ((uantity talcen irom

fish barrels, and taking oil' the top stones of the

wall so as to come nearer the roots, the brine and
salt was put on very bountitully. It had the et-

ti'ct of killing the tops of the thistles, and wilted

them down; but the next sunnner they came up
through the wall as thrifty as beti)re. I see no re-

medy in a case like this, but to remove the wall,

otherwise they will travel to each end of it, and

from this lodgment spread over the adjoining field.

And I have no doubt, that if a strip of rich, mel-

low land, reaching a distance of twenty miles,

could be had, unobstructed by rivers, swamps, &c.

a low stone wall placed thereon, and a lamily of

thistles set a going at one end, but that they would
in course of time, reach the other, and without the

agency of any seed.

On my mowing and pasture lands, such as are

wet and never ploughed, there are some patches

of the thistle; which have for twenty-fi\ie years

past remained nearly stationary. They are al-

ways mowed ofl' in July, before the seed is ripe,

and if necessaiy a second time to prevent their

seeding. In this kind of hard sward land, they

are small and puny, and comparatively give but

small trouble and annoyance.
Whenever we have succeeded in expelling the

thistle Irom our tillage lands, which is the extent

of my expectations,"in respect to my own, and all

that i would at present advise others to attempt

doing, they may, I am confident, with little care

and no expense, be easily kept otl' afterwards.

The seedling thistle is very small, and as easily

destroyed as a pigweed, should they happen to be
observed. It requires Several years for them to

form any considerable patch—their greatest secu-

rity is their not being noticed, untU by their side

or horizontal roots they have run out in different

directions. Small patches may be killed by a deep
covering of any thing that will keep them under,

and prevent them from shooting up to the surface.

This I have done with pomace put on to some
very small bunches near my cider mill. Salting

cattle and sheej) often on small pieces, will have
the Uke eflect; but this must be done very often,

and through the season of growing. The salt it-

self does not have the eft'ect of destroying the

roots, because it cannot reach them, but the fre-

fluent licldng of the spot by the cattle takes off

the shoots as fast as they come above the ground,

Avhich is the same in its effects, as hoeing tliem off.

AH these methods, however, cannot be practised

except on a very small scale.

I know of no plant or bush, with which the Ca-
nada thistle so nearly compares in its habits and
modes of propagation, as the common elder. This,

like the thistle, has its seed, and its horizontal roots

with which to form patches; and like it, also, in

not being to be destroyed by cutting off the tops

once, or even twice a year, but must be rooted out.

The same treatment which kills the thistle would
have the Uke effect on the elder; but this would be
attended with too much trouble, for the small num-
ber usually on our farms,—the better way, there-

fore, is to dig and root them out at once. But I

think it is as great an absurdity for a farmer to say
that he will not attempt to destroy the clumps of
elder on his mowing land, because his neighbor
letg them alone to seed, as to refuse to kill the this-

tle on his plough land lor the like cause. Since in

either case, when they are once eradicated, they

are easily kept out, let his neighbor's practice be
what it may.

In my various experiments, I have tested this

method of destroying the thistle sufficiently to con-

vince myself at least, that it is very practicable,

and attended with but little expense,^ if pursued

with due care and perseverance. If no failures

had happened in my several and yearly attempts,^

another year would have completed the routine of

my ploughing fields, but it Avill now take three

—

and as I am less than that, from three score and
ten, and have a wish to complete what I have un-

dertaken, I must be careful to avoid the like er-

rors in future. I close this long article with the^

hope that it may be of use, by inducuig some of

my brother farmers, who have a good stock of re-

solution and jjerseverance, and a plenty of Cana-
da thistles on their land, to try the experimc^nt, at

first, if they please, on a small scale. I shall be

pleased to be informed of the results, and particu-

larly of their success. In the interim, I would in-

ibrm them that I have allotted and set oft" for the

ensuing year, a pretty large job of the same sort.

The ground on two fieids being already once

ploughed for corn, on which there are patches of

thistles in plenty, enough to cover three and a half

or four acres, of which, provided my hetilth is

spared, I hope to be able to give a good account at

the close of another year.

A SUBSCRIBER.

Note.—I would add one more remark, that no
grass or weeds of any kind, must be permitted to

grow on the spots or patches during the season of

the operation, as they conceal the thistle sprouts,

which may consequently escape the hoe. I have
usually, on the spots where the thistles Avere thick

and intermixed with weeds, hoed the ground well

all over, as often as was necessary to destroy the

weeds, and at the same time the thistle was taken

oft' also.
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PLAIN DIRECTIONS Foil ANALYZING GYPSUfll.

For the Farmers' Register.

It is not quite so ca.sy to analyze gypsum, and
ascerlain tlie precise proportions of any Ibreign

admixlures, as may be done with marl. Still it is

not dill:.',ult, nor very troublesome, to go through
such a process as will enable any larmer to avoid

being deceived by any adulteration ofgypsum of-

fered ibr sale. In the pulverized state, as pre-

pared for manure, it is impossible to detect the

grossest and most injurions fraud, by merely the

appearance or taste, or by handling the article. If

chalk, and very white clay, (such as fonns some
of the subsoils in Nelson county) were used to

make half the weight of what is sold for g3'psum,

it would scarcely be detected—and many iLn-mers

might be cheated with a mixture containing not

even the smallest proportion of gypsum. I know
not whether such trauds are attempted—(and the
character of the mills in Vii'ginia is enough to

guarantee the purhy of their ground gypsum—

)

out if attemjoted, there is nothing whatever to

prevent their succeeding, unless chemical tests are

employed for detection. The inspectors of gyp-
sum appointed by law, who, it is to be presumed,
judge altogether by the appearance, and other

"sensible qualities, are no saleguard against decep-

tion: and this particular branch of the inspection

system, is even more useless, more deceptions,

and operating more as a cheat upon the communi-
ty, than the inspection of any other commodity
whatever. I mean not to reflect on any individu-

als by these remarks: the fault is in the system,

and not in the persons appointed to carry it into

operation But this is wandering from my sub-

ject.

Not being entitled to be considered either an
operative or scientific chemist, I do not know
whether a more correct and convenient method
of analysis may not be practiced than mine; and
there may exist in this, causes to produce inaccu-

rate results, which my ignorance,lias prevented

my discovering. If so, I hope some other person

will point out my mistakes.

G)'psum (sulphate of lime) is composed of cer-

tain proportions of sulphuric acid, lime, and water,

chemically combined. Some small admixtures of

metal, &c. which always accompany the gyjisum

of commerce, are too inconsiderable to affect the

value materially, or to be ascertained by the pro-

cess which will now be directed. Considerable

admixtures of substances which could deceive the

purchaser of ground g\-psum, must be of clay, or

chalk. If sand, or silicious earth was contained

in g}q:)sum, it would be evident enough to the

teeth of the examiner.

1. Let a certain quantity, say 100 gi'ains, of

gypsum of commerce be pounded finely, when
quite diy, and then tried with muriatic acid, in the

manner directed page 609, No. 10, of the Farmers'

Register, for analyzing marl. Pure gypsum will

not show any effervescence, or other effect, from

the application of muriatic acid. But if there is

any efferv^escence, it proceeds from the presence

of chalk, or carbonate nf liriie, in some other form:

and the proportion of this substance must be as-

certained by the directions given in the paper just

refeiTed to.

2. Then put into a glass another portion of the

same article, say 25 grains, (finely pounded and

Vol. II.—

5

sifted through muslin, belbre being weighed,) and
pour to it a saturated (or very strong) solution of
carbonate cfpotash (which the apothecaries sell un-
der the name oi'the super carbonate.yrhe two com-
pounds thus placed in contact, sulphate of lime and
'carbonate of potash, Avill decompose each other,

and exchange princij les in this manner: the

suli)huric acid of the liist, will leave the lime and
combine with the potash of the solution—and the
lime will combine vrith tlic carbonic acid let loose

Irom the j.otash: or rather with a ];art of it—lor

the lime cannot hold as much carbonic acid as the

potash lets go, and the sur])lus escapes into the

air with' slow but continued eliervescence, which
lasts as long as the process is going on.

3. When the effervescence ceases, (which may
take sorne hours, and plenty of time should be al-

lowed,) the chemical qualities of the mixture are

totally changed. There no longer remains a par-

ticle of sulphate of lime, nor of carbonate ol' pot-

ash, (except the excess of the latter, wiiich haAing
nothing to operate on, remains unchanged.) In-

stead of these, there has been formed the sulphate

of potash, and the carbonate of lime—the tojiner

being dissolved in the fluid, and the latter in a so-

lid form at the bottom of the glass. The appear-
ance of the mixture is not perceptibly changed.

4. Pour off the clear fluid, and then add diluted

muriatic acid slowly to the solid matter, which (if

f^e gypsum was pure) Avill dissolve all that is solid

(then carbonate of lime) Avith effervescence. If

there was either clay or sand with the gypsum,
they v\all remain at the bottom, after the action of

the acid has ceased (as before described in the

analysis of marl,) and may be separated by the

filtering paper, and after being washed and dried,

their Aveight will shoAV the proportion of such im-

purities.
.

'

WhateA^er small metallic proportion may be in

gypsum, Aviil be dissolved by the acid, and not

shoAv in the result (as it should do,) as a part of

the impurities. With this small exception, all the

remainder of the matter dissolved may be consi-

dered as carbonate of lime, and Avhich had been at

first sulphate of lime, or pure gypsum, after de-

ducting as much as Avas dissolved in the first step

of the process.

Supposing then that 10 grains of the .100 had
been dissolved by the muriatic acid, in the first

trial—and that 7 per cent, of solid matter remained

after the last, the proportions might be stated as

fblloAVs:

100 grains of gypsum of commerce consisted of

Carbonate of Ume, - - 10 grain.?.

Clay and sand, - - - 7 "

Pure gj'psum, - - - 83 "

100

The foregoing proportions AA'ould mark very

impure, if not adulterated gypsum—though it is

not more impure than some I recently tried Avhich

Avas ground at the north. A specimen of the

gypsum ground at Haxall's mill in Richmond,

contained one per cent, of carbonate of lime only

—Avhich very small proportion may perhaps ge-

nerally accompany the rock, or it might have been

an accidental admixture, caused by lime having

been landed on the same Avharf.

E. R.
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JARDIN DES PLAiVTKS.

The Jardin des Pla ite^-, at Paris, dates its

origin trom tlie beginning of the seventeentli

century; but, as a scliool oC botany and vegetable

culture, was made what it is by the late Prof.

Thouin, during the first years of the cqnsulshij).

Speaking with reference only to what concerns

plants and their culture, this garden isiniquestion-

ably the first establishment of the kind in Euro}je.

We have in Britain several botanic gardens, but

none maintained for the same objects as tliat of

Paris. These objects are two: first, to collect use-

ful or remarkable plants from every part of the

world, and to distribute them to every pa,rt of

France, and, as far as practicable, to every other

country; and secondly, to form a perpetual school

of botany and vegetable culture. Plants are

brought to the Paris garden from all countries, by

a uni'versal correspondence, by particular natura-

lists sent out at the expense of the nation, and by

the general protection and favor of government to

the objects of science and the pursuits of scientific

men. Objects of natural history destined for the

Paris garden, in whatever description of vessels

they may arrive in a French port, pay no entrance

duty, and they are mostly forwarded by govern-

ment conveyances to Paris free of expense. Every
warlike, exploring, or commercial expedition is

eccompar;i;'d by naturalists officially appointed or

voluntarily admitted, to whon\ every facility is

afforded in the objects of their pursr"". Plants

received in the Paris garden are propagated with-

out loss of time, and distributed in the first place,

to all the botanic gardens of France, of which
there is at least oneln the capital of every depart-

ment; next, seeds or plants are sent to such of the

colonies as it is supposed may profit most fi-om

them; and, lastly, they are sent to foreign con-es-

pondents, in proportion to similar favors received,

or returns expected. The departmental botanic

gardens propagate with all rapidity the plants re-

ceived from the central garden, and distribute them
among the eminent proprietors and cultivators of

the department. This, at all events, is remarka-

bly good in tlieory. Botany is taught by the lec-

tures, demonstrations, and herborisations of a pro-

fessor., and illustrated by an exemplification of 124

orders of the Jussieuean system in living plants.

A considerable number of these plants are neces-

earily exotic, and kept under glass during winter;

but, in May, bcfjre the demonstrations begin, they

are brought out in the pots, and sunk in the earfh

in their proper places in the systematic arrange-

ment, with their names and the names of the

orders to which they belong placed beside Ihem.

The cultivation of vegetables, and all the diflerent

operations of agriculture and gardening, are taught

by another professor, with assistants, and exem-
plified by different compartments in the gcu'den.

For instance, there is one compartment in which
all the different operations on plants and on the

soil are exemplified, from the diflerent modes of
preparing the soil for sowing or ])lanting, through
all the species and varieties of propagation, train-

ing, and pruning, even to hedge-growing and
fence-making; another compartmeilt contains all

the plants of field culture; another all the medicinal
plants; another all the principal timber trees; ano-
ther, as far as practicable, all the fruit trees.

Specimen^ of the different im[)lements are kept in

one building, and of the principal soils, manures*
and composts in an appropriate enclosure; and so

on. The essence of the lectures, accompanied by
figures of such of the implements and operations
as admit of representation by lines^ will be (bund
in Tiunda's Cours de Culture et dc Naiuralisation
dcs Fegetaux, by Oscar Leclerc, three vols. 8vo.,
with one quarto volume of plates; and a complete
description of the garden is given in the well
known work of Royer.— Gard. (Eng.) Ilag.

TO DESTROY VERMIN OlS PJ.ANTS.
Ty a coirespondent of tlie Gardeners' Magazine.

In all the recipes for destroying j^cari which I

have seen, sulphur is an ingredient; this, in its

crude state, will not unite with the liriuids used for

that pm'pose, and therefore it can have little or no
effect, except when applied as a wash on the
heated flues of a house. In order to make it unite

with soap suds, tobacco water, and other liquids

usually made use of lor destroying insects, it must
be converted into a sulphuret, by boiling it with
lime or an alkaline salt, as in the following mixture,

which expeditiously and efiectually destroys the
red spider, by merely immersing the plant, or part

inf(?sted, in the mixture:—Common sofi soap half
an ounce, sulphuret of lime* one ounce by measure
(or two table spoonfuls,) soft water (hot) one ale

quart. The soap and sulphuret to be first well
mixed with an iron or wooden spoon, in the same
manner as a mixture of egg and oil is made for a
salad; the hot water is then to be added by degrees,

stirring the mixture well with a painter's brush, as

in making a lather, by which means a uniform
fluid will be obtained, like whey, without any sedi-

ment, wiiich may be used as soon as it is cool

enough to bear the hand in it. This mixture will

destroy every insect usually found in the green-
house, by mere immersion, except the Coccus, or

scaly insect, which adheres so closely to the stem,
or under side of the leaf, llia.t the mixture cannot
reach its vulnerable parts; therefore, in this case,

the mixture must be applied with a brush that will

dislodge the insect. If the mixture be put into a
wooden bowl, or any other shallow vessel, small
plants in pots, and the leaves and branches of
larger ones, and of fruit trees, may be easily im-
mersed in it by pressing them down with the hand.
The above mixture will not destroy the black
Aphides of the cherrj'- tree, nor the green Aphides
of the plum tree, by immersing the lea^'es and
branches in it; there being an oiliness on these inr

sects which prevents its adhering to them. It will

destroy them by applying it with a brush: but this

is too tedious a process. It has been recommend-
ed, by writers on horticulture, to wash these and
other fruit trees agninst walls, before the leaves
and buds appear, Avhh mixtures which cannot be
safely applied after; lor which puqiose the above

*The.sulpliuret of liine is easily made in the follow-
ing manner:—Take of flonr of sulplinr one ounce;
fresh lime, finely sifted, two ounces; soft water a qnart,
boil the mixture in an iron vessel about a quarter ofan
hour, frequently stirring it after it begins to boil; let it

stand to settle, and pour ofl' the clear liquor. If it is

not used on the same day, it must be put into a bottle

filled with it, and be well corked; for, if it be exposed
to tlie air, it will soon attract oxygen, and will then
curdle tlie soap, and smear the plants with a \\ liite sub-
stance, which is not easih- washed off.
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mixture, with tiie addition of spirits of turpentine,

is likely to succeed as well as any other, or better:

but I have not yet had an opportunity of giving it

atrial. Half an ounce, by measure, of sjarits oi

turpentine being first \vell mixed with the soap,

and the sulphuret and water added as before; or

the wash may be made slronger, by adding twice
the quantity oi' each ingredient to the same quan-
tity of water. For desiroying slugs and vi'orms

there is no recipe so simple, atiendeel with so little

trouble, and, when properly applied, so efl'ectual,

us common lime-water. The jdants on which the
slugs are Ibund must be watered with it twice at

least, at an interval of three or lour minutes. li

you place three or four slugs on the ground, and
pour lime-water on them irom a watering pan, you
will soon perceive them throwing off a kind ot

slough, and afrer that crawling away; but if you
sprinkle them again with the iime-water, they vvill

not be able to throw oti' another slough, and soon
die after the second operation. "SVhen a person
has therefore watered as many plants as takes up
the time of three or tour minutes, he must turn

back to the place where he began, and water
them again. Lime-Avater, for this purpose, may
be easily made so as to be alwa3s ready. Into a
trough, containing about fifty-five gallons of water,
throw in two or three shovelfuls of lime, stir it up
three or four times on that day, and the next day
the liquor is clear and fit for use and will continue
to answer the purpose for some time, without ad-

ding any fresh lime, by stirring it up again before

it is used, and letting it settle. If the lime-water
be of sufiicient strength, it will destroy the large

grey snail with tv\rice watering, and all worms that

are out of the ground at the time of watering, and
it will not injure the most tender plant when used
in a clear state.

THE CASTLE HOWARD OX.

From the Biitish Fanners' Magazine.

This most wonderful specimen of the short-

horned breed was lately exhibited in York, and
excited^the astonishment and admiration of crowds
of persons who went to see it. Its color is white
—stands about seventeen hands high—measures
three feet four inches across the loins—and weighs
upwards of 2G0 stone.

ON REAPING WHEAT BEFORE THE GRAIN IS

HARD.

For ttie Fanners' Register.

There have been published at different times
various and opposite facts and opinions vvath re-

gard to the prop.riety of reaping wheat before the

grain is hard. In the agricultural journals both of
Europe and the United States, reaping green has
been announced by different persons as an im-
portant discovery, and as if the practice was alto-

gether new to the reporter and to his readers in

feneral. To meet these statements, there have
een others presented, of experiments conducted

apparently with much care and accurac}^, of the
comparative value of-grain reaped ripe and green,
and the results of which showed a certain loss in

the latter practice. Each of these various state-

ments, sn far as I know, stands alone, and is not

compared, or considered in connexion whh others
v/hich are apparently in contradiction. I'his de-
ficiency it is my object to supply, in addition to of-

fering the results of my own practice in this re-

spect. The subject, in my ojiinion, presents one
of those cases in which both sides oi" the question
are true, though each may app-em- erroneous to
those who will not compare the opposite views,
and take into consideration all the cu'cinnstimces
which operate, or may be expected to operate,
during the time of reaping. It may be true, (and
i readily admit it as true,) that a head of wlieat
permitted to become pediictly mature on its stalk

in fine weather, will furnish the greatest possible
weight of grain, and of the best quality, to be de-
rived from the particular growth of wheat: and
that another taken off in a soft and gxeen state,

probably loses something, in quantity-, or quality,

or both, and cannot possibly gain in either of those
respects. This is the amount ofthe results shown
by the experiments referred to above, even if it

is conceded, (though very doubtfiil,) that the man-
ner of making sucli comparative experiments was
perfectly correct. -But though there may be no
gain fi-ona reaping green in fine weather, and even
some small loss of product, yet fine iveather we
almost never have through harvest—and it will

be better to lose five per cent, by reaping green
(admitting such a loss to be certain,) than to save
it by m; during, and then to lose fiir more from
bad weather occurring while the wheat is standinqr

in the field. This, I think, is the proper view ot"

the subject, and the proper mode of institutino- a
comparison of the products. If we could be sure
of having dry weather, I entertain no doubt ofthe
propriety and economy of not reaping until both
grain and straw are ripe. But with the strong
probability of more or less of rain—and the possi-

bility of a .loni^ spell of it—I am as sure that a
great saving will be found in reaping wheat aa
early as the state of the grain will permit. What
that state is, has not been described very particu-

larly, in anj' of the publications I have read; and
it is not unlikely that the uncertainty on this head
has caused some of the differences of opinion aa
to the propriety of the practice in general. I con-
sider wheat fit for the scytlie when the grain is in
the dough state—no matter h'ow soft, pro\'ided it ia

clear of milk, or when no fluid comes out separate
from the dough, when the grain is mashed be-
tween the fingers. But no one square yard of
wheat can be found, in which all the heads have
reached this state at one time: and, therefore, when
not more than one-tenth part of the grains contain
milk, I think it safe to begin to reap. There will

be some loss in the quantit)- of all the milky grains,

(though no injury to the quality of the sample in

general,) but less than would be usually found by
waiting long enough for every grain to be free of
milk. If the ]Mountain Purple Straw is the kind
made (which has generally formed the greater

part or the whole of my crop) it may be easily

known by the puri}le tinge on the stalk, when the

grain has reached the dough state.

As I place the advantage of reaping green on
the greater certainty of avoiding the effects of
bad weather, it may be inferred that the expe-
rience of several years would be required to make
a correct decision. I began this jiractice in 1821,
and have never since failed to begin har\^est as
soon as enough wheat was fully in the dough
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state, except in those years, when the pressure

of other larm business made it necessary to let the

wheat wait some days longer. ItJ therefore,

this opinion is held by me improperly, it is not for

want of experience, but for want of judgment.

The universal practice in my neighborjiood be-

fore 1821, was to wait for the grain to be hard;

and if there was any doubt of the straw being

perfectly sapless and dry, the wheat was left on

the ground, without binding, for one or two days,

to be dry enough to stack." My green reaping,

when first commenced, was fully nine days earlier

than was usual—and it was ])ronounced then that

I was destroying my crop, by reaping it so green.

My practice is" still condemned by many, who,
however, have gradually and perhaps unconscious-

ly, advanced the commencements of their har-

vests, until they are not more than two or three

days behind mine.

The first year of my early reaping was most
fortunately chosen. Ai'ter weather generally fine

until the latter part of June, there began the long-

est spell of rainy weather that I ever knew at that

time of the year. The rain fell more or less for

eeven days in succession, without enough sun-

shine (if any) during the time to dry the wheat at

any one time. I did not keep a farm journal that

year, as was my general practice, but noted

these circumstances before the next harvest, while

they Avere fi-esh in my memory. I did not there

state, and do not remember, the date of the begin-

ning of my reaping in 1821; but the whole was
finished, and the last reaped was shocked, just be-

fore the long spell of rain began. It had rained

gently one day only during my harvest; and a

piece of thin wheat, of about 25 acres, had been
cut down on that da}-, and still remained open on
the ground. So much of this had sprouted before

the rains ceased, and so much on the tops of the

shocks throughout the crop, that I estimated my
loss at one-tenth of the whole. But that loss was
small indeed compared to that of my neighbors,

and of lower Virginia generally. Some liad not

begun to reap—but few had been as many as three

days in harvest, when the spell of rain com-
menced—and scarcely any wheat had been put up
in shocks, or secured otherwise. The wheat left

standing was so bent down, as not to be tolerably

saved, besides being greatly damaged in quality;

and what was on the ground was mostly sprouted.

My notes state as the supposed estimate of gene-
ral loss through our part of the country, from one-

half to two-thirds of the crop. Some good ma-
nagers, and many bad ones, did not make as much
wheat as they had sowed, and that of such bad
quality, as to be unfit to sow again. Indeed the
destruction of wheat Avas so general, and so little

was left good enough for seed, that it caused many
who were before hesitating about such a change
of crops on light soils, to abandon wheat entire!}'',

and take cotton instead, as their principal crop for

market.
The saving made that year by early reaping

was enough to pay for all the loss to be incurred

by that plan in twenty years: and though such a
spell of weather may not occur in a long life, there

is scarcely any year in which more or less is not

lost by rain compelling wljfeat to stand (or to lie,)

too long in the field. When rain stops the reap-

ing of green wheat for three or four days, the

farmer is lef> just where he would have been with-

out the rain, if he had waited to reap ripe. But
to him whose wheat was dead ripe, having his

reaping sus|)ended lor a few days is a most serious

damage. Even if no grain is actually sprouted,

every wetting and drymg after it is ripe, is inju-

rious to its (luality. Besides this, no field can be
reaped as easily, and as efiectually, after as before

rain. Heavy wheat is lodged, and sometimes lost

completely: and tlie stalks on the lightest and
poorest land bend in curves, and in every direction,

so as to render it impossible to be saved well when
reaped.

Now to consider the objections to reaping green-.

I have admitted that there must be a loss, from
shrinking, in every grain having an}^ of the milk

remaining, and a general loss on the whole crop,

on the supposition that a proportion will be in the

milky state. But, (though it would be difficult to

test it by fair experiment,) I do not believe that

any thing is lost in either the weight or bulk of
grain cut in the dough state. There is loss of la-

bor however, (that is, if the weather continues

dry,) and there is risk of loss, from putting the

sheaves into shocks or stacks before their being
perfectly cured. Green wheat may be made up
into small sheaves, (the band being a single

length of the straw,)-as last as it is cut down: but
the straw will shrink so much on drying, that the

bands will be apt to become loose, and many of
the sheaves to fiiU to pieces. If the binders are

kept half a day behind the reapers, that objection

will be obviated: but others will be presented in

the loss of labor when the I'eapers and binders are

thus separated, and the exposure of a greater

quantity of wheat, after its being reaped, to rain.

But it should also be considered, that green wheat
is less hurt when caught by rain, than the perfect-

ly ripe would be.

If the wheat is sheaved Avhen too green to put
into shocks, it should be put up in "stooks" . of
about six sheaves each, by setting the stubble ends
of the sheaves far enough apart to give sufficient

base, and letting the heads of aU the sheaves lean
together so as to form a point. These stooks are
easily made, will tlirow oft" a light rain, and will

dry as they stand, if made wet by heavy rain. I

have had such stooks to be wet and dry repeated-

ly before the wheat could be put into shocks

—

v/ithout any more injury than would have been
sustained if the wheat had been standing. But
this was of the purple straw kind. Before I knew
the diflerence, I permitted some white wheat to go
through the same treatment, and found much of it

sprouted by rain in the stooks.

As to the quality of the grain, for making flour,

I believe it is generally conceded that the wheat
reaped green is best.

What is the extent of the gradual advancement
of the usual time of reaping, t cannot state, though
aided by written memoranda of my own farm bu-
siness for most of the years of the last twenty. Ma-
ny of those who have never noted such things, are
not aware that they now venture to reap in a state

of greenness which they would have thought very
hazardous formerly. I remember well that fifteen

years ago, our iestival of the 4th of July always
came in harvest, and that no one finished reaping
before that time, unless he had sowed early wheat,
and had a very small crop. In 1819, 1 began to reap
on June 23d, (golden chafl' wheat,) and the entry

on the journal of that day states that the grain was
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not quite hard. I suppose that time to have been
as early as any one would have ventured then.

The ibliowing are all the dates of the connnence-
nient ofmy liarvests, ^vhiL•h were recorded before

my change of practice, and for some years alier-

wards.

1818—June 25th.

1819— " 23rd.

8th.

,

13th.

lllh.

10th.

12th.—and might have been begun 5

days sooner, if" the state of

other crops had permitted,

16th.—the ripening stated to have been
made unusually late, by. the

depredations of Hessian Fly,

added to a cold season.

1822—
1823—
1824—
1825—
1826—

1827-

1828—
1829—

12th.
' 19th.—the beginning having been de-

layed two or three daj-s by
the pressure of other work.

The purple straw, and golden chaff wheats,

were the kinds sowed.

There is so much difference in these dates, ad-

ded to mj' recollection of our late harvests in gene-

ral, formerly, that I am somewhat tempted to think

that there has been an increase of average tempe-
rature, as well as of change of practice in reaping.

But if that was the case, so important a fact could

not have escaped the notice of the many curious

and particular observers of the changes of tempe-
rature, as indicated by the thermometer.

E. R.

REMARKABLE HABITS OF THE A3IERICAN LO-
CUST.

There is no longer any doubt that these singu-

lar insects are to make their usual periodical ap-

pearance the present season. They are already

easily to be found, at the depth of six or seven

inches, in gardens, and especially in orchards, un-

der old trees. By skimming off the surface of the

earth, thousands of holes are perceptible, where
they have been penetrating to the surface, in or-

der we presume, that their way may not be ob-

structed on their day of general resurrection. An
old gentleman of tliis place, informs us that his

father kept particular note of their appearance in

four instances, and that he himself has followed it

up, and preserved observations, also, in four tn-

Btances—and that they have uniformly appeared
ever}' seventeen years; but what is singularly strik-

ing,that in all these eight instances,they were found
to have a general resurrection day, which has re-

gularly occurred on the 25th May. He further

says, that two or three days previously, a few
make their appearance, as a reconnoitering party;

but on the 25th, the whole country is deluged with
one interminable swarm.—Gcnnantoto a Td.

[If it is indeed true that there is so much regularity

in the continuance of the dormant state of these insects,

the time of their coming forth is not the same in differ-

ent places. It was in 1829 that they appeared in pro-

digious numbers in this county, (Prince George,)

where they had not been observed before witliin the

recollection of any person whose opinions we heard

expressed. They were in much the greatest numbers

in woodland where the soil was stiff and close: and in

all such places, every tree was supplied with lo-

custs in such numbers, that a traveller for miles togeth-

er could perceive no cessation, or change in the loud

but monotonous chorus kept up by their voices. These

insects caused no injury. They-were not much more

than half as large as the common green and black

locusts, (or dryflies, as vulgarly called,) which, in small

numbers, appear here every summer. The color of

the former was touched with a pale dingy red, instead

of the green which the common locust has. The

name applied to both these insects is doubtless in-

correct, as both difier widely from the great plague of

the eai'th in other regions, of \^'hich we are so fortu-

nate as to know notldng in this countiy, except by

report.

There is too much of the marvellous in the regidarly

returning visits of our locusts for the statement to be

altogether credited, though it has been stated in seve-

ral publications besides that quoted above. But at any

rate, there must be enough in the habits of these in-

sects, that is both true and strange, to excite curiosity,

and invite attempts at investigation.]

HARDENIXG OF IROIV.

From the Southern Pfanter.

Dr. Bartldt—It may be considered presump-
tion in me to attempt to give directions to a black-

smith how to temper a tool when he has made it.

If I cannot teadi a blacksmith I can tell a farmer
how to avoid imposition.—I have noticed for

several years that ploughs made and tempo I'ed by
some smiths would last twice as long as the same
kind made by others—this is owing to the manner
of tempering.—,In tempering a plough, all that ia

necessarj' is to give it a thorough heating and
cool it quick. In order to cool cjuick, it is necessa-

ry to have plenty of water, and that of a good
quality.—To undertake to cool a plough that
weighs 8 or 10 pounds in two or three gallons of
water, is absurd; more especially if that water has
been heated a great many times.

\VM. H. RAIFORD.
Henry co. May 5th, 1834. ^

BUTTER MAKING IN CHILE.
From Waldie's Journal of Belles Letters.

In Chile, butter is packed in sheep skins, wth
the wool side out, and would be very good, in

spite of appearances, were it not so much salted.

The operation of churning is performed by a
donque [an ass;] the cream is put into large gourds,

or dry skins, placed on his back, and then the

animal is kept trotting round the j^ard till the but-

ter is made. In this art they seem not to have ad-

vanced a single step since its discovery; tor we are

told that a countryman somewhere lost a large jug
of cream, by carrying it for some distance on a
hard-trotting horse, which accident led to the im-

portant invention of churns and butter. A friend

told me, that he had presented, some years ago, a
Yankee'churn to a faniil}- residing near the capital,

and taught them to use it. So long as it was a
novelty they were pleased, but at the end of a fev/

weeks decided the donque made butter just as well,

and conseqnenth' threw it aside!
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HORSE-TEAMS FEEDING EXPENSES LABOR.
Extracts from the Fanners' Series of the Library of Useful

Knowledge.

Animal labor is an object of the deepest impor-

tance, both to the public and to tliosc individuals

who employ it: to the former, inasmuch as the

amount of tbod thus consumed is so much ab-

stracted ii-bm the general means of subsistence;

and to the latter, as the value of its employment
consists in the proportion of its cost to its power.

It is, therefore, in every point of view, desirable

to economize it, !?o tar as may be consistent with

its efficient use, both through the saving of the

labor and the teeding of the cattle by which it is

performed; but to these considerations must be
added a due regard both to the efl'ectual perform-

ance of the work, and to the sufficient support of

the animal. Less has been done for the farmer

than Ibr the manufacturer, in the improvement of

machinery, and unless the power of the steam-

engine should at some future period be applied to

the plough, he must still be dependent for the

production of his crops upon the labor of cattle,

which absorbs so large a portion ofhis profits, tho.t

he cannot be too careful of this branch of his ex-

penditure. In this, however, as in the regulation

of manual labor, true economy lies more in duly

apportioning the strength of the teams to the

work to be performed, than in any mere saving of

expense; and there is no ]iart of a farmers busi-

ness that demands a sounder exercise of judgment
than the selection and mangement of his working
stock.

It is usually considered that one team, if well

kept, is sufficient for the cultivation of Irom 40 to

50 acres of heavy land, and from 50 to 60 acres of

lighter soil, under common rotations; but the

strength of that team depends so much upon the

breed and condition ofthe animals, as well as upon
soil and culture, that this is subject to much va-

riation. Some tenacious clays cannot be worked
with less than lour strong horses, or even more,
on breaking them up; while a free loam may gen-
erally be managed with a pair and whip-reins; and
a course of constant tillage necessarily requires a
greater number of ploughs than when a large

portion of the land is allowed to rest for some
years under grass.* Team.s should never be be-

low the work to lie- executed: every such apjjarent

saving will turn out a real loss to those who at-

tem])t it, and even a supernumerary horse, for

cases of emergency, will seldom be found bad eco-

nomy. The great point is neither to be above nor
below tlie mark: no exami)le need be adduced to

show, that if too little power be employed, the

work must be imperfectly done; and tliat if too

much, a portion of' it must be thrown awaj'; nor,

although working-cattle should not be pampered,
is it necessary to prove the trulh of the old saying,
' if they won't pay for feeding, they won't pay for

starving.'

*In the report of the Morvich and Ctdmaily farms

(Farmer's Series, No. 18J consisting of 650 acres of

arable land, it is stated that the whole work is perform-

ed by seven pairs of horses, including one pair of

mares in foal, and one pair of young horses, tlvown off

to grass during summer: but the rotation on the greater

part is,—1st turnips; 2d barley; 3d, 4th, and 5th, grass;

and Gth, oats: on the remainder, 1st rape and naked
fallow; 2d wheat; 3d and 4th, grass; and 5th, oats; or

nearly one-half in grass.

J^egardiiig Morse Teams.

It is a just observation, ' that one can hardly be
at a loss to determine the character of a farmer

fiom the condition of his horses*.' Very fine,

high-fed cattle, exhibiting the appearance of being

prepared' for sale, rather suggests the idea of idle-

ness than of labor; but, on the other hand, lean,

spiritless creatures, worn out by toil and hunger,

are the certain indications of a bad farmer; of one
not thriving and who does not deserve to thrive.

The fnan who employs bad instruments cannot
have his work well done, and one important and
prevdous step towards good faniung, is to keep the

laboring stock in good condition. Horses regularly

fed, anel regularly wrous'ht, will perform a great

deal of work without falling off either in strength

or appearance: it is, therefore, of great im])ortance

to distribute the labor as equally as possible through
the various seasons of the year: and to take care
that ifj as must sometimes be the case, an extra-

ordinary exertion is to be made, they are in the
proper order to make it. When once allowed to

fidl off, it requires much more to restore them, than
might have kept them in a good state.

The feeding offarm horses forms so material a
part of the cha.rges on agriculture, that the man-
ner in which they can be cheapest maintained is a
matter deserving the most serious attention. It is

an established i)rinciple, that animal power can
only be exerted in proportion to the quality, aa
well as the quantity, of the food with which it is

sustained. In conformity with that rule, hay and
oats, or beans, given in their natural state, were
long considered as the only horse provender pos-
sessed of the re(iuisite degree of nutriment, and in

consequence of its cost, penurious farmers stinted

their horses, or those of an opposite disposition,

who ' n^.dulge in the pride of teams,' were put to

very great expense. Experience, however, haa
proved that substitutes may be used to a very con-
siderable extent, \^•ithout injuiy to the animal itselfj

or diminution of its strength; and that different

modes of jireparingits ordinary food maj^ be adopt-
ed with advantage.
The vegetables most commonlj^ resorted to as

subst tides for corn and hay, are potatoes, turnips,

carrots, parsnips, and mangel-wurzel, with straw,

and the haulm of beans and peas. Among these
the potato ranks foremost, both in quality and in

being more commonly cultivated than either par-

snips or carrots; but it is attended with the incon-

venience of requiring to be boiled, or steamed, as
its'juice has been found prejudicial, and in some
cases even fatal, to horses, when given raw, and
both it and the yam, Avhich has lately been much
employed fl)r the same purpose, are apt to ferment
in the stomach, and occasion dangerous colic,

when used in a crude state. Of turnip,s, the Swed-
ish IS the only one that can be recommended to be
given alone, though the common kinds may be
advantageously mixed with ])otatoes; but, when
given in that manner, they should be boiled sepa-
rately, in order to preserve their juice, which if not
given to the horses, will be found ser\iceable for

store cattle and pigs. Carrots are much relished

by all cattle, and when combined with diy food,

have a most perceptible effect upon the horse's

coat, soon imparting to it tliat glossy appearance
which is one of the best tests of condition, and

E. Lothian Survey, p. 197,
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consequently ol' health: they are also thought to

improve the wind. Parsnij:s are still more nourish-

ing, horses eat them greedily, but they soon clog

the appetite; and, in the island of Jersey, where
the root is ts^d extensively fur other purj;oses, it

is never given to them, fur it is alleged that, when
kept on that food, their eyes are apt to suller in-

jury.* INIangel-wurzel, though inierior to. these,

IS preferable to anj'turnij s, except Svvedcs.f All

these roots, except jjotatoes, and turnips when used
along with them or other substances, as a mash,
are generally given raw, and care should betake;),

in slicing them, to cut the pieces sufficiently small

to prevent them from sticking in the throat if swal-
lowed whole; an accident from which serious con-
sequences have ensued.

In mo^ instances only one half of the usual

allowance of corn has been givea to horses thus
fed, and they have notwithstanding gope through
their customary labor wiJi as much apparent ease,

and have been maintained in as good condition as

when kept in the ordinary way. In some cases,

all the' corn, and in others, all the hiy, also, has
been withheld, and numberless accounts have been
published to prove that the work has still been
equally well done. Some of these are subjoined,

in order that every one may judge for himsell" of
the degree of attention to -which they are entitled.

It must, however, be remarked, that although
farm-horses may be kept in very fair condition,

and their common field-labor may be performed,

at some seasons, without corn, yet that hard work
cannot be supported without high feeding, of which
Bound hay and oats, and old beans or peas must
ever form the chief part; though, even then, a
portion of roots will be found serviceable in keep-
ing the bowels open and the body in a healthy
state. The following are a few of tlie statements
most to be relied on.

In the.details of managerrient on separate farms,
already published in the ' Farmers' Series, ' we
find that, in one instance, horses, constantly work-
ed throughout the winter, as long as there is day-
light, are maintained in good condition upon about
a peck of oats, given in three feeds, chiefly of light

corn, the last of which is made into a mash with
yellow turnips, bran, and chatlj steamed or boiled

together on the previous day : turnips are also

given raw, and the only rack-meat appears to be
oat-straw, j In another, only one feed of oats is

given, together with hay and bean-haulm, and
Swedes, both raw and steamed; and it seems that

some farmers substitute Swedish and yellow tur-

nips wholly for corn, yet their cattle are said to be
fresh and in good working order: but it is admitted
in both these instances, thtit when there is much
carting, oats are allowed according to the work,
and the quantity is increased in the spring.§

The late Mr. Curwen, who tried more experi-
ments than most men in the feeding of cattle, kept

Quayle's Survey of the Island on tlie Coast of Nor-
mandy, p. 103.

t Statements of the proportionate value of these and
other articles of cattle food, will be found under their
respective heads in future chapters.

X No. 18, p. 70. § Ibid, p. 97. See also No. 12, p. 43.

N. B. One peck and a half of oats make four Scotch
Uppies, or feeds, as alluded to in these accounts; or one-
^half more than the quantity usually considered as a
feed in En£:land.

nearly a hundred of his colliery and liirm-horses
during the winter upon equal quantities of cut
straw and potatoes, steamed together, in lieu of
hay; and found that some which were worked in
the same manner, but led with hay instead of
potatoes, were not in equal condition wiih the
others. * His mode of feeding, as detailed by the
Carron company, who have adopted his plan, is

thus:—'They have three tubs steauung at a time:
two of potatoes, and one of chopped straw, chaff,
or dusting-seeds; ihey empty one tub of |;otatoe3
into a large mash-tub, by way of bottom layer;
then the tub of chopped straw, and last, the re-
maining tub of potatoes: the whole is wrought up
and mixed with a large v/ooden pestle; and to this
they add a small quantity of salt. A bucket is

brought for each horse with his feed of corn (bruis-
ed oats) in the bottom, and his proportion of the
mash is filled in above; when it is eulptied into the
manger, the corn is of course uppermost, and the
horse feeder puts his hand through to mix it. ' t
They feed warm. The quantitj- of food, and cal-
culation of expense, are as follows:

—

Farm Horses.

I-l stone of potatoes, at 3c/.

Tibs, of cut straw Id.')

and cutting Id. 5
Steaming - . _

71bs. long straw -

Sibs. of oats - - .

Colliery Horses.

81bs. of ha}' and Slbs. of straw cut }

together 3
Cutting-

Tibs, of steamed potatoes
61bs. of carrots _ . -

121bs. of oats - - . -

s.
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In Essex, we have the authority of Messrs.

Vancouver and Arthur Young,who separately sur-

veyed the county, that working horses have been
kept through the winter entirely on steanicd pota-

toes, to every SOOlbs. of which tiiere was added
hah' a pint ol" salt, and occasionally a small por-

tion of surp^iur; and that, 'led in this manner, they
performed with the greatest ease all the commnn
labor of the. farm, without either hay or oats.'*

The difference of the expense of a team of five,

during half a year—calculating the potatoes as

worth 40s. per ton, and hay and oats respectively

at £3. the load, and 24s. per quarter, which nearly

accords with the estimate of consumption in the

survey, would stand thus:

—

Potatoes.

5 Horses 182 days, at 50 lbs. each,

45,000 lbs. t or 18 tons, at 405.

Washing and steaming at 2d. per

lOOlbs'.

3 Bushels of salt at 2s.

Sulphur -----
Hay and Oats.

£.

36

d.

3 15

40 4 4(a)

£. s. d.

6 Horses 182 day.s, at 24 lbs. each,

hay, 21,840 lbs. or 10 5-6 loads ^ 32 10

at £3 S

Ditto 26 weeks, at 2 bushels each,

oats 32 1 quarters at 24s.
39

£71 10

40 4 4

Balance in favor of potatoes, 31 5 8

The cost would thus be a fraction more than
lO^d per day, and the saving about six guineas for

each horse in the winter half year, if they could

be kept in that manner so long; but this mode of

feeding cannot be commenced before November,
nor continued after February, for, notwithstand-

ing the .assertion of the reporters, as Avell as of

many other persons of veracity respecting the

'common labor of a farm,' during the depth of

winter, it cannot be continued during the spring,

upon land that is properly cultivated, without

either an unusual number of horses, or an allow-

ance of corn.J Upon this statement, it is also to

be observed, that supposing the oats to weigh
35 lbs. per bushel, the dailj' allowance would then

be 34 lbs. of hard meat, or Is. 7d. per day, which
is the highest estimate that can be admitted for a
common-sized cart-horse, and would assuredly

support him in better condition than any quantity

* Young's Survey of Essex, vol. 1, p. 398.

t The cwt. of potatoes is usually calculated to weigh
126 lbs. Then 126 by 20=2520 by 18=45360. V.
Thaer calculates 1 cwt. of hay as equivalent to 3

bushels of potatoes: both, however, necessarily vary

much in quality.

tA correspondent in the Farmers' Magazine, vol. ii.

p. 217, recommends a mixture of 4 lbs. of boiled po-

tatoes and 4 lbs. of bran, at each feed: adding, from six

years' experience, that this method 'saved much corn,

and gave his horses a very fine skin.' Were 2 lbs. of

ground oil-cake substituted for the bran, it would form
a far heartier feed, without much difference of cost.

(a) The error in this calculation is in the original.

[Ed. Farm. Reg.}

of potatoes that he could consume. Were the
allowances of corn and hay reduced in a fair pro-

portion to the Avorking value of the food, the cost

would, therefore, be more equalized; but although
experience may not justily ihe sanguine expecta-
tions of the advocates of leguminous plants, as
hoiss-meat, to the iliU extent of their calculations,

there can yet be no doubt that on light soils, and
in situations which do not afford a market lor field

roots, they may be advantageously substituted for

hay, and when the work is not severe, even for a
considerable portion of corn.

Reo-arding carrots, we have also the evidence
in their favor of Mr. Curwen, who substituted

them for a portion of the usual allowance of corn,

and has adduced a certificate from his groom and
farrier, that "when from 8 lbs. to 12 lbs of oats

are allowed to a work-horse per daj", according to

its employment, 4 lbs. maybe deducted for 5 lbs. of
carrots, and the sphit, condition, and ability of the
horse to perform his work improved by the same:"*
but the saving this effected amounted only to a
shilling in the week. Other accounts state a bushel
of carrots to be given daily instead of oats; and
an Essex sportsman is mentioned, v/hose horses,

thus fed, without any corn, follow a pack of har-
riers twice a week.f

In the Sandlings of Suffolk, horses are chiefly

fed on carrots, with sometimes hay, and sometimes
corn, and sometimes with only straw; viz:

—

6 horses, 2 loads of 40 bushels per week, no
corn, and a little hay.
Do. 1 load, with corn in the spring-time, ajid

little hay.
Do. 72 bushels per Aveek; no oats, and half the

usual alloAvance of haj'.

The horses are said to be in superior condi-

tion than when fed on oats; but this probably
arises from their being allowed as much as they
Avill eat, while oats are allowanced.f In Surrey,

also, where carrots are extensively cultivated, a
team of four good horses gets about 60 bushels

per week until Christmas, with plenty of sweet
chaff, or clover hay, but no corn; and after that 40
bushels are given, with 2 bushels of oats, and a suf-

ficiency of chaff.
II

Common turnips scarcely merit notice as horse-
food; but Swedes have been given in various in-

stances, besides those already particularized, with
evident advantage, both sliced in their raw state,

and steamed; and as they are both more common-
ly cultivated and less expensive than most other

roots, they are deserving of the superior attention

of economists.

Steam.

The chief A'alue of boiling, or steaming the food
of animals, seems to consist in rendering it more
easy of digestion, and thus, perhaps enabling them
to retain a greater portion of its nutriment than

* Hints on the Economy of Feeding Stock, &c,, p.

207.

t Berkshire Report, p. 228. Essex do., vol. ii., p. 5.

In the communications to the Board of Agriculture,

there is also an instance of farm-horses fully worked
and fed entirely on carrots, instead of ha)^; but they
get 70 lbs. each, sliced, along with chaff.—Vol. vii.,

art. ii., part 1.

J Suffolk Report, chap vii., p. 125—140.

II
Malcolm's Modern Husbandry of Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex, p. 482.
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when it is used in a crude state. For old horses
especially, whose teeth being worn are incapahle
ofeffectually grinding the corn which their work
may render nece-ssary to their support, and whose
powers of digestion are weakened b)" age, this is

an incalculable advantage- Being softer than dry
food, it is besides more readily consumed, and con-
secjuently allows more time for lying down and
taking rest, a difference ol' more importance in its

favor than may be generally imagined, for a
horse takes from three to four hours to masticate

a stone [14 lbs.] of hay, but a mash of potatoes of
double that weight may be eaten in forty minutes.
But lor young and working cattle, in the full en-
joyment of their health and strenglh, it may admit
of doubt whether the constant use ofsuch soft foode^e
may not wearen the powers of digestion, and relax
the tone of their muscular fibre; ibr it lias been
found, from vcrj^ careful trials, that, when only a
email quantity of roots is given, the health and
condition of the animals are improved by giving
them in a raw state, as, in that form, they have a
kindly effect upon the bowels; and, besides pro-

moting the digestion of grain and straw, which
they do in a remarkable manner, they impart to

the animal an additional degree of life and spirit.

In cases, however, where they have formed the
cliief article of food, boiling or steaming has been
found to possess a more fattening quaHtVj for it has
the effect of depriving vegetables of apart of their
watery juices, leaving only the farinaceous and
other solid portions: thui^ potatoes lose about an
eighth oftheir weight by the evaporation of water,
when they are steamed,and about one-sixth ofkiln-
dried or baked, in which state they are, from the

chemical change which they have undergone,more
nutritious than when raw. There is, however,
very essential difference in the quantity of nutritive

matter obtained from varioiis qualities of the potato;

for although when dried, the fibrous, or solid

matter may be of equal weight, j-ei it has been
shown by various experiments that the product of

starch, which constitutes the most nutritious por-

tion of their substance, varies from one-fiflli to

one-seventh of their product.*
• The superiority ofthe method of fattening cattle

with food thus prepared has been proved by many
experiments; and it is even said, that some post-

masters on tlie Western road having, in pursuance
of a suggestion of the Bath Agricultund Society,

boiled the oats for their horses, and given them
the water to drink, have ascertained that a bushel

given in that manner will maintain a horse in

better condition than two in the common way. t

So broad an assertion may well be received with
hesitation: yet the experiment is worth a trial; and
if used ^\-ith caution, and mixed with a certain

quantity of diy food, there can be little doubt that

steaming a portion of horse provender, whether
mixed with roots or not, will be found an economi-
cal plan. Mr. Cunven recommends it to be given
warm; and no one at all acquainted with stable

management can be ignorant of the comfort of a
warm mash to a horse after extraordinary fatigue;

it also improves the appearance of the coat, and
the seeming condition; but it is not natural to the
animal ;and notwithstanding the experience of Mr.
Curwen, it may yet be doubted whether, as a con-

Sir Humphry Davy's Agricultural Chemistiy, p. 128.

t Mechanic's Magazine, October, 1831.

Vol. II.—

6

stant practice, it would not be too relaxing. At
the utmost, the mere chill sholdd be taken off.

The objections usually urged against steaming
are,-the expense, the trouble, and the difficulty of
preparing the feeds for several teams* But an
o^^ary steam apparatus may be put up for a mere
trifle, and food enough for a dozen or twenty horsea
be got ready, with little difficulty, in a short space
of time, and with a very moderate quantity of fuel.

When the cattle are not sufficiently numerous to
justify the erection of a steaming-shed, the copper
commonly placed in the corner of eveiy wash-
house may be replaced by an iron boiler, and used
for this purpose.

J^odder.

Notwithstanding the numberless experiments
Avhich have been lately made on almost every kind
of cattle food, and the extensive use of straw as
fodder, it is remarkable, that no accurate account
has yet been published of the relative proj)ertieg

of the different sjjecies. Those writers who have
treated the subject the most scientifically yet vary
in their estimation of its quahties,* and these are
subject to many gradations, according to the soil

and season, as well as to the nature of the grain
by which it is produced. It is thought that, when
grown on gravelly or rich clay soils, it is more
valuable as fodder, than when it is reared on black
deep loam or cold moorish land; and it is now
generally admitted that it possesses more succu-
lence when the corn is rather green than when it

is in a riper state. It is supposed by many that
the straw of wheat is the most nutritive; it certain-

ly makes the strongest manure, and is thought to
be the best for either steaming or cutting into chaffs

Although that of oats is usually preferred, as more
soft and more ]:ialatable to cattle, that of barley is

so poor and brittle, that it is only employed as
litter; it is extremely difficult to save it in any toler^

able degree of order; and, though it has been said
to possess more nutriment than that of wheat, yet,

when the crop is fully ripe, the ears break off in
handling, which has been contended as sufficient

proof that it contains but veiy Uttle sap.j Rye-
straw is so scarce in all except the northern coun-
ties and some parts of Wales, and is in such de-
mand for thatching, brickmaking, &c., Xhat it ia

but seldom applied to other uses.

When not allowed to be carried off the premi-
ses, the chief value of white straw, for farm pur-
poses, lies in its conversion into manure—for al-

though it may carrj^ store -cattle through the
winter, it will neither fatten them nor enable any
animal to work—and its intrinsic worth, for the
uses of litter and of occasional feeding, has been
estimated by experienced farmers as high as 30s.

the ton; J but that calculation was made at a time
when all farm produce, and consequently manure,
was higher than at present, and it may now be
reduced to 20s. Weight for weight, there is a
material difference between that and the common
price of haj'; but as the same quantity cannot be
substituted for hay, either its own proportionate

increase of quantity, or the value of any other

* Professor Von Thaer, Principes Raisonnes d'Agri-

culture. Annalesde rAgriculture Francaises.

t Scottish Husbandry, pp. 378—386.

t Sir John Sinclair: Scottish Husbandry, 2d Ed., p.

880. Brown, of Markle, Treatise on Rural Aff'airi,

vol. i. chap. V.
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food given to make up the deficiency, must be

added in order to ascertain the saving: thus, sup-

posing 24 lbs. ol' hay, at 31. per load, to be the

daily allowance of a horse, and this to be replaced

by 24 lbs. of straw, and 28 lbs. of Swedish tui-nios,

the latter vLilued at 6s. 8d. per ton, or 4d. per c\-^*
the ditierence excluding fractions would be

d.

24 lbs. of hay, 24lbs. of straw 2^
"]

or 9s. 4d.

01- 8-^d. 28 " turnips 1 to Ws.6d.

drawing and slicing ^ J'perweek
(if steamed)

Saving per horse per day
2"

j
on a team

4 J of four,

Whenever stmw is used, weight for weight,

instead of hay, their relative value, per load, may
be estimated according to the following scale:

—

lbs. fhay at45s.^strawat28s.6d.
Hay36Trifsses,561bs.eacIit=2016 I

" 60s.= " 38s.

Straw do. 36 lbs. do. =12961 " 72s.= " 45s.7rf.

[ « 84s.= " 53s.2rf.

From which calculation it results that, even

when the sale of straw is permitted, it may be

economically substituted for hay, during the winter

months; lor the customary market load of wheat-
etraw seldom fetches iriore, even in great city mar-
kets, than 36s., which, deducting the expenses ol

binding and carriage, will not, in most places, leave

eo much as the above sum net. J
The haaliii of beans and peas, but especially the

latter, when well harvested, forms a very hearty

epecies of fodder. The stalk of the beans, indeed,

is tough and somewhat woody, and is therefore

commonly thrown out as farm-yard litter; but the

coving chad" is very good manger-meat, and even

the stalk, if bruised and cut and then steamed,

would be found useful in a farm-stable.

Pea-haulm is very generally employed as rack-

meat, for which purpose it is well adapted, being
eucculent and nutritious, and nearly as much re-

lished by cattle as hay, and although it may not

go quite so far, there is yet a great saving in its

use. But both these, and all other kinds of straw

and haulm, should be given as fresh as possible

from the flail, for they grow brittle, and lose a por-

tion of whatever sap they possess by exposure to

the air: if long kept, they grow musty, and in that

state neither are wholesome nor will be eaten by
horses. Pea-haulm should be given cautiously,

as it is flatulent and apt to occasion colic: it is also

said to be productive of bots; but that, if true, is

not so peculiar a property as to prevent its use.

* The value of the turnips is calculated on the sup-

position that the acre produces 15 tons of roots, ex-

clusive of tops and tails, worth 5/. per acre on the

ground. The quantity is too high for some soils, and
some modes of cultivation, especially in the southern

counties of England; in others, it is too low, but, as an

average, it comes near the truth, and each farmer may
make his own calculation according to the produce of

his land.

t N. B.—The market weight of the ti'uss of new hay,

is 60 lbs., until the 4th of September.

% Mr. Middleton calculates the expense of binding

and marketing straw, within eight to ten miles of Lon-
don, at 15s. Gtd. per load; viz. binding Is., two horses,

cart, and driver lis. Qd., toll-gates Is., beer, market,
and salesman's charges 2s., which, allowing 5s. Gd. for

back carriage of dung, would reduce the net price to

26s. per load

—

Survey of Middlesex, 2d edit. sec. iv. p.

222.
I

The straw of canary-seed is also an excellent

fodder; but the 'cultivation of the grain is too limit-

ed to render it an object of generiU notice,

Proportion of Dry Food.

The most nourishing food given to horses con-

sists of corn; and oais are con)monly considered as

the best adapted to their constitution; but when
any other species of grain is furnished in like pro-

portion of weight, the nicest observers have not

been able to discover any apparent difference in

its qualities, provided it be mixed with a propor-

tionate quantity of straw, chopped fine, or of bran,

to supply the place of the husk of the oats, with-

out which other corn should not be given. Horses
when not pressed by hunger, oft&Q trj' to sepa-

rate this chalf, or bran, from the *ain, and it is

therefore customary to sprinkle it with water; but

in that case the greatest care should be taken to

thoroughly cleanse the manger, for nothing is

more noxious to horses than tbod thus wetted and
allowed to become stale. Grain of every descrip-

tion ought to be li-ee from the natural fermentation

which it undergoes if not in a perfectly dry state.

Oats harvested in a wet season have been known
to occasion epidemical disorders among cattle, and
farmers frequently do serious injuries to their

horses by supplying them with it soon after it has
been reaped. Corn that has sprouted is not un-
wholesome, provided it has not imbibed a bad
smell fi-om having been heated; and malt, or bar-

ley which has been onl^ slightly steeped for two
or three days, though whhout being dry-malted,

ig considered particularly nutritive. It is thought,

indeed, that the comjiletion of the process adds
much to its invigorating properties, and it is often

used in that shape on the continent, though not in

a larger proportion than one-third of other grain; *

but, even if it has that effect, the duty on malt
prevents its consumption by cattle in this country,

and it cannot even be purposely wetted without
incurring the suspicion of the excise. Many
horses, also, which eat voraciously, are in the

habit of bolting their food without chewing it; in

which case their oats should never be given with-
out being either mixed with chaff, or else bruised

by cylinders, such as are used in bruising or grind-

ing malt.

Beans, and latterly peas, are also largely given
to farm-horses, without any prejudicial effect; and,

if care be taken not to supply them in summer,
at which season they are found to be too heating,

no bad eflect will be found to arise from their use:

but, as they contain an unusual proportion of sap,

they should be at least twelve months old: if they
shrink in quantity, it will be made up in quality.

When horses are fed on hay, it is a matter of
dispute whether the light and apparently arid grass

of uplands, or that of more fertile natural meadow
ground, or the rich produce of the artificial grasses,

is to be preferred. This must however depend on
the quantity of corn with which they are supplied.

When that is abundantly furnished, there can be
no doubt that the former will be found better for

their general health, and especially for their wind;
but as farm-horses are generally limited in their

consumption of grain, and the slowness of their

movement renders the clearness of their wind a

*Von Thaer, Priucipes Raisonnes d'Agriculture,

vol. iv. p. 693.
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matter of comparatively little moment, the other
kinds will be lound the most substantial, and
consequently the best adapted to support their

strength.

There can be no doubt that the feeding of horses
upon hay, in whatever quantity it may be suppli-

ed, can never be entirely substituted with equal
eflect lor corn; but opinions are also divided i-es-

pecting the proportion in which it may be furnish-

ed, both with regard to health and economy. On
this, however, no general rule can be laid down,
for it must not only depend upon the animal's con-
Btitution, but also on the work which he has to

support. It has, however, been calculated, by a
foreign writer of great experience,* that ordinarily

8 lbs. of meadow-hay are equal in nourishment to

3 lbs. of oats: 7 lbs., however, of eainloin, tares,

clover, or other succulent hay, are supposed equal
to the same quantity, though sainfoin is jjerhaps

entitled to the preference; but 9 lbs. are thought
to be required Irom hay made of poor pasture.

The longer too, within a certain time, that hay is

allowed to stand in the stack, the better it is, and
perhaps that which is a year old is the most whole-
some for horses: the second growth is not equally

nourishing. It should also be got into the stack

as soon as properly dried, in order to preserve the

freshness of its scent, which is peculiarly gratify-

ing to cattle.

In general, however, it is to be observed that,

when the quantity of hay is augmented with a
view to the diminution of the corn, altiiough

horses will thereby acquire more fat than upon
the same proportion of grain, yet they are less

equal to the etforts of hard work; whereas, if the

corn be increased and the hay diminished, though
the cattle may appear to grow thin, yet tlieir flesh

is more firm, they are capable of greater exertion,

and are in what is usually termed 'better condition.'

Soiling.

"With respect to the advantages of soiling horses

on greenfood, in the yard or stable, it seems to be
now generally understood that, with proper ma-
nagement, they can be supported Avith great health

and vigor: its economy, however, must depend on
the proportion which it bears to the price of dry

food, and its convenience to the quantity in which
it can be spared ibr other cattle.

It is a very old, though by no means a universal

practice,! and the experience of hundreds of farm-

ers proves, that horses maintained in that manner
for years have neither lost flesh nor strength suf-

ficient for all farming purposes, although there

was no palpable saving ol" their Avork, and that,

though afterAvards placed on dry food durmg the

winter, they continued in perfect healtli, It is an
excellent plan to give some green food along Avith

the corn and chaff', before the usual period of feed-

ing entirely on dry fodder: the change from dry to

freen, and again from green to dry food, should

e gradual. In its commencement, the clover or

* Professor Von Thaer, of the Exiyal Farm and Col-

lege of Agriculture, established by the King of Prus-

sia, at Moegelin, near Francfort upon the Oder. The
translator of his Avork—the Baron de Crud-^-calculates

that a horse consumes one-eighth less of meadoAV-hay
than of that made from the artificial grasses.—Vol. i.

p. 162, note.

t It is mentioned in a treatise on Agriculture, en-

titled ' Hartlib's Legacy,' so long ago as 1650, p. 245-

tares should be cut, and mixed in small portions
Avith straw, and a proportionate quantity of corn
should be reduced. The green food is then insen-
sibly increased, until the corn is entirely onutted,
and the quantity of green meat is supplied without
hmhation: it should, hoAvcver, be cut OA'er-night,

and given only in small quantities gradually in-
creased, to guard as much as pos.sible from acci-
dents, Avhich may arise from its .succulence by
hoving. When horses are soiled, they never
should get much at a time, a practice liir too pre-
valent among servants.

The summer feeding of horses Avas formerly
confined to pasturage; but of late years the prac-
tice of soiling has become very general. The
benefit of grazing consists in its requiring little

attendance; and being the most natural, and there-

fore the most healthful, it is preferable for all young
cattle Avhich can be spared from constant labor,

and on farms which contain a considerable portion
of rough pasture. But for horses at regular work,
these advantages are counterbalanced by the time
lost in getting them up from the field; the indisposi-
tion to labor Avhich they acquire by tteing at large;
and the annoyance Avhich they suffer fi-om heat and
flies Avhen turned out in the day-time. The value of
their dung and urine is also in a great measure
destroyed by being scattered upon the surface of
the ground, and exposed to exhalation of the sun
and Avind; and there is much waste of grass, and
injury done to the melloAvncss of the soil, if it be
valuable land, by the treading of all heavy stock,

but especially of horses. The utility of soiling

consists in a more economical consumption of
grass, Avhether natural or artificial, than by
grazing; in the accumulation of manure, and in

the quiet and coolness Avhich the cattle enjoy un-
der sheds, or in the stable, during mid-day, as well

as in their being ahva} s ready Avhen wanted: the
only disadvantage is the expense of cutting and
carrying home the grass, against which may be
fairiy set the increase of manure, if expense be
really incurred; but as during summer, there ia

usually a long interval of rest betAA'een the morn-
ing and afternoon A\^ork, the carters can then cut
the necessary quantity, Avhich may be draAvn to

the homestead by one of the team-horses, if there

should not be a supernumeraiy one left for odd
jobs.

When, hoAvever, the economy of the practice is

not the chief consideration, horses on summer Avork

may be both grazed mit and soiled. They may be
put on cut cloA'er in the middle of the day, between
yokings, and turned out during the night into a
well-sheltered meadoAv or enclosure. In being
kept under cover during the heat of the day, they
Avill be sheltered from flies, and Avill feed more at

ease; and in being pastured out during the night,

they AAdll also have an opportunity of selecting

those grasses Avhich act as condiments and are

most agreeable to their palate. All animals like

variety of gi'asses, selecting alAva3's Avhat is most
palatable, Avhich they cannot do Avhen soiled, par-

ticularly if fed on cut clover or tares. Exposure
to the night air ie also found to be highly favora-

ble both to their health and appearance.

The economy of soiling, wherever it can be
conveniently adopted, is, indeed, too generally ad-

mitted to need the support of argument; and par-

ticularly on soils on Avhich turnips are enta-ely

consumed on the gi'ound, or on Avhich they cannot
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be grown, and where, consequently, there is ditfi-
j

culty in converting the struw into manure during
|

the winter, it cannot be too strongly recommended.
But it requires a succession of green crops; and as

only the artificial grasses are resorted to in Eng-
land—though in many parts of the continent the

meadows are also mown lor that purpose—it is? ne-

cessary that winter and summer tares should be

sown at diflercnt periods, so as to aflbi'd a constant

supply, both before clover comes in, and after the

first crop is off. This is a great impediment to the

practice in Scotland, and in some of our northern

counties, where tares are an uncertain crop; though
cattle are certainly soiled Avith great advantage,

both there and in other places, on clover alone, in

other situations too, tiirms, on strong cl^iy, fre-

quently contain a large portion of meadow, and
grazing being combined with tillage, the whole of

the straw is consumed in the winter, in which
case one of the chief advantages of summer soil-

ing would be lost, as yard dung, without the addi-

tion of straw, is of very little value. But even in

this instance, or in others where the distance of

the fields from the homestead may be opposed to

the cartage of the grass, it is better to cut it dail}^,

and give it on the ground in pens, or small inclo-

sures hurdled off, so as to prevent the cattle from
injuring the growing crop, than to allow them to

range over and tramjjle it. By confining them in

this maimer to a small space, and moving the hur-

dles forward as the grass is eaten, the fertilizing

properties" of the dung and urine, which would
otherwise be lost, are in a considerable degree pre-

served; and if the land be immediately ploughed,

it will be nearly as much benefited as if it were
more regularly manured.
The artificial grasses used for soiling are the

same as those already enumerated as hay, but
here tares take the lead, both because tlie Avinter

species is eaiiier ready than any other, except rye-

grass, and affords a weightier crop. In most sea-

sons, tares are ready tor the scythe towards the
middle of May, for if left till they are quite ripe

they will become unfit for soiling before the crop
can be used; and although there may be some loss

in using them ao soon, it Avill be compensated by
the saving at the latter end, as well as by com-
mencing the feoiling sooner than would be other-

wise practicable. Before they are off, clover will

be ready; the tares still standing may then be
made into hay, and by the time the clover is be-
coming strawy, and losing its succulence, spring-
tares Avill come in, which, if they have been soAvn
at intervals of about a fortnight each, will last

until the second cut of clover: or, if spring-tares be
not sown, the growth of part of the clover may be
checked by light early feeding. There is also an
excellent fashion regarding soiling in Dorsetshire,
which consists in saving a portion of rye alone, to

be cut green; then another portion of rye, with
tares; and afterwards the remainder entirely Avith

tares: the rye comes first into use, and assists in

raising the earlier tares, Avhile those oflater groAvth
do not require any such nursing. Thus "horses
may be kept upon a succession of green herbage,
Avithout touching the meadoAVs, throughout four
months of the summer and autumn, and, Avhile

thus fed, require very little corn; Avhen stirring the
fklloAvs, and during the hurry of harA'est a couple
offeeds a day may be serAiceable, but more is un-

necessaiy, and at other times should be Avholly

omitted. ^

The mention of lucerne has been omitted, al-

though extremely valuable lor soiling, because it

requires a peculiar quality of land, and is not com-
monly cultivated. In the Essex Report, it is said,

that two horses have been supported during four

montfis upon a quarter of an acre, Avith scarcely

any thing given to them besides; and that six

horses, at hard work, have been kept on lucerne,

instead of hay, but Avith an alloAvance of oats and
chaft' Ibr tAvelve Aveeks—six from the first cut; four

from the second; and tAVO from the third: Avhich,

valuing the hay saA^ed at 3s. per horse ])er Aveek,

Avould amount to £ 10 16s.* A paper in the com-
munications to the Board of Agriculture also

states that, in one year, tAventy-three horses have
been kept tAventy Aveeks, and in the next, tAventy^

eight horses during eighteen weeks, upon eleven

acres alone; Avhich gives an average of three roods

per horse in nineteen weeks. t It is also extensive-

ly used on the coast of Normandy, and in the

neighbormg islands of Guernsey and Jersey; but
it is there said that horses, particularly those used
for the saddle, require more precavition from over^

working, Avhen first gomg out of the stable, than
Avhen fed on other hay; and, Avhat is singular, that

when soiled on green lucerne, there is not the
same danger.f

In Holland and Flanders, where the feeding of
cattle is supposed to be better understood than in-

most places, the summer soiling of farm-horses is

limited to half an acre of meadoAV grass, cut and
carried to the stables, from the middle ol" May to

the middle of June; from Avhicli time to the end of
August one-sixth of an acre of clover is added,

with 2 lbs daily of beans; and from thence to No-
vember, Avhen the Avinter feeding commences, the
clover is replaced by an equal quantity of carroty.

From the number of horses stated, in this instance

to be kept in proportion to the tillage—H to 150
acres, of alluvial soil—their labor can, hoAvever,

be only light; though a pair is said to draAv a ton

and a half of manure in the field, and three tons

upon paA'ement.§
Accounts have been also published, shoAving

that horses may be regularly Avorked throughout
the summer, in this country, Avithout any corn:

thus green crops, consumed by soiling, are said to

go four times as far as Avhen grazed; and that, in

this manner, one acre of clover is eoual to six of
meadow pasture. But many of these statements
rest only upon opinion, or upon insufficient data,

and in all, so much depends upon the state of the
crop, the size and health of the animal, and the

Avork performed, of which the account is generally

imperfect, that no safe conclusion can be draAvn

*Young's Survey of Essex, vol. ii. pp. 71, 72.

t Vol. vii. Art. 25. Part I.

t Quayle's Survey of the Islands on the Coast of
Normandy, p. 117.

§ Radcliff's Report of the Agriculture of East and
West Flanders, p. 216. Another farm, of 200 acres,

mentioned in the same Report, is cultivated by eight
horses, each of Avhich get daily, in winter, 15 lbs. of
hay, 10 lbs. of straw, and 8 lbs. of oats; and, after every
feed, a bucket of water, 'richly Avhitened Avith rye or
oatmeal:' in summer, clover is substituted for hay, but
the other feeding remains the same, and the 'white h'«t

ier' is ncA^er omitted.—p. 54.
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from them: it is therefore unnecessary to reler to

them; nor is the cause which they are meant to

promote assisted by being advocated upon any
other than its real merits. A medium-sized tarm-
horse, at customary laT)or, consumes from 84 lbs.

to one cwt. of green food daily, with an occasion-

al allowance oi" corn. Now a good acre ol" tares,

or of broad clover, will weigh twelve tons, (that

is, presuming the tares to be cut only once, and
the clover twice*; for although winter tares may
be cut again, it is more usual to get them oil' the

land as soon as po.ssible, either in order to sow tur-

nips, or to form a bastard fallow;) and, taking that

Aveight as the average of both, and the consump-
tion at the highest rate, half an acre of either

would support a horse during four months. This
nearly accords with some instances in the county
surveys; in others, more have been consumed, and
for the reasons already stated, it is next to impossi-

ble that any two accounts should agree; but, upon
a rovigh estimate, it may be affirmed, that about a
perch per day Avill be required for each horse in

most seasons, and on most kinds of lands, if soiled,

and that double that quantity will be necessary if

pastured.!

It must, however, be borne iri mind that the

difference in the degree of succulence contained in

various grasses must necessarily have a material

influence on the state of the cattle by which they
are consumed. Of this farmers are generally

prettj' well informed, either through their own ob-

servation, or by the experience of others; but an
accurate acquaintance with the subject was not

attained until the experiments made at VVoburn,

^y which Mr. Sinclair has been enabled to ascer-

tain the quantity ofsoluble nutritive matter afforded

by all those grasses which constitute the produce
of the richest ancient pastures, as well as those of

artificial growth, and which will be fully adverted
to in a future poi-tion of this work.

The custom of giving corn along with green
meat is unprofitable; for the grain, thus mixed,
passes rapiclly off the stomach, and is never per-

fectly digested. When, however, increased exer-

tion demands an addition of more substantial food

and that corn is also allowed, it should be given

only in the morning and at night, accompanied
with a sufficient quantity of chaff to afford it con-

sistence, and gi'een meat should only be given at

mid-day. Farmers very generally omit that pre-

* From an experiment made at Woburn, the green
weight of an acre of broad clover was found to be

49,005 lbs.:=21 tons. 17 cwt. 2 quars. 5 lbs.; but the

soil is described as a rich clayey loam, and the crop
cannot be assumed as an average. See Sinclair's Hor-
tus Gramineiis Wobvrnensis; and the Appendix to Sir

H. Davy's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry.

fin one instance it is stated, that twenty horses

have been supported for three months on six acres of

tares (Rutlandshire Report, p 71;) and in another,

that fifty-one heads of cattle—cows, oxen, and horses

—\Yere kept, during that pei-iod, on 1-5 1-2 acres of

mixed herbage; or, in each, about half a perch per day.

(Comm. to the Board of Agriculture, vol. v'li. parti,
art. 1.^ A third mentions, that twelve horses and five

cows, which, togetlier may be considered equal to

eighteen horses, consumed, in the same time, eight

acres of tares, or 3 quarters and one-thirty-second part

of a perch each daily (Middlesex Report, p. 257; j and
a fourth states the allowance of pastured tares (for

twelve horses) to be an acre per week, or nearly two
perch each day. (Essex Report, vol. ii. p. 354.

j

caution, and it is a common custom among them
to allow half the usual quantity of corn, without
regard to the effect of the watery juices of grass
upon the digestion; but they may be assured that

a great portion of the nutriment contained in the
grain is thus wasted.

JFinter Food.

It cannot be doubted that working horses can be
supported during the autumn and winter, until the
growth of the young grasses, with only roofs and
hay, and plenty of hay and straw, without giving
them any corn. But, although they can be main-
tained in perfect health and apparent vigor, 3-et

they will be incapable of any strong or unusual
exertion. Perhaps the most wholesome root, and
that most relished by them, is raw carrots, with-
out the tops, and then coarsely Avashed and sliced.

Although, as we have already seen, potatoes

have been advantageously used, yet it must be
admitted that they are thought to occasion a cer-

tain want of spirit and flabbiness of flesh, which
probably arises from the use of boiled food. It is

also well known that, in many other cases, ani-

mals have refused even to taste them. Thia,
however, has probably arisen from some want of
care in the preparation—for, if boiled too sofl, or

in a mashed or wet state, they will not be eaten

by horses: they should therefore be always steam-
ed, and daily fresh dressed, nor should any other

than the floury sorts be chosen. There is also

some management requisite in getting horses to

change their taste for any kind of' food with which
they are unacquainted: thus, a new species of root

should be given in a small quantity by hand, when
there is nothing else to eat, and apparently to

coax them: when they relish that, a portion may
be mixed with their other food, and in that man-
ner they will be induced to overcome their dislike.

The cavalry alloioance of hay and oats to horses

in barracks, is 12 lbs. of the former, and 10 lbs. of
the latter, on which they are kept in high condi-

tion; but it has been ascertained by experience,

that a common cart-horse cannot be supported in

good working order on less than 28 or 30 lbs. of
the same food, or more, if straw be substituted for

any portion of the hay, supposing him to be of a
medium size, and only employed on the customa-
ry farm labor; when greater exertion is required

even that is insufficient. In some of the brewers'

and coal-merchants' stables in the metropolis, the

common allowance amounts to 36 lbs. of dry food

daily; and in those of Messrs. Wiggins, the great

cart-horse contractors, it varies from 36 lbs. to

40 lbs., according to size and work, in the propor-

tion of 16 lbs. of clover or sainfoin hay, and 4 lbs.

of straw to 18 lbs. of grain, consisting of oats or

barley, beans or peas, and 2 lbs. of bran. The
corn being given by weight, no difference is made
in the amount of "the allowance whatever kind

may be used, and the choice depends more on

price than on any settled rule; except that oats are

preferred to beans in suminer, and that rather

more bran is allowed with the latter. Salt is

not given regularly; but much benefit has been

derived from'^the occasional use of carrots and

Swedish turnips sliced along with the chaff.

The Avhole of this food is given as manger-meat,

no part of it being put into the rack. The hay
and straw are cut ver}' short; the beans "are bruised,

and the oats sometimes coarsely gi-ound; but it is
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found most advantageous to wet the barley, and

allow it two or three days to sprout. The chaff

is cut by a horse-mill, which a.t the same time

bruises the beans by a small addition of machine-

ry, and one horse with a couple of lads, one to un-

bind and deliver the hay, and the other to fill the

trough, will cut a load of hay in three hours. The
macliinery, which consists of nothing more than

a common chaff-cutter, of somewhat larger size

than those used by hand, and a bruising apparatus

of very easy construction—both ol' which may be

readily added to a thrashing-mill—works in a loft

above the horse-course, on the floor of which the

whole provender is afterwards mixed: the chaff

being spread first, next the bruised corn, and lasdy

the bran, the whole is united in one mass; and

having been separately weighed, is then measured

off in distinct portions.

The horses, thus il^d, are however, of the largest

size, and being used for drawing very heavy

weights, consequently require more sustenance

than the common run of farm cattle, for which

the amount of dry food already stated—28 lbs. to

30 lbs. will generally be found sufficient. Taking

the latter quantity, a suggestion published in the

'Sporting Magazine,' and recommended to the

attention oJ" farmers, is deserving of notice, as

furnishing some useful hints, founded upon long

experience of an eminent medical gentleman, in

feeding light draught horses, which undergo very

considerable fatigue in constant journies, at a rapid

pace, and yet, on that allowance, are kept in per-

fect working order. The ingredients of the food

are divided into four classes, containing different

quantities of each, to be used as discretion or con-

venience may dictate, in the following proportions:

Isf. 2d. 3d. 4ih.

JBruised, or ground beans,

peas, or white corn 5

Hay cut into chaff 7

Straw, do. - - 7

Steamed potatoes - 5

Malt-dust,or ground oil-cake

—

Brewers' grains - 6

Bran _ . - —

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

5 10 5

8 10 8
10 10 8
5 — —2—2

And 2 ozs. of salt to each* 30 30 30 30

The weight of each class is 30 lbs., and the quan-

tity of nutritive matter contained in their ingre-

dients is supposed to be equal. The first and second

classes, of which potatoes form apart, are however
preferred by Dr. Sully, though the grains had the

oil-cake with which they are combined do not ap-

pear to form an adequate substitute for the differ-

ence made in the allowance of corn. Of grains,

it may also be observed, that their too frequent or

copious use has been found so injurious to horses,

that those of brewers, when so fed, are said to be-

come rotten and die in a few years; and on dissec-

tion are found to have large stony concretions in

their bladders.!

As to the salt, the propriety of its daily use is

ofyen to .question. That it contributes to the

health of animals, is a fact too well established to

admit of doubt; but the manner in which it acts

* Letter from Dr. Sully, of Wiveliseombe.

—

Spoii.

Mag., vol. xix. p. 15.

t Middlesex Report, 2d Ed. p. 469.

upon their constitution—whether by merely aiding

dio-estion, or by cooling and correcting the impu-

rities of the blood—lias not been sufficiently as-

certained to fix with certainty cither the mode, or

the amount of its application. Numberless experi-

ments on this subject have, indeed, been recorded,

all tending to prove that it is relished by cattle,

and improves their condition; yet, still the quantity

to be administered to each, the time when it

should be given, and its precise efi'ects, remain to

be determined, and can only be defined by more
accurate trials than have been yet made. In this,

however, as in all matter regarding the treatment

of animals, nature, when she can be consulted,

is ever the surest guide. The tastes with which
she furnishes her creatures, instinctively direct

them to those kinds of food which are the most
nutritive and the most healthful; but, although

most animals in a wild state evince a taste for salt,

it yet is only occasionally, and not regularly, in-

dulged. The 'salt licks' of America, which are

masses of mineral salt, so named because they

are licked by the beasts of the forest, afford abun-
dant evidence in the excavations which have been
thus made, that salt is essential to animal health:

the elk, the deer, and the buffalo, traverse im-
measurable wilds in search of them, and tracks

are found leading directly to them from the re-

motest pastures. But the instinct which leada

those animals to seek the 'licks' and 'salt springs,'

in which they are even said to bathe, is only pe-

riodical; the impulse once obeyed, they retire to

their usual haunts, nor return until the recurrence

of the same season. This, singly, would go far

to show that salt is only useful as a preventive of
disease, and should be only occasionally adminis-

tered in large doses; but there are so many other

well-attested instances of animals which thrive

upon the constant use of saline plants, and of wa-
ter impregnated with salt, that it cannot be con-

sidered as amounting to proof Thatit is not hurt-

tul when given moderately, in any way, is certain:

but whether it should be employed in small quan-
tities daily, or to the extent of half a pound at a
time, for horses, and only once a week, or whether
the practice should be confined to summer, is not

so clear: perhaps a better mode than either would
be to place a lump of rock-salt in a corner of the

manger, and allow the horse, after having made
him acquainted with its taste, to use it at his plea^

sure.

The points most worthy of imitafion in this gen-
tleman's management are the order and economy

of his stable. He justly observes, that grooms
are wasteful of hay, aiid by allowing the horses

an unlimited use of it, tempt them to eat too much:
his stables, therefore, are without racks: the loft

above contains the machinery for cutting and
grinding the chaff and corn, and when prepared,

each horse's provender is put into a tub, from
which a tunnel leads to the manger vmderneath,
by means of which it is conveyed to him without
further trouble. It is given in small quantities at

several times during the day, and at night enough
is thrown into the tub to last until the morning.
This is a most excellent plan, and might be still

further improved by a contrivance m the tunnel to

prevent more from descending than the horse will

eat at one time.

The method of converting the entire provender

into manger-meat has been borrowed trom Flan^
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ders, in which country it is the universal practice,

and the farm-horses are invariably in high condi-
tion. Its value consists

—

1st. In its requiring a more thorough mastica-
tion of" the food than when it is given in the com-
mon way, thereby assisting digestion, and conse-
quently jiromoting the nutrition of the animal; for,

it is not only true that old horses lose much of the

power of mastication, and that young and greedy
cattle are apt to devour a considerable part ol their

corn entire, when it is given alone, which passing
through them in the same state, affords no kind
of nourishment, but all animals are known to de-
rive nutriment from their solid food, in a certain

degree, in proportion to the care Avith wliich it is

chewed.
2nd. It is consumed in less time.

3d. By the mixture of the materials, some por-

tion of which, as damaged hay, or straw, might
be refused if given separatelj', an equal consump-
tion of the whole is secured.

4th. By its admitting of being more readily-

weighed, or measured, than when given separate-

ly, it can be more accurately distributed to each
horse; on which it may be observed, that more in-

jury is often done to horses b}^ allowing them an
unlimited quantity of rack-meat, than even by
stinting them to a scanty allowance; for they wi'l

not only pass whole nights in eating, when rest

would do them more service, but, by this extraor-

dinary distention of the stomach, its powers are
weakened, and their general health is injured.

5th. It prevents waste, and consequently it goes
farther.

Many exaggerated accounts of the saving thus
made have been pubhshed, some of which state

it as high as one-third, others even one-halfj of
the rack-meat: these are only calculated to mis-
lead; or, by their improbabdity, to cast a doubt
upon the testimony of those who have made such
statements; but, according to the opinion of Messrs.
Wiggins, whose business extends to the daily

feeding of more than three hundred horses, it may
be fairly estimated at one-sixth. These advan-
tages are so obvious, that it is unnecessary to press

them upon attention; but it must be admitted, that

the practice is attended with the inconvenience of
occupying more of the carter's time,—independ-
ently of that employed in cutting the chaff—than
the customarj' method; for horses being apt to

blow upon manger-meat, and then to reject it,

when given in a large quantity at one time, it must
be administered with a sparing hand, and renewed
when the manger is empty, thus requiring con-
stant attendance until the last feed is put in.

Before quitting this subject, it may not be irrele-

vant to advert to the custom of giving oats in the

straw, cut together, which, although recommended
by some eminent agriculturists*, and common in

many places—especially in East Kent, where it

is mixed with the barn-chaff, provincially Haff and
chaff, and co/der,'t—only deserves notice in order

to be reprobated. Throughout the greater part

of that country, the regular mode is to employ a
a man and a mate to each team of four, when

two turns of work are made in the day. The time
of going to work is six in the morning, returning
at ten, and then going out again at one until six:

nine hours in the whole. It is the carter's busi-
ness to bait the team from four in the morning
until six, and the mate takes that duty during
noon, and from six till ten, when the stable is shut
tor the night. The food is wholly cut into chaff,
and the corn, whether beans or oats, cut loitu it in
the sheaf. The only advantage attending the
|)ractice of cutting the oats is the paltry saving of
thrashing, while it precludes all knowledge, be-
yond a vague guess, of the acreable produce of
the crop, the quantity of corn for the whole num-
ber of horses, or the share which fiills to each,
and it may be confidently pronounced a slovenly
and unfarmer-like practice.

Nutritive value of Food.

The next consideration is the relative nutritive
value which the different kinds of luinter food in
common use bear to each other. Although chem-
istry has enabled us to ascertain the component
parts of^vegetablcs, and it may be presumed that
the worth of all articles of cattle-food is in a great
measure proportionate to the quantity of soluble,
or nutritive matter which they contain, yet it has
not clearly demonstrated that such proportions ac-
tually denote their exact degree of merit. The
essential elements of vegetables consist of what
chemists call hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon, in
various proportions, combined in some cases with
a small quantity of azote, and the different com-
binations of all these produce gluten, or albumen,
saccharine matter, mucilage, and starch. Gluten,
which is the most nutritious, is nearly allied in its

properties to animal substance; saccharine matter
may be considered as possessing those of sugar,
and mucilage those of gum; there is also an ex-
tract which is not supposed to contain any nutri-
tive matter, but has been found useful to animals
in a medicinal view. According to an analysis,
made by Sir Humphry Davy, of the amount of
those substances found in 1000 parts of different
kinds of corn and pulse, it appears that the fbllow-
ing are their proportions in those employed as food
for cattle.

, p. 168.

462.

* Parkinson: Essay on Live Stock, vol. ii

Middleton: Survey of Middlesex, 2d Edit. p.

t Kent Report, 2d Edit. p. 183. Complete Grazier,
5th Edit., p. 175—177.
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mon water, and the properties of grain are known
to change, or to be lost, in the processes of malt-

ing and baking. It is also possible that certain

combinations of those substances may be more
nutritive than others; and therefore, although the

chemical tests have thrown considerable light upon
the subject, they yet cannot be deemed conclusive.

There appear, indeed, to be about as many varie-

ties of extract as there are species of plants: the

difference of the properties probably in many
cases de])ended upon thcur being combined with

small quantities ol" other vegetable substances, or

to. their containing different saline, alkaline, or

earthy ingredients. It is probable that the excel-

lence of the different articles as Ibod will "be found

to be in a great measure ]iroportional to the quality

of the nutritive matter they afford; but still their

quantities cannot be regarded as absolutely direct-

ing their value. Experience, however, which is

the farmer's surest guide, has to a great extent

confirmed the accuracy of the analysis, and has in

this instance added one more to the many existing

proofs of the assistance Avhicll husbandry derives

from science.

On reference to the table, it will be seen that

oats are greatly superior in nutritive matter to

beans; but this must be vmderstood with regard to

their respective weight, for, used as they are in

England, by measure, and taking the average

weight of a bushel of common horse-beans at 56

lbs. and of Scotch oats at 40 lbs., the difference

between tlfe two will be as 31,920 to •29.720, or

nearly 16 to 15 per bushel, in favor of beans. The
same remark will nearly apply to the relati\'e value

of peas; with this distinction, however, that as

they contain less gluten than beans, they are per-

haps neither so heating, nor so nutritive; and ex-

perience has shown them to be more flatulent.

The difference in weight of the various grain

used in feeding horses is not in general sufficiently

considered. Most people look only to the prices,

and finding beans at perhaps 5s., when oats are

only at 3s. 6rf. the bushel, they conclude that the

latter are cheaper in that proportion; without re-

flecting that, were the bushels weighed, the prices

would be found nearly equal, and that, were
feeding regulated by weight, the cost of either

would be about the same.*
The custom o^ feeding by measure has led to a

prevalent idea that beans are more nutritive than
oats; though, weight for weight, we have seen

that the contrary is the fact; and both that and the

heating quality ascribed to them has probably

aiisen as much ii-om the greater amount in an
equal measure, as from any other cause; for, al-

though it would appear that a bushel of either

contains nearly an equal portion of nutritive mat-
ter, yet bulk, or weight, is also of importance in

feeding, and it is certain that, in practice, an equal

measure of beans is superior to the same quantity

* Taking for the sake of round numbers, the average
price and weight of oats, at 3s. Ad. and 40 lbs. per
bushel, they would be worth a penny the pound; and
the relative value to them, of other grain used as horse-
food, at their common average weight, when of equal-
ly good quality, would be,

Common
Oats. Tick beans. H. beans. G. peas. Barley. Ryfi.

Weight 40lbs. 601bs. 561bs. COlbs. 501bs. 521bs.
Price, 35. 4rf. 55. Orf. 4s. 8rf. 5s. Qd. 45. 2d. 48, 4rf,

of oats. It also occasions constant irregularity in

the common fi^eding with oals alone; for these vary
in weight, accordmgto soil and season, fiom 30 lbs.-

to 42 lbs., and even more, per bushel: thus a quart-

ern of good feed oats, which ought to weigh 2-^- lbs.

is often reduced to 2 lbs., and ihough the horse is

thereby deprived of one-fifth of his corn, yet, the
same measure being thrown into the manger, the
tact is seldom adverted to.

The Ibllowing table * will show the quantit}^ of
meal that is usually extracted li"om certain weights
of that grain; and, though different results may
be obtained by various qualities and seasons, yet
the progressiv^e ratio of the produce will generally

be found nearly similar:

—

Weigbt
per busliel

avoiidupois.

lbs.

A-i produce in meal 2.5

40 "
.38 «

{ 36 "
34 "
32 "
30 "

lbs.
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qualit}". Six bushels have been found, on com-
2)aralive trial, to be equal to ei;[^ht of oat«.*

The British cavalry was led on barley duriug
the greater part of the Peninsular war, and throve
U[)on their allowance, though it was delivered by

weight, and was only 10 lbs. instead of 12 lbs. of

oatsj the barley being considered in that propor-

tion more nutritive than oats, owing to the smaller

quantity of husk.

Now it lollows from this, that we have no guide
on Avhich Ave can more securely rely than the

weight of vegetable nutritive matter to regulate

its consumption. Yet it has been contended that,

in the leeJing of (iu'm-horses, barley—though
lieavier than oats, and containing a larger quanti-

ty of extractive matter—docs not contain so much
nutritive substance. It is said to be more watery,
and therefore, if given Avcight for weight, to de-
prive horses of a portion of their regular nutri-

ment. An article in the 'British Famner's Maga-
zine, 't indeed, states the saving on leeding Avith

barley as amounting to £G per annum, for each
horse; but that grain Avas given, instead of oats,

by AA^eight, AAdthout any distinction beiAveen the
respective nutritiA'e qualities of either; noi does it

appear Avhether the statement Avas made li'om the

actual experience of an entire year, or Avas only
assumed to amount to it, from a calculation made
on the saAnngs of a shorter period.

All account of its uses, in many instances, by
Sir John Sinclair,^ states its being almost uniform-
ly given Avith one-third ofbeans, bruised or broken
AA'ith the barley, or boiled, Avhich is considered the

better plan; though it certainly Avas not boiled for

regimental service, nor is the proportionate quan-
tities of barley and beans to oats stated: AA'e are

also led to belicA'c that the former have been in

most cases giA'en by measure, in consequence of
the cheaper price of barley. Here, or Big, Ave

also knoAv to be sometimes substituted Avith eco-

nomy ibr oats in the north, but the difference of

Aveight is not considered: in Nortblk, too, Mar-
shall tells us that, Avhen barley is unsaleable at re-

gular markets, it is sometimes given to horses, in

AAdiich case it is usually 'malted,' that is, steeped

for a feAv days until it begins to vegetate, in Avhich

state it is thought to be less heating than Avhen

fiven in the natural state. Being also frequently

adly harvested, the pernicious effects of heat, or

must, are prcA^ented by boiling.

We AA'ill not hazard an opinion on the propor-

tionate value of oats and barlej', Avhich can only

be fairly tried by first depriAdng tAA'o horses for

some days of any kind of corn, and then feeding

them for a considerable time upon equal Aveights

of each grain; but Ave certainly do feel someAvhat
sceptical about the A'alue so loudly insisted upon of
late, of boiled corn as food. That postmasters'

* MarshalVs Minutes of .Agriculture, Digest, p. 4.3.

In another experiment, besides that mentioned in the

foregoing table, Sir Humphry Tixvy states the ditler-

ence between 100 parts of oats and barley to be

—

^
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a horse^b maintenance has been estimated at al-

most every sum, from j£ 15 to £40. In the Lan-
cashire Report,* the cost of a team of three,

ploughing se\-en statute acres per week tlie year
throughout, is thus estimated:

—

£ d.

Oats, six bushels per week for six montlis,

at 23s. per quarter
Three ditto - six ditto

Hay, six months at £1 Is. per week
Grass and green food 15s. per ditto

Wear and tare of two ploughs
Shoeing, 10s. 6d., and farm expenses os

each - - -

In the General Report of Scotland,! the feeding
is calculated on some iarms as high as 15 quarters

of oats each, with 22 lbs. of hay, oran English acre

of clover or tares, and a quarter of an acre of pota-
toes, yams, or Swedish turnips while they are on
etraAV, and Ihus the expense" of keep—oats being
25s. per quarter—is estimated for a pair at

—

19
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mas on grasses n-orth £6 the acre, with two
quarters ol" oats each, at 24s. to be given on work-
ing days, and troni that time to be allowed each
10 lbs. daily of bruised beans, ground oats, or bar-
ley, with 12 lbs. ol" clover or sainfoin hay, and
20 lbs. ol" straw or haulm for botii chaft" and litter;

and calculating that quantity ol" each species ol"

grain to be worth 9d.,* hay at 6.5s., and straw, or

haulm, 20s. per ton,t on the liirm—which may be
about the ])resent home value of the best quali-

ties in most jilaces—the cost of feeding and tar-

riery would be:

—

20 weeks, 140 per-

ches, at 9d.

2 qrs. oats 24s.

One horse

Summer soilin ^ 5

2 8

r. u • ^ Corn lOlbs. per > ,,One horse wui- , . „ , ^ >

7 13

ter-feeding per
week.

day, at 9d.

Hay 1^- truss, 19-^^ 2 5;|

Straw 14- cwt. Is. 13

32 weeks, --08 11:^=14 6
Shoeing and farriery, - - 1 10

£23 9

The annual charge of maintaining a single

horse being thus ascertained, there remains to be
added to the collective expense of the team, the
interest of the capital sunk in their purchase, and
in that of the implements for their use, including
a wagon and carts, with their gear; and allowing
these to cost £ 140, and the horses and harness,
one with another, to stand in £26 each, with ten
per cent, tor repeurs and deterioration of value, the
whole account will appear thus:

£. s. d.

Maintenance of 5 horses at £ 23
9s. each, - - - - - 117

Interest on £270, cost of teams
and implements, at 5 per cent. £ 13 10

Repairs and deterioration of dit

to at 10 per cent.

5

27

First carter|—weekly wages, 31 5
C annual wages, 10

Second do.— < boai-d at 6s. per

40 10

week. - 15 12

Stable and contingent expenses, -

Labor.

56 17
10

£224 12

The annual labor of a man and a pair of horses,
with the necessary implements, will therefore cost

£89 16s. 2J., or, "throwhig fractional parts aside,

6s. for every working day; but, as many elays

occur on which they are only hali] or not at all em-

* See note, p. 145, but those are assumed as the

market prices; here they should be lower.

t In point of fact, no charge should be made for

straw when it is not allowed to be sold; for, if not
eaten, it must be consumed as litter; and when charged
to cattle, it must be again allowed for, in account, as
dung.

X The estimate of wages and board for each of the
men is taken betweenthe highest and lowest rate; for

out-door and in-door servants were both kept either in,

or out of the house-^the amount, at a medium rate,

would ba nearly similar.

j)loyed, more than five days in each week, or 260
in the year, cannot be cafcidated on, which gives
nearly 7s. per day, as the actual expense; and pre-
suming them to be adequate to the cultivation of

40 to 60 acres, the tillage in each case will cost

—

89£ . 16s. 2d. C 40 acres == 2£ . 5s. Od.
^

< 50 " =1 16 > per acre.
say90£. ( 60 " =1 10 )

It will perhaps be objected, that as all the other
work of a farm, such as statute-labor, carriage ot

materials tor drains, repairs, &c. is also performed
by tlie same teams, the entire charge should not
lidl upon the tillage; but, as all those operations
are incidental to the cultivation of the land, they
may, in fact, be regarded as forming part of it, and
any separate estimate would not alter the tottJ

amount of the annual expense. Whenever it may
be material to ascertain the actual cost of any spe-
cific work, the time it occupies being known, the
calculation can be readily made according to the
above valuation; and farmers woidd find it useful m
enabling them to form a correct judgment on many
points of great importance were they to make out an
accomit ofthe actual expense of their teams, and to

charge each day's w-ork against the particular object
on which it was employed. But in calculating the
cost ot" the tillage of any one field, the mere charge
of each day's ordinary Avork would be a fallacious

guide; for that would only show the labor actually
expended on the land A\ithout any share of the in-

cidental labor of the whole farm: in such estimates,
theretbre, the annual expense of the team must be
divided by tlte number of days consumed in tUlage
only; and supposing that to amount to but two-
thirds of the entire labor, it would follow that,

when each day's labor throughout the whole year
costs 7s. the charge ibr a day's ploughing should
be lOs.Gd.

The daily labor of a team must necessarily be
regulated by the maimer in which it is employed^
as well as by its strength. In some of the south-
ern and midland counties, the carters who gene-
rally sleep in the house, rise at four in the moriiing,
teed, clean, and harness the horses, get breakfast,
mid are ready to go a-field at six-'clock, or after
seven in the AN-iuter, when they work till two, thus
making at (he utmost a yoking of eight hours.
When the horses return to the stable they have a
little hay given to them whOe their attendants have
dinner, by which time it is past four, when one of
the men curries, feeds, and litters them down,
while the other fetches their provender, either-

green or dry, and usually finishes his evening by
a lounge at the smithy, either to get the plough-
share pointed, or to have some talk with his fel-

lows, until the hour of eiglit leads him home to

supper. Throughout the north, however, the
usual hours of work are, in the spring and sum-
mer, from six to eleven, and from two to six,

or seven, allowing the intermediate three hours lor

rest and feedino-: in winter, at the utmost from se-
ven to four, witn one or two hours' rest at mid-day;
though, at that season, it is a better practice to

finish the day's work, without returning to the sta-

ble, at one bout of seven hours, during Avhich the
horses may get a feed from their nose-bags, wliile

the ploughman takes his lunch, which he carries
' with him to the field. The connnon calculation
is, tliat, taking the year round, an acre of land is

thus ploughed in a day; and, generally speaking,
this may not be wide of the fact: but the exact
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quantity, and the requisite number of liorses must
depend upon the nature and condition of the soil;

the season; the way in which the work is perform-

ed; and the sort ofcattle emj)loyed. Notwithstand-

ing the broad assertion 'that two-horse jjloughs are

fiilly adequate to the tillage of any soil, howe-
ver heavy,'* it is certain that there is land in the

Weald of Kent, and the adjaceilt similar districts,

so exceedingly stiff and wet, that lour powerful

horses, or six strong Sussex oxen, ai'c sometimes
brought to a stimd still in breaking it upij the

mode oi' ploughing, too, sometimes i-equires that

the horses should go at length, in which case

three ai-e hardly more efficient than a pair abreast:

and it is well known to practical men that, even
with apparendy proportionate additional strength,

an acre of stubborn clay cannot be broken up in

the same time as a ley of triable loam. Much
ingenuity has been exercised to facilitate the exe-

cution of field-labor; various forms of the plough

have been constructed to operate with less resist-

ance, and tlie work has been executed by the ap-

plication of less power. This is, no doubt, a great

improvement, when the purpose can be equally

well attained. It is pleasant to see a ploughman
conduct a pair of well-trtiined horses to the field,

and in a masterly manner jjerform the work which
formerly required the aid ol' an awkward plough-

boy and a number of unwieldy animals; and when
the implements are good, and the ploughman in-

telligent and dexterous, this, no doubt, may be
done. But it has been v»'ell observed, by a writer

of great experience,J that 'fashion overrules judg-

ment, and too ill-appointed animals are oilen ex-

pected to perform that vWiich is sufficient for the

most powerful; the surface is slightly scratched,

attention to preserve the depth of the soil is disre-

garded, and the progress of cultivation and fertility

retarded.' Adequate force should be employed
to stir the ground to such a depth as a healthy
vegetation requires; the breadth as well as the

depth of the flirrow, too, and the pace at which
it is turned, govern the quantity that can be plough-
ed in a given time. The ground gone over in

ploughing an aci'e is, with a broad furrow-slice,

about eleven miles, or with one of eight inches,

twelve miles and three furlongs, exclusive of turn-

ings: and it has been ascertamed, that a team,
walking at the different rates of one and a half
and two miles an hour, will plough the following
((uantity of a medium soil, to the depth of five

inches, nine hours:

—

Inches. a. r. p.

Breadth offurrow 8 at 1^ miles per hour 1

9 " "
1 20

8 2 "
1 1 10

9 " " 12
The dilTerence in the quantity ploughed in these

instances clearly demonstrates the VcUue of action

in the horses; but it must at the same time be ob-
sei'ved, that the distance travelled at the slow pace

* Quarterly Journiil of Agriculture, No. XI. p. 714.

fKent Report, 2d edit. p. 20. Surrey Report, (Ste-
venson's,) p. 195. In some of the red clay land, in

the Newbury district of Berksliire, five fiorses find

hard work in turning up three-quarters of an acre in a
day. Berks. Report, p. 119.

t John Naismith, Esq., part iv. No. i. of the second
vol. of the Appendix to the General Report of Scot-
land.

is only twelve, while at the quicker rate it is six-

teen miles; and that a ploughman must possess

more than ordinary strength and dexterity to go
through that degree of labor, and perform it well;

for altlioiigh he may rest himself occasionally by
means of tjie plough tail, yet that is always at the

expense both of the cattle, and of the regularity

of the work. JMr. Parkinson mentions an instance

of an Irish ploughman who, in a medium soil,

and with a nine-mch fuiTow, turned over at the

second ploughing', with a pair of horses of the

hea\y dray kind,l acre and 20 perches (Irish mea-
sure) in six hours and ten minutes, Avhich is at the

rate of nearly 2 acres 2 roods in eight hours; the

horses must therefore have walked during that

time at the rate of three miles an hour; but he ad-

mits that no horses, wth any keep, could have
ma,intained such daily labor for a continuance.*

On the whole, therefore, it may be concluded,

that an acre and a half is the utmost that can be
ploughed with a common furrow, on any soil; and
that on an average, from an acre, to an acre and
a quarter, in summer, and tliree-fourths of an acre

in winter, may be considered as the day's work of
a team; the strength being in pi'oportion to the

land.

MR. CXTRWEIV S DIARY OF HIS HARVEST LA-
BORS, IN CUJIBERLAND.

[It is not with the expectation that our readers can

derive instruction for practice from the following diary,

that it has been selected for their perusal. Harvest in

Virginia is so widely different in every respect from

harvest in the north of England, that scarcely any

thing usual or proper in the one, would be fit for imi-

tation in the other. The climate and unusual degree

of moisture—the time of year—the reaping (or "shear-

ing") implements—the kind of labor, and the manner
of its application—all are different in that cold and

dripping region, from ours: and with our views, it

seems a wonder, under such circumstances as are nar-

rated, that aU the wheat in the country was not lost, in-

stead of being generally well saved But this veiy

difference of our circumstances from those liere descri-

bed, will lend some interest to the statements—and there

is another thing that wiU serve to increase the interest

to most readers, and it is this particular to which we
especially invite attention. The pleasure wliich will

be found in the perusal of this diary is almost en-

tirely owing to the minuteness of the details. And if

even a slight interest is thus produced, concerning a

locality and circumstances altogether strange to us,

mucli greater would it be, if as minute a statement was

presented of a well conducted harvest in Virginia.

And such a diary, would not only give pleasure, but

instruction, in the best and most effective form.

It is scarcely necessary to state that Mr. Curwen
was one of the most intelligent and distinguished far-

mers of England. This diary is extracted from his re-

port to the Workington Agricultural Society of which
he was the Pi-esident.]

"PflrA: wheat—22 acres.'] On the 2Sth of Au-
gust, this crop was begun to be cut. It was fess

injured than I expected from the situation of the

* Parkinson on Live Stock, vol. ii. p. 132.
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ground, which I attribute to its beiiio; drilled at

twelve inches distance. Some parts were laid,

but generally it was upstanding. Considering its

low situation, it nuist be always subject to risk.

If this had not been sown so particulariy thin, the

crop would have been entirely spoilt. There were
11.35 stoolcs, or 51 upon an acre. The clover plant

\ery good, and extremely clean. This crop Avas

taken oil' beyond all expectations, and will be the

first wheat in the neighborhood. The necessity

of being most particularly attentive to cleaning and
picking small [jotatoes, is apparent here; for there

are still a great deal more growm^ than there

ought to have been. They not only oflend the

C}e, but injure the crop.
" GildcrskUl—30 acres.'] One part (about five

acres) Avas very much laid, and had a great num-
ber ot" black heads. I did not observe, however,
any ajipearance of mildew. The wheat had been
much injured b}" the frost. Sheep were jnit upon
it tor a low days; and where they had led, it was
much the best. It had been too ])roud before the

sheej) were turned upon it, and they did not like

it. The season, however, became so wet, tliat

tliey could not have been kept long upon it. The
highest part of the field was extremely good.

There were 1105 stooks, or 36 per acre. Tliis

ivheat was so ripe, that had there come any wind
before it was cut, there must have been a great

loss Irom the shake.

"J/oor Close—42 acres.] The two fields which
were quite a new creation, produced a very good
crop. Some ^e\v acres were laid and injured; but

generally it was most productive, and had in one
802 stooks, and in the other 1058; and some parts

of it turned out as fine grain as I ever beheld.

Had the season been favorable, this would have
been a most surprising crop. Those who en\y
farmers their success, let them look to this season,

and see the ruin which has threatened their whole
produce; and unless the latter part of the season
becomes favorable, I do not l-:no\v how farmers

upon wet ground will be able to support their

stock. The turnips and cabbages have made no
progress for the last three weeks, and it can scarce

be hoped they will gain the weight of half a tole-

rable crop.

"The advantage of behig near a town is very
great. I was able to muster, without giAing extra

wages, 220 persons. Women have 2s. per day,
and work between nine and ten hours—men 2s. 6c?.

In dilficult seasons, to be able to cut between 30
and 40 acres a day, greatly lessens the risk, and is

an additional reason for having lands near towns
under tillage,

'^y/ugiisi 30/7i.] The incessant rain for five

weeks saturated the ground to such a degree, as to

put a stop to the growth of clover on wet soils,

where it had been Tate cut. In some parts, the

roots appear to have been affected, and the clover

seemed to have lost its feeding quality. Plants
appear to require the sun to bring them to perfec-

tion, as much as the earth does the heat of his

beams to promote flieir growth,
"For one fortnight, the experimental cattle all

lost weight, and the milch cows gave less milk. I

was compelled to suspend soiling, and turn my
cows upon the aftermath, to give the clover time
to get a growth. What was first cut had made
Fuch progress before the wet came on, that it was
jiot materially affected, and cut uncommonly well.

I attribute this to the i)lants covering tiie ground,
and guarding the roots. The cover also kept it

Avarm. The same observation is applicable to the
pastures that were earliest cut. Turnips and other
roots that Vv^ere verj^ JbrAvard, 'have suffered least.

This unexampled season has been attended with
difficulties I never experienced; and, unless the
month of September turas out lavorabiy, the dis-

tress will be general. The wet has. arrested the
growth of the turnip. No crops come up better,

or appear more promising. The rain seems to

have suspended the vegetative jjower of the earth,

and checked the growth of plants of aii kinds.

Nothing could be more discouragisig than this day.

I have never known the ground wetter, at any
season. The cabbages Avere eciually stopped in

their growth.
"I was not prcA'iously aAvare of the full extent

of fortitude and patience recjuired to make a good
farmer. Philosopliy is not an acquirement of
learning alone: it is one thing to argue Avell, and
another to adopt the maxims of Avisdom as the

rule of practice. In the midst of one of the A'io-

lent shoAA^ers so connnon in this climate, I Avaa

glad, with a friend Avho AA'as along AA^ith me, to take
shelter in the house of a small farmer. Presently
after our arriA^al, the master and his sen'ants were
likeAvLse driven in. The children receiA'ed the pa-
rent AA'ith delight, and he returned their caresses.

The felicity their endearments inspired, seemed at

once to restore the calm and tranquillity of his

mind. Domestic sunshine disarmed the merciless

peltings of the storm. Its injuries seemed no lon-

ger felt or regarded. Struck Avith surprise I Avas

resolved to prove Avhether tliis Avas the effects of
indifference or real magnanimity. I began, Avith

some asperit}", to rail at the Aveather, Avjiich Avaa

answered by the good man Avith great composure,
' that God never sent a crop AA'ithout a season to

get it in," And ha\"ing made this reply. AAiiich

compiised all his knoAvledge and belief on the
subject, continued his merriment and innocent pas-
time AAdth the chUdren, I knoAV not what effect

the recital may liaA-e on others; but on my friend

and self it acted as an electric shock. We could
neither refrain our admiration: and the train of
ideas that floAved from it led us to this conclusion,

that practical Avisdom is the offspring of virtue,

and the tAvni sister of liapjnness,

"A tAA'clve acre field of AA-heat at Moor Close,

AA'hlch had been fed Avith sheep, cut uncommonly
Avell, and Avas, in general, \'ery heavy, and an ex-
cellent grain. There Avere 640 stooks, or 45 per
acre.

" The last of xiugust, and 'the first tAvo days in

September, Avere a great blessing to the country.

From the appearance of change on Saturday the
2d, I persevered cutting till it Avas nearly dark, and
thereby saA'ed a part of o. field, A-ery ripe, and so

exposed, that the high Avind Avhich came on in

the night Avould haA-e greatly injured it. I own I

am often surprised Avith the confidence I see placed

in a climate so uncertain as ours. For mjselfj I

disclaim all trust Avliich can be aA^oided by exer-

tion.

" September Wi.'] Cut one field of two acres

from falloAA^, Avhich had 105 stoolvs—the Avheat

uncommonly good. Much rain in the night, AA-ith

l)artial shoAvers during the day. I discovered that

in many parts of the spring Avhcat there were a
ffreat number of black her. is. These are more
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apparent as the sprinof wheat ripens. The few
fine days have already made a sensible difierenee

in the appearance of the turnips. AVhere the

stitches have been opened by the plough, I have
no doubt it will be proved that the earth has reco-

vered part of its natund heat.

''Sepiemhe.r 6ih.'\ The weather relapsed. The
warm gleams of sun were very injurious in making
the corn heat and sprout. Tliis was a heart-

breaking day to the farmer.
" September 6th.'] Being wet in the morning,

the afternoon broke out fine, and did infinite bene-
fit to the grain which was cut. Lodged corn will

now become every day worse. The first loss Vv'ili

be found the least. It is expedient to cut what is

in that state, and take the chance, by exposing it,

that a part may thereby be saved. Cut above 500
etooks.

" September Ith.] In the night there had been
violent thunder sliowers. An unpromising morn-
ing. It cleared up at ten o'clock; and 1 began
cutting spiiag wheat, a very moderate crop, some-
thing better than the last year. I doubt much
whether I shall ever attempt sowing it again; cer-

tainly not the kind common in this country". Early
in the afternoon, a very heavy shower, which put
a stop to any further cutting. The wet and heat
is most injurious both to the lodged and the cut

grain. Seeing the probability of a change, I

was fortunate in getting all I had got cut both this

and the former day hooded. In such a season, the
Jarmer has the choice of difficulties: to wait is de-
struction—to proceed is injurious. Prices will re-

munerate the farmer; but what will be the situa-

tion of the laborer and lower orders, who make no
provision for a season of difficulty? The present
prospect is as gloomy as possible.

" September Sth.] A moist daj^, and not a breath
of air to dry the ground. Cut two fields of wheat,
with four acres of indifferent oats. The warmth
of the weather, together with moisture, is most
destructive to grain. Since the ploughing between
the stitches, the turnips have made some progress,
and recovered flieir color. Led and thrashed the
winter barley, which, in the moist state of the
straw, was attended with difficulty. The situation

where it gre^v was veiy low, and imfavorable for

barley: a part had been lodged, and suffered.

Harvest demands redoubled exertion: an error or

omission in this cannot be retrieved. Few can hit

the happy medium, uniting energy with sound dis-

cretion. To accelerate too much in carrying grain,
is subject to loss: to omit a tolerably fiivorable op-
portunity may be equally so. In such a season as
this, the farmer ha-s only a choice of difficulties.

Anxiety to get forward is the rock, I feel, I have
to guard against. After endless plague, vexation
and loss, I got my hay out of pike into stack. It

had suffered less than I expected, though much
more than I wished, and has proved a very light

crop. Fortunately, disappointments are soon for-

gotten; and however adverse seasons may be,
upon every failure hope still renews her golden
promises. For four days I have anxiously ex-
pected to be able to secure a pai't ofmy crop, hav-
ing upwards of 6000 stooks cut.

" September 9th.'] The morning was dubious,
but soon cleared up, and became a fine harvest
day. Began to cany rather too soon. The height to

which the stacks are elevated, gives them a great
fidvanlage. Employed 150 shearers. A few 1

acres of the wheat in Mealrigs, was much disfi-

gured by docks. I cannot account for it in any
other way, than by supjiosing the seed was
brought in sludge got from a tarn, into which the

drainage of the town runs: this wae used as a top

dressing, when this part of the field was under
clover. I stacked 2000 stooks. In the state of

the weather, this must be considered as particular-

ly fortunate. .

'^ Sunday, September lOth.] In the precarious

state of the weather, that which would, in all other

cases, be inexcusable, becomes an imperious duty.

I hesitated not, this day, to employ every hand to

secure the grain which was ready for canying.
The preservation of life is a duty strictly enjoined

us. That cannot be deemed a profanation of the .,

Sabbath, which proceeds upon the principle of pre-

serving what is necessary for the existence of a
number of our fellow creatures. Were it a ques-
tion of individual gain, it ought not to be done. In
seasons when the weather is generally good, I

should not recommend it. But after fifty days,

mthout there having been twenty-four hours fair,

the omission might hazard an inmiense loss to the
public; and no argimient can be fairly deduced
from this, to justify any neglect of religious duties.

Led 1500 stooks. At twelve o'clock it came on
again to rain, and superseded all further proceed-

ings. I was glad to see the general exertion that

was made by every fanner around to save his

crop. The afternoon again cleared up; and io

common and ordinary^ seasons, one might reasona-

bly hope a fin« day would succeed. The wand
has never been steady to any point for fourteen

hours; and much of the rain has had tlve appear-
ance of thunder storms.

" September llth.] The return of sunshine, and
a fine drying wind, reanimated the farmer's hopes.
All was gratitude. Past miseries vanished. The
joys of a good har\'est were anticipated. The
difference laetwcen the sttite of the grain, at seven
o'clock in the morning, and at six in the evening,
was scarce to be described. Most melancholy was
the appearance when the reapers began. The
wheat was not in a state to bind till the aflernoon.
Two hundred people were employed in the field

between the Schoose and the town. All was gai-
ety—so soon are sorrows forgotten. The impa-
tience of the day before had led to the attempting
too much; and a part of the stacks was obliged to

be opened to prevent losses. The wind afibrded

an opportunity of thrashing. Ninety Winchesters,
or thirty Cumberland bushels, were dressed in the
afternoon—the grain very good.

" Commence sowing the newly enclosed com-
mon to-morrow, which should have been done
three weeks sooner, if the season would have per-
mitted . I do not know I ever felt more real plea-

sure than I experienced this day. The melancho-
ly presages that the weather had insured, and the
apprehensions resulting from the fear of scarcity,

gave way to the more pleasing hopes of abun-
dance. Good humor and cheerfulness animated
the numerous group. To save and secure the
ci'op seemed the prevailing sentiment of every
breast. I passed eleven hours a spectator of this

scene. If I had wanted individual causes of grat-
itude and thankfulness, it would have been diffi-

cult to have avoided sharing the content and hap-
piness that were so \yidely diffused,

Septembejr 12//i.] A continuation of fine wea-
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ther, with a drying north wind. Led 1500 stooks,

and thrashed three hundred Winchesters of the
Park wheat, which turns out admirable. Began
sovving wheat. TJiirteen pair of harrows upon
tlie new enclosure. Employed a hundred and
sixty persons shearing.. The ground slill as wet
as during any part ot" the winter. An evident im-
provement in the turnips. The country resounds
with thechecrtid voices of the harve.stcrs. Every
Quarter presents a scene ot" activity and bustle,

ne very principal object in detailing the transac-

tions ol" harvest is to show to those who have not

the experience, what arc the dilficultics, what the
anxieties, which liirniers must encounter. Though
honey may be extracted from i;u-ming, it is very
often gathered off the point of the thorn. Every
kindness and indulgence is due to the industrious

jarmer.
" September ISth.] A tolerable day; but gave

early appearance of change. Cut out a 16 acre

field, adjoining Gilderskill, which had 1021 stooks,

on clover lea. It was but a moderate crop. The
Schoose field, 60 acres, had 4340 .stooks, or 72 per

acre, after potatoes. My iriend, Mr. Ponsonby,
was solicitous the grain should stand till the Meet-
ing, as the most convincing proof tha,t could be
given of the excellence of the drill husbandry.
Stacked eight hundred stooks. Reduced my shea-
rers to eighty, as some part of the spring wheat is

scarce fit to cut. Employed forty boj's weed-
ing Avild mustard fi-om the cole. The dilficulty of
fixing the attention of cliildren is great. Force
cannot be applied, as there is no delegating such a
power. I hit upon this method to expedite the

work. Four leaders were selected; and each had
ten boys under him, who were chosen alternately

by the captains, and a shilling was to be given in

the moroing and afternoon, as a reward tor that

company which performed the most in the best

manner. Work at once changed its nature. Em-
ulation fired each youthful mind; and that which,
the day before, was an irksome labor, became a
work of inclination. It was surprising what was
done. As the best deserving, where all were me-
ritorious, could not be decided, it ended in each
company receivmg a reward, over and above their

wages.
" The farmer, whose servants have his interest

at heart, possesses a real treasure. Hours ought not
to be regarded- in seasons of difficulty. A crop

may often be saved by continuing work a I'sw

hours beyond the regular fixed times. And this

is no more than justice; for, how often does the

weather interrupt the regular portion of labor? An
honest man keei^s this in mind, and amply com-
pensates for it in harvest and seed time.

" September 14th.'] A wet day. The ad^'an-

tage ot' bejnof situated near to a town is very con-
siderable. When -the shearers cannot work, the

farmer incurs no expense. In places distant from
towns, where the harvest people are hired into the.

house., it tails very heavy, and adds much to the

expense and difficulty of a bad season. Finished
sowing 72 acres of wheat. Could the drill ha\-e

been employed, it would have saved one pound
per acre.

" September loth.l A fine morning but no wind.
The ground has, hitherto, dried very little. The
distress of farmers cannot fail of being great, from
he prodigious failure of the turnip crop. I do not

flatter myself with seeing mine average ten tons

per acre. Had the season proved tolerable, they
should have reached near forty, from the condi-
tion of the ground, and the pains that have been
taken with it. It is greatly_to be feared the pota-
toes will, in many places, likewise be a very de-
fective crop. Combining these two things, I look
with very considerable anxiety of mind to carry-
ing on my daily, which is now become a very es-
sential source of support to numbers. In order to
make every possible provision for supplying the
delect, I have ordered thirty tons of oil-cake. This,
when ground and boiled with chaff and cut straw,
must be • the main support of my milch cows.
This was the warmest day, with the most power-
fal sun, we have had lor many weeks. The
ground want.s heating to produce vegetation. In
no year within memory, was there so poor an af-

termath, which is entirely owin^ to the ground
being so cooled by the continual rains. Stacked
eight hundred stooks from IVlealrigs. Employed
six pair of oxen, ploughing single, which, though
difficult at first, wiU soon be accomplished-

" September I6th.} A great fall of rain during
the night: Cleared up at ten. Employed a hun-
dred and twenty shearers in the afternoon. It
takes five women, on an average, to cut an acre
per day: Four good shearers will do it. Drilled
grain is much easier to cut than broadcast The
hopes of any continuance of fine weather grow
daily less. I now lament I had not begun to house
earlier the day before. If the night be fair, I shall
feel myself compelled to employ all my strength
to-morrow.

'^ Sunday, September 17//i.] Six o'clock, the
morning unpromising. Began at seven to make
every exertion, as there was a strong appearance
of change. The rain kept off till four, when w-e
had fortunately concluded the cariying 3000 stooka
of wheat, which finished the Schoose field. The
order, regularity, and decency of those employed,
marked the work as one of necessity, not of choice.
On such occasions I incur a debt of obligation.
Whatever remuneration I feel it proper for me to
give, is bestowed as a free gratuity. Those who
rescue the crop, have a strong and undeniable claim
upon it, in ca.se of necessity. The heat of the earth
has advanced some degrees in the last two daj's.

" September ISth.] I shaU here conclude the
details of the harvest, already, I fear, extended too
far. I have given a faithful representation of my
own feelings, from whence may be calculated
what must be those of farmers, who have more
at stake than credit. Frequentl}^, their whole
means are embarked, and dependent upon their

crops. If it has the good fortune to create an in-

terest and consideration for this most respectable
body, it answers the purpose I have in view. The
exertions of yesterday saved 3000 stooks of wheat.
The deluge of rain which has fallen this day, must
do most material injury to the grain. With resig-

nation and hope, I still look to a return of good
weather, not only to save the crop, but to prei)are

for that of a succeeding year. It would be distant

from my wish to deter any one from the practice

of farming, by a recital of its difficulties. Let it

be remembered, tlierc is no honor without dan-
ger; no j)uvsnit exempt froni anxiety and disap-
pointment: These give zest to success. Unin-
terrupted sunshine, ardently as I now pray for it,

would prove equally destructive.
" September 19th.'] The v- rlcnce and length of
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the rain, on Monday, produced the greatest flood

that has been known ibr fitly years. The damage
was prodigious. Grain of various kinds was sti'ow-

ed over tlie beach, from Workington to Harrington;

and a great quantity was picked up, and carried

ofl'. The break ol' my wind-mill had not been
secured, and it was set to worlc, and not discovered

till it had done considerable damage. The loss

was something; the mortification infinitely more,

as it prevented its being shown at work during

the Meeting.
" Sunday'the 24//;.] Secured above 3000 stooks

of grain. The 2oth, finished shearing the small

quantity of wheat remaining. Led all that had
been previously cut. The conclusion of harvest

was celebrated by edl my work people, at the

Schoose. Upwards of three hundred of both sexes

spent a lew hours in great festivity and good
humor; rejoicing that the labors of harvest were
concluded, and grateful tor the bounteous store

which secures abundance to those by the sweat

of whose brow it has been produced."

[To this we vAW add part of the comments of the

conductor of the Edinburgh Farmer's Magazine, upon

the report and diary—who, it is believed from various

indirect proofs furnished by the general work, was that

excellent Scottish farmer, Robeil Brown, of Marlde.]

The next rem.ark which we offer, is with regard

to the carrying of corn upon the Sabbath day; a

practice not only contrary to the laws of God and

man, but also hostile to the welfare of the state,

and the truest and best interests of m.ankind. The
President pleads necessity as an excuse for work-

ing upon that day; but this excuse cannot be al-

lowed, unless circumstances be such ar; to demand
immediate attention. If a house is on fire, every

person knows that prompt exertion must be used

to quench the flames, otherwise destruction to the

premises would inevitably ensue; therefore, none

wiU find fault with working on the Sabbath, in that

case, or in others of like necessity. Thei-e is no
occasion, however, to argue the point; the dullest

capacity being sufriciently able to distinguish be-

twixt works of necessity and mercy, which may be

lawfully performed on the Sabbath, and those

which ought to be deferred till another occasion.

JJut, putting the morality of the question aside,

we would ack Mr. Curwen, and other advocates

for Sabbath days' work, what would become of

the great body of the people, not only those who
work for their daily bread, but also those regularly

engaged in business, were not their bodies strength-

ened by rest, and opportunity aftbrded for instruct-

ing their minds, on a day hitherto considered, in

this country, as set apart ibr these purposes. The
bulk of mankind, even loifh the Sabbath, are ig-

norant enough; but, withnid it, they would become
not much belter than the b.-utal part of the creation,

casting oft' all those restraints which serve to make
them good subjects, and good members of society.

We are quite avv^are that the term of canting

may be applied to these remarks; but any thintp

of that nature will give us small uneasiness. It

may be added, that the plea of necessity urged by
Mr. Curwen, for carrying corn on the Sabbath,

cannot be allowed in our court as a relevant one,

as, besides the moral objections already stated

against the plea, we must whisper in his ear, that

the writer of this article harvested many more

acres of corn last year [1809] than mentioned by
Mr. Curwen, and with far less strength than kept

by him, ^vithout spoding a single sheaf thereof.

In a word, if the fixed ordinary days of the week
are well employed, there is no occasion tor work-

ino; on the seventh.

HOW TO BUILD WHEAT SHOCKS.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The diflcrent operations required for our wheat
harvest, are the most important that most of us

have to perform, and in which, bad management
is followed by the most certain and heavy losses.

Yet there is no branch of farming in which there

has been greater difference of operation, on dif-

ferent fiirms, and at different times on the same
farms—and in no other has the introduction and
dissemination of improved processes been more
slow. The cause of this is to be found in the sup-

posed necessity for every fiirmer attending closely

to his own harvest, and the great inconvenience

of any one's leaving his own business, even for a

day, to ride 10 miles to see the harvest manage-
ment of some one more experienced. I now
know as to myself^, that I was sustaining losses

for years together, from ignorance in various par-

ticulars, which might have been easily avoided by
giving a single day to viewing the operations of

some better farmer. One of the things by which
I suffered most was the want of knowledge of the

proper mode of building "shocks" capable of
withstanding the entrance of rains. After having
been losing much in labor, and still more in grain,

for sundry successive harvests, I was indebted to

the late John Minge of Charles city, (one of the

best practical farmers in our country,) for such
verbal instructions on the subject, as served in a
great measure to remove my difficulties, and to

prevent the losses caused by bad shocks. As there

are still veiy many who pursue as bad a plan as

mine was formerly, and who are too industrious

to learn by going to see better management, I

will try to point out, for their use, the defects of
the one, and the advantages of the other mode of
building shocks.

The plan which I formerly adopted in conformity
witli the usage of my neighborhood, and which
still prevails on many farms, may be described
generally as follows: Sheaves were set up on
their "huts," as close together as they could be
])ressed, and with the heads a little inclined to the
centre of the intended shock, until a circular foun-

dation was formed, about eight feet in diameter on
the ground, and perhaps two feet less across

the flat top, formed by the heads of the sheaves.

On this body, or foundation, a conical top or

roofwas built in this manner. Four sheaves were
laid flat on the top, their heads meeting and
crossing on the centre, and their huts jutting out-

side of the upper edge of the foundation—the four

forming straight hues, and right angles, so as to

divide the circidar top of the foundation into four

equal parts. Four other sheaves were then laid

in like manner, but so as to fall on the middles of
the vacancies Icfl between the first. As the tops

of all crossed the central point, of course their re-

peated doubling there produced a rapidly rising

pealc. Other sheaves were then laid so as to cover
all the openings between the first eight, and still

meeting at the peak, as long as sheaves would
stand as placed, and so as to shape the roofj and
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its point ill the best manner. Some ol' tlie most
carelul placed over the jieak a cap-sheal; but this

additional trouble added very little s'ecurity to a
shock not properly roofed. A cover like this can-
not prevent a lieavy rain, nor even a slow soaking
rain, li'oni penetrating, although moderate rains

may be partly thrown off, by the inclined portion

of the slieavTs, and the water which penetrates

may dry betbre it sprouts the wheat. In the latter

circumstance consists the salety of bad shocks

—

Jbr tiiey let the water out, by evaporation, as rea-

dily as they let it come in, by the tendency of its

weight: and in our hot and sunny climate, wheat
will not soon sprout, that is exposed to the ac-

cess ol" sun and air, as well as to rain. Every
wetting however, is injurious, though not con-
tinued long enough to start the sprout.

The principle upon which a shock is properly

covered is altogether ditierent Irom that of the
foregoing plan, and is similar to that of covering
a roof with shingles. The foundation is begun
with three or lour sheaves set up so as to form a
little cone—that is, the buts on the ground set out

so as to make a base broad enough lor them to

stand when the heads are brought together, (as

they should be) to a point. Other sheaves are

set u]) in the breaks of the first, placed lirmly on
the earth, and the heads inclined to the central

point. This brings the base to a small circle, and
the heap to a conical form. The builder (and
there should be only one to a shock, to secure good
and equal work,) now continues to add to this, by
placing other sheaves on the ground and against

the breaks between the preceding course, and thus
going round the circular heap, until the ibunda-
tion is large enough. The but of every sheaf
should be well pressed to the earth, when jilaced,

and its top pressed to the central \)oint, with in-

creased Ibrce, as the size of the heap will bear the
pressure without danger of its being moved.
When the foundation is finished, instead of being
fiat topped, it rises to a central point, and its

whole profile is somewhat in the shape of the

old liishioned Dutch or "hipped" roots of houses

—

the sides of the sheaves forming the lower slopes,

and the heads, the upper.

For covering the shocks the smaller sheaves
should be reserved, and none very large there ad-

mitted. The first course of the cover is made by
striking some of the stubble ends of the straw

upon the band of the outer sheaves of the foun-

dation, so that some straws go within the band,

and thus hold the sheaf where placed. The cir-

cle is completed by sheaves so placed, the buts

close to each other, and the heads leaning inwards
towards the middle of the shock. A second course

is carried around in like manner rising on the first,

and resting on and within the bands of its sheaves.

The point is now nearly reached and formed; and
what it wants, is given by using the smallest

sheaves. The heads of the last only are exposed,

and they will be generally not more than four or

five sheaves: and these are protected rmd secured
in their places, by a cap, formed of a large ,sheaf

turned with the but upward, and the heads so

spread open as to hang over and all around the
sides of the peak.

If I have succeeded in making mj'' description

intelligible, it will be seen that such a shock is

completely shingled with sheaves, and that the

straw of each course overhangs and protects the

heads of all below. Of course it is not meiuit to

be understood that such a covering is perl(.'ct: but
if rain gets in at any oi>ening, the course of

sheaves below will tend to throw it out at the

eaves. Indeed, if the body of the shock has been
well put up, and retains its position tolerably well,

it will require unusual bad weather to produce any
noticeable damage.
Now, JMr. Editor, it may be said that I have

used many words about a small matter, and to ex-

plain Avhat every good manager knows as well, or

better than the writer. Admitting all this, my la-

bor may be useful to very many other persons

—

and every one who may thereby learn to save
even one or two shocks of wheat in the approach-

ing harvest, which would otherwise be lost, will

be at least a gainer of as much as the cost of his

year's subscription to the Farmers' Register.

3Iay 22d, 1834. Q.

For the Farmers' Rcgistei'.

The following remarks for the Register were
written about twelve months ago, but being mis-
laid until alter harvest, it was then thought more
timely to publish them just before that season.

HARVEST 3IA1VAGEBIEIXT.

The communication under this head in the first

No. of the Farmers' Register, contains too much
interesting inlbrmation, not to have attracted ge-
neral attention; but while it contains many useful

details, which are at once recognized as sound and
sensible by every practical farmer, your respecta^

ble correspondent, is laboring under one important

error; and as it is an error generally prevalent in

lower Virginia, as well as other districts, and I

believe extensively mischievous; I feel myself call-

ed upon by the interest of our common vocation,

to give the full benefit of a corrective, tested by
several years experience, to your correspondent,

as well as all the other readers of the Register.

The error to which I allude, is the custom, defend-

ed in "Harvest Management," of giving ardent
s]:)irits to our laborers.

This practice is sustainable upon no grounds,
more defensible than mere custom. The argu-
ment once used, that ardent spirits imparted
strength, has been laid aside with other vulgar
errors. Medical science has noAv established as

an axiom, that preternatural excitements are fol-

lowed by proportional degrees of debility, and that

the system in a state of collapse, is more liable to

diseases. Of eighty, the whole number of the

medical facult}^ of Boston, seventy-five have con-

curred in the opinion, that the use of ardent spirits

is not only unnecessary but injurious, and I be-

lieve very nearly, if not an equal proportion of

the medical faculty of other cities who have been
consulted, have come to the same conclusion. In

short, wherever impartial and enlightened inves-

tigation has been directed to the subject, in the

course of the great reformation, now happily per-

vading almost every part of our country; the result

has been the exposure of the absurdity of the once

received opinions on this head, attributing the most
opposite and contradictoiy eflecfs to the same be-

witching cause.

To the lights of science, have been lately added
the practical discoveries upon this subject, of the

American Temperance Societies, embodying in

their reports a mass of evidence and facts, which
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carry conviction, I believe, I may eaiely eay, to

ninety-ninehuntlredthsof mankind who give them
a fair examination, that.the use ol" ardent spirits is

unnecessary, injurious, and demoralizing to all

classes of men.
My own experience and observations have

brought me irresistibly to the same conclusion.

Fot upwards oi" twenty years preceding the last

four, I used from sixty to eighty gallons of spirits

in harvest yearly. I then rarely got through the
season without some accidents of a more or less

serious character. .1 had several case.s of wounds,
fi'om which the suflerers were long recovering

—

many cases of spasm, from drinking cold water
after previous partial intoxication; and almost al-

ways more or less disease immediately after har-
vest. It is true, the period was marked by more
noise and boisterous mirth, but it was attended
with more broils and irregularities, often leading to

the necessity of resorting to punishment. During
the prevalence of this pernicious custom on my
estate, it required from five to six dajs after har-
vest, ibr the laborers to recover from what I then
thought, was the necessary effect of the excessive

labors of the season, but which subsequent expe-
rience has proven, Avas the weakness and debility

consequent upon the unusual excitement of ten

days or a fortnight's use of ardent spirits; thus
proving to demonstration, that the cheerfulness

purchased by alcohol, must be paid for in bodily

strength; to say nothing of the punishment often

made necessary by its intoxicating eft'ecte.

Since I have discontinued the use of ardent spirits

in harvest, mark how the scene has been changed.

I have saved my grain in better time and in better

etyle, than I ever did before— I have less sickness

—fewer accidents—I have no broils or irregulari-

ties—my people are as fresh, and able to perform
as good a day's work the next after harvest, as any-

day in the year; and wdaat is still more interesting,

(under the sj-stem of measures, of which absti-

nence from the use of spirits in harvest is an indis-

pensible part) nine^tenths of my laborers have
become faitliful members of the temperance refor-

mation; and this state of things has been brought
about by their own consent, without the use ol'

any other means than kindness and persuasion;

and furthermore, I verily believe, the following

recij)e will prove infallible in producing the same
effects wherever it is iairly tried:

Let each master take to himself as much self

denial and christian resolution, as to enable him
to join the temperance retbrmation; and then con-
descend to explain its advantages to his own peo-
ple. The fullest success will surely follow; fur

there is no yeomanry on earth more docile to moral
instruction, than the negroes of Virginia, if their

masters will become their teachers.

Total abstinence from ardent spirits, I consider

of so much more importance in my "harvest man-
agement," than any thing else, that it will seem
like an inversion of the proper order of things to

advert to other particulars; but, it may not be
amiss to mention here, that I have substituted for

the spirit formerly used, an equal measure of mo-
lasses, which being itself a nutritious article of
diet, as well as an ingredient in a cooling and
pleasant beverage, is used by my people in tlie

one way or the other, at their discretion. They
are now loud and almost unanimous in their pre-

ference of it, to their former allowance of whiskey.

I hardly need add, that smce so large a portion

of my slaves have given up th-e use of spirits, I

have remarked the mo.st striking improvement in

their moral characters.

ONE OF YOUR CONSTANT READERS.

TO PREVENT HORSES BEING GALLED BY THE
BACK-BAND.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Powhatan Hill, 25th Jlpril, 1834.

I am reminded by the season of planting com,
to make the readers of the "Register" acquainted
with a very simjile and efficacious contrivance, to

save our plough horses from galled backs. I have
used the saddle which I ami about to describe, for

the last two years, a pattern having been made
tor me by a gentleman from. Botetourt county.

Since then, I have never had a mule's back cut by
the back-band. My neighbors are adopting the
expedient, and concur with me in recommending
it highly. The sole objection is, that it may cause
the slovenly practice of using a grape vine or a
rope, in place of a proper back-band, as neither

can injure a horse's back with this saddle under it.

The saddle is made of two pieces of oak about
eight inches in length and breadth, and with the
corners "rounded off"—thick enough to be sub-
stantial. The inner side is made convex to suit

the horse's back, on each side of the back bone,
where they rest. The two pieces are connected by
two straps of leather, at each extremity of Avhich

are cross straps or loops, through which the back-
band is inserted, and which lies over and presses

upon the wooden sides of the saddle.

The back-band ought not to touch the back, so
that the pieces must not be more than four inches
apart. It is very light: oak is better than pine,

only because it holds the tacks more securely by
which the straps are lastened.

This kind of saddle may be in common use in

manypfirts of Virginia, but I never saw it before
I used it on my own farm. I dare say it is new
to many of your readers—and my object will be
accomphshed if only a few poor mules shall be
indebted to it lor their hides.

ED. F. TAfl,OE,

DRAINING.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Fairfax county^ Va. May 20th, 1834.

I promised you some weeks past a communica-
tion upon the subject of ditching or draining land.

Indisposition on my part, and delay in the sur-

veyor, have operated to retard my purpose. My
main drain is something less than 3000 yards in

length, having the capacity to receive and dis-

charge the spring and flood water from seven or
eight thousand acres of land. 1800 yards were
cut through a mill pond which was made by a dam
not more than two and a half leet high, which is

now put down, by the kindness of the owner.
Much ol" the country around is precipitous and
broken; the water from which brought great quan-
tities of sand and nuid into my drain, and often

made it necessary to clean it out i'all and spring.

This alone was great labor. Thirty-three years
have passed over me since 1 began the work, and
I cannot say that it is perfect. A drain like this i

must have no angles in itj for they create eddies, \
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in which all wushiiigs will be lelt, and -the work
ultimately ruined. This important liict in draining
I had to learn by exi)eriment: and upon so long
and crooked a stream, (and that a boundary) to

straighten all the angles, and make tlie drain at

my own cost and loss, was not exactly pleasant.

As a short rule for making drains, let me say that

they should he straight, and offall cap.acity to

contain the water thrown into them, always taking
care to begin at the outlet or lowest point. By
measure and estimate, sulliciently accurate 4br all

my purposes, I have not less than ihirtj^ thousand
yards ofwater and ience ditching,fii"teen-sixteenths

of which is necessary to the drying and draining
ofmy liu'm. Not less than one-quarter of all these

must be scoured and cleaned every year. Like
a gambler, I was drawn into this work by imper-
ceptible degrees, and finally played on because I

had already lost so much. Separately considered
as a matter ol" profit, I am not prepared to justify

such expensive works. Nevertheless they shovv

young farmers that perseverance, with a very li-

mited degree of knowledge and experience, will,

in time, surmount what would seem to be ii'isupe-

xable difficulties. TJiough my land was once re-

markable lor its great growth of Rishes, I believe

it would now be difficult to find one. Clover and
plaster operate well even upon that land that was
covered 50 years by the mill pond. As for co-

vered drains, I have made many, but they were
very unsatisfactory: and I would not advise any
to make them. No wet land will be benefited by
plaster: but the same land made dry, if it had ori-

ginally good constitution, will give sur[)rising re-

sults—a young farmer, by the use of clover and
plaster may feel his way info necessary draining:

lor wherever the land is diseased and unsound,
from excess of water, plaster is as useless as sand.

I will take this opportunity to say that I am no
advocate lor deep ploughing, but a decided one for

deep stirring. Five or six inches deep for the

plough, and then 10 or 12 with the coulter (in-

cluding that which is broken by the plough,) is

ihe best that I have any knowledge of. No land

thus cultivated, will ever Avash. It is a great de-

fect in our laws that there is no way for constrain-

ing all who are benefited by expensive drains to

do their proportion of the work. Nothing can be
more just. Bonaparte in his " Code Napoleon,"
provided for this—but in a community like this,

where the politicians rule, and are found at the

head and lead of those whose interest it is to keep
vip a wide spread common, the waste and ultimate

desolation of the country is a matter of certainly,

and susceptible of mathematical demonstration.

Since my agitation of this subject, I have been
much amused to hear the little lawyers and politi-

cal jaybirds chatter about " vested rights," and de-

nounce the high handed aristocracy that would
dare to claim the exclusive enjoyment of their own.
Poor Virginia!—land of my fathers—land of the

virtuous, the brave, and the patriotic—thy destiny

may be paralized and arrested for a season—^but,

like the shorn and maltreated Sampson, time aiiust

and will restore thee to thy pristine powers and
loveliness—and with "healing on its wings," it is

already upon our border. To our highly respected

General Assembly I would say, "Ye are the salt

of the earth—take care of her rights—to her lap

sooner or later you must all go—and for all that I

know, must render to her some account of your

stewardship." The moral and political strength
of every countiy can be measured by the condi-
tion of its agriculture.

Contrary to all my calculations, our young wheat
promises well—I would rejoice to say the same of
our currency: let us beUeve that " chastisement
leadeth to wisdom."

I have planted for 3 years, 7 or 800 locusts each
season, and expect to double that number in future.

They are planted on ditch banks and turning rows.
I would not give up ray subscription to the Regis-
ter tor the best horse advertised in the Richmond
papers.

Our oat crop is promising, and as I use this aa
a part of my preparation for liillow, it is not unin-
teresting; for it gives my horses a good support,

and pajs well for making the land ready for our
wheat crop. Our corn is very unpromising, as it

has been cut down twice by irost, and can, at best,

do no more than give the produce of crippled

plants. My free use of the coulter is all that gives
me hope. Though planted early in April, the
corn is not visible at many yards distance. I am,
nevertheless, giving it the third stirring with the
coulter, and the earth is in fine tilth to the depth
of ten inches. Should the season become more
favorable, all that I can do will be already done
for the security of the crop. Our clover is the
Worst I have seen lor 20 years.

I pray your correspondents to excuse my desul-

tory^ and irregular conmiunication—^but trust they
will excuse a sick man. I am in debt to them,
and offer this, crippled as it is, as " part and par-

cel" of the currency of the times.

JEREMIAH.

THE Q,UAIL.

About thirty years ago, this bird was unknown
in Canada. It abounds in the Upper Province,
but has not yet appeared in the Lower. Its habits

appear remarkable, although probably not more
so than those of any other wild fowl, when care-

fully watched. A gentleman, of much patient

research in remrd to wild animals, who has been
a resident in Upper Canada since the cjuails first

made their appearance, happened to have above a
hundred at one period alive, and took much plea-

svu'e in the evening Avatching their motions, where
they were confined. As it grew dusk, the birds

formed themselves into coveys or parties of twelve

or fifteen in a circle, the heads out, and tails clus-

tered in the centre. One bird always stood on
guard to each party, and remained perfectly sta-

tionarj' lor half an hour, when a particular chuck

being given, another sentinel immediately took

his place, and relieved him with as nuich regular-

ity as any garrison could boast. It became a
matter of further curiosity to observe how they

Avould meet the extra duty occasioned by the ha-

voc of the cook. For this also a remedy was
found; and the gentleman remarked with admira-
tion, that as their number decreased, the period of

watch Avas extended from a half to a AAdiole hour,

in the same form, and Avith unfluling regularity.

[The quail here mentioned is supposed to be the

Virginian Partridge, Pcrdix virginiana, the quail

of Europe, Perdix Chturnix, not being indigen-

ous in any part of America.

—

Edit.]— Quar.

Jour, of Jlgr,
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market. By growing a large quantity of oats,

many planters might buy corn, iJ" sold at a cheap
rate, and thus lor a lew years rest, could restore

their land.

Tsle of Wight, Va. 23d May, 1834.

# * # # I now congratulate you on the

success and high character, of that j)ublication.

And I trust, it will greatly contribute to accelerate

the hitherto slow, and almost imperceptible pro-

gress of agricultural improvcineni in Virginia. I

anj not one of those, however, Avho imagine that

the exhausted lertility of the lands of our state,

can be restored in any short period of time. The
impoverishment and devastation, which it requir-

ed more than two centuries to produce, can only

be repaired by the succes^sivc efforts of several

succeeding generations. Nor do I think that im-
provement in agriculture, necessarily or even es-

sentially depends on any particular system or man-
ner of husbandly. There is only one thing, and
that is manuring in some, way or other, essential

to kcej) up tertility in land that is cultivated, or to

import it in a short time to that which has been
exhausted. ]My own opinion is, that expectations

far too sanguine, are indulged by young farmers,

as to the lacility of improving land; and these are

unreasonably encouraged by most of our writers

on the subject. And the disappointment of these

unreasonable expectations, has perhajis as great a

tendency to drive respectable emigrants to the

west; as any other cause.

THE FENCK LAW.
3fay 24th, 1834.

I have seen several communications in the

Farmers' Register on the subject of enclosing.

Since, I have spoken to a dozen or more of my
acquaintances on the propriety of our legislature,

passing a law prohibiting cattle, hogs and sheep,

from running at large, and thereby enabling us to

do witiiout fences—andeveiy one of whom highly

approved of the plan. I have no doubt but that

the farming interest would derive more benefit from
the passing such a law, than from any other legis-

lative aid it could I'eceive.

I entirely concur with the \news of your corres-

pondent on that subject in No. 12 of the Farmers'
Register, under the signature of "Anti-fence.

"

Before seeing that communication, I had been
thinking myself of getting up a petition and cir-

culating it in this county, praying the passage of
such a law as that Anti-fence speaks of. R is my
opinion it would receive the signatures of a decid-

ed majority of the voters of the county. But as
was sugo-ested by Anti-fence, for the sake of uni-
formity, I thiidv it would be better that a petition

come through the Farmers' Refjister.

ERRONEOrS VIEWS RESPECTIIVG GYPSUJI.
For the Fainicis' Register.

The last Genesee Farmer, (of INIay 10th,) con-
tains a communication professing to answer some
earlier inquiries respecting g}iisum, which may
be considered as a curiosity, on account of the
number and magnitude of the errors which the
Avriter has contrived to pack into so narrow a space.
I will quote the whole piece, and in its regular
order, but with my own remarks attached, or in-

terlined, so as to require but few words to serve

my purpose.

"Mr. L. Tucker—I think your correspondent
"T. S. P. may be assured that gypsum ground
"fine, and laid for a long time exposed to the at-

"mosphere, will lose muchof its fertilizing quality.

"Gypsum and limestone, when reduced to powder,
"have a strong afbnity for carbonic acid." [Neither
of them has the slightest affinity for carbonic acid

—for limestone is already fijrnished with as much
as its proportion of earth (lime) can combine with
—and gj-psum is equally saturated with a stronger

acid (the sulj^huric) which effectually prevents any
affinity for, or any effect being produced by car-

bonic acid.] "and in as far as they are satu-

"i-ated with this principle, they love their attraction

"for it." [This taken alone is true, and would
have ser\'ed to have overturned the preceding part

of the same sentence, if the writer had known
that one of the substances, limestone, is already

and always saturated with this principle, and that

the other, gypsum, cannot possibly take u^ the

least particle of it.] "If cither be reduced to pow-
"der, and spread thin on a plate, and the plate be
''set in [over] a fermenting tub of beer, they will

"soon be converted to carbonate of lime, or chalk."

[That is, would be converted to what the lime-

stone is already, and what neither this, nor any
exposure, can possibly make of gypsum. If quick
lime, instead of limestone and gypsum, was the
substance so treated, then such a conversion to

carbonate of lime would take place.] "The same
"will occur partially if left exposed to atmospheric
"air, and in as far as they imbibe this principle,

"they lose their fertilizing qualities. Such are my
"ideas on this subject, and remain yours, R. M.
"W." As such effects cannot take place at all,

for the reasons before stated, under any circum-

stances, it is not worth showing that this inference

is as much mistaken, as the theory upon which it

rests: nor is there any need of more words to show,
that if gypsum loses its power by standing expos-
ed to the air, (which cannot be inferred from its

chemical composition or qualities,) we must search
for other, and very difl'crent causes, than those
presented by R. M. W. It is not however my
intention to discuss that question, but simply to

expose the eiTors which by being presented so

confidently, and in so respectable a journal as the

Genesee Farmer, might possibly be imposed on
some readers for truth, and knowledge. j. b.

OIV THE NECESSITY AND BIEANS FOR LEGIS-
LATIVE AID TO AGRICULTURE—NO. 2.

[Continued from page 690, Vol. 1.]

For tliu Farmers' Register.

According to the intention expressed in a for-

mer communication, I proceed to consider the

means by which government may promote the

improvement of agriculture ; and shall direct my
observations more particularly to those institutions

and plans, which have been least discussed by my
fellow laborers in this cause. I shtdl now consider

^Experimental and Pattern Inarms.

Among the establishments for the improvement
of agricultural science and skill, v/hich have been
recommended at different times, a "model or pat-

tern farm" has held a conspicuous place. If I

have rightly understood what this establishment

was to be, from the words of its advocates, the
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model larin was to exhibit, lor the example ol" the

agricultural comniunit}', the best cultrvalion and
management, the most perlect processes of farming,

the use of the most improved utensils and ma-
chines, and the trial of experiments on a plan ©al-

culated to obtain full and satislactory results. Now
all these subjects are important, and their being,

attained is highly desirable: but by combining

so many on one farm, and under one directing

mind, I have no doubt of a Itulure in almost every

part of the scheme. The view to profitable erojis

and products, (the main object of course on a farm)

would prevent any. thing like proper and continued

attention to courses of experiments: arid "still there

would be enough experiments, and trials.of .new
utensils and machines, and of new plans ol" til-

lage, to prevent economy and good management,
and the permanency of any reguku- system, arid

to cause every year to be marked-'by disappoint-

ment and loss. It does not require much foresight

to be satisfied, that a farm on this plan vvould ex-

hibit'any thing but a pattern for others to coi>y, in

all respects; and the contrast between its object

and its results—its jiromise and its perrormance

—

woidd render it a subject for gener;tl and unsparing

ridicule, and a means of injuring the -cause it was
intended to sustain.

But putting aside these obstacles to the deri-v^irig

any farming profit from such an . establishment, it

maybe well doubted whether profit could be made
from the crops of any farm, under any possible

management, when owned by,and"cultivated tor the

benefit of an agricultural society, or the common-
wealth. We know how wasteful is the manage-
ment, and how unproductive the labors of the

agents of the public, and of all joint stock associa-

tions: and if a farm of the richest soil, and ccrm-

pletely stocked, was managed in like manner, it

Avoidd most. likely yield loss, rather thari profit, on

the investment of capital. For all these reasohs,

it would be safest not to calculate on any pecuniary

])rofit behig derived from such establishments; but

to look for the benefits to be derived, from other

sources, and through other means; and these will

be found to promise- so rich a harvest, that the

commomveaUh may well' afford to pay the cost of

making such experiments. ' .

Though an experiment sometimes leads at once

to highly profitable results, such cases are very

rare; and whatever may be the value of the truths

thus established, to the public, the individual who.

institutes exjieriments in agriculture, is almost sure

to lose by ninety-nine of them in tlie hundred

—

and to have his losses increased (oii the average)

in proportion to the care, accuracy, and patience

with which he conducts his experiments. In other

words, his losses increase in proportion to the in-

erease of benefit which the public derive (or might
derive if they were made known,) from his labors.

It is not therefore surprising that there are but

fiiw experiments made by individual farmers—and
scarcely any conducted in the careful, patient, and
expensive manner which is required, to obtain un-

doubted and valuable results. But this is not the

worst. Though not one truth is ascertained by
experiment, where one hundred ought to be, and
might be, even the few which are discovered re-

main unknown to the public, and are often Ibrgot-

to his country, as they are to be hurtful to his own.

private interest.

In conformity with the \'iews formerly expressed

on the subject of the legislative aid needed lor the

improvement of agriculture in Virginia, I shall not

notice those means which other.:; have treated of

in the Farmers' Register; and I may pass over the

discussion of the importance of experiments, and
the course respecting them which agricultural

societies ought to pui-sue, because these parts of

the subject have been considered at large, in seve-

ral pieces in the eaiiy numbers of this journal.

Taking it for granted, or as proved, that numerous
v.'oll planned and well conducted experiments on
the dity)utcd and doubtful points in agriculture,

would b'e highly beneficial, (if^ not more beneficial

than all other aids,) to the improvement of agricul-

tural science and practice, I proceed to maintain,

that to secure this end, the state should establish

one or more experimental -and pattern farms—not

to reap fanning profits^but to obtain and dissemi-

nate agricultural truths.

Jf there were a do5:en'such establishments, there

would be no lack of proper subjects for experi-

ments. Indeed it may be truly said that there are

more doctrines and facts in doubt, than have yel

been clearly settled. Biit I am not advocating so

large a commencement. One such farm would
be enough to render great general benefit, and
would consume but a small portion of the liinds

Avhich the legislature ought to appropriate, and I

hope will appropriate, for the general improve.ment
of agriculture.

But though I consider profitable farming as out

of the question on such an establishment as I pro-

pose, it does not follow that it may not show what
good Itirming is, and serve as the best of models
tor profitable farms. If 'it was intended to test

the value of the product to be derived Irom a clover

fallow, such as has been described by Mr. Carter

and Mr. Selden in the "Farmers' Register, and lor

that purpose all the operatioris were conducted in

the most perfect manner, and the crops of wheat
Avere to be thereby . doubled—it would not lessen

the value of the result, that no regard . had been
paid to economy in the general management. If

there was exhibited an im))ortant result from the

preparation of a certain field in a particular mode,
or with particular kmds of ploughs and harrows,

we could imitate tlie process, and obtain the like

results, without imitating the bad and wasteful

managemerit which might have been evident in

thatj as in every other operation. When engi-

neers, chemists, and scientific mechanics, have
made a series" of^ experiments to establish some
particular truths?, who was ever so silly as to ex-

pect profit from such experiments, or to undervalue,

the results on account of their cost ? Governmenfa
have often ordered such experiments, and their

wisdom iri so doing has always been deservedly

applauded. Let our government only do the same
for agriculture, which has a ten fold greater claim

than all other arts, and has a ten ibid greatier need
of such assistance. '

. .

. It would be worth the employing- 6f the best

chemical talent that our counti-y can produce, and
the expenditure of !g! 10,000, if so much was re-

quired, to carry through a proper series of experi-

ten completely, for want of sufficient riieans off ments on the preparation, preservation, and use of

communication: and thus, the labors of the ex- barn-yard and stable manure. All sorts of con-

perimenting farmer are almost as sure to be useless 1 tradictory opinions are held and acted upon on this .
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subject, although volumes on volumes have been
.WTittCn, and a century conriumcd in the discussion,
without havinfT decided finy thing. Perha])s none
of these oi>inions and practices are right—and cer-
tainiy the greater part must be wrong—and tlie

manure destrojed and wasted by our igilorance in
Viro;iiiia every. year, would support an experiment-
al larm in every county in the stiite, and every
other public institution that has been ever thought
of lor agricullin-al improvement. There never will
be much light thrown on the mysterious subject of
the lermentation of manures, _until it is made a
niatter of the most attentive investigation by scien-.
tific and practical chemistg—and even if any one
individual farmer could belbund who was qualified
lor the investigation, there is none who could sub-
mit to the long continued attention and labor, and
the very heavy expenses, Avhich vv'ould be required
lor the purpose.
These illustrations are fnerely brought fonvard

as examples of what an experimental farm could
do, and not as the objects which it Avould be most
advisable to begin upon. Every one who will

think on the subject ^\1I1 discovei-, i"n abundance,
proper and profitable work (profitable for the gen-
eral interests I mean,) to employ all the labor and
money that may be appropriated for such purpose.
If I induce any to think, it is enough: it is not my
object, and is altogether needless, .to state what
wiU occur to eveiy mind that is directed to the
subject. R. N.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.
To the Editor^of the Fanners' Register.

Sir—Since my last commimication there has
been scarcely any change in the situation of com-
mercial afi'airs. A state of torj)or prevails in all

the large cities north of Virginia. The spirit of
enterprise, which had given acti\'ity to conmierce
and manufactures, continues paralyzed; the indus-
try which was engaged in other than agricultural

pursuits, finds no occupation, and not one of the
many avocations which employed Jthe capital and
labor of our northern brethren, retains its Ibrmer
activity. Bankruptcies have ceased, because iiiw

new engagements were made, after credit rec^ved
its shock. This state of inactivity does not prevail

so sensibly in the Southern States, whose com-
merce, instead of being ramified like that ot" our
large cities, throughout e^ery part of the world, is

chiefly confined to supplying raw materials to the

manufacturers of other countries. Those coun-
tries Avill resort to us, as we do to Chinaj and caiTy

on the trade of which we debar ourselves—a much
largerporfion of our commerce is therefiSre" con-
ducted on foreign account and with foreign capital

than has been in fonner years.

The prices of our produce have not varied ma-
terially during the month. Very fine tobacco, of
which the crop contains a smaller proportion than
usual, sells at .^7 to 11—good 5^ to 6^—inferior

and middling 3 to 5. The quantity inspected is

less than any Ibrmer year.

As usual at this season, there is no wheat in

market, and most of the- mills are idle. Ofiers are
made of early deliveries of the growing crop at.

one dollar per bushel, or a fraction higher. Flour
if? worth about %4. 50, except that made at the
City Millf^, of high repute, and which is exported
almost entirely to South America. Our farmers
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may be enabled, in consequence of the immense
establishments winch will be in flill operation thia
summer, to obtain a higher price for their wheat
than can be afforded by the northern millers, who
have heretofore procured a portion of their suppUes
from VH-gmia.
The price of cotton (12 to 13 cents) has scarce-

ly varied during the month, and has been hio-her
in our markets than in those south of us, where all
commercial operations are now greatly embar-
rassed by the difficulty of making negotiafions.
liilis on New York, which command a premiumm Vii-gmia, are at a discount in the southern cities,
and the requiste amount cannot be negotiated un-
less at a sacrifice to brokers. x.

P. S. Can }-ou not induce some of your intel-
ligent agricultural friends in difierent paVts of the
country, to. give you a monthly re]wrt of the orow-
ing crops? From the 12th to the 16th of thia
month there were severe frosts—most unusual in
our climate. It would be intcrestino- to learn what
injury wasdone. The Hessian Fly is said to have
committed extensive ravages on the wheat croi)—
this is another subject of interest. x

iMay 28th, 1834.

[Reports of seasons and crops have been already
asked for, with veiy little success. The facts allu-
ded to by X. are enough to show the want of such in-
formation. The effects ofthe frosts of the nights before
and after the 16th, were not only unusually severe, but
operated very unequally. No considerable damage
however, it is believed, was sustained by any field

crops—though the first alai-m caused some cotton to be
ploughed up, and planted again. The Hessian Fly will
ca.use much greater damage than has ever been pre-
viously suffered by our own wheat, though it was
sowed within the time which usually insures safety.

Other neighboring fields suffer as much, and will not
yield the half of average crops: but it is said that
others within ten miles, are but little affected. Thus
it is, that a single reporter, confined to his own farm,
or even his own neighborhood, might serve to spread
error, more than correct information on such subjects,

though many reporters would fully serve the purpose
desired, and be of great service to the whole agricul-

tural community.]

CHEAP EDITION OF THE FARMERS' REGISTER.

The only objection which has been made to the

Farmers' Register is its price—and this is the principal

obstacle to its circulation being extemled very far be-

yond its present, limits. It would not be difficult to

show that the dearness of this work is alleged without

good ground, and by a very unfair mode of comparison

with low priced newspapers,' in which mere bulk is

considered, without regard to the nature of the con-

tents, or the execution of the work. The appe'arance

of a paper that is usually thrown aside as soon as it has

been looked over, is not judged severely by its subscri-

bers; and if it is so printed as to be both legible and in-

telligible, most readers are content. But a periodical
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publication in the stylo in which the Farmers' llegis-

ter appears, requires far more care and expense; and it

is presumed that not many of its subscribers would be

willing that it should lose its rank in this respect,

even though accompanied by a reduction of price.

There is another reason, and a very important one,

why most papers, and even most agricultural papers,

may be furnished at lower prices, in proportion to

the amount of matter printed, than the Farmers' Re-

gister. The latter derives no profit from advertise-

ments entering the body of the work—and these fur-

nish a considerable part, and generally much the great-

est part of the profit of the paper that admits them.

It is for our readers to compare this publication

with others as to the quality and value of tlie matter

furnished. Considering merely size and beauty, and

correctness of execution, taken together, this is the

cheapest periodical that has yet appeared in the south-

ern states.

But though justice requires that we should thus meet

the objection to the alleged high price of the Farmers'

Register, we know that the most conclusive arguments

on this head wilj not avail much in extending its circu-

lation. To eifect this object, it is necessary to furnish

a publication which shall be cheap in every sense—and

therefore it is intended to offer one which maybe com-

pared with most others, as to price, by measure and

bulk, without losing any thing in correctness, or in

any other respect than external appearance. This ex-

periment will be made forthwith—and it will be for

the farming community to decide whether it shall be

supported or not.

1)1 addition to the present monthly publication, the

Farmers' Register will be issued in a single sheet of 16

pages, four times a month. By using paper of inferior

quality, and saving the expense now incurred for press-

ing, folding, and stitching and covering the sheets, and

of the guarantee of the safe passage of the copies by

mail, the price may be reduced to the following rates

—at which the Cheap Edition will be furnished, com-

mencing with this sheet.

For one copy, or 48 sheets in 12 months, $3 00

For 4 copies, subscribed and paid for in ad-

vance atone time, $10, or for each, - - 2 50

To any person who is already a subscriber to

the monthly Farmers' Register, the price of a

single copy of the cheap edition wiU be, - 2 50

And 5 subscribers to the monthly Farmers' Re-

gister, may, by subscribing at once, for the

cheap edition, receive their copies for $10, or

for each, per annum, 2 00

The price of the cheap edition, in every case, must

be paid in advance.

The cheap edition will be commenced regularly as

soon as the names of 500 subscribers are returned. As
but few copies will be struck olF more than for actual

subscribers, the year of subscription will generally be

commenced with the last published number: but if de-

sired by the subscriber, he will be supplied with back

numbers, as long as they can be furnished. The mat-

ter contained in every sheet will be precisely the same
with that of tho monthly Farmers' Register.

It is presumed that the low price at which it is of-

fered to existing subscribers, will induce many to take

the cheap edition, if for no other reason than the better

preservation of the higher priced copy. To all such,

who take the cheap edition, and who may choose to let

tlieir higher priced monthly numbers remain with the

publisher until the close of the volume, they shall be

delivered in neat and strong half binding, (with leather

backs and corners,) for an additional sum of 50 cents

for each volume—or without any cliarge for binding,

if the cheap edition was obtained at not less than $2 50.

These several advantages offered to the subscribers to

the monthly publication, it is presumed will be to them

a sufficient pecuniary compensation for the facility

which their subscriptions afford to the issuing the cheap

edition.

It is frankly admitted that it is the liberal aid already

afforded by existing subscriptions to the Farmers'

Register that enables the proprietor to offer this edition

in so cheap a form—and that the future diminution of

that aid, sliould it occur, will put an end to this plan, as

soon as all existing engagements have been complied

with: unless, indeed, the listof subscribers to the cheap

edition should by that time become so extended, as to

furnish of itself a source of profit. In that event, the

monthly edition may also be reduced in price, though

it will necessarily be always higher, for those who de-

sire such paper and press work as will make a hand-

some volume.

Further—for the purpose of facilitating payments

through the mail to those who wish to subscribe for

more than one publication, and also as more suitable

to the now general state of pecuniary embarrassment,

the price of the Farmer^s Library will be reduced to

$2 50, by its first proposed size being diminished in

proportion. This change will be stated more particu-

larly in an amended prospectus, which will be on tlie

cover of this number of the Farmers' Register.

The 2^1'oprietor cannot lose by tlie publication of

the cheap edition for a year, even should it be then

discontinued—and by its being made, the public will

gain whatever may be the value of the extended diffu-

sion of tlie information contained in this work.

TO CORREPONDENTS AND SITESCRIBEES.

The following communications have been received,

and w'ill appear in No. 2: "On the diseases of Cattle

and Sheep"—"On the cultivation of low grounds"

—

"On apprenticeships to farming," [continuation of

Pattern Farms.}

Supplementary sheets containing a list of subscri-

bers, and a general index to Vol. I. will be sent with

this number-*-which though not separately directed,

postmasters will please to deliver to the subscribers for

Vol. I. who still receive the Farmers' Register at their

respective post offices.

Priiiled by Robert Ricketts^
AT THE SHELLBANKS PRESS,

Where the printing of books, pamphlPts, and other jobs, can be
executed promptly, .and in the best style.
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ns much plaster added as will adhere to the grain.

This impre filiates and partially coats the seed with

the tar. The experience of years will wamxnt mc
m confidently reconimending this as a protection for

the seed.

The manner of planting is ordinarily in hills,

from two and a halt" to six tect apart, according to

the variety of corn, the strength of the soil, and
the fancy of the cultivator. The usual distance

in my neighhorhood is three Icet. Some, howe-
ver, plant in drills of one, two and three rows, hy
which a greater crop is unquestionably obtained,

though the expense of cultui'e is somewhat in-

creased, (e) The quantity of seed should be

double, and may be quadrujile (f) what is re-

quired to stand. It is well known that a great

difference is manifest in the appearance of the

plants. Some appear feeble and sickly, which
the best nursing will not render productive. The
expense of seed, and the labor of pulling up all

but three or four of the strongest plants in a hill,

it is believed will be amply remunerated by the

increased product. If the seed is covered, as it

should be, with fine mould only, and not too

deep, we may at least calculate upon eveiy hill or

drill having its requisite number of j)lants.

The after culture consists in keeping the soil

loose and free from weeds, which is ordinarily ac-

complished by two dressings, and in thimiing the
plants, which latter may be done the first hoeing,
or partially omitted till the last. The practice of
ploughing among corn, and of making large hills,

is justly getting into disrepute: for the plough
bruises and cuts the roots of the plants, turns up
the sod and manure to waste, and renders the
crop more liable to suffer bj^ drought. The first

dressing should be i)erfbrmed as soon as the size

of the plants will permit, and the best implement
to precede the hoe is a corn harrow, adapted to

the width of the rows, which every farmer can
make. This will destroy most of the weeds and
pulverize the soil. The second hoeintr should be
performed before or as soon as the tassels appear,
and may be preceded by the corn harrow, a shal-

low furrow of the plough, or what is better than
either, by the cultivator, (g) A slight earthing
is beneficial, providing the earth is scraped from
the surface, and the sod and manure not exposed.
It will be found beneficial to run the harrow or

cultivator a third, or even a fourth time, between
the rows, to destroy weeds and loosen the surface,

particularly if the season is dry. (h)
In harvesting the crop, one of three modes is

adopted, viz. 1. The corn is cut at the surface of
the ground, when the grain has become glazed, or
hard upon the outside, put immediately into

stooks, and when sufficiently dried, the corn and
stalks are separated, and both secured. 2. The
tops are taken ofl' when the corn has become
glazed, and the grain permitted to remain till Oc-
tober or November upon the huts. Or, 3. Both
corn and stalks are left standing till the grain has
fully ripened, and the latter becomes diy, when
both are secured. There are other modes, such as
leaving the huts or entn-e stalks, in the field, after

the grain is gathered; but these are so Avasteful

and slovenly as not to merit consideration. The
stalks, blades, and tops of corn, if well secured,
are an excellent fodder for neat cattle. If cut, or
rut and steamed, so that they can be readily mas-
ticated, they are superior to hay. Besides, their

fertilizing properties, as a manure, are gieatly aug-

mented by being fed out in the cattle yard, and
imbibing the urine and liquids which always there

abound, and which are lost to the farm, in ordinary-

yards, without an abundance of dry litter to take

them up. . By the first of these methods, the crop

may be secured before the autumnal rains; the

value of the fodder is increased, and the ground is

cleared in time lor a winter crop of wheat or rye.

The second mode impairs the value of the forage,

recjuires more labor, and does not increase the

quantity, or improve the quality, of the grain.

The third mode requires the same labor as the first,

may improve the quality of the gi-ain, but must in-

evitably deteriorate the quality of the fodder. The
com cannot be husked too promptly after it is

gathered from the field. If permitted to heat, the

value of the grain is seriously impaired, (i)

Saving seed. The fairest and soundest ears are

either selected in the field, or, at the time of husk-
ing, a tew of the husks being lelt on, braided and
preserved in an airy situation till wanted for use.

In making a choice of sorts, the object should be
to obtain the varieties Aviiich ripen early, and afford

the greatest crop. I think these two proj)erties are

best combined in a twelve rowed kind ^\iiich I ob-

tained from Vermont some years ago, and which I

call Dutton com, from the name of tlie gentleman
from whom I received it. It is earlier than the

common eight rowed yellow, or any other field va-

riety I have seen, and at the same time gives the

greatest product. I have invariably cut the crop

in the first fourteen days in September, and once
in the last week m August. The cob is large,

but the grain is so compact iipon it, that two bush-
els of sound ears have yielded five pecks of shelled

grain, weighing 62 lbs. the bushel.

In securing thefodder, precaution must be used.

The buts become wet by standing on the ground,

and if placed in large stacks, or in the barn, the

moisture which they contain oflen induces fermen-
tation and mouldiness. To avoid this I put them
first in stacks so small, that the Avhole of the buts

are exposed upon the outer surface; and when
thoroughly dry they may be taken to the barn, or

left to te moved as they are wanted to be fed out,

merely regarding the propriety of removing a
whole stock at the same time.

NOTES.
(a) Estimated expense of cultivating an acre

of Indian corn:

One ploughing, (suppose a clover lay,) - $2 00
Harrowing and planting, ----- 2 00
Two hocings, 4 days and horse team, - - 3 75
Harvesting, 2 days, ------- 150
Cutting and harvesting stalks, - - - - 1 50
Rent, - 5 00

$15 75

(h) Stable and yard manures lose 50 per cent,

by the fermentation they undergo in the yard
during the summer. This loss consists of the
gases which are evolved in the process of rotting,

and of the fluids which sink into the earth, or are
carried ofl" by the rains. Plants receive their food
either in a gaseous or liquid form. If manure rots

in the soil, neither these gases or fluids are lost:

the earth retains, and the roots of the plants im-
bibe them. Yet recent manures are not proper to
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be ajijjlicd to small grain;?. They cause too rank
a (growth of straw, and are apt to induce rust and
mildew. Thus a crop of corn, potatoes, or ruta
baga may be fed and faitened, if I may use the
exjiression, uj)on the dung which is destined to

nourish the wheat crop, without deteriorating its

\ alue l()r the latter purpose, if it is applied to the
corn, &c. before it has fermented.

(cj We are on tlie northern border of the
maize zone, and shouki make up for delect in cli-

mate by selecting soils into which tlie heat readily
penetrates. Air, besides conveying warmth in
summer, imparts fertility by the vegetable tbod
which is always susjoended in it in the Ibrm of
gases.^ Dews are also charged with these proper-
ties of vegetable luitriment, and when the soil is

porous, they settle down as in a sponge, and im-
jiart lertility to the roots (the true mouths) of
plants.

(d) I adopt the opinion of Davy, as the modus
operandi of ];]astor of ])aris, that it forms a neces-
sary constituent of plants which it benefits, and is

of no direct benefit to plants which do notalibrdit
on analysis. Among the first are the clovers, corn,

potatoes, and generally such j)lants as hiive broad
or succident leaves; while the latter embrace cuJ-

miferous gniins and grasses, as wheat, rye, timo-
thy, &c. Critical observation for years has con-
firmed me in this conclusion. Gypsum, must be
rendered soluble belbre it can be taicen up by the
mouths of plants, and it requires 600 parts of wa-
ter to dissolve one of this mineral. I inter from
these (acts, that by burying it in the soil, it more rea-
dily dissolves, and is more accessible to the mouths
of plants, thiui if spread upon the surface of the
ground. I am induced, fi-om these views of the sub-
ject, to sow plaster, on grass grounds, in March, and
upon corn and potato grounds belbre the last plough-
ing for these crops. The latter was recommended
and practised by the distinguished agriculturists, the

j

late Mr. Ta\ lor of Virginia, and Judge Peters,
of Pennsylvania.

(ej The following table exhibits the difference

in product of various methods of planting, and
pcrves also to exj)lain the manner in which large
crops of this grain have been obtained. I have
assumed in the estimate, that each stalk produces
one ear of corn, and that the eara average one gill

of sliclled grain. This is estimating the product
low; for while I am penning this (October) I find

that my largest ears give tv/o gUls, and 100 iiur

ears half a bushel of shelled corn. The calcula-
tion is also predicated upon the supposition, that
there is no deficiency in the number of stalks, a
contingency pretty sure on my method of planting.

The same in do. .3 rows
m a drill, as above, 3
ft. from centres of drills, 43,560 170

The fifth mode I have tried. The ground wa3
highly manured, the crop twice cleaned, and the
entire acre gathered and weighed accurately, the
same day. The product in ears was 103 btiskets,
each 84 lbs. net, and 65 lbs. over. The last basket
was shelled and measured, v/hich showed a pro-
duct on the acre of 118 bushels 10 quarts. I
gathered at the rate of more than 100' bushels the
acre, from four rods ))lanted in the third method
last summer; the result ascertained in the most ac-
curate manner. Corn shrinks about 20 per cent
atler it is cribbed. The sixth mode is the one by
which the Messrs. Pratts, of Madison county, ob-
tained the prodigious crop of 170 bushels per acre.
These gentlemen, I am told, are of opinion, that
the product of an acre may be increased to 200
bushels.

1. An acre in hills, 4 feet apart,

each wav, will produce -

2. The saniej 3 by 3 feet,

3. The same, 3 by 2J feet,

4. The same in drills', at 3
feet, plants 6 inches
apart, in the drills,

6. The same in do. 2 rows
in a drill, 6 in. apart,

and the plants 9 in.

and 3 feet 9 in. from
centre of drills thus,

Hills, bush. qts.

2722
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THE GARDEN.
From the (New York) Cultivator.

Thoup;h we do not intend to enter into tlie mi-

nute details of gardening, nor to say much of tlic

ornamental portion of the art, yet we would lain

encourage a taste for this branch of la,bor, which
does much to multiply our conitbrts, and refine our

manners, and proHer such occasional directions as-

may tend to benefit the generality of our readers.

We go upon the i»rinciplc that we all ought to look

for our chief happiness at Junne; and that the more
this home is embellished, and provided mth the

varied productions of the soil, the stronger will our

attachments be to tt, and the niore multiplied will

be our enjoyments. At all events, there arc many
productions of the garden which are in a measure
indispensable in every ilmiily; and the farmer can

raise them with more economy than he can buj'

them. It is in relation to the culture of these that

Ave intend to offer some brief remarks.

Among the general rules which ought to be re-

garded in the management of a garden, and which
in some measure apply to the management of a
farm, we may particularize the following :^—

1. A garden should be enclosed by a secure

fence—otherwise an unruly animal may destroy in

a night the fi-uits of many a day's toil.

2. A garden should be rich: for here the maxim
particularly applies,—that it is better to cultivate

a small pjiece of ground Avell, than a large one

slovenly and bad. " J Veil done" is the only '^good

enough'''' for a garden.

3. Do not plant your roots and vines in the

shade, or under the drippings' of trees, but in an
open exposure. Appropriate these situations to

medicinal plants and herbs. Trees impoverish the

ground, and their shade is baleful to most crops.

Plant trees u))on the north, east, and west borders,

where their shade will be but partially prejudicial,

or along a main alley.

4. Alternate your crops; that is, do not plant

your onions or other vegetables two successive

years on the same quarter. This ride is as im-
portant to the garden as it is to the fiirm: and everj-

ikrmer, at least every good liirmei', knows, that

alternating his farm crops is of the first importance

to profit.

5. Plant your seeds v.-hi^n the ground is fresh

dug or ploughed, when it is filled with atmospheric
air, and moist, and permeable to heat, three indis-

pensable requisites to the vigorous germination oi

the seeds. They wiU then sprout quick, and grow
luxuriantly,

6. Seeds require to be kept moist till their roots

have got firm hold ol" the earth, and their leaves

have expanded above it. To ensure this, the soil

must be brought in close contact with them, and
they sufficiently covered. A good precaution is to

tread the fresh dug soil on the line where the seeds

are to be planted, which retards evaporation from
below, or, when the seeds are covered to a sufficient

depth, to compress the earth upon them Avith a
hoe, spade or board, which not only tends to retain

the moisture, but to break the soil and to bring it in

close contact Avith them. Seeds often tail to grow,
or, having began to germinate, are dried and lost,

for the want of moisture. And many small seeds
with husky coverings, particularly flower seeds,

have been declared bad, because they have been
planted Avithout due reference to this rule.

7. As soon as the plants are firmly rooted, the

more the earth is stirted about them the. better.

This iiicilitates the preparation of the vegetable

food in the soil, and greatly promotes growth.

Next to the destruction of weeds, nothing coun-

teracts the effects of drought so much, in garden

or field, as stirring the surface of the.soil.

8. Difiere'nt seed's require different temperatures

to induce germination; and if they are'put into the

ground when it is too cold, they are liable to rot.

Wheat, rye, bariey, &c. will germinate at 45 de-

grees, corn at perhaps 55, while the melon proba-

bly requires a heat of 60 to 70 degi-ees. The com-
mon bean will vegetate in a cold temperature,

while the Lima bean will rot in a cold or Avet soil.

Hence, in planting, regard is to be had to the

hardiness of the plant Avhich-is to besown.
The present month is an important one in the

operations of the garden. If not already done,
no time should be lost, in soAvingthe seed of onions,

sallads, eai'ly cabbage, peas, radishes, and in plant-

ing some early corn and potatoes. The beet, car-

rot, parsnip, and summer squash may also be
soAvn. Cabbages for AAinter use may be sowai in

time, from the 20th to the 30th. As soon as the soil

and the season are Avarm enough to bring up corn,

which here irS generally from the 15th to the 20th

,

plant your melons, pumpkins and cucumbers,
though it Avill do equally avcU to plant the latter,

for pickles, in the early part of June. The 15th

Avill ordinarily do' for Lima beans, AAdiich are the
best of the bean family. . Soak the seed of these

in Avarm Avater, a leAv hours, and cover them
slightly. My practice is to save this crop for Avin-

ter use. They afford a great product. When
frost is apprehended, the beans are all picked, the

unri]>e ones shelled and dried; and, if soaked be-

fore cooking, are nearly as good as Avhen first

gathered from the vines. An acquaintance digs a
large hole, in Avhich he depositee a barroAV of dung,
which ha covers Avith six inches of earth, and
plants the Lima beans, and puts down poles upon
the border of the irianured circle. In this Avay they
are said to groAV luxuriantly, and to produce in

great abundance. Of the pumpkin there are
several ncAV and much esteemed varieties, as the
Valparaiso, Porter and acorn 'squashes. These
are rather later in coming ta maturity than the
old yellow kind; though they have been success-

fully cultivated among corn. We Avould commend
the planting out, or sowing seeds of parsley, balm,
Avorm-Avood, tanzy, garfick, hyssop, rue, sage,

thyme, and other herbs, Avhich are oJlen required

in a feniily. b.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF HORSES WHILST
TRAVELLING.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

''Jpril^Ath, 1834.

Dear Sir,—As it is j^our request, I Avill noAv en-
deaA^or to say something about- the treatment of
a horse upon a journey, though, I assure you, that
you ha\'e travelled much more than I haA^e. I

will,, hoAvcA-er, say, hoAV I would treat my nags.
It is of great importance that the horse be in

good condition before the journey is commenced

—

not \-ery fat: he should eat nothing but the most
solid food tor sometime before you start, nothing
light or green; i'or nine out of ten horses Avill i'onn-

dcr if fed on green food. Earlv in the morning
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give a few svvalloAvs of waler; ibrsome houses will

not eat without, particularl.y if leverish at night.

Give three quarts of com soon after the water; he
should not be limited in tbdder, but let him have if

before liim from tlie time he is put up at night till

you start. Give him as much wate"r as he \^[[\

drink belbre you start, travel very slow for the first

hour, lor many horses are foundered from the body
becoming suddenly hot when lull ot cold water,

just as when the re-yerse hajipens, filling the body
with cold water when it is hot. Give about -a

gallon of water frequently, for by giving a small

quantity ollen, the stomach is kept more cool, and
there is less danger. Twice or three times during
the day, put about a j",int of corn-meal and a little

salt into the water, and stir it well in. Whenever
you wateron the road, move off the horse imme-
diately; to stand still afier drinking is very wi'ong.

When you stop lor any time, say an hour or so,

do not water till you are gomg off. I never give
corn during the day—three or lour quarts of oats

may be given, and fodder or ha}-, for the quantity

he will eat will not injure him. In hot dusty

weather it is very gratilying to the horse to wash
or wipe the lace, and the inside of the nostrils with
a sponge and cold water, and if you add a Uttle

\-inegar, it is better;—do this at the time of anci.

before Avatering. When you stop for the night",

let the horse- go into a lotto wallow and walk
about for half an hour, then let a few bundles of

fodder or hay be "given to.hiin while he is rubbed,
cunied, and brushed, and aftenvards as plentifully

as can be given. When cool have his legs wash-
ed with soap and cold \\'ater, and the feet ]ncked
out, and then let him have his fill of water, but
without salt. Be careilil that the horse always eats

some tbdder before he gets his corn: give a strong
large horse eight quarts of corn at night, or as
many eare as are equal to it—it is better to teed on
the ear than to shell it, as the horse eats not so
last and will perhaps eat less.

' If the corn is new,
give but half the quantity; always give oats in the
morning if to be got, six quarts will not injure a
horse. If the horse gets galled, wash the parts

with s<ro7j£; whiskey and water. If your horse
becomes dull and hea\'>' on the journey, or loses

his appetite, tie a lump of gimi assatoBtida on his

bit, covered or wnapj)ed in a strong rag. This
may be continued tbi" the whole journe)', and Ibe-
iieve prevents, liis taking uny distejiiper if.j)ut with
.sick horses, or in stables Avhere they, have been:

it also is a preventive of fouiirler. Hgrses some-
times get lame on th<J road without any" apparent
cause. It is generally Ironi being improperly shod.

There are such various notions as to the treatment
of a horse when foundered, that it is difficult to

laiow what to ?ay' on the subject. I "would bleed

IVeely iTom the neck—give a pint of whiskey wifh
'a little Avarm water aisd molasses, with a luntjr of
alum about the size^ "of a nutmeg, dissolved in it,

and urge the horse on his journey.
- 1 have now, my ^rood sir, said what I would do

•with my horse on the road, and it^ any i")art of it is

worth your consideration, you are .welcome to it.

Hoping that yoowill excuse great hurry and blun-
ders, and with my best wishes^ Ibr -your liaving a
eale and pleasant time of it,

I remain, yours, with regard,

THK LOCUST.
The locust bclono-s to that class of insects which

naturalists distinguish by the name of grylhis.

The common grasshopper is of this genus, and in

its general appearance resembles the "migratory
locust," of which we have. to speak. The body
of this insect is long in proportion to its size, and
is defended on the back by a .strong corslet, either
of a greenish or light brown hue. The head,
which is vertical, is very large, and furnished with
two antennas of alsout an inch in length: tlie eyes
are very prominent, dark, androlling: the jaws are
strong, and tenninate in three incisive teeth, the
sharp points of which traverse each other Hke
scissors. The insect is furnished with four wings,
of which the exterior pair, which are properly
cases to the true wings, are tough, straight, and
larger than those which they cover, which are
pliant, reticulated, nearly transparent, and told up
in the manner of a fim. The lour anterior legs
are of middling size, and of great use in climbing
and leeding; but the posterior pair are much larger
and longer, and of such strength that the locust is

enabled by their means to leap more than two
hundred times the length of its own body, which
is usually Irom two to three inches. Locusts, as
the writer of this article has seen them in the East,
are generally of a light brown or stone color, with
dusk}' spots on the corslet and wingcases; the
mouth and inside of the thighs tinctured with blue,

and the wings with green, blue, or red. These
Avings are of' a delicate and bcaulitiil texture; and
in the fine fibres, by v\diich the transparency is tra-

versed, the Moslems of Western Asia fancy that
they can decypher an Arabic sentence, which sig-

nifies "We are the destTO3u-ig army of God."
The female locust lays about forty eg^Sj which

in appearance are not unlike oat-grains, but small-
er. She covers them with a viscid matter, by
which they are sometimes attached to blades of
grass, but are more usually deposited in the ground.
For this purpose she prefers light sandy earths,
and wiU not lea,ve the eggs in compact, moist, or
cultivated grounds, unless she has been brought
down on them by rain, wind or fatigue, and ren-
dered incapable of seeking a more eligible situation.

Having performed this, the female dies; and the
e^gsi remain in the ground throughout the Avinter.

If much" ram occurs, the wet spoils them, by de-
stroying the viscid matter in which they are en-
veloped, and which is essential to their preserva-
tion. Heat also seems necessary to their produc-
tion, for'the Uttle w^orm which proceeds from the
egg sometimes appears so -early as February and
sometimes not until JMay, according to the state of
the season.. This, in the usual course, b.ecomes
a njmiph, in which state it attains its full growth
in about tAventy-four days. ' After having for a
feAv days abstained from food, it then biu-sts its

skin, comes forth a perfect animal, and immediate-
ly begins to unlbld " and trim its Avings with the
hinder feet. • Tire insects which first attain this

stftte do not immediately fly off, but Avait in the
neighborhood fbrthose AA'tiose deAa^lopement is more
tard}'; but when th-eir arm.y ts formed, they take
their flight from the district.

To those Avho haA^e not seen a flight of locusts,

it is difficult by description to convey an idea of the
appearance it presents. As seen approaching in

the distance it resembles a vast opaque cloud, and
as it advances a clatterioa: noise is heard, which is
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occasioned by the agitation and concussion of

wings in tlieir close phalanxes. When they arrive

they fill the air, like (iakcs of thick falhngsnow; and
we have known the bright and clear sky of Chal-
dea become daricer than that of London on some
heavy N ovember day.

AVherever they alight, every vegetable sub-
stance disappears with inconceivable rajndity be-
<bre them. The most beautiful and higlily culti-

vated lands assume the appearance of a desert,

and the trees stand stripped of all their leaves as

in the midst of winter. After devouring the fruits,

the herbage, and the leaves of trees, they attack
tlie bads and the bark, and do not even spare the
thatch of the houses. The most poisonous, caus-
tic, or bitter plants, as well as the juicy and nutri-

tive, are equally consumed; and thus "the land is

ns the Garden of Eden before them, and behind
thera a desolate wilderness." It seems as if no-
thing could appease their devouring hunger, and
the eiicrg}^ and activity they exhibit, and the rapid-

ity of their operations, almost exceed beUef. Their
depredations are not confined to the open air; they
Kcale the walls, and penetrate to the granaries and
houses. Tliey swarm from the cellar to the garret,

find, within doors and without, they are a terrible

nuisance, for they are continually springing about,
and often, in con.^quence, give a person startling

rajis on different parts oftlie face,aflbrdingvery sen-
sible evidence of the force with which they leap;
and. as the mouth cannot be opened without the
danger of receiving a locust, it is impossible to

converse or eat with comfort. When they have
settled themselves at night, the ground is covered
with them to a vast extent; and, in some situations,

they lie one above another several inche.s thick. In
'travelling, they are crushed beneath the feet of
the horses; and the animals are so terribly annoy-
ed by the bouncing against them in all directions
of the insects they'have disturbed, that they snort
with alarm, and become unwilling to proceed.

It is not merely the living presence of these in-
sects which is terrible, but new calamities are oc-
casioned by their death, when the decomposition
of theirbodies fills the air with pestilential miasma,
occasioning epidemic maladies, the ravages of
which are compared to those of the plague.'^Thus
famine and death follow in their train; and in-
stances are not of rare occurrence in the East, in
which \allages and whole districts have been de-
populated by them.
Under these cir-cumstances it necessarily be-

comes an object of anxious attention, in the coun-
tries they are most accustomed to visit, either to
prevent them from alighting on the cultivated
grounds, or to drive them off or destroy tJiem after
they liave descended,
The impression is very general that noise

fiightens these insect devastators, ami prevents
theznfrom alighting. When, therefore, the people
are aware of the approach of their armies, every
kettle or other noiny instriunent in tJie place is in
requisition, with Avliich, and by shouts and
Bcreeches, men, women, and children, unite in the
endeavor to make the most liorrible din in their
power. The scene would be truly laughable, from
the earnestness which every one exhibits in this
strange employment, were not all disj^osition to
mirth checked by the consciousness of the fearful
consequences of the invasion which it is thus en-
deavored to a^•ert.

IIoAv far noise may really o])erate in preventing

their descent in ordinary circumstances, it is not

easy to ascertain; but on the approach of evening,

or Avhen exhausted by their journey, notliing can
prevent them trom alighting. They will then

descend even on the seas and rivers, of which
some striking instances are recorded.

When a swarm has actually alighted, the meanfs

employed to ch'ive them ofi' are much the same as

those to prevent their descent. But this is never

attemjitcd m wet weather, or until the sun has ab-

sorbed the dew, as the locust is quite incapable of
flying wliile its wings are wet. W^hen the swann
is large, or when it has come down on cultivated

grounds, no measure oi' destruction is practicable

without sacrificing the produce; but when the de-

predators have been driven to waste grounds, or

happencil in the first instance to descend upon
them, various modes of extirpation are resorted to,

of which the following is most eflective: a large

trench is dug from three to four feet wide, and
about the same depth; the ofl' side is lined with
people furnished with sticks and brooms, while
others form a semi-circle, which encloses the ex-
tremities of the trench, and the troop of locusts,

which are then driven into the grave intended for

them by the clamorous noises we have already de-
scribed. The party stationed on the other side

push back such insects as attemjit to escape at the
edges, crush them with their sticks and brooms,
and throw in the earth upon them.
These insect devastators have fortunately a

great number of enemies. Birds, lizards, hogs,
foxes, and even frogs, de^'our a great number; and
a high wind, a cold rain, or a tempest, destroJ^g

millions of them. In the East they are used as

an article of food, In some parts they are dried

and pjounded, and a sort of bread is made, which
is of much utility in bad har\ests, They are sold

as common eatables in the bazaar of Bagdad, and
the cooks of the East have various ways of pre^
paring- them for use.

—

Penny Magazine.

STABLE MANAGEMENT.
Piom the Libiarj- of Useful Knoivledge—Farmer's Series.

Notwithstanding that the cost of horses forms a
prominent item in the farmer's outla}^, there is

frequently no part -oi" his live-stock, nor any branch
of Iris business, either so ill understood or so much
neglected as stable management. Let any one
look into the low-rooled, narrow, dark, and unstall-

ed building in which teams are often huddled to-

gether in some of the old homesteads, and the
lumes arising from stagnant urine lying upon the
uneven pavement, as weW as from accumulated
heaps of fermenting litter, and he must be con-
vinced that it is a jilace as noxious to health as the
cobwebbed rafters, the unwhitewashed walls, and
the confusion of the harness and utensils, show it

to he devoid of neatness and order, Let him ex-
amine the horses, and he will find that, although
perhaps sleek from good feeding, their coats are
foul and their heels greasy. Instead of exhibiting
the ejirightly appearance indicated by animals that
have been comfortably bedded, their heavy eyes
and sluggish appearance distinct!}^ mark the state
of the stable they have quitted. But though this

description is strictly apjjlicalile to many stables, it

must yet be admitted that those on most farms of
magnitude wear a very difierent appearance.
A stable for fiirm-horses need not be trigged out
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like one for hunters; but it should be roomy, clean,
and well ventilated, and every thing belonging to

it should be kept in its proper place. Neither is it

necessary that it should be completely stalled:

team-cattle arc generally quiet—if \-icious, they
should be got rid of. A ])air of horses, worked
together, Avill stand and Iced together quite as con-
veniently as in separate stalls, if allowed sufficient

room, and two in one stall are more convenient to

the carter. Horses gather their ieet under them;
and 5 feet, or 4i feet if the cattle be not large, is

sufficient width tor the fore-quarter. A division
between each pair is, however, desirable; but a
strong post and rail will be sufficient, without close
boarding, provided a partition be made about four
Ieet long, and extending from thence upwards at

least the full dejith of the manger, so as to inclose
both that and the rack. Hoi-ses, however, some-
times acquire a habit of not hnng down at all in

the stable, if they be not very conveniently lodged:
and as this cannot but prove highly prejudicial to

their health, they should, in such cases, be accom-
modated with roomy single stalls, or else turned
out under a loose shed. I)ouble stables, in which
horses stand heel to heel, arc objectionable; and
hay is better when cut fresh daily li'om the stack,

ns well as more economically used, than when
kept in lofls. Corner racks are preferable to those
•which extend along the front; and if bars be nailed

across the manger, at about a foot distance from
each other, they will prevent .the horses from
throwing out their food, which thej^ are apt to do
in search of the corn, wdien it is mixed with chaff,

as well as when they have filled themselves.
Every kind of food should also be administered in

small quantities at a time: when manger-meat is

given, and even Avhen racked up for the night, the

provender should be served out sparingly. A
cart-hoi-se, fed on dry food, will require from two
to three hours to consume his morning feed; the

men should therefore be early in the stable, and
all food should be punctually given at stated hours.

Regularity should also be observed in the hours of

their work. A farm-horse can well support ten

hours' labor in the day, provided he be not hurried,

and the time be divided into two equal periods,

with a rest of at least two or three hours between.

In the short daj's of winter, when that cannot be
allowed, the time ma\^ be prolonged to six or even
seven hours, but ought never to extend beyond
eight, with a short bait.

Care is also requisite in watering horses in the

stable; and it should never be given either imme-
diately before or after their com, unless they first

eat some hay. On the road they may be watered
moderately, and then put gently into motion, in-

stead of allowing them to stand at an ale-house

door while the carter refreshes himself Some
persons imagine that hard spring-water is the most
wholesome for cattle, but horses invariably prefer

it soft.

F'arm-stables are merely intended to protect the

cattle from the weather, for, being much exposed
to changes of the temperature, they should never
be kept hot; and, as fresh air is an essential ele-

ment of health, the windows should be merely
latticed, like those in granaries, and two or three

wooden funnels, according to the size of the sta-

ble, should be inserted from the ceihng through
the roof, thus forming so many chimneys for the

escape of foul vapor. The floors of all stables

should be paved with either clinkers or table-
stones, laid close and even, and well bedded under
the foundation, as otherwise a portion of the urine
will be absorbed by the soil, and will emit a nau-
seous and unwholesome exhalation. The floor
should be slightly raised at the front of the stalls;

but the slope should not exceed 3 inches, and that
should be provided lor by raising the litter behind
them, or they -will stand in an unea.sy position.
The doors would be more conveniently placed at
one end of the stable than in the side, as the dung
will be more easily removed, and a li-ee passage
may be allowed to the urine by a gentle slant in
the gutter of the pavement at their feet, which
may then be conveniently carried off by a drain.
Some ver}' intelligent farmers keep their teams

entirely in open yards, or hammcls, sun-ounded
with well-littered sheds for them to run under at

pleasure; and experience has proved that, in this

manner, their health may be maintained as Avell,

if not better, than in stables. In the eastern dis-

trict of Suffolk, horses are seldom permitted to re-

main in the stable at night, but are turned out
when fed in the evening, by which treatmentthey
become hardy, and are neither subject to swelled
legs, nor to colds and inflammation.* Such a yard
does for the Avhole year—for summer soiling and
winter feeding—but it is attended with the incon-
venience of exposing them to accidents when
many are thus together; neither can their food be
so equally divided, nor can they be kept equally
clean.

t

Carters have the character of being proverbially

thieves—not in the most nefarious sense—but they
think it no harm to pilfer corn to pamper their

teams: thej" have no idea of any better mode of
feeding than to cram them to the utmost, and, if

allowed the free use of haj^, they will not only
waste it, but, out of mistaken kindness, do the
animals serious injury by overloading their sto-

machs. On every consideration, therefore, of
health and economy, they should be allowanced.
The chaff, as well as the corn, should be weighed
or measured, J and if hay be given in the racks, it

should be bound, and given out in trusses: the
expense of binding will be more than repaid by
the.saving in consumption. Marshall has justly

observed in his Minutes of Agriculture, that, by
stinting the quantity, the men become more care-

ful; the}' look upon it as something, and knov/ that,

if they lavish to-day, they w'ill want to-morrow;
thus the servant learns frugality, while his cattle

have their food regularly: he will give them a
little at a time, and see that they eat it up clean.

There is a sympathy between the human and the
brute creation, arising from acquaintance, which is

more easily observed than communicated. There
are carters who would sooner starve themselves
than their horses, and among stock-feeders in gene-
ral, it is obvious to common observation; though
this kindness does not extend equally to the be-

stowal of their labor, and, from habit, as well as

idleness, they are very generally neglectful of tlie

essential duties of cleanliness. Much of this must,

however, be attributed to their masters, who too

* Suffolk Report, p. 219; Oxfordshire do., p. 283.

t See also the plans of Cattle-sheds in the following

chapter.

I From 5^ lbs. to 6 lbs. of short-cut chaff, exclusive
ofcorn, fill a busliel measure.
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commonly^ treat them as men not to be trusted,

and siiapicion naturally :beojets. deceit. There is,

CGhseqa-^nlly, but little sympathy existing between
them; but when servants are -used wi;h kindness,

they often return it. wilh interest, and devote

themselves with sincerity to the service of their

employer.
Condition is a word of large meaniag in the

Btable of a gentleman; in ihat of a tiu'mer, Avhose

horses should be kept.more ibr work than for show,
it should be understood to mean a sufficiency oi'

wholesome food, evidenced by a healthy, iTiellow,

clean-skinned hide, without much fat,—a lively

eye, and a general appearance of health; Com-
mon working horses require but little grooming;
yet their coats should be kept clear of scurf, and
their feet shoitld be well attended to. The rough
hair which encumbers their fetlocks is useful in

some countries as a protection against flints, but a
much less quantity would serve that purpose,' and
when allowed to remain clogged wilh dirt, it en-

genders grease. Through a very unwise economy
of some masters, the shoes, too, are seldom re-

moved until they are either completely worn or

broken, by which much injuiy is done to the hoof:

their shoulders are galled by want of timely atten-

tion to the state of the collars; and time is contin-

ually lost by the breaking and patching of the

harness. In all these cases prevention is better

than cure; and, besides the established reg^ilation

of removing the dung and 'setting the stable fair'

every' morning, as well as seeing that each horse
be thoroughly dry a,nd clean, his feet washed, and
occasionally oiled and stopped, before 'making up
for the night,'—it would be a good rule to have a
regular inspection of the cattle, harness, and im-
plements, once every week, jeven were a portion of
the Saturday evening's usual work devoted to that
purpose.

TEA PLAKT.

Notliing seems more extraordinary than that
we should be dependent upon one country, and
often upon the will of a capricious government, for

a production which may now be considered as a
necessary of life in Great Britain. . It does not ap-
pear that the tea-plaut is altogether the production
of a low latitude. On the contr^iry, various spe-
cies of the CameUia of tea-plant seem to be culti-

vated in China far to the north, and at considera-
ble elevations. Why, then, might not the tea-
plant be cultivated to an unlimited extent in Eu-
rope; or why might we not produce it in our nu-
merous colonies, possessed of every variety of cli-

mate? In Prince of Wales' Island it has been
long introduced, and it is known- that tliere is no
dilliculty whatever in rai-sing it. In almost ever}'

part of Hindostan, therefore, the tea-plant could
be grown. Nay, there is reason to believe that
fipe'cie.s of it might be gro^vn in Gr(>at Britain as
easily as some of our most common shririis. ft is

said that the Camellia viridis, or green tea-plant,

has been recently successtully planted by Mr.
Rootsey, of Bristol, in a part- of Breconshire, near
the source of the Usk, about 1,000 feel, above the
level of the sea, and higher than the limits of the
native woods, consisting of alder and birch. It

endured the winter, and was not affected by the
frost of the 7th of May, and it has now "made
several vigorous shoots,— Q,uart. Joufn. jfgric.

CLIMATE OF ENGLAND.

In a paper recently published in the Transac-
tions of the HortirAiltural Society of London, Mr*
Knight says that he entertains no doubt whatever
but that our Avinters are generally a good deal less

severe than formerly,—our springs more cold and
ungenial,—our summers, and particularly, the lat-

ter parts of them, as warm, at least, as they for-

merly Ave re, and our autumns considerably warmer.
In accounting for these -changes,, our author ob-

serves, thatAvithin the last fifty years, very exten-

siA'e tracts of ground, AA'hich were preAaously co-

vered with trees, have been oleared, and much
Avasle land has been inclos'ed and cultivated; and
by means ol" drains and improA'ements in agricul-

ture, the Avater troni the clouds has been more
ra])idly carried off. From these circums^tances,

the ground becomes niore dry in the end of May
thanitAvas formerly, and it consequently absorbs
and retains much more ofthe Avarm summer rain

than it did in an uncultiA-ated state; and aswater
in cooling is knoAvn to give out much heat to sur-

rounding bodies, much AA'armth, must be commu-
nicated to the ground, and this cannot fail to affect

the temperature of the autumn. The Avarm au-
tumnal rains, in conjunction with Those of summer,
operate poAverfuUy upon the temperature of the
Avinter; and, consistently Avith this hypothesis, Mr.
Knight asserts that he has observed, that during
the last forty years, when the summer and autumn
have been veEy Avet, the succeeding Avinter has
been mild; and that Avhen north-east Avinds have
prcA'ailed after Avet seasons, the- AAinter has been
cold and cloudy, but Avitlioiit severe irost, probably
oAving to the ground upon the opposite shores of
the continent being in a state similar to that on
this side the Channel.

Supposing the ground to contam less AA'ater in

the commencement of Avinter, on account of the
operations of the drains and improAemicnls before

mentioned, more of the Ava,ter aftbrded by dissoh--

ing snoAvs and cold rains in Avinter Avill riece.ssarily

be absorbed by i1; and in the end of February,
hoAvever dry the ground may have been at the
AAdnt'er solstice, it Avill almost ahvays' be .found
saturated Avith water; and as the infkjence of the
sun is as poAverful on the last day of February as
on the 15th of October, and it is the high temper-
ature of the ground in the latter period Avhich oc-
casions the difference of temperature in those op-
posite seasons, Mr. Knight, thinks it cannot be
doubted, that if the soil be rendered- more cold by
the absorption of Avater at nearly the freezing
temperature, the Avcather of the spring must be, to

some extent, injuriously aflected.— Trans. Hort.
Soc. Lund.

From the Libiar.v of Uspful Ti^nowlcdge—Faniici-'s Series.

Mta.ES AND ASSES.

A beast of draught throws fonvard as. much of
his oAvn weight as enables him to overromt' the
Aveight, or equivalent resistance, that is behind
him; and the more s])irited the animal, AAnth the
niore activity, will he exert himself; but, t-he exer-
tion being measured by its rapidity, A-elocily is

labor in another shape, and though he may dra.AV

better (or a short space than a hoa\-ier and sloAver

animal, yet he avIII tire sooner: weiglit is, there-
fore, the steady poAver of heavy draught, and is a
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chief requisite in horses intended to be used on
tenacious soils.

It' is this which deprives mules of the power of

hea\y drauQ'ht. They carry 20 stone of horse-

man's wcioht, and travel daily upwards of thirty

miles throup;h the mountainous cross-roads of the

Spanish peninsula. Horses are incapable of such
exertions under the pack

;_
but their weiirht tells

v.-hen opp(ised to a c;irriagc with little muscular
exertion, when the mule is forced to put forth his

whole strength. .

Mules are.sometimes produced by horses upon
ehe-asses, but are more frequently the progeny of

the jack-ass and the mare. The race is, however,

in any shape, incapable of reproduction; for^ al-

thougli some rare exceptions to this rule are upon
record, it yet seems to. be a principle in nature,

that all hybrid animals—as those are termed which
are the offspring of distinct brqeds—should be
sterile. Mules are highly esteerned in most parts

of the south as beasts of burden for either the pack
or the saddle; but in this country they are chiefly

used for draught. They are more hardy in con-

stitution, more patient, and more muscular in pro-

portion to their weight, than horses; they are also

less subject to disease, and fl\r longer lived, for

they are commonly able to work during full tliirt}-

or evqn forty years. They are, fed, too, at less ex-

.pense; and, when in the hands of good masters,

and treated with gentleness and humanity, the

complaints commonly made of their restiveness

are wliolly destitute of foundation.* They answer
Avell for hard roads, and for harrowing, because
the land is then generally ^y, and their feet, which
are small, neither sink iiifo the ground, nor are

they met by the dead pnll which they have to

oppose in the iilouirh. The cattle, as well as the

implement with which they are worked, should be
in fact, suited to the soil;' and it would be £f[ua!ly

incongruous to attempt ihe use of bulloclvs upon
flinty land, as it woidd be to employ mules for the

ploughing of wet and .heav)^ clay. They have'

been long introduced into'treland,t a,nd- the breed

has "been much improved in the north by the im-

length of life, which extends to that of double the
length of the horse, and no deficiency of.theistock

is observable in those countries where they are
commonly used in kibor. It may not either be
genenillr known that, when a mare has not stood
her siinting when covered by a slallion, she will,

notwithstanding, probably prove in foul if after-

wards covei'ed by an ass.*

The appearance and manners of \hc domestic ass

are so well known as to render any description

unnecessary. : The domesticated race is, however,
of comparatively recent adojjtion in Europe, for

we are told by IlpUinshed that 'our lande did jicid

no asses in the tune of Queene Elizabeth;' a)id,

although in that lie is wrong,—for they are men-
tioned as having been used in this country at a
much earUer period,—j'et they iver.e jirobably

scarce, and they are even still but rarely seen
throughout the north. .

Those known in England are an inferior kind,

to wdoich no attention has been- ever ])aid; but
there are various breeds of a superior species,

which might be gready improved by crossing.

The wild ass of Persia, and of Africa,—of which
a foal has been recently irajiorted to London, and
is now at the Suirey Zoological Gardens,—is

known to be an animal of great speed and power.
There is also a raec of xirabian origin, which is

chiefly used for the saddle; and those reared at the
island of Goz.o, in the Mediterranean,—a few of

vvhicli have been brought to this country, as stal-

lions for the production of mules,—have reached
the height of tburteen hands, and have been sold

for the sum of 100 guineas.

xVsses are surprisingly little employed l)y far-

mers, considering their use and economy, for they
are supported by th§ worthless jjickings of lanes

and bye^ways, or the scanty refase of other cattle;

and yet they carry •hca\y loads, and m'ight be
made.ver\" scr\-iceable in the supply of green fiiod

to stall-fed beasts and working stock, as well as in

carrying off ttie weeds from fields when under the
hoe; all which might be done with children as

drivers, and panniers made to let the load down at

portation of a Maltese ass, which is described. as bottom. The saving ol" food by weeding may not

having been an animal of a very superior descrip-

tion. Wherever they .have- been .reo^ularly em-
ploye*! in this country their utiUty has been also-

admitted; but there is a prejudice against rearing

them: farmers generally imagining that they are

to obtain some notable animal out of any wretched
mare, provided she be only covered by a sighth^

horse, and thence arise expectations we need not

say how disappointed; -whereas, had they the

good sense to serve them -u'lth powerihl stallion-

asses, something useful tnight be produced: In

Snain, where great attention is paid to the breed

of mules, there is a royal stud of staHion-asses

maintained at Reynosa, in the Asturias. .We're

farmers thus touse the small class of mares com-
monly found upon the moors and mountains in

many extensive districts, they v/ould breed a far

more valuable stock for their own immediate use,

tlie intrinsic worth of Avhich, for all the common
purposes of labor, would soon increase its price.

As to the objection arising out of the impassibility

of continiiing the breed from, the same animals,
the remark may be met by that of their greater

* Survey of Leicester, p. 294.

t Survey of the County of Antriin, p. S.37. Young's
Tour in Ireland, vol. i. p. 297.

amount to much in a money "calculation, though
mai^y. herbs thus thrown away would be found
palatable if gather-ed for cattle; but w«re these ani-

moJs only employed to remove the weeds fromjjie

ground when .hoed, it would be of great ser-vice,

for at l6a.st one half of them strike root again after

the first shower, and the remainder, if not • eaten,

is lost to the dung-heap, whereas that doss would
be prevented were they raked iip and collected.

Their drivers also would be kept employedj .which
Avou?d be found very serviceable to the poor, not
alone as an addition, however trifling, to their

earnings, hut as bringing tliem up in habits of in-

dus.tiy, and as eaiTy. initiating them into the care

of" domestic animals,'hy which their kindness and
attention to brutes is fqund to he very much im-
proved. This is so remarkahle in France, Spam,
and Switzerland, that sheep and oxen regularly

fbll&W their keepers to the field, instead . oi beijig

driven; and the peasantry,' being more accustomed
in their childhood to attendance upon animals, in

consequence of the general want of inclosures,

soon learn to treat them with tenderness and fa-

miliarity, which is returned by the increased do-
cility and the improved condition of their charge.

Complete Grazier, 5tii edit., p. 192.
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AUTKSIAN OK OVERFLOWING WELLS.

The irruption of the waler, on first piercing

these Rublerranean reservoirs, is ollcn very violent

and is no sniiiii proof ol" tht; copioiisnciss oi' many
ol" these wells. Some strikinir exiunples of tliis

are quoted irom England in llic liihliolhetiue Uni-

verselle, . xxxix. p. lO'J. A Mr. Brook had sunk

a bore in his garden 360 li-ct deep, and 4.-5 inches

in diameter, ti-om which the water was discharged

eo copiously, that it not only overllowed the whole

yard round llie house;, but also submerged the ad-

joining cellars. 'J'he damage was so great that

the neighbors lodged a complaint, and the police

were required to interpose. Two men now tried

to close the bore vvitii a wooden peg, but they

were constantly driven back by the violence of the

water, even when a third came to their assistance.

They were equally incapable of restraining the

water by an iron stoi)])er. At last, they took the

advice ol" a mason, and |)lanted several tubes of

email diameter over 1hc bore, and thus succeeded

at last in mastering tiie water. At a Mr. Lord's,

in Tooting, where a bore had been closed, the wa-
ter worked with such violence under the ground,

that it burst l()rth in a space 15 yards in circum-

ference, and certainly the walls woidd have been

brought down if li-ee vent had not been given to it.

This spring, say the inibrinants, on account of the

lieight of its jet, and the quantity ol' water (600

litres per minute,) is worthy of Ix'iiig in a public

square. The stream of a well heiongiiig to a

neighbor of Mr. Lord, drove a water-wheel of 5

feet'^in diameter, and this again .set a pump in mo-
tion which carried the water to the top of a three-

storied house. We quote this passage fi-om an

article in Jamcson^s Journal, No. 17, to direct the

•epecial attention oi" the reader to the whole of the

interesting and important paper*.

ON AUTE.SIA.N WELLS;

y/nd the employment of the toarvi water brought

from a depthfor economical purposes.

Whence do artesian wells derive their water,

mid how do they acquire their power of ascension,

which sometimes occasions in the middle of plains,

at a distance from hills and mountains, the sur-

prising phenomenon of spouting springs? are

questions which have been often proposed, and
very variously answered. The most natural ex-

planation is undoubtedly that which supposes the

water ol" these wells, like that of natural wells, to

be derived from the atmosphere, ami their power
of ascension the hydrostatic pressure of a more
elevated reservoii, with which the perforutcd canal

or bore stands in connexion. Sometimes, however,

the local relations are such that it is dillicult to

reler the watt'r to such a source, and then it is

that the liamers of wild hypotheses stand f)rth

with their absurdities. A lale observation, which
aflbrds a striking proof ol" the accuracy of the

above explanation, is therefore the more worthy
of being noticed.

At Tours, on the Tjoire, an artesian well, with a

bore of 3} inclies,which brought the water t"rom a

dei)th of 335 feet to the surliice, was damaged,

* M. Mallat, by an ingenious contrivance, is enabled

to make use separately of two kinds of water, some-
times found in a single boring, such as hard and soft

water.

and they were obliged (on tlie 30th of Januarj' of

the year 1831) to remove the tube till within 12

feet of the surliice. The Avater suddenly rushed

out, increased fully to a third more than its former

quantity, and continued to flow for several hours.

It was now no longer clear as before; on the con-

trary, it Ill-ought along with it a great quantity of

fine sand, and surprising enough, also numerous
remains of plants and bivalve shells; Viranches of

the thorn, several inches long, and blackened,

owing to their residence in the Avater; further, fresh

stems and roots of marsh-jilants, seeds of many
different ])lants, and also l"resh water-shells, as

Planorliis marginatvs, also Ilcllx rof^indata, and
Helix striata. All these resembled those which
are found after floods, on the sides of smaller rivers

and brooks. This fiict is so remarkable, that the

truth of it mifjht be called in (piestion, had it not

been accurately determined. There results from it

the following conclusions:

—

1. The water of the artesian well of the city of
Tours must occupy not more than four months in

flowing through its subterranean canals, because
the ripe seeds of harvest have reached the mouth
of the well without being decomposed.

2. As the Avater carries along with it shells and
pieces of wood, it cannot reach its place by filtra-

tion through the layers of sand, but must have
fiowed through more or less irregular canals.

3. The source of this water is to lie looked for in

some moist valleys of Auvergne and the Vivarais.

Th(>. remains of the plants and animals are de-

posited in the mineral cabinet of the city. As
soon as the seeds, five or six in number, are re-

ferred to their plants, naturalists will, in places

situated higher than the basin of the Loire, be
able to make out the points where these subterra-

nean waters are ))ouix'd out.

It is to be wished that French observers would
state how they prove that the waters of this well

come fiom Auvergne, about 130 miles distant. If

this eliall be proved, the considerable rise of arte-

sian water in other ])laces, where no hills occur
near, or where they are bored in the most elevated
points in the neighborhood, will lose every thing
puzzling.

This rising is sufficiently remarkable to induce
us to communicate some examples from Hericart.
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confirms the vieu' of artesian wells already given.

Gulis, in which rivers and rivulets lose themselves
are very ire([uent in llie Jura and other similar

lime-slone mountains, and there, where the u])per-

most \h\\ consists of a clayey soil, Avhich opposes
the sinking down of the rain, sometimes i)rove

ver}- hcncficial in agricultural operations, by car-

rying away the superfluous water. In some
places, INI. Hericart remarks, man has imitated

this example set by nature, with great efl'ecl. The
draining of the plain of Palans, near to Marseille,

is an exami)le of this. This plain, which is at

present covered with beautiful vineyards, was for-

merlj^ a great marshy basin, without outlet. It

was drained by means of great siidv-holes, which
were sunk down to the underlying i)orous or ca-

vernous stone, and were connected together b}-

means of a number of ditches or drains. The
water which was carried away by these shafts

reached, by mean's of subterranean canals, the

harbors of "Mion near to Cassis, where it appeared
again as spouting springs. Here, therefore, man,
without intending it, had artesian wells, not f()r

the purpose of obtaining water, but in order to

get clear of it.

The f)l lowing report, published by M. Bruck-
mann, Kongl, Wurtemberg, JJanrath, in the

J'crhandlungeii ziir Jiefordcning des Gewerbfleis-

ses ill Preiissen, 1830, J^ieferung, No. 4., aflbi'ds

a striking proof how varied the uses are of artesian

wells. M. Bruckmann caused to be bored, under
his inspection, from August 1827, to December
1829, at Heilbronn, five bore holes ibr fresh water,

in order to obtain the necessarj^ quantity of ]iure

water for the purposes of two paper-mills, and a
flax spinning mill. Two of the bore holes were
sunk to a deiith of 60 feet, one to 90 leet, another
fo 100 feet, and one to 112 leet, under the lowest
level of the Neckar. In all of them the water
rose nearly 8 leet above the level of the Neckar,
and on an average each delivered 40 to 50 cubic

feet. 7^he purpose of the borings was perfectly

accom])lishcd, even to overflow; but the discovery
was made, that the water of all the bore holes

had constantly a temperature of 54.5 Fahr, This
fact led M. Bruckmann to a very important a]ipli-

cation of this water, viz. heating the mills with it.

The paper-mill contained 72,000 cubic leet, a
working hall over it 10,800 cubic feet. Both
Gpaces, which contained together 82,800 cubic feet,

were the whole winter, 1829-1830, through,
warmed by means of this water alone to a tem-
perature of 45o.5 Fahr. and 47° .7 Fahr., and
Avhen without, tlie temperature was—24.2 Fahr.
The thermometer in the mills did not sink lower
than 41" Fahr. even when the doors were kept
open. Every miller knows well how much labor,

time, and cx|iense, it occasions in hard Avinters to

heat daily, and even in a scanty manner, the wa-
ter wheels, and with what risk of life it is attended.

It was reserved for M. Bruclcinann, by means of
artesian water, to free liis water-mills from this

burthensome evil. He conducted the running wa-
ter from the Hollander, which still possessed a
temperature of 52^.2 Fahr. through tubes in the
Wassergasse, and had thus the satisfaction to find

that his water-wheels, the whole Avinter through,
even when the external temperature Avas as low as
24<^.2 Fahr. never froze.*

* The period will come when we shall be forced to

NATIVE COUKTRY OF MAIZE, OR INDIAN CORN.

From J.imcson's Journal.

This grain, so important to the agricultural in-

terests of the United States, appears to be of un-

certain origin. Fuchs very early maintained that

it came fntm the east; and Mathioli afiirmed that

it was from America. Regniir and Gregory have
presented fresh arguments in fiivor of its eastern

!
origin. Among them is the name by which it has

been long known in Europe, Ble dc 7\trqi(ie; and
varieties, it is said, have been brought from the

Isle of France, or fi'om China. Moreau de Jonnes,

on the contrarj', has recently maintamed, in a
memoir read before the Academy of Sciences,

that its origin was in America. The name Ble de

Tiirqilie no more pi'ovcs it to be of Turkish origin

than the name of the Italian Po])lar j)rovcs that

that tree grew wild in Italy. It can only signify

that it spread ii'om Tuikey into the neighboring

countries. Its general cultivation in southern Eu-
rope, and the ]iroduction of some new varieties,

proves notliing with regard to the country of the

species. In iiivor of its American origin, is the

fact that it was found in a state of cultivation, in

every j^lace where the first navigators landed. In

iSIexico according to Hernandez, and in Brazil ac-

cording to Zeri; and that in the various countries

it had proper names, such as Maize, Flaolli, &c.;

while, in the Old World, its names were either all

of American origin, or names of the neighboring

region, whence it was inmiediately derived; and
that, immediately after the discovery of America,

it spread rajjidly in the Old Worid, and soon be-

came common, a fact not reconcilable with the

idea of its former existence there. To these proofs

Aug. de Saint Hiiaire has added another. He
has" received from M. de Larranhao-a of Monte
Video, a new variety of maize, distinguished by
the name of Tunicata; because, instead of having

the grains naked, they are entirely covered by the

glumes. This variety is fi'om Paraguay, where it

is cultivated by the Guaycurus Indians, a people

in the lowest scale of civilization, and where, ac-

cording to the direct testimony of one of them, it

grows in the humid forests as a native production.

[We have raised a few ears of this curious kind of

corn described above under the name of Tunicata.

The grains are precisely like the common corn, and

the ear is of middle size. But besides having a shuck

such as covers other Indian corn, every grain of this

is completely enclosed in a little shuck of its own.

The cob, (if it can be so called,) is scarcely larger than

the central pith of the cobs of other ears—and to this

are attached by stems or threads, the shucks or glumes

which enclose each grain. The whole are regularly

and compactly arranged on the ear.]

SHEEP KILLED BY CATS.

Incredible as this may sound, we have good

authority lor saying the deed has actually been

perpetrated in this county. Several cats of the

look out for a substitute for coal. If, when that time

arrives, no new means of procuring heat economical-

ly shall be discovered, we may be able to draw from

the great subterranean depository of caloric, and part-

ly by means of the subterranean waters, heat for our

various wants.

—

Po^gcndorJ's Annahn, H. ii. 1831.
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common species, with their progeny, have for

three or four years past made an old stone quarry,

in Martic township, their ahiding place, and in

that time, it would seem,. have relapsed to the

wild state, and acquired the ferocious and preda-

tory habits natural to their tribe. A short time

ago some of them were seen in pursuit of a full

groA\m sheep, belonging to the flock of ]Mr. Mar-
tin Herr, of that vicinity. They soon overtook it,

dragged it to the ground, and before the person

who°vitnessed the scene couhl reach the spot, they

succeeded in so lacerating the poor animal's throat

that it bled to death in a short time. It required

considerable exertion to drive them off A dog,'

subsequently sent in pursuit ol" tliem, caught one,

but would probably have been himself worsted in

the conflict that ensued,:had not the owner come
to his rescue. It is said that they also pursued a

small boy sometime ago, and Ibllowed him a con-

siderable distance, as is noAv supposed with dead-

ly purposes.

—

Lancaster Examiner.

OF THE LANEMANUAL LABOR DEP ARTIVI,ENT

SEMINARY.

The fourth Annual Report of the Lane Semi-

nary at Cincinnati, Ohio,, has' recently appeared,

and contains much that is interesting in relerence

to manual labor,
• This institutiouis another of those "Visible Illus-

trations of Benevolence," which are so rapidly'

and so happily muhipjlying in our country. It owes

its origin, to the benevoLence ol' a single merchant,

and its broad toundationto individual contributions;

and the -fact that these Avere chiefly presented by
Hhe EasV io "the West," affords gratifying evi-

dence that riarrow local feeling is. not yet predom-

inant over' the spirit of beneficence. The Semi-

nary has three professors in'thetheological depart-

meiit, und three in the department of preparatory

study, which is designed M those whose age or

circumstances prevent theiY piirsrung a collegiate

course. One bujI'.Ung for one hundred students,

and two houses for professors, 'a:i-e already built,

and a "chapel is soon to be erected. In consequence

of the provision of funds, the expens-es of ea,di

student do not exceed i^GO or 880 annually.

But the princii)al peculiarity' in this- institution is

in its provii?ions for manual hibor, and the ground

on which it is placed. It is with peculiar pleaisure

that we find ''physical education'''' spoken .
of

'^
in

connection with "talents and acquisitions," and
trhe "spirit of holiiK^ss," as of fundamental hnpor-

iance to ministerial energy and success.'? -When.-
will the acknowledged truth, tliat "the miiid is iii-'

fliienced by the state of the body," be ado])ted

practicalhj] in our schemes of education! On the

subjectr of manual lalx)r in connection with ^study,

theOommittee remark in general: . . .

"WhateviT may Ijc the theoretical objections of

good men', practically unacquainted with this sys-

tem, to its practicability and importance, it is to

the directors no longer a niatter of .experiment, but

of sober fact, resulting from three or four years'

experience, that the connection of three hours

daily labor, in some useful anji interesting emploA^-

ment, with study, protects tlie health and consti-

tuiion of our young men; greafly augments their

physical energy; furnishes to a considerable extent,

or entirely, the means of self-education; increases

their power of intellectual- acquisition; facilitates

their actual progress in study; removes their

temptations to idleness; confirms their habits of in-

dustry; gives them- a practical acquaintance with

the useful employments of life; fiis thern- for the

toils aiyi responsibilities of a liewly settled country;

and inspires them with the independence of cha-

racter, and the originality of iuvestigation, which

belong pecuUarly to seU-made and self'-educated

men."
They make one remark, which Ave presume will

explauiinore than one of ttose fa'dures which have'

led some to doubt the ])racticability of the system:

"No small injury is threatened to manual labor

institutions, and no small embamissment has been
felt by this seminary in commonvvLth others, in

consequence of the erroneous impression too com-
monly prevalent,- that no funds will be needed in

a manual.labor institution, even when the student

has no trade, no knowledge of any kind of busi-

ness, no jJOAver of accomplislmaent, and little dis-

position to perform the lubor oftered Jiira, as a
means of paying his expenses.

"The comhiittee need not inform such young
men, and the community generally, that no insti-

tution can long sustain .itself and. prosper under
such circuiBstances."

White they consider the pecuniary benefit of
the jilan as of minor importance, compared Avith

the health and vigor it produces, the report fvirnish-

es encouraging evidences that mucTi may be done
in this respect under fiiivorable circumstances. In
consequence of the contio'uity of the seminary to

.Cincinnati, printing has ^een introduced as one
branch of labor, and the novelty and success of"

this department rendei's the details interesting.

"During the,, early patt of the last year, an
arrangement was entered into by the committee,
with -Messrs.- Corey & Fairbank, booksellers .of

Cincinnati, to. furnish the students with several

priiiting ])resses, and with stereotype plates . for

printing Webster's spelling book. This establish-

ment hag been in operation nearly a year, and now
embraces sis- presses, furnishing work lor twenty
students.

"About 150,000 copies of the above narned
work have been printed, and about 1000. copies

per day arc now issued from the pires-scs. • •

"The students liave recently commenced the

priiiting of an edition of Dr. Eberle's" Treatise on
the Diseases of. Children, a valuable medical work,

which, requires fine paper and the best workman-
ship; and ii is'belierved that in, all respects the. exe-

cution of the work is highly satrsthctory to the

employers." . .

. The report from which we are quoting is ^ very

handsoine s|)ecimen of the skill of the students. In

refjard to pecuniary results, the' committee' state:

" Tiie average amount earned by six - printers in

ten months by working about tlwee hours ]ier

- day, -
.

- - - - - _ i 120 00
" Average aitiount earned- at the same

rate in a year, - - - -

"Amount now earned by twenty stu-

dents per week, ,
- - -

" Average amount (by each student,).

" Ayerage amount earned by twenty stu-

dents at the same' rate as above per

year, - . -

"In view of these results, and the small annual

expense of this institution, it is hardly necessary to

remark, that the students in this -department have

144 00

50 82
2 54

132 08
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the liigh satisfaction of providing the means ot

their own educ;ation yvithout aid from friends, or

from the heneliictions of the church.

"This arrangement is tlic more important for

our j'oung men, Irom the fact tluit a Itnowlodge of
the business is easily acquired; several of the stu-

dents having gained such an acquaintance with
I he empl(jyment in three or four Aveeks, as to be
able to earn tbrty-six edits per day, or two dollars

seventy-six cents per week, by working three

hours per day.
''Tliis operation is highly satisfactory' to the

committecj not only as furnishing a useful and ac-

vantageous employment to the students, but as it.

is unattended with any cxpensa >to the institution

in tiirnishing presses'; 'dr in.ffi'e printing and di-^po-

sition of the books. From nearly a year's full ex-
periment, the committee are fully persuaded that

tills brancli of our manual labor .has peculiar ad-
v'antagie-s.in respect to its simplicity, its appropriate
exercise, its general utility, and pecuniary results^;

"In accordance with the sjjecial request of the

printers' association of thi>! institution; it is intend-

ed, as soon as "practicable, to adopt measures f&c

llu' extension of this establishment; and troni the

liiciiities here enjoyed lor cohductmg. the printing

busines, it is hoped that a large portion of our stu-

dents, at no very distant period,may enjoy the

advantage of this employment."
In the cabinet slioi^s connected with the institu-

tion, rnnteriids have been furnished, and work
liaid tor, by an establishment iii Cincinnati, The
whole is placed under the superintendence of some
of the most skillid workmen among the students,

who are responsible to'the employers for all that is

done, and have secured a pecmiiary profit ot

iB701 35 in five months. The profit to- individuals

is thus stated by the committee: •
.

"Several of the best workmen haveearned fi'om

twelve and a half to fitleen cents" per houj-, and
have received tor their services diiring. the time
above specified, from forty to sixty dollars each;
while those who have recently commenced learn-

ing the business, have earned from ten to twenty
dollars each.

"While the fact is here rendered obvious, that a
first-rate mechanic is eniirely independent in this

institution, and can support liimself by his three
hours' labor without inlringing at aU upon his study
hours, the. committee wish it to be understood that

such results are secured only by young men of ener-

getic, industrious, and economical habits; and that

those of difterent character, and who have little or

no knowleflge of tools^ ought not to rely, to any
considerable extent, at least for the first j'ear, upon
their labor as the means of paying the expenses of
tlie institution."

A tarm of 110 acres is also annexed to the in-

stitution, from which additional advantages are
anticipated.-

Such are the results of one of the most recent
experiments on the manual labor system, and they
seem to us to confirm the position we have main-
tained, that while this, like every other system of
education, needs afnuiidatinn on which to rest, and
the taithtial, persevering eiforts of skiltul agents, it

may be made a means of economy in education,
and of imparting that vigor of constitution Avhich
renders that education doubly valuable, and secures
to tlie individual, enjoyments and hopes which are
beyond all price.

—

Jinnals of Education.

From the Nuw Vorti Fanner.

LIVE STOCiC.

Jldaplatioa of Breeds of Live Stock in the Uiiitcd

States to the Soif.

.

Sir,—In some parts of the United States much
attention has been paid to the improvement of five

stock, and in nrany instances with success; but in

others the improvement aimed at lias not bcffh at-

tained, because the varieties of sod and climate
hatl not bcei; duly considered. In looking over the
large droves of cattle which are brquglit from the
west every year in October and Noyember, though
you see a strange medley of all ages, sizes, and
every variety of condition, yet you see the same
general character; nineteen out of twenty 'are red
and middle-horned; CA-idently of the same race as
th'e Devons, Herefofds, and Sussex cattle of Eng-
land. In the droves of sheep, you may look at a
hundred without seeing a good one, but amongst
any twenty head of caUle, you can always find
some ^oo;l; and what these- are, the Vv'hole might
have beeiv made, by selection and care. Good
ones iVould cost no more lo keep, if so much, and
Avould always liit qiiicker, and be worth more
monej^- ' .

The great varieties of soil:' met with, rer[uire

cUfierent kinds of cattle, yet on poor soils, as aveII

as rich, most of our farmers aim more at size than
symmetn,', and handling is never thought of as an

.

indication of qualities.

It is URich to be desired that the farmers of the
west, where so many cattle are bred, woidd attend
to the grazing qualities of the stock they rear; and
it is sur])rising that no breeders have attempted to
establish a variety merely as milkers. . Good cows
are to be found here and there, but you look in
vain for any uniformity of character amongst
them." A permanent variety may be raised in a
lew years, by usefid management in always select-

ing the best milkers to be found, and putting a
bull to them which comes of a good milker.

—

This is a main point, and not easy to succeed in.

A ^ood dairy bull ought to be clean in the head
and neck, and aUogether of a more femirane ap-
pearance than a common bull.

In New England are many excellent cattle, all

of the middle-horned kind; by selection for several
generations, some parts of that country have now
a breed hardly to be surpassed, asimitingthe three
uses of cattle, that is, for beef, tlte yoke, and the
dairy. Yet they have no kind bred for the dairy
as the sole object. In the small territory of Great
Britain are many varieties of soil, and many cattle,

say from 30 to 40, generally well suited for their
places. At the head of all are the Improved
Short Horns, an admirable breed, yet from their
size, form, and constitution, they can only be kept
in fiivorable situations. If grazed in summer on
second rate lands, and kept on hay from the same
lands in winter, they woidd rapidly degenerate;
even artificinl food woidd not make up for the want
of qualit}' in the gi-ass and hay. Their early ma-
turity AATJuld soon be lost with the A\Tetched winter
keeping so common here. In their native districts,

\Aith a moist, temperate climate, and rich soil, they
are fed in the highest manner. Deep old grass
land in summer, with abundant turnips, and rich

ha}', in well littered, Avell sheltered yards during
winter, keep them always up to the mark. On
hiferior lands they would hardly five, yet there
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galloways would gel fat; while in the Highlands of

Scotland even galloways could not live. Yet in

that bleak country is Ibund a breed ol' cattle per-

fectly adapted to their situation: small, compact,

and hardy, beautiful to the eye of a grazier, and

much better beef than the large breeds ot the

south. Indeed, the richest lands do not ])roduce

beef or mutton of so good a quality as lands of

inferior lijrtility, especially of their own rearing. In

some fine parts of Scotland the Improved .Short

Horns have driven out the native breeds; but, on

the whole, the Scotch cattle excel all others in

their situations, and there are districts ol" this

country, such as the northern slope of the Alle-

ghanies, &c. where it is probable the Highlandere

woiUd answer well. A iew galloway catde were

several years since introduced by some Scotch

setders in Caledonia, Livingston county, New-
York, but have long been mixed, and are now

said to be lost. West Highlanders, for bleak

mountaiti lands, and Ayrshires for the dairy, would

be a national acquisition.—Look at the noble pre-

miums given yearly by the Scotch Highland Soci-

ety for ttte improvement of their domestic animals

and for the promotion of agriculture in every way.

At their exhibition at Stirling, in 1832, the pre-

mium for cattle alone amounted to 361 sovereigns,

for about 1730 dollars, and in like proportion for

sheep, swine, horses, &c. This looks Uke bemg

in earnest: the subscribers know that they are

spending their money wisely for an object of na-

tional importance. It would be no difficult matter

to buy at a Scotch fair ten or twenty A>Tshire

cows, which would look as if all cast in the same

mould, and Avhich would yield, lor three months

after calving, twenty-four quarts each per day, and

60 on in proportion. These cows, too, would

graze kindly when dry. The Northern Short

Horn, used in the dairies wliich supply London

with milk, shows in perlection the art of breeding

for a particular purpose, and these breeds are in-

valuable. Yet in a drier climate and different

soil they might not retain their (lualities.

Importing cattle is an expensive and hazardous

business. To make it answer, several men in

difierent quarters ought to combine their efforts,

and unity of jnirpose and perseverance must be

found in all of them. This would be a very diffi-

cult matter. But selections from the stocks around

him is in the power of any man who has capital

and judgement. Cattle here are much better than

sheep; tor, except some merinoes and Saxony

sheep, the native kinds are a strange medley, but

all bad, wanting symmetry and weight. The main
object of this letter is, that all stock should be

adapted to the soil they are put on. I have Leices-

ters degenerating on lands where Chevoit sheep

would have done well; and merinoes put on rich

deep lands, Avhere heavy sheep would have got

fat. Short Horns, too, may be seen on lands

where they do not find themselves at home.

Yours, H.

AUDUBON, THE AMERICAN NATURALIST.

John James Audubon, a native of Louisiana,

has been Irom earlj^ youth addicted to the admira-

tion of nature. In a" beautiful country, teeming^

with animal and vegetable life, the profusion of

which at first tended to render him undecided as

>o the particular path which he ought to pursue, he

at length, struck by the beauty and variety of the

leathered tribes, their manners and occupations,

their wonderlid migrations and their mysterious

instincts, resolved to make them the principal ob-

ject ot' his study. A pure passion gave energy

to his mind. He studied nature, not with the

view of iauTiortalizing his name by his discoveries,

nor even with a desire ol' infusing a portion of his

spirit into his tellow men, much less with the hope
ol' increasing his pecuniary stores, but sim])ly from

an instinctive inqjulse, an admiration of, a love for,

the objects that manilestedto him the attributes of

their JUivine Author. To perpetuate their rcmem-
bran.ce, and render them ever present to his mind,

he first tried to preserve their skins. But their

laded tints, the stillness which could not be avoid-

ed hi restoring them to shape, and the consequent

want of seeuiing animation, 'determined him to

represent them by the pencd. Numberless draw-
ings were made, but year after year they were
consigned to the flames. At length, beginning to

be somewhat pleased with his attempts to imitate

nature, he commenced a collection of drawings,

which, after more than twenty years of almost
unremitted observation of the habits of birds, and
after he had shot and examined specimens of all

the forms that he could find in the vast regions of

the United States, at length amounted to several

hundred. Still lie had no other object in view
than that of studying and depicting nature. Fi-

nally, alter a visit to Philadelphia, which had
opened his eyes to the ways of men, he began, in

the solitude of the forest, to commune with him-
self as to the possibility of laying his labors be-

fore the world. "Happy days, and nights of pleas-

ing dreams!" says he, "whom the wise men of

the west had denounced as a wild woodsman, and
whom, even his iriend, the Prince of Musignano
designates as a 'painter-naturalist.' " "I read over

the catalogue of my collection, and thought how
it might be possible lor an unconnected and un-
aided individual, like myself, to accomplish the

grand scheme. I arranged my drawings, improv-
ed them as much as was in my power; and, as I

dady retired liirther from the haunts of men, de-

termined to leave nothing undone, which my labor,

my time, or my purse could accomplish." The
"grand scheme," however, was destined to be
accomplished,—at least it is in progress. Mr.
Audubon left America and came to England. Hia
native country was either unable to appreciate his

genius, or unable to aid his efforts, and England
did both. The Americans may justly be proud of

their achievements, and no people can be more
disposed to boast of their good qualities; but, al-

though they may boast of an Audubon, they must
leave to England the merit of having fostered

him.
"As I approached the coast of England," says

he, "and for the first time beheld her fertile shores

the despondency of my spirits became very great.

I knew not an individual in the country, and al-

though I was the bearer of letters from American
friends, and statesmen of great eminence, my situ-

ation appeared precarious in the extreme. I ima-
gined that every individual whom I was about to

ineet might be possessed of talents superior to

those of any on our side the Allan tici Indeed, as I

for the first time walked on the streets of Liver-

pool, my heart nearly failed me, for not a glance

of sympathy did I meet with in my wanderings
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for two days. To the woods I could not betake dom, and he will instantly and unhcsitatinfjly pro
myself; for there were none near. But how soon

did all around me.assume a ditierent aspect! How
fresh is tlie recollection of the chansre! The very

first letter which I tendered procured me a world
of friends. JMy drawings were publicly exhibited

and publicly praised. Joy swelled my heart: the

first difficulty was suhriounted. Honors which, on
application being made through my friends, Phi-

ladelphia had refused to grant, Liverpool freely

accorded,"'

It is unnecessary to follow Mr. Audubon in his

progress through England. Suffice it to say, that

m Edinburgh, he commenced the publication of

his "Birds of America." Alter a few plates had
been presented to the world, difficulties occurred.

The engrayer, Mr. W. H. Lizars, exjiressed his

satisfaction at beinfr relieyed of the work, which
was transferred to Mr. R. Hayell, jun., a London
artist, who has continued the engravings. The
work commenced in 1S27, and already the first

volume, consisting of" 100 plates, is completed. It

will be followed by at least three of equal size.

On inspecting the plates in succession, one can-

not fail to be struck by the peculiarities which
they present. The most unj^ractised eye must in-

stantly discover something in the aspect and atti-

tudes of the birds, which he has never seen in art,

and to obtain which recourse must be had to na-

ture. The cause of this is to be found in the cir-

cumstance of the author's having borrowed from
living nature. Others draw not from birds but

from dried skins. Their representations are as

BtifT and distorted as it has pleased the bird-stuffer

to make the originals. Mr. Audubon's method of

representing birds is as follows. Finding in the

woods, the jirairies, or the fields, a bird which he
is desirous of figuring, he i"ollows it, steals upon it

unperceived, as the Indian steals upon the White
man in his encampment, observes its motions and
attitudes, studies its j)eculiarities, and then shoots

it. He restores it to its favorite or characteristic

attitude, by a method Avhich, some j-ears ago, he
exhibited to the Wernerian Natural History Socie-

ty of Edinburgh, and while it j'et retains unim-
paired the rapidly evanescent hues of its ej^es, bill

and feet, he transfers its semb lance to his paper.

The bin, the claws, the scales of the tarsi and toes,

the feathers, and every other part of its exterior,

are carefully measured, and the drawing becomes
a fac-simile. Even this method, precise as it is

beyond any other, will not necessarily lead to

perfection. We know persons, who, although
they are acquainted with it, blunder on as they
have been wont to do, producing birds with three

joints in their hind toes; legs, the origin of which
is any where but in the right place; necks like a
distaff enveloped in tow, and feathers formed of

hogs' bristles. There must be an intimate know-
ledge of the habits and peculiarities, of the whole
family history of the different species, together
with a proper acquaintance, not merely with the
rules, but with the resouixes of art, before perfect

representations of birds can be produced. As no
mere naturalist can represent a bird, so can no
mere painter; we have witnessed the attempts of
both, and the results were wretched caricatures.

He who woidd figure animals must be indeed a
"painter-naturalist."

Let any man conversant with birda lay before
him any number of these plates selected at ran-

nounce them true representations of nature. " The
characteristics of the species are present, the forms
and attitudes are copies, the occupations are dis-

closed, the imagination of a poet has presided over
the arrangement. From these j)lates, there is

more to be learned by the student than he may at

first imagine.
Observing nature with the eye t f an enthusias-

tic admirer, Mr. Audubon has traversed the dark
forest of America, following the track of the dis-

comfited and disconsolate Indian, has penetrated
her cane-brakes and cypress-swamps, teeming
with the loathsome and dangerous forms of reptile

life, visited her ocean-lakes, wandered by the ver-

dant margins of her magnificent rivers, and pad-
dled his solitary canoe over the floods that have
sjn'cad consternation and terror among the inhab-
itants of the alluvial plains of her mictland regions.

This, then, is the man, and not he who, seated in

comfort by his table, fancies how things should be,

from whom might be expected the completion of
the descriptions of others who have pursued the
same method.

—

Jamesoii's Journal.

MONGRELS BETWEEN A DOG AND A SHE WOLF.
Dr. A. F. Wiegmann, Jun. relates the fol-

lowing circumstance as occurring at the Isle of
Peacocks, near Potsdam. A setter dog copulated
with a she wolf; and she aftenvards gave birth to

three female pups, differing very nuich from each
other. One,which die J, resembled a wolf more
than the two others, particularly in the hair, hav-
ing, on the anterior parts of the legs, the black

line which characterizes that animal. The se-

cond also resembled the mother, excepting in the

position of the eyes, which was the same as in

the dog. The third was, properly speaking, a
setter dog, but imperfect in some respects; its cha-
racter was gentle, whilst the others had a fero-

cious appearance. The father was white, Avith

brown spots; of the little ones, on the contrar\'y

the first had the hair and color of the wolf] the
second was white on the throat, cheeks, and oit

the sides of the neck, and black on the back; and
the third had a white band on the fore part of' the
neck, and between the legs, the back of the same-
color as the second, and the ears rounded, pendent,

and of moderate length. The tail was not erect-

ed in any of the three.

—

his.

THE COLD "WEATHER IN MAY.
From the Petersburg Intelligencer.

The remarkable state of the weather during the

past month is the subject of frequent notice in our
exchange papers. The Philadelphia Gazette of

the 29th ultimo, says: "The weather to-day, in

this vicinity is exceedingly disagreeable—cold and
unpleasant, with a smart gale from the north east.

Overcoats and parlor fires are again in requisition."

In Pittsburg, about the middle of the month, the

mercury in Farenheit's thermometer fell to 25 de-

grees, and the ground was frozen to a considerable

depth. A paper published in Armstrong county,

(Penn.) gives the following ficcount of a singular

phenomenon which occurred in that section on the

13th IMay:
"From the intense coldness of the atmosphere

all the insects were frozen, so that nearly all kinds

of small birds, that subssist on eruch fare, were pe-
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risked with huno;er and cold. We li;iAre been in-

formed that sacks might have been filled with red

and brown birds Iroui the banks of oar waters;in

a short lime. Many flying into houses, of perch-

ing themselves along sideot" persons seated out of
doors. Others would alight upon the seats or

row-locks of crafts when m the- river, instinctively

seeking relief from the hand of humanity, and
Avhen taken up m the hand would expire,' supposed
to be overcome by the heat of the . hand. Our
fi'osts have been so severe as to kill almost every
kind of vegetation. It is said that the rye has
suffered greatly—the gardens and.li'uit are destroy-

. ed, excepting such roots or seeds as had not put
forth their tender buds or seeds, and even the early

wlieat has suffered materi<\I injury."

The Keene (N. H^) Sentinel, states that the

siiDW storm of the 15th May, was veiy severe in

that vicinity, the. snow-dritls _:las in February.
V/est of the mountains it was 'a foot deep on a-,

level. The Rutland Herald sajs the storm raged
with .fury troin'8 o'clock Wednesday evening -to

Thursday atlenioon. The snow fell -12 inches.

QUERIES OA" BUCKV>^I1EAT ^NI> atll.LET.

For the Fanners' Register.

Will some que of the many able correspondents

of the Farmers' Register, iolbrrn H. through the

medium of its pages, whether buckwheat is as

great an impoverisher of land as oats, and whether;

if turned in, it becomes a good fertilizer? Wiiat
soil is best adapted to its growth, and what quan-
1 ii;y is generally sown to the acre I Is millet made
to any extent in any of the United States? Wliat
soil suits it—is it an exhauster—and what is the

price per bushel?

Tiie object of these . enquiries, is to ascertain

what cheap grain cfop is most suitable to sow. on
poor light sandy land, in lower Virginia, on which
clover will not grow, in consequence of the. suriimer

droughts, and where the fields of this soil are so

extensive that .the process of enrichirig them by
manures, is too slow. ' •

II.

May 27ih,lS34..

and spread immediately this woods Utter, or suffer

it toTemain in iieaps until the winter or spring?

I am inclined to think, land W(^d bo much im-
pi'oved by being protected during the summer,
previous to cultivating it, by a cover of leaves and
mould from the WQuds,

E. II.

MANURE MAKING.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

King TVilliam, May 29ih, 1834.

Having no marl I determined to make an expe-'

riment in the way of manuring with leaves. Sic.

from the woods. My force consists of a mule, a
small boy and a woman. With these I get out

from twenty to twenty-five loads a day, and ma-
nure one acre per week, at the rate of one hundred
loads per acre. I use hoes in scraping up the litter

and take off something like an inch of the soil

along whh the leaves. I also keep my stable yard
well covered with leaves, say two feet thick; upon
this, the manure from the stable is daily spread

and the whole covered thinly with red clay every
morning. The slops, soap-suds, &c. from the

kitchen are carefully saved in barrels, provided for

the purpose, and poured upon the heap. This
mnnure, I intend carting out at the expiration of

every three months, and then-commence another
heap.
Can you, or some of your experienced subscri-

bers inform me whether it would be better to cart

SHELIj^ ON THE SNOWY MOUNTAINS OF

THIBET.

At a meeting oC-the A&iatic Society of Calcutta,

on 5lli May last, extracts from Mr. Gerard's let-

ters, relative to the fossil shells collected by him in

his late tour over the snowy mountains of the Thi-
bet frontier, were read. The loftiest, altitude at

which he picked up some .of them, was on the

crest of a pass,' elevated 17,000 feet: and here also

were fragments of rocks, 'bearing the impression.of

shells, winch must laave been detached from the

contiguous peaks rising far above the elevated

level. Generally, however, the' rocks formed of

these shells are at an altitude, of 16,000 ieet, a/iiZ

one cliff 10as a mile i-n perp&ndlcvlar height.above

,the nearest level. Mr. Gerard farther states, "Just
before crossing the boundary of Ludak into Bus-
salier, Iwas exceedingly gratified by the discove-

ry of a bed of fossil oysters, cliuging to the rock

as if they had been alive " In whatever point of

view we are to consider the subject, it is sublime
to think of .millions of organic remains lying at

such an extraordinary altitude, and of vast cliffs of

rocks formed out of them, frowning over the illimi-

table and desolate waters, where the ocean once
rolled.

—

jlsiutlc Res:ister.

PACKING FRUIT TREES FOR EXPORTATION.

As soon as the tree is taken out of the ground,

the roots are dip])ed in a thick mixture of earth

and water.' The roots are then tied in bundles,

and dipped in all at once, and a mat is lapped over

them"; to keep the earth round them together.

They are afterwards placed in a box, and a piece

of wood is fixed across the box, over the top part

of the roots, to prevent them from moving, as the
branches are not lapped up at all. Trees packed
in this manner, have remained in the above con-

dition four months; and, when unpacked, the roots

were throwing out new fibres. This occurred last

sifring; and, although the season was so unfavora-

bR", Jhe trees made exceedingly fine strong shoots.

The plan adopted by Messrs. Buel and Wilson,

of the Albany nurserj^", in packing their fi'uit trees,

is as foUoAvs: They dip the roots well in a mixture

of earth and water; but instead of lapping the

roots in a mat they lay them in the end of the box,

and fill in between them •with ivet moss; so that

the lid of the box presses against the moss and;

thus prevents the roots from being shaken.

IMMENSE QUANTITY OF FOSSIL BONES IN

SIBERIA.

M. Hcndestrom, who was a])pointed in 1808,
by the Russian government to visit the coasts of
the Icy Sea, from the Lena to the Colyma, states,

that he has seen in the ice thousands of mam-
moths, rhinoceroses, buffalos, and other fossil aui-

mals.^your. de Geol. II. No. 7.
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INTERNAL I3IPIIOVE3IESTS OF KORTII CARO-

LINA.

Jla jiddress to the people of North Carolina.

So much interest 1ms been expressed, tJirough

the pre.ss and othervT^ise, in the proceedings of the

convention which juet at the seat of government
in November last,' tor the purj)ose of dchberating
on tlie expediency ol' imj)rdvnng the transportation

of the state,.that it is almost Unnecessary to call to

your notice the fact that by a resolution of that

body, tlieir president' was authorized to appoint a
conninttee of ten to disseminate information on the

subject of internal improvenwnt and to publish
un address. The appointment of that connnittee
has been made public, and in performance of the
duty given in charge to .them by the convention,
they respectfldly ask of their fellow-citizens their

serious" consideration to a well meant attempt to

brmg beiore them in a plain and unpretending
manner the -causes of the admitted, depressed con-
dition ofthe industry of the state, and of the reme-
<1}', Jrom Avhich in the opinion of the convention
(and of the committee) relief may be expected.
As this subject is of vital concern to yourselves,
and as it is inconceivable that the convention can
have taken upon them the trouble and responsi-

bility of devising and recommending a plan tor the
improvement of our inland transport, from any
other motive than the common good, it is hoped
that no ajwlogy v.'ill be necessary for the demand
now made on your time and attention.

That .North Carolina, with an extensive territo-

ry,-with a fine climate, with equal and justdaws,
with a numerous and intelligent and moral and in-

dustrious people, has neit4ier the hiternal prosperity
nor the political influence^ which would seem to be
necessary results of these natural and social ad-
vantages, none can deny. More than a century
and a half has passed ft-way since the- settlement
of this country by our ancestors, and what im-
jjrovement has been made in the resources and
wealth .of the state? We have, in the course oi'

ev^ents, after, a long and bloody war, • with great
glory to ourselves, etfected a separation from the
parent country, and become a free and indepen-
dent state, under a written constitution wliich se-

cures to us civil and religious freedom. Since our
independence as one of the United States, we have
attained in an unparalleled short time .the' rank
of a first rate power. 'SVc have little reason to

expect a foreign war, and nothing to fear from it,,

and we are secure in our property and persons by
our written constitution, from any exaction- or op-
pression under the laws, or under color of them,
and in our. love of freedom and public spirit we
liave, we trust, a sure vindication from anv at-

tempt on our liberties in contempt'of the laws. li

is surely a subject of honest." pride and of sober
gratulation tiiat we are a free people, ami, beino*

so, we ought to be what we surely are not, .a pros-
perous people. Apart from our political institu-

tions and our freedom under them, and of the rapid
and. great increase of our population, in what do
we diller iJrom our ancestors .'' AVe have the same
noble domain, the. same benignant climate, but
what have we done lor ourselves? What monu-
ments in the useful or fine arts; what cities, what
large towns, wiiat harbors, what canals, roads and
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biidges; what literary or humane institutions;

whal hospitals, what public libraries, what col-

leges* or schools, what literary or scientific works
have we to be proud of? 'Not only our foreign
cornmerce, but our very coasting tmde is carried
on in a great measure by vessels owniid and navi-
gated by the citizens of our sister states. We
have no mercantile marine beyond a few misera^
ble coasters, and a liiw keal and steam boats of
inconsiderable buithen and value for Our inland.

trade,and some ofthese are owned in a neighboring
state. We have nothing that deserves the name
of manufactures. No ]jrocesses for changing the
value of the r8;w materials which are in use among
us, except those cfa'cted either by manual labor, or
by machinery of the simjdest and conmionest con-
struction. Flouring and saw mills and a very lew
paper mills, and maiihinesfbr sjdnning coarse cot-
ton thread, constitute the totaJ of ourmanufacttiring
establishments. Our agriculture, on which the
whole of our labor has been expended, is fur,very
lar' from being much distinguished for practical
skill or science. The lands, foi- the lust thirty years
only have been in some parts of the state, .well

tilled; but no system of a rotation of crops- ot^ of
manuring, by which the lands might be maintain-
ed in their original fertility and"^ productiveness,
has ever been attempted. .Far less lias it ever
been thought of liiat they were capable of beuig
rendered everj^ year more :productive. .

Witla a total aibsence of conmierce, of manii-
factures, and un.der a defective sj'stem of agricul-
ture, is it surprising, that there should be little ac-
cumulation of capital among us except in the. in-

crease of our slaves. Our lands have had forced
horn them a support of our white and colored pop-
ulation, without any view to -an- increased con-
sumption, and when they would no longer sup-
port us;- our feltew-citizeiis, whh their children and
slaves, without waiting lor the slow but certain
ajjproach of poverty, have v/isely for themselres,
and- Under present circumstances., fi^rtunately for

us, sought ctMTi^jeteney or wealth in the fertile and
wild lands of tlte west and south-west. It is con-
fessedly the ,^reat and crying evil of the state', that
our labor, (the Only source of wealth) is unj)ro-
dUctive, and that there is a consequent want of
capital for the pur[jcses of commerce, manufac-
tures and agriculture. A most strikin": proof of

* It will be imderstood by the publit in pressing on
Lheir atteivtion the want of literary, institutions that the
University of Nortli. Carolina is not forgotten by us.
With all who love the state, \ve remember with plea-
sure; and acknowledge witti pride the debt of gratitude
due to the trustees, and especially to i\e professors of
the University for the benefits they have conferred on
the state. '.To their praise be it mentioned, that they
liave manifested a devotedness v^-oithy of the g-cod
cause in which they have been so lon^-e'.igiitred with so
little profit to theiQ-oelves, and sp much to their fellow-
citizens. They have; rot only with no sympathy from
our public men, but against every discouragement,
accomplishGd much good with little means.
We ivfer with puia to the neglect of those, wlio by

the constitution, are entrusted with the sacred duty of
providing for public instruction, and only for the pur-
pose of expressiiig the hope and belief, that ere long,

tliey will e.^tend an elfectivo patronage to the tJniver-
sit.y. They may then establish a just (we v.ould that

it fiad been an early) claim to being the prcmoters of
useful Icarninrr amon.ir us.
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'^
this is to be found in the history ol" our banks.

For many years we have had ^3,200,000 of bank-

in<T capital in the hands of joint stock companies.

The charters of these companies are just expiring,

and one of them only has ap|)Ued for a renewal of

the act of incorporation, and although tlie legisla-

ture have granted to new companies very favora-

ble charters, it is doubtful whether the stock will

be subscribed, so as to allow any one of them to

go into operation. If the stock of the bank of the

state be taken to an amount wliich will entitle the

suljscribers to claim cori)orate rights, it will be the

only one of the three banks to which charters are

offered, that will be able to raise a capital, and

this bank will not have more than ^600,000 of

the S 1,500,000 of stock which it is at liberty to

employ. Now there can be but three ways of ac-

countijig for the disappearance of so large an

amount of our banking capital; either it has been

withdrawn from the business of making loans on

interest, and vested in property in this state, which

with the same risk will yield a larger profit than

has been heretofore made by banking operations,

or secondly, it must be supposed that owing to the

diminished profits to be made on the cultivation of

lands, that persons in safe circumstances cannot

alford to pay six per cent, for loans to any large

amount. And that either fevv^er discounts will be

made, or the risk of loss on those made will be

greater than heretofore, so that the net profits of

banking capital will be hereafter less; or thirdly,

the capital must have gone to other states where
it is expected to be more productive. It will be

foreign to the purpose of this address to pursue

this topic further than to sliow from it, that capital

is at once scarce and unproductive, and it is only

necessary to say that there is no business now fol-

lowed in this state that will give a profit at all

equal to that formerly deiived from bank stock,

and therefore the first cause supposed has no effect

in withholding capital from the new banks, and it

is solely ascribable to the other two, and princi-

pally to the latter. It is but one more melancholy
proof of the depression of the profits of labor and
capital among us.

It were alike unwise and unfeeling in us thus to

expose the weakness of our native land, if it were
not necessary to trace our maladies to their remote

causes, that they may if possible be cured. As
these causes are well understood, and generally

admitted, it will be sufficient for our present argu-

ment, to omit all minor ones and to point out those

only that are most important.

Our first and greatest disadvantage is without

doubt the poverty of our lands. Scattered over

our territory and especially on our rivers, we have
tracts of land of surpassing fertility; but tlie gene-
ral character of our soil, if not absolutely sterile,

is at least churlish and ungrateful, making very
scanty returns for the labor expended on it. The
second cause of the diminished and diminishing

profit ofour labor is the low price of our great staple

cotton. The wonderful improvements made in

machinery for the ginning of cotton, and convert-

ing it into thread and cloth by diminisliing the

price of fabrics made from it, has increased the
consumption of them many thousand fold beyond
what the most sanguine imagination could have
anticipated thirty years since. The demand for

the raw material has of course been increased in

exact proportion to the consumption, but great as

that is, and although constantly increasing, the

plant is capable of being grown in so many lati-

tudes, and over so large a jjortion of the earth,

that the supply has more than kept pace with the

demand. The necessary consequence has been

that the price, although subject to many fluctua-

tions, has eventually greatly declined. This has

fallen with more weight upon us because of the

more limited and costly production with us than

in richer soils and wamner climates, and especially

in the states south and west of us. The more
southern states, from the strength of their soil and

the adaptation of their climate to the culture of cot-

ton, with less labor, receive a much greater return

from the acre than v/e do, and of finer staple; and
of course are able to sell to the manufacturer at a
less price, with greater profit. From the great

law of exchangeable value, they can receive noth-

ing from the manufacturer beyond a fair profit on
their capittd and labor, and we, who enter into

competition Avith them, must of course be content

to sell what cost us more, at less price, and must
necessarily receive less profit. But as we make
larger profits on the culture of cotton, than we re-

ceive on other exports, we have for a succession

of years constantly increased our production. And
although our skill in the culture has enabled us to

lessen the costs, tlie little profit we are able to re-

alize from it is the most promment cause of the

depression of our labor.

The third cause arises from the cost of transport-

ing our products to a market. The great rivers which
flow fi-om the west to the sea throughout the state,

are interrupted in their courses by falls and other

obstructions, so that they do not admit of inland

transport for any distance from their mouths. This
evil is the greater, as the staples ofthe country are

generally ofgreat weight and bulk, and when ihey

are brought to market a considerable part of their

value consists in the cost of their transportation;

and in very many of them of the easiest production

and in the greatest demand, (for instance, wheat
and Indian corn made in the middle and western
counties) the cost of transportation is so great that

it amounts to a total prohibition ofthe export. The
cost of import, fi-om the same cause it is apparent,

bears heavily on many bulky articles necessary to

a successful cultivation of the soil. An exorbitant

price is paid for salt in some counties, and even for

iron, the most necessaiy of all the gifts of nature

to the prosecution of agriculture and the other

useliil arts. Gypsum and lime, so essential as

manures, are altogether out of our power, from the

high price of carriage. This third cause, the

great expense of transport, as it is very obvious, is

also one of the greatest obstacles to the creation

of wealth in this state. The fourth and last to be
mentioned is the want of one or more safe sea
ports within our limits. The mouths of our sounds
and rivers are in almost every instance obstRicted

by sand bars and shoals. It is admitted that good
ports would be of great advantage to us, and yet
with deference to those of our citizens who hold
this to be the prime obstacle to our improvement,
we apjirehend that more importance has been at-

tached to tliis want than belongs to it. It is not
doubted that a sea port is always of value to a
country, and that it is of the greatest consetjuence

where it forms the access to a fertile country; but
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that it is not of the highest vahie in itself, without

a back country to sup|)ort it, is we think very ap-

parent from tlie present state of the town of Nor-
folk, Virginia. It is undoubtedly one of the finest

harbors on the continent, if not under all circum-

stances the very best, and yet though it is as old

as most of the large cities in the union, and has
<>i' late years received a great deal of patronage
from the general government, it is a town of not
very high rank in point of ])opulation, and does
not, we Delieve, abound in capital. A littld atten-

tion to the history of the large commercial cities at

home, and abroad, will show that they are the

concomitants of a successful state of manuUictures
and agriculture, or that they have been consequent
on them. And that unless in a few instances,

where they have enjoyed a carrying trade, or been
connected with fisheries, they have never preceded,

agriculture and manufactures. These causes are

without doubt sutFicient lor the efiects ascribed to

them, which ever ol' them be most ini))ortant. The
want of a foreign trade and of manulactures, and
the existence of an unskilllil husbandry are sutfi-

cient to depress the industry of any people, and
must continue to kec]) it dejjressed unless they can
be removed or counterbalanced. Though ditlicult,

it is by no means impossible to find a remedy for all

these evils. During the centur}^ and a half we
have been a political community, Ave have done
something for ourselves under the weight of all

inclinations and our habits have made us farmers,

and will keep us so. It ie alike the result of ouf
naturnl situation and the dictate of sound sense,

that our whole energies should be directed to the
subduing our wild lands to the dominion of the
plough. When we have a. greater capil.il acquired

trom a successful cultivation of our lands, than can
be profitably re-invested in their improvement

—

when our ])o])u!alion begins to grow larger than
can find room lor a gaintlil industry upon their'

native fields, (ifwe are a prosperous community)
our excess of capital and labor will be turned

under individual enterprize towards mechanical
employments and foreign trade for advantageous
occupations But assuredly if any thing may be af-

firmed as being beyond contradiction, in regard to

our present condition or future prospects, it is, that

we are, and must continue, for not less than a
century, chiefly, if not exclusively an agricultural

people. Nor let it be forgotten, that of all the em-
ployments by which n)an earns a subsistence, oi*

looks for profit, it is the most primitive, (and
notvfitlistanding much misrepresentation to the
contrary) among the most profitable and peculiarly

favorable to health, to innocence and to Iiap])ines^

—to the culti\ation of the domestic and j)ublic

virtues—to make us good men and disinterested

patriots.

All premature attempts to make us either forei(jn

traders or mechanics, will not only certainly fiiil,

these disadvantages, and we can, if we will but re- as we have neither acquired capital or natural fit-

solve on an united and continued effort,triumph over
them. We are not without the means of making
a complete change in our agriculture, which as it

is the natural occupation for our capital and indus-
try should be our first and chief care. If we have
the will, we have very certainly abundant ability

to make this change. We have, as has already
been said, an extensive territory, which though
heretofore it has not afiforded much spare wealth,
has supported a large population in comfort. Our
lands, if not rich, are not so hopelessly sterile, but
that by labor and capital judiciously applied, they
may be made productive. If once we can improve
our soil to an equality with that of our neighbours,
we may counterbalance the advantage they have
in the growing of cotton and other staples by les-

sening the cost of our transport to market. If we
can thus greatly increase the value and amount of
our agricultural products, we will acquire a cajiital

in lands and mone3', and at no very remote period

be able to commence manufactures, for which we
have great aptitude, especially in the mildness of
our climate—the cheapness of provisions, and the
•water power which is afforded by our rivers and
their tributary streams.

Our agriculture being freed from its embarrass-
ments, we may even attempt, with a fair prospect
of success, the improvement of our own ports and
the commencement of a foreign commerce fiom
them, or perhaps what will be more feasible and
equally profitable, an active coasting trade. Our
first step to improve the resources of the state—to

increase our profits, and thereby to create or to

enlarge our capital, must be made in bettering our
agriculture. Our extent of territory, a large pro-
portion of it yet covered with the native forests,

invites to the cultivation of the soil. The pre-
dilections of our people are for a farming life; their
skill and capital, ever since the settlement of the
country, have been turned to it; our interests, our

ness for these occupations, but are not even desi-

rable, as nothing is to be gained, either in point of

wealth or happiness, by abandoning our present

pursuits. Foreign trade, mechanical industry and
the cultivation of the soil, as sources of national

wealth, have each found at different periods, and

in difierent countries, its advocates, who have eX
tolled the favorite pursuit, at the expense of the

other two; and on account of its supposed pre-

eminence, have claimed from government, boun-

ties for its encouragement or duties for hs protec-

tion. We must not be understood so to advocate

agriculture. All the^e three sources of wealth are

looked upon by us as being in themselves on a
perfect equality, fmd that one or the other, or all of

them at once, are to be followed by any people

according to the means they have, by nature or

art, for a successful pursuit of them. We are of

the number of those, who believe it best, that in-

dividuals should be lefi by government to follow

their own interests, and tliat in general, nothing
more is necessary for the protection of industryj

than equal laws and an economical public expen-
diture. An exception is of necessity to be made
to the doctrine of non-interference on the part of
government, where there is some enterprize for

the public welfiu'e of such magnitude^ that it re-

quires the wealth and credit of the state to carry i(

into effect, or some obstacle ol" such tlifficulty, tlint

it is obviously not within the power of individual

capital, or that of private association to remove it-

Such, we think, is the case with us at present.

We believe that nothing less than the wealth and
credit of the whole state, nt the disposal of the

people themselves, through the general assembly,

can so improve our inland transport throughout

our whole limits, as to place our industry on a level

with our competitors hi frthcr states.

It has been the })ractice of all wise rulers, fa

make works of national inji)oitaiice, at the coiB-
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mon expense; Fortifications, navies, ports and
public Avays and many other things, in their nature

ot" general interest, have ever been supposed to be
within the proper care of the ij'overnnient. Even
our imperlect system for miildng and repairing

roads, has been, and now is, strictly' of public con-
cern. Our highways have been for their more
convenient administration , considered as part of the

county police, and placed under the care of th-e

county courts; but thus, under the direction of pub-
lic functionaries, tliey are as much subjects of

sovereign care, as if they were directly controlled

by the general assemblj'-.

We will now inquiie, how far our industry

would be benefited by the adopiion of a system
of internal improvement; for it is by no means as-

sumed by us, that national wealth will follow,

under all circumstances, li-omthemakingof canals

or rail roads. Gain or loss will flow from an ex-
penditure of labor on these works, as in all other

cases; as the works themselves may be- needed or

not, and may be well or ill planned and executed.

Nor do the public, as has been sometimes errone-

ously imagined, venture upon a public xvork on
other terms than an individual docs on a private

one.. It has been thouglit by some, that as the

citizen is paid for his labor and materials on the

public Avork, that even if the work docs not repay,

that there has been only a transfer of capital from

the government to the citizen, and no loss. But
this is a very manifest error. There is an absolute

loss of labor and materials to just the amount that

is not re-paid; for the labor and materials might
have been applied to a work that AvoUld have re-

imbursed them by itsprofils, with interest; and the

public having paid for them and misapplied them,
has lost tliem. It is not otherwise, with an indi-

vidual. If' he has work done, he pays for the

labor and materials, and he who does the labor and
sells the materials, being paid,- is no loser. So, if

the proprietor has in the work something that Avill

repay his expenditure with a reasonable profit, he
is sajfe; but otherwise, if he has not, he has incur-

red an absolute loss.

It is impossible, from the wantdf sfatistical.in-

formation, to make any estimate of the amount
paid by ihe citizens of North Carolina, or of any
particular district in the state, in money or Iabx)r,

for inland tr?ms|)ort; and therefore, it cannot be
shown what will be the saving effected by any
railroad or canal that has been proposed. Nor
can it be conjectured, what will be the increase of
production from such road or canal. This impor-
tant information can only be obtaine^l from surveys
and reports made under legislative enactment, and
at the public expense. Rut, in the absence of
such useful knowledge, actually denied us by Qur
last assembly, Ave are not Avithout facts, both as.to

the effect of improved Avays in other cotmtries and
in.this, to shoAV that we may expect the greatest

advantages fi-om the improvement of our means
of transport. We knoAV that almost the Avhole of

our produce from the middle and Avestern counties

is carried by Avagons from the farms on Avliich it is

groAvh, to some toAvn in this state, or more gene-
rally in another state, accessible to ri\'er boats or

sea A^essels— that it is >sold there or delivered to a
commission merchant, to be sent to a more favora-

ble market. This carriagt^ over land is exceed-
ingly expensive, because only very light Aveight

can be draAvn at a very sIoav pace over our ill-made

roads. The cost of the wagons and teams eni-

ployed in transportation in ourAvestern and middle
counties is not a liglit sum, but it is a mere trifle

to Avhat is expended in the support of the horses-

and the hire and support of tlie men employed on
our mland carriage. If an estimate could be
made of expenses, AA^e do not hesitate to believe,

that the saving Avhich might be effected in it for a
feAv yea-rs, on an improved system of public AvaA's,

Avould be sufficient .to make all.the rail Eoads that

have been projectedi Our Easterii people arc

better off; they have very generally Avater carnage,
and yet it has been shoAvn by calculation, that the
indus.;ry efa fcAv eastern counties is taxed, annu-
ally,, to- the large sum of $335,00,0, in delays •and

in overcoming by lighterage, &Ci a single obstruc-

tion. In speculatuig on the expediency of im-
proving our country by making land and Avater

carriage, quick and easy, it has been usual to

make a comparison betAveen this state and Ncav
York, since the cuttmg of her grand canal, and
betAveen this state and England, in the present

'

highly improA^ed- and improving condition of her
high Avays by land and Avater. The great wealth
derived by Ncav York and England from improve-
ments by- roads and canals, is A^ery encouraging to

us, Avho Avish to enter upon similar enterprizes.

But our physical and social condition, and tbatof
Ncav York and England, are so dissimilar, that

any reasoning derived from theii' example has only
a genertd ap])lication to u.s» EA^ery one knoAvs,

Avhat an immense and rapid increase of wealth
has been the result of the-gteat canal in NeAV York
and Ave need not dAvell on it. There-are fact's con-
nected Avith the improA'ement of the roads and
canals in Englaiid, not so generally knoAvn, that

hold out to us the most aniniating encouragement.
It may not be knoAvn, that in England, &11 roads

were repaired by contribution in labor to the reign

of Charles II. (1650) and that not until 1767,.(:just

sixty-seA-en years ago,) AA'as the system of improA'-

ingthe great roads in that kingdom, by tolls taken
for carriage and travelling on them, made general.

It is more remarkable, that as late as in the yenr
176.?, there Avas but one coach running. betAA^een

Edinburgh and London; it set out once a month
and Avas from tAvclveto fourteen days oii the jour-

ney. • ki 1825, there AA-ere six or seveir daily

coaches, and they take forty hours between the Iavo

cities—distance 400 niiles. All the provinces are

noAv traversed by stagecoaches, an turnpike roads,

aA'eraging a speed of ten miles per hour. In 17.55,

the first act jmssed in I^ngland for a public canal,

and in 1759, the Duke of BridgCAA^ater obtained
his first act; and the complete success of his canal

led to the general adoption of canals in England.
NoAv the Avhole kingdom is intei'sected by canals

for trade and passage, the details of Avhich AA'ould

be foreign to this address; and since the inA'.ention

or rather the perfecting of raihvays and the appli-

cation of steam power to the attraction of loaded
carriages on them, they are eA'ery where erected

and erecting, and passengers are carried on them
at a speed of from twenty to thirty miles, and mer-
chandize at an a-A'emge of -fifteen miles per hour.

VVonderfid and interesting as these facts are,

they are equalled, by Avhat has been brought to

pass in our oAvn country, and ev^en in our oAvh

state. The fact, tJiat our post office system began
in 1764, has not, perhaps, attracted the attention it

deserves. In that year, a sum of £l'63 6s. was
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allowed by our general assembly to the [wstmaster

general of the. provinces, for establishing a mail,

tor -t-vvelve months, from Sutlbllc to the southern

boundary ol' this province; probablj", the only mail

then within our limits. In 1765, the following year,

a committee of the assonibly was raised to contract

with the postmaster general tor a mail Irom Siifiblk

to S. Carolina. As latQ asthe'year 1804 or 1805,

the mail was transported irom "Petersburg to the

South, in a sulky or gig, twice a Aveek. Now,
daily post coaches ply between Petersburg and
Raleigh tor the. conveyance. of letters and passen-

gers, and a rail road extends part of" the route from

Petersburg to the Roanoke river, on.which there

is a transit at an average speed of filleen miles per

hour. And inclusive of the route through Raleigh
there are no less than six lines of ])ost coaches

crossing the state from north to south' three times

a week, two to theeastAvardof Raleigh, and three

to the westward. Besides, there are several Imes
ol'i)o^^ioaches running west and east from Raleigh,

and oiie running from the head of the Petersburg

railway west; and there are lateral lines connected

with these great routes. By the northern lines,

the passengers reach Washington City in three

days, Philadelphia in tour, and New York in less

than five days from Raleicjh. It must be, that a
system of conveyance which has sprung into such
consequence as a public convenience, and on
which such an amount of capital has found profit-

able investment in the short space of thirty years,

demands that it should be further improved by
adopting the best roads and machines for locomo-
tion which the genius of man has de\ise.d. If in

this short period, we have passed from the humble
conveyance of a gigon a single road, bringing a
few antiquated letters at a rate, (stoppages includ-

ed) perhaps not averaging a mile an hour, to

havino; every considerable town in our state, visit-

ed dail}', or at most in every two or three days, by
four horse coaches,loadedwith persons and intelli-

gence ti-esh from every quarter of the globe, we
may, nay must, (we should say) venture upon an
expense necessary to construct rail roads travelled

by steam power, which would not only cany us
and bring our letters and periodical literature at a
s))eed of from 240 to 360 miles in the twenty-four
hours, but would transport hundreds of tons of our
products and of our imports in foreign necessaries

and luxuries at the same rate, with perfect safety

and with the most definite certainly as to time.

Such an amount of stage coach travelling conduct-
ed into the state, on one or more railways from and
to proper points, on our northern and southern and
eastern and western boundaries, would surely pay

tinning it along the same travelling route to llie

south, fiTom whence. the Petersburg railway has
received its principal traveUing patronage. That
the Petersburg railway receives from the carriage
of passengers profits larger in amount, and at a
higher rate, than fi-om produce, is not an anomal-
ous fact and confined to that road, but it is in

coincidence with tlic experience on other similar

works. Such was the result, contrary to expecta-
tion, on the great railway 1)etween Manchester
aad Liverpool, as it is also on that between Phila-

delphia and New York. In laying down railwajs
with us, this law of their profits should not l^e lost

sight of! The routes should always be chosen
Avith a view to the transit of passengers, that from
them, excessive profits being made, as light a toll

as ])ossible may be taken tor the carriage of jn-o-

duce and merchandize. For it is our great desid-

eratimi, in the pursuit of wealth, that our agricul-

tural products sliould not only be relieved from the

enhancement of their value to us, by reason of the

greater cost of their transportation, but that as to

some of them, our scantiness of crop from an un-
favorable soil and climate should be countervailed

by a cheaper and quicker carriage to market.
The plan devised by the general convention

does not admit in our view of any improvement in

its outline. Its details might be changed so as to

obviate objections that have been made to them.
According to this plan two routes of transport fi'om

north to south, are proposed, the first partly by
canals and partly by railway across the eastern

part of the state, and the other passing through
the centre of the state. These lines are to be in- .

tersected by a railway, from the head of the west-

ern waters, in this state, to tide water. The calcu-

lations for the cost of these improvements made
vuider the sanction of the convention are doubtless

correct, and can be shown to be so if any are hardy
enough. to impeach them. The sums to be raised

lor the purpose woi'e also shown by the convention

to be entirely within our means, nay to be a very
light undertaking tor the state.

It only remains on tiiis part of the subject to say,

that the experiment may be made at very incon-

siderable risk. Let a raihvay be extended to Fay-
etteville, or to our southern boundary from the head
of the Petersburg railway, and let it also be connect-

ed with the Noriblk raihvay, so as to embrace the

transportation of the LTnited States mail and all the

IraveUing on the centre routes of post coaches and
such part of that on the routes east and west of.

the centre as Avill be invited to it Irom its .superior

accommodatians, safety and speed. Let it also be
understood, if this road succeed, that a general

tolls on passengers and letters and papers at so plan of inland transport is to be gradually but

high a rate that our exports and imports might be speedily adopted, equal to the wants of the whole
carried at a proportionably low rate. They might
thus be relieved from the enormous tax with which,
according to the present mode of carriage they are
burthened. On this part of the subjecr, it is per-
tinent to remark, that our internal improvement
convention had information before them on which
they could implicitly rely, that the stock of the
Petersburg railway was profitable, and that of its

daily or weekly profits, the laro;er share was re-

ceived fr-om the transport of passengers. The
importance of this fact to our en(|uiry cannot be
overrated: for v.'c have the power to extend Ibis

very rail road through a country as rich as that

between Petersburg and the Roanoke, and of con-

tate so as to allay local jealousies. A railway in

connexion -with those from Petersburg and Norfolk

will witliout doubt, not only repay itself, but will

afford a large surplus to be expended on other im-
provements. When these roads from Petersburg

and Norfolk, to the Roanoke, are extcn.ded to Fay-
etteville, from tlie success or failure of the experi-

ment, every man will be able to see and judge in

what degree tlie state is" capable ot" a system of

improved transport. If this first attempt be suc-

cessful, the general plan may be gradually exe-

cuted in the same cautious method, hy successive-

Iv completing such portions of the general plan or

of the particular works, asprom.ise to be most pro^
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fitable. Nor do wo whose interests are in conmaon

with yours, wish to make any ])Tiblic work that

will nut pay lor ileelf with interest. It is in our

opinion, no bad test of the utility of a work that its

tolls will re]:)lace the expenditure made on it, with

interest. It is certainly advisable that the tolls

should never be raised much beyond what is neces-

sary tor this purpose, as they will be (if too liifrh)

jand inconvenient and probably a very unequal tax

on the industry of the citizen. If any work be a
useful one, besides the profits from the tolls, there
will be accordinii; to all experience a f>;reat increase

«f the wealth of the state, by the enhanced value
that will be <j:iven to all real property in and near
the route of the road or canal.

It is not easy, if we liad space for it, to antici-

pate what would be the result of such a plan of
internal improvements as has been proposed by
the convention, executed accordins^ to our sufffves-

tions. Not only would our cotton be relieved from
|he cost added to its production, by the present in-

convenient and expensive mode of transport, but

we fihould be enabled to divert the labor of the

middle and western counties, to the cuhure of
bread stuffs, for which none of our competitors in

any of the states have a more favorable climate;

und if our soil should be improved by a judicious

husbandry, we liave notliinrrtofear on this branch
of our industry from any competition. A ijreat

many articles, the culture of Avhich does not enter
jnto our rural economy, would be found to yield

Ijreat profit, when they could be sent in a short
time and by a cheap conveyance to market. Nor
js this ail, it seems to us that one of the trreatestof

the improvements to be expected fi-om the applica-
tion of steam to the drawing of great weights'upon
p, rtrilway is, that it. will alter the location of large
towns and cities. Jleretolbre they have groAvn up
upon the sea coast, or on large rivers, where the
heavy articles necessary for building houses and
lor fuel and provisions for their dense population,
.might be brought by water carriage: as might also

the bulky raw materials on whicli the industry of
iheir artisans might find employment, and from
whence by the same means, the product of their

Jabor could be easily sent to their customers. Now
5vhen from 50 to 200 tons can be drawn on a rail-

way, at (he rate of 10 or 15 miles, in an hour, by
jJlis new application of steam power, the location

QJt cities will not di^pend altogether on their prox-

imity of the sea or a river, and assuredly large in-

Jttud towns may and will spring up in rich agricul-

tural districts remote from the ocean and the great

ji'ivers, In liict, in England, the large manufiic-

turing towns of Manchester, Leeds, Bolton, Bir-

mingham, ShefTield and Preston are inland,and they
are su|)plied with all things necessary for l^uilding,

i'or fuef, for provisions and for the processes in the

arts and with a vent for their fiibrics of the loom
and anvil by artificial canals and latterly by rail

Foads. This seems to us to meet one of our great

wants. If considerable towns can be built up in

the interior of our state on the routes of canals

and railways, the effect on our wealth will equal

p.ny ijober calculation.

But desirable as theseresults to our wealth may
be, they are very light in comparison of what the

improvement of our transport is designed to have
und must have on oursocial and political condition.

Wealth is ])iincipaiiv desirable, not for itself, but

}hr what may be eli'ected by it, and the liislory of

our race will show, that without exception, no
people liavc ever been distinguished for refinement

—for eminence in the arts—for knowledge and
science and for a pure state of morals, without a
considerable portion of wealth. An indigent peo-

ple arc always barbarous and savage; they may
excel in the destructive art of war, buttliey are not

capable of adding any thing to the enjoyments of

peace. We desire, therefore, wealth for our fel-

low-citizens, that they may be an intellectual and
moral peoj^le, abounding in all the necessaries and
luxuries of lili.',, and adding their share to tire arts

that improve and adorn it. It is obvious tfiat this

will be the e fleet of increased wealth by allowing

classes of men among us to devote themselves ex-

clusively to the fine arts, to literature and science,

and by the endowment of schools and colleges for

the promotion of sound learning. And Avhat is of
essential necessity to the existence and perfection

of our free institutions, we shall be able, by a sys-

tem of general instruction at the public expense, to

have the children of the poorer classes, which must
continue to exist in every community, properly ed-

ucated; not according to the meagre scheme of

common schools, in the mere elements of learning

only, but with these they can be well infor.Tied on
the subject of their civil and political rights and
duties, and what is to them and to their felloAV-cit-

izens of paramount importance, they can be
thoroughly taught in the useful arts and in domes-
tic economy, whereby they can enter on lite with

such knowledge, skill and habits as will put within

llieir power comfort and independence and useful-

ness and respectability.

Nor is it to be overlooked in the recommendation
of a plan of improvement for the raj'id transit of

persons, that it will, of itself, have a mighty influ-

ence in producing an interchange of facts, opinions

and intelligence among men. Our towns and
wealthy communities and our remote and poorer

districts will be as it were brought nearer together

by the increased ease and quickness with which
distance may be traversed. An exchange of ideas

will be thus brought about, by which knowledge
will be imparted and errors and prejudices removed
and this secondary effect of improved ways will be
of greater consequence than its immediate and
primary one, as intellectual are preferable to mate-
rial riches. It has been well said somewhere, that

the application of steam to land and water carriage,

has realized the poet's conception of annihilating

time and space.

There is a peculiar political advantage which
internal improvement holds forth to the people of

North Carolina. At present their only bond of

union is that of a common country and common
laws; they have, as it has been elsewhere remark-

ed, no lusiness in common, and no knowledge of

each other. One section of the state has all its

trade with Tennessee, another with Georgia, a
third w'uh Soutli Carolina and a fourth with Virgi-

nia. The projects for improvement, recommend-
ed to you by the convention, if carried into effect,

will lird< us together by interest and affection as

well as by law.

And now to bring to a conclusion an address,

which a desire to advance your welflirehas drawn
out to a length far beyond what was intended,

permit us to say with frankness, but in the most
kindly spirit, that the depression of our industry,

and our want of political influence, our misfortunes
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as Ave may well call them, have received their

Iteenest edge from the consideration that they are

in part the necessary, the bitter consequences of a
supine and narrow legislation. As a peoj)le, we
have literally taken no thought for ourselves, what
we should eat or what we should put on. We
have left the state to grow like the lily of the field,

and verily it is not arrayed like Solomon in all his

glory. Let us, fellow countrj^men, change this

wretched policy which has bound us down to po-
verty, or sent us exiles trom our native land, to

seek in the wilds of the west that provision for our

own wants, and establishment for our children

which was denied to our industry at home. The
power to redress your grievances lies entirely with

yourselves. Assemble in j-our respective counties

and demand of your representatives, to whom you
commit the fate of yourselves and children, tliat

they will adopt some scheme of improvement com-
mensurate with the wants of the state, and that

they will begin some public work of such magni-
tude, that on its completion we may know from an
actual experiment whether the state can be im-

proved. If such pledge be taken generally in the

counties, we shall at last have some legislative ac-

tion on internal improvements, and it seems pretty

certain from the proceedings of the last assembly,
that we shall not till then.

Your destinies, under providence, are in your
own hands, and now you are at a most important
crisis; throughout the civilized world, and in our
own Union particularly, the wealth and talent of

every community are turned towards the full dc-

velopement of their physical and moral resources,

and if you stand back from the glorious contest,

the loss and the shame will be on you and your
children. But we hope better things of you; eveiy
where among us, the minds of all who love their

country, are turned ^vith eager expectation to a
general and united effort towards the improvement
of the state, and we will not anticipate their disap-

pointment. We will hope from your public spirit,

that our legislation at your command shall be
changed, and that the state will shake of her letli-

argy and rise to that wealth and political po^ver

which her territory and population place withm
her reach.

DUNCAN CAMERON, Cho'n.

GEORGE E. BADGER,
DANIEL L. BARRINGER,
WILLIAM BOYLAN,
WILLIAM II. HAYWOOD
CHARLES L. HINTON,
GAVIN HOGG,
JAMES IREDELL,
ALFRED JONES,
HENRY SEAWELL.

JR.

ERGOT, OR SPURRED RYE.

Rye is liable to be diseased by an insect deposit-

ing its animalcula m the grain, which causes it to

sprout and produce an excrescence like a cock's

spur, of a hard texture. When ground down with
the flour, or used in distillation, it proves a mortal
poison, and at times has proved a pestilential

scourge of Europe. It has been equally fatal in

America, and is supposed to have been the chief

cause of the plague in London. In 1811 and 1812,

a great number of lives were lost from the spurred

rye being used as Ibod, and liquor distilled from

the rye. The great mortality was chiefly confined

to New York and Vermont. Upwards of twenty
thousand victims fell a sacrifice to the ravages pro-

duced by that dreadtul poison. Meeting after meet-
ing of the iaculty took jilace, to endeavor to dis-

cover the cause; and after the most mature delib-

eration, it Avas discovered by Dr. Hosack and his

party, that it was a poisonous miasma floating in

the air, confined to certain prescribed limits, and
affecting certain persons, more particidarly those

that were in the habit of drinking gin: the best

apology for their ignorance of the true cause, the
ergot or spurred rye. What made their report the
more ridiculous was, that there was at that time a
fine, clear, black, hard frost, and the healthiest

weather that could be imagined. Many of the

members were sceptical, and could not believe the

report; they thought that owing to the fine weather
it was impossible for the contagion to exist in the

air; others were of the same opinion with the doc-

tors. One of the non-contagionists wrote and re-

quested me to go to Albany, Avhere the disorder

was then raging, and wishing me to endeavor to

discover the cause of the afflictmg calamity. On
my journey from New York to Albany, where the
legislature of the state was sitting, I stopped at a
place called Kinderhook; and being cold, contrary

to my usual practice, I drank a gla.ss of gin. I had
not drank it many minutes before it affected me as

if I had taken something boiling hot in my sto-

mach. Although I immediately took an emetic,

which produced the most active effects, the poison

had taken so firm a hold of my constitution, that

my throat and rectum were extremely painful. I

had a cold perspiration towards the morning, with
a pain in my bones and head, Avhcreas I was in

perfect health bclbre I drank the gin. I accused
the tavern keeper of putting poison in the gin: a
gentleman of the town who heard me, and had
observed that the habitual gin drinkers in the place

had died, seconded me in my charge. The land-

lord declared he was innocent, and referred us to

the distillery. Upon our appljdng, the distiller was
much alarmed at our charge of his putting poison
in the gin; and added, it would be his ruin if the
report got abroad, in consequence of the great

mortality. He took a voluntary oath that he put
nothing but the pure grain into his gin, and invited

us to see the grain in the still house loft. We found

it on inspection badly cleaned, and probably one-
tenth of it spurred rye, or rye vitiated by being in-

fused with the clavus or ergot. I was quite aston-

ished when I saw it, particularly as it was so well

described by Dr. Darwin, a.s being a pestilential

scourge in various parts of Europe, producing what
is called by Dr. Mason Good, in his history of

medicine, mildew mortification: in America it was
vulgarly called dry rot. On dissection I have ob-

served that the windpipe and rectum were so com-
pletely parched by the action of the air stimulat-

ing or attracting the effects of the poison to the

parts, that when pressed they would give way,
and appear like black snuff. I lost no time in re-

pairing to Albany. On my arrival the inhabitants

were in mourning, on account of the loss of their

relatives and friends, some of whom had risen in

health in the morning, had eaten a hearty break-

fast, and at noon were in eternity! Such was the

rapid effects of that inflammation, which was as-

cribed by the doctors of New York to the air of

Albany being charged with the damps of death.
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The members of the assembly of-.the state had at

the time under their consideration, -a resokition to

Ciiable them to remove, the. state legislature from

Albany; it was cxpoctetl- that the- resolution would
be carried the same night,j to the great and irrepar-

able injury of the i'.ihabitants. To the friend who
vvas waiting for nie, at the hotel, I comiliunieated

the glad tidings of having discovered the cause of

the disoi-der. He iannediately ran to the_ asseni-

blj'-rooni, and obtained the menibers' consent" to

adjourn the question until" the tbliowing morning.

'^I'he taveni where I was, was soon crowded by
t'le members and citizens, all anxious to know the

ca,use. It was no sooner communicated, with a

detail cf my own suliferings, than the members
searched tlie book shops and libraries, and found'

lo their great .satisfaction that the ergot was capa-

l>le of committing ravages upon mankind that I

had represented to them. One of the sceptical of

the faculty, on bemg requested to analyze the arti-

cle, and report on the subject, : took a few of his

iic(}uaintance8 some distance into the countiy, to

dine at his father's farrn, where an opportunity of-

fered to pi'ove -whether the ergot was injurious or

not; lor a large quantity of it that had been sepa-

rated from the rye was given to the pigs; and from
its iiutii effects (aw it caused. their death the next

day) the father became a convert to th-e- opinion.

A number of iti1s, cats, and dogs, also fell sacrifices

io its elTect!?, before the sceptical were convinced,

i

—

iriiildaw on ihfi Causes of L\Jlar,miat'wn, Sfc.

Ct LTIVATION OF LOW GIlOUNnS,

To tl;p K;:iioi- of the Farmers' Register.

I fed it a duty incumbent on me (as eveiy pcr-

grounds would not answer to prepare for that crop;

I should have too many water furrows—so many
indeed as to occupy one-fourth of the surface.

Afler a little consideration i concluded- to tlirow

two beds together, making them twelve leet wide.

I sowed my wheat on the.twelve feet beds, drag-

ged- it in v/ith a large iron tooth drag, had the wa-
ter furrows well opened, and cross flirrows, or

grips, opened across the beds wherever there was
a low place, that the water iiirrows could not drain;

but having to make the middle ol the beds in the
old turrowSj it caused the beds to be too low in tiie

middle, and to hold water,: and consequently in-

jured the wheat so much, that I made a short

crop.

. Now comes my second year, I now intend

giving you my whole process of cultivation. Af-
ter having the kmd well ditched and grubbed as
before, I lldlow^ my land in the fall, or winter, with
large turning ploughs, into twelve feet beds, and
reliallow just before I commence planting corn, if

I have time; if not, I run a large iron tooth drag
over tlic beds, which kills mo.st of the young grass.

I now open the rows with trowel hoe ])loughs, two
rows on a bed. It will be well enough to mention
here, that I cominence planting my low grounds
about a ibrmight after having finiehed my high
land, 'so as to give me an opportunity of working

.over my highland before my low ground becomes
very grassy. As soon as I finish working over
my high land, "I commence in the low ground
with small turning ])longhs, and itui one furrow
on each side of the corn, tJirowing the earth from
it; if the land is very grassy, I run (wo furrows on
each side, making four furrows to the row. I now
follow on alter the j)loughs with the hoes, and
\veed the corji nicely, not putting any earth to it,

unless it is likely to. fall down. In about five or

Bon that -vvishes to see agriculture flourish ought,)

to contribute my mite, be it ever so small, towards
sustaining a worlc ,so valuable as the Farmers' Re- 1 six days ailer v.'eeding, I plough my corn again'

gisier, which I have not the least hesitation in

paying, in mj- humble Q]^,inion, is one of the most
valuable publications that has ever been offered to

the public, at least to the- farming oommunity, It

is a work that should be in the possession of every
farmer who can aflbrd to expend five dollars per

annum, towards purchasing an agricultural paper.

I have read the Farmers' Register regularly, and
can sav, that I have acquired much valuable and
useflil informatiGU therefrom. Under these con-

siderations, I have concluded to give you, in my
lame and imperfect manner, my experience in cul-

tivating lo^v grounds, which probably may be of

advantage to some of your subscribers, who have
had sfili less, experience than I have. When I

commenced farmii^, ailer having the land well
ditched and grubbed, I had my low grounds thrown
into six feet b-^tls, in the tidi, with large turning

(or mould-board) ploughs; in the spring just be-
fore I commenced planting corn I had the beds re-

versed, wliich put the land in very good order for

plantiiio;. The rows were then opened on the

nuddle of the beds, -with common trowel hoe
ploughs, and the corn .was planted with the hills

Hbout two feet apart. My memory does not serve

me well enough to statepvecisely, in what manner
the land was cultivated, but I recollect I made a
very good crop of corn. It was remarked by two
of my oldest and most respectable neiixhhors, that

it was the best corn they liad eecn grow on that

l.ip.d i-M- several yeai's. But when I came to sow
wheat, I li'.und that ihat plan of cultivating low

with trowel hoe ploughs, -vvith small boards nailed

to the side of the helve of the hoe, to throAV a lit-

tle earth among the com, to cover theyoung grass,

if there should be any. The third ploughuig is

doiie with small turning ploughs, throwing the
earth to Ihe corn, so as to strengthen and fortify ii

against the winds and overfloAvings ofthe swamp.
I plough very deep when finishing the furrow
rows, so as to obtain deep water furrows, to carry

ofl' the water as quick as possible, in case of an
overflow; in the mean time taking care to plough
very shallow when finishing the rows on the mid-
dle of the beds, to avoid making deep furrows, as

I shall have to make the middle of the beds, when
I fallow for wheat, in those furrows, which if they
were deep, would cause the wheat beds to be low
in the middle, and hold w^ater, as I have before

stated. The fourth and last ploughing is done
precisely in the same manner as the third, and
tbllov/ed with the hoe hands to cut down the weeds
and adjust the earth around the corn.

As soon as the corn is ripe enough to be taken
ofl" of the land, I commence fallowing the land for

wheat, with large turni no: ploughs, into Iweh^e
leet beds, making the middle of the bed in the

shallow furrows, by which means the middle of
them are higher than any oilier part; I now sow
my wheat, about one bushel to the acre, and drag
it in with a kirge iron tooth drag. After dragfring

I have all the water furrows well opened Avith

large turning plouo-hs, and at the ends where they
empf}" into a ditch or tlic main stream. I hav^
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tlieni opened with hoes or spades; and if there

should be any low places in the land, I have cross

ruiTows or grips cut across the beds, as before

mentioned, ta the lowest point, by which means
such j)laces are kept perlectly dry. I have pur-

sued the last mentioned plan oi' culfiv^aiing low
grouiid tor three 3'ears, and ha\c succeeded very

Avell with botli^corn and wheat in every instance.

In conclusion, I beg you to accept of my mogt
cordial and sincere wishes, for the success of the

noble ami valuable work, which \T)U have the
honor of being editor. adolksckns.

Prince George.

DISKASES OP SHEEP AND COWS.
For tlie Farmers' EcgistCr.

Essex county, May 24th, 1834.

Sheep and cattle like the human family, are

suljject to a variety of diseases: but it is not my
intention to notice more than one or two. There
is a disease to which sheep are subject, that is

probably more destructive to them than is general-

ly supposed—that of the worm in the head. I

liavc not unlrequently had sheep that were fat,

that looked heakhy and well, to sicken ant! die in

the course of a liiw days; and under the impres-
sion that they had eaten something poisonous,

such things were given them as arc genei'ally

recommemled in books lor poison, but with no ad-
vantage. Having purchased some Bakewell and
Southdown sheep at from ^20 to $20 each, has
probably induced me to pay ratlier more attention

to my sheep than otherwise I should. One very
cold day, winter before last,- 1 saw a half Bake-
weil e\ve-i?tadding in tlie snliw about fifty yards
from a shelter that had been erected tor my' sheep,
and under which they hSd usually slept. Her
head was down, and occasionally she moverl a
little. Supposing that she had a young landj, I

Avalked that course with a view of having the

lamb moved to the shelter; but as I ajiproached
her, she did not appear to observe me. I took
hold of her and she appeared too stupid to notice

it. iler head was inclined a little to one side, her
eyes glared and appeared almost fixed in their or-

bits. She was found too stupid to be driven to the

l(_)ld, and had to be carried. She lived several

days; at first she had slight spasms, and ibamed
a little at the mouth, but alter a day or two, she
was more strongly convulsed, and would tall

down, but would again get up. Supposing her
head to be the seat of the disease, after her death
it was dissected, and a worm was found in one of
the nostrils, a little belov/ the eye, about an inch
in length and a quarter of an inch in thickness.

Supposing that one alone had killed her, very little

examination fi^n-ther was' made. In January last,

two sheep on the same morning appeared to be
sick, one a ewe of the common breed, in fine or-

der, the other a half Bakew-ell ewe, and lat. The
common ewe held her head as high or higher
than usual, with it a little inclined to one side, the
eyes resembled those of the one already described:
on ap))roaching her, she aj)pearcd a little stupid,
would sutler me to api)ix.ach very near, and then
suddenly tlart ofi' as if she had just perceived me.
The other held her head rather lower than usual,
and surtered me to approach her rather nearer than
tlie other, and appeared more stupid and sick, with
po glaring of the eyes. Next day both of them

were evidently worse, and the common ewe dis-
posed to hang her head; and on the third day she
laid down to get up no more. The glare of the
eyes continued, the pu])il became enlarged, spasms
came on, and a little loam was observed about the
mouth. The spasm Avas first observed to throw
the left ear in motion, then the left eye lid, quickly
after which it appeared all over the tace, head,
and neck, but as she was lying down the force of
the spasm upon the body, could not be seen as upon
the one the winter before. The morning she died,
I was about leaving home when I was informed
she was dead; but I requested her head to be ex-
amined to see if any worm could be found. On
my return a worm was brought me, about the size
of the one already descrdaed, and it was stated it

was taken out of the head between the ejes. I

think it not improbable there might have been
many more. The half Bakewell appeared more
stupid and sick eveiy day, and held her head low-
er aud lower, until her nose almost rested on the
ground as she stood up. I saw her but a few
times after the death of the other, but I think to-

wards the last, the symptoms were very much
like the other two. About a day and a half afier

the death of the. other, I Avas informed the half
BakeAvell Avas d3-ing. As night Avas fast coming
on, and the Aveather Avas extremely cold, it Avas
thought best to haA-e the sheep killed and skinned
AA'hile Avarm, after Avhich the hotly was examined,
but nothing found amiss. It AA^as getting too dark
to dissect the head, and that Avas laid by for morn-
ing. In dissecting, it was found filled Avith blood,

haA'ing been knocked on the head Avith an axe to

kill it. Under this disadvantage it AA'as dissected,

and from the head was taken nineteen Avorms.
Some AA^ere found high up the nostrils, some in the
dilierent cavities of the head, and one large one
AA^as found lying on the thin membrane that
euA-elopes the brain; they Avere of all lengths,,

from a quarter of an inch to an inch. They Avere

placed upon a piece of paper, and none appeared
to be alive: but aftcrAvards, Avhile looking at them
by the fire, many Avcre found to move. It appears
strange that so many should have been found
in the head of one sheep, and that one quite fat.

Wheth'er it Avas their particular location, or like

the grubs in the horse, they remain for a time
peaceable and ilioffensiA^e, and then suddenly de-
stroy fife, I must leave for the reflection of others.

Tlie Avorm is supposed to be the produce of a fly

which deposites its eggs a little Avithin the margin
of the nose, to avoid Avhich is the cause Avhy sheep
gather together, and turn their noses iuAvards.

Daubing the nose often Avith tar or train oil is said

to be a preventive. About a table spoonful of a
decoction of Scotch snuff injected up each nostril

Avith a syringe, tiu'ce or four times from the 1st of
October to the 1st of January, is said to be a good
remedy, but is apt to make the sheep very drunk
for a short time. I cannot say I haA-e much con-
fidence in either the preA-entive or remedy proving
effectual,

I Avill noAv notice one disease to AA'hich the cow
is subject, that of an inflammation of the udder.
I haA-e fre(iuently heard it stated, that it is pro-

duced from the snake sucking the coav. The
snake is supposed to be fond of milk, but as to any
tamiliarity between the snake and the coa;v, I have
ncA-er belieA"ed in it. The snake is more like Ish-

niael of old, Avhosc hand Avas "against eA^ery man.
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and every man's hand against him." This dis-

ease is not very uncommon to cows. A few years

past one of the finest cows upon my iarm (a half

Durham) became diseased in one quarter of her

udder, and not knowing at that time the cause or

remedy, that quarter gradually perished away, and
has never since produced milk. To show the

cause, the symptoms, and cure of this disease, I

will make an extract from a treatise on stock,

which was published in England, by J. B. Law-
rence, and which has recently been republished in

this country.

^'Downfall, udder-ill, inflammation ofthe \iMcr, ^c.

—From what we hav^e said of the digestive pro-

cess of the cow, and the intimate connection be-

tween the Iburth stomach and the udder, the

reader will be at no loss to understand that when
that is out of order, the udder, and consequently

the quality and quantity of the milk, must be ma-
terially affected. These, or rather this complaint,

for they are all one, or ditlerent stages of the same
disease, of which the predisposing cause was
bad feeding, and the exciting cause, a cold or in-

flammation of the udder, is essential to be taken

in time, and of the utmost consequence to the

owners of young cattle, which are very liable to

its attack, especially at the time of calving."
^^ Cause.—This disease may not only proceed

from the above causes, but may also be induced

by the animal drinking freely of cold water, when
heated by exercise, or by cold exposure and lying

down in cold and damp grass at the latter end of

the year, Avhen the nights are cold and foggy, and
at a time when the stomach is loaded witli food,

and the blood plentiful."

^^Symptoms.—One or more quarters of the udder
becoroes swollen, hardened, hotter than common,
find painflil when pressed; the milk is reduced in

quantity,, and changed to a ragged, or bloody, or

corrupt appearance. At other times, the secretion

of milk is stopped, and the tumefied quarter pro-

.ceeds to a state of suppuration."
" Cure.—As soon as the disease is discovered,

remove the animal from the pasture, and take

from her from three to five quarts of blood; espe-

cially if the cow be in good condition, and breathes

quickly, and appears stupid." "If the weather
be damp and cold, keep her under shelter, and
feed her moderately with nourishing food; but if

the weather be fine, turn her into a bare pasture,

where she will be obliged to exert herself for her
food. The swollen udder, or rather that part of
it which is aflected (for there is seldom more than
one part or quarter affected at a time) should have
the bad milk drawn from it three or four times a
day; for if sufiered to remain in it, it will irritate

and increase the inflammation. Bathe it also after

milking with olive oil, or elder ointment."
The same writer recommends medicine to be

given internally. His doses are compounds, and
the ingredients are not generally kept by farmers,

but as epsom salts enter largely into some of them,
I imagine they would answer alone. My own
impression is, that the best care would be, to let

the calf run with the mother during the continu-
ance of the inflammation, provided, it would suck
all the teats.

Extract from the same writer.

" Sore teats.—Some cows are very subject to sore
teats, particularly such as have newly calved; if

this be the case in summer, they often become
ulcerated, and the flies j)lague them to a dem-ee

which renders them extremely difficult to milk: it

is also a great nuisance at the time of milking, as

blood and corrupt matter are apt to pass between
the fingers into the milk. The following liniment

is very useful for anointing sore teats, and should

always be kept in readiness for use:

Ointment of elder four ounces, yellow basilicon

ointment four ounces, spirits of turpentine one
ounce, mix and well incorporate them together on
a slab, and it is fit for use.

With this ointment you may weU rub the cows
teats every night and morning after milking, if in

the summer assafoetida or aloes in powder, and
dissolve it along with the ointment. This wiU
prevent the flies from teasing the animal. If the

teats be tender only, and not sore, a little gentle

rubbing with weak salt and water Avill in general

be sufficient." Finding it inconvenient to prepare

the ointment exactly as directed in the foregoing

receij)t, a hancflul of the inner bark of the elder

was taken and simmered in hogs lard. Six ounces
of the elder ointment was then taken and while it

was warm, one ounce of bees wax and one ounce
of turpentine were added, and melted together.

After being stirred awhile, the turpentine mostly

sunk to the bottom and was thrown out: one ounce
of spirits of turpentine was then added, and the

whole stirred as long as it was in a liquid state.

After the ointment was made, a little boy that had
fallen to sleep in the room was waked up to go to

bed, he was found unable to walk without assis-

tance, in consequence of his feet being so much
chopped and inflamed; they were rubbexl with the

ointment, and by the morning there was no ap-

pearance of inflammation, and the skin was soft

and supple and they soon got well. Though this

ointment is not prepared in the way directed, the

same ingredients are used and almost exactly in

the same proportions. It is an excellent ointment

for man or beast, and should be kept in every

family. edmund f. noel.

COTTOIV SEED OIL.

From the Petersburg Intelligencer.

Our enterprising fellow-citizen, Jabez Smith,
Esq. has succeeded in bringing to perfection the
manufacture of cotton seed oil for the use of lamps.
After a fair trial, we have given it the preference
over any sperm oil we have seen for many years.

It burns Avith a beautiful and clear light, without
smoke and entirely free from any offensive smefl.

We congratulate tlie southern countrj^ on the
succesefiil eflbrt which has thus been made to give
increased value to one of its staple products. The
time is not far distant, when the oil from cotton

seed, entering as it will into competition with sperm
and linseed oil in the various uses to which they
are applied, will become an important item in the
exports of the southern and south-western states.

When the experiment was first made, to burn
this oil in lamps, an opinion was entertained by
some, that the glutinous matter could never be
sufficiently extracted to answer so desirable a
purpose. The recent improvements of Mr. Smith
have removed every doubt upon that subject; and
he now offers to the public an oil, which is

unsurpassed by any other article of that description.
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CUTTING CORN STALKS.

From the Northern Farmer.

Amonir the most irrational practices in aofricul-

tiinil |)ursiiits, is that of cutting the stalks, or

"topping the com," as it is otlen called, het()re the

ears of corn are fully ripe. It is dilllcuh to count

i'or the origin of the practice. It never was adopt-

ed in England, for maize or Indian corn never

was cultivated in that countiy. It is possible that

in the early settlement of tiiis countiy, some be-

gan to cut the green stalks to feed cattle, and the

injury to the corn not being perceptible, the prac-

tice, by degrees became extensive. At the present

.day, farmers consider it as a mark of bad husband-

ry, Avhen the corn fields are not top]ied early, or in

good season. But regardless of such prejudices I

have not topped my corn for several years; and I

furthermore say, that I will never consent to have
my corn stalks cut, until the corn has come to

maturity, or is ready to harvest. I do not know of

even a single beneficial purpose, which can be
gained by adopting the common practice; and
verily believe that, at no distant day, tanners,

Generally, Avill condemn the present practice, and
feel surprised at the stupid folly which formerly

.countenanced it.

In February 1832, 1 published a few remarks on
this important subject, in the New England Far-
mer. Other agriculturists had devoted some at-

tention to it. Since that time, some fiiir experi-

ments have been made, proving conclusively that

the present practice is attended with an unneces-

sary loss of labor, and a veiy great injury to the

corn crops. We advert to the experiment of Wm.
Clark, jr. of Northampton, stated in the Northern
Farmer of July 7, 1832, by which it appears that

the average loss, by cutting the stalks, exceeds

twelve bushels per acre; and also that the corn

weighs less by one pound per bushel. We wll

add that the corn by shrivelling and shrinking, in

consequence of mutilating the stalk, will be less.

valuable in respect to its flavor.

The agriculturi.st .should study the operations of

nature. He will find these unerring and right.

Science enlarges our conceptions and exalts our

admiration of the works of the Creator, and pro-

claims, at every step, as we advance our research-

es into the vegetable as well as the animal king-

doms, that "in wisdom He hath formed" the whole.

The organic structure of every plant or vegetable

is perfi^ct.

The beautiful foliage of trees, and the broad
blades or leaves of the com are as necessary to

their growth and existence as are the lungs to the

human body. The green leaves emit oxygen, or

the \'ital part of the air, and absorb that part,

which is injurious to the human health, on respi-

ration. If we attentively examine each part of

the growing corn, we discover that each part per-

forms its natural function, all tending to advance
the ear to maturity. The farina, which falls fVom
the top at the appointed season in copious efl'usion

upon the green silk or tassels, impregnates each
kernel of the ear through the medium of the silk,

one thread of which is attached to each kernel.

But the stalk .above, as well as below the ears

contains a sai^charine juice, which gently oozes
into the cob, and from the cob into the kernel, and
this operation does not cea.se until the kernel is

fully ripe. It is not ripe until its inner part be-

come.? rather hard, or Ja "out of the milk," as

farmers say.

The corn plant derives nutriment from the at-

mospheric air as well as the soil. By depriving

it of its top and a portion of its blades, we cut on'

one source at least of its natural aliment. Such
an unnatural practice arrests the natural circula-

tion of the sap, whicli flows through the stalk.

Some farmers may, perhaps believe, that by so

doing, they can turn or force the juices into the

ear in a mode more wisely than that already pro-

vided by the Author of nature!

It surely cannot require any great developement
of the principles which govern vegetation, to con-

vince the enlightened, that the common practice of

catting off the corn stalks near the middle, while

the coin is in the milk, and while nature is making
her efforts to bring it to maturity, must necessarily

be attended with the injurious consequences, which
fair experiments have clearly demonstrated.

But is the corn plant the only vegetable which
will flourish better under the operation of the dis-

secting knife? Try it upon the green potato vine,

immediately after the potato has attained its full

size. Strip the foliage from fruit trees, so soon as

the fruit is fully grown. Try the experiment from

a great variety of vegetables. The effect would
not be doubtful. Let the farmer enquire, why the

com plant should stand in the field as a solitary

exception to other vegetables?

Some fanners think that topping the com expe-
dites its ripening, and gives a greater quantity of

fodder for cattle. But it is fully ascertained that it

will ripen sooner without cutting the stalks; and
the tops and spreading blades furnish a partial

protection against early frosts. This is admitted

by some intelligent farmers, who still approve of

"topping." But it seems to us, that this admis-

sion in accordance with the fact, tends to support

the poshion we have advanced.
The stalks, if cut green and dried, containing

the saccharine juice provided by nature for the ear,

may be sweeter; but would they not weigh more,
had they been cut afler the corn is fit for harvest-

ing. But it is certain, that the whole stalks cut

up at once, near the gi'ound, after the corn is fit to

gather, will afford a greater quantity of fodder, the

under stalks being much heavier than the tops.

The "butts" are generally left and wasted in the

field. Any portion of these, which the cattle will

not eat, ought to be converted into manure. If the

cattle have a keener appetite for stalks cut when
green, we know that they also very greedily con-

sume those cut at harvest time.

If topping thd not injure the com, there cannot,

therefore, be any gain by pursuing the present

practice. But this practice is attended by useless

labor.

Some have recommended to cut up the com,
when ripe, close to the ground, tie it in small bun-
dles, and set it up in small stacl^s by the side of

the corn field to dry, and afterwards to convey it

to the barn to husk. But we think that in favora-

ble seasons, when the standing corn is well dried,

or fit for harvesting, it may be more judicious to

cut up the corn close to the gi-ound, convey a few

loads daily to the barn, spread it well upon the

floor, husk it immediately, and put it into a gra-

nary made for the purpose, standing on posts about

three feet from the ground, properly ventilated.

For several years this has been our practice.
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Another practice, among farmers, is very cen-|

surable. They often pile up their corn in the barn

in hirgo heaps in order to have what. are called

"husldngs.'" In these heaps there arc often green

materials, green stalks, green ears, and foul mat-

ter, which after laying a short time, produce a

state of termentation, the whole hea]) becomes
warm, and tainted with the noxious gases or efflu-

via which penetrate every |)art The corn is

finally husked, and often placed in rooms not well

ventilated. The corn may be sound and look'

finely—the bread palatable, ]xn-haps .called good.

But the question, whether it might not have been

rendered far better and sweeter with pro])er ma-
nagement, seldom, perhaps, enters the farmer's

mind. w. claggett.

Portsmouth, March 12, 1834.

REMARKS ON GATHERING FOrrDER IN VIRGINIA.

Several selected articles on the cujtting of corH tops

have at different times been presented to the readers

of the Farmers' Register, with the hope that .some

persons would thereby be induced to give the fruits, of

their observation and experience, on the same subject.

But as this has not yet been done, we will attempt

more pointedly to invite attention to what is in Vir-

ginia, a far more important business than in New Eng-

land, and which, if wrong, must be attended witla an-

nual losses, of incalculable amount.

The evils spoken of by Mr. Claggett in the foregoing

communication, are attributed merely to the cutting oii

the tops of corn—as northern farmers, seldom, if ever,

strip oif the blades below the ears. In Virginia, we
invariably do both; as few make any hay, and all rely

principally on the corn blades for long forage for their

horses. It is true, that every one admits that the tops

and blades should not be removed until the "corn is

forward enough to bear it:" but there is no one who
does not every year violate this rule, in a vast number

of cases, even in his own judgement—and perhaps in

ten times as many, if the truth was clearly understood.

No experiment has yet been made to try whether any,

or what amount of injury is caused by depriving a

green stalk of corn of its leaves and top: but it seems

not improbable, as the process is usually conducted,

that the loss of grain is more than equal to the whole

net profit on the fodder.

No experiment, however, wovdd be required by any

one acquainted with the laws of vegetation, to be sa-

tisfied that while the plant remains green, it must still

be furnishing something to the unripe grain.. When
all the grain is perfectly made, the leaves and tops

have completed their intended functions, and they

wither and die very soon afterwards. If in the short

interval between the perfect maturity of the grain, and

the drying of the blades, the latter could be gathered,

it may be admitted that no harm would be done: but

the fodder would already have been greatly injured by

age, and the gatliering would be troublesome from the

irregularity of the ripening.

But without contending for the full extent of this

position, let us test our practice by our generally pre-

vailing opinions; and by that test, our practice wdl be

found to be wasteful and injudicious. It is generally

considered that when the outer part of the grain is

hard, and shows the indenture that the large southern

corn is marked with, the fodder may be gathered safe-

ly. The arrival of that time is anxiously watched for

by industrious farraersi and "pushing overseers," not

oidy to save the crop of fodder in the best condition,

but because there is then no regular crop work on

hand, and regular employment is desirable for the la-

boring force. The ripening of corn, of course, is ir-

regular in every field, from the many replanted

stalks, and from various other causes. If the opera-

tion was put off until every stalk was considered ready

for it, the greater part of the blades would' be dry and

worthless—and therefore tlie time is chosen when the

great majority of the plants have just reached (what is

said to be) the safe and proper state. The laborers

may be directed to pass by the immature plants: but

they very rarely have care or judgement to do this;

and every ear on such plants, is more or less damaged

by the operation. For whether the plants are green or

ripe, the stripping off all the leaves serves to kill them

immediately. Whenever it is safe' to deprive the corn

of all its leaves, it is as safie to cut off the whole plant,

as is done sometimes at the north.

If any one denies the damage caused more or less

to every crop of corn by pulling fodder too early, let

him now visit his.corn crib, and see what a large pro-

pertion of ears have shrivelled grains, standing sepa-

rate and loose on the cob. Every ear of this kind

which had been planted not very late, nor on land too

poor to perfect the plant, ovyes its deficiency to the

fodder gathering. In some seasons, the leaves dry

much sooner than others, compared to the hardening

of the grain—and in those years, lest the fodder shoukl

be totally lost, unusual damage is caused to the grain.

This was the case in 18.32. Though the pulling of

fodder was begun unusually late, and after it had lost

much by being dried on the stalks, still the grain was

generally too soft. When the corn was beaten out for

sale, in the following spring, it was found very diffi-

cult to separate the grain from the cob: and the grain

was of inferior quality, from some (at least) of the

Hghtest and warmest, as well as richest sods, on the

lower James river. As even the earliest frost, in such

situations, must give full time for Indian corn to be

matured, these effects could only have been caused by
the life of the plants having been destroyed, and the

maturity of the grain prevented, by the too early ga-

thering the fodder.

It is hoped that careful and fair experiments may be

made the next season so as to leave less of doubt on

this subject—or to awaken doubts in those who may
be pursuing a wrong course, without a suspicion of

loss therefrom.

BONE MANURE.

Mr. Watson, a distinguished agriculturist of
Perthshire, put 25 bushels per acre of bone dust
on two Scotch acres, 25 cart-loads of barn manure
on each of two more acres. The acres with bone
manure produced 28 tons of turnips, and the other
22 tons.
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fllARSII MUD AS MANURE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Qacen- Ami's county, Eastern Shore of Md.

To a query in your last "Register" in relation

to niarsli mud, I answer, tliat 1 liave ior several

years i^ed marsh mud with gi-eat success. My
estate lies on a salt-water river, and marsh mud
has never tailed in any application I have made of

it. . I prefer it from small inlets which make irom

the river into my lijelds, which liave been long in

cuhivalion, as it is improved by tiie deposite li'om

the uplands; but I find it ver}- vtduable from the

salt marsh,-.where it has had no such improve-

ment. Wheat, Indian corn, oals, and cJover

grow kiiidly from its ellects, and I deem it more
valuable than barn yard manure.

I would recommend to your correspondent to

begin with ;i small experiment, as it has bot uni-

Ibrmly in this county answered expectations. A
friend of mine, who resides on Chestelriver, some
jears ago carried out a large quantity, from whicji

he derived but little benefit, and for which, I have
been unable to account, unless it be that the wa-
tei-s of the Wye, (where I reside) are much' saltcr

than lliose of "the Chester.

I have apiece of hilly Iiuid, though not broken

by gullies, in one of my fields, the cultivation of

which had been for many years abandoned, on
account-of its sterility: th« adjacent land by means
of marl, I had ;^qt into a state of lertihty, but this

being a cold soil, Avilh much gravel in i-t, I did not

deem it in a state to be improved by marl. In

1831, I covered it with 'marsh mud, of good quali-

ty, about seventy loads to' the acre,' and put it in

wheat in the fall, but the whole of itljeing covered

with sedge, I could not put it in a good state of

lireparatiqu: I nevertheless-reaped -a tolerable crop,

by estimation Irom- tlie shocks about ten bushels

to the acre. Last year though -the season was
unfavorable, it produced a good crop of Indian

corn. It is now in oals and clover, and promises

a fine croj). Though I have plenty of shell marl,

lor immediate profit, I prefer marsh mud: if is

more accessible, its effects are quicker, and much
more can be done in the way of improvement for

the same money. At the same time I confess,

that the permanent advantages of marl arc mucli

greater, and I think marl and marsh mud will both

fee improved by combination. My present pro-

ject is to' cover my fields convenient to the river,

with mtirsh mud, wlijch I have in part effected:

should I live to accomplish it, I shall consider my
estate imj^roved an hundred per tjent.

I am sorry to bear witness that the lands on the

Eastern Shore of Maryland, like those of lower
Virginia, are greatly impoverished, and that no-

thuig can prevent the depopulation of a country,

once fertile and still dear to us, but an improved
system of agriculture, in the promotion of which,
I think your Register well calculated to contribute.

# *.# * # # # »

OBSKRVATIOKS ON TirE PRESENT CONDITION
OF THE SOUTHERN STATES.

From llie Southeni AgricnUvirist.

The present crisis m our national affciirs is cer-

tainly one, which ^the southern planter must re-

gartl with the most ^Kiinful anxiety. It is one

l)regnantwi^ consequence of the greatest import-
tance to the nation at large. A dark and threat-
ening cloud hangs over our land, and whether we
shall be visited witli tlie whirlwind and the tem-
pest, or whether it- shall pass by, and the sunshine
of peace and contentment again illumine our pros-
pects, yet remains in the womb of futurity; but it

behoves us to be prepared for either event. If it

be ordained that "the tornado shall sweep over our
land, and our fair prospects of wealth and of
greatness shall be blasted, we shall not be the
worse off, for having contemplated the probability
of such an event, and lor having endetivoured to

avert its lui^^ Should our fears, however, prove
groundlcssj and the rumbling- of the distant thun-
der ccase'-to agitate our minds, yet shall we be
benefited by having been prej)ared for it. It is not
our intention to enter into any discussion on the
gi'eat question which now agitates and distracts

our councils. . Our present object is merely to

throw out a few hints, which may perchance be
of use to Some of our planters. - '

It is a well known fiict, that the quantity of cot-
ton already grown is lldly equtd to the co;"i&ump'
tion, and by many, it is believed, to exceed it. It

is also ^vell known to our planters, that at the pre-
sent prices, it is far from being a crop, which makes
a good return for the capital vested in it. It is, we
believe, a losing business to many—we say a
losing business,:*br we consider all such, which
does not yield us that interest on our capital, whicfi

'

we could obtain fnr it in other pursuits. If such
be the cas^e, and we think there are few who will

deh}' it, it will require hut a small share of discern-

ment to ascertain, that it has become necessar}' for

us to retrench our expenses as far as possible, tluit

we should live as much within our income a.s it is

practicable; and that we should commence a sys-
tem of frugality and economy, not only on our
plantations, but even in our veiy families; . nay,
more, it may be<necessary in many instances to

push this even-to extremes. W^e are aware how
much easier it is to lay-down rules for our conduct
tlian to practice them; we are aware that it is not
an easy task for us after having been accustomed
to a certain style -of living, to descend to that
which we consider, inferior, that it is not an easy
.matter for us to relinquish those luxuries, which,
from long indulgence, we have been brought to

consider, as the very necessaries of life.

There is a species of pride which prompts us to

imitate the'luxuries of the wealthy, and to imitate

if not exceed, the style of our neighbors, and this,

too, when we very oflen know that the conse-
quences will be pernicious, if not ruinous; and it

very often occurs that the deeper we are involved,
the more anxious do we become to conceal it from
the world, and the more strenuous to maintain the
same showy appearance. We cannot brook the
idea that our more wealthy neighbor (who by the
by, may be in equally as bad circumstances as

oiu-selves) should look down on us with pity, if not

-with contempt. We cannot bear the thought that

the wbrjdshould know that we are not as wealthy
as it was wilhng to believe us to be, and thus lose

the importance attached to our riches. But surely

this is a false pride. Neither the dignity nor the
usefulness of a man consists in tlje extent of his

possessions, and it is surely more praiseworthy for

him, to exerta^small portion of his firmness, and at

once clieck hia mad career, than to continue the
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deception until it is beyond his powolito control his

destiny any longer; and certainly we should think

it wiser in him to retrench whilst he has it m his

power, than to continue his course and reduce him-

self and his family to the brink of ruin, perhaps,

to want, tor such must be the final termination un-

less unforseen circumstances prevent. Many put

off the evil day, and because they have as ufficien-

cy to support themselves thus, as long as in all

probability they shall live, think not of the future,

and finally leave their fiimilies in the most abject

distress. This is selfish and unmanly, and cannot

but be condemned by all, however much we may
be inclined to follow in the same track. We have

said that we should economize in our (ixmilies, and
live for the present, at least, by the strictest rules

of frugality. But having gone thus far, we pre-

sume to go no farther, we enter not into the pri-

vacy of domestic hfe, we pretend not to dictate in

this matter. What is economy in one, may be

prodigality in another. All that we can recom-

mencf is, that each should endeavor to his utter-

most, so far to retrench his expenses, that his

income shall not only be equal to, but even exceed

it, so that there may be an excess which may be

appropriated either to the extinguishment of old

debts, or the purchase of other property.

It is our wish to enter somewhat more fully into

the details of the economy of our plantations,

and to touch on some few of those sources of ex-

penditure which have for many years past drained

us of such large portions of our income. We be-

lieve that many of our planters on this score have
been both negligent, and wasteful. We beUeve

that much has been expended which might have

been saved. We believe that expenses have been
incurred which need not have been, had we but

iustly understood and estimated our own resources.

This has not been the case, and we are now reap-

ing our rewards. The evil is not, however, past

bearing, nor beyond a remedy. It but requires

that we should turn our attention seriously to the

subject, and manfully to persist in the execution of

our design of reformation. The first step towards

tliis is for us to determine to live as much as possi-

ble within our own resources, to purchase nothing

for our farms or plantations which we can rear or

manufacture at home, thus leaving whatever may
arise from the sale of our crops almost untouched.

We do not pretend to say that all that is needed
on a plantation can be there obtained—we know
that this is not the case—we know that in many
instances it will be better to purchase, rather than
attempt the making at home. But we do say
that more than two-thirds of our expenses on our
plantations may be saved by a just distribution of

the labor of our workmen. And here permit us

to introduce two trite sayings, and which it would
be for the benefit of our planters to reflect on,

somewhat offener than they do. The first is, "a
penny saved is a penny gained," and the other is

"take care of the pence and the pounds will take

care of themselves."
The first item Avhich we would recommend to

the consideration of our planters is, that they
should raise on their plantations, at least, as much
grain as may be equal to the consumption of the
place; let there be rather an excess than a defi-

ciency. During the prevalence of the cotton

mania, (for we can call it by no softer name) tlus

was almost altogether neglected, and we depend-

ed in a great degree on importations for our supply

of provisions.—Our whole thoughtt? were given to

cotton. This was the theme of every conversa-

tion, and every thing else appertaining to agricul-

ture was deemed of two little consequence, to di-

vert in any manner any part of our attention oi'

labor. We became completely infatuated; neglect-

ed every thing else and became purchasers of what
with the greatest ease might have been jiroduced

on our plantations in abundance. During the

period when cotton bore such extravagant prices,

some plausible reasons might have been assigned,

for thus deviating from what appears to us to be
the true policy of every planter, but that this state

of things should continue after the cause Avhich

produced it has ceased, is surely a matter of some
surprise. But so it is, although we cannot make
use of the same plea in extenuation of our fault.

During the period to which we refer, it was said,

"that an acre of cotton would p'urchasethe produce
of several acres of corn, and therefore it was Ijet-

ter to plant all cotton, and purchase whatever corn
was necessary for the consumption of the planta-

tion." In some instances this might have been so,

but we doubt whether at any time this has been a
correct system of management, and we are inclined

to think that the whole has been supported by
arguments draAvn from false data. The principal

of which have been:

1st. In overrating the quantity ofcotton produced,
and the price likely to be obtained, and underrat-

ing the corn both as to quantity, and the price we
would have to give for it.

2dly. In not considering the difference of work
required in working and preparing the product of
an acre of cotton for market, and the labor bestow-
ed on an acre of corn, and how much more a la-

borer could attend of the one than of the other.

3dly. In not apportioning justly the work neces-
sary to be done, to the means we had for accom-
plishing it, and on this, perhaps, more depends
than at first view of the subject appears. Thus it

sometimes happens that less is accomplished than
might have been, and it is owing to this that we
see one planter with the same force performing
nearly twice as much as any other.

But it is not our intention to enlarge on these
topics. The present low prices of cotton will force

us, if it has not already done so, to abandon a sys-

tem of management, which has for its object the
raising of one article alone, with the product of

which we are to purchase all other things neces-
sary for us. This is regarded by many as a great
calamity, but we confess that we do not view it in

this light; it is true, one of the staple articles ofour

state has been reduced in value; yet, still, we do
not see cause for despondency. The resources of
the southern states have never yet been fully de-

veloped, and we believe that there are many
sources of wealth, which are either untried, or but
just coming into notice, which may once more re-

store to us those days of prosperity which now
appear to have glided from us for ever. On this

sidiject we intend not now to make any observa-
tions, we Avill confine our remarks to the policy

proper to be pursued by our planters as individualf?

and not as members of a body politic. We intend

also to be brief in wliat we shall say, wishing ra-

ther to draw the attention of our planters to the

subject, and then leave it to their better judgment,

than to enter into any crude details of our own.
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We have said, that each planter should depend
on his own resources, and rely more on the means
which have been |)laced within his reach, for the

sup[)ly of such tilings as may be needed on his

place. In this respect, at least, we would wish

him to imitate our northern farmers, who usually

so manage their afiairs as to leave the proceeds of

their principal crops untouched for any of the ex-

penses of the farm: and thus would we wish it to

be among us here. Let our planters raise their

own ])rovisions, their own horses, or mules, their

own oxen and their cows,their sheep and their hogs.

An intelligent stranger would, perhaj)s, be sur-

prised at this list of (we would almost say) indis-

j)ensables, to every farmer, things without which
no farm can be well conducted. Yet, alas, how
few are there who do not depend altogether on
purchasing every article here enumerated, if we
except that of cattle. Yet each and all, can be
raised on almost every fiirm, sufficient for the de-

mand, Avithout materially diverting any of the

labor, which might be wanted for other purposes,

and is it not a shame to us that these things should

be bought instead of being raised at home? And
is it not a greater shame to us, tliat instead of

being able to supply one another with the articles

wanted, that we are obliged to seek for them
abroad—to import corn from the North, and hogs,

mules and horses from the Wesf? Thus it is that

we have ever been drained. We have been ac-

counted rich, and we have even believed it, but

we have been only nominally so. We have re-

ceived large amounts for our cottons, but it has
passed from us for these necessary supplies, and if

a true balance sheet was exhibited, on which
should be set down all moneys received for cotton^

and all expended by us for articles, which were
absolutely necessary, the balance in our favor,

would, we fear, be but very trifling, compared to

what is generally supposed. Thus giving to us
the appearance of wealth ^vithout the reality, and
by this very deception, have we been brought
almost to the verge of ruin, by causing a greater
carelessness in the management of our affairs, and
introducing a more luxurious style of living among
us.

We have digressed from our subject and will

now return. We confess that we wish to see

even more than this accomplished. We wish to

see our planters not only raising their own provi-

sions, horses, mules, cattle, &c., but even manu-
facturing the clothing necessary for their workmen,
the bagging necessary for their cotton, and the
rope necessary for baling it. We may, perhaps,
be deemed visionary for even touching on these
subjects, yet we do not hesitate a moment to say,

that all can be done, and so done, that we shall

gain considerably by it. Moreover, we have not
the slightest doubt but that the day is not far dis-

tant when it will be done. And can this be done?
We say that it can, we are so situated, that there
is not an article grown or manufactured, which
may be necessary for us to have, excepting, per-
haps, a few articles of luxury, but which may be
brought to perfection among us. We have all the
materials for being a great and independent state,

and we lack but the spirit. It is in the power of
our planters, to be the most independent agricul-
turists in the world. We admit that these are
broad assertions, but we think that they can be
supported both by arguments and facts.

Now what are needed by a planter for his plan-

tation? Provisions and clothes ibr his negroes;
horses or mules lor his work; sheep, hogs and
cattle, for the general good of the place. That all

of these can be produced on his place, we presume
no one will pretend to deny, the point to be consid-

ered is not the feasibility of the thing, but the ex-
pediency of it, not whether we can execute, but
whether we shall gain or lose by it; finally, whe-
ther it be more economical in us to raise and ma-
nufacture these articles for ourselves, and among
ourselves, or purchase them. We think it is for

our interest to do this among ourselves—we think
it will be for the good of the southern states gen-
erally if the planters will pursue this plan. We
may, perhajis, take up this subject at some future

period. agricola.

CAUSES OF THE DEPRESSED COIVDITIOIV OF
LOWER VIRGINIA.

For the Farmers' Register.

« # * « The salt tide region of Virginia
possesses such great advantages Tor farming, and
ofl'i^rs so many inducements lor the investmejits of
capitalists, that it seems to a stranger not only re-
markable, but unaccountable, \vhy agricultural
profits and improvements should be generally so
low, and the prices of land still more depressed:
poor lands, but such as have abundant and cheap
means for being enriched, oflen selling at from
•SI to $2 the acre—and even such as are already
rich, at from $;5 to ^20. Many tracts at such
prices are on waters among the best in the world
for navigation—and all are convenient to them,
and to some one or more of the market towns of
the Chesapeake. It is a ready answer, and tlie

one which is usually given and received as conclu-
sive to account for the degradation of this noble
farming region, that the unhealthiness of the coun-
try prevents its improvement. But this is very-
far from being true. It is not denied that many
particular parts of the low countrj^, are much ex-
posed to the consequences of malaria, in autumnal
bilious fevers of greater or less violence—and that
the inhabitants of the whole region are more sub-
ject than those of higher lands, to very mild forms
of such diseases—generally intermittent fevers,
which seldom last more than a few days, or re-
quire the aid of a physician. Much the greater
part of all these diseases are attributable to local
causes, which the increase of knowledge, and of
improvement in farming, will serve hereafler to
remove. But even as at present, and without
counting on these means of prevention, the tide

water region is far from being so unhealthy as is

believed by strangers. The ague and fever, and
other mild forms of bilious diseases, seem to sei-ve

as a safety valve to the human frame, to let off
the seeds of all others—and the penalty paid in

this manner, however disagreeable it may be, is

in a considerable degree an insurance against the
Adolent and fatal inflammatory diseases which are
so much more prevalent in what are called healthy
regions. It seems indeed that the healthiness or
unhealthiness of any place, is usually estimated
altogether by the degree of prevalence of autum-
nal bilious diseases—and if a place is nearly free

from these, it is considered healthy, no matter how
many may be afflicted, or die, with consumptions,
pleurisies, &c. Diseases, except those of bilious
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character, and at all seasons except in autumn, arc

rare in this part of the country; and many situa-

tions, and thousands ol" individuals through their

lives, are as free even from these most prevailing

diseases, as is usual above the lidls of the rivers.

Many causes have concurred to jiroduce and in-

ci-fease the degraded condition of the lower coun-

try. But I am disposed to believe that the main
cause, (and one a!i sufRcientr lor the effects,) is

that which is our great boast and pride at home,

and the continued theme of our praise abroad

—

"the hospitality of Old Yirginia." To this. virtue

(carried to the excess wliich converts a \drtue to ft-

vice) I ascribe tlie decline ol" the finest part of

Virginia, and the ini])overislniient and niin of

thousands of the kindest and warmest hearted

peoj)le in the world. Such eiiects arc certainly

not produced merely by the meat and liquor con-

sumed by friends and visiters: but it is our custom

to give up to all visiters not only the best, enter-

tainment, but also the tmie, the employments, and

the habits of the host—and this not only for friends",

and visiters whose company is pleasmg and de-

sirable, but for every individual of the despicable

race of loungers and spongers v.diich our custom

of universar hospitality has created

—

gentlemen

(for they are dll so styled,) who spend their Uves

in feasting at the expciise of other people, and

who are content to live despised,, provided they

can live without labor. These spongers are a

class peculiar to 6ur region, and who could not

exist elsewhere. If any of them were carried by
compulsion among the frugal .people of the east-

ern states, or thelaborious and enterprising 'set-

tlers of the West, they Avould soon starve—or

suffer almost. as paiiilld an alternative in being

compelled to work to earn food and clothing.

Would to heaven they could meet the same fate

here—for they are the devourers of our fuir coun-

try, and destroyers of its inhabitants.'' One hun-
dred of such honorable and gentlemanly vagrants

are more fii.tal to the district they prey u])on, than

would be periodical visitations of clouds of Asiatic

locusts; accompanied by the Asiatic cholera. ,

The farmer who may be the most, disposed to

enrich hLs .land, and to make the. greatest possible

profit. from his capital and means, must either

come into the general habits of the country, or be

considered a niggardly churl: and for this reason,

many who would find no pleasure in such a course

of life, even if free of cokt,submit to travel with their

neighbors this broad road to ruin. No retrench-

ment of expense, no lessening of hosj^itality, can
be endured—poverty and exile are ])referable: and
when a man's property is nearly ex])endcd, he sells

his land for less than the dwelling house on it alone

is worth, and moves with the scanty remnant of

his wealth to a western wilderness. There, other

.habits prevail, and he can. assume them without

shrinking. . He Avorks and lives for himself and
his. family, and not to supply the wants, and suit

.his habits to the opinions of the most worthless

part of the world. He perhaps dwells in a log

house, sits on a wooden stool, eats plain food on a
table of rough plank, and sleeps soundly on a corn-

shuck or moss mattress. If friend- or stranger

comes, he is welcomed (with true hospitality,) to

a share of the customary plain fare: but both host
and visiter have work 1o perform, and both get

away to it witiiout sacrificing either time or busi-

ness to the alxii^ ot' hospitaUty. By such a course

of labor and frugality, the ruined farmer may Ise-

come richbelbre he dies—and if fiilse shame .had

not pi-eventcd his pursuing any thing like the same
course-, he might have remained, and prospered as

much, in the land of his birth. .

But it is not only the impoverishment of our

farmers that acts so injuriously upon the land and
the condition of the country generally': the emigra-

tion which this impoverishment induces, is itself a
tax ihat would serve to di'ainfrom Lower Virginia,

all its average profit, and confer as much on the

new and 'thriving \vestern stati»s. If a million of

dollars v.'ortlt-of property • annually, is carried fi'om

Virginia to Alabama by emigrants, no Cipiivalent

is left, and the general effect is precisely the same
as if that amount of tribute was annually drawn
from the labor of the one country, and given to

aid the im])rovement of the other. To do justice

to this subject would require a much widi.^r range
than this letter permits, or than. I have ability to

fill—and I heartiby' wish that the subject coidd be
fully and truly exhibited. But tliis is certain, that

the tribute which Virginia and other old states

annually pay by e.migralion to the new, is enough
to produce avery great diiierence in tlieir respec-

tive conditions, independent of all diflerences of
fertility. . The loss to our country by emigration is

not only in the property of the enugrants: their

persons constitute perhaps a loss equally great.

They are generally enterprising and industrious,

often well educated—^and fitted in a high degree to

increase the wealth'and p};omote the prosperity of
whatever land they inhabit. If such men left this

state without one dollar of property, gtill it v.-ould

be the loser by all that had been consumed in their

maintenance aiid education..'-.'***** *

GREAT EXPLOIT.

OiY Saturday, a pair of horses before a light

wagon, trotted orer the Centreville course on Long
Island, 100 miles in two minwtes less tlian 10 hours,

and, of course, won the bet of 1000 dolltirs- Is

this.not unprecedented?

—

New York Gazette.

This "great exploit" did not command universal ap-

plause—^as witness the following remarliS of the New
York Commercial Advertisej, whicli are not more

severe tlian well deserved.

It.was a match against time by two horses be-

longing to Mr. R BrThiell, of this city, for ^ 1500,

to trot in a light four wheel carriage, one hundred
miles in ten successive hours; and was won, having
two minutes thirty-five seconds to spare. If wli'at

we have heard be correct, the latter part of tlie

match was a scene revolting to humanity. . The
horses performed wonders tlie first eighty miles,

but evidently flagged the ninth hour, and on the

tenth, became so completely worried, that, during

a portion of that time, they were whipped with a
degree of ciiieliy unhea,rd of on any course in this

country or in Europe. One of the pa])ers states

that men Vvdth whips had to drive them around the
last mile, tmd that there is little hope of the recov-

ery of one of these fine animals—should he even
survive, he will never be fit for the road again.

We shtdl be glad to give contradiction to this state-

ment, if it be untrue-. If it be true—and we had
the stoiy from tfie hps of a gentleman who was ou
the course—the authors deserve strong public cen-

sure, and it is the duty of the grand jury to indict

lliein.
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From the Amerrcan Rail Road Journal.

Hamilton's sajvixg and boring machine.
This machine is de'sngned for sawing and boring

wood or timber, aa.d is clainied by Colonel Hamil-
ton in his s|)ce.ification to be "an improvement in

the mndc of sawing .felloes of wheels, ci'rcular and
curved segments, mitre joints, tenons, and also bor-

ing of Itjilocs and hubs of wheels;^' and general-

ly tor samrtg circular, curved, and plain surfaces.

The machine ii^ propelled by a two horse power
steam engine. Aninial or water power may be
applied lor the same purpose. " The particular tbrm
required is sawed out of the tiiaber with perfect

accuracy and great expedition,- b)^ means of one
or more thin narrow saws moving up and down.
There is also belongijBg to this machiiio a hori-

zontal saw for cutting segments of circles their

proper -lengths, and with propgr inclinations for

joints, tenons, &c. &c. Hubs ofcarriages are bored
with perlfc^ct precision. All these operations are el-

fected- by the changing position of the material,

accommodating itseli'as it comes in contact with
the saw or auger, so as to receive the exact .form,

inclination, &c. required. Every thingls done,

without marking or laying out, with mathematical
accuracy bj- means of scales, which: are distinctly

laid down on the machine.
The machinery 'ivhich guiGles and steadies the

tnaterial in its movements may be readily varied,

eo as to form segments of wheels of greater or less

dimensions) and the boring may also be more or

li?ss inclined. The scale, indicates the exact posi-

tion which the part of the maclrifte thatguides the

material re(|uired to lorm a wheel,—ior instance, of
greater ofless circumttjrencef slats and legs ofchairs
may be made -of various lengths, and thicknesses,

and shapes, as fashion or utility may dictate.

This machine- "affords a lia[)i")y specimen of
labor saving, atid may be advantageously applied
to a variety of useful purposes. It occupies but
little space, only a part of a small, room. No skill

is required in using it. A mere laborer, or a boy,

can learn in a iew liours to use the machine, and
to produce the article as p'erlect as the most skillId

machinist. Like many other labor saving ma-
chines, it performs that part of the labor which the

accuracy and strength of the human hand are in-

competent rapidly, and with precision, to perform;

it, in fact, does the -work which is the most chlHcult

and toilsome to the laboring manidacturer.

The expedition with which materials of small

value, and' with, very little* waste, -are converted

into articles of comparatively much greater value

is entitled to particular notice. Chair backs sawed
from our native curled maple are worth from eight

to twelve and a halfdollars per hundred.

By the aid of this machipe, which costs only

about three hundred dollars, a common laborer may
do the w^ork of twenty or thirty -hicchanics. The
merit claimt^d by Col. Hamilton consists chiefly in

the lacility and accuracy avith which the.n^aterial

is adapted to the saw, so as expeditiously and uni-

Ibrmly to produce.fti'e exact form which is wanted.

cabbages.

M. Furstenau manures hise^bages before they
close their heads,, with sheep dung round the

stems, which occasions them, to 'gi'ow very large

nnd firm, and also to keep better.

Vol.. II.—11

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

William and, Mary College, June 17, 1834.
'

Dear Sir—According to your request, I liere-^

with transmit to you the substance oftwo lectures,

muchenl-arged, containing my views m fiill upon
the subject of the usury laws. 1 perfectly agree
whh you in the opiiiiouj that this is a sid^ject of
the greatest .importance, and one in which the
agriculturist should; feci a deep interest. The bu-
siness of agriculture must form the chief occupa-
tion in every country, particularly in such a coun-
try as ours. It is. the great suhstratam, [^ \ may
say soj the foundation on which are erected all

other trades a,nd professions. The agriculturist is

in fact the great supporter and paymaster t-o all

the other classes of productive and unjiroductive

laborers. Every operation of trade, every change
in the direction of capital, every regulating law,
either directly] or indirectly concerns his interests.

Thei'e is no one, consequently, more deeply inte-

rested in the various complicated concerns of com-
merce, in the character and amount of the taxes,

in fine, in the general sj'stem of legislation, than
he is. Fortunately too, for the Vv'orld, this interest

is generally in complete harmony with every other.

Its policy is to war on none, but suffer all to flour-

ish under a system of free trade. "Land and
trade," sa3-s Sir Josiah Child," "are twins, and
ever will wax and Avane together. It cannot be
ill with trade but lands will fall, nor ill with lands,

but trade will feel it." If then the usury laws, as

I have attempted to prove, influence unfavorably
the distribution and circiilation of capital, check
the natural division of employments, and produce
stagnation of trade, it is a subject to which the
agriculturist shotild look with a view to the correc-

tion of the evil. He, if any one, certainly has a
right to be heard on this subject; for sure he may
be, that if any thing work wrong in the com-
plicated machinery of the laws, he will be the
man to suffer by it, ehhef directly or indirectly.

Some have supposed that the usury laws were
necessary to draw to land the capital which it re-

quires, by lowering the rate of interest to the level

of profits in agriculture. I hope I have satisfac-

torily shown the fallacy of this opinion. Agricul-
ture will always command its due share of capital;

and any artificial attraction of capital to this de-

partment, by stripping others of their due propor-
tion, would only serve to lower agricultural pro-

fits, and sink the general prosperity of the countrj-:

and recollect, too, that one great evil under which
we are- suffering in this state, is a general apathj',

a want of that energy and activity which commu-
nicates life and sjiirit to every department of in-

dustry. Now if there be any force in the reason-

ing contained in the following sheets, I have shown
that the usuiy laws, as far as they operate, have a
tendency to. check that salutary division of labor

so essential to the prosperity of every commum-
•ty—to throw a clog on the great wheel of com-
merce, and consequently to increase that apathetic

listless condition into vvdiich we seem, unfortunate-

ly to have fallen. Besides, if the usur\^ laws
could, by their o])eratibn, actually reduce the rate

of interest, "(which fortunately they cannot) they

would undoubtectly increase the tendency in labor

and capital to emigrate to the regions of the west;

a tendency which has already proved one of the

most powerfidly operating causes against the pros-
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perity of our state, by sweeping from the land and

irom commerce, capital as fast as it accumulates,

to spread over the distant recrions of the west. So

far then from the views which I have taken ot the

usury laws being hostile to the interest of agricul-

ture, it is directly the reverse—I contend they are

in perfect harmony with that interest.

I hope then, that the following sheets v%dll be

honored with a perusal by most of your subscri-

bers, especially by the agricultural portion. I am
well aware that my opinions on tliis subject are

far from being popular. If, llien, I can succeed

for the present in awakening the spirit of enquiry,

and of directing public opinion to the subject, I

shall be fully compensated for my labors.

With high respect, and great regard,
^

1 am, dear sir, your ob'dt serv't,

THOMAS K. DEW.

For the Farmers' Register.

ESSAY
OW THE INTEREST OF MONEY, AND THE POLI-

CY OF LAWS AGAINST USURY.
By TnoiiAS E. Dew, Professor of Political Eeonomy, Metaphy-

sics, &.C. College of William and Mary.

There is no subject connected with the science

of political economy, which is more interesting

or important, than that of money—the great mea-
surer of value, and the most potent agent, by which
labor and capital are stimulated into productive

action, and the exchanges of society are effected.

I have already in former lectures given you an
account of the causes which render a circulating

medium necessary in the progress of society, and
pointed out the circumstances which determine the

relative values of the metals and other commodi-
ties throughout the civilized world; I have shown
you how, by judicious banking, the circulating

medium may be economised, and a convertible pa-
per be made to perform the functions of the pre-

cious metals, at the same time pointing out the
multifarious evils consequent on this system, so

great and hitherto so universally attendant on it,

as to render it a problematical (juestion whether
banks up to the present da}^, have not generated
more mischief than good. In my present lecture

I propose to conclude my remarks on the subject

of money, by an investigation of the principles

which I'egulate interest, and an examination of
the policy of those laws which fix and limit its

rate.

Ifwe look to the liistoiy of the v\'orld we find that

in almost all ages, and in all countries, commencing
with the Israelites, and continuing down to the
present time, lawgivers have attempted either to

abolish interest altogether, or limit its rate. Money
seems to have been regarded with a jealous eve;
it has been looked on as diflcringfrom all other
commodities—as forming a sort of anomaly in the
politico-economical world, not regulated by the
laws and principles which determine the prices,

hires, and rents of other species of property, but
as being entirely sui generis, {'vec from the har-
monious action of supply or demand, and conse-
quently requiring the guardian care and restraint
of the legislator. I need scarcely inform you that
my own opinions on this subject are in unison with
those entertained by me on other branches of our
fcience, and shall endeavor to prove to you, that

with i<s\v exceptions, the interest of money ought

not to be restrained by law.

Interest may be defined to be the price lohich the

borrower of capital pays the lender for its use; and

although m.oney be the material lent, yet it is not

generally the money which is wanted by the bor-

rower, but the money's worth—the pro])crty or

commodities which can be bought with the money.

No one borrows money to hoard. Every day of

its detention in the hands of the borrower is so

much loss to him. He must lay it out in some
profitable manner, or he will lose the interest Avhich

he is paying. • Having premised thus much,

I will proceed to examine the ijrinciplos which, in

the absence of all law, regulate the rate of interest.

I. Rate of interest depends on profits, and risk

incurred by the lender.

The first proposition which I hope to establish,

is, that rate of interest depends on the compound
ratio of the profits which the borrower expects to

make on the money lent, and the risk Avliich the

lender runs of never recovering his capital. It is

evident that all other things being equal, the bor-

rower will be willing to give a higher rate of in-

terest for money when he expects to make higher

profits by its use,than when his profits are low. This
leads me for a moment to advert to the laws which
regulate the rate of profits. In my lecture on
profits, I endeavored to prove that the j?eneral

rate was determined in each country by the pro-

portion between the aggregate capital of the so-

ciety and the channels of profitable investment.

Hence, in .old and densely populated countries

profits are lovfer than in new and sparsely popu-
lated, especially it" the soils be nearly equal in

fertility. For, in the former, the accumulated cap-

ital is redundant in proportion to the channels of
investment, whereas, in the latter the reverse is

the case. Thus profits are lower in Holland than
in England, and lower in England than in the

United States. A gam, in the same countiy from
the same cause, profits are higher in one section

than in another, especially if the country be very
extensive like the United States of America.
Thus we find the rate of profits generally higher
in the middle than the iiorthern states, higher in

the southern than in the middle—and higher still

in the new states of the Avest than in the southern.

So likewise in a large state like Virginia, we Avit-

ness frequently a considerable difference in profits

from section to section.

In small states there cannot exist a very great
difference in the average rate of profits in different

sections, because of the tendency in capital to

move from the section where profits are low, to

those in which they are high, until the equilibrium

is restored. When the sections are large and ex-
tensive there are so many ties of fi-iends, relations,

prejudices, and associations, which bind,usto our
native district, and so many obstacles and checks
thrown in the way of emiirration, as permanently
to pi-event a perfect equilibrium by the transfer-

ence of labor and capital. In the western por-

tion of Virginia, (our state) where the soils are

fresh and the population thin, profits are perhaps
higher than in the eastern portion—and no doubt
one very beneficial eflect of the great central im-
provement of Virginia, will be to raise profits still

higher in the western portion of the state by the

facilities of transportation which will be offered to
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the producer, and the consequent stimulus which
will be given to increased production, and benefi-

cial changes in the modes of tillage.

The rate of profits, however, not only varies

fi-om country to country, and fi'om district to district

of tlicsamc country at the same time, but it varies

likewise fi-om year "to year, with the variations of

seasons; with the increasing or decreasing ener-

gies of the population; with the opening of new,
or the suppression of old marlvets and channels

of trade; with the raj)id multiplication or sudden
destruction of population; with the failure or ex-

tension of credit; and with a thousand other cir-

cumstances which it would be needless to enumer-
ate. Wars, embargoes, restrictions, plagues, the

discovery of new routes and new countries, inter-

nal improvements of every description, and the

spreading of civilization—all have a tendency to

influence the ever fickle rate of profits, and pre-

vent its ever permanently settling at any one
point. Thus we see what is termed the average
or general rate of profit in a country, varies with

the course of trade and the general prosperity of

the country.

But again: although I have shown you in a
former lecture that all the adv^antages and disad-

vantages of different trades are equal in the same
communit}^, or tending to an equality, yet the actual

profits vary according to the nature of the em-
plo}Tiient, Avhether agreeable or disagreeable,

hazardous or not. Thus a writer in our countiy

says "liirraing gives a remunerating price for la-

bor, and from two to three per cent, on capital

—

including land and stock. The retail merchant re-

ceives a remunerating price for his labor and
twenty-five per cent, on his capital. Manu-
facturing gives a remvmerating price for labor, and
from ten to thirty per cent, on capital. Public liinds

four and a half per cent, on capital. The me-
chanic receives a remunerating price lor his

labor and one hundred per cent, on his capital."

It is a matter of no consequence whether the

above scale be exactly correct or not: all I wish to

establish is the difterent rates of profits Avhich may
exist in different trades and professions in the

same community. I have no doubt agricultural

profits are placed too low, perhaps they can never

fall permanently below profits on capital invested

in the public funds, Avhich are placed at four and
a half per cent.; but agricultural profits will al-

ways be near a minimum, because of the security

of this species of property, the pleasure and grati-

fication attending the occupation, the indepen-

dence of the landholder, the right of suffrage, &c.

&c.
Lastly. Small capitals are expected to yield

much higher proportional profits than very large

capitals. The itinerant pedlar who carries his

goods on his back, or in his cart, at much risk

and inconvenience, sells at much higher profits

than the regular stationary retail merchant. The
large capitals in the towns yield a iriuch smaller

proportional profit, than the small capitals in the

country; hence goods are always cheapest in

the towns. If the Rothschilds can make three

or four per cent, on their enormous capital,

they are well contented: if the little grocer who
has gotten ^200 ahead does not make 50 or 100

per cent, on his capital he does but a very poor

business. Is it not perfectly absurd then, so far

as interest is dependent on profits, to attempt to

regulate it by law? for we have seen that the gene-
ral rate of profits varies from country to coun-
tiy, and from section to section of the same countiy,
and from year to year: again, that particular rates

vary with the several trades and professions of
society, and Avith the magnitude ofthe capital em-
ployed. Does not reason and justice then most
clearly demand that the general rate of interest

may be allowed to vary with the general rate of
profits, and that particular rates may vary with
the rates of profits, in the several trades in

which the borrowed capital may be employed?
Is it not the height of absurdity in the legis-

lator to prescribe one rate for all the different sec-

tions of the same state or nation, and for a series

of years in succession, entirely regardless of the

fluctuations and variations in profits upon which
the rate of interest so essentially depends?

In 1627 we are told that the Plymouth Compa-
ny were able to pay 30 per cent, on borrowed mo-
ney. The year before, they had paid 45. This
they were enabled to do in consequence of the

higli profits in a young and fertile countiy. Why
should they be interdicted the hire of money at a
high rate of interest, when their profits were so

high as to justify it? Profits in Europe, especially

in England and France, rose with the successful

establishment of commercial intercourse with our

western hemisphere; and Avith the East Indies,

by the discovery of the passage around the Cape
of Good Hope. Why should not the interest of
money be suffered to vary likewise? In the Uni-
ted States profits rose far beyond the ordinaiy

level durino; the long and expensive wars of Na-
poleon: Why should not the interest of money
have been suflered to conform to the increasing

rate of profits? In Virginia, in ordinaiy times,

not more than six per cent, can be obtained for

money, because profits are low: in Missouri, how-
ever, where they are Avorking a virgin soil, with

a thin population, men m good business can afford

to give 10, 15 or 20 per cent, on money, because
profits are very high. Why then should the law
attempt to limit the rate to six per cent.* And
when the great central improvement of Virginia

shall be completed, as I hope it will be in a few
years in spite of all the discouraging circvimstances

under Avhich we labor from the apathy of the

state and the appalling pressure of the times,

profits will no doubt rise throughout the state,

but especially along the line of the improvement:

why, again let me ask, should not interest of mo-
ney be suffered to follow the rising tide of our

prosperity?

T%e manner in which interest is affected hy risk.

After having, as I hope, conclusively shown the

absurdity of 1he usury Iuavs, in attempting to

regulate interest because of the very fluctuating

character of profits which is one of the regulating

elements of the rate of interest, let us now cast

a hasty glance at that other element—the risk in-

cuiTed by the lender of losing the sum lent. It is

very evident that all other things being equal, the

interest of money Avill vary in proportion to

the risk of loss. Where the risk is great, high

interest must be demanded to indemnify the lender

* I give this merely as a hypothetical illustration-

The law in Missouri allows an interest as high as 10

per cent, when specially contracted for; in all other

cases only 6 per cent.
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against the toss which he may sustain. Wiiat
then docs the risk depend on? Principally on
three things:

—

First—on the personal character

and credit of the borrower. Second—on tlie na-

ture of the eraploymcjit in whicli the borrowed
capital is to be invested—and Tiurdhj—on tlie

character of the government, and adniinistration

of justice.

First. An individual about to lend, will certain-

ly lend to a man of we;alth in preference to one of
no wealth, when the rate otlered is the same; and
again, wl>en they are equal in point of wealth
and security, preference will be given to the man-
who is most punctual, who pays* most promptly
and most cheerfully. Hence it is easy to explain
why governmeitts are generally enabled to bor-
row at a lower rate than individuals: It is be-
cause their credit is better established and more
generally known, and because too, the govern-
metit stocks, in consequence of the known solvehcy
and credit of the nation, can readily be converted
into cash by sale in the market,- or niay Ix; made
to perform, to a considerable extent, the functions
of a circulating medium, by a ready translerence
from hand to hand, through the whole extent of
an empire: whereas the notes and bonds of indi-

viduals have a sluggish circulation only, and that
through very narrow districts or neighborhoods.
Hence government stocks, payiiig the marketable
rate of mterest, always sell beyond par, and
hence too, Ave frequently find the three ;md four
per cent, stocks selling higher in the market than
those yielding higher dividends, because tlie lat-

ter are liable to immediate liquidation, whereas
the former perhaps may be irredeemable 'tor many
years. When Venice, Genoa, and Pisa, were in
all their glory, with an extensive commerce pouring
the riches of the world into their ports, they were
enabled to borrow all the money they wanted at
an interest of ti-om five to ten per cent., while the
more powertul, but less wealthy and less punctual
governments of Spain, France, and Gemianj',
were obliged to pay 30 and 40 per cent, interest,
for the sums which they borrowed. It is needless
to dwell longer on this point: every body knows
that ceteris paribus the man of wealth anil respon-
sibility can borrow money on better terras, than he
who has no credit nor wealth.

Second. The risk depends upon the nature of
the investment to be made of the borrowed capi-
tal, in all cases where the lender depends upon the
success of the investment lor the repayment of
his money. Thus there has ahvavs been more
risk and hazard attendant on the .shipping trade
than ujjon other commercial operations^ hence
the interest of loans made on the credit of the
shipping trade has always been high, particular-
ly in ancient times, in consequence of greater
risk then attendant on navigation in its in-
fant and rude state. In Athens, we learn
that the interest of the money employed in the
trade with the countries on the'Euxine and Medi-
terranean seas, amounted to 30—(Say says 60)
per cent.—while money was generally lent -in
the city on good security for only 12 per cent.

In Virginia, and I believe in most of the states,
there is no restriction, I sui)pose for the reasons
just stated, on the interest of money lent upon
the credit ol the shipping trade. Whftn a loan is
made to an agriculturist, and. the principal secured
by mortgage on the land, the rate of interest will

always be near a minimum, in consequence of the

great security. "No carjitalist would lend" says
.

SicCulloch "on the personal security of a gun
powder manufacturer, and. on mortgage o\'er a
valuable estate, at the s^ame rate of interest." The
capital of the Ibrmer may be dissipated in a
moment, and the ability to repay be entirely de-

stroyed, Avhereas no accident caii destroy the abil-

ity to rellind in the latter case. Extreme hazard
is known to atteijd the mining operations in South

America; niimy mines may be opened before one

profitable one may be discovered. The risk being

very great, the -rate of interest is likewise very

high_l20 and 30 per cent, being frequently paid foV

money employed.in those operations. The larger

portion of the interest in these cases, is in fiict a

sort of ])remium of -iilsurance, and- is to b.e con-

sddered by no means as a hardship on the bor-

rower; tor his profits rise with the risk of the in-

vestment, and enable him, in case of success in

the business, to pay the high rate of interest with

just as'much advantage' to himsellj as lower rates

ai'e paid by less hazardous trades. The risk nses

to a maximum when' a spendthrill bon'ows

money to pay his debts, without being able to give

any security. In that case,^ the only hope ofa re-

turn is based.on the reform of the prodigal, and
the confidence in his talents, industiy, or trade.

Tlie risk in this case is so great, that few' can be
found to lend to such persons at any interest, ex-

cept warm inends or relations, andthcj^ are actu-

ated rather by the spirit of charity- and friendship,

than of gain, and consequently 'charge but mode-
rate interest. Ileufce the'- apparent anomaly
sometimes exhibited, of the reckless profligate bor-

rowing money at the ordinary marketable rate of
interest. •...

' ''
Third. The risk varies ^dth the character of

the government and the administration of justice

in tile body politic. Under a well regulated go-
vernment, Avhere capital is well protected, con-

tracts enforced, and every right secured to the

possessor, the risk, so far as it depends on the go-
vernment, is reduced to a minimum, becoming an
almost evanescent element in the calculation.

When the government, however, is bad, capital

insecure, and contracts not enforced, the risk rises

to a maximum, and predominates over every other

element in the calculation. Thus in Rome, the
constant quarrels between the Patricians and Ple-

beians, and tlie frequent reversions of debt and in-

terest, rendered loans exceedingly hazardous, and
the rate of interest rose, as a necessary and inev-

itable consequence, so high as to indemnify the

borrower against this extraordinary risk, flowing
ti-om the natui'-e of the government. Thus we
find the' virtuous .Brutus taking 45 per cent, on
money, and we are told that a frightful usury
sprung up through thfe Roman commonwealth,
the etlect of those very laws and clamors of the
people directed against it. In the middle ages,
property.was insecure, and governments bad, and
the risk consequently very high; hence the preva-
lence of an exorbitant fate of interest as a neces-
sary conspquence. Hallam tells us, on the state-

ment of Matthew Paris, that in the reign of. Henry .

Ill, of England, the debtor paid 10 percent, every
two months, or 60 per cent, per annum upon bor-

rowed capital; whereas in Italy, interest was com-
paratively low, because the' governments were
there belter, and conti'acts enforced. At Verona,
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formerly, interest was fixed at 12-^ per cent., and the

republic of Genoa paid only ironi seven to ten

per cent, on borrowed -capital. It is upon this

pi-incipje that Storch -explains the d-iffcrence be-
tween the rates of interest in the United States,

and Russia. Profits are no doubt higher here
generally than in Russia, and yet the marketable
rate of interest is higher in Russia than in this

country. The difference arises, says he, in the

difference in the laws and administration of justice
in the two countries. Capital is more secure here,

contracts more rigidly enforced, and consequently,

the risk of lending money less than in Russia.

In the Alahomedan countries where capital is in-

secure and liable to be seized on by the rapacious

Pachas as soon as it makes its a])pearance, there

is- a disposition to hoard; and besides .this, the law
positively forbids any interest.whatevcr on money,
and the consequence of these combined causes,

says Montesquieu, is to increase the risk greatly

beyorki what it is in better governed countries, and
consequently to produce most frightful usury in all

cases where- money is actually lent. Interest is

said to- be ten or twenty times as high ordina-

rily in those countries, as in Europe. Upon the

same principle we may account for the exoibitant-

ly high interest observed by Adam Smith to exist

in Bengal, and the East Indies generally. If the

stay and relief laws of Kentucky had been long

continued, or should be frequently enacted from

tirhe to time, so as to destroy the contltience of the

community in the honesty of government, and
the validity of contracts,, we should -witness in

this country the same exorbltarit interest, the

same frighttlil usury, which is now observed in

the Maliomedran countries, and the east.

r ha.ve thus given you, I hope, a satisfactory

analysis of profits and risk, the two elements or

ir^gredients of interest, and have found the latter

still more fluctuating and uncertain than the

former. How absurd then must be the usurj-

laws, which endeavor to hmit and fix the rate of

interest, which depends on elements that no hu-

man Avisdom or power on earth can ever con-

trol and regulate? I should as soon expect to make
the fabled Isle of Dclos stalionar-y upon the mov-
ing billows as to fix that which so essentially de-

pended upon two such unstable elements. The
other branches of the argument against the usury

laws are but corollaries to this main proposition,

which I have been attempting to establish. I

chall now proceed to inquire into the manner in

which these laws operate upon the public pros-

perity and moralit}-,

II. Pernicious influences of the Usury Laws.

First then we assert, and the assertion requires

no proof, that the usury laws are unjust and une-

qual in their operations, restraining tlie holders ofa
particular species of capital from employing it in

the most lucrative manner, whilst the holders of

other species of capital are left in the enjoyrasnt

of perfect liberty. The owner of lands and slaves

may take what rent and hires he pleases—the

merchant is not restrained as to his gains, nor the

manufacturer to his, profits. Why then should

the money holder be prevented from takfng the

interest which the borrower is willing to give? Is

it because the money holders are vicious, selfish

press and discountenance? I apprehend not.

Widows, orphans, the defenceless and helpless,

are often the money holders. When a lather dies,

to whom does he leave his money? JNIost fre-

quently to the invalid son, or the exposed arnl de-
fenceless daughter. To his sons who are fitted

for action on the great theatre of life, he gives
other kinds of property which require more skill

q,nd care to manxige them. The salaried men
and all the functionaries of society are to be ranked
among the money holders: Are these cla-ses of
such a character as to require the strong h-cxnd of
legislation to correct their mal-practices? Cer-
fainlj' not. As a class, I should say tlie money
lenders are generally speaking, the most harmless
and defenceless, or the most talented and respecta-

ble m.embers of society. Is it because money is

a commodity sui generis, the holder of which is

enabled by its means to take what interest he
pleases, the borrower being obliged to give, it?

There are- man}-) I believe, Avho absurdly entertain

this ophiion—who really believe that money is in

the economical world what the superstitious be-
lieve the witches to be in the physical, a some-
thing not bound down and governed by the laws
of gravity and- cohesion.—by the laws, of supply
and demand, but as possessing an active principle

of its own, a sort of vis iasita, of the most dan-
gerous ch-aracter, not only not governed by the
ordinary la^vs of nature, laut capable by its own
energy, of resisting and deranging tliem. Those
who entertain such an opinion however, either do
not or cannot understand the nature of the circu-

lating medium, and the laws which regulate the

rate ofinterest. Interest,like the priceofeveiy thing,

is determined in the market, by a strug-gie be-
tween the borrower and lender; the' former of
course wishing to fix it as low as possible, while
the latter would make it as high as possible.

When profits are high, or much is to be made by
the use of capital, or the risk is great, more wiU
be demanded on the one side and coiiceded on the
other, than "u-hen the reverse is the case. Capi-
talist competes with capitalist, as well as bor-

rowei Avith borrower: where nmch is to be made
by money, much -Cvill be given; where little is to be
made, little Avill be given. Hence in the new states

of our confederacy, interest is much higher than in

the old, because more can be made by the use of

money. In Alabama for example,eight per cent, in-

terest may be legally taken, in JNlississippi ten, in

Louisiana ten, in Indiana ten, in Illinois twelve
and a half, and Missouri ten,—and it is believed

these rates are generally ratherbelow the marketa-
ble rate of interest in those new states: whereas in

a;ll the old states, with the exception ofNew York,
South Carolina and Georgia, six per cent, is the
legal rate, and perhaps in most cases nearly coin-

cident with the average market interest.

The interest of monej', it must be remembered,
does not depend on the quantity of money in the

countr}', but upon the whole quantity ofcapital, (of

which money is one, and b}^ no means the most
valuable item,) compared with the channels of

pjfofi*^able investment. As I have already said,

when money is borrowed, it is not the monej^, but

the raonoy''s worth which is wanted. The mer-
chant Avants goods, the agriculturist new lands,

or improvement of old land; the manufacturer
wants machines and raw materials; the lawyer

beings, whom it is the policy of the laws to sup- 1 wants ' education and professional skill. They
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boiTovv money for these several purposes, and the

rafe which they are wilhng to give does not de-

Eend on the quantity of money in the country,

ut on ths gains wliicli the merchant, tlie manu-
facturer, aad ihe agricuhurist, expect to make on
their goods, on their manulactures, on their land,

and uj;on the emokimcnts and reputation which the

lawyer and doctor liave in prospect. Money is mere-
ly the agent ol'circulalion ofcapital generally. If

money, is scarce, its value rises; iftoo plenty, it falls;

and iha rate of interest is never permanently af-

fected by ils high or low value. If ^50 be worth
to-day as much as $'100 was yesterday, ^3 in-

terest on the Sp50 will be worth just the same as

S6 on the ,^100. The only effect produced on
interest is while the change in value is taking
place. Thus, let us suppose the banks begin to'

over-issue; there is a corjsequent increased facility

of borrowing, which may lowet interest iempora-
7'ily; then an appreciation of prices ensues, and
80 soon as prices become stationary, interest rises

to the rate which is determined by profits and
risk.

So far from tliere being any reason for restrain-

ing the rate of interest, there are some reasons
why it is better regulated by the laws of trade
and the influence of public opinion than perhaps
any thing which can possibly be mentioned in the
whole catalogue ofcommercial transactions. First.

Money being the universal measurer of value, is

better known, its agency in the hands of indi\'id-

uals better understood, than any other species of
property whatever. Second. Great concentration
of value in small bulk renders it the most trans-
ferable of commodities, and consequently it passes
more rapidly from places v^diere it is redundant to
those where it is deficient, than any commodity
we know of. From this cause it is, that compe-
tition among capitalists is more certain to keep
down the hire of money to a fair proportion to
profits and risk, than any other species of hire
whatever. You cannot carry land and houses
from one section to another, to keep down rents:

manufacturing estabhshments are incapable ofloco-
motion, and therefore the exorbitant jjrofits of one
are slowly corrected by another: labor moves
so sluggishly from disti'ict to district, that Smith
pronounced man the most immoveable of lumber.
Hence the slowness with which the equilibrium
is restored in the labor market. But money passes
from section to section with all the rapidity of the
mail and the steam boat. Is there a great demand
here for it to day, while there is a relative redun-
dancy elsewhere? The easy transference of it from
f'lace to place, will quickly restore tlie equilibrium,
f A, a monied man, charges too high an interest

in proportion to profit and risk, B, another mo
nied man in the same neighborhood will find it to
his interest to take less: and if neither will take a
fair rate, capital will epeedily flow in fi'om other
quarters, and relieve the pressure. At this mo-
ment, large amounts in specie are pouring into the
United States, ia consequence of the money pres-
sure; and no doubt if public confidence could be
suddenly restored, we should be found to have a
greatly redundant circulating medium.

Hires, rents, interest and prices of all descrip-
tions, are determined by the ratio of the supply to
the demand. Now if a restraining law should ever
become necessary, it would be in those cases
where the price rose generally greatly beyond the

ratio of deficiency. Upon this principle, the great

necessaries of life, corn and wheat particularly,

would require the regulating agency of law, more
than any other commodities whatever. When
the harvests are deficient, the price of corn and
wheat always rises immensely beyond the rate

which would be indicated by the delect in the

harvest. This is a lact which has been noticed

as lar back as the time of D'Avenant, in England.

He has given us the tbllowing table, which al-

though not perhaps mathematically con'ect, yet ia

sufiiciently so, no doubt, to illustrate the liict.

Defect in wlieat harvest. Above the common rate.

1 Tenth,
^ f 3 Tenths,

2 do. Raises the I 8 do.

3 do. > price of <{ 1.6 do.

4 do. wheat 2.8 do.

5 do. J J 4.5 do.

Tooke in his verj^ able and elaborate work on
prices, gives us this table of D'Avenant, with the

remark that " there is some ground tor supposing
that the estimate is not very wide of the truth,

from the observation of the I'epeated occun-ence

of the tact, that the price of coi'n in this country
(England) has risen trom 100 to 200 per cent, and
upwards, when the utmost computed deficiency of
the crops has not been more than between one-
sixth and third of an average:" and again he says,

"considering the institutions of this country relative

to the maintenance of the poor, if there should be
a deficiency of the crojjs amounting to one-third,

without any surplus from a former year, and
loithuut any chance of relief by importation the

price might rise five, six, or even ten Ibid." It

is tor this reason that farmers who make more
than enough to supply themselves are benefited

by a general scarcity, in consequence of the more
than proportional rise of produce. This remark I

have often heard made by the most successful

farmers with whom I am acquainted. Mr. Tooke
ascribes (and I think very correctly) the extraor-

dinary impulse which was given to the agricul-

tural interest in Great Britain from 1793 to 1809
to an unusual number of bad harvests during this

period, which raised the price of wheat greatly
beyond the detect of the harvest, and consequently
threw into the hands of the agriculturists a nmch
larger amount of capital than more favorable har-
vests would have done. Thus we see that the
great staple of life, is precisely that article which
rises most rapidly and to the greatest extent in

the market, from a defect of quantity: If then
the price of any article in the world should be
regulated by law, the price of corn ought, because
in time of scarcity the holders of this article can get
much more than a remunerating price for it. Why
then are not such laws passed now? Because
they have been tried and found disastrous. They
increase the very e^•il to be removed. The hold-
ers of corn have ever been disposed to lock up,
and secrete their produce when the law attempted
to make them sell at less than the rate adjusted
by the struggle between the buyers and sellers.

It is certainly the interest of all the corn farmers
in the world that there should, for example, be such
a scarcity, as that each one on the average should
have a sixth or third less for sale—for the price

would rise greatly be3ond the defect—but no one
apprehends ii-om this, a combination of ii\rmersto
destroy a portion of their crops, because such a
combinatioji is impossible, and, conseq^uently, it ia
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the interest of each to i)roduce as much as possi-

ble. If com were made by a licensed few, under
the control of a company of directors, there is no
question but that such would be the interest of the
producers, and a restraint on production might be
laid by the company of directors. In that case
the law might interpose with advantage, not in

regulating the price, ibr even in that case tlie

price should be left to tlie adjustment oi"the mar-
ket—but in either destroying the monopoly, or

controlling the directors, in regard to their I'estraint

on production. If then there can be no necessity
for a law to regulate the price of corn, which is

known to rise higher from scarcity than any other
article whatever, much k-ss can there be any need
for the regulation of interest by law, because of

the supposed advantage which the holders of the
money capital possess, in the struggle for the ad-
justment of' interest. The rate of interest de-

pends on profits, and the latter, as we have seen,

depend on the proportion of the whole capital of'

the society to the channels of profitable invest-

ment. The capacity of the capitalist therefore, to

obtain a liigh rate of interest, increases in a par-

ticular district of country fi'om adeficiency of capi-

tal generally—and not -wholly from a deficit of

mone}'. Now this general deficit of capital does
not enable the money lender to raise the interest of

money to any tiling like tlie height to Vvdiicli a si-

milar deficit in corn or any other necessary of lite,

will enable the holder of those articles to raise

their j)rice. The laws then restraining the rate of

interest cannot be justified upon the ground that

the holders of money have it in their power to

take what interest they please, for the fact is not
so. They have not, as we have just seen, by any
means so great a power ov'er the borrower as the

corn holder has over the purchaser; and if policy

requires the latter to be left fiee, surely tlie former
ought likewise.

Again, if it were true that the money holders,

when the quantity ofmoney was smaU, could com-
mand a disproportionally large interest, then it

^vould follow, (lor the remark is susceptilile ofgreat
generalization,) that when the quantity of money
happened to increase, the rate of interest would
sink di3proportionaIl3dow. Tliat is universally the

case with corn, and with all articles which rise in

price, higher than in proportion to defect; they
always sink more than in proportion to redundancy,
so that if the holders gain in the former case, they
equally lose in the latter. Now if it were true that

mone}' holders could command an interest greater

than in proportion to the deficiency of capital, they
ought not to be restrained: for it would be certain

that in case of redundancy of capital, interest

would sink more than in proportion to I'edundancy

—and consequently the loss and gain should surely

be left upon every principle of equity and justice,

to balance each other. Besides: public opinion

has much more infiuence on money lenders than
perhaps any other classes of the community, be-

cause the value of money is well understood, the

value of its agency estimated, and consequently, if

the money lender, from a combination of circum-
stances, shovdd be enabled to take advantage of
the exigencies of the borroiver by the exaction of
exorbitant interest, the transaction is at once as-

saded by an indignant public opinion. Whereas
you may take advantage of the customer in selling

goods, or any other marketable commodities what-

ever,merely because of the indefiniteness of quality
and the general micertainty and instability of
prices. I shall prove, before finishing the subject
of interest, that public opinion has been too much
excited against the money lender, and has pro-
duced rattier a bad than a good effect. Certain it

is however, that it is brought to operate against
usurious interest, with as much power and elucacy
as against any mercantile transaction whatever. I
hope then I have shown that there is nothing in
the nature of money, or money transactions, call-
ing for the special interference of the legislator,
and justifymg the restriction on the profits made
by one class of capitalists, while all others are lefl

li-ee to make what gains the state of the market
will allow.

I shall now show that the laws restraining the
rate of interest are inexpedient and impolitic in
relation to public prosperity. I Iiave before shown
you that it is conducive to the public weal, to give
to capital and labor, as much freedom as possible.
Freedom of trade and action, contributes to the
welfare of individuals, of countries, and nations.
The law restraining the rate of interest, so far as
it operates, impedes the wholesome circulation of
capital from hand to hand—it is a clog thrown
upon the great wheel of commerce—it is in fact,

part and parcel of that detestable mercantile sys-
tem, under whose blighting influence, the pros-
perity of the south has been arrested, and a gar-
den of Eden almost converted into a wilderness.
A has money, and v/ishes to lend it to B ibr seven
per cent, which B is willing to pay; but the law
says "No, you shall not receive more than six."
Does not the law in this case impertinently inter-
fere with individual transactions, and claim to un-
derstand their interests better than individuals
themselves? What would be the fair presumption
in this case, according to the principle of the free
trade theory? Certainly that B would employ the
money to greater advantage than A, and conse-
quently it would be better that B should have it:

but the law forbids him, and therefore A is in-

duced to employ the money himself^ with less ad-
vantage to the community. A perhaps may be a
salaried man, a functionary of the state, whose
entire services should be devoted to his office; tlie

law forbids his lending at the fair marketable rate
of interest, and consequent!}', may force him into

trade, verymuch to his ovrii inconvenience and the
detriment of the public. So far then as the usury
laws ojierate, they act injuriously by checking that
tree circulation of capital, so essential to the pros-
perity of the country; they tend to prevent that
perfect division of labor and trade, which the pro •

gress of society generates. When the market-
able rises above the legal rate of interest, the
monied man, whether competent or not, is induced
to enter into active business, and thereby exclude
some more efficient indisidual, merely because the
laws will not allow him to take a ftiir rate of in-

terest for his money.
Again, suppose an individual called on for the

payment of a debt. He has property amply suf-

ficient to meet all demands, but has not the ready
cash: lie wishes to borrow at seven per cent., the

law however will allow but six, v.hich we sup-

pose less than the money can be borrowed at.

Under these circumstances, his property must be
sold, and we all know the result of' these forced

sales. Real estate in Virginia which brings two-
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thirds of its real value under the hammer, sells

well. Wliat then is the ellect of the protecting

law in this case? Why to make the debtor, by a
sale- of property, pay 33^ per cent, virtually for

money, instead of six." In times of great pecuni-

ary embarrassment, like tlie present, the property

sold ofiendoes not bring more than atburtli or fif h
of its value. It v/ould be better in such cases that

the debtor should pay two or three hundred per

cent temporarily on money, than have his ])roperty

thus sacrificed. If, during these pressures, money
prices tall never to rise again, llien there would
be no advantage in borrowing money to save pro-

perty: but every body knows they are of short

duration, and j^rices quickly regam their former
level. Under these circumstances, the wisdom "of

no set of legislators that have ever yet appeared
in this world, can determine the rates which may
be advantageously given for money by the bor-

rower. Sucli circumstances evidently throw the

B djject of interest entirely beyond the reach of

definite calculation, and of course, out of the region

of wise legislation. And suppose for a moment
that a rate of interest, too exorbitant for the occa-

sion, should be obtained, may not the borrower
soon relieve himself trom the pressure by paying
off his debts by new loans? whereas if your pro-

perty is once sold under the hammer, at one-third

or one-fifth of its real value, there is tin' end of the

matter—the sacrifice is perlect and complete, with-

out the possibility of palliating or averting it by
subsequent good fortune.

We know that tradesmen very frequently see an
excellent opening for the employment of caj)ital:

if they are enabled to command it immediately,

high profits may be realized, and their Ibrtunes

made. Such men must go bej^ond the ordinary

rate of interest to procure the capital required; but
the wisdom of the law steps -in, and interdicts the

transaction, and thus robs the individual of his

profits. Has this man, do you think, any reason
to thank the guardian law lor its unlucky inter-

ference7 Six per cent, is the legal rate in Virginia,

and I believe for some time past has been the

market rate too; and yet I have known instances

of individuals borrowing at the rate of ten per

cent, both for purposes of trade and agriculture,

who have been enabled by their returns, to pay the

interest, and reahze liandsome profits. Of course

this happens only under peculiarly advantageous
circumstances, and therefore, ordinarily to borrow
money at ten ))er cent, for business or trade would
be ruinous to the borrower, iint when those cir-

cumstances do occur, the borrowing is an advan-
tage, and the law is a very unwise one, which
interposes a bar, and declares its judgement su-

perior to that of the parlies concerned.
A young man enters upon the great theatre of

life, fidi of buoyant hope and of laudable zeal. He
wishes to engage in the' business for which he is

best prepared. Capital is wanted—having noth-
ing but his energy, talents, and prudence to back
.him, he is obliged to give a little more than the
ordinary rate of interest to cover the great risk

occasioned by lending upon personal security alone.

But the wisdom of the law dissipates all his hopes
and projects, by preventing his borrowing at such
a rate as his circumstances may alone enable him
to do. Can there be wisdom in a law which thus
arrests the laudable enterprise of the aspiring
young man, and forc-es him into a state of inac-

tivity and apath}? The French pro\'erb well and

truly, asserts "c'estle premier pas qui coute." The
first step in life is' the most ditlicull and the-'^ost

important; upon it Vv'ill generally depend your weal

or woe. If then, when you come ibrth, with all

ihe ardor of youth, pressing iorward to.the high

mark which' imagination has pointed you to in

the vista -ol" the future, and find all your enthusiasm

repressed, and ardor chilled, by the unwise inter-

lercnce of the law,"you sink into listlesness and
idleness; the principle of energy is destroyed with-

in you; and you are drawn by a desire of e:!feke-

ment and by a disposition to relieve the insufferable

tedium of idle hours, first into dissipated society,

and then through all the scenes of youthfiil' fi-olic

and youthlul sport, to the darker vices of. gambling
and drinkmg, with all the black ' and melancholy
train consequent on these prolific sources of mis-

chiel' to the whole human fmnly. "Idleness"

saj's Banyan "is the devil's workshop," and the

money making propensity in the human farriily,

much- as it has been reviled and slandered by the

unreflecting, and unthscriminating observer, tu^ns

us often from the path of iniquitj' and vice, gener-
ates habits ,of regulaHty and order, and saves us
from th;rt- intolerable idleness, that dreadtul ennui
which drive too frequently their unfortunate vic-

tims to the card table and the bottle. My warm
and urgent advice to you, then is, that you should
as early as possible when your education is com-
pleted, and -you are prepared to enter actively upon
the bustling scene of 'lile, engage in some business,

some occupation, which may afford you profit and
employment. A short seasori of vacancy at this

period ol' your life may be decisive of your future

liite: I cannot fhcfefore but look witli an eye of
condemnation on any law which has a tendency
to withhold capital from the grasp of the ardent
and young adventurer intodife.

We have already seen that profits in some
trades are much higher than in others, owing to

greater risk, uncertainty, expense, disagreeable-

ness, &c., and that money lent to the adventurer
in these hazardous trades, u]ion the credit of the
business alone, must necessarily and properly be
at a high rate to cover the great risk.. Again, I

have shown you that higher.profits are made on
small capitals than on large ones. Hence business
fiov/s towards great cities, because of the gi-eat

capital there accumulated, and the consequent
cheap and advantageous .manner in which all

trades of an enlarged and extensive character are
carried on. Capitalists Avho have millions at com-
mand are contented with two or three per cent,

profit, men who have S^IOOO or #2000, or still

more, >B100 only, must aini for higher] profits: two
oi- tliree per cent.- profit would not stimulate ta
action at all in the latter case; 50 or 100 per cent.

))rofit must be made, or the "business would be
ifiven up. In the April No. of the Farmers' Re-
gister, mention is' made of a capitalist in Kurope
borrowing- ,9 10,000,000 at two and a half per cent,

tor the purpose of talcing up some Pennsylvania
stock. This is a good rate of interest on so large a
capital, but it would not do for a caphal of ,^10,000
and much less tor one of i^lOO. It is for this rea-

son that the small capitalists take possession of the
little trades, -and the large capitalists, push fbr-

ward tlic great business of the world, and thus
arises a most salutary- division of lobor throughout'
creation. The selling of poulti^'j of butter aud
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milk, of vegetables and fruits, the busiiiees of the

village grocer and the countrj^ merchant, &c. &c.

always lirill into the hands of the little cai)halists,

and yield high relative profits.
' The great im-;.

port and export trade of every country," the great

retail business of such towns as London, Paris and
New York, ."ail the great Itictories fu;d manufac-
turing establisliinents, all the great transactions ol

commerce, all the great masses of property, tlie.

roads and canals, the mines of gold and silv^er, and
iron; the cargoes of. sugar, cotton and indigo, that

are constantly being transterred Irom one possessor

to anothei-"" on the royal exchange of London, or

at New Orleans, or New York; all this is done by
the intervention and agency ot great capitals.

Men therefore who have very large capitals to lend,'

naturally -seek men Avho are engaged, in large and
extensive business; men who have but little to

lend woidd seek those carrjing on some business

comm.ensurate with the capital to be lent; and the

rate of interest would and ought to vary in the two'

cases. A man who lends out 50 or |;100 to tlie

little village grocer, or the seller of vegetables and
fruits, jnight^with propriety demand a veiy high

interest, Avhereas he who would lend his thousands-

to the great mercliant or farmer, wodld takt? the

lowest rate. In London the great loans-consisti)ig

of hundreds of thousands', and millions, are con-

tracted tor at- two, three and four p^r cent.; the

«mall one? at a much higher rate. Colquhoun, in his

London Police, says that money is lent at ten per

cent, per day to barrow-v,'omen who sell .fish,

li'uit, &c. in the streets.* . ;

Is it not then the ver3'climax of absurdity in the

legislator to prescribe one rate of interest, in all

these cases? The moral elTect of the law on those

who have very small sums to lend, is of the most
pernicious kind. It is no object Vv'itli a man who
has iglOO only to lend out to gain .§6 on it: allow

him, as circumstances direct, to get ten or twenty,

which perhaps some little grocer or fruit seller

might well atibrd to pay, and immediately you
stimulate such an individual to save as much as

possible—the principle oi" accumulation triumphs

over that of dissipation. His gains, though still

small, are sufficient to call all his energies into ac-

tion, to summon him away from the grog shop or

the cock-pit, to make him orderly and economical

in his habits, cheerlld and contented in disposition;

of such an individual, however humble his walk
in life, we may truly say in the graphic laiiguage

of the poet,

"Motion is in -his days,

'

"Rest in his slumbers; and cheerfulness

"The handmaid of his toils."

Such an iridividual becomes a good husband,

a good father, and a good member of society. Let

* The following table is given us in the Penny Mag-
azine and serves to illustrate what I have advanced on
t]iis head. It is given qn the authority of INIr. Mott,
the contractor for Lambeth work house, said to be a

most intelligent gentleman. "I made a calculation of

the interest paid by them, for their tritling loans, says

Mr. Mott, and I found it to be as follows:

—

If redeemed the same
day pays interest at the

rate of

pr. ct. pr. ct,

) 5200 weekly 860

} .3900 " 650

V2600 " 433
1733 " 28S

1300 " 216

an unwise law however prevent him from procur-

ing that rate of interest which his small capital

will command, or in other words induce him to

pocket his money without lending it out, or placing
it in trade, and immediately such a man may well

utter the iiiost appropriate prayer lor poor fi-ail

lumian nature^ "Lord deliver us from temptation."

The money in his j)ocket is .like fire in the moun-
tains.

Agitat totam molem.

It in\-ites him to the scene of dissipation, it car-

ries hiiTi to the tipjding shop, to the race field, to

the cockpit, or the gambling table. The principle

of dissipation trium{)lis. over that of accumulation.
Such an individiuil may soon become the torment
and disgrace of his family, the disturber of the
neighborhood, and finally a fit subject for the gal-

loAvs or the penitentiary. The law in this case as

far as' it operates, produces the same eflect Sismondi
so beautitidly describes as being produced in Flo-
rence by the general insecurity of capital in conse-
quence of the wai's, dissentions, invasions, &c. to

which that city was liable duri^jg the troubles of
the middle ages.

The law limiting the rate of interest theii, evi-

dently has a tendency to produce the most perni-
cious influence on small capitalists, by checking
Irugality and industry', and encouraging dissipation

and prodigality; because a small rate of interest

although an ampde. inducement to the large capi-

tal ist.to save, is scarcely any wh atever to the small
capitalist.

Supposie then the rate of interest fixed by law at

the lowest marketable rate, as is perhaps the case
at this time in Virginia, what, let me ask, will be
the general effect so fixr as law operates efficiently?

The efiect of the law will be to throw the largest

possible portion of the loanable capital of society

into the hands of the rich, and those already es-

tablished in business. The young, the enterprising,

those engaged in hazardous or uncertain occupa-
tions, all those in fine who cannot give the best

security, must be unsupplied, for a very plain rea-

son—the risk of a loan to them, is greater than
when made to a wealthy man, and consequently
the lowest niarketable rate is not sufficient to in-

demnify the lender, except in those cases where
there is ample wealth to make the security perfect.

The law by drawing too large a portion of the
capital into the hands of the rich, has a tendency
to make the rich, richer, and the poor, poorer. It

prevents that due distribution of capital over the

various occupations of society, so conduciv'e to

the morality, and prosperitj' of every community.
That division of labor, so necessaiy to the rapid
accumulation of wealth is checked, and all the
trades of a hazardous or uncertain, character, no
matter how profitable in -the main, are proscribed

and denounced by the law.

But sav the advocates of such a law, "all this

is jiist as it shovdd be. In Ihe first place, when the

legal coincides loiih the lowest market rate, a large

portion of capital is drawn to the land just tuhere

it should go.—j'/nd 2dly-.—men ivho are established

in business are preferred to projectors, as they cer-

tainly ought to be.'''' I hope I shall be able to show
by a very brief examination, the utter fallacy of

each of these arguments. First. Land it is said

yields but a Iq.w rate of profit, and consequently
can afford to pay but a low rate of interest: reduce

interest to the lowest market rate, and land will
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command all the capital required, because it affords

the very best security. To this we answer, that

in almost every country the general rate of profits

is determined by agricultural profits—that there are

some peculiar advantagps attendant on agriculture,

which will always draw towards it its due share of

labor and capital". In every country, from this cause,

agricultural profits are near the minimum. So lar

then from capital, in case of perfect tVeedom of.

trade, tending' Avith too little gravity towards agri-

culture, it perhaps generally, (but especially in

those countries where there is a minute division of

landed property, or Avhere the right of suffrage is

attached to real ]iroperty alone,) tends towards

this department of industry too much. Some
distinguished writers are of opinion that in Ire-

land and France, the too minute division of landed

property has drawn to the land an undue share ol'

labor and capha!, and in the course of time will

produce the most lamentable consequences. At all

events, there is no law required to throw into the

agricultural business the capital which it requires,

and the circumstance of agricultural profits being

always near the minimum rate in every country,

most conclusively proves this to the satisfaction of

every sound political economist. The fact is, those

who support the hmitationof therate of interest on

this principle, must necessarily give up the free

trade theory. For they can only support them-

selves by the assertion "that capital, when left free,

will not take the most advantageous direction.

Secondly. It is asserted that when the legal rate

of interest approximates nearly to the loAvest mar-

ketable rate of interest, prodigals and projectors

are prevented Irom getting money to the injury of

those carrying on more regular and better establish-

ed trades. Adam Smith, unfortunately, has given

the sanction of his great name to this argument.

He says "the legal rate, it is to be observed, though

it ought to be somewhat above, ought not to be

much above, the lowest market rate. If the legal

rate of interest in Great Britain, for examj^le, was
fixed so high as eight or ten per cent, the greater

part of the money which was to be lent, Avould be

lent to prodigals and projectors, who alone would
be willing to give this high interest; sober people

who will give lor the use of money no more than

a part of what they are likely to make by the use

of it, would not venture into the competition. A
great ])ai't of the capital of the country, would thus,

be kept out of the hands which Avere most likely to

make a profitable and advantageous use of it, and
thrown into those which were most likely to Avaste

and destroy it; Avhere the legal interest on the con-

trary, is fixed but \'ery little above the lowest mar-
ket rate, sober people are uniA'ersally preferred as

borrowers, to prodigals and projectors. Tiie per-

son Avho lends money, gets nearly as much interest

from the former as he dares take from the latter,

and his money is much safer in the hands of the

one set of people, than in those of the other. A
great part of the capital of the country is thus

thrown into the hands in which it is most likely to

be employed Avith advantage." With regard to

prodigals, I will content m^'self for the present

with another quotation Irom Dr. Smith, AAdiich Avill

be a sufficient ansAA'er to the aboA'c. "The number
of prudent and successful undertakings (says he)
is every Avhere much greater, than that of injudi-

cious and unsuccessful ones. Afrer all our com-
plaints of the frequency of bankruptcies, the un-

happy men Avho fall into this misfortune, make
but a A^ery small part of the whole number engaged
in trade, "and all other sorts of business, not much
more perhaps than one in a thousand." Again "It

is the highest impertinence and ])rcsumption there-

fore in kings and ministers, to pretend toioatch over

the economy of private people, and to restrain their

expense, either by sumptuar}^ Iuavs, or by prohi-

biting the importation of foreigt^ luxuries. They
are themselves always and Avithout exception the

greatest spendthrifts in the society: let them look

Avell alter their oAAm expense, and they may safely

trust private people Avith theirs. If their oAvn ex-

travagance does not ruin the state, that of their

subjects ncA-er Avill." According to Dr. Smith's

OAvn assertion then, it is the height of impertinence

and absurdity in the legislator to endcaA-or to

restrain private prodigality; Avhy then sliould he
defend the usury Iuav upon this principle? Surely

it must be granted, that in this case he goes against

his OAvn best established principles. I shall again

advert to the case of the prodigal under another

head.
With regard to projectors, I have to observe, that

if according to Smith's OAAm admission, the waste-

ful spendthrift fbrms not more than the thousandth

part of society, reckless ]irojcctors form a still

smaller portion, and therefore it is less necessary

and more impertinent still for kings and ministers

to meddle Avith their private concerns. "To err in

the Avay of prodigality (says Jeremy Bentham in

that inimitable and unansAverable production 'De-
fence of Usury') is the lot, though as you Avill

observe not of many men, in comparison of the

AAdiole mass of mankind, yet at least of scrae. The
sturt' fit to make a prodigal of, is to be found in

CA^ery ale house, and under every hedge. But
CA'en to err in the Avay of projecting, is the lot only

of the privileged few. Prodigality, though not so

common as to make any material drain from the

general mass of Avealth, is hoAvcA'cr too common
to be regarded as a mark of distinction or singular-

itj'. But the stepping aside from any of the bea-

ten paths of trafhc is regarded as a singularity, as

ser\dng to distinguish a man from other men.
When in comparison AAath the number of prodi-

gals, AA'hich is too inconsidei'able to desei'A'e notice,

the number of projectors of all kinds is much more
inconsiderable, and Avhen from this inconsiderable

number, must be deducted the not inconsiderable

proportion of successful projectors, and from the

remainder again, all those Avho can carry on their

projects Avithout need of borroAving, think Avhether

it be possible, that this last remainder could aflbrd

a multitude, the reducing of Avhich, Avould be an
object, deserving the interposition of goA^ernment

by its magnitude, even taking for granted, that it

Avere an object proj^er in its nature." Thus eA^en

if projectors were like prodigals, unthrifty and dis-

advantageous to the general prosperity of the

community, still their number Avould not be suffi-

cient to render them a \'ery material clog on the

accumulation of Avealth. But this cry against pro-

jectors is unmerited and unjust. Pi'ojectors are

those Avho ex[)lore new channels of trade, make
ncAV api)lications of established principles, aim at

improvement in the arts and manufactures, &c. &c.,

and let ine ask, if these are not the A'ery men Avho

have given the character to the age in Avhich we
live. Your Watts, Fultons, Whitneys, ArkAvrights,

&c. Avere all projectors, and the steam boat, the
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steam car, the cotton mills, power looms, and spin-

ning m.achines, those miracles of the nirc, are the

resuhs of their inappreciable labors. It is the pro-

jector who has created the vast ditlcrence between

the savage of North America and the cix'ilized

European. It is the projectGr who has created the

almost unmeasurable land ol' luxuries and cornforts

enjoyed by the poorest peasant of modern times,

biit which" the emi^erors and kings of the ancient

world were deprived of. To raise our voice

against the projector is in fact to declaim against

the progress of civilization. But projectors ollen

fail entirely in their schemes, and the capital bor-

rowed and consumed by them, is a clear loss to the

community. I am willing to grant all this, and

even to allow the failures to be double, triple or

quadruple the instances of success: the fierce of our

argument is so exuberant, as to allow of any num-
ber of Jailures short of the whole, and still be

sound. There ma}^ be ninety-nine lixilurestbr ex-

ample, before the discovery may be etiected, but

when the discovery is once made, its benefits may
endure forever. Columbus was a projector. He
discovered a new world which was to be the home
of the pilgrim, and the asylum ofthe persecuted ol

all nations. If the whole"weahh of Portugal and

Spain had been sunk in this discovery, the discove-

ry would more than have compensated the loss.

Fulton was a projector: and the very day that his

boat moved by the impulse of steam power on the

Hudson, he gave to the world, not what Avould

compensate alone for the failures of those engaged
in the investigation of steam power, but what
would more than compensate for all the failures, of

all projectors, from that moment to the present

time. He gave to the world that Avhich has

changed it^aspect and done more tbf the progress

of civilization and wealth, than any invention since

tlie introduction of the art of printing.* In like

manner, he who at last makes some great improve-

ment in agriculture, opens some new channels ol

commerce, discovers new routes, invents new ma-

* I cannot forbear making an extract from a discourse

of Jud^e Story, delivered before the Mechanic's Insti-

tute, Boston, in 1829. It will serve to show that the cold

and withering treatment which the projector receives

from the world, is amply sufficient to repress his ener-

gies within proper limits, without the aid of law. "I

myself have heard (says Judge Story) the illustrious

inventor of the steam boat relate in an animating and

affecting- manner, the history of his labors and discour-

agement. 'When,' says he, 'I was building my first steam

boat at New York, the project was received by the

public either with indifiierence or with contempt, as a

visionary scheme. My friends indeed were civil, but

they were shy; they listened with patience to my ex-

planations, but with a settled cast of incredulity on

their countenances. I felt the full force of the lamen-

tation of the poet

—

"Truths would you teach, to ?avc asinkui^' laiul,

"jVll shuii, nouc aid you, and few uuderstaiid."

•'The loud laugh often rose at my expense, the dry

jest, the wise calculation of losses and expenditures,

the dud, but endless repetition ofthe "Fulton Folly:"

and even when the boat moved and the experiment

succeeded—"All (says he) were still incredulous:

none were willing to trust the evidences of their own
senses. I was the victim of disappointment. Imagi-

nation superseded the influence of fact, it was then

doubted if it could be done a^ain, or if done, it was
doubted if it would be made of any great value."

chines, discovers new processes of industry, more
than pays for all the iiiilures incurred by others.

"The career of art (says Bcntham)the great road

which receives the Jbotsteps of projectors, may be

considered as a vast, and perhaps unbounded jdain,

bestrewed with gulis, such as Curtius was swal-

lowed up in. Each re{]uu-es a human victim to

lall into it, ere it can close; but when it once closes,

it closes to open no more, and so much of the path

is safe to those who follow. What general, let

him attack with ever so superior an army, but

knows, that hundreds or perhaps thousands must
perish at the first onset? Every man for himself,

but "God,.'' adds thepnnerb, ("and it might have

added the general and the legislator and all other

public sen-ants) "lur us all." Thus do we see that

the lew projectors who succeed, more than com-

pensate for the liulures. I hope then I have suc-

ceeded in clear] V proving that the usury laws can-

not be defended on the ground that they favor

those engaged in regular and old occupations, and

prevent the lending" of money to projectors and
prodigals.

Bank interest should conform to the ordinary mar-
ket rate.

But it has been asked whether banks should not

be restrained in the rate of interest which may be

taken? To this I answer, that as banks not only

afford a considerable portion of the ca]iital with

which trade is carried on, but likewise the largest

portion of the circulating medium of the countrj^,

it behoves them, on this latter account, to be go-

verned in lending money upon somewhat different

principles from private individuals. There is no-

thing more sensitive than a paper currency. Its

value and credit depend on its ready convertibility

into specie, when presented for payment. The cre-

dit of a bank is like the chastity of woman; it must

not be assailed by the brealh of suspicion even.

Hence, a bank should not indulge a speculating

spirit; all its transactions should be of the safest

and surest character; its securities should be such

as could be easily converted into cash, and it should

never lend to doubtfid or suspected persons, be-

cause the credit of the bank depending on the

ready convertibility of its notes, it Avould be liable

to be broken by a run at any time, if its debts

could not be easily collected. For this reason

banks ought not to lend in those cases where the

risk is very great, because if they succeed the

community would not be benefited, inasmuch as

the profits would go to the stockholders in the

shape of di\adend—and if they fail, the solvency

of the bank might be endangered, the value of

the notes destroyed, and the currency of the coun-

try deranged. AV^e have seen that very high in-

terest is generally the result of the risk which i-s

run, and not of "the profits expected to be made:

loans in these cases then, ought to be made by in-

dividuals, and not bv banks, for the success or

tailure of the individual would not effect the cur-

rencv like that of the bank. For these reasons,

I am" willing to allow a restriction of bank interest

to the ordinary marketable rate, but never below

this point—and I would have it to var}^ from time

to time, with this rate. I am sony to find that in

this opinion I am forced to differ from one of the

most profound and intellectual statesmen, not only

of this country, but of the age in which we live

—

a statesman whose penetrating and perspicacious
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mind seizes with the lightning's rapidity on the

important and essential points ol' his subjact, con-

necting tliem. together by such a chaiii oi' close

and logicar reasoning, as almost to prcscntj4:6 the

mind, the lull rigor ot" mathematical demonstra-

tion. Mr. Calhoun in the senate of the United

States, while speaking on JMr. Webster's bill to

prolong the charter of the United JjiLates Bank,
says, " among others (limitations to be prescidbed)

I entirely concur in the suggestion of the gentle-

man from Georgia' (Mr. J^'orsyth) of fixing the

rate of interest at five per cent.; a. suggestion -oi'

the very highest importance, as having a most'

important bearing on...the value of property and
the prosperity of the country, in every'-branch of

its industry."- I wish very nmch Mr. C. had
given his .reasons ia exfenso, lor such a regu-

lation. I know lidl well, they would have been
the very best which could have been urged: "with-

out such aid, however, I cannot conjecture any
good -and substantial, argument in favor of the re-

duction of bank interest, so- far below the marketa-
ble rate in every portion of the vinion. .JNIany of

the earlier writers on political economy were in

favor of a low legal rate of interest upon the sup-

position that the marketable rate might be regu-

lated by loans at the banks. This is well tnown
to proceed on the fallacious idea, that interest de-

pends on the quantity of money, and not on the

quantity of capital. If tlie.banks lor the purpose
of lowering interest should make exorbitant issues,

they immediately flood the country with paper,

and a consequent depreciation must check the

over-issue, by producing dralls on the banks for

specie, or if sj)ecie payment should be suspended,

then the paper monej^ would depreciate in propor-

tion, and even much more than in proportion to

the over-issue, so that you 'can never by the issue

of notes increase the aggregate value of the whole
circulathig medium. If the whole United States

require a circulating medium of $: 100,000,000 to

perform the functions of circulation, and you in-

(;rease it by the issue of an inc6n\'ertible paper
money (and remember this is the only Avay in

which you can increase it) to $l200,000j000, you
will just make two dollars after the issue, to be
worth what one Avas before, and of course

200,000,000 AviU be worth no more than the

100,000,000. Property it is true, of every de-

Kcrij^tion will rise in price, but it will be- a merely
nominal v'ls'i, dependent entirely on the deprecia-

tion of the currency. Even then, if interest de-

pended on the amount of circulating medium,
banks could hot lower it, for the very plain reason,

that the issues ol' banks cannot possibly increase

tlie aggi-cgatc value of the whole circulating me-
dium.
But you may say if bank interest is reduced to

five per cent, banks will never lend, except- on the

very best security, and they may accommodate
with safety all who can furnish such security. To
this I answer, that there is no fact better ascer-

tained in the operation of banking, than that of a
possibility of over-issue even upon th-e best secu-

rity. The moment you bring bank interest below
the marketable Tate of interest, every individual in

jeach of a bank -will go to it for accomraod-ati'on
• rather than to individuals, for the simple reason
that he obtains the loan on cheaper terms. Un-
der these circumstances, every body would be dis-

posed to borrow of the nank, and pledge his pro-

perty for repayment. The entire property of the

country stands ready to mortgage itself to the

banks tlie moment their rate of inrerest liills much
below thq marketable rate. Mr. Ricardo says if

the bank mierest in England falls below the mar-
ketable rate, the bank is immediately besieged by
a host of customers applying lor discounts, and
the clerks are- all kept in the most constant and ac--

tive emiddyment. This is well known to have
been particularly the case during the continental

wars in Europe, when the immense loans con-

tracted by government, together with a train of

concomitant events, partly accidental, and partly

growing out of the war, raised the market far

above the bank interesi. On the contrary, when
the bank rises above the market interest, the banks
have little to do, the clerks are idle, lor money is

borrowed from individuals where it can be gotten

cheaper than from the banks. To show the im-
propriety of. this great restritvtion on interest upon
loans of the bank' of the United States, let us take,

for illustration, the state of Illinois. Parties con-

tracting may agree for interest in this state as high

as 12^ per cent., and this is about the marketable
rate. You establish here, as we will suppose, a
branch bank of the United States, to lend money
at 5 per cent: is ilr not evident that every borrower
will gain 7^-.per cent, by going to the bank? And
consequently everyone will give it preference over

individuals, and the whole property of the com-
munity wovdd be readily mortgaged for repayment;
If then the bank pevsisted in fending in ev^ery case,

the whole state would be inund-ated with paper; for

there is no amount of money which the bank
might not lend out. The bank then would be
obliged to stop its issues long before all the com-
munity was nccommodated: those wh& could not

borrow from this source then, would go to indrvid-

uals,_anl pay. 12^ per cent, for loans. Now I

would ask- if, upon any principle of justice or poli-

cy, any great monied institution ought to be re-

quired to furnish a lew individuals in society with

money at 5 per cent., while all other borrowers
are obliged to pay 12^? Do you not by such a
measure as this require of the bank to make a
donation of 7^- per cent', in the capital boiTow-ed by
each individual? Butj say you, the bank by lend-

ing more than a sum equal to the reserve in tlie

vaults, may make its fair profits even at an inte-

rest of 5 per" cent. Grant it; a,nd what follows?

Why that this is an argumeht for charginga bonus
which ought to be equal to the advantage which
accrues- from the monopoly of banking. If each
of the branches of the United States bank, Avere

allowed to charge an interest proportioned to the

market rate in each state, wherQ located, the go-

vernment might demand a bonus far bej'ond that

which has been contracted for in the present char-

ter, and justly demand it, foi' the whole community
are -entitled to indemnification lor advantages
yielded in the case of monopdi^s. .

There are other considerations Avhicli would in-

duce me to decide against the limitation proposed
by Messrs. Calhoun and Forsyth.

. Our great ob-

jection to all national banks is that the power may
become so great as to endanger the libertios' of
the country. Reduce the rate -of interest to five

per cent, and the power of the United.Si ates Bank
will be greatly increased; I have shown the alter

impossibility of such p, bank lending all the capi-

tal which is.demanded; even on the best security.
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The bank directors then must determine, among
those who apply tor loans,' wlao shall be favored
and who not. They are a chosen divan, and will

reject A or accept B according to their pleasure,

without being obliged to give reasons (or it. The
larlhcr tlie bank interest has been brought below
the market interest, the greater Avill be the benefit

from borrowing of the l^ank, the greater conse-

quently the dependence of the trading portion-oi'

the community on the bank, and of course,' the
greater the jiowe'r of the bank. Siippose merchaiiis

who are getting accommodation at the bank teel

desirous to favor a measure which- the bank may
disapi)rbve, would not the threat of the bank to'

stop their discounts,- awe them at once into quiet

submission to its will? Is it not a well known tact

that when i>etitions are'liand«t>d about in London
for signatures the merchants are Ircquently in the

habit of 'confessing, that they would willingly Ihvor

them, but dare not because of the hostility ot" the

Bank of Engl and,fmd the consequent dcinget; ofa
stoppage of thcif accommodation? If alt banks
however lend at the same rate, and that be the

market rate, then if one bank threaten you with a
stoppage of accommodation, you may go to ano-
ther; and if till the banks reject you, you may go
to individuals, and that without any loss or injury.

The independence of the borrower is thus secured,

and the power -of the bank kept within proper
hmits. Again: one great evil of all incorporations
is, that they produce a concentrated ascertainable
interest which alwa3's wars with great success
against the unconcentrated, unascertainable and
unharmonious interests which are arrayed against
them. Thus taking the Bank gf the United Stales,

the interest of the stockholders, directors and' debt-
ors, is an ascertainable concentrated interest, which
will always be capable , of much greater energy
and exertion, than caiT be ex-ercised by the indefi-

nite unconcentrated interest m opposition. Now
reduce the rate of interest to five per cent., and all

debtors, especially those in the west, wherethe mar-
ket rate is so high, 'vvill feel a much greater interest

in the perpetuation of the institution, than if it made
loans at the market rate. Indeed, I can conceive

of no plan better devised, to perpetuate and build

up tlie power of the bank, than this limitation on
interest: for the directors and stockhold^re will not'

be injured by it, inasmuch, as they will pay less

bonus, and issue more, and the debtors will be in-

dissolubly bound to the bank. The Javored indi-

viduals, those who get accpm'modation at tlie banlc,

will ever raise their vofce in favor of the institution

which feeds them, even though it be .done at the

expense of justice and right. And recollect that

their unconditional support, is apt to be much more
energetic and elReient, than the hostility of those
who are against it. One of the most prolific sources

of error, misrule and oppressiohpin the world, is

attributable to the energy, zeal and untiring perse-

verance, with which particular concentrated inter-

ests war upoji the general interests of the commu-
nit}^ It is for this'reason, that banks, tarifi's, ar-

mies, navies, and all incorporated interests, are so

hard to put down, when once they have been es-

tablished.
.

Again, Mr. Calhoun 'in his late beautiful and
philosophical speech on the currency^ in which he
has eminently displayed that admirable power so

characteristic of his superior mind, the power of
abstraction and generalization, has shown most

conclusively the general tendency • of the banking
system to over-issue, and a consequent constant
jjrociivity to a meTe paper system. Now let me
ask, would not the restriction of the Bank of the
United States to..five per fcnt. interest, create a
necessity on the' part of the whole establishment,
to issue much more paper, than if tlie motlrer bank
and each branch were peimitted at once to take
the^market rate in the several states where they
are established? Most undoubtedly it would. We
must recollect too, that the embarrassments of the
United States Bank are apt to' be occasioned by
causes of a very peculiar character, which causes
will always be much stimulated and aggravated
by.any general tendency in the whole Institution

to an over-issue. The branches in the south and
wpst, where five per cent, is much below the mar-
ket rate, canissueanyamaunt of paper. This paper
answertfin the stead of go'ld and silver. It is car-
ried down, as- soon as emitted, to the great com-
mercial cities. New York, Philadeljjhia, and Bal-
timore, to purchase goods, never to be returned
upon the branch banks, unless sent there by the
banks in tliose. commercial cities alter having
cashed them. If the banks however in those cities

refuse to take the branch notes, as they were
obliged to do when JMr. Cheves was .fii-st elevated
to the presidency of the institution, and they are
suddenly Returned upon the branch banks, then
those banks must instantly curtail their issues, and
call in their debt's; the stat"6 banks which have been
issuing their notes to supply the local circulation,

find themselves immediately at the mercy of the

branch of tlie tJnited States Bank, and theexplo-
sion of the sj^stem, or at least a disastrous derange-
ment of- the cinrencj', is the inevitable- cdnse-

quenee. Did not: the embarrassment of the United
States Bank in 1818 and 1819 proceed trom this

very cause? The southern and western branches
over-issued, and the notes were taken at once to

Philadelphia, New York, and Boston, to purchase
goods. "The result was (sa3:s.M.r. Cheves) that,

the bank and the great northern offices were drained'

of their capital; aadon the 20th of July 1818, only
eighteen months after the institution began its

operations, it was obliged to commence a rapid

and heavy curtailment of the business of the
bank, and its offices. D.uring all this time, the
bank had the advantage of immense government
deposites." Again, in the same report he says,

"the s!)ecic in the vaults (of the mother bank in

Philadelphia) at theclose of-the day, on the first

of April 1819, was only il2!6,OOd' 28, and the

bank owed to the city banks, deducting' balances

due to it, an aggregate balance of ^79,125 99".

The NeAV York office was little better, and the of-

fice at Boston a great deal wors6. The bank was -

only saved by the transmission of specie from the

west, and the rapid curtailment :of issues at all

the branch banks, particularly in the west, toge-

ther whh a determhiatin on the part of" the mother
bank and branches in New York, Boston, &c. not

to cash other- branch notes than those issued at

their owjl oltices.' Then came the sudden and in-

evitable ruin of the banks of the west, the total

derangement 'of their currenc}'^ and the fbrcedand

ruinous sale of half the real' property in that coun-

try, to satisfy the claims of the banks. But enough
of this .^ad and melancholy picture. It must I

think, be evident, that marketable interest on bank
loans in the west, 'wotdd cause the branches to is-
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sue much less than they would when making only

five per cent.; there would be less tendency to spe-

culation, which over issues always produce; and

consequently, not such distressing draughts upon

the great eastern states, always Ibllovved by dread-

ful reaction on the west.

The last argument which I shall mention in fa-

vor of making bank interest conform to the mar-

ketable, is, that whenever bank interest is very

low, a bank lever is instantly generated in the

country. Every section, every little village, im-

mediately comes forward for a bank; all are eager

for the boon. When vv^as the banking mania
greatest in England? Precisely at the time when
the bank interest was farthest below market inte-

rest—from 1795 to the termination of the continen-

tal wars. Market interest was, during the time,

rano-ing from five to fi'leen per cent., while bank

interest' was only five. Look to our own country,

and vou Avill find that whenever bank interest gets

below the market, an instantaneous bank fever is

the consequence. At this moment, bank interest

is too low every where; and every where do we
hear of new incorporations, and numberless ap-

plications for banks—and this produces art almost

irresistible tendency to a mere paper system. I

hope then I have shown the policy of making

bank interest conform to the marketable rate in

every quarter where banks are established. With
regard to the Bank of the United States, a ques-

tioTi perhaps might arise, as to the propriety of in-

demnifying the western states, where the interest

would be highest; but this is not a question for me'

to discuss.

Effect of the Usury Laws during money pressures.

I will now proceed to examine into the peculiar

operation of the usury laws in those seasons of

distrust and commercial embarrassment, when
there is great pressure in the money market. My
limits at present will not allow me to enter fully

into this subject, and point out in detail the causes

which produce these pressures: I can therefore

give but a hasty and imperfect sketch of the gene-

ral causes, and point out the pernicious influence

of the usury laws. In almost every country, par-

ticularly a highly commercial one, circumstances

are constantly occurring to give an impulse to

prices, either upwards or downwards; and accord-

ingly as they are moving in the one direction, or

the other, so will the spirit of speculation be fos-

tered, or checked. When prices are rising, all are

on the alert: the energies of man are drawn forth,

his hopes which ever have an undue influence,

are thrown into full play, and the imagination

spreads the most enchanting schemes and projects

before him; he is disposed to rush into business,

or to get possession of property, whose enhance-

ment in value from the rising tide of general pros-

perity is alone expected to make him wealth}'-. In

such a condition of things, the credit system will

be pushed to the extreme limits. The borro-\j'er

wants money to purchase, or enter into business

with, and as property and business are improving,

the lender is not so scrupulous about security.

He lends upon moderate security because he be-

lieves the improvement of prices will soon render

it very ample. Buying and selling too under those

circumstances will generally be on credit as ex-

tended as possible. By and by, prices attain their

maximum—there is a pause for a i'ew weeks be-

fore the decline commences; then follows a state

of things precisely the reverse of what I have
just described. Every body wishes to sell, to avert

the ruin which will arise from a farther fiill of

prices—few are disposed to buy—the reaction,

after the great extension of credit, must of course

ruin the most adventurous. In this time of uncer-

tainty and alarm, the money lender shrinks from

the riiarket; what was good security a short time

previous is not so now; hence he is disposed to

withhold his money from the market. Purchases

and sales become now a cash business, for the uni-

versal destruction of confidence puts an end at

once to the credit system. This increases the em-
barrassments of the nation still farther, and pre-

vents that wholesome and rapid circulation of cap-

ital from place to place-, and hand to hand, so

essential to the prosperity of eveiy country.

Now let us ask, what are the chief causes of the

advance or decline of prices and the consequent
stimulus to speculation on the one hand, or ruinous

stagnation of trade on the other? A deficiency at

one time in all the necessaries of life, would of

course give this upward impulse to prices; but such
a general deficiency does not often occur. A par-

tial deficiency will ha\e the same tendency,

though not to the same extent. "Thus (says

Mr. Tooke) a scarcity of agricultural produce,

which would, under a fixed amount of currency,

advance the monej' prices in a ratio more or less

beyond the mere proportion of deficiency, is the

occasion of an actual increase in the amount of

the circulating medium, which increase is again,

while progressive, the occasion of accelerating

the rate and extending the range in the rise of

prices." A deficiency of cotton, wool and sugar,

would produce, thoucrh not perhaps to the same
extent, the same spirit of speculation and enhance-
ment of prices. We have all heard of the great

but ruinous speculations in sugar at the commence-
ment of the last war, when the West India

supply was expected to fail. Another cause for

the extension of credit and the generation of the

spirit of speculation is the opening of new markets,

or the extension of old ones. The hopes of man
in this case are sure to have an undue influence

on him. The merchant and manufacturer rush

with tfieir capital to supply this new demand, and
they are sure in the end to find that they have
overrated it, and a re-vulsion soon takes place

with aU the evils consequent on declining prices.

We have all become acquainted with the immense
influence exercised on prices in this country by the

conlinental wars of Napoleon, and the awfiil re-

vulsion consequent on a return to a state of peace.

The unwise interference of government with la-

bor and capital as I have shown elsewhere* has?

a tendency to produce a singular effect. Govern-
ment for example determines to foster and protect

certain manufactures. This very circumstance in-

stantly entices into the business a large portion of

labor and capital, for the purpose of realizing the

high profits which increased prices are to yield.

This ])roduces an over-supply of manufactures,

and a speedy reaction, with ruinous decline of

prices. This was witnessed in New England im-

mediately after the tariff^ of 1828, where it was
supposed at least ^25,000,000 worth of capital was

* Lectures on Restrictive System,
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Blink by unprofitable mamifacturing' establishments.

Let us now examine tor a moment into the

efiect which a rise or tiill in prices may produce on

the circulating medium ol' a country, and how this

reacts again on prices. First then, I will premise

what I consider an axiom on this subject: that the

efficiency of a circulatlag wedium depends on the

cvmpimnd ratio «f its rjuaniity and velocity of cir-

culation. If -S 100 change hands but once during

a month, it has effected no more in the way of

exchanges than iftlO which have passed through
ten hands and ellected ten changes. In consider-

ing the nature ol" a circulating medium, our states-

men are led into great errors by confining their at-

tention too exclusiveh" to bank paper and the me-
tallic circulation. Every thing in fact which per-

forms the functions of currency in society ought to

be regarded as a component of the circulating me-
dium. Money performs the functions of circula-

tion most perfectly, because it represents value,

but bears no interest during its detention in our

hands: Bonds, promissory notes, bills of ex-

change and stocks of all descriptions, are far in-

ferior to money in performing the functions of cir-

culmion. For, first, they bear interest, and the

holder is in no hurr^' to part Avith them—and wlien

they are transferred to another, interest is to be

calculated on them; then they are to be discounted,

and the amount ofdiscount depending on so Ta:\ny

fluctuating causes, the value of such paper be-

comes very fluctuating and uncei'tain. Hence it

has a very sluggish circulation; but so far as it

does circulate, it most undoubtedly supplies the

place of money. If I buy a tract of land for

^10,000 and pay in bonds, the bonds have un-

doubtedly pro hue vice at least answered in the

stead of money. "Liverpool and Manchester"
says Thorntonj! "effect the whole of their larger

mercantile payments, not b)^ country bank notes,

of which none are issued by the banks of those

places, but by bills of one or two months date,

drawn on London." In the great manuiacmring
county of Lancasliire "says Mr. McCulloch," and
in part of Yorkshire; a bill on London at three

months is reckoned a money payment; * and by

far tJie largest projiortion of the currency consists

either of bills of bankers drawn on their corres-

pondents, or of those of the merchants and dealers

scattered up and down the countiy. The same
practice is Ibllowed, though to a less extent, in

other districts; so that the aggregate amount of

such bills afloat is enormous." Mr. Wade has

estimated the bills of exchange alone in Great
Britain as equal to ten times the amount of the

money in the countrj'. In our country the pro-

portion is not so great; but bills constitute here a
very large portion of our currency. "The amount

* A bill of this character, when passed from one to

another is endorsed, and each endorser is held responsi-

ble for the solidity of the bill, the number of endorse-

ments therefore shows pretty accurately the circulation

through which the bill has passed. We would be aston-

ished at the circulation of small bills of exchange in

Lancashire. When Mr. Lloyd, the principal partner
in the opulent house of Jones, Lloyd St Co. was asked
by a committee of the House of Commons whether
he had not seen bills of exchange of £10 value with
fifty or sixty names upon them? Answered, "Yes ! ivHh

hvice that number. I have seen slips of paper attached
to a bill as long as a sheet of paper could go, and when
that was filled^ another attached to that!"

of domestic bills of exchange" says Mr. Binney
purchased in all parts of the union in 1832 (by the

United States Bank alone) was i67,.516,673, "the

half year ft-om December 1832, to June 1833, was
.S'41,312,.982, showing a large increase in that

time." The amount of domestic bills in 1832 col-

lecteil by the United States Bank ibr others, was
.<;42,096,062. And thus we find that the bills pur-

chased and collected by the l^iited States bank
alone in 1832, amounts to more tlran S 100,000,000;

equal to all the paper money and specie in cir-

culation.

Having now explained my opinion as to the

components of a circidating medium, 1 will pro-

ceed to show how it is influenced by a rise in

prices, and a spirit of speculation. As prices ad-

vance, we have already seen that credit will be

enlarged. The tarmer in buying land, gives his

bond instead of money. The retail merchant not

only buys goods to the amount of his capital, but

buys to as great an extent as he can get credit.

At the same time "tlie exporting merchant,
says Tooke, gives his acceptance to the manu-
facturer for the utmost amount which the latter

will grant him credit for; the manufacturer at

the same time having cleared his hands of fin-

ished work, buys an additional quantity of the

raw material, not only sufficient to replace, but

probably to extend his stock, and possibly his

buildings, machinery, &c. For these purposes he
gives his acceptance as far as his own credit is

available, and may further discoimt the accept-

ances- which he has received, thus converting the

credit of his customer conjointly with his own, into

the means of obtaining the temporary command
of capital beyond what his own property or credit

Avould afford him;" and thus it is, that bonds, prom-
issory notes, bills of exchange, &c., are greatly

multiplied by the enhancement of prices and a
spirit of speculation in the community. Again

—

the bank issues on such occasions are very apt to

be excessive. The spirit of speculation, and the

rise of prices, produce a disposition to borrow from
the banks, and the banks arc disposed to accommo-
date on such occasions, for the very same reasons

that individuals are. This produces a redundant

currency, which at first increases the spirit of spec-

ulation, and enhances prices until there is a return

of the notes on the banks for specie to send abroad;

at this point the banks must cease to issue more
under the penalty ofbeing drained of their specie.*

* It will be perceived that I have made the over-

issue of the banks to bo rather the etlect than the cause

of a rise in prices and a spirit of speculation. I be-

lieve, in the great majority of cases, this will be found

to be the fact. The banking system however, although

first stimulated by the rise in prices to over-issue, im-

mediately becomes in turn a powerfully operating

cause, carrying up prices still higher, and increasing

the speculative mania, by the facilities it otters in the

money market. I have no doubt but that a bank like

that of the United States, or the Bank of EnHand,
might of itself, generate this tendency, without the in-

tervention of causes which have been mentioned above,

and this is one serious objection to such banks. For

some able views on this subject, I must refer to the

work of Mr Gouge, which would have supphed a de-

sideratum in this country, if he had only given a fair

and full statement of all the causes which generated

the several money crises which have occurred in this

country, all of which he has however, with too much
cj- parte ingenuity referred to the operations of the
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It is just at this .point that universal confidence has

conipletely overstrained" the whole credit -system.

Credit every wliere is substituted for cash among
individuals, and the banks are makinsi: the largest

possible issues with the smallest possible reserve

of spcele in the vaults. Che circulation to*- be-

comes much more rapid, and a consequent pro-

digious economy in the use of money is the result.

When confidence for example, is univereal, debits

and credits are compared together, and the balance

alone paid in cash-. Thus A'may oiveJB—B owe
C—C owe D, and so ^n through the alphabet

—

and Z perhaps may stand indebted to A. Npw
when confidence is perlect, and all are apparently
moving Ibnvard in the full tide of prosperity, their

accounls will be compared together, B will trans-

fer his.-claim on A, to his creditor C; C to D, D to

E,and soon through the alphabet,- until it reaches

Z, who we suppoaS, stands indebted, to A in .the

same amount. All these twenty-five transactions

then would be selded at once, without.the passage
oi" a sbigJe dollar, merely J^y balanculg debits and
credits: and at all times Avhen confidence was'gen-

eral, cash would be required only for the balaiice

due, alter comparing the debits and credits to-

getlier. This is found -fo be actually the practice

iii London. '-In order to economise the use of

money'' says Mr. JNIcCuHoch '-the principal bank-
ers.-of the mefropolis arc in the habit of sending a

clerk each day to the clearing house in Lombard
street, who carrieswith him the various bills in

the possession of those bankers, which are drawn
upon his constituents; the balance on the one side

or other, is then paid in cash, or Bank of England
paper. By this admirable contrivance,- the bank-
ers of London are enabled to settle, transactioiis to

the amount of several miliions. a' day, by the in-

tervention of not more, on an average", than from
£200,000 to £300,000 of cash or bank notes."

The exchanges, says j\tr. Gallatin inthe-report of
the Union Committee, etfected daily ift the city of

New York alone, amount in all to )»;5,000,000 us-
ing to 1500,000,000 per year: payments are made
and exchanges effected here, no doubt, upon prin-

ciples similar .to those upon which the London
bfinkers economise money. Thus do we see tliat

in season.? of apparent prosperity, Avhen the-spirit

of .speculation is afloat, confidence actually stands

instead of money. On such occasions we may
well say with Mr. "Wade, ^'by the the use of Bills

of exchange, bills of lading, ch'ecks, scrip, notes,

clearing houses, and a variety of other contri-

vances, aided by a vast fabric of credit taken and
given in open account, money .(in its common ac-

ceptation)hardl}''-ever enters into mercantile affairs;

banking system; thus taking, the effect in many
cases for the cause. The fact is, these money pres-

sures occur frequently in countries which have a purely
mctalhc currency. Thus in Hamburg:, there are no
banks: yet in 1799 there was.in Hamburg, a monty
pressure, accompanied with a. fearful list of banknipt-
cies^ and a rate of interest ranging up to.15 per cent.

.There are no bank notes m circulation in X,ancashire
in England. Bills of exchange form more thaii nine-

tenths of the currency "there,, and yet no district in

England has sulfered more by money pressures.
There are so many ways in which credit may be ex-
tended without the agency of banks, that I am some-
times disposed to doubt whether these money pressures
would not take place to ahnost an equal extent with-
out them. :

"

it is the substance really meant and shadowed forth;

but it rarely, as one may -say bodily, passes from
mei-cllant to merchant; "the business fttUhe mer-
cantile, classes being reduced, by a. w^derful sys-

tem of balancing payments, to litde more than a
game at chess, or the' worldng in their counting

houses of -an algejaraic equation consisting of the

debit and credit side of each account, and commu-
nicating the result to their agents, customers and
correspondents, iif every.part of the globe.'? Now
suppdsuig the wliole circulating.rtiedium to rcmairi

the same, it is evident that a sudden shock given

to public confidence, Avill retard the velocity ol cir-

culation, and produce a money p^ressure at once.

This we have lately seen fully exemplified in our

own country since the,rash removal of the deposites

0.ur prcs'int pressure is not occasioned; by a dimi-

"nution of bank paper as some hav« imagined, Ibr

veryhtde, ifiany diminution has .taken place;

it is owing -to the dimmished velocity of the cir-

culation. So soon as you' destroy confidence, cre-

dits, no longer serves for cash; A stands in--

debted to B, who wiU not take debts diie to. A in

paygngnt as before: dealing becomes isolated*

—

debits and credits are no longer compared, and
the balance struck. The daily transactions to the
amount of millions in London and New York, can-
not, under these circumstances, be settled|.by a lew
hundred thousand pounds, or dollars. More cash
is rerfuired. than before. Juat at this time the
merchant seeing the storni that is gathering around
him, mu.st keep more idle money about him to

meet his occasional demands—every debtor must
do the same. This produces a much greater ab-
straction irom the currency than is generally ima-
gined. Now what is the effect/of the usury laws
in such a' crisis as this? Most evidently, to in-

crease' the pressure. Men who have capital to

lend in this season of alarm and uncertainty, will

-not venture forth "with it, because legal interest

will not cover the risk They hoard, therefore,

rather than jeopard their capital, and thus it is, at

a time when tjiere is the greatest demand for cap-
ital, the usurj- laws cause it to disap])ear, and thus
add to the calamities of the times. ._ It is said, du-
ring the late commercial distress iii New York,
the deposites were very, great in the most secure
banks. In such times as these, oidy permit indi-

viduals to take a fan- rate of interest for the risk in-

curred, and all the capital of society Avill immedi-
ately be drawn into active rise. You may say in-

deed, that many wiU be rumed by the high rate of
interest at which they borrow capital. Grant it

—

but would not that ruin equally and more certainly

follojv, by forced sales of their property? And re-

collect, that the loss incurred by a forced sale can

* A^ a proof of the truth of the doctrine liere ad-

vanced, I would advert to the two great money pres-

sures ia England in 1793 and 1810 and 11. In both
case"S'government determined to issue exchequer bills,

and it seems that the mere determiflation of the govern-
ment was sufficient to restore confidence and remov'e
the pressure before the bills were issued. I have no
doubt but that the phui- of Governor Marcv, in New
York, to create .'b,;6,000,000 of stock, to b'e lent 'out

in the state will, if it ^ha^ not already dona it, re-

lieve the pressure in New York. I would not however
for a inomfent be supposed capable of applauding such
an immoral scheme: a scheme which proposes to make
the state responsible for the acts and misconduct of
banks and politicians.
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never be remedied, whereas exorbitant interest !
bards, to even a greater extent than by the Jewsi

maybe gotten rid of, by boiTOwing at a cheaper
|
Henry VII. one of the most vigilant penetrating

rate from other (juartcrs. Moreov'er, whether the

individuals borrowing are eventually ruined or

not, much Avili^ most undoubtedly, be done to re-

lieve the distress, by thus throwing the capital into

circulation. We have just seen how the circu-

lating medium is economised in times of general

monarchs that ever sat on the British throne, en-
acted laws not only against interest, but against all

profits t)n bills of exchange; and the historian tells

us, that^vith all his \igilaiice and energj^ he could
not secure the execution of the law. In the reign
of Henry Till, ten per cent; mtereet was allowed,

confulence and tiuicied security, by the subslitution i
and corresponded nearly whh the market rate: "but

of credit for cash. Now in times of great pecu-
|

in the reign of his son, the prohibition was re-

niary pressure, ever}^ single portion ot" property
i
vived, and continued during the feign of the bi-

broijght into the market by the pressure, increases
j

gotted and persecuting IMarj-; and the effect was
the demand for a circulating medium, because a- rise of intere^ to 14 percent. Coming nearer

every such case is a new exchange of propert}- re- to our own times, we find that the rate of interest

quiring money to etiect it, wliich will be of course ' was fixed in France as early as 1665 at five per

prevented, ii money can be borrowed before tlie "
''~ ^"'''^ ''" ' '^ ^

:*r___, c *_ /•

propert}^ is brought under the hammer.
So far, I have beeai arguing against the usurj'

laws upon the ground ol' the evils which tlicy pro-

duce in case oT" tlieir efiicient operation. But I

believe all history has satisfactorily proved that

the usury laws will ever be broken or evaded,

in spite of the law, or the judge. If the marketa-

ble rate of interest i-ises beyond the legal, the

lender of money then labors under a strong temp-
tation to violate the law. Suppose tliat he does it

openly, what is the consequence? why, in the

first place, the risk which the law occasions be-

comes a new element in the calculation, and he

cent. In 1766 the law reduced it from five to lour.

Instead however (says Storch) of reducing the
market rate firom five to four, it was raised to six,

an additional per cent, being required to cover the
risk of illegality; and this very wisely produced a
repeal of the measure. Again, m 17S6 the Em-
press Catherine reduced the legal rate of interest

ti-om six to five in Livonia. Hitherto, says Storch,

those who had good security- to offer vrere enabled
to borrow at six per cent, but henceforth they had
to pay seven per cent, and upwards. Man)" other

instances might be adduced, but it is not at all

necessary to cite a greater number, to prove what
ever}' man who is acquainted with the principles

must exact higher interest to indemnity him against
j

of political economy must readily admit.

it. In the second place, there is an. ignomiiiy in-

curred by violating the law of his country, and he
must charge on this account likewise, for no man
will incur ignominy and degradation without behio-

Avell paid ibr it. Tiiirdly—the hosicst conscientious

and scrupulous capitalists either withdraw their

capital altogether from the market, because of the

insutficiency ol' the legal rate of interest, or use it

themselves. This leaves the money market en-

tirely in the hands of the unscrupulous and un-

merciful moneylender, who in the absence of reg-

ular competition, is enabled to charge a much high-

er interest on his loans. For these three reasons

it is, that laws restraining the rate of interest

operate most oji])ressively on the needy borrower,

by actually raising interest instead of lowering

it. We have already seen to what an enormous
heiffht the usury laws raised interest in Rome.
Montesquieu says, mterest in the city Avas 34 per

cent., in the provinces 48 per cent. • Brutus lent

monej" at 45 per cent, in Cyprus. And we have
seen too to what a height interest has risen in all

Mahomedan countries, for the same reason, it he-

ing in those countries ten or twenty times higher

than in Europe, in consequence of the risk created

by the laws themselves. During the middle ages,

interest was generally prohibited altogether, or

much restricted: and wiiat was the result ? Whv.

In ever}" country' where usur}" laws exist, so soon
as the market rate rises above the legal, besides

the direct and positive infrmgements of the law
which have just been considered, numerous de-

vices are had recourse to, for the purpose of defeat-

ing and evading its operation; and in spite of the

assertion of Lord Mansfield that, ''wheii tlie real

truth is a loan of rnoney, the wit of man cannot
find a shift to take it out of the statute," these
evasions do \ery frequcndy succeed in defeating

the law. The usury laws are certainly penal sta-

tutes, and according to a rule of interpretation ac-

knowledged by all jurists, ought to be constmed
strictl}".- In England, those laws have-been exe-
cuted with as much ligor as perhaps in any other

comitiy; and jet all the writers agree that the}'

are very frequently and succossluljy evaded. They
have given rise in that country to a species of
gambluig in annuhies of the most pernicious char-

acter. The following resolution appears in a very
able report made by a committee of the House of

Commons on the usury laws in 1818. "It is the

opinion of this committee that the la^vs regulating

or restraining the rate of interest have been ex-

tensively evaded, and have failed of tlte effect of
imposing a maximum on such rate: and that of

late vears, from the constant excess of the market
' rate of interest above the legal, they have added

the Jews, who were the c;reat monev lenders of; to the expense incuiTcd by liorrowers on real se-

Europe, were in the habit of lending riiohev (savs
j
curity. and that such borrowers have been corn-

Chief Justice Hale) at 40 per cent., and sonietimes
;

pelled to resort to the mode of granting annuities

as high as 50 or 100. In 1215 Edward I. under the
j

on lives, a mode which has been made a cover

imnuTse of the most misguided political Aiews and for obtaining a higher rate of interest than the

fanatical zeal, confiscated the pro]icrtvof the Jews rate limited by law, and has further subjected the

in England, and banished them from the country.

Fifteen thousand were thus robbed and driven into

exile—and what says the historian of tlie result ?

AVhy, that lending and bon-o^Anng must take place

in everv countr}-, aiid that so soon as the Jew

bon-owers to enormous charges, or forced Uiem to

make very disadvantageous sales of dicir estates."

The metliod resorted to m France for the purpose

of evading the usur}" laws, is simply to give a
bonus before comj^ieting the transaction, or wliich

were driven away, the jiractice of usurA" was ex-
|

is the same thing, to fi-ame the obligation for a

ercised by the English themselves, and the Lorn-
i

larger sum than was actually advanced by the

Vol. II.—12
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lender. None of" the parties interested, can be

called in to swear to the fact of sucli a bonus being

given: unless therefore some third disinterested

party was privy to the transaction, it remains unim-

peachable. In Russia, the usury laws are con-

stantly and successfully evaded. The rate fixed

by law is I believe five per cent.; "mtmy people"

says Jeremy Bentham "lend money, and no body

at that rate; the lowest ordinary rate upon the very

best real secmity is eight per cent., nine per cent,

and even ten, upon such sccm'ity are common. The
contract is renewed from year to year. For a thou-

sand roubles, the borrower in his written contract

obliges himself to pay at the end of the year, one

thousand and fifty. Rcfore witnesses he receives

his thousand roubles: and without [a witness] he

immediately pays back his thirty roubles or what-

ever the sum may be, tliat is necessary to bring

the real rate of mterest to the rate verbally agreed

on."
In the state of Tirginia, the most common mode

of evading the usury laws, is by purchase of bonds.

The Court of Appeals have decided, that the pur-

chase of bonds at discount, does not come with-

in the pale of the law. Now suppose, A wishes

to borrow $ 1000 of B, but he Icnows B will not

lend at six per cent. He executes a bond, entirely

fictitious to C, which C immediately sells to B at

six per cent, discount; B pays C only .^940 wliich

is handed over to A, and B knows nothing, or at

least legally knows nothing, of tlie fictitious char-

acter of the bond, and consequently cannot be re-

sponsible under the usury laws. Another mode oi

evading those laws, is by drawing and redrawing

bills of exchange, and selling them at discount.

But you may ask if these laws are so success-

fully evaded, why should a clamor be raised against

them, as they must be harmless on our own prin-

ciples. To this I answer, that many money hold-

ers are precluded by occupation and oilier circum-

stances, li-om being enabled to prai-tice these de-

vices; and again, public opinion al\\'ays brands

them with some degree of ignominy, which drives

a large portion ofthe scrupulous and conscientious

ii-om the business, and leaves it consequently in

the hands of those who, taking advantage of the

monoj)oly which they enjoy, exact a much higher

interest virtually, than if allowed to lend their

money directly, without being forced by the law
to practice a fraud. Thus, in England the method
of borrowing by selling annuities, always enhances

the interest; actually paid. "The laws against

usury" says Mr. Holland, partner of the house
of Baring, Brothers & Co. and one of the best

intbrmed merchants in the country, says Mr.
McCulloch, "drives men in distress, or in want of

money, to much more disastrous modes of raising

it, tlian they would adopt if no usuiylaws existed.

The land o\vner requires capital to increase his

live stock, or improve his lands, or for any other

]:>urjwsc, at a period when the government is bor-

rowing money at above five per cent.; no one will

then lend to the land owner, because his money is

worth more to him than the law allows. The
land owner must therefore either give up his im-
provements, or borrow money on annuity interest,

on much more disadvantageous terms than he
would have done, if no law existed against usurj\"
Mr. Sugden on being asked by a conunittce of the
Ilouseoi'Commons, if whether there were no usury
laws, better terms could be obtained by the borrower

than those wliich he gets by borrowing on an-

nuity interest, answered, "I am decidedly of opin-

ion, that bdter terms could have been obtained;

fbr there is a stigma which attaches to men who
lend money upon annuities, that drives all respect-

able men out of the market. Some leading men
did latterly embark in such transactions; but I

never knew a man of reputation in my own pro-

fiission (law) lend money in such a majiner, al-

though Ave have the best means of ascertaining

the safest security, and of obtaining the best

terms." Unfortunately, m our own state, public

opinion is decidedly opposed to the business of
purchasing bonds; and the consequence is, that

comi)aratively little capital is employed in this

manner, and the business being thus thrown inta

the hands of a Hew, gives them a monopoly of
tlie market and the power of dictating their own
terms, especially ii^ times of pressure and alarm.
The very best paper in New York has been dis-

counted durmg the present pressure, at two, and
two and a halt' per cent, per month; and such has
been the embarrassment in the money market, that

persons have borrowed, as has frequently been the
case m such times in London, tor twenty-four
hours only, at the enormous interest of one per
cent, per diAi. I have no hesitation then in de-
claring it as my honest conviction, that the usury
laws injure that very class in whose defence they
are enacted, and foster and pamper the veiy clas«

against whom they are intended to operate. The
unscrupulous heartless "shaver" is the man who
reaps the greatest advantage from their opera-
tion. He is in fact most interested in their con-
tinuance.

Thus do we see that the usury laws in every
country will be either directly broken, or artfully

evaded. That in both cases, instead of lowering
mterest below the market rate, they actually raise

it much higher than it would reach Avithout those
laws, and thus injure the honest scrupulous money
lender en the one side, who is unwilling to violate

or even evade the laAvs of his countiy, while they
on the other hand, oppress the borrower by actu-

ally raising the interest of money for beyond the
point it would reach, Avithout the artificial risk

created by the law, and tJie stigma attached to all

those transactions, by pultlic opinion.

Moral influence of the Usury Laws.

Let us now contemplate these laws for a moment,
in relation to their influence on the moral condition

of society. All law should spring naturally from
the relations of society, and be of such a character
as to command the sympathy of the community
in favor of its execution, and not against it: all law
should be based on natural justice as far as possible,

and should be of such a character as will secure
the perfect obedience of the members of the body
politic. This wdl ensure always the reign of the
law which is the vitality of genuine republicanism.
Now what is the character of the usury laws'?

They are evidently an infringement of the rights
of a certain species of capitalists; they hold out the
greatest temptation to a violation of the laAvs; they
administer to the very worst passions of our nature,
avarice, ingratitude, revenge; they sacrifice the
honest niiui, and pamper and feed the dishonest
and uiiRcrujiulous. They engender liypocrisy,

cunning and false dealing on the one side, and
treachery and cUshoncsty on the other. They ai-e
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Piiurcs unwisely laid by Uic legislature to under-

luine ;uul destroy tlie characters of both borrower
and lender, lie who violates or evades the usury

laws sutlers iu character, and he who pleads tliem

in bar ol' the payment of his debt, is pointed at

Avith the (in<^er of scorn. How unwise is the law
Avhich holds out a temptation to the borrower to

become inti)rnier and prosecutor lor the jienalties,

and thus to reap iniqidtous adv^antaye irom a
transaction to which he was a willing, and perhaps

a benefited party. Mr. Hay in 1817 in one of the

ablest and most ])liilosophical speeches ever deliver-

ed in the legislature of Virginia, justly saj's in re-

lation to our usury laws "nmch, sir, as we from

habit venerate tlie law in the abstract, its practical

operation has been always odious. Sir, I have
seen a borrower retire trom the supreme tribunal

with a decision iri his favor. The instinctive hor-

ror of the bj'-standers has opened a lane ibrhim
to pass as if they feared contamination from his

touch. These laws, are calculated to harden the

heart of man; they offer him ai:)remiura forun-
kindness."

The disrepute into which the money lenders

have fallen in most countries, is owing chiefly to

the usury laws. Their rights have been violated by
the law, and tiiey have been almost forced to give

up their straight forward honest character, for one

of cunning and evasion. Repeal those laws, let the

capital of the scrupulous be brouglit into the mo-
ney market, and inymediately you will secure ame-
lioration of character in the money lender, and in-

terest will rather be lowered than raised. I am
not dealing in vain conjecture; we have facts to

prove our assertion; "The case of Holland" says

Mr. McCulloch, "ilirnishen a practical and striking

proof of the correctness of the theory; It is an
undoubted liict that the rate of interest has been
for a very long period, lower in Holland, than in

any other country in Europe, and yet Holland is

the only country where usury laws are altogether

unknown, where capitalists are allowed to demand,
and borrowers to pa}', any rate of interest. Not-
withstanding all the violent chmiges of the go-

vernment and tJte extraordinary derangement of

her financial concerns in the course of the last

twenty years, the rate of interest in Holland has
continued comparatively steady. During the Avhole

of that period, persons w'lio could offer unexcep-
tionable security, have been able to boiTow money
at from three to five and a half per cent.; nor has
the average rate of interest charged on catiital

advanced on the worst species of security, ever

exceeded six or seven per cent., except when the

government was negotiating a forced loan. But
in this countiy, Avhere the law declares that no
more than five per cent, shall be taken, the rate of

interest for capital advanced on the best landed
security has in the same period, varied from five to

1(3 or 17 per cent., or five times as much as in

Holland. Surely this ought to put to rest all

doubts as to the inefficacy of the usury laws." In

France the usury laws were abolished at the revo-

lution, and Storch saj's the abolition was attended

with no rise of interest. "In Hamburg, (sa^-s the

reportof the House of Commons above alluded to)

the rate of interest is quite unrestricted; or if there

be a Avrittcn law restraining it, it has become alto-

gether obsolete. The rate therefore varies according
to circumstances: occasionally it has been at seven,

eight and even ten per cent., mid in 1799, a period

of great mercanlile embarrassment and insecurity,

it was as high as 14 per cent.: generally however,
the rate of discount on good bills does not exceed
lour or five per cent."

In New York the rate of interest is seven per
cent., but I believe loans might easily have been
negotiated before the present money pressure, on
good security, for six per cent., and even less. In
South Carolina the legal rate is seven per cent.,

but the marketable rate, says Dr. Cooper, is only
six. We- need never fear then that the rate of
Interest, wh.en lell free, will become exorbitant.

It is bound over by laws as certain and unerring in

their operation as those which govern the prices and
hires of any other species of property in the com-
munity.

Compound Interest.

Before leaving this branch of my subject, I will

say a fi^w words on the subject ofcompound interest,

or receiving interest on interest, as soon as it is due.

This kind of interest is universally condemned in all

countries: principally because of the rapidity with
which it accumulates, and the severity with which
it would operate on the debtor. Now I cannot possi-

bly see the justice of those* la'\vs against compound
interest, in all cases. I can well imagine that honest
persons may be engaged in law suits Avhich may
require years to carry them tlirough the labarjTi-

thic mazes of a chanceiy court, and in such cases,

1 am very willing to allow that compound interest

ought not to be granted: but in all cases where the

obligation is an acknowledged one by the debtor,

and he faOs to pay interest when due, I can see no
reason, and I believe ingenuity cannot point out

one, why the debtor should not pay interest on the

interest which was due; The law in this case,

violates the principle of a,ll good law—that no one
should be allowed to take advantage of his own
wrong. If the debtor, by fraud and stratagein, can
evade the payment of interest, he gains by it

—

and the creditor is made to loose by his kindness

and indulgence. There is surely no principle of
justice which ca,n sanction the law against com-
pound interest. If the interest is paid up when
due, the creditor can lend it out again, and thus

make coinpound interest. If the debtor Avithhold

it, then it is nothing but justice that he should pay
interest on it, as it has certainly become principal.

Thus says Jeremy Bentham, "the cause of him
whose contention is to catch again, is preferred to

that of him whose contention is to avoid a loss;

contrary' to the reasonable and usetijl maxim of

that branch of the common law which has acquired

the name of equity. The gain which the law in

its tenderness thus bestows on the defciuher, is an
encouragement, a reward, which it holds out for

breach of fahh, for iniquity, for indolence, for negli-

gence."

III. Arguments used in favor of the Usury Laxos.

I \vill now advert to some of the princiiile argu-

ments urged in favor of the usury laws, and as

their refutation is generally involved in the preced-

ing reasonmg, I sliall be very brief. One very

popular argument in favor of these laws is, that

they have either a tendency to check prodigality, by

preventing the prodigal from getting money at all,

or if he succeeds, they prevcnthis ruin byforbidding

high interest. In answer to this it has been justly

urged, that either the prodigal has property, or he

ha's none. If he has property he can gi\?e good
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iiecurityj and consequently can borrow money at as

cheap a rale as any one. In tact there is great ad-

vantage in lending money to a prodigal on good

security; for his career will soon bring his property

into the marlcet and the lender who has a lien on it

will generally be enabled to get it at his own price.

This fact is well known to" all speculators in the

money market. Suppose however that no one will

lend to the prodigal, because of the restraint of the

usury laws. Do you think thereby to prevent his

spending his patrimony? Certainly not. He will get

li-om tradesmen th.it credit which the law will not

allow him to get irom the money lender. Suppose

he. goes to the merchant and buys goods worth

^100, but is charged by the merchant !jj;133; does

he not virtually boiTow in tins case at the enor-

mous rate of 33 per cent.? lie may buy of the

horse jockey tor #150 on credit, a horse worth but

!B 100 cash. In this case he will give 50 per cent.

Now I maintain, and I believe the proposition sus-

ceptible of demonstration, that it is infinitely better

to throw the prodigal into the hands of the money
lender, than of the \-arious tradesmen of the com-

munity; for in the first place, money lencUng is his

business, and hke all r^ular dealers, he can do

this business upon cheaper and more advan-

tageous terms to the borrower, tlian he could who
do'es not carry it on regularly. The dealer ofwhom
the prodigal should purchase i^; 100 worth of goods,

would think an advance of 33^ per cent on account

of credit given, a mere trifle: a regular money
lender would never tliink of exacting such exor-

bitant interest. In the second i)Iace, public opinion

acts ^vith more force against the exactions of the

money lender than against those of any other class

of dealers. The sales of the merchant, tailor,

horse dealer, &c. may he-kept secret, or if known
cannot be properly judged of, in consequence of the

variable prices of the articles disposed of: but the

money lender must record his securities, the trans-

action thus gets publicity: money, as I hav^e before

said, is an article of commerce whose agency and
value are well understood, and a too exorbitant rate

of interest would be sure to brand the money lender

with a considerable degree of inicimy: the money
lender therefore is in most cases the fittest person

to obtain credit liom. Suppose however the pro-

digal has no property? Then it is a matter ofvery

little consequence whether he fall into tlie hands of

the shaver or not: where there is no fleece there can

be no shearing. The money lender will consent

to lend, in all probability, in such a case at no in-

terest whatever. Prodiii:als in this condition most
generally borrow of li-iends (small sums from
each) who make up their minds to lose Avhat they
lend, and theretbre take no interest at all, or only the

legal. Such loans partake principally of the na-
ture of gifts, and therefore have but little to do
with the subject under discussion. Thus do we
see that even on the very principles of those who
contend for the usury laws, they cannot check or

diminish prodigality in the slightest degree; but on
the contraiy, exert a most pernicious influence

against the prodigal. But why, let me ask, all

this solicitude—all this guardian care of the public

for the prodigal and his interests'? Is he the most
important member of society? You answer, no

—

In almost every point of view, he is one of the
least worthy. Is there a universal proclivity in the
human family to profligacy and prodigality?
No not one in twenty ig a prodigal. Can it then

be just and expedient, even if the usury laws

checked prodigality (which they certainly do hot,)

to impose restriction on the holders oi money
throughout the nation, thereby violating every prin-

ci})lc "of equity, nmning Counter to the great and

harmonious system of tree trade and the regulating

laws of supply and demand, tor the benefit of the

least Worthy and the least numerous class of socie-

ty? -Surely not.

Again, iithas been urged that thes« laws prof ec^

the necessitous, the indigent., the simple, S)'C, 1 must
refer to what has already been said as a sufficient

refutation of such arguments, with the additional

remark, that we do not assert that cases may not

occur where borrowing on interest may ruin the

individual. AH we assert is^ that borrowing mo-
ney is generally better than other species ot

credit, which may be obtained—that if under pe-

culiar circumstances the. money lender has it

sometimes in his power to oppress, and take un-
due advantage of the necessities, of others, in

other trades men do the same things, to a much
greater extent. We are not near so liable to

mnposition in borrowing money, as m many other

transactions. I have known. a man who had ta-

ken- a peculiar fancy to a horse, to give $;500 for

him, when no man, not even the owner, could va-

lue him at more than $;150. Is this undue ad-

vantage taken by the owner any reason why the

legislature should regulate the price of horses'? I

have known a man to be obliged to pay five times

the value of a jewel which Avas associated with
his fondest recollections, merely because the owner
knew his attachment to it, and took advantage of

it. Is this any reason, to bring in a law to fix the

]3rice of jeweliy ? . Certainly not: and yet it Avould

Idc just as reasonable, as to defend the usury laws
for the purpose of protecting the necessitous, the

simple, &c. And besides all this, the law can
never attain its end. You may suppose it elTicient

in one direction, bvU equally bad and even Avorse

consequences Avill flow from some other quarter.

You had as Avell expect to defend Virginia from the

incursions of her future enemies, by building a
cliain of forts around the mouth of the Pianki-
tank alone, as to think of putting an end to prodi-

gality, and of protecting the indigent, the necessi-

tous, the simple, &g., b.y saying they should not
borroAv money at more than six per cent. Worse
than useless are the vain attempts of the legisla-

tor to stop the floodgates through Avhich the Avealth

of the prodigal and imprudent is floAving. "The
fool and his money Avill soon part," in spite of all

the officious, impertinent, intermeddling kindness
of the laAvs.

The last argument urged in favor of the usury
laAvs, Avhich I shall examine is, that deriA^ed

from the fact, that almost all nations from the time

of il/oses to the present day, have either proscribed
interest altogether, or restrained it within certain

limits. Generally I have the utmost respect for

those opinions universally prcA-alent among man-
kind, and am Avilling even to concede that the uni-
versality of belief, in the majority of cases is, pri-
ma facie evidence of their correctness. We must
make, hoAvever, distinction betAveen questions of
feeling and of reason. "On questions of feeling'"

I have elsewhere said "the opinions and senti-

ments of the Avorld are generally correct." But
on those Avhich depend on reason, common opin-

ion is by no means so unening a guide. If I am
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asked why envy, malice, ingratitude, want of
brotherly, filial, or parental affection, are con-
sidered wrong, I would return you a satistlictoiy

answer, by sayino; Ihat mankind in all nations and
ages have felt and pronoiniccd them \\Tong. Ifl
am asked however, why similar polygons are to

each other in the du])!lcate ratio of their homo-
logous sides, or why 1 know the sun to be the cen-
tre of our solar system, and the i)lancts with their

satellites to revolve in harmonious movement
about this common centre, I can no longer answer
you by sa} ing mankijid in all nations and ages
have 'believed so." This is a'qwstion of reason
and obscrvatioiT, and consequently not to be de-
termined by popular oi)inion. The great problems
of this character are solved but slowly in the
lapse of ages, by the wise, the re-electing, and -the

investigating portion of mankind, v/ho, ih com-
parison with the great mass, the vulgum genus,
forms but a small—a veiy small minority of the
human tamily. On quei?tions of reason and ob-
servation, the opinions of such men as Bacon,
Locke, Newton, Smith, Turgot, and Franklin, are

worth more than the opinions ol' the thousands, or

even millions arrayed against them.* When we
cast a retrospective glance at the ages that have
gone by, and contemplate the progress of man,
through the many gradations and stages which he
has passed, and examine the systems of philoso-

phy and of science which have had their day of
admiration and devotion, and employed the busy
spirits for a season, and then have sunk into neglect

and contempt, we are ahnost disposed to believe

that the cause ot" truth can never triumjih, until

njan has been previously cursed with ages of error.

How slowly has even the b.cautiful religion of our
Saviour been spread abroad? How many millions

are yet in darkness? How many ages must yet

elapse before the gospel shall spread over the

earth "as the waters co^-er the great deep?" And
yet what exertions have been made—how many
have been sent forth under tlie auspices of the

christian religion into the heathen land? If then,

religion itseh", under the sanctions of Jehov9.h,
armed with the most mighty arguments in its de-

fence, pushed forward with untiring zeal and per-

severance by the ministers of the gospel, and so

essential to the happiness and salvation of the

world, has nevertheless advanced so slowly, that

even at this day the va^t majority of the inhabi-

tants of the world ;u-e still pagan—plunged into

The grossest superstition and idolatry—can we
wonder then, that legislators and governors should
Btill be in error in regard to some polilico-economi-

cal principles? especially when we recollect the
sagacious remarks of David Hume, "tliat there is

no subject on which the first impressions of men
are so liable to be erroneous as the subject of po-

litics."' Are we not the last people in the world
to acknowledge a binding influence imposed by
ancient usage and general belief? Are not all our
institutions innovations on the past? If the ar-

gument drawn from anti([uity be cont-lusive, would
not the monarchial institutions of Europe stand
on a firmer basis than ours?' Would not the mo-
nopolies and restrictions of the middle ages be re-

* AIthou2;h the majority be decidedly against us on
the usuiy laws, we have in our favor almost every
vmter of eminence, who has ever profoundly investi'
gated the subject.

vived? Would not the law against witchcraft be
re-enacted, with its laughable yet tragical train of
proofs and punishments? In fact, the laws against
witchcraft are as ancient, and until- about two cen-
turies past, as universal as the law against usur}^
Away then with with this argument, so contrary
to the genuine spirit of civihzation and the on-
^v.ard march of the human race,

Sou7xes of prejudice against Usury.

But as my lord Coke has justly observed, that
"to trace an error lo its source is to refute it,"- I
will conclude by a rapid enumeration of the causes
which have produced so universal a prejudice
against usury.

The first cause which I shall mention is a bigot-
ted interpretation of a mvnicipal provision of the
Jewish code. "Thou shalt not lend" says the law
of Moses ''upon usury to thy brother: usury of
money, usury of victuals, usury of any thing'that
is lent." The punishment is of the severest
character, "hath he given forth upon usury" "and
hath taken increase, shall he five? He shall not
live—he hath done all these enormities, he shall
surely die: liis bloodshall be upon him." To thiswe
answer rn the first place, that the langitage of
such distant ages may not be accurately under-
stood by us—secondl)^, that this prohibition (ifwe
understand it aright) extended only to the Jews.
IMoses wishing to make- all the Israelites a band
of brothers, the Jews were permitted to take what
interest they pleased of the heathens round about,
and this could not have been considered immoral,
or hurtllil, tor the lawgiver, says "thou shalt not
vex a stranger, or oppress him, for ye were stran-
gers in the land ofEgypt." Now lending at interest
could not have been considered as ehher vexa-
tious or oppressive to the stranger. Again the
parable of the talents most conclusively shows
that usury so far from being reprob'ated by our
Saviour, was actually enjoined. The unprofitable
servant is rebuked for "not putting his money to
the exchangers, tliat he might have received his
own with usury." Although howevef, the law of
Moses was a merely municipal regulation, apper-
taining to the Jews alone, not restraining them in
regard to other nations, and not sanctioned in the
New Testament, yet has it had a most Avonderfid
influence on the minds of men, and even to this day
hasnot ceased to operate. For many ages in Eu-
rope it was considered against the law of God to
take any interest at all on moiley. There is no crime
against which the fathers ia their homilies, de-
claim with more liitterness. As late as the middle
of the seventeenth century, the divines of England
preached against all interest; even that which the
law allowed, as a gross immorality: and early in
the eighteenth century^, the same doctrines were
supported in the British' House of Commons-. The
editors of the Dictionaire Raisonnee in France
about the middle of the eighteenth century em-
ployed as many as fourteen columns to prove that
interest might lawfully be taken; and Turo-ot
wrote a volume as late as 1779 to prove the same
thing. "A learned gentleman (says Steuart)
of the Middle Temple, IMr. Plowden (a lawyer I

believe of the Roman Catholic persuasion) who
published about thirty years ago a treatise upon
the law of usury and annuities, has employed no
less than fifty-nine pages of his work in consider-
ing the law of usury in a spiritual vieio, ih order
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to establish the Ibllowuig conclusion, Hhat it is not

sinful, but lawful^ for a British subjectJo receive

legal interest for the money lohich he may lend.''

Mons. Necktir too, in the notes annexed to his

jEloge on Colbert, thought it necessary for him to

offer an apology to the church of Rome lor the

freedom with whicli he ventured to Avriteupon this

critical subject. Thus do we see the wonderful

influence produced by a misunderstanding of the

law of Moses: and we have besides, an illustra-

tion of what I have before .urged, of the great

cUlliculty and slowness with which error is banish-

ed from the world. Until very lately, all interest

was considered immoral: that error is now ex-

ploded, and I hope in due time, laws restrain-

ing the rale of interest will meet with the same
tble.

Secondly. Men who are without property, or are

vnlhrifiy, and sinking in the world, naturally en-

vy and hate those who are rising and prospering.

"The child who has eaten his cake" s;iys Jeremy
Benlham, "is the natural enemy of the child who
has preserved his."

Thirdly. In ancient times, and during trie mid-

dle ages, men harrowed money principally for the

jmrpose of paying debts. The risk was great, and

of course, the interest, very properly, was in pro-

portion. The money lender had the borrow^er

more in liis power on such occasions, and the pay-

ment of the debt frequently rumed him. Thus
the lender was made responsibls for the impru-

dence and misfortune of the borrower, and became
odious in the eyes of the world, especially in Rome,
Avhere the lender could imprison, enslave^ and

chastise his delinquent debtor. At this time how-
ever, the great mass of capital lent, is for purposes

of agriculture and commerce. It is to be hoped

then, that the prejudice against usury will dimin-

ish, since the wealthiest, and most prosperous men
in society, are frequently the borrowers, pajing

only a portion of their profits to the naoney lenders,

who are frequently widows, orphans, invalids. &c.,

whom the law ought rather to favor than injure.

Fourthly. 3Ioncyin the minds of the great majirrity

of mankind has been identified with wealth. It has

been supposed that if the legislator would bring

down the interest of money, that profits would be

reduced—of course, that this Avould bring down
prices, and thus tiie nation prescribing a low rate

of interest, Avould be enabled to undersell all others.

This was the argument which seems to have in-

fluenced the nrind of Sir Josiah Child, in recom-

mending to the British ParUament to reduce it to

three per cent. Turgot, to a certain extent, was of

the same opinion. I am informed that when the

bank question Avas agitated in the Virginia legis-

lature in 1816, iiiany advocates of the banking
system were under the impression that the quan-
tity of money thrown into circulation Avould re-

duce interest—/Aai would reduce profits—andtluis

we should be enabled to come in competition with

producers in other quarters of the world. Now,
if there be any strength in the preceding reason-

ing, this argument is Avholly fallacious, proceeding

upon premises entirely fiilse. In the first place,

money is not be identified v/ith national wealth:

it constitutes a very small part of it. As Dr.
Cooper has well expressed it, money is to be con-
sidered as the counters that serve only to mark the
points in the great game of commerce.

Again, when the government is good, a high

rate of profits is the most certain symptom of a
thriving prosperous community; and he must be

the merest political quack, who would now se-

riously recommend measures for the purpose of

reducing profits. Ey means of profits, capitals

are increased, and of course the greater the for-

mer, the more rapid the increase of the latter.

This is most undoubtedly an axiomatic truth: and
yet it is strange indeed, that so many should rea-

son and argue as if perfectly ignorant of it.

Fifthly. Debtors are more numerous than, credit-

ors; their misfortunes are lamented andpiticd ivhile

the creditor seems hard-hearted and uncharitable,

luho appears so capable of relieving this distress,

and yet exacts the inoney and penalty '^even to the

pound (fjlesh.^'' We are not to wonder then that

the sympathy of the Avorld, and the influence of
numbers are arraj'ed in liivor of the borrower, and
against the lender. As a proof of what is here
asserted, Bentham has given us a most admirable
illustration in theatrical representations. "It is the

business of the dramatist (says he) to study and
to conform to the humors and passions of those,

on the pleasing of whom, he depends for success."

Now I question Avhether among all the instance.g

in which a borrower and a lender of money have
been brought together upon the stage, from the
days of Thespis to the present, there ever was
one, in which the former was not recommended to

favor, in some shape or other, either to admiration
or to love, or to ])ity, or to all three; "and the other,

the man of thrill, consigned to infamy," They
have thus been ever represented as a hard-hearted
race, without any bowels of compassion, for their

tijllow men; yet as far as fiiets have come to my
knowledge, in this state, I should assert that money
lenders, take them as a class, are far from being
uncharitable. We cannot proj^erly estimate their

charity, because the distress which they relieve

seems, in many cases, to be brought on by them.
Suppose, for examjde. A, a money lender, has
lent B i^lOOO, and taken a lien on all A's projierty,

which is finally sold. It may be that A has taken
only legal mterest, and that the loan when made,
was of tfie utmost importance. Now, if he remits
ijiSO or ^30 of the debt, he will still be considered
as unfeeling and uncharitable by the multitude
who look unjustly on the distress ofB as occasion-
ed by A, and yet not one in that multitude per-
haps, if called on, would be willing to contribute

$5 to relieve B's distress. There is no reason, if

you will only reflect a moment, why the money
lender should remit more of the tlebt than others

of equal fortune are willing to subscribe to relieve

the distress of the del;)tor. But on the contrary,

there is an evident reason why he should do less

in this respect, in each individual case, than other
jiersons of equal wealth. His business necessari-

ly brings such cases more frequently to his view,
and thereibre his profits would be almost entirely

destroyed if he were to be as charitable in every
case as perhaps another individual might well af-

lin-d to be in the very few case^, in winch his cha-
rity was put to the test.

The sixth cause of prejudice against usury
which I sliaU mention, is iiuU'cd of a very puerile
character, but it has had influence, and theref()re

must not be passed by. It Avas besides, the espe-
cial cause Avhich operated most powerfully on the
great, the almost une(|ualled mind of Aristotle. It

is this: 'Hhat interest ought to be charged on no-
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thing tohick is inatpable of generating or breeding.

Money is barren: one daric cannot generate ano-
ther daric—therefore interest ought not to be charg-

ed on money.'''' Thus you may charge lor the loan

ol" shecj) or cattle. You may take hire lor lauds

and slaves, &c. because sheep and cattle may
Ijreed, aud laud and slaves may produce or gene-
rate value. But you must not take interest on
money, because Aristotle has made the wondcr-
lial discovery thiit one piece of money cannot be-

get another piece. "It is worthy of remark," says

Steuart, "that the argument, such as it is,

Avas manifestly suggested by the etj-mology of the

word, tokos (interest) Irom tikto (pario,) an ety-

mology which seems to imply that the principal

begets the interest. The same idea too, occurs

in the scene between Antonio and Shylock, in the

Merchant of Venice.

"If thou will lend this mone}% lend it not

As to thy friend, (for when did friendship take

.4 breed of barren metal from his fr'tend?)

But lend it rather to thine enemy,
Who, if he break, thou may'st with better face

Exact the penalty."

It is hardly necessary to inform you, after what
lias already been advanced, that although one

dollar cannot beget another dollar directly, in the

way of generation, it may do it indirectly, in the

way of business or trade. A borrows ^1000: he
does not, it is true, expect this money to breed

in his hands like cattle and sheep, l)ut he may
buy a fiu-ra with it and stock it with labor, and
cattle, and sheej), from the proceeds of which, he
may sell yearly sj^slSOO worth of produce, thereby

making 15 ))er cent, on the capital, 6 of which he
can well aflbrd to pay the lender, who has enabled

him to do this. Or if he be a merchant, he may
buy goods to the amount of .^ 10,000, from New
York, and sell them out for ^13,000, thereby

making 30 per cent, on his borrowed capital. Or
if he be intended for the professions of law, or

medicine, he may obtain his education, purchase
his books, buy his establishment, and support him-
self in credit until hie practice may bring him in

}i^'2,000 a year. Surely no one will now be hardy
enough to deny the productive agency of money
in these several cases.

The seventh and last cause which I shall men-
tion as operating in favor of the usury laws, is the

generulincUnation of legislators to govern and or-

ganise every thing iviihin their reach. "Arbitrary

regulations (says Say) are extremely flattering to

men in power, as giving them an air of" wisdom
and foresight, and confirming their authority,

Avhich seems to derive additional importance from
tlie frequency of its exercise; and hence one prin-

cipal cause of the constant tendency of all legis-

lative bodies to over-action." The legislator who
claims the right, and thinks himself endowed with

wisdom sufficient to "organise the whole labor and
capital of a country," and to regulate the rate of

interest, is an infinitely more bustling, important

character, especially in his own estimation, than

he who believes that commerce contains within it-

self, its own self-sustaining principles, and there-

fore practises upon the simple but wise policy of

"laisscz passer,'''' and ''laisscz faire.''^

I hope by this time, I have satisfied you as to

the causes which have led to the almost universal

adoption of the usury laws, and that you are now
fully prepared to assent to the great proposition on

this subject, which Bentham has established liy a
chain of reasoning pronounced by the most intel-

ligent, to be almost as rigorous as mathematical
demonstration, "that no man of ripe years and
sound mind, acting freely, and with his eyes open,
ought to be hindered, w'lth a view to his advantage,
from making such bargain in the way of obtaining
money as he thinks fit: nor (what is a necessary-
consequence) oi/!;^/<< a?!y /jocZy /o be hindered from
supplying him, upon any terms he thinks proper to
accede to.'''' If then I am correct in the views
which I ha\e taken, the usury laws ought certam-
ly to be repealed as speedily as possible. In or-

dinary times, the legal rate, 6 per cent, corresponds
with the market rate, and consequently no incon-
venience whatever, would result from the repeal
of the usury laws. Just at this time however, the
market is much above the legal interest, and con-
sequently some little inconvenience might result

irom too sudden a repeal. But it would not be so
great as generally apprehended: for the moment
you repeal the usury laws, you would put an end
to most of those circuitous devices which persons
have recourse to for the purpose of evading those
laws, and which uniformly impose, as I have be-
fore shown, nuich harder conditions on the bor-
rower, than when he is enabled to borrow directly.

You may say indeed, that a sudden repeal would
cause creditors to call immediately on their debtors

to pay up, in order that they might lend to others.

I doubt very much, however, whether the debtor

would be placed in a worse situation than now; for

at present the creditor who does not wish to jiush

his debtor himself, just sells his bond to the broker,

Avho will be certain to demand payment immedi
ately, for he wants the money for purposes of sj)e

culation. To obviate, however, all objections on
this score, I would recommend, if the market
should continue long above the legal rate in this

state, to repeal the laws gradually; to raise the

rate of interest one per cent, or one-half per cent,

every year, until the laws may be -wholly abol-

ished. Ofcourse, there must still be a legal rate for

all those cases not stipulated for, which might be
fixed according to the wisdom of the legislature,

fi-om time to time. I shall then conclude my lec-

tures on this subject, by expressing the wish that

the states of our union will, ere long, see that the

usury laws are in fact a branch of that odious sys-

tem of restriction, Avhich has blighted the prospe-

rity of so many countries—which has raised the

demon of discord in our own happy land, and
threatened a dissolution of our confederacy: and
that they will, by the repeal of those obnoxious

laws, give another example of the innovatmg spi-

rit of republicanism, which by its success here,

and consequent adojition abroad, may have a ten-

dency to break those chains of eiTor, authority

and long continued prejudice, in which the people

of Europe have been for centuries bound, as if un-

der the influence of some potent magic spell.

NEW ZEALAND FLAX

—

{Pkormium Tenax.')

This plant stands the winter of England. In

1828 only 60 tons, valued at £2,6000, were im-

ported from Sydney in Great Britain. In 1830

there were 814 tons, and in 1831, 1062 tons. The
flax as prepared by the natives, is superior to any
analogous material. Its price in London is from

15 to £25 pounds per ton.
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SPOKGE.

This well known marine production has been in

use from very early times, and naturalists were
lon^ embarrassed whether to assign it a place in

the animal or- vegetable kingdom. JNIost authori-

ties now agree in putting the sponges in the low-
est scale of animal liji^. There lire about fifty

different species "of sponges, of which nine or ten

belong to this country. They are found in the

Srediterranean and those seas in warm and temper-
ate latitudes, diminishing iu number and becom-
ing of inferior qualiLy on the approfich to cold re-

gions. They adhere to rocks in places the least

exposed to the action of currents and waves, which
the ebbing tide does not leave uncovered. The
best sponges known to u-s are those which come
fi'om the Archipelago", where they abound iiear

many of the islands, whose inhabitants .may be
said. to subsist by the sponge-fishery, if we may
so call it. At the Cyclades, for instance, sponge-
diving forms the chief employment of the popu-
lation. The sea is at all times extremely clear,

and the experienced divers are capable of^ distin-

guishing fi'om the surface tlie points to which the

sponge is aitached belowj when an unpractised

eye could but dimly discern the bottom. Each
boat is furnished with a large stone attached to a

rope, and this the diver seizes in his hand on plung-

jng head foremost from the stern. He does this in

order to increase the velocity of his descent; thus

economizing his stock of breath, as Avell as to fa-

cilitate his ascent when exhausted at the bottom,

being then quickly hauled up by his companions.
Few nien can remain longer than about two mi-

niues below; and, as the process of detaching the

nponge is very .tedious, three, and sometimes four

divers descend successively to secure a particular-

ly fine specimen.
The best sponge is that which is the palest and

lightest, has small holes, and is soft to the touch.

By the old physicians, sponge was regarded as a
cure for a long list of maladies; this la^t is now
much abridged, though burned sponge,, iji which
fijrni only it is used, still has a place in the materia
medica.

—

Penny Magazine.

rilE RECENT HURRICANES IN VIRGINIA.

For tlie Fanners' Register.

The tornado of May the 5th, of which some
account was published in the Farmers' Register

tor May, v/as without precedent in Virginia, in vi-

olence and de5.tructiveness, and few persons, if any,

could have anticipated the recurrence of a similar

event. But within the short time that lias since

passed, a much gi'cater extent of our country ha^
been swept by a hurricane no less \iolent than it.s

forerunner, and leaving throughout its courscj a
scene ot destitiction seldom ])roduced by such
causes, except within the torrid zone. I shall not

attempt a minute description of any part of this

terrible visitation, nor to present a full statement

of even the important facts, which would be too

long for this place: but merely to furnish a concise

statement of the general results, by collecting and
condensing the various reports which have been
made by the newspapers.
The effects of the tornado of May 5th, reported

in the May No. (page 7(53) were only a part of

those which were suffered in the county of Piince

George^ Similar scenes were presented through-

out the course of' the whirlwind, of about seventy

miles ill length, from its commencement in Lunen-
burg, to its termination in Prince George. For-

tunately, ils track wafe narrow, seldom being half

a mile wide—but yet wide enough to leave many
a farm a mass, of ruins-. .The greatest loss was
sustained in Nottoway. • An ofFicial report from a
committee- appointed to estimate the losses in that

comity, states that between seventy and eighty

house's wei'c blown down, three persons killed,, and
many seriously hurt, besides the almost total de-

struction of the large standing timber every where
in llie course of the whirlwind. The damage to

life and property in Dinwiddle, at one place, (the

residence of Mr. Boisseau, near Petersburg,) was
gi-eater than on any otlier one farm.

On tiie same evening (May 5th) there was ano-
ther Vvdiirlmnd which passed, through Ca-roline

count}'', (separated from the other by a distance of

more than sixty miles,) and which was nearly as

violent and destructive within the narrower limits

to which it was confined. .

-

But these disasters were exceeded in magnitude
and extent by another storm which occurred on
June the 4th. This commenced its ravages west
of the Blue Ridge mountains, and spread in dif-

ferent "si rcakg through the lower country. In
Rockbridge county, the wind was not very vio-

lent; but equal destruction, at least, was caused
by hail, not less unusual in size and fjuantity. The
folloANang is the statement of the Lexington Union
of June 7th.

"On Wednesday evening last a portion of this

county [Rockbridge] was visited by a storm of
wind .and hail more extensive and destructive in

its progress than any storm of the like kind within
the memoiy of our oldest citizens. Between 2 and
.3 o'clock, the sky in the north and north-east

assumed a dark and threatening aspect; distinct

masses of black and angry clouds whirling and tos-

sed by counter, currents of wind, were seen in

every direction except in the south, where a serene

blue sky prevailed. In about 20 or .30 minutes they
congregated near the western end of the Jump
mountains where they, commenced discharging
their contents of hail. Immediately a north-

wester sprang up, which difiused and drove the
clouds down Carr's creek, the southern border pass-
ing nearly over this place, and extenthng in breadth
to the neighborhood of "Timberridge church, a
distance of six miles. The cloud continued its

progress down the north river and across the upper
part .of Timberridge to theSouth mountainj ravag-
ing a district of country of about 18 miles m length

and 6 in breadth.

We have conversed with a number of highly
respectable citizens from the region of this stoiTn,

ivho give most melancholy accounte of" the injuiy

which has resulted from tt.. The crops of rye are

said to be totally destroyed—so that in place of
reserving tliem for the sickle," they have been given
•up to the beasts of the field. The wheat crops are
not so fatally injured—but in very many places
have been abaiidoned, and stock tui'ned in upon
them. The corn crops have also- suffered ' very
seriouvsly. -.Several farmers have told us that they
have seen large fields of grain with fewer stalks

standing than is sometimes observed after reaping
in harvest, and tiiat the stalks are not barely beaten
down, but are shattered and broken. Numerous
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other minor injuries have been sustained in broken
windows, to the li'ait trees, &c..

. Tlie general size of the liail,jpxcept near the bor-

ders ot the cloud is described to hav^e bcea so large

as hen eggs—many ot them much larger—isome
measuring S and 9 inches in circumference."

Similar disasters are stated in the following ex-
tract li-om the Sentinel of the Valley, to ha^e vi-

sited Shenandoah, another '.county west of the

Blue Ridge, and of which the nearest part is more
than fiily miles distant from Rockbridge.

"This place [Woodstock] and neighborhodd were
visited by a h;iil storm, on Wednesday atternoon,

which has letl melancholy traces of its ravages in

the prostration of trees and iences, the destruction

ol'rye and other growing crops, and the breaking of

thousands of panes of glass. In many places

whole fields of rye have been literally cut to pieces,

or so much injured as not to be worth the trouble of

cutting. Most of the hail was as large as a hulled

walnut, and niany were picked up which measured
fi'om five to six inches in circumference. The storm
n|iproached from the north west, and almost every
.window facing iii that direction, which Was unpro-

tected- by shutters, was more or less damaged. The
destruction of window glass, indeed, has been im-'

mense; so much so, that there is not enough to be
had in the county, by onc-lburth, to replace what
has been broken."

The effects of the storm in Prince Edward, are

thus described in the Faral^illG Chronicle of" June
7th.

"The general direction appears to have been
from west to east, south east; but it evidently per-

formed, in many mstances, a very whimsical and
whiding journey. Even in tliis village, it wound
and twisted very much in the character of the

whirlwind, bearing, with great force and violence,

on buildings, so as to carry off' those of feeble con-
si ruction,, and materitdly injuring some even of

brick, of the best construction; then apparently
wheeling nearly at right angles, leaving trail buil-

.

dings, and otlier'light objects near i'ts tract, unaf-

fected.

The width of its tract is probably not less than
two or three miles, and it would seem,' that along
this tract, there passed several dillerent and sepa-
rate whirlwinds, always .very narrow in their re-

spective tracts, in which alone, docs there appear
to have been any great danger.
The period of time wliich the alarming and

dangerous operations of these whirludnds con-
tinued, was very short, scarcely more than . one or

two minutes; very possibly, not near so much, but
the storm blew hard lor 8 or 10 minutes, possibly

more."

By the time the hurricane reached Nottoway
and Mecklenburg, it exiiibited its greatest violence,

as is inferred from the following extracts from the
Petersburg. Intelligencer.

"We briefly mentioned in our last the eflects of
a tornado which pa.ssed through .the county of
Chesterfield on Wednesday, the 4th instant. We
have since received intormat ion of anolherdestruc-
tive storm which occurred, at the same time, in

the counties of Nottoway, Dinwiddle, Sussex, and.
Southampton. These storms rival, in the extent
of damage done to ])roperty, the memorable tor-

nado of the 5th of .ftlay last. Dwellmg and out

houses, tind)er, fences, in iiict every thing which
came withiu the reach of their desolatmg liiry,

were swept away; but we are haj)py to say, that

the los-s of lilc has, as tar as our inlonijation enables
us to speak, been umch less.

Wtf havenot heard of thp. effects of the storm on
the north side of the A]:)pomattox, higher up than
Chesterfied Court House. From thence it pursued
a direction inclining to the south of east, crossmg
the river into Prince George near Broadway, about
nine miles below this tov/n. Its width, in some
places was fully three miles. The plantations

through which it passed, suffered severely—on
several scarcely an out house has been left stand-

ing, the dwelling houses. more or less injured,. and
the roads reridered impassable by the lidlen tim-

ber.

The tornado on the south side of the Appo-
mattox, commenced in the upper part of JNot-

to.way, and taking a direction to the north-west,

passed through,the counties of Dinwiddle, Sussex
and Southampton. The devastation is represented
as appalling. •

We annex a list of the sufierers as far as ascer-

tained.

In Chesterfield—Captain John W. Gill, Thoraa?)
Shell, John Walthall, Walthall Pvlarshall, Wm.
€orLing, Mrs. Archer, Mrs. Lynch, Wm. R Hill,

the estate of the late Arraistead Hill, O. P. Hare,
and T.-. P. Hare. At Mrs. Archers the overseer

and one servant were injured—her loss in out-

houses, timber, crop, &c. is very great.

In Nottoway and Dinwiddle—Rev. T. Pryor,
Dr. H. C. Worsham, James Jackson, estate of'

Peter B. Jones, Wm. B. Wilson, E. G. Booth,
jMrs., Bland, Mrs. Verser, JNIrs. Morgan, Mrs.
Branch. Jones, JNIrs. F. Epes, Thos. Goode, Gen.
Wm. H. Brodnax, Dr. Wm. Cutler, Mrs. Rose,
John G. Williams, (one negro killed) J. Foulkes,

ftwo negroes killedj I\lr. Edward Royal, fone
negro killed.^ Mr. Greenway, flost his mill and
all the tiirm houses.) We learn that at Kmgston,
the residence ot' Gen. Brodnax, the family umn-
sion is the only building letl standing, and even
that bears marks ofthe tijry of the storm. In Not-
toway several plantations which Buffered from the
devastations of the tornado in INI ay, experienced
severe injury on the present occasion.

In Sussex—Wm. Wintleld, Mr. Thos. Wills, J.

Lee, and Capt. N. Heath, Vv'ho lost every house on
his farm—himselt^ his wife, sister, and all his ne-
groes more or less injured, but none very daiiger-

ously.

\Ve have no certain accounts of the destruction

in Southampton county except in the vicinity of
the Barn Tavern, belonging to Mr. D. Simmons;
there we. understand, several houses were blown
dowii, and one person killed. The " plantations of
C. Urquhart, Z. Simmons, and Jesse Little, suffer-

ed considerable injury."

"The only plantation [in Mecldenburg] fi-om

which we have any particulars are those belong-

ing to Major Thomas M. Nelson and Mark Alex-
ander, Esq. The former lost every house except
his dwelling;; a saw mill and -a large three stoiy

grist mill were likewise entirely demolished. At
Mr. Alexander's the mansion house is the only
building which escaped destruction; and fifteen of
his negroes.werc wounded, some of them seriously.

These tempests Avere accomjjanied or preceded
by hail."
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Tile course throufyh Nansemond was marked
liy dt'strurtion of similar character, tliough of less

extent—and the storm tlioTiirJi much moderated in

violence, was still awful and terrihle in its passage

over Norfolk. The fi)llowing description is from
the Norlljlk Herald of June 6th.

"A dense and dusky cloud hung over our town
on Wednesday evening, and discharged for the

space of an hour, a torrent of rain and hail, with
the severest thunder and lightning Ave have
witnessed for many j'eai's. The lightning exhibit-

ed one continued glare of flickering light, that left

not the fhiiallest conceivable interval of darkness;

while the thunder kept up an incessant and deafen-

ing roar, enough to appal the stoutest heart. Two
or three crashing peals that seemed as if they had
rent the earth asunder proclaimed that the storm
was not venting its fury harmlessly;—and we soon
after learned, indeed, that the lightning had struck

the livery stable of Mr. John Ford, but without
doing any other injury than ripping off some of

the boards. It also struck a small brick building,

contiguous to the dwelling house of Mrs. Jane
Collins, on Smith's Point, which it very much in-

jured, and a young negro woman, who was at the

latal moment stepping in at the cloor of the build-

ing was knocked down, and so severely stunned
that she is not expected to recover."

The foregoing are but detached statements of
scattered tixcts, and limited views. But from these
it may be inferred that the amount of damage to

property is enormous. The loss of lives, and the
lesser personal injuries suffered, are much fewer
than could have been supposed, from knowing the
other eil'ects ol' the ditlerent storms—but still, the
deaths and wounds inflicted, probably exceed in

number, all produced in Virginia from similar
causes, since the first settlement of the country.

Perhaps the circumstance which was the most
terrible of all in the diflerent storms, was the very
short time in which the destruction was produced.
The storm was raging with less, and no very un-
coamion violence, lor a considerable time: but the
hurricanes or whirlwinds passed over as it were
in a moment, without giving scarcely an indication

of approach, or even time to observe their pro-
gress. Those who suflered most from the effects

Ibund at once that their houses had been destroy-
ed, and members of their family wounded or killed,

beti:)re they well knew that the work of destruction
iiad commenced. Opinions are various as to the
duration oi" the storms in their greatest violence—but by none is it made more than a i'ew minutes,
at any one ])lace.

Some of the fiu-ms in Nottoway which had ex-
perienced the tull force of the wind on May the
5th, were again visited, and the destruction com-
pleted by that of June tlie 4th. The first storm
passed near Petersburg, and exerted its greatest
lliry a Cew miles south of that town. The second
passed as near on the north. If eitjier had passed
over the town, it Avould have been left in ruins.

wind lasted only one or two minutes. In Williamsburg

between thirty and forty chimneys were blown

down, and several houses. On the farm of Scervant

Jones, Esq. seven of his negro houses were demolish-

ed—some of the negroes wounded. Col. William Wal-

ler's granary and stable were blown down, and seven

negroes more or less hurt. All the grain houses and

stables on the fai-ms of Dr. Waller and of Mr. S.

Bright, and similar damage was done at other places.

At Jockey's Neck, the farm of Thomas Coleman, se-

veral houses were blown down. Mr. Coleman and two

of his negroes were crushed to death—his overseer had

a limb broken, and four or five negroes were much in-

jured. All these persons had taken shelter in one of

the houses which were levelled by the storm.

The course of the storm was from N. N. W. In

crossing James river, it capsized three schooners, aud

drove a brig ashore.

The same storm, (or another at the same time) was

in a different manner very desti'uctive in a part of

Prince George county, on Warwick swamp. Hail

there fell in prodigious quantity, and some of it very

large. It remained on the earth, where lying thickest,

for more than fourteen hours, notwithstanding the

warmth of the earth and air, and a heavy rain which

fell after the hail. The wheat in that neighborhood

had not been reaped, and none is left lor the scythe.

Corn and cotton was woefully torn and beaten down;

but the former, if not both of these crops will probably

recover.]

[And yet another! Since the foregoing was in type
accounts have been received of another tornado on
June 21st, which, in the neighborhood of WilHams-
burg, has produced effects no less awful and deplora-

ble than those already reported. The violence of the

AGRICULTURAL, INTELLIGENCE,

Season and state of crops on the Lower Roanoke—
observations on cotton, Sfc.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Bertie County, A\ C. June 20th, 1831.

A paragraph in the last No. of your "Register,"
inviting the fanners residing in different sections of
the country to give a report of seasons and crops
in their respective vicmities, induces me to contri-

bute my nute.

Solar, the seasons have been rather unfavorable,
and the effects are very visible on our farms. It

has been generally dry, with occasional heavy and
baking rains; unusually cold and hostile to vegeta-
tion. As an accompaniment to the cold nights,

the worms have been busy with our corn, and the
blackbirds have done their share of mischief. From
this cause we have an indiflerent stand of corn,

both uneven and backward. These attacks of the
worms are not confined exclusively to the low and
wet places in the farm, but prevail extensively on
high dry lands. Farmers of" lono; experience have
frequently stated in my presence uiis spring, that in

no former year have they been so much annoj^ed
by worms, or have they been compelled to re-plant
the sameground so often, Vvdth sucli httle success.

A few years since, corn was the principal article

of produce made for sale on this part of the Roan-
oke; but latterly much time and attention are be-
stowed on cotton. Tins is also more backward
than it was last year at this time; the dry weather
which succeeded af>er the cotton was planted, jire-

ventcd it from coming up in the stifl' land, and it
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dill not vet)'ctatc until the rain of the 25ih of May
sollened tlie earth. While cominij^ up, it had to

encounter two considerable frosts in ihe nighls of

the 15th and 16th of May; owing to the dry state

ol" tlie soil, tlie injury was not so severe as a
Ivuowleilo'e of the sensitiveness of tlie plant in-

duced me to expect. On very h'ght ridges, some
damage was sustained: this was also the case on
moist land. It was fortunate for the cotton farmers
that no r;vin had been granted to their oft repeated

Avishes, as it was the only thing which saved the

cotton. In many fields the cotton exhibited black

leaves—some of it died, but a great deal recovered

—and the rain which descended, caused many
seeds to come up which were still in the drill. Yet
notwithstanding the cold and dry weather, we have
a better stand than usual. The quantity of cotton

to be made Avith us depends on the seasons, and
visitations to which it is frequently subject. One
of those visitations I will describe: it is called the

rust, from its appearance, audits faculty ibr impart-

ing a stain to any thing white Avhich comes in con-

fact with it. GroAving cotton of all sizes is sub-

ject to its attacks. It is caused by an insect Avhii^h

fastens on the leaves, extracts the sap of the stalk,

destroy its vitality, and forces the bolls to open be-

flire they are matured. It is confined to no particular

kind of soil, and generally spreads in a circular form

imtil it covers a large portion of the field. Various

remedies have been essayed in vain to arrest its

progress—fat meat dragged over the cotton, brim-

stone matches burnt under it, and healthy stalks

pulled up all around to prevent its being in contact

with the otlrcr cotton—but none have succeeded.

I must avail myself of the present opportunity

io place or record some fiicts respecting the small

.injury inflicted on cotton by inundation from river

Avater. In May 1833, we had a tremendous freshet

in the Roanoke which inundated some of our lands

Avliich had enjoyed a total exemption from such

rude lavations for several years. A large portion

of my cotton was completely immersed in water

—

some to the depth of three ieet^ After the sub-

f;iding of the flood, in many places the grass was
killed and the cotton was left alive, though much
svashed. From one portion of my field the water
retreated slowly, and to all ajijiearances left the

grass and cotton both dead, and in a ikw days its

leaves dropped oft', leaving the stalk still standing.

I intended to plough and plant tins piece in corn;

hut a fortnight after the freshet when I was about

1o plougli it u]), I observed that the Ixuhvas still

alive, and for the sake of experiment I left it un-

touched. Some time in July new leaves had come
out, and I hoed it for the first time: it had been
sided with the plough before the freshet. After

this cleansing (for it was extremely foul) it grew
oH" rapidl}', and at the end of the season equalled

the other cotton in size; but it had been neglected

too long, ami manj^ of the bolls were cut off bj^

the frost. From this, Ave may entertain some
hopes of cotton, so long as the bud remains unin-

jured.

This commvmication should end Iiere, but I am
desirous of bringing to the notice of cotton farm-
ers the advantages to be derived fi'om [)lantingtlie

"petty gulf" seed. These are brought from the
south, and talce their name from a cotton groAving
district near the Mississippi, which produces them.
The stalks grow large in land adapted to cotton,

.and bear more than ordinary cotton. The cotton

is white and silky, Avith a superior staple. The
bolls open \-ery Avidely, and the cotton awaits the

slight pull of die laborer Avith impatience. From
the ease Avith which it is i)Iuclced from the boll, a
hand may pick one-l()urlh more during the day
than he can in the conunon cotton, and do this

Avith infinitely more ease. It is more liable to suf-

fer from Avind and rain, and requires to be picked
OA^er more frequently: yet notAvithstanding its lia-

bility to drop out, still it AA'ill yield more than the
common cotton, and from its appearance Avill un-
doubtedly command a more ready sale and higher
prices. It blossoms and matures as .soon as the

other cotton. As an evidence of the value in

AAdiich it is held by those Avho can easily procure
the seed, many of the planters of Red ri\'er are in

the habit of receiving amiual supplies to plant

their crops.

On the subject of cotton I have Avritten more
Avith a wish to ascertain the views of others, than
Avith the expectation of imparting any thing neAV.

The importance of manuring begins to be un-
derstood liere; and though destitute of marl, yet
Ave can ett'ect a cliange in the face of the country
by sowing small grain, resting our fields, and apply-

ing the manure accumulated in our fami pens. So
far, most of the iann pen manure is applied to our
cotton land in the drill. On some of our lixrras

Ave liaA'e found gama grass—as yet, few have
turned their attention to it; it is a plant of rapid

groAvth, and is eaten AAdth aA-idity by the stock that

have access to it. When improperly located it is

difficult to be destroyed, and a partial grubbing
merely divides the large bunches and sets them
out.

^y. w. p.

STATE OF FARMIIVG IN CAMTBELL COUIVTY.

To the Editor of tlic Fanners' Register.

* * * * * You request your sub-
scribers to communicate sny inlbrmation about the
seasons, crops, mode of cultivation in those parts

of the country where they respcctiA'ely reside.

This part of the state, as you probably are aAvare^

is entirely given up to tobacco making, and very
iiiw of us, and those very recently, haA^e de\'oted

any attention whate\'er, to the imjirovement of
land. In the immediate neighborhood, in Avhich

I reside, a strong indisposition is felt to abandon the

old mode of cultivation—to relinquish present for

permanent future [irofit. Our lands are not natu-

rally fertile, and cloA'er, and plaster are considered

too costly means for giving them fertility. The
price of the latter is about double what it is in

Richmond, in consequence of the enormous freight,

upon so heavy an article. We are Avithout the

marl banks, Avhich . furnish so abundant, and so

rich a manure in your tide-Avater country, or in-

deed, any kinds of manure except Avhat is fur-

nished by our flirm-pens and forests, and which
are not common to this, Avith e\'ery other portion

of the state. We are not howcA-er, I hope, Avith-

out some adA-antages already knoAvn, and shall

find, Avhen Ave turn our attention to the subject,

that Ave enjoy others hitherto undiscoA'ered. We
liave yet a good deal of fresh land, and forest; and
our soil although not v^ery fertile, is peculiarly

adapted to Avheat, a crop, Avhich I believe all our

farmers are endeavoring to increase, Avhile others

arc diminished. Considerable crops of it are now
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sown, hut. principally on corn-land, a small portion

of it after tobacco. Scarcely any persons among
us fallow for wheat, and nobody has more than
three shifts. All the manure from our fiirm-pens,

and that a much .smaller ciuantity than might be
made with a little industry, is hterally poured out

on a .small spot intended for tobacco, to the utter

deprivation of the remainder of our lands, most
of which, are of course in a rapid state of deterio-

ration. Many of us are. convinced of the expe-
diency; nay necessity, for a change in our ftiode

of cultivation. No individual has as yet been
found among us combining the reciuisite qualifi-

cation.s of energy, industry, some capital, and
above all a determination to endure any p^y in-

conveniences, and overcome any small difRetdties

in the way, who will set an example of successfiil

improvement to his neighbors. It is to be hoped,
however, that some such person will in a short

time give an impulse to our agricultural eflbrts.

and enable us to contribute our mite. oi" informa-
tion to your valuable paper. * * *

On the 14th, 1.5th, 16th, 17tli and 18th of May,
we had frosts, which on several of these mornings
seriously injured vegetation. In some parts of the

surrounding country, the corn and tobacco plants

Avere bitten do-ivn to the roots, and scarcely any
cultivator of cither, escaped entirely without da-

mage. I am compelled to get my letter ready to

be sent to the ])ost oillce, and no doubt very much
lo your relief, have'only time toadd my best wishes
lor the success of your patriotic and hazardous at-

tempt to turn the attention of Virginians to a
mgde of internal improvement, depending princi-

pally on each individual, and independent of legis-

lative patronage, * * * *

Buckingham Court House, Jane ^th, 1834.

• Wheoi not as good a crop as Avas expected eai'ly

in the sj)ring—not as tall as wished—grayi good

—

supposed about an average crop. Harvest will

generally commence on Monday next the 23d
(June) in this part of the county.—^Oats verj-

good.—Corn very small for the time' of year.-^-

Clover not worth cutting hardly, except on good
lots, where the land is very rich.

The fi-ost of the 16th May did butlitde injury to

the crops in this neighborhood.

-

Much more attention is j)aid to farming and im-
]>rovin^ the land in this part of the country than
liirmerly. The extent of tobacco cultivation is

very much lessened.

Several gentlemen of the neighborhood have
commenced improving the breed of neat cattle,

sheep, and hogs, &c. Several of Meade's (of Fred-
crick) fine cattle- arc in this neighborhood.

, P. S. On the 4th of June the upper end and
S3uth end of this county was visited by a tremen-
dous hail storm and wind sweeping ever^' thing
before it, destroying entirely, the crops in its course—hail as large as eggs—many houses were blown
down, and other serious damages done to trees,

fencing, &c.

RTCIIBIOND, FREDDRICKSBURG AND POTOMAC
RAILWAY.

[Tlie unusual quickness with wliich a very large

srdjscription lias been made for the Richmond and
Fredericksburg railway as statedbelow, (and especially

in this time of general pecuniary distress, which affects

injuriously every such undertaking,) furnishes a grat-

ifying augury of the complete success of the worlc

.

Northern capitalists, whose object of coarse is to ob-

tain the best interest for their money, hav£ contributed

very largely to this subscription; and theij participa-

tion to so greiat an extent, is another sti'ong proof of

the profits expected to be .derived.]

From llie RiclimonJ Compiler.

The hooks were closed yesterday. The residt

will appear from the advertisement of the com-
missioners in another column. More than three

thousand shares of the stock have been subscribed;

and the company is to be immediately organized.
A meeting of the stockholders is called for this

day week; at which time a president and five di-

rectors will be elected.

It is gratifying to perceive how much has been
accomplished in this instance' by the efforts of a
few individuals. It is less than a year since the
scheme was first suggested in our paper. Many
then pronounced it wholly visionarj^ In a few
months, public sentiment was manifested most
strongly in its favor—so strongly that in October
when a small sum was wantingto defray the ex-
pense of surveying the route, we believe subscrip-
tions would most readily have been obtamed for

the whole amount necessary' to execute the work.
Since then a pressure has occurred in the money
mai-ket, so great that many of those most strongly
in favor of the railway thought it would be imprac-
ticable to raise money for this or any other work at
tlie present time, The commissioners however
determined to make an effort, to obtain tlue sum
requisite to organize the company; and that effort

has proved successfU. Nothing can show more
strongly the confidence now felt.in the scheme than
the fact that stock to the amount of ^300,000 hae
been taken, notwithstanding the pressure univer-
sally complained of. The truth is that in this city,

the opinion is nov/ general—indeed almost univer-
sal—that an investment in this stock Will prove an
exceedingly good one.

So soon as the president and directors are elect-
ed, prornpt measures will be takenfor the location
of the road. By November or December, it is be-
lieved fhat it will be practicable to put thirty miles
of it luider contract. And in January the contract-
ors will be able to commence the execution of the
work. . In three years it will probably be finished
to Fredericksburg, and then the trip may be made
fi-om Richmond "to Washington in eight hours

—

between an early breakfast and a late dinner.
When that happens the passengers between these
two cities will be almost.without number. Then
our representative in congress will never be at a
loss to know the wishes of' his constituents. He
Avill be able to visit us once a week without neglect-
ing at all the public business.
Even before the completion of the rail road, ifs

effects will be very perceptible. It will no doubt
be commenced near this city, and when it reaches
as far as the Pamunky, there wdl be a considera-
ble quantity of produce and a good number of
passengers upon it. Dividends may then be de-
clared, and thus the stockholders will be receiving
the profits of their stock before they have paid up
the whole amount. The arrival of the cars at
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stated hours every day with passengers and pro-

duce will then give a most enlivenhig aspect to our

city. We rejoice at the prospect.

MONTtlLV COMiMEUClAL REPORT.
To the Editor ot' tlie Fanners' Register.

The annual period of commercial inactivity is

now approaching—if in Virginia any period can
l>e called inactive—for the succession of dilfcrent

crops which her soil produces, is such, that one or

the other occupies its respective dealers through-
out the jear.

Tlie crop of cotton, except an inconsiderable

rcnniant, has been received and disposed of. The
total receipts in Virginia lor the year ending 1st

October next, may be estimated at 42,000 to 43,000
bales—disposed of thus:

Bales.

Shipped to foreign ports, - - 30,000
Coastwise, _ . • 6,000

Manufxctured in Petersburg, Richmond, &c. 5,000
Each of these items, it is believed, will be with-

in the mark, but the last has not heretglbre been
taken into account in estimating the crop. It be-

gins now^ however, to assume sullicicnt impor-
tance to deserve notice. The sapi)ly of cotton

to Petersburg ti-om North Carolina, has been in-

creased this year by the faciUty of getting it to

market on the rail road.

Whilst the operations of the manuflicturers in

this country have been considerably diminished,

and rendered unprofitable, those of England
and France have inci'eascd, and thriven to such
an extent as to require nearly all the raw material

which had been furnished to them up to the latest

date Irom thence: prices were consequently sup-
ported there,, and an advance created here—the

Petersburg cjuotation being now 12^ to 13^^. But
as large supplies were to arrive in Europe afler

that time, there is more likelihood of their having
a redundant, than a limited stock. The crop of

1833, in the United States, it is estimated, will

reach, if not exceed 1,200,000 bales—that of 1832

'

was 1,070,000.

This is the season of greatest activity at the
tobacco inspections, and as an impression prevails

that the quantity will prove smaller than usual,

prices have recently advanced, particularly of the
finer quaUties—the general sales of such, are be-
tween 8 and 10 cents, but for fine and superior

11, 12, 13, and even 15 in a few instances have
been paid. The lowest quality sells at 3^ to 4,

and other sorts at all the intermediate prices up to

good and fine. The result of the crop, as to

quantity, cannot be ascertained until October. The
foreign orders, both for cotton and tobacco, have
this }-ear been larger than usual.
The increase of flour mUis in Richmond has in-

creased the competition in the wheat market, and
contracts have tieen made for the new crop at

$\ 15 cents per bushel. The usual demand
for new flour for the South American markets, as
well for those of our northern cities, of which Vir-
ginia furnishes the earliest and best supply, gives
a great advantage to her farmers who ]:)ossess fa-

cilities for delivering their crops early in the sea-
son.

It it pleasinfj to remark that the recently pro-
jected work of extending a rail road from Rich-
mond to the waters of Potomac is about to be un-

dertaken. The sub^jcription of $300,000, for which
books were opened, have been readily filled, and
it is understood that operations will be commenced
forthwith. When this work shall be completed,
there will be a continued line of communication
by steam power from Boston to Roanoke, with
two very slight intermissions; and we may hope
to see ere long similar improvements extended to

Raleigh, and llirthcr south.

The great work of improving the western com-
munication from Richmond to Kanawha, is also
said to have assumed a more favorable aspect.

X.

June 26, 1834.

EXTRACTkS from private CURUKrfl'ONOENC'E.

THE WOR.H IJV PINE TREES.

Orange, jlpr'il 5th.

We lost much of our best pine timber last sum-
mer by a white worm (as it is supposed) that
bores into the trees and kills them. They are in
clusters of from ten to filty. I ajipreliend that it

is an increasing evil, without remedy, more to be
di-eaded than the Hessian fi}"^, and which cannot be
exterminated, not even by the "restoration of
the deposites." Information fi'om any quarter
upon this subject, would be acceptable to many
of your subscribers, no doubt, fijr I believe the in-

jury to be extensive and extending.

[The habits of the insect which is so destructive

(under certain circumstances) to pine timber, will fur-

nish an interesting as well as useful subject for inves-

tigation—and we hope that the foregoing request for

information will receive due attention from some of

those who are able to give it. It is believed that the

destruction of standing trees by these insects, is al-

ways produced by the cutting down or killing a pine

in the beginning of summer, and thus furnishing the

most fit receptable for the eggs of the insect, which

soon hatch in such numbers as to spread over, aad often

to Idll many surrounding trees during the same sum-

mer. From such facts, it would appear, that the

worms speedily assume the winged state, and leave

their native tree. But on the other hand, sap timber

containing the eggs, or the worms, used in building-

houses, will continue to be inhabited by them for a

long time, and sometimes until they have eaten up

nearly all the inside of the wood.

The wide destruction of pine trees by the recent

hurricanes of May and June, will probably be the

means of producing these worms in immense numbers,

and by their attacks, of extending still farther the loss of

timber already sustained.]

I purchased of R. K. Meade, Esf[. of Frederick

county, Va. in May 1832, a pair of fine Frederick

sheep; the buck two years old, the ewe one, for

which I paid him $65 delivered in Alexandria.

The ewe had a ewe lamb the 13th December,
1832—tlie lamb remaining \vith her. She had a
ram lamb the following July, the 13th, which I

have sold for $25; and on the 24th January, 1834,

she had two—a ewe and ram, and raised them
both. Her first ewe lamb, which she had on
the 13th December, 1832, now has a fine ewe
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lamb by her side. She sheared 7 lbs. of wool "in

the dirt."

BAUI.EY CROrS IN C.LOUCESTER—CATERPIL-

LARS WHEAT.
Gloucester.) June 14i//, 1834.

* * * * I am very well throiip;h with my
barley harvest, and decidedly the heaviest crop

I have ever made, or has been on the estate for

many years. The wet weather in the spring (or

something else) destroyed, as I lioped when I last

wrote you, the caterpillar: I have not seCn one
amongst the small grain this sununcr. I thuik not-

withstanding the prospect for wheat appears to be
very good, there cannot be a heavy crop in our

section of country: the wet weather in the spring

must have injured it, and the scab was generally

ai)i)earing when I Icfi: the county about a week
since. Barley was the staple of Gloucester untii

within a few years: the crop so generally fiiiled

tiiat it was nearly abandoned last year.

PARTRIDGE PEA.

Dorchester^ Md. June Vlth, 1834.

* * * * When I spoke of the

\vild onion, I might have added another pest iji a
juirt of my grounds:—it is, I think, what is called

the ''partridge, pea;" but the ground being ex-

tremely rich, it runs up as a vine, and drags down
and destroys my wheat. I have lately cut about
two acres of my rankest wheat, so matted with
this vine, that, togetJier, they will make me
nothing but hay, and tlie horses and cattle are

very fond of it. But it is a costly food—such fine

wheat—and how shall I eradicate the vine ?

[We refer our correspondent and others who suffer

from this weed to page lOG of vol. I., for what are be-

lieved to be the best means to prevent such losses.]

* * * * It is the only way in which I can
aid your establishment, in the success of which, I

i'eel much interested, as the best mode of drawing
the attention of our young men to the subject ol

agriculture, thereby alfording constant and uselui

employment,—the great secret and source of hu-
man happiness. Few of us can remain idle vir-

tuously. I think if St. Pard himself lived in the

present day, he would consider idleness, rather

than money, the root of all evil. God ibrbid that

I should consider property as adding one particle

to the character of an individual,—it only serves to

make him more contemptible, in my estimation, if

his conduct is not correct,—but generally speaking,
in our country, where it is so easily acquired, if

you show me a man destitute of property, I will

show you one who has done nothing lor the ben-
efit of his fellow men, and over whom society has
no control.

REMARKABLE HABITS OF THE ABIERICAN
LOCUST.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Sir—In a note appended to an article in the
last nund^-r of the Farmers'" Register, extracted
ii-om tlic Germantown Telegraph, you remark
that, "there is too much of the marvellous in tlie

i-egularly returning visits of our locusts lor the

statement to be altogether credited." So far fi'om

its behig marvellous, I have never before heard
it questioned. I have witnessed three regular re-

turns of the locusts at the distance of seventeen
years ftom each otherj viz: in 1792, 1S09, and
1826. Their appearance in thope years Avas fore-

told by the old people long before it actually

occurred: It is very certain that they do not

make their appearance in all parts of the Uiiited

States in the same year, but at any given place

I am very confident that it will found to be regularly

at intervals of seventeen years. I think you will

be able to find some old persons in Prince George
who crtn remove your doubts on this subject. I

have frequently heard it asserted that well-diggers

had found them ascending at considerable depths
below the surface of the earth, in the years prece-
ding their regular return.

Respectfully j-our ob't. serv't.

F. II.

Louisa, 2lst June, 1834.

[Before receiving the foregoing interesting state-

ment we had been convinced by the force of the facts

reported from various quarters, that the regular periodi-

cal returns of the locusts were no less true than

strange. According to the predictions published, they

have appeared in vast numbers this summer in various

parts of the United States. But though abundant

both to the north and south of us, none have appeared

in this county, nor (as it is said) any v.'here in lower

Virginia. It is an additional wonder tha^ their visits

should be at different times in different places, and yet

in each, at i-egular periods of seventeen years.]

ON THE PROBABILITY OF THE REVERSION OF
AVHEAT INTO GRASS.

By Mr. William Blackadder, Glammis.
From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, [Dec. 183.3.J

When I was at the Trinity Muir market of
Brechin in June last, Mr^ David Scott, of New-
ton, near iVrbroath, came to me, and inquired if

ever I had heard ^Hhat if the smut balls of wheat
were sown, they would vegetateV and, on answer-
ing in the negative, Mr. Scott stated, that Mr,
Strachan and Mr. Bell, farmers near Montrose,
had sown them for some years, a.nd the balls had
always sprung, but had never advanced to matu-
rity until this season, when some had actually
flowered, and appeared to be a grass; and that he
had requested a specimen to be brought to the
market for my inspection.

Just at this period of the conversation Sir. Bell

made his appearance, and produced a specimen,
which I recognised to be a species of JSrome; and
on questioning Mr. Bell minutely as to the mode of
its production from smutted wheat, 1 was satisfied

that little, if' any, doubt could be entertaiaed of

the fact. The discovery that smut balls vegetated
was first made by Mr. Strachan, and then ex-
periments were tried by Mr. Bell; that the ex-
periments had been continued for years; but the
balls having been usually sown in spring, they
had never had time to flower. Last year, howe-
ver, they were sown in the autumnal wheat seed-

firne, y)art of which flowered this season, of which
the one produced was a specimen.
On my return home, I compared the specimen
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Avilh tlic family of llie bromes, in a herbarium of

the Brilish irramhia^, which was prepared lor me
by tlie late rclebrated JMr. Geoi-i^-e Don, of Forfar,

and whicli lias been ireijucntly examined by emi-

nent botanists, and much prized: but although it

possessed the fveneral characters of a brome, it did

not exactly coincide with any of the individual

species in the herbarium. It then, fur the first

time, occurred to nie, that it might more nearly

agree with the giant fescue, and on turnnig over
to it, Ibund this conjecture to be correct. Now
this species Avas placed by Linn;eus in the bronie

iiunily, hut removed to that of the fescue by Sir

James Smith, whose authority is noAV followed;

and it may be here observed, that in the natural

.system of Jussieu, the xoheat is made the interme-
diate link between the fescue and the brome.

In the course of the season, I had mentioned
the above particidars to various of my scientific

li'iends, to whom I stated my conviction of their

(ruth, not only from what I had learned Irom Mr.
Scott, who is Avell versed in botany, but also Irom
the circumstance, that, some years ago, when
passing tlirough a field of joung grass, on the

liirm of Dysart, in the same" district, which had
been sown among ivhcat, I found a large tult of
the giant lescue, and was puzzled how it had got
there; and it also occurred to me, that if the
brome was the type of our cultivated wheat, that

other species might also spring from ditierent dis-

eased states of It, and particularly the one which
infests it so much, notwithstanding the care usual-

ly taken to screen it out of the seed.

Lattei'iy, liaving been urged to make farther in-

quiry into tlie original facts, and having occasion
to be lately in the neighborhood of Montrose, I

called upon Mr. Bell; but his tuft of grass had
been accidentally destroyed only a lew weeks be-
fore. He, however, readily offered to accompany
me to inspect what belonged to his neighbor, Mr.
Strachan; and on our way, I was glad to learn

fi"om liim, that the common brome (provincially

named sleepies in that quarter, from the opinion
that the bread made of its flour is conducive to

sleep,) liad also made its apjjearance from the dis-

eased seed; and that smutted wheat, sleepies, and
another grass, had all grown from the smutted
wheat-bails sown in the previous autumn; neither
the Avheat nor sleepies having been in flower
when I hud met Mr. Bell at Trinity Muir
market.

On our arrival at Balgove, Mr. Strachan took
us info his garden, and we there saw a tuft, the

l)roduce of smutted wheat-balls, consisting of a
mixture of smutted wheat, sleepies, and another
grass, but the latter not in a state to be accurately
recognised, fixrther than that it was a brome; and
at some distance, he showed us another tufl,

which consisted partly of sound wheat, and partly

of smutted balls, and which was the produce of
winnoAvings, or small wheat, but clean and not
smutted. Mr. Strachan also showed us some
ncAvly braided from smut, sown this season, to

see what may be the result next year, there
being a bet depending on it in Montrose. He has
also sown some of the seed of the sleepies; and
Mr. Bell is likewise continuing his experiments.
On inriuiry, JMr. Strachan, who is now an aged

man, iiifi)rmetl me, that, fully twenty years ago, he
hap[iened to throw out a mixture of small and
smutted wlicat to the poultry, at a distance from

the dunghiJ, and that, some time afterwards, he
was surprised to observe a strong tuft of grass
springing u[); for, as he justly concluded, it was
very unlikely that the fowls would leave any of the
grain; and it then occurred to him, the smut-balls
would certainly vegetate, which he has repeated-
ly verified since that time by direct experiments;
and his neighbor Mr. Bell, having seen those, also
began, six or seven years ago, to make similar ex-
periments, and which have been attended with
similar results; but as the sowing ahvajs took place
in spring until last year, the plants had never
flowered.

It seems that particular care is necessarj' in sow-
ing smut-balls, that none of tliem be m the least

injured or broken; and also if" they get much rain

or damp before they sprout, they will be destroyed;
and to avoid risk, Mr. Strachan sometimes places
the entire head into tlie soil, without takuig the
balls out of the ear.

On comparing a specimen of these s/ecp/es taken
from Mr. Stracliau's tufl with the bromes, in my
hcrbariuin, I find it to be the Bromvs jnuUiJlorus,
and to which Mr. Don has appended the remark,
''co7umon in lohcat-Jields.^^ Another specimen has
the appearance of the Bromus mollis, but is so
much decayed, that it cannot be accurately refer-

red to. The untbrtiuiate destruction of the tuft

raised by Mr. Bell, prevented me ascertaining
Avhether there had been any more of what resem-
bled the giant fescue. In regard to the origin of
these specimens, the facts are as above narrated;

and if they are hereafter verified by others, besides

explaining very satisfactorily the cause <^'' the
bromc-grass being such a fi'equent weed in wheat
districts, will give rise to the new and uiteresting

view in vegetable physiology, that, after a certain

stage of cultivation, a limit takes place, beyond
which cultivation caimot be carried; and that plants

are subject to Avhat may be termed a disease, in

respect to the wants of man; but which limitation

may perhaps be a provision in nature, to revert the

cultivated grains back into their original type.

From the neat condensed view of the opinions

of many eminent practical men and Baturalists

upon smutted wheat, given in a late number of

this Journal by Mr. Donaldson, the mystery of hs

origin, its nature, and inveteracy of cure, are set

forth in a very lucid manner. No notice, however,
is taken of the vitality of smut, so as it can repro-

duce grains or grass; neither liave I been able to

trace that fixct elsewhere, and Mr. Straclian's dis-

covery appears, therefore, to be entirely new.
From his experiments it may be inferred, that

smut is, at least, in certain cases, produced froni

light seed, and that its vitality is not destroyed,

but merely impaired ftom producing healthy wheat,

as some stalks of it reproduce smutted balls, and
others healthy brome seeds, which bear a strong

resemblance to rye; and, as justly remarked by my
friend, the Rev. John M'Yicar, these dillerent

states of the balls become objects of much interest.

That the brome of botanists is the true type of
loheat, the present experiments certainly do not

Avarrant, for the change may be merely an inter-

mediate step. As, however, neither reheat nor rye

has ever yet been found in a native state, it is to be

hoped that Mr. Strachan's discovery will attract

the serious attention of naturalists, and the results

to which it points be flilly investigated; ami it is

Av'ilh such a \iew only that 1 have teeu induced to
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draw up the precedino; narrative, being well aware

that it will be received with much incredulity.*

THE USEFULNESS OF BIRDS TO THE FARMER.

From the roifsmouth Journal.

It has been the ravenous practice of man to de-

stroy all those beautiful creatures—and the more
beautiful, the more furious he is to destroy them,

and that too without the least gain.

Now can wc be candid enough to consider the

evil consequences of this practice, as well as the

great benefits to be derived in forbea,rance of such

a practice? It is my present intention to set forth

some of the evils resulting Irom such brutal and-

inhuman practices, and to endeavor to bring to

view some of the benefits unavoidably resulting

from their discontinuance.
•

It is a melancholy iiict in this vicinity, and pro-

bably elsev/here, at least as far as the extent of

the New England States, that our songsters, who
give the most delightful of all melody, are so ex-

tinct, that in our usual walks of business or of

pleasure it is rare to hear or see a solitary one,

especially one of those admired songsters the ma-
vis or mock bird that is so distinguished above all

others of the bird tribe,—especially to see her so

bold as formerly, rise to the top of a high tree, de-

termined that every note should be distinctly heard,

and there for fifteen minutes in succession, with-

out the least intermission, never repeat a single

note; as sogn as her song is ended, she is sure to

remove to another of the loftiest tops and pitcli

another song in as clear and deliberate a manner
as any of the human tribe possibly can.—Now the

poor songster, if she presumesto show her head,

or sing us one of her old hundreds, even in a bush,
she is immediately put to death.

The singing of birds in general, is above all

music particularly at the closing of our long frozen

winters, after being long shut up and excluded
from most of the enlivening exhibitions of nature.

The sight of a variety, and of plenty of those

birds with their warbling voices around us in our
walks, and in our business, would change the pre-

sent melancholy scene very much. It is surprising

that we notice the very great ditl'erence w;ithin a
few years; I could once see a tolerable number of

different species in my orchard, and about my
farm; but men as they call themselves, and boys,
would flock around my dwellings, and in dry sea-
sons, when there was much danger of fire being
kindled from their guns. Every bird of every
description, was shot on it's nest, or oft" no matter,
if a bunch of birds could be obtained to carry
home for a show. I am not troubled with those

* It may be right to notice that, in tlie experiments
here described, no precaution seems to have been taken
to provide against the possible existence of the brome
or the fescue seed in the soil in which the smutted
wheat was sown. The experiments cannot, therefore,

be regarded as conclusive. Farther, when we consider

that the brome-grasses have a panicled inflorescence,

whUe the wheats are spiked, and that the glume of
bromus is many-valve, while that of Triticum is bi-

valve only, we ought not readily to admit the^probabil-

ity of the one genus passing into the other, even by
crossing of pollen, far less by accidental disease. Ne-
vertheless we should like to see the statements con-
tained in this paper either verified or refuted by accu-
rately conducted experiments.

—

editor jour. agr.

gunners now; there are no birds on my farm save

barn swallows, and a pair of pewee;?, v/ho are sure

to come home every season, and breed in an out-

buikling undisturbed. We endeavor to protect

them from guns and stones.- They are as lame as

we wish them; and they lake off a lew of the in-

sects that infest our eyes and ears.

Besides the privation named of the sight and
music of those birds, we are sensible of a great in-

crease of insects that infest our fruit trees, and
that prey upon our grain and corn fiekls. We
ma)^ positively assert, that if birJs were increased

a thousand to one, hopping over our grounds in

search for their food, that there wovild be a great

diminution of those insects amounting to nearly to-

tal extinction. There are many that feed on the
inflects on fruit trees, which if undisturbed, from a
common course of nature, Avould free them from
these pests which ruin the iruit. The different

species of woodpeckers used to be plenty, which
are now almost extinct, from their exposed state,

in searching out fruit orchards. The cuckoo is a
fine but I'are bird; she exposes herself from singing
her very melodious songs; also from the circum-
stance of her particular manner of living, which
I believe is Avholly on caterpillars. I have seen
them light at a new nest and clear it coin]>letel\'.

•There are many species of birds vvdiich I have
not mentioned as to their beavity and usefulness,

and some few that are mischievous. My design-
has been to show that we once were delighted
with, and benefited by those birds, and that we
are noAv living in this dreary land, without their

company, and without their great benefit. And
now I will show that if we choose, we can soon
enjoy their company again.

The remedy is practicable, it is only to legislate

in theirfavor. To make tlie thing more perfect,

every state should go hand in hand. A heavy
fine should be laid against those who destroy any
birds, except the most mischievous.

TO DESTROY MOEES IN GARDENS.
Collect earthworms, kill them and mix them

with the powder of mix vomica. After the mix-
ture has remained in a heap for 24 houi-s, take the

worms and place one or two here and there in the

routes and holes of the moles. The desired effect

is said to be the result.

—

Bulletin Universal.

TO correspondents.

The communications headed "Norfolk, its facilities

for commerce, &c.—"Beaufort, or Port Royal, in South
Carolina, &c."—"Irish Potatoes as food for sheep"

—

"On the effects of gypsum near salt water"—"On ma-
nures"—"Loss and gain"—"On wild onion, &.c."—

-

"On the discovery of green sand [called marl in New
Jersey] in the calcareous deposites of Eastern Virgi-

nia"—"Apparatus for analyzing marl, and carbonates

in general"—"Desultory observations on buckwheat
as a green manure. Sec." were received too late for this

No., but will appear in the next.

The subject of the article on certain laws in South
Carolina, is not embraced in the plan of our publica-

tion, and therefore we are compelled reluctantly to

deny it a place in the Farmers' Register.

Priiiteil by Robert Riekctts,
AT THE SHELLBANKS PRESS,

Prince George County, Va.

Where the printing of books, paniplilets, and otlior jobs, can be

executed promptly, and iii the best style.
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that the green earid often exists in considerable

quantities in and above our ordinaiy marl beds,

wliich is I think now sufficiently established, may
furnish no unimporiant aid in the improvement oi^

our lands, by leading to a more varied and judi-

cio'is adaptation in the application of our mai)ui'e9.

Independently of the existence of the green

sand in a scattered state in our calcareous strata,

there are otlier and stronger reasons for believing

that a deposite similar to that in Ncsv Jersey wijl

be found in the appropriate region. In a geologi-

cal arrangement of our various formations, the

marl beds of Eastern Virginia and Carolina, as

well as those of ISIarjiandj'belong to a. later pe-

riod in the physical history of our country, than

the green sand formation of New Jersey—the

former being rcferred to the tertiary—and the

latter to the secondary epoch of geologists. Now
this tertiary deposite extends- into New Jersey,

and is found in many places in the latter state

nearly contiguous to the green sand. Moreover,

indications of the Nev/ Jersey formation have been

found in Maryland—and such is the general regu-

larity with which the different geological deposites

arc arranged, that we may fairly infer the exis-

tence in Eastern Virginia of the green sand, or

eome deposite equivalent in a geological point of

view—though at the same time it by no means
follows that the green sand,- if actually found,

would be sufficiently near the surface to render it

extensively available as a manure. The object

however is of such magnitude, as to justify a very

diligent examination, and I am therefore desirous

of enlisting in this research all those readers of

the Register who reside in the region which has
been alluded to before. As however the success

of this investigation will be greatly proinoted by
an acquaintance with the indications by which the

green sand, or its geological equivalents are to be
recognised, and some knowledge of the properties

and constitution of the substance itself, I shall

here give a brief account of the New Jersey for-

mation which I visited, together with the re-

sult of several chemical analysis of the sand care-

fully executed by myself and others: and further

to interest your readers in this important inquiry,

I shall add a statement of such facts bearing upon
the application and agency of the marl, as I was
enabled to collect during my visit to the beautiful

region which it has so largely contributed to fer-

tilize and adorn.

The New Jersey green sand is apparently iden-
tical with that series of deposites recognised in

Europe by the name of the green sand formation,
characterised by a predominance of minute green
particles in many of its strata. In Europe these
strata are generally found alternating with beds of
chalk; but in this country no chalk is found, unless
in the region west of the Mississippi. The fbs-

eils embedded in the green sand on both sides of
the Atlantic, are however so strictly alike, that the
geological equivalence of the American and Eu-
ropean beds can scarcely admit of question; and
is therefore generally conceded as an established
point. It is relevant here to remark that in tracing
cotemporaneous or equivalent geological forma-
tions in different regions, geologists are accustom-
ed to rely almost exclusively upon the fossils,

whether shells, bones, or vegetable remains, which
the strata may contain—a procedure to which they
have been led by the whole tenor of modem de-

vetopements in geology. Now with reference to.

the New Jersey formation, though it would be

impossible without numerous drawings, .and much
descriptive iilatter, uninteresting to general rea-

ders, to convey a knowledge of even the principal

shells and other fossils existing in the green sand,

some account of.a few of these fossils may possi-

bly be useful in the inquiries which I trilst many
of your readers will h^ prompted to undertake.

1st. Lignite, or- carbonized wood, often asso-

ciated with iron pyi-ites of a bright yellow lustre,

frequently occurs in the beds overiying the green

sand' formation, though it sometimes occurs ia

other situations.

2nd. Amber is often found in a similar position,

as was the case at the Delaware and Chesapeake
Canal.

, 3d. B'cUmnites—a fossil of a yellow or brown
color, in shape somewhat like a cigar, but rather

thicker—^\-ery brittle, and usually found- broken
transversely so as to exhibit- its tubular character

within.

4th. y-Immonifes—a fossil ]oresenting the appear-

ance of a snake coiled up in a flat coil, and fre-

quently large and ponderous. .

5th. The Ecliinvs, or Sea Urchin-^sometimes
globular, at other times much flattened, having
numerous little warty prominences, and minute
perforations symmetrically arranged- on its surtuce,

and Avhen entire, occasionally furnished with
spines or prickles.

6th. Gryphaa—a shell having one valve very
deep and convex, and the other flat. It somewhat
resembles the small shell (chama) very abundant-
ly found in our marl beds. This, latter \^ smaller

—has a rougher exterior, and has two muscular
impressions in each valve—whereas the Gryphaea
has but one.

7th. JSxngyra—a shell like the former, with one
convex and one flat valve—but a great deal

rougher and more irregular in aspect, and of large

dimensions.

8th. The Falcated Oyster—a beautiful shell about
one and a half or two inches in length and bent
like a Turkish scimetar.

These rude dcscri])tions, which have no preten-

sions to scientific accuracy, are designed to draw
attention to such fossils as may be brought to light

in the region in which the m-een sand may be ex-
pected to occur—and in this point of view may
prove of real value in examining for that deposite.

Of course a scientific inspection of the fossils

would be necessary to establish their identity, but

this can readily be procured by transmitting them
to the Academy of Sciences in Philadelphia, or

by sending them to VVdliam and Mary, where
they Avould be carefully examined and compared
with the New Jersey fossils as collected and de-

scribed. Indeed there is reason to believe that

some of the characteristic fossils have already been
found in Eastern Virginia. A bed of Lignite has
been lately discovered on the Rappahannock, a
few miles below Fredericksburg, the very point at

which it might be expected to appear, and from
information recently received, I am disposed to be-
lieve that Belemnites may be found near the mouth
of Potomac Creek. It has been said aleo that the
Gryphaea has been found, but I have not heard in

what vicinity. These facts should furnish an ad-

ditional Gtimulua to inquiry, and literally no stone
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ehoukl be left unturned in pursuit of so important

a discovery.

The New Jersey green sand is generally found

in the valley and meadows, though occasionally

it rises to some height in the suiTounding hills.

Its depth in many places is very great, and several

strata occur, separated by layers of shells, or blue

clay, or sand colored by iron. The general aspect

of the green sand is that of a bank of moist bluish

clay—though in some places the green tint is very

percepttble. This however only occurs where the

earth is dry. When thrown into heaps by the

side of the pit, the mass falls into a coarse pow-
der, in texture and color very closely resembling

gunpowder, on which account it is verj- commonly
known by the name of gunpowder marl. This
mass consisis in very large proportion of the pure

green sand, having a slight admixture of clay, and
in many places of minute fragments of shells.

Occasionally, the bank presents a mass of the pure

green sand itself—and again, in some places the

shells predominate. In one of the beds in tlie vi-

cinity of New Egvpt, I discovered small spiculte

of gypsum, or nuij)hate of lime: but this occurred

at no other locality—-and in this place the cr}-stals

were so minute and few in number as to require

the use oi^ a microiHcope to be' seen distinctly. The
moist marl when warmed in the hand exhales a

strong phosphoric odour, a fact which I believe

has not been hitherto remarked.

As already observed, the marl freqaently con-

tains shells both in an entire and broken condition.

This however is by no means universal. In fact,

the great majority of those beds in actual use con-

tain either no calcareous matter, or a very minute
proportion of it. Tiiis I ascertained by chemical

examination. In the vicinity of Arney's Town,
Crosswick's Creek, and Shrewsbury, as well as

other places, much of the marl which the farmers

spread over their land, contains no carbonate of

lime; while at New Egypt the calcareous and non-

calcareous marls are both extensively employed.

The same is true likewise, of the beds farther

south at Muliica Hill. The green particles them-
selves have an invariable composition—and those

of our Virginia marl beds are perfectly identical

•with those of the New Jersey deposite. Thirty

grains of the green sand pelded by careful analy-

sis

—

Silica,

Protoxide of iron,

Potash,
Water,
Magnesia, a trace.

15.51 grs.

7.56 "

3.10 "

3.00 "

These results agree ver\' closely with the deter-

mination of Berthier of France, a,nd Seybert of

Philadelphia. The former operated upon the

freen sand of Europe, the latter upon that of

few Jersey. It appears therefore that the pre-

dominant constituents are silica and oxide of iron.

The potash, amounting to about ten per cent, is

most probably the ingredient chiefly concerned in

the agricultural agency of the marl, though in

what way its connexion with the other ingredients

is severed w^hen the marl is spread upon the land,

I am at a loss to conjecture.

Throughout all the district in which this depo-

.«ite occurs, it is extensively employed in agi-icul-

ture. In the neighborhood of Arney's Town, one

of the points which I visited, it has been used aa
a manure for tiie last thirty years—but its general
introduction is of more recent date. In the region
in which the marl chiefly abounds, the soil is

loamy, having in some places a large intermixture
of tenacious clay. East of this tract, which is a
narrow band nearly parallel to the Delaware Ri-
ver, the countiy assumes an appearance very si-

milar to that of the sandy lands of Eas:ern Virgi-

nia, covered with a thick growth of pine, and com-
paratively unproductive. On both theses varieties

of soil the green sand is continually used with the

most striking benefit. For the clay soils, the more
sandy marls are of course prefenced; and for the
sandy soils, those which contain some clay along
with the marl. The proportion in common, use
near Arney's Town, is from ten to twenty loads

per acre. In other places five loads or even less

is found to be sufficient. The action of the marl
appears to be very permanent, as will be evinced

by the following statement. In a large quadran-
gular field over which I walked, four successive

applications of the marl had been made at inter-

vals of four years—commencing about twenty
years ago. The first dressing was applied to the
north side—the second to the south—the third ta

the east, and the fourth to the west—while a small
space in the centre was left without any marl. AH
four sides were covered with a verj' heavy crop of
clover, which was nearly, if not quite as luxuriant

on the north as eitlier of the other sides—while

the space in the middle was almost, bare. The
action of the marl appears to be most powerililly

felt by clover and gTass—but it is very conspicu-

ous also with small.grain and corn. A very intel-

ligent farmer told me that it more than tripled hia

clover and grass crop, and doubled liis small ^rain.

In general it is spread upon the clover every fourth

year, and ploughed in for the next crop, Tliat it

is very efficient upon sandy soils is e\-inced by the

following striking fact. Some years ago an en-

terprising flirmer near New Egypt, purcliased

two hundred acres of the Pine Barren, which, by
marling, he has converted into pasture sufiicient

for one'^ hundred head of cattle. Such is the de-

mand for the marl, even at a considerable distance,

that it has become an article of great profit to the

proprietors of the pits, and more than one individu-

al was pointed out to me who had risen to wealth

by the sale of marl.
* From what has been stated it will at once be

e-ddent, that the discover}- of extensive and acce.s-

sible beds of this manure in Virginia would be a

most important accession to the resources of the

state, and that an active and diligent search ought

Ibrthwith to be commenced throughout all the re-

cfion in which there is a probability that it exists.

Every aid which it is in my power to give, will be.

cheerfully bestowed in furtherance of this inquiiy:

and as Ifeel the double interest of a scientific cu-

riosity, and a sincere solicitude for the agricultural

prosperity of our state, I shall gladly receive all

fossils and other specimens whicTi may be trans-

mitted for inspection or analysis, giving them a

prompt attention, and communicating in reply such

liints as may promise to be most useful in this

deeply interesting and important investigation.

WM. B. ROGERS.
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A CHEAP AND USEFUL WATER-CART.
From tlie British Farmers' Magazine, [of February 1834.]

I subjoin a description of a very cheap and use-

ful water-cart. A barrel, holding 100 to 200 gal-

lons, is placed on a pair of wheels and shafis in

the usual way. A pump, three inches in diame-

ter, is placed close by the side oi' the ban-el, and to

the under end of the pump is made fast a leather

pipe of indefinite length, with a rose copper end,

and in the pipe small copper or tin rings are placed,

two inches distant, to prevent the external air from

pressing together the sides of the pipe, and thus

excluding the water. The cart being placed on

the bank of a river, brook, or pond, and the pipe

thrown into the Avaterwith the rose end immersed,

a man will pump 150 gallons in 10 minutes, with-

out the trouble of having a road into the bottom of

the river, and with the great advantage of the

horse standing dr\', and not plunged into three feet

of cold water in a winter day, in the usual way of

filling by ladle and standish." A stop cock is fixed

iaehind for discharging the water. When the cart

is travelling the leather pipe lies over the barrel,

fastened by two iron catches.

The barrel being filled, and driven to the place

required, the leather pipe is immersed in the ban-el

by a hole in the top, sutficient to admit the rose

end. A small iron rod screws down by the side

of the piston rod, upon the upper valve, and shuts

it fast. A rising main, with a check valve, is

opened between the two buckets in tlie pumji, upon
which is screwed fast a leather pipe with a copper

tube on the end. One man directing this pipe,

and another pumping, converts the cart into a sort

of fire engine, that may be very useful in cases of

emergency, throwing the water 40 feet horizontal-

ly, and over any house of two stories, any hay
Black or corn rick, and also very useful for garden
Avails and fruit trees. By increasing the size of

the barrel, and by applying more power, a very
sufficient engine may be made, and answering
other purposes at the same time. The above de-

scribed is very simple and cheap, and is very use-
ful. JOHN DONALDSON.

ON REAPING WITH THE SCYTHE.

[ It is not only interesting, but profitable, to compare

our own opinions and practices with those of other

farmers having the same general object in view, but

placed under very different circumstances. For want

of making such comparisons, we fall into one of two

errors, which are directly opposed to each other. We
sometimes refuse to copy a plan adopted in England,

for example, because we consider the difference of ex-

isting circumstances renders it altogether unsuited to

our use: and in other cases, we assent without dispute

or examination, to the superiority of some process

in that country, because the operations of agriculture

there are in general so much more perfectly performed,

when perhaps in truth, our own labor saving substi-

tute is preferable, and would be adopted by English

farmers, if the same want of means for comparison

had not kept them even more ignorant of our improve-
ments than we are of theirs.

The piece which we will present below, furnishes

a strikhig illustration of tlie ignorance of both countries

of the practices of each otlier. The cradled scythe

which the scarcity of labor, and the former general

li'^htness of our crops of wheat, forced us to adopt in

the United States, instead of the English sickle, or

reaping hook, and which has become so perfect an im-

plement by successive improvements, has never been

known in England. But, it has been supposed by us

that this rejection of this implement so indispensable

here, by British farmers, was a proof that their mode

of reaping wheat was still more perfect than ours; and

that if we could command enough hired labor in har-

vest, and at as low wages compared to the value of

the crop, that we would profit by exchanghig our scythe

and cradle, for the English sickle. But it seems that

our mode would have been preferred by English farm-

ers if they had known it, and that they are now be-

ginning to adopt, as a new and valuable improvement, a

mode of reaping similar to ours, but (as we infer) still

gi-eatly inferior. The Hainault scythe (alluded to be-

low) which Sir John Sinclair saw used in Belgium,

and tlie inhroduction of which he strongly urged in

England, was formerly used in New York, where it

had been brought by the early settlers from the Neth-

erlands, but was abandoned for the scythe and cradle.

The scythe described in the following article is con-

nected with a sort of a cradle, but certainly very in-

ferior to ours. We omit the plate, but can make its

form perfectly understood by referring to our cradle,

which is familiar to every reader. The sued (or snead)

has a handle for the left hand, as well as one like oura

for the right. The blade is perfectly straight except

at and very near the point, in which short distance

the curve is much greater than in our blades, which

curve gently throughout, and mostly towards the point.

To our eyes, the English blade would seem totally un-

fit for its pui-pose. The fingers are only three in num-

ber, and would be precisely represented by tlie three

fingers next the blade of one of our cradles being cut

off, so that the lowest was left only one third tlie length

of the blade, the next something longer, and the third

(and most distant from the blade,) about half its length.

They are all straight. They are unfit to catch and

hold the cut wheat as do our cradles of five or six

curved fingers nearly as long as the blade. But even

this addition is objected to in another and later article

which is in the succeeding No. of the Quarterly Jour-

nal of Agriculture. This states that

—

"About 30 years ago an attempt had been made, (in

'Aberdeensliire ) and persisted in ibr two years,to cut the
'corn crops with the scythe; but as a notion had been then
'entertained, that it was indispensable, for laying the
'ears even, to attach some sort of additional machinery
'to the common scythe, and which was attempted in the
'form of a comb or heckle projecting above the blade,
'the scheme became abortive, owing, as experience
'now teaches us, to that veiy notion; and all thought
'of employing the scythe for harvest work passed
'away, till it was again revived at the time above
'stated. The implement now employed is just the
'common scythe, universally in use over the kingdom
'for cutting grass and clover-hay. No change whate-
'ver is made in it for cutting heavy or lodged grain-
'crops; but for light standing crops, a very simple ad-
'dition is found of advantage. Tnis consists of a small
'rod or shoot, nearly an inch in diameter, of green
'willow, or row-an or broom, or any other flexible and
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'tough young wood. It has its thick end twisted into

•the small iron rod, which aids in attaching the blade

'ol' the scythe to its handle, named provincially the

'grass-nail. Its small end passes over the upper side

'of the blade as far as' the back, where it is bent up-

'wards in an even curve, and is brought backward,
'and tied with several rounds of strong twine to the

'handle, about 15 inches above the blade. A piece of

'sti-ong iron wire is sometimes substituted for the wil-

'low rod; but the latter is more approved of, being

'more easily adjusted to the nature and lay of the crop,

•according to the judgement of the scythesman."

From this passage, it seems that in fact the British

reaping with the scythe approaches in simplicity the

mowing of grass: and if so, and the wheat can be

laid straight enough to be saved well, there would be

a great advantage found in exchanging for that mode,

our cumbrous and expensive scythe and cradle, howe-

ver superior it may be to the sickle, or the implement

described in the following article.

We have omitted those portions of the piece which

do not relate specially to the operation of reaping.]

From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

It is certainly a remarkable circumstance in the

history of mechanical science in this country, that

the art of cutting down the cidtivated crops should

be so inadequately supplied with instruments.

The tools whicli are employed in every other art

evidently display an ingenious adaptation of means
to an end. Not so the reaping-hook. Unlike eve-

ry other mechanical instrument, it is the physical

power and dexterity of the laborer alone Avhich

constitute the efficacy of the reaping-hook. Its

extremely simple tbrm cannot alone have prevent-

ed the invention of a substitute. The kniie and
the spade are as simple in form as it; and yet the

former has been displaced by many mechanical
contrivances to which the power of steam is ap-

plied; and the latter is insignificant, when com-
pared to the plough moved by the power of the

horse, in every operation of magnitude in the field.

Like the sjjade, the reaping-hook may be useful

in the minuter and lighter operations of the gar-

den; but its continued use in the field is attended

with immense loss of time and money. It is ne-

vertheless an efficientimplement lor executing good
work in the hands of the dexterous laborer; though
there is no single operation in tiirm management
which is attended with the annual outlay of so

much money, and the waste of so much valuable

time, and so dependent, at the same time, on ad-

venlitious aid, as the reaping of the culmiferous

crops. The expense incurred at harvest- work
with the reaping-hook is seldom under 12s. an
acre. Judging only by the magnitude of the

work, it might surely be executed by horse or

steam power for a third of that sum. One hun-

dred acres of corn costs an outlay of money to

the extent of £60 a year lor reaping. Of this

sum, £4-5 a year is expended uselessly; and^

which in the course of nineteen years' duration of

a lease, with the simple interest thereof, would

amount to nearly £ 1000—a sum which, if saved

would purchase many comforts for the declining

years of lite. We say this sum is expended us<"

lessly, tor it is generally carried off by stranr^j'^-

The time, too, which "the reaping alone '^

J"^
corn occupies is generally three weeks— ^

perioa

much too long for the precious fruits of ^ twelve-

month's toils to be exposed to the vicissitudes ol'

a variable climate.

These difficulties were long felt, without being
attempted to be remedied. Attempts, however,
were at last made to substitute machines driven

by horses for the reaping-hook. They have not

yet been crowned with success, thouph they have
no doubt laid a foundation upon which some fu-

ture contriver, more ingenious tlian the rest, may
erect a simple and useful structure.

Simple as the reaping of corn appeai-s to a spec-

tator, it is in reality a very troublesome sort of

work. The cutting it dow^i by the ground is not

the only consideration which is required. All the

manipulations which the corn has to undergo in

future must be, and can only be, facUitated at har-

vest. It must be bound up into sheaves, for the

conveniency of transportation. It must be expo-

sed in small portions to the sun and wind for a
time, before it can be safely preserved in large

quantities; it must be carried ofl' in small quanti-

ties at a time from the fields to a more convenient

place to be preserved, and to pass again through

hands in the thrashing and cleaning process, be-

fore it can be made available to the consumer.

That machine must be very ingeniously construct-

ed, indeed, which can ])rei)are a crop of corn

tor all these successive but necessary manipula-

tions.

Our surprise may therefore be a litde abated at

the hitherto unsuccessful attempts in the construc-

tion of reaping machines, Avhen w-e consider the

nature of the work which they have to perform.

Tliough much ingenuity has been displayed in

both Mr. Bell's and Mr. Mann's reaping-ma-

chines, they cannot, it is evident, realise all our

expectations on that subject. That of Mr. Bell

cuts the corn so surely, that not a single straw can

escape; but it does not lay the swath of corn, when
cut, in a direction at right angles to the line of

draught, which it must be made to do before the

corn can be taken ofi' the ground in the best and

most expeditious manner to be bound into sheaves.

It appears to us to require considerable power to

move it; and it certainly requires more dexterity

to manage its motions than the generality of

ploughmen possess Avho have the charge of farm-

horses. Mr. aiann's machine lays the corn at

right angles to the fine of draught, and therefore

more perfectly than Mr. Bell's; though it is ques-

tionable, if it will be able to cut it so surelv. Mr.

Mann's anpears to be as easily moved with one

horse as Mr. Bell's is with two. Mr Mann a

has not yet received a fa^^ trial Would a com-

bination of the best f'arts of the two machmes

effect the cuttinc- '^"f^ laying down of the corn in a

satisfactory m-'^er?
. u i

But hoi'-' ^'f^'" ^^*^11 these may be simultaneously

accomi^vsbed by the same machine, no reaping-

macAine can be said to approach nearly to per-

fection, that only reaps, and lays down tlie com
when cvt in a swath; but which does not collect

the co-n into bundles, ready to be bound into

phep^'es. Farther than this it is perhaps beyond

i]id power of machinery to accomplish in this kind

>)f work, though short of this no mechanician

should rest satisfied with the capability of his reap-,

ino'-maehine. The making of bands, the binding

of sheaves, and the setting of stocks, must be
confided to manual dexterity. The locomotion

necessaiy to a reaping-machine, when in the per-
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formance of its work, will always present an ob-

struction to the perlection of its construction;

though many greater mechanical difficulties have
ah-eady been surmounted by our ingenious artisans.

An insurmountable difficulty will sometimes be
found to the use of reaping-machines in the

state of the growing coi'ns. A portion of it may
be standing erect, or only a little swa3'ed, while
others may be twisted and laid flat in every possi-

ble direction. High winds and heavy rains may
ravel and beat down a whole crop in a single day.

With the corn in that state it will be impossible
to derive much assistance from the I'eapmg-ma-
chine; Fortunately a laid crop is not of very fre-

quent occurrence, tiiou^gh, to a partial extent, por-

tions of laid corn will be found on every farm in

every season. To reap three-fourths, or even
ons-'half, of the crop with efficient reaping-ma-
chines will insure a considerable saving, though
the laid portions may have to be reaped with the

sickle.

Until tire appearance of an efficient reaping-
machine, much saving of money may be effected

in reaping by the substitution of the scythe for the

sickle. The scythe has long been in use in agri-

culture, and powerful as the implement is in the
hands of the laborer, in comparison with the sickle,

it is surprising it has not been more used at har-
vest-work in this coiuitry. It is used in France
and Switzerland, in many parts of England, and
in Aberdeenshire. The IlainauU, scythe takes xip

an intermediate position between the scythe and
the sickle. The scytiie can only be wielded by
Btout men, and whatever work is perflarmed by it

requires the assistance of laborers besides the
mower. These circumstances have no doubt had
the effect of restricting the use of the scythe. On
the other hand, every boy and girl, as well as

grown up person, can assist at harvest-work with
the sickle. # * # * *

The land must be prepared by rolling for tlie

use of the scythe. Clods and stones soon blunt
and break the edge of the scythe: the roller should
be heavy. All stones which are not compressed
into the soil by the weight of the roller should be
removed, and this is easily accom])lished by
mounting a box on the frame work, into which
the man who drives the horses can throw the
Etones if they are few in number, or should tliey

be numerous, another person can follow the
roller and lift thetn up. The stones can be dis-
posed of at the ends of the field. The best time
to carry off these lavjre stones is when the field is

preparmg for tlae crop \,liich is to be rolled. Roll-
ing the wliole crop impose., it ig true, additional
labor m spring; but it is absoluwiy ^gggggm-y^^rhen
the scythe is to be employed in rec^i,^o>, "Wheat
is generally rolled at any rate after the'^ass-sceds
are sown in it in spring, and most pe^iv^jg pj.g_
fer rolling the barley after it is sown, in orcWi- to
make as smooth a surface as possible for the braird
of that kind of grain, so that the additior^al labor
only consists in rolling the oats. It is alwav,-g ad-
vantageous to roll oats early in a dry season to
prevent the ground becoming too dry, for of -41

the cuhnileious crops the oat is most affected by
drought.

Tlie scythe employed in reaping corn requires
more nicety in the construction of its several parts
than one for common purposes. The blade should
be of patent steel, strengthened by aj)late of iron

along the back, and its temper should not be too

hard, which can be determined by examining
closely the edge of the blade, and observing that

it is smooth and not serrated. A good mewer al-

ways prefers a long blade, more than four feet in

length. The shank or sned should always be
straight and not curved. • The curved may seem
m.ore convenient in form to the hand, but as the

line c." draught must always be straight, the

straight «ned always gives the greatest command
over the scythe. A Avell.dried young larch tree,

barked and "reduced by the plane to the desired

thickness, with a" natural slight curve outwards at

the root end of the tree for receiving the blade in

a proper position, makes the best sned for reaping.

When painted, such an one will last lor many
years. A hone of fine sand to preserve a fine

edge, and a fine sandstone to whet the edge of the

scythe occasionally, are necessary ajipertenances.

To gather the corn and lay it down in a regular

swath when cut, a simple apparatus called a rake

or cradle is attached to the scythe. This rake, as

its name implies, consists of three long teeth, di-

minishing in length from the uppermost to the un-

dermost,^ fastened to an upright stem, and
strengthened by two rods passing through them
parallel to the stem. It should he wholly made
of the finest ash, and as light and slim as the

strength of the wood permits. The upper tooth

should be two feet or a little more in length, and
that of the other two, each three inches shorter

than tlie one above it; and all of them curved simi-

larly to the back of the blade ofthe scj'the. The
stem of the rake is driven into a socket of iron,

but not fastened to it with a nail; the socket has a
wedge-shaped toe kneed at right angles to it, in

the direction of the teeth of the rake. It is fasten-

ed to the sned so as to stand in a perpendicular po-

sition when the scythe is to be used, Avith the

same iron ring and wedges which fasten the blade

and sned together. The rake stands with the

socket about" thirteen inches in height, and the

spaces between the teeth and the undermost
tooth and the blade of the scythe, are about four

inches. The adjustment of the scythe consists in

placing the blade in such a position as that its

point shall be as far from the handle by which the

mower supports the scythe in his right hand, as

the length of the blade itself, and as this han-
dle is from the butt end of the blade. In short,

the butt end, and the point of the blade, and the

right-hand handle, stand in the angles of an
equalateral triangle, the edge of the blade for

reaping, should not be so low set as that of the

scythe which gardeners use lor cutting grass

walks, nor so high as for the cutting of clover.

The left-hand handle is placed the distance of the

elbow to the exti-emity of the middle finger of the

man who is to use the scj^the from the right-hand
one. The right-hand handle should be curved
and placed on the sned, so as the scythe should be
suspended in a working position: both are fastened
in the tightest manner to the rings which slide on
the sned, by the shank of the rings passing en-
tirely through their length and rivetted. The
hone is hooked on with two nails at the upper ex-
t's<"-mity of the sned; the sned is about seven feetm Vvigth, and is shod at the upper extremity witlj
a socVt and pike; the pike when inserted into the
ground &%rving to render the scythe steady in the
act of whfcuing. A strong cord is requisite from
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the outward rod which strengthens the teeth of
the rake to a nail- in the sned, a little below the

rij^ht-hand handle, to serve the double purpose cf

keeping the rake in the desired position, and- of

laying the corn over in swath. Thus equipped,

the reaping scythe-should balance itselt" exactly on
both sides of the right-hand handle. ...

' The relation of these minutiie will not, we hope,

be considered tedious," tiir.upon the proper adjust-

ment of the component parts of a scythe depends
in a great measure the success of reaping the

corn neatly and quickl3% Reaphig with the scythe
,

is hard v/ork under any circumstances,, but atten-

tion to minutKB relieves if of irksomeness. * *

The best position of the corn for^, reaping with
the scythe, is the upright, or a little swayed, either

naturally, orby the wind from the mower. The
best direction to reap in respect to the ridges, is

across. The gromid is then always straight for

the stroke of the scythe-, and the furrows of the

ridges are easily cleared. In commencing to reap

a field of corn, a little consideration is requisite.

The general position of the corn over the whole
field must first be considered, then the quarter

from which the wind blows, and, lastly the direc-

tion of the ridges. If all are favorable, the work
will proceed clieerfuUy, if not, a compromise must
be made, with the opponent. The wind must be
always in the back or on the right-hand of the

mower. A strong wind will sometimes overrule

the natural position of the corn. A diagonal di-

rection across the ridges should always be prefer-

red to one along them. At whichever side of the

field operations are to commence, that side must
be entirely opened up by cutting down a breadth

of corn in the line of the ridges, equal to the v.diole

band of mowers. This cleared road-way gives

access either across or hi a diagonal direction over

the ridges..

To carry on the reaping in a regular manner, it

is necessary to classify the mowers into bands of

two each, according to their ability, that each
band may be equally dexterous. Twx) mexpe-
rienced or weak-bodied mowers ought not to be

together, as they will assuredly cause a hinderance
to the work, at one time or another. Let a steady

jgood mower take the lead of the first band, and
let each band keep its leader and people and place

of precedence ever aller, otliervvise confusion of

work and wrangling among the mowers will inev-

itably ensue.

Every band may be arranged in this manner:
two. scythe-men to reap; a person, generally a wo-
man, to follow each scythe, to make bands and
take up the corn, and place it in the bands in bun-
<lles rea.dy to be bound up; a bandster, always a

man, follows the women, and binds the sheaves;

the two bandsters set up the corn together into

stooks; a woman follows the whole with a large

rake, and clears the ground of any lose corn, and
brings the rakings to the bandsters, to be bound
up in the sheaves or by themselves.
Some peo]ile place three mowers in a band, and

in this case there will, of course, be three takers-up

and three bandsters, and a man to rake to the

three instead of a woman to rake to the two
scythes. There is, we believe, a saving of wages
by this arrangement, as the wages of women are

nearly as high as those of men at harvest-work.

But by the former an-angement, we are sure

there will be less loss of work and time, in case

any accident befal the scythe, and accidents will
occasionally happen to scythes in- the hands of
the most expert mower.* "On small liirms where
three mowers arc able to reap the whole crop,
the latter arrangement may be beneficially adojit-

ed.

Suppose, then, that two mowers and their peo-
ple Ibrm a band, and snppose there are three
bands engaged at harvest, they should arrange
themselves by these circumstances. Sixty yarda
is as much space of corn as a scythe can cut easily
at one sharpening, and tliat distance is about as
far as most men can cut at a breath. Twelve
ridges ol" five yards each, or ten ridges of six
yards, will thus mark the. breadth to "be -cut at

once. Let the loremost or leading band start first

to the cutting of tire sixty yards, whilst the other
are preparing to follow; let them then sharpen
their sc5'the.s, and proceed lijrward other sixty,

yards; and- while they are doing so, let the middle
band commence, and they will cut their sixty
yards in the same time in which the foremost band
will have cut their second sixty yards: let both
bands then sharpen their scythes at the .same time.
When both are ready to start again, let them con-
tinue to . cut onwards, each its sixty yards, while
the last band commences cutting its first sixty

yards, .which, when accomplished, all the bands
will be m their respective places, which they must
continue to occupy till the breadth of ground
which they occupy shall have been reaped of its

corn along the whole field, provided there is no ex-
traordinary interruption fi'om the peculiar state of
the corn. In this manner, the band which occu-
pies the advanced position Itills back, and takes up
the space v/hich has just been abandoned by
the band immediately behind it. No interference

can thus take place among the different bands,
while the one serves as a check upon the other,

both in the marking of the time, and the quantity
of corn rearmed by each. A band losing time in

cutting out its SLKty yards, will cause delay by pre-

venting tlie band in Iront of it entering its proper
ground. A band losing ground, by lessening the
width of the stroke of the scythe, will deprive the
one before it ofits legitimate width ofstroke. Should
laid corn or a stronger part of the crop interjere with
one band more than -another, it is requisite that

the band beibre or behind it, should advance or

fallback the breadth of one ridge or more ifneces-
sary, in order to equalise the time among them.
To ensure good work in reaping with the scythe,

it is requisite to preserve a keen edge on the blade,

and always keep the heel of the scjihe close to

the ground. The keen edge is best preserved by
a broad "cannel" or chamfer, on the upper edge
of the blade, aud narrow one below, and which
should be sharpened by always moving the hone
or whetstone Irom the heel to the point, becau^se

the cut upon the straw is made by moving the

scythe from the point to the heel. Many able

mowers cannot preserve a keen edge on their

scythes, because they are not aware of the necessi-

* In case of accidents, a hammer, a few stout nails,

a spare iron wedge or two, bits of cord, and pieces of

old hard shoe-sole leather, sliould always be ready in the

field; and even a roiigli file, to rub down the point of a

scythe, should it break against a neglected stone, till it

can be properly adjusted on a grindstone, may prevent

a considerable loss of labor.
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ty of attending to the diflerence of the chamfers
on tlie ujjper and under edges ol the blade, and
through this ignorance, they move the hone or the

whetstone both up and down the blade, thereby
counteracting with one stroke the good eflects ol

the previous one. The hone, if kept dry, will al-

waj's preserv'e a keen edge on the scythe, with the

assistance of the whetstone once or twice a-day.

It is great Avork to cut constantly a width ol'

seven feet and a-hallj and from ten inches to one
foot in breadth at every stroke. We have often

observed a particular man, however, cut eight

lest in width and fifteen inches broad at every
stroke with apparent ease, and this without any
stimulus, and without even knowing that we were
watching his labors. He Avas by no means a
powerlul man at anj', but very dexterous at every
kind of ficld-lalwr, and he was a striking example
of the superiority of science over physical strength.

He was desirous of working with a scythe, at least

four and a half feet in length.

The rake attached to the scythe requires a posi-

tion diii'ering with the nature of the crop. When
the crop is an average one, it should be placed in

a line with the back of the blade of the scythe;

when a strong one it should be kept within the
blade, and when a thin one it should be projected

a little beyond the blade. These necessary
changes in the position of the rake for collecting

the severed corn in a proper manner, will explain
the reason why its stem should not be fastened
with a nail into its socket. The momentum ac-

quired by the scythe carries round the dissevered
corn, and the cord which stretches from the rake
to the sncd directs the fall of the corn into the

swath. The straws of the corn should be parallel

to one another in the swath, and the direction oJ'

the swath should be at right angles to the line of
motion of the mowers.
The corn from the swath must be carefully

placed into the bands, and if any of the straw is

by accident disarranged by the scythe, it should
be adjusted. The taker-up must also be careful

in placing the bundles of corn sijuare u])on the
bands, so that the sheaves would be balanced
when lied. Inattention to this necessary arrange-
ment may not only cause much hinderance to the
bandster in its adjustment, but trouble to the j)er-

son who forks the sheaves into the carts which
convey them to the stack-yard. In the act of
lifting a sheaf with the fork, the most advanta-
geous hold Ls obtained of it at the band or tyino-,

and if that is not so placed as to balance the sheaf
when lilted, the forker has little command over
his object. Each taker-up may make bands to

herself from the loose corn as they are required
for the bundles; but as this oj)erpition would be
rather too tedious at that time, it is advisable for

the takers-up and the bandsters together to make
a sufficient number of bands from the loose corn
when the mowers are sharpening their scythes,
and lay them down regidarly near the side of
the standing corn to be next cut, within reach
of the foremost taker-up, who can easily hand
over every other band to the taker-up behind
her. With a good crop the mowers will keep the
takers-up and bandsters hard at work, with their

best exertions and happiest expedients.
When reaped with the scythe, corn cannot be

put mto too large sheaves, provided they are not
larger than they can be melded without much

difficulty. The largest sheaves of oats reaped
with the scythe will, in general, be ready for the
stack in eight days. Large sheaves clear a field

with tf-w liliings, and the}- advance the construc-

tion of a slack at a rapid pace. We are quite

aware that large sheaves of corn reaped with the

sickle are very detrimental to the progress of gath-

ering in the fVuits of the earth, and, of course, we
would not recommend the same practice in regard
to them as we can safely do in regard to corn

reaj-cd with the scythe.

The bandsters ought to bind the sheaves very
tiglitly, the large sheaves shrinking considerably

in the drying. The bottoms of the sheaves should

be trimmed of all superfluous straws. The stooks

should be set exactly in the direction of north and
south. In that position they derive the greatest

advantage of sun and air combined, to dry them
in the shortest time. Twelve sheaves of oats and
barley, and fourteen of Avheat, form a stook, with
hood-sheaves. In drj^ weather wheat is seldom
hooded. A little space left between the sheaves
will greatly facilitate the drying of the stook, by
the free admission of air.

The raking process cannot be expeditiously
enough performed by a common hay-rake. The
head of the corn-rake should be made of fine ash,

as light as possible, but strong enough to bear the
driving in of a number of iron teeth; and it should

be at least five feet in length, and feruled Avith

iron at both ends. The teeth should be seven
inches in length, and four inches apart, and so

curved at their points as that the Aveight of the
rake may rest u])on the curve, Avith their points

free from the ground, Avhen the rake is held in a
Avorking position. I'he points of the teeth should
be thin and broad. The shank of the rake may be
of light fir, and fully six feet in length. An iron rod
passing from the shank on each side to the head,
Avill prevent the latter being tAvisted out of its po-
sition. A short handle, like the left-handle of the

scythe, and fastened at a convenient spot on the

shank Avith an iron Avedge, will facilitate the pas-

sage of the rake OA'er the ground. The principal

duty of the raker is to clear the ground passed
OA'er by the bandsters, and to bring the rakings
quickly up to them. The rakings are most easily

got rid of by pushing the rake Avith both hands
baclcAvards, in a nearly horizontal position. The
labor of raking depends altogether on the state of
the crop. The straAV of a good croj) adheres to-

gether, and of course little of it straggles aAA'ay

to be raked together; but a scanty crop produces
abundance of rakings. Barley generally leaves

more rakings than any other kind of crop. It is

more difficult to rake upon neAV grass, such as in

reaping Avheat .and barley, than on a clean stub-

ble, as of oats. * * # * »

Although it is impossible to lay oA'er very laid

corn in a regular sAvath Avith the scythe, the corn

can be cut AAath it fully more perfectly in regard to

leaving a neat stubble than Avith the sickle. In such
a case, the taker-up has the most difficult task to

perform. Rank groAvn laid corn, AA'ith its supple

straAV, presents a formidable difficulty to the band-
sters in the setting the uuAvieldy stooks. The ad-

ditional quantity of straAV obtained by reaping

Avith the scythe is A^ery considerable.

All sorts of grain may be reaped Avith the scythe.

Oats make the most ])erfect Avork, A\'ith the great-

est case to all the laborers. Barley Avith nevy
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gra!*9 is not difficult to out, but the clammy juice

Jrom the barle^'-straws lubricates the scyllie Avith

ft viscid coaling like varnish, which must be rubbed

off frequently vvilh tlie vvhetstone> The bandsters

liave al\v;iys"hard Work among barley. Wheat is

beautitiilly" laid in swath when mown. The takers-

up and bandsters have less labor among wheat
than the mowers, who must be powerful men to

continue a length of time at the work. Indeed

Eome farmers, who use the scythe pretty exten-

Eively in harvest, reap the wheat with the sickle.

There is no necessity tor this change. Men can

reap a strong crop of wheat with the scythe

as well as the other kinds of grain, provided they

are not k.^pt day after day at it lor a length of

time. Their physical energies could not with-

stand the fatigue. But there are modes of equal-

ising this labor, and of course of duninishing the

fatigue. For example: When a field of wheat
and a field of oats are nearly ready tor reaping, it

is an excellent arranijement to reap the oats in the

dewy mornings belbre breakfast, or as long as

there is any dampness on the corn, and then to go

to the wheat, or to the barley if there be little

wheat on the farm, during the dry period of the

day. By this plan much valuable time can be

saved m reaping the whole crop. Oats are not

the worse by being reaped in a damp state. It is

a remarkable facf, that oats reaped in a damp
etate with the scythe will be nearly as soon ready

for the stack as when reaped dry. Not so with
barley. Stooks of oats which are reaped dry, but

have afterwards been soaked with rain will be

longer of being read}' for the stack than oats that

have been reaped in a damp state. It is a still

more remarkable fact, that damp oats reaped with

the scythe will be sooner ready for the stack than

would the same oats reaped in a dry slate with the

6;ickle. Oats reaped whh the scythe will be qi i'e

ready for the stack in eight days, whereas oats

reaped Avith the siclde require at least a fortnight;

and stooks that have been reaped with the scythe

wiil avert nuich more rain than those reajied with

the sickle. We remember a remarkable instance

of this, and have repeatedly witnessed the facts

mentioned above. Atler a quantity of potato-oats

had been cut down both by the sickle and the

scythe in the same field, an uninterruptedly heavy
rain fell for three days. We expected the rain to

have soaked through every stook. When they

Avere examined, however, atterit fiiired, the stooks

which were reaped with the scythe were only wetted
on the outside, and every sheaf v.'as quite dry in

the heart; and they were ready for the stack in a
short time alter; whereas those which had been
reaped with the sickle were not only soaked
through, but they had all to be loosened out to the

sun and wind before they could be stacked a fort-

nifirht afterwards.

^rhis difference, strange as it may appear, is not

difficult to be accounted for. Corn reaped with
the sickle, bemg gathered firmly in the hand, its

straw in the sheaves becomes as it were a bundle
of parallel rods; between which the rain easily

enters, and passes among them into the half-crush-

ed straw in the heart of the sheaf, where it lodges
as if in a sponge, and where little air can pene-
trate to evaporate moisture. On the contrary, a
eheaf reaped with the scythe is always in an ojjen

and loose state through which the wind can freely

pass; and its outside coating consists not so much

of a bundle of parallel rods, as of a kind of net-

work of straw, the several tlireads of which direct

the rain to some projecting jjicce of bent straw,
wliich serves as a spout to throw ofl' the water
li'om it to another till it reaches the ground. These
tricklings of water from point to fjoint we have
often observed along the sides of the stooks which
were reaped with the scythe, with a curious satis-

faction. In other stooks, the dropping of water ia

almost always confined to the lower ends of the

hood sheaves; the side sheaves, from the circum-

stances already mentioned, and their inclined po-
sition, absorbing most of" the rain which fiills

airainst them.

OPINIONS ON SAI.T, AND CARBONATE OF SODA,
AS MANURES.

The last No. of the British Farmers' Magazine (for

May 1834) which we liave just received, contains a

review of a new pamphlet which has the follovvuig

title:

".4ft Mdress to the Owners and Occupiers of Land in

Great Britain, Sfc. on the Important Discovery of the

Decomposition of Common Salt, for the purposes of
Manure; ichereby an Jlcre of Land is prepared for
the reception of any crop, at the cost of Ten Shillings

only. By Henry Kemp."

The substance obtained by the decomposition of

common salt is doubtless the carbonate of soda, an

alkali having very nearly the same properties with the

carbonate of potash, which constitutes the principal

value of unleached ashes as manure. There can

be no question, but that this substance would be very

efficient as manure: if it could be obtained from salt

(which is a compound of muriatic acid and soda,) by

a process sufficiently cheap—but the author does not

disclose the process which he has discovered, and

thcpjfore his publication conveys no available instruc-

tion on that head. It is therefore, not so much to an-

nounce this supposed discovery that we refer to the

publication, as to present to our readers the concurrent

opinions of the author and his reviewer, of the worth-

lessness of salt itself as manure—of which such won-

derful effects have been reported from time to time.

The reviewer says:

"Of the use of salt, in an unprepared state, as a
manure, we have always held a most contemptible

opinion. True, it is, much has been written in its

praise, but we have, hitherto, failed to meet with any
person who really thought it worthy of a second trial."

The following quotation from the author exhibits

his opinions in ttiis respect:

"My only object in this investigation, respecting

the value of unprepared salt as a fertilizer, is the elu-

cidation of truth; and, I am sure, no lover of it will

find fault with my exposition, though it may induce

him to think less lavorably of salt than he did before.

That there are many persons who entertain a good

opinion of it for its manuring qualities, I very much
doubt; for, I have never conversed or corresponded on

the subject with any one who has materially dilfercd

from me in this respect. I know many farmers who
have submitted it for trial on a variety of crops, and

who have expressed their disappointment at the re-

sults. It was in consequence of the great dissatisfaction

which I experienced, after repeated experiments to

ascertain its efficiency, that I was induced to attempt

the decomposition of it; and, for the complete success
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which attended lay efforts I am indebted to the failure

of all those hopes I had previously entertained, that

salt had only to be applied to the ground, to establish

an important chara,cter as a great fructifier of it. I

beg to repsat, that the idea of decomposing salt for

agricultural purposes first suggested itself to my mind,

from the disappointment thjit ensued on using it in its

natural state. Influenced by a sanguine expectation

that great good would attends its use, I commenced
trying it, on a great variety of crops, immediately on
the duty being removed in 1824. I employed it in

quantities of irom eight to sixteen bushels, applying

it at diilerent seasons of the year, and on soils exhibit-

ing every variety of texture, from a retentive clay, to

the lightest sand; and, from the minute attention whi'ch

I paid to these trials, I can confidently state, that no
good etfects resulted worth notice, excepting, perhaps,

to the potato crops: on these it was thought to have
done a little good, but certaiidy nothing of a striking

character."

COMPARATIVE ESTIMATE OF BUCKWHEAT
AND RED CLOVER AS GREEN MANURE
HUSBANDRY OF THE VALLEY OF VIRGINIA.

Jlockingham, June 16, 1834.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

In sendins; to you my second j'ears' subscrip-

tion for the Farmers' Register, I have annexed
fiome desultory remarks, principally u]}on the sub-

ject of buckwheat as a green manure. I have not

observed in any of the communications on- this

subject, published in the Farmers' Regteter, that

property ascribed to buckwheat, wdiich in my es-

timation, constitutes its chief value in the improve-
ment of a tarm; that is, its tendency to cleanse the

land of noxious weeds, blue-grass, briers, &c.
Ol" its value as a green manure, I do not think
highly. In this respect I diH'er wholly with your
correspondent who in your 8tli No. (I believe, for

I have not the No. before me) expresses the opin-

ion that an equal amount in value in clover seed,

buckwheat and plaster, would at the end of. the

first year with the buckwheat (two crops being
plastered and ploughed in) benefit the land as

much or more than the clover would do (manage
it as you will) at the end of the second year.. I

have certainly never made any experiment mere-
ly for the purpose of testing the relative merits of

buckwheat and red clover, as agents in fertilizing

the soil, though I have several times used the

former, and all my life (as a farmer I mean) been
in the constant use of the latter, with the view
both to pasturage and the improvement of the

land—and am very decidedly ol' the opinion, that

iipon my land at least, (generally a sandy loam)
-the buckwheat (manage it as you may) cannot

impart one-lburth—perhaps not a tythe of the fer-

tility to the soil that the clover would, if properl}'

managed. From the results of my several ex-

periments, I believe, that upon such a soil as mine,
(it might perhaps be different in stifle, hard, clay

lands,) a piece of land well set in clover, and
having a proper dressing of plaster of paris would
derive more benefit from the roots and stubble of

the clover, (when the first crop had been mowed
for hay and the seed saved ii-otn the second crop)

than any quantity' of buckwheat straw, that could

grow u|)on and be ploughed under in one season,

could impart to it. But whilst I believe that there

can be but little comparison between the value

as green manure, of buckwheat and red clover,

(when it is sown upon lands in a proper state lor

the reception of the seed) I do not mean to de-

preciate buckwheat: on the contrary^ I think it a
valuable auxiliary in the improvement of our

lands. Judiciously used, it would be an excellent

pioneer to the introduction of clover into lands that

are too poor, or too foul to produce it Witiiout the

aid of manure, or some cleansinjg crop. I have
found it valuable in subduing a stubborn blue-grass,

and in preparing lands so infested, for Avheat.

This blue (or as it is sometimes here called wire or

iron) grass, frequently dispossesses the clover in

parts of our fields the second year that they are

in clover, in which case it is fre([uently extremely

difficult so to prepare the land for wheat as to pre-

vent the encroachments of this grass in the

spring. I have often seen fields of wheats sown on
a clover lay, almost totally destroyed by it. Last
year a small part of the field that I cuhivated in

corn (say seven or eight acres) had become com-
pletely sodded over with it. The field had been
in wheat the year before, sown on a clover lay,

and this nuisance had sprung up, and diminished

the product of the wheat at least fifty per cent,

upon this spot wdiere the grass had supplanted

the clover the.year before. Upon this spot, instead

of planting corn, I determined to sow buckwheat,
(say a bushel to the acre, about the last of May.)
It produced a very heavy crop, Avliich, when in

full perfeciion I had rolled down and ploughed in.

The whole field is now in wheat: where the buck-

wheat grew scarcely a spire of blue-grass appears;

whilst in some of the corn lands adjoining, though
it had been well cultivated ivith the plough and
hoe, and particularly so where any of this grass

appeared, the grass is by no means so completely

destroyed. It may perhaps also be proper to re-

mark, that this grassy spot had also been some-
wdiat infested with sassafras bushes. None of

them grew with the buckwheat, nor do they yet

appear in the wheat. But as this is the only

piece of my land that is infested with sassafras,

and this the only experiment upon it, I cannot pre-

tend to determine whether they are- permanently
destroyed or not. From this experiment, and
others previously made, lam satisfied that buck-
wheat is valuable in preparing foul land, lor wheat:
but all my observations concur in proving (to my
mind conclusively) that its capacity of impartuig

fertility to the soil can scarcely bear any compari-

son at all with that of red clover.

In the case above stated, the crop of buck-

wdieat was so luxuriant, that several ofmy neigh-

bors declared it was a pity to plough it down;
and yet there is not much superiority in the wheat
on this spot over that on the adjoining corn land,^

while it is decidedly inferior to every other part of

the field, which contains about eighty acres.

Buckwheat when suffered to stand until it ripens

the grain, is a very great exhauster indeed—and
the straw, when dry, is of less value for manure
than any other vegetable substance that I know
of, (hemp shoves only excepted.) When plough-

ed in as green manure, the land should be well

compacted with a heavy^ roller passed over it more
or less frequently, according to the looseness of

the soil, otherwise it renders the ground entirely

too spongy for wheat, and more especiahy if clover

seed is intended to be sown wnth- the wheat, the

roller is almost indispensable. But the growth

of the clover seed may be ensured by the use of
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the pew roller, (an implement, used in Albemarle,

and made in tlie common manner, with strong

pegs five or six inches long inserted into the roller

with a 1-i- or 2 inch auger at intervals of six or

eight inclies each w<iy.) Upon very, light and
loose soils this implement is almost in\'aluable.

By its use a ge'ntleman of this county last. year

succeeded in getting a piece of very light loose

sandy bottom remarkably well- set, where evcfi'y

previous eflbrt to get it in clover had tailed.

Th.e business of farming in this section of the

etate is very much blended with that of grazing.

Almost every farmer is to some extent also a
grazier; and hard grazing may, I think, be said to

be the banc of our agriculture. With a soil gene-

rally admirably adapted to. the growth of clover

and to the action of plaster, the benefits of the

sj'stem are in many instances entirely neutralized

by the injudicious practice of close grazing. Upon
farms in a good state of fertility, grazing may,
I thinkj.be carried on to some extent without inju-

ry, and indeed consistently with the gradual im-
])rovenicnt of the soil. But it is often difficult to

resist the temptation of the immediate profit of

grazing as many cattle as can possibly be made
fat on the land. With a view to this double busi-

ness, my farm is conducted upon the five fiekl
j

system,—the rotation of crops being-^-l, wheat
on a clover fallow—2, corn after wdieat—3,

wheat in corn land

—

4--5, clover. The clover I

js always plastered the first year alter being sown,
and the first crop mowed lor hay. Tlie seed of

-the second crop is saved; next year it is grazed
in the early part of the season, and in the fall the

field is fallowed for wheat. My plan is to plaster

all my wheat in corn ground with a bushel to the

acre, of a mixture of equal quantities of gypsum
and leached ashes, which answers the growth of

the clover seed, which is always .sown upon my'
corn land wheat fields. This practice piu'sued for

several years past lias satisfied me of the error of

the opinion which generally prevails in this sec-

tion of the state, 'that plastering wheat in the.

spring retards its ripening, and tlaereby increases

the danger from riist.' On the contrary, I am
.satisfied that plaster when sown early in the

spring, instead of checking, really advances the

maturity of the wheat. Plaster here costs us
from 12^ to ^15 the ton in the stone; and upon
any of my land (the river low grounds perhaps
excepted) a dressing of a bushel to the acre will

alwajs at least double, and upon the thinner parts

of the farm, quadruple the product of clover. I

have been for some time contemplating very se-

riously the change of the five for the four field sys-

tem, and abandoning the habit of purchasing
western stock cattle for the purpose of grazing.
The four field system will have this very great
advantage over the five field—that as the clover

will stand but one season, there will be much less

blue-grass, and green sward with the clover when
it comes to be fallowed, and the land can then be
so much more easily ploughed, and so much bet-
ter prepared for wheat. The consideration which
weighs most heavily against the change is, the
precariousness of the wheat crop of late, owing to

the great multiplication of disasters to which it is

subject. Within a few years past we have been
visited by a disease hitherto unknown to the
faiTner in this neighborhood, called the scab—
(heads dead eitherVholly or in part.) La'?t year

our wheat crops were exceedingly promising until

this most formidable disease appeared. In some
instances the promise of thirty bushels to the acre

scarcely realized more than live or six; in others

a very heavy, crop was scarcely worth the labor of
harvesting it. Our barns and larm-yards were
rarely so well filled, and our garners never so

empty. Estimating my crop by the number of

wagon loads in the straw, at the usual yield to the

load, and I should have had considerabljover 3000
bushels: it thfashed out between 12 and 1300.

Some of my neighbors suffered still more. The
injury in this neighborhood was almost universal,

and almost invariably the most highly im|)roved

lands (particularly those on which stable manure
had been used) suflered most. The crop is now
very promising; but this appalling disease has al-

read}^ made its ap])earance. Our crops of rye and
the most fJarWard wheat suflered severely by the

very severe frosts in May. The crop of clover is

very far short of the usual product.

GREENHOUSE PLAXTS,

Greenhouse plants are such as are natives of
the Canary Islands, New Holland, the Cape of
Good Hope, and other countries in the same lati-

tudes, which only require to be protected from the
frosts of this countr}^ They are therefore kept
under glass during winter, but no fire is requisite,

unless a s'trong frost is exjjected during the night.

In winter they should have plenty of air during
fine days, as early in the day as the weather will

permit, and the house should be shut up early in

the afternoon, if the weather be cold. When the

weather contijiues damp and wet, a little' fire is

requisite to expel the damp, for greenhouse plants

nre more likely to be injured by damp than cold.

The plants should be looked over every day, to

take off any dead leaves, and to water theni that

are dry. This operation should take ])lace only
in the forenoon, and if the surface of the earth in

the pots becomes green, it should be removed with
aflat stick, but not so deep as to injure the roots,

Vvdien a little frei;h earth should be laid upon them.
Towards spring they require a more plentiful sup-
ply of air and Avater, and if no frost be appre-
hended, some of the sashes should be left a little

open all night, so that the air may be gradually
admitted as the weather advances towards sum-
mer, until the tirae of setting the plants out of
doors. In some seasons this may be requisite

about the middle of May, in others not until the

end. Calm cloudy weather is the best time for

setting them out : the most sheltered situation

should be chosen, a bed of ashes being previously

prepared for them.
There are various opinions as to the best time

of shifting greenhouse plants into fresh pots and
mould; we think the earliest spring time should be
preferred. Some shift them before they are set

out of doors, others when they first set them out;

some do this in the autumn, which of all times is

the most improper; the pots should always be well

drained with shreds. If any of the plants have
grown too straggling or tall, they should be cut

back early in the spring, that they may become
good bushy plants before autumn. In summer
while the plants are out of doors, they should be
regularly supplied with water in dry weather, as
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late as possible in the afternoon. The mould for

potting should never be shitted, but chopped up

finely with the spade with the turf. This keeps

the soil light and loose, it allows the roots of the

plants to spread, and the water to penetrate; while,

on the other hand, silted mould hardens and be-

comes sour. Cuttings of greenhouse jilants require

putting in at various seasons. If they are to be

ripened cuttings, they sliould. be i)lanted early in

the spring; but if young, the time to plant them is

when the shoots have grown a sulficicnt length

for that purpose. In po'tting of plants raised for

cuttings, care is requisite not to injure the fibres.

Put them in small pots first, and increase the size

as they grow; but be careful not to put them in too

large, or to give them too much water. Sow the

see'ds early in the spring, place in a little bottom

heat, and pot the young plants separately when
they have grown an inch high.

—

Mr. George Don,

on Gardening and Botany.

IMPROVED RAW SUGAR.

A most decided improvement has taken place

in the manufacture of sugar from the cane juice,

and some samples introduced into the market have

exched the most eager anxiety from all parties in-

terested in this branch of colonial and commercial

intercourse. It is pure raw sugar, obtained direct

from the sugar cane, without having undergone

any subsequent process of decolorization or refin-

ing, prepared by eflecting the last sttxges of the

concentration of the cane juice in vacuum, at a

temperature insufficient to produce any chemical

changes in its constituent jjarts. By this improved

and scientific process of manufacture, no molasses

or uncrystallizable sugar is formed, and there is

hence an increase in the quantity of sugar ob-

tained of 25 per cent. Whilst this establishes the

philosojihical fact, that molasses are not an edact

of the cane, but were merely a product of the

former operation, from the intense and long con-

tinued degree of heat emj)loyed in the processes,

this saving firom the vast quantity of deteriorated

material must be considered an object of the very

first importance to the planter, in the increased

quantity of his production, which is likewise ob-

tained in a very far superior degree of quality and

purity; and readily commands a price of £ 10 to

jel2'per cwt. additional in the market.

The sugar, thus obtained, is in perfect, pure,

transparent, granular crystals, devellojiing the true

crystalline form of the sugar, and being entirely free

from the least portion of' uncrystallizable sugar or

coloring matter. It cannot fail to ensure a pre-

ference in the market for all purposes of manufac-
ture, solution, or lor domestic economy, as it is a

purer s\v'eet than even the best refined, and pos-

sesses a rich melifluous taste, not ap])roached by
that obtained by any other process, whilst it is not

apt to become acescent in solution.

In addition to the great advantages to the

planter, in saving from the vast quantity of de-

teriorated material, and that extensive state of

partial decomposition, in which the raw sugar has

uniformly been transmitted to our hands, the time

and labor of the operation is greatly decreased,

the apparatus possesses the power to make double

the quantity in the same space of time as the old

methotl; and this is ready for shipment in four

days, in lieu of three weeks, as heretofore. In the

manufacture of rum, all danger of detei'ioration in

the production of empyremua is avoided, and a

far purer spirit is obtained by the use of the mo-
lasses, Avhicli are separated by this process.

The new process is now in complete and suc-

cessful operation in eight estates in Demerara.

From the results of the first trials, the introduction

of the present improved process cannot fail soon

to become general; while it is considered by the

best practical judges, to open sure and certain

means of re-vivilying the spoiled fortunes of the

planters, and to be of the most material influence

in promoting the future prosperity of our West
Indian Colonies.

—

3Iedical and Surgical Journal.

GOLENOS OAK.

This large tree, which was felled in 1810, grew
about four miles from the town of Newjjort, in

IVIonmouthshire. The main trunk at 10 feet long,

produced 450 feet; one limb 355, another 472, a
third 235, a fourth 156, a fifth 106, a six 113, and
six other limbs of inferior size, averaged 93 feet

each, making the whole number 2426 cubic feet

of sound and convertible timber. The bark waa
estimated at six tons; but as some of the heavy
body-bark was stolen out of thebar^e at Newport,
the exact weight is not known, h ive men were
twenty days stripping and cutting down this tree;

and a pair of sawyers Avere five months convert-

ing it, without losing a day, Sundays excepted.

The money paid for converting only, independent-

ly of the expense of carriage, was £82; and the

whole prodiice of the tree, when brought to mar-
ket, was within a trifle of £ 600. It was bought
standing lor £405. The main trunk was 9^ feet

in diameter, and in sawing it through, a stone was
discovered, six feet from the ground, above a yard

in the body of the tree through which the saw
cut; the sione was about six inches in diameter,

and completely shut in, but round which there

was not the least symptom of decay. The rings

in its butt were carefully reckoned, and amounted
to above 400 in number, a convincing proof that

this tree was in an improA'in^ state for upwards of

400 years; and as the ends of some of its branches

were decayed, and had dropped ofl', it is presumed
it had stood a great number of years after it had
attained maturity.

—

Time's Telescope, vol. 3.

d'arcet's apparatus for EXTRACTIIVG GE-

On March 9, at the Royal Institution M. D'Ar-
cet's improved ai)])aratus for extracting gelatine

from bones was exhibited, and some of the soup

made in the theatre. It is an improvement of

Papin's digester. It is a pity that these machinea
are not more used in England, for we heard that

800,000 rations of soup are made in Paris weekly
from bones; and we are informed, that if the bones

of an ox were put into the digester, and the whole
of the flesh into any other vessels, that the bones

would yield one-third more gelatine for soup than

the whole of the meat; i. e. the proportions of the

tbrmer would be as three, the latter as two. The
fibrine, of course, would be eatable and useful: it

is of the soluble matter only that account is here

taken. The refuse of the "bones, after the gela-

line is removed, forms excellent materials for mak-
ing animal charcoal.

—

Medical Gazette,
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ON THE EFFECTS OF GYPSUM NEAR SALT
WATER.

To the Editor of the Fannois' Register.

It has frequently been asserted and generally

believed, tjiat plaster of Paris, or gypsum, would

not answer as a fertilizer ol" soils situated on salt

water, or within the influence of saline atmo§-

phere. From an experiment made by me this

spring, with plaster on clover, I am convinced of

its jooi{jcr/t(Z eflect as a manure on soil under the

influence of salt water.

On tlie 5th of March last, I had plaster strewed

on alternate lands, ten feet wide, leaving the in-

termediate lanils unplastered. When the gypsum
was applied, the clover had sprung, some of it

three or four inches high. The plaster was di-

rected to be strewed at the rate of a bushel to the

acre, but from the appearance of it on the land im-

mediately alter, I thought it wac less, and not suffi-

cient in quantity to do any good, even if the soil

were congenial to it. I have been however, not

only disappointed, but agreeably surprised, by the

heavy growth of clover, where the plaster Avas

applied; whereas in the lands not plastered it was
indifl'erent.

From the deej) verdant color and high growth

of the clover on the lands' which had been plas-

tered, contrasted witji the unplastered part, the

ground had the appearance of having been mowed
every other land. These effects were only visible

where the soil was well taken in clover. In some
poriions of the ground, it had been exhausted, or

eaten out by other grasses it having been in

clover three years'! On the other grasses which
the soil had spontaneously thrown up, I saw no
effect produced by the gypsum.
A neighbor who saw my clover, assures me he

never saw so great effect produced by plaster in

the county of Frederick, where he resided for

some years, and where plaster acts as powerful-

ly as in any part of \^irginia.

The land which was the subject of this experi-

ment, is distant about a mile from the Rappahan-
nock, where the water is salt, and on the first

range of hills above the river low grounds. It is

a fertile clay, well adapted to wheat and corn, and
capable of producing good crops of either. It has

no appearance of being naturally calcareous, nor

have calcareous manures been applied to it. I ob-

served in some part of the land, where stable ma-
nure had many years ago, been abundantly ap-

plied, and where the clov^er was very luxuriant,

that the difil^rence between the plastered and un-

plastered lands, was slight; though in these spots

there was a difference in the color of the clover.

This reminded me of the theory of Sir II. Davy,
that probably plaster may be supplied to some
soils in sufficient quantities, in manures which
contain it. I could upon no other principle account
for its want of efficacy in these particular places,

than by supposing the soil to have been sufficient-

ly supplied with gypsum, chemically combined
with stable manure.
May it not be very questionable as to the effect

which saline atmosphere, has upon gypsum? Has
it anyl* It is advantageously used in some parts

* Since the above was written I have accidentally

turned to j our "Essay on Calcareous Manures," where
you say pa^e 14-3—"It is well known that gypsum has
" failed entirely, as a manure, on nearly all the land on

of England very near the sea, as for instance in

Kent; whereas it has been found of no service in

some situations more remote from the coast. If

salt air had the effect of neutralising plaster, would
it act any where in Kent? We should say not,

when we remendier it has been said that the

spray of the ocean has been carried in violent

storms, fifty miles from the coast.

Though Davy was not a practical agriculturist,

yet his opinions in all that belongs to chemistry,

directly or indirectly, deserves weight. He says,

"the reason why g\'psum is not generally effica-

cious, is probably because most cultivated soils

contain it in sufficient quantities." He found gyp-
sum in the soils of Norlblk, Middlesex, and Essex.
Lord Dundas informed him, that having tried

gypsum without any effect on his estates in York-
shire, he had the soils examined, when it was
found in both ofthem.

It is not my present purpose to examine into

the "cui," or "quo modo" of the eflicacy of plas-

ter, but to assert the liict of its effect upon my own
land on the Rappahannock.

Should the attention of our landholders in this

region of country be called to the use of plaster,

and if it be found to act as I am persuaded it will,

it may be a<lded to the long list of manures within

the reach of almost every farmer in this section of

countiy, such as marl, sea grass, &c. which if ju-

diciously and perseveringl}' used, would render

agriculture, with us, one of the most certain and
profitable pursuits of life. r. w. c.

Richiaond county, June 17, 1834.

RICHMOND MILLS.

Durmg the last season 235,2-50 bushels of

wheat where ground at Haxalf's Columbian
Mills in this city, ])roducing of family and superfine

flour and middlings 48,100 bbls. of which 38,000

bbls. superfine branded "Haxalf were sold for

the South American markets. This is the largest

receipt ofwheat in any one season by any miller

in this city. The year Ilaxalfs old mill was bunil

the receipt at the Gallego mills was 204,000
bushels.

The Columbian jMills hav^e now 14 pair of burrs

besides rubbers and 4 pair more are to be added.

The new Gallego mills have 20 pair of burra

besides rubbers.

—

Richmond Compiler.

" which it has been tried in the tide-water district,

" and we may learn from various publications, that as
" little general success has been met with along the At-
" lantic coast as far north as Long Island. To account
" for this general failure of a manure, some one olier-

" ed a reason which was received without examina-
" tion, and which is still considered by many as suffi-

" cient, viz. that the influence of salt vapors destroyed
" the power of gypsum on and near the sea coast."

Who this ^'some one" was, I should like to know; and

whether he came to his conclusion by actual experi-

ment or by bold conjecture.

[The opinion referred to by our correspondent, cer-

tainly was not founded on experiment, and probably

had no better support than "bold conjecture." We be-

lieve that it will be found stated (and with approba-

tion) by Mr. Livingston, in the appendix to the article

Jlgriculture, in the American edition of the Edinburgh

Encyclopaedia; but as we have not that volume at hand,

it is possible that we may be mistaken.]
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EXTKACTS FROM "A FEW DAYS AT HOLKHABI.
By the Rev. henry berry.

[The following extracts are from a mucTi longer ar-

ticle continued through the last three quarterly num-

bers of the British Farmers' Magazine. We do not

like to begin the publication'ofany thing until its con-

clusion has been seen, and a judgement formed of the

"whole together; and this we are just enabled to do by

the arrival of our last foreign periodicals. Tiie report

is much less interesting than we should have antici-

pated from such a subject, treated by so competent a

writer as the Rev. Henry Berry, who is now conductor

of the Farmer's Magazine. Still, it cannot fail to

please most readers to hear the latest account, however

imperfect, of the operations of the farmer who perhaps

truly deserves the title of the greatest ctnd best, and

who is one of the most eminent living benefactors of the

human race. His immense estate, novi one of the

most fertile and profitable in the world, was once but

little better than a barren waste. All its fertility,

beauty and value, have been created by the skill and

labors of Mr. Coke. If there is any greater service

which he could have rendered for his country, and for

the world, or if there ought to be more glory attach-

ed to the name of any living man, we at least have

no conception of either.]

From the British Farmers'. Magazine.***** \Yq proceeded without further

delay to Holkham, Avhere we arrived about mid-
day. I had never heard, and of course liad.no

conception of Mr. Coke's active habits. He rode

up to the house immediately atler our arrival, and
at the same time ordered luncheon and the car-

riage, and in less than half an Iiour we were on
our way to view, in the first place, Ifis Devon cat-

tle. It may be proper here to say something of

the land on which these cattle are depastured, and
though much has already appeared belbre the

pubUc on the same subject, from more able pens
than mine, the interest attaching to every thing at

Holkham, and more particularly the necessity I am
under of noticing the quality of the land, will ex-

cuse what may appear, to some persons, an unne-
cessary repetition. Mr. Coke's estate, around
Holkham, consists principally of a hungry seuidy

loam, or light gravel of the same character, with
occasional, but not frequent, interruptioirs of small

patches of bog. The latter description oi' soil was,
during the early part of Mr. Coke's proprietorship,

covered with low alder bushes and sedges, which
seldom failed to hold a fox. They are now, by his

skilful application of capital, rendered highly pro-

ductive Avater-meadow. The instances of this

kind are however tew, and not of any great extent
where they do occur. But in every possible case,

advantage has been taken of circumstances, and
the profitless bog lias been converted into water-
meadow of the highest quality^. Willi respect to

the arable land, and the permanent pasture, which
principally owes its existence to the system of in-

noculation,* the nature of the soil, and the extent

* Innoculation of grass land is setting out bits of old

turf of the grasses desired, at such distance as will per-

mit the plants to spread and cover the whole surface.

—
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of its amelioration, may best be judged of from the

following facts. An estate let, when Mr. Coke
first cameto Holkham, at one shilling and sixpence

per acre, and subsequently on a- lease at three shil-

lings, was, at the end of his term, quitted by the

tenant in consequence of his considering he could

not pay a rent of five shillings per acre. The
estate was tithe-free!—Now, mark the diflerence

in the performances of two men, and let all de-

spondency cease as to the capabilities of our poor

soils to produce food, and profitably to produce it,

under an equitable and judicious protection. From
this identical estate, Mr. Coke, under his superior

management, obtained seventj'-nine bushels of

barley, per acre! Again, on the same land, and on

land of similar quality, his crop of wheat of. 1832,

from 806 acres, produced 2632 coombs; being an
average of rather Tmore than thirty-four bushels

per acre. This was obtained from land decidedly

not wheat land; but it shows what cultivation AviU

acliieve. I shall not at present go into any detail

of Mr. Coke's management of his wheat crop, the

remarks which have preceded, being preliminary

to a notice of his Devon cattle, it being evident

that on such land, howsoever well the permanent
pastures may have been managed, notonly drought,

as in the present season, but also many other

causes must conspire to render the bite for cattle

too frequently scanty; and, consequently, to render

much circumspection necessai'y in the adoption of"

a breed. It is now about -forty-two years since

Mr. Coke, very properly considering the difficulties

he had to encounter on his light poor soil, be^anto
breed Devon cattle, and it is noi a little creditable

to his judgement that he has, during that period,

scarcely referred to any thing which may, prop^er-

ly speaking, be called a cross; certainly, to none of

which he could permanently avail himself, and yet

his Devons, take them- altogether, are by far the

best I have ever seen. I much doubt whether the

county of Devon can produce such an animal as

one of Mr. Coke's bulls, the sire of the ox which
embellishes this number of ihe Magazine. I am
totally free from prejudice on these matters, and,

therefore, candidly admit the ox in question to have
been, in my judgement, at the time I saw him, the

most complete I ever put my hand on. I am sorry

to soy Mr. Coke's indulgence of his neighbors'

Avishes consigns this ox to slaughter at home.
Such an animal ought to appear atSmithficld. He
has, however, others coming forward, of high
promise, and I trust he will gratify the Smithfield

club, on the first possible occasion, with a specimen.

The dairy of Devon coavs appears to be, and I am
assured is, highly productive, each cow, no matter

what her other excellencies, being rejected which
proves a bad milker. They present great unifor-

mity of character, with all the genuine distinctions

of the pure north Devon cattle, and, with great

aptitude to fatten, possess precisely the compact
bodies and short legs, which constitute the multiim

in parvo I have so ofien advocated. Much as I

admire the Norfolk husbandry—much as I have
seen to admire in the zeal of Mr. Coke's tenantry

to evince their gratitude and respect, there are two
things which I must severally censure and deplore.

While the judicious and spirited improvements in

tillage of this great landed proprietor have been
forcing conviction, and obtaining adoption, his ef-

forts as to the stock of the country have been com-
paratively vain, and he stands alone, a solitary in-
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Btance of a man who for forty-two j-ears has pro-

duced proot", and invited investigation into the

merits of his Devons,—has offered and committed
costly sacrifices to carry his' useful ohjcct, without,

except in few instances, being able to induce his

tenantry to adopt aprofilable breed of ca'tle, Ibran
unprofitable one—a system of economy devoted to

the most usctul end, in lieu of a system of extra-

vagance, i)urchasing its advantages at a rate be-

yond all chance of remuneration. With, as I said

belbre; lew exceptions, the miserable and unthrif-

ty home-brcds are the cattle kept, but, generally

Bpeaking, little or no regular stock of cattle is

maintained, and during the present year, in the

month of September, short-horns (so called) and
every wretched specmien conceivable of all that is

bad, were consuming oil-cake in the yards, for the

purpose of converting the straw to manure. On
this subject JNIr. Coke feels, and well he may,
much disapi'.ointment, but it is not confined,—this

blindness to their true interests—to the article of
cattle alone. In sheep it is the same, and prepared
as I am to show, hereafter, that no breed in the

island now equals, in profit, that of Ilolkham, I

ehall only here observe, that so far behind the rest

of the world are the maiority of Norlblk men, on
the subject of stock, that they appear to select

with a view to obtaining those qualities which well

informed men \vouId pronounce bad, and invaria-

bly reject. Be it remembered, I have qualified

this censure with a reservation,—-and it will be my
agreeable business hereafier to register some ho-
norable exceptions. While our ideas were yet

employed in reflections on the beautiful oxen we
had just inspected, Mr. Coke rather mischievously
contrived we should arrive at a tenant's farm,

where a considi^rable number of short-horned
steers were acting the part of very unthrifty ma-
chinery for the reduction of oil-cake, in combina-
tion with straw, to manure. The laugh, of course,

was against me, and was not diminished by Mr.
Hillyard's silently, but expressivel}*, appealing to

a brick wall, as the fittest representative of the

quality of the flesh of these animals. I was re-

minded, on this occasion,' of the appeal of the

"Lancashire Farmer" to Mr." Coke's authorit)', as

condemnatory of short-horns, but he instantly ex-
plained to me, as I well knew beforehand he had
meant, that it was such as the short-horns then
before us, Lincolns, or, indeed, any thing (for they
were a mixture of all) that he condemned, and that

he had not improved short-horns in view at all. I

was authorized to make this statement, and con-
sider it ought not to be omitted. It Avas early an
object with Mr. Coke, to induce his tenantrj" to

adopt the Devons, but he succeeded in a few in-

6tances only. In one of these he requested his

tenant's wife to accept four Devon heifers, as a
present, and to give them a fair trial against the

home-breds. The cattle were accepted, and the

trial macle, and it can scarcely be necessary to add
the produce for the dairy was of very superior
quality, while the advantage in respect to carcass,

was still more conspicuously evident. This tenant
then became a breeder of Devons, and I saw on
his farm some beautiful and most useful cows, but
I am sorry to add an account of his inexplicable
conduct as to this stock. He was disposing of his

Devons, without any apparent motive, and s?ubsti-

tuting for his oxen of that breed, some shapeless
unthrifly beasts, of immense bone, and, apparent-

ly, the produce of a cross between a bad Scot, and
a worse Norfolk home-bred. But Mr. CoJ^e has
not confined his eflbrts to the dissemination of his
Devons among his superior tenant ly. The small-
est holders, ns well as tli(> cottcigers, have an op-
portunity kind'y afforded them, provided the}^ pos-
sess also the will, to obtain a superipr sort of ani-
mal to that of the count)-. A number of in-calf
heifers are annuallvdrauiihted, and allowed to the
purchasers at £12, £3 being returned by Mr.
Coke, if the purchaser choose, for the calf, what-
soever its sex, and should one of these heifers, or

all of them, prove bad milkers, they are replaced

by others. Thus instead of being imposed on by
a jobber at a fiiir, each small holder has a good
dci.\ry cow certain, and in proportion as they are

disseminated, the country benefits in its breed of
cattle. It is not foreign to the .subject of thcs'>.

small holders, to observe, respecting them that

they are generally Mr. Coke's laborers, who have
been put forward by a judicious promotion, Avhich

follov/s a career of sober industry. I witnessed the

announcement of his advance to what would be a
provision for his declining years, to one of the

workmen, who wascmiaged superintending some
ploughs at -work. " Need I add the announcement
was well received, but evidently excitedno surprise,

and appeared to be considered as the result of a
compact, well and tacitly understood betvv^een the

emplover and the employed, the benefactor and
the meritorious. I do not consider that Mv. Coke
could with propriety keep any other ca+tle, as a

breeding- aYid dairy stock, at Holkham. The stock

next in fitness would be the Scots, but the Devons
mature earlier, and, I think, judging from his spe-

cimens, they will pay a good deal more money. Of
his own north Devon oxen he works none, but he
has at plough twenty pair of south Devons, somc-
Avhat laro-er, coarser, and showing less purity of
blood. They are, however, admirable workers,

vers- active and docile, and in conjunction with the

advantacjes of saving horse labor, while also they

continue sTrowing, possess a disposition to fatten

quite^ufficient to indemnify' those who employ and
feed them, in an ample manner. I am Avell con-

Aanced, from seeing the stock at Holkham, from

hearing Mr. Coke's sentiments, and from every

circumstance I meet with, at all bearing on the

subject, thdt with the Devons, as well as the larger

breeds, it is folly to attempt to increase size—that

there is onlv one best model for all—and that is, the

fram-^ combininff great substance, well compacted

toffether, with deep ribs, and short le^s. It remains

to observe, Avith respect to the Holkham Devons,

that their pastures had, in common with all in the

county, suffered much from the drought, but not-

Avithstanding this, and that thej^ had only a sheep-

bite AAdien I saAV them, the cows AA-ere, most of

them, fat and healthy, and exhibited, in a striking

decrree, their fitness to fiffht their way under the

difficulties attending a light thin soil, and short

bite of grass.

Among the tenants, Avhose stock T inspected, it

Avould bc'AATonc: to omit mention of Mr. Blomfield,

Avho has a superior herd of Devons, and to Avhom

the country is indebted for the hints Avhich led to

the transplantation of turf, for the purpose of lay-

ing- doAvn land to permanent pasture, at Holkham.
This gentleman's coaa^s were particularly good in

the fore-quarters, and appeared to giAT a great deal

of milk. They have been bred a good while very
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closely, and one or two defects were, in consequence,

becoming prominent and treneral. Mr. Blomfield

appeared to be fully sensible of this, and to admit
the necessity ot a cross. He informed me his cows
would average an ounce of butter to a pint of milk,
and that experience had convinced him, he could

graze, and keep in hiyh condition, four Devon
cows, on tlie same quantity of land as would sup-
port three home-breds, or Norfolk cattle, in indif-

ferent condition. Strange, that, with ficts such as

this before them, and stated on t.he authoritv of so

respectable a man, and able a farmer as Mr. Blom-
field, the Norfolk tenantry should not at once, and
for ever, banish the home-breds.
With regard to stock, the grand ft?ature, and one

that everv day assumes, and -will continue to as-

sume, additional importance, is the improvement
of the Southdown flock at Holkham. When Mr.
Coke first came to the estate, the lonff-leo-gexl,

misshapen, unsightly, and unthrifty Noifolk breed,

had possession of the country, keeping alive an
active struggle with the rabbits, for the scanty
herbage, a struggle which their length of limb and
great speed well fitted them to maintain.

* « * * # Very shortly after this, the
Southdowns were seen in possession of the inclo-

sures at Holkham, and long continued to bask in

the rays of public approbation, and to e\'ince pro-
perties well deserving it. But they did not, under
succeeding circumstances, satisfy the enterprising
mind of their breeder. One of those fluctuations

which are perpetually occurring in manufactures,
as in every thing else, demanded a difierent de-
scription of wool, and the question was how to ob-
tain it? Other circumstances also forced them-
selves on attention. The Southdowns, like the
Leicesters, and all improved breeds of sheep and
cattle, under similar circumstances, beiran to run to

fat, and to want, in both fat and lean condition,
lean meat. The le;^s of mutton were becoming
abridged of their fiiir proportions; delicacy of con-
stitution threatened a dangerous inroad; lambs fell

Aveakly, and often perished; and the ewes were be-
comin<T worse nurses to those that survived.,How
long Mr. Coke may have pondered the matter be-
fore he ventured on the experiment, I am unable
to say, but he resorted to the Hampshire sheep for

a cross, with the most brilliant results. This expe-
riment I consider the boldest ever entered on by a
breeder, and, I think, any one will agree with me
who sees the Hampshire sheep. Let the charac-
ter of the experiment, however, be what it may,
its success is not equivocal. Mr. Coke has lost

nothing of early maturity, and has gained in the
constitution of his flock.

" His lambs are dropped
stronger, stand the cold better, and are better
nursed. He has wonderfully increased the lean
meat, and, in particular, enlarged the leg of mut-
ton; while, to crown all, I was assured by Mr.
Waller, whose authority will not be questioned,
that the Holkham wool is, at the present moment,
the most valuable in the island. His shearlings of
this improved flock, sold last year at sixteeii to
eighteen months old, averaged, wool and carcass,
£2. 10s. each!

I have frequently had occasion to rcmarlc, that
few errors prevail to a greater extent, and with
more injurious eflect, as regards the progress of
the science of breeding, than that of adopting one

age and growth. I admit, and indeed, have alwayf3
contended, that there exists one model, which may
be safely adopted for all, but this model may be
perfected by a number of varying particulars, in

difl'erent individual breeds. Perhaj s I iDay be
better understood by stating the opinion that cer-

tain constituent parts may produce a whole in one
animal, similar to the result derived from very dif-

ferent constituents in anolhcr, and as it is to the
whole—to the result—we are finally to look, re-

garding constituents only as indicative of it, I can-
not but consider the common practice of judging
one breed according to its correspondence with
another breed, as a common error. A breeder of
Leicester sheep, for instance, will condemn the
Southdow"ns because they are not like Leicesters;

whereas he ouirht either to judge Southdowns by
comparison with Southdowns, or, if he will insti-

tute a foreign comparison, it should be at the last

moment onlj-, when both are made up for the
butcher: he will then find they have attained the
same object—utility—by different means, and
though, compared together at earlier periods, they
would have evinced striking differences of forma-
tion, yet the process of feeding has developed two
carcasses very much alike, and each exhibiting a
profitable Avhole. Thus, also, a breeder of Here-
ford cattle passes, generally speaking, a sweeping
condemnation of improved short-horns, because
they are not like Herefords;—he forgets, or, per-

haps, has never reflected, that for short-horns to

resemble Herefords, or Herefords short-horns,

during the period of their growth, or at any time
but when made up for slaughter, would be to indi-

cate degeneracy. They arrive at the same finish-

ed and profitable state, aftera periodical exhibition

of difierent characteristics. To render this slill

more obvious, I will repeat the objections I have
heard made to good short-horns, by men Avliose

general information would lead to the expectation
that, even on this occasion, they would penetrate

beyond the surfiice in pursuit of truth, with eyes
undimmed by the mists of prejudice. I will sup-
pose myself exhibitinff half a dozen yearlings to

such a person; I should be favored, as 1 have been
a hundred times, with remarks similar to the fol-

lowing: "They are very good nf the sort; but the
bone is too large—the frame not neat enough—the
quality of the flesh too loose, and the hide too thin."

Such objections are urged by men who annually
visit Smithfield, and see the same sort of animals
thus censured beating the Herefords at that time
when only comparison ought to be instituted. But
what are the sentiments of an unbiassed looker on,

placed in similar circumstances? He remarks, at

once, "an animal so much larger in frame as the
short-liorn, must necessarily have more bone, and,
I->robab]y,less neatness; indeed, if reduced to the
Heref()rd degree of neatness, constitutional degen-
eracy, and utter worthlessness, would be una'\"oid-

ably implied. Again, with respect to a less firm

quality of flesh in an unfed state, every one ac-

quainted with the subject knows that the early ma-
turity, so conspicuous in the improved short-horns,

would be incompatible with any other r|uality of
flesh and hide, for there can be no doubt the later

maturity of the Herefords is owing to the unyield-

ing nature of their hide and flesh. A beast, there-

fore, which is to come into the market, matured a
and the same standard, whereby to judge of ani-

{

year earlier than his opponent, may well be allow
mals of dillerent breeds, at various periods of their ' ed those qualities on which his quicker growth and
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maturity depend, and as be is known when fed to

want none of tlie requisite firmness of flesli, it is

at that period only wlien the two breeds ought to

be compared."
I have been led in'.o the foreo;oing' remarks and

statement, liy a consideration of the steps pursued
by Mr. Colce in tlie progress of the improvement
effected in his slieep, and by the reflections which
presented themselves during nn endeavor to as-

certain the principles whicii actuated liim, for

though he would readily have gone most fully into

any particulars I might have requested, on this, as

well as on any other occurrence of interest, it has
always appeared to me a not unprofitable exercise

of the mind, to attempt an investigation of the

views of those whose endeavors have been crowned
with success.

It is very evident, on the inspection of the Ilolk-

ham flock, that JMr. Coke knew how to draw ad-
mirable results from, what would appear to many,
very unpromising particidars, and that the want
of resemblance in tlie Hampshire sheep to the

more correct models presented by the Leicesters

and Southdowns, by no means dismayed him. He
did not act upon the piinciple I have been censur-

mg, and abstain li'oni the cross with Hampshire
sheep, because they were unlike his Southdowns,
or because they were not in themselves what he
considered sheep ought to be, but he adopted them
for a cross under the assurance that they could fur-

nish vrhat lie wanted, and relied on his own skill

to obviate the inconveniences which might arise

from that proceeding. In this ability to foresee, in

what the ma.jority of observers would consider un-

promising combinations, a great luture excellence,

and, on the other hand, to detect those cases in

which particular combinations will be productive

of disastrous results, consists the superiority of a

breeder over his competitors. Persons of less skill

may, indeed, for a time go on successfully, with a
good stock, but, without this tact, they wiU fail to

originate any essential improvement, otherwise

than by chance. Nothing can, in the first instance,

be imagined more unpromising than the Hamp-
shire sheep, and, indeed, the produce of the first

cross with the Southdown is any thing but attrac-

tive to the eye. But under the investigation of the

hand, qualities become apparent which the eye
Itiiled to discover, and it is evident, materials are

presented wherewith a skilful breeder, returning

again to the jiure Southdown, may produce those

results, to obtain which the cross was instituted.

Under these circumstances, and personally direct-

ing eveiy selection, JMr. Coke has produced a
flock, diflering from pure Southdowns only in these

particulars, viz.—in the possession of more useful

frame (a description comprehending much that is

highly important)—a superior quality and quantity

of wool—and a greater quantity of mutton, par-

ticularly distinguished for a sufficiency of lean

meat, per acre, and he has not, in the least, sacri-

ficed the early maturity of the Southdowns.
Many persons may doubt the last mentioned fact,

on plausible theoretical grounds, but in this case

the great access of constitutional stamina resulting

from the cross has more than atoned for any loss

of the maturing quality, which might, under other

circumstances, have been experienced. Practical

men will immediately recognize the particulars in

which the last mentioned advantages would be
realized.

Vol. II.-ll

It is impossible for me, myself a breeder, and an
advocate tor crossing, under circumstances I have
li-equently stated, to dismiss this part, of my subject
without expressing a conviction, that independent-
ly of all the advantages Avhich result to the public
fi-om the adoption and perfection of this judicioua
cross, we are no less indebted to JMr. Colic Ibr tlie

example* he has set us, of successfidly breaking
through one of the trammels by which breeders
suffer their exertions to be paralyzed, and, too Ire-

quently, their stocks ruined. All things equal, ex-
cept purity of blood, I should assuredly give the
preference to a pure stock, but if such a stock be
evidently rapidly tending towards that state, in

which nothing will remain but its purity to recom-
mend it, why should we suffer ourselves to be fet-

tered by idle, and not merely useless, but mischiev-

oug distinctions, acting as if the word pure (to

which, by the bye, but few stocks can lay claim,)

possessed a talismanic power, not only to shield

them li-om deterioration, but to promote their im-
provement? To some persons all this may sound
strangely, coming irom a breeder of pure im-
proved short-horns, but a fair interpretation of my
humble labors in the field of agriculture, will acquit

me of ever aiming to promote any thing which
appeared otherwise than useful, according to the

best of myjudgement.
As in the case of the Devon cattle, Mr. Coke's

improvement on his flock of sheep is insufTiciently

valued among his tenantry, but from what I saw
and heard, I doubt not his rams will soon be ge-

nerally resorted to. Among the Holkham tenant-

ry to whom I was kindly inti'oduced at their own
houses, was Mr. Kendle, on Avliose farm Kippen
Ash Fair is held. This gentleman informed me
he was using the improved rams, and confidently

relied on realising the advantages I have enume-
rated. He particularly considered he should gain
in weight oi^ mutton, per acre, as up to that period

he had stocked his sheep as closely as formerly.

But the most important fact, resulting from his

adopting the improved rams, Mr. Kendle consid-

ered to be, that the lambs being dropped rougher
and hardier than those of the pure Southdown, he
considered himself a gainer, in consequence, to the

amount of fifteen or twenty in a hundred! Add to

the foregoing, that he was making a considerable

addition to his flock of ewes, in consequence of

finding he can now turn off his sheep as yearlings.

These facts were well authenticated and known,
and yet at the fair before mentioned, where up-

wards of 20,000 sheep were penned, the long-

legged Norfolk sheep only were in demand, and I

was assured that, as sheep, nothing nuich worse
could be imagined—a fact easily credited from the

specimens which came under my notice in differ-

ent parts of the county. On this subject a singu-

lar fact came out in conversation with Mr. Kendle.

He informed me the jobbers would not give so

much, by sev^en shillings each, for his superior

sheep as for the wretched Norfolks. To these

middle men I ascribe, in great measure, the infat-

* With respect to sheep in particular, this example is

of the utmost importance, for it is probable that con-

venience or fashion will frequently call on the breeder

to vary the staple of his wool, and immense losses have

been sustained while breeders have hesitated whether

they should follow fashion, or wait for its re-adoption

of the article they produce.
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ualion which prevails on this subject. They can
more readily provide lor the demand of tlie article

they deal in from the widely-spread Norlblk sheep,

than li'om the pure or improved Downs, in com-
paratively lew hands. It is therefore manilestly

their interest to encourage prejudice, and keep
down the price of the two latter, and especially not

to all'ord customers any opportunity of comparing
them, as to their progress in leeding, with the

much slower Norfolk. Any intelligence on this

subject would create a demand they would find

very embarrassing. Thus a n>ajority of the Nor-
folk farmers, practising the best sjstem of tillage

in England, allow themselves to be gulled and
cheated out of a very considerable proportion of

the profit derivable from their superior turnip man-
agement. But it is some consolation to believe,

that lime, which dissipates other inlatuations, will,

in the end, prove fatal to this also. I offer-no apol-

ogy for tile ii-eedom of these remarks: I will never
withhold the humble meed of appiobation from
any practice which appears worthy of it, neither
shall I omit to censure a proceeding injurious to

the country, and, to the parties adopting it, most
particularly.l^urtful. -

I shall close my somewhat lengthy remarks on
the Holkham sheep by a brief statement which
bears on the question, as to the comparative value
of their fleeces. A lot of pure Soulhdowns, pur-
chased to be fatted for the use of the house, cut
one pound and a quarter, each less wool, and of
inferior quality, tlian sheep of the same age of the
improved stock.***** I have already had occasion to

allude to the difficulty of observing a connected
and regular line of narrative, where circumstances
tempt so strongly to digression, and must, once tor

all again, solicit the reader's forbearance on this

account, while I carry him back with me to INIr.

Garwood's farm. I understood that this was one
of the worst of Mr. Coke's estates, and assuredly
nothing can present a more decided proof of the
wonders to be performed under most discouragino-
circumstances, by the skill and enterprise which
have been at work in every direction around Holk-
ham. On this estate, of one thousand acres^ there
existed, some years ago, a bog of fifty acres, from
which peat fuel was dug, and the nature of which
may be understood from the f ict, that an unfortu-
nate man, attempting to cross, was suffocated in it.

What was bog, profitless, except for fuel, is now a
fine water meadow, which, the occupier informed
me, he valued along with thefarm, at three pounds
per acre.' In the late dry summer, being enabled
to water it, he informed me the produce was almost
incredible—at all events he kept on the fifty acres
the following stock, viz. more than ten sheep per
acre, twenty bullocks, from four to six years old,

and ten horses.* Early in his occupation of this
farm, Mr. Garwood had a predilection for the Nor-
folk home-bred cattle, of which he selected and
bred some of the best. Being, however, superior
to prejudice, he was induced to go into Devonshire,
and jiurchase the cattle of that county. Having
tried both, he came to the conclusion, that, in point

*Is it not singular, that, within about ten miles of
Holkham, and within the reach of almost every day
experience of the value of moadow thus circumsfanccd,
I should see a considerable tract of land inviting irrira-
tion, a brook running along side and above it, but
tempting the sluggard in vain?

of profit, the home-breds are far inferior, and, as

might be expected, much greater consumers oJ*

food. An examination of his books gave an aver-

age of four pounds of butter, per week, lor each
Devon cow.
Among the numerous visits paid to the tenantry

of Holkham, highly as all gratified me, certainly,

that which introduced me to Mr. Pettingal, and
his farm, proved the most agreeable; a fact to be
ascribed to the circumstance that Mr, Pettingal,

having only very recently entered on his occupa-
tion of an estate in want of improvement, I had
the opportunity afforded me of observing how
much may be done, and how rapidly, under the

infl.uence of a good understanding and perfect con-

fidence existing between a landlord and his tenant-

rj^. It may be proper to mention in this place, that

Mr. Coke values his OAvn estates, and the best

commentary on the' manner in which he acquita

himself is furnished by the fixct, that no dispiite has
ever arisen, during" any of these transactions, to

drive a tenant fiom an estate, who felt any desire

to remain on it. If a difference of opinion has oc-

cured on the question of value, it has been over-

come, on the one hand, by considerate and liberal

concession, on the other, by implicit confidence. I

would not be understood by the foregoing remarks,

or by what may follow, to recommend gentlemen,
generally, to take this nice and difficult afiair into

their own hands; such arecomuiendatiouwouldbe
absurd on eveiy account, and little likely to obtain

attention, for nothing but confusion and mischief

would follow an assumption of that for which the

parlies are generally tottdly disqualified. My sole

object is to show what an early devotion of time
and ability, to a subject of infinite importance to

country gentlemen, may achieve under favorable

circumstances, when I assert that the cost of agen-
cy on this princely and highly managed ]:)roperty is

considerably less than that on any otlier in the

kingdom of, perhaps, half its -extent and value.

But such is Mr. Coke's systematic arrangement
that every difficulty vanishes before it.

When Mr. Pettingal applied for hi§ farm, Mr,
Coke's idea of its value was stated to him, and it

was fairly submitted, that a great outia}' would be
requisite to insure a profitable taking. He closed

with the offer at once, expressing himself much
pleased to have the farm, one of seven hundred
and eighty acres, and concluded with these re-

markable words, "Sir, I cannot put my money into

so good a bank as your land." I believe he had,
at the time when I saw him, occupied the estate

about two years, during which period neither land-

lord nor tenant had been idle. A beautiful house,
replete with every convenience, had risen, and
Mr. Pettingal, on taking us through it, pointed out
with marks of genuine satisfaction, the arrange-
ments which had been made to provide for every
comfort of his family. On the other hand, Mr.
Coke's jileasure and approval of what his tenant
had done, with a feeling corresponding to that of
his landlord, were as ardently and [unequivocally
expressed. This enterprising tenant had, at the
time I mention, comjiietcd very little short of one
hundred miles ni' drains, with tiles drawn fi'om a
great distance, li'om the Holkham kilns. It is but
justice to both parties to add, that the tenant up to

this period had never asked for' his lease, "Ixit,"

remarked Mr. Coke, "I have made him safi?, lest

any accident should befal me."
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Tlie extensive and eubstantial outbuildings

which were erecting on this liirm, naturally intro-

duced the subject ol the Holkham j)lantations, ibr

the massive and beautiful beams used in the pro-

gress of the work were the produce of silver fir

trees y)Ianted eight years after Mr. Coke caine to

Ilolkham, an event which took place in 1776.

Thus we find trees of forty-nine 3'ears' growth
producing beams of substance and strength am|)le

enough tor the largest agricultural buildings. But
it was not in a solitaiy instance, that of the silver

fir only, that the propriety of devoting the atten-

tion of early life to planting Avas manifested; the
floorings also were composed of beautiful oak tim-

ber, likewise the production of plantations of" Mi-.

Coke's own making. There is something really

rare and wonderful in thus beholding a man gazing
as it were upon a creation of his own, and il' any
circumstance in this world is calculated to make us

bitterly acknowledge and lament the mispent days
and neglected opportunities, never to be recalled,

it is something similar to what I witnessed on this

occasion.

Mr. Coke Avas kind enough to take me, after

service on Sunday evening, upon the tower of

Holkham Church, the elevation of which is ad-

mirably calculated to display to advantage the

tastefully disposed and thriving plantations of the

park and surrounding farms. We had driven a
good deal through the plantations and marked their

healthful state, and the bird's eye view ofthe whole,
obtained from the church tower, was the best im-
aginable finish. The soil about Holkham presents

little attractive to the planter, but in this respect as

in every thing else, ditficulties and discouragements
have been disregarded and overcome. The plan-

tations are admirably managed, particularly witlx

rcfq^ect to pruning, an account of which, as appli-

ed to tiirest trees, has already appeared in this

work. There is, however, one part of the practice

here which I presume is little known, because sel-

dom carried into effect ekewhere, and yet it is of
the first importance to the owners of the extensive
tracts of copsewood, which prevail in some parts of
the island. The general practice in falling coppice
is to cut downwards, by which means the stump is

rather shattered than cut, and, consequently, the

rain is admitted,—rottenness follows,—and the pe-
riod of the ensuing fall is considerably protracted.

The Holkham method is to cut upwards. The
division is thus effected perfectly clean, without
shattering, and it may be fairly cfilculated tliat the

coppice is ready to fidl again two jcars sooner than
under the influence of the ordinary mode'-of" opera-
tion.

The average annual value of the -thirmings of
Mr. Coke's plantations is tliree hundred poimds!
These thinnings leave no apparent gaps, and are
rendered requisite by the rapid growth of the trees

intended to .constitute useful and ornamental tim-
ber. The silver fir is, deservedly, a great favorite

in these plantations, and among a number of beau-
tiful specimens of the kind, which attracted rriy at-

tention, I took tlie girth of one in particular, which
proved to be six feet ten inches. The value of the
tree at the then price of timber was nine pounds!
A prett\- ample return made to a plahte.r, during
liis lifetime, for the exertion of inserting a diminu-
tive sapling irra sandy waste!
But it'is not in his regular plantations alone, that

Mr. Coke lias manifested the "capabilities of hie

country. He has seized and rendered available
to his one great object, circumstances such as cer-
tainly never occurred, as matters of promise, to
other men. I rode with him through a beautiful
wood, the extent of which was one hundred and
five acres, closely planted with oak trees of spon-
taneous growth. Originally, these trees could
boast only a few old stunted oak pollards, and the
rental of the ground was five pounds. Fifty years
ago Mr. Coke inclosed it, leaving the pollards to
do the rest, and from their annual deposit of acorns
has risen the present wood, Avhich pays him a
rental of six hundred pounds!
About five miles from the house, and at the en-

trance from London, a very thriving plantation is

now rapidly proceeding to ornament, on each side,

two miles of the road. The trees have been plant-

ed on a very barren unpromising shingle, and the
attempt, perfectly successful, was the "suggestion of
Mr. Blakie, Avho acted for some years as Mr. Coke's
agent. Mr. Coke, with a kLndhness of feeling highly
honorable to him, and at the same time compli-
mentary to his agent, has named this "The Blakie
Entrance."

I ought not to omit stating, that the fall of fir

timber always takes place, at Holkham, during
summer, Avhen the wood is in that state, as to hs
turpentine, Avhich tends most to its preservation.

In connexion with the plantations, it is impossi-
ble to overlooktheirnumerous tenantry, the game.
"Were I to attempt to describe the numbers in

which hares, pheasants, and partridges swarmed
in every direction, and wherever we turned our
heads, I should be suspected of exaggeration. But
I wondered not so much at their numbers, as at

the circumstance of any thing like a crop of^ grain

escaping them; yet, such is the case, as the high
averages of the different crops show. I believe

this to be attributable to the cause assigned, viz.

the thickness of the sowing and of the crops. So
thick are they, that the game cannot Avith comfort
get into them; and I have inA'aribly obserA'ed, that,

Avhile any moisture remains on the growing corn,

birds, unless dri\-en, are averse to enter it. They
have also a great dislike to any cover from which
they cannot at once rise Avithout entanglement. I

knoAV not hoAV others maj^ be reconciled to the

reasons here assigned, but the fact that the game
is abundant almost beyond belief^ and yet does
little mischief, is notorious.

* # # * * In the park I met Avith a, to me
ncAA^ description of game, in the numerous flocks of

Avild turkeys Avliich ti'equenlly presented them-
sehes. They Avere splendid birds, and, I am in-

formed, a great delicacy, under proper manage-
ment, on the table. Their flights during the shoot-

ing season, when they become alarmed, are of
great length. It is singular that they do not med-
dle Avith the corn.

The system of cultiA-ation at Holkham may be
described as that Avhich has since been adopted,

more or less, by the best agriculturists, on soil of

similar quaUty. The difference consists in the su-

periority -of its application here. If, hoAve\-er, there

is one part of Mr. Coke's practice Avhich is more
strikingly superior than another, it is his manage-
ment of a naturally bad soil tor Avheat. This crop

is grown on a clover ley, manured Avitli rape diist

drilled into the soil. The Avheat is afterwards drilled

at intervals of nine inches across the roAvsof rape,

as it is considered that immediate contact with that
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manure is undesirable. One drill completes eight

acres per day, and the (juantity of seed, per acre,

varies Ironi three and a half to four and a half

bushels, according to the state of the land, and the

season. Mr. Coke's tenant, Mr. Blomfield, has

even sown so much as five bushels per acre, with
the best results, and an experiment was stated to

me, in which much more than the rental of any
land was obtained by thicker sowing. A material,

indeed on this light sandy soil, an essential, part

of the management, is the rolluag, which is effec-

tually performed by heavy h'on rollers. To those

persons, occupiers of sandy soil, who consider the
cultivation of Avheat may not be successfully at-

tempted on their farms, the following statement
resjjecting the wheat crop of 1832 may be instruc-

tive and useful. Mr. Coke kindly permitted me
to extract it from the farming accounts:—

306 acres produced 2632 coombs of wheat.—Aver-
age per acre a fraction over 34 bushels, disposed

of as follows, viz. :

—

Sold £2273 3
Seed ---------- 329 2
Poor at Christmas -------700
Inferior tail to pigs, poultry, &c. - - 21 3

£2632 8

It is not to Holkham alone that Mr. Coke has
confined his attention, or limited his creative
power. The reference which he permitted me to

make to his books and statements of accounts,
presented many similar instances of successful en-
terprise in other places. From among these I

was particularly tempted to select that afforded by
Elmham Park. In the year 1817 he commenced
improving (his property, by means of draining,
clearing ditches, and top-dressing witli the soil

taken from them. In these labors a sum of £510.
15s. was expended, by means of which tlie annual
value ol" the estate had increased froiii 1817 1o

1827 to the amount of £500, and a progressive
increase of value has, since the last-named year,
regularly continued.

ON TXIE CURING OF CLOVER.
The common method of curing clover is bad. The

object to be attained is, to cure it in the cheapest
and best manner. I'he common practice of spread-
ing clover from the swath, causes the leaves and
blossoms to dry and crumble, ere the haulm or
stalks are sufficiently cured. Tims either the finer

parts of the hay are lost, or the crop is housed with
so much moisture, as to cause it to heat, and often
to spoil. Clover should only be spread when it has
become wet in the swath and should be gathered
again before the leaves dry and crumble. Both
these evils may be avoided, and labor saved withal,
by curing the grass wholly in the swath and cock.
After experiencing the serious disadvantages of
the old method, I adopted the one I am about to
recommend, and have pursued it satisfactorily ten
or a dozen years. My practice has been to leave
the clover to wilt in the swath, and when partially
dried, either to turn the swaths, or to make grass
cocks the same day, so as to secure the dried por-
tions from the dew. That which is not put into
cocks the first day, is thus secured the second day,
or as soon as it becomes partially dried. TIrese grass

according as the weather is, and as the curing

process has progressed, when they are opened at

nine or ten o'clock on a fair day, the hay turned

over between eleven and three, and soon after

turning, gathered again for the cart. Thus cured,

the hay is perfectly bright and s-weet, and hardly a
blossom or a leaf wasted. Some cave is required

in making tlie cocks. The grass is collected with

forks and placed on dry ground, between five

swaths, in as small a compass as convenient at the

base, say two or three feet in diameter, and rising

in a cone to the height of four or five leet.

The^advantages of this mode of curing clover

are:

1. The labor of spreading from the swath iy

saved.

2. The labor of the hand rake is abridged, or

may be wholly dispensed with, if the horse rake is

used to glean the field when the hay is taken oft",

the forks sullicing to collect it tolerably clean in tho

cockujg. process.

3. It prevents in a great measure, injuiy from
dew and rain—for these cocks if rightly construct-

ed, (not by rolling) will sustain a rain of some days
—that is, they have done this with me—with-

out heating, or becoming more than superficially

wet.
4. Clover hay made in this way may almost

invariably be housed in good condition; and if rain

falls after the grass is mown, the quality of the hay
is infinitely superior to what it would be under the

old process of curing.

The rationale is this: the outside of the clover

parts with much of its moisture while in the swath,

and what is called sweating in cock is merely the

passage of moisture remaining in the succulent

stalks, to their exterior, and to their leaves and
blossoms—it is adiifusion—an equalization of tlie

remaining moisture in the cock. When tliis has
tfiken place, evaporation is greatly facilitated, and
the whole mass acquires a imiform dryness on
ofiening the cocks to the influence of the sun, and
winds, if too long an exposure is guarded against.

Evaporation progresses in the cocks, after the hay
is gathered for the cart, and during the operation

of loading and unloading.— Cultivator.

EXPERIMENTS PROPOSED.
From the British Fanners' Magazine, [May 1834.]

The following hints upon experiments in agri-

culture have been just received by the committee
[of the Saffron Walden Agricultural Society] and
printed, in the hope that as it is quite unnecessary,
in order to arrive at a practically useful result, that
any experiment should be tried upon a large scale,

some of the members of the society may turn their

attention to the subjects.

The celebrated De Candolle, in his Vegetable
Physiology, has pointed out several ways in which
persons who are engaged in various scientific or

economic pursuits, may assist in perfecting the
general theory of vegetation. To each class he
proposes a separate series of experiments to be
undertaken by them; and, among other notices, he
lays down a few rules by which an agricultural

experinjenter should direct his researches. We
would more particularly refer to the following:

—

1. That a set of com/?ara/ /re experiments shoidd
be instituted, in all cases where any positive result

cocksarepermittedtostaiidone,tvvo, ortlueedays, 'may be desired. For instance, if we wish to
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know (lie eflVct which any particular treatment of
the fc;oil will jiroducc upon a certain crop, then we
should al the same time ascertain what is the etlcct

of the soil under ordinary circumstances upon a
crop of the same kind. We should not be satisfi-

ed with the results of a single experiment, but

should repeat it on ditlerent soils and in dillerent

situations.

2. No remaVks that are made during the progress

of an experiment should be trusted to the rnemorj',

but should always be carefully and scrupulously

recorded in wi'iting.

3. The experimenter shoukl be careful to state

his lixcts in such scientific or technical teriiis as

may generally be understood, or, if he uses merely
local and j)opukir language, he should so explain

himseh", as to be clearly intelligible.

Had attention^ been paid to these rule^^, the re-

sults of many important experiments would have
been available to science which arc now no better

than lost labor.

De Candolle has particularl}^ alluded to the* fol-

lowing experiments, among others, which may be
proposed to agriculturists, as Hkely to afford inter-

esting results:

—

1. To ascertain whether blue \'itriol (sulphate of
copper) is serviceable in preventing the rust, smut,
and some other diseases in corn, which depend
upon the attacks of minute fungi.

2. To ascertain the precise effects of gypsum or

plaster of Paris (sulphate of lime) in agriculture.

(a) W-hether it be equally efficacious, calcined

or unburnt, in promoting the growth of green
forage, as tares, peas, &c. (LegumcnoscB.)

(b) Whether it be useful as a manure for any
other tribes of plants.

(c) Whether its use hardens the seeds of the
Legumenosa? so as to render them difficult to be
cooked.

3. To deteiTuine, by exact and varied experi-

ments, whether dilftrent kinds of corn intermixed
in the same field will yield a greater or less pro-

duce than when gi'own in separate fields.

4. To prove by experiments on physiological

and chemical principles, (as laid down by De Can-
dolle,) what rotation of crops may be most advan-
tageously adopted on ditlerent soils, and what soils,

by a rotation of crops, will peld all the advantages
of which the alternate system is capable.

OIV HAY MAKIXG.

From Hayward's Science of Agriculture.

Having observed that in a season Avhen there

was no rain whatever, and the hay had been made
with rapidity, and carted within a short time after

it had been cut, that a greater quantity was de-

stroyed and injured, by being overheated and
burnt, than incatchingirregularseason: that when
hay had not heated in the stalk, it was frecjuently

mouldy; that as haj' lost its native green color, and
approached a brown, it lost its nutritive qualities;

and that altogether the making of hay, as usually

conducted, was a ver\" precarious and teasing oper-

ation: I determined on trying to arrange a system
on some more regular and certain principles, in

which I succeeded; and by adopting a certain and
regular course of operations,was enabled to make
my hay of a uniform good quality; and, let the

weather be as it might, at a regular expense of

labor. And considering such a process not only

of importance, as it ensures a more perfect quality;

but as it afibi'ds a more certain in'otection against

the injuries usually consequent on the uncertainly

of the weather, and overheating in the stack, and
that it thus removes two great causes of anxiety,

it may be well worth the public attention.

In the first place us to the state of the weather,

it generally happens at this season of the year that

there are three or four days rain and three or lour

days dry; therefore on beginning to cut the giass,

as it is well known that during wet weather grass

maybe cut, and suffered to remain in the swath

for several days without injury; and it being de-

sirable, where hands are plenty, to have a good

quantity, or so much as will complete a stack in a

day in the same state of forwardness; I should

prefer beginning to cut during the rainy weather:

however be this as it may, the swards should not

be opened but on a certain fine day; and when this

is done the grass should be well shaken apart and

equally spread over the ground. As soon as the

upper surface is dry, turn it well over; and in this

operation great care should be taken to open and

spread any cocks that may not have been divided

in the first opening. This being done, commence
raking into wind-rows, in time that the whole may
be made into small cocks before night. The second

day these cocks must remain untouched; let the

weather be wet or dry; the third day, if the weather

be certain and fine, tlirow the cocks open; but if the

weather be wet or threatening, they may remain

another day, or until the weather is certain to be

fine for the day. The cocks should then be thrown,

according to the crop, into beds of two or three

rows and afler three or four hours exposure, turned

over; and taking time to gather the whole into

wind-rows and cocks befire nigh+, let this operation

commence accordingly, and none be left open: the

day after this which "in fine weather will be the

fourth; the cocks must again remain untouched,

or not be Qj^ened, whether the weather be wet or

diy. On the fifth or next day, these cocks will

only require to be opened for an hour or two, when
they will be fit for the stack.—The novelty of this

mode consists only in suffering the hay to remain

in the cock the second and third or alternate days;

and at first sight it must appear that so much tune

in fine weather must be lost, but this is not the

case. Whilstthe hay remains in cocks, a slight

fermentation, or what is termed sweating, will take

place and in consequence, after it has been opene<l

on the third and fifih days, it will prove to be just

as forward as if it had been worked every day.

And the advantages re-suUing from this, are obvi-

ously the fiillowing; bv shortening the time of open

exposure, the color of the hay is more perfectly

preserved, and consequently the quality; and the

ftjrmentations or sweatings which take place in the

cocks, proves so much ^to have diminishedthat

principle, or inclination to prevent its heating inju-

riously in stack; and the whole ojieration of making,

whether it takes four or eight, requires three days

labor only: and the hay being left in that state every

night, in which it is the least possibly exposed to

the injuries of the weather, and in which it may
remain for a day or two in uncertain weather,

Avithout injurious exposure; much painfiil anxiety,

and useless attendance of laborers are obviated.
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KORFOr.K, ITS FACILITIES FOR C03IMERCE
CONTRASTED WITH THOSE OF WILMINGTOIV,

For. the Farmers' Rpgi.stcr. .

''Statistics of North Carolina.—In I\Ir. Bryan's
ppeecli I find a memorial relative to the inlet of

Ocracock. It demonstrates that the annual pro-
duct of" the district of. which the port in 1ho vent,

is, - - - - !J5,()00,000
That it employs of shipping in tons, 200.000
Of seamen, not less than - - 10,000
Tliat the expense direct and

indirect inciured by this

shipping at 1 per cent, on
imports and exports ia $;75,000

On the ships, _ . - 60,000
Lighterage and detention at

the Swash is, - - 200,000 ^365,000
Or an annual tax of between 7 and 8 per cent,

producing a loss in commerce ot an immense
amount, when, in fact, all this charge might not
only be saved, but the commerce itself increased
in an immense ratio.

Mr. Brjan proves the correctness of the idea, by
stating, that staves commanded 840 per thousand
at Sutiblk, (Virginia,) the head of the Nanse-
mond na\agation, while at Murfreesborough and
Winton, on the Chowan (both about 30 miles dis-

tant from Suflblk,) they only sell for $25. At
Washington, Newbern and Edenton, they are
scarcely worth ,^I0, while at Wilmington, they
readily sell for ,9 IS and .^20. What is the conclu-
sion? That, if the access to the Atlantic was as
good by Ocracock as by Wilmington and Norfolk,
the above igo,000.000 worth of property would be
shipped without the charge of the |i 365,000, and
that staves delivered at Norfolk are worth double as.

much as at Wilmingtoii*
When so clear a benefit to be derived from a lit-

tle exertion, and compared with the object in view,
so trifling an expendhure, it. is no great compli-
ment to the collected wisdom of the annually con-
gregated councils of North Carolina, that they
have so long been blind to a work they might so
easily have achieved, and one that would instantly
have produced the desired effect.

Every man that has ever been at sea, cannot
but recollect the sailor's distich,

''If Bermuda let you pass,
Have a care of Hatteras."

Nature, in placing Hatteras where she has, has
interdicted almost to every port in North Carolina,
the means of becoming the mart of extensive fo-
reign trade. The Cape Fear river might be ex-
cepted, as offering a tolerable harbor—but, Wil-
mington has been so placed, as to preclude the
possibility of its ever becoming a port of conse-
quence. The difference in value of the same mate-

* As a practical illustration, I would state what I
liave uuderstood to be a llict. A ship (the Homer)
trading between Charleston and Bourdeaux wanted
staves. At Charleston they were not to be had; nor
was she more successful at Wihnina;ton; but, after all
her pxpense at Wilmington, was compelled to go to
fvor oik. This happened, as I have heard, last year.
If ti.s ^1.50,000 spent on the Swash, &c. had been laid
out on a rad road across North Carohna, it would have
rendered sonie service Its outlay now i.s on a fruit-
less work.

rial in Wilmington and Norfolk cannot'be forgot-

ten. It speaks volumes.

I assume this, and now proceed to prove, that

not only might this ,v;365,000/jer «nm/??i have been
saved; but. thai the commerce rniglit have doubled^
so, tliat the loss is two fold.

But, it is only to be done by a sacrifice, and
hence I proceed to ask wiiat will be that sacrifice?

It will be, the "ridiculous notion, that etich state

must have a large importing port, wdiile (to say
nothing of thejc'to ports of that description in the

Middle and Eastern Sections of the United States,)

Great Britain has not more than six, Ireland only

two, and France not five. These countries with
their enonnous and overgrown populations, can do
with these few large ports, while North and South
Carolina and Georgia, with only about 1,000,000
"whites and 700,000 blacks, (the latter consuming
but little,) are to have three large importing ports.

The ascendency of Charleston, ever since the es-

tablishment of North Carolina and Georgia as se-

parate governments, fully demonstrates this fact.

The charters of the Charles and the Georges,
have never altered this decree of circumstances.
It is in vain, that the essential interests of these
states are sacrificed to the imaginary lines drawn at

the time, for the purpose of convenience and tlie

increase of royal patronage. It is time they
shoukl all pull together, ancl by the estabhshment
of two principal ports, uniting Avith Virginia, thus
offer the means of erecting ports that may partial-

ly rival New York and Baltimore.

It is in vain that visionary men call on us to see
v.'hat may be done by an expenditure on the Ocra-
cock Inlet. The whole coast of the Carolinag".ia

one dreaded by the seaman, and there are but two
ports accessible to ships of war of any moderate
descriptions. The patronage of government, roy-
al and republican, and the result of circumstances,
has, I repeat it, made Charleston what it is; but,

the establishment of the inland towns on tlie

healthy and purely watered sand ridges, and the
increased accessiljility to the Northern Cities, (its

convenience and ease hourly augmenting,) has
turned the attention of /Ae consuming population o\

the three States to those cities lor their foreign
supplies. I maintain, that in a commercial point of
view it is their interest to have this source of sup-
ply as near to them as possible, and, that in every
point of view, it is their business so to sacrifice lo-

cal prejudices, as to ofl'er the best military port to

the United States for the establishment of^a ma-
rine depot.

This marine depot should be Beaufort in South
Carolina. If Georgia had not been setded, the
probability is, that it would have been the capital

of Carolina. Bowen (1747) says 'Ht is already the

station of the British squadron tnthese seas.''''

It is thus described by Drayton in his vieAV of
South Carolina, (p. 32, Charieston, 1802.)

"Broad, Coosaw, Port Royal, and other short ri-

vers, are more to be considered arms of tlie sea
than rivers of the country. By their various me-
anderings, they insulate nearly one-fifth of Beau-
fort district."

"Their waters are deep and their navigation
suitable to heavy vessels of war; hence Broad and
Port Royal Rivers, are supposed to be equal to the

safe accommodation of the largest and 7nost formi-
dable navy.''''

"The bar or entrance of the Broad is almost a
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mile witle, canying adcjith ofnearly twenty-three
fee^t at low water. The mouth of this river, at the

sea, li-qm Hilton Head on the one side, to the

Hunting Islands on the other, is between seven
and eight miles; and it penetrates a wide and
nearly straight course, ' some distance into the

country, insomuch that a vessel runs below the

visible horizon in going up the river, as if she were
at sea. Also, many rivers of less note discharge

their waters .therein. Hence, the appellation ol'

bay woukl be a mprc appropriate term, ibr this no-

ble expanse of water, than that by which it is at

present knoAvn—that of Broad River."

As a commercial depot, it may become the

exporting port ofthe western states; for, ifa rail road

can be laid down from the Ohio to Baltimore, it

certainly can from the gulph of Mexico to Beau-
fort.

A rail road from thence to Augusta would be a
cheap and easy achievement. It will be the sub-

ject of a separate paper.

The expense annually incurred by the loss of

steamers in -the western rivers to get their produce

to market, and the amount of one year's damages
arisiiig from the dangei's of the gulph of Florida,

incun-ed by the underwriters, \vould pay the whole
expense.

Hence, my proposition would be to lay down a

railway of the sim])lest description; or, should the

subject on discussion prove worthy, a better one of

a permanent character.

We will suppose Newbern to be the centre of

the commerce now impeded by the "deplorable"

state of Gcracock, and destined to be eternally

harrassed bj* the shoal of Hattcras.

The distance from Newbern to Wilmington, on
the Roanoke, is 60 miles—from thence to J^iurfVees-

borough, the same—from thence to Suffolk 40—in

all 160 miles. A railway at "S 1000 a mile would
according to Mr. Fulton, be ?i 160,000 or not one
half the expense annually and actually incurred bj-

the attempt to navigate Ocracock. Should this

succeed, a railway from Fayetteville to Raleigh,
and thence through Halifax to Murfreesborough,
where a union with the lower branch could carry

all the produce of North Carolina to an easy mar-
ket, and a port [Norfolk] that might become one of
the most important commercial and military depots
in the middle, would render the most useful results

to the Middle States, while the commerce of the

west will eventually confer the same benefit on
Beaufort m the Southern States.

This may be a dream, and its writer be called a
visionaiy—but, it can do no injury, even should it

have no effect. And, as the motive in composing
it is pure, I send it for insertion in the Camden
Journal. I assume the title of one who in his

own age was deemed a vision aPy^, but, in ours is

found well worthy of our gratitude and respect.

I confine my views to the single effect it would
have on the commerce of North Carolina. As a
measure tending to the general convenience of
making it the great passage from the west to the
east, and vice versa, travelling, &c. &c. much
might be said. They are obvious. The distances
stated are not perfectly accurate; but sufRcientlj- so
to elucidate the subject.

WORCESTER."

•With the exception of Drayton's account of

Beaufort and a paragraph relative to a rail road to

Augusta, the above paper was published in the
Camden Journal for the 10th May 1828. Its ac;

tual bearing on the line of rail road that will have
to be laid clown in the first instance from Fayette-
ville, and at a fiiture and no distant period, from
the fixrthest west, is very important; and, it is ren-

dered more so by the illegal attempt at imposition

(for it deserves no other term) made by the corpo-

ration of the Charleston and Augusta Rail Road
on the. General Post Office-.

To facilitate the correspondence of the country

as well as to cheapen its conveyance, and add to

its celerity, was a leading motive to an advocacy
lor the adoption of rail roads; and, csi^ecially to

cheapen its conveyance must, originally, have been

the object of the above named company. For,

in Mr. Dcxter's pamphlet we find the following

observations:

'•Sundry freights from Augusta, and
the mails, - - - - S 10,000

Way passengers and travel from
Greenville and Columbia, with
mails, "horses, carriages, servants,

&c. equal to fifteen passengera
at 85, - - - - - 27,375"

In the latter instance on no mail ia

there any calculation made; but,

the company is now asking the

governnentforthe con vcyance of

the mail from Charleston to Au-
gusta, ^50,000

Or five per cent, on the capital they have expend-
ed, and six per cent, on what ought only to have
been expended.
That such a charge was, until now, never con-

templated is evident from the estimate they made
of their net income, ^229,140, ^138,960, or

?S; 120,960; and one of the directors (Mr. Miller,)

ventures "to predict that before the expiration of

three years, the mail -will be transported from this

city (Netv York) to New Orleans in eight or nine

days.'

What was the language of the Charleston

Mercury?

"The Augusta Courier states that the Charles-

ton morning papers are on its reading room files,

by breakfast time the succeding day: and that it is

expected to get them on the evening of the same
day, when the rail road is completed."

"The United States Mail and stage passengerf3

were transmitted on it nine months before any

other company transported it on a rail road; and it

is questionable if any extended line of communi-
cation of an efficient and permanent character,

Avhether rail road, turnpike, or canal, has been ex-

ecuted in so short a time, or at a cost approxima-

ting so nearly to the original estimate.

The cash receipts for April, 1833, freight and
passage are upwards of..f 3,G00.

The total for Mar, 1834, was ft 18,000.

This demand' on the part of the company, and

the recent report as to the financial condition of

the General Fost Office, will lead to the question,

whether its revenues ought not to be pledged for

the interest on, and final discharge of, the principal

incurred in the formation of rail roads for the con-

veyance of the mail.

if a consideration of this land is rendered im-

peratively necessary, by the conduct of the
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Charleston Rail Road Company—it they are to

charge ij^50,000 far the conveyance of the mail for

14U miles, it would cost !i?500,000 tor the great maii

from New Orleans to the eastern frontier of the

United States, And at the very moment they

are making this charge they are furnishing the

means (mnocently and unavoidably I grant) to

thousands of individuals to take from the General
Post Otfice that postage which, it is at such a
heavy expense to collect. For I have no doubt,

the letters sent by private hands from Augusta to

Charleston, and thence to New York, have been
so numerous as to deprive the office of a very
large sum of money.

In conclusion, I would observe, that in one year,

there have been paid in Alabama, ^157,000 for

the conveyance of the mails. This sum would
pay a five per cent, interest on .'fjiS, 140,000, or, at

§?4,000 per mile, would make 800 miles of rail road;

and a rail road this very year from any central

point in Alabama to Beaufort, v/ould have added
li-om $3 to $6 value on 100,000 bales of cotton;

or, from ^300,000 to ^600,000 to the inhabitants

of the west. Hence, there would be no difficulty

in thus constructing rail roads—the government to

furnish the surveyors, &c.—the state to furnish

their equipage and subsistence—the post office

revenue to be charged for tv/o-fifths of the in-

terest on the capital to be borrowed with the guar-
antee of the government of the United States for

tlie purpose—with such a guarantee, it may be
had in London for three per cent.—the state and
individuals to furnish the remaining three-fifths, it

being understood, that the two-filths furnished by
the General Post Office revenue, shall, provided

the mail is carried free of any charge, be eventu-

ally relinquished on conditions to be hereafter de-
termined on just and ecjuitable principles, to the

holders of the I'emaining thi'ee-fiftlis of the stock.

This is perhaps, a feasible plan, and one, which,

J trust, will excite the attention of the numerous
and intelligent readers of your valuable publica-

tion.

SBIEATOIV.

BEAUFORT, OR PORT ROYAL, SOUTH CAROLI-
NA ITS ERECTION INTO A NAVAL DEPOT
ITS CREATION INTO A PORT OF HIGH COM-
MERCIAL IMPORTANCE AND THE RAIL
ROADS NECESSARY TO THESE OBJECTS.

For the Farmers' Register.

There are few persons, to whom the capabilities

of a country are a matter of the highest interest

and observation, who must not be surprised to see

the neglect which some places experience, and
the profound insensibility with which the greatest
natural advantages are oftentimes regarded.

Perhaps neither in the United States, nor any
where else, is there to be found so striking an in-

stance of inveterate ignorance and total want of
perception, as in the case of the town and port of
Beaufort, S. C. Early in the settlement of the
country, it was justly deemed a port of importance;
but the fear of the Indians and Spaniards in the

first instance, and the erection of Georgia, into a
separate colony, in the second, have united in ob-
literating Beaufort from the list of ports; although
for ships of war, it is the only port on the Avhole
coast of the United States, from Norfolk to Pen-
sacola, worthy the name.

During the Revolution, it proved its value to

the enemy, whose accounts state that Beaufort or

Port Royal "is an island jiossessed of an excellent

harbor, and many other natural advantages; trom
its situation also commandintr all the sea coast

from Charleston to Savannah. '

Nor to the fi;icilities it allbrded a foe, -were the
defenders of the soil insensible. General Moultrie

speaks of the fact of two small men-of-war, and a
feio troops possessing it, as a reproach to congress.

However he forgot the then naval superiority of
Great Britain, and in the actual state of affairs,

an almost, if not quite equal land force—two cir-

cumstances that must be recollected; and especial-

ly as the general also states, that at "Mile End
there is a narrow neck of land, about a mile from
the town, not more than three hundred yards
across, and on each side of this neck a navigable
river:" and that of all the advantages the king's

troops from their uninterrupted possd^sion of the
island could avail themselves.

Its facilities for a sea port and naval arsenal are
thus rendered evident. I apprehend "h«o small

men-of-war,'''' will prove that the largest frigate

could lie in the harbor with perfect safety; and the
"narrow neck, only three hundred yards across,

may possibly demonstrate that a canal across this

neck would facilitate the scheme, to forward
which, is the object of this paper—and certainly

a rail road.

It will be remembered that so shallow is the
draught of water at Savannah and Charleston,
that generally speaking, such ships as the Wash-
ington, Great Britain, United States, France, and
Svlvanus Jenkins, rarely come into either port.

They cany flom 1800 to 2400 bales.

It will also be remembered that there are large

masses of pine forests at the Edisto, the timber
cut from wliich might, by a transverse rail road
from the Charleston and Augusta Rail Road at

Branchville, be brought to Beaufort more easily

than it can now to Charleston; and, when at Beau^
fort, could be more easily accommodated by the
large timber ship, now impossible to be used in

either the harbor of Charleston or Savannah.
It will also be remembered, that Avhen the supe-

riority of the road from Beaufort to Colu.iihia is

recollected, the distance will be the same between
Columbia and Beaufort as between Columbia and
Charleston; and if the transverse rail road can be
eflected, produce and merchandise can be trans-

ported at an infinitely cheaper rate.

The road from Beaufort to (say) Branchville,

can be constructed at an infinitely less expense
than that from Charleston to Augusta. The steps

that will have to be taken at Beaufort, must be
the subject of future discussion. At present, it

should seem, that either a canal from the eastern

to the western waters, that possibly may be made
in such a way as to be a dock, (for the accommo-
dation of shipping) and so placed as to terminate
at a point as nearly opposite as possible to Boyd's
Neck, or directly across the island at Mile End,
would serve every useful purpose in the convey-
ance of produce to the shipping, and merchandise
to the interior. However this part of the subject

is ad referendum.
We will recur to the great end, Avhich is to con-

vey the produce from the Savannah at Augusta,
to Beaufort, and the merchandise to the interior.

The first object would be the conversion, ifpog-
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sible, of the Union Turnpike into ii cheap rail

road, and its continuance to the waters ol" Beau-
fort. Tiiis would be useful, and to the final ac-

coniplislunent of the scheuie for rendering the

))ort of Beaufort tlie great port on the Atlantic ior

the conve^anre of all the produce of the west to

i(s cis-atlantic as well as f rans-atlantic markets, im-

peratively necessary. To f)erlect it, a cheap rail

i-oail from Port Rojal to Hamburg and Augusta,
will be requisile.

If the ])oint of contact is to be the river at

Boyd's Neck, it' should appear, from the district

map that a rail road might be laid down from that

place to Roberts ville, or between the heads of

Bees' Creek and Great Swamp, at Riley's—thence
to the church opposite Mathew's BlulT—thence to

JNIr. Cohen's bridge on Upper Three Runs

—

thence to Minor's Bridge—thence to Hamburg,
and, in i'act, Augusta—a distance of one hundred
miles. Th^ rail road to be of the simplest de-

fecription: in short, to be a track road to pursue
the undulations of the superficies, and to use the
best and most solid ground.
This it is to be presumed may be laid down for

82400 per mile, or ,^240,000.

There is no doubt that as soon as the Athens
and Augusta Rail Road can be finished, fiilly 200
to 220,000 bales of coton will be brought down it;

and il" the road here proposed should be laid down,
fully 400,000 bales of coton* will be shipped at

Beaufort; and further, that if, as in all probability

will be the case, a road shall be made from the

mouth ol' the Chatahooche to Savannah, it is very
likely little short of 600,000 bales of coton will be
Bent from thence to their destined markets. Of
t3ie returning merchandise, I take no notice.

SMEATON.

DOBIESTICATED FISH.

The Easton Sentinel mentions that a ti-out of enor-

mous size was recently presented to a dinner party at

Betli'ehem, Pa. by Mr. G. H. Goudie, and adds the

following particulars—from which it seems that the

rearing of fish in this novel mode may be conducted

successfully.

" The trout measured 22 inches in length, 19

inches in circumference, and weighed 7| pounds. It

was raised by Mr. Jacob Schneider of the Lehigh

Water Gay, who had kept it for the last six years in

a trough in the second story of his house. We under-

stand Mr. G. of Bethlehem has about 400 fine trout yet

in his front house, measuring from 10 to 17 inches in

length."

* Though I am no disciple of Webster or of Grimke,
I think this the preferable way to spell "cotton," and
request your compositor will leave my "eoton" in

stulu quo.

[The request of our correspondent is complied with

at this time—but hereafter we beg leave to adhere to

our own old fashioned- mode of spelling "cotton," as

the adoption of that abeve (even if correctly derived)

v.'ould be attributed by most readers to the ignorance

of the editor, rather than to the learning of his corres-

pondent.]

WILD ONION GYPSUIvr LEGISLATIVE FARM-
ING.

Fairfax county, June 17, 1834.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Your correspondent J. E. M. of Cambridge,
Maryland, wishes to know wdiat he is to do in re-

lation to that pest, wild onion. The experience of
thirty-six years induces me to believe that it can-

not "be rooted out. Perhaps if he could sift the

earth for five inches in depth, and burn the roots

he mio-ht get relief—yet a neighbor of mine be-

lieves that the ashes of that pest will reproduce

the root.

I once ploughed a field ten or eleven inches

deep, with the hope of smothering this root, and
succeeded so far as to destroy the greater part:

but that which was left soon filled up the vacuum.
I have after various and repeated experiments,

settled into the following practice. Cultivate the

land in corn, or seed in oats, and never give your
last ploughing for wdieat, or any fall crop, until

10th October. The roots will then have forced up
all their shoots to a fresh and strong growth—and
you will so far cripple the ]jlant as to have no
seed from it at the following harvest.

As I find many opinions in your publication

about the quantity of plaster to be used upon an
acre of land, let me say how I have used it. I

have applied it every month in the year, varying

the application from one to ten bushels per acre.

Ten was injurious—one not enough. The best

mode of using it is from one to two bushels in

September or "October, and the same in April or

May. The whole amount at either season will

not "do so well; yet, in either way, a young farmer

might be excused if he lost sight of his land marks,

and became doubtful of being upon his own old

naked farm.
You and your very respectable correspondents

will excuse me for a few words on "legislative

farming." It will not do—the state has no mo-
ney for imperial experiments—and I venture to

say, that if you spend ten hundred thousand dol-

lars in this way, you will blush in the retrospec-

tive view of it. I mean nothing other than per-

fect respect sir; but, old as I am, had I that cele-

brated ram's horn of Joshua, which he was used

to blow around the camps of his enemy, I would

go around this state bare-footed, and sound the

alarm against governmental experiments. I am
almost ready to say that I would make govern-

mental experiments a jienitentiary offence. What
are the half million of fixrms that are spread over

this state but experimental farms? Does not every

cultivator apply his labor with an eye to the re-

sult? What more then is wanting, as relates to

practical and profitable cultivation, than to commu-
nicate through your paper, what has been done,

and the result in dollars and cents? Is it necessaiy

that we should have a score or two of officers Avhh

fat salaries to learn us how to farm? Poor mor-

tality! how often have I seen thee create maggots^

in cheese to make it better! Could I raise letters of

polished brass upon the rainbow, they should

warn the good people of Virginia to stand aloof

of office, and office seekefrs.

Our corn is mending—our oats better than we
looked lor—and our wheat, though one week later

than usual, is quite as good as we could have ex-

pected. Upon looking over my memorandum
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book I find that seven years ago I cultivated the

same field in corn, and that upon the 8th day of

June, we ceased to cultivate it: this year we must,

cultivate it.to the 15th July—so much for diti'er-

ence of" seasons.
JEREMIAH.

CALCAREOUS ROCK IN PRINCE EDWARD.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Begiiter.

Sydney College, it contains the following .constitu-

ents and proportions in one hundred grains.

Carbonate of lime,
" " magnesia.
" " soda,

Oxide of iron,

lathe first number of your first volume, is a

communication from me, on the subject of argil-

laceous marl, containing also such a description

of the local peculiarities of the region in which
this substance is found, as I could give, without a

regular knowledge of geology. In a note append-

ed to that communication, you were ])lcased to re-

gard the discovery of this mineral manure, as pro-

raising benefit to the agriculture of our state. Al-

though the expression of this opinion, was highly

gratifying to my feelings, I considered it best, on
account of the necessity of directing my laboring

force to other matters, and the extreme difficulty

of suitably operating on so excessively tenacious

a clay, to await the resvdt of applications already

made, before making preparations for the general

diffusion of marl over my land. I moreover hoped,

that by occasionally devoting some time to the

search, I might discover something richer in cal-

careous matter than the weal< marl already found;

for, in the note above alluded to, you remark, that
" the sources from which the fiuid calcareous

matter exudes, and which concretes by age, are

probably much richer; and searching for them by
boring would probably repay the labor." I have
accordingly spread but little marl for the last year,

but hav^e been watching, as I found opportunity,

for something better. It is pro]ier, however, that

I should state, that I can show very promising
young clover on land manured only with marl,

which I considered, two years ago, as poor as any
in this county.

Having succeeded, as I think, in discovering one
of the sources of the marl on my land, I lay an
account of it before you for publication, ifyou think

proper.

In a ditch, mentioned to you in a previous letter,

now washed into a deep guUey, I found a conside-

rable quantity ofseienite and calcareous concretions

imbedded in the clay. These materials, I observ-

ed, could be traced from the mouth of the guUey,
in considerable abundance, up to a ledge of rock
crossing the gully; but scarcely any such things

could be discovered above the ledge. Moreover,
immediately about the ledge, was a deposite of
marl, much richer tlian any I had previously seen on
my land. These circumstances led me to suspect

that the rock itself was calcareous; and on break-
ing a piece of it, and applying acid, I witnessed a
considerable effervescence.

The ledge at its outrunning appears to be five

or six feet in thickness. The rock on the outer
surtlice is of a rusty yellow, or light brown—in-

wardly of a dark purplish gray color. On polish-
ino;, it becomes nearly black. Being susceptible
of a fine polish, it may be considered as a species
of marble. When undergoing a little brisk fric-

tion, it emits a strong odor resembling that of bone
filings. According to the analysis made by my
young frieiKl Mr. George W. Dame', of Hampden

Sulphur,

Copper,

JNIangancsCj

Silica,

Aluminej

Loss,

52.

4.

G.

8.

3.

4.5

2.

8.

10.

97.5

2.5

100.

grs.

In the form of sul-

])huret of copper

in the rock.

I believe that common gypsum and limestone

are not often found in a coalfield, but that in their

crystalized forms (as selenite and marble) they are

frequently accompaniments of coal. I suspect,

that much of the hard dark gray rock, dug from

the coal pits in the counties below this, would be

found, on the application of acids, to be calcfireous.

Besides the ledge of rock above mentioned,

there are several others of much the same ap-

pearance, which effervesce equally Avith acids;

iiut they have not been regularly analyzed. Af-

ter a suitable application of heat, (viz: not very

intense but long continued) they may be slaked

into a fine powder, much resembling ashes. They
readily become vitrified by the strongest heat of a
furnace.

Whether this rock is to be useful, either in agri-

culture or masonry, time and experiment must
determine. I have, as I deemed it my duty to do,

stated facts, because I suspect that such rocks

abound in tliis middle country. I conclude with

hoping that others will aid in the investigation of

such matters. A few cents worth of muriatic acid

would enable any gentleman to trj^ a great many
rocks and earths, whether they be calcareous.

\V. S. MORTON.

Near Farmville, JuhjSd, 1834.

REMARKS ON THE DISCOVERY OF CALCAREOUS ROCK

IN PRINCE EDWARD, AND OF THE GREEN SAND IN

THE LOWER COUNTIES.

The foregoing communication furnishes a new ex-

ample of the discovery of valuable mineral materials

for manure, produced by zeal being directed to such

investigations, although unaided, as the writer states,

by any regularly acquired geological knowledge. Still,

imperfect as may be Dr. Morton's means for these pur-

suits, and confined as his views have necessarily been

to the narrow limits of his own neighborhood, he has

now and previously made known facts, and stimulated

others to seek and to reach similar results, which can-

not fail to prove of great importance to the agricultu-

ral improvement of Virginia. If these several facts

had been discovered and announced by a regularly in-

structed geologist and chemist, their novelty and im-

portance would have been sufficient to add something

to the name of highest reputation: and if such labors

had been obtained by the direction, and at the expense

of the governmentj that expense would already have
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been amply compensated. In making these remarks,

it is not so much our design to do honor to Ur. Morton,

however well it may he merited, as to call attention to

tlie value of results obtained by such feeble means for

investigation, compared to what' might be done, by a

proper geological survey of all the cliiferent i-egioas of

the state, such as Maiyland has already undertaken.

In the mean time, while our legislature slumbers over

the most urgent claims of agTiculture, or rejects them

with impatience or contempt, let individuals at least

do something to bring our mineral resources for im-

provement to light—and various examples to be found

in the Farmers' Register, prove that in this manner

much has been done, and may yet be done, by such

means alone. If the establishment of this journal had

done no other good than bringing out these discoveries,

its value to the community would have been at least

equal to the cost of its maintenance.

Among the most valuable of these discoveries we
believe will be found that of the green sand, announced

in the communication of Professor Rogers in the first

part of this number. We rejoice that this and other

kindred subjects liave been undertaken by an investi-

gator having suitable scientific attainments, as well as

zeal for the pursuit. This discovery is as yet but

dawning, and the examinations of many persons guided

by the directions given in Mr. Rogers' communication,

may be usefully employed to aid him in the pursuit;

These aids we earnestly hope w411 be afibrded: and

those who may offer them, will no. doubt serve their

own private interests, as well as that of the public, by

such labors. We will take pleasuce in transmitting to

Mr. Rogers any specimens which it may be more con-

venient to send to Petersburg, or to Shellbanks, than

directly to him at William and Mary College.

These latter remarks would have appeared better

placed immediately after the piece to which they refer.

But our silence then was caused by the expectation

(which unavoidable circumstances have compelled him

to disappoint) that the author would add the result of

an examination of the stratum of "gypseous earth,"

which we have believed to be very similar to, if not

identical with the greeii sand or Jersey marl. Tliis ex-

amination will yet be made: and we feel confident that

there, and still nearer the falls of tlie rivers, willj be

found in the greatest quantities the earth described as

green sand.

FERTILIZATION OF OLD LAVAS.

Among the practical consequences that result

from the lacility with which Cacti strike from cut-

lings, there is one which deserves to be noticed,

on account of" its importance, viz: the manner in

wliich the Opaatla (European Indian Fig) is

employed to lertilize the old lavas at the foot ol'

Mount Etna. As soon as a fissure is perceived,

a brancli or joint of an opuntia is stuck in, and the

latter pushes out roots, which are nourished by the

rain that collects around them, or by whatever
dust or organic remains may have collected into a
little soil. These roots once developed, insinuate

themselves into tliemost minute crevices, expand,

and finally break up the lava into fragments..

Opuntiai? treated in thi.s manner produce a great
deal of fruit, which is sold as a refreshing food
throughout all the towns of Sicily.

—

De Candolle.

AMilEUSr AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
For the Farmers' Register.

At a meeting of a portion of the citizens of Am-
herst county, convened agreeably to public notice,

for the purpose of organizing an Agricultural So-
ciety.

"

Capt. Edmund Penn was called to the chair, and
Robert Tinsley appointed secretary.

The society then proceeded to the election of of-

ficers for the ensuing year; whereupon,
Dr. James Powell was duly elected president;

.John Jaquelin Ambler, vice president; Howel
L. Brown, treasurer; Arthur B. Davies, secreta-

ry.

James Powell, John J. Ambler, John Thomp-
son, Arthur B. Davies, Howel L. Brown, Joseph
Pettyjohn and Robert Tinsley are appointed a
committee to report to the next meeting a constitu-

tion and a system of bye-laws for this society.

Ordered, that Judge Lucas P. Thompson be re-

quested to deliver an address before this society,

on the 21st day of July next, at 10 o'clock, in fur-

therance of the objects of the society, and that the

secretary do furnish him with a copy of this order.

The society is adjourned, till Monday, the 21st

of July next, 10 o'clock. ed, penNj Chair,

Robert Tinsley, Sec'y.

ON HILLING CORN.

From tlie Conrant.

Asthe season for hoeing Indian corn approaches,

the writer of this article takes the liberty of sug-
gesting to farmers in his vicinity, a few hints rela-

tive to earthing or hilling up at the second and
third hoeings, or as it is commonly called, half
hilling and hilling.

The practice ofmost farmers withinmy acquaint-

ance is, at half hilling to accumulate the earth

from tw^o to four inches, and at hilling from three

to five inches more, making each hill a pyramid of
about seven inches elevation. The reason offered

in support of this practice is, that the corn will

stand firmer and more erect, and therefore be less

liable to be broken down by the wind and rain.

More than fifty years' experience in this branch
of agriculture has taught me that this is erroneous

both in theory and practice. By accumulating
earth upon the roots of the corn they are deprived

of that influence of the air and sun which are ne-

cessaiy to a healthy and vigorous growth.* Every
one acquainted with the natural growth of this

plant, must have observed the peculiar formation

of the brace roots which sjirout upon the stalk in a
circidar form a very little below the surface of the

ground, radiating fi'om the stalk in every direction.

In Uke manner are the stalks of wheat, rj^e, barley,

oats, &c. furnished with their brace roots, and

* It is well known where excavations are made in

constructing canals and rail roads, and the earth to any
considerable depth thrown upon the roots of large and

healthy trees, it causes their death within a j^ear or two,

by placing their roots below the influence of the air,

and warmth of the sun—ihe same effect is produced,

and from the same cause, where timber land is flooded

by water.
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stand in no need of hilling up to give them strength

and firmnotis in their position. They are evident-

ly designed to stay the stalk and hold it in an erect

posture, not unlike the shrouds of a ship to sustain

the mast. To render these braces sufficiently hard
ajid strong to answer the design of nature, they

must have the influence of the sun and air; but

when buried by several inclies of superincumbent
earth, they become soft, weak, and brittle, and
nature to remedy this evil sends out another set

above the former. These occasion an unnecessa-

ry waste of the nourishment of the plant, and at

that advanced season of the year never become
sufficiently indurated to perlbrm their office to the

best advantage.
If those farmers who may take the trouble of

readinffthis article, should doubt the correctness of

corn by weevil, and the total absence of them now,
in cojisequence of the application of a very simple
remedy. The land which I plant in corn is low,

and requires almost as much draining, as the river

lands, but is productive, and yields abundant crops.

Whether it is owing to the location of the land, or

other (to me) unknown causes, I am unable to say,

but the i'nct is, that the corn is often taken from the

field Avith a great many weevil in it. No injury

seemed to result from their residence in it, while in

the field, or during the cold weather, but as soon

as the summer's sun had shed his genial warmth
upon us, these intruders gave notice of their exist-

ence, by commencing the work of destruction.

Upon several occasions my provisions were mate-
rially injured, and much complained of by the con-

sumers—I tried a variety of remedies, without ef-

this reasoning, they are respectfully invited to test feet. Late planting, and early planting, were both
it by experiment upon a fiiw rows or hills. For
many years past the writer has practised ujionthe

principles here recommended, and has uniformly

been successful in his crop.

It may also be remarked that great injury is done
both by the plough and the hoe at the time of hil-

ling, by breaking and wounding the long fibrous

roots so necessary to the grov.'th and strength of

the stalk. After the weeding or first hoeing,

neither the plough or the hoe should be allowed to

penetrate any deeper than is necessary to destroy

the weeds and grass.

In cultivating the potato, the same reasoning so

far as it respects the accumulation of earth, will

apply—the bulb is formed simultaneously with the

blossom bud. If, after that period there be much
hilling up, the first formed bulbs grow but little;

being out of the reach of that warmth and air

which are required for a perfect growth, and ano-
ther set above them is produced. Hence it is that

by this mode of culture so great a proportion of
the crop consists of small bulbs. Every cultivator

must have observed that the largest potatoes in

the hill are invaribly found near the surface of the

ground. corkplantek.

A GOOD CROP OF TOBACCO FROM NOTTOWAY.
From the Kichmoiid Whig.

A crop of G hhds tobacco, made by Mr. John
Webster of Nottoway county, wassoldatShockoe
Warehouse, on Tuesday last, [June 3dJ at the
following prices:

hhd at

hlid at

hhd at

hhd at

hhd at

hhd atShort tobacco

813 50
12 50
11

10 25
9 25
6

Average—$; 10 41.

THE WII>D OR CANDI>EBERRY MYRTLE, A RE-
MEDY AGAINST THE DEPREDATIONS OCCA-
SIONED BY^ THE WEEVIL.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

Dear Sir,—Information on all and any subject,

connected with agricultural pursuits will, I "pre-

sume, find admittance into your periodical, and al-

though the notice may be of apparently small mat-
ters, yet to some one of your readers, it may be
new, and let me add, valuable. I am induced to
make these remarks from the inconvenience I suf-
fered for many years, from the destruction of my

suggested and tried; the land was all broken up
deep in the winter, with a ])lough; the seed Avas

coated with tar and soot, and finally was brought
from one of the sea-islands at a distance and j)lant-

ed. The crops, I think, were improved by each of
the remedies in quantity, but the enemy still retain-

ed his position, unmoved, and apparently immova-
ble. I was one day mentioning the circumstance
to a friend, who told me that he had understood,

that the wild myrtle, (Myrica cerifera) was a
sovereign remedy for this seemingly incurable dis-

ease. At this time the destruction had commenced,
and the insects were to be seen in every direction;

a quantity of myrtle was procured, and spread
over the top of the corn, and directions given to

follow it up, if any effect was visible. My remo-
val to town for the summer, prevented my attend-

ing to the business any farther, and I learned upon
inquiry in the fall, that "it seemed to check the

weevil in some degree." This was not satisfacto-

ry, and as the corn in the field was apparently more
tiian usually infested, I determined to give the ex-
periment a fair trial. The corn-house was emptied,
and swept, and washed with boiling water; the
floor was then covered with myrtle; a Ir^yer of corn
about a foot deep was then brought in, and then a
layer of mjTtle, and this management continued
throughout the whole harvest, observing to cover
the top of the corn with a bed of these little bushes.
During the winter I several times examined the
corn, near the door, and saw no weevil, yet I was
fearful, that in the body of the house, the mischief
might still be going on. Late in the sj^ring we
began to use the corn freely, and still found no
weevil; the crop was eventually consumed, and
was to the last, entirely free from insects of all and
every kind.

This was to me satisfactory, and the rule has
been uniformly observed of strewing the house
with myrtle, and no weevil have since been seen.

My corn-house is divided info two bins, and an
entry; and this year I had planted a small field

alone, and desired that it might be kept separate.

Into this entry it was thrown, and no myrtle was
put with it, but the two bins were as usual well
supplied. Upon my examining the corn-house, I

found the corn in the entry filled with weevil, while
that in the bins was perfectly lreQ.from all insects.

Tiie corn was immediatel}^ removed, and though
filled with insects, was divided between the two
bins, and myrtle plentifully strewed over the top of
each. I ani now eating the corn, and the weevil
are no where to be found.
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Tliis la,^t accidental experiment is more con-

vinciiio; than either of the others; here the two bins

were tree Irom weevil, and the corn which was
separated li'oni theui, only by a loose board parti-

tion Avas filled, and I have little doubt,, would have
been rendered unfit for use before the summer was
over. Perhaps, Mr. Editor, in giving you and
your readers the information detailed in this paper,

I have been carrying "coals to Newcastle;" it" so

light your spn-it lamp with it, and I shall be satis-

lied, as my only object is to do good and not to see

myself in pruit.

With my best wishes for your restoration to

liealth, and success in your pursuits, I remain
your friend. z.

ON THE EXCRETOUY POWERS OF PLANTS,

By Mr. Towers, Author of the Domestic Gardener's
Manual.

From Uio [British] Journal of Agriculture, of 1834.

The paper, at page 320 of this volume of the

Journal, enthled "De Candolle's Theory of the

Rotation (Jrops,"* refers to one of tlie most inter-

esting disquisitions that has ever claimed the at-

tention of the agriculturist. It is on a subject

that may perhaps stimulate the farmer to reflection

and experiment, and tend to abate that prejudice

which has but too extensively induced the culti-

vator to view the reasonings, and even the dis-

coveries, of scientific men, as so many innovations
upon the beaten path of routine practice.

Upon these considerations, I hail the appear-
ance of this article, which I have perused and
reperused, again and again, with fresh satisfaction.

But, while I earnestly recommend the intelligent

agriculturist to study it witli deep attention, and
cordially join in the hope expressed by the Editor,

"that the chemists of our own country will prose-

cute the interesting investigations of M. Macaire;"
—while I thus urge the ti^rmer to study, and the

man of science to investigate, the theory, it is but
justice to myself to vindicate my own claim to

originality,—comparatively so at least in respect

to the hypotheses brought Ibrward at this time,

and said to be established by facts. I disclaim

wholly the idea of detracting from the merits of
any author, or of building upon any man's foun-
dation; but when I perceive that a theory is ad-
vanced or claimed as recent, which I can prove,

beyond a doubt, to have been pointedly and dis-

tinctly advocated by me above three years since,

I conceive that I am imperatively called upon to

make public, by the means at my command, those
remarks upon the excretory powers of plants,

wliich I penned in the year 18.30.

They Avho are in possession of the Domestic
Gardener''s Manual, will obser\'e, that when no-
ticing the '^Rotation of Crops,'''' at paragraph 539,
page 430, of that work, I add,—"A rotation of
crops is considered by most to be of absolute ne-
cessity; and chiefly on the supposition that each
plant draws a somewhat different nourishment."
I am jircpared to admit that each individual vege-
tablt^ elaborates its own specific nutriment; that is,

it induces decompositions, which aflbrd it a supply
congenial to itsown peculiar habit and constitution.

I also advocate a rotation or change of crops,

* For the theory of De Candolle referred to above

—

sec page 317, vol. 1, Farmers' Register.

not, however, on account of the necessity of re-

cruiting an exhausted soil, but for the reasons

adduced at paragraph 499, under the article

'^liaspberry.''^

Referring to that paragraph, page 397, we find—

•

"Experience proves, that to have a consttuit

supply of fine fruit year after year, the ground must
be frequently changed. Thus, after the rasjjber-

ries have borne fruit four or five years, one or two
roots should be taken up, the strongest suckers

selected, and immediately planted in fresh ground.

Whenever rasj)berry ])lants are removed to ano-

ther situation, the old ground ought to be well

manured, deeply digged, and turned; and then it

sliould be placed under some vegetable crop. By
this mode of treatment it will be brought into a
condition to support raspbeijies again in two or

three years. This is a curious and interesling fact,

one which proves that it is not solely by exhaust-

ing the soil that certain }dants deteriorate, if planted

in the same ground, year after year; for, were
this the case, manure would renovate the ground;

but it fails to do so, and thus, if peas or wlieat, for

example, be grown repeatedly on a piece of land,

the farmer *tnay manure to whatever extent he
cliooses, his crops ivill dwindle and become poorer

and poorer. This is remarkably the case in the

Isle of Thanet, where, to use a local term, if the

land be " orerpea'ti, " it becomes as it were poi-

soned; and if peas be again planted, though they

rise from the soil, they soon turn yellow, arc

'[/bxed," and produce nothing of a crop.

"To account for this specific poisoning of the

soil, we must suppose thai particular plants convey

into the soil, through the channels of their reducent^

vessels, certain specific fluids, which in process of"

time saturate it, and thus render it incapable of

furnishing those plants any longer with wholesome
aliment. In fact, the soil becomes replete to ithfecu-

lent or excrementitions matter; and on such the in-

dividual plant which has jdeldetl it cannot feed

:

But it is not exhausted; so far from that, it is, to ali

intents and purposes, matured for a crop of a dif-

ferent nature; and thus, by the theory of inter-

change between the fluids of the plant and those

of the soil, we are enabled philosophically to ac-

count for the benefit which is derived from a
change of crops."

It was thus that I expressed my opinion in 18-30,

and by the above quotations of two passages from

the Gardener's Manual, I think that I have in-

contestably established my claim to priority. It is

stated in the article on M. De Candolle's Theory,

(page 324,) that "Brugjnans had supposed a por-

tion of the juices which are absorbed by the roofs

of plants are, afier the salutiferous portions have

been extracted by the vessels of the plant, again

thrown out by exudation from the roots, and de-

posited in the soil." This may be the fact, nor

am I disposed to deny that two men may enter-

tain the same ideas upon any subject, without any

intercourse Avith, or assistance from, each other.

Still I assert, that the theory I adduced was, at

the time, purely my own; for, I cannot trace in any

accredited author, the least hint of the facts alluded

to.* Indeed, in a letter received m May last from

* The opinion of Professor Lindley, published in

1832, in his "Outlines of the First Principles of Hor-

ticulture," is at page 19, i^i paragraphs 52, 53, 54, and

55, thus expressed;

—
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the venerable President of the Horticultural So-

ciety of London, that gentleman evinces his opin-

ion of the absolute novelty of the theory; thus,

"the continental naturalists have lately imagined

that trees emit some matter into the soil, of the

nature of excrement, which subsequently proves

noxious; but I do not assent to this o|)inion."

What Brugmans ^stales is in accordance with

my theory, and with that now advocated by M.
De Candolle; in fact, I do not see how and in what
way we can by any possibility support, in all its

bearings, the theoiy of the rotation of crops,

otherwise than by that of the excretory power of

the roots of plants, and the consequent effects pro-

duced upon the soil.

I shall now shortly explain what I mean by
''the interchange between the fluids of the plants

and those of the so?7;" and then proceed to notice

particularly some of the leading facts stated in tlie

review of the new theoiy. . •

I have throughout my work maintained .that the

vital powers of every living vegetable are stimu-

lated by the electrising principle of light; by the

agency of which, the nutritive substances being
about the radicals, are decomposed, and then at-

tracted and propelled into the recipient vessels of

the roots. The element so prepared, I consider

and designate the "fluids of the soil,'''' which, by
the same exciting energy, are, I conceive, carri-

ed upwards through the cellular sj^stem, till at

length they are deposited in the leaves, wherein
they are elaborated, and become the vital, nutri-

tive, j9ro/)er juices of the plant. These juices are
then, I argue, carried back from the leaves, and
distributed in due specific proportions, into cells or
vessels appropriated to every required function of
the plant; but certain portions are carried to and
through the roots, and propelled into the soil; not,

however, in the simple bland state of those taken
up by the vessels of supply, but imbued with pe-
culiar compound, odorous, and sapid qualities, the
effects of the process of elaboration within the
vessels of the leaves of the bark. These exuded
juices I style the 'fluids of the plantj'''' and as the
processes of supply and ascent, and those of return
and exusion, are unintermitting and coincident,—
the results of the same mighty electrising princi-

ple,—I view and describe them as acting inter-

changeably, as by the law of electric induction,
whatever is excited positively induces a negative
condition in a body immediately within the range
of its energy. It is evident that the vital princi-

ple stimulates the decomposition of the previously
inert matters of the soil about the roots of plants,
and that to a considerable distance, otherwise no
food could be introduced into the inconceivable
fine vessels of the fibrils. This food is pale, void
of taste or odor; whereas the prepared sap, which
distributes the nutritious matter to every part of
the vegetable, is frequently possessed of color,

"Spongioles secrete excrem^ntitious matter, which
is unsuitable to the same species afterwards as food:
for poisonous substances are as fatal to the species that
secrete them, as to any other species."

_
"But to other species the excrementitlous matter is

either not unsuitaWe, or not deleterious."
"Hence, soil may be rendered impure, (or, as we

inaccurately say, worn out,) for one species, which
will not be impure for others."

"This is the true key of \he theory of rotation of
crops."

flavor, and scent, and these to a high degree in

many species; and the portion that is carried down
to the roots, is found to emit a peculiar and very

perceptible odor.

In the present state of electrical science, it will

scarcely be denied that a subtile fluid pervades all

matter; that it is present in, and ])erhaps the ex-

citing agent of, all chemical action; and, moreover,

that it is the source of all the magnetic phenome-
na. "Will it then be deemed a mere play of the

fancy, to suppose that the whole of the processes of

the ascent of the raw sap, the elaboration of that

sap, its distribution, the exusion of a certain por-

tion of it, are specific electrical phenomena, pro-

duced almost instantaneously, and inducing one

another? I confess that I see no possibility of

otherwise accounting for the agency and effects of

vegetable vital action, unless, indeed, we consider

the vital ])rinciple of plants as res'embJing that of

the animal creation, and consequently as including

a sentient and discerning faculty, a power of voli-

tion and of choice

!

Without dwelling upon an inquiry into the pre-

cise nature of vegetable vitalitj', I shall take it for

granted that the vital principle is stimulated by
external agency, and that all the functions of the

plant are at least excited by solar light and atmos-

pheric energy, whereby attractions are produced,

and decompositions effected, with regularity and
precision, and in an order that, is exactly suitable

to the constitution of each individual vegetable.

With this principle before me, I shall now revert

to the hypothesis of M. De Candolle, in connec-

tion with, and supported as it is by, the experi-

ments of M. Macaire.
The former philosopher conceives that the true

theory of the rotation of «rops may be found iu

the fact, that plants exude more or less of excre-

mentitious matters from their roots; and M. Ma-
caire has followed up the idea by a variety of
chemical experiments, whereby he appears to

have ascertained that certain plants—one of which
was BIcrcuriaUs annua—took up, by the absorbent

powers of their roots, portions of acetate of lead

or of lime, which they again yielded to the distilled

water, in which the roots were subsequently im-
mersed; and that the fact was proved by chemical
reagents or tests best calculated to detect the small-

est portions of each of these substances.

"The roots being partly placed in lime-water

and partly in pure water, the plant.? lived Avell,

and the pure water soon showed the presence of
lime by the oxalate of ammonia." Oxalate of
ammonia is readily prepared by dissolving a por-

tion—say one drachm—of carbonate of ammonia
in as much Avarm rain or distilled Avatcr as will

take it up in solution. Into this, a quantity of pure

oxalic acid dissolved in water is to be dropped,

till effervescence ceases, -when it maybe conchided

that a neutral salt is formed. This salt can he pro-

duced in crystals; but as this is not required for the

experiment in question, I shall not dwell upon it.

The saline neutral liquor being simply filtrated

through blotting-paper will amply suffice as a test;

and, indeed, it is one of the most subtile tests for

the presence of lime in solution that we possess;

perhaps one-hundredth part of a grain of lime in

a gallon or more of pure water would be detected

-by' it.

With this reagent (and it is one of those which

every analyst of the eoil should possess himself
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of,) the pure Avatcr, wherein a portion of the roots

grew, Avas tested, by letting fall a drop or two of
the li(iuid oxalate of ammonia into it; when a
milkines.^, arising trom the union of the oxalic

acid ol" the test with the lime exuded Irom half of

the- roots into the pure water, was produced.

Such, we may conclude, was tlie nature and result

of'one of M. Macaire's experiments, and certainly

it IS very conclusive. Oxalate of lime is an al-

most insoluble compound; it therelore is manifest-

ed in the form of a white powder; the ammonia of
Ihc test IS liberated, and distributed through the

bullc of the water.

These chemical experiments arc delightful in

themselves, and possess very great interest; but,

in the present case, an inquiry of greater moment
presents-.itself. Whence came the lime, admitting
the fact to be as stated? Nine-tenths of the water
of wells, and even ol' many rivers, contain lime in

one form or another, and to a certain extent. But
the recital states that one portion of the roots was
placed in lime-water, and another portion of the

roots of the same plant in pure water. IJy this

latter term, a chemist understands (Z/siiV/cf/, or per-

fectly pure and filtrated jva'/i-water, collected in

glass or glazed vessels, as it falls from the clouds.

In such water Hme will scarcely be traceable; and,

therefore, whatever portion was detected in the

pure water, must have passed through the media
of the vegetable vessels. "Similar results were
made with a weak solution of marine salt" (com-
mon table salt,) "and with a like result-"

The test employed is not stated in the paper,

but I conclude it to have been the nitrate of silver,

because that chemical preparation is one of the

most delicate tests for muriatic acid, in conse-

quence of the strong affinity—or rather electro-

chemical attraction—which is exerted between
that acid and silver whenever tlie latter is held in

a state of solution.

• Many other experiments are refeiTed to, and all

have tended to prove the correctness of the opin-

ion, that a rofwfion o/cro/^s fs required, in conse-

quence of the excretions from the roots cf plants.

Having thus adverted to a few of the experi-

ments mentioned in the article, I shall now state

the facts which led me to the opinion that I formed
• above four years since, and in which I have been
confirmed by repeated subsequent observations. It

was notorious that many crops could not be made
to succeed, if repeatedly placed in the same indi-

vidual portions of ground. Manures were found
ineffectual; and, therefore, the deterioration of the
crops coulfl not proceed from a want of sufficient

aliment.- The necessity of a rotation was observa-
ble chiefly in the farm; still, however, the garden
afforded many instances confirmatory of the fact.

As I was writing solely upon the produce of the
garden, it occurred to me, when treating upon the

singular and sudden deterioration of the raspberry,
that to the same causes which produced the de-
struction of a fruit-bearing shrub, migiit be as-

cribed the debility that ever followed the succes-
sive repetition of a corn crop upon the farm. I

had observed that the soil about the roots of rasp-
berries acquired a peculiar color and texture; it

differed fl'om that of any other soil of the garden:
manure AVas freely applied, and still the plants be-
came weaker, shorter in growth, and less fruitful.

J did not know the age ofmy plants, because the

bed had been formed before I came into possession

of the ground; but I really ascertained that plants
of the white Antwerp variety, which I purchased
and placed along-side of an outermost row of the
bed, would not take to the soil; and about the pe-
riod that the whole bed became almost worthless,
I saw several remarkai)le fine plots of the shrub,
and conversed with the owners, from whom I

learned a variety of facts, which, though detailed
in the plain, unphilosophical manner of cottage
gardeners, led me to conclude that the raspberry
plant deposited feculent matter in the soil, which,
afler a certain period, rendered the sod utterly

unfit to support the shrub and enable it to produce
fine fruit. Reflection and recollection, at the same
time, informed me that a variety of vegetable
crops imparted a manifest odor to the soil; so
much so, that in digging up a croji, the whole plot

was perceived to be imbedded witli a specific aro-

ma. I confirmed these facts, and then wrote the

passages that I have quoted in the early part ol"

this article. Subsequent observations and much
experience have confirmed the opmion that I then
noted doAvn; so that the reader may rely upon the
correctness of the following facts. When peas
are sown in pots or boxes, Avilh a vieAV to future

transplantation into rows or plots, the vessels be-

come replete with matted roots. Upon removing
the peas to their place in the garden, the soil they
grow in is found to be com])letch' saturated with
odorous matter; it emits a powerful peculiar smell,

that cannot be mistaken. The kidney-bean (pha-
seohis) produces a similar effect, but the odor dif-

fers from that of the pea: the same may be ob-

served in plants of the leguminous tribe in general;

and I have little doubt that this Iribc will be found

particularly to require a frequent change of situa-

tion. I have already referred to a Avell known
effect produced by the pea upon the shallow, loamy
soil, of that eastern point of Kent, called the Isle

of Tbanet; and the experiment of M. Macaire
with the bean ( Vicia Faba) is in accordance with,

or at least may be adduced in support of' tlie fi:ictsj

named above.
The Brassica tribe, cabbage, broccoli &c. also

impregnate the soil with a marked and peculiar

odor.

From whence do the gases which produce these

efl'ects proceed? Many, perhaps, will be inclined

to suppose that it is not the soil Avhich gives forth

the smell, but the root itself; but how can any
plant retain within its substance an odor that'is

externally sensible? If a flower, a rose for in-

stance, be held at some distance from the nose,

the specific aroma of thftt deliglitful flower be-

comes manifest; but could this be the case if the

rose did not emit the gaseous vapor which dissem-

inates the odor? Whatever it "be that yields odor

or scent, whether that be acfreeable or offensive,

must be material, because it produces a positive

eflect upon one of the senses; and, moreover, the^

odor of flowers is very frequently productive of

faintness and debility ! If the roots of a plant ra-

diate odor, the earth about them, being the me-
dium- in Avhich they germinate, must receive the

odorific matter; and, in fact, a spade can scarcely

be put into a plot of soil that has borne a crop of

some vegetables, Avithout liberating, as before

stated, a A-olume of vapor sufficient to be dis-

cerned, at the distance of a foot or more, above

the surface.

Again, if soil be perfectly fresh, that la to say.
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raised from the de[)th of two or three feet below

the surface, it will generally be found of a differ-

ent color Irom the old worked soil of the garden or

field. A hazel-loam, which is a combination of

sand; aluminous and chalky impalpable matter,

colored by oxide of iron, is frequently found at the

depth mentioned, and may be considered pure vir-

gin earth. If such soil be planted with strawber-

ries, or almost any vegetable crop, its color will un-
dergo a change, and become many shades darker.

Is this change of tint effected by carbonaceous mat-
ter excreted from the roots, by the decomposition

of carbonic acid derived from the air, or by the

partial de-exiodation of the ferruginous constituent

of the earth? The latter maj^ probably operate to

a certain extent, but I hold it more philosophical

to conclude that the change in color is to be as-

cribed to hydrogen gas (holduig, perhaps, carbon

and other matters in solution,) emitted from the

roots into the soil, and therein effecting chemical
decompositions by specific elective, or rather elec-

tric attractions.

This blackening of the soil may be suspected

by some to proceed from the decomposition of car-
bonaceous matters; and it is highly probable that

it does so proceed; but even admitting that ma-
nures have been placed in the soil, their decoinpo-
sition and absorption, according to the received
opinion, by the roots of the crop, ought to abstract

the carbon from the soil, and not to deposite it

therein ! But I am supposing a case wherein
pure \'irgin sandy loam, without manure, is em-
ployed; and, to simplify the experiment, I saj'

—

let a middle-sized garden-pot be filled Avith such
soil, and in it let a single vigorous strawberry plant

be |)laced in the month of February, and be reg-

ularly watered; by the end of August following,
that is, about the period when the growing season
is almost passed, the soil will be found of a
deeper color, by many shades, than it exhibited
when placed in the pot.

My experience has taught me this fact, and I

ascribe the effect to the matter emitted by the

roots into the earth. Earth so colored, is not, I

conceive exhaused: it is doubtless changed, and in

time would be incapable of sujijiorting the vege-
tation of the plant which had deposited the color-

ing matter within it, but in respect to mere abstract

quality, it is unquestionably richer than it prima-
rily was, having received more than it gave out,

and is, in fact, manure for another species of
vegetable.

This is in accordance with the very valuable ex-
periment of M. Macaire, which indicates that

yellow coloring matter was aflorded by the bean
to pure water, which yellow matter was taken up
by "|)lants of wheat," that "lived well," and
afforded evidence of having "absorbed a portion

of the matter discharged by the first" (the
beans.)

My own reflection, and observation of fiicts, have
satisfied me that certain plants do emit hydro-car-
bonus compounds into the soil, that poison it, inas-

much as refers to themselves individually; but such
experiments, as those of M. Macaire, are invalu-
able, and ought to be persisted in, m conjunction
with daily observations of the soil of the field and
garden, t'ill the fact in all ils bearing be establish-
ed. 1 for one intend, if life be spared to the next
spring, to follow the advice given at page 327 of
this volume, and to "prosecute those interesting

investigations" as far as the means within my
command ^vill permit, for they can scarcely fail to

lead to important results.

It remains to be observed, that the doctrine of

the excretory powers of plants does not strictly

apply to all vegetables; at least, it is manitest that

trees and many shrubs will live on, and improve

in, the same piece of ground lor an almost indefi-

nite period.

Many garden vegetables furnish also exceptions

to the rule, and I particularly notice the potato.

Fn fact, the experiment of M. INIacaire seems to

afford evidence that this vegetable does not secrete

matter of any decisive character. I know those

who have assured me, that potatoes liave been set

for ten or even t^venty years on the same land,

with little or no other manure than coal-ashes and
the scrapings of road-sand. This sand was, in

the county I allude to, obtained from the calca-

reous stone of the neighborhood, and it proved a
powerful melioratmg substance to the cold clayey

soil of the district.

I venture to suggest, that grain and other crops^

which expend all their vegetative energy upon
the production of seed-vessels, are less likely to

protrude matter from their roots than other crops

which abound with large bulky foliage; they,

therefore, cannot prove manure crops for their con-

genors, although they may render the soil un-

healthy to themselves indiA-idually. With respect

to the potato, I think it evident, that its foliage

elaborates much vegetative matter, a large portion

of which is expended in the production and sup-

port of tubers under ground. These tubers are not

'

the roots proper, but enlarged processes, the de-

positories of jnuch nutritive matter. It is highly

probable, that the plants which produce bulbs, tu-

bers, or spindle roots, Avhose foliage is abundant

or very large, will in general be innoxious to them-
selves, at least comparatively so, in consequence

of the absorbent powers of their bulky root pro-

cesses. They will in proportion also, be of little

service to corn or other crops, unless much ma-
nure be previously applied. In a word, the vast

foliage which they develope, must claim a great

supply of raw sap from the soil. This, or the pre-

pared portion of it, is returned with interest to the

roots, but it is then diverted into peculiar channels,

and is employed in the production of those pro-

cesses that constitute so large a portion of the food

of man and of catffe. The bulb or tuber-bearing

plants are generally but indiffisrent preparers of

the soil for other crops, for they must exhaust itg

decomposable materials; but they may be grown
(though not to full perfection perhaps) on the

same ground without becoming diseased. Such,

I think, will be found to be generally the fact; and
this, as far as the experiment goes, has been con-

firmed by the observation of M. Macaire.

From all that has been said, it is, I think, fair

to conclude that, although plants decompose and
take up the nutritive maUevs of the soil, and render

manuring indisj)ensable, yet it is not by exhaustion

that a soil is rendered unfit for a repetition of an
individual crop. Facts in abundance might be

multiplied, in order to prove that a rotation is called

for, in consequence of the feculent matter previous-

ly deposited affecting the nutritive power of the

soil in supporting any individual crop.
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ON THE NECESSITY AND IWEANS FOR LEGISLA-
TIVE AID TO AGRICULTURE NO. 3.

[Conliuued from page 63, Vol. II.]

For the Fanners' Register.

There is another important purpose which
mio'ht be served by an experimental farm, whicli
is ahnost entirely wanting in this country—the in-

struction of apprentices to farming. I do not mean
apprentices in the common acceptation of that
term—but rather pupils, who by giving their time
for six or eio-ht months, and their close attention,

and manual labor, as well as time, to the business
of the fann, might be taught how to pertbrme\'ery
operation in the most perfect manner—and which
are not learned, and indeed not seen, bj' most
farmers in twenty years,if ever. It would be pro-
ductive of no less honor than profit to the sons of
the Avealthiest tarmers, who are designed to Ibllow
their fathers' business, to attend, and labor at such
a school of industry: and to those who are to be
farmers on a small scale, with scanty means, there
would be still greater advantages, because, they
would in the routine of their own business, find

but little ojiportunity of receiving instructioti in

good husbandry, or of being convinced of what
was bad, except by dear bought and slowly ac-
quired experience. The business of a farmer,
which ref;uires more varied qualifications to cany
on well than any other whatever, is the only one
that is generally undertaken without preAdous in-

struction cr training, and which, it would seem,
men are expected to understand by a sort of natu-
ral instinct, (perhaps I ought to except the busi-

ness of statesmen and legislators, which it appears
that every man is fit for.) A young man of large
landed estate, who expects to derive his entire

support from that source, and to spend his life on
his farm, and as a farmer, usually passes his whole
minority in learning other things in no way con-
nected with the cultivation of the soil, or in idle-

ness—and then connnences his' business in the
most profound ignorance of its details, and with
habits altogether unsuited to proceeding either with
profit or pleasure. If he has "a turn for farming
and management," as Ave call it, and a natural
fondness fbr the business, he may, and generally
will become a good farmer, notwithstanding all

these early disadvantages. Indeed, such instances
of success are found in men vrho have lived long in

towns, and who were almost entirely unacquainted
A\nth the countiy and with farming, during all the
early part of their lives. But whatever such men
have done, under their existing disadvantages,
would have been much better and sooner done,
and with far less waste of capital and labor, if they
had enjoA-ed the means I have recommended for

receiving instruction. To poor farmers, the value
of such means for instruction, would be still greater,

because their close confinement to a very limited
sphere of action, in Avhich their circumstances and
habits Avill probably retain them throughout life,

would prevent their receiving after instruction bj-

travel, books, or conversation with the best farm-
ers, and personal observation of their labors. To
one of those men who practice farming as the
agents of others, or overseers, the expense of an
apprenticeship, or course of instruction at a pat-
tern farm, Avould be paid back to him in his next
year's wages; and his value to his employers, and
as a member of tlie community, would be soon

doubled, unless he was incapable of being im-
proved by instruction.

These observations bring me back to what I
endeavored to establish in a preceding number,
viz: that the business of the pattern fiirm might
be (and no doubt would be) conducted with a de-
plorable Avant of economy and good management—and therefore Avith loss, instead of profit to the
oAvner, and yet this be no sound objection to the
use of the processes carried on, fbr experiment of
their Avorth, or fbr the purpose of conveying in-

struction. If a young man desired to learn Iioaa',.

in the best manner, to plough land under diflerent

circumstances—-to sow seed regularly—to reap
wheat, and secure it Avell—to knoAv the proper
management of a thrashing machine, &c. &c., it

Avould be sufficient that he should find on the pat-
tern farm, suitable land, crops, and implements to

exhibit all these operations, and the best laborers

employed in executing them—and that he should
join in those labors, until he had become dexterous
and competent in each process. It would be ut-
terly unimportant to the person thus acquiring
instruction, Avhether the lessons Avhich he receive!
were more costly or profitable, to those at Avhose
expense they were furnished.

'

Apprenticeships to farming, upon a different
plan, have been resorted to AAdth much adA-antage
in Great Britain. Young men who were to be
the possessors of good estates, have been proud to
assist fbr months together, in the labors of such
distinguished flirmers as DaAvson, and Walker,
and BroAvn: and at least one of these teachers,
(DaAvson, Avho earned the honorable title of "the
fiifher of Scottish husbandry,) OAved his early
lights, and after success, to alike course of train-

ing on a farm in a distant region, where the state

of agriculture Avas far more advanced than in Scot-
land at that time.

In these remarks on farming apprenticeships, I

have referred merely to instruction in the labors of
agriculture. There is another branch of instrac-
tion, the scientific or theoretical, AA'hich should not
be omitted. This might be derived from a sepa-
rate institution, as a professorship of scientific ag-
riculture, or perhaps the practical and theoretical

branches might be united in a manual labor school.
This scheme I should be glad to hear discussed

—

but as I am not sanguine of success (that is, if any
pecuniary ])rofit is expected) from establishments
of this kind, I leave the subject to others, r. k.

k
Vol. II.—15

THE SKINLESS OAT.
To the Editor of Uie I'armers' Register.

In perusing j'our A^aluable journal, I liaA^e not
been able to see mention made of Avhat is called

the "sldnless oat;" can you or any of your readers

inform us any thing about them? In conversing
Avith an English farmer a feAV days ago on a visit

to Virginia, (avIio presented me Avith a spoonfull

as a curiosity) he stated that they AA^ere introduced

into Englancl in 1830 by himself] that they Avere

indigenous of China, and succeeded remarkably
well in that climate. Their product is astonish-

ing, bemg twenty-six barrels of fourteen stone

per acre—A'ciy hardy and standing their Avinters.

The advantages that ttiis grain possesses over all

others of the kind, are Avhen thrashed out perfectly

free from husk, fit for immediate use, either for

culinary or other purposes, their fla\'or being de-

lightful, and contains more farinaceous matter than
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our oats by ttiree to one. They have produced

two crops in England within twelve months; fit

for tlie blade in three months alter seeding.

He sent over to a gentleman of New York a

few bushels as an experiment the last spring, and

aathey will show theiTiselves this season, I shtdl

be enabled to hear their result m a lew days. II

they succeed in our climate, ol' which I have no

reason to doubt, they will be a great acquisition

to tlie Virginia agriculturist. brooicville.

P. S. Since penning the above, I have received

a bill of lading for one bushel sent me, which I

shall leave at the apothecary store of Messrs.

Grubby & Dudley for inspection, as also a pack-

age for yourself at the dry good store of Colton &
Clarke, Richmond,

IRISH POTATOES AS FOOD FOR SHEEP.
For the Fanners' Register.

In conversation with a gentleman (who has

travelled about a good deal) some weeks since,

about managing and raising stock, &c,, lie told

me in travelling in the western part of this state,

or in Ohio, some years since, he stopped at an old

Quaker's house to stay all night; and while there,

he saw some one about the establishment chop-

ping up Irish potatoes, to about the size of par-

trido-e eggs. He enquired what the chopped mass

wasMntemled for: the Quaker replied, "It is lor my
eheep: wilh chopped potatoes and a small quantity

of hay, I can keep a flock of sheep fatter, and in

better health, than any other wayJhave ever tried

or seen tried."

The gentleman says he saw the flock of sheep

before he left, and fhier fatter looking sheep he

never saw. philip.

CAUSES OF SPELT AND CHEAT IN WHEAT.
To tlie Editor of tlic Farmers' Register.

I observe in diffevei>t Nos. of your Register

that a considerable difference of opinion appears

to exist in the minds of different correspondents

with regard to the cause ofspelt and cheat appearing

in wheat. An experiment reported to have been

made by Mr. Thomas Cocke and yourself, goes far

to prove that neither spelt nor cheat is the neces-

sary production of degenerate w^heat: whilst others

are as firmly of opinion that spelt and cheat are the

production of, not only degenerate, but perfectly

formed wheat, to which latter opinion, I myself in-

cline, and do not think that the small grains of wheat
are more apt to produce either spelt or cheat, than

those which are perfectly formed and filled. In both

ofthe instances cited by your correspondents,ofspelt

having been produced from wheat, the covering

was either very slight or none at all; the wheat
having been deposited by chance and left in the

Bituation in which it was placed—^vhich want of,

or slightness of covering, I think was the cause of

the production of the spelt fi-om pure seed. AYc
have not until late years heard or known much of

these pests of our wheat crops, and I think the

reason is obvious: our fathers were in the habit of

turning hogs, horses, and cows into tfieir wheat
fields as soon as their wheat was taken off, by
which means all, or by fiir the greater part of the
wheat left after harvest, Avas destroyed, and none
Icfl, to take root, with almost, or quite no covering,
and thus produce these noxious plants. I hope
it will not DO understood from these remarkfs, that

I am an advocate for grazing our cultivated lands:

lor I believe very few persons are more opposed

to close grazing than I am, but I see no alterna-

tive between turning our hogs on our wheat fields

which are intended lor fallow, and having the spelt

eternally annoying us. We could put rings into

the noses of these animals and thus prevent their

rooting

Another way in which I think pure wheat de-

generates into spelt or cheat is, the manner in

which some, if not most, of our good farmers are

in the habit of getting in their wheat—which is^,

];)loughing in the wheat after a crop of corn, and^

clrao-.ring after this ploughing, by Vi'hich, much of

thc°vheat is brought near or quite to the surface,

and thus has not sufficient depth to prevent the

wheat turning to spelt. I have known one gen-

tleman in this neighborhood pursue the plan hereira

objected to with pure, unmixed smooth-headed
golden-chaff wheat (the prettiest wheat I ever

saw) and the fir.^it crop produced from this seed

was smartly mixed with spelt—the second hati

more than double what was in tlie first crop, and
the third (the same seed having been used all

three years*) had, I really believe, more grains of
spelt than of wheatv

I have several times observed in fields which
had been hi Avheat the previous year and the

fields not grazed, and not being cultivated the next

year, a great deal of cheat and some spelt—and
but in few instances (wliere I suppose some acci-

dent had given the seed left a deeper covering than
the most of it had,) wheat the next year. Now,
you know that I am a slovenly, as well as as-mall

farmei', and I feel some backwardness in palm-
ing my own opinions upon others; but I reaily think

it the duty of every individual to contribute his

mite to the general stock of infonuation, expe-
rience or observation, to that community of which
he is a member—and hope my brother farmers

will excuse what may be deemed by some, my
temerity in ofiering to the public my plan of get-

ting in wheat—by which, neither spelt nor cheat

has ever increased upon me. I have alwaj's sown
wheat on corn land, except one yeur, and plough-
ed it in about three or three and a half inchest

deep, never using the drag afterwards, which I

think, would tend to expose the wheat too near
the surface—though I believe that the land being
fallowed first, and the wheat sown on this fiillow

and well dragged in, might obviate this difficulty.

The last fall I obtained my seed-wheat from
two different sources: in one parcel there was some
spelt: in the product of tliat part, there was still

some. In the other, there was none that I could

perceive, and in the product of that, there was not
(I think) one head of spelt. In the experiment
made by Mr. Cocke and yourself, the grains of
wheat though extremely faulty, were deposited at

a sufficient depth, and thereby the production of
spelt or cheat avoided.*

ROBERT BATTS.

Prince George, July 2d, 1834.

* Our correspondent is mistaken as to this part of the

experiment, which he refers to. The grains of wheat

were placed in lines slightly traced on the hard sur-

face, and barely covered by sprinkling a little earth

over them. The covering was no where more than

half an inch deep-^generally less.
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ON THE SUPPOSED TRANSMUTATION OF
WHEAT TO CHEAT.

Far the Farmers' Register.

The statement made by a correspondent of

Orange county, N. C. at page 60 of the Fanners'
Register, is a very fair examjile of the manner in

which many farmers allow themselves to be de-

ceived. The facts were these: soon after a hill-

side field had been sown with wheat, a heavy rain

Avashed down some of the loose earth, together

with some of tlie grain, over a strip of timotliy

meadow at the base of the hill; after which the

grain so washed down, grew vigorously; but at

harvest, nothing was seen except cheat, and the

inference drawn by your correspondent is, that all

the wheat turned into cheat. To me however,
the chain of reasoning appears to be very defec-

tive.

In the first place he has not shown that the seed

V.''heat contained no cheat amongst it; and posi-

tive evidence of such fact woidd be requisite to

warrant the conclusion that he has drawn. Now
unless extraorchnary care and pains have been
taken for that express and particular purpose, we
have a right to conclude just the contrary; for

what fl^rmers commonly call clean seed wheat, has

been proved in various instances, to contain from

four to niore than twenty grains of cheat in every
handful. Assuming therefore, as we have aright

to do on this occasion, that his seed wheat was
not fi'ee from cheat, it follows that the whole aflair

can be easily and satisfactorily explained without

referring to the doctrine of transmutation. It ap-

pears tiiat the meadow was watered during the

winter, which is sutFicient to account lor the disap-

pearance of the wheat; and the cheat being a
much hardier plant, kept the sole and undisputed

possession*

He has said irideed that ''every bunch [of wheat]
proved to be cheat;" but I cannot supjiose that he

marked them; and without closer observations than

are generally made in such cases, he would not be

able to discriminate between the bunches of wheat
and of cheat that appeared in the fall; neither

would he be likely to miss the former in the spring.

He informs us that the hill-side was "rich," and
this circumstance will assist in explaining why
"not a single heaJ of cheat was discovered among
the wheat." Cheat though a hardier plant, is ge-

nerally overshadowed and partially smothered by
wheat when the latter is not winter-killed, but

grows closely together; and that toeed under such
circumstances, not being conspicuous, is common-
ly overlooked, so that farmers conclude there is

none in their stubbles, when there is more than
enough to seed the whole ground. Cheat is

a very variable plant in regard to size: I have
seen it scarcely four inches high with only a soli-

tary seed on the top, and I have seen it four feet

high, with between two and three thousand seeds.

Cayuga county, A. Y.

A FARMER.

TO PREVENT THE SPROUTING OF STORE
ONIONS DURING THE WINTER.

A|)|)ly a heated iron for a few seconds to the

nozzle of the onion Avhence the roots protruded,

and it will be an efl'ectual mode of" preserving

tliem.— Gardmer''3 Magazim.

ON THE LIVE AND DEAD WEIGHTS OF CATTLE.

From tlic [Britisli] Farmer's Magazine.

iS7r—Having heanl much in favor of a work
Avhich has recently issued from the press of the
Society for Diliueing Useful Knowledge, entitled,
The Farmer^s Scries, I purchased that portion of
it which treats on Bi-itish cattle, and on reading it

I met witli a statement in the first page oflhe
ninth number, of the proportion Avliich Ihe dead
weights of cattle, sheep, and calves, bore to their
live weight, so completely at variance Avith every
experiment I had made in mj endeavors to ascer-
tain their true proportion; and having recently con-
versed with so many extensive tanners and gra-
ziers, and not a fcAV butcliers, who had adopted
the commonly received opinion that the dead
weights were about two-thirds of the live weights
of fUirly fed beasts, sheep, and calves; that I am
induced to lay before the public, through the me-
dium of your valuable and widely-circulated Ma-
gazine, a. short account of the live and dead
weights of a few animals which were weighed
either under my immediate inspection, or by per-
sons on whose accuracy I can place implicit con-
fidence.

In laying these experiments before the public, it

is not my object or Avish to cast any slur on this

useful publication; from Avhich I have derived
much valuable information^ and AA'hich, in my
opinion, merits a place in the library of every ag-
riculturist; but solely tor the purpose of guarding
my brother graziers against a disappointment
which they Avill certainly experience, if they weigh
their beasts alive before they send them to market,
and estimating their dead Aveights by the rule laid

doAvn in this Avork, expect to receive a price equi-
valent to those estimated Aveighls.

In the present depressed state of agriculture it

is highly essential to ever}^ farmer to be able to

ascertain, as nearly as possible, the Aveight of tho
animal he has to dispose of, so that he may be ac-
quainted Avith its real A'aliie; and the best mode he
can adopt to ascertain this is hy AA'eigliing it alive,

Avhich, if an ox or cow, can be done on the ma-
chines that are attached to most of the turnpike
gates, at a trifiing expense. If a sheep or calf^^

—

by getting a piece of stout canvas rather more
than a yard long, and about tAventy inches Avide,

and soAA'ing at each end a piece of strong Avood
about two feet in length; from the centre of each
piece of AA'Ood a small rope is attached—pass the
cauA'as round the body of the sheep or calf, and
suspend it by the ropes either to a steelya,rd or to

the arm of a scales-beam, when the weight may
be easily ascertained.

I ha\-e also found Carey's Scale, which I have
used for many }"ears, to be wery accurate; I haA'e

rarely found it to be 20 lbs. out in the Aveight of a
beast, and ofien knoAAm it to tell Avithin 7 or 8 lbs.,

and in one instance lately it gaA-e Avithin 5 lbs. of

the AA-eio-ht of a heifer of tweiity-eight score. As I

invariably sell all the beasts^ sheep, and calves,

Avdiich my butcher purchases liom me, by Aveight,

and haA-e also the opportunity of measuring those

Avhich he purchases elsewhere, and of afterwards

seeing them AA^eighed, I haA^c had the means of

trying the meritsof the scale pretty largelj", and
can confidentl}^ assert, that it^ the beasts are mea-
sured Avith propel- accuracy the scale will giA-e

AA-ithin a fcAv veiy few pounds of the real Aveight.
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In the statement made in the before mentioned
work, they set'tlie average gross weight of mar-
ketable beasts at 800 lbs.; whether this average

be laid too high or too low is immaterial to our

present object; according to their rule, the gross

weight being 800 lbs., the dead weight of the car-

cass, after deducting the oil'al, will be 550 lbs., or,

in the proportion ot" 13| lbs. dead, lor 20 lbs. live

weight. Now, I consider (and am borne out in

* my opinion by all the experiments I have made)
that ti-om 14\ lbs. to l\^ lbs. is the average pro-

portion of tairly fed beasts, and I have no hesita-

tion in saying, that if a lot of beasts, fed to the or-

dinary state of fatness, Avere weiglied at home,
(say 100 miles from London) they would scarcely

average 11 lbs. dead v/eight there, lor every 20
lbs. they weighed alive at home. I consider,

takini^ one season of the year with another, that

a iiit Deast of 100 stone will lose 50 lbs. in live

weight for every hundred miles it travels.

Wc next come to sheep and lambs; these they
take at an average of 78 lbs. live weight, which
according to their rule, will give 50 lbs. dead, or

in the proportion of 12| dead for 20 hve weight;
this is a considerably higher proportion than I have
been able to obtain, those I have made being in

the proportion of 11.^ to 20, as you wUl perceive

by the annexed extracts from my books.

We will now proceed to examine their state-

ment with respect to calves. They say a calf of
140 lbs. hve weight will weigh 105 lbs. dead, or

in the proportion of 15 dead to 20; in this estimate

I consider them farther from the real proportion

than in the beasts or sheep. I have been ibr some
years in the habit of vealing calves, rather exten-
sively, and have fed some as fat calves as most
persons, and some Avhich have been allowed to be
the best and fattest calves ever seen in the places

where they have been killed, and yet, in no in-

stance, did any of them exceed 13 in 20. One,
and only one, approached that weight, her live

weight being 332, dead 214; she was twelve
weeks and two days old, and was a very remark-
able small calf, (a cross between the Durham and
Devon breeds;) her hind quarters weighed 58 lbs.

each, the loins 26, the legs 32; while her fore

quarters weighed only 49. When alive, her fore

quarters were considered to be fully as heavy as

the hind; the difi'erence was occasioned by the ex-
treme size and fatness of her kidneys, which had
above 10 lbs of suet on each: she was estimated
by several good judges at 45 lbs. a quarter, and
bets Avere made that she would not weigh 47; she
had 23 lbs. of rough fat. You wUl perceive, by the
statements annexed, that 12 lbs. is about the aver-
age proportion; small calves, if not very liU, will

scarcely reach that proportion. In corroboration
of my statements, I avail myself of an extract
from a letter from Mr. Alton, on the subject of
vealing calves, which appeared in the 23d or 24th
nutnber of the British Farmer's Magazine, in

which he mentions an extraordinary calf whose
hve weight was 4 cwt. 3 qrs., or 532, its dead
weiijht 308 lbs.—rather less than 12 in 20.
You will perceive by the following accounts of

the beasts which I have selected to support my
Btatements, that they were fully fit for any market;
indeed, with one or two exceptions, they were
much fatter than I should wish for my own use,
as the weights of their rough fat, which I have
purposely given, will show, ajid most of them be-

ing young, they were as likely to ' have as little

offal as any beasts that could have been selected

for the purpose; several of them were either short-

horns, or a cross of that breed and tlie Devon, and
were allowed, particularly the two year old,) by
all who saw them, to be the best they had ever

seen of their ages.

No. 1. A three j^ears old short-horn heifer, of

my own feeding, slaughtered in May, 1830, by
Mr. Warren, butcher, of Taunton; live weight

1584, dead weight 942, rough fat 116 lbs.; her

dead weight was as nearly as possible 12 in 20. .

-

No. 2. A two years old half short-hom steer,

also ofmy own feeding, slaughtered by Mr. War-
ren, of Taunton, in June, 1830; live weight 1568

lbs., dead weight 924, rough iiat 112 lbs.; his dead
weight bore the proportion of 11| to 20 live.

No. 3. A three years old heifer, of my own
feeding, slaughtered in 1830; live weight 1092,

dead 648, rough fat 83 lbs.; her dead weight was
about 11| to 20.

No. 4. An aged cow, slaughtered in 1832; live

weight 952, dead 531, rough fat 79 lbs.; her dead
weight as 11 to 20.

No. 5. A two years old Durham and Devon
steer, of my own breeding and feeding, slaughter-

ed in March, 1833, by Mr. William Dannicl, of
Abergavenny; live weight 1428, dead 876, rough
lilt 140 lbs.; liis dead weight as nearly as possible

12 to 20 live.

No. 6. A two years old Durham and Devon
heifer, also my own breedii5g and feechng, slaugh-

tered by JNIr. Danniel, of Abergavenny, 10th

June, 1833; her live weight 1232, dead weight
708 lbs. rough fat 98 lbs.; her dead weight was
about llf to 20 live. She had been fed on the
morning of the 17th of January, when she Avas

dried, and, consequently, was ted on the morning
of the 8th of June, the day on which she was
weighed before being slaughtered; had she not
been fed in the morning, her dead weight would
have borne a higher proportion than it did.

These last two beasts were allowed by all who
saw them, to be, ahve and dead, the two fattest

and best beasts of their age ever killed in Aber-
gavenny.
No. 7. A small cow; live weight 630 lbs., dead

356, rough fat 55; about 11^ dead to 20 hve
weight.

These being all very fat, bore a higher propor-
tion than the average of beasts will do.

Calves, most of them bred, and all Jed by me.

No. 1. Calf out of a Durham and Devon heifer,

twelve weeks and five days old; live weight 335
lbs., dead 208, or about 12i to 20.

No. 2. Calfout of a Durham and Devon heifer^

twelve weeks and two days old; live Aveight 332,
dead 214, or about 13 to 20.

Live weight, the 5th of Januaiy, 1833, Avas 332
Ditto 16th of October, 1832, 86

Increase in 81 days, 246

No. 3. Calf out of a Durham and Dutch heifer,

ten Aveeks and five days old; IIa'c weight 302,
dead 181, or about 12 to 20.

No. 4. Calf out of a two years old Durham and
Devon heiler, eight weeks and five days old; Uve
weight 242, dead 147, or about 12 to 20.
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No. 5. Calf out ofa two years old Durham and
Devon heiler, seven weeks old; live weight 197,
dead 122, or about 12| to 20.

No. 6. Eou<):ht calfj six we,eks and five days
old; live weight 185, dead 103, or about llf to

20.

No. 7. Bull calf out ofa yearling heifer, third

cross of the Durham bull on Devon cow; live

weight ISl, dead 116, or 12^- to 20.

Live weight on the 4th of January, 1834, 181
Ditto 30th of November, 1833, 78

Increase in 35 days, 103

This calf was forty days old, and never had any
milk except his dam's, who gave more than he
could take till he was five weeks old.

No. 8. Bull calf out of a Durham and De\'on
cow, five weeks and three days old; live weight
218 lbs. dead 135, or about 12^ to 20.

Live weight, the 4th of March, 1834, 218
Ditto 25th January, " 100

Increase in 38 days, 118

This calf never had any milk except his dam's,

who gave much more milk than he could take up
to the day he was slaughtered. He was killed b}^

Mr. Booker, of Campden, and Avas considered to

be the best, heaviest, and fattest calf of liLs age
ever killed there.

Sheep.

No. 1. In April, before shearing, live weight
172, dead 89; about 10| to 20.

No. 2. In January, live weight 178, dead 97;
about 11 to 20.

No. 3. In March before shearing, live weight
174, dead 91; about lOJ to 20.

No. 4. In August, live weight 162, dead 92;

about Hi to 20.

No. 5. In March, before shearing, live weight
147, dead 78; about 11 to 20. .

No. 6. In March, before shearing, live weight
193, dead 99; about 10| to 20,

Yours truly,

C. H. BOLTOIV.

UR. BLAMIRE S EXTEKSIVE SALE OF STOCK,

From the New Fanner's Journal.

The recent sale of stock, &c. belonging to VV.
Blamire, Esq. M, P., was the largest sale that
ever took place in the county of Cumberland, and
was also the most numerously attended. Early
in the day the roads in almost all directions lead-

ing to Gaitsgill were thronged with people making
towards the sale, which commenced between ten
and eleven o'clock. There were, it is computed,
upwards of 3000 persons present, many of them
from a considerable distance. The arrangements
were so well contrived, and every thing conducted
with so much regularly, that not the slightest con-
fusion took place. A ring, of about thirty yards
diameter, was strongly done about with posts and
double rails. Behind which, at the distance of
about six feet, were two rows of planks, one a lit-

tle elevated above the other, the lower about a
foot from the ground, and which were densely

crowded irom end to end. The space between
the planks and rails was also occupied by a great
number standing on the ground. A large quanti-
t)- of substantial viands was prepared for the re-
freshment of the -company, of which all might
partake that were inclined. Legs of veal, hams,
rounds of beef, &c. &c. disappeared in rapid suc-
cession, and in the vanquishing of which some
performed prodigies of valor. Provision was made
for a large attendance, but so much was the influx
greater than expected that there was far from suf-
ficient on the first day. On the second day the at-
tendance was comparatively small, and, of course,
they tared the better. Tlie cattle were in a field

adjoining, which was connected with the ring by a
space strongly fenced ofl" on each side, along
which the cattle were conducted, and admitted
into the ring according to the number in the cata-
logue. As soon as the auctioneer had knocked
down one lot it was immediately driven out by
tm opening in the opposite side, and another
brought in, so that the sale of the second was
commenced almost before the other had quitted
the ring. Tlie auctioneer (M. Armstrong, to whom
great credit is due for the manner in which he
performed his part of the business,) was thus kept
perpetually employed, and the sale Avent on with
great rapidity. The sale, like all public auctions,
was various, some lots being much dearer than
others, but, upon the Avhole, it was considered
high. The price of the fat cattle ranged from £9
to" £22. Two fat Highland bullocks attracted

particular attention, and were knocked down at

£ 63. The price of the calving heifers varied
from ten to twenty guineas. Lots 52, 74, and 113,

none of which Avere A^ery strong heifers, Avere

sold, the first for £ 19 5s., the second for £21 5s.,

and the third for £ 20. The advance upon stock

of all kinds could not average less than 20 per
cent. Many articles Avhich Avere purchased Avith-

in the last few Aveeks AA-ere sold at an incredible

advance. A number of sheep, which Avere pur-
chased Avithin a lew days of the sale for 23s. 6d.

sold at the auction for 33s. 6d.; and coavs Avhich

Avere bought for about £ 14, sold for 20 guineas.
Two fat Sutherland bullocks, Avhich had been va-
lued at £20 to £21 each, sold for £31 10s. each.

Even the lean stock, (much of Avhich was in very
poor condition,) sold at incredible prices. There
Avere about 300 head of cattle in all; but we un-
derstand not a few of the goods sold belonged to

neio;hboring farmers.

NEAV BIETHOD OF DESTROYING RATS.

M. Tenard lately read a note to the Academy of

Sciences, in Paris, in which he recommends the

foUoAving as a sim})le and effectual method of de-

stroying rats. If there be several of their holes,

begin by closing them up; those in their most fre-

quented routs Avill soon be reopened, and in this

Avay their chief resorts Avill be discoA^ered. Intro-

duce into one of the apertures, (agaui closing the

others,) the mouth of a glass retort, and make it

air tight Avith common luting. Sulphuret of iron

is then to be introduced into the apparatus by the

tubulure, and diluted sulphuric acid poured cau-

tiously upon it. Sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved,

Avhich, entering by the hole, penetrates all the

cre\ices into Avhich the rats may retire, and speed-

ily destroys them.— Gazette Medkale.
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LOSS ASD GAIN.

For .the Farmers' Register.

In this communication I propose to examine a

few of the disadvantages Jittending our present

motle of roalcing corn. The first inquiry will be,

what kind of land is general]}^ cultivated in corn,

and liow much it produces to the acre. In order

to ascertain this, I will first arrange or class the

land cultivated iu corn under three heads. First,

bottom or flat land; second, the best high land;

and the third, old or worn out lands. I find some
ditficiilly in saying Avhat portion oj'the crop is cul-

tivated on the dilierent kinds ol" land as described;

but li'oni observation and inquiry, I will give as

nearly as I can, the proportions of each. One-filth

of the land may be classed as flat—two-filths good
high laud, and the other tvvo-fiftlis old or worn out

laud. Th3 flat usually produces from four to six

barrels per acre; the best high lan.d Ir-om two and
a half to three and a lialf barrels the acre, and the

old land ii'om two to five bushels per acre. From
iliis calculation, as much corn can be made with
the same amount of labor upon the one as the
other of the two first qualities described, the high
land requiring less labor; hut the last class will

ref(uire as much or more labor than either of the
rest, having but little, if any vegetable matter to

keep the land open and light—and the corn neces-
sarily has to be worked later, as it will not grow
otf as early. This statement may not be applica-

ble to all parts of the state, but I know that it will

liold good in a greater part of tiie tobacco growing
country; that something like two-fifths of the land
cuUivated does not yield more tlian one barrel to

the acre—which is not more than sufficient to

feed the teams whilst employed in making the
crop. Is it not a great loss to the farming interest,

whilst this is tlie case, that something like tv/o-

fifths of the labor has been spent tor nought, and
worse than nothing—the horses worn out, tools

and land much injured? Would it not be better

to keep tiiwer horses, and let all such lands rest,

than cultivate them on those terms? I will leave
the settlement of this question to those who are
in the habit of cultivating such lands, (and they
are not a few) with the hope that tliey maj-- do it

according to the good old rule of loss and gain
which has gone so much out of fashion these late

days,
The idea which prevails in many parts of the

country that so much nmst be cultivated, to the
hand, of tobacco, wheat, corn, oats, &c., lias con-
tributed very much toward tfie bringing about
such a state of things. Whether the land would
bring any thing, or not, it must be cultivated. The
overseer was not tliought to be worth much unless
he could cultivate and keep clear of grass 10,000
hills (or that much space) of each (which was
not very difficult on much of our land.) This
Btatc of things is owmg to the want of a proper
application ol" the good old rule of loss and gain.
As I have mentioned the overseers, I would re-
commend to many of the good farmers and plant-
ers of yirginia to work the sum by tlie same rule
in reki^inn to them, and see on which side of tlie

leger tlie largest sum will stand. I know that
this is a difficult subject, and hard to estimate
aright. In the general, tlie interest of the em-
pjoyer and overseer are opposite—more particu-
)pr]y where the crop is divided. The overseer

does not feel interested to attend to improvements

of any kind, nor is it expected of him: his princi-

pal object is to get his reputation up as an over-

seer, which (in the general) can only be done by

making large crops.

ERROR IN PAINTING IIOVSES.

Norfolk County, July 1st, 1834.

To the Eilitor of the Fanners' Register.

I read in a No. of your "Farmers' Register,"

an article showing an error in the usual manner of

mixing paints, by exhibiting the fact, that the

quantit3''^of spirits of turpentine added, decomjiosed

a relative proDortion of the oil, and thereby letl the

white lead, or coloring matter, an useless (if not

an injurious) powder on the painted surface.*

From the able manner in which that piece was
written, I was satisfied that the author was master
of the subject, and indulged the hope that he
Avould again resume it; but as some time has
elapsed and he has failed to do so, I have thought it

expedient to make a few remarks on the subject,

which, may be of importance to many of your
readers.

In order that the object intended in th-s painting

of houses (whether it be the interest of the owner,
by preserving the wood^ or the comfort of those

who inhabit ihem,) may be attained, it is as ne-
cessary that the paint shall be of the proper color,

as it is that it shall consist of the proper materials.

And if there be an error in using spirits of tur-

pentine in paints, (which I think has been satis-

factorily proven by the author of the piece above
alluded to,) proof no less satisfactory can be given
in support of the assertion that, there is a tunda-
mental and almost universal error in painting the

outside or roofs of houses black. That black ra-

diates more heat, and white less than any other

color, is a fact too well established to admit of
doubt by those at all acquainted with the subject

—

and it is equally well known that black is quite

pervious to the solar rays, while white is almost,
if not altogether impervious to them. But should
there be one among the number of those who
read your work, who for want of evidence doubts
the fact, he can with a lens or common sun glass,

experiment to his full satisfaction, and in a lew
minutes remove every doubt. Let him with the
glass converge the raj^s which fall on its surface to

a focus, and place them on a piece of white cloth

or a sheet of white paper, and he will perceive the
paper not in the least affected by them; then let

him discolor the paper and use the glass and
he will find the pa|)er almost instantly burned.
And though the diflerence of the effects of the so-

lar rays on the two colors may be more striking

in the concentrated, than in the diffused state, yet
the effect is the same as to the number of rays ra-

diated or rejected. Black radiating more, and
white less than that of other colors, it necessarily
follows, that houses painted black suffer more, and
those painted white less than those of any other
color by change of temperature. For, a black
roof, by receiving the solar rays Avhich fall on it by
day and parting with them by night, undergoes
such changes of temperature as will cause the
shingles with wiiich it is covered, to expand and

* The article referred to is at page 249 of vol. I.
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contract to such a degree, that parts of them on
whicli tliere is no paint will be exposed to tlie in-

clemency of the weatlier and thereby caused to

rot. Nor is this the only evil: tlir the paint itselt

suffers Irora the intense heat in summer; and
cracks, as well as the shingles, and admits the

water to assist in decomposing the wood—ti'om all

wJiich evils white, by radiating less, is exempt.
Then it" the preservation of the wood is the object

to be attained by painting, just so far as black is

inferior to all olhcr colors by radiating more—ijust

so far is white superior to all other colors by radiat-

ing less. But the preservation of the wood is not

the highest consideration with me m giving pre-

ference to white over black; it is the comfort of a
cool room to sleep in after the latigues of a sum-
mers' day are over, instead of an oven; for on
going into an upper room of a low pitched black
roof house, a sensation is experienced very simi-

lar (I think) to that which one would feel on being
thrust into a baker's oven iiX'hich has been jjartially

heated. Indeed, one who has not realized it can
scarcely imagine the anxious restlessness attendant

on sleeping in such a room. 'Tis true one may aller

the labors of a summers' day are over, go early to

bed—but not to sleep—he must turn and change
from one eide of the bed to the other, and search

for a place sufficiently cool to enable him to eleep,

but in vain, until a late hour, when the tempera-
ture of the room shall have cooled down in a con-

siderable degree; then; aided by exhaustion, he
falls into a deep sleep, and the room still continu-

ing to grow colder, he becomes chilled, and wakes
in the morning but httle refreshed, and perhaps
with pain in the head, back, and limbs, the pre-

monitory symptoms of bilious, or ague and fever.

I have long been of opinion that many places

reputed as being very sickly, owe the character

which they sustain in a greater degree to the co-

. lor which the houses are painted, than to any
cause dependent on their local situations. And
it' the faculty were consulted, I believe it would
be ascertained that many cases of disease which
have been attributed to miasmata, had their ori-

gin in the great change of temperature to which
the system was subjected during the night, pro-

duced by the great quantity ol" heat radiated in

the day by black roofs. And many cases of dis-

ease produced by miasmata, were primarily caused
by the same circumstance. The room being at

bed time disagreeably warm (and the system there-

by much more exposed to the attack of disease)

the windows are thrown u]) to admit the cool air,

free access is given to miasmata which enters

the apartment, seizes its unguarded victim, and
prostrates hiin on a bed of disease and suflering.

If upon examination it shall be ascertained that

the foregoing .statements are true, it becomes an
imperious duty, that all who are laboring under
the evils before spoken of, should throw them off

by substituting white for black in the painting of
their houses: and to the farmer I would say, if it

be necessary in order to preserve the ivood and
contribute to the hea,lth and comfort of his family
that Ills dwelling should be painted white, it is

equally necessary that his stables should be white,

that his horses may.have a cool place to stay in

after they have done work: and if it be important
that his milic and butter should be kept cool and
sweet, his dairy should be white, and indeed, I do
not know of a house on a farm that should Rot be

painted white in preference to black, as almost
every thing raised on a farm, whether it be grain,

ha}', potatoes or any tiling else, keeps better in a
regular and moderately cool temperature.

1 hope the time is not fiir distant when this sub-
ject will elicit the attention which it merits, and
the learned be induced to throw the weight of
their influence in the .^xale, that rea.'on may pre-
ponderate, and the fickle gothlees fashion in her
sooty garb be compelled to risk the beam, light be
restored, and the evil banished.

MATHEW.

ON THE USE OF DUTCH ASHES AS MANURE,

By Mr. John Mitchell, jr. Leith.

From the Prize Essay and transactions of the Highland Society

of Scotland, for 1833,

In a short communication sent to the society

some time ago, I endeavored to bring under their

notice a very valuable and cheap species of ma-
nure, which, on a late tour made by me on the
continent, I observed was much prized, particu-

larly in Flanders. I then placed at the disposal
of the society twenty casks (about seven tons) of
the substance in question, which have been de-
livered free of any charge to several noblemen and
gentlemen, eminent agriculturists, who will have
an opportunity of trying their efficiency-

When in Flanders, I found the farmers gene-
rally complaining of the serious injury they were
likely to sustiiin in consequence of bein^ almost
entirel}' deprived, from interruption of me com-
munication with Holland, of an article which they
considered essentially necessary to their domestic
economy, namely, Dutcti ashes; and as that arti-

cle can he imported at a very moderate price, it is

of importance to consider how far it may be pro-

per to introduce it into this country.
In Holland, there are two kinds of turf or peats

used for burning, namely, those cut as in this

country from the bogs, which burn easily, but give
a whitish kind of ashes, which are of little use;

and another kind, more generally used, as being
more durable. Having witnessed the mode of
making this kind, I sliall here describe it. At
ditches or ponds made by cutting away the com-
mon peats, or upper parts of the bogs, men were
em]}lo3"ed in dragging from the bottom, by meana
of long sticks, having hooped bags at the end, the
soft portion of the peat under water. They poured
it out on the adjacent ground, when the water
was allowed to drain off. After exposure to the air,

this substance becomes in a few days sufficiently

consistent to be cut into pieces of the size of a
common building brick, which are dried for use.

The ashes from this kind of peat are of a yellow-

ish brown color, and are the kind eo much prized

in Flanders; carts go regularly round to the various

houses ^vhere this turf is used, and carefliily col-

lect all that can be obtained. When the commu-
nication was open with Belgium, the ashes were
sent by water to Brussels and other places in that

country, and, after a long water carriage, they

were often conve3-ed fifty, and even a hundred
miles farther by land.

These ashes are used in various waj's in Flan-
ders. They are generally sown uiion clover, at

the rate of 2-5 cuvelles per hectare, equal to about
19 bushels per acre, imperial measure. They are

sown on clover, wheat, and pastures, in March
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and April; on oats and beans in the bcginninir of

May; on rye in October and November. They
are also used in gardens with great benefit to the

crops, by being scattered over tiic surface, after

the land is sown and raked. They are also good

for hops, a handful being given to each plant.

When applied to grain, they promote its early

growth; but are principally useful m increasing the

quantity. They are generally sown by the hand

like grain, but care must be taken to leave no part

of the surll\ce without its just pro[)or1ion.

In Holland, the mode of applying them is as

follows : In March, the wheat is worked with

the hoe between the rows, and sown with clover,

and in May, the rows of wh«at are weeded. The
wheat being reaped, and as soon as the danger of

floods is past in the spring, the land is haiTowed,

and thereafter they strew about20 imperial bushels

on the acre of clover. This practice is greatly

recommended, and found to be highly advan-

tageous.

An eminent Dutch agriculturist, F. L. W.
Brakkel, in a work lately pubUshed by him at

Utrecht, points out the advantages of using Dutch
ashes on the clover in this way, his alternation of

crops being potatoes, rape-seed, peas, wheat, clo-

•ver andoats. Another writer on agriculture, J. R.

Schwarz, says the, ashes must be used in their dry

state, and thinly strewed, and on ploughed land

niusfbe harrowed in before or at the sowing.

They are of most use on cold wet grass lands to

dry the ground, destroy the acidity, and kill the

mosses. They are so nmch persuaded in Belgium
of the great use of Dutch ashes, that the farmers

have the following proverb : "He who buys ashes

for clover, pays nothing; but he who neglects do-

ing so, pays a double price." The great advan-
tages to be derived from this practice are also

pomted out by Sir John Sinclair, in his tour in

Flanders; and many other testimonies might be
adduced in its favor.

By an analysis made by Professor Brande of

the Royal Institution, the contents of the specimen
given him were

:

Siliceous earth, - - - - 32
Sulphate of lime, - - - 12

Sulphate and muriate of soda, - 6

Carbonate of hme, - - - 40
Oxide of iron, _ . - - 3

Impurities and loss, _ - - 7

100

The great advantages Avhich the Dutch ashes

hold out to the farmer are, their being a cheaper
and (at least lor some purposes) more certain and
beneficial manure, than any now in use. They
can be easily transported to a great distance, they
give a greater number of bushels to the ton than
bones or rape-cake, and they are only about half

the price per ton of" either. It has also to be re-

marked, that bones are getting scarce abroad, and
are rising in price. Besides, the Dutch ashes re-

quire no previous expense, or jireparation in this

country, but can be immediately applied after be-

ing landed; whereas, bones and rape-cake have to

unilergo the process of grinding, before they are

fit for use.

Aar a top dressing, these ashes are superior to

common manure, it having been found, on making
comparative trials in Flanders, that the crops of

clover, where tlie ashes were used, were much
eariier, heavier, and superior iij every respect to

those which had undergone a top-dressing ol horse

and cow dung. As a top-dressing to the second

crop of clover, they will be found highly advan-

tageous, as by being used this way, they won-
derfully increase the rapidity of growth and pro-

duce. One of the best proofs of their usefulness

is the fact, that while we have frequently in this

country very Ijackward and light crojis of clover

and grass, in Flanders, where this top-dressing is

used, such a defection seldom if ever occurs.

They are therefore likely tol»e of great use to the

farmer on the lands which have "grown sick of

clover;" and the importance of having a ^ood

crop of clover is the more obvious, when it is.

considered that, in general, the succeeding crop_

of wheat is only good when the preceding crop of

clover has been so.

Besides fertilizing the land, the ashes may be of

great advantage in preventing the injuries arising

from worms or insects; and will no doubt be highly

useful as a top-dressing, if regularly persevered in

for a certain time, in destroying the mosses and
lichens so apt to injure the lawns and natural pas-

ture in this country.

I have found a bushel of these ashes to be about

forty pounds in weight. The ton therefore, con-

sists of about fifty-six bushels. At £3 per ton,

which will be the price fiom the shop, free of every

charge, the expense of manuring an acre will only

be about £1—[or ^4 80.]

BREAD BIACHIKERY.

Mr. Cawderoy has patented the undennentioned
improvements in macliinery to be used in tlie pro-

cess of manufacturing bread and biscuits.

This patentee has. devoted his attention to every
part of the process of bread manufacture; he com-
mences the operation by causing the fiour to pass

through a sieve, by means of a cylindrical brush,

in very minute quantities, and with much uni-

formity. From this sieve, the flour descends, into

a mixing vessel, with an inclined bottom. The
Uijuid to be mixed with the flour, to consitute the
sponge, is admitted from a reservoir through a pipe
near the bottom of the mixing vessel, and the
quantity admitted during the process is adjusted to

the quantity of flour passed through the sieve, by
means of a stop-cock. On the inclined bottom of
this vessel, a series of vertical rods, constituting a
kind of rake, is made by means of a crank, to

move forwards and backwards on the inclined bot-

tom, in a direction at right angles to the inclina-

tion; and the apparatus is so arranged, that the
quantity of inclination may be varied at pleasure,
to suit difl'erent qualities of the bread intended, or

of the materials employed in its manufacture.
The greater the mclination, of course the quicker

will the mixture pass off from the rake into tlie.

second mixing vessel, placed a little lower than
the first, to receive it. This vessel, which has its

bottom horizontal, is likewise furnished with a
traversing rake, to mix the ingredients still more
intimately. The sponge is afterwards returned

into the mixing vessels, to have an additionalsup-

ply of materials to complete the dough, the usual
time being allowed for it to rise andfidl, to pre))are

it for separation into loaves and the operation of

baking. The dough is next ti-ansferred to a press-
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inp; vessel, throvifjh an aperture at the bottom of

Avhich it is tbrced' by means of a ])iston, into a long

trough, Avliere it is separated into loaves, by meaas-

of a frame tiu-nishod with projections ot" the size of

the intended loaves. The fianie descends till the

dividing partitions cut half through the dough ,ip

the trough. The dpugh is ihcn turned by means
G-f the trough frame, in which it is held swinging

on two pivots, and the dividing frame is brought

down again to complete the separation of the

loaves.

The loaves are then conveyed into an oven on

a stage mounted on rollers, and tlirnished with an

endless band of cloth, or other suitable material,

by the motion of which they are delivered in

succession li-oni the stage upon the oven floor; and
when the baking is completed, this stage, with its

endless band, is forced into the oven under the

loaves, and brings them all out at one time. And
thus will be obtained a much greater uniformity

of" baking than can be effected by the usual me-
thod of tilling and cmpt3-mg the oven.

—

Trans.

Soc. jirts.

AGRICULTURE IN BAVARIA ITS IMPROVE-

MEIVT BY THE POLICY OF GOVERNMENT.
From the British Farmer's Magazine.

Bavarian agriculture, previously to . the first

French revolution, was, according to all accounts,

less advanced than that of any other state in Ger-
many, and, indeed, remained stationary for ages.

By far the greater part of the land in cultivation

was the ]iroperty of the religious establishments;

and the capital, Munich, was, as the German
name (M.unchin) implies, the city of monks.
When,, however, the estates of the religious estab-

lishments were sold, they were chiefly divided into

lots so small, that almost ever}' individual who was
head of a fi:imily became a purchaser. These pur-

chases were made at very low prices, oh long cre-

dits; and a very great number of them, perhaps
the greater number, were agreed to be paid for by
the occupant m a terminable annuity; that is, he
paid a fixed rent for a certain number of years,

after which the land became his own freehold. The
laborers who had thus suddenly become proprietors,

had, for the most part previously cultivated the

.same lands for the religious establishments, and,

therefore, the external change was, at first, Iiardly

apparent. Every estate, however, abounding in

timber and stone tor building, and a great part of

the country being on a basis of limestone rock, or

limestone gravel, facilities were readily afforded for

a laborer to enlarge his cottage, and to add to it the

necessary agricultural buildings. Scarcely any
outlay was required from him but labor, and, as

the ])roduce was entirely for his own benefit and
for that of his family, his exertions were extraor-

dinary. By degrees, cottage-dwellings, of a some-
what improved description, and small farm-houses
and farmeries, appeared in those parts of the
country where the soil was richest; not, however,
detached, as in Britain, but chiefly congregated to-

gether in small villages. The system of cultui-e

did not, at first, improve as a system; but, the
common operations of the established practice be-
ing more carefully performed, better crops were
produced. Ultimately, however, the system be-
came improved, in consequence of the operation of
the national education that was established when

the monasteries were put down, and by the teach-
ing of agriculture and gardening, both by books
and exami)les, in these schools! One of the first

consequences was unimproved rotation of crops.
Almost the whole of the details of agricuUm-al im-
provement in Bavaiia have originated with M.
IIa7;zi, an. agricultural writer, and editor of an ag-
ricultural journal in JMunich. The activity and
patriotic benevolence of this gentleman are beyond
;dl praise. It was chiefly through his exertions
that a piece of ground, was adiled to every paro-
chial school in Bavaria, to be cultivated "by the
scholars in their leisure hours, under the direction
of the master. In these schools, Ilazzi's catechism
of gardening, of agriculture, of domestic economy
and cookery, of forest culture, of orchard culture,
and others, all small 12mo vols., with woodcuts;
sold at about 4d. each, are taught to all the boys,
and those of gardening, the management of silk-

worms, and domestic economy, to the girls. Since
these schools have come" into action, an entirely
new generation of cultivators has arisen; and the
consequence is, that agriculture in Bavaria, and
especially what may be called cottage agriculture
and economy, is, as far as we are able to judge,
carried to a higher degree of perfection than it is

any whei-e else in the central states of Germany;
at all events, we can affirm that we never saw finer

crops of drilled Swedish and common turnips, or
finer surfaces of J^oung clovers, than we observed
along the road sides in October and November, 1828.
The fences, also, were generally in perfect order,

and a degree of neatness apjjcared about the cot-

tages which is far from common cither in France
or Germany, These remarks ai-e not the result of
observations made, as is frequently the case, from
the cabriolet of a public diligence, but from deliber-

ate inspection, and fi-om entering many of the cot-
tages and schools. To enable us to do this, we
travelled, every where in Germany, in a private
carriage, and never in the dark. We had also, as
we have before stated, the advantage, while in

Munich, of constant intercourse with M. Hazzi,
M. Sckell, and other membej-s of the agricultural
society; wkh the chief engineer, Baader7 who had
been many years in Scotland; with Baron Eichthal,
the proprietor of a large estate, on which he has
introduced the Scotch husbandrj^, and with whom
we were acquainted in London; and, with his very
intelligent tenant, an east Lothian farmer. The
result of the whole of the information procured,
and of the observations made, is, that we think the
inhabitants of Bavaria promise soon to be, if they
are not already, among tlie happiest people in

Germany. The climate of the country will pi'event

its agriculture and gardening from advancing be-
j-ond a certain point, but to that point both will

very soon be carried.

So desirous is the government of improvmg not
only the agriculture, but even the face of the coun-
try, that they have a standing commission, con-

sisting of counsellors, engineers, architects, and
the landscape gardener Sckell, solely for the pur-

pose of devising improvements in the direction of
public roads, canals, bridges, public buildings, and
gardens, nationa,l forests, but, above all, for lining

the public roads with trees. These trees are, in

some places, in the suburbs of towns, chiefly orna-
mental; in others they are fruit trees, or mulberry
trees cultivated for the silkworm, (a catechism on
the management of which is also published by M.
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Ilazzi;) ami, AvUere nothing more profitable or or-

namental will grow, forest trees. An extraordina-

ry degree ot" attention is paid to the mile-stones

and to the guide-posts, neither of which are want-

ing on any road. The guide-posts are generally

painted black, with the letters in white or red, the

black contrasting better with the snow, which, in

some jiarts of the country, covers the ground tor

six months in every year. Some of the mile-stones

have a bench of stone, forming a [jlinth or base

around them, as a seat; others, where stone is not

so plentiful, have a semi-circular area of turf

around them, bounded by a bench of the same
material, as a seat, and planted behind with pop-

lars or other trees. The neatness with which
these turf benches, and the ditches or other fences,

and also the grass margins by the sides of the

roads, are kept, tar surpasses any thing of the kind

which we have ever seen in Britam. With us, if

any thing of this kind is met with in the public

roads, it is chiefly the result of accident, either in

the situation or circumstances of the road; or arises

ii-om the appointment of a road surveyor who hap-
pens to have at once some taste, and more than

ordinary facilities for displaying it. In Bavaria the

whole is the result of design and system, the entire

management of the roads being in the hands of

the government. The same' ought certainly to be
the case in this country; for, otherwise, it is utterly

impossible to adopt one general S3'stem of improve-
ment.— Weekly Dispatch.

PRICES OF IMPROVEn SHORT-IIORJV CATTLE
IN ENGLAND.
From the British Farmer's Magazine.

At the Rev. H. Berry's fourth sale of improved
short-horns, on the 11th February, 1834, the fol-

lowing prices were obtained:

Lot 1. 2 vears old, . . £24 3

2. Ditto, . . . 86 15

3. Ditto. Bought in. £45 bid,

4. 3 years. Ditto, Ditto,

5. 3 years, . , , 29 18

6. Calf; sold with the above,

7. 3 years, . . . 30 9

8. 3 years, . . . 38 17

9. 8 years, . . . 32 12

10. 9 years, . . . 26 5
11. Heifer calf, . . 15 15

12. 10 years, . . . 36 15

13. 10 years, . . , 48 6
14. 2 years old bull, , 39 18

15. 1 year old ditto, . , 45 3
16. Bull calf, . , , 15 15

17. Ditto, , , , , 31 10

18. Ditto, 9 weeks old, , 32 110

NEW PLANTS,

Baron Ilagal, the Austrian botanist, who lately

visited the Neilgherr^- Hills, in India, declares that

the unknown varieties of trees and shrubs, existing

there alone, exceed 10,000. The wild rose inns up
to the top of the highest trees, and grows to the

thickness of four or five inches.—A delicious speci-

men of orange but not exceeding a filbert in size,

is also found there. In the orange valley below
Kotagherry, about 4500 fiiet above the level of the
sea, numerous fruit trees are found, amongst which
are the wild fig and lemon tree, the latter bearing
iruit little inferior in size and flavor to that of Spain,

ox THE CULTURE OF CLOVER.
From the Albany Cultivator.

Few tilings have contributed more lara'ely to

the modern improvement ol husbandry, than the

introduction of clover in connexion with the rota-

tion of crops. This plant serves to ameliorate and
fertilize the soil, and at the same time it afiords an
abundance of wholesome food for every descrip-

tion of ftirin stock. Whether cut for winter stores,

for soiling in the yard, or ted off b}' stock, but few
crops surjjass it in the quantity of cattle food which
it affords. Although cultivated in Holland and
Flanders from an early period, with gi'eat advan-

tage, it was not introduced into Great Britain till

the 16th century. At present, clovers enter large-

ly into the succession of crops there, on all soils,

and in evey ])roductive course of management.
They are principally instrumental in giving to

Flanders its high celebrity as an agricultural coun-
try, greatly in advance, in improvement, of the

states around it. The clover system has con-

verted some of the poorest districts in England,
into the most productive and profitable. In the

United States it is comparatively of recent intro-

duction; and even at this day its benefits are but
partially appreciated or appUed as they ought to be.

In connexion with g}'psum, clover first became a
subject of notice and culture in the counties about
Philadelphia, and in the county of Dutchess,
some forty years ago; and we are much indebted
to the example and writings of Chancellor Living-

ston, Judge Peters, and other gentlemen of learn-

ing, wealth and enterprise, for the improvement
and wealth which it has conferred on our land.

Many of our farmers have yet much to learn, be-

fore the}' can realize the full benefits which it is

ca])able of aflbrding in the profits of the farm..

Although botanists enumerate nearly fifty species

of the clover family, our present remarks are intend-

ed to apply merely to the common red kind (trifo-

Hum pratense.)

There are three faults in the management of
clover Avhich we design briefly to notice in refer-

ence to alternate husbandry. Two of these are:

1. Too little seed is usually soton. The ob-

ject of the clover croj) is to procure a cheap food

for animals and plants. Few if any crops surpass
it in the quantity which it afl!ords of these—and
tew exhaust the fertility of the soil less. One
farmer sows four to six pounds of seed to the acre,

and gets in return a thin but coarse crop of hay
or pasture. Another sows ten to fourteen pounds,
obtains double the burthen of the first, and at a
trifling extra expense of less than a dollar to the

acre for seed, while his land is doubly benefited

by the green crop to be ploughed in. From ten

to fourteen pounds of seed should be sown to the

acre, whether the object is to benefit the stock or

the land. The product will be somewhat in the

ratio of the seed sown; and the advantages of

heavy stocking both in the hay and to the soil, will

far outbalance the cost of the extra seed,

2. Clover lays are permitted to remain too long

before they are brought under the plough. The
common clover is a biennial, or at most a trien-

nial plant; and if not ploughed under before the

third year, its advantages to the soil, as a green

crop are mostly, or wholly lost; while after the

second year it adds very little to the crop of hay.

But if turned under the first or second year, it fur-

nishes to the soil a great quantity of vegetable mat--
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ter, the true food of plants. It not only serves as

a manure, but it benefits mechanically. Its tap

roots penetrate and di\ide the soil, and as they

ilecay render it friable, and permeable to heat, air,

and moisture. A well set clover lay inijiarts to

the soil as much benefit, in our opinion, as ten

loads of yard manure to the acre. When a broad-

cast crop is to be Ibliowcd by a tillage crop, as

corn, potatoes, or small grain, there is manifestly

a decided advantage in stocking it with clover,

though it is to be turned under the ensuing lall or

spring. We estimate its value as manure, to saj'

nothing of the pasture which it aflbrds, at fron)

five to ten dollars per acre, while the cost of the

seed does not ordinarily exceed one dollar. I

have sown rye and clover, upon a piece of poor
sandy land, for which I had no manure to spare,

three years in succession with manifest advantage.

LOSS OF WEIGHT'IN COOKING ANIMAL FOOD.

It is well known that, in whatever way the flesh

of animals is prepared for food, a considerable di-

minution takes place in its weight. As it is a sub-

ject both useful and curious in domestic economy,
we shall give the results of a set of experiments,

which were actually made in a public establish-

ment: they were not undertaken from mere curiosi-

ty, but to serve a purpose of practical utility. 28
nieces of beef, weighing 280 lbs., lost in boiling

73 lbs. 14 oz. Hence the loss of beef in boiling

was about 20| lbs. in 100 lbs.: 19 pieces of beeij

weighmg 190 lbs., lost in roasting 61 lbs. 2 oz.

The weight of beef lost in roasting appears to be
82 lbs. per hundred lbs. 9 pieces of beefj weighing
90 lbs., lost in baking 27 lbs. Weight lost by bee]

in baking is 30 lbs. per 100 lbs. 27 legs of mutton,
Aveighing 2G0 lbs. lost in boiling, and by having
the shank-bones taken off, 62 lbs. 4 oz. The shank-
bones were estunated at 4 oz. each, therefore the

loss in boiling was 55 lbs. 8 oz. The loss of weight
in boiling legs of mutton is 21 lbs. j:)er 100 lbs. 35
shoulders of nuitton, weighing 350 lbs., lost in

roasting 109 lbs, 10 oz. Uiie loss of weight of

nuitton in roasting was 31.^ lbs. per 100 lbs. 16

loiiis of mutton, weighing 141 lbs., lost in roasting

49 lbs. 14 oz. Hence loins of mutton lose by roast-

ing about 35^ lbs. per 100 lbs. 10 necks of mut-
ton, weighing 100 lbs., lost in roasting .32 lbs. 6oz.
From tile foregoing statement, two practical in-

ferences may be drawn. 1st. In respect of econo-
my, it is more profitable to boil meat than to roast

It. 2nd. W^hether we roast or boil meat, it loses

by cooking from one-third to one-fifth of its whole
weight.

—

Philosophical Magazine.

CONJUGAL AFFECTION OF A SHARK.
From tlie Journal of a West India Proprietor. By the late Mat-

thew G. Lewis.

'As I am particularly fond of proofs of conjugal

attachment between animals (in the human species

they are so universal that I set no store by them,)
an instance of that kind which the captain related

to me this morning gave me great pleasure. While
lying in Black River harbor, Jamaica, two sharks

were frequently seen playing about the ship; at

length the female was killed, and the desolation of

the male was excessive:

—

"Che faro senz' Eurydice?"

What he did xoiihout her remains a secret, but

what he did with her was clear enough; for scarce

was the breath out of his Euiydice's body wbea
he stuck his teeth in her, and began to eat her up
with all jjossible exj'edition. Even the sailors felt

their sensibility excited by so jjeculiar a mark of

posthumous attachment; and to enable him to jier-

fbrm this melancholy duty the more easily, they of-

fered to be his carver.-?, lowered their boat, and |)ro-

ceeded to chop his better half in pieces with their

hatchets; while the widower opened his jaws as

wide as possible, and gulped down pounds u|)on

pounds of the dear departed as fast as they were
thrown to him, with the greatest delight and all the

avitlity imaginable. I make no doubt that all the

while he was eating, he was thoroughly persuaded

that every morsel which went into his stomach
would make its wny to hie heart directly! "She
was perfectly consistent," he said to himself; "she

was excellent through life, and really she's extreme-

ly good now she's dead!"

WILD ANIStALS OF THE ILLINOIS, NORTH
AMERICA.

Al)riilged from the Illijiois Monthly Magazine.

The bufTaloc has entirely left us. Before the

country was settled, our immense prairies aflbrded

pasturage to large herds of this animal, and the

traces of them are still remaining, in the "bidla-

loe i^aths" which are to be seen in several parts of

the state. These are well beaten tracks, leading

generally from the prairies ni the interior of the

state, to the margins of the large rivers; showing

the course of their migrations, as they changed
their pastures periodicidly, from the low marshy
alluvion, to the dry ui)land plains. In the heat of

summer they would be driven from the latter by
prairie flies; "in the autumn they would be expelled

from the former by the musquitoes; in the spring

the grass of the plains would aflfbrd abundant pas-

turage, while the herds could enjoy the warmth of

the sun, and snuff the breeze that sweeps so freely

over them; in the winter the rich cane of the river

banks, which is an evergreen, Avould furnish food,

while the low grounds, thickly covered with brush

and forest, would afford protection from the bleak

winds. I know fijw subjects more interesting than

the migration of wild animals, connecting, as it

does, the singular displajs of brute mstinct, with

a wonderful exliibition of the various supplies which

nature has provided lor the support of animal life,

under an endless variety of circumstances. These
paths are narrow, and remarkably direct, showing

that the animals travelled in single file through

the woods, and pursued the most direct course to

their places of destination.

Deer are more abundant than at the first settle-

ment of the country. They increase, to a ceriain

extent, Avith the population. The reason of this

appears to be, that they find protection in the

neighborhood of man, from the beasts of prey

that assail them in the wilderness, and from whose

attacks their young, particularly, can with difficul-

ty escape, They'sufler most from the Avolves,

who hunt in packs like hounds, and who seldom

give up the chase until a deer is taken. We have

often sat, on a moonlight summer night, at the

door of a log cabin on one of our ])rairies, and

heard the wolves in full chase of a deer, yelling^

very nearly in the same manner as a pack of

hounds. Sometimes the cry would be heard at a
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fifreat distance over the plain; then it would die

away, and again be distinguished at, a nearer

point, and in anotlier direction—now the full cry

would burst ujjon us irom a neighboring thicket,

and we could almost hear the sobs of the exhaust-

ed deer; and again it would be borne away and lost

in distance. . We have passed nearly whole nights

in listening to such sounds; and once we saw a

deer dash through the yard, and immediately

passed the door at which we sat, followed by his

audacious pursuers, who were but a lew ytuds in

his rear.

Immense numbers of deer are killed every year

by our himters, who take them lor their hams and
skins alone, throwing away the rest of the carcass.

Venison hams and hides are important articles of

export. The fonner are purchased Irom the hunt-

ers at 25 cents a jjalr, the latter at 20 cents a pound.

In our villages we purchase, lor our tables, the

saddle of venison, with the hams attached, tor 37^
cents, which would be something like one cent a
pound.
The Elk has disappeared. A few have been

Been in late years, and some taken; but it is not

known that any remain at this time within the

hmits of the state.

The hear is seldom seen. This animal inhabits

those parts of the country that are thickly wooded,
and delights particularly in cane brakes, where it

feeds in the winter on the tender shoots of the

young cane. The meat is tender, and finely

ilavored, and is esteemed a great delicacy.

Wolves are very numerous in every part of the

state. There are two kinds; the common, or black

wolf, and the prairie w^olf. The former is a large,

fierce animal, and very destructive to sheep, pigs,

calves, poultry, and even young colts. They hunt
in large packs, and after using every stratagem to

(Circumvent their prey, attack it with remarkable
ferocity. Like the Indian, they always endeavor
to surprise their victim, and strike the mortal blow
without exposing themselves to danger. They
seldom attack man, except when asleep, or wound-
ed. The largest animals, when wounded, entan-

gled, or otherwise disabled, become their prey, but

in general they only attack such as are incapable

of resistance. They have been known to lie in

wait upon the bank of a stream which th€. buffa-

loes were in the habit of crossing, and when one of
those unwieldy animals Avas so unfortunate as to

sink in the mire, spring suddenly upon it, and
worry it to death, while thus disabled from resist-

ance. Their most common prey is the deer, which
they hunt regularly; but all defenceless animals are

alike acceptable to their ravenous appetites. When
tempted by hunger, they approach the farm houses
in the night, and snatch their prey from under the
very eye of the farmer; and when the latter is ab-
sent with his dogs, the wolf is sometimes seen by
the females lurkmg about in mid-day, as if aware
of the unprotected state of the family. Our hero-
ic females have sometimes shot them under such
circiunstances.

The smell of burning assafoetida has a remark-
able effect upon this animal. If a fire be made in

the woods, and a portion of tliis drug thrown into

it, so as to saturate the atmosphere with the odor,

the wolves, if any are within reach of the scent,

immediately assemble around, howling in the
most mournful manner; and such is the remarka-
ble fascination under which they seem to labor that

they will often sufler themselves to be shot down,
rather than quit the spot.

Of the very ^c.\y instances of their attacking

human beings, of which Ave have heard, the fol-

lowing may serve to give some idea of their hab-
its. In very early times, a negro man was passing

in the night, in the lov/er part of Kentucky, tj-om

one settlement to another. The distance was
several miles, and the country over which he
travelled entirely unsettled. In the mornuig his

carcass was found, entirely stripped of flesh. Near
it lay his axe, covered.with blood, and all aroimd
the bushes were beaten down, the ground trod-

den, and the number of foot tracks so great, as to

show that the unlbrtunate victim had Ibuglit long
and manfully. On pursuing his track, it ai»peared

that the wolves had ])ui'sued him for a consider-

able distance, he had often turned upon them and
driven them back. Several times they had attack-

ed him, and been repelled, as appeared by the blood
and tracks. He had killed some of them before

the final onset, and in the last conflict had destroy-

ed several. His axe was his only weapon.
The prairie wolf is a smaller species, which

takes its name from its habit of residing entirely

upon the ojien plains. Even when hunted with
dogs, it will make circuit after circuit round the

prairie, carefully avoiding the forest, or only dash-
ing into it occasionally, when hard pressed, and then
returning to the plain. In size and appearance
this animal is midway between the wolf and the
fox, and in color it resembles the latter, being of

a verj' light red. It preys upoii poultry, rabbits,

young pigs, calves, &,c. The most friendly rela-

tions subsist between this animal and the common
wolfj and they constantly hunt in packs together.

Nothing is more common than to see a large

black wolf in company with several prairie wolves.

I am well satisfied that the latter is the jackall of
Asia.

Sevaral j-ears ago an agricultural societ}', which
was established at the seat of government, ofl^ercd

a large premium to the person who should kill the

greatest number of wolves in one year. The
legislature, at the same time, offered a bounty for

each wolf-scalp that should be taken. The con-
sequence was, that the expenditure for wolf-scalps

became so great, as to render it necessary to re-

peal the law. These animals, although still nume-
rous, and troublesome to the farmer, are greatly

decreased in number, and are no longer dangerous
to man. We know of no instances, in late years,

of a human being having been attacked by them.
We have t\\(^.fox, in some places in great num-

bers; though, generally speaking, I think the ani-

mal is scarce. It will, undoubtedly, increase with
the ]iopulation.

1l^\\q panther and wild-cat are found in our for-

ests. Our open country is not, however, well suit-

ed to their shj' habita, and they are less frequently

seen than in some of the neighboring states.

The heaver and otter were, once numerous, but are

now seldom seen, except on our frontiers.

The gopher* is, as we suppose, a nondescript.

* The writer of this interesting article, appears not

to be aware that tlie Gopher has already been de-

scribed. It belongs to the class Mammalia, order Ro-
dentia. It was formerly included in the genus Mus,
of Linnseus, but Rafinesque has given the elegant

name of "Geomys." It is tlie "Pseudostoma" of Say,

and the Mus Bursarius of Shaw. There is but one
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The name does not occur in books of natural his-

tory, nor do We findanj^ animalof a corresponding

description. The only account lliat we liav^e seen

of it is in "Long's Second Expedition." - In a
residence in this state of eleven years, we have
never seen one, nor have we ever conversed with

a person who has seen one—we n>ean, who has
seen one near enough to examine it, and to he

certain that it was not something else. That such
-an animal exists is doubtless, but they are very

shy, and their numbers small. They burrow in

the earth, find are supposed to throw up those

hillocks which are seen in such vast abundance
over our |)rairies. Tliis is to some extent a mis-

take, lor we know that many of these little mounds
arc thrown up bycraw-fi^li, and by ants.

The polecat is very destructiv^e to our poultry.

The raccoon and opossimi arc very numerous,
and extremely troublesome to the farmer, as they
not only attack his poultry, but plunder his corn-

lields. They are hunted by boys, and large num-
bers of them destroyed. The skins of tlie rac-

coons pay well fbr the trouble of taking tliem, as

the lur is in demand.
Rabbits are very abundant, and in some places

extremely destructive to the joung orchards, and
garden vegetables.

We have the large grey squirrel, and the

ground squirrel.

There are no rats, except along the large rivers,

where they have landed from the boats.

—

Feather-
stonhaugh's Journal.

ON THE FOJIEIGN CORN TRADE.
By Mr. Isaac Dimsdale, London, Editor of the

. Universal Corn Reporter.

In giving an account of how the corn trade is

conducted in different parts of the world, a con-
siderable detail must necessarily be introduced. I

shall begin by stating the mode in which ibreign

corn is obtained.

As the celebrated report of Mr. Jacob is always
quoted on this subject as the "highest known au-
thority," I shtUl probably be deemed presumptuous
in expressing my opinion that his report is in many
instances very erroneous, and I account for it in

this way. The letters of introduction, &c. which
a gentleman going out on a special mission from
the British government would take with him,
would be addressed to men of the highest rank and
station, who, from this very circumstance, could
not be supposed to possess a correct knowledge of

the detads of trade ; for if, in this enlightened
country, where a nobleman and a merchant are so

nearly on a footing in society, it is frequently amu-
sing to witness the singular ignorance displayed
by large landed proprietors of the corn trade, what
must be the case in countries where civilization

has not reached to nearly the same height? How
could these people in high rank abroad give Mr.
Jacob the requisite inlbrmation? But I attribute

the incorrectness of Mr. Jacob's report principally

species yet known, the Gcoimjs Bursariits or Earth
Rat loith Pouches. It is the size of a rat, of a reddish
grey color, has deep cheek pouches, which open exter-
nally, enlarging the sides of the head and neck. When
it was first figured in the Transactions of the Linna^n
Society, and in Shaw, vol. 2, part 1; these pouches
were represented turned inside out, as though it had
been a bag on each side of the heak.

to his ignorance of the German language, the ac-
quisition of which must be imUspensably necessa-
ry to obtain correct inlbrmation. People are very
jealous of writing down aught by which they
might commit themselves; but in colloquial inter-

courseround the table or elsewhere, the most use-
ful hints are occasionally thrown out, where olten
"more is ineant than meets the <?«/-." INJr. Jacob's
not possessing a knowledge of the German lan-
guage lost him many valuable opportunities of
improving the advantages which, to a certam ex-
tent, he undoubtedly possessed in a pre-eminent
degree.

As Danzig Konigsberg, Elbing, in fact, Poland
generally, exports more wheat than any other part
of the continent, a short statement of how the
trade is carried on at these ports, may serve as a
guide to the Ibreign trade generally. And, in the
first place, it may not be improper to mention the
mode of cultivation practised in Volhynia, one of
the principal dictricts lor supplying those markets,
and liom whence the finest wheat comes.
The pojiulation consists entirely of slaves, and

either the proprietor farms his own estate, or lets

it to what are called "Possessors," at the rate ol"so

much per day's labor, calculated for the peasant;
thus the proprietor receives so many day's labor, or
rather he receives so much money fbr each day's
labor of the slave. There is a greater number of
days' labor imposerl on some than others. Sup-
pose there are 1000 slaves on the estate, a calcu-
lation is made out of that number how many days'
labor they are to perlorm during the year for the
proprietor. A census is then taken of each person
and lamily, which is put into the hands of the
"possessor," who exacts so many days' labor from
the peasantry, .and thus pays so much per day's
labor as the rent of his farm to the landlord.

This rotation of crops is followed; \st, wheat;
2d, wheat and rye; then barley and oats; and al-

ter that the ground lies fallow. The capabilities

of the soil are most extraordinary; and some idea
may be tbrmed of the number of' acres under cul-
tivation, when I state that from Riga alone the fol-

lowing quantities of grain constitute only one year's
exportation: wheat, 200,000 quarters; rye, 1,350,000
quarters; barley, 75,000 quarters; oats, 101,000
quarters; and from 20,000 to 25,000 tons of flax,

besides the vast quantity of corn which is eaten
by vermin, wasted by exposure in stacks, and de-
stroyed for want of a demand. It is no longer, then,
a matter of surprise that corn can be produced at
so exceedingly low a rate in Poland, Russia, &c.

It was stated in evidence by John 11. Lander,
Esq. belbrethe House of Lords in 1827, that wheat
had been selling in Volhynia at 7s. and 8s. per
quarter! but that the proprietors of land would be
well satisfied if they could obtain r2s. per quarter
upon their estates! What do the advocates of
tree-trade say. to this? unless, indeed, they wish to

drive all our land out of cultivation to benefit the
foreigner.

Taking, then, the maximum price of 12s. per
quarter as our guide, we shall see what the wheat
will cost, brought to and landed in London via.

Danzig. The Prussian and Polish landlord em-
ploys a broker to dispose of his wheat at Danzig,
tor delivery the following spring, generally consi-
dered "the 15tli of May'- in the Avording of corn-
contracts on the continent; but, of course, this de-
pends on the breaking up of the ice, or, as it is
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termed, "first open water." From the territory of

Volhynin, the wheat is conveyed down the River

Bt(g, which joins the Vistula, and thus reaches

Danzig. The expense of tliis transport, owino;to

the great distance, is from 9s. to 14s. 6d. per fjuar-

ter, making the cost when warehoused in Danzig
26s. 6<l. ])er quarter, or, to use the words of a Pohsh
]iroprietor, "If I could ahva>'s reckon on obtaining

2Gs. per quarter for my wheat dehvered at Danzig,

I and my neighbors woukl be perfectly satisfied,"

The merchant who buys the wheat, either stores

it on speculation,—sells it at a certain price, ?ree on

board a vessel,—or shi[)s it on consignment to a

corn-factor in London, or any other port where he
imagines it can be sold to the best account. The
expense of freight and insurance varies according

to the season of the year, scarcity of vessels, and
other causes. At present the nite is only 3s. 6d.

per quarter, with 10 per cent, "jirimage" or gratui-

ty to the master, frequenlly designated "hatmoney,"
and the msurance is 15s. per cent. On arriving in

London, the cargo is entered "in bond," unless in-

tended for immediate sale, when the duty is forth-

with paid, and the cargo sold and delivered to the

buyers direct from the vessel.

if landed, an expense of 7d. per quarter for

lighterage is incurred, and about 8d. per quarter

city-due!s for metering the coni; this work being

performed by sworn officers, apjiointed by the cor-

poration, and who alone can measure grain out of

any vessel arriving in the port of London. Several

attempts have been made to do away with this

monopoly
J
but inefi'ectually. It is certainly an im-

proper state of things, that a man may not employ
his own workmen to take his own corn out of his

own vessel; but such is the case in London, and in

JLondon only, I am happy to say.

When the wheat is landed, the granary rent im-
mediately commences at the rate of 5s. per 100
quarters per week. "Turning and screening,"
should the corn lie long and require it, are 7s. per
100 quarters; and there is, lastly, an expense of
about 4d. per quarter again paid to the corporation

for re-metering the corn out of granary. Tlie ex-

penses of sale in Mark Lane are Is. per quarter,

and 1 per cent, for guaranteeing the debt, tohich

oil London corn-factors do, they never acting in

the capacity of brokers. The credit given is one
month, consequently the net proceeds are due in

cash one month from the date of sale; but the fo-

reigner generally re-imburses himself by drawing
a bill at two or three months' date, when he hands
the bill of lading of the wheat for about two-thirds

of the probable net proceeds, and the balance is

either remitted, or a bill at sight drawn by the
shipper lor the same.
A good deal of corn is changed against ducats;

the ducats are, in general, coined in Holland. The
bankers in Hamburg and the bankers in London
do the business on joint account; they send those
ducats to Danzig and Konigsberg, and against
them they get bills upon London, sometimes at two
or three per cent., sometimes at one per cent., and
through that medium they thus get a market for

their bills. The people in Poland generally take
gold or ducats; these ducats are in general new
Dutch ones, and they go there at a particular

value, about twenty-eight guilders.

Tlie next princij)al market for grain to Danzig,
as regards an export trade to England, is Hamburg,
that being a considerable depot for the com grown

on the banks of the Elbe and neighboring territo-

ries. When a sufficient price can be given, barley

is sometimes sent to Hamburg from Bolumia, in

which province some of the finest quality is grown;
indeed, it is fit for malting purposes, and always
commands a preference in the London market. To
the .agricultural reader, it may not be iminterest-

ing to learn' how tillage is conducted in those dis-

tricts which are at a comparatively shoil distance

from us.

Instead of a plough in the Duchy of Mecklen-
burg (to which I shall principally confine mj^self)

an instrument called "hacke" is usually applied.

It is merely a broad coulter, somewhat curved at

the bottom; hence the tearing up of the soil is not

called ploughing but "hacking." .In fallowing, the

land is hacked tour times; namely, in autumn, in

June, in Julv, and the fourth time in September or

October. The first hacking is called the stubble

furrow; the second, the fallow furrow; the third,

the turn furrow; and the fourth, the seed furrotv<

For barley, which follows after the winter corn,

the ground is furrowed three times, viz. in autumn
the winter furrow, in April the turning furrow, and
in May the seed furrow. For the oats, which fol-

low after barley, the land is hacked twice, first in

autumn, called the turn furrow, and the second in

May, called the seed furrow. Peas, when sown
in the first course after the Avinter's corn, are fur-

rowed twice; when sown in the second course

three times. Beans are not much cultivated; the

soil, qualified for their growth, not being abundant
in that country. Rape requires five courses, or

one time more than wheat and rye. The harrow
is applied each time after the tearing up of the soil

with the hacke. A good soil is usually harrowed,
first Avith an iron-tined, and afterwards with a
wooden-tined harrow. With the latter the land is

generally cross-harrowed, that is to say, in ari

oblique way, on patches of ground of about two
rods in width. The rollers are particularly appli-

ed in the turnfiirrow (April) for crushing the clods.

Some agriculturists use also the roller after sowing
for the purpose of making the soft, soil either more
solid, or crushing the clods on the strong lands.

Others prefer to liave the clods that are found in

the seed furrows broken by the hands of laborers.

On the lands Avhich are neither too loose, nor liable

to form into clods, the roller is not generally ap-
plied.

A laborer can moW and bind in a day^ of wheat

ly-ffrv acre; of rye 1 jo"(,- acre; of barleys ^^m acre; of
oats \j-^\ acre. However, the space of land
which can be mown in a day, by one laborer, de-

pends very much on the strength of the corn itself;

and the expense of mowing ought, on that ground,
to be calculated rather in the proportion of the

quantity of produce than the extent of surface.

The binding is generally done by women, the
shocking by men. The rj^e is usuall}' bound to-

gether behind the scythe; the female binder fol--

lowing immediatelj' after the moAver, a method
Avhich is not practised AA'ith the other sorts of grain.

On some estates, this mode of binding the rye,

close behind the scythe, has been done away Avith.

The value of 100,000 Mecklenburg roods, equal

to 536~/n acres of land, of medium soil, Avith suita-

lile buildings, and sufficient Avood belongmg to it,

is £4082 "9 sterling. An estate of 1834 acres

has recently been sold ibr 82,000 dollars, or £ 13,960

Bterling, which is in equal ratio to the abo\'e voJua-
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tion. The t.ixes on this estate amovuited to £. 13

19 10 ster]ui<;'. On an estate of 1152 acres, I have
been furnished with the foilowino- particulars ol

taxation, which may be deenu'ii interesting:

—

1. Church-rates, clergymen, re[)airing

the minister's house, and conveyance
of materials, £9 18 2

2. Insurance of the building implements
and live stock against fire, also insu-

rance of tlie croj)s against hail, - - 17 1 9

3. Repairs of bridges, roads, ditches,

and canals, _---__-- 386
4. Support of the poor, ----- 7 13 5

5. School tax, about ------ 7 13 2

£45 15

The extent of estates varies from 320 to 2850
acres. Sucii estates are managed in one fjirming

establishment; but tliere are otliers of a still larger

extent, arising trom the annexation of smaller
estates to the j)rincipal ones.

There is a novel kind of association established,

called the "Board of Hypothecation," where each
estate has its hyjiothecation book clepositcd. In
this book all the mortgages with which the estate

is encumbered, are inscribed. This system has
the effect of giving a hill and clear view of the

state of incumbrances on the estates. Besides this

institution, a credit vereiii (credit association) has
been formed, to which a considerable part of the

proprietors of the estates of Mecklenburg belong.

The estates which thus belong to this association,

are mutual guarantees ibr halt" the amount of the

taxed valuation, when that sum is borrowed upon
their security. Tlie directors of this association

issue transferable bonds, bearing 4 per cent, inter-

est, but the landholders pay ^ per cent, more, or 4|
per cent., from which the expense of administra-
tion is defrayed, and the remainder is applied to-

wards forming a reserve fund.

Wlieat can be produced at 25s. per quarter, on
an average of late years. I say of late, because
from the year 1796 to 1808, wheat often sold there

at 9s. per bushel, and even more! The expense
of receiving wheat into store at Hamburg is 9d.

per quarter, and the granary rent, so long as it re-

mains there in warehouse, is 2d. per quarter per
month. The expenses of freight and insurance
are in general about half those trom Danzig; some-
times even less. When the traders (who sail at

stated periods full or 7wt) cannot get a cargo, I

have known the li-eight as low as Is. per quarter.

The other charges are precisely the same as those
already enumerated.
Of late 3'ears a considerable trade has been

carried on with Odessa; but the immense distance
will always militate against a very large importa-
tion direct from thence. Much business has, how-
ever, been done by means of shipping to Malta,
Gibraltar, &c. taking out and cooling the cargo, il'

requisite, and then reshipping it for England.

—

As some may not know the meaning of "cooling,"
it is necessary to state, that many cargoes ha\'e
been so heated on the voyage, as to render the
pick-axe necessary to get tlie wheat out of the
ship's hold and in several instances the whole has
been thrown overboard by permission of the Board
of Customs, or burnt for manure, as it would have
endangered the safety of the warehouses, from the
intense heat which it engenders} fbr, even spread

ing out heated corn on a floor three or four inches
thick will not cool it. lnde|)endently of the length of
voyage from Odessa, there is another circumstance
attending the trade there, which forms a consider-
able impediment to it, namely, that the money
must be advanced to the growers belbre harvest,
or they will not send it down to Odessa, the ex-
pense being so heavy, and the confidence in that
country so little; but I believe the merchant is

mostly the suiferer, as the farmers frequently pock-
et the money, and never send the wheat.

I should mention, that a good deal of wheat is

shipped li-om Odessa to Malta, where it is landed
and stored in the Jlock, and then hermetically
sealed, the advantages of which are these, thatany
worm in the wlieat rises to the top and dies; and if

the Avheat is put into the Rock in good condition,
Avhenever it is removed the condition v/ill be equally
sound, and the expense of keeping it is only one
per cent, per annum. In case of any demand
arising, the wlicat is within a reasonable distance,
and can be tbrthwith shijip.ed off, which is of course
a great convenience to the owners.
Having thus given a summary statement of how

foreign cui-n is cultivated and sent to England, it

may not be uninteresting to many to know a litUe

more of the details of the trade. And, in the first
place, to describe how grain is brouglit from the
interior to the shipping ports. In Russia, Prussia,
Germany, Poland, &c. where the estates lie con-
tiguous to rivers, the corn is sent down them in
flat-bottomed barks or barges; but the navigation
is Irequently very dangerous, and at all times pre-
carious. In winter, the rivers are sid)ject to great
inundations on the breaking up of the ice; and in
summer they are sometimes quite unnavigable for

want of water. These causes, preventmgsupplies
from coming to market, occasionally produce a
considerable advance in the prices. The river
Dnieper has many cataracts and shallows, so that
barks can pass fbr a very short period only in the
spring, and those only of a small size. Conse-
quently most of the corn that goes to Odessa is

sent in carts, carrying about 5 quarters each.
These carts are drawn by oxen, and they travel in
parties of 100 to 150. The oxen are pastured dur-
ing the night, and they take advantage of the time
wlien the ]5easantry are not occupied with the har-
vest; so that the proprietors can send their wheat
300 or 400 miles at a veiy trifling charge. These
districts might be cultivated to almost any extent,
should an increased demandfor grain arise, andthe
soil is what is termed '^virgin land,'''' requiring no
manure whatever. The wheat is generally dried
in the sun at Odessa, before shipment, vvhich is a
far preferable mode of drying, in respect to that
grain, to kiln-dryintj; but, as I have before men-
tioned, even this will not entirely preserve it from
healing, fbr I never knew a cargo to arrive direct

from thence without sustaining more or less injury
on the voyage, which is the reason why the Medi-
terranean ports are made depots fbr Odessa wheat.
From the Baltic ports corn is generally shipped
fi'om May 15tli to the end of October, and some-
times later.

As respects quality, the finest wheat in the world
is grown in Volhynia, and shipped from Danzig,
Elbing, or Konigsherg. The peculiarity of this

wheat is the little bran it yields, which makes it

much sought after by the English (but more espe-
cially by the London) millers. It possesses, like-
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wise, a surprising degree of whiteness, and yields

morefarina than any other sort of wheats not ex-

cepting the finest Essex or Kentish. This superior

description is denominated "fine high mixed;"
ahiiost all the Danzigwheat coming m/xet/, in pro-

portion to the quantity of red wheat, so much lower

are the quality and value of the article. Tiie

general propoition of ordinary runs is one-third

white to two-thirds red. The different denomina-
tions are, "finest high mbced;" "good and fine

mixed;" "ditto, adapted for Scodand and north of

England;" "red mixed," and "ordinary and light;"

the first weighingfrom 61 lbs., to 63 lbs. per bushel,

and the latter 56 lbs. to 57 lbs. ])er bushel. The
difference in price varies from lOs. to l-5s. per

quarter.

In the Mediterranean, there is some ver^- fine

white wheat grown, both "solf" and "hard." A
considerable importation took place from Genoa,
Naples, &c. a year or two since, which.wiSs fi-eely

purchased by our millers, at hifjh prices; but this

description of grain is ])rinci pally used for making
maccaroni in Italy and France, and is not exported

unless a better price can be obtained for it else-

where, which is not generally the case.

The most inferior wheat comes from Riga. It

is extremely small berried, of a dingy red color,

and full of little black seeds. There is, however,
Bome of better quality, but the generality is of an
inferior description, and the price obtained for it is

proportionally low,.being 10s. and 15s. per quarter,

under the finest Danzig.
There is occasionally an import of wheat from

Canada, the United States, &c.; but the supply
principally comes to Liverpool, and in the shape
of Hour, of which a very large quantity annually
arrives. The duty on wheat from the British co-

lonies is only 5s. per quarter, and on flour 3s. 6d.

per cvvt.

During the present year, I had a consignment
of wheat Irom Van Dieman's Land, the quality of

which was very superior, as may be supposed,

when I readily obtained 8s. per bushel for it. I

should, however, remark, that a portion of it which
was sown on one of the finest farms in Bedford-

shire, would not grow; and I am informed, that

scarcely any wheat was ever known to vegetate in

this country that had crossed the line, unless par-

ticular care be taken to preserve it from the effects

of the atmosphere.
The best red wheat comes from Stettin, Ro-

stock, JVismar, &c. This grain is very like Eng-
lish wlieat, and when it arrives in good condition,

is much esteemed, especially when we are visited

with a "dripping harvest," it being then almost
indispensably necessary to mix with ournew corn,

in order to render it fit for grinding.

The finest barley comes from Bohemia, Silesia,

and the banks of the Saale, by which river it is

transported to the Elbe, and thence to Hamburg.
This barley will frequently malt as well as Eng-
lish; but nearly all other continental descriptions

are only fit tor grinding, being mostly of very light

indifferent quality. The greatest quantity is grown
on the Danish islands; but there is a good deal
shipped from Danzig and Konigsbcrg. Its value
at present in those ports is 12s. 6d. to 14s. per
quarter.

Beans are not cultivated to a great extent; but
from Denmark a tolerable quantity is annually ex-
ported, the quality being pretty good. They are

generally of the harrow-tick description; butsome-
t:imes "Heligoland" or small pigeon arc exported,

which obtain high prices. The Egyptian beans

are of a very ])ecidiar red color, occasioned by the

intense heat to which they are exposed when ri-

pening, ill addition to which they generally become
very heated on the voyage, insomuch that whole
cargoes have been totally destroyed. They were
formerly an article of great speculation; but the

consumption o'f beans has much decreased of late,

in consequence of the comparative cheapness of

oats; so that very few are now imported direct

from Egypt, but occasionally some come from Leg-
horn, Marseilles, &c. where there are magazines
of them, -as of Odessa wheat. Their value in

those places is at present 16s. per quarter.

Although we were originally indebted to Prus-
sia, it is supposed, lor our best stock of blue peas,

the cultivation of them is. not now carried to any
great extent, but we occasioiially get from thence
some fine white boiling peas. Their present value
is about 21s. or 20s. per quarter, free on board.

Rye is grown to a very great extent in Poland,
principally lor home consumption; but there is like-

wise a considerable export trade, chiefiy to New-
castle, where a large quantity is annually used, the

quality being generally very fair:—present ship-

ping price, 20s. to 22s. per quarter.

Buckwheat, or brank, is grown to some extent ill

East Friesland, Denmark, &c. and was formerly

much esteemed here for distilling purposes; but
barley has latterly been so extremely low in' price,

that the distillers have preferred purchasing this

grain on the spot, to incurring the risk of a voyage
in importing buckioheat. This grain may now'be
purchased at Hamburg at 16s. 6d. to 20s. per quar-
ter.

Tares are shipped in quantities from the Danish
islands, where they can he produced at a very rea-

sonable rale, say 15s. to 17s. per quarter.

The finest heavy Poland and potato oats are

grown in East Friesland m\A. Holland. What are

termed the '^Dutch Brew,'''' oats seldom weigh less

than 41 lbs. to 42 lbs. per bushel, and often much
heavier. The Archangel oats are of quite a dif-

ferent description, being extremely thin skinned,
sharp, long, and of a bright yellow color. Post
and coach masters are very partial to this corn, as
it has little husk. Rtga and Petersburg oats are
somewhat similar, but they do not generally weigh
so heavy as the Archangel, neither are they so

bright. The cause of this brilliant yellow color,

is the intense heat of the weather dunng harvest.

In France is grown a peculiar grey-colored oat; but

generally much corn is not exported from that

country, as they consume their own growth. Oc-
casionally, hovv^ever, great quantities have been
sent over, for I never yet knew foreigners refuse to

ship corn to this countr>^, if they could only obtain

a good price for it. They will live on husks or

any thing, and part with nearly all their grain; but

only for a consideration. John Bull, on the con-

trary, will have a belly full of the good things of
this life; at any rate he goes upon short allowance
with a verjr bad grace.

The manufitcture of oil cakes is carried on to a
great extent in Germany, Flanders, France, and
Holland, from whence the English graziers and
farmers are principally supplied; indeed, occasion-

ally, the English crushers import foreign cakes,

and re-^ress them through their own mills, extract-
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ing a oOhsideral)!c portion of oil tlierefrom;' and
then thoj^ Ibrin them into a "town made shape,"

and sell "them as "home manutlicturcdj" which, in

point of liict, they really are. . •

To couch ale tliis outline of-ihe manner in which
corn is produced abroad and shijjped to this coun-

try^-it remains only to remark, that all the principal

shippers of corn in the Bai-tic are also ship owners;

consequently they keep their vessels employed in

trarrs[)orting grain, seeds, or oil cakes,, which they

do at a more moderate li'eight thaa an English
captain will engage for. But so much more es-

teemed are an Enirli.sh master and his vessel, that

frequently more height is paid.theui by the mer-
chant here in ])rflerence to shipping in a Ibreign

bottoui. ThcEntjlishman Avill h'Cfiuehtly make
the voyage ui half the time that a tijreigner can,

and sometimes even arrive before, or as soon, as-

the bill of ladingj and thus save tire expense of

insurance, which, from the distant ports, is fre-

quently very heavy. If I made a choice, I should

always prefer Scotch captains; they are generally

shrewd, pushing fellows, and I need not say how
much dependence may not be placed on an active,

honest, and" clever master of a vessel to go a long

voyage to a distant port, where the purchaser of

a carg-o is at the mercy of a man many miles dis-

tant, who, as he takes care to get paid for the

corn, before it arrives, is not always very particu-

lar as to its. quality. * * * *

I believe 1 have now touched on all the topics

likely to interest the general reader, but before

concluding, I will take the opportunity of redeem-
ing from disgrace a most useful part of the com-
munity, I mean "the speculators hi foreign corn,''''

who are too frequently held up to public odium.

In Sweden, Prussia, Spain, Denmark, ^c. maga-
zines or storehouseti of grain are obliged to be
erected in different places, in order to guard
aii:ainst bad seasons. In Spain alone, there, are

upwards of 5000 of those depositories (denomi-
nated ";5osi7as.") Every occupier of land is

obliged to bring a certain quantity of corn, propor-

tionate to the extent of his fai'm; the following

year he takes back the corn he has thus dejXisited;

and replenishes the empty garner Avith a. larger

quantity, and thus he continues annually to in-

crease the stock by these contributions, called

"cresws," till a certain measure of grain is deposit-

ed; then every one receives back the whole corn

which he has furnished, and replaces it by an
equal quantity of new corn. Whenever a scarci-

ty lia])pcns, these repositories are opened, and the

corn dealt out to the people at a moderate price

of popular hatred, when, in fact, the}' are amongst
the most serviceable members of the community;
but for their operations, the people must either in-

cur the chances of famine, or the clumsy machine-
ry of- government be resorted to. In ofiering these
remarks, I do it solely from a sense of justice, as

I iiiyself do not belong to this class of individuals.

THE FIRE-SIDE REFLECTIONS OF A BUCKING-
HAM FARMER, ON AGRICULTURE*

From the Virginia Farmer.

Our ancestors came to this country to acquire

good lands and realize independent fortunes—to

obtain .the first object was .easy, but the attain-

ment of the second, required activity and labor.

Extensive and unreclaimed forests, a virgin soil

of great ferlility and a congenial climate, admon-
ished our fbreiathers, that the cultivation of tobac-

co would be profitable. Land being abundant
and cheap, it was not to be expected, that an en-
lightened system- of -agriculture would prevail, and
but little effort was made to improve or preserve
the fertility of the soil. To clear the forests, make
tobacco, so long.as the land would produce the ar-

ticle, then plant corn, plough it up hill and down,
and in a fevv years convert the field into a common,
was, ins-hor-t, the practice of our ancestoi-s. When
land could, as then, be purchased for a trifle, they
perhaps did not act very unwisel)''. Men of intel-

ligence and wealth entrusted the management of
their estates to overseers, and those in middle life,

instead of superintending their own farms, obeyed
the dictates of vanity and they too employed over-

seers. Thus to a great extent, the land and labor

of the country, were under the control and super-

vision of a class, (I do not mean all, as there are

honorable exceptions) who were then, and are
now, as ignorant and self-conceited, as they are

avaricious and obstinate. Each succeeding gene-
ration, unmindful of the fact, that population was
increasing and tliat land would necessarily appre-
ciate in value, reverencing the habits and usages of
the previous one, pertinaciously adhering to the
same system, and deriving no instruction from the
improvements of other countries or the sad expe-
rience of past times, has persisted in this plan of
exterminating the forest and devastating one of
the fairest portions of the civilized world. Now
that our farms scathed with gullies and studded
with pine thickets, and presenting other indicationg

of poverty, our citizens becoming dissatisfied with
the state, because they cannot go on to make to-

bacco, corn, and wheat as heretofore—are lasting
In some places, seed corn is distributed to ne- 1 evidences of the impropriety of our management

cessitous husbandmen, who are bound to restore —the almost entire change'ln the aspect of our
;is much in lieu of it the next harvest. The institu-

tion of such a system as this, is no' doubt highly

necessary in a countiy .only in an imperf^ict stg,te

ol ci\-ilization; but that whicdi requires the au-
thority of government to accomplish abroati^, is in

England brought about by less questionable

means. The commercial and enterprising genius
and spirit of our countiymen, induce them to en-
ter into speculative purchases, and risk the invest-

ment of their capital in grain at one period, with
a chance of reaping a profiit during the deficient

season that may succeed, and thus the supplies of

a good season and a bad one, are in a great mea-
sure equalized to the consumers. In the ruder

land and situation, in connexion with the great

importance of an alteration in the mode of con-

ducting our agricultural affairs, calls for mature
reflection. The system, that at one time might
have been profitable and called for by the situa-

tion of the country, inasmuch as the land was
mostly in woods and selling for a mere trifle, may
be ruinous under a different state of circumstances.

Whether our situation in an agricidtural point of

view, and the objects to which our attention

should be called, are not materially diflerent fi-om

what they might justly be considered some time

back, I shall leave to others more fully to discuss,

but that this is a critical and important crisis to the
states of society speculators in corn are the objecxs ' planters and fiirmevs generally,"and those whose
Vol. II.— 16
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interests are intimately connected with and must
participate in their good or bad condition, is so ap-

parent, that I tliink lew will be disposed to ques-

tion the assertion, much less to attempt its relli-

tation.

The present depressed condition of the state is

attributed to a variety of causes, by ditferent per-

sons. One will chai'gc it to the taritl^—one to the

banks—another to the want of roads and canals

—

a fourth to tubacco-tnakuin:—and a fifth to slavery

—but very few will own, (I know none that have)

that they are or have been, amongst the many
causes, or even connected therewith. It is almost

always ascribed to something, or some one else.

That all these causes have had m-ore or less ef-

fect, I shall not attempt to disprove, but as it is

more easy generally to give a theory than to prove

one to be incorrect, I shall content myself by stat-

ing my views on the subject, which are as follows:

Is it not much more reasonable to attribute by far

the greater part of our grievances and misfortunes,

to our own bad management in reference to agri-

cultural matters, and to the fact that men of talents

and wealth are, and have been, too much disposed

to exchange the simplicity and ^^otiimi cimi digni-

tate''' of the farmer, for the intrigues of office and
tlie allurements of political distinction; as well as

to the custom of estimating their wealth more by
the quantity of land and number of slaves, than
by the fertility of the one, or the profitable employ-
ment of the other? We all know that tlie lower
class in society, ape the higher—let the latter be
negligent, luxurious, and reckless—givmg to a
third or fourth jierson to do, what they should per-

sonally attend to—manifest an aversion to engage
actively in agricultural pursuits—leave their farms
and domestic concerns, in the hands of ignortmt
agents, with every inducement to conduct busi-

ness entirely with a view to present profit, regard-
less of future consequences—and it woidd require

no great length of time for the same spirit to per-
vade society generally—and the consequence
would be, that the same state of things would be
induced, as we have at present. But suppose a
difierent course to be pursued by the better in-

formed and more Avealthy people, and that they
had not suffered themselves to be idle spectators,

on the one hand, or aspiring politicians on the
other. (I mean in the general)—and, that they
had acted the part of good stewards over the com-
monwealth, and have taken as much interest in

teaching by example in the field and with the
plough share, as on the floor of legislation.

Would it be an overstrained deduction, to infer in

that case, that the condition of the state, would
be the very reverse of Avhat it is at this time

—

probably with a high degree of agricultural im-
provement, we would have been enabled to have
retained our population, increased our wealth and
standing in the union, and by our thrifty condition*

attracting talents from one quarter, and wealth
from another, Virginia might have been spared
the reflection, much more the morhfication of being
jeered about her declension from the high stand
she once occupied in this repubfic. Of one fact

there can be but litde doubt, that with all the ad-
vantages in the world we need never calculate on
succeeding well, without good management, eco-
-nomy, and personal attention to business, and this

is equally as true when applied to farming, as to

©ther concerns of life—but with these latter re-

quisites in conjunctjon wi:th our other advantages,
we can achieve wonders, and cwnbat successfully,

a host of opposing elements, I know some farm-
ers who go to tloe bank for money—siome who
supply their famiJies in foreign goodst—others far

removed from improved roads and canals—and
other.5 who own many slaves and make tobacco
—oJl hajve been and are i'mproving theii" estates,

and accumulating wealth by jvadieious manage-
ment and wise economy, as last as most prudent
nferc need wish, notwithstanding all these draw-
backs.

In giving my views, however, I do not intend

to assume, that the opinions of others are wrong,
and my own only, true—it is enough for me to in-

dulge in a little speculation, ending in the coavie-

tion that whether the disease has been ascribed to

the proper causes or not, that one fact is undoubt-
edly true, that our country is far from being in a
prosperous condition. With this conviction, I am
not very solicitous to know the causes which pro-

duced this decline—while the evil is apparent and
demands a prompt and efficient remedy. Indi-

viduals can, by a combination of efforts, applied
to different pursuits, all more or less convergmg to

one grand object, do much towards relieving the
state from its difficulties. That system which, in

adding to individual wealth and happiness, will

equally promote national prosperity, without legis-

lative interference, eminently deserves a thorough
consideration—and the more especially when the
fact is so notorious that the peo])le prefer a plain

and cheap government, and one that will interfere

as little as possible, in the control and regulation

of their lo.bor.

An observing eye, in glancing over the state,

though it may see much to criticise and to deplore

—yet must perceive, that in our agricultural ope-
rations, a revolution has commenced and is pro-

gressing, which if vigorously prosecuted for a few
years, will materially improve its appearance.
Taking this for granted, may we not expect, that

with the aid of our talented men, a judicious de-
velopement of our physical advantages, and a
proper application of our domestic energies, we
would be able yet to obtain that high degree of
perfection, in an agricultural point of view to

which our cUmate and soil entitle us. A great
poet remarks, that " there is a tide in the affairs of
men which when taken at the flood leads on to

fortune,'' and now that the current is changing, it

is much to be hoped that Virginians generally,

would redouble their efforts, and by their conduct
proclaim, that if the "Old Dominion does not over-
come her embarrassments and stand first Eunong
the foremost, that she shall go down with colors
nailed to the mast." Let us only come to the de-
termination, and by our acts evince our desire to

carry on an agricultural reform. Let us, by hold-
ing out inducements, endeavor to attract public at-

tentioTi to the subject. Let the fiirmers, convince
their sons, that honor and w^ealth can be as suc-
cessfully obtained in agricultural pursuits, as in
either of the learned professions. Let the farmers
read and profit by the experience of other coun-
tries and other times—let them have their clubs or

societies and agricultural papers, and who would
be so skeptical as not to be convinced with all

these assurances, that our march would be on-
ward?
As I have indulged in the flattering assertion,
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that a change in our farming business, is taking
place for the better, it may not be amiss to cite

some of the evidences upon which I ground my be-

liet^^—several oJ" which 1 will now brietly mention. A
farmer and planter in our vicinity who conducts
business on a very large scale, is now setting us

in the management of his farms, a uselljl and va-
luable examj)le, and so ti^ir as he is concerned, it is

highly profitable, while it gives full scope to an in-

dustry and sagacity, of which but i'ew can boast.

Strangers would be astonished at his rapid pro-

gress annuall}-, in improving his farmsj by ma-
nuring largely, clovering and plastering, in con-
nexion with sk'ilful management, while at the same
time, very large crops are made.
He has given a practical illustration of the fact,

that an extensive and judicious system of im-
provem(^nt, is by no means incompatible with
great annual profits; and that the expense and la-

bor of improving is Amply repaid by the addition-

al productiveness and increased value of the land.

Another neighbor is devoting a portion of his

time and capital to raising the most improved
breeds of cows and sheep—and I dare say, that

no one Avho has seen his stock can tliink them un-

worthy of the attention either of the proprietor, or
|

of the public. The introduction of such animals
|

will be highly advantageous to our section of the

state, as well as creditable to the liberality and en-

terprise of the intelligent and worthy gentleman,
under whose auspices they were introduced. A
third gentleman has been for several years past,

enjoying all the luxuries which a spacious garden,

containing a very great number and variety of the

most choice fruits and vegetables, selected from
all quarters oi the union can afiord. It is true,

his garden could not be compared either with a

green-house establishment, exhibiting splendid

trifles, and foreign plants of every latitude, tiintas-

ticall)^ arranged to please the eye or regale the

.senses, or with Prince's noted collection, but it is

.<;uch an establishment as would be a valuable ap-

pendage to any larm, indicating at the same time,

the good sense and taste of the proprietor. Such
persons as those above alluded to, combine the

"utile et dulce," or to give it a farmer's version,

they can work and talk too. They have done,

and will do more towards advancing our perma-
nent interests, than a small host of p&eudo-politi-

cians; and the public countenance should make it

manifest, that such evidences of good manage-
ment and laudable enterprise, though they may
not elicit songs of praise, yet that they are viewed
with great satisfaction. I have heard many very
gr)od planters say, they had rather improve apiece

of tolerable land, than clear the same quantity

even tor tobacco. Now this, a few years ago,

would have been thought rather singular, but it

peetlis we are now finding out, that it costs about
the same labor to make good land first rate, that it

does to prepare the like quantity for cultivation.

Tliis I consider a great point gained. Our culti-

vation is better than when I could first recollect

—

we have less surface Avork, less ploughing uj) and
down hills—but we are deficient in many things

yet—that is about the depth of turning lands—the

propriety of breaking all lands deep—the advan-
tages of coulters, and the best time and method
of preparing lands for different crops—also, the

most judicious method of making manure

—

whether it would not answer as well to use most

articles as manures previous to their undergoing
partial decomjiosition in the farm pens, and
whether a top dressing, or the usual Avay of using
manures, is most advantageous? The plan of hav-
ing farms divided into from lour to five fields, and
a more frequent rotation of crops, seems to be more
generally pui-sued. A rotation of crops, I have
no doubt, could be carried to a much gi-eater ex-
tent, and with greater profit, than most persona
are willing to believe. Many instances have been
recorded, of fields being cultivated in various crops
in quick succession, and of their rajndly improving.
Our farmers would do welHo investigate this sub-
ject. Probably almost as much depends on a
quick and varied succession of crops, as on skilliil

cultivation or manuring. To ascertain in our cli-

mate and soil, Avhat crops succeed best after each
other, is not unworthy of notice, as Ave have all

seen more or less of its efTects, and it may not be
unreasonable to suppose, that some crops would
be to their successors almost as a coat of manure,
by the superior condition in which they leave the
ground for their propagation. The propriety of
cultivating less land, and of having that good, is,

I think, daily gaining ground, and in fact most of
us appear for a long time, to have thought, that to

make crops, a great deal of land must be culti-

vated, even if it was rich, but if poor, then an
enormous quantity. We seemed to have lost

sight of our reason, and to look only at the land
and the crop we Avished to get, without taldng into

consideration the labor and the best plan of ap-
plying that to produce Avhat we wanted. Most
persons are Avilling to admit, that a s.nall crop well

Avorked, is better than a large one half Avorked, or

that one acre of rich land Aviil produce as much as

two of common. Now Avould it not be best in

good land to lessen the crop, and to spend a part

of the labor which Avould be used in the cultiva-

tion of tAvo acres of poor land, and make one rich,

and then get the crop? Suppose, for example, you
take fiekls instead of acres—say a farm AA'ith four

fields, sub-divided into eight—say you improve one
of these small fiekls every year; in eight years
your farm Avould be rich—then you could go on
to double and treble what you formeily made.

It is true, in the commencement, these things

Avill be on a small scale, but every year they are

gaining, and this annual addition will increase so

rapidly, that belbre many j-ears haA'e jiast by, a
person's means of improving will comparatiA'cly

speaking, be almost u'ithout limit. We all re-

member a sum in arithmetic, about a smith's un-
dertaking to shoe a liorse, Ibr the first nail, a cer-

tain price Avas to be given, and for every other

nail the price Avas to be doubled, and the prodi-

gious sum it amounted to. Apply this to a judi-

cious method of im]iro\-ement, and I dare say, it

Avill not be very deceptive; if the result Avould not

be so great, it Avould at least be most astonishing.

The great barrier, AAdiich prevents most persons

from readily giving into this jjlan, is their not haA-

ing matters so arranged, as to bfi able, AA'ith tole-

rable convenience, to make a commencement.
This it is true, will at first require some additional

labor, anil a little extra expense—but is it not most

Avise at this particular juncture, in the manage-
ment of our aflairs, to take a.prospective view and
conduct them accordingly, and lay aside for a sea-

son our great eagerness for present profits—the

more especially as it is very (luestionable whether
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our ideas about present profits are not based more
in imagination, originatino- Irom the distorted me-
dimn tlirough which we view the improving sys-

tem, tlian upon the faets which some formers are

illustrating, or the logical deductions of distin-

guished agriculturists? Would not some of our

farmers, who have many laborers, and a large

quantity of poor land, do better to subtract a part

of the Ibrmer from their usual plantation employ-
ments, and have them engaged in improving their

farms? That some capita;! at all times can be pro-

fitably employed in improving, but few will dispute,

and Ave all know that a^ great deal of labor is year-
ly expended without any thing like an adequate
profit, on account of our lands being poor—and it

is equally well known, tliat labor is as cheap here,

if not cheaper, than in most of the states—and it

is also equally as plain, that if our lands were rich

and productive, that this state would be the first

choice of most persons, much less Virginians

—

and that our lands Vv^ould sell as high as any in

the union.

Now with all these facts before us, does it not
appear as clear as midday, that this is the most
suitable time to alter our operations—and that im-
provements can be made here at as little cost, and
with as much expectation of profit, as any where
in the union? Is it not as praiseworthy and as

profitable to convert barren wastes into verdant
fields, as to fell the loity forest, and to expose its

virgin soil to rude cultivation for a lew yeare^
then to neglect, and finally to ruin? That man is

considered more deserving who makes a fortune.

than he who squanders one—if this is true in

money matters, it is much more so when applied

to agriculture. A man who enriches sterile fields,

and causes them to yield abundant crops, in doing
so adds materially to the general stock of wealth,

more, in my opinion, than one who hoards up
money—but the one who ruins a piece of land,

does a public injury, and is much more to be re-

prehended, than the spendthritl; who spends his

fortune—because in the latter case, the money
only changes hands, whereas in the former, the

soil passes away, and no one is benefited by the

change.
Agriculture can be made to flourish either by di-

rectly aiding and patronizing it—(and as a conse-

quence, manufactures, commerce, &c. would fol-

low in its wake) or indirectly by making internal

communications, building up cities and manufiic-
turing establishments. But does it not appear
most reasonable to have the matenals in posses-

sion, or in other words to have produced the crops

before we determine whether they shall be sent to

market on such and such rail road or canal—or go
to subsist this or that manufacturing community
or commercial city? The other has the semblance
at least of accomplishing the thing backwards,
and this is plain, because agriculture is usually
considered the great ])ivot upon which commerce
and manufactures turn, and without it, they could
not exist but to a very limited extent, inasmuch
as their other resources are only secondary—there-

fore it being the most important, ought to be the
first subject to call our attention. But circum-
stanced as we are, it may be best all things con-
sidered, to eflect the object by combining the in-

direct with the direct means—in that event, we
could certainly calculate on accomplishing our
viewp, and that too, in the shortest period. It can

be aided directly, by getting uj) societies for that
purpose, and this 1 think would be a very efficient

mode, and the more particularly as it is the order
of the day to do most things either by societies or
conventions. It could be aided most powerfully
by our intelligent and wealthy men—let them
study the subject, as it is- practised to the north,

and in Europe, and by skijflil men of this state

—

let them make experiments, introduce the diflerent

improvements in utensils, cultivation, seed, stock,

&c., and last, though not least, let tliem inforn>

the public of the resuhs of experiments—of the
various articles introduced into the state—and of
all of the new lights which time, practice, and in-

formation, under the guidance of strong heads and
penetrating judgements may develope.
A plaster inspection has been essaj"ed by our

legislature, but unfortunately did not succeed. If
the legislature could be convinced of the amount
the fiirmers lose on that account, and of the great
necessity of doing every thing in its power to ibs-

ter a spint of improv^ement, as we\l as of availing
itself of every opportunity of strengthening public
confidence both m the means used ajid the end
thereby to be obtained—it could hardly be doubted
but that inspections would be provided. Any of
our practical and intelligent gentlemen would con-
fer a favor on no inconsiderable portion of the
farming commimity, by taking up the subject,

stating its efi'ect and importance, and urging the,

legislature to give it a more mature consideration.*-

In concluding these reflections, allow me to say,

that I have not the vanity to believe, that they
will have much, if any effect, upon the minds of
others. Great would be my gratification, if any
thing I have said should induce older and abler
men, to attempt the reformation of those abuses
in our system of agriculture, which talent, energy,
and perseverance combined, will infallibly accom-
plish. Let our intelligent and distinguished citi-

zens light the torch and lead the way, and who
will doubt the issue—who will doubt but that the
substantial yeomanry of our state will follow? Let
them by precept and example, give a tone to pub-
lic opuiion, awaken the attention and call into ex-
ercise the dormant powers of a people Avho pos-
sess the elements requisite to constitute a prospe-
rous and powerful commonwealth. .Let them en-
deavor to rescue an agricultural lite from the odium
which tavern politicians and "small-beer" lawyers
have long been casting upon it, and convince
young Virginians, that agricultural pursuits are

conducive to health and virtue, and are not irre-

concilable Avith expansion of mind, liberality of
sentiment, or devoted patriotism.

December lOiJi, 1834.

*We differ with most persons as to the policy and ef-

fects of legal inspections in general—and have addi-

tional objections to the particular inspection recom-

mended above. Unless the inspector possessed and

exercised some chemical knowledge, (whicn could not

be expected, from the usual manner of filling such ap-

pointments, and the rate of payment for the service,) his

decisions as to the purity of gypsum, would be of very

htlle worth.

—

Ed. Farm. Erg.
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MONTHLY COMMERCIAL UKPORT.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The month of July has been to the farmers a
fortunate one—a favorable 'harvest was succeeded
by peculiar circumstances, which enables those

farmers wlio liave facilities in getting their wlieat

to market early, to obtain higher ]3rices than they

anticipated. The first contracts made were at

^1 15 per bushel, but a spirit of competition was
excited among the millers, and particularly those

whose new establishments are on a.n encrrmous

scale, which withdut any circumstances to warrant
it, caused the "price to be run up to $1 25 and even
$1 30. Tile llirmers wisely availed themselves
of this excitement wliich continued but lor a few
days, and during that short jjeriod most of the crops

on or near James River and its tributaiy streams
Avere sold, or rather contracted ior, deliverable at

early periods. It is estimated that the extent of

these operations exceeded hull'a million of bushels.

But so soon as the millers tired of playing this

losing game on each other, the price declined to

$1 10 tor red, and ^1 15 for white wheat, which
rates are now current. It is to be desired that this

enterprising spirit" may not result in loss to the

millers, so that it may be cherished hereafter. Some
cargoes ofnew wheat which arrived at New York,

were sold there at §1 16 while §1 25 was paid in

Richmond.
The capacity of the mills in Richmond, and its

immediate vicinity, is adequate to the m;uiufac-

turing of about 500,000 ban-els of flour per annum,
if it were practicable to keep them supplied with
grain. The best markets for their tiour are in

South America, but only a moderate portion of so

large a quantity can be required in those markets.

As the season advances the j^rice of Avlieat will

probably declinej unle-ss some European demand
shall arise.

With the progress of theInspections the impres-
sion that the tobacco crop will prove deficient, con-
tinues to gain ground, and the prices ofsuch quali-

ties as are suitable for shipment are well' sustained.

The loAvest grade sells at ^3 7b to ^4 per 100 lbs.

—good, fine and choice descriptions at .^8 to 12,

13 and 14. Foreign capitalists are believed to be
larwly iitterested in purchases of this article, as

well as of cotton during the present year. They
may thus exercise a controlling influence on the

{)rices abroad, so long as the suppl}' does not great-

y exceed the demand—but when the article has
passed out of their hands, their efibrts will be di-

rected to reduce its value, that they may renew
their speculations, which have thus lar this year
been successful.

The- cotton manufacturers in England and
France have done a larger and more profitable bu-
siness this year than heretofore, and while supplies

from tliis country have increased, those from other
sources are smaller than usual—prices have there-
fore been well supjioried.

peatedly called for many years, has at length
been enacted.

The pound sterling of Great Britain has been
and is culled par at ^4 44. The gold sovereign
of one |)ound sterling, was by our Ibrmer standard
worth .^4 57; by the new regulation it is worth
.^4 84.6. This chano^e wiU have the effect of in-

creasing the value of oills on Englimd, because if

a bill for £ 1000 sterling could be purchased here
for .^4444, or even for i$4500, an importation of
1000 sovereigns nught be therewith made, which
would be worth here ^4846, and leave a good pro-
fit after paying interest, brokerage, and insurance.
The importation of silver into this countrj^ will

doubtless be diminished, and the exportation of
gold will cease under existing circumstances.

It is presumable that the pressure for money
which has prevailed for some months, Avill soon be
partially, and perhaps extensively relieved, as it ia

announced that the United States Bank intends to

increase its loans, and the State Banks will be en-
abled to follow the example. The duration of thia

rdief must however, be very doubtfiil, and pru-
dence will dictate that it be not relied upon to any
great or durable extent.

The present current rate of exchange on Eng-
i

land is 103^ to 104. Virginia Bank stock 102^ to

103. Farmers' Bank stock 100 to 100^. The
late loan to the state of S 100,000, was taken at

103^ for 5 per cent stock, by a foreign house.

X.

July 25,. 183i.

COMPAUATIVE MORTALITY.
A curious official paper has been circulated, by

order of the House of Commons, showing the
comparative mortality in many large towns, &c.,
of the kingdom, from 1813 up to the present year..

Among the towns included in this comparative
calculation of mortality are, Leeds (town,) Brad-
ford, Holbeck, Beeston, Wigan, Preston, Norwich,
Bolton-le-jNloors, London, Bur}^, (Lancashire,)
Essex, &c. The result of the investigation of
mortality may be concisely stated as follows:—Of
children born there die, in Leeds, 53 per cent, un-
der 5 j^ears of age, and 62 per cent, under 20 years
of age; in Bradford, 47 per cent, under 5, and 59
per cent, under 20 years of age; in Beeston, 39 per
cent, imder 5, and 52 per cent under 20 years of
age; in Holbeck, 50 per cent, under 5, and 62 per
cent, under 20 years of age; in Norwich, 42 per
cent, under 5, and 50 per cent, under 20 years of
age; in Bolton, 49 per cent, under 5, and 61 per
cent, under 20 years of age; in Wigan, 48 per cent,

under 5, and 59 per cent under 20 years of age;
in London, 38 per cent, under 5, and 46 per cent,

under 20 years of age; in Rutland, 29 per cent,

under 5, and 37^ per cent, under 20 years of age,

&c. It iurtiier appears, that in Essex, Rutland,
and the metropolis, persons live to an advanced
age in a greater extent than others.

—

Morn. Herald.The manufacturing es-

tablishmerits in Virginia have, on the contrary,
been very unprofitable this year, and those in the preservation of fruit trees from hares.
northern states have suffered under the same in- According to M. Bus, young fTuit-trees may be
fluence. The business in cotton may be consider- preserved from the bites of hares, by rubbing them
ed closed tor the season. The last "sales were at

j

with fat, and especitdly hog's lard. Apple and
12^ to 13| cents. The prospects for this and all pear trees thus protected, gave no signs of the at-

other growing crops are reported to be favorable.

A change in the relative value of gold and sil-

tacks of these animals, though their footmarks
were abundant on the snow around them..

—

Bul-
ver to which the attention of congress'had been re-

i

M- Univers
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ON THE PRAIRIES OP ALABA3IA.

By W. W. M'GuiRE. (In a letter to the Editor.)

From Silliman's Jgurnal of Sciciices.

From the period of the first settlement of this

state to the present tiipe, the prairies have been

objects of great curiosity and have attracted much
attention; still, although the field lor scientific

investigation is so rich and interestmg, no one has,

to my knowledge, attempted a minute examination

of it. The striking peculiarities of the soil, of ge-

ological configuration, and organic productions,

especially in shells and other marine substance,

which are found scattered indiscriminately over the

prairies, are well ada])ted to attract attention, and
to excite investigation respecting the period and
pauses of the Ibrmation of the prairies and their

ibssiis. Slany who have never conceived ol" the

possibility of any great change of the surliice of

the earth, except that produced by the deluge re-

corded in the pentateuch, attribute to that event,

the present position of these shells. Others, taking

a still narrov/er view, believe them to have been
removed by the agency of men from their native

beds to the place where they are now found.

My own observations, ahhough hmited, have
eatisfied me that the prairies once consituted the

boundary of the Atlantic Ocean. In support of

this opinion there are still existing many satis-

factory proofs, although nges must have elapsed

since those changes took place; strong evidence

also exists that this great change has been afl'ected

by the elevating power ot earthquakes, volca-

noes and subterranean heat. The face of the

country, from the mountains to the prairies, is

rough and uneven, presenting an outline diifering

from all other hilly or broken countries which 1

have ever seen. It abounds in iron pyrites and
pebbi'.'s. Beds of good iron ore, of anthracite

and bituminous coal, and of limestone and sand-

stone, are found in several places.

The country lying between the prairies and the

sea coast is generally, if not altogether^ of the

same character as that on the coast Irom the

Potonjac to St. IMary's, viz: level sandy plains,

some fertile, some sterile, either dry or swampy,
and covered with pine, oak, cypress, cane, &c; but

it generallyj perhaps universall}'', shows the dis-

tinctive peculiarities of the above named coast.

The changes in all places are sudden and abrupt,

changing from the peculiar soil and character

of the prairies, to that of the coast, which is sterile,

jn some places almost pure silica; or of alluvial

formation along the rivers, swamps and marshes,
differing in fertility, according to the portions in

which silica and vegetable matter are mixed in

their composition. Tliio tract of country is from
one hundred to one hundred and thuly miles wide,
perhaps more.

In speaking of the prairies, the rock formation
claims particular attention. It is uniformly found
below the prairie soil, at various depths, ranging
from ten to fifteen feet, and it sometimes projects

above the ground. This rock is generally kno^vn
by the name of rotten limestone; when removed
lor several feet on the top, and exposed to the ac-

tion of the atmosphere for some time, it assumes
a beautiful white color. In its soft state it is easi-

ly quarried, and blocks of almost any dimensions
can be procured. li has been dressed by planes
pM other instruments, and used in building chim-

nies, some of which have stood twelve or fifteen

years without injury or decay. A sunnner's sea-

soning is requisite to fit it for building. This rock

has been penetrated by boring to depths varying
fi'om one hundred to five hundred and fiflty leet;

after the first six or seven feet, it is of a blueish or

gray color, but still soft, except in a few instances,

where flint strata of a foot thick or more have been
met with. On perforating the rock, a fidl supply

of good water is always obtained, which unilorndy

flows over the top, I have heard of no constant

running stream of water over this rock, except one
in Pickens county, near the lower fine. The
superincumbent earth is for a few i'eet composed
principally of stiff clay, of whitish color; then

comes the mould or soil, wliich is very black—in

wet weather it is extremely miry and stiffj and in

dry, very hard and compact,
Shells, such as the oyster, muscle, periwinkle,

and some other kinds, are found in great quanti-

ties throughout almost all the prairies of Alabamj^
and Mississippi; the first named being the most
numerous, mixed in every proportion with thr©

others. The oyster shells are perfectly similar to

those now obtained from the ojster banks on the

shores of the Atlantic. The largest beds of shells

in the open prairies seem to occupy rather elevated

but not the highest places. They have probably

been removed from the more elevated situations

by torrents of rain. It may be that the lowest

places never contained any shells; or if they did,

as vegetable matter accumulates in greater quan-
tities in low situations, they may have been thus

covered. In some instances I believe they have
been found in such places, several feet below the

surface. They are not found in very large quanti-

ties in the timbered prairies; and indeed, so far as I

have observed, wherever the shells are numerous,
vegetation is not so luxuriant as where there is a
proper admixture of tiie decomposed or composing
shells and vegetable matter.

These shells and other decomposing materials

appear to have given a peculiar character to the

prairie soil, which causes it to adhere so strongly

to the legs of horses and to the wheels of car-

riages as to remain several daj's in travelling, un-
less washed or beaten off'. Yet, when well broken
uj), at the proper season, and regularly ])loughed, it

remains quite mellow, producing corn and cotton

equalto the best allu\"ial bottoms, with, so far as it

has been tried, increased fertility; although from
the compact nature of the rock beneath, and the

tenacity with which it retains moisture, crops are

injured sometimes by rains, but seldom by
drought.

There being no opening or fissures, except a-

bo\'e the rock, by which to convey the water di-

rectly to the channel of creeks and rivers, there

are consequently no reservoirs to contain supplies

lor fountains and springs. In the winter and sjjring

seasons the streams overflow and the land is literal-

ly submerged. In the summer and autumn neither
springs or wells are to be found, except below tlie

rock; yet notwithstanding this scarcity of water,
there is seldom a lack of moisture for the purpose
of vegetation. And at times when the drought is

such as to produce fissures two or three inches
wide and as many feet deep, the earth will be
found quite moist at the depth of two or threp

inches.

As an evidence of the general moisture of the
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prairie soil, below the surface, it may be remarked,
that crawfishes are so very numerous in some sit-

uations as to j)rove very destructive to young corn,

cotton, and other tender [)lants. Alter nightfall

they issue Irom their holes or dens and comnuMice
their devastations. Their holes are of consider-

able depth, supposed to reach to the rock Ibrma-

tion, a distance of from ten to fifteen tl^et; and on
the surface ofthe ground regular and well built mud
walls, five or six inches high are erected. The
crawfish is of the crustaceous class, perhaps dif-

fering but slightly except in size, from the sea lob-

ster. Their nocturnal perigrinations show that

they difier at least in their habits, from the com-
mon crawfish found in our brooks.

Much of the soil is sterile, presenting low hills

on which there is no timber; in other places, a
small and stinted growth, such as black-jack and
post oak. In some places there are considerable

hills, having a thin stratum of excellent vegetable

mould, covered Avith timber indicating a good soil;

but from the close texture of" the substratum, it is

liable to be washed away, which has been the

case in Washington and Clarke counties. In

those counties, I am inlbrraed the rock projects

more than in any other part of the prairies, and
there are clifls fitleen or twenty feet high.

There are open prairies of everj^ size from one
hundred to one thousand or twelve hundred acres

mixed and interspersed in every form and mode
with timbered land of all kinds; some producing

only black-jack and post oak, not exceeding fifteen

or twenty I'eet in height; others again covered with

the most majestic oak, poplar, elm, hickory, wal-

nut, pacaun, hackberry, grapevine and cane, equal

in size and beauty, I understand to similar kinds

in the Mississippi alluvions.

The extent of this country may not be unimpor-
tant. I am informed that traces of prairie soil may
be seen in Georgia, perhaps as far east as JMil-

ledgeville. It is indeed said to exist in North Car-

olina; but of this I have not evidence such as to

warrant the assertion. That it stretches nearly

five hundred miles eastward from the vicinity of

the Mississippi on the west almost to Milledgeville,

there is no doubt; and if it extends, as is said to be

the fact, to North Carolina, it reaches lour hundred
or five hundred miles farther, being perhaps nine

hundred or one thousand miles long, and from forty

to sixty in breadth.

That the prairies were once the boundary of the

Atlantic is evident. 1. From the fact, that on
both sides, they exhibit the indented and irregular

appearance of a coast, vmifbrmly stretching up the

large w^ater courses; and in general, theeandy low
country stretches in a corresponding degree up the

rivers into the prairies; but except it is more or less

alluvial, is unlike the prairies. 2. They are near-

ly or quite parallel to the present shore. 3. The
great quantity of sea shells, found scattered on so

large a tract of country, very little of which is

within one hundred miles of the sea coast, support
the opinion now advanced. The idea of their hav-
ing been carried thither by action of winds or tides,

is precluded by the fact, that in that case, they must
have been raised three or four hundred feet, and I

presume in no place less than one hundred above
the level of the Gulf of Mexico.
That the change was the effect of earthquakes,

is evident from the appearance of the Mississippi.

The "father of rivers" bears strong marks, that

long before the earthquakes of 1811 '12, its course
had been altered by some more powerful convul-
sion of nature; for its mighty current runs strongly
against the seven blufls below its junction withVhe
Ohio, (except at St. Francisville,) seeming still to

contend lor its ancient channel. The prairies them-
seh-es aflbrd strong proof of this position; for, in

numy places, they present the appearance of hav-
ing been lifted up, and they are, in fact, consider-
ably higher than the surrounding country. Much
of the country of which I am speaking, besides
the prairies, has that peculiar undulating appear-
ance which corresi)onds with tlie expansive heav-
ings' of eartlKjuakes.

To this theory an objection, at least, may be
raised. Why is it that aquatic remains are not
found between the prairies and the ocean? It may
be replied that the marine exu^via; in the low coun-
try have long since been decomposed, while the
shells in the prairies have remained in some in-

stances, entire, for the want of suitable agents to

act upon them; indeed, the prairies themselves
illustrate this observation, for in all places where
vegetable matter in considerable quantities has
been brought to act, tlie shells are rapidly decom-
posing or have nearly passed through this process,

and the vegetables have in consequence obtained

a luxuriant growth. While on the other hand, in

situations where shells are found in nearly their

original state, it is readily perceived that tlie mass
of actually decomposing materials, (except a par-

tial influence of air and water,) is in small propor-

tion to the whole accumulation.

The prairies present a more lovely and fascina-

ting prospect in the spring and summer, than the

liveliest imagination can [)icture. They are then

clothed in the richest livery of those seasons

—

"Plains immense, and interminable meads.
Lie stretch 'd before—where the wandering eye,

Unfix'd IS in verdant ocean lost,

Another flora there, of bolder hues,

And richer sweets, beyond our gardens pride.

Plays o'er the fields, and showers with sudden hand,

Exuberant spring."

Herds of cattle and flocks of sheep, are seen in

the distance, cropping the fresh grass, or wander-
ing at pleasure over the flowery region. Yet the

absence of large trees, is amply repaid, by the rich

garniture of grass, flowers and shrubbery. The
odors of the wild rose, hawthorn, &c. load the

summer's breeze with the most delicious perfumes.

During the hottest and most sultry weather, when
in other places, every thing is drooping and with-

ering from excessive heat, a cool breeze is "ever

on the wing." This is owing to the elevation of

the prairies and the absence of timber.

During my last visit to the prairies, I found a
substance existing in considerable quantities, re-

sembling the coral, or some of the zoophytic fami-

lies. It is nearly as hard as flint rock. I collected

several specimens, but have lost them. Some
months back, I saw in the possession of a gentle-

man, several very interesting prairie specimens.

They were said to be Shark's teeth, from an inch

to an inch and a half in length, slender and very

sharp. Among them are also species of the ver-

tebrie of fishes. They were procured in a section

of the prairies which I have never visited; which
abounding in specimens of the kind just mention-

ed, is the most interesting portion of'^this singular

country.
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It is a well established fact, that the earth and

sea have undergone frequent and violent revolu-

tions; and. that the cliange that lell the i)rairies dry

is the most, recent, is-evTdent from the perfect state

which shells, &c. are now found and from the fact

that vegetation in many places, has made but

slow progress. The nature of the soil indicates

some ingredient adverse to many kinds of jjlants.

But it is evidently fast changing, and it is not un-

likely, that in the course of time, it will entirely

lose its distinctive character and become perlectly

amalgamated with vegetable matter. The pro-

cess of decomposition and reproduction is raj)idly

going on m most places, and at every successive

cro]rof plants, more matter is added, for the final

acconiplishmem of the great change. It would be

an interesting subject oflnquiry whether the wood-

lands are not gradually encroaching upon naked

places; and if so, it would show at once that the

prairies are by natural operations, slowly losing

their pec4.iliai-Itie.s.

Postscript.—A gentleman of Clarke County,

Alabama, states, that on his plantation are parts

of the back bone of some animal from eiglit to ten

inches long, and proportionally large in circumfer-

ence—some still held together by the cartilaginous

ligatures. Many of the early settlers Used them
instead of andirons. There is no canal for the

spmal marrow.* An early settler informed him,

that he had seen an entire skeleton, on the surface

of the earth; it was of enormous dimensions, long-

er as is reported, than the largest whale.

SPECULATIONS ON RAIL ROADS.

From the American Rail RoadJoumal.

Has it never occurred to you that the capital

vested in many rail roads and canals, is likely, if

not exceedingly profitable at the commencement,
to be eventually lost, li-om the roads and canals

being superseded by others which may be made
afterwards? The great and ultimate object of

these improvements, is to facilitate exchanges—to

cheapen and expedite transportation to and from
market—as, between the great coal region, or be-,

tween the great agricultural west and the best

paarket, whether Philadelphia, . New York, or

Boston. Now, if it be assumed, that transporta-

tion by rail roads, or by some better roads, steam
being the impeUing power, shall supersede, where
practicable, ail other modes of locomotion,—and I

do not suspect myself of being alone in the ^opinion

that there is no extravagance in such an assump-
tion, particularly when we notice the progress of

thuigs in Europe—it is no iiiore than reasonable

to begin to contemplate, and try to forsee and a.ct

upon the natural and inevitable results which must
follow, and to lay them before the public, that they

may be fairly in view, and have proper considera-

tion in the mind of every man, or company, when
coming to a determination in regard to any pro-

posed improvement, both as respects ita location

and the manner in which it shall be comjjleted, or

the amount of capital \vhich m;iy be safely in-

vested in it.

The climate and productions of Europe and
North. America are so nearly ahke, that as tlie

state of science and the arts in these quarters of
the world continues to come nearer to an equality,

it is fair to conclude that the exchanges of mer-

chandize will hardly keep pace with the increasing,

population of America. Still, as the condition of

men is improving, and society and nations are

becoming more mlimate and Iriendly in their rela-

tions, and curious in their inquiries, we may sup--

pose that travel lor gratification will greatly in-

crease between the two—this is proved by the

number and constant increase of fine ships as

packets; and it tiiirly indicates,. in connection with

the extent. to which steamboats are coming into

use, and tholong voyages which they occasionally

make, that the time is not distant when tlie packet

ships will be propelled by steam. No rail road

can be laid across the Atlantic. It .will be an ob-

ject to have each of the.two ports in Europe and
America, ii'om whence most of these ships may
be expected to depart for the other, situated con-

veniently as it respects the interior parts of the

country, and as near together as may be. The
wearisomcness of a long sea voyage will render

these considerations indispensable,, and may lead

to some changes not now much thought ol.

But to leave this part of the subject for a while,

and dwell more particularly on our own United

States.

To attain the greatest rapidity of motiojn will

always be an object of controlling importance, and
therefore level regions will be greatly dcsyrable lor

the location of the principal thoroughfares. The
intercourse and exchanges between the north and
the south, must increase vasdy beyond all pre-

cedent, and probably beyond. all present anticipa-

tion of the rnost enthusiastic, for as speed of trans-

portation increases, and the cost is reduced, the

productions of each of the various clima,tes will be
vastly more, consumed in the other climates; and
the assumption is, that transportation by land will

gradually take the place of -water navigation, first,

tor persons travelling, and tlien for merchandize,
and particularly on account of its expedition, safety,

and regularity. This consideration is made strong-

er, fi-om the fact that much of the interior, and
the finest portion of North America, and that

which will soon be the most productive and most
densely settled, and of course require the greatest

exchanges of this quarter, is already as near by
land to the most important productions of southern
climates, as it is to our eastern commercial ports.

It is not too early, . then, to begin the inquiry,

where shall be our princij^al and leading roads ?

tor it is plain that they. are not yet located, and
that they cannot be determined on judiciously with-

out the most grand and enlarged views, and the

most extensive and accurate surveys.

Without attempting to speak oi' details, which
can of course be only determined by such surveys,

it is pertinent, and may be profitable to notice,

that the fonmation of the countiy, and- the condi-

tion and wants of the citizens, present and future,

clearly indicate that the road already commenced
at Albany, must be continued without any regard
to navigable Aviuers, on the best and most level

ground westward, indefinitely. That another road
from Nor!l)lk, or perhaps from Boston, inust pro-

ceed soutliwardly over the level region, near the

coast all tlie way, to some harbor where a town
is yet to spring up near the south cape of East
Florida, from whence there will be a busy steam-
boat intercourse with Havana; that a branch of

this road will proceed, say fi'om Savannah, to

New Orleans, and thence into Texas, and onward.
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onward. 'J'hat another priacipal road will be Jrom

this new city on the Cape ot" Florida, into the

great valley at" the Mississippi. This Strings me
back to the thoughts which put me upon this essay,

the errors likely to be made in the location of rail

roads. I jjcrccive some are designed to communi-
cate only between one inland water navigation

and another. These may prosper long enough to

refund their cost; but the day is not distant when
they will have comparatively -little value.

Finally, as jour journal is likely to be exten-

sively jjreserved lor lliture reading and reference,

and as I am an old man, and shall hardly trouble

you many times more, I ask of you the I'urther

tavor to record a lew prophecies.

First, fresh water navigation,,including that of

the Mississippi and all its tributaries, will be dis-

continued, probaljly within twenty years.

Secondly, New Orleans, and all cities in un-
healthy situations, will greatly decline, and new
cities and towns spring up in more healthlul and
advantageous situations, and that the • queen of

these will be somewhere at apohitnot yet thought

of in the great valley.

And thirdly, that either Boston or Halifax is

destined to take the sceptre Irom the highly fiivor-

ed city of theMsland..

And to conclude, again I would most respect-

fially hint to the men of Boston (and for this I

hope they will remember my children) two thhigs

—first, to spare no pains, nor grudge any capital

either in the location or construction of their west-
ward and southward rail roads; and secondly, to

turn their attention to European steam packets on
a large scale.. I beg pardon: Boston folks need
no hint from me on their own affairs. .'

'

c. o.

Deep Creek, Sept. 5, 1833.

BOAT BRIDGES FOR RAIL ROAnS.

From a Camden (S. C.) paper.

Much apprehension is entertanied, as to the

ditpculfy of passing the Santee or Waferee, for

the want of a bridge. If the reader will refer to

the Journal of the Franklin Institute for June,
1S32, he will see the matter scientifically discussed

and illustrated. We add a letter from a traveller

who speaks of it in a familiar manner. .

Boat Bridges.

Extract of a letter from a gentleman wlio has recentl}^

travelled in Gerniany

.

" The. boat bridges on the Rhine appeared to

me, to be as capable of taking as gr€iat a load as
the Columbia bridge.* The Diligences in that
country, weigh, about 300.0 lbs. without a load,

and carry Irom twenty to thirty passengers; and,
on the top much merchandize, &C. . They could
easily take all the cars I have ever seen on- the
Charleston Rail Road, with all their loatl.

" The Rhine at Cologne is very much such a
river as the Santee. It overflovvs in the same
way. At Cologne, high walls confine it. Just
above Cologne, the mountains begin. At Mentz,
the low grounds between the mountains on each
side ot the river commence—and so it continues
till you get to Basle in Switzerland.

* For the information of strano-eis, it is well to ob-
serve that this bridge is built on the shoals, and that it

has a foundation of the very best kind.

"These boat bridges are in various places, viz:
Cologne, Bonne, Coblentz, Mentz, Worms, Spi-
res, .Manlieim, Strasburg, &c. I have oiten
thought such bridges, would admirably suit our
state.

"Seven, eight or twelve boats are anchored in
tlie stream, and the anchors are secured with piles
of stone. The boat has a considerable (query
chain) cable attached to the anchor, so as to rise

and fall with the Mreshet. Uprights are framed
upon these boats, and bridges thrown across them—each boat answering for a pier. A swinging
platform is fixed on the shore—this is connected
with the main bridge, by a lalling bridge, (a draw
bridge,) lilted up by ropes fixed on the principle
of the crane. In this ;way the crossing is made
to accommodate the rises and falls of the river.

Places are also made to lift up the draws or bridge,

to let the vessels jjass up and down tlie "river."

ROAn MAKING.
From tlin National Intclligpiieer.

Replies to questions hy Mr. John Davis, dated 27th
Nov. 1822, front. JIagerstown.

Line of the road.—This branch belongs to the
engineer, and no general directions can be given
respecting it; ^. .

°

;
Surface or bed of the road.—The bed of a road

is the soil of the country, after being made smooth,
and as level as circumstances, will admit.
The great object of road making, is to preserve

this bed Irom wet, which assails it both from be-
low, and from above; the, under water is. to be
kept off by sitle drains, that shall always keep the
water of the soil some inches below the level of
the bed, at every season of the year, and should
the line be so level and low as that no sufficient
fall can be got to bring I he water of the soil below
the bed of tlie road, in such case, the bed must be
raised above the. level of the water.

This principle of preserving the bed or a road
from lying in water, is founded on the reason that
if a road be laid in water, the sub-soil is kept soft,

and the road will surely be .pressed into it by heavy
carriages—and in winter the frost affects that wet
soil so as to lift up the whole mass—by which it is

loosened, and on a thaw is broken to pieces..
These reasons have been ibund sufficient to induce
the abandonment of the former practice of digging
a trench, into 'which the road was placed, "^and
which ensured the bed of the road being wet at al-

most all seasons of the year.
The wet from above is to be kept from the bed

by the matei-'ials (or as we term it the metal) of
the road, broken of stone, of angular form, skilfully

and careiully.laid on, forming a body so compact
as to be an eflectual cover or roof to prevent water
from penetrating from above.
Having secured the bed or natural soil of the

country fi-om wet, it is of itself sufficiendy strong
to cany any weight; there is, therefore, no ne-
cessity tor the bottom or foundation, as it is called,

of large stones, which, if they were not injurious,

are objectionable, on account of the useless ex-
pense; but this bottom is ])ositively injurious, inas-
much as it is constantly shaken by heavy car-
riages, which keeps the upper strafimi always
loose and open to receive rain water.
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When the bed is duly, prepared and dry, the

etonc (or as we call it the metal) is to be laid on,

not all at once, but m layers of three inches thick,

afler the first three inches are laid on, it is to be
subjected to the tralBc, or if the road is not open
to traffic, then to be rolled with the iron roller;

when there is shower}^ weather: or it must be
wetted by water thrown ujion it—for you will find

that no stone will consolidate when perfectly dry.

When the first coat of metal has in some de-
gree settled and become consolidated, a second
coat of three inches thick, is to be laid on and
rolled as before, unless you have traffic—in which
case great care must be taken to rake the road
constantly with the iron rakes, filling the tracks

made by every carriage so as not to be seen by
that succeeding, until the road is quite consolidated,

after which it will take no damage, nor fiiU into

ruts from any shape or size of wheel, or weight of
carriage.

Much has been said and written upon the

strength of roads—my experience leads me to the
conclusion, that six inches thickness of well broken,

well laid stone, is quite sufficient, provided the bed

be 7nade and kept dry, I have of late years made
no new road thicker; but have, on the second year,

given it an addition of three inches, loosing a little

the hard surface of the road, about an inch deep,

to allow the new and old metals to join and unite

in a compact body—going upon the principle that

the natural soil is the real carrier, both of the road

and the carriages, and that if it could be kept dry by
any other means, the artificial road Avould be alto-

gether unnecessary, and as six inches of metal is

0,s effectual a proof, or covering, as a larger quan-
tity, there is no use in being at the expense of

more.
Materials for metal.—The graflations of quality

jn this country, of stone for roads, are considered

to be

—

-first, granite,

—

second, good flint,-^f/tirfZ,

hard lime stone.

In America, Avhere the summers are dry, and
hot, I should prefer hard lime stone to flint—be-
cause the latter is very apt to become loose in very
dry weather; but whatever materials be used, it

(should be broken very small; in recommending
.six ounces as the proper size, I Avent as far as the

then old prejudices would admit; but experience
has convinced me, that half the size is more use-

ful and more profitable to the country. When the

stone is well broken and properly applied, there is

no occasion for the covering of gravel or slate

—

and I object to it as prev^enting the consolidation

of the stone by keeping the pieces apart, whereas
they should unite by their own angles. The slope

of a road should be as little as possible, to throw
off the surface water; and I have found an inch
in a yard, from the centre to the side, to be suffi-

cient; if the surface be smooth and solid, no water
can stand on such a slope—and the more you can
allow carriages to stand upright, the easier they
will run.

The reason of recommending the laying on of
ihe stone at diflerent times, and in layers, is, that if

the whole quantity be laid on at once, the under-
part never consolidates properly, but continues
loose, and is apt to be shaken by heavy carriages,

and thereby to loosen the upper part, so as to make
the road receive rain water.
Having resided fourteen years in America, I

am aware of the severity of the frost, and of the
|

heavy and sudden summer shoAvers. These cir-

cumstances make it more necessarj' to be very at-

tentive to keeping diy the bed of your roads, as
fi"ost will assuredly reach them eveiy winter;

whereas, the frosts of this cliniate are not so vio-

lent, and do not reach the bottom of our roads,

perhaj's on an average of seven years.

On hilly ground, great care should be taken to

keep the side water ways clear and open, other-

wise rain water will get in under the road, and
seek its way between the metal and the bed down
the slope, lor a great distance.

In a country Uke America, where many new
roads must necessarily be made, it is of the great-

est consequence to fblloAv the most economical
course, in order to make the funds appropriated to

roads, produce the greatest sum of good to the
public.

The old system of digging trenches, and filling

them again with stone, is to be avoided as a very
useless waste of the funds, it being evident that

the expense of this mischievous process is greater

than making the same length of road on good
principles.

JOHN LOUDON MACADAM.

BONE-DUST FOR CULTIVATION OF GRAIN.

The exportation of bones from Germany to

England constitutes a singular epoch in the annals
of commerce. Myriads of tons have been already
exported without glutting the market, or causing a
cessation of the demand. In the vicinity of the

North Sea, mills have been erected to pulverize

them. This bone-powder, or bone-dust, waelong
ago exclusively applied to the purposes of hot-

houses by German horticulturists; but the English,

emboldened by their riches, have extended its use
to general objects of agriculture, and fertilize, by
these expensive means, their cold, humid, and
poorest land; and have thus brought the uplands of
Nottinghamshire, the western parts of Holderness,

&c., into the highest state of cultivation, both in

point of extent and intenseness of fertility. There
is, consequentl}'-, a proverb, "that one ton of Ger-
man bone-dust saves the importationof ten tons of
German corn." As Malta formerly covered her
naked rocks with foreign soil, so does England
now fertilize her clay and sandy heaths with Ger-
man bones. Near the sea-coast even the church-
yards are robbed of their venerable relics, which is

only ironically excused by rendering the German
bone trade pojiular. An agriculturist, being ren-

dered attentive by this vast exportation, instituted

privately some comparative experiments, the re-

sults of Avhich prove that bone-dust acts in the cul»

tivation of grain, as compared to the best stable

manure, —1. In respect to the quality of corn aa

7 to 5;—2. In resjiect to quantity as 5 to 4;—3. In

respect to durability of the energy of soils as 3 to 2,

It produces several collateral advantages;—1, It

destroys weeds;—2. It diminishes the necessity

of suffering the land to lie fallow;—3, This con-
centrated manure, or substitute for manure, is more
easy of conveyance, less laborious to spread, and
can with facility be ap])lied to the steepest vine-

yards or other inaccessible lands, either in moun-
tainous countries or in wet meadow land;—4. It

renders agriculture practicable without cattle-

breeding, gi'azing, &c.

—

ReperUrry of Inventions,
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From Mr. Jesse's Gleanings.

Several pages are devoted to the economj' of

these curious creatures, and as many points oi' their

history are warmly contested, Mr. "Jesse's experi-

ence is vakiable.

That they do wander from one place to another

is evident, as I am assured that they have been

found in ponds in Richmond Park, which had been

previously cleaned out and mudded, and into which
no water could run except iiom the springs whicli

supplied it.* An annual migration of young eels

takes i)Iace in the River Thames in the month of

May, and they have generally made their appear-

ance at Kingston, in their way upwards, about the

second week in that month, and accident has so

determined it, that, Icjr several years together it was
remarked that the 10th of May was the day of

what the fishermen call eel-fair; but they have
been more irregular m their proceedings since the

interruption oi' the lock at Teddington. These
young eels are about two inches in length, and they

inake their approach in one regular and undeviating

column of about five inches in breadth, and as

thick together as it is possible for them to be. As
the procession generally laists two or three days,

and as they appear to move at the rate of nearly

two miles and a hall an hour, some idea may be

Jbrrped of their enormous number.
Eels Iced on almost all animal substances,

whether dead or li\'ing. It is well known that

they devour the ycung of all water-fowl that are

not too large tor them. Mr. Bingley states, that

he saw exposed for sale at Retlbrd, in Notting-

hamshire, a quantity of eels that would have filled

a couple of wlieel-barrows, the whole of which
had been taken out of the body of e. dead horse,

thrown into a ditch near one of the adjacent til-

lages; and a friend of mine saw the body of a man
taken out of the Serpentine River, in Hyde Park,

where it had been some time, and from which a
large eel crawled out. The winter retreat of eels

is very curious. They not only get deep into the

mud, but in Bushy Park, where the mud in the

ponds is not very deep, and what there is, is of a

sandy nature, the eels make their way vuider the

banks of the ponds, and have been Ibund knotted

together in a large mass. Eels vary much in size

in ditliirent waters. The largest I ever caught was
in Richmond Park, and it weighed five pounds,

but seme are stated to have been caught in Ireland

which weighed from fifteen to twenty pounds.

Seven pomids is, I believe, no unusual size. The
large ones are extremely strong and muscular.

TO FREE FRUIT-TREES FROM MOSS AND IN-

SECTS,

Mr. James Thomas, of Derveruden Green,
near Chepstow, has tbund the following mixture

an excellent application for the purpose. The

* I have been informed, upon the authority of a no-

bleman well known for his attachment to field sports,

that, if an eel is found on land, its head is invariably

turned towards the sea, for which it is always observed

to make in the most direct line possible. If this in-

formation is correct (and there seems to be no reason

to doubt it,) it shows that the eel, like the swallow, is

possessed of a strono; migratory instinct. May we not

suppose that the swallow, like the eel, performs its mi-

grations in the same undeviating course?

mixture is made by taking five bushels of well-

burnt lime fresh from the kiln, and slacking it with

hot water, in whichsalt has been dissolved. When
the lime has fallen to a fine dry ])ovvder, add, by
snudl quantities at a time, a bushel of soot, stirring

it in till the two ingredients are completely incor-

porated. Advantage is to be taken of the first

foggy day, when the trees are damp, but not drip-

ping, to clust them over with this powder. One
man may treat fifty trees in a day, and the opera-

tion in Mr. Thomas's opinion, should be repeated

twice a year; the first time in March, and the second

time in "October or November. Mr. Thomas has

likewise found, that the grass beneath his trees,

which used to be full of moss, has now become a

fine sward, quite free from moss, no doubt in con-

sequence of those particles of the composition

which fell to the ground dunng the dusting of the

trees.

—

Transactions of ike Society of jlrts.

THE MOLE.
It is remarkable that this animal sometimes

rrives notice of a change of Aveather. The tem-

perature or dry'ness of the air governs its motions

as to the depth at which it lives or works. This

is partly from hs inability to bear coldor thirst, but

chiefly from the necessity it is under of following

its natural food, the earth worm, (Lumbricus ter-

restris,) which always decends as the cold or

drouo-ht increases. In frosty weather, both worms

and moles are deeper in the ground than at other

times, and both seem to be sensible of an approach-

ing change to warmer weather before there are

an'y perceptible signs of it in the atmosphere.

When it is observed, therefore, that moles are

casting hills through openings in the frozen turf,

or through a thin covering of snow, a change to

open weather may be shortly expected.

The cause of this appears to be as follows:

—

The natural heat of the earth being for a time pent

in by the fi-ozen surface, accumulates below it; first

incites to action the animals, thaws the frozen sur-

face, and at length escapes into the air, which it

warms and softens; and if not counter-balanced by

a oreater degree of cold in the atmosphere, brings

about a change. Changes from frosty to mild

weather, caused by the ascent of heat from the

earth, are oilen so evident, that the circumstance

needs no confirmation. Stronger proof; if proof

were necessary, cannot be given than the common
appearance of frost or snow remaining longer upon

o-round having a stratum of rock beneath, than

upon that where there is none. Old foundations

of buildings, which have not been dug out, are

easily tracked by the same appearance; and any

subterraneous solid body, as large stones, drains,

planks, or pieces of timlser, may be discovered m
the same way; and even a plank laid across a ditch

at such times will remain covered with snovy for

many hours after the snow on the ground is all

melted and cone. This sufficiently accounts for

the activity of the mole before a change of wea-

ther, and deserves to be noted by the meteorologist

amono- his other prognostics of the weather.

The mole, though generally a despised and per-

secuted animal, is nevertheless useful in some de-

oree to the husbandman, in being the natural

drainer of his land, and destroyer of worms. To
other inferior animals he is a sapper and nnner,

forming for them their safe retreats and well se-

cured don-nitories.—3/fl^a5;i?ie of Natural History.
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IMPROVEMENT OF WORN LANDS.

Brookfidd, I2th July, 1834.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

I observe in your Register for June, some re-

marks by S. B. trom Powhatan, on "Exhausting
and improving cultivation." In addition to his

modes of improving, exliausted or naturally poor
land, I would beg to lay before your readers, a
mode of improvement adopted in many parts of
Europe, and particularly in England and Scotland.

Many of your readers muf^t be acquainted with it

from theory, but I am not aware of its ever having
been put properly into practice in this country.

The mode to which I allude if?, the fdlowing of
land with a crop of turnips and eating them off

the ground with sheep, either the whole of the
crop, or two-thirds of it, as it may be abundant or

deficient. The mode as adopted in Scotland, where
t have had it in extensive practice, is, land which
is wished to be laid dov>''n in grass and in good
condition, is well prepared in the early part of

the season by repeated ploughing, as the nature
or condition of the soil may require, until proper-
ly pulverized: the ground generally receives a par-
tial manuring. Bone manure is generally used
for that crop, and is sown in the drills with the
machine at the same time the turnips are. In the
absence of^a supply ofbone manure,stable-yard ma-
nure is used. The turnips are regularly ploughed,
hoed, and thinned out to a given space, plant: from
plant, as the kind of root may require.- Early in

winter a moveable fence is used to inclose a space
of the field proportioned to the number of sheep.
In addition to the turnips, the sheep have oat straw
or hay given to them in severe weather, which is

placed for them in a moveable and covered rack,
and this moveable fence is extended or removed
from time to time as the whole are eaten off. The
ground is then ploughed up for the recejition of
the grain meant to be sown in it. This mode of
Improving worn out or poor soils in Scotland, has
been attended with the most beneficial results.

Land which to my own Icnowledge a few years asco

was scarce worth the fencing in^ is iloW, from this

mode of manuring, producing from thirty to forty
bushels of wheat an acre. It is to be observed,
that it does not generally succeed well in wet
or low lands. From the difference of climate
I am not fi-om experience prepared to say that the
.same mode would be attended in this country with
the same amount of beneficial result; but as so
much is wanted here to improve worn out land, I

should think the matter worthy a patient trial; if

it failed, it could be no great loss—and if it suc-
ceeded it would be of incalculable benefit. The
spirit of agricultural improvement in this country
is now evidently beginning to expand itself It is

doubtless the duty and interest of every one to
aid the good work so far as in their power. The
number of emigrations from this part of the county
is a source of general remark and regret; and it

is doubtless a matter of deep regret, that so many
of the industrious citizens of the Atlantic States
should be compelled to remove to the far-ofi'

western country. And the general reason as-
signed for such emigration is, that the land here
will not now, as formerly, repay the labors be-
stowed on it, or, in many instances, aff^ord even a
scanty subsistence to its owners. This failure,

ture of the soil, is the unavoidable result of an
injudicious, improvident, and ruinous S3'stcm (if it

can be so called) of agriculture; but the fact that

they carry with them the same injudicious system,

is a matter of deeper and more serious regret, than

the bare fact of their emigration. For, al'ter they
have labored hard for a i'ew years to clear a few
acres of land of its timber, they, by following

their old system, must unavoidably after a few
years have the same difficulties to encounter, and
another removal fiirther into the interior be the

result, until the whole face of the countr}--, natu-

rally rich and productive, become a comparative

barren waste These emigiants are termed the

pioneers of the forests, and have to encounter

many a hardship, and sacrifice many an endearing
tie. But those men who become the owners of
the lands which they have left, have a task no less

difficult and arduous, and certainly much more deli-

cate to perform than clearing land from Avood*

They, in order to obtain a subsistence, must re-

claim land which has been exhausted by an im-
poverishing mode of fiuming, an object Avhich can
only be obtained after a lapse of time and much
perseverance. Let the citizens of this common-
wealth think on the numbers of their forefath-

ers who died under the tomahawk and scalping-

knifc of the savage and unreclaimed Indian, in ob-

taining for them their noio peaceful possessions,

and on the thousands of patriots who died in the

defence of their dearest rights, and in securing for

their descendants a glorious liberty and inde-

pendence. And was all this blood spilt to obtain a
country so unproductive as not to supply her chil-

dren with bread? Certainly not. Citizens of this

happy and free country, providence has cast your
lot in a land capable, underjudicious management,
producing every comfort, necessary, and luxury of

life even to overflowing, and will you not avail

yourselves of these important blessings? If meanf3

are amply in your own hands, it only wants ex-

ample, energy and enterprise to secure to you and
your children their full enjoyment. Your patri-

otic forefathers nobly withstood the efforts of a
proud ambitious and invading foe, and victory and
independence was their rich reward.
You have now a foe within yourselves in the in-

ternal management of your dearly purchased pos-

sessions, which strikes as deeply (and much more
insiduously) at the root of your dearest interests,

and which, if not speedily met and combatted with,

must ere long present you with the appalling spec-

tacle of your lands reduced to barrenness, and
3"our children without bread.^ Come forward then,

and let every energy be aroused, and every preju-

dice manfully combatted with, and you will have
the pleasing reward of seeing yourselves and j-our

children enjoying those blessings s(5 hardly pur-

chased, not only in peace, but in comfort, plenty,

and happiness. This great, and rapidly increas-^

ing republic, already stands second to none in com-
mercial importance and in the trading enterprise

of her citizens. Why should she not also rank
high amongst the first of nations for her agricul-

tural enterprise and prosperity? Her ships, or

rather her floating palaces are held up as models
of naval architecture to the world: why should
not her agricultural implements rank on the same
scale? Surely they are of as much importance.
Her mariners and machinists are considered equal

which is unjustly attributed to the ungratefijl na- 1 if not superior to any hi the civilized world: why
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should not her agricuUurists rank equally high?

These delects in the general agricultural manage-
ment of this countrj'^can only be ascribed to the

not duly considering the paramount importance of

a good system of agriculture to any country; and
to this country in particular, with its raj)idly in-

creasing po|)ulati()ii, it is of vital importance. The
good work requiros only to be begun: Let but a

lew of its wealthy, enterprizing, and influential

farmers, adopt the proper measures lor renovating

their wasted lands, and the prools of their una-

voidable success will soon induce one and all of

the cultivators of the soil to adopt similar mea-
sures. Then will there be fewer painful emigra-
tions, greater comfort, and more contentment
amongst the citizens of this highly favored land.

P. S. The hint given by your coiTospondeni

S. B, aR to the propriety and necessity "of your
agricultural friends in different parts of the coun-
try, to give you a monthly report of the growing
crops" is, 1 think, of essential importance to every
larmer. My own observations are extremely

limited, scarcely extending beyond the bounds of

the farm I immediately superintend, and on which,

I have only resided for a short time back. I will

however, give you them as they occcurred to me.
The wheat on this farm (Brookfield Henrico,)

may be considered a deficient crop. It appears in

the low lands to have suffered much during the

winter, and it has also suffered much from a dis-

ease called in this neighborhood stunt; the term
is new to me, as are also the general features of

the disease, the most prominent of which, are,

that fi-om one-fourth to one-half of a great part of

the ears from the top of the ears doAvnwards are

destitute of grain. From the partial examination
which I was enabled to give to tlie matter, I found
generally the tap-root of each diseased liead to be
in a decayed state, and embedded in the chaff;

when the grain was wanting, I could easily detect

the presence of a very minute worm, or fly in that

stage of existence—I think, deposited there before

the flowering of the wheat. On this farm I think

the high lands have suffered more from this dis-

ease than the low. The generality of farmers in

this neighborhood complain much of the ravages
of this disease; some of them calculating that their

crops are deficient by one-third.

Our corn on this farm suffered much from the

frosts of the 15th 16th and 17th of May—having
almost the appearance of being entirely cut down.
It however, on the return of mild weather, speedi-

ly recovered; and those parts of our crops which
appeared to suffer most at that time, are now the

most vigorous, and from eight to ten days in ad-
vance of those parts which suffered to appearance
comparatively little mjur}%

A. N.

TO RESTORE FROSTED POTATOES.

A most effectual method has been discovered by
a Cumberiand gentleman. It is simply to allow
the potatoes to remain in the pits, after a severe

frost, till the mild weather is set in for some weeks,
and allowing them to recover gradually. If once
exposed to the atmospheric air, no art will recover

frosted potatoes.

—

Repertory of Inventions.

PLANARI^,

On January the 27th, at the Royal Institution,

Mr. Faraday proceeded to lay before the literati

assembled, an account of Dr. R. Johnson's inves-
tigations into tlic restorative, productive, and repro-
ductive powers of the Planariff, a genus of small
animals allied to the Icechj and of which there are
several known species, viz. P. toiva, lactea, lias-

tata, arethusa, felina, &c., the three first of which
are to be found abundantly in a pond near the
Red-House, Battersea-fields,

From Dr. Johnson's experiments it appears,
that if an incision be made longitudinally into the
head of the aninud, so as to separate its eyes from
each other, if the cut has not been carried veiy far

down, it will heal in the ordinary manner; but if

the head be absolutely cieft in twain, then accord-
ing to the extent of the fissui-e, there will be a
mass of new matter formed by each Iialf of the
head, which will either join tlie two lialve« toge-
ther, fbrmmg a head of extraordinary size, and
bearing in it one or two additional eyes; or each
old halt] thus clell, will form tlie new matter into

another half j with an eye, and so the animal have
two complete and entire heads. If the fissure be
carried farther down through the body of the ani-

mal, then not only will there be two heads, but two
bodies also formed, joined together only by the tail;

and when this is the case, so little unanimity does
there exist between these siamoid twin-planariae,

that they never pull or swim the same way; and
so violent are their efforts, that they frequently,

in the course of two or three days, tear the only
remaining bond of union, their tail, in sunder, and
then two distinct and peifect animals result.

If in a common plana ria^ the head be cut en-

tirely off, a new head will be formed; and if its

lower extremity be removed, it will produce a new
tail. In a planarice, which, by the operation above'

described, had been invesied with two heads, these'

"nova capita" were successively severed for three

several generations, and were immediately and'

perfectly renewed, and subsequently the animal
was cut through just below the artificial bifurca-

tion, and then only a single head was produced, so

that in this more simple "capital" operation, a sin-

gle headed animal became a biceps, and, alter

having had the use of six heads in succession, was
subsequently reduced to the possession of a single

one.

When one of these animals is cut in half, the

head, or anterior extremity, swims away as if no-

thing had happened, and speedily re-tails itself;

but the tail swims to the bottom, and remains tor-

pid for two or three days, by which time it has

formed for itself a head. If a planariae be cut into

three pieces, the head will form a new body and
tail, the tail a new body and head, and the middle

section, or body, will produce both head and tail.

If a quarter be removed by making a longitudinal

incision through the head, and half down the body,

and then a semi-transverse cut to remove the up-

per quarter, not only will the three remaining quar-

ters speedily reproduce a new fourth, but also the

separated fourth will form to itself three new quar-

ters. Indeed, a planarice has been cut into as many
as ten pieces, and each piece has become an entire

and perfect animal. In fact, this mode of propa-

gation, Avhich physiologists artificially institute,

seems to be frequently resorted to by the animal
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itself- The planaria felina has been seen to throw

off" pieces of its body, to form new animals, and
these are not diseased but healthy parts, and not

only parts of its tail, but ollen offsets irom its sides,

&c. Indeed, the planavia lelina, aiid E. arethusa,

ha\"e been never known to lay eggs, whilst the

torva, lactea, &c. lay tliem in abundance, both the'

original animals, and those arlificially produced.

It would seem that those species Avliich ,
inhabit

springs and I'unning waters, propagate only by di-

vision; but those which dwell in ponds and ditches,

Avhere the water is occasionally exhausted, are

oviparous, as well as viviparous. . .

The above facts are physiologically curious, as

they show a still closer atfmity than had been pre-

viously supposed to exist between the propagation

of plants and animals by cuttings, as well as seeds;

for they have shown that this mode of propaga-

tion can be carried to an almost equ-al extent in the

one as in the other—an extent to which the expe^

riments of Trembley, and others, on polypi, star

fish, &c. did not reach.

—

Medical and Surgical

Journal.

DISCONTINUANCES OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

The close of the volume of a periodical published

like this, is the time when all the discontinuances of

subscribers are (or "ought to be) sent in. The notices

of this kind which we have received are fewer than

were expected, and have been more than equalled by

new subscriptions sent in during the same time. But

though we have no reason to complain of the number

of discontinuances, there is much ground for objection

to the time and manner of a large portion of tliem. It

is not probable that any reader of the Register could

fail to know when the first volume closed—and then

(according to usage and equity, and also according to

our terms particularly stated in the May No.) was the

time for all to discontinue who wished it, and who had

not given earlier notice to that end. Instead of tliis,

more than half the orders for discontinuances were

sent in after the 1st No. of Vol. Il, was mailed—some-

after the 2nd No.—and some from persons who had

not, and have not yet, paid any thing, and therefore had

no right to discontinue, even at a proper time. Still

however, nearly all these requests have been promptly

complied with, as we do not wish to retain any sub-

scriber against his will. But, in our own defence, there

must be some limit to such exactions, and a few of the

latest and most inexcusable of these requests have been

refused. The following. letter relates to one of them,

and may serve as an example of the hardship to which

we are subjected in this respect.

Post Office, July nth, 1834.

Sir—Enclosed is $o, which , a sub-

scriber to the Farmers' Register at this office requests

you to place to -his credit, and discontinue his subscrip-

tion.' He has received two numbers of the Register

for the present year, which he says, he will return if

you wish it.

Yours, very respectfully,

P.M.

All scruples as to a failure in good faith, we suppose,

are quieted by sending back the copies of Vol. II. and

when this has been done, they generally are nearly ru-

ined for Avant of careful wrapping, and always burden-

ed with postage for the editor to pay.

;The receiving and paying for our publication is a

mere business transaction between the subscriber and

editor—and no one should hesitate to stop his subscrip-

tion, who does not receive for it compensation in the

value of the work. We consider that no apology is re -

quired for any discontinuance, and certainly shall never

complain of them. But on the other hand, it is due to

our interest and our just rights, and indeed to the very

existence of our publication, that our terms, and the

demands of common justice should be attended to in

this respect: and therefore no request for discontinu-

ance will be now allowed to those few who received

one sixth part of our present volume, before sending

the notice—nor to those vv'lio have not paid for the first

volume.

After this time, our terms as to discontinuances will

be strictly enforced Orders to discontinue the next

volume may be made', and will be properly entered on

the list as soon as subscribers may please to send them
—^but hot after the commencement of the volume de-

sired to be discontinued.

Extract from the terms published in the \2th (or May)
No. of Vol. I.

"No subscription will be permitted for less time

than a year—nor hereafter, to commence otherwise

than at the beginning of a volume. If a subscription

is not directed to be discontinued before the first num-

ber of the next year has been published, it will be

taken as a continuance of the subscription for the en-

suing yeai" and no subscription will be discontinued

while anything remains due thereon, except at the op-

tion of the editor."

TO CORRESPONBENTS AND SUBSCRIBERS.

The following commiinications have been= received

—Review of the Life of Oberlin, and remarks on his

agricultural and economical improvements—On the cli-

mate of Virginia—Gas or Coal Tar—Suggeslimis, Sfc.

by a correspondent from Granville, N. C.—On Tobac-

co Culture, continued. No. 3

—

Use of Lime as manure,

in Pennsylvania— On the preservation of Tobacco plant

beds.

The next No. will contain an article on the various

breeds of cattle, extracted from the latest edition of

the most approved English work on this subject. The

value of such descriptions greatly depend on the cor-

rectness and fidelity with which the plates or figures of

the animals are copied—and we have taken.much pains,

and incurred a heavy expense, to attain that end. The

wood engravings which we have procured for this pur-

pose, will well bear comparison with the beautiful

originals in the English work, and will do credit to the

American artist (Horton of Baltimore,) whose talent

is thus exercised for the Farmers' Register.

ERRATUM.

For Robert Baits, page 162, read Robert Batte.

I'RIXTKD BY UOBERT RICKETTS.

Shelibanks, Va.
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third of the outside, from the tip downwards, red;

horns while, with black tips, very fine, and bent

upwards.* Some of the bulls liave a tliin upright

mane, about an inch and a half or two inches

long: the weight of the oxen is from thirty-five to

forty-five stone, of fourteen pounds; and that of

the cows, from twenty-five to tiurt}'-five stone the

four quarters. The beef is finely marbled, and of

excellent flavor.

"From the nature of their pasture, and the fre-

quent agitation they are put into, by the curiosity

of strangers, it cannot be expected they should get

ver}' fat; yet the six years' old oxen are generally

very good beef; from whence it may be fairly sup-

posed that, in proper situations, they would feed

well.

"At the first appearance of any person they set

off at full speed, and gallop to a considerable dis-

tance; when they wheel round, and come boldly

up again, tossing their heads in a menacing man-
ner: on a sudden they make a full stop, at the dis-

tance of forty or fiify yards, looking wildly at the

object of their surprise, but upon the least motion

belnfi- made, they again turn round, and gallop off

with equal speed; forming, however, a sliorter cir-

cle, and returning with a bolder and more threat

ening aspect, they approach much nearer, when
they make another stand, and again gallop off.

This they do several times, shortening their dis-

tance, and advancing nearer till they come within

a few yards, when most people thirds it prudent to

leave them.
"The mode of killing them was, perhaps, tlie

only modern remains oi the grandeur of ancient

hunting. On notice being given that a wild bull

tvould be killed upon a certain day, the inhabitants

of the neighborhood came in great numbers, both.

horse and foot; the horsemen rode off the bull from

the rest of the herd vmtil he stood at bay, when a
marksman dismounted and shot. At some of

tliese huntings, twenty or thirty shots have been
fired before he was subdued: on such occasions,

the bleeding victim grew desperately furious from
tlie smarting of his wounds and the shouts of sa-

vage joy that were echoing on every side. From
tlie number of accidents tfiat happened, this dan-
gerous mode has been seldom practised of late

years; the park-keeper alone generally shooting

them with a rifled gun at one shot.

"When the cows calve, they hide tfieir calves

for a week or ten days in some sequestered situa-

tion, and go and suclde them two or three times a
day. If any person come near the calves, they
clap their heads close to the ground, and lie like a.

hare in a form, to hide themselves. This is a proof"

of their native wddness, and is corroborated by the
following circumstance, that happened to the wri-

ter of the narrative, wlio found a hidden calf, two
days old, very lean, and very weak; on stroking its

head, it got up, pawed two or three times like an
old bull, bellowed very loud, retired a few steps,

and boltefl at his legs Avith all its force; it then be-

gan to paw again, bellowed, stepped back, and
bolted as before; but knowing its intention, and
stepping aside, it missed him, 1(311, and was so very
'veak that it could not rise, though it made several

efforts; but it had done enough; the Avhole herd
were alarmed, and, coming to its rescue, obliged

him to n^tire; for the dams will allow no person to

toucfi their calves without attacking them with
impetuous ferocity.

"When any one happens to be wounded, or

grown weak or feeble througli age or sickness, the

rest of the herd set upon it, and gore it to death."

II. 77ie Devonshire breed, delineated above, is

supposed to have descended directly from the wild

race. It is found in its purest state in North Devon;
in the agricultural report of which district its pe-

culiar qualities are tlius described by the late Mr.
Vancouver:

—

"Its head is small, clean, and free from flesh

* Tfiere is, liowever, a breed of the same cattle, in

Yorkshire, which is said to be hornless. See the In-

troduction to the work entitled "British Husbandry,"
in the Farmer's Series of the Library of Useful Knowl-
edge . '

about the jaws; deer like, light and airy in its

countenance; neck long and tliin; throat free from

jowl or dewlap; nose and round its eyes of a dark

orange color; ears thin and ])ointed, tinged on their

inside with the same color that is always found to

encircle its eyes; horns thin, and fine to their roots,

of a cream color, tipped with black,* gi'owingwith

* The late Arthur Young, formerly secretary to the

Board of Agriculture, describes thorough bred Devons

as of a bright red, neck and head small, eye prominent

and round it a ring of bright yellow; the nose round,

the nostril having the same color; the horn clear and
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a regular curve upwards, and rather springing from

each other; Hci-ht in the withers, resting on a

shoulder a httle retiring and spreading, and so

rounded below as to sink all appearance of its

pinion in the body of the animal; open bosom,
willi a deep chest, or keel; small and tapering be-

low the knee, fine at and above the joint, and
where the arm begins to increase, it becomes sub-

denly lost in the shoulder; line of the back straight

from the -wathersto the rump, lying completely on
a level with the pin, or hucldcs, which lie wide
and open; the hind quarters seated high with flesh,

leaving a fine hair ham tajjering from the hock to

the fetlock; long from rump to buckle, and from the

pinion of the shoulder to the end of the nose; thin

loose skin, covered with hair of a soil and furiy

nature, inclined to curl whenever the animal is in

good condition and in full coat, when it also be-

comes mottled with darker shades of its perma-
nent color, which is that of a bright blood red.

without white, or other spots, particularly on the

male: a white udder is sometimes passed over, but
seldom without objection.

''This description may be considered as a sum-
mary of the perfections as to the exterior appear-
ance of the animal: what, under the same head,
may be regarded as defects, appear first in the sud-

den retiring of the vamp from behind the buckle
to a narrow point backwards; the great space be-

tiveen the_ buckle and first rib; thesmallness of the
angle inwards at which the ribs appear to be pro-

jected from the spine or back-bone, often giving
the appearance of a flat-sided animal, and in its

being so much tucked up in the girth as to show an
awkward cavity between the keel and navel, the

line of which, it is presumed, should always be
found to hold a position as nearly as possible paral-

lel with that of the back from the witliers to the
loin. The animal is, however, generally well
grown, and filled up behind the shoulder."

The North Devon cattle are highly esteemed
both for feeding and draught; but are not so much
valued lor the dairy. For all the purposes of labor,
whether activity, docility, or strength and hardi-

ness, this breed can scarcely be excelled; and it is

even said that, on fallow land, it is no vmcommon
day's work for four steers to plough two acres with
a double furrow plough. The ordinary average
weight of the oxen, when fatted at five years old,

is about eleven score per quarter; and that of full

sized cows seldom exceeds eight.

In South Devon there is a mixture of the pure
North Devon stock with a larger breed, of the
sanre kind, called the Old Marlborough Red;
which is said to have descended from the South
Molton stock, although at present they dilftr ma-
terially li-om them in size, and in having a dingy
brown or blackish color at the ears, nose, and round
the eyes, or wherever the orange tint is observa-
ble in the genuine race.- A cross with this species
is, however, found to fatten more readily than the

transparent, upright, tapering, and gently curved, but
not tipped with black.—See Jlsricultural Survey of
Sussex, p,2i8.

pure South Devon, and is therefore generally pre-

ii^rrcd.

III. The Sussex breed difiers but little from the
Devonshire: when pure, the cattle are invariably

dark red; and those which are marked with a mix-
ture of either wdiite or black, although passing un-
der the denomination of Sussex, are always cross-

ed with foreign blood. In other respects they are
thus described by an eminent breeder,* the accura-
cy of whose judgement has been confirmed by
many intelligent graziers.

"A thin head, and clean jaw; the horns pointing

forward a little, and then turning upward, thin,

tajiering, and long; the eye large and full; the
tliroat clean, no dewlap; long and thin in the neck;

wide and deej) in the shoulders; no projection in

the point of the shoulder, when looked at from be-
hind; the fore-legs wide; round and straight in the
barrel, and free from a rising back-bone; no hang-
ing heaviness in the belly; wide across the loin;

the space between the hip-bone and the first rib

very small; the hip-bone not to rise high, but to be
large and wide; the loin, and space between the
hips, to be flat and wide, but the fore part of the
carcass round; long and straight in the rump, and
wide in the tip; the tail to lay low, for the flesh to

swell above it; the legs not too long; neither thick

nor thin on the thigh; the leg thin; shut well in the
twist; no fulness in the outside of the thigh, but all

of it within; a squareness behind, common in all

long-horned beasts, -greatly objected to; the finer

and thinner in the tail the better.

"Of these points, the Sussex beasts are apt to

be more deficient in the shoulder than in any other
part. A well made ox stands straight, and nearly
perpendicular, on small clean legs; a large bony
leg is a very bad point, but the legs moving freely,

rather under the body than as if attached to the
sides; the horns pushing a little forward, spreading
moderately, and turning up once. The horn of
the Devonshire, which very much resembles the
Sussex, but smaller and lighter, is longer, and rises

generally higher. The straightness of the back
line is sometimes broken, in very fine beasts, by a
lump between the hips."

On a com])arison between the Devon and Sussex
breeds, the former has been considered by compe-
tent judges as thinner, narrower, and sharper than
the latter, on the top of the shoulder or blade bone;
the point of the shoulder generally projects more,
and they usually stand narrower in the chest; their

chine is thinner, and flatter in the barrel, and they
hang more in the flank; but they are wider in the
hips, and cleaner in the neck, head, and horns, and
smaller in the bone, than the Sussex; their hides
are thinner and softer, and they handle as mellow.
The distinction between them, however, is not
very striking; they are equally profitable to the
grazier, and, as working cattle, they both stand
unrivailed.

t

* Mr. EHman, of Glynde. See Agricultural Survey
of Sussex, p. 231.

] See the Agricultural Survey of Sussex, p. fJSSand
Chapter II.
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IV. The Hereford breed is a variety of the De-
von and Sussex, but is larger and weightier than

either; being generally wider and tuller over the

shoulders or chine, and the breast, or brisket, as

well as the after part of the rump. The prevail-

ing color a reddish brown, v.-ith white faces; the

hair fine, and the skin thin.

In the true bred Hereford cattle there is no pro-

jecting bone in the point of the shoulder, which m
sonic breeds forms almost a shelf, against which
the collar rests, but on tlie contrary tapers off; they

have a great breadth before, and are equally

weighty in their hind quarters; the tail not set on

high; a gTeat distance from the point of the rump
to the hip bone; the twist full, broad, and soft; the

thigh of the fore legs to the pastern joint tapering

and full, not thin, but thin below the joint; the horn

pushes aside a little, and then turns up thin and
tapering; remarkably well libeling; mellow on the

rump, ribs, and hip bone. The quality of the meat
not hard, but fine as well as fat; little coarse flesh

about them, the offal and bone being small in pro-

portion to their weight; whilst their disposition to

fatten is equal, or nearly so, to that of any other

breed in the island. They are, hovvever, ill calcu-

lated lor the dairy; their constitutional disposition

to accumulate flesh being in opposition to the quali-

ties of good milking cows,—an obsei-vation which
will equally apply to everj^ breed, when similarh'

constituted. A breed of cattle equally adapted to

the shambles, the dairy, and the plough, is indeed
not to be met with, and experience teaches thai

these properties are inconsistent with each other.

The Hereford cattle are by memy good judges con-
sidered to approach the nearest to that perfect state

of any of the large breeds: they arrive early at

maturity, and are fit for labor; but it is as tatting

stock that they excel, and it is a different variety

of the same breed that is preferi'ed for the dairy.

There is, indeed, a more extraordinary dispropor-

tion between the weight of Herefordshire cows,

and that of the oxen bred from them, than is to be
found in any other of the superior breeds: they are

comparatively small, extremely delicate, and light

fleshed; and it is said that they are notunfrequent-

ly the mothers of oxen nearly three times their

own weight.*

On comparison -with the Devon and Sussex, the

Hereford breed will probably not be found equally

active and hardy in the yoke; but it is generally

considered to exceed them in the quality of fatten-

ing;! find when compared with any one breed, it

may fairly rank at least among the very best in the

United Iiino;dom.

* See the Agricultural Survey of Herefordshire, p.

118, and a Paper by T. A. Knight, Esq., in Communi-
cations to the Board of Agriculture, Vol. II.

t See Chapter II.

'N^'

^^'^<^iiii|^

^-J-U^-^^ HoTtotv„„.,i^;V^9- I

V. The Short Horned Cattle, under which de- 1 Holderness, and Tees-water breeds, are supposed
nomination are indiscriminately included the D«/c/!, to have acrj^uired the appellation of Dutch, from a
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cross with some large bulls that were imj^orted,

near a century ago, trom Holland into Yorkshii'e,

in the east and north ridings of which county the

two latter had been long established. It has, how-
ever, been doubted whether any advantage was
derived from this intermixture; lor the increase thus
obtained in size was thought to have been coun-
terbalanced by a more than proportionate increase

of otlal. But, tbrtunatel)^, the error was not univer-

sal; ibr some intelligent breeders aware, even at

that day, of the superiority of symmetiy to bulk,

preserved the breed of which they were already
in possession, in its native purity; and it is from
some of that stock, so maintained, or, at least,

from a cross between that stock and some of the
progeny of the Dutch and Tees-water cross, that

the present improved short-horned cattle, now
generally distinguished as the Darhar.i, or York-
shire breed, are descended.

This breed was introduced about forty years ago,

by the Messieurs Collings, ot Darlington, and has
rapidly risen in the public estimation. The cattle

are very large, and are beautifully mottled with red
or black upon a white ground; their backs level;

throat clean; neck fine; carcass full and round;
quarters long; hips and rumps even and wide: they
stand rather high on their legs; handle very kindl}-;

are light in their bone, in proportion to their size;

and have a very fine coat, a.nd thin hide. They
ditTcr from the other breeds, not only in the short-

ness of their horns, but as being wider and thicker

in their form, and consequently feeding to greater

weight; in aflbrding the greatest quantity of tallow

when fatted; and in having very thin hides, with
much less hair upon them than any other kind ex-
cept the Alderneys. They also possess the valua-
ble properties of lattening kindly at an earlj^ age,
and of yielding large riuantities of milk; but the
quality of the latter is not so rich as that of some
other species;* they are, besides, rather tender con-
stitutioned, and, consequently, ditficult and expen-
sive to winter.

Of this breed, Mr. Charles Colling, of Ketton,
sold a bull— Comet—by public auction, in the year
1810, tor the extraordinary sum of one thousand
guineas; and the history of the celebrated Durham
ox, the property of the same gentleman^ is too re-

markable not to merit attention.

He Avas bred in the year 1796, and at five years
old was not only covered thick with (iit upon all

the principal points, but his whole carcase appear-
ed to be loaded with it, and he was then thought so

wonderful an animal, that he was purchased in

* See the Agricultural Surveys of the West Riding
of Yorkshire, p. 248; and of Northumberland, p. 139.

February, 1801, for £140, to be exhibited as a
show: his live weight being then 226 stone, of 14
pounds. In the following May he was again sold
lbri:2.30, to Mr. John Day, who, two months after-

wards, refused ibr him two thousand guineas! He
was exhibited in the principal parts of the kingdom
until April, 1807, when he was killed, in conse-
quence of having accidentally, dislocated his hip
in the previous Februaiy, and although he must
haA'e lost considerably in weight during his illness,

besides the disadvantage of six years' travelling

in a caravan, yet his carcass weighed 187 stone 12
pounds;* and Mr. Day stated his hve weight at

ten years old, to have been 270 stone.

Uncommon a.s this animal then was, he has,

however, been since exceeded in size by a York-
shire ox, bred by Mr. Dunhill, of Newton, near
Doncaster, the carcass of which weighed, when
killed, 264 stone 12 pounds; and he was supposed
to have lost near forty stone while being exhibited

in London.
Still more recently, another beast of uncommon

size, led by Lord Yarborough, has been exhibited
under the title of ''the Lincolnshire oa';" but,

though bred in that county, from a favorite cow
belonging to Mr. Goulton, he was got by a de-
scendant of Comet, out of Countess, also of the

Durb.am breed.f This extraordinary animal mea-
sured five feet six inches in height at the shoulders,

eleven feet ten inches from the nose to the setting

of the tail, eleven feet one inch in girth, and three

feet three inches across the hips, shoulders, and
middle of the back; the lowest point of his breast

was only fourteen inches from the ground, and he
stood one foot ten inches between the fore legs;

the girth of the fore leg was nine inches.

The variety of this breed known as the York-
shire Polled cattle, only difi'ers from those already
described, in being without horns; it is in consider-

able estimation among the London cow-keepers,
as the cows are considered capital milkers, and at

the same time maintain their flesh in a state nearly
fit for the shambles.

St. lbs.

* Viz. Four Quarters 165 12^ See Agricultural Sur-

Tallow - 11 12
I

vey ol' Durham, p.

Hide - - 10 2 )-230; and Mr. Day's
Descriptive Pamph-

187 12 J let.

t The native Lincolns are described by Mr. Stone,

in his Survey of the countj^ as "generally large in the

head, horns, bones, and bellies; thick, short, and fleshy

in their necks and quarters; narrow in their hips, plates,

chines, and bosoms; high in their rumps, and their

shoulders not well covered; their eyes small and sunk

in their heads." p. 57.
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VI. The Long-horned cal tie cive descended from
a breed which luid lona; been established in the

Craven district, in Yorkshire; some cows of which
race, and a Lancashire long-horned bull, of the

kind delineated above, Avere brought, early in the

last centuiy, by a Mr. Webster, to Canley, in

Warwickshire, where they produced a stock that

soon became remarkable ibr its beauty.

Of this Canley stock, the late Mr. Robert Bake-
well, of Dishley, in Leicestershire, procured some
cows, which he crossed with a Northund^erland
bull,* and thus reared that celebrated race now so

well known as the Dishley breed. They were
long and fine in the horn, had small heads, clean

throats, straight broad backs, wide quarters, and
were light in their bellies and ofl'al; and, probably

from the effect of domestication and gentle treat-

ment, remarkably docile: they grew liit upon a
smaller proportion of food than the parent stock;

but gave less milk than, some other breeds; and
the chief improvements effected seem to have been,
in their aptitude to fatten early on the most valua-

ble points, and in the superior quality of the flesh.

Notwithstanding the deservedly high reputa-

tion, as a breeder, enjoyed by Mr. Bakewell dur-

ing his life, and which still attaches to his name,
his judgement in selecting the long-horned cattle

for his experiments has been called in question;

and it has been asserted, "that had he adopted the

'middle-horned breed, either of Sussex, Devonshire,
or Herefordshire, in preference to the inferior stock

which the reputation of his name, and the mys-
terious manner in which his breeding system was
conducted, have introduced, it would have contri-

buted to exalt the sui)eriority of his stock, beyond
the power of local prejudices to remove."! 1'he

removal of local prejudice is not, however, an
easy task, even when ill-foimded, which it would
be too much to assume in the present instance; for,

whatever may be the merils of the iong-horned

cattle, comparatively with other breeds, it must be
admitted, that they rank among the finest in the

kingdom; and it is certain, that the perfection

* See Agricultural Survey of Leicester, p. 218. Mr.
IMarshall says, "a bull purchased in Westmoreland;"
but he does not state the breed. See his Rural Econo-
my of the Midland Counties, Vol. L p. 269.

tRev. Mr. Young; Agricultural Survey of Sussex,

p. 226.

which they have attained in the hands of the
eminent breeders of the present day, has been ac-

quired through the medium of the Dishley blood.

With regard to the "mysterious manner," in

which Mr. Bakewell has been too generally ac-

cused of having conducted his business, it is a
charge so vague and undefined, as hardly to merit

remark; yet, as it conveys somewhat of reflection

up/on his character, it may be due to his memory
to enquire upon what foundation it rests, and if

examined closely, it will resolve itself into this:

—

that he was gifted with more than common acute-

ness of observation, judgement, and perseverance;
\vhich, combined with the experience he had ac-

quired under his fatlier, (who was also a distin-

guished breeder in his time,) he unremittingly ap-
plied to the improvement of cattle. Such quali-

ties, directed to any one object, could not fail of
success; and such, it may be fairly presumed,
were the only mysteries he employed. That his

practice was not oj^en to the insj)ection of every
one who sought to profit by it, will not surprise

any person who is acquainted with the rivalry ol'emi-

nent breeders; and, however it may be regretted

that he has not left any record of his experiments,
yet, as no man is bound to publish his transactions,

his having omitted to do so cannot justly be made
a ground of accusation.

The modern im.provements made in the long-

horned cattle, since the first attempts of Bakewell,
are considered to consist chiefly in the coarser

j)arts having been reduced, and the more valuable
enlarged. The present breed is finer boned, and
finer in the neck, throat, and breast; the back is

straight, wide, and well covered with flesh; the

rump is also wide, and particulaily fleshy on the

points, and about the root of the tail. Even when
only in store order, the flaidt feels thick and fleshy,

and in every part the animal handles loose and
mellow,

Such, indeed, were always the distinguishing

points of these cattle; but they were not thought
attainable except they were fed on the richest

pasture. This, however, has proved to be an
error; for not only are tliey now found on land of
no extraordinary qualit}-, but it even appears to be
generally admitted, that well bred cattle will do
better on ordinary food than those of an inferior

kind; it was indeed asserted by Bakewell, that

this breed kept themselves in good condition or)
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less food than any other of eqiitil weight,* an
opinion that seems to liave been t'ully juslifiedby

the large prices that have been repeatedly given
for the stock.

t

* See the Agricultural Survey of Leicestershire, p.

219, and Chapter U.

t At a sale of Mr. Fowler's stock (of tliis breed at

Little Rollright, in Oxfordshire, in 1791, fifteen head
of oxen, five bulls and ten cows, were sold Ibr various

sums, amounting to ii2464, or upon an average, at

jGl(i4each. Tiie finest bull, named Sultan, only two
years old, produced iwo hundred and ten guineas; and
Washington, another of the same age, was sold for

two hundred and five guineas; while Brindled Beauty,

a cow, brought the sum of two hundred and sixty gui-

neas; but, at a subsequent sale of stock belonging to

Mr. Paget, in 1793, Shakespeare, a bull, bred by Mr.
Fowler from a grandson of Mr. Bakevvell's famous
bull, Twopennv, and a cow of the Canley blood, was
disposed of for ibur hundred guineas.

At a still later period, Mr. Piincep, of Croxhall, in

Derbyshire, is said to have refused £2000 for twenty

long-bornod dairy cows, and 1500 guineas for the use
of his best bull to thirty cows.
Large as these prices were, they have however, been

exceeded by those actually obtained for short-horned
cattle. At the sale already alluded to, of Mr. Charles
Ceiling's stock, at Ketton, in the county of Durham,
in 1810, seventeen cows and eleven bulls produced
£4918, being an average of £175 10s. each. Of
these two cows, Countess and Lilly, both got by Comet,
were sold, the one for four hundred, and the other for
four hundred and ten guineas. Petrarch, a bull, by
Favorite, the sire of Comet, brouglit three hundred and
si.xty-five guineas, and Comet himself one thousand!

Still more recently, however, in February 1827, at a
great sale of stock, the property of Mr. Rennie, of
Phantassie, in East Lothian, (which amounted to the
large sum of £13,582,) the highest price obtained for

ahull of this breed was £115 lOs., and for a cow
£S3; but, as not more than half the stock on the farm
was supposed to have been sold, it is probable that some
of the best cattle were reserved. Many other instances
might however be adduced to prove—not that the rela-

tive value of the short-horned cattle has declined—but
that extravagant prices are not now so generally given
for superior stock, as formerly.

S^'fi^J-^^SfflS??*:-^ '^^-,

VII. The Galloway breed derives its appella-

tion from the county of the same name, v.-here,

and also in some parts of the Lowlands of Scot-

land, these cattle are chiefly reared, and whence
vast numbers are annually sent to Norfolk, and
other English counties, to be fattened lor the mar-
kets. In general they are black, or dark bnndied;

are without horns, e.xcept occasionally a small ex-

crescence resembling them, and are rather undci'

the medium size, being smaller than the Devons,
though in some other respects resembling them,
yet considerably larger than the north, or even the

west Highlanders.

A true Galloway bullock is straight and broad
in the back, and nearly level from the head to the

rump; closely compacted between the shoulder and
ribs, and also betwixt the ribs and the loins; broad
at the loins, but not w^ith hooked or projecting

knobs. He is long in the quarters, but not broad
in the twist; deep in the chest, short in the leg, and
moderately fine in the bone; clean in the choj^,

and in the neck. His head is of a moderate size,

with large rough ears, and full, but not prominent
eyes, and he is clothed in a loose and mellow,
though rather thick skin, covered with long, soft,

and glossy hair.

In roundness of ban-el, and fulness of ribs, the

Galloway cattle may perhaps vie with even the

most improved breeds. Their breadth over the

hook-bones is not, indeed, to be compared to that

of some of either the short or long-horned, but

their loins bear a greater proportion in width to the

hook-bones, and they are shorter between the

hooks and the ribs, v/hich is in itself a valuable

point, when accompanied with length of body.

They are, however, rather coarse in the head and
neck. Although short in the leg, they are gener-

ally fine in the bone; for, notwithstanding the'pre-

judice that formerly prevailed in favor of large

bone, the Moorland farmers, convinced that lar^e

boned cattle could not thrive on their barren hills,

never aimed at increasing the size of bone above

what their pastores would carry, and by this judi-

cious management have preserved the Gallow^ay

breed in its purity. It is, however, to be regretted

that sufficient attention has not been paid to its

improvement; and in many parts of the Lowlands

it has been materially injured by an inconsiderate

intermixture whh Irish and Ayrshire cows, in

consequence of a prevalent idea "that the latter are

superior milkers. Bidls of the most approved

kinds have indeed been introduced from England,

but without any npparent benefit to the native

stock; and although a cross between tjiis and the
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short-horned breed, which is not uncommon in the

border counties of England, is said "to produce an

excellent animal, possessing in a great degree the

feeding qualities and best points of the short-horn,

and the hardiness and docility of the Galloway
cattle;" it is yet added, "that although the first

cross with the short-horn does produce a wood

beast, no good breeder would choose to continue

his stock Ironi these crosses;"* and it seeuis to be

now generally admitted, that the surest method of

improving it consists in adherence to the pure

breed. They certamly merit attention, tor they

already possess many valuable properties, which
may yet be brought to still greater pcrlection.

They are a hardy race, subsisting on the coarsest

pastures, and increasing rapidly when removed to

more favorable situations: they fatten kindly on

the best parts: their flesh is of the finest quality:

and the ioints being of a moderate size, more

suitable lor consumption in private ffimilies than

those of the larger breeds, they usually command
the highest prices at Smhhfield.*

Of this breed there is a variety termed Suffolk

Duns, from their color, which is generally of a

yellowish hue, and from the county in which they

were chiefly adopted. They are also polled, but

possess little of the beauty of the original stock,

and are chiefly remarkable for the abundance of

milk given by the cows, on which account they

are fiworites with the London dairymen; the best

milkers beino; said to give as much as eight gal-

lons a day alter claving, and six during great part

of the season, wherefore much pains are taken to

preserve the breed, and horned calves are never

rearedf.

MB

VIIL The Highland Breed oi" Horned cattle are

chiefly reared in the western parts of Scotland.

Their horns are usually of a middle size, bending

upwards, and their color is generally black, though

sometimes brindle, or dun. Their hides are thick,

and covered with long hair of a close pile, which

nature seems to have intended as a protection

against the severity of the climate imder which

tlVey are bred, for they lose much of this distinc-

tion when reared in this country. In other re-

spects they are not unlike the Galloway breed,

many of whose best qualities they possess, and

more particularly their hardiness of constitution, il

having been repeatedly proved that they will thrive

with such food and treatment as no tender cattle

could endure; but, from bein^ mostly bred ui more

exposed and mountainous situations, they rarely

attain equal size.

Of this breed there are several distinct varieties,

of \vhich the principal are the Kyloes,—a^ short-

horned breed, so named from the district of Kyle,

in Ayrshire,—which are chiefly esteemed lor the

superior quality of the milk given by the cows: the

Y/rg?//es/i(Ve, which are the largest of the real

Highland breeds, and possess most of the proper-

ties already enumerated, except that they do not

* Library of Useful Knowledge: Farmer's Series,

No. 12; Farm Report of Netherby in Cumberland.

milk so well as the Kyloes; and the Dunlops,
another variety, so called from the estate on which
they were originally bred, which has long been
celebrated for the excellence of its cheese.
These last are said to have been ])roduced from
a cross between a Highland bull and an Alderney
cow, or, as some say, ii-om an Alderney bull and
an Ayrshire cow; but an experienced breeder, who
has been, long resident in the county, is of opin-

ion that the improvement of the native stock is due
to the introduction, about the middle of the last

century, of some Dutch or Teeswater cows.f
Their color varies from a dark brown, approach-
ing that of the Devon, to the cream color of the

Alderney, and in both cases generally speckled
with white. The head and horns are small; the

neck thin; little dewlap; round and straight in the
barrel, and perfectly free from any disposition lo

rise in the back bone; the loin, and space between
the hips, flat and wide; in the leg ratlier short thpji

otherwise, bearing a general similarity to the breed
from which they spring. In some parts they are

known under the name of Cunningham catile, also

from a district so called in Ayrshire.

§

* See p. 34.

t Yonng-'s Survey of SufTolk.

X W. Alton: Treatise on the Dairy Breed of Cows,

p. 22.

§See the Agric. Surv. of the Isle of Man, p. 107.
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The jTyrshire Breed ranks deservedly hiirh in I Mr. Alton, to whom we are indebted for the an-

the estimation of dairy-men, and the most ap- nexed portrait,

proved form ol the best milkers is thus stated by
|

r^!?»'^»^

r:^
<WV«^^^f^,,^^-&...^^^~^/^^=^^

"Head small, but rather long and narrow at the

muzzle; the eye small, but quick and Uvely; the

horns small, clear, bended, and the roots at a con-

siderable distance from each other; neck long and
slender, and tapering towards the head, with little

loose skin hanging below; shoulders thin; fore-

quarters light and thin; hind-quarters large and
capacious; back straight, broad behind, and the

joints and chine rather loose and open; carcass

deep, and the pelvis capacious and wide over the

hips, with fleshy buttocks; tail long and smaU;
legs small and short, with firm joints; udder capa-

cious, broad and square, stretching tbrwards, and
neither fleshy, low hung, nor loose, Avith the

milk -veins large and prominent; teats short, point-

ing outward, and at a considerable distance ii-om

each other; the skin thin and lose; hair soft and
wooll}-; the head, horns, and other parts of least

value small, and the general figure compact and
well proportioned.''

Besides these, there are the Isle of Sky, or West-
ern Kyloes, and the Norlands, from the counties

of Ross, Southerland, Inverness, and Caithness

—

which are smaller than those already enumerated,
—and a mixed race, partly horned, and partly

polled; black, brintUed, dun colored; which are

annually driven in large numbers fi'om the north to

the English fairs, where they pass under the com-
mon appellation of Scots. They partake, in gen-
eral, of the Galloway kindliness to fatten, and
goodness of flesh; and, on the richer pastures of
the south, soon become ready lor the butcher.

The original fVelsh Breed is supposed to have
been the same as that which eiill exists at Chil-

lingham, and is said to have been wild in the

mountains so late as the reign of King John.
From intermixture with lowland cattle, and sub-
sequent crosses, various kinds are now found
throughout the principality, almost diflering as
much from each other as the counties in which
they are severally bred. That most generally
known is distinctively called the Anglesey breed,

though by no means confined to that part of the

countr}'. They are chiefly black, slightl}' marked
with white, and have thick horns, of a medium
length, curving upwards. They are small, and
short in the leg, but well pi-oportioned, and clean,

though not smalled-boncd vnth deep-barrelled

bodies, high and wide hips, deep chest, large dew-

lap, and thin but commonly rough hides. They
were fa\oritcs with Bakewell, who considered

them as nearer to perfection—in some points—than

any other except his own improved breed. The
average weight of their quarters, when fat, at four

years old, is from eight to eleven score pounds.

They are very quick feeders, and make excellent

beef; and the cows are generally good milkers.

The best kinds ofthis race of catlle are principally

bred in the counties of Cardigan and Glamorgan,

and in the southern and midland English counties,

where they are in considerable demand for stock-

ing inferior pastures. The small and hardy

species, reared upon the mountains are commonly
termed Runts; but they are fir fom being as

despicable as might be supposed from that epithet,

tor they support themselves upon the hardest fare,

thriving where some others would starve, and

they are unrivalled as cottagers' cows. There is,

however, a larger breed of brown color intermixed

with white, and also having white horns; but they

are long in the leg, thin in the thigh, and narrow-

in the cliine. They are neither so compact as the

black cattle, nor do they fatten so kindly, or make
such good beef; but, though not in esteem with

the grazier, they are active, and well adapted for

the yoke.

X. The Alderney Breed are so named from the

island, on the coast of Normandy, whence they

were first imported, although they are also bred in

the neighbouring islands of Guernsey and Jersey.

The cows are small sized, but the oxen frequently

attain a bidk and stature quite dis])roportioned to

the female. Their color is either light red, dun,

or cream-colored, mottled with white ; the horns

short and gracefully curled, and the bone fine.

—

They are chiefly valued for the dair\-; and the best

cows are observed to have a yellowish circle round

the eye, with the sldn at the extremity of the tail

of a deep yellowish color approaching to orange:

a remark, "it may be noticed, that has been made
on good milkers of other breeds.

Although the breeds throughout the Norman
isles is nearly similar, yet that of Jersey is said to

be better than that of Guernsey : it is certainly
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smaller and more delicate ; and so anxious are the

inhabitants to preserve it in its native purity, that

there is an act oi' their legislature which prohibits

the importation of all foreign neat cattle whatever
—even Irom the neighboring islands—under se-

vere penalties of fine and confiscation, including

the destruction of the animal itself, which in such
case is slaughtered and distributed among the poor.

When exported, the same act directs that they
shall be accompanied by a certificate oftheir being
natives ofthe island ; but it is not easy to procure
those ofthe best (luality*. As tatting cattle, they
have but few good points ; being thin and hollow
in the neck, hollow and narrow behind the shoul-

ders, sharp and narrow on the bucks, light in the
brisket, and lean on the chine, with short rumps,
and small thighs ; but their flesh is fine grained,

high colored, and of excellent flavor. They are

also very large in the belly ; but this, as well as

some of the points already mentioned, is rather an
advantage to milch cows, to which purpose this

stock is usually applied in this country ; and their

vidder is well formed.

The Alderney cows are ver}' rich milkers ; and
both on that account, and because ofa certain neat-

ness in their appearance, notwithstanding the de-

fects of thir shape, they command high prices. In
this county, therefore, they are mostly in the pos-

session of gentlemen who, rarely keeping a regu-
lar breeding stock, the cows are consequently cros-

sed by any neighboring bull, and thus the pure
breed is preserved in the hands of but very few
persons.

There is a very prevalent notion that they will

thrive on any kind of land, and they are therefore

not uncommonly kept on bare paddocks, with the
assistance of hay in winter. Like all light cattle,

they certainh^ do not require the same support as

larger animals ; but their native pasture in the
islands, is of the richest kind; and it is doubtless

owing to the less nutritive herbage on which they
are frequently fed in England, that the quantity
of their milk is not equal to its quality. In Jersey
they are also fed partly on parsnips, which are
found to improve the produce of the cows.j

Such are the chief breeds of the kingdom; and
the description, being taken from the best authori-
ties, may be considered as accurate as possible, in

a general view. Bat it must be admitted, that
there are great de\'iations in many animals of the
same, and of the most approved stock; and there

are, besides, many crosses, and local breeds, dis-

tinguished by the name ofthe district, or the breed-
er, which it would be tedious to particularise.

Comparative vino of the different breeds of neat

catlle.

From the previous introductorj' view of the vari-
j

ous species of neat cattle, the reader will probably
be enabled to form some estimate of the value of
the respective breeds therein described. The two
kinds, however, which are chiefly reared, are the

lon^-hnrned and the short-hnrned, and, concerning
their merits and demerits, there has long been a
difference of opinion among the most experienced
breeders; on that subject, therefore, it may not be
altogether useless to ofler a few comparative re-

marks to the consideration of the young grazier.

* Quayle's General View of the Norman Isles,

t See Book II. chap. 2, note.

It has been observed, by Mr. Culley, that "the
long horns excel in the thickness and firm texture

of the hides, in the length and closeness of the hair,

in their beet' being finer grained and more mixed
and marbled than that of the short horns, in weigh-
ing more in proiwrtion to their size, and in giving

richer milk; but they are inferior to the short horns,

in giving a less quantity of milk, in weighing less

upon the whole, in afiording less tallow when kill-

ed, in being slower fiieders, and of a coarser make,
and more leathery or bullish, in the under side of

the neck. In lew words, the long horns excel in

the hide, hair, and quality of the beef; the short

horns in the quantity of beef, tallow, and milk.

—

Each breed has long had, and probably may have,

tlieir particular advocates; but, if I may hazard a.

conjecture, is it not probable that both kinds may
have their particular advantages in different situa-

tions? Why may not the thick, firm hides, and
long close-set hair of the one kind, be a protection

and security against those impetuous winds and
heavy rains to which the west coast of this island

is so subject; while the more regular seasons and
mild climate, upon the east coast, are most suita-

ble to the constitutions of the short horns? " *

It should, however, be understood, that the pre-

ference above given by Mr. C. to the long-horned
species, on account of the superior quality of their

beef, applies only to the variety of that breed which
was selected, improved, and recommended by the

late eminent Mr. Bakewell, and which is described

in the introductory vie^v already referred to, under
the name of Dishley breed. In fact, Mr. C. is ol

opinion that " a breed of short-horned cattle might
be selected, eqiial, if not superior, even to that ver}''

kindly-fleshed sort of Mr. Bakewell's, provided any
able breeder, or body of breeders, would pay as

much attention to these as Mr. Bakewell and his

neighbors have done to the short-horns." f

This, as the opinion of an eminent breeder, is

entitled to great attention; and it has been corrob-

orated by a fact stated in the Agricultural Survey
of Northumberland, " that the long-horns had been
introduced into that country from the improved
stocks of the midland counties, at different times,

and by different breeders; but had, in most instan-

ces, given way again to the improved breed of

short-horns, and, at the time the first report was
published in 1804, had been totally abandoned by
every breeder in the country; the improved breed
of short-horns, from the stock of the Messieurs
Colling, having proved themselves much supe-
rior.

"'|

Since that period, continued exertions have been
made for the improvement ofthe short hornedbreed,
and the great weight to which the cattle an'ive

must always ensure them a high rank in the esti-

mation of those graziers who possess land of suf-

ficient staple to forward heav}^ beasts; but the opin-

ion ofmany of the best judges still continues to be
divided regarding their comparative merit with
that of the long-horns.
An experienced firmer, who appears to have

examined both the breeds with great impartialit}',

states, "that the best of the short-horned bein^
larger than any other kind require good keeji, and
more age than cattle in general: the oxen will im-
prove to the age of seven j-ears, and the cows to

* Culley on Live Stock, p. 80. f lb. p. 81.

X Page"l40, 3d edition, 181.3; in which the assertion

remains uncontradicted.
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six; and if they are not well supported when young,

will require another year : that they have large

bones, and are said to be coarse-grained, and the

beef not so marbled as that of some other kinds
;

though some of them die veiy fine beef. " But he

adds/' that many have larger shoulders* than the

RoUright [long-horned] breed: that the best of this

breed, especially the heilers and cows, are fonned

for the butcher superior in shajjc to any other kind;

and that, of the four kinds of cattle put in competi-

tion with the RoUright, viz. the Devon, the Sussex,

the Herefjrd, and the Yorkshire, [short-horned,']

he is of opinion that none, at an early age, equal

them lor slaughter, or will pay so much money lor

three years' consumption." t

In confirmation of this, there is an opinion stated

m several of the agricultural surveys of dilferent

counties, "that for beauty and symmetry of parts

and disposition to fatten, the long-horned cattle are

not to be excelled by any oftheir contemporaries;" f
" that they come quickest to perfection; " § " are

preferable to short-horns, better feeders, and lay

most beef in the best joints; are more thrifty on

poor land, and are preferred at Smhhfield."
||

Yet
notwithstanding the decisive tone thus assumed,

the question of superiority may still be considered

as undecided : each have their advocates. Thus
the Hereford surveyor gives a decided preference

to the oxen bred in that county, although he ad-

mits, that the long-horned cows are ecj^ual to the

Herefbrdshire.lT The Somersetshire graziers will

not allow that the north-country oxen possess any
merit, comparatively with the Devon, either for

labor or slaughter; but the surveyor himself, while

maintaining their superiority in the yoke, is cancUd

enough to admit, " that they have many rivals in

the Galloway, Leicester, Hereford, Glamorgan,
and other cattle."** The late Mr. Davis, of Long-
leat, an eminent agriculturist, although allowing

that the comparative merits ofthe Devon and long-

horned breeds are warmly contested in Wiltshire,

yet. gives it as his opinion, " that whatever may
be the comparative merits ofthe two kinds ofcows
for the dairy, there is not a doubt but the Devon-
shire kind are the most proper ibr fatting; and, as

to the oxen bred from the two kinds, it would be
injustice to the Devonshire oxen even to make a
comparison between them, "ft Further trials of

their respective qualities must be accurately made
and faithfully recorded, before an undisputed pre-

ference can be awarded to either; for it cannot be
concealed that local prejudice is often opposed to

fact. The long-horns appear best adapted for

grazing; being well protected by thick hides and
long hair, and seemingly intended by nature for

the range of pasture land. The short-horns, on

* This, it should be observed, is a defect; for al-

though the shoulders cannot be deemed offal, yet are

they, comparatively, loss, as the tlesh is of less value
than that on the rump, loins, and chine: wherefore, the
most perfectly formed cattle are those that are the
longest, and have the smallest shoulders in proportion
to their size.

t Parkinson's Treatise on Live Stock, Vol. I. ch. 1.

sect. 15.

t Leicester Report, p. 218.
|i
Rutland ditto, p. 121.

§ Lincoln Report, pp. 337, 339, .341, 2d edition.

r Hereford ditto, p. 118.

Somerset ditto, pp. 242, 243, 3d edition.

tt Wilts ditto, pp. 204, 205, 2d ditto.

the contrary, have thin hides and short hair, and
being of a more tender constitution than the for-

mer, and arriving to greater weight, seem better

calculated for the s\ stem of stall-leeding; while the

Devons have the advantage as working oxen.

The next in size to the short-horned, are the

Hereford; the oxen of which breed commonly at-

tain the weight of 70 to 100 stone, of fourteen

pounds, and trequenlly anive at much greater size.

They are considered by a competent judge, * when
compared with other fashionable breeds, "as rather

larger in the bone, and somewhat shorter in the

carcass; rising a little higher in the chine, towards
the shoulders, but generally broad, which renders

the chine thick and heavy. Their bucks are round,

wide from one to the other, and well covered with

fat; their rump is well foi'med, and the thigh rath-

er heavier than some delicate breeds. Their
shoulders are mostly large, in consequence ofwhich
they have more coarse boiling beefthan they ought,

and, notwithstanding they have a great propensity

to fatten and die well filled with fat, it is often irreg-

ularly placed in patches. " This defect is, Iiovv-

ever," probably owing to their having been work-
ed; for although oxen that have been for several

years at the yoke, will often become fat, it has been
remarked that they are seldom so equally propor-

tioned in every part with fat and lean as unworked
steers, nor is the meat so juicy, and the brisket and
lower parts are generally tough. When slaugh-

tered at a proper age, the Herefords are heavily

fleshed, the meat is fine in the grain and regularly

marbled, with a better proportion of fat and lean

than most other cattle, and they deservedly hold

a high place in the estimation of the butchers. A
writer of considerable experience on the subject,

who has lately published a very interesting me-
moir of the short-horned breed, gives the prefer-

ence to the improved short-horns, which he con-

siders equal, at three years old, to Hereford cattle

at tour jears old; and the cows as more profitable

for the dairy. For breeders, he therefore decidedly

recommends the short-horns; but he admits that

the Herefords may be purchased with equal profit

by graziers, whose only view is to tiitten them for

the market, because they will not—in a lean state

at four years old—bear an increased price propor-

tioned to the additional time required to render one
ofthem equal to a short-horn of three years, t

An interesting experiment made at the Earl of
Egremont's farm at Petworth, in Sussex, might,

if it stood alone, be considered as, in a great mea-
sure, decisive of the relative value of this breed, as

fatting cattle, to those of Devon and Sussex.

—

Eight beasts of the three breeds, taken indiscrim-

inately from the stock, were put u]i to fatten on a
mixture of barley-meal and flax-seed. For the

first seven weeks they had each three gallons ever)'-

day, of which one-fourth was flax-seed; and for the

remainder of the time they had three gallons, of

which one-third was flax-seed, groimd together

and mixed up with some wheat-chatl', both to fa-

cilitate digestion, and jirevent it from sticking in

their throats. Besides this, they had each thirteen

pounds of hay weighed to them three times each

* Mr. Richard Parkinson, Treatise on Live Stock,

Vol. L ch. 1, sect. 16.

t See an Essay entitled "Improved Short horns, and
their pretensions stated," by the Rev. Henry Berry, of
Worcestershire, 1830.
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day. They were sixteen weeks fattening, and
their respective weight when put up, and when
fatted, was as follows:

—

No.
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Btock at the time of copulation, the heahh of the

cow durhig the period of gestation, and the man-
agement of the calf during its growth, must all

have an influence upon the future condition of the

animal; and there are, doubtless, other hidden

causes which have either escaped the observation,

or are beyond the control of man. Experience
has indeed proved, that although comparative ex-

periments to ascertain the relative value of cattle

are not to be slighted, yet that they are often con-

tradictory; and, therefore, that the result is not

always entitled to implicit faith.

In drawnig a comparison between the Galloway
and other most approved breeds, the surveyor of

tliat district, ahhough acknowledging their inferi-

ority in respect of weight, yet maintains, that in

many other of the most valuable (jualities they do

not come far short of any; and in the essential pro-

perty of a tendency to thrive and fatten, the cor-

rectness of that opinion must be admitted; but it

cannoi; be so readily conceded, as he asserts, "that

when the merits of cattle come to be appreciated

on just grounds, and tlie influence of quackish arts

is at an end, many breeds which are now the most
fashionable, will cease to attract attention; and the

Devons and Xyloes will then, in cdl probabiUty, be
the only ones with which the Galloways will have
to contend for pre-eminence."*

In support of this opinion, the surveyor has pro-

duced a table of the relative proportions between
a Galloway cow and two acknowledged, as he
6a}'s, to be the very best of the long and short-

horned breeds, in all those points which are con-

sidered to be of the greatest importance: from an
examination of which the preponderance would
appear to be in lavor of the former. Perhaps he
attaches too much weight to these comparisons, tor

it is not in form alone that value entirely consists:

manj' beautiful cattle are deficient in constitution;

and others, though very plain, possess great apti-

tude to fatten, and are superior milkers. But the

table merits attention, apart ii-om any comparison,

as it displays, at one view, the proportions ol chosen
animals of three dilTerent breeds, and therelbre, it

is presumed, cannot fail to interest the reader.

The late Mr. Bakewell made many comparisons
between ditferent breeds of cattle, and it is much
to be regretted that the observations of so acute

and intelligent a man, and one so deeply versed in

the subject, should be lost to the public; but he was
singularly incommunicative; and there is little fur-

ther known of his experiments, than that he put
up three new milched cows, in separate stalls—

a

short-horned, a Scotch, and one of his own breed

—

and the result was, that the short-horned ate most
food, and gave n\uch the greatest quantity of milk;

the Scotch ate less food, and gave less milk, but
produced most butter; and the Dishley ate least

food, gave the least milk, and made the least but-

ter, but laid on the most flesh; whence it would
appear, that the Kjioe cows are superior to the
other two for the dairy-man, and the long-horned
cows for the grazier; but this is by no means deci-

sive of the relaiive value ot" the oxen.
The relative estimation of the flesh of the prin-

cipal breeds at Smithfield market, and the average
difference in price for the best qualities of each,
in January 1833, are as follows:

—

• Agricultural Survey of Galloway, p. 245.

Scotch oxen, . . ,

Leicester, Hereford, ( . n .„ ,1, aa j:..«
and fine short-horns 1

4 to 4s. 4d. ditto

Lincoln short-honis, 3 10 ditto

s. d.

4 8 per stone of 8 lbs. to sink the offal,

ditto

ditto

Coarse inferior beasts, 3 6 ditto ditto

That consideration, which this iinportant sub-

ject requires, has of late years been amply be-

stowed upon the improvement of British cattle;

and beside the respectable breeder already men-
tioned, the labors of the late and present Dukes of

Bedlbrd, the Marquess of Exeter, the Earl of

Egremont and Viscount Althorpe, of the late Mr.
Fowler, Lord Somcrville, and Mr. Westcar, of the

Messieurs Colling, Culley, and Kitelee, Mr. Prin-

cep, Mr. Moson, 'of Chilton, Mr. Ashle.y, and Mr.
Coke, of Norfolk', as well as of many other noble-

men and gentlemen who have recently applied

themselves to agriculture, and whose exertions,
.

both as amateurs and professionally, claim the

gratitude and good wishes of every real friend to

his country—the various excellent societies estab-

lished in many parts of Great Britain for the pro-

motion of this public spirited purpose, have mainly
contributed to the high stote of perfection which
this important branch of rural science has attained.

It has been hinted, when discussing the subject

of buying cattle, that it will be advisable to select

them, either from stock feeding in the neighbor-

hood, or from those sorts which are best calcu-

lated for the nature and situation of the soil. Thiti

remark should be constantly kept in view, with re-

gard to the breeding of cattle; let, therefore, that

breed which is most profitable and best suited to

the situation of the farm, first be ascerttiined; and,

having succeeded in this desirable object, let it be
the breeder's study to improve that sort to the ut-

most, by selecting and breeding from those which
to beauty of form unite the more essential quali-

ties of possessing kindly skins, and of weighing
most in the valuable parts, together with a dispo-

sition to lay fat on the best points, as well as to

fatten in a short period of time.

Before we conclude this subject, it may not be
amiss to notice the neat cattle reared in the sister

island. Few countries are, perhaps, so well adapt-

ed for the breeding of cattle of every description;

and it is in consequence of this peculiar felicity of
soil and situation, that our fleets are supplied with

the immense quantities of prime beef necessary

for the support of their crews.

The breed of Irish cattle, of which many thou-

sand carcasses are annually exported, is distin-

guished by little variety, exce^jting that which ne-

cessarily arises from "the difierence of situation.

They are remarkable for strength of constitution;

and appear to be a mixed race, between the long-

horned breed and the Scotch or Welch cattle.

The counties of IMeath, Roscommon, Clare, Li-

merick, Cork, andTipperary, are chiefly celebrated

for the vast herds which are there annually bred

and slaughtered for exportation; and many of the

most public-spirited breeders have, of late years,

incurred very considerable expense by purchasing

prime stock from England for the purpose of im-

proving their breeds; a measure that has already

been attended with the most beneficial effects, and
which will doubtless, in the course of a (aw years,

prove a source of great wealth to that island. It,

however, cannot be denied that these exertions

have not hitherto been sufficiently general to ef-

fect any very manifest improvement in the com-
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mon stock of the country. The whole fanning

system of Ireland is defective; and, although graz-

ing is better understood here than tillage, it is still

in its infancy. The usual practice is to iatten in the

field, on grass alone, without the assistance of ar-

tificial grasses, roots, or oil-cake. The beasts are

purchased at the fairs without any regard to the

breed; and being, in a large proportion, bred from

cottagers' cows, which are necessarily taken from
the worst stock, they are commonly ill-shaped and
ill-thriven. The truth is, that capital is wanting;
but it is to be hoped that those unhappy dissen-

sions which had destroyed confidence will now no
longer distract so fiiir a portion of the empire, and
that so ])romising a field tor the enterprising agri-

culturist will not continue to suffer neo-lect.
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General observations on bKyii-tg and stocking a

farm with cattle.

The profit to be derived from the occupation of

land, depends so much on the command of the re-

quisite capital, tliat the most important considera-

tion tor a young beginner is to be well advised on

this essential point, and to be assured that he pos-

sesses sufficient means to turn every acre to the

best account: bearing in mind, that a small occu-

j)ation, with ample capital, will ever be found more
beneiicial than one of larger extent without the

power of em])loying it to the greatest advantage
;

and that, more ground is generally as easj' to be
got (if success should enable him to hire it,) as it

is usually difficult to obtain more money. Assum-
ing it therefore as certain, that such a beginner is

provided with that indispensable requisite, Ave

shall proceed to state a few general hints on the

buying and stocking of his iarm with cattle; and
shall introduce, under the respective accounts of

rearing and breeding the different species, such

remarks on their various merits and demerits as wiU
materially assist him in the course of his labors.

The first object of attention, then, is to consider

the proportion between his stock and the quantity

of feed which will be necessary to support them.

The nature, situation, and fertility of the soils that

compose his farm are equally Avorthy of notice, as

well as the purpose for which he designs more par-

ticularly to rear or feed his cattle; whether for the

pail, or with the view of supplying the markets.

In fact, it Avill be expedient to observe the greatest

exactness in this propoi'tion, because, in case he
should overstock his land, he will be compelled to

resell before the cattle are in a fit state for the mar-
ket, and, consequently, at certain loss; Avhile, on
the other hand, he Avih incur a dimmution in his

profit, if he should not stock his land with as many
cattle a.s itAvillbear.

Formerlj', a great prejudice prevailed in favor of
big-boned, large beasts, but it has been ascertained

that this breed is, in point of profit, much inferior

to the middle-sized kind; and, by a careful atten-

tion to the selection of stock, no inconsiderable

progress may be made towards the improvement
of the different species. Among the various pro-

fessional breeders of modern times, few have at-

tained greater celebrity than the late Mr. Bake-
well, ofDishley, to whom we are indebted for many
new and important improvements in the science of
rearing cattle. The principle which he invariably

adopted was, to select the best beast, that would
weigh most in the valuable joints; so that, while
he gained in point of shape, he also acquired a
more hardy breed: and, especially by attending to

the kindliness of their skin,* he became possessed
of a race which Avas more easily fed and fattened
than any other.

For many years, the inA^ariable practice Avas to

judge by the eye only, without regarding the other
qualities of the animal intended to be purchased;
but, in the present improA'ed age, a more ratignal

mode of forming the judgement has been adopted.

* As this expression may probably often appear in
the course of the subsequent pages, it may not be afto-

gether irrelevant to state, that it implies a skin whicli
feels mellow, i. e. soft, yet firm to the touch, and which
is equally distant from the hard, dry skin, peculiar to

some cattle, as it is from the loose and flabby feel of
others.

The sense of touch is noAV brought in aid of the

sight; and, by repeated practice, the art of judging

of the kindliness to fatten has been brought to such

perfection,, that any Avell inibmied breeder, Avho

has personal experience, can, on examining lean

beasts, tell, almost instantaneously, in what points

or parts they Avill or will not fatten.

It might be expected that the result of such ex-

perience should be here stated, and some rules be
laid down, by Avhich a judgement on this important

point could be formed; but, in fact, this knowledge
can only be acquired by constant handling of both

lean and fat beasts, and can only be described hi

general terms. Sir John Sinclair has justly re-

marked, that, "when the hide or skin feels soft

and silky, it strongly indicates a tendency in the

animal to take on meat; and it is evident, that a
fine and soft skin must be more pliable, and more
easily stretched out to receive any extraordinary

quantity of flesh than a thick or tough one. At
the same time, thick hides are of great importance

in various manufactures. Indeed, they are neces-

saiy in cold countries, where cattle are much ex-

posed to the inclemency of the seasons; and, in the

laest breeds of Highland cattle, the skin is thick in

proportion to their size, Avithout being so tough as

to be prejudicial to their capacity of fattening."*

In the selection, therefore, of live stock in ge-

neral, the young farmer Avill find it necessary at-

tentively to consider the following particulars:

—

I. Beauty, or symmetry of shape; in which the

form is so compact, that e\-ery part of the animal

bears an exact consistency, whDe the carcass

should be deep and broad, and the less valuable

parts (such as the head, bones, &c.) ought to be as

small as possible. The carcass should be large,

the bosom broad, and chest deep; the ribs standing

out from the spine, both to give strength of frame
and constitution, and likcAvise to admit of ample
room for the intestines; but yet not so'much as to

be what is called high-ribbed, as the butchers con-

sider it an indication of deficiency in AA-eight of

meat. Further, the shoulders ought not only to

be light of bone, and rounded ofi^ at the lower
point, but also broad, and well covered Avith flesh.

The back also ought to be Avide and level through-

out; the quarters long, the thighs tapering and nar-

roAV at the round bone, but Avell coA'ered Avith flesh

in the tAA'ist; and the flank full and large. The
legs ought to be straight beloAv the knee and hock,
and of a moderate length; light boned; clean from
fleshiness, yet having joints and sinews of a mod-
erate size, for the united purposes of strength and
activity. In these points all intelligent breeders

concur; but, a^ beauty of shape too often depends
on the caprice of fashion, it is more requisite to re-

gard,

II. Utility ofform, or that nice proportion of the

parts Avhich has already been noticed.

III. The_^es/(, or texture of the muscular parts;

a quality which Avas formerly noticed only by
butchers, but the knoAA'ledge of which is justly

deemed essential by the enlightened breeders of

the present day; and although this quality necessa-

rily varies according to the age and size of cattle,

yet it may be greatly regulated by attention to the

food employed for fattening them. As a knoAvl-

edge of this requisite can only be acquired by prac-

tice, it is sufficient to state, that the best sign of

* "Hints regarding Cattle," p. 157, &c.
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good flesh is that of being marbled, or having the

Fat and leanfinely veined, or intermixed, when the

animals are killed; and, while alive, by a firm and

mellow feci.

IV. In rearing live stock of any description, it

should be an invariable rule to breed from small-

boned, straiglit-backed, healthy, clean, kindly-

skinned, round-bodied, and barrel-shaped animals,

with clean necks and throats, and little or no dew-
lap; carefully rejecting all those which may have
heavy legs and roach backs, together with much
appearance of ofl'al. And, as some breeds have a

tendency to generate great quantities of fat on

certain parts of the body, while in others it is more
mixed with the flesh of every part of the animal,

this circumstance will claim the attention of the

breeder as he advances in business.

V. In the purchasing of cattle, whether in a lean

or fat state, the farmer should on no account buy
beasts out of richer or better grounds than those

into which he intends to turn them; for, in this

case, he must inevitably sustain a very material

loss, by the catUe not thriving, particularly il' they

be old. It will, therefore, be advisable to select

them, either from stock feeding in the neighbor-

hood, or from such breeds as are best adapted to

the nature and situation of the soil.

VI. Dociliiy of disposition, without being defi-

cient in spirit, is of equal moment; for, indepen-

dently of the da.-naffe committed by cattle of wild

tempers on fences, fields, &c., which inconvenience

will thus be obviated, it is an indisputable fact, that

tame beasts require less food to rear, sxipport, and

fatten them; consequently every attention ought to

be paid, early to accustom them to be docile and
familiar.

VII. Hardiness of constUvtion, particularly in

bleak and exposed districis, is indeed a most im-

portant requisite; and in every case it is highly es-

sential to a farmer's interest to have a breed that is

liable neither to disease nor to any hereditarj^ dis-

temper. A dark color, and in cattle which are

kei)t out all the winter a rough and curled pile, or

coat of hair, are, in the popular estimation, certain

indications of hardiness: but it must be obvious to

every thinking person, that this quality, though in

Bome respects inherent in particular breeds, de-

pends, in a great measure, upon the method in

which cattle are treated.

There is, indeed, a rather prevalent opinion, that

white is a mark of degeneracy, and that,animals

of the most vivid hues possess the greatest portion

of health and strength; in proof of which it has

been instanced that among mankind, a healthy

habit is visible in the floridness of the complexion,

as sickness is perceptible in the ])a]eness of the

looks, and the decrepitude of age in the vv-hiteness

of the hair. It has also been remarked that gray

horses are commonly of a tender constitution, until

crossed with darker breeds, and that among the

feathered tribe, the common poultry, with hio:h

colored plumaaje, are in all respects superior to the

white. But it has been justly observed in reply,

that the powerful Polar "bears, and many of the

strono;est birds, as the goose and swan, are white;

nor will it escape observation, as more immediately

touching the present subject, that the wild cattle

are invariably of that color, and that the highest

bred Herefords are distinguished by white faces.*

* It is stated in the Agricultural Survey of Leices-

tershire as the remark of a scientific observer of the

VIII. Connected with hardiness of constitution

is early matariiy, which, however, can only be at-

tained by feeding cattle in sach a manner as to

keep them constantly in a growing state. By an
observance of this principle, it has been found that

beasts and sheep, thus managed, thrive more in

three years, than they usually do in five when
they have not sufficient food during the winter, by
which, in the common mode of rearing, their

growth is checked.
IX. A kindly disposition to take fat on the most

valuable parts of the carcass, at an early age, and
with lilt'e food, when compared with the quantity
and quality consumed by similar animals. On
this account, smaller cattle have been recommend-
ed as generally having a more natural disposition

to iiittcn, and as requiring, proportionably to the
larger animal, less food to make them fat; conse-
quently, the greater quantity of meat for consump-
tion can be made per acre. "In stall-feeding,"

—

the nature, method, and advantages of which will

be statfed in a subsequent chapter,—it has been re-

marked, that, "whatever may be the food, the
smaller animal pays most for that food; in dry
lands, the smaller animal is always sufficiently

heavy for treading; in wetlands less injurious.""*

But this opinion is combated by many able judges,
Avho still contend that the largest animals are the
most profitable. They doubtless are so on good
keep; but the smaller animals will thrive on soils

where heavy beasts will decline.

X. JVorking, or an aptitude for labor: a point of

infinite importance in a country whose population
is so extensive as that of Britain, and where the
consumption of grain by horses has so material an
influence on the comforts and existence of the in-

habitants. As, however, there is a difference of
opinion on this subject, the reader is referred to the

chapter where the question is fully discussed. But,

whether kine be purchased for the plough, or for

the purpose of fattening, it Avill be necessary to

see, in addition to the essentials already stated,

that they are young, in perfect health, fiiU-mouth-

ed, and not broken either in tail, hair, or in any
respect; that the hair stare not, and that they are

not hide-bound, otherwise they will not feed kindly.

The same remark is applicable to cows intended

for the pail, the horns of which should be fair and
smooth, the forehead broad and smooth, udders

white, yet not fleshy, but thin and loose when
empty, to hold the greater quantity of milk, but

large when full; ])rovided with large dug-veins to

fill it, and with lour elastic teats, in order that the

milk may be more easily drav.'n ofl.

XI. Beside the rules above stated, there are

some particulars with regard to the age of neat or

black cattle and sheep, which merit the farmer's

consideration.

cattle usually bred in that county, "that those of adeep

red, dark liver color, or black, with tanned sides, are

the hardiest, and have the best constitutions; will

endure the severest weather, perform the most work,

live to the greatest age, and fatten on such food as

would starve those of "weaker colors." But in opposi-

tion to this we have, in the Annals of Agriculture, the

assurance of Mr. Campbell, a practical and extensive

breeder, that, upon repeated comparative trials, "he has

had bulls, oxen, and cows, of a white breed, as healthy

and hardy as any others."

* Papers of the Bath and West of England Societ)-,

Vol. X, p. 262.
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"Neat cattle cast no teeth until turned two years

old, when they get two new teeth^ at three they

get two more; and in every succeeding year get

two, until five years old, when they are called/ifiZ-

mnullied, though they arc not properly full-mouth-

ed until six years old, because the two corner teeth,

whirh are last in renewing, are not periectly up
unlil they arc six."* •

.

The horns of neat cattle also supply anotlier

criterion by which the judgement may be assisted,

atler the signs alTorded by the teeth become uncer-

tain. When three years .old, their horns are

smooth and handsome; after which period there

ajjpears a circle, or Wrinkle, which is annitally in-

creased as long as the horn remains; so that, ac-

cording to.the number of these circles or rings, the

age of a' beast may be ascertained with tolerable

precision, unless such~ wrinkles are defaced, or

artificicilly removed, by scraping or filing; a fraud-

ulent practice-, which is but too frequently adopted,

in order to deceive the ignorant or ine.x|ierienced

purchaser with respect to the real age of the ani-

mal. These circles, however, must not be con-

founded with those ringlets which are sometimes

found at the root of the horn,, and. which are a
pretty sure indication that the animal had been ill-

fed during its growth: anothercprnmon consequence
of which is, that the horns are crooked and un-

sightly. There is also a tip at the extremity of the

horn, which falls otl" about the third year.

The bull is termed a 6«//cfl7/' until he is one year
old, and then a yearling bull, or, in some places, a
stirk, and afterwards a two, thrw, four, aiid five

years old bull, until. six, when he is aged. When
castrated, he is called an ox, or stot-calf, until a

yearling, and then a steer, until four, when he be-

comes an ox, or bullock. The cow does not assume
that name until four years old, previous to which
she is called, first a cow-calf, and then a yearling,

two, and three years old heifer, or qiiey.-

Of the Bull,
'

, ,

In the precedingchapter,3ome general remarks

on the purch-asing of cattle have been made, and a

few characteristic features have been pointed out,

in order to assist the young adventurer in this

branch oC rural eccfnomy. But, as the 7nale of

every species is the principal in the breed and ge-

neratioji, it will not be uaeless to give an account

of that form or shape Ayhich is soessential to the'

constituting of a perfect animal.

A bull, then, ought to be the most handsome of.

his kind; he should be tall and weilinade; his head
should be rather long, but not coarse, as fineness

of head indicates a dispos'tion to fatten; and, as it

is designed by nature to be the chief instrument

both of offence andof defence, itoiigiit to present

every mark of strength;! his horns clean and
bright; his large black eyes lively and protuberant;

his forehead broad and close set, with short, curled

hair; his ears long and thin, hairy within and with-
out: muzzle fine; nostrils wide and open; neck strojig

* CuUpy on Live Stock, pp. 208; 200.

t The Ayrshire dairy farmers, however, who pay
very close attention to the perfection of their breed,
prefer their dairy balls according to the feminine aspect
of their heads, necks, and fore-qnarters; and wish them
noti-ound behind, but broad at the hook-bones and hips:

they also like those best that are full in the flank.

—

Aiton's Dairy Husbandr}', p. 27.

Vol. II.—18

and muscular, not incumbered with a coarse,

wreathy skin, but firm, rising with a gentle curve

from the shoulders, taperins: fo the part where it is

connected with the head; dewlap thin, and but lit-

tle loose skin on any part. His shoulders should

be deep, high, and inoderately broad at the top;

the bosom open; breast large, and jirojecting well

before his legs; back straight and broad, even to

the setting on of the tail, which should not extend
far up the roof, but be strong and deep, with much
lank hair on the under part of it; ribs broad and
circular, rising one above another, so that the last

rib shall be rather the highest; the fore thighs strong

and muscular, tapering gradually to the knees; the

belly deepj straiglit, and also tapering a little to

the hind thighs, which should be large and square;

the roof wide, ]}articularly over the cliine and hips;

or hooks; the legs straight, short jointed, full of

sinews. Clean and fine boned; knees round, big,

and straight; feet distant one from another, not

broad, nor turning in, but easily spreading; hoofs

long and hollow; the hide not hard, or stubborn to

the touch; the liair uniformly .thick, short, curled,

and of a soft texture; and the body long, deep,

and round, filling well up to the shoulder end into

the groin, so as to form what has not improperly

been termed a round, or barrel-like carcass.

The bull attains the age of puberty generally at

theend of from twelve months to two years; but

it has been thought advisable to restrain him from

the propagation of his species until he has arrived

at his full growth, which is about four years; for,

if this animal be suffered to breed earlier than

three years, the stock is liable to degenerate. It

must, however, be admitted, that a contrary opin-

ion prevails amongmany eminent breeders; who
maintain that the bull is in his full vigor at eigh-

teen months old, at which age his progeny will

display the most strength; and a prominent instance

in point has been adduced in the practice of Mr.
Vandergoes, . of the Hague, who is reported to

have had the finest stock of dairy cows in Holland,

and wlio attributed the excellence of his breed to

his using none but young bulls, which he always
sold at three years of age. Others again contend,

that the offspring of a bull, if well bred, becomes
generally better until he reaches seven or eight

years, and indeed, untd his constitution is impaired

by age.* Nor ought more than twenty cows to be
allotted to one bull'J or this animal be permitted to

serve more than two cows in one day; for, although

the cupidity of persons who hire out bulls, very

generally exposes them to much greater trials of

strength, it yet exhausts them, and the}' can no
longer" be depended upon as sure getters of stock;

nor will the stock, if produced, be of equal vigor

as when the number of cows is limited.

The bull, as well as the cow and ox, generally

lives about fourteen years;but the progress of de-

cay is usually perceptible. after he has attained the

age of teii. His temper is naturally fierce and im-

governable, which is not a little increased by hig

being usually permitted to live quietly in the best

pastures, without being applied to any useful pur-

pose but thatof propagating his species. Hence
this animal, naturally vicious, often becomes so

mischievous as to endanger many valuable lives,

an evil which, we conceive, might be remedied by

* See Sir John Sinclair's Code of. Agriculturej .3d.

Edition 1821, p. 108.
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training him to labor; for, we doubt not but if he

were moderately worked, and allowed to indulge

his desires during the breeding season, he would
become gradually tame, and harmless ns the horse

or any other often naturally vicious animal. Seve-

ral experiments, indeed, have been made for this

purpose; and, from their successful result, we thinl-:

the practice of working bulls may be advantage-

ously adopted; especially as these animals are not

only broken in with little difficulty, and work well:

but also because they recover from fatigue much
sooner than the ox.

For the prevention ofaccidents from mischievous
bulls, an ingenious and simple contrivance has
been suggested by Mr. Nicholls, ofWoodhall, near
Wisbeach, on whom the Society for the Encour-
agement of Arts, in 1815, conferred a premium of
ten guineas, for the invention. Of its form and
application the following engravings will convey a
correct idea.

Fig. 1. Represents a /roni view of the appara-

tus, as affixed to the head of the animal. It con-

sists of a straight piece of wood or irosi (the latter

is the prelcrable material) stretching from horn to

horn, perforated at each end. so as to pass over the

tips, and fastened on them by the usual metal nuts.

On the centre of this is riveted a curved bar (^f iro7i.

bending upwards, which moves easily on the rivet,

and has holes at each end containing the upper
round link of a chain. These chains again unite

in a strong iron ring, which ojoeiis by a hinge and
screw, and passes through the bull's nose. The
effect of this contrivance is as follows:—any person

seeing a vicious animal ap])roach may easily avoid

him; but if the beast should make a pushforward,
the curved iron bar v/ill prevent any bad conse-

quences; and if he move in the smallest degree to

the right or to the left, the bar comniunicafing by
the chain with the ring upon his nose, will bring

him inmiedialely to check. This lateral o])eration

is delineated in Fig. 2. An additional advantage
resulting from the use of this invention is, that a
beast may, with the smallest poAver, be led in any
direction.

Of the CoiLK

A perfect breeding cow ought to have a fine

head, with a broad, smooth forehead; black eyes;

clean horns; a smooth, elasfic skin; a large deep
body; strong, muscular thighs; a large, white ud-
der, with long and tapering teats, together with
every other token requisite in a bull, allowing for

the difference of sex, to which we may add, as a
general remai'k, in the words of a skilful dairyman
(although his observation was only ap];lied to a

particular breed) that, the symptoms of a good
milker are "a large thin-skinned udder; large milk-

veins; shallow and light fore-quarters; wide loins;

a thin thigh; a white horn; a long thin head; a
brisk and lively eye; fine and clean about the chaps
and throat."* Further, such animal ouffht par-

ticularly to be young; for milch kine are not good

Wedge's Account of the Cheshire dairy breed.

for breeding after they are twelve years old, thougfi
[hey will often live a much longer time if their pas-
ture be good, and they be kept from diseases.

Cows are purcijased either with a \ievv' of being
fattened for sale, for breeding, or for the j)urposes
of the dairy. In the former case, it will be advisa-
ble to attend to the kimlliness of their .skins, and
disposition to fiittcn; with regard to those which
are intended for breeding, care should be taken to

select the best of that particular stock intended to
he raised; and for the dairy, those which jield the
most, and the richest milk: a subject which will be
treated more at large under that head.* The de-
sirable qualities of adairy cow are, that she should
give an abundant supply of milk; fatten readilj';

and turn to good account in the shambles; but, in

tact, those beasts which yield great quantities of
milk, seldom fatten quickly, and repeated unsuc-
cessful efforts to unite these two irreconcileable

properties, have proved that the different breeds of"

neat cattle have not hitherto been brought to entire

perfection. There is, it is true, a middling kind of
cows, which give a tolerable quantity of milk, and
also keep in pretty good condition; but, though
many of this sort will become very fat when they
are dried, or their milk is taken fi-om them, yet
they will not fatten so speedily or so well as those
which yield a less portion of milk, and which are
more kindly disposed to fiitten while they are in a
milking state.

As, however, the dairy constitutes, in many
parts of the kingdom, an object of great impor-
tance, it is a point worthy of the most deliberate

discussion, whether a particular breed ought to be
kept for that purpose only, or whether it be prefer-

able to have stock calculated partly for the butcher,
and par'Jy for the dair\^ "It is probable," observes
Sir John Siuclair,t "that, by great attention, a
breed might be reared, the males of which might

* Book II.

t Hints regarding Cattle, inserted in the Farmers'*
Magazine, vol. iii, p. 156.
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be well calculated, in every respect, for the sham-
bles; and the females of which riiight, when young,
produce abundant quantities of o'ood millv; yet,

when they reached eiglit or nine years of age,

might be easily fattened." This," he justly remarks,
"would be the most valuable breed that could be
propagated in any country; and, indeed, some of
the best English and Scottish breeds have almost
reached that point of perfection." Nor would the

attainment of that object be improbable, if more
attention were paid to use bulls from the best iat-

ting stock with the best milch cows.
The cow is supposed, by some eminent natural-

ists, to arrive at [luberty at the end of eighteen
months, though instances have occurred where
these animals have produced calves before that

time. It is, indeed, said by some breeders, in the
northern part of this island, that young cows may
be sent to the bull as early as even one year old;

but there is then much danger in calving; and
although the practice would certainly be an essen-
tial impi'ovement where the dairy constitutes a pri-

mary object, i^rovided their growth would not thus
become stinted, it is yet generally considered inju-

dicious. It besides ofl;en happens that when such
j'oung heifers lall in calfj they miss in the following

year, and thus nothing is gained in stock, while to

the animal itself, it is evidently injurious. It is,

therelbre, advisable not to permit cows to take the
bull earlier than two years, though many breeders
defer it another year; and, in conibrmity to the lat-

ter opmion, the late eminent Mr. Bakewell deferred

sending his cows to bull till they were three years
old; they, however, often missed call

J
which acci-

dent SirJohn Sinclair attributes to thiscircumstance.

The most ])ropcr period must in some measure de-

pend on the breed, on the time at which the heifer

was lierself dropped, and on her condition; as some
which have been well kept will be more forward
at two, than others, which have been stinted, at

three years of age.

An idea Ibrmerly prevailed, and is not even yet

entirely exploded, that the best mode of improving
stock, of every description, was to choose males of
the largest size. The consequences, however,
have generally been a great increase of bone with-

out any corresponding improvement in other qual-

ities, and such an incongruity of shape as evident-

ly denoted a mongrel breed. The most judicious

method is, to employ males of superior shape but
yet of a moderate size, and to couple them with
females nearly as large, if not larger. The nearer
the other ((ualities of bolh a]iproach to perfection,

of course the better will be their progeny; but it is

material that, even in their best points, there should
not be too gi'eat a disparity: gradual improvements
will always be followed by certain ultimate success;

while violent attempts to eflect a sudden change
generally disappoint expectation.

The most advantageous time, in general, for a
cow to take thebull is, from the commencement of
May till the middle or close of July, so that she
may calve in January, and thence ibrward till

March or April. And as it is, in most places, a
matter of considerable importance to have a uni-

form supply of milk throughout the year, Ave con-
ceive it would prove a source of profit to a farmer,

possessing twelve, or any large number of milch
kinc, so to arrange the circumstance of breeding as

to have three or more cows dry at one time.

The period of time during which cows are al-

lowed to run dry previously to calving, is by no
means settled. By some graziers they are recom-
mended to be laid dry when iheyare about five or

six months gone with calf; but repealed and suc-

cessful experiments prove, that six weeks or two
months are sufficient fortius purpose; indeed, cows
kept in good condition are somelinips drawn until

within a fortnight of calving; but this is a practice

not to be recommended; for if tJie cow springs be-

fore she is dry, serious injury may ensue.

The symptoms of calving are a distension, or

springing, of the udder, and gradual yielding of
the ligaments of the couples, or rump-bones, as

well as an increased leanness between the shape
and the udder, all of which are generally percepti-

ble about a fortnight before the cow is at her full

time; when that arrives it is marked, first, by a
slight elevation of the tail, and then by general

uneasiness untd the pains commence.
In general, the cow conceives after once taking

the bull; but, if she should chance to fail, she

should go again to bull within three weeks after.

To prevent, however, this accident, it will be ad-

visable, as soon as convenient after her return

home, to throw a pailful of water on her udder

behind, and to keep her that night separate from

any others: for it not unfreciuently happens that

cows (after taking the bull) will ride each other;

in consequence of which they are apt to miscon-

ceive, and it is also supposed that, wiien they have

acquired that habit, the quantity of milk they

yield is thereby greatly diminished.

The desire of having afrequentsupply of calves

has induced many to have recourse to artificial

means, in order to induce cows to take the bull; a

measure which cannot be sufficiently deprecated,

for the most efficacious mode of obtaining this ob-

ject undoubtedly consists in keejiing them in good

heart; in consequence of which nature will pre-

dominate over the animal's body, and cause it to

show signs of procreation through the medium of

the creature's constitutional feelings. When it

has been resorted to, one of the most effectual

means has been found to give a couple of quarts

of milk, warm from a cow in season, but before

she has taken the bull, and in a few days it has

taken effect. The time when a coio is in season,

is known by her restlessness, bj- her riding on other

cattle; and "by the inflamed appearance of the ex-

ternal parfs, accompanied by a discharge from the

vagina. These symptoms only continue lor three

or Tour days, sometimes not so long, and do not re-

turn for a fortnight or three weeks; and when con-

ception has taken place they disappear.

The period of gestation, or time during which

the cow goes with calf is various: with a bull calfj

she usually goes about forty-one weeks, with a

difference of a few days either way; a cow calf

comes in less time. Between nine and ten months,

therefore, may be assigned lor the period of gesta-

tion; at the end of which time she produces one

calf] thou'Th instances sometimes occur when two,

or even three, are brought forth. It may not how-

ever be useless to remark, that some cows are na-

turally barren, which is said to be the case Avhen a

male and female calf are produced at the same

time. The male animal is periect in all respects;

but the female, which is denominated afree martin,

is incapable of propagating her species; it does not

vary very materially, in point of form or size,

from other neat cattle, though its flesh is errone-
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ously supposed to be greatly superioriii flavor and

fineness of the grain.

Some very iiilerestmg experiments', respecting

the periods of gestation in different animols, were
made a few years ago by M. Teissier, of the So-

ciety for the Encouragement of Arts, at Parisj

from which it appears, that out of 575 cows,

21 calved between the 240th and 270th dav; mean
term 259^

544 270th 239th 282

10 299th 321st 303

Thus, between the shortest and the longest gesta-

tion there was a difference of eighty-one days,

wliich is more than one fourth of the mean dura-

tion.

As cows are very subject to abortion, when im-

properly treated during gestation, they ought to be

observed with more tlian ordinary care through the

whole of that period, lest they sliould.leap ditches,

&c., and on no account should they be suffered to

draw in the plough or other carriao-e, which is the

practice in some countries. For about a month or

six weeks before the time of calving, it will be ad-

visable to turn the cow to grass, if in the spring;

but if it happen in the winter, she should be fed
with the best hay, and some turnips, potatoes, car-

rots, or other winter fodder, or whh a "mixture of

bran and oat or bean meal, to which grains may
sometimes be added; or, should these not be at hand,

the mere boiling of a portion of the hay, and giv-

ing it along Avith the water, when cool, vviD be

found to keep her body in a healthful state foi* calv-

ing, and also to improve her milk. It is not proper

that she should be made fat, because the fatter a
cow is, the less milk is given; and yet, if she be too

poor, thei"e is danger lest she should fall in

calving.

When the term of gestation is nearly complete,

the animal should be kept apart from other cattle,

in a quiet close, near tile homestead, in order that

she should be under constant observation, and that

assistance may be ready in case of a difficult birth;

and, as the "final period approaches, attention should

be paid to keep her bowels open, by means of laxa-

tive drinks. If the cow should be so much ex-

hausted in calving, as that the throes are not suf-

ficient to produce the birth, she should occasion-

ally have a drink of two or three quarts of gruel,

and a pint of ale, which will give her strength to

make further efforts to get rid of the calfj and will

also assist the operation. Cows sometimes calve

in a recumbent posture, ami care should be taken
that the place where they lie down is. not on a

steep descent; for in that case, the calf is apt to be
brought prematurely forward, nnd, by the straining

and irritation it produces, atcdious, andsometimes
dangerous calving is occasioned. But, on the con-

trary, when the act of calving has actually com-
menced, the operation is aided by the animal bc-

ing^laid on a descent.

The day and night afer a cow has calved, she
is usually kept in the house, and allowed tepid or

lukewarm water only for her drink. The proprie-

ty of this practice has, however, been questioned,

and some eminent breeders are of opinion that

housing, unles;? in veiy cJiill, or wet weather, is

unnecessary; and that cold water is better than
Avarm. On this we may observe, that the more
nature is left to direct her own operations, the bet-

ler; j^et there can be no doubt that, in particular

instances, she may be aided not only without mju-
ry, but with advantage: peijia^is, therefore, in very

fine weather, all that maybe necessary will be to

watch the cow attentively, lest she should require

aid, but not to use any artificial means unless she
may CA-idently heed assistance. In cold weather,

there can be little doubt that it is most advisable to

house her, and not onl}- to take the chill off the

water, but to allow her some gmeL On the day
following she may be turned out about noon, and
be regularly taken in during the night, lor three or

four successive days. The animals thus iioused

should be kept till the morning cold is dispersed^

previoudy to their being turned \ into the field,

othei'wise a premature exposure to the damp at-

mosphere cannot fail of giTatly weakening tlrem.

Thi} hints above stated are given on the suppo-
sition that the cow is well, no difficulty having
happened during the time of calving; and that ?hc
has not slipped, or cast her calf before its full time.

It should be obsen'ed, that the proper position of a
calf, while in tlie uterus, is with its lore-feet and
head fbrennost, its back being towards the cow's
back, and its two fore-feet lying parallel to the

sides of its head. When the foetus appears in any
other manner, it is termed an Ainnaiiiral position;

and the extraction of the calf, under these circum-
stances, requiiTs the utmost steadiness and dexte-

rity; as, however, no instructions can be adequate
to every possible case, it will alwaj-s be necessary
where this event is apprehended, immediately to

apply to some expert cow doctor, lest tlie loss of a
valuable animal should be the consequence of in-

judicious treatment. During this painful opera-
tion, particular attention should be given that the
pudendum, or baron, as it is sometimes called, be
not lacerated or; torn; should this, however, take
place, the part must, be sewed gently up; and, if it

be swollen, it ought to be washed with lukewarn^
milk and water.

But, where a cow slip, -or casts her calf prema-
turely, she must be tended with great care; and,
whatever may be the cause, whether abusive treat-

ment, violent exercise, bruises or blows, or that un-
natural api^etite known by the name of longing,

every animal that has slipped her calf should be
careliilly separated fi'om tlie rest of the herd.*

Cleanliness, which is an essential requisite in the
general management of cattle, ought in this in-

stance to be an object of special attention; and, as

cows which are liable to drop their calves usually

evince some preparatory symptoms between the

cause of the abortion and the actual slipping of the

foitus, it will not be altogether useless to bleed them
two or three times, as this expedient has sometimes
operated as a preventive.

After, however, the calf is produced, it will be
necessary to assist the natural flmctions of the ani-

* This latter direction should be scrupulously attend-

ed to; for, however extraordinary it may appear, re-

peated experience has proved tliat the disease IS infec-

tions. Various reasons have been assigned, but none
satisfactorily account for if; though it appears to be oc-

casioned by spine peculiar odor issuing from cows
which are thus affected: tlie fact, however, having been
ascertained, should be guarded against. It is also

worthy of remark, that cows which have once slipped

a calf are more liable than others to a recurrence of

miscarriage.
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nial, in order to carry of}' the secwidines,* provided
in the uterus tor nourishing the iLetus; and wliich,

continuing tiiere, in consequence of -abortion,

would become jiutrcscent, and thus occasiona disa-

greeable odor that would quickly communicate an
inlection among other breeding cows. For this

purpose we would, at all times, recommend the

Ibllowing mixture to be given to the cow, as soon
alter calving as possible: let about three quarts of
Avater simmer over the fire: and, when warm, strew
m as nmch oatmeal cVS will be sufficient to make a
strong gruel, careliiUy stirring tiie whole till it boils,

that no lumps may arise; then add one quart of ale

(or two of t;ib!e beer) anxl one poimd of treacle,

and carefully incori)orate the diflerent ingrexhenls

by stirring. This mixture should be given luke-

warm: it is peculiarly grateful to cows, which will

drink it eagerly, after the first horntlil, and are thus
prevented from taking cold; and, as it is of import-

ance to regulate the state of the body, tins object

maybe eti'ecledby giving a warm brau mash; but
this treatment only applies to animals that are

housed.
It will be necessary to milk the cows, especially

if they be full of flesh and tlie udder hard, three or

four times a day, for two or three days, andthe-calf

should be suflered to suck as frequently, if in the-

house; or, in the field, to run with her, and suck at

pleasure; care being taken to observe that the mo-
ther does not prevent it; for, if the udder or teats

be sore, she will naturally be averse to suckling,

and danger is incurred of losing both animais: and,

in case the kernel of the udder is hard, the hard-
ness may be removed by rubbing it three or four

tunes in the day. . ,

The falling down of the calf-bed is a serious ac-

cident, which sometimes occurs after a laborious

birth, when' the cow is more than usually fatigued,

although some beasts are naturall)' disposed to slich

weakness. Where the falling down of the calf-bed

is apprehended, the cow ought to be carefully

watched; and the placenta, -or cleansing, should be
removed, if possible, without effusion of blood;

after which the operator may gently replace the

calf-bed, taking care not to withdraw his hand till

the former begins to feel warm. The following

draught may then be given: let bay-berries, pulver-

ized gentian root, and coriander seeds, of each
one ounce; aniseeds and juniper berries, of each
two ounces; and half a pound of treacle, be given

in three pints of good strong beer; after which lead

the cow gently down a hill, if there be one adja-

cent, as the motion will gready contribute to re-

placing the calf-bed in its proper position, and ren-

der the application of stays to the womb unneees-
sary. Where beasts have a peculiar consti-uction,

favoring this malady, it'may jwssibly be prevented
when the period of gestation is nearly expired, by
extending their stalls so .as to favor their lying

down; but where the calt'-bed comes down, and no
immediate aid can be procured, it should be depo-
sited on and covered with a clean linen sheet; the

* Or aft^rbirtli, sometimes terir'ed the' cleansing.

Cows will often eat this excrement, with avidity; and
to prevent tiiat, it is generally removed: but it is to be
doubted whether this practice is judicious, for nature
seems to have provided- this substance as a jnedicine

for the animal, which may be requisite at the time,
and its being eat^n is never known to he prejudicial to

its health. •

'

irritation thereby produced being considerably less

than that of the air, litter, &c.; and when it is re-

placed, those parts which have been so exposed
should be bathed with new milk and brandy, rum,
or spirit of wine, after which the treatment above
mentioned may be pursued.

y^fter calving, the cow should Hot be permitted
to take the bull- until four or five weeks have
elapsed, although she should show sj-mptoms of
coition sooner—as the womb is belbre that time in
so relaxed a state as seldom to admit of conception.*

[To be continued.]

- CULTIVATION OF THE UNITED KIKGDOM.
From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

The following statement will be found interest-

ing, as exhibiting the number of acres in cultiva-

tion ill the United Kingdom, and the diiTerent pur-
poses specified, for which there are employed in

England and Wales; as well as the number of
farms, and the annual amount of property derived
fi-om agricuLture:

*g Oj OJ Oj

v^ y a s

c o _5i

O o a M
England
Wales
Scotland
Ii-eland

25,632,000 3,454,000 3,256,400 32,342,400
3,117,000 5.30,000 1,105,000 4,752,000
5,265,000 5,950,000 8,523,930 19,738,930

12,525,230 4,500,000 2,416,664 19,441,944
British Isles, 383,690 166,000 569,469 1,119,159

Total 46,922,970 14,600,000 15,871 ,463 77,394,433

The number of farms in the United Kingdom
is estimated at 2,000,000 and the property annual-

ly derived from agriculture in Great Britain and
Ireland at £215,817,624. - .

In England and Wales it is calculated that there

are

—

3,250,000^ =2 o r Wheat.
1,250,000

I
S ?i Barley and Rye.

3,200,000 fS^SJ Oats, Beans, and Peas.

1,200,000 i.o'S. Clover, Rye, Grass, &c.
1,200,000 J £•< [Roots and" Cabbages by the plough
2,100,000 Acres' of Fallows,

47,000 . . of Hop Grounds.
18,000 . . of Pleasure Grounds

17,300,000 . . depastured by Catde.

1,200,000 . . of Hedge Rows, Copses, and Woods,
1,30!),000 . . of Ways and Water-Courses.
5,029,000 .. Common and Waste Lands.

37,094,000 A.cres.—Total of England and Waies.

Consumption oftoheat and other grain in the Uni-
ted Kingdom, in a year, six months, a month, a

toeek, ^'c.

Total
Quarters.

52,000,000

26,000,000
13,000,000

6,500,000
4,333,333
2,166,666
1,083,3:33

154,762

A year - -

Six months -

Three months
Six weeks - -

One month - -

Two weeks - -

One week - -

One day - - -

Wheat,
Quarters.

12,000,000
. 6,000,000
3,000,000

• 1.500,000
- 1,000,000
- 500,000
- 250,000
- - 35,714

Other Grain,

Quarters.

40,000,000
20,000,000
10,000,000
5,000.000

3,-333,333

1,666,666
- 833,333

119,048

* See Skellett on the Parturition of the Cow; which
contains much vahiable information on the subject of

difficult births.
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CLISIATE or VIRGINIA.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

JBrayneJield, Caroline co. Va. July 8, 1834.

Revolution has not been confined alone to man.

Nature is deeply marked with the footsteps ol^its

caprice. The sea now niurmurs over the ruin.s of

imperial Carthage—islands spring into hfe from

the bosom of the ocean—the relics of a gigantic

race both in the moral and physical world are

wide scattered over the hills and valleys of our

western country, and though we believe the world

to be old, it has existed but as a day in the march

of nature, and we but as the restless pilgrims of an

hour. Philosop.hv may tremble at the grandeur

ol' the scene, while wisdom is left to gather light

from the feeble glimmerings of its own brief ex-

perience.

All climates have felt the power of this control-

ling agent, and from a series of latent and visible

causes', most of them have become radically

changed. In the annals of that clime of the vine

and the olive, Palestine, we have the testimony of

holy writ to prove the severity ol' its winters

—

''The waters are hid as with a stone, and the

face of the deep is frozen." Job xxxviii. 30.

'-He giveth snow like wool. He scattereth the

hoar frost like ashes. He casteth Ibrth his ice like

morsels. Who can stand before his cold?" Psalms

cxlvii. 16, 17.

The cloudless sky of Italy owes most of its

boasted glory to the favoring influence of this

change. In the Georgics of Virgil we find the

young husbandman advised to protect his stock

from the injurious effects of ice and from ^'glaciem

ve'ntosque nivales,'''' while Horace often writes hke

a sea-coal poet, borrowing his inspiration from a

cheerful fire, and his boldest metaphors from the

terrors of winter. Ca?sar* and Juvenal frequently

allude to the existence of severe cold; and Ovid

in his unmanly wailings from the shores of the

Euxine, tells us that oxen and carriages passed

over that sea on the ice—that wine Avas presented

to him congealed, and that the snows of winter

Avere not dissolved until the ensuing summer. The
countries of Europe and Asia whose history is fa-

miliar to us from the recollections of youthful stu-

dy, are all characterized by the same gradual

amelioration of climate, and Ave may safely assert

that every extension of agricultural improvement
produces a gradual decrease of cold, of half of a

degree to each progressive century. From the

philosophical tables of Kirvvan, it will appear that

the several places in Europe at Avhich his obser-

vations Avere made, possess tAvelve degrees more
of heat, than American provinces lying in the

same parallel of latitude. This result cannot be
sustained by a comparison drawn from the earlier

days of Europe, and Ave may fairly conclude that

the increase of population in that countrj^, and its

exchange from the pursuits of hunting and feudal

Avar, tolhe clearing of forests, and the imi)rove-

ment of land, in giving to the earth a greater fa-

cility to retain heat, has produced a corresponding

mildness of temperature.

* In the time of Csesar the reindeer, elk, and wild

bull were natives of the Hercynian forest, which over-

shadowed a great part of Germany and Poland. The
two former are now found only in extreme northern

latitudes.

At the discoA-ery of our continent it presented
an immense forest untouched by hurinin labor.

The majestic rivers of the new world, lAvelling by
every shower, inundated the Avhole country, and
left in their track numerous marshes and extensive

lakes. The Avoods were hid Avilh rank luxuriance,

Avhile the exuberant undergrowth of herbs, shrubs,

and Aveeds, gave to the prospect that gloomy and
repulsive solitude which was so aptly described by
the first settlers as the loilderness. The earth

could not retain the heat of the sun, nor could this

eflect be produced by the mass of foliage. The
air stagnated in the forest. Offensive exhalations

arose fiom the numerous marshes, and the accu-

mulated decay of vegetation, Avhile the whole
land Avas rife with the pestilence of malaria.

We cannot ahvays arrive at definite conclusions

of the climate of any country by bai'ely measuring
its degrees of distance from the equator. Its cha-
racter is controlled by many other direct causes.

Extent of territory—nature .
of soil—height of

mountains and elevation above the sea, greatly af-

fect it. The extent of our northern seas, Avith

the ice Avhich continues there from 5^ear to year,

gives to CA^ery Avind Avhich bloAAS over them an
intense cold. A chain of gigantic mountains
spread their snoAA'-capped summits throughout the

heart of our continent. The Avinds Avhich bloAV

OA^er them become deeply surcharged with cold,

whose piercing scA-erity is not diminished until it

has extended far doAvn upon our southern sea
coast. Our daily experience attests the truth of

this fact, for Avho in Virginia has not been chilled

by the duration of a north Avest Avind, or even its

sudden shilling to that point?

The climate of Virginia has not been stationary

in this revolution of nature, but has rapidly ad-

A^anced in the van of its progress. To trace its

characteristics, is to fblloAV the A^arying passions of

the coquette—noAv enticing by seductive smiles

—

and now chilling by capricious froAvns. Yet it is

the chme under Avhose genial influence we have
been bred, and Ave can easily forget its vicissitudes

in the glittering canopy of lite and beauty Avhich it

throAvs around every scene. Those Avho haA'e

dAvelt amid the sunny clime of Italy—the fierce

heat of Spain, and the elastic air of France, can
appreciate from the test of comparison, the soft-

ness of a Virginian day—and how splenetic soeA'er

Ave may be, it iiCA^er has gloom enough to make us
"damn it as a lord."

Captain John Smith in his faithful and spirited

History of the Colony of Virginia, makes many
allusions to its climate, and with a proper allow-

ance for his zeal in coloring the adAantages of a

settlement in the colony, Ave may receive his state-

ments as the honest opinions of a careful and ac-

curate observer.

"The sommer (says he) is hot as in Spaine, the

winter cold as in France or England. The heate

of sommer is in June, July, and August, but com-
monly the cool breezes assAvage the A-ehemency
of the heate. The chief of the Avinter is halte De-
cember, Januaiy, February, and halfe March,
The cold is extreme sharpe, but here the proverbe

is true "that no extreme long continueth.* Some-
times there are great droughts, other times much
raine, yet greater necessitie of neither, by reason

Ave see not but that all the raritieof needful fruites

in Europe may be thei* in great plentie by the

Smith's Histoiy of Virginia, Vol. I. 113.
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indusfrie of man.'"* In an earnest appeal to the
friends of the colony, he again reconnncnds it lor

the "mildncsse of the ayre and the lertiiitie of the
BOjle."!

This sketch of the colony is studionsly silent as
to the existence of marshes, though much of the

ill health of the first emigrants, may be traced to

tliem.J In giving an account of tlie ba}s, rivers,

and brooks, our author incidentally remarks lliat

'•by the rivers are many plaine marishes contain-

ing some twenty, some one hundred and some two
hundred acres. But little of grasse there is but
what groweth in low marishes."

||
In the ad-

vance of population and agricultural improvement,
these marshes were gradually reduced. Mr. Na-
thaniel Caussey wlio had lived in Virginia with
Capt. Smith, states in the year 1627, "that where-
as the country was heretofore held most intempe-
rate and contagious by many now they have
houses lodging and victuals and the sun hath pow-
er to exhale up the moist vapours of the earth
where they have cut down the woods, which be-
fore it could not, being covered with sjjreadmg tops

of high trees, they tiild it much more healthful

than before."Tr Captain Butler a gallant pioneer
of the new world, and at one time governor of
Bermuda, on his return to England from Virginia
in the year 1624, presented to Charles I. a pamphlet
entitled, ''•The. unmasked face of our colony in Vir-
ginia as it was in the winter 1622.'"§ In this work he
draws a lamentable picture of the struggles of the
inltuit colony, and asserts "that the English plan-
tations are generally seated on marshes, lakes, and
infectious bogs which have subjected the planters

to the inconveniences and diseases prevalent in the
mostunhealthy parts of England.'"** This pamph-
let excited much hostility against the Virginian
Company, which ' was arttiiUy fermented by
Charles I. who was then secretly planning the
ruin of that noble and ]rdtriotic association. Some
of the members of the company who had been in

Virginia united in an address to the public, in

which they state "that they had found the aii- of
Virginia to be as wholesome and the soil tor the
most part as fertile as in any part of England. "ft
The House of Burgesses in a curious memorial of
resentment, ill humor, and personal sarca.sm, pro-

nounced the charges of Capt Butler to be false

and slanderous, and informed the king "that no
bogs have been seen here, by any that have lived

here twice as many yenrs as Capt. Butler did
weeks in the country—the places which he so

miscalls being the richest parts of the earth, if we
had a sufficient force to clear their woods and to

give the fresh springs which pass through them a
fi^ee paissage. The soil is generally rich and re-

stores our trust with abundance. The air is

i?weete and the clime healthlul, all circumstances
considered, to men of sound bodies and good go-
vernment."J]:

Same, 114. f Same, 128.

X 111 the reply of Gov. Berkeley to the enquiries of
the Lords Commissioners of Foreign Plantations, in

1G71, he states "that all new plantations are for an age
or two unhealthy, until they are thoroughly cleared of
wood." 2 Hen. Stat, at Larse, 515.

II
Smith's History of Virginia, Vol. II. 115, 121,

ITSnme, 2.58. '

§ Stith calls it a "starch and affected title."
** Stith "s History of Virginia, 278, ft Same, 291.

XX Stith, 308.

In 1624 theVirginian Company in petitioning par-
liament for encouragement mid protection, earnest-
ly recommended the colony "for that temperature
of climate which agreed well with the English."*
Smith often makes similar comparisons, and it is

evident fi-om the writing's of our earliest historians,

that the climate of Virginia differed but little from
that of England. The immense mass of vegeta-
tion v/hich overshadowed the country, filled it with
fogs and vapors, assimilating it to that of Eng-
land, and rendering it extremely cold in its win-
ters, and tardy in its summers. It was less aflect-

ed by the standard temperature of the sea than
England, and was marked with more striking vi-

cissitudes. The cold winter of 1607, which was
lelt throughout all Europej was, in the language
of Smith, found "as extreamein Virginia." There
were also many unseasonable years, and others

singularly propitious to the agriculture of the coun-
try. The year 1610 was long recollected by the

epithet of the starving time, while in the year
1619 two crops of rare ripe corn were made f
Among many of the acts of the House of Bur-
gesses regulating the trade of the country, we find

one which prohibits the exportation of Indian
corn, "on account of the unseasonableness of the

last two summers."§
As the country was gradually cleared of its fo-

rests and undergrowth, the climate became dry,

temperate, and warm. The act of the House of
Burgesses of 1705, which directed the capitol to

be built at Williamsburg recites, "that this place

hath been found by constant experience to be
healthy and agreeable to the constitutions of this

his majesty's colony and dominion, having the

natural advantages of a serene and temperate air,

and dry and champaign land."IT A correspondent

to the Royal Philosophical Society, who wrote an
account of Virginia about this period, says "that

the winters are dry and clear—the spring is earlier

than that of England. Snow fixlls in great quan-
tities, but seldom lies above a day or two, and
the frosts, though quick and sharpe, seldom last

long. Jvdy and August are sultry hot, while Sep-
tember is noted for prodigious showers of rain.

The north and north west winds are either very
sharp and piercing, or boisterous and stormy, and
the south east and south hazy and sultry."

From the want of accurate observations, and
those careful collections of meteorological facts

which elucidate the character of all climates, our

speculations on that of Virginia must be necessa-

rily vague and indefinite, and for the nicer shadea

of its changes, we are forced to substitute the

broader features of its outline. Our climate ia

unitbrm only in its sudden vicissitudes. Its con-

sistency is impaired by many causes, which have
produced a difference of temperature dependant

on the deeply marked geographical distinctions of

our sea board, tide water, valley, and mountainous
regions. ]\Ty observations have been principally

confined to that intermediate country, between the

Chesapeake and the South West Mountains, on

the low and moist lands of the JMataponi, in lati-

tude north 38'^ 6', and about seventy miles south

of Washington Citv. While I am forced in my

* Stith, 325.

t In this year at Paris the beard of Henry IV. was
frozen in bed cum regina. Sully's Mem. Vol. IV. 2fi2.

} Stith, 162. § Hen. Stat. Large, Vol. III. 185.

ITHen. Stat, at Large, Vol. III. 410.
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examination oi" the temperature of .the otli^r parts

of the Btate, to rely on statements often inaccurate

in tlieir Conception and iri'elevant in their details.

The standard temperature of every country is

regulated by tlaat of the level of the ocean. Ac-
cording to the researches of Professor Leslie, the

mean tempemture at the level of the sea, in our

latitude is bet-ween O?"^ and 71° degrees, which
gradually diminishes from that level, until it reach-

es the point of perpetual congelation. Pure air is

not heated by the sun's rays which pass througJi

it; the solar rayc must be stop})ed by the earth,

colbcted and reflected before any heat can be. given

to the atmosphere. In taking a standard, we as-

sume the sea, which affords a fairei' criterion of

uniform temperature, than the mean heat of springs

and wells. Neither does the sea retain the ex-

treme of heat or cold \vhich we find in the earth.

A cold wind blowing over this volume of salt wa-
ter, necessarily cools its surface, which from its

increase of specific gravity, sinks and ^ives place

to an inferior warmer wave. The action of the

wind in rippling the surface of the water, and the

influence of tide and currents conspire in bringing

the warmer water to the level oi" the sea to miti-

gate the coldness of the wind: this action contin-

ues till the whole water is so tar cooled that it be-

'

comes susceptible of frost. When li-ozen it is no

longt^r w^armed from the inlerior water, but blows
on \vith increased rigor. A warm v/ind takes a 1

portion of cold as it passes over the'surface of the
j

K^ea, and becomes reduced to the mean tempera-

ture of that body. The sea breeze so prevalent

in Eastern Virginia is coo! as nmch tl-om the stand-

ard heat of the ocean, as fi'om its rapidity ofmo-
tion: it is cooler in Virginia than in the West
Indies, and often since the opening of the country,

spreads its elastic freshness to the foot of the South

West Mountains. There is a sensible and striking

difference between the temperature of Eastern

and Western Virginia. The former from its vi-

cinity to the sea coast, becomes tempered into more
gentleness; while its earlier vegetation shows the

greater power of its soil to retain heat. In the

latter, the winters are longer and more severe, yet

the farmer njay there admire the wisdom of that

providence, which in increasing the rigor of the

frost, mellows and crumbles tire land for the pur-

poses of agriculture:, while the light soils of the

east require no such agency.
In the course of five years, from 1772 to 1777,

Mr, Jefferson made many observations on the

temperature at Williamsburg, and having reduced

them to an average for each month in the year,

lie has given us the results of the greatest daily

heat of the several seasons.* I liave before me a
serifes of careful observations compiled by that

accyrate thinker, and accomplished scholar, the

late David Watson, (of Louisa County) in a simi-

lar pmod of five years, from 1823 to' 1828. His
residence was near the South West Mountains,and

in a country comparatively thickly covered with

AvooJ. The result of his observations and those

of Mr. Jeffersons, making a distance in time of

62 years, and of southern latitude in favor of Wil-
liamsburg, is here submitted.

* JVotes on Virginia, Query 8,

Mr.
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plaees continvied on tlie .ground till tlje . 4th of
March. Early frost did much injury to- vegeta-
tion, vvdiile the cold was but slightly removed iroin

the earth until late in the ensuing summer. Tiie

spring of 1834 was attended by severe frosts,

which resembled in their destractiv^e character,

those which had rendered the year 181G proverbial.

They committed great devastations in April, and
on the 15th, 16lh, and 17th of ftla}-, the Indian
corn on' our tow lands, and the leaves ol' the gar-

. den and forest .hees were scathed and bligiite^:!

to a degree precluding, in many cases^. all' hdpe ol

restoration.

In Virginia the transitions from heat to cold are

sudden, and sometimes to v^ery extreme degrees-;

often in the day time the mercury wiU stand at

94° or 81", and will fall in the course. of u lew
hours to 60° and 50'^. JNIr. Jefferson informs us
.that the mercury has been known to descend from
92^ to 47° in thirteen hours. I have frequently

noted vicissitudes of a similar kind, and when the

change is accompanied by a south east vv'ind and
rain, the air becomes cold, raw and disagreeable.

We have lew summers in which a fire is not often

required. On the 1st of Maj', 1827, there was a
slight fall of snow at Gloucester Court House,*
"while it is not uncommon to see slight frosts in

August. In our winter the cold weather, though
severe is short, and the frequent snows of the niglT^t

are generally removed betbre the sunset of the

e/isuiug day. Water in ponds is slowly congealed,
and rarely makes ice thick enough for preserva-
tion, until it has been chilled by a fall of snow-—
again, its production is very rapid; rivers half of
a' mile in breadth, will be frozen over in the course
of one nigiit, sufficiently firm to bear men and
horses. t In the month of January, 1-827, many
of those short yet wide salt streams, ivhich wash
the shores of "Gloucester county, were frozen to

the extent of thirfy or forty feet from the land.

This rigorous cold is rarely of much duration,
Bustained, and principally created by north. and
north eastern winds, it quickly yields to the shill-

ing of the wind to any other point. Some of our
winters arc so temjierate and mild, that the cattle

can find a support in the woods; vegetation has
been observed in all the winter months, and in the
hitter .part of Decemlrer diminutive pears, peaches
and apples, fully rrjiened, have, been gathered
from the trees. A rose exposed hi an open garden
bloomed throughout the whole, winter of '28 and
'29; in this winter the peach tree bloomed in the
latter part of Januarj^, and produced in its regular
season a plentitul crop of fruit. INIany of our
coldest days are succeeded by gentle and mode-
rate evenings; our severest cold is about the latter

part of January, generally connnencing alter a
hard rain, and continuing on an average about six

days, thus realising the truth of that old Virginian
proverb, "that as the day lengthens the" cold
strengthens;" a rapid thaw, often accompanied
with rain and east winds, then talces .place, while

*Dr. Rush in his essay on thoclimate of Pennsyl-
vania, mentions a fall of snow at Philadelphia on the
night between the 4th and 5th May, 1774.

t Mr. JetFerson tells lis that in 1776 York River was
ffozen over at YorJ: town, and in 1780, Chesapeake
Bay was solid from its head to the" month of the Po-
lomac. The cold winters of 1784 and 1814 still live

in the. recollections of tradition.

warm days and moderate nights soon reduce ita

severity, and open the way tijr the premature ap-
proach of spring. ''Halle of March" is no longer
winter, spring has already scattered her vivid man-
tle o'er the -Bcene, while the whole air is redolent
of life and fragrance. Yet even its brightness is

momentar}'—an unexpected host often, shows that
the frown of winter still Inig-ers on the-'land, and
we too frequently find a practical illustration of
Shakespear's metaphor,

"The tyrannous breathings of the north,
Ciiecks all oux buds from blowing."

It is now stormy, variable and cold; now calm,
gentle and warm, and now dry, peacefiil, and se-
rene. Until the middle of May our climate pre-
sents one incessant tumuU of rain and drouo-ht,
ii-ost and heat; yet a spring uniformly cold is far
more flivorable to our agriculture, than its usual
uncertain temperature for suppressing vegetation,
it protects it frorri the blighting frosts of March
and April. Often during the spring months the
weather is excessively damp, cloudy and hazy;
in March, 1833, the sun vras obscured for more
than thirteen days, while every thing was chilled
into gloomy melancholy.
The vegetation of this season affords us a cri-

terion of the heat of the spring, which may be
received in aid of the more accurate results de-
rived fi-om the thermoriieter. In the course of four
years I have found these average periods of time
sustained by careful observations:

Pcacli blooms from March 7 to March 14.

Apple blooms from March 20 to March 29.
Cherry blooms from March 13 to March 17.

Plum blooms from March 26 to March 81.
Strawberry blooms from March 24 to INIarch 31.*

About the latter part of Ma}^ our summer has
commenced: the air becomes dry, warm and elastic,

and the verdure of the forest assumes a more deep-
ened hue of vivid green. The superabundant
moisture of the earth acquired during the winter,
is now thoroughly evaporated, and the tempera-
ture of the season in dispelling, lassitude, invio-o-

rates into activity; summer burns on with a bright
and glowing splendor, alternately relieved by gen-
tle showers and refreshing breezes. Occasional
droughts of many weeks in duration, parch the
luxuriance of the vegetation; they are succeeded
by copious and heavy showers of rain, which
quickly restore the withered prospect. The ap-
proach of autumn is marked by heavy fogs in the
morning and evening, which are soon dispelled,
leaving that calm and serene temperature, which
gives- to this season all the beauty of tranquU re-
pose. In every season there is a large and con-
stant exhalation from the earth in the shape of
vapor, ita. volume being proportioned' to the heat
of the day. We d^ not often observe tliis exhala-
tion when the heat of the atmosphere difiers in a
small degree from that of the earth; when the
temperature of the air is considerably lower, this
vapor so soon as it has arisen is deprived of a part
of its heat, while its watery pai-tieles are more

* At the residence of R. G. Esq. near the Natural
Bridge in the Valley of Virginia, these fruit trees in the
year 1834, bloomed at the following periods:

—

Peach April 1.

Apple March 30.
Plum April 1.

Sh-awberry April 15.
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closely attracted into union and become visible in

the shape of fog. In the autumn of Virginia, the

heat oi" the day is sufficient to produce a large as-

cent of vapor. Undisturbed by currents of wind
it easily condenses, and is thickened by calm and
chilling nights into a heavy mist, which in the

guise of a cloud finds its i'esting place on the

earth. Autumn of ail other seasons, is least liable

to sudden and extreme vicissitudes. The approach
of winter is alike gradual and uniform, and though
we have frequent light snows, its mildness is rarely

wasted away until late in December.
In reasoning from the researches of philosophy,

we are taught to place but little reliance on the

uncertain narratives of tradition; the}^, however,
with a slow yet steady advance, acquire respect,

and (often) mould theory into fact, and fjishion

opinion into fixed principles. The common belief

that our climate has been changed into a milder

temperature, has taken most of its certainty fi-om

the statements of our old people, who are uni-

formly consistent in this particular. The bloom of

the orchard trees formerly restrained by a pro-

tracted winter from premature expansion, rarely

failed arriving at the maturity of fruit; the earth

remained covered with snow for many weeks, and
the winter did not, as now, dally with the wanton-
ness of spring. The marshes, uncleared lands,

ponds and lakes, which conspired to absorb the

heat of the earth,* have been almost obluerated or

gi'eatly reduced. There is a lesser quantity of

snow, and more of rain, while the frequency of
violent storms of wind in the spring and summer,
distinctly prove the great mass of our local heat,

and accumulated electricity.

The winds of Virginia are singularly fickle and
capricious, possessing neither the uniformity or

regularity of those which blow at the tropics.

Our prevailing wind is the south -west, which as-

^sumes, alternately, gentle and severe characteris-

tics. The frequency of south v/estern winds
above the latitudes of the trades, flows as a ne-
cessary consequence, from the continuance and
direction of the vast current of air. It moves
unconfined and unresisted over the sea, until it

reaches that unbroken range of mountains, which
towers from one extremity of our continent to the

other. It strikes against them, and from its elas-

ticity rebounds with great velocity, in a direction

opposed to the forcing powers of the trades, tak-

ing in its oblique movement all those features

which mark our south western wind.
During the spring the north east is the most

common wind. The huge masses of snow and
ice at the north pole, are gradually melted by the

heat of the sun: great quantities of vapor during
this time are exhaled and remain suspended, aug-
menting both the weight and bulk of the atmos-
phere. That wonderlul and mysterious agent,

electriciiy, in dispelling the vapor and converting

it into elastic air,t gives an impetus to that wind

* This principle is apparent from the fact that marshy
countries are always cold; the decrease of temperature
after a violent rain, also proves its truth. An unusual
evaporation carries ofl' the heat of the earth, and may
we not reasonably expect a cold winter after a wet
summer ?

t Through a glass tube filled with water. Dr. Frank-
lin passed an electric shock, the tube was shattered to

pieces, and the water disappeared; a similar experi-

which issuing from the poles, takes a north eastern

direction as it advances southerly, (its diurnal mo-
tion being less than that of the earth,) and falls

surcharged with snow and rain on every portion

of our country.

INlr. Jeflcrson made 3698 observations on the
various points from which our winds blew, noting
their changes two or three times in each day. The
prevalence of the south west vvinds, over those

Irom other quarters is thus numerically stated by
him:

South west, 926. North, 409.

North, 611. West, 351.

North east, 548. South east, 223.

East, 521. South, 109.

He has also made a comparative view of the dif-

ference between the winds at Monticello and Wil-
liamsburg. He has reduced nine months' ol)serva-

tions at Monticello, to four princijjal points, being
perpendicular to, or parallel with, our coasts, moun-
tains, and rivers, viz: the north east, south east,

south west, and north west. He has also reduced
an equal number of observations, 421, from his

table above, taking them proportionally fi-om every
point.

My own observations made many times in each
day, amount to 749, without reducing them in the
proportionate manner of Mr. Jefferson. I have
submitted them under the points and heads which
he has adopted:

N. E. s. E. s. w. N. w. Total.

Williamsburg, 127
|

61
|
132

|
101

|
421

Monticello, 32
|

91
|
126

|
172

|
421

Braynefiekl,
.

204
|
130

|

.247
|
168—749

In an average of two years, I have found our
winds thus yearly prevailing; the dominant wind
of each day being only reckoned, and not the
usual vicissitudes of local breezes, or squalls.
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ration and extent. Their existence has given rise

to much speculation, and even tlie experienced

philosophy of JNIr. Jeticrson has succumbed to the

mystery* ol' their origin.

Our frosts are souietimes equally severe and
unexpected; no body placed near the earth has a

temjjcrature oi its own, but is entirely regidated

by that of the earth. A violent storm of rain, by
absorbing much of the heat of the earlh, is oilen

followed by a destructive trost. When the jjower

of frost reaches a certain pitch, the vapors dis-

persed throughout the air, yield their latent heat

—

the atmosphere becomes clouded, the ii-ost is either

destroyed or mitigated, and the vapors descend in

rain or snow.
Our hardest frosts never penetrate the earth

more than three inches, and though the leaves of

the trees and shrubs are scathed or destroyed,

and tnnber somethnes splits in the direction of the

fibres of the tree, its roots unifbrml}^ remain un-

injured. Those portions of vegetation which grow
nearest to the earth, and those in low and marshy
situations, receive the severest injuries. On the

night of the 17tli May, 1834, the leaves of the

oak, hickory, and all the tbrest trees, were blighted

in most of their foliage; the s3-camore oidy re-

mained unhurt. Frost during the winter, is a

fatal enemy to those plants which are nurtured in

eouthern exposures; they are rarely covered with

snow, wliich melting rapidly, is converted in the

course of the night into destructive ice. Our lohite

frost is generally harmless, it being simple dew
slightly congealed.

Dew is found in Virginia in heavy masses, gen-

erally in the months of August, September, and
October; it lies in greater quantuies on our flat

than high lands, being collected there during the

absence of the smi from the horizon, like the relics

of a drizzling rain; it appears first on the lower

parts of bodies, because in the evening the lower

atmosphere is first cooled and most disposed to

part with its vapor.

Virginia is subject to rains of vehement and long

continuance; they fall in the largest quantity about

the breaking of the winter, and in INI arch and
September; I have no data on which to reckon

their depth t or their prevalence over the fair and
cloudy days of our climate. Our valley and west-

ern regions, by the condensing power of their

mountains, and our tide water sections, by the

attractive force of broad rivers, have more local

rains than the intermediate country, and do not

suft'er in the same proportion from continued
droughts. If a year be remarkable lor rain it is

fair to conclude that the ensuing winter will be
severe, from the great evaporation of the heat of
the earth, and if the rains have been violent, ste-

rility and baiTenness will follovv^ in the next year

* May they not proceed from that latent elcctnciiy

which pervades the air most in dry seasons, and which
is attracted to the human body by its heat,—thus pro-
ducing from the action of affudiy, the feeling of sud-
den warmth ?

t According to the observations of Dr. Sanders made
near Boston during ten years, from Januaiy 1, 1S21 to

January 1, 1831, there were on an average in each
year, 219 days of fair and 146 of cloudy weather.
Rain fell more or less on 57 days. Boston is on the

sea coast, in latitude 42 deg. 20—58 min. and the stand-

ard temperature of the level of the sea at that place is '

.between 59 deg. and 60 deg. Farenheit. i

in proportion, as the surface mould so vital to ve-

getation has been scattered and wasted away.
Our Indian summer presents an ample field for

the creations of fancy and the conceits of theory'.

It generally follows excessive and protracted

droughts, and is dispersed by heavy rains. It has
been traced to electric influence—to the burning of
mountains—to the existence of numerous impal-
pable atoms of decayed vegetation, and has been
assimilated to those light gray clouds which over-
hang Peru. May Ave not ascribe it to that mass
of accumulated vapor which is precipitated on the
lower atmosphere, while the continued action of
the heat of the earth, and the rays of the sun con-
spire to produce the dense medium through which
the light is so irregularly refracted ?

But I must conclude my tedious communication
or I shall incontinently vex you with the idle spec-

ulations of delusive theory, which in seducing from
the path of truth, ever persuades us that its fond
dreams are facts, and its forced assumptions, fixed

principles.

\V. G. M.

0:V THE ORIGI3V OF THE TURNIP FLY, AND
BIEANS TO PREVENT ITS RAVAGES.

From the Entomological Magazine.

The turnip fly is not always of one kind, but

the dilTerence in them is not ver}^ important; for

they only alter in their paint, their build is always
ahke. The most common is bottle-green, but in

some fields all are painted black, Avitli a white line

on each side from stem to stern down the neck.

They are so active, that the only way in which I

could ever obtain them in newly sown fields, was
by sweeping the surface with a gauze net, on an
iron hoop at the end of a strongish stick. They
jump like fleas as soon as they see you. This in-

sect, or rather its grub, commences its attack on
the turnip as soon as it is up, devouring the two
cotyledons and the little heart, and sometimes in a
(e_\v days leaving the field as brown as it was on
the day it was sown. Schemes without number
have been tried to get rid of or kill this little pest

wherever it has appeared. I have always ob-

served the greatest quantity of grubs on verj' young
plants; they are very various in size, and it is not

before the plants are a fortnight or three weeks
old, that the beetles appear in any quantities. Yet
there are some beetles observed at the first coming
up of the plants. Now I know from experience,

that the turnip-fly feeds on wild mustard, and se-

veral other hedge plants, and therefore it is not

improbable, that when they smell the fragrance of

the fresh bursting cotyledons of their favorite food,

they would skip down from their spring habita-

tions, the hedges, and make the attack. I first

sowed some seed in a flower-pot, with earth out

of my garden; it produced the animal in abund-

ance. Secondly, I enclosed the pot with paste-

board and canvass, with the same success; but still

there was a possibility of the enemy getting in, as

I had not the cover sufficiently close. Thirdly, I

made a light frame about eight inches square, co-

vered it whh very fine silk gauze, carefully stop-

ping the crevices of the door with pasted paper,

and round the pot where the cover was fastened

on with putty, so that there was no possibility of

any thing coming to it from without. Yet this

experiment was attended with the same success;
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except that one point, a negative point, was no\v

proved, -namely, that the liy did not come to the

turnip Itoin other plants, and this was a point gain-

ed. Fourthly, I baked the earth in a cast-iron pot

over the fire, and used no other water to water the

seed bufsuch as I Iiad boiled mys&tf, appljang it

at the bottom of the pot with a common feeder.

Then I exercised the same care, and took thesame
precaution as belbre. 1 did not take o!f the cover

till the plants were of a considerable size, and I

found them all a-hop with beetles. I had now
made another step; having before found that the

beetles did not come irom otlier plants", it was now
clear that it was not in the earUi or the water.

Fifthly, with a lens I examined the seed, andlound

on it a number of white tiattish substances; some
of the seeds Avere without any, but there were- ge-

nerally one, two, three, ibur, and in one instance

five on a single seed. These I concluded were

eo-gs, and I thought the only way left me was to

attack them. It would have been easy enough to

poke them off with a needle, but I could not see

how i was to employ a needle and a magnifying

glass on a sack ot turnip seed. I therefore made
some pretty strong brine, and soaked the seed in it

for twenty-lour hours, then dried it thoroughly,

and with "all the precautions which I have men-
tioned, I sowed it again, and there was not; a single

fly, neither was there a single turnip iqjured. I

tried again and again, and I found that, without

weakening the brine, if the seeds were only kept

in it three hours, there were no beetles, but yet the

seed came up as well as ever. I now practise this

method with turnip-seed, cabbage-seed, and in fact

with all the cruciform plants in common cultivation,

with very satisfactory success. The whole of these

experiments were made on the Swedish turnip,

which is generally more infested by these beetles

than any of the other sorts.

Note by the Editor of the Quarterly Journal of

Agriculture.

We sometime ago mentioned, in regard to avoid-

ing the attacks of the turnip-fly, that a farmer

completely succeeded in avoiding them for many
years, by rubbing, kecj^ing, and sowing his turnip-

"seed among flour of sulphur. Since the turnip

insect is attached to the turnip-seed, it is clear that

the sulphur must have destroyed them. This at-

tachment of the nidus of the insect to the seed is

a very retnarkable circumstance, and requires far-

ther investigation than the experiments above re-

lated, to establish the fact as a general vm.

is injurious, the contrast being too great iDetween

tl"te. water and a dry, hot state of the earth, and the

j)lants come up yellow and sickly.-r-Repcrtory of
Inventions.

TIIE TURNIP FtY.

Mr. Berry ascrilx^s his success in this depart-

ment of rural management, and which, he says he
has observed as closely ag possible, first, to sowing
seed of one year's growth, which secure simultane-

ousVegetation-, and defies the fly; the plants being

numerous. Seedsmen too frequently mix the seed

of didbrent years, in consequence of v^'hich it comes
out of the ground at various periods, and in such

(|uantilies, that the fly easily overpowers the crop.

Second, thick sowing. It is much easier to cutout

than to insert a plant. Third, sown immediately

alter the manure is ploughed in, by which the ad-

vantage of the moisture is secured. Iij showery
weather, he finds an advantage in steeping the

s.eeds ift -water; but if the weather be dry, steeping

WHALE CHASE.

A Scotisli journal, the Caladoiiian Mercury, de-

scribes the iollowhig anhriated scene, which took

place in JMay last, off. the town of Stornoway, in

the island of" Lewis. Anihimense shoal of whales
was, early in the morning, chased to the mouth of

the harbor by two fishing-boats, which had -met
them in the otnng.

The circumstance was immediately descried

froni the shore, and a host of boats, amountingto
thirty or fortj^, and armed with every species of

weapon, set otFto join the others in pursuit. The
chase soon becam.e one of bustle and anxiety on
the part both of man aiid fish. The boats arranged
themselves in the form of a crescent, in the fold of
Avhich the whales were collected, and where they
had to encounter incessant showers of stones,

splashing of oars, with frequent gasshes from a
harpoon oi" spear, while the din created by the

shouts of the boats' crews and the multitude on
shore, was tremendous. On more than one occa-

sion, however, the floating phalanx was broken,

and it required the greatest activity and tact ere the

breach could be repaired and possession of the

fugitives regained. The shore -was neared by de-

grees, the boats advancing and retreating by turns,

till at length they succeeded in driving the captive

monsters on a beach opposite fo the town, and
within a k^\ yards of it. The- gambols of the

whales were now highly diverting, and, except
when a fish became unmanageable and enraged
while the harpoon was fixed, or the noose of" a
rope pufled tight round its tail, they were not at all

dangerous to be approached. In "the course of a
(qw hours the capture was Complete, the shore was
strewed with their dead carcasses, while the sea

presented a bloody and troubled aspect, giving

evident proofs that it was with no small efibrt they
were subdued. For fear of contagion, the whole
fish, amountingto ninety-eight, some of them very
large, were immediately tow'ed to a spot distant

from the town, where they were on Thursday sold

by public roup, the proceeds to be divided among
the captors. An annual visit is generally paid by
tlie Avhales to the Lewis coast, and besides being
profitable when caught, they generally fiirnish a
source of considerable amusement. On the pre-

sent occasion, the whole inhabitants of the place,

male and female, repaired to the beach, opposite to

the scene of slaughter, where they evidently were
delighted spectators, and occasionally gave assist-

ance. A young sailor received "a stroke from, the

tail of one of the largest fish, which nearly killed

him.

—

Tlie llirror.

COOKIIVG FOOD FOR HORSES.

"When the food is broken down by cutting the

hay and straw, and bruit?ing, boiling or steaming
the oats, not only is there; less waste, by the whole
being used as manger meat, but much labor is

snvccl to the animal, in having the fough dried hay,

and hard oats, masticated for hini, and in a state

almost prepared for digestion; and, as legards the

oats, all the nourishment tliey can afford is readily

yielded to the .digestive orgaas; for unless the grain
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is broken down, or otherwise killed by boiling, it is

not acted on, and Avill grow as readily after having

passed lhrtnig4i the horse, as the olives have done

after passing through turkeys. Oats, like every

other seed, is possessed ol" vitality, and it would

ap]:)ear that the organs of digestion, and tlieir se-

cretions, do not act upon .bodies possessing it.

Were it not for this exce]ition, the gastric juice,

which acts upon and dissolves every dead matter

taken into the stomach, would, act upon tlie sto-

mach itself; but it is notj)ossessed .of thi.s power.

It is therefore necessary to destroy the hfe of the

food taken into the. stomach before, it can yield

nourishment to the animal. This may be tfene by
bruisin.Q:, and the finer it is bruised the better, be-

cause it is culpable of being more compktely mixed

with the cut straw or hay, and the wliole is then

more easily eaten, but as experiments of Captain

Cheyne have shown, it may a's;) be steamed or

boiled, and given with the same advantage;, and

from what has been stated regarding digestion, it

must be prettv obvious that this kind of cooking

brings thelbod nearest to the stat.e of being readily

dissolved and acted on by the digestive organs.

The only objection whicli will at once occur, I

know is,'that boiled or steamed meat will incline a

horse to purge: this, however, is not so much the i

case as many, whhout trial, may suppo.se, and'

in their natural stat«, being connected together in

pairs, they are usually called maple kejs. About
a peck is sufhcient lor seeding three acres ofground.
Nature would seem to dictate the liall of the 3ear
to be the proper time lor sowing the seed in their

natural form, as the elllect of the frost would be to

soften the shell. At this season they are scattered

abroad by the wind in infinite profusion. But di-

vested of the shell and .sown in tlte spring they
will grow as surely as peas, and make their a])-

pearance at the time the forest trees put forth.

Tliey shotald bfe sown^ or rather scattered upon the

furrows of dryland, imd harrov/cd in, and grass

seed should be sown for future pasture. Hogs,
calves, sheep, horses, &c., may be pastured among
them, but no cattle, tiU they are out of danger.

The third year, either I'all or spring, they should

be taken up, where too thick, and transplanted in

vacancies. Oiie thousand may commence groAv-

ing upon an acre. In twelve years, an enterpris-

ing farmer,- wlio wishes for the future prosperity of

oi.ir country, as Well, as to enhance' the present

value .of his fands, would walk five miles bare-

footed before sunrise '

in the 'month of June, to

view the ''sugar bush" of our climate, in full foli-

an;e, situated near the residence of the owner,

sheltering his fruit trees and habitation from

torms, andthe re^sortof the songsters of the air.

where it does occur, it is perhaps owing to too ! The leaves of the grove might be collected for the

large a quantitybeinggiven at oneTimc, as indeed
is almost invariably tlie case, for stable-men, when
they give boiled food, always suppose it necessary,

at least the practice is, to give nearly double the

quantity or more at. a time than they would think it

proper "to give of raw food; but if the rich cooked

stewed food is. mixed with a less nutritious and raw
material, the whole of the boiled is taken into the

system, without producing the laxative efl'ect. All

horses on this restricted feeding are found to be

hffht in their belly; but while this is the case, the

appearance of their coats, the quantity of fat on

their ribs, and the manner thev are able to do their

work, show that they have sufficient nourishment,

while-(what is the subject of the most important

consideration) their dispensing with the doctor,

shows thattheir health is most materially improved

by itj—Mr. Oick, in the Quarterly Jour, of Agr.

CUI.,'nVATION OF THE SUGAR BIAPLE AND
CURIOUS MANNER OF PROCURING THE SEED.

From Goodsell's Genesee Farmer.

Mr. Grmchell,— Every one is delighted to see our

native forests thicklv planted by the hand of na-

ture with this valuable and beautiful tree; valuable,

because for cabinet work some varieties of this

wood are superior to" that brourrht from distant

climes; first rate for fire wood, and as jrood for the

manufacture of sugar as the cane plant. And
who doe?, not regret the destruction of the axe-man
amon<Tst them. Occupying the best soil, they are

usually the first \'ictims. But he who destroys

should endeavor to produce anew. No native tree

can be more easily cultivated than this, the seed
being abundant and easily procured. It' grows
rapidly from the seed in open cultivated grounds,
attaining the height of six feet in three years, and
in twelve years the stems will measure from six to

nine inches diameter

barn-yard. At the age of twenty-five years, the

trees might he tapped. I was bred upon a farm,

in a deep valley of^ the mountains, on the eastern

border of this state, and have witnessed the

growth of the sugar maple in groves from the seed,

and also standing singly in fields, where they have
stood for more than half a century, presenting a
more beautiful appearance than the trees of any
land or clime. My occupation now is fixrming.

As to tlie manner of procuring seed: I send you
about one-fourth part of the winter store of a
buck or wood-land mouse, which was deposited in

a living hollow beach tree, 15 inches diameter; the

whole of his store, being about one bushel, one
half beach nuts, with a lew other seeds, and shell-

ed, and neatly put up for whiter provision, and a
nest Avithin, lined with down, the residence of the

family. A boy found another store-house the

same day, which was 25th of December last,

containing half a bushel of maple seeds, with

others. Boys are skilful in such kind of hunting.

In this way seed stores might be furnished with

them from the maple forests of the west, in quanti-

ties sufficient to plant out territories and kingdoms.

The buck mouse enters his habitation through a
smooth hole an inch or less in diameter, into the

hollow of the tree, sometimes nearer and some-
times further from the ground. At the com-
mencement of cold weather and snow, the red

squirrel visits the place daily, and endeavors with

much chaffering to- gnaw" through, to rob the

mouse of his store." By this recent gnawing
around the hole, and by tracking in the snow, the

habitation of the mouse may he discovered. This

little animal, also depositesvast quantities of elm^

seeds, in hollows of the branches and trunks of

that stately tree. In the night seasons, when all

his enemies .sleep, except the owl, he is busily

employed during fall months, in running up and
down the- tree, and laying up his winter store.I send you a quantity of

seed as a specimen; they are ready prepared for
I

The habitation of the mouse is frequently occu

mowing, and are di\-ested of the shell and wings; - pied afterwards by the honey bee. VVheneve
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the maple bears seeds, the mouse, in ma'ple forests,

is sure to have a proportion of them for his food.

S. H.
Clarendon., Jan. 25th, 1834.

It is well known that flies will deposite their eggs
on any surface which affords a suitable nidus lor

them. I remember a gentleman's son who suffer-

ed severely from the larvte (maggots) of a fly,

which proceeded from eggs that l>ad been laid in

the ear; but the most extraordinary case of this

sort which has come to my knowledge occurred in

a negro man at Kellitt's estate, in Jamaica. He
was a tradesman, and a very intelligent fellow.

When I first saw him, his nose and cheeks were
very much swollen, rendering liis face hideous; and
he suffered much severe pain. I immediately sus-

pected the cause, and soon succeeded in making
the residence of the maggots so uncomfortable to

them, by application of turpentine and olive oil,

with green tobacco juice, up the nostrils, that they
came away gradually; but it occupied at least a
fortnight before the whole were removed, so deeply

lodged were they in the usual passages. I desired

the man to keep a tally of the numbers of his tor-

mentors; and he did so, I have no doubt, fiiithfully,

afler which he handed it to me, audit is still in my
possession. It contains 23 crosses (X) for ten each,

and V for five, amounting to 235 larvcB of, I believe,

the bluebottle fly. Almost all of them were full

grown, and forming, perhaps, such a brood of
maggots as never proceeded from any man's head
before. Flies abound upon sugar estates; and,

when we recollect how often negroes go to sleeji

in the open air, the wonder is that similar incidents

do not occur more frequendy.

—

Magazine of Na-
tural History.

KEW METHOD OF HARVESTING (5RATN.

We have examined the drawing of a machine
to gather grain as it stands in the field without
cutling. It is called the Locomotive Thresher;

intended to be moved by horse power, and, with

the assistance of three men or boys of fifteen

years of age, is calculated to go over ten acres of

wheat or other grain per day, and gather say two
hundred bushels, leaving the straw standitig on
the ground thrashed as clean as is generally done
in the ordinary way, thereby saving all the ex-

pense of harvesting; and by ploughing in or burning
the straw, it is supposed the ground may be tilled

ud infinitum without diminishing its fertility.

Should this invention succeed, it will afford anotli-

er inducement for farmers to irdiabit and cultivate

those beautiful prairies which abound in the fiir

west. The ingenious inventor is Mr. John T.
Vail, of La Porte, Indiana, formerly of this toAvn.—Jiahway Advertiser.

THE AERIAL, PLANT.

The burning sands of hot climates, even at

Karsfields of the Cape of Good Hope, which are

so arid and scorched that no water can be extract-

ed from them, are the media in which the most
succulent vegetables of which we have any
knowledge, flourish and evolve; so deleterious in-

deed, is a wet season to their growth, that they
are destro3ed by it.

There are also various tribes of vegetables that

are destitute of roots, and which can only be sup-
ported and nomished by the air, and by the mois-
ture which the atmosphere contains. A large
portion of the class Fuci, have no root whatever;
and it is stated that the ^rial Epedendron, (the
Epinendron Flos ^ris, denominated aerial from
its extraordinaiy properties, and which is a native
of Java, on account of Ihe elegance ot its leaves,

the beauty of its power and the exquisite odor
wliich it diffuses, is plucked up by the inhabitants

and suspended by a silken cord from the ceiling of
their apartments, from whence it continues fi'om

year to j-ear to put forth new leaves, to display

new blossoms, and exhale new fragance, although
fed out of the bodies before stated.

—

London Mag.

MILKING COWS.
The operation of milking is performed different-

ly in various parts of the country. In some, the
dair3/-maid dips her hand into a little milk, and, by
successively strijiping the teat between her fingers

and thumb, unloads the udder. This plan, how-
ever, is attended with the disadvantage of irri-

tating more or less the teat, and rendering it liable

to cracks and chops, which are followed by inflam-

mation, extending to the rest of the quarter. This
accounts for the disease occurring more frequently

among the cows under the charge of one milker
than it does in those under the charge of another,

and as this practice is more common in some parts

of the country than in others, it also accounts for

the disease being more common in these parts.

This plan of milking where the irritation is not suf-

ficient to excite the extent ofinflammation as above,
frequently produces a horny thickening of the teat,

a consequence of the cracks and cho{)s, which ren-

ders it more difficult to milk than when in its natu-

ral state, and at the same time predisposes to in-

flammation, when any cause occurs to set it up.

These eflects may be, and is almost entirely, avoid-

ed by the more scientific plan of milking adopted
in other parts of the country, where, instead of
drawing down or stripping the teat between the

thumb and fingers as has been stated, the dair}--

maid follows more closely the principles which in-

stinct has taught the calf Slie first takes a slight

hold of the teat with her hand, by which she mere-
ly encircles it; then lifls her hand up, so as.to press

the body of the udder upwards, by which tlie milk
escapes into the teat, or if (as is generally the case

when some hours have elapsed between milking
times) the teat is full, she grasps the teat close to

its origin with her thumb and fore finger, so as to

prevent the milk which is in the teat from escaping
upwards; then making the rest of the fingers to

close from above downwards in succession, forces

out what milk may be contained in the teat through
the opening of it. The hand is again pressed up
and closed as before, and thus, by repeating this

action, the udder is completely emptied, without
that coarse tugging and tearing of the teat, which
is so" apt to produce disease.— Quarterly Journal

of Agr.

CHIMNEY SOOT AS A MANURE.

This article is said to be an excellent manure, if

properly applied. It is generally mixed up with

earth and dung as a compost; in this state it is
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worth little or nothing; but Avhen properly applied,

by being kept dry, and sown on young wheat,
clover, or vetches, in March or April, its effects are

most extraordinary; in a iew days the yellow sick-

ly plants will assume a dark green, which is as

much a test of" health in plants as the rosy cheeks

of a dairy-maid. The fact is, plants receive nearly

as much nourishment Irom the air as the roots;

and as the soot is throwing ofl' abundance of gases,

which are imbibedthrough the pores of the leaves,

it gives a heallhlul vigor to the plant, and enables

it to throw forth its roots to supply nourishment
during the stages of blossoming and perfecting

the seed.

—

Repertory of laventions.

TOBACCO CULTURE—XO. 3.

[Continued from p. 75:2, Vol. [.]

To tlic Editor of tliu Farmers' Register.

Cutting and Curing.

The process of cutting tobacco, is so simple
and so generally understood, that it scarcely needs
an ex|)lanation; the whole art consisting in placing

the knife on the top of the stalk in such a direc-

tion as to split the stalk nearly to the bottom leaf,

without cutting off the leaves. The stalk is then

to be cut off immediately below the Ia3t leaf, and
the plant is then set up on tiie ground, with the

but of the stalk up, so as to expose the stems of
the leaves to the sun, that the plant may become
limber enough to handle without breaking. The
splitting of the stalk, answers the double purpose
of hanging the plant on a stick, and rendering it

more easy to be cured by fire. Tobacco should
not be cut early in the morning, when the dew is

on it; as it Avill thus become very dirty if set on
the dry ground. But these suggestions are but of
litdc importance when compared with the difficul-

ty of determining with precision, when the plant

is at its greatest perfection. Or in other words,
hoio to cut, every planter knows, but lohen to cut,

has been a matter of dispute, even amongst the

best informed, and most skilful planters. Some
contend, that tobacco should get very ripe before

it is ready for the knife. That is, it should become
in the ' general, full of yellow spots all over, and
that the leaves when doubled, and pressed belween
the fingers, should split, or break fi-eely—while
others contend, I think with more plausibility, that

it ought to be cut before the grain of the leaves
will crack freely, when pressed as above described.

It is manifest to me, not only from the reasonable-
ness of the thing, but from experience, that to-

bacco is at its greatest perfection in quality and
weight, before it becomes verj'full of yellow spots,

and also, previous to the grain breaking freely

when pressed: for it seems clear to me, that its

getting very spotted, and very brittle to the touch,
are both evident marks of the plant being on the
decline, and of course, must have lost, some of its

essential oil, together with its silkiuess, and tena-
city of texture. The heaviest and highest priced
tobacco, I ever made, was cut at the stage above
described. I am therefore convinced, both fi-om

experience and observation, that many good
planters loose both in quantity and quality, by let-

ting their tobacco stand too long in the field. The
tobacco then being thus cut, and sufficiently lim-
ber to handle without breaking, the sticks should
be brought into the field, the plants picked up, and
eight or ten plants put on each stick, having first

stuck the end of each stick obliquely into the hill

under the roots of the stalk, so as to keep the to-

bacco from the ground. T think this the best
mode, as the tobacco may safely remain in the
field all day, without injury, when making a large
cutting, (which is often necessary) and also, can
be more safely, conveniently, and speedily remo-
ved to the scatlbld, or barn, as circumstances may-
require. If the weather should be fiiir and mild,
after cutting it is best to scaffold it three or four
days, that the sun may commence the curing pro-
cess, by yellowing the plants, killing the stalks,

and reducing the sap—all of which contribute

much to the successful application of fire. If the
tobacco is hung on scaflblds, the slicks should be
pressed close together, to prevent the sun from
burning it, and also to hasten the process of yel-

lowing the plants. But on the other hand, should
the weather be rainj' or vv'indy about the time of
cutting, it should be removed immediately fi-om

the field to the barn, and hoisted up, leaving a
space of from eight to twelve inches, laetween the
sticks throughout the house according to the size

of the plants. I see my neighbor J. F. Edmunds,
who is one of our most skilful planters, has re-

commended the plan of putting the sticks about
half the distance in tlic top of the house, that is

cuslomaiy, and gradually widening to the bottom
—say five inches at top; and eleven at bottom. I

think this a valuable suggestion, as I linow the
tobacco in the top of the house always cures first.

This plan will retard the curing of the top, and
consequently bring the top of the house on an
equality with the body, and must therefore give a
more uniform house of tobacco. The heat being
always concentrated in the roof of the barn, I have
invariably observed that the tobacco when cured,

is much darker in the roof than the body of the

house. If this reasoning then, is correct, there is

a -two-fold advantage in this plan—that is, a sav-
ing of room, as well as a more uniform house of
tobacco. But to return from this digression. The
planter having his barn well filled with tobacco
and a large quantity of wood prepared, both green
and seasoned, he commences his fires, with min-
gled feelings of hope and fear. For I may truly

say that this is not only the most difficult part of
the whole management of the tobacco crop, but
the most slavish and hazardous. This is the rock

on which the hopes of the planter have been often

suddenly dashed; for no matter how fine the to-

bacco, or how skilful the planter, if outward cir-

cumstances should be unfavorable, high Avinds, &c.
it will be impossible to cure a good house of to-

bacco. The curing process has always been a
most difficult and dangerous one, but has been
rendered doubly so ibr the last ten years, by the

demand for bright French tobacco. Were a stran-

ger suddenly to open one of our cellared barns,

(where ihe fires had been unremittingly ke])t up,

from Monday morning until Saturday) and see

one of the hardy sons of Africa, with his red eyes
and soot}' locks, he would imagine himself on the

borders of the infernal regions. But thanks be to

the whimsicality of the French, or the avarice of
the Scotch, or whatever other cause that has put
this kind of tobacco out of fashion, for it will save
the planters many a load of wood, and many a
sleepless night, and me much time in describing

the tedious process of curing it. As the old fash-

ioned dark tobacco is now in demand, instead of
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taking a week to cure a house, it can now be done

in three days, with hall' the care and trouble. As
I am writing on the eve of a change of fashion in

tobacco, I sliall not attempt to describe the jjrocess

of curing with that minuteness that accords with

my oriffinal design, but shall content myseli" with

remarking, that as there has' been a radical

change in the sort of tobacco in demand, within

the last twelve months, it is not yet ascertained

what })articular process of curing will suit the ca-

priciovis taste of the Ibrcign consumers, or the still

more fastidious taste of our domestic purchasers.

I think r can however, very safely congratulate

the plahters of our country on a change, contri-

buting so much to lessen the labor and expense of

curing their cro])s. This brings me to the consi-

deration of the fourth' l^ranch of the subject^ that

is, the stripping and pressing Qi the crop, which
will form the subject of my next communication.

G.

Wardsfork, Charloite Co. "
.

MANURES.
To the Editor of tlic Farmers' Register.

Will you permit a constant reader of your valu-

able journal to propose a subject for an article? It

is this: "The best method ofcollecting, preserving,

and applying manures.". If the subject is tod ex-

tensive, I should with others, feel much indebted to

Bome good practical farmer, who will give your rea-

ders an essay on the "jfpplirMtion ofmanures''''—in-

cludmg the time when the land should be manured
—the state of the manure—method of applying

—

whether it should lie on the land any length of

time, or be immediately turned in with the plough,

&c., &e. This last part of the subject I think de-

serves particular notice.

A large portion of your readers reside in a coun-
try where "calcareous manures" cannot be pro-

cured, but at some considerable expense'; and the

valuable works already published would obviate

the necessity of touching on that branch of the

subject proposed.

O. p. Q.

ON THE PRESERVATIOX OF TLA^T BEDS FOR
TOBACCO.

For the Farmers' Register.

Owing to the -extravagant custom of selecting

and burning new beds for. plants every year, the

land best adapted to plant-raising hu,s become in

many parts of the com^try very scarce. . Hence
the great difficulty of planting at a seasonable
time the tobacco crop, upon which so much is de-
pendant as to the product. The difference between
a late and forward crop, the past experience of all

tobacco growers can abundantly testify. It is not
my object to say any thing respecting the many
disadvantages, and great loss to the planting m-
terest arismg from late crops. But I propose in-

viting attention to the importance of jireserving

such land as is best adapted to raising-plants, and
to state some experiments which I have tried with
considerable success. The general impression is,

that plants cannot be raised with as much certain-

ty' on old as new beds! The former generally are
in open fields, and more exposed to the winds and
sun, which cause them to dry much sooner than the
latter, which arc almost invariably in the woods,

where they arc better protected, I believe that

but little, if any difference has been observed in_

beds similarly located and pro]ierly riianaged.

Many expedients have been tpied, and some
have fitiled, whilst others have succeeded, in rais-

ing j)laHts on old beds. For .the last six or eight
years, I. have raised llilly- half of my plants from
old beds, some of which liave been burnt regular-

ly durirtg the whole time, and are more productive

now thaii when first burnt.

I- will mention two or three expedients which I

have tried with considerable success.. Covering
the bed with leaves or brush, Serves to protect it

from the sun and prevents "grass, from putting up
and seeding, which is very desirable. The only

objection to this mode is that the bed will need
manure every year, and the difficulty of getting
such as is suitable, and free from grass seed, is,

and has been, the great objection to this plan. As
a remedy I will suggest an experiment I made
and, with which I was much pleased, in conse-

quence of its success, which was this: as soon as

I had drawn all the plants I intended from the bed,

I penned my cattle on it until it was well manured
-^(care should be taken not to sufl'er them to go
on when the land is wet.) It is important that

tliis. should, be done as early as possible, that it

may be sufficiently manured before the grass seed
is ripe, which will be a great economy of labor

and wood, as the bed will require but little burn-

ing— (tlie land having been once well burnt.) So
far as my experience serves, this supersedes the

necessity of manuring affer the plants have come
up, which is a very troublesome job, and but little

of our lands . now lef^ for this purpose will bring

plants without it. So soon as the cattle are re-

moved, the bed should be covered with brush un-
til the fail or early in the winter, when it may be
removed, in order that the bed may dry for burn-

ing, which if done during some dry spell at that

season, Avill require very hght burning: frequently

brush will be sufficient, provided no grass has been
suffered to grow and seed on the bed. It would
be well to pay some regard to locality in making
a selection for a standing bed. Under our present

plan Ave Will soon be deprived of all those spots so

favorably situated for watering, and so have in-

creased the difficulty of raising plants. Would it

not be well to preserve %such spots as, can be con-

veniently watered? I have no doubt, from a little

attention to this subject, that we may Avith less la-

bor and Avith eiiual, if not greater certainty, raise

an abundance of plants, by burning (instead of
the Avhole) say one half new, and the balance of

old beds.

IVEW SPECIES. OF WHEAT.
A variety of Avheat Avhich does not seem liable

to the attacks ofthe wheat-fly has been accidentally

found. It is most prolific, grows a foot taller than
the common Avheat, but is not like the Re\-el Avheat.

It is awned, and someAvhatlike the Egyptian, but
of a clearer color, Avithoutthe protuberances of the
latter. If once a supply of this. A-ariety for seed is

found, the fly Avill be starved. Of a patch stand-

ing in the middle of a field, Avhere e\'ery ear of
the common Avheat Avas hurt, andAvhere flies were
very numerous, not an ear Avas touched, although
other bearded varieties suffered.

—

3Ir. Gorrie:

Highland Society Transactions.
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REPORT ON FARMS, OF THID COMMITTEE OF

THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ALBE-

MARLE.

Made to the Society at their Show and Fair, 21st Octo-

ber, 1828.

We the undersigned committee actmg under an
^rder made by the Agricultural Society of Albe-

marle at their meeting in JMay las=t, and appointed

to view the farms offered for premium, conuneuced
our duty by viewing the farm of John II. Craven
(one of the competitors) on the 20th of October.

We fbvmd that i")art of his farm, called Pen Park,

on the western side of the ri\-er in a rapid state of

improvement; and, from the information of Mr.
Craven, together with the knowledge of some of

the committee as to the exhausted state of this

part of his farm when he came into possession of

it, are of opinion that it lias been judiciously man-
aged. But that part of his farm called Franklin,

lying on the eastern side of the river Ijas not im-
proved so rapidly, which may have been caused
D}' closer grazing or more frequent cultivation.

On this farm the negro cabins and other out

houses are very good, and his fiirm pen shows,

that there is great attention paid to his stock,

which are of superior quality for this section of

country. His horses, colts, hogs, &c. appear to

have been well attended to.

We gave Mr. Craven and all the other compet-
itors a copy of 22 questions marked A, Avith a re-

quest that they would answer them as explicitly

and with as much accuracy as circimistances would
admit, in their several reports. They have been
answered by Mr. Craven in his report marked
B.
On the next day we proceeded to view the flirm

(RiJgeway) formerly tlie property of Peter Minor,

dec'd. This farm, when Mr. M. came into pos-

session of it was, we believe, the greater part, in

woods; consequently, we suppose, fertile when
cleared, and comprehended likewise a large quan-
tity of alluvial land, of fertility almost inexhausti-

ble. We know of no farm for which nature has

done so much. These circumstances together

with tolerably good management, have made it,

perhaps, the most valuable farm within our know-
ledge.

iThere has been more stone fencing done on this

farm than any of those exhibited for premium,
and the out houses (viz) negro cabins, tobacco

houses, mill, barn, &c., have, we think, been judi-

ciously arranged, and, are of superior quality.

Most of them are built of stone. The work horses

on this farm are of superior quality and well attend-

ed to. We gave Mrs. Minor also a copy of our

questions marked A, to be answered in her report

which we have received marked C.*^

We viewed Wm. H. Meriwether's farm next.

This farm is in a state of improvement, and a very
valuable plantation. But, from the circumstance
of his cultivating large crops of tobacco, and ap-
propriating the greater jmrt of his manure to the
cultivation of this crop, his farm has not improved
so rapidly as it would otherwise have done. This
crop has also prevented paying that attention to

neatness, &c. which usually goes hand and hand

with good farming. Our questions have also

been answered by Wm. II. Meriwether marked
D.
We next, and lastly, viewed the farm of John

Rogers. This farm, we think, has been most ju-

diciously managed as it regards profit, neatness,

improvement of the soil, arrangement of the

fields; and in fact all his management denotes him
as being a farmer of more than ordinary merit.

We have thei'efore awarded to John Rogers the

premium of ,*|50 for the best cultivated farm.

We furnished M r. Rogers also with a copy of

our questions marked A, which he has answered
in his report marked E. This report has entered

less into detail and is less explicit than we could

have wished, but he has made an apology to the

Society, and a promise to us, that he will at our

next spring meeting give to the society an account

in detail of his whole progress from the commence-
ment of his operations to the present day.*

In awarding the second premium the committee

confess themselves to be somewhat at a loss.

Here two farms come into comparison; one worn
out and exhausted at the time the owner came
into possession of it; the other but very recently

cleared and but a ver}^ small portion of it that was
ever worn out and possessing immense resources

for fertilizing itself

But Mr. Craven has, notwithstanding his limit-

ed resources of both money and manure (too yeiy

important articles in making an exhausted farm

rich,) not only improved his farm as it respects

fertility of soil, but has added much to its appear-

ance by the stoppage of innumerable gullies; and

a considerable quantity of stone fencing put up in

a very handsome manner.
Taking all the circumstances into consideration

relative t'o these two farms, we have given Mr.

Craven the pref(?rencej and, accordingly, award to

John H. Craven the premium of ^25 for the second

best farm.

The above reports together with the several re-

ports of the competitors^ are respectfully submitted

to the society, and the committee beg they will

take those reports as part of their own.

N. H. LEWIS,
JAS. CLARKE,
JOS. HARPER.

Question 1st. What is the number of acres

in your tract of land, and what proportion of it is

in cultivation?

2d. How many changes or fields have you,

and what are their size?

3d. What is your rotation of croy»s7

4th. At what' season of the year do you plant

or sow the principal seeds; (viz) corn, v.'heat, lye,

oats, and clover, and in what manner do you pre-

pare the earth for them?
5th. What is your mode of cultivating the crop

of corn?

6th. What quantity of wheat do you sow to the

acre, and do you vary the quantity according to the

quality of soil and season when seeded?

7th. What kind of wheat do you think most

productive, and.are you particular in selecting the

best for seed?

I

*This report was withdrawn by Mr. Rogers; and irt

*The report marked C,was by permission of the So- i j^s stead, the fuller and more satisfactorj' one whirl*

ciety, withdrawn

Vol. II.—19
now accompanies this publication handed in
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8th. In what manner do you gather your small

p;rain? with the cradle or sickle? and why do you
prefer one over the other?

9th. What was the average product of your
tUrm in wheat and corn to tlie acre when yoti com-
menced your operations on it, and Avhat is it now?

lUth. How many laborers do you work regu-

larly on your farm, and of what des(^ription ? and
are you in the practice of enij;loying day labor-

er:-^?"

lllh. How many horses, mules, and oxen do
you work? do you raise them, and what is their

relative value on a farnn?

r2th. What do youleed your horses, mules,

and oxen, with, and in what manner is it prepared
for thf'iii?

131 it. What kind of plough do you prefer, a.nd

what are your reasons lijr that preft^rencel

14lh. How many horned cattle do you keep on
your tarm and of what description? Do you keep
more than enough to supply the farm?

15th. How many hogs and sheep do you keep,

and what is your manner of teeding them?
16th. Do you pen your stock at night during

Kinniner? If so in what manner do you confine

them?
17th. What quantity of manure is annually

made on your farm? of what description? at what
iseasons carried out, and in what manner do you
apply it?

18th. What is your opinion (founded on expe-
rience) of the efficacy of plaster, in what quanti-

ties, at what seasons of the year, and what kmds
of crops it can be most profitably used on?

19th. What quantity ol" clover hay do you
cure per annum? how much per acre? what }'our

process in curing, and in what mannerdo you pre-

serve it after it is cured?

20ih. Do you gather your own clover seed from
the farm? If you do, in what manner?

21st. Have you been aided in the improve-
ment of your farm by means of any other re-

sources than those received from the fann exhi-
bited for the premium]

22d. What is your mode of managing your ne-
groes?

B
In reply to the questions propounded by the

Committee of Judges on farms, the undersigned
answers as follows:

Question 1st. My tract of land contains 875
acres, of which I have about 500 acres under cul-

tivation.

2d. Which is divided into ten fields of very un-
equal size as before explained to the conmiittee in

my re{)ort to them, of which ten fields I have sep-
arate and accurate plats.

3d. My rotation of crops is one fifth part or 100
acres in corn, two-fifths or 200 acres sowed down
m small grain, say wheat, rye, and oats, of which
the principal part is wheat.

4th. I prepare the soil for oats and corn as
soon after finishing the seeding of my wheat crop,
as I can, commencing about the 1st of November,
and frecpiently finish the breaking u]) by the end
of the year. I prefer sowing my cro])ofoats early
in March, on the land Hushed during the fall and
winter, without any other preparatiou; and liarrow
them iu with a heavy harrow, drawn cither by
three horses abreast, or three oxen, t\vQ under the

yoke, and one with collar and hames. I think

this the best way to work oxen either in the cart

or harrow, as the single ox turns with naich more
ease than when encumbered with the yoke. 1 have
sometimes been obliged to vary my mode of pre-

paring the land for corn; for instance, it does not
answer to flush a blue-grass turf in the fall ol" the

year, for it \vill grow back, and be worse to plough
by the spring, than if it had not been broken dur-

ing the Itdl and winter. I jirefer breaking this

kind of land the last of April, and harrowing it

very well with a heavy harrow, the way it was
ploughed, ihv fear of turning the sod back and
planting the corn immediately, Avhich I have
always found best to be done with a shovel jjlough

liaving a coulter on the point, with wliich I open
the furrow; and then coxt'r the corn with one of
the same kind. A3 coon as the corn is large
enough to bear the large harrow, I pass it over it

backwards and fijrvvards on the same row, follov>r-

ing with small rakes, with four flat iron teeth,

about three quarters of an inch wide, with a very
small hoe or chisel in one end. With this I rake
the turf and clods oft' the corn, and with the small
hoe rc])lant, and chop up whatever may be likely

to choak the corn in the young state. I am now
speaking only of the management of blue-grass
land. As soon as I can get over in tliis way, I

follow with cultivators once or twice over, and
finish with the shovel plough, with the coulter on
the point, durmg or soon after harvest. Mj? ukkIc
of cultivating corn on land not set with blue-grass

is somewhat different. Insead of using the culti-

vators after the large harrows, I run tlie naked
coulter next to the corn on each side, and use the

cultivator lor the middle of the rows Until the last

lime, when I generally ])lough the land all o\^er,

as close as the farrows can be laid. My prepara-

tion for wlieat is very simple. I commence fallow-

ing very soon after harvest, for two reasons: the

first is, to let the clover seed ripen by which the
expense of pui-chasing seed is saved; the second
is, to save the labor of re-fallowing, as I think one
ploughing amply sufficient, if done at the proper
time. I sow my rye from the 1st to the 2Qth Sep-
tember, at which time I commence sowing wheat,
and consider from that time to the 20th of October,
the prime season. I am sure it ought not to be
sown sooner, and the crop is ver}' uncertain ifsown
later. I sow all my clover seed the last of March
or the first of April.

6th. I formerly sowed from one bushel to five

pecks of wheat, to the acre of land, but now sow
from five to six pecks to the acre, agreeably to

the quality of the land, and the time of seeding,

as also the condition in which the land is Avhen
seeded, sowing always thicker on rich land than
on poor, as also on rough land than on smooth,
where all the seed can vegetate, as also late in the
season, to enable the wheat to make its way ear-

lier in the spring, to escape the rust.

7th. I have lor many years sowed the most of
my crop of the Lawler Avheat, and (although not
the most productive when the other kinds come in

well) I have yet considered it the safest crop, from
its capacity of resisting the fly more than any oth-
er. I am now sowing largely of the New-York
Flint wheat, which has done well. I always select

the best I have for seed, taking care to let it remain
longer in the field, so as to become rii)er than the

general crop.
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8;h. I have genenill}' saved my grain withthc
craiie, where not loo hoav}-, but sliould prelerreap-

i.ig all heiivy v/h.^at with the s'ckle, it being much
tho neatest way to save all grain ol' this descrip-

tion.

9th. For several years I made- not more than

eiglit. bushels of wheat to the acre; my crop of

1827, maile nineteen husltels to the acr«, and oi'the

present year, 1828, the average has been but about

Iburieen bushels |)er acre; although, the prospect

until within a very lew days betbre harvest, was
better than it had ever been before, but the crop

was shortened by the hot and damp weather, and
rust consiHjuent thereon. I am unable to say what
the increase of the corn crop of 1827 may have
been, tor my cro)) Wivsso nuu-h injured by the cut

worm, that it did not yield half a.crop, and incnn-

.';equence of the drought of the present year, 1828,

I do not make half a crop.

10th. For the last two years I have worked 18

hatids on this larni, viz: eleven men, six women,
and one boy, with the additionof three waterinen,

(from harvest imtil we have tides ti)r running the

boats, say, two monllis generally.) I never em-
ploy any day laborers exce])t in harvest, some few
small chaps to assist in gathering wheat, whose
wages do not amount in any year to more tiian

thirty dollars.

1 Ith. I work tvs^elve horses and ten steers. Of
the former, two are used as carriage horses, Avhen

occasion recpiires. All the horses except one have
been raised by myself, and so have the oxen. I

have no mules, and have never had any, and can
therefore say nothing of their comparative value

with horses and oxen. The horse answers for some
purposes, for which the ox does not so well; yet I

am at a loss to decide which animal is the most
v;iJuab!e. The horse certainly costs much the most,

either bv purchasing or raising him; his keeping
and feeding are also much more expensive. I

think every liarmer ought to raise all the horses and
oXen he uses. I never feed my horses on corn

unground; their principal tbod, is chopped rye and
corn, and ship-stuti", mixed witli cut oats or rye

straw. During the winter seasons, when my
horses are not at constant work, they are led with

but little else than clover hay, on which alone,

they will keep in good condition, if the hay be of

good (luality and cut betbre it gets too old. My
oxen are t<jd with very little grain, even when at

work; if they are plentifully fed with good hay or

fodder, it i? generally sufficient; but, when neces-

sary to o;ive any thing else, I have conmionly used
theoflal fi-om the mill, say, wheat bran mixed up
with the chafT from wheat, which is a very valua-

ble article used in thatway.
13th. I decidedly prefer the old bar-share plough,

with the cast iron mould-board to any other ever

used b}' me, both for the superior manner of its

perlbrmance, and for its strength and durability;

also, for the great ease, with which its Avork is

performed, both for man and horse.

14th. I generally have from sixty to seventy
head of horned cattle on this farm; say, from
twenty to twenty-five milch cows, ten work-steers,

the balance, young cattle to keep up the stock.

INIy stock of milch cows is larger than necessary

tor the use of the farm; but I have established a
icU-ge dair}', from which I market the surplus but

my presentstock of milch cows, I have much more
than they all can destroy during the sunmier sea-

son.

1.5th. I raise on this tiirm ftbout sixty head of

hogs for pork, annually; which, with the surplus

sent from the mill, amounts to about one hundred
head, which I haves'iaughtered annnaily, tor sev-

eral years past. I think every tarmfr ought to

raise at lease as much pork as is necessary for -the

consumption of his farm. I have no particular

mode of feeding them; but krep them under good
shelter during the winter, and give them as much
com as will keep them in a thriving state, until I

can get the grain thrashed out of one of the fields;

I then endeavor to have them shifted fi-om field to

field, until they glean the whole, by which tini«

they are frequently good pork: my plan is never

to sufler thcni to fall away alter this, but to feed

them with something until the corn gets hard

enough to complete the fattening, which I always

endeavor to have done by the time the weather is

cold enoughto have them kdled. I have eighty

head of sheep on this farm—my mode of feeding

tliem is very simple: indeed, some winters I feed

them not at all. If they can run on an old clover

field, they will winter very well, except when
there is snow on the ground, at which time I give

them nice blade fodder, with an ear of corn a piece

per day. I also endeavor to sow a lot of rye for-

ward, so as to turn the ewes upon it, when they

begin tola., i). which is the best food they can

have.

16th. I have rdways penned my cattle, summer
and Avinter, and have manured more land in thi^j

way than any other, and -with less labor; taking

cafe always to keep the pen well littered with straw

or leaves from the woods, both betbre they are put

in, and afterwards, when necessary.

17th. This question is answered in my com-

munication to the judges.

18th. This question I consider fully answered

also in my communication,

19th. This (luestion being only answered in

part, I will state that the (]ua'ntity per annum is

variant from fitly thousand poimds or less up to

one hundred and fifty thousand, which I have

saved this season. This quantity was cut from

about fifty acres of land, which is three thousand

pounds to the acre. My plan of curing is very

simple and easy; I cut the clover and let it lie in

the swath one day: as soon as the dew is a little

ofi the next morning, I rake it up in waiurows, and

let it lie in this situation until evening, when, if

the day i^ a good one, it is sufficiently cured to put

up in small shocks, in which situation it remains

two days longer, when, I commence stacking or

housing, as the case may be. I always haid as

much to the stables as "will be sufficient for my
work horses and oxen. I have of late years put it

up in large ricks, of fifty thousand pounds, which

I have in some of my ricks this season, thached

with long r>'e straw so as to preserve it as com-

pletely as if it were in a house or bam. Indeed, it

is much easier to put it up in this way, than to put

it away in the house. The mode is, simply, to

make a foundation of rails, straw, or any thing else

that willl keep it from the ground, and go on to

stack it on ten or eleven feet high without paying

anv oilier attention than to keep the middle a lit-

ter; and besides, the milk is a most valuable arti- tie rounding, and to incline a little out, so as to give

cle with a large family of young negroes, and with , the stack or rick a little bulge to prevent the lauis
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from driving in. I then commence the thatch, which
any handy laborer can execute. The process is,

to spread a layer of straight rye straw all around the
stack, two or three inches thick, and sufficiently lar

out to form an eve with the butts out. I then go
on to finish the stack or rick, by drawing in, and
thatching every two feet, ivith the straw turned

head out, after the first layer, and the straw kept
aa far out as it will lie on the stack, until brought to

a sharp edge on the top, which isfinislied by tying

faggots of rye straw, and straddling the toji, which
is confined down witli a pole.

20tli. I always save my own clover seed, prin-

cipally by combing with hand combs, Avhen the clo-

ver is not too nuich tangled for the combs to work.
I have saved the seed this season from the whole
of the land, from -which I mowed the one hundred
and fifty thousand pounds of liay, and am sure that

it cannot be less than filly bushelsj and may be one
hundred.

21st. I consider this question fully answered in

my communication to the judges.

22d. I have never considered my management
of my slaves to be correct, having tilways been too

much in the habit of scolding, as a substitute for

correction; but I have little doubt that I have al-

ways got a reasonable quantity of work from them.
My first care is to see that they are both well fed

and clothed, and although it is greatly to be la-

mented, that as they are better treated, they are
apt in the same proportion to behave worse, yet I

have never felt case or content, when knowing
that they were in want of either, and have there-

fore provided them with comfortable houses, good
clothing, and a plenty of food: this, I consider not
only the duty, but the interest of every master.
The most difficult part of their management, is the
regulation of their discipline in such manner as to

ensure their observance of it, without so far cow-
ing or discouraging them, as to render them inac-
tive in, or indifferent about their labor; for under
such circumstances, the master or overseer will find
much more difficulty in obtaining from them their

due, and necessary portion of labor. I seldom re-

quire of my slaves to work in the night, and am
careful that they always have labor to perform
within doors, in bad weather. It is a great advan-
tage to own slaves in ftimilies, in order that the
husband and wife may be always together at
home. The double consequence is, that they are
more comfortable and happy, and nmch more val-
uable; and besides of easier management. Un-
der conviction of this truth, I have,"by purchase,
sale, and exchange, so managed, as to have but
two slaves ai home, who are not thus settled with
their wives or husbands; and these two, are slaves
which I have lately acquired, viz: only two years
since.

I now submit to the committee, a detail of the
nett proceeds of my farm from the crops of the
two last years, viz., "1827 and 1828; the crop of the
latter not having been sold, though the crop of
wheat is all delivered at the mill. My crop of
1827, was as follows:—One thousand eight hun-
dred and seventy bushels of Lawler and Mexican
wheat, which brought me in Richmond, in flour,

five dollars per barrel; say, three hundred and
thirty-nine barrels at five dollars, delivered by my
own hands, and thirty tons of plaster brought in
return loads. - - - ^1,695
My crop of tobacco sold for

I hauled fi-om this farm this year, about
five hundred loads of wood, with the
teams and hands which made the crops

at one dollar and fitly cents per load. -

To this, mny be added, oats sold, -

Bacon and pork sold,

Six hundred pounds of butter at Is.

Ten veals, sold at five dollars each.

750

^3,175

^120
120
lOO
50

^390

JOHIf H. CRAVEX,

Connnunication to the Judges referred to, in the
preceding jinswers.

The undersigned, reports to thejudges appoint-
ed by the Agricultural Society of Albemarle, to

examine and report on the farms ofl'ered lor pre-
mium, that he had been in possession of that part
of the farm offered for the premium, known as Pen
Park, eleven years; and of that pait lying on the

east side of the river and called Frazdvlin, eight
years. The first, or Pen Park, had been entirely

exhausted lor many years. As evidence of this

fact, it was leased to a friend of mine in 1803, with
several hands, for less than the hands would have
hired for without the farm; and such was its ex-

treme poverty at that lime, that, although the les-

see cultivated only the best parts of it, he was ne-
ver able, although an industrious, managing Dutch-
man antl a good farmer of the day, to raise more
than three bushels of wheat to the acre. So Avell

known was the character of the farm for poverty,

that, although the mansion house was much better

than is usual on lands offered either for sale or lease;

yet, for several years neither purchaser or tenant
could be found, and for some time, it lay out as a
common. The recollection of some of you, gen-
tlemen who have known the farm as long, or longer
than I have, might supersede the necessity of
further particulars on this subject. I will however,
mention a conversation that occurred very soon
afler I made the purchase, between mysell'and one
of my neighbors, who had been partly raised on
thefarm, and himselfa judicious manager. "Well,
I am told you have purchased the Park." "I
have." "Do you ever expect to make a farm of
it?" "I am going to tiy." "If you ever do, I will

agree that I am no judge of land. It is impossible.

I admit there is a part of it that you may improve,
but there is a great part of the land, that has no
foundation, was always poor, and can never be
made rich." A gentleman who had lived on the
farm more than thirty years ago, on seeing it last

summer, remarked to me "Sir, you have not im-
proved this farm—you hav^e created it."

I will here mention to the committee that I never
have had funds in hand. I have not only gone in

debt for the land, but have had to get hands and
stock from the proceeds of the land; which circum-
stance has certainly prevented me from improving
as fast as I otherwise should have done.
When I purchased this fiirni there was only a

temporary fence around the open land, and nothing
like a rail or cross fence upon any other part of it.

A barn standing upon eight tottering blocks, the

730 i hull of a large house, without either glass, plaster-
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ing, or paiiit,—tliese, with a dilapidated dairy and
a lew wretched negro cabins constituted the im-
provements.

Tliis being the general condition of the far.Ti

when I became the piircliaser, it was my first ob-

ject to get it hudotr into four fields, or shifts. Its

situation not admitting of tlie fifth shift, I was
compelled to substitute that from some other part

of n\y land, as I am never willing to cultivate a
field in corn more than once in five years. But I

was compelled to depart even from this order in the

first round that I took, as in all the fields there was
a large proportion of the land that was not worth
cultivating in corn; indeed there are small parts

of two of the fields that have never been cultivated

in corn yet. My rotation is. No. 1, corn, seeded
down with wheat, rye, or oats, and with clover

the last of March, or first of April. No. 2, fallow-

ed for wheat, and sowed down in clover in like

manner the second year. No. 3, in corn, and sow-
ed down in like manner. No. 4, fallowed and sow-
ed down in like manner the third year. No. 5, in

corn, and No. 1 in fallow. As I never fallow un-
til after harvest, I have seldom found it necessary

to sow clover in my fallow land; indeed, J have
several times had my land well taken with clover

after being cultivated in corn, and some of the

thickest and most regular clover I had this season,

was at'ter a crop of corn. Thus 3-ou will observe

each field gets two entire years rest in five, which,
under a good cover of clover, and a bushel of
plaster to the acre, with as much manure as the

farm will produce, converting every thingsuscepti-

ble of it into manure, and taking great care to get

the whole on the ground before it goes through the

fermentation if possible, gives a good assurance of
considerable improvement. During the summer I

seldom move the manure out of the stable, until

the cart is ready to haul it out; and during the hot

weather I prefer to have it ploughed in immedi-
ately.

That part of the farm lying on the east side of
the Rivanna, of which I have been in possession

eight or nine years, is divided into six fields of very

unequal size. Two causes render this unequal di-

vision necessary. One is, the irregular meanders
of the river on one side of the farm, while it is di-

vided in two by a public road running directly

through it: the other is, the running the lences in

the valleys, that horizontal ploughing may be more
perlijctly done; so important in our hilly lands for

their improvement, and for the greater expedition

and fixcility of ploughing deep. And I am deci-

dedly of opinion, that our deeper ploughing is one
great cause of the advancement in agricultural

improvement of this count}-, beyond some ofthose
adjoining. I believe there is no one among us, at

this day, who is not satisfied that the deeper he
ploughs, the more his land is improved. How
different from the state of things twentj^ years ago!
vvhen, nineteen out of twenty of the old settlers

thought it would ruin the land. I have been asked
the question very often, if I was not afraid of in-

juring the land by ploughing so deep; so far from it,

I am disposed to consider that a princijial cause
of its improvement. There is nothing in which I

am more particular, than in seeing that my plough-
ing is well done—and my constant directions to my
ploughmen are never to fear ploughing too deep,
if the horses can pull the plough. I stillpreferthe

old bar-.share plough to any other I have ever used;

considering it superior both in durability, and the

ease with which it works both to man and horse.

I have now a plough of this description which
has been in constant use for eight years, while I

have never been able to procure any other kind

that will last me two years. The great objection

to the M'Cormick jilough, is, that it has not
strength enough for our rough lands.

It was my practice some years ago to break all

my lands Avith lour horses, but from the great dis-

advantage in turning and ploughing round the hill

with four horses, 1 now work three horses only,

which I think areas lew as can possibly do the

work well
My long and constant practice has been to raise

every thing on the tarm lor its support; say horses,

hogs, cattle and sheep—I have on my ^iiffcrent

farms, thirty-six head of horses; thirty-two of
which I have raised myself I not only find it more
convenient to raise than to purchase, but the horses

are really more valuable; and it is much more con-

venient to sell a horse now and then, than to pur-

chase one, when I have not the money to pay for

it. Every farmer certainly has it in his power to

raise his own horses. Some of the best horses I

have ever owned were raised until they were fit for

work, without having eaten one barrel of corn or

grain of any kind. I have no doubt it will be
tbund to be the interest of eveiy farmer to feed all

the [irovender he raises on the farm, to his own
stock in preference to selling it; and that the farm
will be much more benefited by it. I have also

endeavored to manuficture as much of the clothing

necessary for the use of the family, (black and
white,) as possible, from materials raised on the

farm; say wool, flax and hemp, the cotton yarn
being purchased in preference to spinning it.

I must be excused by the committee from stating

any precise amount of the nett proceeds of the

farm now ofl^ered for premium , having always, viiih-

out distinction, blended together the crops from my
different farms: nor am I able to sa}^ precisely

what force I work on these farms—It is not, how-
ever, less than eighteen steady hands, men and
women, with the addition of four or five boatmen,
during the season that boats are not running.

As far as I am able, I will now proceed to give a
statement of my two last crops, commencing with
Ihe field No. 3", at Franklin. The crop of 1827.

was seven hundred and fifty bushels of Lawler
wheat, from less than thirty acres. The house,

yard, and garden, stand in the middle of the field,

and must occupy more than one acre. My crop

ol the last year from the same farm, field No. 1,

containing ninety-one acres, produced twelve hun-
dred and fifty bushels. This crop was very much
injured by the rust, none of the wheat weighing
more than fifty-seven pounds to the measured
busheL Ten or twelve acres of this field also

were very poor, having been entirel}' gulhed when
I purchased the land; and this was the first crop

made from it. IMy crop of wheat, rye, and oats,

from the field No. 1, on the Park farm, was

—

wheat, four hundred and fitly bushels; rye, four

hundred bushels; and, oats, five hundred bushels.

This was after a ver\- heavy crop of corn the pre-

ceding year. On this same field the present year,

I have cut more than one hundred thousand weight
of clover hay, from less than half the field, not
having cut any except where the clover was very
heavy. My constant care has been to keep every
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part of my land covered with clover, and I believe

)'ou will not, at this time find one acre of my land
not under cultivation, that is not pretty well cover-

ed with clover, nor is tlierea single acre of gullied

or galled land that has not been brought under
pultivation. I nmst here mention, what should
perhaps more properly have been mentioned be-
Ibre, my plan of improving this kind of land, ol'

which I have had a great deal to manage. I have
always made it a point to haul as much of my
straw back into the fields, as I could conveniently
spare from the use ol" my stock during the winter,

and to cover these galls or sores about twelve or

fifteen inches deep, in return loads while thrashing.

In this way I gee at least one half of my Avheat
straw, hauled back into the field, scarcely missing
the time required for the operation; and I believe the
straw thus spread upon land of this description

will be much more beneficial than in any other

way.
My general method of manuring, which I know

is dilTerent from the usual practice, and at variance
with the ojjiniona of our most judicious farmers,

is to commence manuring in the poorest spot in

tjie field, and proceeding on in this way from spot
to sj)ol until the manure is exhausted. By this

mode I have got land that would not have pro-

duced any thing, in such heart, as to be ready to

receive benefit from the use ol' clover, and plaster

—otherwise, on these spots they might have been
used in vain. Agam, by this mode of improving,
I have generally got my fields into an uniform
condition of fertility. While none is rich, it is all in

such heart that I seldom sow without reaping a
pretty good crop. AU which is respectfully submit-
ted to the judges, by

JOHN H, CKAVEN.

The palmer marked C, referi'ed to in the report
of tlie judges, being Mrs. Minor's answers to the
questions |)ropouiuled by tlie judges, were with-
drawn iron) publication by permission ol" the Soci-
ety.

D
y/nswers to the questions propounded to the candi-

dates, for the premium offeredfor the best cultivat-

ed, farm, by the j^griculturul Society of jjlbe-

marle.

1st, There are nine hundred acres in my tract;

about four hundred acres are cleared.

2d. It is divided into five fields, from sixty to
one huiulred acres each.

3d. The fields are cultivated regularly in corn,
wheat, and clover: except that a part of the larger
fields is put in tobacco; and about half the fieldtn-
tcnded fjrliillow, is left unjdoughed.

4tlr. The fallowing for wheat is done afler har-
vest; about the 20th of September, the land is har-
rowed over, the wheat sown, and harrowed in by
the first of October: when the seeding in corn land
commences. This is prepared by cutting off the
stalks and removing them, and running a single
horse |)lough once, inmiediately in the row, which
ploughs up the corn stubble. A large harrow is

then run across the rows to level the surface, the
wheat sown and put in wiili little Carey ploughs:
a harrow or bueh completes the operation, winch,
generally terminates by the last of October.

Oats are sown on "corn land about the last of

February and first of March; clover, aliule earlier.

Rye, IS not cultivated.

5th. Corn, is cultivated only on clover land,

which is ploughed as early after seedjng wheat as
jiracticable, harrowed over in March, and listed

horizontally five leet apart. The lists are ojiened

with a coulter, and the corn planted as early in

April as practicable, four or five grains in a liiH,

from two to three ieet apart. As soon as the corn

comes up, a coulter is run- twice on each side of
the row; the same operation is repeated with
ploughs and the corn thimied to one stalk in the

hill, as soon as its size will permit. After wetni-

ing, the whole interval between the rows is plough-
ed once or twice, before, or immediately after har-
vest. In planting, and eveiy subsequent operation,

the richest parts of the field are worked first, and
generally alDOut hall' laid b}^ before harvest; mime-
diately after which, the bushes, weeds, and grass
are chopped out with hoes.

6th, Wheat is sown from five pecks to two bush-
els per acre, thicker on. mare fertile land, and that
seeded later in the season. On fallowed land there
is some allowance made for seed not buried by the
harrovv. It is not the object to sow that quantity
^vhich will bring the heaviest croj) of a good year,
but to make the crop less liable to be injured by
the fly, Irost and rust, (as it will ripen earlier when
oown thick,) guarding against any material injury
from too thick seeding in dry years.

7ih. The purjile straw wheat has been found
most productive. The best grain is selected tbr seed,
and cleared ofthe cockle by usinga sand sieve to the
fan, nearly as large as the sand board.

8lh. The cradle is used entirely for gathering
small gra,in, as being much the most exfiedllious;

particularly, where hands are unuccustomed to the
sickle.

9lh. At the commencement of my operations,
the average product per acre, was about two and a
half barrels of corn, and seven Inishels of wheat.
It is now, about tour or five barrels of corn, an(l

twelve 'bushels of wheat.
10th. There arc eleven laborers on the (iirm,

viz: seven men, three boys, and one woman: day
laborers are scarcely ever emjiloyed.

lllh. The number of Avork horses is five, and
almost exclusively ibr the plough; of oxen, six,

used for hauling with the cart or ivagon. These
have been all raised on the fiirm, and two of the
work horses: also, four saddle horses of fine

blood, which promise more profit than any other
stock.

12th. The horses are fed on clover hay, corn
and oats ground, or not, according to circumstance!?,
and cut oats straw; oxen on the same, with top
fodder or shucks, but depend princii>ally on grazing
in summer.

13lh. The McCorniick plough is preferred as do-
ing the best work, of the liglitest drauglit, easiest
kept m order, and cheapest in the end.^Rodes' hill

side ])lough is used on steep land, where we cannot
get around the hill, and for single horses, Carey •

ploughs with a long wing and no mould-board.
I4th. The horned cattle are 33 in number, 6

work oxen, 5 milch cows, a bull, 20 young cattle
and two horses: more than should be on the farm.

loth. Hogs and pigs on the farm amount to 60
at. this tune, about 25 of which are for pork this

fall. They are kept on the field intended for corn
all the Avinter, and until the corn is planted, then
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ttiiiied in the woods until the clover blooms, when
they jire put on it, and reniainuntil the wheat is re-

inoved from the fields, where they enjoy the ad-
vantage ol gleanino; until the rains in September,
when they are ag-ain placed in Uie field intended
for corn. They are Jijd partially with cofn all the

year, excejjt when in the grain fielils, and are pre-

vented li-oni rooting in the summer, by cutting oil

the ends ol tiieir noses. Of sheep the nundjer is

48. They are kept duringthe early part of winter
oa the tield intended tor com, and when they com-
mence having lambs, removed into the standing
pasture, or put on clover more than one year old,

where they remain until the tield intended for graz-
ing is in bloom, when they are put into it, and re-

moved with the other stock into the grain field.

Uut they are not sufi'ered on any account to remain
on the young clover in the fall, winter, or early

])art of spring, as they would entirely destroy it by
eating out the bud.

IGih. The horned cattle are penned during sum-
mer on some poor spot, (if convenient) in the field

to be cultivated the same, or ensuing year. The
bench fences used by Mr. Rogers are certainly a
great improvement: but not yet adopted.

17th. The wheat straw from about 1000 bushels

of wheat, most of the corn stalUs from about 250
barrels of corn, and all the other forage including

about 30 tons of clover hay, are converted into

manure in the stable, and permanent farm pens.

The quantity has not been ascertained. Most of it is

applied on tobacco land, the balance on the poor
spots when ploughed for wheat, oats or corn. It

is considered. most judiciously u«ed where applied

to wheat or oats, for the improvement of land.

18th. My experience has confirmed the general

opinion of the utility of plaster of Paris, particular-

ly when sown on clover, in March or April about
one bashel per acre, or used Vi'ith seed corn in

planting.

19th. From 20 to 40 tons of clover hay are cut

on the farm, averaging from one to three tons, per
acre. The process of curing is to suffer it to remain
in swath about 24 hours, when waiiiro^vs are

formed by turning two swaths together; af^er six

or eight hours sun it is put up in very small cocks,

and in a day or more is.ready for the rick, which is

covered with wheat straw about a foot thick, this

is confined by small poles tied together at the ends,

and placed across the top about three feet apart.

As the clover hay will not stand wet Aveather in

co^^ks, it is all imnortaivt to have it eecuretl in rioks

as soon as possible. When to be used a part of the

rick is cut off with a hay-knile, an instrument in-

dispensable to every farmer.

20th. The clover seed necessary for the farm, is

cut with grass scythes.

21st. No other resources have been resoHed to

for the improvement of the farm than those it has
furnished, except two or three tons of p'aster used
annnaMy.

22d. In the management of negroes, the princi-

ples have been to unite humanity with discipline,

- and combine rewards with punishments. The de-

tails have been entrusted to an overseer. From
70,000 to 80,000 .hills of tobacco are cultivated on
the farm, the greater portion on new ground

\V. II. MERIWETHER.

I hope in this commnuniication to embrace all

the questions propounded by the committee of" the
Agricultural Society of Albemarle, to the candi-

dates for the premium offered for the best cultivated

:iirm.

I purchased the farm On which I reside in the
year 1810. It had been cultiv^ated previous to that

time according to the three-shift ruinous system,
and had been closely grazed, and large crops of
coiTi yearly tended on it. These causes, each ui

itself destructive, had rendered some parts of the
farm gullied, an<l a con.siderable portion of it be-
sides so impoverished, as to be thrown out as unfit

for cultivation. lis yield at that time was not

more than about an average of three barrels of
corn, and from eight to ten bushels of wheat per
acre. I had then much to learn, and at once
adopted the five shifl: system, which gives a rota-

tion of w^heat, corn, wheat, clover, clover, and
pursued it for some tinje without the success ui

improvement desired. Experience taught me ita

disadvantages, and proved it to be a verj' slow way
of" improving, although every effort was made to

raise all the manure possible, and to apply it in the

niost judicious way. The three successive crops

of wheat, corn, wheat, produced too great exhaus-
tion; the last wheat crop reducing the land almost

back to the state it was in, previous to the turning

in the clover and manure for the first wheat crop,

besides the constant liability to washing on high
land, arising from leaving the land after the first

wheat crop, light, naked, or only covered with a

thin stubble. For these reasons I abandoned it and
have since ado])ted and pursued the six shift sjstem

,

which gives the rotation of corn, wheat, clover,

clover, [wheat, clover?] the improvement on this

plan has been rapid, far superior to what it was
with five shifts. The advantage of manures is

clearly discovered and encourages to greater dili-

gence in procuring and ap])lyihg them. I now, as

tbrmerljf, but more cheerfully, make all (xissible use

of them. All the corn stalks, part of the straw,

and all the other rough produce of the farm are

converted into manure in my farm yiens, which are

situated near the barn and furnished with perma-
nent shelters of plank, having a stream of water
running through them in troughs. The area of

each pen, is levelled and elevated a Uttle on the

borders, so as to retain as much of the liquid as

possible. Of the quantity raised I can form no esti-

mate. It is almost exclusively applied to the poorer

spots of the field which I fallow for whear, imme-
diately before the land is ploughed, and very regu-

larly distributed. I use plaster fireely, a proof of the

high estimation in v.'hich I hold it; sow it early in

the spring at the rate of from lour to fi\'e pecks

per acre on clover, and roll ail my seed corn \vith

as much as can be made to adhere. With the aid

of plaster, I males as much clover hay as I think

necessary for the use of the farm, say^rom 50 to

100 tons, the balance is suffered to remain on the

land to cover and improve if. The dose grazing

practised by many farmers is destructive of im-
provement and counteracts the benefit derived

from plaster. How can it be otherwise, when the
land after the application, yielded a generous re-

turn, has its whole crop of grass or clover either

cut or grazed off—a crop which would mt»iprially

benefit the land by laying on it. Indeed, 'consi-
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der it as well to dispense with plaster altogether, as 1 small harrow to be run lengthwise on the lists,

to have its good effects destroyed by apian so ruin

ous. My clover is cut when a portion of the heads
comroence tuniing brown, is cured \n the usual

v/ay, and stacked in ricks thatched with straw, or

put in houses. A large quantity of my straw is

hauled and s|/read (generally on stubble fields) co

thinly as not to check the growth of vegetation,

and regularly on the poorest parts of the fields.

This I consider to be so valuable a mode of im-
proving, that I might be justified ni using verj'

strong terms in speaking of its importance. It

forms an admirable cover for the land—it protects

the young clover, encourages and fosters the growth
of all kinds of vegetables. I also improve much
by penning my stock on the poorest parts of my
fields. The mode of penning is, I suppose some-
what new. I have poles cut and bushed of about

six inches diameter and 18 or 20 feet long. In each
of these, two legs are inserted on one side and
three on the other, so as to form a kind of bench,
four and a half feet high. On the side of three legs,

laths sawed about three by one inch are nailed to

the legs about a foot apart. The benches thus
prepared are put end to end, three or four or more
according to the number of stock penned, and
placed so as to tbrm a square, the laths nailed on,

being on the outside. The area of the pen is then
covered with straw. The convenience of this pen
will readily be discovered, as the pens require

moving ever}- eight or ten days. Two men and a

boy may easdy raise the benches and alter their

position in 15 or 20 minutes. If it is necessary to

move them to a distance, the two legs on one side

(having been put in without wedging) may easily

be taken out, tlie benclies put in a wagon and
conveyed to the spot selected, when the legs ma}'
Boon be replaced, and the benches set up. "One of

the benches is about eight feet long, so as to be
more easily moved than the rest, in order to form
a convenient entrance into the pen. The above
mentioned rotation and use of manure, with the
mode of cultivation, soon to be described, have
produced all the results ascertained; some idea of
which may be formed by stating that the waste
land has all been reclaimed, there is not a gully or
gullied spot to be seen, and a yield safely calcu-
lated on, of fi-om six to eight barrels of corn, and
li'om 20 to 25 bushels of wheat, per acre, on an
average. Cloverton, (the farm on which I reside,)

contains about 800 acres nearly all enclosed, 300
woods and 500 cleared; the cleared land is divided
into six fields averaging about 80 acres each, vary-
ing a little in size—there are besides a few grass
lots. The mode of cultivation is as follows—my
corn is planted fi-om the 5th to the 15th of April
on clover land, not closely grazed. The prepara-
tion is made in the fall or before the winter sets in,

by first laying off'rows with a coulter, six feet apart,
then runnino; a coulter furrow on each side of the

which are aftenvards opened with a shovel plough,
and corn dropped four or five grains together, from
three to three and a half feet apart. The intervals

are then broken up as deep as possible with the
coulter; they remain in this condition until the clo-

ver growing in them blossoms. The clover is hin-

dered from flourishing b}' the coultering, and almost
effectually secures the corn from destruction by the

worm; that insect feeding on the cloveruntil the corn

is out of danger of its depredations. As soon as the

corn is of suitable size, it is thinned to two stalks

in a place, and weeded with a hoe, or sometimes
a small iron rake is used soon after a furrow is run,

with a two horse plough, on each side of the list,

throwing the earth to the corn, and weeded with
the hoe. When the clover is in bloom, as stated

above, tlie whole of the intervals are broken up
with a two horse plough, turning the clover aa

well under as possible. It is then run over Avitha

cultivator or iiarrow: it may be necessary to run
the cultiva.tor over again just before or after harvest

to keep it clean for seeding.

I have been thus particidar as I think it very
important that corn should be cultivated on clover,

and not on stubble land. Independent of other

advantages, such as prevention from washing and
exhaustion, after the land has been well covered

with clover and two or three crops well seeded, and
turned in, there willbe no more necessity of sowing.

Corn land cultivated in this way will be a good
preparation for a wheat crop, and will yield nearly

as much as that on fallow. My time of sowing
v/heat is from the 20th of September, to the 15th

of October. The preparation is made by breaking
up the ground after harvest Avith a three horse

nlough, (the coulter is used when the ground has
been rendered hard by dry weather) then harrow-
ino-, sowing the wheat, and ban-owing it in, pro-

vided there be moisture enough, othenvise,

ploughing it in with small ploughs. The greater

part of my corn land is sown in wheat, the balance

generally in rv^e. This is done if the ground is

foul, by" first breaking it up with a two horse
plough and harrowing in the grain, or if not foul,

by ploughing it in with the one horse plough. I

sow but few oats, and those on corn land the last

of Februaiy or first of March, clover seed about
the same time. It may be as well to remark here
that I consider the Avhite flint and purple straAV

wheat most productive, and that I have always
been very particular in selecting the best of the
product of each crop for seed. Also, that in se-

curing the wheat crop, I have about half of it cut

with the sickle, on account of not being able to

work to advantage where it is rank. Even where
it is rank and standing up, my hands having been
well practised, secure nearly as much in a day as

they can Avith the cradle. The laborers emplo}'ed
on my farm amoi.mt to twelve men, two boys and

roAvs laid oft; so as to have three ftirroAvs -together, tAvo women, except a fcAv small boys Avhich render
to be covered by a list—this should be done very - -. - _ ..

deep in order to have the ground well broke; then
with a large tAvo or three horse plough a furrow is

run on each side of the three coulter furroAvs, bare-
ly making them meet: there Avill then be three
surfaces throAvn together Avhere the corn is to be
planted, and a good portion of vegetable matter
covered, Avhich fermenting about' the time the
young corn gets aboA'e the ground adds materially
to its Angor and grQwth. In the spring I cause a

as yet but little serAice. I seldom ever hire, even
in time of harvest, any day laborers. In addition
to this force, I Avork six mules, four horses and
eight oxen; tAvo riding horses are also used. All
the resources for its improvement, have been fur-

nished by my farm, AA-hh the application of this

ft>rce—a force AA^hich has expended a considerable

portion of its time and labor in clearing up and
improving a small farm purchased some years ag^
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on an adjacent mountain, and which is intended

for a grazing larm.

To feed and clothe my laboring hands well—to

keep them in good, dry and conilbrtable houses,

warm in winter, and airj^ in sunnner—to he care-

ful not to have them exposed in bad weather—

I

consider to be the dictate not only of humanity,

but of the strictest economy. I hope this remark

will be attended to. Working negroes in wet and
very cold weather, affording them low, contracted

huts argues to say nothing worse, a deiective

judgement, and a narrow and mistaken j)olicy.

Those who pursue this plan will find their hands
in good weather confined by diseases, which have
originated from exposure in bad.

I prefer mules to horses, when they can be got

of good size; considering them longer lived, much
hardier, and requiring much less Ibod; particularly

grain. My horses as well as mules are principal-

ly fed on clover hay for rack food; on ground lye,

mixed with rye straw, or clover hay cut at all feed-

ing times, except in the morning, with about four

or five ears of corn previously soaked 24 hours in

brine. The oxen in summer are chiefly fed on

grass or hay; at twelve o'clock in the daj^, they

have a good feed of chopped grain with cut straw

or ha}-; in the winter, short corn with hay or top

fodder. INIy sheep, about forty in number, are

seldom fed, having good pasturage; about the time

of yearning and when there is enow, they have
some meal and blade fodder. My hogs are kept

during the winter and spring in a woodland pasture

until the clover blooms, when, their noses being
cut, they are turned into the clover field and fed

with one or two ears of corn each per day; after

harvest they are turned into the grain fields, where
they remain until those fields are gleaned, when
they are again turned into the clover fields.

With respect to ploughs, I use the M'Cormick,
Carey, and Barshare. I think them all good. I

would prefer the M'Cormick, if it had more eleva-

tion in the throat, so as to avoid choaldng in rank
clover.

My average crops are about 3000 bushels of

wheat, 500 barrels of corn, 3 or 400 bushels ofrj-e

and 4 or 5 hogsheads of tobacco. The amount
of sales from my farm in 1827, was about three

thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars; in 1828,

four thousand five hundred dollars.

The v^ariety of particulars necessarily embraced
in this communication, has deterred me from en-

larging as nnichon some of them as I could \As\i.

I am unwilling to be tedious, and shall therefore

refrain from giving so fully as otherwise I might,
my views, even if they could be of any avail, on
the advantages and disadvantages of the different

ehifts and rotations of crops in genei'al use. I be-
lieve there is much to be said on this subject; I will,

however add, that, having lately purchased a farm
adjoining to Cloverton, containing near 300 acres

a considerable part of which is cleared, I shall

change to the seven shift system, believing that

preferable to the six. The latter plan allowing the
'first clover crop to stand only one year before it is

turned in for wheat; whereas the former allows it

to stand two years, which ought alwa\s to be the

case, and the rotation will then be corn, wheat, clo-

A'er, clover, wheat, clover, clover. I know there

are objections to such a number of shifts, arising

from the impression of too great a portion of land

Ipng out of cultivation; but the strictest attention

and long experience have convinced me that those
prejudices are ill-founded; and that taking ten or

fifteen years together, independent of the improve-
ment, much greater profits will be realized by the
seven, than the six shifts. My confidence in this

plan is such, that nothing now will ever induce an
abandonment of it: unless the blue-grass should
increase so as to injure the v/heat and clover very
materially.

JOHN ROGERS.

A GLAIVCE AT THE FARMIXG OF ALBEMARLE.
For the Farmers' Register.

The pressure of unexpected private business
having a few days ago required my immediate
presence in Albemarle, I gave the small portion of
spare time afforded by so hurried a visit, to a very
hnsty view of some of the farms in that interest-

ing region. Had my engagements permitted, it

would have been to me both gratilying and in-

structive to have devoted as many days to this ex-
amination, as in fact I was able to give of hours:

but my business compelled my return homeward
to be as speedy, as the visit was sudden and un-
foreseen. Under these circumstances, it would be
most prvident to refrain from offering to the public

any of the imperfect impressions received during
so short and humed a view. But I am induced
to take the opposite course, with the hope that the
deficiencies may be excused, and (if merely to sup-

ply the evident deficiencies, and to correct my mis-
takes,) that some of the farmers of the South West
Mountains may be induced to furnish to the Far-
mers' Register a better and more full account of
the remarkable soil and excellent farming of that

region. There is no part of Virginia which pre-

sents to the eye of a stranger such a combination
of beauty, fertilitj^, and peculiar qualities, as the
range of "red land:"—and yet from all this rich

and extensive district, embracing so many good
farmers, and intelligent, well educated, and public

spirited men, not one communication has been
made to the Farmers' Register relating to the hus-
bandry and characteristic features of this region.

I hope this state of things will not be permitted to

continue, and that even my humble effort will

have some effect in stimulating to action those

who can render in this way so much more import-

ant service.

It Avould have better directed my inquiries if I

could have previously seen the reports of the pre-

mium farms, published in 1829, by the Agricultu-

ral Society of Albemarle:* but I could not obtain

a copy until the moment of my departure home-
ward. It has since been read with a degree of

interest much heightened by my having la,tely

seen some of the (arms described. But valuable

as is (his report, it has one defect, which is ver^'

(jenerally found in all similar papers. The pecu-

liarities of the soil, &c. are described as slightly

as if every reader was previously well informed in

that respect: and though the want of such details

may not be felt by the residents of that region, it

would serve to destroy the principal value of the

report to strangers. On this account, my remarks
will be principally directed to those peculiarities of

* Tfie report referred to, is that which precedes this

communication, in this No. of the Farmers' Register.
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soil and of farming which most readily attract a
stranger's notice, by the contrast to what he has
known elsewhere—and will be either very concise,

or omitted altogether, on the subjects fully ex-

plained in this report, to which I shall frequently

refer.

The Southwest Mountains, f()rm the..most
eastern range in Virginia, running parallel with
the next, and far more elevated Blue Ridge.

They li^rm what may be ternuul the back bone ot

the body of "red land" which stretches some
miles on both sides, of various widths and irregu-

lar outline, and running sometimes abrupdy, and
at others gradually into the "gray land," as the

soils didijrently colored are called. The red soil

seems remarkable for the very srnall portion of si-

licious sand which it contains, compared to the ar-

gillaceous part, or the pure matter of clay. Twice
OF thrice asiiiuch sand alone, would not prevent a

soil being very close, 'water holding,'adhesive vvhen

wet, and intractible and" ditficult to manage both

when wet dnd dry. But the red clay soil of Al-

bemarle, is (for a clay soil) remarkable for its being
permeable by rain, produces fine corn, (a crop to

Avhich stitf soils are so unti'iendly,) and is not diffi-

cult to plough, if taken in a proper state as to

moisture. Nor is this state rare—for the soil ab-

sorbs rain, and permits its evaporation, so readiU^,

that it soOn becomes fit fiir the plough after a tho-

rough wetting. The subsoil differs very little in

appearance li-om the upper soil, where ditches or

gullies jiermitted it to be seen several feet below
the surface. But though there seems to be so little

of silicious sand imhis soil, (judging altogether by
appearances,) there .are other ingredients which
ser\^e a better purpose in keeping the soil open.

These are argillaceous gravel, and snui.ll particles

of soil iron ore, or particles of earth combined with

iron in some form, and forming in size aiid tex-

ture a sort of gravel in small and soft . lum;"s. . Tn
a recently ploughed corn field of Mr. John Ro-
gers' on which a'heavy rain had lately fidlen and
swept the surface considerably, I observed in every

Httle depression many round particles, which ap-

peared in size and form like small shot coated with

red clay. These were the particles of iron earth

Avhich, when mashed, were found to be black, or

very dark within. It is the decomposition of the
rocks containing "iron which give to the soil its

brilliant deep red color. To lowlanders, this red-

ness of the soil at first appears as an- indication

of actual or approaching sterilityj because their

surface soil is never red, and the subsoil Avhich is

so, (though never so red as the land of Albe-
marle,) is rtiade visible by being washed into galls

and g.illi.'s, and is quite barren. For this reason, g,

visiter who first sees this land Avill generally un-
d'vrate its worth. The whole ploughed surface

of a hill-side appears like a bare and barren red

gall—and there ars plenty of gullies on the st "p

lands which have been managed injudiciously, to

aid to tlllfs unfavorable impression of the slight

observer. Besides, the tnain road is generally on
the lower land, and the traveller looks upwards at

the fields which are on the sloping hills on each
side—and this exposes every gulley to full view,
and keeps concealed the great exient of rich land.

But much as this hilly land has been caused to

wash and gulley by careless management, no
where is this loss of soil move easily and profitably

rej)aired. From the ease with which naked wash-

ed galls and deep gullies have been converted to

rich soil, by vegetable matter, clover and gypsum,
as well as fi-om the similarity of appearance and
texture, it would seem that in fiict there was not

much didierence between the soil at the surface,

and at the depth of some feet. All this red land
was naturally rich, and the mountains to their

summits are as rich as the lower and more gentle

! slopes. Still however, their steepness near the

i
tops, and the increasing quantity of stone scatter-

I

ed over the surface, render the mountain sunimits

I

less profitable for tillage; and the greater part re-

I

main under their original growth of trees. Nor
I can the mountain steeps be made as profitable for

I
grazing, as their richness would indicate, and as

would be the case if the soil was limestone, or cal-

careous. The red soil is not friendly to gmss ia

general; and in dry seasons," stock on the mouil-
tains Avould sufl'er for water as well as tor grass.

The adaptation of the soil to clover, which might
be deemed a contradiction to this assertion, seems
to be caused by gy])sum, and the peculiar fitness

of the soil for the action of that manure.
But rich as were the red lands originallj^, their

general steejmess, aided by tobacCo culture, shal-

low and bad ploughing, &c. had caused a general

and great deterioration of the old cleared lands, by
exhausting, and still more by washing away the

soil. The same system, if:persevered in as long
as similar causes were pursued in the low country,

would have ruined these lands, if they were capa-

ble of being ruined. Fortunately, some judicious

agriculturists commenced a reformation which has
gradually extended through this neighborhood;

and wherever it has operated full}', has served to

restore richness to the surface, and to exhibit the

most beautiful country that I have ever seen. The
use of clo^'er and gypsum is the main, indeed al-

most the sole means for this renovation—for with-

out them, the benefits of collected manures and
improved tillage would avail but littl&- Deep
plouffhing and coultering, (which seem to be uni-

versally approved, if not universall}' practiced,)

and the use of hori:^ontal rows for tillage, have
checked the disposition of the soil to wash, and
the old gullies have disappeared on the most im-
proved farms.

As-may be supposed of lands which form the

slopes of a range of niountains, the red lands are

generally killyt but there are also many extensive

levels through which small streams flow, and
which hav-e almost the appearance of alluvial flats,

in comparison to the surrounding hills. These
jjieces are at least as level as any one ia ould de-"

sire, and more productive on the average of sea-

sons, than the richer but less safe James River

loAV o-rounds. The hilHness of the surface gene-

rally, liowever objectionable for' cultivation, adds

greatly to the beauty of the landscape. Except
the mountain tops, the country is generally cleared:

and from. an elevated position, the observer has

within view a wide sweep of hill and valley, alike

covered with rich crops of clover and corn, or

fields now studded thickly with wheat shocks,

sho^^ing an abundant harvest. The beauty and
richness of the landscape more than compensate

for the total absence of the sublimity and grandeur

which characterize the scenery of more rugged

and elevated mountairus.

So much for general remark. Mv more partic-

ular observati^ons (if any deserve that name) were
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moslly confinod to the farm of Mr. Jolin Rogors,

and a still more li;i«ty glance at those of some of

his nei^^hbors.

I had believed from the opinions and experience

of several imjiro\in,i^ tarmers? presented heretoiore

in the Farmers' Rejrister, that wherever gyj;suni

acted, and produced heavy crops of clover, the

great means to secure -the profit to the land and
to jis pro[,rietdr's purse, was to turn in the green
clover as a manure for a succeeding crop of wheat.
This was the practice here to great extent but a
few years ago. I3ut.it only oi»tained with Mr.
Rogers for one crop of wheat in his six-field rota-

tion, in 1828, and previously, [see Report, page
231] his other crop of wheat then succeeding corn:

and now he has abandoned not only his clover lay

for wheat, but has adopted the four-field rotation

of corn, wheat, clover, clover. This Ls for his

Cloverton farm, and may be considered his regu-
lar s3-stem: but he has several other fields on and
near the mountain top, which he cultivates a? eir-

cumslances require, and under no regular and fixed

rotation. It added to my surprise, while it served
to confirm the correctness of the change, to hear
that other good farmers in the county were chang-
ing or intended to change to this four-shill rotation,

from the six-field, which has Ijeengenertd—viz:

1 corn—2 wheat—3 clover—4 clover—5 wheat

—

6 clover. The reason given was that the blue-

grass increased rapidly with this rotation, and that
the fiftli crop, wheat, was ofien rendered very un-
productive on account of the. blue-grass becoming
fixed in the clover of the previous year^ and which
was scarcely hurt by the usual fallow process for

the clover. Another reason was, that it was Ibund
too laborious to plough, under for wheat every
summer and autumn one-sixth of the farm. It is

considered by Mr. R. a great sacrifice of fertility

to plough under clover the second year afer it

comes uj) (cui the year succeeding the Wheat croj))

compared to letting the land have the benefit of its

growth for a year longer—he does not consider the
manuring by clover as less- beneficial when turned
in diy in tlie winter, for a succeeding corn crop,

than when ploughed in green for wheat. The
clover (notvvithstanding the increase of blue-grass)
is a heavy growth on the third as well as on the
second year-atier being sown. This prevents the
objection to its continuance which would.generally
be ibund in the lower countiy, even where good
clover grows, viz. that the clover is so inferior in

the tlurd y«ar, and has been so much eaten outbj'
weeds, as scarcely to deserve the name of a "clo-
ver lay," for the benefit of the next crop of grain.
The fiirmers here think that their lands could not
stand the more severe cropping of Mr. Carter,
Mr. Selden, and others, of three grain and one
clov-er crop in four years, and of course, the clover
turned in for wheat before it is two years old. But
Mr. Carter and Mr. Rogers have each means for

mrprovement which the other has not, or which
are used to less extent. Jf the former takes three
grain crops in four years', lie also gives all his clo-

ver to the land (neilher grazing nor mowing to

any extent) and has all the offal of his corn crop
from his embanked marsh, to increase his manure'.
Mr. Rogers makes and ap[;lies much manure,l)Ut
less j)robably than the other, because he can ma-
nure so much more cheajjly and efiectually by
giving clover plaster, and another year of the
grass part of his rotation, But his clover is not

all given to the land. He mows largely for hay
and for seed, and also grazes for a short time after

summer is over, and when the clover is to be
ploughed in. This grazing is found serviceable to

break down the heavy cover, and permit the
jiloughs to operate more effectually; and it is not
thought to retard the improvement of the soil.

The mode of cultivation of corn described in

the report of Mr. Rogers [|;age 231] which leaves
the clover to- stand until in bloom, tbcn to be
])loughed in, has been found in firai^tice to be at-

tended whh hazard. If the land becomes very
dry belbre the clover is turned in, it cannot be done
well, nor the soil be well broken, and the crop is

greatly injured. Under more favorable circum-
stances the success was complete.

The. clover was good on every ])art of Mr. Ro-
gers' fields, and generally as luxuriant as I ever
saw any where, except on spots very highly en-
riched with putrescent manures and gypsum.
Such a cover he expects to be followed by a C4"0p

of corn equal to thirty-five bushels the acre, or
30 of wheat, on the best land. The land concern-
ing which this opinion w:as expressed, in answer
to my inquiries, was so high up the mountain that
it is not likely that it had received any manure ex-
cept plaster and clover—though that in([uiry was
not made.

It is a general practice in this neighborhood to

apply the wheat straw dry and unrotred, and often
tresh from the thrashing machines, as a top-dress-
ing "for the poorest parts of the clover land. It is

not laid so thick as to kill the- grass, and aids its

growth and the fi^rtility of the land so much, that
a load of straw used in this- manner, is thought
much more beneficial than if it had been passed
through file farm yard, in any of the usual pro-
cesses of' making manure. On the liiriu described
in the re[)ort as William H. Meriwether's, T since
sold to William |j. Craven) I saw a piece of land
thus covered with straw, from which oats, and ev-
idently a very good growth, had been lately reap-
ed. Yet this growth was caused by this dry top-
dressing apj)lied affer covering in tlie seed, and of
course late, on a sjiot so worn as to have been
otherwise very unproductive. This is certainly a
very cheap mode of applying the straw, indepen-
dent of its alleged (and universally admitted) su-
perior efficacy.

There is always found one striking exception
to the general natural fertility of the niountauis.
All the ridges imd points exposed to tlie force of
the nortli west winds, are comparatively poor,
which is supposed to have been caused by the
leaves having lieeii always blown off by the violent

\vinds from that quarter. The east winds are
generally accompanied by rain, and the leaves
being wet are not carried off.

The culture of tobacco, formerly the principal

object of every farm, and still so on many, has
almost disappeared on the most improved and im-
proving farms. It is considered that the constant

antj iremitting attention required throughout the
year, by a full crop of tobacco, leaves no time and
labor for the effectual improvement of the soil.

IVIy experience of the cotton crop, which also oc-

cupies nearly as much of the year, disposes me to

admit the force of this objection to tobacco. It is

the leisure time of the farmer judiciously used,
that is most pi-ofitable to his land and ultimately
to his income—and of leisure time, a full crop of
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cotton permits but little during the year, and one
ot' tobacco, none at all.

There is very little fixed rock showing on the
surface ot" the mountain land, and not much of
loose rock on the lower slopes. Wliere it is suf-

ficiently abundant, it is profitably used to make dry
stone walls ff)r I'ences, which are far better than
any of dead timber, or live hedges, estimatmgboth
cheapness and durability. Most of these are built

by the ordinary laborers of the farm. The most
extensive work of this kind, is along the main road
which runs on the margin of the Rivanna River,

and boiinds the highly improved larm of T. J.

Randolph, esq. for one and a half miles or more.
This was built principally of stone quarried for the
purpose—and perhaps the location alone justified

the expense—as a boundary line formed by a public

road passing alongside to a navigable river, can-
not be altered by any operation of our laws direct-

ing the division of lands, which in most cases f()r-

bid permanent and costly modes of enclosure. The
best constructed stone fence seen, (for which a
regular stone mason was employed,) is on the
faim of Professor Davis, of the University of Vir-
ginia.

The red lands are very favorable to the growth
of locust. A few acres of suitable steep mountain
(side when thrown out of cultivation for this pur-
pose, will soon be covered with this rapidly grow-
ing tree, and in ten or twelve years furnish posts
of the most durable of all timber for fencing. Mr.
Rogers showed me locust nurseries for this pur-
pose, which require nothing, except to be let alone
until the largest trees are fit to be cut and removed
for use. Of course "there Avill be an endless suc-
cession of the timber. He does not permit locust

trees to stand singly in his fields, on account of

the great trouble caused by suckers s]:»rmgin it from
the roots. For shade for stock, he prefers the
black gum, which strikes down with a perpendicu-
lar root, and does no harm whatever to crops
growing beneath. The high and steep calcareous
banks of the lower James River, are as favorable
to the growth of locust as any land in the world,
and would be more profitably used for that purpose
than any other. They are of but little profit for

tillage from their steepness, and the continual la-

bor required to keep down the growth of locust.

Where our river banks have never been cleared
however, the locust forms but a small portion of

their cover: and it will be necessaiy to cut down
all other trees, and perhaps to dig the soil and cut
the locust roots, to cause the latter growth to take
possession of the whole surface.

Gypsum is sown on the clover in every course
of the rotaion, if it is in the farmers power

—

though the scantiness and irregularity ofthe supplv
heretofore, have caused the use to be more limited
on every farm than was desirable to those propri-
etors who properly estimated the value of this ma-
nure. Mr. Rogers thmks that he finds its power
diminished on fields where it has been repeatedly
applied—but not so much as to make the con-
tinued application unprofitable.

Lime has not been used in this particular neiijh-
borhood except in small experiments, of which I

only heard generally that the results were satisfac-
tory. Some miles eastward of, and parallel with,
the range of the South West Mountains, runs the
narrow strip of limestone of which so little use has
been made either for cement or manure. Some

however are profiting by this treasure. A quarry
is opened on the farm of Professor Bliettermann,
and Ji'oni it he has already limed most of his land.

Its appearance compared with the adjacent un-
limed land of his neighbor, (tlie fields lying on
each side of the main road to Richmond,) oflers

strong testimony of the benefit derived, even to

the eye of a passing stage coach traveller, as I

was.
The hill-side plough is very litde used here,

though its peculiar advantages would be nowhere
better obtained. The reasons stated lor its disuse,

were the liability of this jilough to be put out oi'or-

der by awkward or negligent [iloughmen, and that

its object (the turning of the furrow slices down-
hill,) was nearly as well secured by the manner
of using the common ploughs in breaking up land,

which is to plough around each hill and knoll.

When a hill rises on eveiy side, in form somewhat
like an obtuse cone, the plough luay in this man-
ner begin at the base, and by going around, plough
the whole hill, throwing every furrow downvvard.
But this convenient form of the surface is not often

met with. The mountain slopes are more gener-
ally in the form of parallel knolls or broad ridges,

separated by narrow depressions (or hollows)
which runs up the mountain until they are gradu-
ally lost. By the plough taking the whole of one
of these knolls in a single land, (even though it

be thirty or forty acres in size,) and descending
one of these narrow depressions and ascending
another, the whole piece may be jiloughed with
perhaps three-fourths of all the furrow slices thrown
downward. But the remaining part, where the
plough crosses the ridge, the slices must be thrown
upward, and, of course, the work imperfectly ex-
ecuted. It"this crossing place is the boundary of
the field, or the most suitable place for the plough-
ing always to cross, every repetition of the opera-
tion, will serve to increase the difficulty for the
next, by increasing the steepness where the slices

are thrown uphill. Besides—though these de-
))ressions form small lateral hill-sides ver}' suitable

for throwing down the slices, whether the plough
is ascending or descending the general slope of the
mountain, still the ascent is generally suilicient to

make the labor of the ascending furrows very
heavy. The great extent and irregular outlinea

of the lands so laid off, must also be very incon-
venient, as a little work is spread along a great
length, in furrows as crooked as the outlines, and
necessaril)^ passing through soils difterent in tex-
ture, exposure and degree of moisture, Avhich
would work better at difierent times and separate
operations. All these objections may be cheaply
avoided by the hill-side plough if I may form an
opinion from my limited experience of that imple-
ment—and I have not yet found that it is very
subject to be put out of order. Mine were bought
of Sinclair & Moore, Baltimore, at ijfilO, and diner
perhaps from such as are made and used in Al-
bemarle. The hill-side plough is certainly more
costly than others, and requires some little trouble

to shifl the mould-board: but both these objections

are more than compensated by the greater ease
and rapidity of the work, and its better execution,
caused by every fuiTow being thrown down hill

—

besides its great effect in presenting the washing
of hill-sides, hy^ having no furrows to nin in the

same direction as the water from heavy rains run

down the descents.
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It was still more surprising to find that the mode
of horizontal ploughinn; introduced here by the

late Gov. T. M. Randolph, was no longer prac-

ticed. Another mode of horizontal ploughing,

which though less scientific and accurate and iin-

less laboirous, is nuich better, is in general use in

Albemarle—and it is also practiced by many in

the lower country, who had tried and abandoneil

the more theoretically perfect plan. Bui though
the same name is used (or both practices, the same
general direction of the rows given, and the same
object aimed at, still the i)rincinle of the one is

essentiall}' dilTerent li'om that of the other. I do

not remember whether the distinguished agricul-

turist who introduced this plan, published a par-

ticular descri|)tion of the process—though I pre-

sume so, as he received the honorable and well

deserved reward of a piece of plate from the

Albemarle Agricultural Societ}^, for the benefits

which he had bj' this means conferred on his

country. But according to the idea formed of his

plan from the reference to it in Arator, and else-

where, the principle of Col. Randolph's plan

seemed to be, to plough the hill-sides in beds and
water-furrows, so levelled as to retain in the fur-

rows all the ram water that fell, and thus prevent

washing. The author of Arator says hilly lands

"Avill admit of narrow ridges as well as level, by
a degree of skill and attention so easily attainable

that I observed it to have existed in Scotland above
a century past, under a state of agriculture other-

wise execrable, and among the ignorant high-
landers. It is efiected by carrying the ridges

horizontally in such inflections as the hillyness of

the ground may require, curved or zig-zag, pre-

serving their breadth. The preservation of the

soil is hardly more valuable than that of the rain

wafer in the successive reservoirs thus produced
to refresh the thirsty hill sides, instead of its rush-

ing to, and poisoning the valleys. This classick

system of agriculture has been introduced into

Virginia by a gentleman of Albemarle, in a style

completel)^ adapted to the nature of the country,

and which will be copied by those who shall not

be discouraged by its perfection. His ridges how-
ever are Avidej whereas in the maize country, they
ought not to exceed five or six feet." Eighteen
years ago, according to these, and to more full and
minute directions furnished in the publications of

that time, I ploughed the slopes of my sandy field

into horizontal beds for corn, Avith great care, and
met with total failure, and the land washed more
than it would have done otherwise. The causes
of this failure were sufficiently apparent—and I

attributed it to the unfitness of the plan for the

sandy slopes descending from level table land,

however advantageous it might be (and which I

did not doubt,) on clay or stifl' hill-sides, having no
table land above to collect and discharge torrents

of rain water over them. But the practice of the

original and more perfect horizontal beds and fur-

rows has also ceased in Albemarle, and that

which is called by tne same name is precisely the

practice which the failure of the other compelled
me and many others to adopt, and which is so
simple, that (like the breaking of Columbus' egg,')

it would seem that it would have occurred to every
cultivator of hilly lands, without any particular

one discovering or introducing it. Still I doubt
not that we owe the benefit of this practice to the
introduction, and trial of, and objections found to

the other: and in drawing the distinction between
the plans, it is far from my design to detract fi-om

the merit of the distinguished farmer who in this,

and other respects, so much aided the first im-
provements of agriculture in this region. Still

however, it is of" some importance to state the

change in the operation and principle of what con-
tinues to be called horizontal jjloughing, and which
change is not generally known abroad to have
taken place at all. 'Vhe present simple plan is to

break up the land level, or flush, and to mark of!"

the rows for corn across the descent of the hill

—

not with much regard to accurate levelling, but

approaching a horizontal direction so near, that

the course of the running rain water shall not fol-

low, but cross the tracks of the ploughs in tilling

the crops. It is not intended to obstruct the pas-

sage of the flowing rain water—but to give it a
free course across the direction of the ploughing.

Mould-board ploughs are used for part of the til-

lage of corn: but as they are but little used, and
the crop is planted on a flat surfiice, there are no
ridges raised high enough to alter the downward
course of the water, or to make dikes to be broken
and swept away. This mode does not prevent

washing, but greatly lessens the danger, by giving

no fiicilit}^ for Uie formation of gullies. The origi-

nal mode so long as it operates cflectually, pre-

vents the descent and of course the washing of

rain water: but if it should ever fai!,from any cause,

to prevent its descent, the damage caused will be
greatly increased by the very means used to guard
against it.

These objections however to the original mode
of horizontal ploughing are such as occurred to

my mind, and were not urged by any of the per-

sons with whom I conversed. Indeed, I have no
reason to deny that the practical operation would
not be perfect on these lands, if the execution of

the plan was in all respects conformable to the

theory. But the practical difficulties generally forbid

this perfect execution—and these difficulties have
caused its disuse. The main objection seemed to

be that the permanency of the levelling and rows
(an essential part of the original plan) would pre-

vent the breaking up the field by ploughing around

the hills, as described above: and in addition, it is

preferred to lay the surface level for the crop of

wheat.
The plan of hill-side ditches, or graduated trench-

es, to prevent washing, which has been described

by Mr. Bruce and others in the Farmers' Regis-

ter, has not been adopted in this region. This

plan seems to me, from reason and some little ex-

perience of its operation, to be by farthe best lor this

end—and it would suit well with the present mode
of horizontal tillage. It would however require

the adoption of the hill-side plough to break up the

intervals advantageously.
There are other distinguished and successfiil

improving farmers in the same neighborhood,

whose names I have not mentioned because their

farms were either not seen at all, or too slightly

glanced at to obtain more than general ideas.

There may be as good farmers—possibly better

—

among those, than' the one whose labors occupied

most of my attention. But even those persons

will readily admit the propriety of placing Mr.
Rogers at the head of the list of the distinguished

fai-mers of Albemarle, as one of the first who
commenced the course of improvement, and for
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his success in the pursuit. He has been, from
youth to old age, always a practical farmer, de-

pendent altogether on such Jabors tor his support

and income—yet remarkable ibr his freedom from
the prejudices which fetter the judgement and ob-

struct the improvenieat of most of tho?? who are

called practical farmers. He is said to hdve been
throughout his life an experimenter—but a judi-

cious one—always making changes in his practice,

but seldom changmg Ifir ihe worse. He com-
menced life poor, and is now rich—and his wealth
confers on him the only distinction which it ought
ever to wive to any man, and the one which any
•may well be proud of—that it has been acquired

altogether by his own labor, skill and intelligence,

and that its acquisition has been no less a benefit

to his country, than to himself.

A GLEANKR.-
July 2Gih, 1834.

EFFECTS OF DARKNESS ^ :< PRODUCING DE-
FORMITIES.

There is at . present in Paris an artist of the

Louvre, an eminent historical painter, of the name
of Ducornet, who paints with his feet. He Avas

born without arms, of poorparents, at Lille. There
are also about the French metropolis a number of
beggars, twelve or thirteen of tliem at least, all

deformed in various ways, and all born at Lille, in

certain dark cavenis under the fortifications. The
effect of these places, from tlieir want of light pro-

ducing malformed birtlis, is so notorious, that the
magistrates of Lille have issued strict orders to

prohibit the poor from takmg up their abode in

them. It is added by the v.^riter, that he had a
conversation with Mr. Edwards on the subject,

and that gentleman was greatly struck with "tlie

confnniation which the above circumstances afford

to his views, stated in his work, Siir V influence dzs

agens physiques sur la vie. Mr. Edwards's expe-
riments of detaining tad,noles in darkness, and thus
causing them to grow into gigantic and monstrous
tadpoles, instead of being transformed into fi-ogs,

are well known.

—

London Medical Gazette, Sep-
tember, 1832.

likcAvise a taste resembling tar, and may contain

sulphuric acid.

I presume it affords encouragement to editors as

well as other professional gentlemen, to hear of

the high stpprobalion of their patrons in the various

quarters to which their labors are extended. It

affords me great pleasure fo inform you tliat in a
visit recently to the Eastern Shore of Mmyland,

I was pleased to find that the high estimation in

which your Regi.-'er is held universally in this

section of the counir}' is fhlly equalled there. One
gentleman particularly who has fully adopted
your viewc, in practice at least, to the most as-

tonishing improvement of his farm, declared that

he would not have taken i^'lOO for the first No. of
the Register, in connection with your work upon
calcareous manures. Your labors are exerting an
influence in every part of the country bordering

upon the Atlantic. Numbers who have never
heard of your name, are nevertheless every year

reaping a rich reward from your labors,

I was requested by Mr. * * * * * ^;i

stranger v/hom I accidentally fell in with on board
a steam boat) to .'equest you to send hi"m the Far-
mers' Register, at CentreWlle, Queen Ann's .coun-

ty, Maryland. The finest field of corn that I saw
in Maryland, was on that gentleman's farm,

v/liich i was informed but a few years ago was
one of the poorest in the neighborhood, but Avhich

has been brought to its jjresent state of fertility by
the use of marl, sea ore, &c.

C. B. F .

COAL TAR. INFLUENCE OF THE FARMERS'
REGISTER.

To tlic Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Jiijig and Queen, I'Sth July, 1834.

Ill consequence of the recommendation of a
writer in the Register, I lately bought a hogshead
containing 120 gallons of gas tar, which cost me
ten dollars on board the steam boat at Baltimore.
Before using it I was advised by the manufactu-
rer to simmer it moderately over a slow fire for a
few minutes, to drive ofi' some volatile substance
which it contained, by which it would be rendered
better for painting. Just as I was about to com-
mence applying it, a iew days ago, I received a
message from a friend to dissuade me from its use;

saying that he liad been informed it answered
very well for preserving timber in water, but that
it would ruin the roofs of houses, &c. This infor-

mation induced me to suspend my operations with
it, except on a granary, until I could hear more
ahf)utit. Can you give me any information on the
subject? It has a very pungent acid taste, and

EXTRAORDINARY CALF.

A bnll calf five -weeks and three days old, bred
and fiid by C. H. Bolton, Esq. of Campden, was
lately slaughtered by Mr. John Booker, of that
place; it weighed 135 lbs., and was considered to

be by far the fattest and heaviest calf of its age
ever killed there. Its live weight on the 4ih of
March, was 218 lbs.; ditto on the 2oth January,
100 lbs.; increase in 38 davs 118 lbs. This calf

in common with the rest of JNlr. Bolton's stock, the
offspring of a cross between the Durham and
Devon breeds, which cross Mr. Bolton adopted
some years back by using a bull from the stock of
the Rev. Henry Berry, with Devon cows; the re-

sult of this cross has proved most satisfactory, both
as to their grazing and milking qualities. This
calf", up to the day lie was killed, was never able
to fake all his dam's milk, who gives daily up-
wards of 16 quarts of milk of a very superior

quality. The calf sold for £4.—British Farm-
er''s Magazine.

BIBLIOBIANIA.
From Waldie's Journal of Belles Lettrcs.

The Duke of Devonshire purchased some time
since a splendid cop}'- of a book, entitled " Briefe

and true report of Virginia; discovered by Sir Rich-
ard Grenville, knight, in the^-ear 1585, made in

English by Thomas Hariot, servant to Sir Wal-
ter Raleigh." It was printed in 1590, and cost

the princely purchaser two thousand dollars. It is

the only perfect copy which Mr. Grenville, from
whom it was brought, had ever heard of It is

possible some of the old family mansions in Vii--

ginia, where there are many bibliogra|jhical curi-

osities, may possess a copy. If so, it would be well

' to turn it to account.
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tion tlian it will be during tlie ensuing course. Nor is

tliero any reason to anticipate a falling off from this

condition. THe main causes for the decline of William

and Mary, it is hoped, are at an end. Its interests will

no longer sutler from the neglect of a majority of its Vi-

sitors and Governors, nor from the discordant views

which have unhappily been'fentertained and acted upon

by the most zealous friends of the institution: and all

now concurring in sentiment and zeal to promote its

prosperity and restore its usefulness, we cannot but an-

ticipate results corresponding to such operating causes.

A SUGGESTION THIS PINK TIMBER T5UG TO-
. HACCO VLANT BEDS CROWS—SASSAFRAS,

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register. •

Granville, N. C. July 17, 1834.

Enclosed you will find five dollars, iny subscrip-

tion for the current volume- of the Farmers' Re-

, /.„ 1 u i, •
i * c r. u + gister. Accept w^ith it a iarmer's thanks lor the

viously been filled by the appointment of Robert
j

°
1^.^^,^^^,^^ already reaped from its puhUcation, and

Saunders, Esq. This is not an occasion to discuss the
| j^jg v/armest wishes ibr its increased usefulness

COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY.

At the late meeting of the Visitors of William and

Mary College, the vacant Professorship of Law was

filled by the appointment' of Judge N. B Tucker.

Tlie l-d\v lectures will now be extended to the full

length of the general scientific course, which had been

prevented heretofore by the circumstance of the Law
Profes'Jorship being always held by an acting judge of

the General Court, whose other duties made it neces-

sary to reduce the time of delivenng~his lectures to

about five months. This limitation greatly impaired

the value- of that professorship—and the change offers

advantages to young men who wish to receive scientific

instruction in general, as well as to attend law lectures,

which the institution has never before offered, and

which it is believed are equal, considered in every as-

pect, to what are to be found any where else.

The vacancy in the Mathematical Chair had pre-

causes of these vacancies having been previously per-

mitted to remain, nor to trace the injurious effects of

this neglect of the Board of Visitors on the prosperity

of the College. It is enough here to say that the Col-

and consequent favor Avith an intelligent public.

By way of rendering my mite towards eflecting

these objects, I will offer the following suggestion,

which T think if adopted, will prove serviceable tt

thing or scheme recommended. It is but too true

that very many things and plans are advocated

with a great degree of confidence and plausibility,

which, Avhen adopted, prove seriously huitiul io

the credulous and inexperienced farmer. Your
own character as an enlightened and successliil

agriculturist is known I presume to most, if not all

of your subscribers; and the adoption of this lue-

thod, which will add scarcely any thing to your
labor as an editor, will give us the advantage of

all the vaKiable experience j^ou have acquired. It

will enal)!e you to act without labor or trouble, as

the special guardian of each of your inexperienced

subscribers. I know no post or station in society

more honorable or useful than this.*

lege is now fully and ably supplied with professors, that :

^^'^ry ^^^Y. of your subscribers. It is that you
./^ „ , . , , -. . .... .should devise and ahix to communications Irom
its funds are in good and improving condition—and i , „^.^.^,„,-,,i;„„, „. ,. 4u;^.,r. „- .,.,,,'^ ^ .*

!
correspondents recommending an\ thing or anv

that steps have been taken and are in progress, which
,

pj^„^ certain marlcs or symbols by which we may
the friends of William and Mary hope will restore the

| understand your own individual opinion of the

institution to the high reputation which it has enjoyed,

and deserved, and to the state of extended usefulness

which it is capable of maintaining.

Political Economy, (the statesman's science, of

which he who is uninformed ought to be ashamed to

aspire either to' legislate or to govern,) has long been

an object of peculiar care at William and Mary> That

Virginia has been the firm and resolute opposer of pro-

tecting duties, and monopoly in trade, and that we
may now hope to be ultimately freed from -the fetters of

the restrictive system, and from the ignorant prejudices

which forged them, is in no small degree owing to the

Hght that has unceasingly been shed by this school on

those who afterwards formed a large proportion of the

distinguished statesmen and legislators of our country.

The want of proper instruction in this subject alone,

has permitted so far the reign of those false doctrines

of national economy, which during their continuance

have been a far heavier tax, than all the private and

public expenses of education in all our colleges.

We consider our public institutions for the instruc-

tion of youth as among the first and most valuable of

internal improvements, and heartily rejoice at the suc-

cess of each and of all, without the slightest disposi-

tion to exalt any one, by the depression of another.

Especially do w'e rejoice in the present unprecedented

prosperity of our principal institution of learning, the

University of Virginia. But there are enough youths

in Virginia who want a liberal education, and whose
parents are able to pay the cost, to furnish students

for every college—and the low country alone (if

sectional lines must thus be drawn) is well able to sus-

tain William and Mary: and this institution was ne-

ver in a better stale to confer the benefits of educa-

* The plan proposed by our correspondent, or any

other for the same object, would be found very objec-

tionable. In the first place he attaches far too much

value to the opinions and judgement of the editor as a

farmer—and even if this error did not exist, no editor

ought to be permitted thus to pass so hasty a sentence

on every piece which he published. Such decisions

would (even under the most favorable circumstances)

serve to check that freedom of discussion which an ag-

ricultural journal ought to maintain, and besides, would

be so often erroneous, as to impede, leather than ad-

vance the developement of sound doctrines and valua-

ble facts—and would soon bring the self-constituted

judge and his decisions into deserved contempt.

The same view bears, though not to the same ex-

tent, on the republication of selected articles, the sound-

ness of the opinions and the truth of the statements of

which we have been considered by some of our read-

ers as endorsing, unless accompanied by some mark of

editorial dissent. We deny the correctness of this in-
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Your Orange correspondent is mistaken in sup-

posing tiiat it is a worm which proves so destruc-

tive to pine timber. The mischief is done by a
email black bug about the size of the smallest

kind offield pea. It is possible, but I Jiardly think

true, that the bug is the parent of the worm al-

luded to by your correspondent. The latter is of-

ten found more than an inch long. I have never
seen it in the living timber, but always in the dead.

I discovered the black bug by cutting through the

bark at the holes perforated by them in the living

pines. They kill the tree by eating away the

tender inner rind of the bark.

There is an error I think in the plan advised by
Mr. Edmunds, of Charlotte, in a former number
of the Register, for raising tobacco plants, which
ought to be corrected, especially as Mr. E. is

known to be one of the very best planters in Vir-

ginia. He recommends that the plant-bed should

be grubbed before burning. I am sure the better

plan is to cut down the small bushes close to the

ground with an axe, and grub after burning. By
grubbing in the first instance, you necessarily cover

a great many grass seeds with earth so deep that

the fire will not kill them. These are, by the hoe-

ing necessary to prepare the bed for sowing,
brought near to the surface, and vegetate as soon,

or sooner than the tobacco seed, proving very
hurtful to the young plants, and difficult to be era-

dicated.

If arsenic will destroy crows I know an easy
plan of administering it to them. It is to bait them
with corn and crumbs of bread at some place

where they resort, until they go to it in numbers;
and then dissolving as much arsenic in water as

may be thought sufficient, mix it with meal, bake
or dry it by the fire, break in small pieces, and
place them at the bait. The crows will eat it

without hesitation, as soon as they alight. To
make them find and go to the bait early, it is best

to scatter some new white corn cobs at the spot.

ference, and protest against the propriety of such a

rule being applied. In presenting to the readers of the

Farmers' Register the selections made from other pub-

lications, it is designed to take whatever may be most

valuable—not in the opinion of one individual alone

—

but what may be so in the opinion of any other, whose

judgement deserves to be respected. Many matters

of opinion or of fact, contained in these selections, may
(and often do) appear to us as mistaken or false—but

it would be uncalled for and ridiculous in every such

case to be presenting our opinions, instead of leaving

readers to think and decide for themselves. Besides

—

in selecting from the latest publications, and from very

remote countries, there are many statements which are

either so novel, or so dependent on testimony not with-

in our reach, that no mature opinion can be at once

made up: and any other would be improper to offer.

Yet to withhold these novelties from our readers be-

cause their value is doubtful, would be to keep them

in the dark as to the progress of agricultural discovery

and improvement. In agricultural science, as in all

others, it is proper that all opinions and practices

which engage attention in a considerable degree should

be made known, and the true will prevail, and the false

be disproved, or soon forgotten. I

If the spot selected for baiting is situated so that

mischief may be done by other animals than
crows eating the poisoned bread, it will be best to

conceal some person near the bait \v'ho may hinder
the access to it of any thing besides the crows. I

adopted the plan the past spring, and the poisoned
bread was greedily eaten by the crows. I found
no dead ones, but my farm which had been pre-

viouslj^ much infested, was quickly cleared of all

but a few which I am persuaded did not eat the

poison.

It has occurred to me that the best means of ex-
tirpating sassafras would be to bore a hole Avith

an auger into ihe tr^e and deposite in it some sub-
stance vvhich mixed with the circulating sap Avould

destroy the vitality of the roots, as well as the up-
per part of the tree. Will you, or some of your
subscribers, inform me Avhat substance is likely to

have this effect? I have without success fried

digging them up at all seasons of the year; and
t know fhat stock will not browse on them enough
to kill them, unless in the absence of all better and
more favorite food. There haA^e been kept in one
of my fields during the v/hole of the present year
more than one hundred sheep, sixty or seventy
hogs, twenty-three milch cows and work oxen,
besides colts and horses, without killing (as far as

I have seen) a single sassafr-as bush. I would
willingly pay five per cent, on the cost of my land
to have this pest entirely destroyed.

W. O. G .

Mft. babbage's calculating machiive.

The following details will be read with considera-

ble interest; more especially as they set at rest the
attempts which have been made in some quarters

to depreciate one of the greatest projects of the
age.

The Calculating Machine described ky Sir Da-
vid Bretoster.—Of all the machines which have
been constructed in modern times, the calculating

machine is doubtless the most extraordinary. Pieces
of mechanism for performing particular arithme-
tical operations have been long ago constructed,

but these bear no comparison either in ingenuity
or in magnitude to the grand design conceived
and nearly executed by Mr. Babbage. Great as

the power of mechanism is known to be, yet we'
venture to say that many of the most intelligent of

our readers will scarcely admit it to be possible that

astronomical and navigation tables can be accu-

rately computed by machinery; that the machine
can itself correct the errors which it may commit;
and that the results of its calculations, when abso-

lutely free from error, can be printed oft", Avithout

the aid of human hands, orthe operation ofhuman
intelligence. All this, hoAvever, Mr. Babbage's
machine can do; and as I ha\'ehad theadA-antage

of seeing it actually calculate, and of studjang its

construction AvithMr. Babbage himselfj I am able

to make the aboA-e statement on personal observa-

tion. The calculating machine noAv constructing

under the superintendence of the iuA^ntor has been
executed at the expense of the British government,
and is of course their propertj^ If consists essen-

tially of two parts, a calculating part, and a print-

ing part, both of Avhich are necessary to the fulfil-

ment of Mr. Babbage's vIbaa-s, for the Avhole ad-

vantage Avouldbe lost if the computations made by
the machine Avere copied by human hands and
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transferred to types bj^ the common process. The I required, or any succession of terms commencing

ijreaterpartof the calculalims; machinery is.already at a distant point

constructed, and exhil)its workmanship of such

extraordinary sldll and beauty that nothing ap-

proaching to it lias been witnessed. In order to

execute it, particularly those parts of the apparatus

which are dissimilar to any used in ordinary me-
chanical constructions, tools and machinery of

great expense and complexity have been invented

and constructed; arid in many instances contri-

vances of singular ingenuity have been resorted

to, which cannot fail to prove extensively usetul in

various branches of tlie mechanical arts.

The drawings of tills machinery, which form a

large part of the work, and on which all the con-

trivance has been bestowed, and all the alterations

made, cover upwards of 400 square feet of surface,

and are executed with extraordinary care and pre-

cision.

In so complex a piece of mechanism, in which
interrupted motions are propagated simultaneously

along a great variety of trains of mechanism, it

might have been supposed that obstructions would
arise, or even incompatibilities occur, from the im-

practicability of tbreseeing all the possible combi-

nations of the parts; but tliis doubt has been en-

tirely removed by the constant employment of a
s}-stem of mechanical notation invented bj Mr.
Babbage, which places distinctly in view, at ever)'

instant, the progress of motion through all the

pa:rts of this or any other machine, and by writing

down in tables the times required for all the move-
ments, this method renders it easy to avoid all risk

of two opposite actions arriving at the same in-

stant at any part of the engine.

In the printing part of the machine less progress

has been made in the actual execution than in the

calculating part. The cause of this is the gi-eater

ditficulty of its contrivance, not for transferring the

computations from the calculating part to the cop-

per or other plate destined- to receive it, but for

giving to the platfe itself that number and variety

of movements which the forms adopted in printed

tables may call for in practice.

The practical object of the calculating engine is

to. compute and print a great variety and extent of
astronomical and. navigation tables, which could

not be done without enormous intellectual and
manual labor, and wIiIqIi, even if executed by such
labor, could not be calculated with the requisite

accuracy. Mathematicians, astronomers, and
navigators do not require to be informed of the real

value of such tables; but it may be proper to state,

for the information of others, that 17 large folio

volumes of lon;arithmic tables alone were calcu-

Bcside the cheapness and celerity with which
this machine will perlbrm its work, the absolute

accuracy of the printed results deserves especial

notice. By peculiar contrivances, any small error

produced by accidental dust, or by any slight inac-

curacy in one of the wheels, is corrected as soon, as

it is transmitted to the next, and this is done in

such a manner as effectually to prevent any accu-

mulation of small errors i'wm producing an errone-

ous figure in the result.

In order to convey some idea of this stupend-

ous undertaking, we may mention the effects pro-

duced by a small trial engine constructed by the

inventor, andb}' which he computed the following

table ti-om the formula x2 by xby 41. The figures,

as they were calculated by the machine, Avere not

exhibited to the e3'e as in sliding rules and similar

instruments, but were actually presented to the

eye on two opposite sides of the machine, the

Tiumber 383, for example, appearing in figures be-

fore the person employed in copying.

Tabic calculated by a small trial engine.

41
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course of a few years we expect to see it execute,

will place it at an infinite distance from all other

efforts of mechanical genius.

—

Letters on Natural
Magic, in the Family Library.

THE GOLD REGIOJV OF VIRGINIA.

The Rail Road Journal accompanies the following

piece with a map of the gold region which it is unne-

cessary to offer to our readers who are acquainted with

the geography of this part of Virginia, and who have

access to larger and better maps. It is sufficient to

copy the list of the mines now worked, and to add

more full descriptions of their several localities.

The greater number of mines opened are in one

neighborhood, through which passes the Rappahannock

River and its principal tributaiy the Rapid Ann, and

near their junction. These are.

The United States Gold Mine, Spottsylvania county.

Rappahannock

Rattlesnake

Culpepper

Millbank

Virginia

Vaucluse

Liberty

Union

Millville

I. Payne's

Greenwood

Stafibrd "

do. "

Culpepper "

do. "

Orange "

do.

Tauquier "

do. "

Orange "

do.

Spottsylvania "

(head waters ofOn both sides of the North Anna

York River) are,

Johnson's mine, " Spottsylvania "

Dixon's " do. "

Tinder's " Louisa. "

On the north side of James River,

The Goochland mine Goochland county.

And on the south side,

Booker's mine " Buckingham county.

The remainder of the article from the Rail Road

Journal and from Mr. Shepherd's report, is copied be-

low.

This map exhibits a condensed view ot the gold

region of Virginia, and is taken from a larger one
belonging to Mr. F. Shepherd, of New-Haven,
who has spent some monlhs in surveying and ex-

ploring this interesting portion of our country.

We say interesting, because the amount of gold

annually obtained in the United States, is estimated

in millions of dollars; and this amount is rapidh'

increasing when, comparatively speaking, the

surface only of the ground has been disturbed in

getting this precious metal.

We learn from Mr. S. that the undue excite-

ment which, the first discovery of gold creates in

the minds of all classes, is now at an end in Virgi-

nia, and the business of gettmg gold is assuming
a settled and systematic character. The farmer

now goes on with his farnjing, and the exjjerienced

miner with his mining, and in this way each is

mutually an aid to the other.

As to the richness of the Virginia ores, Mr. S.

has given us full satisfaction, by simply pounding
them in a mortar and washing away the sand in

our presence, when, to our surprise, a large pro-

portion of metallic gold appeared in numerous and
beautiful grains, and this, too, fi-oni specimens
which had no gold visible on the outside.

The tbllowing is an extract Irom the report of
Mr. Shepherd:

"I am decidedly of opinion that Virginia is des-
tined, sooner or later, to become a rich and pros-

perous mining country; that whenever skill and
capital shall be judiciously applied, (in the language
of an able and beautiful writer,) she will one day
be to the country what Cornwall is to England,
the seat of prodigious industry, and the source of
individual and national wealth.

In coming to this conclusion I do not lose sight

of the great natural advantages Avliich Virginia

possesses over other mining districts in the United
States, and throughout the world. It will be seen
by the map that by a little more than half a day's
ride, any one can be transported from the city of
AVashington on the Potomac, to the gold mines on
the Rappahannock, on the banks of a beautiful

river made navigable by locks and dams, a dis-

tance often miles to tide-water and steamboat navi-

gation, commencing at Fredericksburg, which is a
busy inland town, at all seasons supplying a plen-

tillil market. Add to this the very low price of
provisions and labor, the vast abundance of wood
and timber, the great number of water powers
easily created upon the numerous streams, the
peculiarity of the soil and earth as affording facili-

ties ibr excavation, (since steam is now applied to

all kinds of digging,) and finally the beautiful de-
velopement of the rich gold veins, said by those

who have been observers in both countries, by far

to excel Mexico, South America, or even Russia,

so much celebrated of late for her gold mines.
These veins are composed of quartz commonly
called white flint, Iro.m one to four feet in thick-

ness, generally perpendicular in the earth like a
wall, supported on both sides by soft taicose slate,

and extend from the surface to an unknown depth.

It is not uncommon to find gold in the broken
fragments of the veins at the surliice, and it has
also been found at the depth of 160 feet increasing-

ly rich. The gold district lies in that part of Vir-

ginia between the tide-water and Blue Ridge,
where the atmosjihere is dry and exhilerating, the
climate mild and affreeable, the water well tasted

and pure, the inhabitants of that class so long and
so justly famed for their hospitahty and refinement,

and for whose convenience, the great National or

Southern Rail Road is about to pass by them as it

were at their thresholds.

Still, with all these natural and extraordinary-

advantages, Ifeel it my dutjr, continues Mr. Shep-
herd, to give my friends and lellow-citizens of
New England, a few words of advice by way of
caution. That there is a v-ery large amount of
gold in the great state of Virginia, and that this

large amount of gold may be extracted so as to

afford a large profit, is clear to a demonstration;

and I believe that this section of our coimtry is

worthy tlie attention of northern enterprise and
capital. Yet it frequently happens that many
jicrsons have an idea that wherever gold is dis-

covered, if thev can but get possession of the lands,

no matter at what price, their fortune is made for

a certainty. This foolish impression has ruined

many a man. The temptation is so great that

where a person wishes to sell his land as gold land,

and cannot find gold upon it, in order to effect hi«
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object, he will sometimes brinij frold sands and
ores fi'om a distance, and bury them upon his own
grounds, which of course the purchaser finds out

to his sorrow when too late. Again, some per-

sons, on finding a lew grains of gold, suppose that

if they dig deep they will surely find the precious

metal in masses and blocks. It is needless to add
that such visionary day-dreams are rarely realized

—still many are sanguine enough to pursue the

chance with great ardor.

To those persons who engage in this business

for the purpose of speculation, I would say that

they will only be benefitedat the expense of others,

and will injure the mining interest of the country
more in a tew days than they can possibly repair

in many years.

Finally, persons ought not to engage in this bu-
siness without previous skill and experience. It is

obviously unsafe for them to do so; and here is the

cause ol' so many failures of companies and indi-

viduals. Gold mining is as much an art or trade

as iron mining. What company of farmers would
undertake of themselves to get iron from the ore?

And what would be the j^robable result of such an
undertaking? What would be the result if this

eame company of iarmers should undertake to

work the ores of zinc, so rich and abundant in this

country? I have no doubt you anticipate the re-

sult correctly; and the same result is to be expect-

ed in their undertaking to get gold. Some persons

in their ignorance su(>pose that if they expend a
large amount, or venture a large sum, that they

shall certainly realize someihing in return. Such
visionary men lose their all, generally; whereas, in

the hands of a discreet and experienced man,
every cent of that money, like the well directed

blows of the axeman, would be turned to a good
account; and instead of a loss he would reap a

reward of an hundred fold. In proof of this I

have known a man to expend ten hundred dollars

and get ten thousand dollars of gold for his reward,

and ti'om an examination of his lands, believe that

he might labor all his life in the same prudent way,
and with the same good success. Again I have
known another man in the same situation precisely,

expend the same sum and get nothing but a load

of debt upon his shoulders instead of gold. Now
will }'ou sav that these mines ought not to be
worked? No, you will say let them be worked by
honest, experienced and prudent men. Let this be
done, and the capitalist will find his money profita-

blv employed, and the millions of gold in Virginia

will be made to circulate and gladden the hearts of
millions of the human race now pining in want
and "perishing for lack of knowledge."

wire-Avorm, grub-worm, &c.: one planter on
Roanoke in Charlotte county has had to plant his

whole crop over again. It is doubted by some
whether the enclosing sj-stem of Arator (Col. John
Taylor of Caroline) can be maintained unless our
Entomolofrists shall devise some remedy for the
worms which it permits to engender, to the proba-
ble ruin of the v\^hole produce of the earth. Until
the "butterfly-hunters" or "Horned Cock Socie-
ty"* shall devise a certain cure, take the following

palliative ("in mitigation of damages.")—Nurse
your crows and blackbirds and all birds that devour
earth worms, or their £,arvce; oi" which deccrip-

tion, the crow stands foremost, and the crow-black-
bird next. That they injure corn by pulling it up,

is a vulgar error that may add another item to Sir

Thomas Brown's Catalogue. The writer hereof
has been a planter five and twenty j-ears, and
never lost an ear of corn thereby. It is true that

they sometimes destroy a roasting ear by opening
the shuck, but for one thus injured by crows, hun-
dreds are opened by wood-peckers who do not eat

earth worms, but are useful allies to fruit andiim-
ber trees. Planters (they of the belting system
more especially,) who have dead trees in their

fields for wood-peckers to build in, are incorrigible

slovens, on whom even advice (cheap as it is) is

thrown away. The fact is, the crow like the dog,
eats bread when he can't find meat.

While the pen is in my hand, let me remonstrate
against the barbarous custom of trimmino; up trees

into brooms J.iy way of improvement. If the tree

has obtained a tolerably large growth, the trim-

ming or topping of any main branch is (sooner or

later) certain death. Arthur Young protested

against this system of Pollard trees in France. It

is like the Abvssinian beef-steak from the live

cow, or the Chinese lady's club-fbot and thick.

ON W0R3IS AND CROWS, AJTD THEIR OPERA-
TIOIVS ON CORN.

[The following piece was attributed, and \ye believe

correctly, to the pen of the late John Randolph of

Roanoke. The errors in our copy (and which were
probably owing to the original manuscript) we have

not attempted to coiTect.l

From the Richmond Enquirer, of May, 1820.

CUTTING CORN TOPS.
From the Cultivator.

Mr. Fessendev—I have made a small experi-

ment the past season, to ascertain the damage, if

any, that results to the corn crop, from topping the
stalks in the usual way. And, influenced by the
request of several individuals, and the thought
that, perhaps, it might lead to a better knowledge
of this important branch of agriculture, (the
growing of corn,) I am induced to forward the
particulars to you for publication. Although lam
aware that guessing enters largely, and perhaps
necessarily, into the calculations and business of
the farmer, I am also aware that experiment can-
not be conducted with too much precision; indeed,

that experiment to be relied on, must be conducted
entirely v^^ithout guessing. Therefore, I have
been somewhat particular in conducting this. And
lest some of your readers may be a little sceptical

in regard to the result, and perhaps unwilling to

allow that the course which has been pursued by
our ancestors, from time immemorial, is not the

best course, I will give the details; and if an apolo-

gy be deemed necessary, for being so verj' minute,

I can merely say, that as the experiment seems to

me so deeply to involve the interests of com
growers, it may be well to give a detailed state-

ment of the case, so that any interested may be
able to draw their own inferences. And if, in

You may make the following addition to your
agricultural news.

In some parts of the country, the young Indian I your opinion, it Is worthy a place in your useful
corn has been totally destroyed by innumerable — —
worms of different descriptions; such as cut-worm, ' * See Chrysal.
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journal, or likely to promote the interest of New-
England farmers, you are at liberty to jjublisli all,

or a part, as you shall think best.

For a lew years past, I have not cut ray com
Btalks until the corn was harvested, guessing that
it was a course preferable to the one commonly
pursued in this part of the countr}^, of topping the
Btalks while in a green state. But ibr the purpose
of settling this point more clearly, and with as
little trouble as the case would admit, I selected,

about the 5th of September, a row of corn in a
field of about five acres, intending to take one that
would average in quality equal to the field

throughout, that I might at the same time be able
to ascertain with tolerable certainty, the product
of the whole field. The manure having been
sjiread on the suriace of the ground and harrowed
in lengthwise of the fiirrows, and the corn jjlanted

across the furrows, made it apparently less ditficult

to select an average row. On this row I cut the

stalks from half the hdls; beginning at one end
and cutting the first hill, then leaving the next un-
cut^ and so proceeding alternately, cutting one and
leaving the next uncut, through the row. I had
intended to confine the experiment to this row, but
finally w<as led to extend it so far as to include fbwr

rows, and numbering them agreeably to the order
in which they were standing in the field, this row
may be called No. 2. There were ninety-two hills

in the row, and the stalks were cut from forty-six

hills, all of them in the manner that is here termed
jointing, (i. e.) cut off between the ear and the
first joint above the ear. I thought they were
somewhat more ripe than is usual at the time of
cutting; a few of them were nearly dry. The soil

was a sandy or gravelly loam, anciently covered
with pine, oak and chestnut. In hoeing the corn
no hills were made, but some care was taken that

the surface of the ground should remain as level

as possible, through the season.

My estimate of the number of hills on an acre,

was made in the following manner, and if I am
wrong in my calculations, I shallbe corrected by
Bome of your readers:

In an area of 200 feet square, (or 40,000 square
feet,) there were sixty-two rows, with fitly-four

hills to a row, making 3,348 hills. This isequal
to 3,646 hills per acre, each hill occupying nearly
12 square feet of surflice. There were about four

Btalks of corn in a hdl. In estimating bushels, I

have allowed the lawful weight of fifty-six pounds
to the bushel.

At the time of harvesting, the corn was husked
in the field. The forty-six hills from which the
stalks had been cut, gave forty-eight and a half

pounds of ears; and the forty-six hills on which
the stalks had not been cut, gave sixty-two pounds
of ears. The number of ears in the two cases
was about the same; those from the uncut hills

were evidently the best filled out and the most
hale; on a large proportion of them the kernals
were so closely wedged in, as to make it difficult to

bend the ear at all without breaking it. There
was very little mouldy corn in either case, a few
ears were gathered, mostly from the cut stalks,

but the whole quantity was so small as to make it

questionable whether cutting the stalks had much
efi'ect in this particular.

Both parcels were carefully laid aside in a dry
chamber for about six or eight weeks, at the expi-
ration of which time they were again weighed,

and the ]3arcel of ears from the uncut hills had
lost in drying about two per cent, more than the
other; affording some evidence that the sap con-
tinued to circulate for a greater length of time, in

the uncut than in the cut stalks. Tlie uncut hills,

gave 42 lbs. 8 oz. dry shelled com, equal to 14 oz.

I2^ grs. per hill, or 60 bushels and 8 pounds per
acre. The parcel from the cut hills gave 33 lbs.

7 oz. equal.to 11 oz. 10 grs.. per hill, or 47 bushels
and 18 pounds per acre; making a loss of 12 bush-
els and 46 pounds per acre, by cutting the stalks.

Conclusive evidence, that while the sap is in cir-

culation, nature does not assign the stalks an un-
profitable office. The product of this whole row,
taken together, cut and uncut hills, was equal to

53 bushels and 41 pounds per acre.

The product of row No. 3, taken by itself, (con-
taining ninety-two hills, on one-half of which the
stalks were cut on the same day the others were,)
would not show the practice of cutting stalks quite

so destructive in its efiects, as that exhibited in

row No. 2, its whole produce was 77 lbs. 9 oz.dry
corn, equal to -55 bushels and 10 pounds per acre,

or 1 bushel and 25 pounds per acre more than row
No. 2.

Not satisfied with resting the experiment here,

I gathered the corn on rows No. 1 and 4, (i. e.)

the rows each side, next adjoining No. 2 and 3,

and on which none of the stalks had been cut.

These rows, taken together, contained 186 hills,

and their product of dry shelled corn was 171 lbs.

13 oz. equal to 14 oz. 12^- grs. per hill, or 60 bush-
els and 8 pounds per acre, precisely the same
average yield as that part of row No. 2, on which
the stalks had not been cut; this exact coincidence,

however, I think may be numbered among those

cases which rarely happen.
The difierence between the two rows on which

half the stalks were cut, and the two rows on
which none of the stalks were cut, was 5 bushels

38^ pounds per acre. If this difference arose from
cutting half the stalks, (and I know of no other

reason,) then cutting the whole, Avould have re-

duced the crop 11 bushels and 21 pounds per acre,

or from 60 bushels and 8 pounds to 48 bushels and
43 pounds per acre.

To recapitulate: row No. 2, on which the expe-
riment was commenced, taken by itself, is as fol-

lows, viz: 46 hills on which the stalks had not been
cut, gave 42 lbs. 8 oz. dry shelled corn, equeil

to, |)er acre, 60 bush. 8 lbs.

46 hills from which the stalks had
been cut, gave 33 lbs. 7 oz. dry
shelled corn, equal to, per acre, 47 " 18 "

Loss by cutting the stalks, per

acre, 12 bush. 4Q lbs.

The four rows taken together, stand as follows:

No. 1 and 4, on which no stalks

were cut, gave an average of,

per acre, 60 bush. 8 lbs.

No. 2 and 3, from which half the

stalks were cut, gave an aver-

age of; per acre, 54 " 25| "

Loss by cutting one half of the

stalks per acre. 5 bush. 38^ lbs.

2

On cutting all the stalks, would
makealoss equal to, per acre, 11 bush. 21 lbs.
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The difference in the result of the two cases, is

1 bushel and 25 pounds per acre; or, in the two ex-

periments, (if it may be so termed,) there is an
average loss by cutting the stalks,.of 12 bushels

6| pounds per acre; a loss quite equalto all the ex-

pense of hoeing and harvesting, especially when
we consider that in hoeing, the labor of making
hills was dis|)enscd with.

If I had cut all the stalks, and obtained a crop

of forty-eio-ht bushels to the acre, tlic very (act ol'

having forty-eight bushels, would, I think, be con-

sidered by larmers generally, in this section of the

countr}', as proof positive that the stalks were cut

without injury to the crop. Or if I had gone one

step farther and made large hills, at an additional

expense ol one dollar per acre, and thereby re-

duced the crop to furty-live bushels per acre, the

forty-five bushels would be considered sufficient

proof, that making hills (which, by the way, are

usually made equally large and high on wet or

dryland, without regard to soil or situation,) was
labor well laid out. For although 3"ou occasional-

ly give us a large corn s/orj/,.swollen a little, per-

haps, by guessi)}g it off in baskets; yet, judging

from what we see and know about raising corn,

wc call forty-five bushels per acre, a good crop.

A measured bushel, from the cut hills, weighed

67 lbs. 6 oz.—one pound less than from the iincutj

the shrinkage being very near cqucil to the whole
loss in weight.

If this experiment is a fair test, it seems thai

about twenty per cent., or one-fifth part of the crop

is destroyed, by cutting the stalks in the ivay they

are usually cut. If further experiment shoidd es-

tablish this fiact, I think there are few farmers that

will hesitate long in deciding which is the most
valuable, one acre of corn or five acres of top

stalks. But this twenty per cent, is not saved at

the expense of losing the stalks, they are worth as

much, and I think more, all things considered,

after the corn is harye.sted, than they are, gathered

in the usual way. If after being bunched up in a

green state, they heat or become mouldy, (a case

of frequent occurrence,) they are utterly worthless,

exce])t it be for manure; I know of no animal that

will eat them.. But alter they ha^-e once been

dried by the frost and wind, a subsequent moderate
degree of mouldiness, seems to be no injury.

The course which I have pursued with them,

and for the present I know of no better, has been
as follows: In the first place, they are'cut off near
the ground, and tor this purpose a short scythe is

ibund the most convenient instrument. The ex-

pense of cutting in this manner, however, is but a
jiiere trifle, if any, more than cutting the stub

stalks in the spring, and may with propriety be
entered as an item of expense against the next
crop, tor which it is preparing the ground. Afrer

cutting, they are gathered into bunches ot' suitable

size ihr binding, and three good sheaves of rye
straw, if wet, will be sufficient to bind a ton. In
gatliering them up and laying in bunches, an
active boy will do as much as a man. In this way,
the Avhole expense of gathering, binding and load-

ing, will not exceed 75 cents per ton. As they

are very bulky, for want o£iarn room, I have
them stacked near the barn*'ard; and I think I

may sately say, that my cattle eat more pounds of

stalks from an acre gathered in this way, than
they would from the same acre, if gathered in the

usual way. It may be objected to this, that they

are not as good and nourishing as others; as to

that matter, lam not ableto.say; but if the cattle

are good jud<2:es in the case, (and I think they

ought to be admitted as such,) they are quite as

good and qu-ite as nourishing, for they are eaten,

apparently, with quite as good a relish. In addi-

tion to this, they are obtained without breaking

off ears or breaking down hills in hauling out, oc-

currences quite frequent in the other case. They
also furnish more than double the quantity of bed-

ding for the yard, an item of no small moment in

the list of ''creature comforts," during our cold

winters. And last, though not least, they make
more than double the quantity of manure, the

value of which will be duly appreciated by every

good farmer, without argument. It may be said

that 'iie but stalks can be gathered af\er harvest,

and furnish the same quantity of lifter and manure
as in this case; that is true; but the expense of

gathering both parts in that way, from the buts

being so short and inconvenient to bind, would be

three times as much as it is to gather them whole.

Thus viewing the subject in various points, I think

this method of managing corn stalks is much bet-

ter than the old one; and that a little observation

and experience will convince the most sceptical,

that this branch of agriculture is not yet brought

to a state of perfection, that there is yet room for

improvement.
In passing through a field of corn, about the

first of September, I noticed that my clothes con-

tracted a strong smell of smut, and not being aware

that I had come in contact Avith any smutty ears,

I was led to examine a little to ascertain the cause.

I found many of the corn leaves neariy covered

with rust (something similar to that observed on

the stalks of English grain, preceding a blight,)

and intermingled with the rust, was an abundance

of very minute blisters of smut, or something

which had the appearance and smell of smut. As
I had never observed any thing of the kind before,

and smut is said to be injurious to cattle, I have

thought that something of this nature might have

occasioned the diflerence of opinion, entertained

by some of your correspondents, last fall, in regard

to the utility of feeding milch coavs with green

corn stalks.
' Feeding cows with smutty stalks,

even if "fed to the full," would probably tend to

dry them up; while feeding them plentitully with

healthy stalks in a green state, \vould undoubtedly

increase their milk, .

Mr. Fessenden—I was highly gratified with

the perusal of the leading article in your 38th No.

from the pen of Mr. Clark, on cutting corn

stalks. Experiments like those he has detailed,

are of great value to the farming interest, and

richly entitle those Avho make and publish them,

to the appellation of public benefactors. I beg

leave to suggest the cause of the difference in the

product which resulted from Mr. Clark's experi-

ments.
There is a striking analog}^ between the animal

and vescetable kingdoms. Food taken into the

stomach of animals does not nourish, but is pre-

I

judicial to health, unless it undergoes the process

j

of digestion. Nor does food nourish tlie plant

until it has been elaborated by the leaves. Plants,

therefore, Avithout leaves cannot groAv; but, on the

contrary, if defoliated in hot weather, the unelab-

orated sap becomes stagnant, feiTnents, and de-
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etroys the vitality of the plant. Thus when the

tops of corn are cut, the supf'Iy of food to all the

ears above the reniaininc^ leaves, is cut off, and

the supply is materially diminished to those below.

A diminished product must of coursebe the con-

sequence,

I very much regret that Mr, Clark did not carry

his experiments one step further, and ascertain the

relative weight of forty-six hills cut with the en-

tire stalks, at the tmie he topped his No. 2. It

would have decided whether the stalks afford nu-

triment to the grain, alter they are separated from

the roots, and to vv^hat extent. This last has been

my method of harvesting my crop, from an im-

pression that I lost by it nothinjj in the weight of

the grain, while I gained much in the quantity and

quality ol" the Ibdder. The objection that the

stalks mould is not tenable. They will not mould

while the corn is upon them, if tied above the ears.

And if not sufficiently dry when the corn is picked,

ihey may be left in stacks till ])erfectly cured; and

yet be housed in far better condition than they are

by the ordinary mode of saving them. It is not

the drying that deteriorates their value for fodder,

but the drenchings which they get when left out

till the corn is picked, and the irosts, wdiich dimin-

ish very much their nutritive properties. If well

cured, and especially if cut and steamed, cattle eat

them freely, and I consider them nowise interior to

hay. The grain from the crop secured in my way,

has weighed sixty and sixty-two pounds the bush-

el. It IS a twelve rowed eariy variety, which I

denominate the Dutton corn,

I have remarked, that the modes of planting

com, or rather the distance between the plants, is

different in different states. In New England,

the distance is greater than in. New York, and

greater in Pennsylvania than in the former. Mr.

Clark's hills were four by three feet, which gave

him 3,646 hills, or by my estimate 3,630, on the

acre. Our Mr. Stimson plants at two and a* half

feet each >yay, and gets upon the acre 6,969 hills,

or nearly double what Mr. Clark does. I once

planted an acre in drills, two rows in a drill, the

plants SIX inches apart in the rows, the rows six

inches apart, and three leet between the centres

of the drills, quincunx, and had, if there were no

vacancies, 30,970 stalks, equal to 7,742 hills on

the acre. The ground and entire product were

accurately measured and weighed. While the

Messrs. Pratts, of Madison, produced 170 bushels

on the acre, by planting in drills, three rows in

each, quincunx, thus, : - : - and lour feet from

t^ie centre of the drills. If the rows were six inches

apart, and the plants nine inches in the rows, the

plants amounted to 43,560, equal to 10,890 hills.

Assuming as data, that in all the above cited cases

each plant produced an ear of corn, and that the

ears averaged one gill of shelled grain, their pro-

ducts would be as follows, in bushels and quarts:

Mr. Clark's, -

Mr. Stimson's,

My own, - -

Messrs. Pratts',

56 bushels, 13 quarts.

108 " 24 "

120 «' 31 '^

170 "

The close planting, whether in hills or drills, re-

quires high manuring, and the two and three rowed

drills, extra labor; and the ears may withal be

somewhat smaller. Yet I nevertheless believe

that seventy or eighty bushels may be obtained on

an acre, with good manurings on a genial Boilj in

our mode of planting, with about as little labor as

twenty, thirty, or forty bushels, are obtained in the

New England or Pennsylvania open method.
I have detailed the preceding fiicts and calcula-

tions, not with a view to vaunt of our skill or of

the fertility of our soil, but to shnw how the large

crops of corn have been raised in this state, which
have been noticed in the papers.

There is one liict connected with the experiment

of the Messrs. Pratts, worthy of coiisideration;

there was not a plant missing, or deficient, in their

field. They quadrupled their seed; and pulled up,

as the character t)f the plants was developed, all

but the requisite number, reserving only the strong-

est and most promising. It is common to see

corn-fields very df^ficient in plants and even in en-

tire hills. This deficiency often amounts to one-

fourth or one-half.—The loss incident to this defect

may readily be estimated, and greatly counterbal-

ances the expense of e.xtra seed, and the labor of

thinning the plants.

J. B.

Albany, N. V. Jlpril 9, 1832.

Diary of the temperature and state of the weather

ill July and j/ugust, observed at Shellbanks,

Prince George county. 37 deg. 14 min. ^. Lat.— Thermometer kept in the shade, and in the

open air.

Fair or sunshine, f

—

cloudy, c

—

rain, r.
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coaraiERciAL report.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Sir—Your unexpected call for a communication
at an hour's notice, must plead an excuse for

greater imperfection than usual, and brevity will

consequently be arecommendaiion.
In the months ofAugust and September, wheat

is in V^irghiia the most important article of com-
merce. 'I'he competition which existed among
the millers, as noticed in July, was of short dura-
tion, but attended with very advantageous results

to the iarmers. During the present month the
price has been gradually but slowly declining, and'

^1 10 |5er bushel is now an extreme price—ij>l 00
to.Sl 05 may in general be more correctly quoted,

and some of the millers expecting a greater de-
cline, show no disposition to extend their purchases
beyond their immediate wants.
The productiveness of the wheat crop in Vir-

ginia falls greatly short of the expectations of the
most reasonable farmers. If I am wrong in esti-

mating the deficiency at 25 to 35 per cent, no one
is more competent to correct me than yourself

The price of wheat in all our Atlantic markets is

nearly or quite as low as in Virginia, and not the

slightest cause exists at present to induce the ex-
pectation of any European demand. How can it

be expected when the price of grain in the Baltic

is much below ours? Cargoes of wheat are there

contracted for, deliverable on board ship, at 23s.

sterling per quarter of 560 lbs. or about 2s. 6d. per
60 lbs. A decline, rather than an ad\Tince in the

prices of grain may be anticipated.

The current rates of cotton and tobacco have not
varied this month. The cotton crop of the United
States grown last year is ascertained to be about
1,200,000 bales, of which 1,000,000 have been ex-
ported to Eurojie since September last. The pre-

vious year (1832) produced 1,070,000 bales, of

which 867,500 were exported to Europe. That
so great an increase of supply should not have
caused a proportionate reduction in the value,

proves the flourishing state of the manufacture in

Europe—but the diminished supply from other

countries must also be taken into the account.

The inspections of tobacco m Virginia, thus far,

prove about 3000 hhds. less than last year, but the

export will not shoiv a similar deficiency, as the
quantity manulacmred at home the present year
is much less than usual. The low price ofgrain
in Holland, &c. has no doubt caused a considera-
ble increase in the cultivation of tobacco there and
elsewhere in Europe, and it is evident that the
Kupplies required from this country are much
smaller than formerly.

The pressure for monej" which existed during
the winter and spring has ceased, and its removal
may be readdy accounted for. The immense
sums which were required to make advances to

the Western and Southern planters and merchants,
the still larger ones necessary to meet the purchase
of the crops of cotton, sugar and tobacco, have
generally reverted to the sources fi'om whence
they Avere obtained. Bills which were drawn at
the South have reached maturity and been paid by
bills on Europe. The commercial wheel has per-
formed its revolution. At this moment the m.er-

chant finds no active and extensive use fijr his

funds. Every one engaged in commerce must
have observed that the months of August and

September are holiday times with the merchanta
of the large cities, their period of recreation at

watering places, or other resorts for health or plea-
sure.

Stocks generally have risen, and exchange also,

owing to the temporary abundance of money, and
to the recent change in the legal \ alue of gold, aa
noted in my last communication.
Exchange on London is 106—Virginia Bank

Stock 106—Farmers' Bank 102—United States'

Bank Stock 110. x.

.August 19, 1834.

THE FOREST PRUPJER S GOLDEK RULES.

No branches to be cut off which do not interfere

with the leader; no wound, thus or otherwise made,
to be larger than an inch in diameter; and no prun-
ing in autumn.— Gardener''s Magazine.

FARMIjVG in NORFOLK COUNTY.
To the Editor of the Fanners' Kegister.

White Plains, Norfolk County, July 1, 1834.

I have read each number of your very valuable
periodical with increased delight, and must con-
tinue to do so, so long as it is a source of such
useful information to the farmer. We need veiy
much a work of the kind in this county, to guide
us in our agricultural pursuits. We know noth-
ing here from experience- Our old men are no-
vices, and our young men the hopeless victims of
lumber getting. VVe are infatuated with that

potent tempter, and many hug their chains with
enthusiastic delight. It will require some power-
ful means to break the spell, and I would to God
that the Register might be the talisman. Though
this biLsiness has threatened our highly favored

county with destruction, yet we hope that the

growing intelligence of the community, and the

melancholy experience of past time, will cause us
to rise in the majesty of our strength, and assert

our claims to character and respectability in the

agricultural world. I have persuaded many of
my neighbors to subscribe to your Register, and
the success that I have met with has not left me
without hope. If we can get our farmers awake
to their best interest, we have every thing to hope
and nothing to fear: for our lands are onlj- excelled
by the western soil. They are well adapted to all

kinds of artificial grasses, for we have never at-

tempted to grow any kind, but our success has
exceeded our most sanguine expectations; and as
far as my limited experience will allow me to

judge, plaster and lime take very Aveli on our high
sandy lands, by a judicious course of management.
I would here give you some account of our system
of cultivation, but the modes are almost as much
diversified as the farmers are numerous. There
is no fixed mode among us; and each follows his

own as the best. My plan has been partly upon
the drill system: fast, to fallow the land with a
single horse plough as early in the spring as the
season will allow, in lands five feet wide and plant
the corn in the riilges, (if the land is high and not
likely to be inundated with water, to run a small
furrow on the top of the ridge, but if low and
springy, no furrow,) and plant the corn two feet

a part, with four grains in each place, (though
but one is to stand to secure ifpossible a level crop)
the corn being first mixed with tar, Bulphur, and
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plaster, to prevent birds from taking it up. As
Boon as the corn gets up, tlie ploughs throw back
the ridge by running the bar next to the coin, the

hoes ibilow ciller and clean it out. We then "half

liill," by ploughing every other row, with the

mould board next to and as near the corn as pos-

Bible; the hoes follow after, and earth the corn

where the ploughs have failed to do it. We then

hill by ploughing the rows that were-lefi after the

manlier of half hilling. This is the plan that I

have heretotbre pursued, but the results have been
BO unsatisfactbrj", that I shall for the future aban-

don it, tor soma other. I like the plan of plough-

ing corn both ways the best: it is better suited to

our convenience, most productive, and less injuri-

ous to the soil, unless in broken or very low land,

wliere the land is injured by washing, or the land

requires high ridging in order to prevent the water

from overMowing it. I think I have had a good

opportunity, of fair!}'^ testing the difference of the

two systems. I- generally allov/ my overseer a small

piece of land for his family to cultivate on the farm

where I live: he cultivates it after his plan of

Sloughing both ways, and to my surprise his corn

as year after year been decidedly better than

mine, though his land is no better, if indeed as

good, and he seems to do his work with much
more ease. But his is after the ancient order of

laying off the corn four feet apart each way, with

but one grain of corn in the hill; and better pro-

portions I think might be ado])ted, and yet plough

both ways. Ishallnot attempt to enter into the

inquiry which of all the various systems of cul-

tivating corn that are practiced with us is best.

One thing is very certain, they cannot all be the

best; and there is no stronger proof of the deep

obscurity under which agriculture is laboring, than

to see all its votaries pursuing diflerent courses to

arrive at the same destination.

You ask for information on the state of the crops

generally; the corn and oat croi-s here, (for they

are all that our farmers grow) are deciiledly more

fromiBing than 1 remember of ever seeing them,

f no accident happens it will be a year of jubilee

with us, a new er-a in this generation, that Nor-

folk county will make corn enough to supply her-

self, and perhaps some to spare.

A. e, FOREMAN.

Oy THE MANAGEMENT OF SLAVES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Bcijister.

Prince Edioard County, 9th July, 1834. •

In a country depending principally upon slave

labor for its agricultural operations, as is the case

with a large portion of Virginia and the Southern.

States generally, it would seem that a system for

the general aiid minute management, in detail,

of slaves, to be introduced into general use and
practice, would be a desideratum in the economy
of the country, most devoutl}^ to be wished for;

and which, so far as my observation has extended,

has been as little attended to, and perhaps as little

seriously thought of, as any subject of the least

consequenre, either in political or rural economy.
The introduction of any such system, howsoever
maniieeted its advantages might be made to ap-

j)ear, I am very sensible would be attended with

extreme diflilculty, and counteracted by such pow-
erful opposing intej-ectE, that a moral certainty ex-

ists, that no such system can ever be introduced,

but by the combined agency and influence of a
very large portion of -the most judicious and res-

pectable gentlemen (and ladies too)in the country.

The causes operating to obstruct the introduction

of such a system, arc probably much more numer-
ous than it has been my lot to observe: and even
such as have received a very large portion of my
serious consideration for years, are more numerous
than might be proper for me to attempt to intro-

duce in detail, into a communication of this nature,

unadorned with tlie grace and perspicuity which
a.lone can attract the serious and favorable consi-

deration of the great body of your readers.

My present object is merely to invite your atten-

tion, to the subject, with a view to draw out others

who may do it more justice than I possibly can,

and to obtain tlie result of the observations and
opinions of thinking people, through the medium
of the Register, which being brougiit into general

view, may result in combined efforts for the adop-
tion of some such general system of slave man-
agement, and some such uniform manner of treat-

ing and providing for slaves generally, ae the

circumstances of the countiy will enable us to

adopt, having reference "principally to the agricul-

tural interest of the country—which I feel assured

would ultimately prove equall}^ beneficial to all the

honest classes of^ society, even so to those who
would most strenuously oppose the introduction of
such a system. Having introduced the subject, it

might with propriet}' be expected I should be the

fit'st to publish my reasons for believing that such
a system would be attended with benefit to the

counti^', and to expose the existing evils growing
out of the want of unifbrmity in the treatment and
management of slaves. I should have no objec-

tion to do so. howsoever imperfectly the task might
be perfoi'med, did I not in trulh believe, that there

are in the country, no inconsiderable number of
abler hands and wiser heads, who can if they will,

'

commence and carry forward a course of reasoning

upon the subject, and introduce facts and argu-
ments, in a manner much more beneficial to the

public, than I possibly can; it being my opinion

that a good start, in any business, gives generally

the best prospects for ultimate success.

I will however suggest, that the intercourse,

trading and dealing whh slaves, which, to some
extent, is too generally practiced and indulged in

by free people, and in many cases by white people

of unexceptionable general character, is probably

an evil which has done more mischief to the slave

population of the country, to the morals of both

slaves and free people, and to the interests of the

slave owners, and consequently to the agricultural

prosperity of the country, than any other cause

that has ever borne upon this subject. To do

justice in portraying the mischiefs arising from this

single cause, even if I were able to .
do it, would

pro'!)ably take more time and space, than would

here be profitably employed. It renders the slave

independent in a great measure of his master,

thoughtless of, and careless in the perfbrmance of

every iluty, inattentive to, and even destructive to

every intci'est of his owner, and only attentive to

the means of carrying on his traffic, spending his

nights in toilsome roving, and in debauchery, and

from these causes, his days in a stupid inactive

and utterly inefficient course of half performed

labor, terriiinating too fi'equently in actual dis-
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ease and destruction of life, but much more fre-

quently it? the cause of severe treatment, which

would otherwise be unnecessary. Our Inws u])on.

this subject are wise and good, but interested

avarice cov^ertly operating upon public opinion,

has defied their execution—and laws unexecuted,

are worse tlian no laws.
CHARLES WOODSON.

FRUIT WITHOUT KERNELS, OR SEED.

To tlic Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Prince Edward County,

I propose to inquire through the medium of the

Register, whether the art of producing stone-fruit

without kernel or seed, is known to any of your

readers—and if such art be known, what is the

process by which this very desirable object can be

efl'ected. I have twice known late frosts to destroy

the greater portion of the kernels in jieaches, leav-

ing some unaffected, which produced the fruit in

every resjiect as common, with stone and kernel

perfect, whilst the greater part of a sparse crop,

came to perfect ripeneas, with very small stones,

wliich Avere generally cleit in the growth, and

without kernels, and were incomparably more
j

delicious: indeed so much more delicious, that the
'

fruit having no kernel, growing on trees which
generally bore very indifferent fruit, scarcely eata-

ble, was found much more delicious, than the fruit

with perfect stone and kernel, grown on trees that

generally bore very fine flavored ti-uit.

CHARLES WOODSON.

ILL EFFECTS OF THE TRANSPLANTATION OF
TREES-

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Prince Edward County,

I submit for the consideration of your readers

the inquiry, or doubt whether orchards, or truit

trees lo, any large number, ought ever to be trans-

planted in "any soil. But knowing that much may
depend on the soil, and particularly upon the sub-

stratum, I should like to see published the opinions

of others, who have attentively observed the

growth and manner of trees, raised in the different

modes of transplanting, and from seed planted

where the tree is to stand and grow for life. Tliis

BUggestion is made with sjjecial reterence to the

larger kinds of trees, which take years to bring
them mto- mature bearing, and should be expected
to live long, to reward the expense and trouble of

rearing. My own observations, lor not less than
forty years, have confirmed the opinion which I

have entertained tor thirty-five years, that upon
Buch soil as is common in Virginia, from tide

water to the Ohio River, no trees of large growth
ought ever to be removed from the places where
the seed came up, or be ti'ansplanled, except lor

Bome particular purpose, such as \he introduction

of new or desirable kinds, or the removal from
places incon\"enient or improper lor them to grow
in, to other places more desirable. The difi'erence

in the time it will take to raise orcliards to good
bearing state, by the different modes of transplant-

ing, or by planting seed at once in the orchard,

and grail ing or budding on the young trees, is

jierhapa much less than would be supposed, when

we consider that it generally takes several years

to raise young trees in the nursery, to the largest

size fit for traur^planiing. But the advantages in

ihvor of the tree which grows to full maturity
where it came up from the seed, it appears to me
are manifestly greater than those obtained by bring-

ing a transplanted orchard somewhat earlier into

bearing. There is no fact better established by
experience and observation, than that seedling

trees, even when transplanted, are much more
vigorous, and outlive grafl's; and my observation

leads me to the conclusion, that seedling trees which
stand where iheycame up, as much outlive those

seedlings which have been transplanted, as the

latter outlive transplanted graffs; and I am in-

clined to think, that no grailed or budded tree is

ever as sound and healthy as a seedling tree, or

one the roots and branches of which are all of the

same kind. I have scarcely ever noticed a budded
tree, the wood ol which did not become doated
earlier in lile than seedling trees of the same kind

nenerall)^ do. I would not however have it under-
stood, that I consider it improper to transplant all

such trees as may be convenient, or desirable (or

use or comfort, to obtain any necessary supply of
fruit, a few years earlier than it could be raised

liy ]ilanting the seed. The history of my obser-

vation and experience follows. About the year
1784, my father planted out an orchard of grafted

trees, apples and pears. For several years the

young trees prospered and grew rapidly, till about
the year 1790, when they began to die in every
])art of the orchard. It was made my business,

though a small boy, to dig up the dead trees in the

orchard, to trace every root that could be found,

and remove entirely out of the orchard, every frag-

ment of root that could he traced to the greatest

depth and extent to which the roots had ramified.

This operation continued from year to year, till

about the year 1800, when a number of apple trees

died, and were thus taicen up, some of which mea-
sured near a foot in diameter. There was never a
root found by me, which had penetrated more than
about a foot deep in the ground. It had also been
made my business, to raise seedling nurseries of"

young apple trees, and to dig them up when about
the size of large goose quills, to be used as stocks for

hand grafting, to be planted out agaui, after being
grafted, for the purpose of raising grafted nursery
Frees, to replenish the orchard. Sometimes when
I wished to hasten the growth ofmy young graffs,

I dug up the seedling stocks, about as large as

goose quills, with all the tap roots that could be
obtained by digging to the greatest depth that the
tap roots had penetrated the substratum, and gen-
erally found that they had descended about twen-
ty-seven inches, and in a few cases thirty-six in-

ches. I'his led to the conclusion, that the tap
root once cut, never attempted to grow downward
again, or if it did attempt to grow downward, its

efforts were too feeble to penetrate, even a mode-
rately hard substratum: that tap roofs growing so

deep from small trees, must go much deeper from
large trees, and steady and support them greatly

against storms, as well as to render the tree more
healthy, by enabling it to sustain uninjured the
severest drought, particularlj' where orchards have
been planted upon hillsides, and from the neces-
sary tillage of the earth, the surface will be wash-
ed and removed downhill, gradually leaving the
extended roots of the trees exposed near the sur-
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face, to suffer greatly in dry seasons. I would
not advise to plant trees on hillsides, but a great

many peojile must ])lant them there, or not have
them at all—neither would I advise to plant on
perfect level land, upon which, or in which, the

water would be retained, so as to sob the land, and
injure the roots of the trees.

CHARLES WOODSOX.

GRUBS OR BOTS i:V HORSES AND COLIC.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Kegiater.

Prince Edward Couufy,

I am aware that the popular prevailing and
almost universal opinion is, that bots or giubs in

horses, fre(]uently cause their death by eating
through their stomachs. Erroneous as I certainly

think tiiis opinion, I should abstain from contro-

verting it, in consequence of the very numerous
and respectable witnesses who have united in as-

serting it to be a fact, that they have Irequently
seen the stomachs of horses perforated by the
grubs, to a perfect riddle, passing themselves, and
letting out the contents of the stomach into the
chest of the horse, were it not that I think it the
duty of every man in society, to controvert what
he verily believes to be injurious error, at the least,

by giving his reasons for being oi" a dift'erent opin-
ion. I have seen many horses opened that were
thought to have been killed by grubs, and examined
the intestines of several with very great care and
attention. With the solitary exception of a single

grub, I never saw one fastened upon any part of
the intestines, except in a short canal or passage
between the upper and lower stomach, * frequently
lining the whole passage to overflowing, where
they insert their heads into the membranous fleshy

substance of the canal, which is much thicker
than the coat of the stomach, forming cells like

lioney comb, but never passing through: nor does
at appear that they ever let go their first hold, till

they arrive at full maturity, and are ready to pass
off, and be discharged with the excrement, unless
they should be forcibly detached, which is some-
times, but rarely, the case. Where a number of
full grown grubs have detached themselves all

nearly from one spot, leaving some smaller im-
mature grubs scattered about, and not so deeply
settled, they sometimes get rubbed ofl" by the pas-
sage of rough food, and sometimes, but very rarely,

are found mingled with the food in the stomach,
and by possibility may fasten again on some other
part of the intestuies. In the single instance no-
ticed above, I saw a grub (listened on some part
of the stomach, where he had made a pretty deep
cell, but had not penetrated more than halfthrough,
the stomach seeming to have swelled and thick-
ened considerably at that point.

Some years past I lost a valuable horse, that
upon examination certainly died by hoving or
bursting of the stomach,occasioned by being care-
lessly starv^ed, and then full fed with as many dry
clean oats as he would eat. Upon opening him
for examination, there Avere present three or four
white men, and eight or ten grown negro men,
who all with one accord, declared that the grubs
had eaten his stomach to a perfect riddle, and let

out a portion of the food and grubs into the chest;
the white men were so fully satisfied that the grubs
had eaten through the stomach, and killed the
horse, that 1 could not prevail upon them to remain
till I had examined farther to my satisfaction,

which I did alone, and found that the holes which
they thought had been eaten by grubs through
the stomach, were occasioned by the swelling of
the food in the stomach, which burst it oj^en in
that manner, the parts giving way and opeiing in

a kind of net work, showing on slight examina-
tion, the appearance of holes eaten tlirough by
grubs, and through the largest of which holes, a
portion of the food, and some two or three gruba
had passed out. I had before that seen like open-
ings, not quite bursted through the stomach of a
horse, that had no grubs in him, and was supjjosed
to have died with colic. If it be the fact, that
grubs do not destroy horses by eating through
their stomachs, of which I am as certain as of
any thing not poshively known, it follows of course,
that very sick horses in imminent danger of speedy
death, need never be treated with any view to

destroy or remove grubs, even if medicines were
known of certain elTicacy in their immediate re-

moval or destruction; but experiments frequently
tried, demonstrate the fact, that grubs cannot be
killed by the administration of an\' medicine, that
would not certainly kill the horse. I have im-
mersed them for twenty-four hours in spirits of
turpentine, ardent spirits, in camphorated spirits,

in od, and various other infusions, none of which
destroyed lili? in grubs oi' any size, from small
maggots to full growth,—which facts and ojiinions

taken together, are sufficient to demonstrate the
propriety of treating very sick horses, with the
view to cure some other disease, which may most
commonly be considered colic in soine form, to

cure Avhich there is never any lack of doctors,

scarcely any two of whom agree in their use of
the same remedies. Nevertheless, it will not be
denied, that diflierent remedies may be good in the
same disease. The most generally successful

practice which has fallen under my observation,

when horses have been very sick apparently with
colic, is to drench them immediately with a quart
or more of very strong soap suds, of old soap if to be
had—the suds made quite thick and ropj', and to be
given lukewarm; and soon as possible bleed freely,

and throw up an injection of a strong decoction of
tobncco, say two quarts, milk warm. This relaxes

the whole system, and should the horse recover,

he should by all means be permitted to rest till his

strength shall be certainly recruited. In case the

horse swells, with indications of speedy death, the
last remedy is to stab him with a trocar and canula,

if to be had, or a knife four or five inches deep, in

a right line exactly half way between the left hip

bone and the lower end of the short-rib, turning
the point of the instrument a little forward and off

from the loin, in order to avoid striking the kidney
and be certain to perforate the large intestine

which presses against that part of the flank. If a
knife, is used for stabbing, it will be projier to have
a tube of some kind, made smooth and inserted

into the orifice as soon as the knife is withdrawn,
in order to let out the wind, the free escape of
which, is frequently prevented by the closing of

the orifice in the flank, and bj^ a change of position,
* I am not very certain, (relying on memory alone) bringing the orifice in the intestine to press against

of the precise location of the grubs.
"

1 Bome other part, and thus prevent the escape of
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air from the intestine: (Judge Peters' remedy.)

If a tube is used, such as a large reed or small

elder, it is proper to liisteri a strong string secureh"

round the outer end, by which it should be held to

prevent its slipping into the chest oi' the horse,

which may be done by any other convenient

means. A large quill cut half Avay through at the

upper part of the barrel, and the lower end cut ofi

malces a tube that will answer the purpose, to be

held by the fratlier end. I have stabbed a number
of horses with invariable success, and apparently

no mjury. Atier a horse has been attacked with

colic, particiJarly if relaxing medicines have been

used, and especially if the decociion'of tobacco

has been injected," he Rhould be put into a dry

house large enorgh for him to 'wallow without

injury, and a plenty of soft dry litter should be

spread on the floor. He should not be jermitted

to get wet or run out of nights tor several days.

It is not improbable, I should think it certain, that

grubs do great injury to horses, by impairing their

general health, and increasing their liability to

severe attacks of colic, &c.—wherefore if any

means can safely be used to prevent their propa-

gation or to expel them it might be well. Frequent

rubbing the horse with a greasy cloth in nit season

on the parts where the nits are fastened is strongly

recommended, as well as scraping oft" the nits, and
killing the nit flies. A free use of dry pounded
rosin two or three times a week, well mixed with

the food, has been recommended by a person who
kept horses in very fine order.

CHARLES WOODSON.

[The views above respecting bots, are sustained b}'

the following article from one of the latest English

publications on the diseases of horses.]

BOTS IN HORSES.

From the Farmer's Series of tlie Library- of Useful Knowledge.

In the spring and early part of the summer,
horses are much troubled by a grub or caterpillar,

which crawls out of the anus, lastens itself under
the tail, and seems to cause a great deal of itching
or uneasiness. Grooms are sometimes alarmed at

the appearance of these insects. Their history
is curious, and will dispel every tear with regard
to them. We are indebted to Mr. Bracy Clark
for almost all we know of the hot.

A species of gad-ily the astrus equi, is in the
latter part of the sunmicr exceedingly busy about
the horse. They are observed to be darting with
great rapidity towards the knees and sides of the
animal. The I'emales are depositing their eggs on
the hair, and which adhere to it by means of a
glutinous fluid Avith which they are surrounded.
In a lew days the eggs are ready to be hatched,
and tlie slightest application of warmth and mois-
ture will liberate the little animals which they con-
tain. The horse in licking himselt" touches the
egg, it bursts, and a small worm escapes, which
adheres to the tongue, and is conveyed wath the
food into the stomach; there it clings, by means of
a hook on either side of its mouth, to the cuticular
portion of the stomach, and its hold is so firm and
Bo obstinate, that it v\all be broken betbre it will be
detached. It remains feeding there on the mucus
of the stomach during the whole of the winter,

and to the end of the ensuing spring; when, hav-

ing attained a considerable size, and being destined

to undergo a certain transformation, it disengages
itself from the cuticular coat, is carried into the
sillous portion of the stomach with the food, pass-

es out of it with chyme, and is at length evacuated
with the dung.
The larva or m.aggot being thus thrown out

seeks shelter in the ground,, contracts in size, and
Iiecomes a chrysalis or grub; in which state it lies

inactive for a few weeks, and then, bursting from
its confinement, assumes the form of a fly. The
female, becoming impregnated, quickly deposites

her egirs on those parts of the horse which he is

most hkely to lick, and so the species is perpetua-
ted.

There are several plain conclusions from this his-

tory. The bots cannot, Avhile they inhabit the
stomach of the horse, give the animal any pain,

tor they are fiistened on the cuticular and insensi-

ble coat. They cannot stimulate the stomach
and increase its digestive power, for they are not

on the digestive portion of the stomach. They
cannot, by their roughness, assist the trituration

or rubbing down of the food, for no such office is

performed in that part of the stomach—the food

is softened, not rubbed down. They cannot be
injurious to the horse, for he enjoys the most per-

fect health when the cuticular part of his stomach
is filled with them, and their presence is not even
suspected until they appear at the anus. They
cannot be removed by medicine, because they are

not in that part of the stomach to which medicine
is usually conveyed; and if they were, their mouths
are too deeply buried in the mucus for any medi-
cine, that can safely be administered, to affect

them; and, last of all, in due course of time they
detach themselves, and come away. Therefore,

the wise man will leave them to themselves, or

content himself with picking them off when they
collect under the tail and annoy the animal.

BLASTING ROCKS.

From GoodscIFs Genesee Fanner.

As many lives are yearly lost by the untimely
explosion of the powder used for blasting rocks,
humanity prompts us to give a process as we heard
it described a few days since, by a person who had
been injured in a mine where many accidents of
the kind had happened which led them to try

other methods of charging the rocks than those
commonly practiced and which he said ended in

the discovery of a safe and expeditious manner of
blasting. As these accidents had uniformly hap-
pened, in what he denominated the "tampino''' or
driving down the brick and other substance used
in filling above the powder, they for an experi-

ment, substituted plaster of Paris, which had been
heated, as lor pre])aring cement, which they
mixed with water in the same manner, and poured,

the cement into the hole upon the powder, hav-
ing first introduced the quill or fuze; the cement
immediately set or hardened when the blast was
ready for firing. He said that he never knew a
blast managed in this way to fail of doing well,

and never knew an accident happen; that it was
quicker done and was more economical m every
respect. If this should prove correct it should be
generally introduced.
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GRADUATES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGI-
KIA.

The tenth session ot the University of Virginia

closed on the 19th July, when Degrees and Cer-

tificates were conferred on the following students,

who had been admitted by the Faculty to these

honors in the several schools and classes men-

tioned below. The names are placed in alpha-

betical order.

SCHOOI. OF ANCIENT LANGUAGES.

Jn Latin Language and Literature.

Septimus D. Cabaniss, Demopohs, Alabama.

TuUy R. Cornick, Princess Ann.
Benjamin J. Darnciile, Albemarle.

Jacob D. Dudley, Richmond.
William T. Early, Orange.

John M. Forbes, Falmouth.

John M. Gardnex, W^ashington city.

John B. Lynch, Tennessee.

Augustine S. MagiU, Winchester.

Thomas L. Patterson, University of Virginia.

David H. Tucker, Jeflferson.

In the whole School of u^ncieni Languages, (includ-

ing Latin and Greek Languages and Lite-

rature.)

Thomas T. Bouldin, Charlotte.

Peter Carr, Albemarle.

Archibald Cary, Fluvanna.

Frederick W. Coleman, Caroline.

Beverly Jones, Mecklenburg.

Thomas Leigh, Halifiix.

John A. Meredith, New Kent.

Charles D. Morris, Caroline.

Charles H. Randolph, Richmond.

Edmund Ruifm, Prince George.

Francis S. Sampson, Goochland.

SCHOOL OF MODERN LANGUAGES.

Li French Language and Literature.

Peter Carr, Albemarle.

Archibald Cary, Fluvanna.

James H. Davis, University of Virginia.

Nathaniel Harrison, Amelia.

Augustine S. Magill, Winchester.

Robert Patterson, University of Virginia.

John W. Stevenson, Richmond.

Thomas B. Washington, Jeflerson.

Thomas L. Patterson, University of Virginia.

In Spanish and French Languages and Lite-

rature.

James H. Davis, University of Virginia.

Fayette Robinson, Richmond.

In Italian Language a)id Literature.

Augustine S. Magill, Winchester.

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS.

William B. Archer, Richmond.

J. B. Lynch, Clarksville, Tennessee.

Andrew R. McKee, Charlottesville.

George G. Minor, Albemarle.

Francis S. Sampson, Goochland.
Robert W. Tomlin, Hanover.

SCHOOL OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

William B. Archer, Richmond.
Thomas T. Bouldin, Charlotte.

John C. Burrus, Huntsville, Alabama.
John H. Christian, Henrico.

Frederick W. Coleman, Caroline.

Benjamin .T. Darneille, Albemarle.

Jacob D. Dudley, Riclimond,

John M. Forbes, Falmouth.
Washington Van Ilamm, Zanesville, Ohio.

John W. Harris, Nelson.

Walter D. Leake, Goochland.
Andrew R. McKee, Charlottesville.

George G. Minor, Albemarle.
William W. Minor, Albemarle.
George L. Nicholson, Middlesex.
Closes M. Pailen, Richmond.
?Vlicaiah Pickett, JMeadviile, Mississippi.

Zebulon M. Pilce Powers, King and Queen.
John W. Stevenson, Richmond.
David H. Tucker, Jefferson.

William S. Triplett, Richmond.
Overton D. Watson, Albemarle.

John T. Winn, Adams county, Mississippi'.

John S. Woods, Albemarle.

SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY AND MAT. MEDICA.
In Chemistry.

Alexander L. Beard, Loudoun.
Thomas T. Bouldin, Charlotte.

John H. Cochran, Loudoun.
Robert J. Davis, Lynchburg.
John G. Fulton, Augusta.
John AV. Harris, Nelson.
Richard J. Harrison, Sussex.
Augustine S. Magill, Winchester.
John A. Meredith, New Kent.
William W. Minor, Albemarle.
Charles Minor. Louisa.

Zebulon M. Pike Powers, King and Queen.
Charles H. Randolph, Richmo'nd.
Edmund RufTin, Prince George.
John R. Woods, Albemarle-.

John B. Young, Henrico.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE,
TVith title of "Doctor of Medicint.'"

WiUiam A. Baynham, Essex.
Alexander L. Beard, Loudoun.
David N. Bliss, Connecticut.

Thomas J. Pretlow, Southampton,
Edwin H. Smith, Richmond.
Jacob Alonzo Smith, Henrico.

Thomas Withers, Dinwiddle.

The following Students received Certificates of
Proficiency in Bledical Jurisprudence:

James H. Davis, University of Virginia.

Willim Frazier, Augusta.
Hudson S. Garland, Nelson.

George P. Holeman, Fluvanna.
Archibald T. E. Robertson, Richmond.
John W. Stevenson, Richmond.
Nathaniel A. Venable, Prince Edward.

SCHOOL OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

Archibald Cary, Fluvanna.
Frederick W. Coleman, Caroline.

James H. Davis, University of Virginia.

Washington Van Ilamm, Zanesville, Ohio,

Thomas T. Land, Rankin, Mississippi.

John B. Lynch, Clarksville, Tennessee,
Augustine S. Magdl, Winchester.

John A. Meredith, New Kent.
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Charles Minor, Louisa.

Moses M. Pallen, Richmond.
Thomas L. Preston, Washington county.

Charles Randolph, Richmond.
Edmund Rurtin, Prince George.

Frances S. Sampson, Goochland.

amine for ourselves what is the true amount and

value of the pecuniary interest of each slave hol-

der, and properly estimate the worth of what we
I are contending for. The general interest is only

the aggregate of all the individual interests—and

I

to arrive at the truth respecting both, a little arith-

metic will aid us more than volumes of dcclama-
Th& follntolng Students received Certificates 6f\ ^^^^^_ j ^^i^ ^j^^ attention and assistance of those

'^ "" '" who are Uke myself interested in this kind of pro-

perty, in the attempt I shall make to estimate the
Proficiency, in Political Economy

John H. Christian, Henrico.

James H. Davis, Universityof Virginia

John VV. Stevenson, Richmond.
Thomas B. Washington, JcHerson.

SCHOOL OF LAW.
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William Martin, Henry.
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James H. Davis, University of Virginia.
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Charles H. Randolph Richmond.
Edmund Ruffin. Prince George.

John B. Young, Henrico.

ESTIMATES OF THE EXPENSES AA'D
OF REARING SLAVES.

[Written in 1832.]

For the Farmers' Register.

The great question of the effects of slave hold-

ing on the prosperity of the people ol Virginia,

has lately occupied the attention of every citizen:

but long as the subject has been debated, and nume-
rous and oft repeated as were the arguments and
estimates presented, still the existence of slavery

was considered only as to its effects on the welfare

of the community, and not on private and individ-

ual interests. A party question was raised—and
whether it was treated in its political, moral, or re-

ligious bearings, partizan fiielings entered into,

and governed both sides of the discussion. Nei-
ther truth nor reason can be expected on any sub-
ject, from arguments and debates so influenced.

No one more than myself" contiemns the manner
in which the debate on this subject was raised and
conducted in the Legislature of Virginia: and as

an owner of slaves, (and one whose income is de-

rived almost entirely from their labor,) I assert an
unquestionable right to my property, and protest

against every attempt to deprive me of it without
But at the same time, it may be

cost of rearing slaves, and the market value thence

derived. I shall endeavor to avoid all the other

considerations, important as they are, that press

upon this subject—and without meddling whh po-

Utics, or morals, mine will be the more humble ob-

ject to ascertain how far the private individual in-

terests of farmers are concerned—and by the same

mode, and on similar grounds, as the profit or los3

of rearing live-stock of any kind would be esti-

mated. 'The consideration of slave holding as a

matter of agricultural, finance, is presenting the

subject in a form that may be disgusting to many,

and repulsive to all. Nevertheless, it is the only

correct mode for establishing the truths I seek, or

of erecting a sure and solid foundation for the dis-

cussion of the general question.

The rearing of slaves in Lower Virginia has so

generally been considered a source of profit to

fheir owners that it has scarcely been questioned

or doubted. But I have never known any proof

of the fact exhibited, nor even sought for. A few

female slaves, in the course of twenty-five or thir-

ty years, will often yield an increase of eight or

ten times their number, and as great a multiplica-

tion of their own first value—and the great aug-

mentation of capital in such cases, is taken as suf-

ficient evidence that great profit has been thence

obtained. Yet nothing is more fallacious than de-

ductions so made. An estimate of profit or losa

inio-ht however be obtained, with sufficient accu-

racy, by using the following data: 1st. The cost

in purchase money, or the value of the mother,

and the annual cost of maintenance of herself and
children, for a certain length of time. 2nd. The
market value of the slaves at the end of that time

—and 3d. The average probability of the continu-

ance of life during the same time.

Money may be lent on good security for 6 per

cent, interest. If a man vests his money in trade,

or in building houses for rent, and thereby obtaina

10 per cent, only 4 per cent, is the amount of hia

profit for the risk and trouble attending his invest-

ment, as the remainder was the fair value of hia

money. If the whole average annual returns

from his new business amounted to no more than

6 per cent, there would be no profit whatever, and
no man knowingly would vest his money so use-

lessly, it" there was in this business more trouble

or risk, than in making ordinary loans.

The net hire of a slave shows what is the value

of^his labor to his employer, and to his owner.

The price for which he would sell shows what
amount of capital is so vested. If the demand lor

ihe labor of slaves was limited to one district, the

prices of hire and of sale would always bear a fair

proportion to each other. But the price of" hire

marks the value of labor here, while the selling

price is fixed by the demand of" Alabama or Lou-
isiana—and therefore the two may be quite dispro-my consent.

both proper and expedient, that we who hold this
|

portioned; and the selling price being now regu-

property, and contend for these rights, f?hould ex- ,
lated by the far greater demand, must of necessity
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greatly exceed the hire, which is founded on the

less demand tor labor at home.
From these plain and indisputable premises, it

will Ibllow necessarily, tliat a monied capital vest-

ed in slaves, and those slaves hired out, can yield

no profit whatever. It is true that no man ever

thought of so using his money: but that does not

affect the result of the argument. If it would be

unprofitable to make such an investment of money,
it is equally unprofitable to keep it so vested, as is

done in thousands of cases. Nor is the truth ot

the principle effected by the owners retaining the

slaves in his own employment, instead of hiring

them to others. He maj^ thereby insure their be-

ing treated more humanely, but will not obtain

much more profit, ibr it is certain that those who
hire slaves, on the average f)ay more than a fair

price. It should be observed that I allude altogether

to slaves employed either in field labor, or other-

wise on our farms. The value attached to partic-

ular slaves for their moral or mental qualities, or

as domestic servants, has nothing to do with the

question.

I will now proceed from general to particular es-

timates. The first presented will be a case of the

simplest kind, viz: a female slave without children,

and whose value and services are not affected by
child-bearing. On this supposition a young wo-
man of eighteen or twenty years, would sell for

^300, and would bring the unusual high annual
hire of -918, or the bare interest on the purchase

money. At these rates, it would require that her

life should be not only without infirmity, without
diseass, (or the cost of it, in physician''s bills,) but

also without end, to yield the common profit ot ca-

pital to her owner. It requires no farther detail to

show that holding such property must be attended

with certain loss. But for the purpose of aiding

other estimates, let this be considered in another
point of view. Suppose the average life of this

woman, fit for labor and free from infirmity, to be
twenty years; or to continue to thirt\'-eight or for-

ty years of age. This must be ample allowance,

as her expensive old age is a fair deduction from a
longer continuance of her more profitable years.

Then to avoid bringing loss to the owner, her an-
nual hire, clear of all expenses, should not only

pay the interest on -^300, but also as much more
as would suffice to repay that amount of capital,

by annual payments for twenty years. The sum
necessary for both these purposes, (estimated bv
the rules for fixing the value of annuities,) would
be about iB26 50—which if received in annual net

hire, would reimburse the owner, but not leave a
cent of profit. But according to the foregoing sup-
position, the annual hire would fall short of that

6um by -98 50: and that loss for twenty successive

years, would be equal to .^97 40 deducted from
the first value of the slave, or nearly one-third of

the capital so vested.

Let us next suppose the far more common case

that the female slave at the age of eighteen or

twenty begins to bring children, and Tor the twen-
ty years that the chance for a lite of labor was sup-

posed to continue, is not twelve months together

free from pregnancy, or the nursing of an infant.

In such a case, or even in any approaching to it,

it will be readily admitted that the labor of the

mother will not be worth more than her own main-
tenance, and consequently that she would bring in

nothing as hire: and it is equally clear, that if all

hire is lost, the whole value of the slave is com-
pletely sunk. But it is supposed that this loss is

more than compensated by the value of her chil-

dren. To test the truth of that opinion will be
the object of the next estimate.

The cost of maintaining a negro child from its

birth to ten years of age, in food, clothing, nurs-

ing, medical attendance, &c. cannot be less than
igiii a year—and that age is as early as the labor

of the child can begin to pay for its support. The
sum of .914 paid annually for ten years, is worth
at the end of that time, .^184 52—and that amount
must be exceeded by the value of the child, to

give any profit lor its rearing. Few children of
that age will sell for so much—and taking a gene-
ral average of sex and value, ii<170 may be as-

sumed as a full price, which would make a loss of
s^l4 52 on the investment; even if the child lived

so long. But there is an equal chance that the
child may die before ten years old, Avhich of
course would cause a total loss of the previous ex-
jienditure. The insurance against so probable a
casualty, is a fair deduction from the value that

may accrue—and that insurance would probably
take off one-fourth of the value of the slave—and
make altogether an average loss of $56 on each
child born.

The assumption that it is an equal chance that

a child will die before the age of ten j-ears, rests

on a comparison of the tables of the probabilities

of life, prepared by Dr. Halley from the bills of
mortality of Breslaw, and those of London and
Northumberland, by Dr. Price. According to

these Tables
At Breslaw, from 1000 births, 661 lived 10 years.

London, 28452 " 11582 " "

Northampton, 11550 " 5675 " "

The average of which shows less than one-half
surviving to the age of ten years.

Thus, unless the foregoing estimates are very
inaccurate, it is manifest that there is certain loss,

instead of profit, to be met with in rearing slaves,

or in owning females of any kind, whose value
depends only on their phj'sical qualities. It was
not my purpose to extend the inquiry to the cost

and profit of owning male slaves fit for labor. But
even as to these, a comparison of selling prices

with the net amount of hires, for the probable du-

ration of a lifts of a labor, will show that the pro-

fits of ownership are commonly and greatly over-

rated.

The foregoing estimates and deductions were
written in the early part of 1832, and I have chosen
to present them without alteration, although the

prices of slaves have greatly varied, and more
than once, since that time. Such temporary altera-

tions of market prices, in no manner afiect the

truth of my plan of estimating value—exce|)t that

such fluctuations are, in the general, injurious to

the interest of those who hold the property; and
can be beneficial only to those who speculate on
the chances of the rise and fall of prices. The
prices stated above both for hire and sales Oi

slaves are believed to be as high as a fair average
would indicate—and as high as can be expected

of any future average, whether of ten, twenty, or

fitly years. These explanatory remarks are per-

haps superfluous—but they are offered to prevent

hanng hereafler to meet the ready objection, that
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my statement of prices was incorrect. If the ge-

neral fairness and correctness of the estimate

should be objected to, or the deductions from these

premises (if their correctness is admitted,) be de-

nied, I shall be ready and willing to maintain my
positions, and pursue the investigation of the sub-

ject—si ill lio\vever considered as one merely of

domestic and national economy.

A SLAVE IIOLDKR.

EXTKACTri FROM PRIVATE COltREriPONDENCE.

SEASONS AlVD CROPS TIIK FENCE LAW EF-

FECTS OF MARL JIAGADABA BEAN AND
PARTRIDGE PEA QUERIES ON HOGS AND
PIGGERIES.

Charles City, July 3d, 1834.

If I was a good pensman I should like to tell

you something about the Coggins Point marl, and

what it is doing. I have seventy-four or five

thousand corn hills marled. In my field at this

time the corn is from hip to waist high. The
marl was spread this spring after the land was
fidlowed. The corn along side of that marled is

from ankle to half lef^ and knee high. I have

thirty thousand corn hills that have been limed.

The" corn on that is about knee high. This is the

second crop of corn I have had on it since I have
rented the land. So liir as I have been able to

judge between the two, I prefer the marl.

Camden, S. C. July 16.

We are full of rail roads. The Charleston peo-

ple want Camden to join Columbia in a road to

the junction of the North and South Edisto. The
Sumter folks want Camden to join in a road to the

San tee, and thence to Charleston. For the bene-

fit of the mad the former must be eventually laid

down; but the importance of having a great road

from North Carolina on the right bank of the Pee
Dee should give that a preference. However,
710US verrons.

Buckingham C. H. July 25, 1834.

The wheat is uncommonly fine in quality,

though short in quantHy. Crops of corn never
more promising, at this season of the year. We
have had abundant rams, without having any
etorms to do injury in this neighborhood.

Neivbern, iV. C. July 22.

I left Florida the middle of June. At that time
crops were promising but suffering from drought.
I infer from subsequent information that the
drought did not pontinue long enough to do much
inj^r)^ Late reports from Alabama speak favora-
bly of" the gro\ving crop, and it is now probable
that the crop of cotton will be large. I shall look
with some anxiety for the eflect of this on prices.

At this place the rains, for ten days past, have
been excessive, and the injury in the immediate
neighborhood is probably considerable. I do not
know how far these rains have extended.
The "Magadaba Bean" of one of your early

correspondents, I suppose to be the Jleschyaomene
hispida of botanists, which however naturally pre-
fers a sandy, but moist soil. It is sometimes de-

not a vine, as one of your late correspondents seems
to suppose.* The amphicaq:;a monrica, a sort of

wild pea, is a vine running over snail shrubs.

Is the common mode of rearing hogs in the
Southern States an economical one? I mean that

of suffering them to range at large, and calling

them up once a day to receive a small allowance
of corn I

Could you not procure from some experienced
person at the North the best mode of constructing

and managing a piggery? There is a valuable
account of one in New England in one of the vo-

lumes of the American Farmer. Some one has
lately mentioned to me an account of a remarka-
ble one contained in Mr. Poinsett's Notes on
Mexico.

Camden, S. C. July 26.

The crop of corn and cotton in the Southern
and Western States will be overwhelming. We
have had plenty of rain and no freshets.

Caroline, July 28.

The prejudices which most of our old farmers
entertained against marl are rapidly vanishing, and
ere long, I hope to see our beautifid district of
country, still more beautiliil from its effects. My
nearest neighbor Mr. J. H. B , marled very
hea^ily an acre of land lust fall, and seeded it in

wheat and clover. The wheat was improved by
its application, and the clover is now so much bet-

ter than that adjacent, that the eye detects it at a
considerable distance.

I marled two acres in the spring, and seeded
them in oats and grass seeds. I put about two
himdred and fifty tumbril cart loads on this lot.

The marl used was pi-incipally taken from thesur-
li\ce of one of my marl banks. There was no
shell in it, but the impressions of many—and every
lump was interspersed with selenite—pure gyp-
sum. The lot produced me one hundred and se-
venty-five bushels of clean oats, heaping mea-
sure. This seems to me to be a good product.
The rains in tlie spring had beaten down these
oats frequently—and when cut, grass blades were
used, in consequence o( their tangled condition.
But for these drawbacks it is probable the product
would have been two hundred bushels. As your
writings on the subject had first directed our atten-
tion to the effects of marl, I thought that you
would not deem me impertinent to communicate
the above facts to you.

[* Our two correspondents certainly mean different

plants under the same name. The partridge pea so

well known in Lower Virginia is the same described

(in the former communication from Cambridge, Md.)
as a vine which climbs upon, bears down, and thereby

destroys growing wheat. It is a slender vine, bearing'

purple blossoms, and round dark gray seeds (about the

diameter of grains of wheat,) in a cylindrical black

pod, which bursts and scatters its seeds soon after ri-

pening. Like all other plants of the pea and clover

tribe the growing of the partridge pea is promoted in a

peculiar degree by the use of marl and other calcareous

nominated "False sensitive plant." The partridge I manures—and it may be presumed also by the use of
pea ia the Cassia chamaecrista of botanistSj and is I gypsum, where that manure will act on any thing.]
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Gloucester, j^ug. \st, 1834.

I am pleased to find that the farmers of Virgi-

nia, are becoming sensible of the exceeding griev-

ance which the existing law of enclosures imposes
on them. It would be a relief to the farmers of

this state nearly equivalent in value to their annu-
al tax, if all were compelled to enclose their own
hogs. The burthen would be vastly relieved if

we could with any security make our outer fences

of post and rail, or any material sufficient to de-

fend us from our neighbor's large stock. As it is,

I know no respectable farmer who would not be

glad to pasture his poor neighbor's few cows, if he
could thereby be secured from general depredation.

All timber is becoming very scarce and exj)ensive

in the lower part of Gloucester county, and this is

a matter to which we must be soon compelled to

call the attention of our legislators.

IRON WAGON WHEELS.
We saw a wagon ni Court street this forenoon,

which, from the novel construction of the wheels,

excited considerable curiosity in the passers-by.

They were made entirely of iron—tlie outer part

of the wheel was formed from a single piece of

iron about an hich and a half square—the sjjokes

were round, and five-eighths of an inch in diam-

eter. The naves were constructed in a new and
ingenious manner, by which the fi'iction is much
diminished; and the whole appearance of the

wheels conveyed the idea of useflilness, neatness,

and simplicity.

On inquiry, we learned that these wheels were
calculated to" sustain a weight of a ton and a half

—and that wheels of the ordinaiy construction, to

sustain so great a weight, would weigh about the

same as these newly invented wheels. The ex-

pense also, we were inibrmed, will not vary ma-
terially from those in common use. They were

manufactured by Mr. Hale, of South Boston; and

Ave believe this is the first attem])t of the kind to

manufacture all the parts of the wheel of iron.

The advantages to be derived from this invention

are neatness, safely, and durability.

—

Bost. paper.

TO CORRESPONDENTS AND SUBSCRIBERS.

We often receive communications of such ambigu-

ous form as not to be sure whether they are designed

for publication as they appear, or are private—or even

in part confidential. To decide in such cases is incur-

ring more responsibility than is our fair share. We
have always endeavored to comply with what we

presumed were the coiTespondent's wishes—but it

is not likely that these guesses have been always coi--

rectly made. It is desirable that every article intend-

ed for publication without alteration, or with no more

chano-e of form than the editor may require, should be

headed "For the Farmers' Register," or that object

expressed in any other manner the writer may prefer.

If any passage is intended as private and confidential,

let it be marked "private," and the writer's wishes

cannot be mistaken, and will be always respected.

Every other letter having neither of these characters

marked, will be considered as private, but from which

we may be permitted as heretofore, to extract for pub-

lication any passages that we deem of interest to the

public. It is in this manner that our "Extracts of

private correspondence," have been obtained—and for

their insertion, we only are responsible.

The ambiguity of which we complain causes another

doubt as to communications of a mixed character—that

is, whether we are authorised to use the writer's pro-

per signature, as he has given it—or should omit it,

because the publication may not have been intended.

If the former course is taken, and the writer's intention

is mistaken, we are liable to be censured for using

names without permission—and if the name is omitted,

from a mistaken fear of that charge, it may be consi-

dered as a want of proper respect for the writer. Our
correspondents will see the existing difficulty, and we
hope, will relieve us from it in future.

We are always glad to be allowed to publish the

proper signature of every one who writes on practical

agriculture, or who offers any statements of facts. Ne-

vertheless, no name will ever be so used, intentionally,

without the writer's consent: and therefore our coitcs-

pondents need not fear giving their names to the edi-

tor, (which is always desirable, though not insisted on)

even when they wish them withheld from the public.

The affixing any fictitious signature to a communica-

tion, will always be considered as a prohibition of the

use of the writer's name.

These requisitions may be thought idle, and the in-

conveniences complained of as of no account. But

the evil to us is not only considerable, but is increas-

ing. Some of our correspondents may already have

seen proofs (if indeed we have mistaken their inten-

tions,) of the necessity of some regulation in this

matter.

The proposed Cheap Edition of the Farmers^ Register

has received so little support, that the publication is

necessarily abandoned. If this result has been a dis-

appointment to our expectation of sending the Far-

mers' Register to a new and numerous class of readers,

it has also decisively proved the general preference for

the present form of our publication, and that few would

feel compensated by a diminution of price, for the in-

ferior quality and more perishable form of the Cheap

Edition as proposed.

The following communications have been received:

'•On the true principles of profitable husbandry"

—

"Thoughts on rearing fruit trees"—Remarks on the

Woodson and Cunningham Grapes"—Insects and

their desh'oyers"—"On the fence law"—"Colic in

horses"—"On water furrowing hill-sides"—"On Lobe-

lia Inflata"—"Account of Emmons' horse power ma-

chinery"—"Ashes on farm yard litter"
—"Petition for

a change in the law respecting mclosures"—"Black

peas following wheat"—"Proceedings of an agricultu-

ral meeting in King William"—"The prevailing habits

and opinions which oppose tlie prosperity of agricul-

ture."

Prmted hy Robert Hielictts,

AT THE SHELLBANKS PRESS,

Prince George County, Va.

Where the printins of books, pamphlets, and other jobs, can be

executed promptly, and in the best !<tylc.



SUFFLUMENT
TO JVo. 4, OF F^lK^TflEUS^ MFGISTER.

After the last sheet of No. 4 was ready for the press,

we received some of the latest Nos. of our British ag-

ricultural periodicals; and being unwilling to withhold

their contents entirely from our readers until October,

these supplementary pages are added with that view,

and also to lessen the accumulation of matter on hand

for publication. •

[As the want of space will not permit at this time

the insertion of all the reports which form the article

commenced below, it is proper to state that the results

concur in proving that it is unprofitable to fatten cattle

on steamed food, instead of similar food in a raw state

—and that the steamed food is profitable to be used for

hogs, though less so than has been supposed.

The experiments deserve attention not only for the

subject, and the results, but also on account of the

very particular and accurate manner in which all the

processes were conducted, and the full and clear re-

ports exhibited. This is the proper manner in which

experiments should be made, and their progress and

results noted and reported: and a few sucii on any one

contested point in agriculture, conducted by different

persons, and in diflerent modes, will go farther to

reach valuable truths, than volumes of mere specula-

tion and opinion, or of arguments founded on such un-

stable foundations. Nor does the difference of results

in different experiments impair their value, provided

every circumstance affecting them was observed and

reported. In no complicated experiment, of conside-

rable duration, can the farmer foresee or regulate every

circumstance necessary to his object: and the omission

of observing some one such unsought for and unex-

pected agent, may make the report false, and the

whole experiment worse than worthless. But when

all such circumstances are fully and truly stated, they

often lead to truths, which though different from, may

be as valuable as those that the experimenter was seek-

ing.

The usefulness of the Highland Society of Scotland

to agriculture, and to the general prosperity of their

country, may be inferred from this small sample of the

manner in which their patriotic efforts are directed

—

and we respectfully recommend the example to the

different agricultural societies already formed, or now
forming in Virginia. The same general faults, (though

in different degrees, have been exhibited by all that

have existed, and will be, we fear, by all now coming

into existence. They are societies for talking instead

of working—for speech-making upon things in general,

instead of for making accurate experiments, and re-

porting statements of facts, for the improvement of ag-

ricultural practice. If the duties required of the mem-
bers of agricultural societies were merely to make and

report experiments in a proper manner, (though cer-

tainly there is no reason why their labors should be

confined within these limits,) the value of their trans-

VoL. II.—21

actions would be great indeed. By every report, or

memorandum, something would be added to the a-

mount of established truths: and by a proper bond of

union between all, each society would be benefited

not only by the labors of its own members, but as

much by those of all others. Let each member be re-

quired to do something, and the labors of all would be

immense, both in quantity and value. But if one hun-

dred societies were now formed, to go through the old

round of constitution-making and speech-making, they

would do no good, even if they did not produce injury

to their cause, as is generally the result of all misdi-

rected efforts. There is nothing we are more anxious

to see than the intellect and strength of the agricultu-

ral interest of Virginia arrayed in properly constituted

agricultural societies: and there is no public measure

that we have less faith in, as a means of promoting ag-

ricultural improvement, than societies organized and

conducted as they generally have been.]

REPORTS ON THE COBIPARATIVE ADVANTA-
GES OF FEEDING LIVE STOCK ON RAW OR ON
PREPARED FOOD.

From tlie Prize Essays and Transactionsof the Highland Society
of Scotland.

[In 1833, the Society, considering the impor-
tance of determining the comparative advan-
tages of feeding Hve-iJtock on raw or on prepared
tbod, offered a piece of plate of I'hirty Sovereigns
value, for the best report, founded on actual ex-
periment, made for that purpose, on a number of
oxen or heifers, not fewer than six, the animals to

be of the same breed, age and sex, and the term
of feeding not less than three months. At the
same time, a premium of Ten Sovereigns was of-

fered for a report on the feeding of ten or more
swine of the same age and breed. Five reports

were received. The premium for horned cattle

was adjudged to Mr. Walker, Ferr}^gate, Had-
dington, and that lor swine to Mr. Boswellof Bal-
muto. Extracts of the other reports, to the au-
thors of which the thanks of the Society were
voted, are also given.]

Report of an Experiment on the deeding of Six
Heifers and Four Oxen.

By Mr. Robert Walker, Ferrj-gate, Haddington.

Here, ample barn-yards still are stored

With relics of last autumn's hoard,

And firstlings of this year.

On the 20th day of Febi-uary 1833, we put up
to feed six two-years-old heilers, bred by our-

selves, got by a thorough bred short-horned bull,

out of common country cows, and as nearly equal

as could be selected from a large lot, both in point

of weight and feeding qualities. At the same
time, we also put up four two-year-old stots, part

of a lot purchased at Dalkeith October Fair from

Mr. James Haliburton, cattle-dealer, at Hawick.
From the circumstance of both lots having

been, some time previous to 20th February, on
lull keep,—the heifers on common white giope

turnips, with an allowance of 3 lbs. of bruiced
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beans each beast per day, the stots on good pur-
ple-topped Swedish turnips, and the same quan-
tity of bruised beans per day,—we were enabled
to make a better selection than we could have
done from any lot of lean cattle, because they had
then fully begun to display their feeding qualities.

Both lots previous to 2dth February were kejjt

amongst others in the open court-yard with sufK-

cient sheding.

On being put up preparatory to this experiment,

the heifers were divided into two lots of three each,

as nearly equal as possible, both in point of weight
and apparent feeding qualities, and put into an
open court-yard wiht sheds, which had peen di-

vided with a railing for the purpose of keeping
them separate, and lots were cast to determine
which three were to be put on vaw, and which
three on the steamed food.

The same preparatory process was followed

with the stots, equally divided, two and two in

each lot,—only with this diflerence, that the stots

were kept entirely under cover of the sheds, but
loose, and having abundance of room -to walk
about, with plenty of light and air.

The heifers were allowed as many purple-top-

ped Swedish turnips topped, rooted, properly clean-

ed, and cut into pieces, so that they could get them
into their mouths, as they could consume, with 3
lbs. of bruised beans, anct 20 lbs. of potatoes each
beast per day, in addition to the turnips, with half
a stone of straw each.

The stots were allowed as many of the same sort

of turnips as they could eat, whh 4| lbs. bruised
beans, and 30 lbs. of potatoes each beast per day,
with half a stone of straw each. That is to say,

the food of the stots and heifers was the same only
with this difference, that the stots were allowed 1^
lbs. beans and 10 lbs. potatoes more perbeast than
the heifers, each day.

The mode of preparing the food was steaming,
by placing a tub, with holes in the bottom, above
a common furnace pot or copper, used for making
tlie harvest porridge. The tub was drawn off and
on the top of the pot by a block and tackle, attach-

ed to a sort of crane for shilling the tub into the
position when wanted. The tub used for prepar-
jng the food of the three heifers, was in diameter
at top 3 feet 1^ inches, at bottom 2 feet 10^ inches,
in depth 1 foot 8 inches. The tub was filled as full

as it would hold in the first place with turnips,

which required from five to seven hours to steam;
—the potatoes were put in on the top of the turn-
ips, about an hour or three-quarters of an hour be-
fore being taken off, when the turnips had fallen so
much down or lost bulk sufficient to admit them,

—

the beans were put in last, from twenty to thirty
minutes before being taken of^',—and all three
when taken off were thrown into other tubs with a
shovel, and well mixed.

The food for the stots was prepared exactly in

the same manner but in a separated tub, at an
adjoining farm. The size of this tub was less than
the other, being in diameter at top 2 feet 7h inches,
at bottom 2 feet 4 inches, and in depth 1 foot 7^
inches. The food in both cases was given to the
cattle in wooden stalls or troughs, always properly
cleaned once each day.

Both lots, the cattle on steamed as well as raw
food, were fed three times per day,—at day-break,
at noon, and lastly an hour before sunset.
The bruised beans were given to the loti; on raw

food at noon, the potatoes one-half in the morning
and the other half at noon.

In both cases, the greatest attention was paid to

give both those on raw and those on steamed
food as much as they could eat, but no more, so
that iheir food might be as nearly as possible eaten
up at the times of refeeding, this being, in the

o|)inion of the reporter, always a prime considera-

tion in every case of feeding, so that the stalls may
be always kept clean, and regularly cleared of the

refuse.

A table is annexed of the live-weight of the

cattle at the beginning of the experiment, the

weight at the expiiy of every month, and the pro-

gressive monthly improvement, with the total im-
provement in weight during three months; and
lastly, their live-weight, when sent away to be
slaughtered,—with a comparative statement of
their live and dead weights.

The apparatus for weighing the cattle is simply

a common steelj^ard, such as is used at the toll-bars

in the county of Edinburgh for weighing carta.

The cattle stand on a flat board, which is covered

with a little chaff or straw, to prevent the treading

of their feet making a noise to frighten them—the

board being laid upon blocks of wood, Avhich are

put into the frames where the cart-wheels stand, in

weighing carts, and elevated just sufficiently high

to make the board swim clear of the frame-work of
the steelyard. The cattle walk on to the board,

which is surrounded on three sides with hurdles or

gates, to keep them steady on it during the time

they are Aveighing, the servants standing behind
at the open end where the cattle enter. With this

very simple apparatus, one might engage to

weigh ten cattle in as many minutes—the cattle

in general going as easily off and on the steelyard

as moving a little backwards and forwards on plain

ground.
We very soon discovered that the cattle on the

steamed food consumed considerably more turnips

than those on the raw food, having laid down for

the three heifers on raw food two cart-loads, con-

taining together 25 cwt. 1 qr. 14 lbs. of turnips, and
at the same time the like quantity for the three

heifers on steamed food; but at the end of four

days, very few turnips were left to put into the

steam-tub, while apparently little more than the

half of those laid down for the raw food was con-

sumed. We then added another load of 12 cwt.

2 qrs. of turnips to the steam, and at the end of
seven days, the three heifers on the raw-food had
consumed the quantity laid down for them, while

the three on steamed-fbod had consumed the same
quantity, and very nearly the whole of the addi-

tional quantitv of 12^ cwt., at least all but about a
half tub, or 250 lbs. ofraw turnips; and in order to

be very correct, we proceeded to Aveighthe steam-

ed turnips which were lef> unconsumed, when we
found they only weighed 195 lbs. This circum-

stance of the weight being much less than we
expected, put us on making a series of experi-

ments, of^ the difference of the weight when put in

raw and after being steamed, the result of which
will be afterwards detailed, and also in ascertain-

ing, by a more lengthened experiment, the rela-

tive quantities of food consumed by each lot of

cattle.

On this first and short experiment during one

Aveek of seven days, the three heifers on raw food

had consumed, as before stated, 25 cwt. 1 qr. 14
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lbs. of Swedish turnips, 3 cwt. 3 qrs. of potatoes,

and 63 lb?, of bruised beans, being at the rate of

135 lljs. of turnips, 20 lbs. of potatoes, and 3 lbs. of

bruised beans lor each beast per day. While the

three heifers on steamed food had consumed m
the same space of seven days, about 37 cwt. 16

lbs. of turnips, being at the rate of 190 lbs. of tur-

nips, 20 lbs. ot potatoes, and 3 lbs. of bruised

beans per day for each beast, a dili'erence of 55

lbs. of turnips consumed by each beast on steamed
food per day more than what vi^as consumed by
those on raw food.

On a pretty lengthened experiment made on

the difference of the weight of turnips before and
after being steamed, we tbund the result to be as

follows:—Upon turnips which had been taken

from the ground in the early part of February,

when they were tliU of juice, weight when raw 5

tons 8 cwt., after being steamed 4 tons 4 cwt. 3 qrs.

16 lbs., being a loss of weight in the process of

steaming of 1 ton 3 cwt. 12 lbs., or in round num-
bers, the turnips may be said to have lost nearly

one-fitth of their weight in the process of steam-

ing, and further we may mention, that they also

lost about one-fourth or one-fifth of their bulk. But
at an after period, when the turnips were lifted

from the ground after the middle of April, the loss

of weight in the steaming process was not near so

great, not being one-sixth of their raw weight in

place of one-fiftli as formerly stated. The loss of

weight on steaming potatoes was a mere nothing,

not being more than ^V^h part. Still, although the

cattle at this latter period, viz. the end of April

and beginning of May, did not consume quite so

much weight of turnips, they consumed fully more
bulk. The turnips having lost considerably in

weight in proportion to their former bulk, it now
requiring a larger cart-load to weigh 16 cwt. than
it did in the month of February; this circumstance

being easily accounted for, because the tops of the

turnips were now vegetating rapidly, and the bulb

losing its former sap. But in every case through-

out the whole course of the experiment, the dif

ference consumed by the cattle on steamed food

above those on raw, was about 55 lbs. of turnips

per day lor each beast.

As formerly stated, the stots were allowed, in

addition to the turnips, 30 lbs. of potatoes each,

and 4^ lbs. of bruised beans, being 10 lbs. of po-

tatoes and 1^ lbs. of beans each beast more than
the heifers per day. In this case, the result was
exactly similar to that of the heifers, the stots on
the steamed tbod consuming about 55 lbs. per day
of turnips more than those on the raw food each
beast.

The steamed food being 94 cwt. 14 lbs. of tur-

nips for twenty-eight days of two cattle, about 195
lbs. per day, and the raw food being 70 cwt. for the
same time, about 140 lbs. per day. The twenty-
eight days alluded to were the last twenty-eight

days of the experiment, from the 22d of April till

ihe 20lh May.
We may now be permitted to state, that our ex-

periment might very easily have shown different

results; that the cattle on steamed tbod might have
been shown to have consumed less instead of more
!ood, and as a necessary consequence, a great

shortcoming in the article of improvement, because

in the very outset of our experiment, we discover-

ed that it was necessary that the steamed food

hould be always fresh, or in other words, newly
done, and if it was old done, cold and sour, the

cattle would hardly eat it unless when very hun-
gry; in short, the quantity they would consume
might have been made to agree to the fresh or

sour state of the food when presented to them. If

warm and newly done, they would eat up their

feed with avidity, ii" cold and sour, they would not

taste it, unless compelled by hunger. We there-

lore resolved to give them their tbod always as

newly prepared as possible, thinking that the first

object of our experiment was to fatten both lots of

cattle as well as we could, and afterwards to cal-

culate the expense. We are quite aware, that to

have done a large quantity at one steaming, would
have lessened the expense both of coal and labor,

and also, by getting sour before being used, saved

a vast quantity of food. But we are equally well

aware, that by so doing we never could have fat-

tened our cattle on steamed food. And on the

other hand, had we restricted our different lots of

cattle to the same weight of food, those on steam-

ed food would not have had as much as they could

consume, provided the steamed food was properly

administered; and therefore, by a parity of reason-

ing, the cattle on the steamed food could not make
the same improvement as they would have done
on full keep. Our object has therefore been, as

formerly stated, to fatten both lots of cattle, and
afterwards calculate the different expense.

A small quantity of salt was allowed the cattle

as a sort of condiment amongst their food. Those
on steamed food had it amongst their food when
being taken from off the steam; those on raw food

had It mixed with the bean-meal, at the rate of

about ^th of a lb. each beast per day. They did

not get any salt for the first ten days, but after be-

ing used to it for three weeks, we tried the cattle

on steamed food with one feed without salt. They
did not seem to relish it so well: we then put a
little salt on their food in the stall, and they at once

began to eat greedily; both those on steamed and
those on raw food were evidently fond of the salt.

We used the salt at the first, in order to prevent

the steamed food from getting so soon sour, which
had a very decided effect in this respect. In our

calculations of the value of keep, we have not

stated any thing lor straw consumed by the cattle,

as they were frequently supplied with litter of the

same sort of straw, not deeming the straw of any
other use than being made into diuig.
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Ziive weight of Cattle, with monthly increase, and total increase of iveight in three months; and also

Live iveight luh.ca sent away to be killed, with Dead tveight of Beef Tallow, Hides, ^c.
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TABLE III.

Two slots, on steam, Cwt. qrs. lbs. price per cwt,

consumed of Swedish turnips, 23 2 £0 " '

of potatoes, 3 3

of beans, 1 bushel, 2 7
Estimate for coal and extra labor,

lor salt.

Cost of one week for two stots, or Ss. 6^d. each per week,

Two etots, on raw food, Cwt. qrs. lbs. price per cwt.

consumed of Swedish turnips, 17 2 £0 4
of potatoes, 3 3 13
of beans, 1 bushel, 2 7
of salt.

Cost of one week of two stots, or 6s. 9^d. each per week,

Additional cost per week on two stots on steamed food, £0 3 6

Cost of 3 heifers on steam food, from the 20th of February till the 20th of May, 12 weeks 5 days,

at £ 1 2 1^ per week, as per Table II, £ 14 1 3^
Cost of 3 heilers on raw food, from the 20th of February till the 20th of May, 12

weeks 5 days, at I63. 3d. per week, as per Table II, 10 6 7^

Total additional cost of 3 heifers on steam food above those on raw food, £3 14 8]^

Estimate of Profit and Loss.

Value of 3 heifers on steam food at 20th February:
Live-weight as per Col. 1. Table 1. 222 stone?, divided by 1.75, as a factor, gives 126 stones

12 lbs. of beef
J
at 5s. 6d. per stone, sinking the offal, £34 17 8^

Add cost of keep as above, 14 1 3|

Total cost, £48 19 £48 19
Value when killed, 152 stones of beef) as per Table I. Col. 10 at 6s.

6d. per stone, sinking the offal, 49 8

per cwt.
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Estimate of Profit and Loss.

Value of stotNo. 9. Col. 1. Table I. 20th February:

Live-weight 90 slones, divided by L7£», as a factor, gives 51 stones 6 lbs. of beef, at 5s. 6d.

per stone, sinking the offal,

Cost of keep as in Table III,

Total cost,

Value when killed 58 stones 6 lbs. of beef, as per Table I. Col. 10.

at 6s. 6d. per stone, sinking the offal,

£14
4
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signaled lot No. 3, the reporter was anxious to as-

certain the respective merits of the sexes infeeding,

and he put up two males and one lemale in this

crew, which he caused to be fed on raw and boiled

food indiscriminately, as it happened to be left

over, after serving the other two lot.s of .shots.

Two of the pigs of this last mentioned lot were of

a very peculiar breed, being a cross of the wild

boar and the common sow; they were marked ex-

actly like a zebra, but did not take on fat so readily

as the other pigs; hence they were not so profita-

ble, but their bacon had a peculiarly rich and deli

cate flavor. The reporter had all the three lots of

pigs repeatedly washed with soap and water, and
he thinks it refreshed them greatly, and caused

them to relish their food.

The reporter e^•ery eight or ten days, say from

the 2d of July till the 2d of October, made repeat-

ed observations on the appearance of all the ani-

mals; and he may now state generally, thatlot No.
1. (males,) fed exclusively upon boiled meat, did

thrive throughout in a superior manner to the

others, and even to those who had an occasional

mixture of raw and boiled meat: thus showing
that boiled meat is at all times more nutritive than

the raw. The reporter thinks that in all cases of

feeding swine, they should be fed on prepared

food, adding always a sufficient portion of salt,

which seems a necessaiy condiment in most de-

scriptions of prepared food.

Original expense of the purchasing andfeeding the

Swine.

To paid for 10 pigs at 25s. each, £ 12 10

To amount of expense for feed

1833.

Table of weights of the Swine.

I. He Pigs.
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EDMUAD RUFFIN, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR*

ON THE TRUE PRINCIPLES OF PROFITABLE
HUSBANDRY,

To the Editor of the Farmers' Kogister.

It is of course, one object of the efforts of every

farmer, to increase tiie profits of liis estate, but

there is great iliversity, both of opinion and prac-

tice, as to the best mode of eflecting this. The
method most acted on in Virginia, or at least in

that part of it with whicli I am best acquainted,

the soutli side of James River, is to lay out any
surpkis of money wliich the farmer should hap-

pen to have, in the ptuxhase of additional laborers;

to make his land produce as much as he can force

out of it every year; and when it wears outj to buy
another tract if he can. And we are frequently

reminded in argument, that it is to this system,

that the rich old planters among us owe their es-

tates. But it may be objected that the circum-

stances in which these were placed, were essen-

tially different from ours—land was in their day
fresh and productive, and the price of agricultural

proilucts generally so high, that even under theif

system of farming, industry met Avith a rich re-

ward. It may also be observed, that although
individuals have thriven under this system, the

community has suffered—lands have been ex-

hausted by it—population checked—and the accu-

mulation of capital generally prevented, The
decrease in the returns of labor, owing principally

to the deterioration of the soil in this part of our

state, is much greater than is generall}" supposed;

great as it is universally admitted to he. In the

days of our forefathers, 3000 pounds oi" tobacco to

a hand, Avas not, it is believed, a very uncommon
crop. At the present day, 1000 pounds are esti-

mated to be fully the average. In the county of

Mecklenburg, certainly of medium fertility, tlirough

the whole length of which the Roanoke rolls its

fertilizing waters, it is computed by a very com-
petent judge, that 750 pounds would equal the

average. Some (though a very inadequate) com-
pensation may be found for this, in the mcrease of
the wheat crop. On the whole, however, we
cannot conceal from ourselves that under the sys-

tem heretofore practised, the profits ol' agriculture

m Virginia, have diminished, are diminishing, and
are not likely to increase. To what cause then
is this result owing? Neither industry nor econo-
my is rare among us. How happens it then, that

a climate so benign, capable of^ rearing the pro-

ducts of almost every other, and having some
peculiar to itself, with a soil which nature made
p oductive, and with institutions that stimulate our
efforts, by securing their fruits from the capacity
of others: how happens it that with all these ad-
vantages, our march is retrograde? The answer
to this inquiry, I think, may be found in the prin-

ciples on which we conduct our agriculture, in the

fact that we bestow our capital on the increase of
labor, and not on the improvement of the soil. It

is obvious that the profit of a farmer must arise

fi'om the excess of his income o\ er his out-lay or

expenditure. Now his expenditure, however di

immaterial in this inqniiy, whether the human
labor he employs be that of hirelings, as at the
north, or of his own slaves, as is usual with us in

Virginia; for these are a portion of his capital, and
the interest of this capital, if converted into mo-
ney, together v.-ith the maintenance of the slaves,

is the hire which he pays. Now it has been es-

timated in the Register, and the estimate is con-
firmed by the experience of all, it is believed, who
have made the calculation, that the expense of
cultivating land is with us at least five dollars per

acre; but tlie averase value of land in Virginia,

certainly in this i)art of it, falls far short of eight

dollars per acre. Its yearly value or rent then is

less than flf^y cents. We come thus to the re-

markable conclusion, that in this comparatively
long and well-settled country, we bestow more
than ten times as much upon labor as upon land.

In New York, it would seem from the estimate in

Judge Buefs piece, in the second number of the
second volume of the Farmers' Register, that the
rent of land was about equal to half the cost of
its cultivation: in Flanders the rent is half the

gross product. It seems then that as agriculture

improves, the cost of cultivation relatively to the

value of the land declines- That is, the profits of
the farmer go to increase the productiveness of the

soil, so that with the same labor, he obtains lar-

ger results. Now it is human labor which gives

their value to all the other means with Avhich the

farmer operates, and it is conse(juenfly the most
valuable and the most costly of an)-. That sys-

tem then which to produce a given result, uses the

least of this expensive eleioent of productiveness,

is the most profitable. As the improvement of the

soil is obviously the most effectual means of doing
this,to grudge the sums necessary for im])rovement,

is in the long run, extravagance and not econonn".

And if VvC leave speculation, and look at fiicts, the

conclusion will be the same. By refemng to IVIr,

riarder's conmiunication (Farm. Reg. 1st Vol.

9th No.) it will be seen tliat with labor not cossing

more than #300, he obtains crop^s Avorth more than

#2500. Compare this with Avhat Ave every day
Avitness in our own part of the countiy, Avhere the

expense of tillage is sometimes greater than the

Avhole amount of the crop, and it Avill go far to

explain the problem with AA^hich AA'e set out. Econ-
omy of human labor indeed, seems to n>e to be
the principle Avhich lies at the foundation of all

good husbandry, and Avhich Avill explain every

difference betAveen a Avell and ill manaixod (hriii.

Be consistent and systematic in the a[iplication of

this principle, and it will compel you to haN-e good
fence;', to procure the best tools, and a plentituf

supply of strong and serviceable horses and oxen
tor draught and the )jIough; and the change thus

produced is one which does not merely recommend
itself to the proprietor—to the eye o " taste and
feeling, the sight of a beautilr.I and highly culti-

vated country, is one of the most delightful Avhich

can be presented. To look upon "pastures clothed

Avith flocks and valleys co\'ered over with corn,"

must excite in the patriot and philanthropist, emo-
versified may be its items, is all reducible to the, tions of the liveliest pleasure; Avhile the perpetua?
tAvo heads of labor and land, and it is perfectly

' contemplation of increasing sterilitv,- ?gems caleu-

VoL. 11,-22,
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lated to harden the heart, and to contract all its

feehngs into the narrowest seliisiiness. Looking
then at all its consequences, it may well be ques-
tioned, whether we are not responsible for the de-

solation we have produced, Vv'bcther we have the
moral right to strip the soil of the niagnficer.t

forests Avhich have waved over it iur centuries, and
to leave it covered in their stead, ^.vith broomstraw,
dock and nmllen, and redd.encd with galls and
channelled with giillies.

A, B.

[The writer of the foregoing coniraunicatioii, has ex-

posed to view, though hastily and sliglitly, one of the

main causes of unprofitable tillage in Lower Virginia.

It is to be regretted that he did not extend his rciuarks,

and exhibit more of the consequences, which (may

Bot only be inferred from his undeniable positions,

but) are matters of general experience. It is un-

doubtedly true that we generally employ more of hu-

man labor in tilling our farms than sound views of

profit would direct—in some cases (and not very rare

cases) the net bire of the slaves, or the interest on the

money they could be sold for, would amount to double

the net product of the crops they make. No man in

bis proper senses would employ labor in tliis wasteful

manner, if he bad to procure it by hire or hy. purchase

—but bis owning the slaves in no degree eilects the

estimate, or lessens the loss be thus incurs. The truth

is, that the extent of our employment of slave labor is

very seldom directed by calculations of profit or loss,

or regulated by tlie demands of the farm. We gener-

ally hold the slaves that have been derived from inheri-

tance or other sources, until the deatlr of the owner

requires their distribution, or his necessities compel

the sale of a portion of them, to maintain the balance

—and almost never by a proper consideration of how
many laborers and of what kinds, the proper cultivation

and judicious management of a farm require. Accord-

ing to chance, to the necessities, and to the feelings of

the farmer, and not according to any sound or mature

estimate of the stock wanted for his farm, the amount

of his slave labor is regulated—and wherever the pro-

portion is very different from what a proper estimate

woukl direct, there can be no doubt that tlie farming

operations so conducted must be subject to certain and

heavy loss.]

ON TUniVING IN GREEN CKOPS FOR MANURE.
From the Traiisaclions of Uie Essex (Mass.) Agricultural Soci-

et>- for 1834.

The Committee on Turning in Green Crops for

Manure, report:

That there are many different sorts of vegetahle
substances, when dcpri\cd of then- living property,

by undergoing the process of decon)position, that

soon become proper for the nutrition and support
of" new plants and fit lor bemg a])plied as manure.
—Tlieir reduction to this state is greatly promoted
by their being exposed to the liill influence of the
air, moisture, and a suitable degree of heat. And
it may be remarked that in vegetable productions
the changes are less rapid than those of the ani-
rnal kind, and probably much more \aried accord-
ing to the various states and textures of the par-
ticular subetaiices, and it is obvious from numerous

facts and circumstances that the more luxuriant

and juicy vegetables are much more readily de-
composed than such as are dry. Hence it is, that

fresh vegetable substances are much more quickly-

converted to that state of decay which is suitable

for supplying vegetable nourishment, than straw^

or haj' and other dry materials oi the same nature.

And among substances of the latter description,

buck-wheat has been recommended by Engbsk
and American farmers as the most economical and
convenient for this purpose. And the truth of
tlicse recommendations has been well illustrated

by an experiment recently made of it as a manure
by Daniel P. King, Es(p on his farm in Danvers.
Mr. King in a written comnumication made to

your committee of the last year, dated September
1832, says, "I have this season commenced the

experiment of ploughing in a green crop lor ma-
nure, the details of which, I beg leave to commu-
nicate. I have been encouraged to make the at-

tempt by favorable results in turning in Roman
wormwood and otherweeds, after harvesting cropa

of rye, and i have been, besides, actuated by a
desire of answering, so far as I might be able, the

wishes of your Society, wdiich has, for several

years, oflered a liberal premium lor the "most
satislactory experiment of turning in green crops

as a manure," and which has never within my
knowledge been claimed.

Buckwheat has been recommended by foreign

as well as American farmers, as the most econom-
ical and convenient plant for this purpose. The
cost of seed is trilling, it thrives on sterile ground,

requires but a short season for its growth, produces

a heavy crop, which, when buried, readily decom-
poses.

July 10th. One acre of level ground, the soil

of which is a sandy loam, ahnost exhausted, for it

had been in grass five yeans, ^^ithout dressing, and
from which a crop of less than five hundred weight
of hay had just been taken, was ploughed, and
the s^vard well turned under. The next day one
bushel and a half of buckwheat. Polygonum Tar-
iaricunij was sown on the ground, broad cast, and
well harrowed and rolled. I used no manure, as I

understand the object of the experiment to be to

ascertain whether, under some circumstances, a
green dressing may not be substituted for other

fertilizing substances. The season, although cold,,

has not been very unfavorable for the growth of
plants of this description. In less than a month
from the time of sowing, the buckwheat began to

bloom; it was particularly exuberant, wherever by
accident, a small quantity of manure was dropped,

which has satisfied me and others who have seen

the crop, that a moderate dressing would have
greatly increased the product. Till the sward had
begr.n to decompose, and thus afibrdcd more food

lor the plants, the prospect was not very promising:

three quarters of the growth was in the second
month.

Sept. 6th. The buckwheat white Avith its flow-

ers, and still growing, but getting into the milk,

and to anticipate tlie ripening of the seeds was
rolled and ploughed in; a revolving cutter was used
to prevent clogging, and the old sward was so

well rotted that there was little difficulty in the

operation ofploughing, and the crop wasthorough-
I3' buried."

Mr. King in a subsequent communication to

jour committee, dated August 23, 1833, says, 'Hn
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my communication adurcGsed to the committee of

the last year, which has been transmitted to you,

1 detailed my process of I'aising and ploughing in

a crop of buckwheat for manure, on an acre of

land. The last spring the ground was so well

pulverized that it was ploughed with facility, and
after harrowing and furrowmgitwas planted with
Indian corn, in hills, the same quantity and kind of

manure being used, and the same method of cul-

tivation pursued as in other pieces of corn grow-
ing in the same field.

The operations of planting and hoeing, on this

expermiental acre, have been easier than on the
other land which had not been once planted, and
the crop has better sustained the severity of the

drought, to which all lands, in this vicinity, the
present summer, have been exposed. The ground
will be as mellow, and as well prepared for laying
down with grass seedasitiscommonly after plant-

ing for two yeai-s. I submit my experiment for

your consideration. On viewing the field (to

which I invite your attention) you vv-ill determine
whether my process has been in any degree satis-

factory, and whether a green crop may, under such
circumstances be advantageously employed for

manure."
Pursuant to the request, contained in IMr. King's

last communication, your committee on the 27th
of August last, viewed the ground upon which
Mr. King's experiment had been made.
They found it remarkably well pulverized, and

the growing crop of corn thereon was in a much
more proiuising and flourishing state, and much
better sustained the severity of the drought, to

which all lands in that vicinity were then exposed,
than the crops of corn which were then growing
on the contiguous ground of Mr. King, of" a sim-
ilar soil, and which had been cultivated and ma-
nured in the ordinary manner.
The committee award to Mr. King, who was

the only applicant to them lor a premium, the sum
of twenty dollars.

D. CUMMINS, Chairman.

VOLCAKIC ISLAXIJ OFF THE SOUTH COAST OF
SICILY.

From tlie [Tjondoii] Peinsy IMagazine.

Most of our readers u'ill probably remember the

accounts published in the newspapers some time
since, of a volcano that suddenly rose from the

bosom of the sea, opi)osite to Sicily, and which,
after having atuuned the size of a considerable

island, was rapidly washed away by the v/aves of

the sea from which it rose, and at length totally

obliterated.

Through the kindness of John Wright, Esq.,

an intelligent merchant of Glasgow, who has re-

sided long in Sicily and Naples, we are enabled to

five a description of this extraordinary island.

Ir. Wright happened to be in Sicily at the time
the sub-marine eruption tooli place, (on the 12th
of July, 1S31,) and with laudable curiosity deter-

mmed to repair to the spot. To this end he hired

a boat on the 24th of August, (forty-three days
after the first appearance of the island,) at Sciac-

ca, on the southern coast of Sicily, which was the

town nearest to the volcano, and with an artist,

who made drawings on the spot, a i)hysician, and
some other Sicilian gentleman, Avent in (luest of

the object that uas then exciting so much aston-
ishment and terror.

The party left the shore of Sciacca at nine
o'clock in the evening. There was a beautiiUl

bright moon, and they were turllier favored by a
gentle breeze blowing from laud in the direction of
the island. After some hours Mr. Wright and
his companions Avent to slee[), leaving the easy
care of the boat to the sailors. They Avere awaken-
ed a Ultle beibre sunrise by explosions that warned
them they were near the volcano, and rising, they
saw, at a short distance, two hills surmounted by a
column of smoke. The curious island of Pantel-
laria, which has evidently been thrown up in the
same manner by a sub-marine eruption, though it

is now inhabited and partially cultivated, Avas seen
in the distance to the west. They calculated that

they had sailed about thirty-six nules, and that the
new island was about equi-distant fiom Sciacca
and Pantellaria. It had arisen from a sand bank,
which Avas previously covered (though not Avith

deep Avater) by the sea, and well known to mari-
ners by the name of "Nerita." This sand bank
itself, Avhich extends for some distance, is probably
the result of some anterior volcanic convulsion.

Mr. Wright and his friends proceeded eagerly
toAvards the island, Avhen, just as they Avere Avithin

a feAv oars' length of it, the sun rose in all his glo-

ry behind the dark crater, revealing its form, and
shining through the dense smoke Avith singular

etiect. They began their examination at the

north Avest of the volcano, Avhere it ]iresented the

form of a round hill, rising about 120 feet aboA"e

the level of the sea. They AA'ere deterred from a
close aj)proach by a thick cloud of Avliite smoke
Avhich issued fiom the side of the hill on a level

with the sea. They roAved the boat round the

island, keeping about tAventy feet from it, until

they came to the north east point, where they
found that the island Avas some feet higher than at

the part previously examined, and that there Avas

a piece of Hat sandy shore Avhicli seemed to afford

a good landing place. As, hoAA'ever, nobody had
hitherto set foot on this nevv" production of nature,

some apprcliensioiiTj as to the safety of so doing,

or whether they Avould not be svvalloAved up, Avere

entertained by "the Sicilians. After some minutes
of hesitation one of the sailors, encouraged by
P*Ir. Wright, leajjed ashore and found tolerably

firm footing. Mr. Wright immediately folloAved

him. The sailor, Avho had proved himself the
most adventurous of his comi-ades, Avas yet reluc-

tant to go to any distance from the boat, or to as-

cend the side of the Aoicano. JNIr. Wright ad-
vanced a fcAV steps alone, and perceiving some
bright yellow stones that had very much the ap-
pearance of gold, he picked up some of them, and
cried out, "run! run! my fiiends! here is gold! herer

is gold!" This temptation AA'as irresistible—CA^eiy

man left the boat; or, to use the Avords of one of

the Sicilian gentlemen of4lie party, AA'hose memo-
randa are beibre us, they "all leaped on shore, like

so many devils careless of lite, through the avidity

to obtain jjartof the treasure." (Here AA-emay as

Avell remind our readers that the Sicilians and Nea-
politans are commonly inclined to believe the vol-

canoes sometimes throAV out gold. In No. 2 of
the 'Penny JMagazine,' a communication from a
correspondent, Avho Avas at Naples at the time, in-

forms us that the Neapolitans collected some of
the matter ejected by Mount VcsuA-ius during the
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great eruption of 1822, expecting to find gold in

it.) Mr. Wright's companions were soon unde-
ceived; but finding that they nowhere sank much
deeper than the ankle in the sandy soil, they read-

ily ibllowed his example, and cliniVted up to the
jfidge of the island at the part where it wnwlowest.
Having reached this point with some difficulty,

they stood on the edge of a crater that was flanked

on either side by a cone or peak of superior eleva-

tion. The form of the crater was ver}' irregular

—

\vithin it, and Ibrty-five feet below its lip or edge
on which they stood, and nearly on a Icv^el with
the surface ot" the sea, ihcy saw two small lakes of
boiling water. One of these lakes was about one
hundred and fitly feet in circumlerence, the other
not more than thirty. In the first the color of the
water was a light yellow, in the second a reddish
yellow; they bubbled here and there and emitted
vapor.

The master of tte hoa;t (a Maltese) boldly
climbed to the top of the highest cone— an exploit
not perfbnr>ed without danger, as on that part the
island descended almost perpendicularly to the sea,

wliose waves had already begun to destroy it, and
occasionally earned away large masses at a time.

Mr. Wright and his party returned to the strip

of beach where the boat was secured, and were
amusing themselves by examining and collecting
the curious ashes, lapille, and stones which were
there deposited, when a rumbling noise and smoke,
accompanied by a most pungent sulphureous smell,
arose from the crater, and compelled them to em-
bark. They rowed round to the south eastern
point of the island, where- they found a strip of
beach like that which they had left, and lying on
it, half dead and stupefied, a fine ]avge pesc'e-spada,
m sword fish. This they secured and carried back
with them to Sciacca, where they found it weighed
upwards of sixty pounds English. The fa?e of
the fish nmst have arisen from its coming too near
the hot and contaminated water which on all sides
surrounded the island to a greater or less distance.
Indeed, when the party started from this point to
continue the circumnavigation of the island, they
were obliged to keep nearly a mile at sea, to steer
clear of a new sub-marine crater Avhicli was form-
ing there, the eruptions fr-om which had changed
Che color of the waves from blue to deep yellow,
and, for the space of half a mde, made thern foam
and roar in a fearllii manner. Even at the distance
at which they kept their boat, the air was so
charged, with sulphur that it almost suffocated
them. As they doubled this, the south west ex-
tremity, they saw immense clouds of smoke, now
black, now white, rising as it were from a rent in
the bosom of the sea, and attaining an elevation
of 2000 feet.

Having gone entirely round the island, they as-
certained that its form was circular, andthat it was
then about two miles in circumference, but evi-
dently diminishing every day. Besides exciting
their curiosity, it should seem that the novel ap"^

pearance of this volcano had attracted the curiosi-
ty of a turtle dove, for as they landed to examine
one point, a bird of that gentle species saluted
them from the summit of the island Avith its mel-
ancholy note, and then disappeared.
On the 27th of October, 1831, the sfeam-packet

"Franceso Primo" left Naples expressly to visit

this volcano, which the Neapolitans had named
j

"L'Isola Fcrdinandea.' Among the passcno-ers -

was an English gentleman, who made some draw-
ings and measurements, and described the island

as it then was. From an examinatiofi of these,

it results that during only two months which had
elapsed since Mr. AV right's visit, the island had
been reduced, to one-seventh of its circumference
as measured at that visit. Peaks and elevations

had sunk into the sea,—there only remained one,

which Avas much lowered, and no longer retained

the appearance of a volcanic crater. This rose in

the centre of the island; it was anirregidarconein
shape, and composed of fine, heavy, black sand,

and very friable scoriae. All the rest of the island

was a plane aWtosc level scarcely surmounted the

superficies of the sea. With the least wind the
waves washed over all this level part, which, like

the hill, was composed of black sand and scoria?,

mixed here and there with fragments of lava that

seemed to contain a good deal of iron. No smoke
then issued from any part of the island, but wher-
ever the visiters dug a little in the plain, a strong

heat Avith smoke escaped. There remained, how-
ever,, a small lake, the waters of which seemed,
from the steajQ resting on their surface, to be still

boiling. These Avaters had changed their color

fi"om yelloAV to a broAvnish black. They Avere as-

certained to be sea-Avaters, mixed with sulphur
and other A^olcanic components, from Avhich they
Avere easily diseng-aged. In a direction opposite to

this small lake, and at the distance of a few feet

from the shore of the island as it then was, the sea
for a certain space Avas covered A\ath a bright blue
oleous fluid, which produced precisely the same
tranquillizing effect that oif does Avhen throAvn up-
on the Avav^es. This fluid Avas, in all probability,

petroleum, like thatAvhich is found floating on the
surface of the Bay of Naples, near the roots of
Mount Vesuvius, and in the neighborhood of most
volcanoes.

The Avestem side of the central mount was co-

vered Avith volcanic ashes and saline efflorescence,

the Avhite color of Avhich contrasted in a curious

masiner Avith the dingy black hue of all the rest of
the cone. As the party from the steam-boat as-

cended the mount, they found tAvo Avcoden boards
stuck deeply in the sand. On the first of these

AA'ere recorded the names of two members of the

French Academy, Messrs. Jonville and Constant
Prevot; and on the second the name of an Aus-
trian brig and the name of her commander, who
had all A-isitedthe island since Mr. Wright's expe-
dition. It Avas evident to CA-ery body that the flat

part of the island Avas rapidly disappearing, and
that Avhen the sea had destroyed this, the mount
remaining exposed to the direct fur}' of the AA'aves

could not, from the lightness and friability of the

materials Avhich composed it, long resist their at-

tack. It Avas therefore concluded that in a feAV

months the island Avould no longer exist; and in

fact, a A'ery feAA' months aflerwards, Avhen Mr.
Wright sailed across this part of the Mediterra-

nean, the sea betAA'een Sciacca and PantellariaAvas

perfectly clear, .and there remained not the least

vestige of the island. He, hoAA'CA'er, had not the

opportunity of examining to what degree the de-

trition of the A'olcano had afliccted the sandbank
beneath.

WhicheA'cr Avay the traveller turns on the coasts

of Sicily he meets Avith melancholy evidences of

the tremendous efiects of A'olcanic action. The
city of Sciacca itself, from Avhich Mr. Wright set
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out to visit the new volcano, is surrounded by hot

6pring.=!, petroleum pits, and caverns of sulphur

which still smoke; and about five centuries aijo it

was entirely destroyed by an eruption. Though
the town has been renewed, it has never recovered

its former prosperity. Its population, which Avas

60,000 at the time "of the awful catastrophe, now
eearccly ainounts to 18,000.

ON XriK BREEDING, REARING, FATTENING,

AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT OF NEAT CAT-

TLE.

Extracts (Vom the last edition (1833) of tlie "Complete Grazier."

[Continued from page 213, Vol. II.]

On the treatment and rearing of Calves.

The importance of forv/arding calves to matu-
rity with the greatest possible advantage to the
full developement of their natural qualities, has
necessarily called firth all the ingenuity of the

most expert breeders. The most approved, and
certaini}- the best general plan, is to adhere as

closely as possible to nature; but various modes of
treatment having been adopted in different coun-
ties, we shall endeavor to bring into one view eve-

ry useful fiict connected with this subject.

A tier the calf is produced, the cow unitbrmly
shows an inclination to clean its skin, by licking

off, with her tongue, the slimy matter adhering to

the young animal. To facilitate this object, it is a
frequent practice to throw a handful of common
salt over the calf, or to rub a little brandy on it, in

case she should disown it, which will cause the
dam speedily to perform this necessary duty; and,
about an hour after the birth, half a pint of luke-

warm gruel is commonly given to the calf, in or-

der to prevent it from taking cold, in lieu of the
beestings, or first milk drawn from the cow. But
however commendable may be the practice of ad-
ministering gruel—and its use, for the purpose re-

commended, is not meant to be denied—it should
yet be recollected that the beestings is provided by
nature as the first aliment of the newly born ani-

mal; that it is a strong and viscid fluid of a pecu-
liarly nourishing quality, and therefore a))pears as

if intended for the very purpose of early invigora-

tion. The practice which prevails, of depriving
the calf of this nourishment is, therefore, objec-

tionable; nor is there any sound reason why it

should not be given, notwithstanding the admi-
ziistration of gruel.

There are two modes of feeding calves:—one is,

to permit them to run about with the parent cow
the whole of the first year; the other mode is to

wean them when about a fJirtnight old, and bring
them up by hand.
The former exjiedient is generally allowed to be

productive of the best cattle, and is adopted in

those counties where fodder is abundant and
cheap: in others, where it is found prudent to re-

serve a portion of the milk, the following plan is

pursued. From the time the calves are dropped
till they are able to support themselves, they are

allowed to run in the manner abovementioned, but
they are prevented froui sucking by means of a
small piece of leather having little sharp iron

spikes fixed upon the outside, which is tied on the

upper part of the calf's nose in such a manner as

to alio vv it to feed upon the grass without restraint.

Hence, as often as the animal attempts to suck.

this instrument pricks the cow, and prevents her

from letting the milk flow till the arrival of the

milk-maid, who removes the muzzle; so that

while she strips two of the teats, the calf sucks
the other two, and after the process of milking is

completed, the muzzle is replaced on tkfc calf's

nose in the manner above mentioned.
Whetiier calves are designed to be rai.sed f«r

breed, labor, or feeding, care should be taken that

they have a sufficient supply of good pasture; be-

cause, if the latter be scanty at first, they rarely,

if ever, attain to large growth. The best time

for weaning them is, therefore, about that i)eriod

of the year when the young grass acquires enough
succulence both to entice the appetite and to al-^

ford complete nourishment without the aid of

other food. Calves which are dropped in October

or November will thrive greatly by the nourishing

pastures into which tliey may be turned in the en-

suing spring, if allowed to suck and property shel-

tered tJiroughout the winter; but the milk is too

scarce at that season to be commonly bestowed on

them; and winter-wearied calves seldom arrive to

much perfection.

Various plans have been suggested, and tried

with considerable success, for rearing calves with-

out any, or at least with a small quantity of milk.

The time of weaning them varies, from one fort-

night till they are seven weeks old; but the latter

period is preferable, on account of the weak and

tender state of the calves, if separated from the^

dam at an earlier age. In several counties of

England, calves, on heing taken from the cows,

are, with great pains, taught to drink* skimmed
milk, in a lukewarm state; for either extreme of

heat or cold is hurtful to the beast, and not unfre-

quenll}- produces fatal consequences; about twelve

weeks"after which, for three or four weeks, they

are fed with luke\\-arm milk and water. Small

wisps of fine hav are then placed within their

reach, in order to induce them to eat. Towards the

end of Mav thev are turned out to grass, being

taken in a 'few nights, when they have tepid milk

and water given them; which is usually continued,

thouffh gradually in rmaller proportions, during

the last month, till thev are able to feed themselves,

when they totally disregard it: care, however,

should be taken that the grass is short and sweet,

and by no means rank or sour. Indeed, a spirited

American agriculturistt is of opinion that calves

taken from the coavs arc much better in a pasture

Avithout water than in a ]msture of equal goodness

* Of the patience and attention requisite in teaching

calves to drink, a vsrv inadequate idea only can be

formed by those who have never witnessed this tedious

process. When the animal has fasted two or three

hours, the first and second fino;er of the right hand,

being previously well cleaned, are presented to its

mouth; of these' it readily takes hold, sucking very

ea"-erly. In the mean time, a vessel of lukewarm

milk is placed, and supported by the left hand, under

the calf's mouth, and, while it is sucking, the right

hand is gradually suuk a little way into the mdk, so

that it may lap a sufficient quantitj' without stopping

its nostrils, which will necessarily compel it to cease,

from want of air. Should, however, either from acci-

dent or from too sudden precipitation of the hand into

the milk, the calf let go its hold, the attempt must be

repeatedly renewed till it is crowned with success.

t Mr. E. L. Hommedieu. Transactions of the Ag-

ricultural Societvof N>w York.
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with water. The reason he assigns, (with which

however, we can by no means coincide,) is, tliat,

when indulged with water, tliey dnni< too muclito

supply the v,^ant of milk; whereas, when deprived

of water, they are forced to eat grass, containing

some moisture, and soon learn to allay their thirst,

by eating before the dew is dissijated, and on that

account eat more than if they could go to water.

in the county of Suflblk, calves are usually

weaned soon alier Christmas; when ihey are led

with lukewarm skimmed milk and water, having
bran or oats in it, and some very sweet hay by
them, till the grass is read}'; though if the larmer

have carrots, tliese form an excellent article of

food, and render the use of oats unnecessary.

About two gallons of milk daily are sufficient lor

the support of a call' until he begins to eat. It

siiould be given regularly at the same hours; and
he should be kept as quiet as possible, as rest is

tbund to materially ])romote his growth.

hi Ayrshire, calves intended to be reared for

dairy cows are fed on milk for the first four, five, or

six weeks, and are then allowed four or five quarts

of new milk at each meal, twice in twenty-four

Jiours. Some never give them any other food

when young except milk, and lessen the/]uantify

v/hen they begin to eat grass, or other food, which
tliey generally do when about five weeks old, when
grass can be had; and the milk is wholly withdraw^n
iiboiit the seventh or eighth week. But if reared

in winter, or before the grass rises in spring, they
must be longer supi)iied with milk, as a calf will

not so soon learn to eat liay or straw, nor thrive so

well on them alone, as it will on pasture. Others
feed partly with meal mixed in the milk after the
third or fourth week; or gradually introduce some
new whey along with the meal, and afterwards
withdraw the milk altogether. Hay-tea, linseed

jelly, treacle, &c. are also sometimes used with
advantage; but milk, when it can be spared, is by
far the ])est as well as the most natural food.*

Another mode of rearing calves has been suo--

gested by his Grace the late Duke of NorUium-
berland, the design of which is to render the use
of new milk unnecessary-, while the expense is re-

duced in the proportion of two-thirds. It is effect-

ed in the following maaner: let half an ounce of

common treacle be well mixed with a pint of skim-
med milk, then gradually add one ounce of finely

powdered linseed oil-cake, stirring it till the mix-
ture be jn-operly incorporated, after which it is to

be added to the remainder of a gallon of milk; and
the v.'hole, being miade nearly of the temperature
of new milk, niay then be given to the animal:
after a short time, tiie quantity of pulverized oiJ-

cake may be increased. This method is said to
have been advantageously adopted; but Lord
Egremonthas used linseed jelly, in the proportion
of one pint to a gallon of skimmed milk, witiiout
treacle, and it did not answer.f
An infusion of hay, or sometimes of pea-haidin,

called indiscriminately hay-tea or hay-water, has
been also applied to the purpose of rearing calves
with the smallest quantity of milk. In order to
make this infusion, such a pca'iion of fine, sweet
hay, cut once or twice, is put into a small earthen
vessel, as will fill it, on being lightly settled with
the hand. The vessel La then filled with boiling

* Aiton's Dairy Husbandly, Chap. I. Sect. IV.
t See the Agricultural Survey of Sussex, p. 262.

water, and carefully closed; at the end of two hours
a brown, rich, and sweet infiision will be produced,

not unlike alewort, or strong tea, which will re-

main good tor two days, even during summer, and
which is to be used in the following manner.
At the end of three or four days after a calf has

been dropped, and the first passages have been
cleansed, as already noticed, let the quantity usual-

ly allotted lor a meal be mixed, consisting, for a
few days, of three parus of milk, and one part of

the hay-tea; afterwards the proportions of each
may be equed; then composed of two-thirds of

hay-water and one of milk; and, at length, one-

fourth part of milk will be sufficient. This prepa-

ration (the inventor of which was, many years

since, honored with a gold medal by the Dublin
Society of Arts) is usually given to the calf, in a
lukewarm state, in the morning and evening; each
meal consisting of about three quarts at first, but
gradually increasing to four qua.rts by the end of

the month. During the second month, beside the

usual quantity given at each meal, (composed of

three parts of the infusion, and one part of milk,)

a small wisp or bundle of liay is to be laid before

the calf, Avhich will gradually come to eat it; but,

if the weather be iiivorable, as in the month of
May, tlie beast may be turned out to graze in a
fine, sweet pasture, well sheltered Irom the Avinds

and sun. This diet may be continued till towards
the latter end of the third montli, when, if the

animal graze heartily, each meal may be reduced
to less than a quart of milk with hay-water; or

skimmed milk, or fresh butter-milk, may be sub-

stituted for new milk. At the expiration of the
third month, the animal will scarcely require to be
fed by hand; though, if this should still be neces-

sary, one quart of the infusion (wliich during the
summer need not be warmed) will be sufficient

for a day.

Tlie economical mode above detailed has been
axlopted in some counties of England, with the
addition of* linsced-cake finely pulverized and
boiled m the hay-tea only, to the consistence of a
jelly, without employing any milk in the mixture;*
and, as so many excellent artificial grasses are

now cultivated for the feeding and liittening of
cattle, we conceive that an infusion of any one or

more of them would be found more nutritious than
if it were prepared from the promiscuous mixtures
of grass usually occurring in common hay.

In Devonshire, the rules commonly followed in

rearing calves are nearly as follows:—The great-

est number are usually dropped between Candle-
mas and May, and some much later; but the most

* In the "Letters and Papers of the Bath and West
of England Society," Vol. V. we have a singular in-

stance of success in this mode of rearing-, by Mr.
Crook. In 1787, he bought three sacks of linseed,

value £2 5s., whicli lasted him three }'ears. One
quart of seed was boiled in six quarts of water, for

ten minutes, to a jelly, which Vv'as given to the calves

three times in the course of the day, mixed v/ith a
little hay-tea. Tluis he was enabled to rear in 1787,

seventeen calves; in 1788, twenty-three; and, in 1789,

fifteen, without any milk at all. And he states, that

his calves throve miich better than those belonging to

liis neighbors which were reared with milk. Pot-liquor

has also been found an excellent substitute for milk;

and it is remarkable, that the great ox bred by Mr.
Dunliiil (already mentioned in tlie Introductory View)
was chiefly reared on it.
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experienced breeders prefer the earliest. They
are permitted to suck as much as they like, three

times a day for the first week, after which they
are siiclded by hand, and fed with warm new milk

for three weeks longer. They are then fed, dar-

ing the two following montlis, twice a day, with
as much warm skim milk as they can drink—in

which some feeders mix a small portion of finely

pounded linseed-cake, or meal; after which the

meals of milk are gradually abated, and at the

end of four months they are wholly weaned fi'om

milk, and left to themselves at pasture.

In the northern counties of England, it is a
common practice to^ivo the calves equal parts of
milk and sweet whey, made lukevv'arm; but, as

this mode often produces scouring, or looseness,

we think the following method, Avhich was a isw
years since communicated to the public by a
spirited and experienced breeder, is greatly prefer-

able. For the first four or five v\^eeks he fed them
regularly, but oftener than is usually done, with
new and skimmed milk; at the end of ^vhich time
his calves were gradually taught to drink strong

water gruel, consisting of equal parts of bean or

oat-meal, mixed with one-half of buttermilk, and
carefully nnxed with the gruel after the latter is

venioved from the fire. This method of treatment

he is stated to have pursued with great success for

many years; his cah'es being strong and healthy,

while every thing that could tend to retard their

growth was effectually prevented.

In the county of Norfolk, calves are fed witli

skimmed milk, in which is mixed a little wheatea
flour; they have also chopped turnips in a trough,

and some hay in a low rack. As soon as these

animals learn to eat turnips freelj', they are no
longer supplied with milk, those roots, witli the

addition of a little hay, furnishing them both with
food and drink. The period of raising calves in

the above mentioned county is from Michaelmas
to Candlemas; but the time of feeding them wliol-

ly with turnips varies, according to circumstances
or accident. Where there are older calves that

have been accustomed to these roots, the younger
ones soon acquire the method of breaking and eat-

ing them, by picking np tiie fragments left by the

former.

Towards the month of March, those which are

first reared, arc turned out among the fattening

bullocks during the day, and are sheltered in the

night; though, if tlie weather prove favorable,

they are in a ihw days turned out altogether. In
Ihe succeeding summer they are kept in clover, or

other luxuriant grasses, and tlie following autumn,
are sufficiently strong to stand in the straw or fold-

yard. This circumstance is considered as a chief

advantage to be derived from rearing calves early

in the season; as those Avliich are raised during

the spring require two years' nursing.

The subsequent method of raising calves by
Mr. William Budd, of Boston, in America, whicli

obtained the prize from the Agricultural Society of

Massachusetts, we give in his own language, ex-

tracted from his comn)unication to that Society.

"Take the calves, wlien three days old, from
the cows, and put them into a stable by them-
selves; feed them with gruel, composed of one-

third barley, two-thirds oats, ground together very

fine, sifting the mixture. Each calf is to receive

a quart of gruel morning and evening, and to be

made in the Ibllowing manner: to one quart of the

flour add twelve of water, boil the mixture half an
hour, let it stand until milk-warm. In ten days,
tie up a bundle of soft hay in the middle of the
stable, whicli they will eat by degrees. A little of
the flour, put into a small trougli, for them occa-

sionally to lick, is of service. Feed them thus till

they are two months' old, increasing the quantity.

Three bushels of the above mixture will raise six

calves."

Mr. Clift, of the New York Agricultural Soci-

ety, takts the calf from the cow at two or three

days' old; he then milks the cow, and while the
milk is warm, teaches the animal to drink by
holding his head down into the pail; if the calf

v.'ill not drink, he puts his hand into the milk, and
a finger into the mouth, till the beast learns to

drink without the finger. After he has been fed

with new milk for a fortnight, the cream is taken
of} the milk, with which an equal or larger portion

of thin flax-seed jelly is mixed, and the whole is

given milk-v\"arm. Thus, as the spring is the most
favorable season for making butter, he is enabled,

during the six or seven weeks the animals are kept

previously to weaning, to make as much butter as

tliey are worth; a practice which merits the atten-

tion of our English larmere, to whom it will afford

a very essential saving, panicularly in tiiose coun-

ties where butter forms a chief article of ma,nufac-

ture.

In the rearing of calves, much, however, de-

pends on the regularity of feeding them; the com-
mon practice is, to supply them with food twice in

the da)', in the morning and at evening, when
they generally receive as large a quantity as their

craving appetites can take. Hence the digestive

organs are necessarily impaired, and numerous
animals either become tainted with disease, or

perish from the inattention oftheir keepers; whereas,

by feeding them thrice in the day, at equidistant

intervals, and allowing suflicient room for exercise,

(when they are not intended to be fattened,) they

will not only be [)rcserved in health, but they will

also greatly improve in coi'.dition.

Whatever food be allowed to young calves, care

sliould also be taken not to change it too suddenly.

A calf must have attained a certain degree of

strength before it can dispense with the food most
natural to its age and thrive without the aid of

milk; it should alu-ays therefore be allowed as long

as possible; but even when that has been with-

drawn, and the animal has begun to eat grass, still

the substitutes that had been employed in lieu of

milk shoukl be partly continued until his appetite

prefer the ]-)asiure. It is a common notion that

provided young stock acquire size, their condition

is immaterial; and, after the first winter, they are

generally turned into the toughest pasture, and

kept during the following Avinter on straw with,

perhaps, a little indiflerent hay. This, when they

are intended to be sold to the fatting grazier, may
be the most profitable mode, and, in some situa-

tions, it is the only one that can be adopted; but

when they arc meant to be reared, for the breed, it

is absolutely requisite, as the only means of brino;-

ing them to perfect maturity, and improving their

qualities, that they should be kept on good pasture

during the summer, ;uid allowed roots with some
sound hay in tlie winter, and green food in the

spring: a contrary mode, though the most econom-

ical, is decidedly disadvantageous; for the worst

breed will uilimalely be injprovedby good feeding.
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while the best will degenerate under a system of
Btai'vation.

With regard to those calves which are intended

for the draught, it will be advisable to accustom
Ihem, wiiile young, to be handled and stroked, and
tied up to the manger; as they may, when they
come to be broken in, be handled with less appre-
hension of danger.

Tlie best time lor castrating male, or spaying
female calves, undoubt-^dly is wlien they are fit'ieen

or twenty days old, as at that time there is least

danger, jjrovided they be in full health; though
this operation is in some ])Iaces, particularly in

Scotland, deferred till the animals are three years
old. Formerly this object was eft'ected by tying a
strong cord round the small part of the testicles,

near the body, till these became completely dead,
wlien they were either suffered to remain till they
dropped spontaneously off', or were cut off', and the

animal was pertectly castrated. Modern ingenui-

ty, however, has devised a better means of eradi-

cating the testicles, by excision; but, as this cannot
be effected without resorting to an experienced
Jarrier, or cow--doctor, we decline to give any di-

rections respecting an operation which, if unskil-

fully |)erfbrmed, must prove greatly injurious to the
animal. Let it, therefore, suffice to state, that,

affer the calves are castrated, or spayed, as the
difference of sex may require, great care ought to

be taken that the wounded part be not exposed to

the air, v/hich might otherwise occasion loss of
blood or other accidents, For the first two or three
days, the animals should be kc|;t quiet and tolera-

bly warm, and be dieted according to their weak-
nesi; but they ought not to be allowed two much
drink till they are perfectly recovered, after which
time they may be treated in the usual manner,

[To be continued.]

[The following extracts relate to the manapipment

of draught horses and other branches of rural econo-

my in a country (Nassau in Germany) wliere habits

and circumstances are very different from our own.

If the reader should thence derive no useful informa-

tion, he will at least ha amused by the origaiality of

thought and expression exhibited by the author. In

explanation of some parts of the management of swine,

it may be necessary to mention that the cultivated lands

of Nassau are not fenced, and that it is required to

guard the stock to restrain their depredations, instead

of each proprietor being compelled to secure his fields

from their attacks, as with us.]

ON HARNESSING DRAUGHT HORSES,
Froin "Bubbles from tlie Bnuinens [JVIedioinal Springs] of

Nassau."

* # # « Many years have elapsed, since
I first observed that, somehow or other, the horses
on the continent manage to pull a heavy carriao-e

up a steep hill, or even along a dead level, with
greater ease to tliemselves than our English horses.

Jf any unprejudiced person w^ould only attentively
remark with what little apparent liuigue three
small, ill-conditioned horses ivill draw, not only
his own carriage, but very often that huge, over-
grown vehicle the French Diligence, or the Ger-
man Eil-viag&n, I think he woufd agree with me;
but the whole equipment is so unsightly. . o ,-

the rope
harness is so rude—the horses without blinkers _„ .._ ^,,. ..^.-„. „, ,„....
|opk 60 wild—there ia so much bluster and noise ' wjil at once^see'tiiat the"' poor'creatures are wpfk"^

in the postillion—that, far from paying any com-
pliment to the turn-out, one is very much disposed
at once to condemn the whole thing, and, not
caring a straw whether such horses be fatigued or
not; to make no other remark than that, in Eng-
land, one should ha\'e travelled at nearly twice the
rate with one-tenth of the noise. But neither the
rate nor the noise is the point—our superiority in

the former and our inferiority in the latter cannot
be doubted. The thing to account for, is, how
such small weak horses, do actually nianage to

draw a heavy carriage up-hill with so much ease
to themselves. Now, in English, French, and
German harness, there exists, as it were, three

degrees of comparison as to the manner in which
the head of the horse is treated; for, in England,
it is elevated or borne up, by what is called the
bearing:-rein-^in France, it is Icfi as nature placed
it (there being to common French harness no
bearing-rein)—and in Germany, the head is tied

down to the lower extremity of the collar, or else

the collar is so made that the animal is by it de-

prived of the power of raising his head. Now
passing over, for a moment, the French method,
which is in fact, the state of nature, let us for a.

moment consider which is better^—to bear a horse's

head up, or to pull it dowinoards, as in Germany,
"In a state of nature, the wild horse, as every

body knows, has two distinct gates or attitudes.

If a man, or any still wilder beast, come suddenly
upon him, up goes his head; and as he first stalk.s

and then trots gently away—with ears erect, snort-

ing with his nose, and proudly snuffing up the air, as

if exulting in his freedom—as one fore leg darts

before the other, we have before us a picture of
doubt, astonishment, and hesitation, all of which
feelings seem to rein him, like a troop-horse, on
his haunches; but attempt to pursue him, and the

moment he defies you—the moment, determining
to escape, he shakes his head, and lays himself to

his work—how completely does he alter his atti-

tude !—That instant down goes his head, and
from his ears to the tip of his tail there is in his

vertebrae an undulating action which seems to

])ropel him, which works him along, and which,
it is evident, you could not deprive him of without

materially diminishing his speed. Noav, in har-

ness, the horse has nriturally the same two galls

or attitudes, and it is quite true that he can start

away with a carriage either in the one or the other;

but the means by which he succeeds in this effort,

the physical powers which he ca,lls into action,

are essentially different: in the one case he works
by his muscles, and in the other by his own dead,

or rather living, weight, In order to grind corn,

if any man were to erect a steam-engine over a
fine strong running stream, we should all say to

him, "Why do you not allow your wheel to be
turned by cold water instead of hot? Why do
you not avail yourself of the roeight of the water,
instead of expending your capital in converting it

into the power of steam? In short, why do you
not use the simple resource which nature has pre-

sented ready made to your hand?" In the same
way, the German might say to us, "We ac-

knowledge a horse can drag a carriage by the

power of hie muscles, but why do you not allow
him to drag it by his weight?"

'Let any one observe a pair of English post-

horses dragging a heavy weight up a hill, and he
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ing by their muscles, and that, it is by sheer

strength that the reyistance is overcome; but hoiv

can it be otherwise.'—their heads are higher ihan

nature intended them to be even in waiking in a
state of liberty, carrying no weight but themselves;

the balance oi" their bodies is, therelbre, absolutely

turned aga'ipst, instead ot" leaning m Jlivor otj their

draught; and it' my reader wdi but pass his hands
down the back sinews of our stage-coach orj^ost-

chaise horses, he will soon leel (thougii not so

keenly tis they do) what is the cruel and fatal

consequence. It is true, that, in ascending a very

steep hill, an Englisli jostillion will occasionally

.unhook his bearjng-rei.ns; but the jailed creatures,

trained for years to work in a lalse attitude, cannot

in one moment get themselves into the scientific

position which the German horses are habitually

encouraged to adojjt. jJesides this, we are so

sharp with our horses—we keep them so conslantl}'

on the qui vive, or, as we term it, in hand, that

we <are always driving them from the use of their

weight to the application of their sinews. That
the figure and attit^ude of a horse working by his

sinews are infinitely prouder than when he is work-

ing by his weight—(there may exist, ho^vever,

false pride among horses as well as men)— I most

readily admit; and, therefore, for carriages of luxu-

ry, where the weight bears little proportion to the

powers of the noble animals employed, I ac-

knowledge that the sinews are more than suffi-

cient; but to bear up the head of a poor horse at

plough, or any other slow heavy work, is, I con-

ceive, a barbarous error, wtiich ought not to be

persisted in.

ON THE USE OF BLINKERS (OR BLINDS) FOR
CARRIAGE HORSES.

From tlie same.

Odd as it may sound, it is nevertheless true, that

•German-post horses have seldom Avhat we should

term bridles. Snaffie-bits ending with T's instead

-of rings, being put into their mouths, are hooked
(by these T's) to iron billets in the head-pieces of

common stable halters, by which arrangement, to

4eed the animal, it is only necessar}', without tak-

ing them from the carriage, to unhook one end of

the bits, which then immediately falls from their

mouths; a slight trough on four legs is then placed

before them, and the traveller generally continues,

as I did, to sit in his carriage watching the horses

.eating up slices of black rye bread.

In England, there is no surer receipt known for

making a pair of liorse-s suddenly run away with

one's carriage, than by taking of!" their blinkers to

allow them to see it; but though our method de-

cidedl)' suits us the best, yet in Germany the

whole system of managing horses fi'om beginning
to end is completely different from ours. VV'hether

there is most of the horses in a German, or of the

iGerman in a horse, is a nice point on which peo-

ple might argue a great deal; but the broad fact

really is, that Germans live on more amicable
terms with iheir horses, and understand their dis-

positions infinitely better, than the English; in

short, they treat them as horses, while we act to-

wards them, and drill them, as if they were men;
and in case that any one should doubt that Ger-
ptians are better horsemasters than we are, I beg
to remind them of what is perfectly well known
to the British army—namely, that in the peninsu-

lar war the cavalry horses of the German Legion
were absolutely fat, while those of our regiments
were skin and bone.

In a former chapter I have already endeavored
to explain, that instead of reining a horse's head
vp, as we do, for draught, the Germans encourage
the animal to keep it down; but besides this, in all

their other arrangements they invariably attend to

the temper, character, and instinct of the beast.

For instance, in harness, they entrust these sensi-

ble animals (who are never known to forget what
they have once seen) with the free use of their

eyes. The horses see the wheel strike a stone,

and they avoid the next one; if they drag the car-

riage aijainst a post, they again observe the effect;

and seeing at all times what is behind them, they

know that by kicking they would hurt themselves:

when passengers and postillion dismount, from at-

tentive ol)ser\'ation, they are as sensible as we are

that the draught will suddenly become less, and,

consequently, rejoicing at being thus left to them-
selves, instead of wishing to run away, they in-

variably are rather disposed to standstill.

As soon as getting tired, or fus we are often too

apt to term it, "lazy," they see the postillion

threaten them with his whip, they know perfectly

well the limits of his patience, and that after eight,

ten, or twelve threats, there will come a blow: as

they travel along, one eye is always shrewdly

watching the driver—the moment he begins the

heavy operation of lighting his pipe, they immedi-

ately slacken their pace, knowing, as well as

Archimedes could have proved, that he cannot

strike fire and them at the same time; every move-
ment in the carriage they remark; and to any accu-

rate observer who meets a German vehicle it must

ofien be perfectly evident that the poor horses

know and feel, even better than himself, that they

are drawing a coachman, and three heavy baron-

esses with their maid, and that to do that on a hot

summer's day is—no joke. When their driver

urges them to proceed, he does it by degrees; and

they are stopped, not as bipeds, but in the manner
quadrupeds would stop themselves.

Now, though we all like our own way best, let

us for a moment (merely while the horses are

feeding) contrast with the above description our

English mode of treating a horse.

In order to break in the animal to draught, we
put a collar round his necic, a crupper under his

tail, a pad on his back, a strap under his belly, with

traces at his sides, and lest he should see that

though these things tickle and pinch, they have

not power to do more, the poor intelligent creature

is blinded with blinkers; and in this fearful state of

ignorance. Avith a groom or two at his head and

a'nother at his side,' he is, without his knowledge,

fixed to the pole and sjilinter-bar of a carriage.

If he kicks, even at a fly, he suddenly receives a

heavy punishment, which he does not comprehend

—something has struck him, and has hurt him

severely; but as fear magnifies all danger, so, for

aught we know, or care^ he may fancy that the

splinter-bar, which has cut him, is some hostile

animal and expect when the pole bumps against

his leo-s, to be again assailed in that direction.

Admitting that in time he gets accustomed to

these pheno.Tfiena, becoming what we term steady

in harness, still to the last hour of his existence,

he does not clearly understand what it is that is

hampering him, or what is that raiding noise
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which is always at his heels: the sudden sting of

the whip is a jjain with which he gets but too well

acquainted, yet the "undederivatur" ot" the sensa-

tion he cannot explain—he neither knows when it

is coming, nor where it comes from. It any tri-

fling accident, or even irregularity, occurs—if any
little harmless strap, which ought to rest upon his

back, happens to tall to his side—the poor, noble,

and intelligent animal, deprived of his eyesight,

the natural lanterns of tlie mind, is instantly

alarmed: and though from constant heavy draught
he may literally, without metaphor, be on his last

legs, yet if his blinkers should happen to fall off,

the sight of his own master—of his very own
pimple-taced mistress—and his own fine yellow
carriage in motion—would scare him so dreadlully,

that olf he would probably start, and the m.ore

they all pursued him the faster vx^ould he fly I

MANNER OF SHOEING HORSES IN GERMANY.
From the same.

In passing the shop of a blacksmith, who lived

op]wsite to the Goldene Kette, the manner in

which he tackled and shod a vicious horse alvvaj-s

amused me. On the outside wall of the house,

two rings were firmly fixed; to one of which the

head of the patient v/as lashed close to the ground;

the hind foot to be shod, stretched out to the ut-

most extent of the leg, v\-as then secured to the

other ring about five icet high, by a cord which
passed through a cloven hitch, fixed to the root

of the poor creature's tail.

The hind foot was coi^sequently very much
higher than the head; indeed it was so exalted^

and pulled so heavily at the tail, that the animal
seemed to be quite anxious to keep his other foot

on terra firma. With one hoof in the heavens,
it did not suit him to kick; with his nose pointed

to the infernal regions he could not conveniently
rear, and as the devil himself was apparently pull-

ing his tail, the horse at last gave up the point,

and quietly submitted to be shod.

THE MANAGEMENT OF SWINE IN A COUNTRY
WITHOUT FENCES.

From the same.

Every morning at halt-past five o'clock, I hear,

as I am dressing, the sudden blast of an immense
long wooden horn, from vvdiich always proceed the

same four notes. I have got quite accustomed to

this wild reveille, and the vibration has scarcely

subsided, it is still ringing among the distant hills,

when, leisurely proceeding ti'om almost every door
in the street, behold a pig ! Some from their jaded,
care-worn, draggled appearance, are evidently

leaving behind them a numerous litter; others are
great, tall, monastic, melancholy looking creatiu'es,

which seem to have no other object left in this

wretched world than to become bacon; while others

are thm, tiny, light-hearted, brisk, jietulant pig-

lings, with the world and all its loves and sorrows
before them. Of their own accord these creatures

proceed down the street to join the herdsman, who
occasionally continues to repeat the sorrowful blast

from his horn.

Gregarious, or naturally fond of society, with
one curl in their tails, and with their noses almost
touching the ground, the pigs trot on, grunting to

themselves and to their comrades, halting only

whenever they come to any thmg they can man-
age to swallow.

I have observed that the old ones pass all the

carcasses, which trailing to the ground, are hang-
ing belbre the butchers' shops, as if they were on
a sort of parole cfhonneiir not to touch them; the

middle-aged ones wistfully eye this meat, yet jog

on also, while the piglings, who (so like mankind)
have more appetite than judgement, can rarely re-

sist taking a Vi'ibble; yet, no sooner does the dead

calf begin again to move, than from the window
immediately above out pops the head of a butcher,

who, drinking his coffee, whip in hand, mflicts a

prompt punishment, sounding quite equal to the

offence.

As I have-stated, the pigs, generally speaking,

proceed of their own accord; but shortly after they
have passed, there comes dov.m our street a little

bareheaded, barefooted, stunted dab of a child,

about eleven years old,—a Flibbertigibbet sort of

creature, which in a drawing, one would express

by a couple of blots, the small one for her head,

the other for her body; while streaming from the

latter, there would be a long line ending in a flour-

ish, to express the immense whip which the child

carries in its hand. This little goblin page, the

whipper-in, attendant, or aid-de-camp of the old

pig-driver, facetiously called at Langen-Schwal-
bach, the "Schvvein-general," is a being no one
looks at, and who looks at nobody. Whether the

hofs of Schwalbach are lull of strangers, or empty
—whether the promenades are occupied by princes

or peasants—whether the weather is good or bad,

hot, or rainy, she apparently never stops to con-

sider: upon such vague subjects, it is evident she
never for a moment has reflected. But such a
pair of eyes, for a [lig, have perhaps seldom beam-
ed from human sockets ! The little intelligent

urchm knows every house from which a pig ought
to have proceeded; she can tell by the door being

open or shut, and even by footmarks, whether the

creature has joined the "herd, or whether having
ovenslept itselij it is still snoring in its sty—a single

glance determines whether she shall pass a yard
or enter it: and if a pig, from indolence or greedi-

ness, be loitering on the road, the sting of the

wasp cannot be sharper or more spiteftd than the

cut she gives it. As soon as finishing with one
street, she joins her general in the main road, the

herd slowly proceed down the town.

As I folloAvcd them this morning, they really

appeared to have no hams at all; their bodies were
as flat as if they had been squeezed in a vice; and
when they turned sideways, their long sharp noses

and tucked-up bellies, gave to their profile the ap-

pearance of starved grey-hounds.
As I gravely followed this grunting, unearthly

looking herd of unclean spirits, through that low
part of Langden-Schwalbach which is solely in-

habited by Jews, I could not help fancying that I

observed them holding their very breaths, as if a
loathsome pestilence were passing; for though fat

pork be a wicked luxury— a forbidding pleasure

which the Jews has been supposed occasionally

in secret to indulge in, yet one may easily imagine
that such very lean ugly pigs have not charms
enough to lead them astray.

Besides the little girl who brought up the rear,

the herd was preceded b)^ a boy of about fourteen,

whose duty it was not to let the foremost, the more
enterprising, or in other words, the most empty
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pig advance too fust. la the middle of the drove,

surrounded like a shepherd by his flock, slowly
stalked the" Sell wein General,'" a wan, spectre

looking old man, worn out, or nearly so. by the

arduous and every-dayduty of conducting, against
their wills, a gang of exactly the most obstinate

amnials in creation. A single glance at his jaun-
diced, ill-natured countenance, was sufficient to

satisiy one that his temper had been soured by
the vexatious contrarieties and "untoward e\'enls"

it had met with. In his left hand he held a staff" to

help himself onwards, wlwle round his right shoul-
der hung one ot" the most terrific wliijis that could
possibly be constructed. At the end of a short

handle, turning upon a swivel, there was a lash

about nine feet long, formed like the verlebrai of a
snake, each joint being an iron ring, which de-
creasing in size, was closely connected with its

neighbor by a band of hard greasy leather. The
pliability, the weight, and the force of this iron

v/hip, rendered it an argument which the obsti-

nacy even of the pigs was unable to resist; yet as
the old man proceeded dov\rn the town, he endea-
vored to speak kindly to the herd; and as the bulk
of them preceded him, jostling each other, grumb-
ling and grunting on their wa}^, he occasionally

exclaimed, in a low, hollow, worn-out tone of
encom'agemsnt, "Nina! Anina!" (drawling of
course, very long on the last syllable.)

If any little savory morsel caused a contention,

stoppage, or constipation on the march, the old

<(3llow .slowly unwound hi.s dreadful whip, and by
merely whirling it round his head, like reading the

Riot Act, he generally succeeded in dispersing the

crowd; but if they neglect this solemn warning, if

their stomachs proved stronger than their judge-
ments, and if the group of greedy pigs still con-
tinued to stagnate—"Arriffi" the, old fellow ex-
claimed, and rushing forwards, the lash whirling
round his head, he inflicted, with strength which
no one could have fancied he possessed, a smack
that seemed absolutely to electrify the leader. As
lightning shoots across the heavens, I observed
the culprit fly fjrwards, and for many yards con-
tinuing to sidle towards the left, it was quite evi-

dent that the thorn was still smarting in his side;

and no wonder, poor fellow ! for the blow he re-

ceived would almost have cut a j)iece out of a
door.

As soon as the herd got out of the town, they
began gradually to ascend the rocky barren moun-
tain which appeared towering above them; and
then the labors of the Schwein general and his

staff became greater than ever; for as the animals
from their solid column began to extend or deploy
themselves inijo line, it was necessary constantly

to ascend and descend the slippery hill, in order
to outflank them. "Arriff!" vociferated the old

man, striding afier one of his rebellious subjects;

"ArrifT!" m a shrill tone of voice was re-echoed
by the lad, as he ran after another; liowe\'er, in

due time, the drove reached the ground which
was devoled for that day's exercise the whole
mountain being thus taken in regular succession.

The Schwein general now halted, and the pigs
being no longer called upon to advance, but being
left entirely to their own notions, I became exceed-
ingly anxious attentively to observe them.
No wonder, poor reflecting creatures! that they

had come unwillingly to such a spot—l"or there

::ipppared literally to be nothing for thon to eat

but hot stones and dust; however, making the best

of the bargain, they all very vigorously set them-
selves to work. Looking uj) the hill, they dexter-

ously began to lift up with their snouts the largest

of the loose stones, and then grubbing their noses
into the cool ground, I watched their proceedings
for a very long lime. Their tough wet snouts

seemed to be sensible of the quality of every thing

they touched; and thus, out of the apparently bar-

ren ground, they managed to get fibres of roots,

to say nothing of worms, beetles, or any other

travefling insects they met with. As they slowly

advanced working up the hill, their ears most
]5hiIosophically shading their eyes from the hot
sun, I could not help feeling how little we appreci-

ate the delicacy of several of their senses, and the

extreme acuteness of their instinct.

In this situation do the pigs remain every morn-
ing for four hours, enjoying little else than air and
exercise. At about nine or ten o'clock, they begin
their march homewards, and nothing can form a
greater contrast than their entry into their native

town does to their exit from it.

Their eager anxiety to get to the dinner-trough

that awaits them is almost ungovernable; and they

no sooner reach the first houses of the town, than
a sort of "sauve qui peut" motion takes place;

away each then starts towards his dulce domum:
and it is really curious to stand still and watch how
very quickly they canter by, greedily grunting and
snuffling, as if they could smell with their sto-

machs, as wefl as their noses, the savory food

which was awaiting them.
At half-past four, the same four notes of the

same horn are heard again; the pigs once more
assemble—once more tumble over the hot stones

on the mountain—once more remain there for four

hours—and in the evening once again return to

their styes.

Such is the life of the pigs not only of Langen-
Schwalbach, but of those of every village through-

out a great part of Germany: every day of their

existence, summer and winter, is spent in the way
I have described. The squad consists here ot"

about a hundred and fifty, and for each pig the

poor old Schwein general receives forty kreuzers,

(about 13(/.) for six months' drilling of each re-

cruit. This income, therefore, is about £20 a
year, out of which he has to pay the board, lodg-

ing, and clothing of his two aid-de-camps; and
when one considers how vinremittingly this poor

fellow creature has to contend with the gross ap-

petites, sulky tempers, and pig-headed disposition

of the swinish multitude, surely not even the most

niggardly reformer would Avish to curtail his emo-

luments.

HARVEST LABORS IN GERMANY, AND WORK-
ING COWS.

From the same.

AU this day I have been strolling about the fields

watching the getUng in of the harvest. The crops

of oats, rye, and wheat (principally bearded) are

much heavi"er than any one would expect from

such light and apparently poor land; but the heavy^

dews which characterise the summer climate of

this high country impart a nourishment which, in

richer lands, often lies dormant from drought. In

Nassau, the corn is cut principally by women, who
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use a sickle so very small and light, that it seems

but little labor to wield it. They begin early in

the morning, and with short intervals of rest con-

tinue till eleven o'clock, when the various village

bells suddenly strike up a merry peal, which is a

signal to the laborers to come home to their din-

ners. It is a very interesting scene to obser\-e,

over the undulating surlace of the whole country,

groups of peasants, brothers, sisters, j^arents, &c.,

all bending to their sickles, to see children playing

round infants lying fast asleep on the blue smock-

frocks placed under the shade of the corn sheafs.

It is pleasing to remark the rapid progress which

the severtil jjarties are making; how each little

family, attacking its own patch or property, v.'orks

its way into the standing corn, leaving the crop

prostrate behind them; and then, in the middle of

this simple, rural, busy scene, it is delighttul in-

deed, to hear trom the bellry of their much revered

churches a peal of cheerful notes, which peacefully

sound "lullaby" to them all. In a very tew sec-

onds the square fields and little oblong plots are

deserted, and then the various roads and paths of

the country suddenly burst in lines upon the atten-

tion, each being delineated by a string of peasants,

who are straggling one behind the other, until

paths in all directions are seen converging towards

the parent village churches, which seem to be at-

tracting them all.

As soon as each field of corn is cut, it is bound
into sheaves, about the size they are in England

:

seven of these are then made to lean towards each

other, and upon them all is placed a large sheaf

reversed, the ears of which hanging downwards
form a sort of thatch, which keeps this little stack

dry until its owner has time to carry it to his home.
It generally remains many days in this state, and

after the harvest has been all cut, the country

covered with these stacks resembles a vast en-

campment.
The carts and wagons used for carrying the corn

are exceedingly well adapted to the country. Their
particular characteristic is excessive lightness, and
indeed, were they heavy, it would be quite impos-

sible for any cattle to draw them up and down the

hills. Occasionally they are drawn by horses

—

oflcn by small active oxen; but cows more gener-

ally perform this duty, and with quite as much
patience as their mistresses, at the same moment
are laboring before them at the sickle. The yoke,

or beam, by which these cows are connected, is

placed immediately behind their horns; a little

leather pillow is then laid upon their brow, over
which passes a strap that firmly lashes their heads
to the beam, and it is, therefore, against such soft

cusliions that the animals push to advance: and
thus linked together for life, by this sort of Siamese
band, it is curious to observe them eating together,

then by agreement raising their heads to svv^allow,

then again standing motionless chewing their cud,

which is seen passing and repassing from the sto-

mach to the mouth.
At first, when standing near them, I smelt from

their breath their sweet fresh milk, it seemed hard
that they should thus be as it were, domestic can-
dles, lighted at both ends; however, verily do I

believe that all animals prefer exercise, or even
hard work, to any sort of confinement, and if so,

they are certainlj^ happier than our stall-fed cows,
many of which, in certain parts of Britain, may
be seen with their lieads fixed economically for

months between two vertical beams of wood. The
Nassau cows certainly do not seem to sufier while

working in their light carts; as soon as their mis-

tress advances, they follow her, and if she turns

and whips them, then they seem to hurry after her

more eagerly than ever.

It is true, hard labor has the effect of impover-
ishing their milk, and the calf at home is conse-

quently (so far as it is concerned) a loser by the

bargain; however, there is no child in the peasant's

flirnily who has not had cause to make the same
cora[)laint, and therefore, so long as the laborer's

wife carries her infant to the harvesf, the milch

cow may very fairly be required to draw to the

hovel what has been cut by her hands.

Nothing can be better adapted to the features of

the countr}', nothing can better accord with the

feeble resources of its inhabitanis, than the equip-

ment of these economical wagons and carts: the

cows and oxen can ascend any of the hills, or de-

scend into any of the valleys; they can, without

slipping, go sideways along the face of the hills,

and in crossing the green swampy grassy ravines,

I particularly remarked the advantage of the light

wagon drawn by animals with cloven feet, for had
one of our heavy teams attempted the passage,

like a set of flies walking across a plate of treacle,

they would soon have become unable to extricate

even themselves. But in making the comparison
between the horse and the cow, (as far as regards

Nassau husbandry,) I may observe, that the for-

mer has a very expensive appetite, and wears very
expensive shoes; as soon as he becomes lame he
is useless, and as soon as he is dead, he is carrion.

Now a placid, patient Langen-Schwalbach cow,
in the bloornof her youth, costs only two or three

pounds; she requires neither corn nor shoeing: the

leaves of the forest drawni by herself to the village,

form her bed, ^vhich in due time she carries out to

the field as manure: there is nothing a light cart

can carry which she is not ready to fetch, and from
her work she cheerfully returns to her home to

give milk, cream, butter, and cheese to the estab-

lishment; at her death, she is still worth eleven
kreuzers a pound as beef; and when her flesh has
disappeared, her bones, afier being ground at the

mill, once again appear upon her master's fields,

to clieer, manure, and enrich them.

STEAM CARRIAGES ON COMMON ROADS.
From the Loudon Morning News.

These wonderful machines are now constructed

with sufficient mechanical skill, amount of power,
safet}', and general efficiency, to ensure their euc-

cessfiil employment on any good road, and it is

certainly time for our capitalists to turn their at-

tention to them as legitimate objects of support, and
as offering the means of a profitable investment.
From the earliest developement of the capabilities

of steam, as applicable to purposes of locomotion,

on properly constructed roads, we have carefully

watched the progress made by ditTerent inventors,

and have on many occasions borne testimony to

the unceasing efforts of two of the mostjiersever-
ing and deserving among them; of two who have
fi'om time to time, promised less and performed
more than any of their contemporaries—we mean
Col. Maceroni and Mr. Hancock. On Saturday
we had a trip on the Edgeware road, with the se-

cond coach constructed by the gallant Colonel.
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Startin<j: from tlie Packlington wharf, No. 19, we
proceeded on the road in the most surprising

style, tlie coach being turned, checked, stopped or

having its speed increased under the complete
command of the conductor. About three miles

out we'passed a stage coach, whose four horses

Avere put to their utmost speed, with a compara-
tive velocity to that with which the stage coach
woukl have passed a wagon, our rate being at

that time about eighteen miles an hour. Soon
after this we ascended Windmill-hill with perfect

ease; although, in consequence of the road under-

going repair, the part we had to ascend was cut

itito deep ruts covered with dry soil and dust from

three to six inches deep; forming jjerhaps, the most
uncertain and disadvantageous fulcrum on which
the wheel of a steran-carnage could ever have to

act. We arrived at W^elch Harp Inn, which is

several perches over the five miles from our start-

ing place, and turned the coach in the direction of

Paddington, in precisely twenty minutes; having
'performed the distance, inclusive of stopping at

the turnpike, and on two other occasions, and
despite the bad condition of Windmill-hill, at the

extraordinary average rate of fifteen miles an
hour. Our return occupied the same period of

time; and after this completion of the trip we made
the round of Paddington-green to gratify some
gentlemen who had not arrived in time to witness

the more extensive trial. Among our fellow pas-

sengers on these occasions were Jerome Buona-
parte, ex-King of Westphalia, Prince Jerome his

son, the Duke de Montfbrt, the Maiquis Azolino,

M. Vigne de Marveille, and other distinguished

foreigners.

From the same paper.

Sir,—You certainly have made a mistake in

saying that the coach, on Saturday last, went at

eighteen miles the hour, when it overtook and
passed the stage whose four horses were "put to

their utmost speed, with a velocity comparative to

that with which the stage coach would have pass-

ed a wagon."
Wyatt, of the Watford and Aylesbuiy coach,

the one to which you refer, is very angry at your
asserting that his fine team of horses were over-

taken and passed in the manner you speak of by
the steamer, when the latter did not perform more
than eighteen miles the hour! Wyatt knows the

steamer well; he was once beaten by it going up
Windmill-hill; and he says—and I say—and all

the others say, that when the steam carriage

overtook him, and i)assed him on Saturday, it was
undoubtedly at a pace of more than twenty-four

miles the hour.

We have many times done two miles in five

minutes, and you shall see it done again whenever
you ai'e so disposed.

You show that the speed of the whole ten miles,

including several stoppages and the turnpike, &c,
was above fitteen miles the hour. Surely to over-

take and pass a team of lour fine horses at their

"utmost speed" as we did, must have required

more than eighteen?
But to set the matter at rest in your mind, I will

keep a seat tor you in the carriage on an occasion

Avhich will ofl'er in a iew days, of putting to the

test at their utmost speed, achosen team of horses,

a fourteen mile heat, on the most hilly and softest

road out of London. I have the honor to be, sir,

your most obedient servant,

FRANCIS MACERONI.
JVharf, 19, Paddington-green, May 26, 1834.

FAT SHEEP IN SUMMER, AND MAGGOTS IN THli
HEAD.

From the Genesee Farmer.

A writer in the Farmer's Journal, after stating

that he applies tar to the roots of the horns of
sheep, and puts a little in their noses and mouths,
"as affording the best security against the maggot
in the head,'" gives the following remai'ks on the

management of sheep in the summer:
"I am careful to have none of"my sheep, except

those I intend for market, get ver}' fat during the
summer. I have heard it remarked, and I believe

it, that after once very fat, a sheep will never ar-

rive at the same point again. Sheep which get
fat during the summer, certainly do not do as well

in the fall and winter. About the middle of Sep-
tember I give my sheep the best feed I can, and
the middle of October begin to feed sparingly with
turnips, potatoes, or some kind of grain. When
the time arrives tor yarding, which I do rather

late, I separate niy flock in the following manner:
In one yard I put my rams and weathers, except

such of the former as have become very poor du-
ring the time of running with ewes. In the se-

cond I put my last spring lambs; in the third all my
healthy ewes, and in the fourth my old and weak
(but not diseased) ewes. A sixth department is

a kind of hospital, into which every sheep is re-

moved as soon as discovered to be afflicted with

disease. This arrangement I consider very im-
portant, as it affords an opportunity fiir treating

every class of sheep in the manner judged most
proper for their circumstances. I have known in-

stances in which the lot of" old and feeble ewes
have come out much improved in the spring, and
have procured a good fleece, and raised fine likely

lambs. I always intend, however, to turn my
sheep before they get so old as to become enfee-

bled; as they are more likely to acquire those dis-

eases which spread through the flock.

MACHINE FOR GETTING OUT STAVES FOR BAR-
RELS.
From the Rochester Democrat.

Messrs. Levi and Luther Benton, citizens of

this county, have lately invented a Stave Machine,
which is now in successful operation in the village

of Scottsville. The utility of this invention con-

sists in the despatch with which it operates, the

facilities it affords for manufacturing staves from

timber before unavailable for that purpose, and
the perfeci finish it gives to a barrel constructed

fi-om staves prepared by it. It is satisfactorily as-

certained, that with the labor of three men, it

will saw, dress, and joint, one thousand staves in

an hour, and that this can be done fi'om any de-

scription of timber without reference to the kind,

or the irregularity of the grain; and when finished

they are superior to those wrought by hand, both

in regularity of their form and ajipearance of iheir

surface. I will not occupy room, in detailing its

peculiar and ingenious construction. It is of itself

a mechanical curiosity worthy the personal exam-
ination of every inqiiiring man, and particularly
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those immediately interested in its beneficial results.

The machine first cuts the stave to its proper thick-

ness by means ol'acircuiar saw, then with a chisel

attached to a perpendicuitvr wiieel, gives it a con-

vex and a concave shape, leaving the two sur-

faces smooth, and by a third process, cuts it to its

proportioned width. The importance ol" this in-

vention is already felt to a very considerable extent

throughout the country. Oak timber in many
sections cannot be obtained at the greatest cost

and trouble, and in most or all milling districts is

procured at a great inconvenience and expense.

The rapidly increasing agriculture of the northern

and western states, and the correspondiiig decrease
of oak timber, will very soon realize to the com-
munity, the policy of its adoption generally, and a
very few yetirs will render this, or alike invention

indispensable.

!>. K. B.

DISEASES OF WHEAT.

[Notwithstanding all the labors of agriculturists and

of the men of science who have written on the diseases

of wheat, there are few subjects more enveloped in ob-

scurity, or oifering more difficulty to the novice who
endeavors to investigate the causes of any of the many

diseases to which this plant is subject. It is not so

much on account of the errors and mistakes of the

various writers, (considerable as they doubtless are,)

as to the facts they have asserted, that the difficulty has

arisen, as to the want of clearness and xmiformiiy in

the use of names, and the uncertainty as to what dis-

ease is meant by any one particular name. The terms

blight, mildew, rust, blast, smut, scab, stud, stunt, have

been used in either England or this country, so loosely,

that it cannot be known what is meant by either, with-

out a very particular description of the symptoms of

the disease: and the symptoms are seldom described

plainly enough for this end. A great service might be

i-endered by any person, who, from his acquaintance

with the actual diseases, and with what has been pub-

lished concerning them, could adjust properly terms

and descriptions, and merely give a clear account of

the opinions entertained in England and America, of

the causes and remedies of the diseases of wheat, and

how far those of the one country are identical with

those of the other. This would enable us at least to

profit by the knowledge already existing, but which is

sealed up from most persons by the improper use of

names, either by the writer or reader—and doubts are

thus created, even as to the terms that are properly ap-

plied. But far greater benefits might be conferred on

agriculture in this respect, if scientific men would pur-

sue the investigation, and not only define the diseases,

but search out their causes, and thence the remedies.

The thi'ee following papers on as many different dis-

eases in wheat, are uncommonly satisfactory. The
particular descriptions given leave no doubt as to the

identity of the first two with those we know as the

sjnut, and the blast or black-head. The writer has

traced these diseases to their hidden causes by a course

of patient and careful investigation—and thence has

correctly deduced that the proper means to avoid the

evil is to destroy on the seed wheat, the sources of

the diseases which he had there discovered. Without

this course of reasoning, or knowing the cause of the

disease, farmers have accidentally found the benefit of

liming the seed topreventsmut ("the pepper brand") in

wheat—and an experiment published in the Farmers'

Register, (Vol. I. p. 275) shows the like benefit from

a similar treatment of oats infected with the blast, (or

"dust brand.") These coincidences of accidental prac-

tice with theoretical reasoning are highly satisfactory:

and though, in these cases, accident had discovered

the remedy more early than science had made known
the cause, it does not therefore lessen the value of the

latter mode of investigation. A very similar discove-

ry has lately been published (page 219 of Farm. Reg-)

of the eggs of the very destructive turnip fly being

discovered on the seeds, before any effectual means had

been found to arrest its ravages. If this fact is estab-

lished, it leads at once to an obvious mode of destrsy-

ing the insect, by some kind of wash for the seeds.

The disease of wheat described last in order by the

writer, if it belongs to this country, is not known to.

us, but may be so to more close observers.

The descriptions of the author ai'e accom.panied by

a number of figures, which serve, as well as his descrip-

tions, to prove the identity of the first two diseases

with those above named. But these figures are not

necessary to farmers who know the actual diseases; and

others which represent microscopic fungi and animal-

cule, would be of no use to any who did not seek for

the originals with powerful magnifying glasses. To
save a considerable expense therefore, the figures are

omitted, and also those passages which merely refer to

the figures.]

THE SMUT BALLS OR PEPPEH BftA VD.

From tlie Penny Magazine.

[We arc indebted for the follov.'ing interesting paper to

Francis Bauer Esq., a gentleman who has attained a
most deserved celebrity for his valuable discoveries

connected with the diseases of grain, the most im-
portant article of human food.]

The existence ofthis destructive disease in wheat
has long been known to every agriculturist in Eng-
land, as well as by those on the continent; but the-

real cause of it is yet very httle known; not only
by the practical cultivator, but even by scientific

authors. Such erroneous and contradictory opin-

ions have been advanced that the farmer cannot
possibly derive any satisfactory information from
them. I hope, however, that the following ob-
servations and illustrations of facts may be accep-
table to some of the numerous reader,:! of the Pen-
ny Magazine.

This disease is occasioned by tlie seeds of an ex-

tremely minute parastic fungus, of the genus vredo,

being absorbed by the roots of the germinating
wheat grains and propelled by the rising sap, long
before the wheat blossoms, into the young germea
or ovum, Avhere the seeds of the fungi vegetate,

and rapidly multiply, thereb}' preventing, not only
the fecundation of the ovum, but even the devef-

opement of the parts of fructification. In conse-
quence no embryo is produced in an infected ger-

men, which however continues to grow as long as

the sound grains do, a,nd, when the sound grains

arrive at maturity, the infected ones are generally

larger than, and are easily distinguished from, the

sound grains, by their darker green color, and
from the ova retaining the same shape and form
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which they had at the time when infection took

place.

Tlie name of this disease is also as undecided
and various as the hitherto supposed causes of its

existence, the most i)revai]ini? names in England,
being Smut Ball, Pepi)er Brand, and Brand JSlad-

liers; and many others have been given to it, not

oidy by the farmers in almost every county, but
also by scientific naturalists.

No author has yet been found who mentions or

describes this species of uredo, tlie distinguishing

characteristic of which being its extremely offen-

sive smell; I think the most proper specific name
for it would be that of uredo fcetida.

The earliest period at which I discovered the

jmrasite within the cavity of the ovida of a young
I)lant of wheat (the seed grain of which had been
inoculated v.dth the fungi of ^-redn fatida, and
sown the 14th of November, 1805) was the 5th
of June, 1806, being sixteen days before the ear
emerged from its hose, and about t-^-enty days
before the sound ears, springing from the same
root, were in bloom. At that early stage the in-

ner cavity of the ovum is very small; and, after

fecundation, is filled with the albumen or farina-

ceous substance of the seed, and alreadj' occupied
by many young fungi, which, from their jellj^-like

root or spawn, adhere to the membrane which
lines the cavity, and from which they can be easily

detached in small flakes wth that spawn: in that

state their very short jjediclcs may be distinctly

seen. At first the fungi are of a pure white color,

and when the ear emerges from its hose the ovum
is much enlarged, but still retains its original shajoe,

and, the fungi rapidly multiplying, many have
then nearly come to maturity, assumed a darker
color, and having separated" fi'om the spawn, lie

loose in the cavity of the ovum: the infected grains

continue growing, and the fungi continue to mul-
tiply till the sound grains have attained their full

eize and maturity, when the infected grains are

easily distinguished from the sound ones by being
generally larger, and of a darker green color; and
if opened, they appear to be filled to excess with
these dark-colored fungi: but the grains infected

with the uredofatida very rarely bursts, and these

fungi are seldom found on the outside of the grain;

butif the grain be bruised they readily emit their

offensive smell, which is worse than that from pu-
trid fish. When the soimd grains are perfectly

ripe and dry, and assume their light brown color,

the infected grains also change, but to a somewhat
darker brown, retaining however the same shaj)e

which the ovum had at its formation; the rudiments
of the stigma also remaining unaltered.

If the infected grain be cut in two, it will be
found to consist solely of the outermost integument
of the ovum, filled with the ripe black fungi, with-
out any tract of the embryo or albumen.

Plants ofwheat inlected with the Pepper Brand
may be easily distinguished in the field by their

size, being generally several inches higher than
plants not infected, and larger in bulk; and I have
found in all instances a greater number of stems
|)roduced from the same root, the ears contahiing
more epickets, and those spickets more perfect

grains, than were contained in those of sound
plants, of the same seed, and gro\\'ing in the same
field.

One plant, produced from seed which I had in-

oculated, had twenty-four complete stems; and

ears, some of the stems with the cars measuring
above five feet every part ol the plan* proportion-
allji' large, and all the ears entirely infected. Ano-
ther specimen had eight stems from the same root

five of' them were above six feet high, and the
cars entiiely infected; the other three stems were
considerably shorter, their ears smaller, and their

grains perfectly sound.

This enlargement of the plant, however, is not
to be attributed to the inftiction, but isvmdoubtcdiy
the consequence of a luxurious vegetation, pro-

duced by a rich or moist soil, which secures and
promotes the infection more than a dry or moder-
ately rich soil.

Neither does this disease alvv'ays affect the entire

ear: I found some ears hawing one side infected,

whilst the opposite side was perfectly sound. Some-
times five or six perfectly sound grains are found in

an infected ear, and a i^ew thoroughly infected

grains are found in an otherwise sound ear. The
infected o-rains are always in the last spicket at the

apex of the ear; from which it appears that the

infecting seed of the fungi did not reach the ovum
before fecundation: in some of these grains a por-

tion of the albumen was formed, but no trace of an
embryo existed; but in others there Avas a consid-

erable portion of albumen, and a perfect embryo
formed.

At the time when the sound grains change
their color, the fungi, being ripe, cease to multi-

ply; they are all of a globular form, and nearly of

equal size, viz. j^vi^ part of an inch in diameter.

Fig. 8 is yTToVno P^^ of a square inch on the

micrometer; it sustains sixteen full grown fungi of

uredo fcetida; and this square, being represented of

the size of a square inch, English measure, is

consequently magnified one hundred and sixty-

thousand times in superficies, and the sixteen fungi

represented in that square are magnified in the same
degree; showing that no less than two millions five

hundred and sixty thousand individual fungi would
be required to cover one square inch.

Fig. 9 represents a fungus not quite ripe, with

its short pedicle; and fig. 10 a perfectly ripe one,

both maixnified one thousand times lineally, or one

million times superficially. These figures are thus

highly magnified, to show the reticular structure of

these fungi, which fijrms the external membrane;
and it appears that the internal substance consists

of a cellular tissue.

Fig. 11 represents one of the fungi shedding its

seeds^ which is only observable when viewed

under water. I could never yet see the seeds of

these fungi in a dry state, for they then appear to

be mixed with some mucous fluid, which causes

them to adhere together in hard lumps.

That the seeds of the fungi of uredo fcetida are

the sole cause of that destructive disease in wheat,

the Pepper Brand, I think I have fully ascertained

by numerous experiments of inoculating even the

finest and purest samples of seed-wheat; and if

that fact be admitted, it becomes evident that the

prevention of it can only be effected by cleansing

the seed-wheat so effectually, that every particle

of the fungi and their seeds be entirely removed
from the grains. But as these extremely minute

fungi, when once mixed with the seed-wheat, in-

sinuate themselves into the grooves at the backs

and the beards at the tops of the wheat-grains^

I think it almost impossible to dislodge them by
the m.cre process of washing. I once received
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some samples which had been so prepared, and
washed in salt water, and declared to be perlectly

clean; but on my putting some of these purified

grains into water, in a watch-glass, and leaving

them to soak about twelve hours, on then bringing

them under the microscope I tbund many ol tlie

fungi floating on the water. This fact con-

vinces me tiiat mere cleansing is no secure pre-

ventive of this disease; and that the most eflica-

cious, and perhaps the only remedy for preventing

it, is that of depriving the seeds of the fungi ol'

their vitality. To efl'ect this, innumerable reme-
dies have been recommended, and I believe ap-
plied by the farmers, but have seldom proved en-

tirely successful. From my own often repeated
experiments, though on a limited scale, I ant con-
vinced that the best and surest remedy is to steep

the seed-wheat in properly prepared lime-water,

leaving it to soak at least twelve hours, and then
to dry it well in the air belbre sowing it; but I tear

that it will be ibund very difficult, if not impossible,

even by this method, to kill the seeds of the fungi

entirely, when the quantity of seed-corn is great;

and consequentlj^ some infected plants might still

be found in large fields.

Steeping and properly drying the seed-corn in

the above manner, not only prevents the disease
arising from the infected seed-corn, but does also

elfectually prevent the clean seed from being in-

fected by the seed of the fungi, which might exist

in the soil of a field on which diseased wheat had
been growing before; and consequently the clean-
est samples of seed-wheat should be steeped, as
well as the most notoriously infected.

These facts I have ascertained by repeated ex-
periments of strongly inoculating with the fungi
seed-corn which before had been properly steeped
and dried, and the result has always proved satis-

factory, for the infection never took place.
Wheat is the only plant that is liable to be af-

fected by the Pepper Brand, which is occasioned
by the uredo fcetida. The Smut, or Dust Brand,
is also occasioned by an uredo, but of a decidedly
different species,

r. B.
Kew, February 21, 1833.

THE SMUT, OR DUST BttAND.

From the same.

This disease, like the Smut Balls or Pepper
Brand, is occasioned by a very minute parasitic
fungus, of the gcnusuredo, which Persoon (in his
Synopsis MethodicaFungorum) notices as uredo
segetum.

_
It is, however, of a decidedly diflerent

species from uredo fcetida, which occasions the
Smut Balls or Pepper Brand, illustrated in my for-

mer paper.

The uredo scgetnm is distinguished from uredo
fcEtlda, not being much more than one-half the
size and by being peifectly scentless; whilst uredo
fcntida is characterized by an extremely oflensive
smell. The manner in which uredo segetum ads
upon the plants which it attacks is also very dif-

ferent, and the effect much more destructive than
that of uredo fcetida, which only attacks the grains
in which it vegetates, but seldom bursts; wliercas
the uredo segetum not only generally destroys the
whole ear, but even the leaves and stem.

"

Fur-
ther, uredo segetum attacks not only barley, but
wheat and oats; and I have been informed that

other species of gramineae are subject to lis attacks,

but I have not yet found any such specimens.

I have ascertained, by repeated experiments of
inoculation, that the seedof the fungi oi' uredo sege-

tum, like ihat of uredo fcetida, is absorbed by the

roots of the germinating seed-corn and, being so

extremely minute, is mixed with and propelled

by the circulating sap, and deposited in almost

every part, even in the cellular tissue of the plant

where these seeds continue to vegetate and multi-

[)Iy rapidly, as well as in every part of the plant

where there remains the least vitality. The
whole ear is often found entirely destroyed many
weeks before even the individual florets are quitd

developed, or the sound ears emerge from the hose.

Sometimes, but rarel}', the infection takes place

after the parts of fructification have been formed,

and even after fecundation has taken place; in that

case the progress of the disease can easily be ob-

served. The germen is generally the first at-

tacked, and found partially, or half filled with the

fungi then the pistlis, the stitrmas, the anthers; and
even the extremely tender filaments appear full of

black spots which are occasioned by small clusters

of these fungi, which vegetate and multiply so

rajiidly that in a few days the whole ear is com-
pletely filled.

In oat-plants such late infection occurs more fre-

quently than in barley or wheat, and the whole
panicle ofien emerges from its hose, to all appear-

ance in a perfectl}* sound state, or perhaps with
only a few infected spickets at its base, but the in-

fection soon spreads visibly through the whole
panicle and over eveiy part of the plant; and even
when such a partially infected ear is separated
from the growing plant, the vegetation and multi-

plying of the fungi continue as long as any moisture
remains in that portion of the plant which has
been so separated. I once collected and cut off

several such partially infected ears, which I intend-

ed to preserve as specimens, and for that purpose
I laid them in brown paper to dry them: they were
accidentally mislaid, and did not come into my
hands again till after a period of six or seven'

months; when, on examination, I found that the"

whole specimens were consumed by the fungi. I

have not the least doubt that the seeds of the fungi
are shaken out by the wind; and that even many
infected ears and plants are thrown on the soil of a
field where such diseased plants have been grow-
ing, and that the fungi continue growing and
multiplying on the soil, like those on the paper,
until they become part of the soil, from which
they cannot be distinguished.

I fear it vvill prove very diflicult to find an effi-

cient remedy to prevent, or even to check this de-
structive disease; and this fear seems strengthened
by the consideration ol the numerous remedies
suggested by many eminent authors, as well in
this countrj^ as on the continent. That the reme-
dies of these authors should have failed hi pro-
ducing the desired effects is not surprising to me,
for I find that the most eminent of them'^not only
confound two or three distinct diseases, but are to-
tally unacquainted with the real cause of any of
the diseases: for some consider them caused by
insects; some attribute them to blasts of the wind;
others consider the disease to be a corruption of
the sap of the plant. These, and many other causes,
equally erroneous, have been advanced; but I hope
thatj if it be admitted that the seeds ofthe parasitical
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iuiigi are tlie real and only cause of this disease, it

will naturally occur to every one, that if the vital-

ity of the seeds of these parasites could cflectual-

ly be destroyed, the disease would be prevented.

That the steejjiug in lime-water destroys the vi-

tality, I have proved by many experiments; and
also that lime-water has the same eflect upon the

seeds of the uredo segetam, as it has upon those of

uredofatida.
I fear that much difficulty will present itself to

the steeping the seed-corn effect ivel)', li-om the

structure of the seed of barley and oats, the ker-

nels of which are so tightly enclosed in the husks,

that the lime-water cannot so readily penetrate,

and reach the embryo, as in the naked seed-ker-

nels of wheat and rye; but if some ingenious and
unprejudiced practical agriculturist would make
experiments on a large scale, by which every
grain of the seed-corn could be edectually steeped

in lirile-Water, I have no doubt hut that the dis-

eases of the Smut or f>usi Brand, nnd the Smut
Balls or Pepper Brand, would be etfectually pre-

vented, and perhajis, aitcr repeating the experi-

ments tor a tew successive years, these diseases

might be entirely eradicated from the land.

F. B.

Kew, March 3, 1833.

THE GRAIN woRjHS

—

Vibr'w Tritlci.

The existence of this most extraordinary disease

in wheat has been, comparati\ely speaking, but a
very short time known; and it is only of a very re-

cent date that it has attracted the notice of the

practical agriculturists in this country. In July,

1807 I received, lor the first time, some growing
specimens of wheat-plants infected wit li this dis-

ease, from Kent, where it was said that the dis-

ease had existed some years, and, ii'om its spread-

ing, had attracted the notice of the farmers. They
distinguish it by the odd names of Ear- Cockles, or

Brown Purples, on account of the distorted

shapes and dark-brown color of the diseased

wheat-grains, Avhich bear some resemblance to a

weed generally growing in corn-fields, and vulgar-

ly called Corn- Cockles, or Purples, the jigrostema

Githago Linnseus. In Hampshire the disease is

called Burnt corn.

From continued supplies of fresh specimens

from Kent, I have been enabled to ascertain many
important facts respecting the nature and proper-

ties of the minute animals engendering this disease.

These experiments and results were so far satis-

factory as to establish incontestably the fact, that

the white fibrous substances within the cavities of

the distorted grains consist of real organized ani-

mals, endowed with the extraordinary property of

having their power of motion suspended lor a con-

siderable length of time, and of having it again res-

tored by the mere application of water. But how
are these animals introduced into the cavities of the
young germens? And how are they propagated?
These were questions which I could not at first

answer,and I considered that these facts could
only be ascertained by tracing the worms from the

sowing of the seed-corn through the whole progress

of the vegetation of the plant.

Being fiilly con\anced that the worms or their

eggs, like the seed of the fungi of the pepper-brand
and dust-brand, must be absorbed by the germina-
ting seed-corn, and propelled by the circulating

Vol, II.—23

sap into the young germens, and reflecting that I

had successtully inoculated the wheat-grains with
the fungij I determined to try tlie same experiment
with these worms; accordingly I selected a suf-

ficient number ol' souml wheat-grains, and ex-
tracting a small portion of the worms Irom the
cavities of the iidected grains, (which had been pre-

viously soaked in water about an hour,) and pla-

cing some in the grooves on the posterior sides of
the sound grains, I left them for some days to get
dfy, and planted them in the ground on the 7th of
October, 1807. At the same time I planted some
sound whcat-grainB in separate holes, about two
inches deep, and in each hole two or three inlJjcted

grains also. About the middle of November most
of the seeds had come up, and from time to time I

took some of these young plants tor examination,

but did not [:erceive any effect of the inoculatioii

till the 3rd of December, wheii; out of nine

plants, five proved to be inlccted with live worms.
In the first jjlant, after carefully splitting the young
plant from the root upwards, I found in the then

unorganized substances, between the radicle and
the plumula, three young worms very lively, but

not much larger than those with which the seed-

corn was inoculated; in another plant I found one
full-sized worm, but no eggs about it; in the third

plant I found a still larger worm than the last, but

in dividing the stem Iliad cut the worm in two,

and it soon died; it seemed to be full of eggs: in the

other two plants I found some worms quite young,

and some half grown; but on the other lour plants

the inoculation had no effect. The lact that, at such

an early stageof the vegetation of these inoculated

seed grains," such large worms were found, con-

firms my first supposition, that it requires several

generations of these worms to introduce their eggs
into the young germens; the large worms found in

the substance of the young stem were undoubted-

ly some of the original worms Avith which the

seed-corn was inoculated, for they were on the

point of laying their eggs in that stage, and these

eggs, being again propelled by the rising sap a
stage further, then come to maturity, and again

lay their eggs, and thus progressively reach tlie

elementary substance ol' the ear, where they are

finally deposited in the then fiirming germens; the

whole ]7rogress j-.robably requiring three or lour

such reproduclioiiSi

(Mr. Bauer then describes many subsequent

examinations of infected ji'ants, referring to the

representations and descri])tions given. A detail-

ed account of the nature and j)roperties of these

worms was laid before the Royal Society, read on

the 5tli of December, 1822, and juiblished in the

"Philosophical Transactions" of 1823, under the

title of -'Microscoiiical Observations on the Sus-

pension of the Muscular JNlotions of the Vibrio

Tritici.")

My experiments, for resuscitating the grain-

worms, I have repeated almost every succeeding

year to this day, and always with the same suc-

cess; but I find that the longer the specimens are

kept dry, the grains iTijuire to lay in water a great-

er length of time before the worms will recover; and
that, at every repetition of an experiment, a small-

er number of worms recover their motion, and that

after the same specimens (the produce of the

grains inoculated in 1807) had been kept dry six

fjears and one month, the worms were all really

dead; this period is the longest which I have a.s
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yet ascertained that these worms can retain their

reviviscent quality.

That this disease is contagious, is sufliciently

proved by the fact, that it can at pleasure be suc-

cessfully inoculated on the soundest seed-corn.

The infection, however, is not so generally nor so

readily communicated as the diseases occasioned

by the fungi of the smut-balls or dust-brand, a few
inlected ears of Avhich are capable of contamina-
ting and infecting the whole contents of a barn.

Grains infected '-vith these worms having no em-
bryos, cannot vegetate and produce again diseased

grains tliemselves, but can only communicate the

mfection by coming in contact with the germina-
ting seed-com in the soil, by the moisture of

which the wom^s are re\ived and extricate them-
selves, which I have so oilei:t observed they do

when kept some time in water.

Steeping the seed-com in lime-water, in the

same manner as advised for preventing the dis-

eases occasioned by the fungi, is the most effica-

cious method of preventing the spreading of this

disecise. I have repeated the experiment by inoc-

ulating, very strongly, sound Avheat-grains with

the worms, and afterwards steeping them in lime-

water, and the infection was always [jrevented; I

have also steeped some sound wheat-grains in

lime-water, and after having kept them in a dry

etate ibr some days, I inoculated them strongly

with the worms, but on examining the plants, not

one instance of infection occurred. From tlaese

facts it is evident, that ])roperly steeping the seed-

corn in lime-water before sowing, is a sure pre-

ventive of the disease occasioned by grain-worms.

MANURE FROM HOGS.

From the Northern Farmer.

One of the regular mean,? which every farmer
possesses, for the increasing of his stock of ma-
nure, and which is by no means the least valuable,

is by many totally neglected. It is that of making
their hogs serviceable in this business. Upon this

point, I can speak from past experience, both in

respect to the loss from neglect and the advantages
derived from these valuable animals, when em-
ployed for this purpose. It was my practice, till

within the last fifteen years, to permit my swine
to roam at large in the highway, in the summer
season; or what was but little better, confine them
m a pasture, lor three or four months during the

warmest of the season; carrying whatever I might
have to gi\-e them as fted, to the place in which
they were confined. I began, however, after a
Avhile, to consider this course of turning hogs to

pasture, or permitting them to run in the highway,
to be altogether wrong. Upon mature reflection,

I concluded that by confining them in a close yard,

and furnishing them with the materials for making
manure, the profits would be amply sufficient, not
only to repay me for all the trouble of furnishing
the materials, but Avould also enable me to give
them better keeping; and, in this respect, my an-
ticipations have been luliy realized. One error,

however, I committed in the outset, and I have
noticed the same fault in others. It was this: my
yard Avas at first made at least three times too
large, embracing about two and a half rods of
ground, for three or four hogs, the number Avhich

I generally keep; and I have seen yards including

a much larger s])ace made by some farmers, for an
equal number of hogs. Now this, where the ob-

ject is the making and saving manure, is, in my
judgement, wrong; fbr^ in so large a space, the

quantity of materials jnit into the yard must be
very great, or it must lie very thin over the yard;

in either case, the benefit received from three or

(bur hogs is but small; at least I found it so, where
the materials, of whatever nature they might be,

were put in one season and carried out the spring

following. I therefore diminished my yard to

twenty feet by fourteen, about one-third of its ori-

ginal dimensions; and I find this space to be suffi-

ciently large for four hogs; and, I believe, large

enough for even six to make manure to advantage;
ibr in this space, materials suflkient fbr twenty or

twenty-five loads of manure may be deposited in

the course of one season; and what to me seems
of the first importance in this business, is the hogs
are kept continually on the materials, except when
in their house, fbr the purpose of eating and sleep-

ing.

My method of supplying these materials is the

following: after having cleared their yard at the

season of planting, I put into it such portions of
straw as I may have left on hand after the season
of foddering is past; and if I have not a sufficient

quantity of this, to furnish the necessary supply
till vegetable substances attain to a sufficienl

growth to be profitably collected, I put in earth col-

lected from the low pla,ces, by the side of the high-
way; though this I more generally place in or near
my barnyard, in a situation to receive and retain

the wash that might otherwise escape from that.

Brakes and weeds of any kind are valuable.

These I make use of to the extent they are ob-
tainable, when in a green state; as I consider

green vegetable substances, fbr this purpose, far

more valuable than dry. Potato tops when pulled

fbr early use, before they become dry and shrivel-

led, I consider equal if not superior to any other
green substances fbr this purpose. Pea-vines I

usually put into my hog yard, edter the peas are
thrashed off; and if some are put in before being
thrashed, they are as gratefully received by the
inmates of the yard. Buck-wheat straw I have
made use of, but I deem this to be of all substances
the least valuable for the purpose of making ma-
nure, when it has ripened into a dry state, however
valuable it may be when ploughed under in a
green state, as it unquestionably is; being at that

stage of its growth one of the most juicy plants of
the vegetable kingdom.

I add nothing by way of materials to my hog
yard, after the first of September, at which time!
generally commence feeding, for the purpose of
fattening; and by the middle or twentieth of De-
cennber, my usual time fbr killing my hogs, I make
from four to five loads of manure to each hog so
kej)t, superior to the summer dung, obtained by
yarding my cows. And the quantity made by
my hogs is for each one double to that made by
each cow for the same period of time.

Thus I have endeavored to present to the rea-
ders of the Farmer my method of adding to my
stock of manure by the aidofmy hogs from fifteen

to twenty loads annually: whereas, I used former-
ly, as too many do at the present day, who call

themselves farmers, entirely to neglect all these

advantages, the improvement of which is so es-
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sential to profitable iarniing. It is to be hoped,

however, tliatno farmer, who has the op])ortunity

of reading an agricuhural papei', is co remiss in

relation to that vvhich is so conducive to his best

interests.

BIATTIIEW BUELLj JR.

Newport, Mmj 31s/, 1834.

PETITION FOR A CJIAIVGE OF THE LAAV OF EN-
CLOSURES.

[We recommend the subject of the following peti-

tion to all wiio have not already considered it maturely

—and to those who are satisfied of the unjust and op-

pressive operation of the law of enclosures, that they

will forthwith proceed to act, for the removal of the

grievance. Let similar petitions (either in this or any

other form that may he preferred,) he prepared and

properly pjresented to the consideration of the agricul-

tural community, and there can be but s;nall ground

for fear as to the result.]

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Essex, Aug. 9t!i, 1834.

I now send you an article which I hope will be
in time for your next paper. It is a petition about

to be circulated in this county, and I hope in many
others, for changing the law relative to enclosures.

No "internal improvement,"—always excepting
that in regard to the general education of the peo-

ple, which is (irst and above all others in import-

ance—is so much wanted; nor any, I believe, to

the great utility of w^iich, if once carried into ef-

fect, converts would more rapidly be made. The
people in the counties bordering on, and compre-
hending our mountains, may not yet, perhaps,

liave so generally lelt the evils of this law, as to

wish lor its repeal; and if that be the case it might
be sufi'ercd, in regard to them, to remain as it is:

although I greatly mistake the condition of that

part of our State between the head of navigation

and the north vv-estern limit of our highly improved
valley country, if the people Would not be nearlv,

or quite as much benefited as ourselves by the

change. I wordd be among the last men in Vu-
ginia to advocate any alteration of dubious policy,

fn a general law; or that did not, in i'act, promise
most manifestly to benefit a very large majority of

our fellow citizens. But in this case there seems
to me not a shadow of doubt on any point involved
in the proposal, it being one which requires only
to be made, to gain numerous sujjporters. That
it may meet not only your approbation, but that of
all your subscribers, is the earnest wish of

Yours, with much esteem,

JA3IES M. GARNETT.

TO THE LEGISLATURE OF VIRGINIA.

The Petition of sundry citizens of Essex, re-

Bpectfully showeth

—

That having become thoroughly convinced of
the daily increasing necessity for some change in

our laws relative to enclosures, we have at last de-
termined to apply to you, as our only hope, for

some remedy of the existing evil. That this de-
termination may not appear to have been made
either hastily, or from considerations merely selfish,

your Petitioners beg leave to state the chief rea-

sons which have induced them to adopt their pre-
sent course.

In the first place, the law of which we complain
is a palpable violation of all other laws relative to
property, which princij)le is, to compel every one
"so to use his own, as not to injure that which be-

longs to another.^'' But the law of enclosures ac-
tually /^ermfis us to injure others by means of our
stock, unless they make a fence of a certain height
to guard against those very injuries Vv'hich justice

demands that the perpetrators should be prohibited

from committing under any circumstances. In-
stead of compelling stock-owners themselves to

restrain their stock from depredating upon other
people's lands, which the above cited principle

clearly enjoins, the land owners are forced to pro-

tect both it and its products, at an enormous ex-
pense of extra fencing—or, to suffer without the
smallest compensation, all the losses they may in-

cur fi'om the want of this extra fencing.

In the second place, we comjilain of this law,

as the very unnecessary cause of^ more quarrels

—

more ill-will—and more lasting animosities between
individuals and often whole families, than any
other law in our whole code: indeed, we believe

it may be truly said, of more than all the others

put together.

Lastly, it imposes upon eveiy land owner and
cultivator a far heavier tax than all his other taxes
united; and what makes the matter much worse
is, that not a cent of it goes into the public trea-

sury; but is utterly wasted and lost, inasmuch as
it consists in the extra labor which each has to

bestow on his own enclosures to protect their jjro-

ducts from other people's .stock. This legal op-
pression is greatly aggravated by the fact, that the
small land ov.'ner—the small cultivator—in other
words, the ]-;oor farmer, suffers much more in pro-
portion to liis property than the rich one; for hav-
ing to fence it in, and daily to watch it, so as to

guard against every other pers?in's stock, and be-
ing in general, not so well provided, as richer land
owners, with a proportionate quantity of labor,

more of his precious time must generally be spent
in making such enclosures as this most unjust and
oppressive law ])rescribes, to say nothing of the
time lost in repairing and supervising the whole.
We may venture to say that this time, upon an
average, amounts to two months in every year,

and that it certainly could be abridged one month
or more, thereby saving at least one-tweltth, or

more, of the Avhole labor bestowed tliroughout the
State, in the single business offencing, if the law
on this subject were exactly the reverse of what
it is. Compel each person so to take care of his

own stock as to prevent their injuring his neigh-
bors' property, and not a cultivator of land in our

whole conmiunity, wliether he be proprietor or

mere tenant, but would be thoroughly cominced
in less than a year, of the immense advantages
of the change.' Indeed, we know no reflecting

persons any where, with whom we have conversed

on this subject, vvdio do not admit the truth of the

foregoing arguments.
Your Petitioners beg leave further to represent,

that the circumstances of the country when this

law was passed, having entirely changed, the law
itself cannot now be justified, if it ever could be,

even on the score of policy. We have no longer
(at least in the tide-water part of our State) ex -

tensive tracts of uncultivated, unenclosed lands
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deemed of little or no immediate value to the pro-

prietor: fencing materials arc becoming' compara-

tively very scarce, and thereby the actual expense

of labor in collecting and applying them has been

enormously enhanced, while the products of our

impoverished fields can verj- illy sustain this most

unnecessary deduction from their net proceeds:

add to this, the opinion is daily gaining ground,

that even uncultivated lands will much improve by

excluding every kind of stock from them. All these

circumstances combined, render legislative interfer-

ence imperatively necessary-; for the evils enumera-

ted admit of no other remedy. They have prevail-

ed so lone indeed, as to give rise to notions in some
parts of our countr}^, n^lalive to landed rights,

which, if general in regard to other rights, would

reduce us nearly to a state of nature. These no-

tions make all land, not actually cultivated in some

crop, a species of common property^ free for all

who choose to turn their stock on; and this too,^

whether they be imder enclostire or not. Now, if

our lands be really our property, it follows as a

HDecessarj^ consequence, that each land oAvner has

an indisputable right to the exclusive possession

as well as use of it, and a just claim to protection

therein by the laws of his coantry.. This ia a

universally admitted fact as to every other species

of property—why not then, in regard to land also?

When we rest our horses to avoid wearing them

©«f; when we lay aside our clothe? for the same
purpose, he who takes and useseitherwithout our

knowledge or consent, may not only be prosecuted

and punished by law for such act^ but incurs the

risk of being utterly disgracetl by it. Yet, when
we rest our lands to avoid wearing ihcm oui, and

in hopes of improving them thereby, which we
have an equally clear rigid to do, free from all in-

teiTuption by others, we are compelled by the ex-

isting law of our State to keep an enclosure round

ihera of a certain height, or any other person's

stock may depredate upon them the whole year

round, even if m cultivation, without our being

able to obtain the slightest compensation whatever

for such depredation: nay, if any injury be done

to the trespassing animals, their owner may reco-

ver damages from tlie cultivator of the land, al-

though the land itsellj and every thing growing on

it, in the language of the law, is styled, as if in

mockery, "his property!'''

ThesCy may it please your honorable body, are

crying evils,—of legislative creation too! and for

whose benefit, we would respectfully in(]uire] For
none whatever, but that very small portion of our

community who may attempt to raise stock with-

out sufficient means af their own to support them.

Thiar attempt the present law sanctions as fully as

if it conferred the privilege in direct and express

terms: sanctions too, without the least cost what-

ever to the stock-owners, while it compels all the

planters and farmers throughout the State, annu-

ally to increase their labor—at the s-mallest com-
putation, one-twelflh, if they would guard them-

selves against injuries which this law of the land

empowers others to inflict jjn them with entire im-

punity. We venture to affirm that the code of no
civilized nation on earth can show an instance of

BO very small and doubtful a benefit accorded by
legislative enactment to the few, at so great a)id

certain expense to the many. Indeed, wc think it

susceptible of the most satisfactoiy proofj that

much more stock, and of far better (juality would

be raised than at present, ifthe law were changed,

as we pray that it may be. Such woidd he the

sfiu'c result of applying i/uit labor which each cul-

tivator would pave from fencing out other peoj)le's

stock, to making more food for his own, and taldng

better care of th-em. He would have at least one-

twelfth more time to devote to the profitable em-
ployment of improving and cultivating his land,

instead of spending that twelfth, as he now does,

in the unprofitable occu|)ation of extra fencing.

Though last, not least, the peace, comfort, and
harmony of e\erf Jieighborhcod would be incal-

culably increased by removing forever,, this most
copious, most pernicious source of contention and
animosity. Make it, therefore, we intreat your
honorable Body, no longer to depend upon the

height of each man's fence whether his neighbors''

stock !?hall he raised upon hia- lands or not; but let

it rest, as it always should do, ypon his own free

choice, how far he himself will extend the privi-

lege to others- It would often be granted, and
would thus prove a bond of uni^on, instead ofbeing
what it now is, a brand of continual discord.

All which is respectfully submitted.

OIV TUli PEEVAII^ING HABITS AND OPIJVIOIVS;

WHICH OBSTRUCT AfJRICUI^TURAL IJXL-

I'ROVEMEIVT.

To ttie Editor of She Farmers' RegJEter.

"Am I therefore ticcoTnc your enemy because I tell you tlie

trutli?"

Among the various interesting and valuable

productions which have appeared in your widely
circulating work, I have not seen a solitary one
that treats of the fundamental causes which have
affected the fertilhy of our land; and the very
many avocations which have been, directly or in-

directlyj instruraentaJ in preventing,, more or less,.

the regular and systcnoatic course necessary to the

improvement of our farms.

VVhere once stood the majestic oak, the tall

hickory-, the lofty poplar, and the expanded dog-
wood, with its beautiful foliage in .the opening
spring,, can no^v be only seen, in many sections of

our State, a wide and extensive view of barren

farms with scarcely timber enough to enclose them
with fences sufficiently good to keep out the wan-
dering and half-fed stock, which ever are pests to

badly regulated fiirms.

Why this silence on this all important subject?

Has fiilse pride prevented the investigation of the

causes? Or is it the fear of displeasing some few
individuals of different professions that such valu-

able information is withheld?

Impressed with the fullest belief in the Justness-

of my cause, and under the most anxious solici-

tude for the restoration of the fertility of our once
beautiful and luxuriant fields, I propose to point

out some of the most prominent causes of the

poverty of our land; also some of the very many
impediments to its improvement, and what, in my
opinion, is indispensably necessary for us to pursue

to improve our land, to increase our products, and
to place us in such situation as to lend instead of

borrowing money. In the discharge of this duty,

/ declare positively, that I disclaim all personalities;^

I am laboring lor the improvement of the soil of

my native State; for the prosperity of agriculture;

for a change in our habits of life; for the adoption

of a diHerent manner in many cases of raising our
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children, educating and settling them in hfe. But
when I come to reflect uj)on the many impediments

to agricuUural improvcmenls, also to a judii'ious

system of cuhivating the soil and the ])roper ar-

rangement and distribution of labor, adapted to

the increase of products, and at the same time to

the improvement of our land, I am almost dis-

posed to abandon the undertaking as hopeless and
unavailing. However, if I can only suggest one
profitable idea upon which others can improve, I

shall be fully compensated for my time this hot

summer's day.

The time has already come which imperious

necessity demands, when the owners of Virginia

land, the Eastern in particular-, should pause—se-

riously reflect—and riiinulely examine into the sit-

uation of their farms. All the books on iiirniing

t-hat ever have been written, all that arc now wri-

ting, -or may hereafter be written, can never avail

much, unless there be a complete fandamcntal
change in masters of land. Their habits muet be
entirely revolulionized. We must not become
masters of our land in every acceptation of the du-

ties of Jijj-ming only, but we must change the ac-

quired nature and disposition of our children. Ear-
ly rising and habits o[' industry must be instilled in

them. Let them kno^v that they are not boys

when they are really pr;xttling children—that

tiiey are not m&n wkcn they are actually only

youths just entered into their teens, and in some
kistances not more than one dozen )^ears olcL Fa-
Riiliarize them to the grunting of hogs, the bleat-

ing of sheep, the lowing of cows, and the neigh-

i&ig of horses, tJiat they may not be alarmed at

thase sounds when they become men. In I'act,

make more of them iamiers and planters.

In the early opening of our land, our Ibrefathers

hastily cleared only enough to giv^e them two, and
sometimes only one shift, or for one year's work-
ing for corn. This was annually kept in cultiva-

tion until it becajne exhausted. Those who had
been more industrious and had observed the great-

er steadiness, industry, and economy, became
more prosperous, and consequently more ivealthy

than those of their neighbors who had pursued a

diflerent course. This enabled them to buy li-om

the Ah-ican trader a "nigger" or two (as Maj. J;u-k

Downing would say.) This filled them with

pride, and pla-ted them in their own estimation,

above their less fortimate neighbor.

The next thing introduced to the serious and
almost insejiarable injuty of their land, was an in-

dividual called by name an overseer. I do not

wish to be madea'st&Qd as going to say any thing

against the intrinsic worth of these men, or their

respectability and usefulness as members of socie-

ty. Far Irom it. They certainly constitute a

large portion of the "bone and sinew of our coun-
try." In peace they are watchful sentinels of our
rights, and in war they are ready and willing to

march in defence of their country's cause. They
make brave and resolute soldiers. The masters,

or as I would say, the potentates of their negroes
and overseers, looked over with a commanding
eye the ideal immensity of their Avealth, and the

superiority of their own greatness. They com-
manded their overseers to take their negroes and
to cut down and slay annually the very best of
their land, regardless oflocahty and consequences,

and to make great crops. While they had such

land, they made good crops, aad they prospered.

Having given up the whole management of their

fiu-ms and plantations, together with the negroes
and every kind of stock, then to amuse their fancy,

to miprove their understanding, and to show their

ideal greatness, they indulged in almost every spe-
cies of luxury, extravagance, and dissi|iation.

Having entrusted the management of their crop-
ping department, their stock, &c. to overseers, it is

but reasonable to suppose that no economy would
be used to improve the soil, or iocre^ise and im-
prove the stock. Their idle, lazy, and dissipated

habits were caught by their children like an elec-

tric spark, and even handed down to the present
generation.' I do say without the f<:ar of contra-

diction, that negroes and overseers are the proxi-
mate cause of the poverty of our lands, presenting

to the weary traveller in many places, an almost
interminable view of deserted farms and worn-out
fielcls. If we only would take the management
into our oion hands, and personally devote the most
of our attention to the dutie.s of our farms, what a
radical change for the better should we not very
soon see. In every instance where proprietors

cannot devote the necessary attention to fiirming

and to the imp-rovement of their farms themselves,
they should employ snjjenntendents, men who
will discharge their duiy Jaiififnlhj, ajkl for tlieir

conipen.salion they should receive salaries in stand-

ing wages, instead of part of the crop^ Avhicli is so
conunonly given. By adopting this as a general
rule, I have no doubt but a considerable change
would very soon be discoverable for the better, in

every thing relative to the improvement of farms,

and in the increase of ])roducts. By the adoption

of this course peace and fiiendship will be estab-

lished between employeis and superintendents

u]5on a more firm and lasting basis. Ditches will

be kept ojien; red gullies fiUed with improving
materials; farm pens better attended to; stock of

every description increased in valuation, without

incurring the displeasure of superintendents. It is

not reasonable at all to believe, that any superin-

tendent of a farro can feel much, if any, interest

in the above requisites, who receives only for hw
services pjut of the corn, tobacco, cotton, and
wheat. In this section of the State, tobacco is the

hobby. This must be made regardless of all ne-

glect and injui-ies of any or oi" all other commodi-
ties. All who continue to make this article as

they have heretofore done, by the neglect of the

grain crop, may never expect to see their planta-

tioas improving, and their declining years soothed

and comforted witli plenty oi' cash. Then make
your tobacco ground ricli, plant fewer hills, and by
so doing, you will be enabled to work it better,

manage it with less labor, and surely it will be
of better quality, and will command higher prices

than if you have double the number of liills half

cultivated, and badly managed. The extra labor

can be advantageously bestowed on the grain

crop, from which you may raise your OAvn pork

and your own horses, without depending upon
other States for a supply. All this must be done
before you can deserve the appellation of good
managers and prasperous cultivators of the soil.

We sliould teach fewer of our sons the syren

song of being made members of the three learned

professions, (misapplied terms now-a-days I think)

viz: law, medicine, and divinity. I wish to say
nothing at all in disparagement of these profes-

sionsj properly so cuUcd. They are deservedly
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respectable, and cannot, and certain!}^ should not

be dispensed with: yet it has become alarming to

see their annual increase. At our County Courts

we can scarcely get to the clerk's table to have a

deed recorded, or a will proven, for the multiplied

number of lawyers standing around, occasional!}"

making a five dollars motion.

Second in order stand the doctors. Their num-
ber has increased within the last fiileen years se-

veral hundred per centum; much more rapidly

in proportion than the population of the United
States. Many of the States are furnishing me-
dical schools, Avith cheap facilities for the ac-

quirement ol this kind of" knowledge. The last

annual report from the dilTerent medical schools,

proves most conclusively how much this branch
of science is overdone. It seems those who prac-

tice the cheapest and wait the longest are the cle-

verest and most approved sons of old Hippocrates.

I should perhaps be accused oi" unpardonable ne-
glect, if I were not to take a passing notice, and
add to the list of doctors another class of men
calling themselves Thomsonlans, together with
the poison curers who are dabbling into the various

and different diseases of the human system.
These selt'-styled doctors can, and I understand
do, buy their education for twenty dollars, and then
be made approved practitioners fi'om one night's

reading by torch light. How cheap! What an
invaluable discovery in modern litcra'urel How
soon impaired fortunes can be restored, if plenty
of patients could be found!

In conclusion, I shall say something of another
class of men called merchants. These men are

highly resjjectable, intelligent, and very useful

members of society. Their avocation cannot be

dispensed with any more than the three learned
professions, and surely commands as much respect
and attention as either of these professions. But
they have become too numerous for all to make
fortunes, unless the I'anncrs and planters are se-

riously injured or ruined. I understand merchants
are men who sell goods, v.'ares, and merc^handize.
But how many who call themselves merchants do
not deserve that name in ihc proper acceptation of
the terra. This class of men cause more injur}'

to agriculture, and produce niore poverty and
wretchedness in society generally, than any people
in existence. When times are good, as are com-
monly called, these men are seen erecting shops
at the forks of ahuost every public road, selling bj^

jugs, bottles, and half pint cruets the meanest
whiskey and northern rum, together with a kind
of drink, they improperly call wine, the composi-
tion of which is made of" ingredients of the most
unhealth}' kind. These establishments soon at-
tract the attention of their respective neighbor-
hoods, and call together large groujjs of men from
their dail}' labor to drink, frolic and carouse, to the
serious injury of their farming interest, and to the
ultimate ruin of themselves, their wives, and their
children. This is not all: our negroes are cor-
rupted and injured by visiting these establishments.
The late law, I am "pleased to find, has put a con-
siderable check on the owners of these shops, al-

though not effectually. Before the enactment of
this law, many of our slaves had become so cor-
rupted, that it was almost impossible to keep them
in subjection. Sunday was the day set apart for

the blacks to meet at these gi'og shops and to have
their parties, their games, tlieir mirth and festivi-

ties; and really, I believe, if Ihcy could only have
had as many days as the whites to visit these hot

beds of corruption, they would have equalled, if

not excelled the wliite gentry. In every neigh-

borhood where these grog shops have been long

established, povert}", wretchedness, and ignorance

have been the almost inevitable consequences.

They have indirectly produced more deaths, not to

speak of misery and concomitant evils, than all

diseases fi'om "other causes which afflict men of

years. The great and good man Dr. Rush said,

"every disease has its antidote. It is only neces-

saiy to discover and administer it;" and I do say

it is my belief, that these establishments (grog
shops) have their antidote in the steady, judicious

and persevering encouragement of the Temper-
ance Society. Members ol" that society, I would
advise you to pursue with unabated industry and
perseverance the cause which you have so benev-

olently and praiseworthily undertaken. Men must
however, be persuaded, not forced into the pro-

priety of your cause. Although thrice armed is

lie Avhose cause is just, yet much patience, much
forbearance, much moderation, and no inconsidera-

ble firmness, are necessary, i3y your good exam-
ples united with mildness of conduct, and persua-

sion of argument, I entertain 1:0 doubt but the

time is not far distant when a really old toper will

be almost as difficult to find, as it is difficult for us
at present to agree one with another in the selec-

tion of the man to be our next president.

I could name many other avocations of men
wherein there is too much opposition, even to the

serious and almost ruinous effects of carrying on
compethions, and to the neglect and abandonment
of the cultivation of the soil. It will be admitted

that ever}^ person who is attached to any profes-

sion more than that profession wants, not only

proves injurious to the individuals engaged therein

by creating a losing competition, but is actually

taking so much talent, labor and Avealth f"rom the

cultivation of the soil. The great desideratum

then should be, to equalize the different and va-

rious professions, so as for all to prosper and obtain

a comfortable support for ourseh^es, our wives, and
our children.

Knowing so well the constituent principles of
the human mind and its gi-eat aptitude to miscon-
strue and misrepresent from interested motives, 1

think it highly probable that some f"ew, very few I

can but think, of the diffierent professions of which
I have taken a cursory view, may take exceptions.

I again repeat that I disclaim all personalities. I

am laboring solely for the prosperity of agricul-

ture.

p. W. HARPER.

Green Field, Nottoway, Aug. 12, 1834.

RAISING CRKAM BY HEAT.

From the Maine Farmer.

I am inclined to think that a communication on
the mode of raising cream by heat, for dairy pur-

poses may be of service.

I

There are two important points gained in the

making of butter with the cream prepared in this

way, viz:—Economy of time, and an increased

quantity of butter from the cream prepared in tftis

way. Fewer pans are needed, and of^ course few-
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er to buy and wash, while the time saved in churn-

ing is very remarkable.— I think Irom the exi)eri-

ence that I have had trom my own cows, there is

a gain of about 25 per cent, of butter. The pro-

cess is simple.—Pans of a ])roper size will hold

about a pailful; those I have, arc made of zinc,

being more durable and not much more expensive.

When the cows are milked, the milk is strained

into the pan or pans and allowed to fc-to,nd twelve
"hours. The pan is then placed upon an iron

frame, over well burnt coals, where it mu.st be
carefully watched, and on the appearance of the

first bubble, taken oft" the fire; and after standing-

twelve or fourteen hours, according to the weather,

the cream may be taken ofij and then if sufilcicnt

cream is collected, churned.
When the butter is formed, the butter-milk is

drained oft"—cold water is put into the churn

—

worked well with the dasher—and renewed until

it comes out clean. By this process the hand is

but little used.

N. B. The surest way of discovering the first

bubble is, when the cream is well risen, to open
the cream or pass a pin tlirough it in the middle

of the pan, and the first bubble that appears there,

will indicate the proper time to remove it ii-om the

fire.

Your obedient servant,

CHARLES VAUGHA^r.

ON AS IMPORTANT RESULT OF AX EXPERI-
MENT IN THE CULTURE OF POTATOES.

By the Rev. James Farquharson, of A.lford.

From the Prize Essa3's and Transactions of thii Higlilaud .Soci-

ety of Scotland.

I am not aware of any experiment having been
made, smiilar to the one I am now about to de-

scribe; and as the result of that has turned out to

be important, in a practical view, if may not be

unworthy of the notice of the Highland Society.

I had not the merit of devising it, for it was first

made by my serv^ant. In the year 1824, at the

time of hoeing the potato crop, I observed thirty

or ibrty plants, in part of one drill, so greatly su-

perior to any other in the field, that I became de-

sirous of knowing the cause, and on inquiry of my
servant, he gave me the following account. At
the time of planting, the potatoes cut for plants

had become exhausted, before the prepared

ground was all planted, and he had carried some
whole potatoes to be cut by the planters in the

field. Observing among these several potatoes ot

large size, he had, with his own hands, planted

thirty or forty of these uncut and together in one
drill, which he had marked, to see whether the

produce would be large potatoes. They received

no additional manure, and were planted, in all re-

spects under equal circumstances, and at equal
distances with the other plants in the field.

I observed that these plants maintained a great
superioiity in all stages of their growth, and ob-

viously attained a state of full ripeness belbre any
others. At the time of digging them, in autumn,
their produce was carefully attended to, and found
to be in a remarkable degree superior in the weight
of crop and largeness and uniformity of the pota-

toes.

In the succeedingseason I ordered the experiment
to be renewed, on as large a scaje as nty field ad-

mitted of, and varied, by planting the greater part
of the field with cuts of large sized potatoes, and
some drills with uncut large ones, and others with
small ones uncut and cut.

I regret that I did not keep any note of the
weight of the crops raised after the several sizes,

the experiment being intended at the time solely

for ra}' own information; but the increase in weight
after the large potatoes, both cut and uncut, was
exceeding ^reat. I have since adopted the prac-

tice of 2ilanting cuts of large sized potatoes only;

and can noAv state it <is a proposition universally

true, that the j^roduce of large tubers is much
more abundant, more unilbrni in size, and consider-

ably earlier than that of small tubers, under equal
circumstances of soil and planting.

It will be objected to the system of planting

large potatoes, that if we gain a greater weight of
]jroduce, we have previously put a greater weight
of plants into the ground. But the additional

weight of the plants oears only a small proportion

to the additional produce; had it been otherwise, I

should not have deemed the experiment worth re-

porting. The fact is, that the additional produce,

when large tubers arc exclusively chosen for plant-

ing, may amount to two or three times the whole
weight of the plants.

I have been enabled to turn the result of t^ie

above experiment to account, in extending to cul-

ture in the field, an early variety of the potato,

which I got in 1826.

In that year I purchased for trial small quanti-

ties of several varieties of potatoes, recommended
each for some particular quality, and announced
tor sale by a seedsman. I did not find any of these

worthy of being continued in cultivation, except-

ing an early one, with v/hicli I got no name. It

ripens about a month before the white kidney, has
a very good flavor for the table, and preserves its

good qualities after being pitted through the winter,

a thing not common in early varieties. Its imper-

iections, when I first got it, were, that the tubers

were small, and weight of crop inferior, which, al-

though not making it objectionable as an early gar-

den potato for the table, unfitted it for field culture

tor the cattle.

As in this country (upper district of Aberdeen-
shire) our common field varieties of the potato are

liable to have their tops smitten by incidental hoar-

frosts in the months of August and September,

before the}' are fully ripened, and thus to be much
deteriorated in qualit}-, and often rendered deficient

in quantity, it occurred to me, that it might be an
object worth attaining, to increase the size and
produce of this early potato, by the means indi-

cated by the above experiments; when, if this

could be done, we should have a good keeping po-

tato adapted for field culture, and ripening early

enoufjh to escape the frost.

By"a careful selection of only the largest tubers

for plants, for a succession of years, this object has

now been satisfactorily accomplished; and for the

last two years the half of my field potatoes, raised

for the cattle and jjoultry, has been of this variety,

and has given a weight of produce, ripening very

early, scarcelj', if at all, inferior to that of any
other variety formerly in cultivation in this neigh-

borhood.

yflford, September 26th, 1833.
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REPORT OF THE UESUI^TOF EXPERIMENTS ON
FEEDING TEN IIOUNED CATTLE, AND AN
EQUAL NUMBER OF HOGS, ON RAW AND ON
PREPARED FOOD.

By John Boswell, Esq. of Balmuto and Kingcausie

From the Prize Essays and Tnmsactionsof tlie Highland Society
of Scotland.

[Subject continued from No. 4, Fanners' Register.]

The reporter conceivino; the knowledge found-

ed upon the result of an accurately conducted ex-

periment as to the comparative profif of raw or

prepared tbod, to be a matter of much importance
to the farmer, determined on setting; about the in-

vestigation ol' the subject with all the cai'e and
zeal in his power; aiul accordingly, on the 15th

October 1832, selected ten cattle, which were in-

spected by Mr. Blackic and Mr. Walker at King-
causie on the fbllomngday. They were all dun,

horned, and not only of the same breed, btit per-

fectly alike, and almost all got by the same bull,

—the weight of the lot to be put on raw being 183

Btones 11 lbs. Dutch, the lot to be fed on prepared

J79 St. 10 lbs, Dutch,
The food, it may here be mentioned once for all,

was from first to last yellow bullock turniji, without

any leaves or roots, and round red or pink potato

commonly called Perthshire reds. The cattle be-

ing all exceedingly tame and quiet, took to the

raw food at once, but those which were put on tiie

Kteamed ibod hardly tasted it ibr several days, so

that by the 18th they had a veryjaded appearance;
nothing, however, was given to them but fresh

steamed food, the stalls being carefully cleaned ev-

ery twelve hours, and tlte stale stuff given to the

pigs, A few of them took to it, and in a short

time they all seemed to relish the prepared as well

as the raw, although it was a Ibrtnight before they
looked so full and well as the cattle led on raw
food. The feeder (who had the charge of both

lots) was directed to put the raw turnips and pota-

toes into the stalls at the same time, when the po-

tatoes were regularly finished before one turnip

was tasted. On the other hand, the lot on pre-

pared food ])icked out the steamed turnips in pre-

JerencG to ti.e potatoes.

As the reporter is aware that minuteness will be
e>;pected, he may here state that the turnip.s and
potatoes for the pi-epared lot having been weighed,
were very slightly washed, and the turnips were
thrown into the hopper of a sheer, and cut into

pieces about half an inch thick, after which they
were put into the receiver of a steaming appara-
tus, such as is described by Mr. Spears in the
Quarterly Journal. The potatoes, also when
washed, were thrown into another receiver. When
the steam was fully up, so as to lift the safety

valve, the cocks were turned, and in fifteen or

eighteen minutes they were read}^ to be thrown
into one large tub to cool, previous to being earned
to the cattle. During the tinie the turnips and
potatoes are subjected to the action of the steam,
large quantities of water are p<artly given off and
partly condensed, owing to the low temperature of
the raw food, so that the receiver would soon get
(in sailors phrase) ''water logged," if the atten-

dant did not every ihw minutes pull out the plug,
ond empty the space which is between the false

and real bottom of the receiver. This water, or
rather liquor, from the turnip receiver, has a most
agreeable sweet smell and taste, and this the feed-

er ,^evy off regularly dwjng the whole course of

the experiment, and threw into the food tub.

That which (lowed from the potatoes, although it

had no unpleasant taste or smell, being rather

sweet, yet as there exists a strong prejudice

against potato liquor, was suffered to run oft' into

the grating. The winter wiLsnow advancing, the

cattle improving steadily and well, and both lots

keeping nearly alike, the only difi'erence being,

that the lot on raw consumed much more food

than those on steamed. As to fodder, the straw

during the first month, and the hay for the re-

mainder of the time, appeared to be the same.
The reporter sa}s appeared, because, although
the quantity given to each was weighed, and that

was the same, yet every one knows that the fod-

der is pulled about by the cattle and a portion al-

ways lost, but no difference could be observed.

Twice a-week, on fixed days, both lots got a
small quantity of the tops of common heath,

which acted in the way of preventing any scour-

ing; in fact, turnip cattle seem very fond of hea-
ther as a condiment, and there never was any
purging amongst the cattle under this experiment.
The dung of the steamed lot was from first to last

in the best state, Avithout the least appearance of
purging, and was fi-ee from that abominable smell
Avhich is observed when cattle are fed on raw po-
tatoes, or even when a portion of their food consi.sts

of that article. Another fiict was observed, that

after the steamed lot had taken to the field, they
had their allowance finished sooner than the raw
lot, and were therefore sooner enabled to lie down
and ruminate, The accompanying papers show that

the Ibod to both lots was proportioned to what the
cattle would eat; and the statement of Deacon
Williamson certifies that the two lots were exactly
alike both in weight and quality after they were
slaughtered.

. The reporter has now to state what took place
with regard to pigs. Being anxious that there
should be no interiiirence as to food or any other
circumstance^, he preferred conducting this exper-
iment apart from the other, and therefore, on the
1st December 1832, caused his overseer at Bal-
muto to put up ten pig.=), all of one litter, in two
lots, which, by a little management, he succeeded
in getting exactly of the same weight, the lot to

be |)ut on raw food being 5 cwt. 2 qrs. 22 lbs., the
lot to be put on prepared food also 5 CAvt. 2 qrs.

I 22 lbs. The food employed was round red potatoes

and the best oat meal. Those on raw. food had
the oatmeal given them in the shape of "crow-
dy," i. e. the oatmeal mixed up with a little cold

water. The lot on prepared food had the potatoes

boiled and the oatmeal made into common water
porridge. From the very first it was clear that the

lot on the prepared fbod were fast beating the

others, and an increased quantity of oatmeal Avas

given to the lot on raw, in order to make them rea-

dy for sale along with the others; yet stdl, as may
be seen by the documents herewith given in, they
were greatly deficient on the 1st March, at Avhich

time the experiment being concluded, they were
put on prej)ared food, when they began instantly

to male up the ''lee-Avay.

In conclusion, the reporter has to make the fol-

lowing observation:—It appears that it is not worth
the trouble antl expense of preparation, to feed

cattle on boiled or steamed food, as, although
there is a saving in food, it is counterbalanced by
the cost of fuel and labor, and could only be gone
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into profitably, wliere food is very high in price, and
coal very low. It must, however, be remarked,
that the winter 1832-33 was a remarkably tnild one;

on the contrary, had it been very irosty and cold

there can be nu doubt the cattle on raw Ibod (with,

every care) Avould have lallen back; and lastly,

that there cannot be a doubt that in the leedmg oi'

swine prepared tbod is tlie best.

[By the accompanying certified statement, it

appears that, of the cattle, Lot Ijfed on raw food,

the weight was 183 st. 11 lbs. Dutch, while that
of Lot 2, fed on steam food, was 179 st. 10 lbs.;

but the weight afler the exjieriment is not mention-
ed, it being only stated in general terms, by Mr.
James Williamson, who purchased the catde,
that, on killing them, he "took particular notice of
the quality of the beef and weight of tallow in

each lot, and found them, to the best of his judge-
ment, to be perfectly alike."

The cost of keeping the five cattle on raw food
amounted to £32 2 1, while that of the cattle

on prepared food Avas £31 5 10, there bemg a
balance of £2 3 9 in flxvor of the raw food.

With respect to the pigs, it appears that the

five put on boiled food weighed at the commence-
ment of the experiment on the 1st December 5
cwt. 2 qrs. 22 lbs., and at its termination on the

1st March 10 cwt. 1 qr. 1 lb.; while the five fed

on raw food weighed at these different periods 5
cwt. 2 qrs. 22 lbs., and 8 cwt. 1 qr. 15 lbs., leaving

a very decided difierence in favor of those fed on
prepared food. The expense in the case of the

latter was £6 19 42, and in that of the pigs

ftixl on raw food £5 8 G, so that the profit was
after all inconsiderable.]

REPORT OF EXPERIMENT OF FEEDING PIGS ON
RAW AND STEAMED FOOD.

By Mr. Robert Walker, Ferrygate, Haddington.

From the Prize Essays and Transactions of tlie Higliland Soci-
ety of Scotland.

We put up to feed, on the 4th March 1833, five

pigs on steamed potatoes, and five on raw potatoes,

with an allowance of 2^ lbs. of broken barley each
lot, the barley, lor the steamed lot, being steamed
along with the potatoes. They were allowed the

same quantity of potatoes, but, from the circum-
stance of their being, when put up, only 2^ months
old, and from the same brood, we were not able to

keep so accurate an account of the quantity of po-

tatoes consumed; because as they increased in

size, they ate more potatoes.

The following Table will exhibit the improve-
ment in pounds weight.
1833 Weight in lbs.

March 4. Live weight of five pigs, on raw
food, - . - - 108

Ditto of 5 ditto, steamed food, 106

Difference in favor ofraw food, 2
19. Live weight of five pigs, on

steamed food, - - 114
Ditto of five ditto, on raw food, 111

Difference in favor of steamed food, 3
30. Live weight of five pigs, on

steamed food, - - 137
Ditto of five ditto, on raw food, 123J

Difference in favor of steamed food, 13|

May I, Live weight of five pigs, on
steamed food, • - 205

Ditto of five dittOi on raw fobdj 176

Difference in favor of steamed food, 30
June 1. Live weight of five pigs, on

steamctl food, - - 279
Ditto of five ditto, on raw food, 223

Total difference in favor of steamed food, 56

In the three months, the pigs on steamed food
have increased 173 lbs., being 67 lbs. more than
double; while those on raw food have only in-
creased 115 lbs., being 7 lbs. more than double
their first weight, so that tJiere can be very little

doubt that steamed food is more profitable for feed-
ing pigs than raw food. In fiict, the reporter does
not think it possible to make pigs fat on raw pota-
toes, without other food, when confined to them
alone.

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF I.IQUID MANURE IN
HORTICULTURE, AND THE PECULIAR AD-
VANTAGES OF SOOT AS AN INGREDIENT FOR
THAT PURPOSE.

By Mr. John Robertson, F. H. S. Nurseryman, Kil-
kenny.

From the Gardener's Magazine.

Amongst the many advantages which horticul-
ture has derived from Mr. Knight's enhghtened
application of science to its practice, we may reck-
on as not the least important, his earnest and re-
peated recommendation of liquid manures. In
general, liquid manures have not had that impor-
tance attached to them by gardeners which they
merit. They may at all times be resorted to with
advantage; but, in a number of instances, and par-
ticularly where immediate effects is required, no
other manure can be so well applied. To enume-
rate their uses and preparation, however, would
demand more consideration than I am enabled to
bestow;—my present object being solely to point
out a material for the purpose, which I have long
availed myself of with success, though it seems- to
have been overlooked by most gardeners—it is

soot.

Sir H. Davy characterizes soot as "a powerful
manure, possessing ammoniacal salt, empyreuma-
tic oil, and charcoal, which is capable of being
rendered soluble by the action of oxygen, or pure
vital air;" all which component parts rank high as
nutritious or stimulant manures. On meadows I

have used soot with great advantage in substance,

and though sown by the hand, one dressing gave
me always heavy crops of hay for two successive

seasons; but this is a wasteful mode of applymgit,
a great proportion of its ammonia, one of its most
active ingredients, being volatilized and dissipated

in the atmosphere. When dissolved in water
there is no Avaste:—it is all available, and for horti-

cultural purposes I have mostly used it in that

state, mixing it up in the porportion of about six

quarts of soot to a hogshead of water. Aspara--

gus, peas, and a variety of other veo;etables, I

have manured with it with as much effect as if I

had used solid dung; but to plants in pots, par-

ticularly pines, I have found it admirably well

adapted: when watered with it, they assume a

deep healthy green, and grow strong and luxuri-
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ant.—I generally use it and clean water alternate-

ly, and always overhead in summer; but except

for the purpose of cleaning, it might be used con-

stantly with advantage; and thougli I cannot

speak iVoni my own experience, never having had
either scale or bug on my pines, (pine apples) yet

I think it highly probable, as the ammonia it con-

tains is known to be destructive to these insects in

a state of gas or vapor, that in a liquid state, it

does not totally destroy them, yet that it will in a
great degree check their progress.

Other materials for liquid manures are often dif-

ficult to procure, and tedious in their preparation:

but soot, sufficient tor the gardener's ])urposes, is

almost every where at hand, and in a few minutes
prepared.

Were gardeners more generally aware that no
manures can be taken up in a state of solidity by
plants as food, and that they can only be absorbed

iDy them in a gaseous or liquid state, to which all

solid manures applied must be previously reduced,

before any benefit can be derived from them, they
would in many cases facilitate the process by us-

ing them in a liquid state. In houses (green and
hot houses) where the rains have not access, it ap-

pears to me superior to any other mode of admin-
istering manures to trees.

Kilkenny, Aug. 2t, 1826.

Qiiere.—Has any system been adopted for col-

lecting at one or more deposites the soot of this

and other large cities? Might it not be easily

done through the superintendents of chimney
sweepers?

ON PROVIDING SCHOOLS FOR THE INSTRUC-
TIOIV OF farmers' SONS IN THE PHYSICAL,
SCIENCES.

By Mr. William Hawkins, Hitchen, Hertfordshire

From the [British] Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

It is the object of this paper to recommend the

establishment of schools throughout the kingdom,
for teaching farmers' sons the elements of the

sciences; such, for example, as Chemistiy, Vege-
table Physiology, and Mechanics. And, in the

progress of it, I shall endeavor to show, first, the
usefulness of such knowledge, and then the me-
thod by which it may be generally diffused; and I

think I can make out both these points to the sat-

isfaction of any body who will take the trouble of
attending.

To prove the importance of agriculture to a
community, seems very like demonstrating the
advantage of having food to eat and clothes to

wear. That it is indeed "the first and greatest

concern of every nation, and the foundation of its

prosperity in every other matter," is a truth so

universally acknowledged, that it has obtained
almost the currency of a proverb. But in spite of
this general recognition of its supremacy, a due
proportion of human ingenuity has never been di-

rected towards the investigation of its principles.

The mechanical arts have been earned to a high
degree of perfection by the labor and genius of
such men as Watt and Arkwright, and in every
town we see rising round us institutions for the
education of mechanics. But what, of a similar
nature, is being done for agriculture? We may

look in vain for the institutions which should dif-

fuse among practical fanners even that knowledge
which already exists. The principles of agricul-

ture may have been explored by the genius of

Dav}', and its practice reformed by the labors of

Young, but discoveries and experiments can be

useful onlv as far as they are known. Mr. Ten-
nant has shown how the farmers in the neighbor-

hood of Doncaster might have told that there was
magnesia amongst their hme-stone. and that con-

sequently it would be injurious to the soil; that is

to say, he knew these things himself, but of Avhat

use were his experiments to the Doncaster fi\r-

mers, who never heard of them, nor perhaps of

him either? It is said that vaccination was known
in a district in Gloucestershire before the time of
Jenner, but how did that avail those who were
dying of the smalljiox in London? The barren-

ness of the hills in Westmoreland will be reme-
died, when, not the chemists and the vegetable

physiologists of London or Paris, but the tenants

and occupiers of those very hills shall understand

its causes and its cure. At present the means of

diffusing scientific knowledge amongst them are

extremely limited, and the general establishment

of agricultural schools would have for its object

the conveyance of knowledge to the place where
it is wanted, in a manner perfectly analogous to

the ingenious contrivances by which water is con-

veyed from the reservoir at Islington to the houses
of the inhabitants of London.

But, it may be asked, shall chemists and recluse

philosophers presume to teach farmers how to

farm? Is it not to be supposed, that men who have
passed their whole lives in that pursuit, understand
it better than any body else? Most unquestiona-

bly they do. Sir Humphrey Davy would, most
likely, have made a bad farmer. There are a
thousand important considerations connected with

farming, of which he was probably ignorant; but

still he ascertained, in a manner clearer than had
been done before, the principles which regulate

the application of quicklime as a manure. And it

does so happen, that many of our useful discove-

ries have been owing to men not connected in

practice with the art to which their discoveries

were applicable. Arkwright Avas a barber, Dol-
lond was a silk-weaver. The compass, the chro-

nometer, and the weather-glass, three of the

greatest helps to navigation, were all discovered

by landsmen. Gunpowder is supposed to have
been first found out by a monk.*

Put into another shape, the possibility of pro-

gressive improvement in agriculture may be a lit-

tle more palatable. The farmers in France obtain

from a soil at least as fertile as ours, no more than
18 bushels of wheat per acre on an average. la

this because they have less experience or less skill

and knowledge than ourselves? And if one of us
should undertake the thankless task of pointing
out to them their errors, he might count upon be-
ing laughed at for his pains,—lor presuming to

know better how to farm their lands than they who
had been at it for generations.

Amongst the many helps towards a more per-

fect knowledge of external nature which the mind

* " 'How came priests and bishops, and please your
honor, to trouble their heads so much about gunpow-
der?' 'God knows,' said my uncle Toby, 'his Provi-

dence brings good out of every thing.'
"
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of man has discovered in these latter days, the

first place is due, by general consent, to

Chemistry.—The efTurrs of the farmer are chief-

ly dircclcd towards making land more fertile; and
the first step in this process is to inquire in what
particulars less fertile land may difler from that

\vdiich is more so; to compare the two together; to

find out the ingredients of each, and the proportions

in which they are mixed. The knowledge how
to do this is Chemistry. Arguments upon particu-

lar cases are commonly more intelligible than ab-

stract reasoning; and it may therefore be advisa-

ble to select an instance. The following is li'om

Sir Humphrey Davy's Agricultural Chemistry.
He says, "a soil of good apjuirent texture from

Lincolnshire was put into my hands by Sir Joseph
Banks, as remarkable for sterilitj-. On examining
it, I found that it contained sulphate of iron, andl
offered the obvious remedy of top-dressing with
lime, which converts the sulphate into a manure."
Now, what is the process by which, as we may

suppose. Sir Humphrey Davy arrived at the

knowledge that the difference between this barren

soil and other soils of the same appearance, con-

sisted in its containing sulphate of iron. By previ-

ous instruction, he had made himself acquainted

with the nature of soils in general, and with their

most usual ingredients, and he proceeded to test

for them, one after another, until he threw in the

reagent, which tbrced the latent mischief to show
itself.

For the sake of perspicuity, let us suppose that

of the many substances in nature, which may not

improbably exist in a soil (and the presence of

ehher of which would lessen its fertility,) the four

folio wing are supposed to be the must probable.

1. An alkali.

2. An acid.

3. Magnesia.
4. Sulphate of iron.

Any vegetable blue, such as the infusion of

i-iolets, would be a test for the fir^st two substances,
j

The infusion would turn green if an alkali, and
j

red if an acid, were present. The presence of
j

magnesia would be indicated by its slightly effer-

vescing when plunged into an acid, and b}^ its

rendering diluted nitric acid milky. If^ by these

applications, it should be decided that neither of

tlie first three ingredients existed in the soil, the

next point would be to inquire as to the presence

of sulphate of iron. It might be difficult, it might
perhaps be impossible, for the eye or the hand to

perceive it; but, if it existed, a few drops of the

infusion of galls, poured into a wine-glass con-

taining a small portion of the earth dissolved in

water, would cause the mixture to turn as black as

ink, and it would in fact be ink; for sulphate of

iron and galls are the materials of which ink is

commonly made. And all this isverj^ easily done;

it might be performed by a child. AH that is re-

quired is, that a few ounces of the soil should be
brought home, and, at each experiment, a tea-

spoonful of it put into a wine-glass, and a table

spoonful of the test-liquid poured upon it.

By means as simple as these, a man may tell

what ingredients go to the composition of any soil

that he may wish to examine, but it requires a

little more trouble to ascertain the proportions in

which these ingredients exist; and the barrenness

&f a soil may be owing to the excess or deficiency

of an ingredient not less than to its absence or pre-

sence. A chemical analysis of soils, however easy
to those who have been regularly taught how to

conduct it, could scarcely be pcrlbrmed by those
who had not; and few men can be brought to give
these things sufficient attention after their school
days are over; for which reason it is particularly

desirable to have them taught in youth,—"in the

morning of our days, when the senses are unworn
and tender, and the gloss of novelty is fresh on all

the objects which surround us."

"The instruments required for the analysis of
soils arc few, and but little expensive. They are,

a balance capable of containing about a quarter of
a pound of common soil, and capable of turning,

when loaded, with a grain; a set of weights from

a quarter of a pound troy to a grain; a wire-sieve,

sufficiently coarse to admit a mustard-seed through
its apertures; an argand-Iamp and stand; some
glass'bottles; Hessian crucibles; porcelain orqueen's

ware; evaporating basins; a Wedgwood pestle

and mortar; some filters, made of half a .sheet of

blotting paper, folded so as to contain a pint of li-

quid, and greased at the edges; a bone knife, and
an apparatus for collecting and measuring aeriform

fluids."

—

j-Jgrtcultural Chemistry, 140.

And a farmer need not possess all these things

himself. If the proposed schools were established

in every district, the apparatus, with the necessary
reagents, would be kept at each school, and might
be used occasionally by any bodj^: and all he wants
ibr most purposes would be a few acid and vegeta-

ble infusions,—a test-box, in short,—with the

weights, sieves, lamps, and earthenware used for

domestic purposes. And many very important re-

sults might be come at by these simple methods.
What can be easier to observe, whether an in-

fiision of any kind turns vegetable blues red or not?

But if it does, the infusion contains an acid, and
therefore lime, or any alkaline substance, is a good
dressing for it.

When a piece of paper moistened with muriatic

acid, and held over the steam arising from a dung-
hil, gives out dense fumes, it is a certain proofthat

the decomposition is going too far, for it indicates

that volatile alkali is disengaged.

It requires very little labor to observe, whether a
soil effervesces by the action of an acid, or whe-
ther it burns when heated, or what weight is lost

by heat; and yet these simple indications may
convey most valuable information concerning the

ingredients of the soil.

If the whole case rested upon these instances,

there would be little room to fear refutation, for

they surely prove the applicability of Chemistry

I

to Agriculture—they prove that many of the

causes of sterihty, and consequently the appropri-

I

ate remedies, may be discovered by its aid.

i Not that all these instances would be applicable

to all soils, but sonie would apply to one species

and some to another, and happy Avould he be

whose land was so good that he could find no fault

in it. And it may be repeated .over and over

again, in favor of chemical analysis, that all bar-

renness, as well as every other quality of a soil,

must of necessity be owing either to the presence

or absence—the excess or deficiency—of some ele-

ment.
Entomology—The Knowledge of Insects.—The

first step in proof of the utility of this science,

might be to show that insects do a great deal of
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harm; but I shall probably be allowed to take that

for granted. The destruction of the turnip-crop

alone is a very serious national evil. Slugs, grubs,

and wire-worms eat the seed in the groiuid, and

other creeping things in the granary. Flies tor-

ment the domestic animals whilst alive, and blow
their flesh when dead. Caterpillars eat cabbages,

and moths riddle holes in cloth. Almost every

plant has its insect enemy. Clover-seed is de-

stroyed by a small weevil (Apioii flavi-Jhnora-

fiiTO;J Dutch-clover by the jfp ion flavipes; peas

in the pod by the small beetle (Bruchus granari-

us.) The wire-worm is the grub of the beetle

(Elater Segeiis.) The turnip-fly is properly a

beetle—a little jumping beetle (Haltica nemorum.)
The problem of course is how to destroy this

lecion of enemies. Now, to do this with the

greatest effect, we must watch them through all

their changes. There may probably be many
persons ignorant that most insects pass through

four stages of existence, (of which the silk-worm

affords a familiar instance;)—1st. The egg—2dly.

The caterpillar—3dly. The chrysalis—ancl, 4thly.

The butterfly or imago. It is in the second stage

that insects generally do the most mischief! In

the egg and the chrj'salis they do none; and in the

imago, some do and some do not. Though we
are all familiar with the insect in the shape in

which its ravages compel our attention, we are

frequently unconscious of its identity under other

fghapes. Though our last year's crop was destroy-

ed by the wire-worm, we should probably pass by
a swarm of the parent beetle, the Elater Segetis,

without being aware of the relationship; and in

the same manner we look on the eobckchater, with-
out suspecting that its issue is the grub which eats

the roots of tlie grass. But however desirable a
knoTvledgc of entomology may be, no single indi-

vidual could acquire it all for himself. He would
need the eyes of Argus—the patience of Job

—

and the years of Methuselah. The diligence and
sagacity of men who have passed their lives in

this study have at length accumulated a body of

fects of the highest value; being printed, they
have become the property of eveiy body who will

take the trouble to read them; and thus a school-

boy may learn in a lew months facts which the
labors of his Avhole life might have been vainly ex-
erted in seeking.

Messrs Kirby and Spence are the great authori-

ties upon this subject, and from their book most of
the facts here stated have been taken. They
themselves suggest a similar application to prac-
tice of the truths of their flivorite science. "With
respect to noxious caterpillars in general," say
they, "farmers and gai'deners are not usually
aware tliat the best mode of preventing their at-

tacks is to destroy the female fly before she has
laid her eggs; to do which, the moth proceeding
from each must be first ascertained; but if their

research were carried still farther, so as to enable
them to distinguish the pupa, and discov^er its

haunts (and it would not be ditlicult to detect that
of the greatest pest of our gardens, the cabbage
butterfly) the Avork might be still more efTectually

accomplished."
The follies committed for want of a little know-

ledge of entomology, are well illustrated by ano-
ther passage of the same authors. "In Germany,
the gardeners and country people with great in-

dustry gather whole basketsful of the destructive

cabbage-moth (Nodiin Brassicce,) and then bury

them—which is just as it they should endeavor to

kill a crab by covering it with water—for many of

them being full grown, and ready to pass into their

next stated whidi they do under ground, instead of

destroying them by this manteuvrc, their appear-

ing again the following year in greater numbers is

actually fixcilitated. Yet this plan, applied to our

common cabbage-caterpillar, which does not go

under ground, would succeed." •

The process of destroying noxious insects by
attacking them in their early stages is not new in

this country. P. Musgrave collected the chrysa-

lids in the spring, so as to become acquainted with

them, and then employed people to catch and kill

the moths and butterflies. If you catch 200 in a
day, you destroy 10,000 eggs, which would give

120,000 in a fortnight.—Might not boys and girls

be well employed in doing this? They have all

the organ of Destructiveness.

In short, it is abundantly CAddent, that if we
knew them in all their changes, and know where
they are concealed in autumn, Avinter, and spring,

Ave might exterminate those multitudes Avhich are

noAv as the sands which are upon the sea-shore.

And if not all the knoAA'ledge required be yet in

our possession, a great deal is, and might be easily

imparted to the young farmer, if Ave could catch

him in his chrysalis state; and Avhat little is still

Avanting AA'ould soon be accumulated Avhen Ave had
set so many keen and interested eyes to observe: a
fly could scarcely move but they AA^ould be Avatch-

ing him.
The Diseases of Cattle.—This is an important

subject. There is no individual of many years'

experience in farming, Avho has not suffered severe

losses from the death of horses, coaa^s, or sheep.

Diseases amongst sheep arc perhaps the most
common and the most extensive, and to Avhom is

the cure of them entrusted? Generally to a la-

boring man, Avho has not the remotest knoAvledge

of the several organs Avhich compose the animal
frame, or of their functions, and Avhose education
has not fitted him to reason correctly eA'en upon
the few facts Avhich he knoAvs. What should AA^e

think of entrusting our friends or relations in sick-

ness to a man Avho had studied no more of anato-
myor medicine than a shepherd? And the mis-
chief is not confined to their ignorance of the true

remedy. Ignorant men are the most irreclaima^

ble theorists. They attribute disorders to the most
fanciful cause, and then from their assumed and
absurd premises, they argue aAvay to a conclusion

as hardily as a geometrician. I have heard many
striking instances of this from a friend of mine,
Avho is himself both a physician and a philosopher.

One poor patient laid the blame of his sufferings

upon a cause Avhich fcAV Avould ha\'e thought of.

"Sir," says he, "it is the xoind meeting the disges-

terj'''' and no doubt his remedy AA'ould ha\'ebeento
haA-e put some coA-ering round the disgester, to

keep the Avind aAvay. Another ])oor fellow was
troubled Avith "a rising of the //g/iis;" and being
asked AA'hether he had taken any thing for it,

"Yes," he said, "he had swallowed some shot to

keep them down.'''' And I beg to assure the incred-

ulous, that this is an extremely common disease

and remedy in this neighborhood; and these are

the very men Avho prescribe for our sheep! For-
merly it was the custom to ascribe diseases to the

direct operation of the devilj and of course the
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cure was correlevant to the assigned cause.

"Touchino; tlie heart and the liver, it" a devil or an
evil apirit trouble any, we must make a smoke
thereof before the man or the woman, and the

party shall be no more vexed, and the devil shall

smeil it and Hee away, and never come again any
more." And Ihe story goes on to say, that in

Tobit's case, the evil spirit fled, when he had
smelt it, into the utmost parts of Egypt; but I do

not suppose that this kind of fumigation Avould an-

swer now-a-days. Rut, reveiwns a nos movtnns,

or rather let us proceed to the horses, with which,

indeed, the case is not much better. If you send

lor aiarrier, the message not unfi-equently is, that

he cannot come to see the horse to night, but that

he has sent him a drink, and Avill come and see

him in the morning. Now, try this system by the

same test: how would you like it yourself? You
arc suddenly attacked with a violent complaint, and
you send for Sir H. Haltbrd. He never saw you

perhaps in his life, and knoAvs nothing whatever
about what is the matter with you; but he sends

his comjiliments, and desires you to take a dose of

Daffy's Elixir; and if your complaint be Avhat is

very con)mon Avitli horses, viz. inffammation of

some of the viscera, this dose will probably finish

you, as out of all doubt it has finished many an
unfortunate quadruped. Not that the absence of

the farrier signifies much; he probably does not

know a bit the less of the disease on that account.

The study of horse-medicine and surgeiy has no
doubt made much greater progress than that of

cows or sheep, and some of its professors are men
of sense and education, as I am personally able to^

testify; but how lew are they compared to those of

an opj)osite character. It was said, with much
point and truth, by an old physician, that in all

cases of illness there were three things to consider,

—the patient, the disease, and the doctor; and that

if any two of them pulled well together, they

would be able to beat the third. In the case I

have been supposing, it is the disease and the doc-

tor against the patient.

Cows, again, stufi" themselves with cabbage, or

other succulent food, which by and by ferments

and gives out a great deal of carbonic acid gas;

the stomach becomes distended, and, if reliei" be

not speedily afforded, the animal dies. Many a

valuable creature has perished in this way, whose
life might have been saved if the owner had been

chemist enough to know what would stop the fer-

mentation, or had been provided with mechanical

instruments for drawing off the gas. And these

attacks are sudden,—remedies to be useful must
be near. There is no time to fetch the doctor,

even supposing him to be worth fetching. The
owner himself must know what to do, and how to

do it. It is not proposed to make every farmer an

accomplished surgeon; that would be impossible,

but it is not impossible, and it Avould not be useless,

to teach him at school something of the structure

and diseases of the animals on whose health his

fortune depends; something of the symptoms by
which those diseases are indicated, and something

of the operation of the most important medicines.

Being so constantly slaughtered for domestic pur-

poses, there would never be wanting opportunities

of studying tlaeir organization. The national

,

gain, by diffusion of this sort of knowledge, would

be immense. According to Mr. Cokjuhoun's esti-

mate, there Avere in the United Kingdom, so long
ago as 1812,

1,800,000 Horses.
10,000,000 Horned Cattle.

42,000,000 Sheep and Lambs.
There are no tables published of sickness

and mortality amongst quadrupeds; but out of
53,000,000, the deaths occasioned by disease in

the course of a year must amount to an enormous
total. In Holland, above 500,000 cattle are known
to have died of disease within 20 years. At £ 10
a piece, this Avould come to £250.000 a year.
The tenth part of one year's loss uj)on this article

of cows alone, would be enough to put into opera-
tion throughout the whole kingdom schools,

which Avould create ten times as much wealth an-
nually as was ever lost by the death of cows. If

money laid out in diffusing knowledge produced a
return of only one hundred-fold, it would be cer-

tainly an eligible uiA'estment; but a hundred-fold

would be little, compared Avith its eventual pro-

ducts.

Mechanics—the art of producing a given result

with the sinallest expense ofpower.—It is \'ery im-

portant to make pov/er go as far as possible, be-

cause it is the dead Aveight upon a farm. Horses)

eat and drink, but produce neither milk nor avooL

Perhaps the best Avay to show the value of thia

kind of knoAvledge, is to point out the losses at-

tendant on its absence. EA^ery body must have
seen ploughs so ill constructed as to require three

horses to druAV them through a soil Avhich might

have been worked Avell enough AAath tA\'o in a

plough of the improved pattern. Instead of a

sharp edge contrived to cut the ground, and a well

formed mould-board to turn it over, you may
sometimes see a blunt Avedge dragged sloAvly

through the soil, to the intolerable fiitigue of the

cattle, as aa'cU as the rapid destruction of the

plough and the harness; but little AA'ork is done,

and that little in an expensive and slovenly man-
ner.* Carts and wagons, too, are susceptible of

o-reat improvement; their more common faults are

fheir weight—the friction at the axle, the dishing

of the wheels, and the Avant of springs: the con-

sequence is, that a horse is jaded and knocked up

by Avhat Avould, under more skilful management,

have been an easy day's journey. An acquaint-

ance Avith mechanics Avould also induce a man to

pay more attention to the state of the roads. But

besides carts and ploughs, Ave are every day in-

troducing fresh machinery. We thrash, dress,

plant, and soav by its aid, and though of no very

intricate construction, these machines are some-

Avhat more so than the old farmin;^ implements.

The farmer is not to expect his laborers to study

* By the way, it appears to me that an improvement

mifflit be made upon the best ploughs now in use.

The cutting: of tlie soil appears to be scientifically

done; but the clod, when cut, presses with force

a<'-ainst the shoulders of the mould-board, and offers

considerable resistance to its advance. Evidently the

force which turns it over should, if possible, be made

to act at right angles with the track of the plough,

whereas at present it approaches to the same line.

Might not an endless chain, or a horizontal wheel of

small diameter, be inserted just at the point where the

clod presses upon the mould-board, so as to ease the

friction? If the pulverization of the clod be the ob-

ject, that would be more economically effected by

roUing and harrowing afterwards.
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their principles, and he is not up to his work unless

he can tell whether his tools are well or ill made,

and can see the cause ol any detect in their work-

ings. If, by a little here and there a man can

6ave the labor of one horse on a farm, it is a great

thing. The multitudes of machines vvhich are

rising like meteors round us, should, in this branch

of science, at all events, unteach us the Ibolish

vanity of supposing our present practices to be the

best possible. In the West Indies they are no

doubt as well convinced of the excellence of their

agriculture as we are, and they have not generally

introduced either the plough or the wheel-barrow!

My authority for this is the writer of a lively

sketch of their manners and customs, entitled

"Marly, or a Planter's Life in the West Indies."

He says, "after a week or five days of this kind of

labor, very distressing to the people, few acres in-

deed were gone over, although there were rather

more than° 100 negroes employed, one day with

another, digging only these holes in the ground.

Had the ground been previously tilled with the

plough, mi amazingly gieater quantity of these

holes could have been made in one day than it was
possible for the people to etiect in three or four in

the manner in which they worked."—"To carry

the manure to the required spot was the task of the

negresses, and the weak negroes, who, with some

littTe help at the manure-heaps, had to fill their

baskets and then cany them on their heads at a

pretty smart pace, and empty them into the holes.

This employment of bearing the manure none of

the carriers at all relished, but the stimulus of the

whip, and the daily encouragement of a dram of

rum, effected wonders. Had the people been fur-
nished with wheel-barrows, they could have per-

formed their tasks with ease."

It need not be inlijrred from this, that I suppose

our practice to be as faulty as theirs. It is adduced

for no other purpose than to rouse people Irom the

lethargic dream in which we are all too apt to in-

dulge, that the established practice is the iie plus

ultra of perfection.

j^ccnunts.—In a business embracing so many
particulars as farming, it is essential to be able to

distinguish the profit and loss upon each. No-
thmg is more easy or more common than for a

man who keeps no accounts, to continue for a

series of years to lose money upon some particular

department without knowing it, or, which is almost

as bad, to employ his time and capital in less profi-

table speculation, when he might have applied

them to such as were more so. A farmer grows
many sorts of crop, and keeps several species of an-

imals—breeding some and buying others, and uses

many kinds of manure. Assuming that he has a

general profit of 10 per cent, at the year's end, how
is he to tell Avhether all the branches of his business

havecontributedrateably to this result—how, I say,

is be to tell this without accounts? The cost of

one acre of corn, for example, is by no means selt-

evident; it is "compounded ofmany simples, extract-

ed from many objects,"—rent, tithe, taxes, seed,

and tillage—horses' keep and man's keep—rates

for the poor, the church, and the highways—and
so with every other crop. Suppose now, that, in

the case of oats, all the items of expenditure accu-
rately set down shall amount to £5 15s. an acre,

and that the crop shall sell for £5 10s. Upon
40 acres here would be a loss of £ 10 a-year; but
without setting down the eeveral items which com-

pose the cost, and adding them together, how is a
man to tell within 5s. w'hat his acre of oats cost

him? He may know that his acre cost him about

£5 or £6, but" in this very about lies the essence

of the mischief. About £5 or £6; now if the

selling price were £5 10s., the former supposi-

tion would give a profit, and the latter a loss, of £20
a-year; and thus any njan may, and multitudes

do, continue to the end of their lives carrying on
branches of business by which they lose money
unconsciously. The same observations apply to

manures brought on the farm. Price, carriage, la-

bor, &c. all reckoned, bone-dust may be 5&. an
acre dearer or cheaper than stable-dung—but

without counting up the cost of each item that

forms the price, a man may be ignorant of thia

difference, and so may lose 5s. an acre. It is by a
few shillings gained here and saved there, that a
farmer makes his profit. It is no exaggerated
estimate to suppose that these petty items may
often make a difference of 10 per cent, at the

year's end, and that so, one man may make a liv-

ing on the same farm where another would fail.-

A knowledge of these details, therefore, is useful,

and is to be acquired by a system of accounts.

Neariy alUed to, if not identical with, accounts, is

a facility at all the common operations of arithme-

tic, and the storing in the mind of certain arithme-

tical results, which may serve as the basis of fu-

ture calculations. The multiplication table is a
familiar example of the vast importance of this

prepared and portable knowledge. The com-
monest operations of arithmetic could scarcely be
carried on without the intuitive readiness v/ith

which the produce of any two of the numbers
under twelve have been made to occur to the

mind; but the principle is capable ofan application

much wider than it has received. The propor-

tions existing between the numerical pans into

which the year, the acre, the pound sterling, and
the ton weight are divided, might be impressed

on the mind, and, as it were, burnt in by contin-

ual repetition; as, lor example, the weight of an
acre of turnijjs is a fact which it is desirable to

know, and which is ascertained in five minutes, if

we bear in mind that, for every pound on the

square yard, there are 2 tons 3 cwt. 14 lbs. on the

acre; and we shoidd in a similar manner be able to

tell without effort, what breadth of turnips would
keep a sheep or a cow for a year. The number o

inches in a square or cubic yard, and of yards in

an acre, the number of pounds in a ton, and the

proportion existing between the days in the year
and the common subdivisions of our measures of
weight, capacity, superficies, and value, suggest
themselves as instances. A number of" these

facts and relations being well impressed on the
recollection of boys at school, they would come
in after life to the calculations necessary to estab-

lish knowledge instead of guesses res])ecting the
affairs of their farms, so well pi'eparcd as to make
that occurintuitively and without labor, vvhich men,
not so prepared, could only come at with much la-

bor, or perhaps not at all. There is scarcely any thing

easier than the use of logarithms, but we are cer-

tainly not all qualified to have invented^hem.
There still remain other sciences from which

instances as pregnant might be drawn. Vegeta-
ble Phsiology, Meteorology, Geology, Hydrosta-
tics; but it is not by the endless multiplication of in-

stances that attention can be enchained or convic-
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tion adduced, but a sample is intended and not a
catalojTue. A noseo;ay may give some idea of

the riches of the partenej and has the advantage
of being more portable.

But besides enriching the mind Avith a store of

knowledge positively and actively useful, a course

of education such as I have suggested, would, by
the inculcation of sound principles, defend the

mind from the inroads of many senseless preju-

dices; for ignorant men are, as has been before

hinted, the most inveterate theorists. They will

never be satisfied without assigning some cause

for the phenomena which they see, and that as-

signed cause is often not only false, but absurd;

and, as the remedies resorted to are naturally cor-

respondent with the supposed cause of a disease,

the latter is likely to remain undisturbed, and a

new disease to be introduced by the operation of

the intended remedy. Apple trees have been cut

down, from its having been unjustly supposed that

they bred certain insects which did mischief to the

corn. Kirby and Spence give an instance of a
meadow in wliich the gi'ass was eaten up by
grubs; the rooks were busy in digging for these

grubs, of which they happened to be fond, but the

owner thought it was the rooks that eat the grass,

and he therefore shot them. It is not stated whe-
ther he also killed his cat to preserve his cheese

from the mice. Bradley, an agriculturist fiimous

in his da}', accounted lor the blight in the follow-

ing original manner:—He supposed it to be occa-*

sioned by insects which came from Nova Zcmbla,
"where the cold is intense enough to give life to

these small creatures.^'' The late Mr. Bakewell
theorized himself into thinking, that dung should

be dried into the fineness of a pinch of snufi,—"an
opinion," says the author of the new Farmers'
Calendar, "which I have ever thought absurd and
unprofitable in the extreme," and I believe most
peo|)le will think so too; but even the author of

that Calendar is guilty of the following heresy:

—

He says, at page 15S, "it would be wonderful did

we not know of the constant recurrence of such
contrarieties in agricultural practice, that lime has
been often found both of the utmost advantage
and perfectly noxious by different cultivators, on
soils of a perfectly similar nature,^'' which I think

"may hardly be, Master Shallow."

A scientific education would, moreover, remove
the great gulf which appears to separate every
part of the country from everj' otlier part; things

may be known and done for ages in one place,

without their being heard of in another not a
hundred miles off. Potatoes Avere brought into

Ireland about 1610, and did not arrive in Cantire,

which is a very sandy soil, and where they have
since succeeded so well, in less than a centurj' and
a half They had reached Lancashire forty years

before they were much planted about London, and
then considered as rarities, without any conception

of the utility that might arise from bringing them
into common use. The cultivation of the turnip

was introduced about 1670, but at first it seems to

have been overlooked and even neglected for ma-
ny years, and then again proposed, recommended,
and explained with better success.

To put the argument into a different form, let us
advert to the introduction of Swedish turnips.

Less than 35 years ago, the author of the new
Farmers' Calendar was obliged to quote an ac-

count of them from the Nottinghamshire report,

"being without experience in the culture of this
root." And in another place he says, "I hear his
Grace the Duke of Bedford has from 20 to 30
acres of the Ruta Baga at Woburn." Now, if

this crop had made its way no faster than potatoes,
it would not have been heard of over a quarter of
the kingdom yet, and there are many farms to
whose improved system of husbandry they are es-
sential. It is stated in the History of the Royal
Society, that the value of sea-shells as a manure
had been known in Cornwall at least as early as
1675, and the process followed had been published
in the Transactions of the Royal Society; and yet,

in 1744, the use of them was so little understood
in Suffolk, that a farmer who found it out by acci-

dent, soon realized i^. fortune by the discovery.

But of proofs and instances ja77i satis. Enough
has been said to convince those who are Avilling to

give a peaceable reception to truth,—and this pa-
per is addressed to them only,—and to them I say
that we have in this scheme a matter of high im-
port to the nation at large. The universal com-
plaint seems to be, that the people are growing too

numerous for the land. No parish but either has,

or fears to have, a redundant population;—men,
able and willing to work, subsisting unprofitably

and uncomfortably u]:!on the poor rates,—this su-

perfluity displaying its eflect in diminishing the
rate of^ wages; that, again, followed by distress,

and distress by riot and insubordination, and the
evil increasing so fast, that it was lately stated by
the chairman at the Quarter-Sessions in one of
the towns in the south of England, as the result of
his calculation, that if things continued to go on
for five and twenty years longer as they had done
for the five and twenty years past, the poor rates

would swallow up the whole rent of the land, so
that it would not be worth a shilling to the proprie-

tor. Now, though I do not "eo the whole hog"
with the noble chairman, I think it cannot be de-
nied that there is something strange in the present

position of the countrv,—in the increase of the
people, rapid beyond all former example, and in

the more rapid increase of the poor rates. It is an
indisputable fact, that the money raised for the re-

lief of the poor increased six-fold in the reign of
George III, while the population only doubled; but
over-population is relative, and not absolute. It is

not to the superficies, but to the consumable pro-

duce, of the land that the people are disproportion-

ed. If we can augment its fertility by one-tenth,

we in effect add one-tenth to its measurement, and
do as much good as if we could recover another
Yorkshire from the German Ocean. Supposing
the quantity of corn grown could be indefinitely

increased, the number of people could never be-

come inconvenient, even though it should increase

ten-fold, but manifestly much the contrary. An
hundred millions of people would bear with ease

the burdens which crush us to the earth. If we
can improve the cultivation so fast as to keep a-

head of the population, we shall do good beyond
the hopes of" the sanguine, or the wishes of the

benevolent; but if only so fast as to prevent the

disproportion from getting greater, we shall inter-

cept an incalculable mass of misery. Every class

of society is interested in this question. The far-

mer in the first instance, then the laborer, who
would find more employment, in proportion as the

farmer had more profit of his labor,—the manu-
facturer would hn.YB cheaper food and more cus-
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tottiers,^—the exporter would enlarge his com-
merce, and require more ships; but the chief, the

greatest, the most lasting benefit would accrue to

the land-owner. Instead of ten acres with poor

rates, he would have, a.s it were, fifteen without.

The country gentlemen are tho.se on whom it is

rnast incumbent to put this scheme into execution;

and it could a])peal to no fitter patrons. There
never was a time in which there existed among
them so much intelligence and public spirit as at

this day; but hitherto those qualities have wanted
direction and concert.

It lia? already been hinted, that the instaiction

here proposed could be given only at schools.

Grown men scarcely ever have resolution enough
to cany them through the fatigue of studying

freeh scienceSi Either distinct schools might be

established, or the existing schools might be mo-
dified. An intelligent farmer, who is already in

the habit of taking pupils, might be provided with

a scientific tutor. In the morning, the boj^s might
employ themselves, as they do now, in personally

observing and assisting in the affairs of the farm;

and in the evening they would receive from their

tutor instruction in chemistry,botany, the structure

and diseases of cattle, the knowledge of insects

and of the weather, natural ])hilosophy and book-

keeping. I suppose a couple of years well em-
ployed would be sufficient to give a young man a
competent knowledge of these matters. A diffi-

culty might present itself in the first instance, in

finding tutors properly qualified; but that would be
at the beginning only, for the pupils of this year
would be the tutors of the next, and so a perpet-

ual succession would be provided. People are shy
of new things; but a father in choosing a school

for his son would naturally say, (if the charge was
not increased,) whether these things be of any use
or not, we shall get them for nothing; the boys
will receive the usual instruction and this besides,

be it worth little or much; and, therefore, by all

means let us have it.

The only means by which there is any hope of
accomplishing these purposes is, the formation of
a comprehensive Agricultural Society; and it is a
little surprising, that amongst the innumerable so-

cieties now existing in London, there is none spe-
cially dedicated to tlae improvement of agriculture.

There are many provincial farming societies, pro-
bably all useful more or less; but there are impor-
tant purposes which they are not qualified to ef-

fect. Therefore, I propose the formation of a
central society, to be established in London, for

the improvement of the agriculture of the king-
dom, which might be called the "British Society
of Agriculture," with the following objects:

—

To provide a suitable building, or rooms, for

holding a library, museum, &c.
To hold meetings once a fortnight, at certain

seasons of the year.

To procure from the most eminent scientific men
of the day, lectures on the application of the vari-

ous sciences to agriculture, Avhich might afterwards
be printed.

To correspond with foreign societies, and to

form a centre of communication for those establish-
ed in this country.
To take in all the periodical and other scientific

works applicable to agriculture, published in any
part of the world, and to print and circulate, in a

cheap form, monthly digests of whatever useful

matter they might contain.

But, principally, to establish throughout the

kingdom schools for the instruction of farmers'

sons in the elements of (he Physical Sciences.

IMPIiOVED SYSTEM OF BEE BIAIVAGEMEIVT.

From the Penny Magazine.

There is no branch of rural economy connected

with more agreeable associations than that of bee
management. The proverbially industrious habits

of the insect, and its extreme ingenuity in the

construction of its domicil, and the deposition of
its treasures, are such as to excite the admiralion
of the most unobservant. The common necessity

of destroying the stock, in order to obtain the pro-

duce of their labors, has been always matter of
regret. Many ])lans have been hitherto devised
for the purpose of obtaining the honey without the

destruction of the bees, but they have only been
attended with partial success. The object has,

however, been latterly and more perfectly attained

by Mr. Nutt. a practical apiarian of Lincolnshire,

whose system of management has given this

branch of rural economy an inportftnce and value
of which it was not before considered susceptible,

both in the greater productiveness of the bees,

and the much superior quality of the honey.

The first pa'rt of Mr. Nutt's plan of operation

is to leave the hive, into Avhich the stock is intro-

duced, untouched. When it is filled with honey
(the contents of which are to be reserved for the

use of the bees,) the capacity of the hive is in-

creased, by the addition of another box to the side,

communicating with the hive by apertures, which
give free admission to the bees m all parts of

the box.

The next important object in Mr. Nutt's system
is to ensure a regulated and uniform temperature

in this portion of the hive!, wifhorut diminishing

the temperature of that which contains the stocfc.

The ventilation necessary for tjiis purpose is ef-

fected by the means of a perforated tin tube, ex-

tending down to a considerable distance from the

top into the hive, and connected with an aperture

at the bottom, which may be partly or wholly
closed by a tin &lide, thus modifying the circula-

tion of the air and consequent degree of tempera-
ture. The temperature of this side box, which is

indicated by a thermometer introduced into the

tube, ought to be 70°, which is the natural

temperature of the Avorlcing hive; but, in that

which contains the stock, a temperature of C^° is

necessaty, as well for the incubation of the queen
bee, as the maturity of the young. The parent
hive is, then, as well the res^idence of the queen
bee as the nursery of the young, whilst the side

boxes are but additional storehouses for the recep-
tion of the superfluous honey, which may be taken
away without impoverishing the stock, or robbing'

them of their winter sustenance.

When the thermometer placed in the side box
rapidly rises to 90° or 100°, the necessity of again
providing the bees with fresh room is indicated;

and this is eflfected by establi&'hing another box on
the opposite side of the hive. The bees, finding

an increase of room, will readily recommence their

labors in this new apartment.
Then follows, in Mr. Nutt's system, the oper-

ation of" separating the bees from this second hive.
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This is effected by the ventilator, by which the in-

ternal tem])eraturc ol' the hive may be reiiuced to

tliat ol" the external atmo.jphere; and when, on the

approach of night, the bees, recoiling from the

cool air, go back into the middle box, the connex-
ion between the two may be closed, and the full

hive withdrawn, without the imprisonment or de-

struction of" a single laborer. The same arrange-

ments are to be again renewed, as the bees contin-

ue their successful labors. In this system no pro-

vision is made for swarming, which cannot occur
under this arrangement, the emigration of a ))art

of the stock being only occasioned by a want of

room in which the bees may piu'sue their labors.

The honey furnished umler this system of man-
agement is Iband to be lar superior both in quality

and quantity to that obtained under any other ar-

rangement. The honey and wax are as white as

refined rugar. This suijeriority in quality it owes
as well to the modified temperatiu'e at which the

bees secrete their products, as to its total exemp-
tion from all extraneous animal and vegetable

matters, and, in particular, trom the pollen or bee-

bread, which is taken in considerable quantities

into the stock-hive for the sujiport of the young.
This superiority of the honey is only equalled by
the quantity of the supply: the usual annual sup-

ply from one stock is about one hundred-weight oi

honey; whilst, in the course of one season, Mr.
Nutt has procured the large quantity of 296 lbs.

This increase in quantity is ovv'ing to the excellent

disposition of the arrangements, by which the in-

dustrious efforts of the bees are never retarded, nor
their strength weakened at the time when the

fruits and tiovvers most abound from which their

treasures are obtained.

ABIHERST AGRICULTURAL, SOCIETV.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

At a regular quarterly meeting of the Agricul-
tural Society of Amherst County, Va. held at the
court house of the said county, on Monday the
4th day of August, 1834.

A quorum for business appearing, but the Pi'es-

ident not being present, John J. Ambler, the first

Vice President, took the Chair, and called the So-
ciety to order.

In consequence of the recent organization ol

the Society, the several Vice Presidents were ex-
cused for not making reports to this meeting of
the state of agriculture and the growing crops in

their respective hundreds, and John J. Ambler,
the 1st Vice President, in lieu of such report, pre-
sented and asked the attention of the Society to a
report of the committee of the Agriculturar Soci-
ety of Albemarle, on Farms, made to the Societv
at their Show and Fair the Ist October 1823, and
on motion. Resolved, that the Secretary do procure
to be printed for the use of the Society two hundred
copies of the said report.

On motion, ordered that the Secretary procure a
copy of Ruttin's Farmers' Register, commencing
with tlie beginning of the work, and continuing
with its publication in future, and that he cause the
same to be bound in volumes, to be kept by. hiin
for the use of the Society.

The Societ)^ proceeded to fix the subjects and
premiums to be awarded at their next meeting the
first Monday in November next, whereupon it was
agreed that the premium.- following be oflerd to

V^OL. II.—24

the monjbers who shall be the actual owners of the
animals, the [iroducers or munufiicturers of the
oilier articles, that is to say

—

1. For the best thorough bred Stallion, over
four years of age, - -

.<J10
2. For the best thoi-ough bred brood Mare,

over four years of age, - - 10
3. For the best Stallion, other than thorouo-h

bred over four years of age, - - 5
4. For the best brood JMare, other than tho-

rough bred over four years old, - 5
5. For the best thorough bred Colt, under

two years old, - - - 5
6. For the best thorough bred Filly, under

two years old, - - - 5
7. For the best Colt, other than thorough

bred over two years old, - - 5
8. For the best Fillj^, other than thorough

bred under two years old, - - 5
9. For the best Jack Ass, overfbur years old, 10

10. For the best Jinney, over two years old, 10
11. For the best Mide, over two years old, 5
12. For the best full blooded improved Dur-

ham short horned Bull, over three
years old, - - - - 10

13. Fo- the best full blooded improved Dur-
ham short horned Cow, over three
years old, - - - - 5

14. For the best full blooded improved Dur-
ham short horned Bull, under two
years old, - - - - 5

15. For the best Ml blooded improved Dur-
ham short horned Cow, under two
years old, - - - - 5

16. For the best half blooded improved Dur-
ham short horned Bull, under two
years old, - - - - 5

17. For the best half blooded improved Dur-
ham short horned Cow, under two
years old, - - - - 5

18. For the best Bull, of any other breed
over three j-ears old, - - - 3

19. For the best Bull, of^ any other breed,
two years old or under two years old, - 3

20. For the best milch Cov\^, of any other
breed over Ihree years old, - - 3

21. For the best Cow, of any other breed two
5'ears or under two j^ears old, - - 3

22. For the best grass fed Bullock, - - 10
23. For the best yoke of work Oxen, - 10
24. For the best Ram, of anj- breed, - 2
25. For the best Ewe, of any breed, - 2
26. For the best thorough bred Boar, of the

Barnitz breed over two years old, - 5
27. For the best thorough bred Boar, of the

Mackey breed over two years old, - 5
28. For the best thorough bred Sow, of the

Barnitz breed over two years old, - 5
29. For the best do do of the Mackey breed

do do, - - - - 5
39. For the best Boar, of any other breed

over two years old, - - - 5
31. For the best Sow, of an}- other breed

over two years old, - - - 3
32. For the best Shoat, of any breed ,six

months or under six months old, - 3
33. For iho heaviest fa'ted Hog, of any breed 5
34. For the best two horse power hill-side

plough, - - - - - 2
35. For the best three horse power plough, - 2
36. For the best acre of plougliin<^ to be
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done before the Society at Amherst
Court House, with a plough drawii by
not less than two horses or one yoke
of oxen, on the first day of the No-
vember meeting next,

37. For tlie best piece of five yards or over five

yards of negro clothing of household
manufacture, fabricated of wool and
cotton, . _ . - 2.50

38. For the best piece of five yards or over

five yards of negro clothing of house-
hold manufacture fabricated of cotton 2

38. For the best piece of five yards or over of
Jeans, fabricated in like manner of
woo! and cotton, _ - - 2.59

39. For the best piece of five yards or over of

cotton Comiterpane of like manufac-
ture, - - - - 2

40. For the best piece of five yards or over of
cotton and wool Counterpane, of like

manufacture, _ _ _ 2.50

41. For tlie best piece of five yards or over of
domestic Carpeting, of like manufac-
ture, - - - - 2.50

42. For the best specimen of any other house-

hold manufacture, wholly of cotton,

wool or silk, or of any of them, 5

It is hereby declared by the Society that when-
ever the term thorough bred is used in their spe-

cifications, it shall be construed to mean that the

animal has at least eight pure crosses of the par-

ticular breed.

The Society next proce«led to fix other subjects

for premiums for tlie next year, the premiums and
the regulations under which they shall be awarded,
to be hereafter regulated, of which due notice will

be given, that is to saj^:

1. For the best cultivated farm, not less than
acres the property of a member.

2. For the second best do do do
acres the same-

3. For the third best do do do acres

the same.
4. To the overseer (if anj') of the above farms

over and above the premiums which may
be awarded to the owner or employer.

5. For the greatest products of four contiguous
acres of high land in wheat.

6. For the greatest products of four contiguous
acres of high land in corn.

7. For the greatest pi-oduct of four contiguous
acres of high land in clover hay, the hay to

be weighed at least one month after being
cut, and the land to be measured in every
instance by the chain, under regulations
hereafter to be ordered by the board of ag-
riculture.

S. For the greatest product of one acre of high
or low land in timothy or other grass hay,
to be weighed and measured as in tlie 7tli

specification.

9. To the grower of the hogshead of tobacco,

which shall be sold for the highest price in

open market for cash to the highest bidder
in the town of Lynchburg.

10. For the overseer (if any) who shall superin-
tend the cultivation and prizing of the
same, over and above the premium to the
owner.

Ordered that the contributions for membership

for the ])resent year be paid to the treasurer on or

before the 3d ]\londay of the present month.
On ruotion. Resolved, that the Editors of the

Lynchburg Virginian and of the Farmers' Regis-

ter be requested to publish these proceedings m
their respective papers.

The Society then adjourned till the first Monday
in November next.

jonx J. AiMBLER, President, pro tein.

Robert Tinsley, Secretary.

COLIC IN HORSEP.
For tlie Fanners' Register.

Itis a source of consolation to sensitive minds
to reflect that the diseases of the bnite creation are

^c\y and simple in their nature: but at the same
time it is mortifying to know they are not consider-

ed sufficiently important to rerpiire the attention of

men of science and ability. Too little attention is

generally devoted to a proper acquaintance vvdth

these diseases, when their trcaimcnt properly be-
longs to every husbandman. If each farmer hav-
ing a knowledge of an approved remedy for any
disease were to communicate it, the information
would become as extensive as the Register is cir-

culated—nor would I consider it too heavy a tax
upon its columns. These traths beh)g impressed
upon my mind, I am disposed to follow the hum-
ble manner of some of your correspondents, and
give a recipe I ha^e always found singularly effi-

cacious for colic in horses.

The causes of tJiis disease are numerous—bad
food, hard rides, constipated bowels, sudden tran-

sitions from heat to cold and the reverse, bots, and
even customary food when the system is pre-

viously weakened by fatigue and overaction. To
cure the disease produced from any of the forego-

ing causes I generally administer an ounce of lau-

danum in a little water, which has invariably suc-

ceeded with me—but candor compels me to ac-

knowledge my veterinary practice is not extensive:

but I hav^e used the above recipe successflilly after

the ineffectual administration of a variety ofother
remedies, which entitles it to farther trial.

Its mode of operation may be explained upon
philosophical principles. The various causes of
the disease generally destroy the equilibrium of
circulation and excitability. The blood flows from
the surface of the body towards the point of dis-

eased or weakened action, and congestion ensues
in some part of the alimentary canal. So long as

this congestion exists, so long must nervous irrita-

tion and spasmodic action, and consequently the
suflcring of the animal continue. But restore

this altered circulation and derangement, and ease
follows; a healthy and natural condition of the
system immediately supervenes. Now no reme-
dy promises so far to fulfil these healthy indica-

tions as laudanum. It is a powerful anti-irritant

and diffusible stimulant, as Aveil as anti-spasmo-
dic. The irritation being relieved by any remedy,
the spasm relaxed, and a cure follows as surely as
light drives away darkness. No danger need be
apprehended from its early administration, but if

fever and inflammation were to exist it Avould be
certainly forliidden. This condition of the system
requires bleeding, purging, and clystering—and
frequently a use of cold water on the surface.

R. II.

Prince George.
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For the Farmers' Register.

REVIEW.
jin address to the Essex (Mass.) y^gricultural

Society delivered nt their annual cattle show,

September 26th, 1833.- By Jeremiah Spnfford.

Published by order of the society. Salem, print-

ed by Foote 8f Chisholm, 1834.

With the mechanical costume of this publica-

tion, as also with many things in it we have been
much pleased. The address itself was delivered

by a gentleman of one of the learned professions

before the farmers of his county. This is as it

ought to be. No professional gentleman descends

to encourage agriculture b}- s|5eech or example.
It is also pleasant to see any gentleman speaking
well of h\§ native land, and expressing, even in

strong terms, as our author does, his love of coun-
try. Nor are we less pleased at any well directed

intelligent cHorts to improve tlie solid wealth of
unj^ community, even if it AVere in China, inucli

more when in our own beloved country. Let all

men by all fair means endeavor to generate gen-
eral contentment in the minds of their industrious

neighbors. We are much pleased with some
other things in Dr. Spofford's address. We think

he has paid a just and becoming tribute to Christi-

anity and its institutions, and has also done honor
to Ills own head and heart, when he sa\ s, that his

"memoiy still loves to 'hover o'er' those inestimable

Sabbaths, when, after six days labor done, we found a

day of rest, and assembled within these very walls, to

enjoy it in social, solemn worsliip; nor can any one

know the value of those Sabbaths, unless it be those

who spend the week in patient labor, and assemble on
the seventh as a sacred holiday, to greet the counte-

nances of their friends, and pay their devotions to the

most high God. Here then we met few except culti-

vators of the soil, prepared by their labors in the field

to render their tribute of gratitude to Him who gives

rain from heaven, and iruitful seasons, filling their

hearts with food and gladness. Venerable fathers ! who
then bowed in this sacred temple ! may your sons as

patiently cultivate the soil you then possessed, and as

devoutly worship here. You will forgive this digres-

sion, when you look around the world, and see how
closely connected are christian morality and agricul-

tural prosperity,—and you will as soon expect to gath-

er grapes from thorns, or figs from thistles, as to find

a well cultivated farm under the superintendence of him
who neither fears God, nor regards man."—pp. 5, 6.

Nor are we less gratified with the sensible re-

marks on the importance of a total disuse of ardent

spirits among all persons engaged in agriculture.

On this subject there ought to be, and we are per-

suaded when the lacts are well examined and
weighed, that there Avill be but one judgement.
The following sentences are very appropriate:

—

"No portion of the community have paid a heavier

tribute to the distillery than the farmers. Their labori-

ous occupations and exposure to heat and cold, fostered

the belief that ardent spirits were necessary to them.
But this error is now nearly exploded, and I rejoice

that the hour of their emancipation has arrived. Too
long have you submitted to a tax ten times more bur-

densome than Great Britain ever attempted to impose,
when it was resisted by a seven years' war. But what
is worst of all is, that this tax is not like the tax on
tea, merely collected and carried out of the country,

but it returns in another form to curse the payer and
make him an idiot and a slave. Here some will ob-

ject, and say they still use spirits, and have neither

spent their property, nor destroyed their intellects. I

allow the truth of the assertion, some can bear the ex*

pense without serious embarrassment, and regulate

their appetites so they are never drunken. But to such
I Avould say, you incur a useless expense, and encour-
age by your example j'our neighbor, who can neither

bear the expense, nor regulate his appetite. Let me
entreat such to change their example to the other side

of the question, and lend their aid in drying those tears

of heart-rending anguish which flow without niixture,

where a husband and a father is spending his estate,

wasting his time, and converting himself into an idiot,

or a savage. We have all seen those that thought the

same—that they knew what did them good, and could

govern themselves; that they were in no danger of

being drunkards, and resented even the suspicion of

danger. But still they are lost, their business neglect-

ed, their property spent, their farms mortgaged, their

families ruined !

"

I would that this were only imagina-

tion; but I know, and you all know, that it is the truth,

and that in numerous instances. But some say this is

aland of liberty, and they scorn to be persuaded not

to exercise it, in every particular. What a glorious

liberty it is for a man to exercise, to leave his business,

travel four mdes and back, under a burning sun, to

vindicate his right to spend twenty cents for rum ! to

tickle his palate, intoxicate his brain, and burn up his

liver—hiding his bottle, and hanging his head like a

thief, when he meets those whom he owes and cannot

pay. My friends, I paint from real life, but I hope
such farmers are scarce. But some farmers yet say

they cannot hire laborers, unless they give them ardent

spirits. This does for an excuse, when both the owner
and the laborer are desirous to use it; but no man who
is firm and unwaverine,-, leaves his crops ungathered

for want of help; but hundreds of farmers are now
r^ady to testify that they never had their work done
when spirits were used, so easy and so well. Seventy
physicians of Boston have fixed their names to the

opinion, that ardent spirits are iiever necessary to per-

sons in health: and my own experience in labor and
exposure in cold and heat, by night and by day, con-

firms me in the opinion, that a dose of spirit is no more
necessary in health, than a dose of calomel or taitar

emetic—pp. 20,22.

Nor are we less pleased with our author's re-

marks on personal industiy. We have ahvays
concurred in such doctrine as is taught in the fol-

lowing paragraphs. In the South and West, as

well as in the North, it is true that

—

"the person who should in this age and nation, wear
appendages or ornaments, to show that he did nothing,

would at the same time, in the estimation of an im-

mense majorit>% be making himself ridiculous, and
showing himself worth notliing."—p. 7.

; So also our author properly says

—

;
"It is often literally true that the hand of 'the dihgent

I maketh rich;' but where from any cause it fails to en-

able a person to gather heaps of sitiiiwg dust, it always
I in this land enables the diligent to possess constantly

and plentifully the necessaries and comforts of life,

I

which to ever}' reasonable mind is true riches."—p. 16.

!
We are also much gratified to see proper enco-

miums j)assed on agricultural pursuits. It must
be the case, that for at least a century to come, if

not always, notwithstanding many and powerful

inducements to the contrary, the great body of the

solid weahh and influence in this land, nnist be in

the hands of the agriculturist. This is the safest

place for it, and we rejoice to see just commenda-
tions bestowed upon this class of our fellow-citi-

zens. We too can sympathise with our author,

when speaking of farmers he says

—

"It was among them, and in their employment, that 1

spent those years of happy childhood, when every

thing makes its deepest impressions. I\Iy earliest ideaa
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of property, were derived from their possessions. To
me houses and farms and cattle wore wealth, and their

owners nature's nobility. While money and notes and

stocks and merchandise, appeared fleeting and tran-

sient—there seemed something in the possession of

solid acres, especially when these were compact farms,

with their venerable mansions, descending firom gene-

ration to generation, that elevated the possessor, and
gave a dignity and ch;u-actcr to his pursuits truly ho-

norable and desirable. Nor have these been merely
the illusions cf youth: they have followed me, and I

have cherished ihem in my riper years. And I view
with gratitude that kind Providence, which cast my
youth among that class of society. The labors of the

field gave a value to my scanty library, and my few
hours of study, of which, under almost any other cir-

cumstances, i could have had no conception."—p. 5.

"Agriculture at the present day, instead of being 'a

mean, servile employment, is now justly ranked as an
important science; and the studies of the learned are

now often directed to tlie most laudable employment
of multiplying the fruits of the earth, and improving
the quality of the fruits produced."—p. 8.

We are not so clear in deciding on the charac-

ter of all our author's representations, as on the

foregoing. He states some things, concerning

which we confess ourselves ske])tics. We not

only doubt the truth but also the morality, if true,

of such a sentence as the following:

—

"I would by no means encourage ambition, but still a

desire for property, and accommodation (call it by
what name you please) is the life-spring of all that is

valuable in society."—p. 18.

Nor do we feel altogether so clear as to the

utility of agricultural festivals, popularly called

"cattle shows." We have been on the nortliern

side of Mason's and Dixon's line more than once,

and we have been by our friends carried to the

cattle show, and we confess that a good "address"

notwithstanding, we did doubt whether more was
not lost than gained to the community. Nor
are we sure that the perpetuation in any county,

of the observance of the "farmer's holiday," would
not be a great evil. Not that the design is not

good: but invariably, so far as wc have seen, the

original design is well-nigh lost sight of Could

the original design be kept fairly in view, our judge-

ment might be different. The following sentiment

is at least a curious one, containing as it does,

what we have never before seen asserted:

—

"Larger crops than are here obtained, wherever the

the hand of the diligent applies tl;e plough and manure

with liberality, if attainable, are hardly desirable."

—

p. 9.

It seems rather strange too for any one fo plead

against a "rich alluvial soil" in these words:—

"The immense vegetation which annually decays in a

rich alluvial soil, saturated with water, is sure in a

warm or new country, to render the air unhealthy, and

produce bilious and other diseases."-—p. 12.

If such reasoning be good, it proves the desert

and the "barren sands" better than fertile valleys.

Nor will the history of the new countries in (he

United States justify such remarks as the follow-

ing:—

"Nor have many of these emigrants considered what
they will find painfully true, that they and their gene-

ration will have passed off the stage, before their new
homes possess the advantages of a New England set-

tlement,—comfortable dwellings, fruitful orchards, good

roads, social villages, schools of science and temples of

the living God.—p. 13.

We were in the great city of Cinciimati about

a generation ago, and it was tlien about as re-

markable for its want of comforts and houses and
churches and schools, as it is now, and for years

has been, for its ])ossession of them. A larger

|n-oporiion of the youth of Ohio are acquiring

liberal educations, than of those in Massachusetts,

Let the doctor re-examine his statistics. Nor
could we deem it so terrible a calamity, for the new
countries never to be modeled in morals and re-

ligion after New England, provided they do bettei-j

as easily they might. We see very much to de-

plore in both these respects in New England.
The Macedonian cry of which our author speaks,

shows a readiness to be assisted, even in morals
and religion, and by New England too. Has it

never entered the doctor's mind, that it might be
charity to go and abide in the wilderness tor the

pur])ose of making the "solitary place glad?" We
do fiiriher and seriously doubt whether the title of
"cradle of liberty" can be properly applied to NeAV
England, in the manner of our author. There is

no hisfor}? to justify such a remark. We had sup-

posed, and we still suppose, that liberty was rock-

ed not a little, far south of the land of constant

industry and steady habits—the land of "bibles

and of Sabbaths"—the land of "red school houses
and white churches." Edmund Burke was of the

same opinion.

We have mentioned some things in this addres.-?,

concerning which we had doubts; but we are pain-

ed to say, that we find in this publication some sen-

tences, yea paragraphs, which we can but con-

demn in terms positive and unequivocal. Some
of the things relate to the West and South West^
and some to the South. As to the West and South
West we shall not say much, except merely to

give a specimen of the writer's views about that

countrj\ We do not remember to have read any
thing more fanciful and inconsistent with geologi-

cal flicts, than the following paragraph in reference

to the original conformation of the Great West:

—

"Casting our eyes to the South West, the country along

the lower Mississippi must have been once an immense
bay, or arm of the Gulf of Mexico, but the alluvial

deposite, floated annually down this immense river,

from the boundless west, has filled up this bay: and
made most of it into swamp, and part of it into some-
thing like dry land. The immensity of waters from
three thousand miles and ten thousand hills, still keep
a main channel through this wilderness of wafer and
mire and driftwood, and depositing more soil, when the

thickened waters first spread from the main clianneJ,

than was can-ied farther back, the banks of the river

became much higher than the back country.—p. 11.

The paragraph respecting Mr. Flint is dishon-

orable both to the writer and Mr. Flint.

—

"A clergyman of this state, who was seized with this

spirit of emigration, some years ago, and has indulged

it to his heart's content, informs us that the villages

on the Arkansas and Red Rivers are uninhabitable

during summer, and the people leave them and build

camps in the woods, and on higher grounds, to escape

certain death. He spent one summer in one of tliese

encampments, battling with the musquitoes, and re-

solving to improve the first moment of escape to a
more northern climate,"

Mr. Flint did something else in the West be-

sides "battling with the musquitoes." How ut-

terly destitute of truth is all that is said about the

eirocco.

—
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''Who to avoid the drifting snow and driving sleet,

would leave the land of pleasant sleigh-rides, and
happy winter evenings, to breath tlie sirocco, which
sweep's from tJie Gulf of Mexico for weeJis together,

up the boiindiess valley, loaded with the fetid exhala-
tions of a thousand bayous and swamps?"—p. 14.

These are mere specimens of the justice done
bj- our author to tho great West. We would
remark that we have travelled some tens of thous-
ands of miles in the W'est, and have not seen any
"signs" of what he speaks of; and that during
tAvent}^ years residence and travel in the Wes!,
Ave never saw a lamily towards whom even chan-
ty needed to feel any compassion on account of
want of shelter, or fuel, or substantial clothing, or

wholesome food. Can the doctor say more oi" Essex
County? But the West can defend itself. We
feel ourselves called upon, howev"er, to notice more
particularly some statements respecting the South.
The doctor seems more anxious to say hard things
of the South, little as the tide of emigration from
New England is towards it, than ol' the West.
We regret that he did so; but we have the privi-

lege of reply. How could the doctor feel justified in

the use of such language as the ibliovving I—
"Upon better information, I found that instead of rais-

ing fine cattle without labor, they could scarcely raise

them at all; that their beef was poor, and a Georgia
cow scarcely yielded more miik than a New England
goat; and that instead of green pastures all the year,

grass hardly grows, and they scarcely know what a

green pasture is."—^p. 10.

Did the doctor know that the finest beeves in the

United States were grazed on the South Branch
of Potomac, ami that no country produced more
fine cattle than the mountainous districts of Vir-

ginia, and the upper part of Georgia? Does not

the doctor wish he had not written such words ?

Every Southron knows such statements to be veiy

dill'erent irom his own knowledge. His remarks

in regard to the health of the South are not any
more fair, tliough more specious and plausible.

Hear our author:

—

"Along our southern coast, Virginia, the Carolinas and
Georgia, present for the most part, for eighty or one
hundred miles from the sea, pine barrens, sandy plains

and swamps, abounding in noxious insects, and VLUom-
ous reptiles. A single swamp lying in Georgia and
Florida, is one hundred and eighty miles in circumfer-
ence; and no degree of fertility, or an everlasting sum-
mer, could compensate for the pestiferous exhalations,

which during many months of the year load every
breeze with pestilence and death. Another medical
friend, who spent a summer in Charleston, South Caro-
lina, informs me that though the city is extremely un-
heal th}^ compared with northern cities, yet the country
around it, is vastly more so. Very few white people
live in, and as few as possible attempt to cross over the

level country for sixty or seventy miles back of Charles-
ton in summer. To go beyond the ramparts of the

city, especially in the night time, is for many months
almost certain death ! Now v/liat degree of fertility

added to our soil, would compensate for such an atmos-
phere?"—p. 11.

The noxious insects referred to are, we suppose,
some more musquitoe^s, and the venemous reptiles

mvipt be, we suppose, snakes. We have long re-

sided in the South, and although we have never
been to London, yet we have been to Boston and
to Charleston too. We ha\x also travelled by day
and by night, over swamps and rivers and through

"l ine" woods, (there are no "pine barrens") yet
did we never tread upon, nor were Ave ever in
danger of bemg bitten by one of the venemous
rejitiles. But a large swamp is so terrible to our
author ! Especially one in Georgia, "one hundred
and eighty miles in circumference ! " seems to

be very alarming. Does our author know that
swamps in the South contain not stagnant but
running water ? If not he ought to learn. Does
he know that people of great age are Ibund living
all around them ? No portion of the United States
can surpass the South in furnishing instances of
great longevity. That there are diseases preva-
lent in our climate, to which the New England
states are very much strangers is certain; but then
we generally know how to manage them. One
physician in a low county near the Great Dismal
Swamp, (be not startled at the name) had in his

practice in one year eighty cases of bilious fever,

yet did he not lose one patient. Has it never occur-
red to the doctor that "the land of pleasant sleigh-

rides" was also a land of pining consumptions,
mflammatory rheumatisms, unmanageable pleuri-

sies, &c. '? AVe know but little of such things in

the South. It ought not to be forgotten too, that

during the prevalence of diseases peculiar to the

South, many of our jieojile travel even to Essex
County, and go to Boston too, and when they
come home and make speeches before Agricultu-
ral Societies, they a,re careful not to tell scare-crow
tales about New England. And did net consump
tions, &c., drive our Northern brethren to the

South sometimes, we fear that such speeches as

the one under re\dew would leave us hardly any
friends in New England.
On page 17 of this address is a most unworthy

insinuation, viz: that it is a common thing for slave
holders to spend their time "at horse races or bar-
bacues." Were this true, we are yet to learn that
a "sleigh-ride" is less cruel than a "horse race," or
that the manners and morals prevalent in "sleigh-
rides," exceed in elegance or purity those of a
barbacue. We confess ourselves as much op-
posed to all frolics as the good people of Essex
County can possibly be. But we do consider it

unworthy of any prolessional gentleman to be so
ignorant of Southern manners and habits, as to

sujipose we have in use no modes of employing
our leisure time besides those already alluded to,

and in addition telling stories in long "happj^ win-
ter evenings." If we had learned the language
of DowningvHlle, we would saj' that our "dander
was raised" v.'hen we read the following:

—

"Over all the Southern countr}^ you might search in

vain for an assembly like this. An industrious yeo-
manry is there unknown."

We confess that we felt emotions of a just in-

dignation when we read those words. We felt

as our autlior would feel if we were to assert the

same things respecting Essex County. And yet

we could assert it with as much truth as has our

author. It is painful to us to notice such looseness

and boldness of assertion. Our author's views of

sLavciy are as different from what we suppose to

be correct. Hear him:

—

"There the taskmaster brandishes his lash, and the

slaves labor beneatii a burning sun, curse the race that

fatten and luxuriate u])on their toil, and whet the ap-

petite of revenge and the scythe of death for a day
of future retribution. Fatliers and mothers of New
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l!:ngland ! Could all the gold of Mexico induce you to

fix your domicll, and leave your children where their

only chance of safety was the prospect of holding a

population of two and a half millions, and their rapidly

increasing; posterity in a state of perpetual bondage ?

with an equal chance that tliirty years will turn the

scale, deluge the country in blood, and give the white

population only the desperate alternatives of death,

slavery, or exile?"—p. 12. "While our Southern

brethren may threaten or nullify—change the tariif or

perpetrate a revolution,—they will still find they have

not reached the cause of their depression. The ab-

sence of voluntary vigorous industry, is the real cause

of the evils of which they complain. A white popu-
lation ashamed to be 'seen with implements of labor

in their hands,' and a black population doing as little

labor as possible, is enough to 'nullify' the prosperity

of any country. Perhaps some may imagine that it

were easy to grow rich where men possess slaves who
labor without wages. But let such remember that

these slaves are also men, vvfho must eat or they cannot

wrork—that they must be maintained, the old and the

young—the sick, the 'lame and the lazy,' with the

taskmasters necessary to make them labor at all, before

any surplus can arise to support tlie luxury of the land-

lord."—p. 17.

The truth of so much of the foregoing quota-

tions as relate to the unproductiveness of slave

property and slave labor is most readily admitted.

We have long been of opinion, that ten thousand
dollars vested in land and negroes will yield less

than the same vested in any stocks in our market,

nay that very frequently it is a losing business. Of
this Southrons are generally aware. They feel

the pressure heavily. And were this the time

and place, we think we could show how and why
it is so. Nor are we ever going to undertake a
deience of the principle of slavery which ought
never to gain admission into any country or govern-

ment. We believe that whoever founds a State

in wisdom excludes slavery. We believe that

no evil presses on our Southern country Avith

equal force and that "he ought to have the King's

daughter in marriage," who will devise anj^ just

and practicable method of removing it, without

introducing greater evils both to blacTc and white.

But against such statements as those just quoted
we must lift up our voice. One impression in-

tended to be made by these statements is, that there

is cruelty in tiie amount of labor required of slaves

in the South. In the vast factories of the South,

harvds earn from fifty cents to two dollars per week
by doing work beyond the tasks required of them.
On Souttiern plantations where labor is performed
by tasks, the tasks arc generally perlbrmed by 2
or 3 o'clock, P. M. Another thing in the para-
graphs quoted is offensive to us. It is the ap-

Earent pleasure the writer seems to take in telling

ow dark the prospects before the Southrons are.

The fact that probably in thirty years the South
will be deluged in blood calls from him no regret,

not even a note of exclamation or a prayer to the
throne above. But like certain preachers who say
much about the wrath to come, he seems to have
veal pleasure in his denunciations. Another im-
pression evidently intended to be left on the reader's
mind is, that slaves generally in the South are
under the "care ofsome hireling taskmaster," and
that the usual method of getting along is by "bran-
dishing the lash." Our author ought to know
that generally slaves arc now spoken of and re-
garded as a part of a man's family, and that in
sickness the master or mistress are the assiduous

nurses, watching day and nightj and that not one

in fitly of Southern slaves is commhicd to a stew-

ard without the liberty of appeal and complaint and
reference to the proprietor. As our author docs

not seem to know much about modes and manners
in the slave holding States, we would like to read

him a short lecture on the subject; but we hope

what we have said Avill lead him to more care-

ful and extensive inquiry. It is not many years

since two men in New England killed their wives.

What would Dr. Spollbrd think, should one of

the Southern papers assert that the New Eng-
landers were murderers of their own wives] The
general impression made on our minds when our

author describes the South, is very much such as

would be made on his mind, w^ere we, who never

saw him, to send him his own likeness drawn by
ourselves. The serious objections we have to

such representations as those referred to are

—

First. That they are calculated to keep those

to whom they were made, with views as narrow,

and feelings as illiberal, as they had before they

read or heard the address; whereas no educated

man is excusable for not warring against preju-

dices and illiberal views in himself or others.

Second. They show a want of sacred regard

and tender interest for the perpetuity of our Nation-

al Union. Such is the spirit of most of the con-

tents of page 17. And he who shall help to sever

this union, Ibrmed as it w^as, upon the full recog-

nition of slavery, as a matter not to be touched

by any but slave holders, will be spoiling the best

pattern ot' a free government that has ever been
given to the world.

TTiird. All such representations betray an
amount of ignorance that we cannot pass by with-

out reproving. We are fully of the opinion of the

author when he says

—

"True these opinions would be of more weight if they

came from abroad, or from one who had travelled ex-

tensively."—p. 16.

Why will not the doctor travel ? We ought in

all frankness to say to him, however, that we do
not suppose it would be safe for him to travel in

the South, except in disguise. Such statements
as are in his address would be very apt to be no-
ticed could their author be seen. The Southern
people are of" one mind in intending to let no man
interfere with their domestic relations. Men can
say what they please on the north side of the
Potomac, but having said such things there, it

would hardly be safe to travel in the South. The
reason is, we know who are apt to scatter "arrows,
fire brands and death."

Fourth. We also agree with our author when
he says:

—

"I should consider [ought to consider] myself as crimi-

nal, were I to traduce the character of a country, as

the character of an individual."

Oh doctor! you have traduced the characters of
some millions of your countrymen. Recant—re-

pent—reform !

We have not much to add. We wish to state

however, for the doctor's information, that Ave
have some good thing.=< in the South. It is true

Ave are rather scarce of "venemous reptiles," but
in the "far South" Ave have very fine alligators

which are equally valuable. We have also some
very fine swamps, Avhich fiirnish immense quan-
tities of timber, found profitable to us and valuable
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to our northern friends. We have also verj^ fine

pines, which soon restore exliausted lands, and
the wood from which bears exportation to northern

glass works. Wc have also some literature in

tlic South. We have the Spectator, the Rambler,
Dr. Spoll'ord's Address at the Cattle Show, and
frequently a newspaper from Boston, and so on.

We have also, especially in Virginia, some very
fine tobacco, which always sells well at home and
in France. We have also no small quantity of
"lugs," which when twisted into "j)lug" and "pig
tail," sells very well in New England. We also

grow very good gouber jieas and sweet ]iotatoes,

yams, &c. We also find our raw cotton from the

highest "upland" to the "sea-island" in good de-
mand, not only in Liverpool, but also in New
York and Providence. Oar cotton cloths and
yarns also do not suffer in comparison with any in

the world. We can also let our northern ship

builders have a good supply of tar, pilch, turpen-

tine, plank and timber. Indeed wc value ourselves

not a Uttle upon our "live-oak." There is also

left among us some degree of patriotism, in so

much as that none can disturb our domicils from
abroad without suffering for it. We are also a
veiy jieaceable people. We have always had,

and still have, our full share in the Federal Govern-
ment. We have never complained that the South
has not furnished lier full quota of presidents,

orators, and able statesmen. We have also along
our southern coast neither "eighty nor a hundred
miles from the sea," lands, which have been in

cultivation for more than a century, and were
never artificially manured, and yet yield as good
crops as they did eiglity years ago. We have
also as good land as Essex County generally con-
tains, within less than one hundred miles of the

sea, and supplied with inexhaustible beds of cal-

careous manure, for sale at from $1 to ^2 per

acre. And last Ijut not least, we are very glad to

see amongst us all ''Northern gentlemen,^'' who
do not "traduce" us before they leave home, and
to show to them a degree of hospitality, which
they shall be compelled to declare Essex County
never surpassed.

Finally, we are much gratified that our author

confesses that New England is not perfect. He
says she has "the drifdng snow and driving sleet,"

and that "the cold seasons of 1312 and 1816 and
the intermediate years" were to some rather alarm-
ing; that the "lands arc not enriched by the allu-

vion of rivers three thousand miles long," and that

"the sceptre of political power has departed."

We are sorry that any such evils should have
come on New England, a land which our fathers

taught us never to "traduce," but alwaj's to give

her "an honorable ])lace in her country's annals."

But as they have come upon her, we are pleased

that our author has ingenuousness sufficient to

make the conf(:ssion.

ON BUCKWHEAT AND JtlLLET.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Rockingham, jiugust 12ift, 1834.

Should none of your correspondents more satis-

factorily answer the inquiries of H, in the June
No. of the Farmers' Register, on the subject of

buckwheat and millet, the following remarks, the

results of some experience on those subjects, are

submitted, which, (if you think they can be of
any use to H or any body else) are at your service.

On the subject of buckwheat he inquires, "whe-
ther it is as great an impoverisher of land as oats,

and whether if turned in it becomes a good ferti-

lizer? What soil is best .adapted to its growth, and
what quantity of seed is generally sown to the
acre ?" I think, and I believe it is generally so

thought, in this neighborhood, where both are

commonly raised, that buckwlieat is a greater im-
poverisher than oats; its straw either green or dnj,

is of less value ibr manure, than the straw of any
other kind of grain. Anj" soil in this section of

the state produces it abundantly: a thin sandy soil,

tliat will produce a good crop of no other kind of

grain, will bear a tolerably good one of buckwheat.
And ahhough the quanlitj^ of straw will be much
greater on a rich, there will be less grain, than on
a thinner soil. On rich land, it rarely fills well,

but on a suitable soil, and in a favorable season,

the product is very great. The quantity of seed
sown to the acre and the time of sowing should,

I think, depend upon the object in view in sowing
it. When the grain is the object, half a bushel,

or three pecks is ample, as it throws out many
lateral branches. When designed to be plough-
ed down as green mauure, I would sow a bushel

—sown early in the season it produces more straw

—when later more grain,—indeed the later it is

in ri])ening, so as to escape frost, (a slight frost

will kill it) the greater will be (he product of grain.

For green manure I would sow in May or early

in June, (two cro|,s maj- he ploughed down in the

same season:) if I wished to reaj) the grain, I

would not BOW till after .the middle of July. I

have sown it in August, and at the same time,

sown rye and cloved seed, upon the same ground,

and all three succeeded well.

Millet. On this subject H inquires whether
"millet is made (o any extent in any of the United
States? What soil suits it—is it an exhauster,

and what is the price per bushel?"

A species of millet, (very much resembling the

fox-tail grass, only of a much finer, richer appear-

ance) was raised to some extent, some few (par-

haps 8 or 10) years ago in the Valley. None is

raised hereabouts now. It requires a very rich

soil, verj.' neatly prepared. It is certainly a great

exhauster. When in repute here, (it had but a
short day) the price per bushel was about #2. It

could not now be given away, to be sown here.

On a suitable soil, that is, one rich enough to

produce a fine crop of hemp, it produces well both

in hay and seed—the seed when ground, made a

fine rich looking meal, and was excellent food for

milch cows—the hay when well cured, is nearly-

equal to timothy. '
Its sponsors pronounced it

"preferable to either clover, meadow, or timothy

hay." But "chaciin a son gout,''' seemed to think

all my horses and cattle: they all preferred the

clover.

In the memoirs of the Pennsylvania Agricultu-

ral Society, (1824) John Hare Powell says, "I

have made many experiments, on various soils,

and at (Ufiereut seasons to ascertain the product,

as well as the properties of millet. Upon hght
land in good condition it succeeds best. It requires

in all cases fine tilth and as much strength of soil,

as is necessary to produce heavy oats. I have
not seen either in Europe, or America, any green

crop which so largely rewards accurate tillage, and
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plentilul supplies of manure, as the species of
millet usually <rrown in this and the adjacejit coun-
ties. I have sown it from the Isit May to the 20ih
of June, and have invariablj' obtained more fod-

der than could have been liad (i-om any o-rass un-
der similar circumstances. In the autumn, cin'hty

bushels of caustic lime per acre were strewed upon
an old sward, which was immediately p-loughed,

closely harrowed, sown v/ith rye, and rolled. The
rye was depastured in the winter and succeeding
spring. Early in April the land was ploughed
again; the lime and decomposed vegetable matter
were thus returned to the surface. About three
weeks after, it was harrowed to destroy weeds:
early in May it was again harrowed for the same
purpose: within a fortnight it was stirred with
Beatson's scarifier to the depth of nine inches,

harrowed, sown with millet and rolled. 'J'he crop
was fairly estimated at three tons per acre." "On
the 5th of May, five bushels of millet seed Avere
sown on four acres: on the 5th of July the crop
was hauled, and estimated at four tons per acre.

I have obtained this season forty tons from six-

teen acres, of which four only had been manured;
the residue could not have borne a good ci'op of
wheat."—pp. 198-9.

VVm. J. Miller, lb. p. 201, says, "I sowed it

(Egyptian millet) in drills on a loose sandy loam,
on the 21st of May, too late by a month I should
supi^ose. It grew rapidly, producing many stalks
from one seed, and on the 24ih of July it was
three feet high and fti'l of long blades. It contin-
ued growing rapidly and luxuriantly, and I fully

expected to have obtained abundance of seed, as
the heads appeared to be filling, and were fi'om

twelve to eighteen inches long, when on the 28th
of September a severe frost checked it, and nipt it

completely when in blossom. It was then from
ten to twelve ff^et high, tiull of long leaves, and
promising the largest croj) of any "description I

ever saw."
John Elliott, lb. p. 208, says, "I am of opinion

that la,nd in common condition, will produce twen-
ty bushels per acre of good seeds, and two tons
oY hay."
From reading such highly commendatory ac-

counts as the foregoing, many of us really im-
agined that this millet possessed almost as manj^
excellencies as old Will Boniface ascribed to his
ale. All however in this neighborhood who tried

it, agreed that "it was'nt the thing it had been
cracked up to be." As material for hay, com-
pared with red clover, I should give a decided
preference to the clover. If milfet will yield a
greater quantity, (which can only be the case on
very rich land) the su[)erior quality of the clover
hay will more than compensate for any deficienc}'

in quantity—and the one exhausts, while the other
fertilizes the soil. Compared with timothy, (both
exhausters) I should give to timothy the prefer-

ence. The latter yields as much hay—is of better

quality—affords a good fidl pasture after the hay
has been made, and will last ibv several years;
while the millet has to be annually sown, and re-

quires great labor and care to be bestoAved on the
preparation of the ground, and of the two is much
the greater exhauster. But I may possibly de-
preciate millet (may be "I feel anmiihilion against
It") because I fluled with it. When it was first

introduced into notice in the Valley, seeing its

praises so eloquently set forth in several publica-

tions, and hearing too some very extravagant oral

accounts of it, I procured ten bushels of the seed
at the cosi of twenty dollars, and with the trouble

of sending some distance for it. Having no suita-

ble lot for it, I had several acres m a field of rich

river low ground, lately laid down in red clover,

broken up, and carefully jiropared. Here I sowed
the millet, (about the middle of May:) it was
somewhat slow in starting to grow^, and the crab
or crop grass sprung up with it, and materially

injured it, and I doubt whether 1 had nuich more
millet hay than I should have had of clover. Upon
this rich alluvial soil, I had calculated upon an im-

mense crop—judge then of my disappointment and
mortification, when I found the millet struggling
lor mastery with crab grass, and when finally it

did rise above that, and some of it attained the
height of four or five feet, to be laughed at for my
credulity, and told in ridicule that "it was nothing
but a kind of big fox tail." My father who re-

ceived those magnificent accounts of the produc-
tiveness and excellence of millet "cum grano salis,"

thought it wiser to experiment upon a smaller

scale and confined his trial of it, to a single acre

of very highly improved land that had been pre-

pared for hemp. He succeeded much better than
I did, although I do not think that his millet was
half as high as his hemp in the same lot. How-
ever well millet may do elsev/here, I think that

the disappointment in the central counties of the
Valley was universal. Here where the climate
and soil are so admirably adapted to the growth
of clover, timothy, and green sward, there Vv^as no
adequate inducement to bestow so much pains on
the cultivation of a grass so much more precari-

ous, and of such inferior value.

The object of his inquiries H states, is to ascer-

tain what cheap grain is most suitable to sow on
poor, light, sandy land in Lower Virginia. As-
suredly then millet will not answer his purpose.

Has rye ever been tried for that purpose in that

section of the State? In the Valley it grows well

on poor, sandy land, and 1 have known one gen-
tleman who used it as a meliorating crop, and
much to his satisfaction. His lands however were
not poor. His practice was to sow rye early in

the fall—depasture it in the winter and spring un-
til about the middle of April: when the rye had
attained the milk state, he turned his stock of
hogs into it. The hogs soon became very fat, and
he thought the additional quantity of pork thus
obtained more than compensated for the whole
trouble and expense of preparing the land and
sowing the rye, while his land was much benefit-

ed by the straw. Enough of the rye would ripen

and be shattered out, again to seed the land and a
good crop, the second year be obtained. If the

climate be favorable to the growth of rye, I should
think it would be preferable as a meliorating crop

to buckwheat, because rye is not near so great an
impoverisher as buckwheat, and its straw'is much
more valuable as manure: and also where the land
is in a tolerably good condition, the winter pas-
ture which the Aotmg rye afibrds is of considera-

ble value.

Would not an experiment of this kind probably
succeed? A crop of buckwheat sovyn in the spring;

ploughed down in the fall; the ground sovv'n with
rye; on that clover seed sown; and the sowing of
the clover seed followed by the peg roller—the

j'oung buckwheat receive a dressing of plaster of
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Paiis, and also the rye at the time of sowing the

clover seed (say in September.) The rye sufler-

cd to stand, ripen, and i'all upon the ground would
protect the young clover irom the withering iniiu-

ence of the sun, and benefit the land very much
by remaining upon its suiface—perliaps as much,
or more on such a soil, than it would do if plough-
ed under. Such an experiment up.on a tew acres

would not require nuich trouble or expense. Many
persons take it lor granted, that their lands will not

produce clover, or be benefiiedby plasier of Paris,

wiihout ever making any sufficient exjseriment to

ascerlain the iiict. Some sprinkle a little clover

seed carelessly and sparsely over a poor and nearly
naked surlace, without using any means to ensure
i!s growth; and a failure is taken as conclusive

evidence that their lands will not produce clover.

The wonder would be, if under such circum-
stances it did grow. Light sandy land re(iuires to be
well compacted by a heavy roller, (or other means)
to ensure the growth of clo\'er seed. I became
satisfied of this fact, by observing that wherever
the soil was lightest and loosest, my clover seed

always succeeded worst; and whenever a road had
been made through that part of the field, by the

wagons in hauling out the preceding crop, or a
spot trodtlenhardby the stock of cattle, &c., there

the young clover was invariably thiclily set. I

find that plaster of Paris has not only the efiect of

very greatly multiplying the pi'oduct of clover on
my light sandy land, but of very perceptively

stillening it. The year before the last, I measui'ed

two acres of wheat, growing upon an originally

jjoor, light, loose, sandy soil, the natural growth
on whicl\was pine and hickory and oak saplings,

with chinquepin and whortleberry thickly inter-

spersed. This land has been in cultivation for ten

or twelve years, in which time it has had its regu-
lar rotation of cultivation and rest, according to

the five field system, (three crops of grain and two
of clover m five years;) when in clover it has had
at four different times a dressing of a bushel of
]jlaster of Paris to the acre; never has had a par-

ticle of manure hauled u]ion it. The product ol'

the t^vo acres was over fifiy-two and a half bush-
els of clean wheat. When first cleared, it was
an easy draft for two horses to plough it eight or

nine inches deep, and produced fi'om twenty-five
to thirty bushels of corn to the acre, and irom ten

to twelve of wheat. It is now a heavy draft for

three strong horses vvith a McCormick |)lough to

fallow to that depth. This increased stiffness of
the soil, is doubtless attributable in part to other

causes, than the action of plaster of Paris. The
two acres measured v/ere jjart of a field of between
eighty and ninety acres, only a small portion of
which was of tlie descrij;tion of soil above stated.

The average of that portion of the field in wheat
(a ])art of which, seven or eight acres, had been
manured with si able and bam yard manure) was
within a fraction of thirty busliels to the acre; a
part of the field was in rye—thirly-five acres in

wheat produced 1030 bushels. Ten years ago on
the same land, the average would not have ex-
ceeded twelve bushels to the acre. These thirty-

five acres, being inlerior to the residue of the field,

I had a division fence run across it when last in

clover, for the purpose of preventiiigthis part from
being too closely grazed—a good coat of clover

was in August ploughed down, and the ground
harrowed—the first of October it was cross plough-

ed; (my usual practice is not to cross plough or
"stir the liillow'' as it is called) on the 10th of
October, one and a half bushels of wheat to the
acre were sown, and carefully liarrowed in.

S. II. L.

EXPKRIMENTS ON THE l^liEDING OF SW^IKE.
Extract from a coniinunication to tlie AgiicullurKl Society of

Essex, (Mass.) troiu the Kev. Huury Coleuiiui.

EXPERIMENT I.

Two hogs about one year old; one of them a
barrow in very gootl condition; the oiher a barrow
recently gelded, and in onlinary condition, were
p'ut up to be fed exclusively ujion Indian hasty
pudding or Indian meal boiled with water. We
began feeding them the first of March 1831, and
weighed them again on the nineteenth of the same
month. In the 18 days they consumed six busli-

els of Indian meal. They were ofiiered cold \vater

to drink but did not incline to take any.
The result

—

No. 1 weighed on 1st IMaich 233 lbs.

do. do. 19th do. 269

gain 36

No. 2 (recendv gelded) weighed on 1st

March ' 190 lbs.

do. do. 19th 247

gam 57

The gain of the two was 93 lbs. in eighteen
days. Tlie quantity of meal consumed by them
was 10 quarts per day to the two. This allows 30
quarts to a bushel deducting two for grinding.

Tlie price of corn at the time v/as 70 cts. per bush-
el. The expense of the increased weight is 4,5

cts. per lb.

March 21, 1831. Killed the hog mentioned first

in the foregoing experiment. Live-weight 273
lbs. W^eigiit when dressed 215 lbs. Loss in offal,

loose fat included, 59 lbs. or a little more than one
fifth.

EXPERIIMENT II.

No. 2, mentioned above, weighed on 23d
M arch,

do. on 30ih April,

In 38 days gain,

253 lbs.

312

59 lbs.

No. 3. a shoat purchased from a drove,

weighed on 2Slh March, 100 lbs.

do. do. on 30th April, 151 lbs.

gain in 33 days, 51 lbs.

This is a fraction over 1 lb. 8 oz. per day each,

nearly 1 lb. 9 oz.

In this case their food was exclusively boiled

potatoes mashed with Indian meal. Exact amount
consumed not ascertained, but fed as freely as

they would bear.

EXPERIMENT III.

The two last named hogs were for the next 20
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days put upon Indian hasty pudding exclusively,

with the Ibllowino; result:

No. 2 weighed on 30th April,

do. do. 20lh IMay,

gain in 20 daj^s,

No. 3 weighed on SOtli April,

do. do. 20th May,

gain in 20 days.

312 lbs.

382 lbs.

70 lbs.

151 lbs.

185 lbs.

34 lbs.

The two in the above named 20 days, consumed
four and one-half bushels of meal, cooked as

above. Meal 78 cts. per bushel. Gain of the

two, 104 lbs. in 20 days.

EXPERIMENT IV.

Sundry swine purchased from a drove, and led

with meal and potatoes, washed and mashed

—

28th March, 1831, 19th May, 1831,

No. 1 weighed 97 lbs. 165, gain in 52 days, 68 lbs.

2, do. 134 182, do. 48
3, do. 100 186, do. 86

The two following, raised on the farm, and fed

as above

—

2.5th April, 1831, 19th May, 1831,
No. 4 weighed 151 lbs. 206, gain in 24 days, 55 lbs.

5 do. 140 165 do. do. 26

EXPERIMEKT V.

In this case it was not intended to force their

thrill, but to keep the swine in an improving con-
dition. They were shoLits of the last autumn,
iind were of a good breed.

Tuesday, 3d April, 1833, put up four shoals,

and began feeding them with Indian hasty pud-
ding.

3d April, 22d April, 25th June,
No. 1, 176 lbs. 202 lbs. gain 25 264 lbs. gain 62

2, 119 153 " 34 226 " 73
3, 150 170 " 20 218 " 48

[Total, 183 pounds.

4, 121 145 '' 24 Killed 20th May.
From 3d April to 22d April, the above swine

consumed seven bushels and one peck of Indian
meal. From 22d April to 25th June seven bush-
els of Indian meal, cooked as above.
One of the above. No. 4, was killed on 30th

May; being absent, the live weight was not ascer-
tained.

On the 25th June, the three remaining hogs
were weighed, and in the 63 days from 22d April
to 25th June, they had gained iri that time 183 lbs.

as above.
After 30th May, when one of them was killed,

one peck of meal made into hasty pudding with a
small allowance of the waste of the kitchen for a
part of that time, lasted them three days, that is

f^ or less than a quart, say | of a quart per day
to each.

OCr- At first we employed half a bushel of In-
dian meal to make a kettle of hasty pudding; but we
soon found that a peck of meal by being boiled
sufficiently would make the same kettle nearly full

of hasty pudding and of sufficient consistency.

The kettle was a common sized five pail kettle, set

in brick work in the house: and it was remarkable
that the peck of meal produced nearly the same
quantity of pudding, that we obtained from the

half bushel, which shov/ed the importance of in-

ducing the meal to take up all the water it could be
made to absorb.

The price of Indian corn was at that time 75

cts. per bushel—30 (juarts of meal to a bushel de-

ducting the toll. The amount of meal consumed
in the whole time from 3d April to 25th June was
141. bushels—the cost §10,69—the total gain,

making no allowance for the gain of No. 4 from

22d x\pril to 30th May, which was not ascertain-

ed, was 287 lbs.

The gain of No. 1, 2 and 3, from 22d April to

25th June was 183 lbs. in 63 days; and allowing

one peck to serve the three hogs lor three days,

required 5^ bushels, the cost of which was iB3,94.

The live-weight could not be estimated at less

than 4 cts. per pound "when pork was at market
6 cts.

The value of the 183 lbs. therefore was equal to

S7,32, or at 5 cts. to i9,15 cts.

The gain of the swine for the first 19 days,

from 3d to 22d April, was

No. 1, 26 lbs. or 1,368 per day.
" 2, 34, " or 1,789 "
" 3, 20, " or 1,052 "
" 4, 24, " or 1,263 "

The gain from22d April to 25th June, 63 days,

was.

No. 1, 62 lbs. or 0,984 per day.
" 2, 73, " or 1,158 "
" 3, 48, " or 0,761 "

The difference of daily gain in the two periods

was attributable to the diminished quantity of
meal. The question then arises, whether the first

mode of feeding was as economical as the se-

cond.

In the first 19 days, 7 bushels 1 peck consumed,
gave 104 lbs. gain.

In the next 63 days, 5 bushels 1 peck consumed,
gave 183 lbs. gain.

Had the first gain been in proportion to the se-

cond gain in reference to the meal consumed, the

7^ bushels which gav^e 104 lbs. should have given
252^ lbs. This great disparity can be explained
only in the more economical preparation of the
meal, by which a peck, taking up as much water
as it would contain, gave a kettle nearly full of
pudding, when half a bushel of meal, imperfectly
prepared, gave little more. This seems to de-
monstrate the gi-eat advantage of cooked food,

both as it respects its increase of bulk and the im-
provement of its nutritive properties. Whether it

would apply to those substances, whose bulk is

not increased b}' cooking, equally as to Indian meal
and the like, is a matter which experiments only
can determine.

Such are some iew trials in reference to 'he feed-
ing and fattening of swine, which I have made,
or information of which I have obtained from other
sources, which may at least lead the inquisitive

farmer to further experiments and inquiries, on a
subject of great importance to his interest. The
inferences to be made from thein I shall leave to

others. The results, as will be observed, are not
uniform. The thrift of animals must depend on
various other circumstances besides the kinds or
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the quantity of food given them. Much depends
on the breed, as every farmer knows; much on the

health of the animal; something on the season of

the year. I failed in attempting to fatten several

swine in one ease, though they were carefully at-

tended and various kinds of feed were tried, and
the liiihn-e was totally inexplicable until they were
slaughtered, when the intestines were found cor-

roded with worms, resembling those found in the

human stomach, and this, I have no doubt, pre-

vented their thrift. The same fiict has occurred in

another instance, and with the same result. I fail-

ed in attempting to fatten some other swine, who
had been driven a considerable distance and ex-
posed, probably not even half fed on the road, to

severe cold and storms. Some of them were frost

bitten m their limbs; and though attended and fed

in the most careful manner they made no progress

lor months. In an experiment recentlj' made, of
giving swine raw meal mixed with water, I have
found a falling off in their gain of nearly one-half,

compared with giving their food cooked, such as

boiled potatoes and carrots, mixed with meal while
hot; the result being, in a stye containmg a num-
ber of swine, as 279 to 500. In respect to confine-

ment orfi-eedom, various opinions are entertained.

"Elder Turner, of New York, says, that hofjs

should never know what libertj^ is, but should be
kept close all their lives, and as inactive as possi-

|

ble. That by this method double the quantit}- of
pork can be produced with the same expense of
feed."* F. Peabody, Esq. informed me that the

Shakers at Canterbury, N. H. told him that they
deemed it indispensable to the thriving of their

swine that the}^ should have access to water to

wallow or wash themselves in; and that they by
no means did so well without it. On this point I

have had no trial farther than to satisfy myself
that fatting hogs are injured by being suffered to

root in the earth.

With respect to the age at which it is advan-
tageous to put up swine to fatten, I have only to

remark, that it is with swine as with other animals,
there are some breeds which come much sooner to

maturity than others. A successful farmer in

Saratoga county, N. Y., says that INIarch p'urs,

killed about Christmas, are the most profitable for

Eork. Four pigs of what is called the Grass
reed, wore slaughtered at Greenfield, New York,
which weighed 348 lbs. 318 lbs. 310 lbs. and 306
lbs. at nine months and seventeen days old.

On this point, however, I take leave to present a
letter w^ith which I was honored by John Lowell, i

Esq. whose authority in the agricultural communi-
ty is justly estimated.

'•BosTox, j:/pril 18, 1831.

"To Rev. Henry Colmaii.

" Dear Sir,—I have been prevented by the

elate of my eyes from answering your inquiries as

to my experience in raising old or young pigs.
# * * » # J never tomtered any pigs, as

no person resides on my place from December 1st,

to May 1st. It was therefore matter of import-

ance to me to ascertain on what description of pigs,

or rather of what age, the most flesh could be put

in my limited time with similar treatment. I ma)^

eay that I have fully and clearly ascertained, from

a trial of 20 years, that young pigs of from 25 to 30

N. Y. Memoirs of Agrlcultui-e, Vol. 2. p. 50.

pounds, will give nearly double, in some remarka-
ble cases three times, as many pounds as shoats
of six months weighing from 100 to 150. I have
taken two pigs of 100 lbs. each, age six months,
and never was able between May and November,
to get them above 180, rarely above 170. I have
taken three pigs of about 30 lbs. each, and on the

same food which I gave to the two they would
weigh from 170 to ISO each in the same period;

—

nay I have taken pigs of 200, and never could get

them to weigh more than 800 in 7 months on my
food. The way I ascertain the quantity of food

is tliat I never give any thing but the produce of

my dairy, and the refuse of the garden, peaches,

apples, and cabbage, which are uniibrm general-

Iv.

Three pigs of 90 vvt. or 30 wt. each, will give

ordinarily 510 lbs.

less original wt. 90 oflen

not more than 60.

gain 420 lbs.

Two pigs of 100 wt. each, Avill give
ordinarily 340 lbs.

less original wt. 200

gain 140 Iba.

" But the 3 pigs of 90 will not consume for the

first three months half so much as the two of 100

each, and I have kept a 4th and sold it in August
for quarter pork.

" There is nothing new or remarkable in these

facts. It is the law of the whole animal creation.

It is true of the calf and of man. The child of

7 lbs. quadruples its weight in 12 months; and the

calf of 60 weiglit if fine and well fed will wei^h
600 weight at the end of the year, and (if a fe-

male) will not double the last weight at any age.
* # # * «**«»

"Yours, ver}' respectfully,

"j. LOWELL,.

"P. S. It should be remarked that the weight
at purchase is live-weight, and at sale dead or net

weight, because in truth to the owner this is the

true mode of considering the subject. No doubt

my sort of food is peculiarly favorable to young^

animals, it consisting in very liberal allowance of

milk. If the older pigs were at once put on In-

dian meal they would attain to 250 at a year old,

but the cost of the meal at 70 cents per bushel

would amount to 9 dollars, and if the first cost, 5

dollars 50 cents, be added, and the pig sold at 6

cents, there \\'Ould be but two dollars gain on two
pigs of 100 lbs. each; while three small pigs \\ath-

oul meal fed on milk would give 24 dollars in the

same time. I do not mean to give minute details

but general views. As an important qualification

of the foregoing statement it should be added that

shoats of six months bought out of droves have

usually been stinted in their growth, and animals,

like trees, recover slou-ly after a check. I pre-

sume if shoats were taken from a careful and libe-

ral owner the difference would be less. But as a

general law it may be safely affirmed, that weight

for.weight at the purchase, "the younger the animal

the greater the positive, and the far greater the net,

o-ain. At least such is my own experience and

belief."
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The foregoing letter of this intelligent and prac-
tical farmer is entitled to particular consideration.

I liave one or two other statemtMits, whicli deserve
attention. It is slated in the Domestic Encyclo-
pedia, article Soiling, tiiat "twenty-five shoats
were led for three months with green clover cut
from less than one acre; they were then fed on
Indian corn and when killed weighed three thou-
sand pounds. This is certainly an extraordinary,'

statement, and I have no other authoritv for it

than what is here given. But the Rev. Thomas
Mason, of Northfield, IMass. showed me the 27th
September last, three fine thrilty swine about nine
months or more old, nine-tenths of whose feed, as
he assured me, since the 13th of May last, had
been obtained trom one-eiglitli of an acre of clo-

ver cut and given to them o-reen.

The preceding facts and experiments encourage
the belief that hogs may be raised and fiiltenedbv
the larmer to advantage, where corn is worth
about seventy cents per busliel, and his pork will
bring him six cents per pound. Like almost every
other business, especially of an agricultural na-
ture, success must greatly depend on skill, care,
selection, and good management. The best swine
that I have ever found have been in dairv coun-
tries, tor there cannot be a doubt that milk and
whey for every animal are among tjie most nutri-
tious of aliments. Indian meal probably ranks
next, though many farmers prefer a mixture of
provender, such as corn, oats, rye, or barley; but I
believe in all cases cooked food "will have a decided
advantage over that which is given in a raw state:
an advantage more than equivalent to the labor
and expense of its prcjuiration. Potatoes are a
valuable article of food, but the pork is not so good
as that fattened upon corn. Carrots are more nu-
tritious than potatoes. Corn given in a raw state
or on the ear is a most Avasteful manatrement.

Svv'ine ought to be kept on every farm in suffi-

cient numbers to consume all the offal and waste of
the dairy and kitchen. If beyond this, a breed can
be obtained, which will arrive at early maturity,
and which can be advantageously grass fed or
kept at a small expense and in an improving con-
dition through the summer; and being put-up to
fatten early in autumn and forced as much as possi-
ble so as to be sent to market earlv in the winter,
the farmer will ordinarily find a fair profit in this
branch of husbandry. A very great advantao-e 's

found in the keeping of swine from the valuable
returns of manure both in quantity and quality,
which are obtained from them, where care is taken
to supply them with raw materials for the manu-
facture. Too much care cannot be bestowed in

the selection of the breed and the jyeneral health
of the animal when put up to feed; and it is

strongly recommended to every carefiil farmer oc-
casionally to weigh the animal and measure the
feed, that he may ascertain seasonablv on which
side the balance of debt or credit is likely to fall.

Nothing is more prejudicial to good husbandrv than
mere guesses and random conjectures; and thouffh
the result of our operations may not meet either
our wishes or expectations, an intelligent and re-
flecting mind will be always anxious as far as
practicable to know precisely how far they corres-
pond with or disappoint them. Truth, exact sim-
ple truth, in every thing, is the proper pursuit and
the most valuable possession of the human mind;

and more nearly than any thing else connected
with man's true interest and hap];iness.

hekry colman.

Meadowhanks, Beerjield, 20th yipril, 1834

ON Pr^UCKING THE FEATHERS FROM LIVING
GEIlSE.

From Moubray on Poultry.

A writer in the Monthly Magazine, December,
1823, remarks humanely on the cruelty of pluck-

ing the living goose, proposing a remedy, which I

should rejoice exceedingly to find practicable and
effective. He remarks on the additional torture

experienced by tlie poor fowl, from the too ii'e-

quent unskilfulness and want of dexterity of the
operator—generally a woman. The skin and
flesh are sometimes so torn as to occasion the
death of the victim; and even when the fowls are

plucked in the most careful manner, they lose their

flesh and appetite; their eyes become dull, and
they languish in a most p.itiable state, during a
longer or a shorter period. Mortality also has
been periodically very extensive in the flocks of
geese, from sudden and imprudent exposure of
them to cold, after being stripped, and more espe-

cially during severe seasons and sudden atmos-
pheric vicissitudes. There are many instances,

in bleak and cold situations, of lumdreds being
lost in a single night, from neglect of the due pre-

caution of comfortable shelter for as long a time as
it may appear to be required. The remedy pro-

posed, on the above authority, is as follows: Fea-
theis are but of a year's growth, and in the moult-
ing season they spontaneously flail off, and are

supplied by a fresh fleece. When, however, the

geese are in full feather, let the plumage be re-

moved, close to the skin, by sharp scissors. The
produce would not be much reduced in quantity,

whilst the quality would be greatly improved, and
an indemnification be experienced, in the uninjured

health of the fowl, and the benefit obtained to the
succeeding crop. Labor also would be saved in

dressing, since the quilly portion of the feathers,

when forcibly detached from the skin, is generally

in such a state, as, after all, to require the employ-
ment of scissors. After this operation shall have
been performed, the down from the breast may be
removed by the same means.

A VILLAGE DEPOPULATED BY THE "mILK
SICKNESS."

[The singular and fatal disease to whicli are ascribed

the eflects stated below, was described in Vol. 1, of the

Farmers' Register.]

The following extract is of a letter from a travel-

ler dated at St. Louis:

A tew miles below Alton, on the Mississippi, I

passed a deserted village, the whole population of
which had been destroyed by the "milk sickness."

The fiamlet consisted of a couple of mills and a
number of frame houses, not one of which was
now tenanted: but the dried weeds of last year
choaked the threshold of the latier, and the race-

ways of the mills were lumbered up with floating

timber, while the green slime of two summers
hung heavy on the motionless wheels. Not an
object but ourselves moved through the town; and
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tlie very crows themsoh'cs seemed to make a re-

cruit around the fatal place when they came in

vievv of tile tliickly sown burial ground on the

skirts ot" the deserted villajrc.

THOUGHTS ON REARING FRUIT TREES.

To the Editor of the FaniK rs' Kogister.

Prince Edward Coiinly, July 9th, 1834.

Much has been said and written, and a great

deal of useful knowledge has been presented relat-

ing to the best modes of rearing orchards; yet by
far the greater part of wliat I Iiave heard and read

upon the subject, has been but opinion bottomed
upon nothing better liian opinion, without any
certain knowledge, or known facts, to sustain those

opinions. The truth is, that orchards do well in

some soils and situations, under almost any course

of management, attended with the least care;

whilst witli like care and manac:ement, in other

soils and situations, they utterly fiul. Few persons

live long enough, and still fewer are suiTicientiy ob-

serving and attentive, to draw any just conclusions,

as to the best modes of rearing orcliards of any
kind of trees, which are long in coming to maturity,

being for the most part utterly ignorant which may
be the best, of any t^vo modes which have been
practised. Records have been still more rarely

kept, and seldom contained much useful infortna-

tion, yet they must be the main reliance, lor trans-

mitting any large iiortion of valuable knowledge to

posterity, upon all subjects which require many
years to bring them to maturit3^

It is now tolerably well understood, and believed

to be the fact, that the stock of fruit trees wears
out, and that they assume in early life, the decrep-

itude of old age, by being raised by grafting re-

peatedly from different sets of trees, raised the

first from a vigorous seedling stock, the next ti"om

a grafted tree, the third froin the second grafted

tree, and so on: and the ill effects are thought to

be greatly increased, by grafting from old bearing
trees; which if true, as I believe it is, threatensin
time to extinguish the different races of our best

fruits. Is there any remedy known for this evil?

I propose an alleviation: perhaps it may prove to

be a remedy. Graft always with water sprouts or

suckers, and never use limbs from the bearing part

of the tree for grafting, nor any limbs that would
probably blossom or bear fruit the same year they
are grafted, if they had been lefl: to grow on the
parent tree. Trees raised by grafting with water
sprouts, it is well known are more thrifty, than
those raised by s:raf\ing with the bearing twigs:

and equally well known, that the water sprouts re-

quire much longer time to arrive at the bearing
state; from which it may bepresunT^d they will be
longer lived. To tliose who can afford the means.
I propose what will perpetuate the same, or in all

reasonable probability full as good stocks of apples
and pears, and more certainly of all stone fruits.

Plant seed of the most choice kmds in drills, say
six feet apart; let the trees stand 18 inches apart
along the drills, which will give 4840 trees to the
acre. At this distance they may be forced to bear
fruit in four or five years, wlien with good land
and tillage, they will probably be an inch tlrick

four feet from the ground—when, as soon as vege-
tation begins in the spring, cut round the bark of
the trees, quite down to the wood, in two rings,

rather less than a quarter of an inch apart, and

talce out the belt of bark entirely to the wood.
Those narrow belts will commonly heal over be-
fore winter, and next year the trees will bear fruit,

when all the worthless kinds may be destroyed,
and the good may be preserved. If the good
should not stand in such regular order as would
be desirable for an orchard, twigs might be grafted
from the best kinds in regular order, as there would
be certainly a great abundance of stocks for the
purpose. If only one tree in 100 should be of the
same, or as good a kind as the seed sown, it would
give 48 good kind of trees to the acre, which
would be more than enough to raise to full growth
in an orchard. It is doubtless known to many of
your readers, that the discovery of forcing young
trees prematurely to bear fruit, is not nev/, but has
been published a considerable time. Its only use
to which I have applied it, is in forcing young
seedling and other unknown kinds of trees to bear
fruit early, that I maj^ not be at the trouble and
expense of raising Avorthless trees to full gro^vth

for bearing before I know what kind of fruit they
will bear—and that I may commence the rearing
of good kmds at the earliest periods. If the belt-

ing at the height of foiu" feet should cause the top

of the tree to assume the appearance of age and
decrepitude, it may be cut oft at the belt, and suf-

fered to form its top from limbs coming out below
the belt. Trees of sufficient size and height,

might be belted as high from the ground as might
be desirable to top them, if tour feet should be

thought too low.

I can say little on the subject of prur.ing. I

have found it sometimes of infinite service. No
stout limb should ever be cut off near to the body
of a tree, nor near to the trunk of a large limb, as

decay immediately commences, and the trunk or

body becomes doated, rotten, or hollow. If it

should ever be found necessary to prune off stout

limbs, let them be cut ofl'smooth, at such distance

from the trunk or body, that the stumps may not

die down to the main limbor body of the tree. This
will however be productive of considerable trouble,

as the stumps of limbs almost invariably send out

many sprouts, which it will be proper to keep
pruned off.

It seems to me certain, that the best season for

pruning, is firom the time vegetation becomes ac-

tive in the spring, till the descent of the sap; say

from the first of April till the first of July. AVounds
inflicted on trees at this season, commence imme-
diately the process of healing, the wood appearing

predisposed to re ain life and soundness, up to the

wound; whilst late in the fall and winter, wounds
inflicted, become dead and dry to a very consider-

able depth, and and p-robablyincipient putrefaction

commences, before the process of healing begins.

It may possibly be as well to prune later in the

summer than the first of July; but lam inclined

to the opinion that it is not. Praning can be more
conveniently done in winter.—Cuts or wounds in

the sides of trees or limbs, having any considera-

ble extent of branches above the wounds, heal

more rapidly late in summer and in autumn than

in spring; the case is different where the branch is

severed entirely from the tree, which being done
in the season of active ascending vegetation, will

very soon shoAV a ring of tender new bark, form-

ing round the upper end of the limb where it is

cut off, attempting to close in the wound.
I have seen most beneficial eflects from wash-
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ino- fruit trees well with strong lie made from

wood ashes, from pasting the bodies and limbs, as

hio-h up as can be conveniently done, with loblol-

ly of Avood ashes and water, and by white

washing them in like manner with lime—the two
latter of which applications, will commonly pre-

vent hares li'om biting the trees.

CHARLES WOODSOIV.

REMARKS ON THE WOODSON AND CUNNING-
HAM GRAPES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Prince Edward County.

I will give you the history of the Woodson ana
Cunningham grapes* as they have liiUen under

my own observation, and the account from others

of the discovery, with my opinion of their origin,

properties, value. &c. The Woodson grape is

one variety of a common, though not plentiful

species, of indigenous grapes, growing wild in

this part of the State, which [ have seen occasion-

ally from north of James River near Goochland
Court House, to the southern part of this county,

bordering on the middle and northern part of

Charlotte, over a space of say 60 miles. The
vine, leaf, and manner of its growth, are almost

identical with the conmion black highland wild

grape—the fruit about twice as large, the bunches
considerably larger— the color of the fruit a
brick-dust red, or bright brou-n, very nearly that

of the Bland grape, but in which alone consists

any striking resemblance betvv^een those two spe-

cies. I consider it the most delicious variety of its

particular species, the greater number of which
are very sour. It is what I call a very fine eating

fruit. Its great value consists in its heavy and
almost unfailing production, having raised it and
had it in bearing 26 years, without ever failing to

have a tolerable crop in the time: generally the

crops have been abundant. One year the fi-uit

was all very imperfectly ripened and sour—ano-

ther year about one-third of the vines did not per-

fect their fruit—this year the late frosts killed all

the spring growth of blossoms and branches, and
the second growth of branches have a thin crop of

grapes which it is probable will not ripen perfectly

belbre frost, as it is one of the latest kind of grapes.

The first vine I ever raised of the kind, was
grafted on a thrifty bearmg vine of common wild

frape, in the year 1807. The next year it bore a
ushel basket lull of bunches that were gathered

at one time, besides a few that had been eaten at

the vine. It has borne good crops, generally verj'

heavy crops, every year but one since that time.

The year it failed, I had great plenty on other

vines of the kind. The best wine made in Virgi-

nia, which I have ever tasted, was the produce of
this kind of grapes. In color and flavor, the wine
approached nearer to Madeira than any I have
met with. Its fruit is very sour and worthless,

raised in cold or moist situations. Southern expo-
sure and warm dry land suit it best. It is one
of the most hardy and rigorous vines. I have
never succeeded in raising it from cuttings, but by
grafting; though Mr. Samuel W. Venable of this

county has succeeded well. I have followed his

* An account of these grapes from another hand,

was given page 89, vol. 1. Farmers' Register. Er.

instructions strictly, and uniformly failed, so I con-

sider it unsafe to rely upon that mode of raising it.

If a vine can be procured to live and grow from
grafting, which is tolerably certain, or by };lanting

vines with roots, it may be conveniently enough
propagated by laj'ers: to do which, aportion of the

growing vine benig fastened down on the ground,

should be lightly covered with rich earth at the

joints, leaving the tops of all the branches unco-

vered. If" very lightly covered with earth, they
generally take root readily. Too thick covering

prevents the rooting kindly, and is liable to make
the vines decay. The parent vine was found

growing wild on the plantation of Henry Caldwell,

(novv' Mr. Isaac Reid's) in what we call a hedge
row or site of an old fence, near the top of a south

hill-side, a small distance north of Fort Creek
about a mile or less from its junction with Bufl'aloe

River and Falling Creek, say five miles North
West from Prince Edward Court-House. James
Caldwell, son of Henry, gave me the first account

of it in the year 1794, when he told me it had
been known for a number of years to the family,

who did not chose to show it to other people.

Henry Caldwell was an old setder there, and I

should supjiosc the vine to be older than any
Bland grape vine that ever was raised in this

county. I never found it till 1806, since which
lime it has been twice torn down from the trees

by mischievous people, to get the fruit, and has

been cut off at the ground. Its present top is of

recent growth. I have met with only two other

very good varieties of this species, both of which
are in some respects inferior to this kind.

The Cunningham grape is quite a new kind.

The parent vine, though now large, is but young.

It sprang up in a corner of Mr. Jacob Cunning-
ham's garden, and is (to almost a moral certainty)

a desciendant of the Bland grape, which had been
raised there for many years. In all its most strik-

ing qualities and appearance, it resembles the

Bland. The fruit ripens near the same time, is of

the same color, jiot quite half the size, by actual

weight, differs considerably in taste, and by some
people is preferred. It is a stronger and more vigor-

ous vine, and stands the rigor of our winters better

than the Bland, which though seldom killed by
our wmter frosts, is frequently very much injured.

It is of large growth, the leaves and bark being

nearly identical with the Bland. In 1825 I first

saw it, a very small bearing vine with extensive

top: 1826 it grew astonishingly. In March of

that year, I had some slips of it grafted on a vigor-

ous young native grape vine in my garden—sufi'er-

ing "part of it to run up on a stake, two other

branches were extended on the ground in different

directions, and covered at intervals with earth. It

took root verj' kindly and its opposite ends are 40

yards apart. It could have been extended much
farther in the time. I think it a certain, and toler-

ably plentiful bearer, and it is thought by an intel-

ligent Virginian, who has resided many years in

the wine county in the south of France, that it

would be a superior wine grape. I have neither

knowledge nor information ori this subject.

CHARLES WOODSON.

MATERNAL TENDERNESS IN A SPARROW.
A sparrow, which had built her nest on the

thatch roof of a house, was obsen^ed to continue
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her rep;ular visits lont^ after the time when the

young birds had taken their flio-ht. This unusual
circumstance continued throug-hout the year; and
in the winter, a gentlenuin wlio had all along ob-

served her, deterniined on investigating its cause.

He therefoio mounted a ladder, and found one of

the young ones detained a prisoner, by means of a

siring of" worsted, which formed part of the nest,

having become accidentally twisted round its leg.

Being thus incapacitated ii-om procuring its own
subsistence, it had been fed and sustained by the

continued exertions of" its mother.

—

Raleigh Re-
gister.

THE FEXCE LAW IN VIRGINIA.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

It is most lamentably true that the energies of

agriculture are crippled, and partially paralyzed by
legislative enactment—by the measures of our re-

presentatives, from whom we might expect pro-

tection. But IJiey give us such "protection as

eagles give to lambs, covering and devouring

them;" and I am almost induced to say, if the

laws passed on this subject were unlegislated it

would be most wise legislation. I particularly al-

lude to that law which renders it imperative on
every farmer to keep his fields enclosed, or it is

lawful for every kind of stock to de[)redate and
fatten on his hard earnings. This is the heaviest

tax we bear: and I think upon a mature examina-
tion of the subject, the universal cry will be "re-

heve us from this oppression." Let the subject be

fairly brought to the examination of every mind

—

let the trammels of precedent and the mists of
prejudice be banished—let the ra5's of truth and
justice beam upon the subject, and Ave fear not the

result. I would gladly see the Register become
the arena in which the friends and opponents of

the fence law would display their prowess. We
are seeking after truth, we Avant facts, circum-

stances, or arguments in all their force to be pro-

duced to prove the necessity of a continuation of

this system in a country so long settled as Eas-
tern Virginia. Its evils have been declared, the

reaijons why it should be abolished have been ably

sustained by some of your correspondents. The
arguments remain yet unanswered. Shall silence

on this subject be construed into a tacit acknow-
ledgement that the system is indefensible and un-
tenable? If so, let there be one simultaneous move-
ment among the people—let us petition the next
legislature for a redress of our grievances, a relief

from the onerous load we bear—let petition follow

petition until the table in the legislative hall shall

groan beneath the weight of our grievances, and
the walls themselves echo back our wrongs. If

the present legislature like precedent ones, remain
dead to the interests of agriculture, the people at

the April elections Avill have the subject in their

own hands, when they can make a proper dispo-

sition of it. It was not my intention to discuss the
merits of the question, but endeavor to excite
others to it, Avho have abilities adequate, nay
even superior to the occasion. I sincerely hope
that many able and talented advocates may rally

around the standard of opposition that has been
raised. Every principle of justice, economy, cha-
rity, good feeling towards the suffering beasts,

require of our hands an abandonment of this sys-

tem. The peace of neighborhoods, the neglected

and suffering necessities of the widow and the or-

phan demand it. We fondly ho|;e some of the

valorous knights "vvliose evening thoughts and
morning dreams are of kings, queens, and knaves,"
(for we are told such things are all the fashion at

Richmond) will forsake the society of this royal

fraternity, and give the subject a calm and delibe-

rate investigation. Here is a new theatre for ac-

tion—here honorable ambition Avould receive a
rich reward—the gratitude of an intelligent, suf-

fering community. How long shall agriculture

hang her harji upon the willow? How long shall

she chant her dolorous notes to the passing breeze?

Let but the agricultural community rise in the

majesty of their strength, and her redemption

draweth nigh, and her delivery is at hand.

A'IRGINIUS.

Prince George, Aug. 5, 1834.

THE VALUE OF LIME AS SIAIVURE IN PENN-
SYLVANIA.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Charles City County, July 22, 1834.

I send you hereAvith enclosed, an extract of a
letter Avritten by a friend, in ansAver to some in-

quiries made by myself Avith a vieAV to obtaining

correct information on the use of lime as a ma-
nure in Pennsylvania; and the mode of farming,

rotation of crops, &c. Should you deem them
worthy a place in your paper, or as adding any
thing to the interests of agriculture, they are at

your service.

COLLIER H. MINGE.

In Virginia, the object of farmers is grain—in

Pennsyh'ania, grass and grazing. Your courses

of crops in Virginia succeed each other every three

years—in Pennsylvania every six or seven years.

By feeding cattle Ave improve our land—by plough-

ing, Ave reduce it. There is no land of mine that

AA-onld stand your mode of cropping—Avhich causes

me to think that your land must be of the first

quality, if properly managed. The use of the

plough I admit, but object to the abuse of it, which
is Avhen you plough up more land than you ma-
nure, to gain five per cent, on the quantity plough-

ed up.

But to ansAveryour inquiries. My farm east of

the turnpike road contained 100 acres, of Avhich

about 85 AA-as cleared land. This, Avhen I pur-

chased it, Avould not have produced more than

fifteen bushels of corn per acre. If I should noAV

say that it Avould produce forty-five bushels per

acre, I think myself as near the truth as fifteen

bushels Avhen first purchased. Noav for the mode
of improA-ement. Lime Avas my dependence. In

the first place, fifty bushels per" acre Avas applied

on the grass, to lie over the Avinter, or to be plough-

ed up in the fall for corn. In the spring before

planting, fifty bushels more on the other side,

making one hundred bushels of lime per acre.

NoAV this field Avill be soAved in oats or barley. I

noAV view my manure, to see hoAV far it Avill go to

give tAventy bushels of Avheat per acre in a fan-

season: if it Avill not go over the Avhole, I sow the

remainder Avith grass seeds, like the rest, (cloA-er

and timothy) say four quarts of timothy, and six

quarts of clover per acre. This land remains in

gra.'is until the remainder of the cleared land is all
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limed at the rate of sixty or one hundred bushel?

per acre, and cultivated in the same manner,^
^
I

now come to the place of beginning, when fifty

bushels more of lime is added—the rule the same
as above, respecting manure and grass seeds. I

proceed on in this way untd two hundred bushels ol'

lime per acre, are on. This trat^t oi' land which I

have just described to you, i graze—and cultivate

only as much as will pay the laboring expenses.

It has led for five years past thirty head of cattle,

of SIX hundred pounds weight, which has given

twenty-two dollars per head. All the corn and
oats that are raised on it are fed away to the cat-

tle, and thus the manure is made very valuable.

This method of feeding my oflal grain isthe same
on the farm I live on. I sell my wheat g.nd barley,

and dispose of the other with my cattle, which in

common I think the best market I can get.

I will now pass on to my experiment of improv-

ing land with lime alone, without the assistance

of manure. I purchased a lot of land containing

thirty acres, twenty of which was cleared, and
had been thrown open as a common for some
years, not Avorth making one hundred and fifty

rails to enclose it, which with the rails on it made
a reasonable fence. To test the quality of this

land I had five acres ploughed and planted with

corn. It did not produce me five buslicls of good
corn per acre. It being one mile and a half from

my farm, no manure was drawn to it except about

four bushels, to put in a galley to stop its washing.
I sowed these five acres in oats and clover seed, but

they were like the corn, not worth half the labor

bestowed on them. I now commenced and put

on the twenty acres one thousand bushels of lime,

suffering it to lie on the surface four years. I put

on it occasionally sheep, calves, &c. The fifth

year I layed on one thousand bushels more lime,

making one hundred to the acre, all lymg on the top

oftheground. Thiswasnot fair play: it should have
been ploughed each lime, and well mixed. The
seventh year I was applied to by a farmer conve-

nient, to cultivate it on shares; he voluntarily of-

fered me one-half the produce, delivered on my
home farm. The produce was thirty-three bush-
els per acre, in corn. It was now sowed in oats,

and produced forty bushels. With the oats, clo-

ver seed and timothy Avere sown, as usual. It was
now pastured four or five summers, and one thou-

sand bushels more lime was added, making one
hundred and fifty bushels per acre. I now culti-

vated it myselfj and the produce was forty-^five

bushels per acre in corn—oats and clover seed fol-

lowing: four years after this plouging I laid on one
thousand bushels more lime, making two hundred
bushels per aci'e.

First cost per acre, - - - $14
Two hundred bushels lime at 16^ cents, 33
And two tons plaster at S'lO per ton, 20

This land has given me for the last five years

good six per cent, interest on the whole cost per
acre.

In this experiment I have varied from my home
method of farming, in resp,oct to feeding niy grain

on the land. Not one bushel of grain was fetl on
it. One crop of corn was husked on the stalks,

and cattle turned in to eat the remainder; the
stalks were all drawn ofi" as was all oat straw
made. Thus the oats and com now taken ofi'

amount to more than one hundred bushels per

acre.

I saw your account of marling expenses—you
can improve your land nuich cheaper than 1 can if

your marl is as desirable as that specimen I gave
you.* It nmst be fif:een years sitsce I had some
of that drawn out, and ils good eficcts now are as

plain as they were the first year.

GAMA GRASS.
To the Editor of llie Farmers' Register.

Scailsburg, Halifax, j^ug. 10, 1834.

The following observations upon the gama
grass, are necessarily unsa!isfi.ictory and impedi^ct;

but they may possibly throw some additional

light upon a subject which has excited considera-

rable interest. I am fully sensible that years of
careful observation and extended experiment can
alone satisfy the public mind about a mtitter of
this sort. My object is simply to show the );ro-

ductive capacity of this grass, and to point out a
few facts with regard to its habits and character,

which may be of use in facilitating proposed ex-
periments.

It is alread)' known that gama grass is found
upon the alluvial lands of the Rounoke, and it.s

tributaries. The description given of it in the
fourth number of the Farmers' Register, enabled
me to recognize it upon the Dan. I have knawn
it for many years, and have frequently been at-

tracted by its luxuriance, but have hitherto looked
upon it as one of the numerous species of flag in

which 01 u' lands abound. Upon further investi-

gation, I have been enabled to correct this opinion,

and to record the following facts.

It vegetates readily upon every variety of soil,

but with very different degrees of luxuriance.

Upon lean stifi' lands, for instance, the blades never
exceed twelve inches in length; and I have seen
spots of it upon very steril land where its greatest

altitude was only a ft;w inches. On the other

hand, upon light sandy loams the blades will ge-
nerally measure five feet in full groA\^h, and the

flower stems will occasionally reach an altitude of

nine feet. It is evidently a species of maize, and
to this circumstance it probably owes its name of
"corn grass," and its value as provender. The
grain possesses a pleasant farinaceous flavor, un-
distinguishable from that of Indian corn. When
extracted from the horny substance in which it is

imbedded, it is found protected by several thin 1am-
inse, similar to those in which a grain of wheat is

encased. Ii i^ a little smaller than the latter

grain, and of a conical shape. There is a soft

pulpy substance running fi-om the apex to the base,

corresponding in taste and color to the heart of a
grain of corn.

Twenty bunches of this grass cut about the

last of June, were found to weigh 107 lbs. green,

making an average of five pounds to the bunch.
The diameters of these bunches were generally

about eighteen inches. Very few of thein reached
two feet. The flower stems were numerous and
constituted three-quarters of the weight. The
stems and blades however were consumed by ani-

mals with equal avidity.

It does not flourish upon "water sobbed," or

marsh lands, however fertile. Or where it is in-

*This specimen contained 60 per cent, of carbonate

of lime.
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commoded by grass or weeds of any description.

Indeed it seems almost as easily affected by these

circimistances as Indian corn. On lands in fine

tilth and unobstructed by other vegetation, the

product ot^ these bunches AVerc from seven to nine

pounds green hay. Nothing can exceed the ra-

pidity with which it vegetates. It grew eight

inches in six days afler the first cuttings, and in

twenty days the blades generally measured two
and a half feet. From various experiments, I

consider that one pound of green hay to the square

foot is the ordinary ])roduct. In one instance six-

teen pounds were obtained from a closely matted
area of as many square feet. Upon a soil equal

perhaps to the production of two and a half bar-

rels of corn to the acre.

No satisfactory experiments were made to test

the weight of the cured hay. At least they were
confined to a few bunches only. I consider how-
ever two-thirds an ample allowance for all loss

in the process of curing. I have avoided making
any calculation from the facts given above, be-

cause I still feel a degree of incredulity about the

matter, which nothing but time and extended ex-

periment can effectually remove. Those who have
more Itiith in figures may be easily convinced that

ninety ton of green grass to the acre is a moderate
allowance.

I must not omit to state an experiment I made
in planting. Two acres of land were selected si-

milar to that upon which I found it growmg with
luxuriance. It was laid off by Mr; Meares' di-

rection, and planted by slightly covering small

portions of the root. The result was very unhap-
py: a great portion never after saw the light

—

and what did come up was smothered by the

weeds. There were however a few bunches
planted with the tops above ground: these were
once worked, and are now flourishing. Were I

to repeat the experiment I should make use of

larger sets, and leave their tops exposed. The
land should be regularly cultivated until the ex-

tension of the roots forbid the introduction of the

hoe or plough. This I am Avell convinced is the

only way of cultivating it to advantage.

The process of curing gama hay is simple.

Two days exposure to the sun is sufficient. It

may then be thrown into shocks with safety. In

this situation it will withstand weather which
would destroy clover hay. This I know from ob-

•servation, and it is owing to the structure of the

blade which by a little care in arranging renders

the interior of the stack or shock impervious to rain.

I have used several hundred weight of this hay
during the summer, and have generally found it

preferred to clover or herd's grass. But whether
it could be substituted with profit for these long es-

tablished grasses, I am unable to decide. Thia
much however may be said in favor of clover and
red-top, that where lands are cheap and continu-

ally deteriorating as they are in Eastern Virginia,

they constitute the cheapest means of" restoring

them to fertility, and at the same time afford an
abundant supply of provender. It is of little con-
sequence under such circumstances, whether our
hay is reaj^ed from one or five acres: the addition-

al labor is the only difference, and that is scarcely

worth calculating. As far as improvement is con-

cerned, the fine turf and rich herbage of clover

and herd's grass arc in my humble opinion, of in-

VoL. II.—25

calculable more importance to the interests of ag-
riculture than gama grass and its hundred tons to

the acre.

It may be said that the cultivation of all of these
grasses at the same time is not incompatible. We
doubt it. The introduction of gama grass would
eventually banish the others, by giving fresh im-
petus to the ruinous system hitherto followed in

many parts of Virginia, of extending the surface

of cultivation without anj' regard to improvement.
On the other hand, clover and red-top insure a
compulsory reformation of this S3"s1em, by confin-

ing our operations to a smaller space, and giving

more leisure for enriching these contracted scenes,

whilst the rest of the farm is gradually undergoing
the enriching effects of luxunant herbage.

HENRY E. SCOTT.

THE PROFITS OF THE DAIRY COMPARED M'lTH
THAT OF FATTENING ANIMALS.

From the Genesee Farmer.

" It has been stated on the authority of the.

Board of x\griculture, and upon incontrovertible

data, which any farmer or cow feeder may ascer-

tain for his own satisfaction, that the quantity of

herbage that will add 112 lbs. to the weight of an
ox, will, when bestowed on a dairy cow, of^ ordinary

good breed, and in lair condition to yield milk, ena-

ble her to yield about 2700 imperial pints of milk.

And, as it is well known that, even in Scotland,

where milk often contains more cream than that of

cows ied on richer pasture: yet, in general, 17 pints

of milk will yield an imperial pound of butter; and
the buttermilk will sell at Id. the three pints; and,

as 120 pints of that milk will yield from 16 lbs. to

17 lbs. averdupois, of full milk or Dunlop cheese,

it is easy to ascertain whether the 112 lbs. of heei]

or these quantities of butter and buttermilk, or of

cheese, will realize the greatest sum. The 2700
pints of milk will yield nearly 385 lbs. or 27-|

stones imperial of fidl milk cheese; and, if made
into butter, they will give nearly 157^ lbs. besides

the buttermilk, which would about amount to half

the quantity of milk churned. The average price

of beef^ for seven years past, has not exceeded 6s.

per English stone; and the 112 lbs. of course

amounts to £2 8s., while 27^ stones of cheese, at

5s, per stone, the average price paid by the mer-
chant to the farmer, during the last seven years,

amounts to £G 17s. 6d.; and the average price of

157 lbs. butter, at Sd. per lb. for the same period,

amounts to £5 5s., and the buttermilk to £1 17s.

6d. more, or both to £7 2s. 6d.; so that the aver-

age price of the cheese exceeds that of the beef

to"the amount of £4 9s. 6d.; and the butter and

buttermilk give £4 14s. 6d. more than the beef

jiroduced from the same quantity of food to the

cattle."

The above extract is from the Quarteriy Journal

of Agriculture lor March, and was promised some
weeks ago. Let us apply its leading facts to our

market.
'^ We will assume, that the price of beef

in our lar<ze towns is upon an average .^5 per cwt.,

of butter 16 cents per lb., and of full milk cheese

7 cents. The result would be this:

112 lbs. of beef, at 5 cents, $5 60

380 lbs. of cheese, at 7 cents, 26 60

157 lbs. of butter, at 16 cents, 24 12

These facts, at all events, are worthy the con-

sideration of cattle farmers.
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ON ASHES AS A MANURE.
From the Genesee Farmer.

From a letter just received from a correspondent

in Pennsylvania, we make the following extracts.

We are aware that many of our Genesee larniers

consider the use of ashes as a manure at least

doubtful,—ascribing its supposed inelficacy to some
peculiarity either in our soil or climate; but we
have not been disposed to adopt this opinion. In

fields which yield large crops, tlie ditFerence of a

ihw bushels to the acre, is scarcely perceptible; and
it follows that the value of a njanure which pro-

duces such difference, may be much under-rated.

Yet it is evident tjiat five bushels of Indian com,
added to the forty or fitly bushels which the land

would produce without manure, are ^voith as much
to the larmer, as when that addition is made to

the product of more steril lands; or when it in-

creases the crop from twenty to twenty-five bushels

an acre.

We want experiments in the western parts of

this state, on the subject of ashes as a manure.

We believe that farmers, instead of selling un-

leached ashes at their doors for six cents a bushel,

would find it more profitable to keep them tor their

own use, and to apply them to their own corn fields

as manure.
" I put a small handful of unleached ashes into

eacli hill of corn at the time of planting; and I

think this way is better than to put it on the hill

after the corn has come up. Last season, I dress-

ed a few rows of corn with it, and am satisfied it is

iuily worth seventy-five cents a bushel for this pur-

pose. These rows alternated with others, so that

the experiment was fairly tried; and the difference

was apparent through the whole season. There
was a gain of at least five bushels to the acre.

The ashes cost fifteen cents a bushel, the quantity

not exceeding'_three bushels to the acre.

"This year, I bought potash for soap making,

80 that I might save my ashes for manure, unleach-

ed. I am satisfied that leached ashes are not Avorth

near so much; yet with the latter, the corn was
much better than in that part of the field which
had no ashes."

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING INDIGO IN

SMALL QUANTITIES FOR FAMILY USE.

By Mrs. N , of North Carolina.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

Mr. Editor,—Cut the Indigo when the under

leaves begin to dry, and while the dew is on them
in the morning, put them in a barrel, fill it with

rain water, put weights on it to keep it under wa-
ter; when bubbles begin to form on the top, and
the water begins to look of a reddish color, it is

eoaked enougli, and must be taken out, taking

care to wring and squeeze the leaves well, so as

to obtain all the strength of the plant; it must
then be churned (which may be done by means
of a tolerable open basket, with a handle raising

it up and down) until the liquor is quite in a foam,
you must try when it is done enough, by taking
out a spoonful in a plate, and putting a small quan-
tity of very strong he to it. If it curdles, the indi-

go is churned enough, and you must proceed to

break the liquor in the barrel in the same way, by
Eutting in lie, which must be as strong as possible,

y email quantities, and continuing to churn, until

it ia all sufficiently curdled; care must, be taken not

to put in too much lie, aa that will spoil it. When
it curdles well with the lie, it musrt be sprinkled

well over the top with oil, which immediately

causes the foam to subside, after which it must
stand till the indigo settles to the bottom of the

barrel, whicii may be discovered by the appear-

ance of the water, which must be let oti' gradually,

by boring holes first near the top, afterwards lower,

as it continues to settle; when the water is all let

off, and nothing remains but the mud, take that

and put it in a bag, (flannel is the best) and hang
it up to drip, altervvai'ds spread it to dry on large

dishes.

Take care that none of the foam, Avhich is- the

strength of the weed, escapes; but if it rises too

high, sprinkle oil on it.

ON THE SELECTION OF SOILS FOR A VINE-
YARD.

Hancock County, (Geo.) July, 1834,

From the Southern Agriculturist.

3Ir. Editor,—Six or eight years ago, a desire to

cultivate the vine, seemed to be spreading so ex-
tensively through South Carolina and Georgia,
that by this time it was expected we should have,
if not abundant supplies of good domestic wine,
at least such reports of progress as would furnish

valuable directions to adventurers of the present
day. For such reports I have looked in vain to

the pages of your useful repository, and other ac-

cessible sources of information. It was never pro-

bable, that every vine planted would succeed well,

because too little was known in this countiy of the
culture, eligibility of soils, or variety of the vine to

be planted. Except Mr. Geig-er, Mr. Herbemont,
and a few others in Carolina, and perhaps about
the same number in Georgia, I have heard of
no experimenter, whose achievements in wine-
making, can be regarded as at all encouraging.
Ev'eiy one has raised vines, which in the spring
season, give fair promise of fruit; but unluckily be-
fore vintage, mildew, rot, or some other form of
malady, seems, in most instances, to have destroy-
ed most or all of the crop. Such, at least, has
been the fate of mine, and several other small
vineyards Avithin the range of my observation,

though I have remarked a few notable excep-
tions.

A knowledge of the causes of failure and of

success is in great demand by all who think of
prosecuting this interesting branch of cultivation;

and this cannot, so certainly and conveniently be
had, in any other way as by detailed accounts of
experiments, setting forth the mode of planting
the vines, the kind of earth in which they may
have grown—whether clay, sand, or loam pre-

dominates—the name of the vines, method of til-

lage and training, together with the experimenter's
own remarks on the subject. It is in the hope of
drawing from some of the readers and patrons of
the ylgricuUurist, that I ask the publication of
this article.

It has been said, I know, that an annual exci-
sion of the superficial roots of the vine, so as to

force the plant to subsist and propagate fruit, by
the roots more deeply rooted beneath the surface,

would be found a security from mildew and rot.

This mode of treating vines is often practised in

this country, and poi^sibly with beneficial effects.
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Mine, however, which grow tliriitily in a deep
sand have not matured one half the fruit.

It has also been said, that sandy and rather poor
land j)roducos more perfect and richer berries than
soil of greater fertility, and more largely mixed
with clay. This, too," is contradicted by my ob-

servation. By tar the most thrifty and valuable

vine3-ard, I ever saw, comprising six or eight vari-

eties of the grape, on about sev^en acres, is now
cultivated in the county of Jasper, (Georgia) on a
high hill of pretty rich red clay and very stony. I

saw it last July in tall bearing, the fruit just be-
gininng to ripen, and not a berry diseased, except
a lew Isabellas, and, perhaps, one other variety,

the name not now remembered. The excessive
wet weather of last spring was fatal to grapes
growing on sandy soils; yet the vineyard in Jasper,
on red clay, Avas never more prolific, yielding, as

I understand, between one and two thousand gal-

lons of wine, which the skilful and fortunate cul-

tivator. Col. Alexander, sells readily at from one
and an half to two and an half dollars a gallon,

when tabove one year old. But this was not the

only instance of pretty uniformly good crops being
produced on rich red clay lands.

What time may do ibr vines which grow on
poor and sandy land, our brief experience in the
culture of the article has not yet shown—such
lands, I knoAv, are recommended by most Euro-
pean writers; yet it is well known that in a state of
Jiature, it is our rich woodlands only that produce
our thriftiest vines and the richest fruit. The ex-

Eerience of Europe may be different, or as has
een often stated, and yet no safe guide in this re-

spect to the American adventurer.
The most productive vines I ever saw, is the

mother of that family of excellent grapes, known
as the " Devereux grape." It stands in my neigh-
borhood, is now thirty years old or upwards, and
has been trained on arbors to the length of one
hundred feet or more—never much pruned—pro-

duces a good crop every year, and grows in soil

almost as rich as manure can make it. I have a
number of thrilfy vines of the Devereux grape in

a vineyard of rather poor sandy land, which have
not perfected fruit oflener than one year in three
since they began to bear—they may do better

when older; but from the facts that have fallen

under my notice, I would, for the location of a
vineyard, select the richest red clay of suitable

elevation that I could find. Long spells of rain,

will, I fiiar, ruin the fruit of any vines in thiscoun-
trj^ which grow on beds of deep sand—unless, in-

deed, such consequences may be averted by co-
pious applications of manure.

rilGHLAlVDER.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE RED LANDS OF THE
SOUTH WEST MOUNTAINS.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

I observed in looking over the September num-
ber of the Farmers' Register, in an article signed
"A Gleaner," a notice of horizontal ploughing, as
adopted in Albemarle, and as he supposes now
abandoned. It certainly is abandoned in the
breaking up of land, but not in the culture of the
corn—the crop being planted, or attempted to be
Elanted, in horizontal drills very generally laid ofl

y the eye. It is true that the eye of every
ploughman is not as accurate as that of a gentle'-

\

man who had discovered that water would run up
hill, (for you must know he had the most accu-
rate eye in the world, and he had discovered by it

that water had run from a lower to a higher point)—but sufhciently accurate for practical purposes,
to keej) the water dispersed, and prevent wide
breaches through the field. In brealdng the land
with the large plough, the old system of beds both
straight and horizontal are disused, for the more
expeditious and efficacious spiral method; that is

going round the base of the hill and terminating
at the top. The mould-board being kept always
from the hill, the earth is moved a smaller distance,

and tumbling over more, leaves a freer and
wider furrow. The growing practice of cultivating
corn, on Uivt] or clover, and the disuse of the small
plough and coulter, (depending exclusively upon
the supei'ficial Avork of the cultivator, and trusting

to the decomposition of the vegetable matter to

mellow the land, which is more permanent and ef-

fectual than the plough or coulter, better for land
and crop,) will lead to the entire disuse of the ho-
rizontal jdoughing, except upon stubble or clear
land, or for the relief of teams on very broken
fields. It may well be doubted whether' horizon-
tal ploughing Avould be useful upon lands less pei*-

meable to water than the red lands of the South
West Mountains. They are so, in a very remark-
able degree—and if the water can be arrested for

a moment it goes into the earth. It is a friable

clay, without sand; its aperient, is a round iron ore
from the size of the point of a pin to a partridge shot,

rolling Avhen it comes in contact with the plough,
which never cleans itself unless the land is perfect-

ly dry. It is adhesive in a high degree Avhen wet,
yet not cohesive except when dry; adhering to your
feet most inconveniently, j'et not cohering sufficient-

ly unless hard trod, or "turfed, to be turned over by
the plough; but shoving aside like diy sand. The
clay breaks in cubical fractures. These after lying
tempered in brick mortar forty-five hours, moulded
and remaining until the brick has acquired consis-

tence enough to bear handling, will be found to be
dry when taken from the centre of the moist brick,

having resisted the action of the Avater. When
ploughed in the hill it is acted on by frost, and be-
comes very light. A hare may be tracked across
a field as through snoAv. Light enough almost
to be blown by the Avinds, yet this is the condition
in Avhich it AA'iJInot Avash. The Avriterofthis article

recollects to have had a A'cry steep field in the
shape of a half funnel, in this condition in the
Avinter of 1822-3, exposed to a rain of nine inches
and a quarter, falling in about fifleen or eighteen
hours, Avithout the slightest Avashing, except where
the Avater burst out of the earth and run a few
feet before it disappeared. A A^ery small portion

reduces to an impalpable poAvder; yet that is so

minute as to penetrate the best made ncAv boot.

It exhibits no appearance upon the surface of be-

ing dissolved by Avater. CIoA'er seed falling into

holes, is found after a rain not imbedded in a clay

or soil deposited by Avater, but clear and distinct

upon the surface, as if the water had held none in

solution. A thin crust forms on the surface in

sprinff (Avhich does not crack in drying) sufTicient-

Ij' hard to cause cloA'er seed to lie on it as a rock,

and ])erish; or should a root perchance penetrate,

it enters a loose coarse soil, badly adapted to it.s

vegetation; hence it is, Avithout the roller, preca-
rious in the extreme, for a crop of young clover;
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yet when it gets hold, no land produces more vigo-

rously or is more improved by it. Vegetable mat-
ter corrects many ot'its defects. It pays well him
who cultivates well—it starves him who cultivates

badly. A crop is never drowned by wet. No
land stands drought better. It vv ashes as little un-
tler good culture as any land—as much under bad.

Grass was not indigenous, except a few late sum-
mer grasses and coarse weeds. You now find

the clover, the sassafras and the brier, struggling

for the mastery—tlie clover taking it the first crop,

the sassafras and bner the second. It was origi-

nally very fertile, and tempted at an early period

capitalists, who desolated it with their tobacco,

their overseers, and their negroes. The first step

at reclamation with many has been achieved; the

surface is smoothed, and again produces vegeta-

tion; but the most advanced are far Irom a maxi-
mum. It will be a rich district. The energies of

the soil when properly developed, are of the most
vigorous character.

Lands more soluble in water, acquire a com-
pactness under the action of hasty rain, which
cause them to admit the water more slowly.

Your horizontal furrows fill to overflownng—one

breaks over into the one beneath it—that into a

third—thus the water becomes embodied, and pro-

duces the evil you desired to arrest. The red land

of the South West Mountain if ploughed so deep

that the water cannot float, the whole suriace ad-

mit it like a sieve, and it passes ofl' into a substra-

tum two or three feet below, as is proven by roads

worn on hill-sides, which no matter how elevated,

invariably become springy in wet weather.

Your correspondent quotes a passage from Ara-

tor, viz: "hilly lands will admit of narrow ridges

as well as level, by a degree of skill and attention

so easily attainable, that I observed it to have ex-

isted in Scotland above a century past, under a

state of agriculture otherwise execrable, and
among the ignorant highlanders." Did tlie author

of Arator intend to convey the idea that horizon-

tal ploughing existed in Scotland a century ago?

Lord Kaimes (I quote from memory, not having a

copy of the work, and therefore cannot give his

words) in speaking of this crooked ploughing of

Scotland, does not call it horizontal, but speaks of

it as without object, resembling the uncertain zig-

zags of an animal walking uncontrolled through a

field. This expression could not have been used

where crooked beds were designed for a particular

object. A rator has certainly fallen into an error

on this subject.

The rain being over, and my horses done eat-

ing, Mr. Editor, I must take my leave of" you.
Don't be surprised that one who follows the plough
daily should quote Lord Kaimes to you. It is not

always the case that those who have most leisure,

have most learning.

A FURROW TURNER.

EXPERIMENTS ON GAJIA GRASS.

For the Farmers' Register.

Among the difi'erent experiments I have made
for the purpose of ascertaining fully and correctly,

the various modes in which the gama grass may
be advantageously used in feeding cattle, and for

which purpose it seems to me admirably calcu-
lated, I have been much gratified with one, on

which I stumbled^ and the result of which may be
worth communicating.
Having been in early life macli accustomed to,

and a close observer of Pejinsylvania farR)ing, I

was much pleased with the German economy ot*

increasing forage for their cattle, by the aid of art,

in mixing footl—they being assured thcit the pro-

cess adds to the capacity of each ingredient, fo?

furnidiing nutritive properties.

This theory they put in practice throughout
many parts of the state, in their mode of putting

up green clover, as a forage for milch cows during

the winter; not only preserving, as they beiieve^

in a superior manner the fine qualities of the

clover, but augmenting equally the «iuantity oi"

forage. As fiist as the clover is cut, they stack if,

mixing equal quantities of well preserved straw,

and a small portion of salt, sprinkled rcgvilarly

over the clover as the layers are completed. Thu
gratification with which the cattle appear to feed

on tliis preparation throughout the winter, I eariy

noticed, especially when it was cut up in the box,

and served out to them in troughs—one tin pint

cup full of rye, or Indian meal, seasoning the food

of a day, when confined to their stalls.

I once had the pleasure of witnessing an experi-

ment made by an intelligent German farmer, to

ascertain the advantage of steaming this prepara-

tion, before feeding, and was much pleased with
the residt. The milk evidently was increased

twenty-five per cent., and the capacity of the food

for giving out its nutritive quaJities,^ almost the

same.
A recollection of this fact induced me fo endea-

vor to imitate the course of the intelligent Ger-
man; and commencing the last July, I built up a
considerable stack, of equal quantities of gama
grass and tcheat straw, in thin layers, taking the
grass from the scythe, and on each layer of grass,

as I built my pile, sprinkling a little salt (ground
alum;)—straw; then grass and salt. The straw
was in a state of perfect preservation. The stack

was built in the old Pennsylvania barrack fashion,

a good thatched roof, moving up and down, as
required, on fixed posts.

On the 1st of December, I found the prepara-
tion sweet and in fine preservation, and com-
menced feeding four favorite milch cows, in a
trough, under an open shed in my "dung stead."'

This shed was protected on the north and west.

The preparation I cut up in a patent cutting box,
to about one inch—this was the work of rainy
days, two hands cutting several hundred bushels
per day; as cut, it was packed closely away in a
small apartment in my cutting room, to be used
as required. On taking the cover from the stack,

or barrack, it gave out a fine flavor, resembling
that discoverable on opening a stack of" well pre-

served corn blades. This I wished to preserve as
much as possible, believing it to add to the gratifi-

cation of the animals while eating it, for I found
that afier my cattle were accustomed fo the pre-

paration, on going up to a bundle of straio, they
would smell it strongl}'', and immediately go in

search of another, but never leave that one min-
gled with the grass.

In the morning, previously ascertaining the

quantity requisite to feed on to 12 o'clock, I put it

in the troughs, sjirinkling it with a liquid (I kept

always ready by having two casks) composed of

water and corn meal, in which the vinous fermeii-
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tation was completed, and the acetous sliofhtly

commenced. The result of this feeding, whether
as: regards economj", or success in siipjiorting cat-

tle in good plight, I am fully satisfied with, and I

beg leave to suggest the tri;xl to all those who are
now cultivating this grass.

1 took the wheat straw intentionally, knowing
that straw was held in the least estimation !)y cat-

tle raisers—I shall hereafter subject all my straw
to the same process. I made a little of the pre-
p.aration with rice straw, a grain we raise with
admirable success, on even our pine lands—and
some with rye and oat straw. These three last,

I found my mules eat, voraciously, and to eat

which, my best fed horses appeared 'nothing loath,'

especially that in which the oat straw was com-
bined.

For all my dry cattle, work steers, mules, and
horses, I shall cut the grass hereafter, at one montWs
growth, say sev^en cuttings during the season.

I have occasionally observed, that some gentle-

men feel doubtful, in spite of the hundred testi-

monies that have been given to the public, res-

pecting the astonishing productiveness of this

grass. Having it in a fine state of cultivation, on
pine land, the soil about as well managed and
manured, as a good Virginia farmer manures and
manages his clover field, I will give the product of

a part of a lot of it, during the last year, which
was a favorable season with us.

I lai.l oft' a piece of ground, one hundred by fifty

feet—the plants previously at two feet distance.

Cut on the first day of May, and monthly, until

the first day of November inclusiv^e. The produc-

tion averaged /eu a;id a half pounds at each cut-

ting, from each plant or root. In the month of

June, I sprinkled rotted cotton seed over the ground
—at each cutting loosened the ground between the

plants with a narrow hoe. Previous to planting,

I cave the o-round a coat of lime.

AGRICOLA.
Clarke County, Alabama.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY FOR KIXG WILLIAM,
AND ICIXG AKD QUEEIV.

For the Farmers' Register.

At a meeting held agreeably to notice, at Ay-
lett's, on the first of August, 1834, for the purpose
of organizing an agTicultural society for the coun-
ties of King William, and King and Queen—on
motion. Dr. William B. Westniore was called to

the chair, and Thomas Hayncs appomted secre-

tary.

1. Resolved, That a committee of thirty-one be
appointed by the chaiiTnan to draft and report a
constitution at our next meeting, which committee
being appointed—on motion, the chairman was
added to the committee.

2. Resolved, That some suitable person be ap-
pointed to deliver an address at this place, on the
third Wednesday in October next, for the purpose
of promoting the objects of this meeting.

3. Resolved, That Mr. John Gaines be ap-
pointed to deliver the address, and in case of his

failure the chairman select some other person.

4. Resolved, That the secretary inform the ab-
sent members of the connnittee, appointed to draft

a constitution, of their appointment, and earnestly
solicit their co-operation.

5. Resolved, That Dr. William B. Westmore
act as chairman of the committee.

6. Resolved, That a copy of the proceedings of
this meeting be forwarded to the editor of the Far-
mers' Register, A\-ith a request for him to publish
them.
On motion, This meeting is adjourned to meet

on the third Wednesday in October next.

WILLIAM B. WESTMORE, chairman.

Thos. Ilaynes, scc'r3'.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY FOR BUCKINGHAM.
For tlie Farmers' Kegi.slcr.

At a meeting of a number of gentlemen at the
house of Robert Shaw, esq., in the county of
Buckingham, on the 29th of August, 1834; the
object of which being the formation of an agri-

cultural society—on motion of Dr. Wm. Mosefey,
Robert Shaw, esq. was called to the chair, and
Wm. N. Patteson appointed secretary.

On motion of Col. Thomas M. Bondurant. re-

solved, that a committee of eight be appointed to

prepare and submit to an adjourned meeting, a
constitution for the government of said society:

whereupon, the chair filled the blank with the

names of the following gentlemen: Thomas M.
Bondurant, Wm. Lewis, Wm. N. Patteson, Dr.

Wm. C. Moselev, Dr. James M. Austin, George
Moseley, P. H. Hickok and Dr. Wm. P. Moseley;

and on motion, the chairman was also added to

said committee.
On motion of Maj. George Moseley, resolved,

that the members of this meeting constitute a
committee, Avhose duty it shall be to make known
to the citizens of this county, the object of this

meeting, and to invite their attendance, and re-

quest their co-operation therein.

On motion, resolved, that when this meeting
adjourn, it be to meet at this place on the 9th of

September next.

On motion of Maj. James M. Patteson, re-

solved, that the foregoing proceedings be forwarded

to the editors of the Richmond Whiff, Richmond
Enquirer, Virginia Advocate, and Farmers' Re-
gister, with a request that they publish the same in

their respective papers.

On motion, rei?olved, that the proceedings of

this meeting be signed by the chairman and sec-

retary.

On motion of Wm. Lewis, esq., resolved, that

this meeting adjourn.

ROBERT sHAAv, chairman.

JVm. iV. Patteson, secretary.

FIELD PEAS AFTER WHEAT.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

King and Queen, Jlug. 12, 1S34.

Permit me to call your attention for a moment
to a pleasing fact which has recently occurred on
my farm. There is now on a part of my stubble

field, from which wheat was taken the last week
in June, a fine growth of ])ea vines (volunteers)

which have sprung up since the wheat was taken
off.

The land was cultivated in corn and peas last

year, and at the prop^^r time to seed wheat, say
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about the 18th of October last, the com was re-

moved, (the peas having been previoiisly gather-

ed,) and tlie land laid down in wheat.
No doubt but that some of the peas were left

on the land, ploughed under with the wheat,

and remained in statu quo all the \vinter. I am
now clearly of the opinion that it would be highly

beneficial to our poor sandy soils, where clover

will not take well, to sow one bushel of black eyed
or Jefierson peas, per acre, at the time of seeding

wheat, taking care not to commence, in order to

prevent the peas vegetating at that season of the

j^ear, before frost, or cold weather. Indeed, with

us, it is very unsaltj generally to sow wheat sooner

than the 15th of October; seeded earlier it is al-

most certain to be destroyed by the fly.

This system of im])rovement possesses several

very important advantages. 1st. The expense
will be only about sixty or seventy cents per acre.

2d. There is no extra tallow, harrowing, or labor

of any kind—and 3d. The land is not at all ex-

posed to the action of a hot sun, which must ne-

cessarily be the case where you fallow for a crop

of buckwheat or peas. The tory, or black pea

is admirably adapted to this system, lor it will

bear the most rigid exposure, and produces a most
luxuriant cover of vines.

fThe honorary- Silver Medal having been offered

as a premium for the best account of experi-

ments made, to ascertain what advantage may
be derived from plucking olf the flowers of the

potato, it was adjudged to the author of the fol-

lowing Report.]

REPORT OF AN EXPERIMENT MADE AT ABER-
DONA, TO ASCERTAIN THE BENEFIT RE-
SUI.TING FROM THE REMOVAI< OF POTATO-
BLOSSOMS,

By Mr. James Murray.

From tlie Prize Essays and Transactions of tlip Highland Soci-
ety of Scotland, [March, 1834.]

The experiment was made according to he
plan laid down by the Plighland Society in their

list of premiums for 1833.

The quality of the soil was not the best adapted
for a very successful potato crop, but as I did not
think of making the experiment until after the

ground had been sown, I had no alrernative left

me. At the same time, I believe that an exper-
iment of this nature, although made upon a crop
raised in soil not peculiarly well adapted for its cul-

ture, will be quite as salisfiictory in determining
the advantages of it, as one made upon a moi'e

congenial soil. The soil consisted throughout the
two acres upon which the potatoes had been sown,
of a shallow loam, upon a bed of what is gener-
ally called till. The field had been well drained,

but like ev^ery other field of the same nature of soil,

(unless where Mr. Smith of Deanston's trenching

plough may have been used,) continues in what
may be called a cold, damp stoie, and therefore an
enemy to the potato.

The variety of the potato sown, was one which
had been brought Ironi Ireland some years ago
by a gentleman of this neighborhood, and is called

the red potato in this neighborhood.
I divided the whole field into parts of three drills

each, and having explained what'J wished to be
done to a few children of from nine to twelve

years old, previous to the appearance of any blos-

soms, they never allowed a day to elapse, without
looking alter their charge, and no sooner had a
blossom begun to appear, (or in bud,) upon No. 1,

of each part, than it was certain to be immediate-
ly plucked off. The other two drills of each part

remained untouched until the blossoms upon No. 2.

seemed to be fully exi'anded, when they were also

plucked oil, while No. 3. was allowed to ripen its

fruit. By arranging the drills m this manner, I

could depend on being more correct in having the

soil of each of the drills of each part exactly

similar than I could have been, had I divided the
field in the manner jjroposed by the Society.

The preceding part of the experiment was (as
it must appear to be) very simple indeed, and at-

tended with no expense whatever, tor there are
always children in the neighborhood of a farm,

who will do the work for a few pence a-day.

The most difficult part of the experiment to ar-

range, was the taking up of the crop, so that there

might be no interference between the different

drills. To obtain this, I took three carts, one of
which was appropiated entirely by No. 1. of each
part, another by No. 2. and the remaining one by
No. 3. In this manner I prevented the very
slightest mingling of the potatoes.

The quantity oi' potatoes which each cart held,

was exactly ascertained, and the management of
this part of the ^experiment being given to one
person, it was his business to mark down how
many loads each cart took to the potato-pit.

After the whole crop had been taken off the field,

and the overseer's note-book examined, the follow-

ing was the result:

—

JDrills, No. 1. being those from which the blos-

soms were plucked in the bud, contained 30 bolls

2 bushels.

Drills, No, 2, being those from which the blos-

soms were plucked when in full flower, contained

27 bolls 3 bushels.

Drills, No. 3. begin those upon which the fruit

Avas allowed to ripen, contained 26 bolls.

The superiority, therefore, of No. 1, over No. 2,
was 2 bolls 5^ bushels; over No. 3, was 4 bolls .3

bushels; and of No. 2 over No. 3, was 1 boll 3
bushels.

From the above experiment it would appear,
that the potato crop had been improved by having
the blossoms plucked oft', and that according to the
period at which it had been done. At the same
time, the dili'erence is perhaps not much more
than would be counterbalanced by the additional

trouble given in taking up the crops; for, although
regulated as well as possibly could be done, still

it could not be taken up in nearly the time in which
it would have been done, had the drills been re-

sorted to indiscriminately.

The quality of the potato is remarkably good, it

is of a mealy nature, and an uncommonly good
keeper. We were using them last year here, in

prelerence to early potatoes.

ylberdona, Alloa, November 1833,

GEOEOGICAt, SURVEYS.

From the Southern Religious Tc-ltgraph.

By the following notices it appears that a new
interest is awakened in respect to the geology of

difl'erenl portions of our country.
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The lenjislature of the state of Tennessee, has
appointed Dr. G. Troost, a distinguished natura-

list, geologist ol the state. He has ah'eady made
a report in part, containing a geological survey of

Da\idson county.

]Mr. G. W. Featherstonhaugh is at present en-
gaged under the authority of the United States

government, in investigating the geology and
jnineralogy of Arkansas territory. It is expected
that he will report to congress in February next.

Mr. S. G. Clemson, who has recently returned
from Europe, after a long and laithful apprentice-

shi]) in the school of mines at Paris, has accepted
the a])pointment of the Geological Society of
Pennsylvania, to visit and report on the gold re-

gion recently discovered in Yt)rk county, Pa.
I'he legislature of INIaryland have appointed

Prolcssor Ducatel and Mr. Anderson, of Balti-

more, to make a geological and topographical sur-

vey of that state.

The Geological Society of Pennsylvania, have
it in contemplation to appoint a committee of their

members to make a geological survey of Schuyl-
kill county for which purpose part of the necessa-
ry funds have already been subscribed.

[To the author of the following Report, the result

of five years practical experience, the thanks of
the Society and the honorary Silver Medal were
voted by the Directors.]

RKPORT ON THE VAJ.UE OF BONE-MANURE,
IN COMPARISON WITH ORDINARY FARM-
YARD MANURE.

By the Honorable Captain W. Ogilvy, Airlie Cas-
tle.

From the Prize Essays and Transactions of the Highland Socie-

ty of (Scotland.

Mr. Watson of Keilor introduced the use of

bone-manure into Strathmore, having seen it used
in England. I am not certain in Avhat year he
began to make experiments with it, or to employ it

extensively, but I remember well that the great

deficiency of farm-yard dung in 1827 (consequent
on the almost total failure oi' the crop of the pre-

vious year) first induced me to try lour acres of
turnip Avithout other manure, sown with 15 hush-
els of bone-dust per acre, \vhich I obtained from
Mr. Watson: it cost 3s. per bushel, or £2 5s. per
acre. The crop of turniji on these four acres was
at leai;t equal to the rest raised with farm-yard
manure; but as the whole of the turnips were
pulled, and the land received some dung before
the succeeding crop, much stress cannot be laid

on the circumstance of the following white crop
and grass being good.
Next year, 1828, encouraged by the former suc-

cessful experiment, eight acres were sown with
turnip, solely with bone-dust; the soil a light, san-
dy loam; the subsoil gravely and sand, coming in

some places nearly to the surface, which is very
irregular, but in general has a south exposure.
This field had been broken up with a croj) of oats
in 1827, after having been depastured six years
principally by sheep. The quantity of Ijone-dust

mven was 20 bushels per acre, and cost 2s. 6d. per
bushel, or £2 10s. per acre. The turniji croji

was so heav}-, that, notwithstanding the very light

nature of the soil, it was judged ad\'isable to pull

one-third for the feeding cattle, two drills pulled.

and four left to be eaten on the ground by sheep.
The following year, 1829, these eight acres were
sown with barley and grass-seeds, and the ])roduce
was 57 bolls 1 bushel, or 7 bolls 1 bushel nearly,
per acre, of grain, equal in quality to the best in

the Dundee market, both in weight and color. Next
year, a fair crop of hay for that description of land
was cut, about 150 stones an acre; and though I

am now convinced that the field should rather
have been depastured the first year, yet the pas-
ture was better than it had ever been known be-
fore for the two following seasons, 1831 and 1832.

It is worthy of remark, as a proof of the efficacy

of the bone-manure, that in a small angle of this

field, in which I had permitted a cottager to plant

potatoes, well dunged, and which, after their re-

moval, was included in one of the flakings of
sheep, and had (one might have supposed) there-

by had at least equal advantage with the adjacent
bone-dust turnip-land, both the barley and grass
crops were evidently inferior, and this continued to

be observable until the field was again ploughed
up. A very bulkj^ crop of oats has been reaped
this season, probably upwards of eight bolls per
acre, but no part of it is yet thrashed.

Having detailed Avhat may be considered a fair

experiment during the whole rotation of the above
eight acres, I may add, that turnip raised with
bone manure, and fed off with sheep, hae now be-

come a regular part, of the system on this farm;

15, 20, and, last year 25 acres Averc fed off', and
invariable Avith the same favorable results, AAdth

the prospect oi' being able to adopt a fiA-e-shifl

rotation, and to continue it Avithout injury to the
land. Every person in the least acquainted with
the management of a farm, of Avhicli a consider-
able proportion consists of light, dry, sandy loam,
at a distance from toAvn-manure, must be aAA-are of
the importance of this, from knoAving the ex-
pense at Avhich such land Avas fbrmerlj' kept in a
fair state of cultivation; indeed, the prices of corn
for some years past aa^ouUI not Avarrant the neces-
sary outlay, and large tracts of land, capable of
producing barley little inferior to that of Norfolk,

must speedily have been converted into sheep pas-
ture, but lor the introduction of bone manure.

Note.—For the last four years, 25 bushels of
bone-dust haA'c been given to the acre: the price

this year Avas 3s. per bushel, or £2 15s. per acre.

[The foregoing article places in a striking point of

view, the value of a kind of manure which is entirely

neglected in Virginia, and used no where (we believe)

in the United States, except near the city of New
York, and there to a very limited extent. Two indi-

viduals are there engaged in pulveiising bones for sale

—but though the price of the prepared article is much
lower than in England, there is not sufficient demand

for what the mills have pounded, and a large quantity

recently was about to be exported to England for a

market.

Many farmers Avonld try tiie use of bones if they

could be pounded by their own laborers: but this can-

not be done (as yet) with economy, and the owners

of mills in and near our towns, have not thought of

entering into the business. Yet there can be no doubt

of the profit to all the parties, if some one having pro-

per facilities for procunusthe bones insufficient quan-
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titles, and for pounding them, would commence the

business, and intelligent and improving farmers would

buy the new manure. The prices in England have

been regulated by long and accurate trial of the effects

of the manure—and farmers have been thereby con-

vinced that they can alford to give prices varying be-

tween fifty and sixty -six cents the bushel. Here they

might be profitably prepared by millers at half that

cost—and therefore miglit be applied with double profit

by the purchaser. We hope that some one of the

owners of the gTeat flour mills in Richmond or Peters-

burg, whose machinery and water power are almost

without employment for the greater part of the year,

will make a trial of crushing and grinding bones for

sale, and that their neighbors, the "town farmers," will

take care that the want of purchasers shall not cause

loss to the enterprise, or put a stop to the work before

a full and fair trial of the effects of the manure.]

ON WATER FURROWING,
To the Editor ofthe Farmers' Register.

Goochland, July Slst, 1834.

Believing the agriculturist's to be the basis upon
which the prosperity of eveiy other avocation de-
pends, and feeling well assured that your invalua-
ble paper happily comporls with its design, of
sustaining the interest of the farmer, I have pre-
sumed to transmit to you a few, though very im-
perfect thoughts, relative to one out of the many
interesting topics, which require consideration.

This being a day peculiarly noted for energy and
activity, I believe it to be the imperative duty of
every man who is a fi'iend to his countrj^ and to

mankind, to contribute his mite, however small, if

it can have a tendency to promote the interests of
his fellow men.

It must be apparent to the least minute observer
that the present dilapidated aspect of our country
must be ascribed to the pernicious S3'stem practised

by our forefathers, viz: that of ploughing and til-

ling their crops up and down the hills. I believe

our lands, especially of the upper country, sustain

more injury from washing than from any other
cause. If so, it should be a primary object with
the farmers to adopt a plan, which Avill prevent
the surface of his hills from gliding into the bot-
tom, thereby impoverishing the former, while the
latter AA^ould be iuinLshed with more than can be
digested.

As a remedy I would recommend the trencliing
or furrowing system, which though simple, is pow-
erful in its effects. From exj^erience and observa-
tion, I am well satisfied that if they are judiciously
run, the soil on our hills may retain its primitive

location, I would recommend that they be run
with as little descent as will carry off the water,
and at the same time preserve them unbroken. I

would have them made immediatel}' after plough-
ing, so as to insure the land to sustain no injury.

Their number should be multiplied in proportion
to the declivity of the hill on which thoy are made.
As a straight line is the nearest distance between
two points, and as water generally manifests a
disposition to take a straight direction, which is

very different from the one I would have it go, I

would always have a hand to visit my wheatlield
ufler each rain, for the first two or three after the

wheat is seeded, and observe the disposition the
water has in each furrow to follow the prescribed
channel, and if a disposition lo digress is seen, he
should lay before it inducements, or p>ut such bar-
riers in its way, as that the desired course shall be
necessarily followed. Thus our hills would not
only improve in fertility, but our fiats would be
secured from the continued deluge of red lava, if

I may so call it from its tendency to overspread
with barrenness the most fruitfuf soils. I would
also state, as perhaps I should have done before,

that we should exerci.se some ingenuity in the lay-
ing off of our corn and tobacco rows, which should
be done in such a way as that each row shall take
off its own water, and thereby rendering the sepa-
rate burden of each one light. In case that they
should fail to comply with the proposed end, I

would introduce a few furrows, and cause tlie

ploughman to be very careful to preserve them,
and if filled up by him, make it a rule that the
hoes remedy all defects.

Thus our hill-sides would not only occupy a
useful space on our farms, but by this and other
improvements, equally essential in their places,

such as restricting our stock from grazing only a
specified portion of our farms, (and I would here
say the fewer the number the better;) by clover,

by manuring from our farm pens, &c., they would
soon possess the attraction of cohesion, and vie in

point of luxuriance with our most fertile plains:

which would enable us to transmit to our posterity,

estates capable of rewarding industrious, enter-
prising, and economical habits—and secure them
from that rambling impulse, which is doubtless
excited to a considerable extent, by the distress-

ing ap];earance which our once fertile, but in many
places, now exhausted farms exhibit.

R. D. KKY.

PRESERA'ATION OF TIMBER.
From tlie Genesee Fannei.

The season of the year being one in which
fencing occupies the attention of the farmer, has
led to several articles in your valuable paper on
the subject, with various suggestions for the pre-
servation of posts, &c. Some are for pickling,

some for burning, some for lime, and then again
ashes are recommended, while others are for turn-

ing them bottom upwards. Elsewhere, regard to

the quartering of the moon is gravely insisted on,

and even ahorse shoe nailed on the bottom is by
some held to be a specific against decay. How is

it that perhaps the 7nost important and valuable
communication that has appeared in the Genesee
Farmer, or any other agricultural paper, has not
superseded all these recommendations for preserv'-

ing tim.ber? Why not give their attention to the
really scientific and almost conclusive experiments
of Mr. Kyan? It would seem as though that
valuable and interesting article, selected for your
paper under the signature B., had passed unread
or without the consideration due to it, coming as it

does supported by the result of five years' experi-
ment. It would seem so, because it has excited
no further notice nor inquiry in relation to it! and I

tear it has given rise to no experiments, or I think
some more particular information would have
been called for by the practical farmer. Under
this im])reBsion—not having the paper within my
reach conlainincr B.'s extracts— I will again ask
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the practical man's attention to a few facts in rela-

tion to Mr. Kyan's discoveries, as detailed in a

lecture delivered by Professor Faraday, at the

Royal Institution, London, in Feb., 1833.

Corrosive sublimate had long been known to

possess an anti- destructive property; and a gentle-

man, reflecting on this jiropert}-, proposed to apply
it to timber for the prevention of dry-rot—that is,

ea.ses of decay whether arising from one ciuise or

another, and no matter how shown. Mr. Kyan's
conviction of its eiRcacy became such, that he laid

the subject before the Admiralty, who required

nothing less than the test of the "Fungus Pits" at

Woolwich, to prove the soundness of the applica-

tion. Submitted to this f)r two or three years, the

Admiralty advised Mr. Kyan to take out a patent,

and are still engaged in watching the progress and
results of" the severest trials which have been sug-
gested since that time. A solution of corrosive

sublimate is made, and the timber or other sub-
stance to be preserved is saturated with the solu-

tion—this being done, it is dried, and said to be
prepared.

This lecturer then said that, "besides the appli-

cation of corrosive sublimate to timber, it has been
applied to various fabrics not composed of wood, as

for instance, canvass, cotton, tows, and hemp, to

prevent their decay. Before him were some of
the pieces submitted to trial by order of the Admi-
ralty three years ago in the "Fungus Pits" at

Woolwich, Avhich he (Prof Faraday) went the
other day to see opened. *******
One specimen was a piece of timber which came
out at the end of three years as sound as it went
in! but the unprepared timber had decayed up to

the very joints. No part of it had been left. It

had decayed and become rotten throughout, but
tlie piece before them was left whole and sound,
and fit for the construction of vessels. Last week
he saw a large cube of wood which had been
there first for three years; it was taken out and
examined, and put in for two years more, alto-

gether making five years. That cube of wood
was again taken and examined by him on Tues-
day (the 19th Feb.;) it was pertectl}^ hard and
sound. There was no sign of decay in that wood
which had been submitted to the rotting action for

five years, nor of that destruction Avhich seems to

have come on so soon in the same pit with other
piexeis of wood."
The Professor also stated that

had some prepared, and unprepared posts, placed
in the most destructive situation, exposed to the
same actions. After a certain time, the unprepared
posts decayed, the others still stand preserved by
the power of the solution.

E.Kperiments made on cotton and canvass gave
thesame results; speaking of prepared 'and unpre-
pared calico, Prof Faraday remarked, "one was
as it went in, but the other was the calico corres-
ponding to it which had rotted and decayed. It

was not possible to unfold whhout destroying it,

yet it had been similarly exposed as the other."
This able and investigating chemist then con-

fesses himself "perfectly satisfied of the preserva-
tive effects of corrosive sublimate," but still he had
some distrust as to its ajiplication, lest the effect

might be merely temporary, and that after a certain

time fermentation might again be brought on and
decay ensue. But from these doubts he was re-

lieved by a course of experiments that satisfied

him—for he found that a chemical combination
took place between the corrosive sublimate and
the body to be jireserved, and that it prevents the

destructive power going on, by" combining and
forming a new chemical compound with the albu-

minous matter of the wood. "He had before him
byway of illustration, a solution of corrosive sub-
limate, which would prove that the juices, or rather
substances, remaining from thejuices, in the fibres

of the plant, were easy of combination; and if a
stem or branch of a tree were cut, the branch al-

lowed to bleed and the sap made to flow into a so-

luMon of the corrosive sublimate, combination did

take place.

Professor Faraday found that no part of the

properties of the corrosive sublimate were subdu-
ed, and in fact the substance was not in that state

in which it could be volatilized, or removed at or-

dinary temperatures. Calico was washed repeat-

edly and tlioioughly in water, for he considered if

the properties of the application would resist the
efl'ects of water in calico, it assuredly would do so
in timber. The prepared piece of calico, with an
unprepared piece, thus washed, were laid on a
board and placed in the cellar, and in due time
were examined, when it was found that the latter

was covered witli a coat of fungus nearly half an
inch thick, and the prepared calico was quite free

from it." Afterwards, the mercury loas separated
by nitric acid, showing that it liad been in combi-
nation. This able investigator then adds, "I think

the improvement so great as fully to justify its ex-
tensive application."

This is a subject, it seems to me, of great gene-
ral interest, not only to the fiirnier, but to every
individual, and of great importance to all those
who work in Avood, not only as a security against
deca)', but as the most perlect mode of seasoning
timber for the use of cabinet makers, carpenters,

and others, in as much as mahogany and the most
compa,ct woods may be seasoned with the greatest
certainty and jjerfection in the short space of two
months! It is also an efi'ectual protection against
the destructive ravages of insects of every descrip-

tion. But, sir, to return to the more immediate
interest of the farmer in these experiments, it will,

if the application of so sim])le a preparation should
prove permanently protective, give a usefulness

and value to timber that is now only used in our
stoves and fire places, making it applicable to all

the purposes of building, and a sufficient substitute

for the more expensive kinds in the form of posts,

rails, fences, gates, hop poles, felloes, spokes,

shafts, &c. &c. &c. It will also give durability to

our cart covers, rick cloths, bags, &c. &c.; and is

an easy defence against moths in carriage linings

and other woolen articles, Avhere it can be safely

used, for it is a poison.

In the several publications sent me on the sub-

ject, I no where fcuind the required strength of the

solution, which I have since ascertained to be one
pound of corrosive sublimate to five gallons of
water. Of tiiis a pine board wdl take up its quan-
tum in forty-eight hours, in the proportion ofabout
five ounces of the solution to every 216 cubical

inches—tlius to jirepare a post six inches square,

that was to be set in the ground two feet six inches,

there would be a consumption of about twenty-five

to thirty ounces of the solution.

I would suggest sinking a vat or tank in the

ground, Avell set in clay, and made of plank about
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three feet deep, and of a length that may be most
convenient. Filling this tank with the sokition,

tlae posts to be jirepared may be set upon the ends

intended to be put into the ground, until they have
imbibed their quantity, and then removing them
let them be replaced by others, and so on. It will

be necessary that the tank should stand under

cover irom rain, and prudence will at once suggest

the propriety of having it under lock and ke}'.

Perhaps B. has already commenced the prepa-

ration of timber upon Mr. Kyan's plan; if so, we
shall probably have some useful information irom

his pen, as to the best and least expensive way of

preparation, with its actual cost in this countr\\

Or the New York State Agricultural Society ma}"

think well of causing a series of experiments to be

instituted and re))orted through their own useful

little paper, "The Cultivator."

Could J have lain my hand on the extracts on
this subject, which have already appeared in your
paper, but which I believe are in one of the num-
bers of the third volume, now at the binders, I

probably should not have been led into so much
repetition. You will, however, prune and curtail

my long communication to suit your own conve-

nience and the patience of your readers.

R.

Maple Grove, April 25, 1834.

ASHES ON FARM YARD LITTER.

To the Editor of llie Farmers' Register.

I am pleased at the many communications made
in the Register, upon the subject of manures, than

which there is nothing more important. From a
little attention, I now manure two acres for one.

My farm pen manure, composed of stalks, straw,

leaves, &c., imparted very little fertility to the land,

Irom the cattle dropping their excrement under
their shelters, and very sparsely mixed with the

litter of the pen. I have found it advantageous,
(and from the present appearance of my corn, ad-

mitted by my neighbors,) that by putting a few
cart loads of ashes on my farm pen as the litter

increases, the difference is scarcely perceptible in

the corn on land manured from the farm pen and
that from the stable.

s.

THE CICADA SEPTEMDECEM OR, '^SEVENTEEN
YEARS LOCUST."

From tlie New England Farmer.

Mr. Fessenden—Much alarm has been created

among those whose reliance for a livelihood is on
the fruits of the earth, by the annunciation that

the land is this year to be overspread with locusts.

Many stories of the devastations committed by
this fillh plague of Pharaoh have been collected

and circulated; and it is doubtless impressed on the

minds of multitudes, tliat we are, in reality, about
to see this direful scourge of the east—that the

earth is to be covered and the land darkened, and
every herb of the land and all the fi'uit of the trees

is to be eaten, and that no green thing is to remain
in the trees or in the herb of the field. All this

honest misrepresentation and consequent panic,
only shows how much there is in a name. For
these stories are in no important particular appli-

cable to our insect. At your request, therefore, I

of!er the following, as the best account I can s-ive

of them. And why does not the entomologist do

as great a service to the public, by being able to

dissipate their groundless fears, as the astronomer,

who by his labors, has taught us the cause, period

and harmless nature of an eclipse, a ])henome-

non which is still regarded by the untaught savage

with consternation.

The truth is, our locust is not a locust—it be-

longs to an entirely different order of insects. Its

history, so far as I have been able to collect it is

as follows.—It belongs to the genus Cicada of

the order Hamipteru, section ILnnoptera. Some of

the CicADiADiE have long been celebrated for

their musical powers; so much so, that a portion of

them have been grouped together and distinguish-

ed by the name of Cantatrices, or singers. Their
music, which is peculiar to the males, is not pro-

duced by the mouth, but by a musical instrument,

something like a kettle drum in construction, situ-

ated under the chest and covered by two large

scales or plates. They live on trees and shrubs,

the juices of which they suck. For this purpose
they are provided Avith a long, pointed tube, com-
posed of several distinct pieces, which they fold

underneath them Avhen not in use. From the per-

forations which some of them make in a species of
ash ( Orniis) exudes the substance so well known
to us under the name of manna. The female is

provided with an ovipositor or auger, of a horny
substance, about a third of an inch in length, usu-

ally resting in a sheath or groove in the body.
This is composed of tliree pieces, two of which are

sjiear-pointed and finely indented at the end with
teeth like a rasp. With this she perforates oblique-

ly the solid substance of the small twigs, and then
forming the three pieces into a tube, conveys her

eggs through it into the opening. Having filled

this with eggs, she moves a little, either along the

limb or directly sideways, and jjerfbrms the same
operation until she has deposited all her eggs,

which usually amount to from 500 to 700. The
eggs are long, white and shining, and somewhat
resemble herd's grass seed. The perforations are

marked by little elevations, caused by small sjjlin-

ters fixed at one end and detached at the other,

thus serving as a lid or valve to the opening; and
they look as if they might have been produced by
shot, driven in at an angle of 45°. Virgil sup-

posed that these grooves were actually caused by
the bursting of the very shrubs fi-om the loud and
querulous music of the insect. They usually

select dry twigs for this purpose, probal)ly because
the moisture of a green one would prove injurious

to their eggs; and in the case of the seventeen
year species, the shrub oak is most frequently

sought. When the eggs are hatched, the young
Iarva3 immediately enter the earth, which they
reach either by travelling down the tree, or ac-

cording to some, by the dropping of the dead twig
to the ground before they are hatched. In the
earth they remain in a nj-mjih state till the seven-
teenth summer, from which circumstance they re-

ceive their specific name. Cicada septemdecem. Of
their develo]}enient or mode of lite in this state,

little, if any thing, is known, though a course of
observations is now in process from which we may
hope to learn something, if the observers should
be permitted to live out this insect's term of life.

Probably, however, they are rather useful than in-

jurious, by keeping down a superabundant growth
of herbao-e.
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Dr. ShurtleiV, in a preceding number of your

paper, by comparing the records of the appearance

of the C. seplemdcccju, thuiKs there must be some
mistake as to their period of appearance. Tliis

discrepancy is easily and satisfactorily removed.
It IS the same as to say that because calves may be

born every month in the year, the period of gesta-

tion for the cow cannot be 'nine months. The
seventeen year Cicada is in fact seen every year in

some part of our land, and perhaps nearly every
year in the same place, in small nund^ers. In

1831 I received specimens of it from Sandwich,
Mass., in 1832 from Genesee County, N. Y., in

1833 fi-om Martha's Vineyard, and this year they

are abundant in various parts of our land, especi-

ally at the south. Thus it will be readily seen how
the same family or swarm shall appear and propa-

gate only once in seventeen years, while members
of other families may exhibit themselves at any
time in the intermediate period.

There are several species of Cicada among us,

to be found every year, but none of them in such

vast numbers as to conceal the foliage and bend
or even break down the branches on which they

lodge, as does this species. Among them are the

C.pruinosa, the most common, and the C tibicen,

which last measure two and a half or three inches

in length, and it is said that the noise of a single

individual is such that it may be heard a mile.

The C. septemdecem may be distinguished from all

the others in our land by its smaller size, being
about an inch long, its black body, and the eyes
and nervures of the wings, usually of the color of

brick dust or sealing wax.
As to their inclination or ability to do harm,

these are both very small. What they do while
under ground, as before observed, we know not.

While among us, their only object seems to be, to

pair, and deposite their eggs. For this purpose
they live a merry day or two, subsisting on a few
drops of sap, and stunning our ears with their

noisy din, and then become a [)lentiful source of

.sustenance to many birds and beasts. It is said

that the American savages have sometimes used
them for food, but I am not aware that they are

ever employed as such by civilized man. It is

also said that life has been destroyed by them.

—

We can easily conceive them to have the power
of inflicting severe wounds when confined in a hat
or otherwise, by their powerful ovipositors, and
these wounds may even prove fatal. But, on the

whole, the Cicada is quite as harmless, and far

less annoying than the musquito. Its deafening
din is far more tolerable than the shrill and quiet

hum of the latter, and its hydraulic apparatus con-
sumes a far less vital portion of our precious sub-
stance, than the sanguinary lance of the musquito.
A short comparison of the Cicada with the true

locust ( Gryllus') will at once show the difference

lietween the two insects, and the little reason there

is to be alarmed at its appearance. The locust

belongs to the order Ortiioptera, the cicada to

the order IIkmiptera. The form of the locust

and its habits are the same as our grasshoppers,
which are, indeed, our locusts:—that of the cica-

da, as is well known, is very different. The two
grand differences, however, are, that the locust

attains its whole growth above ground; and that,

too, in the space of a month or two, and conse-

quently requires a large amount of herbage to

maintain its growth. While the cicada has ob-

tained its full size and develojiement when it first

emerges from the ground, and requires little or

nothing to support it during the few days of its

existence. And again; the locust is furnished with
powerfiil jaws for masticating his food, while the

cicada has only a tube for taking in fluids, and is

utterly incapable of devouring any thing. Apolo-
gizing for this long communication, I remain,

Yours, &c.

AUGt^STUS A. GOULD.

July 3d, 1834.

CULTURE OP CUCUMBERS.

From the Genesee Parmer,

It was not until a few daj-s past that I received

the 18th No. of the Genesee Farmer, in which
there is a very interesting communication on the
culture of melons. I design now only to say a
few words respecting the advantages of using
stravi^ in trenches according to the recommenda-
tion of Judge Buel—a suggestion with which I

was equally pleased with D. T.—and these simply
in reference to the raising of cucumbers. My ob-

ject however is to draw the conclusion that similar

results may be attained by a like preparation for

any other vines belonging to the same natural

family.

Cucumbers are very difficult to grow in our gar-
dens to any extent, in this part of the country. As
soon as the vines arrive at a bearing state, and
produce a scanty supply, they begin to sink under
the effort and speedily become exhausted. It is

only in low moist places that we can raise them
plentifully.

Early in the spring I had a small piece of ground
prepared in my garden, by digging a trench about
twelve inches wide and as many deep; and not
more than thirty feet in length—in the bottom of
which fresh straw was laid and made compact to

the depth of two or three inches. The earth was
then replaced, raising it high enough to form a
gentle ridge. Thirteen vines survived the injuries

of the frost and insects, and the product of these

was indeed extraordinary. I can saiely say that

we gathered several bushels of cucumbers fi"om

them. They began to bear early, continued to

grow luxuriantly f"or a length of time; and have at

last only given way beneath the intense fervor of
the dog days.

My object as I have stated, in detailing the suc-

cessflil result of this trial, is to show that the same
preparation will doubtless be well adapted to the

growth of melons. The quality of the melons
will probably be also rendered more delicious than
by the free use of manure—a practice which how-
ever it may increase the number, must always ma-
terially impair the excellence of a fruit of such
delicate and exquisite flavor.

In making these remarks, it is far from mjMiiten-

tion to detract fi-om the merits of the other modes
recommended by D. T. T'/icy are at least highly

valuable, inasmuch as they will insure an abundant
supply of melons at an earlier period of the sea-

son. The mode I have detailed may be a useful

auxiliary in contributing to a succession.

Beaverdam, Va. 8>nn. 20th.
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ON THE REVERSION OF ^VHEAT INTO GRASS.
By Mr. Main, Chelsea.

From tlie Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

I beg to offer a few remarks on the "Reversion
of wheat into grass" as stated in a paper* by Mr.
VV. Blackadder in the December Number of your
Journal. Mr. Bkiclvadder's supposition is not

new. If 1 mistake not, one of the earliest writers

on agricuUure,—ColumeHa or Pliny, I forget

which,—conceived that the original tjpe of our
cultivated wheat was the Jiromiis mollis, soft

broom-grass; and I have met with an old tarmcr
in the county of Hertford, who was of opinion,

that light winnowings of wheat if used lor seed,

become changed into ray (Bromus secalinus) and
darnel (Lolium teniulcntmn.)

That there should be various opinions respecting

the original type of wheat is not at all wonderilil;

because, uuhke many other cultivated plants, no
trace of it in a wild state is any where to be met
with—not even in its native country, Egypt. It

is perfectly true, that the sorts cultivated in the

northern and alpine regions of India, are far infe-

rior to the varieties cultivated in Europe—more,
indeed, like rye than wheat. Still, even there,

vWld wheat is not found. But this, I think, may
be easily accounted for. No plant requires the

protection of man more than wheat; it is not only
his "staff of life;" it is equally coveted by every
granivorous bird and every grazing beast, whether
in its green or inits mature state. It is seldom we see

the scattered grains arrive at perfection in our lanes

or hedges, and if a plant springs up in the latter

situation and comes to maturity, the increase its

quickly devoured either by birds or mice. In fact,

the protection of the rick-yard, barn, and granery,
is absolutely necessary for the preservation of

wheat for the use of man. With respect to the

opinion of tlie Hertfordshire farmer, his mistake
(as it certainly was) is easily accounted for. If

either ray or darnel grew in his wheat—and Cew
crops can be seen entirely free from one or other

—their seeds would most likely remain with the

lightest portion of the bulk; and if this inferior

sample were, through penuriousness, chosen for

seed, a great share of tiie succeeding crop would
certainly be ray or darnel, or both; confirming the

blind and careless cultivator, that his "svv^ans had
become geese." But whether such a transforma-
tion, as that of wheat into any ofthese grasses, can
in any way take place is the question.

In viewing the whole vegetable kingdom, we
observe genera, species, varieties and subvarieties;

the last carried out, in many cases, beyond all ap-
preciable limits. The types of many genera are

no more like the varieties obtained from them by
high cultivation, than if they were totally distinct

and different beings. For instance, the sloe and
the magnum-bonum plum; the gean and Knight's
black-heart cherry; the crab of the hedge, and the

monstrous rennet apple. Among herbs, compare
the wild with the drumhead cabbage; the wild

with the Altringham carrot; and the perennial

ryegrass with Pacey's variety of the same. Bo-
tanists enumerate near thirty species of wheat,
and some hundreds of varieties; but not one of

these can be fixed on as being the type of the
summer and winter sorts now in cultivation; both
being, in all probability only varieties. Taking

* See Farm. Reg. p. 126, Vol. II.

into consideration the difference of structure and
qualities exemplified in the cultivated varieties allu-

ded to, we only see an amplijicat ion of parts. In
some the roots and stem are enlarged, as aspara-
gus; in others the number and size of foliage and
flowers, as cauliflowers and cabbage; some have
the integuments of the seeds enlarged, as the ap-
ple; others the seeds themselves, as the cob-nut,

and the Windsor bean. In all these changes,
however, increase of volume is the most striking

characteristic of variety. There is no change of
generic character, or of constitutional organization;

and therelbre v>'e are led to conclude, that no genus
is capable of being translbrmed into another.
None of the natural orders of plants bear a

stronger resemblance to each other than do the
158 genera composing G'ramiaecBj viewing them
li'om the Jiambusa arundinacea, a tree grass, down
to u-Hrahamilis, the least hair-grass" on Mount
Caucasus, a strong likeness runs throughout.
Notwithstanding this general similitude, every
genus is distinctly marked both physically and bo-
tanically; and there appears not the least likelihood

that they are amalgable into each other or change-
able in any other way than as is remarked abo\e.
We have, it is true, instances of vegetable mules,
that is, intermediate productions oetween two
species partaking of some semblance of both pa-
rents; but these instances are not only extremely
rare, but the progeny, like animal mules, are im-
perfect in reproductive functions, and quickly cease
to exist. Florists' mules, obtained by cross im-
pregnation among kindred varieties, show changes
of habit or colors only, not changes of generic
character.

Applying the foregoing observations to the cir-

cumstances detailed by Mr. Blackadder, I would
infer, that there has been some mistake in the in-

stances cited. That the giant-fescue eippeared on
the spot where the smutted wheat was deposited,

there can be no doubt; but that this grass sprung
from dead grains of wheat is perplexing. Smut-
ted ears or grains of wheat, barley, or oats, never
flower, and consequently cannot be fertile.* The
smutted grains of wheat, however, when mixed in

ihe bulk, are nearly of the same size as those of
darnel, and might be easily mistaken the one for

the other; and thus, I dare say, it has happened in

the trials of Messrs Strachan and Bell.

Both the raj^ and darnel require to be sown in

the autumn, in order to their flowering in the fol-

lowing summer. The first yields a heavy crop of

seed of excellent quality, relished by every bird and
beast; the second hns a long spike of large seeds, in

flavor as bitter as gall, and ni quality intoxicating,

and even dangerous ifground in bread corn or mash-
ed in distillers. This is like the sleepies mentioned
by Mr. Blackadder.
Being at a meeting of the Linnean Society a

fortnight ago, I mentioned the circumstances oi

the "reversion of wheat into grass," to Messrs
David and George Don; they both agreed with me
in thinking that the seeds of the fescue or brome

had been uaintenttonalhj sown with the smutted
grains of wheat.

*What is here taken for o^ranted, namely, that smut-

ted grains of wheat never flower, and cannot therefore

be fertile, constitutes, we conceive, the ver}^ essence of

the question "Whetlier such a transformation can in

any way take place?"

—

Editor Jour. Agr.
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The brotnus secalinus spoken of in the foregoing ar-

ticle is what is called by the name of cheat in Vir-

ginia, and the lolium tcmiilcntum (or darnel) is our spelt.

Those who believe that either, or both of these plants

are the products of wlieat, may here see their opinions

supported by that of the old Hertfordshire farmer

above quoted: but at the same time, they should ob-

serve that this opinion is evidently stated as one not

entertained by many, if by any other persons—which

could not be the case if the supposed change was pos-

sible, and a matter of frequent occurrence, as is sup-

posed by many persons here.

As both of what we call cheat and spelt are English

weeds, it is strange that we hear nothing of either be-

ing very injurious to the wheat crops, as is the casa

here, and particularly with spelt.

We have reason to believe that spelt has not very

long been known in Lower Virginia, and that the seed

was first brouglit from England in the provender of im-

ported English race horses. This opinion is supported

by a fact stated by Col. Thomas Emory (in a former

volume of the American Farmer,) that this plant was

not known on Kent Island, in the Chesapeake, until

after some British cavalry had been stationed there

during the last war. We should be glad to learn any

facts serving to confirm or disprove the supposed recent

introduction of spelt into this country. If there was

a time, since wheat was generally cultivated, that we
were clear of spelt, (or darnel) or if there is any part

of the country which is still free from it, these facts

alone ought to prove that its origin is not from wheat.

We add below the article from Loudon's Encyclo-

paedia of Plants, on the Grasses, which gives some in-

formation of what we call spelt. The author does not

notice (if he had ever heard of) its supposed change

from wheat. We dissent from his opinion of the harm-

lessness of the seed as food for man, whatever it may
be for beasts. When it has been largely mixed with

wheat, we have heard of several well established facts

of the bread producing sudden and violent sickness.

GENERAL CHARACTERS OF THE ORDER OF
GRASSES [gRAMINEjE.]

From Loudon's Encyclopcetlia of Plants.

The order of grasses is beyond doubt the most
natural of all that the ingenuity of systematic bo-

tanists has contrived; it is also the most numerous
in species. The inflorescence is very much ahke
throughout the order, and the floral envelopes,

which are bracteas in a progrescive state to the

form of calyx and petals, offer few striking charac-
ters by which the genera can be characterized.

Hence if is that the classification of the order, and
its division into genera, has not only been found
extremely dilTicult, but has given rise to much dif-

ference of opinion among botanists; some of
whom, adhering to the synthetical arrangement of
Linna?us, admit but a small number of genera,
while others, admitting the analytical principles of
modern science, divide it into a vast number. The
middle course in this, as in most other cases, is

probably the just one. A subdivision of the order

into tribes, has been attempted by Palisot,Trinius,

Dumortier, Raspail, Kunth, Link, and others; that

of M. Kunth is here adopted.—The general habit

of grasses is so familiar to every one, tliat it may
be passed over in silence. They are remarkable
lor exhibiting, in no case, properti^-s that are actu-
ally [:oisonous; possessing on the contrary, in
almost all cases, wholesome and nutritive qualities.
These latter are especially obvious in their seeds,
which always contain a farinaceous substance,
mixed with a certain proportion of glutinous mat-
ter. No one is ignorant of the various and import-
ant uses of the seeds of wheat, rye, barley, oats,
maize, rice, and others, and in general of all the
larger kinds of grass. It must however be re-

marked, that if the smaller sorts are not em[)loyed
in like manner, it is merely on account of their

minuteness, and not on account of any diflerence

in their nature; in fact, in times of scarcity, and in

half cultivated countries, use has advantageously
been made of Festuca fluitans, Zizania aquatica,
Avcnaffitua, Ptinicum sanguinale, Avena elatior,

Bromus secalinus, and E'lymus arenarius. It is

also to be noted, that the ))articular uses for which
the seeds of certain grasses are employed, are not
peculiar to them, but may be obtained from all the
others, with slight modifications. Thus beer is

made, not only from barley but also from wheat;
spirituous liquorsnot only trom our European cere-
alia, but also from rice. But it must be remarked,
that a singular exception to the generally Avhole-
some properties of grasses, appears to exist in

Lolium temulentum, 1he seed of which is reported
to be narcotic and inebriating, and even poisonous;
there is no doubt, however, that these qualities

have been greatl)' exaggerated; for in the first

place they clisappear in bread or beer manufactured
from Lolium temulentum; and secondly, in times
of scarcity, people have frequently lived upon it.

But even supposing all that has been stated upon
the subject to be true, this plant will still be found
to be litde different from wheat, when long ex-
posed to wet; so well, indeed, is this known by
country people, that a belief exists, that in wet sum-
mers wheat is actually transmuted into rye grass.

The exciting properties of the oat, which are very
unusual in this order, have been found to reside in

the husk and not in the seed, and to depend upon
the presence of a minute quantity of an aromatic
principle, analogous to Vanilla, lying imbedded in

the envelope of the seed, and capable of being
extracted by aid of alcohol. As to the deleterious

eflfects of the ergot of rye, these do not depend
certainly upon any such jiroperty in the rj'e itself,

but is caused either by the ergot disease, or, as is

believed, by the parasitic fungus, from the attack

of which it arises. Now let us pass from the

seeds of GramineiB to their stems, and we shall

find a no less remarkable unilbrmity of nature in

them. They all contain, especially before flower-

ing, a sweet sugary mucilage, which varies in

qirantity in different species. The sugar cane, in

which this is found in greatest abundance, not only

constantly exists in the most favorable condition

for producing it, as it rarely flowers, but is also one

of the largest grasses known. The maize also

abounds in sugar; and the same substance is se-

creted in such abundance by the Sorghum saccha-

ratum, that attempts have actually been made in

Italy to cultivate it as the sugarcane.—The creep-

ing roots of grasses, which are generally mucil-

aginous and demulcent, are sometimes used in

medicine; but they are of more importance for re-

tauiing in banks the sand ol' the sea shore, so as to
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^rm artificial cliffs on flat coasts, to restrain the
inroads of the sea. The stems of Andropogon
scha-nanthus, the leaves of Androjjogon citratum,

the roots of Androjiogon nardus, and the whole
plant of all the species of Anthoxanthuni, exhale
an aromatic odor, and possess slightly tonic pro-
perties. To conclude, the epidermis of grasses
has been found to contain a considerable quantity
of silex.

bagby's thrashing machine.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The drum of a wheat thrashing machine has
been lately invented, by a citizen of this county,

(James Bagby) which for its easiness of draught

and strength, and the rapidity and cleanness with
which it thrashes wheat, niakes it, in my opinion,

superior to anj' I have seen. The cost of this

drum is between sixty and seventy dollars, and
can be easily attached to the horse power of any
other machine. Tlie one I use is propelled by the

horse power of an old beating machine, and is

easily drawn by four horses.

About a fortnight ago I made an experiment to

eee with what rapidity it thrashed wheat: the re-

sult was fifteen bushels in thirty minutes. No ex-
traordinary exertions were used, except to make
the mules by which it was drawn, walk a little

faster than their ordinary gait (as my horse power
did not give sufficient motion) and having a plenty

of wheat ready and applied to the machine to pre-

vent its waiting. Allowing ten working hours to

the day, this will make three hundred bushels
which this machine is capable of thrashing clean

from the straw in that time. I examined the straw
after it had passed through the machine, and very
little wheat remained: I could find but few grains

in a handful of straw. The wheat thrashed was
the red shuck, a smooth headed red wheat of
good quality. Another advantage which this ma-
chine possesses is, that the wheat and straw pass
off in diflerent directions; and its strength and du-
rability are such, that in my opinion, with care it

would not require any repairs for twenty years;

and its construction is so easily understood, that

almost any mechanic could then put it in order.

As all improvements in implements of husban-
dry are of great importance to a farming commu-
nity, I concluded the public Avould be benefited by
making this machine known through the Farm
ers' Register.

RICHARD G. MORRIS.

Buckingham, ^ug. 26, 1834,

REPORTS OF THE SEASON AND STATE OF
CROPS.

Through all August drought was severely felt in

Lower and Middle Virginia, and part of North Caro-

lina: how much further correct information docs not

yet enable us to say. Some crops of corn were fa-

vored by abundant showers in time to save them: but

these favors were partial and few—and in general, the

crop of Lower and Middle Virginia h:is been greatly

injured. The long drought ended September 1st,

when a spell of rain commenced, but which was too

late to benefit any corn, except the few replanted, or

otherwise very late and immature stalks. The crop

must be short of an average. In some neighborhoods
where the suffering has been less, it is expected tliat

the crop will be equal to that of last year. The price

througliout the year has been higher than usual—vary-

ing between .f3 and $Z 75 in Petersburg—and higher

in the southern counties, which have received part of

their supply from Petersburg, by return loads of the

wagons which brought their wheat to market.

A freshet of very unusual height is reported to have

inundated the rich and extensive lowlands of the

Roanoke, early in September. No particulars of this

visitation have reached us—but it must have caused

g^reat destruction.

The reports of the amount of the wheat crop in

Lower Virginia, have varied greatly indifferent places

—but no correspondent has spoken of the quantity be-

ing equal to an average, while others have counted the

crop of their neighborhood not much more than half

of an average for the land. The quality of the grain

is excellent every where. In the mountain region of

Virginia, the crop was very abundant.

The cotton crops of the South were as promising as

could be desired previous to the commencement of

drought in August: it is not known yet whether any

considerable loss has been sustained from that cause.

The drought in Lower Virginia made land generally

so hard as to prevent fallowing in August, and that

operation will be much more backward than usual

—

and it may be inferred, less perfectly performed.

The rainy spell of the first week of September, was
very destructive to the early gathered corn fodder—and

a second spell of showers and cloudy weather which
began on the 17th, and has continued with but little in-

termission to the 24th, will be not less injurious to the

latter gathering.

Rockbridge, August 19.

You can do nothing at this time, that will more
promote the interest of this, and (as I believe) of
every other section of our state, than to urge on
the James River and Kenhawa improvement.
From last Riclimond quotations, Avheat is worth
115 to 125 cents, whilst here an article of better

quality will only bring 75 cents, and no purchases
at that sum for any considerable quantity.

The wheat crop is good, and the quality better

than usual. We are now sufii^ring under a very
severe drought. The corn crop must be cut short

one-third or perhaps one-half. I have cut com
the last of September, and the blades not more
injured than they are now on many farms.

New Store, Buckingham, 28th August, 1834.

I see from your Register, accounts from many
parts of the country of the present crop. This
neighborhood has and is now suffering very much
for want of rain: we have had little or none for

almost six weeks, and every thino; is literally burn-
ing up. The fodder in many fields has burnt to

the tassel, and corn could be but little benefited

by rain now—it might be made heavier, but gen-
erally the substance is too far gone. That which
was planted in good land early, is very fine; but

the common high land will yield nothing. A
portion of this county has not suffered mucli, and
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there is many fine crops. Now is a trying time
in tobacco, most of which is small; and unless we
get rain in a few days, the crop is obliged to be
small: and in any event, Irom what the writer has
seen and heard, it will he another short crop. The
Avheat croj) 1^= not likely to yield as was expected;
I think it will lidl sliort nearly a third. The oat

crop around this place was exceedingly sorry; and
I doubt very much, whether taking the whole
crop, if it can be any thing like an average one.

There is little or no land fallowed in this covmty,

and the season so far advanced there will be but
little done at it, notwithstanding this is a great

wheat growing county.

ALABAMA LANDS, AND AGRICULTURAL JOUR-
NALS.

To tlic Editor of llic Farmers' Register.

September 3d, 1834.

* * * * I promised you to make some
effort to extend the circulation of your journal in

Alabama when I saw you last spring on my way
thither. I found the erroneous opinion very pre-

valent in that region, "that their lands were natu-

rally so fertile, that the improving hand of man
could impart nought, either to its fertility, or to the

retention of its existing richness." But I am very
much mistaken, if the opposite be not the truth:

their lands are generally broken, and in many
places sufficiently undulating, to be seriously in-

jured by washing rains. It is true, they have lands,

some cane-brakes and prairies, which, I presume,
with a proper system of" cultivation, can never be
deteriorated—they only require a change to relieve

them of a tiresome companion for years. It is a
splendid planting country; and I believe, that there

are portions of South Alabama, as healthy as any
country in the world. The land, except lor a short

interval, is very dry—and they are blessed with
fine Umestonc water. There is so much carbonate

of lime in the soil, that if a portion be thrown into

vinegar, instant efiervesence ensues. It follows,

that so soon as dead vegetables fall to the earth,

they are decomposed. Pure air sweeps over the

land, and as there are no ponds of stagnant wa-
ter, no nifirshes, consequently, no miasmatic va-
pors. Of course, the country must be heathly,

and I am surprised that any, who have had a per-

sonal inspection of the country, if profit is their

object, can remain here. Your great and invalua-
ble efforts will, no doubt, ultimately present a bar-
rier to emigration, for although the advantages
may be infinitely superior, yet the disadvantages
in breaking up—making immense sacrifices in

many instances of property—and of friends, rela-

tions, &c., in all cases, are enough to deter one of
ordinarj' firmness from putting the design into ex-
ecution. My feeble constitution makes it necessarj'',

that I should seek a warmer climate, hence I go
to South Alabama. The part with which I am
most pleased, is immediately below the mountains,
through Green, Marengo, &c. I regret very much
to leave old Virginia; but with her are left the
fondest wishes, the most ardent prayersofmy soul,

for her prosperity'. I think, that Virginia is waking
from her fatal lethargy—a lethargy, which had
well nigh annihilated her hope.<;, and driven her
enterprising sons to the "far West." You are

j

destined, I hope, to place her in that position she
once occupied, and great will be your reward, in
the unfeigned gratitude of thousands unborn. I

shall carry with me your paper to the South, and
shall make every ettbrt for its extension. I need
not say, I derive much gratification lirom its pe-
rusal.

[Some of the warmest friends and supporters of the

Farmers' Register, are planters of the rich new lands

of the South and West, and they are fully of the opin-

ion that they have each an individual and private, a.?

well as a general and public interest, in the support of

the work. But we are aware that such opinions are

comparatively rare—and that most of those on new
and very fertile soils, hold such opinions as are quoted

by our correspondent above, "that no agricultural pub-
lication is wanted for those who cultivate soils of such
great fertility." This is a mistaken view, in every

aspect. It might be easily shown tliat the sound rules

for adding fertility to impoverished soils, would be use-

ful for the preservation of the fertility where it has not

yet been lost—and no matter how rich may be the

planter's land, nor how low the price at which he can

purchase more, it will always be more economical to

preserve, than to waste or destroy the fertihty of his

soil.

But even if all is yielded that is claimed for these

erroneous opinions—if it is admitted, to the fullest ex-

tent, that the Alabama planters cannot possibly profit

by instructions for increasing or retaining fertility in

the soil—still there will remain many important mat-
ters in which they may receive valuable and profitable

instructions, and even from other farmers in remote
countries, and cultivating under differentcircumstances.

No matter how rich the soil, its management may be
such as to yield a poor return to its owner: and it is as

important to the Alabama planter, to economise his

scanty supply of high priced labor, as for other farmers

to economise and increase their means of fertilizing

poorer soils. Information respecting labor saving im-

plements, and labor saving processes in cultivation

—

of the peculiar qualities and respective value of im-

proved breeds of domestic animals—and of their dis-

eases, and the proper remedies therefor—of the new
and more valuable varieties of cultivated plants, and of

the causes of, and remedies for, the fatal diseases to

which all crops are subject, and which often change,

and exhibit increased virulence, or present altogether

new appearances and effects. For example—when
the rot was first extending over the cotton fields of the

South, it would have been of great importance for in-

telligent and observing planters, to have made use of

an agricultural journal, as means for exchanging their

ideas respecting the new and destructive disease: and

if such interchange of opinions and of facts, had not

served to point out the remedy, it would at least have

saved great expense to many planters in showing the

worthlessness of measures which they supposed to be,

and were using, at great trouble and cost, as remedies

for the rot.

But putting aside all these important considerations,

there is anotlier, humble as it may be, that alone will
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repay any farmer in Alabama or elsewhere, for his

expense in taking an agricultural journal. This is,

that through it he may at any time obtain an answer

to his inquiries on any particular subject, which pro-

bably could not be done without such moans, in twenty

years, if ever. How much has not every farmer lost

at some time, for the want of particular information

respecting the value of a new crop, of diifercnt varie-

ties of seeds, of new implements, &.C.; which loss might

have been avoided, if he had known where to seek and

obtain the infonnation needed. Every farmer would

gain at least as much as his subscription money, by

subscribing for, and reading some agricultural paper

—

and many would thereby gain a hundred fold. And if

we,are urging the support of our own interest by this

advice, (as is readily admitted) we are also, and in a

much greater degree, urging the advancemcut of the

interest of others. But the Farmers' Register is not

the only agricultural journal in the Southern States, to

which the foregoing remarks will apply—and they

speak at least as strongly in favor of the support of

other journals as of our own. The publication nearest

to the farmer, if equally well conducted, will of course

be most suitable to his wants and circumstances, and

therefore best deserving his subscription.!

TO DESTROY WII.D OXIONS.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Kegister,

One of your corresponilents signed J. E. M.
makes inquiries tliroiigh the Register, whether
there is any way discovered to destroy wild onions?

Believing it may be effected by a simple process,

which I accidentally discovered many years ago,

I feel it a duty I owe to my lellovv agriculturists to

make it known. I had a lot near my house, which
I asually cultivated in tobacco and wheat alter-

nately, in which there was about one acre so in-

fested with the garlic, or wild onion, that I usually

separated the wheat made on that part ot the lot,

and kept it from the rest. Some thirty years ago,

I had prepared this lot for tobacco, but failing in

plants, I put it in corn, and cultivated it well until

harvest, but did not touch it alterwards. It threw
up a heavy crop of crab-grass, and I was com-
pelled to cut the hay oft" of it before it could be
sown in wheat. At the next liarvcst I was sur-

prised to find all the onions had disappeared, nor

has that piece of ground been pestered with them
since, and I have this summer taken a crop of

early wheat from the same lot. A little reflection

convinced me they were smothered by the close

and small fibres of the crab-grass.

Some years afterwards I made an experiment
on another piece of ground that was infested with
tlie same weed. It was ploughed and harrowed
early in the spring, and the next fall it Avas seeded

in wheat, and 1 discovered at the next harvest the

garlic had disappeared: nor have they ajipeared

since—and as my farm has not been much pester-

ed with garlic, I have never had occasion to resort

to the same remedy since.

Before I conclude I will make a ^ew observations

on the cure and prevention of this pest to so many
farmers, in hopes that some one of the fraternity

will make the experiment on a larger scale than it

has been done by myself. All summer crops in-

crease the evil, for the garlic propagates more
from the roots than the seed. Coarse stalk grasses
such as clover, will not smother them. Should
the land be foo poor to produce a heavy crop of
crab-grass, it must be manured. Where the onions
are as thick set as they are in some parts of the

tide-water countr}^', it may be necessary to repeat
the process a second time. To prevent their in-

crease, the seed ought to be selected on that part

of the farm that is clear of the pest.

OXE OF THE PAY ALLS,

yJiig. 20ik, 1834.

[At page .580, Vol, I. Farm. Reg. there is a state-

ment of effects very similar to the above, of the de-

struction of blue grass, by its being smothered under a

heavy cover of crab (or crop) grass.]

TO SUBSCRIBERS,

With this number bills will be sent to all subscribers

who remain indebted for the first volume of the Far-

mers' Register. This step has been delayed until this

time, and is reluctantly taken now, because we know
that these duns will reach many who are in arrear

merely from inattention to such small matters, and

whose payments are as certain, and their patronage as

much valued, as of any subscribers we have. To all

such, a sufficient apology will be apparent, in the ne-

cessity for one uniform rule being adopted foi all simi-

lar debts, without regard to persons.

We have used every care to give, promptly and cor-

rectly ,the proper credits for all payments,in the monthly

receipt lists published on the covers: and the correction,

of any error, or omission, has been regularly asked in

the standing heading to those receipts. If notwith-

standing these precautions, and the means thus fur-

nished to every subscriber to know and correct mis-

takes, some should still remain on our books, we can-

not be justly blamed for their continuance. Our whole

course of procedure aflords ample evidence of the wish

to avoid mistakes, and to correct all previously made.

If therefore, bills should be sent to any who have al-

ready made payment, we hope tliat the error will be

imputed to any cause but design on our part. In these,,

as in all cases, we will readily and gladly be corrected,

by being better informed.

TO COKRESPONDENTS.

The following communications have been received,

"A commentary on the law of Virginia concerning

enclosures"—"Queries respecting herds grass and wet

lands"—"Rainy day reflections, &.c."—"On thrashing:

machines"—"Calcareous deposites on Piankitank Ri-

ver"—On the improvement of agriculture"—"On the

cultivation of fruit trees"—"Directions for making ox-

carts, &,c."—"Cost of legal fencing, Stc."

l^riiitcil by Mobert MiekeUs,
AT THE SHELLBANKS PRESS,

Prince George County, Va.

Where the printin:; of books, paniphlets, and other Jobs, can be

executed promptly, and in the best style.
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eo contrived, as to height, that, when the door of

the suckhng-house is open, it tails down on the

tail oi" the cart, and the animal walks into it, and
is secured. The floor of the Dutch call-pens is ol'

lattice work, so that it always lies dry.*

The district of Strathaven, in Lanarkshire, is

celebrated throughout Sco'land lor the excellence

of its veal, and there the only plan pursued is sini-

]){y feeding the calves on milk alone, without the

addition of any extraneous food, or noslranis for

promoting rest, and without having recourse to

bleeding. They are not allowed to draw the dam,
but are suckled by hand, as is usual in many parts

of England, both because the quantity of milk
given to the calf can be thus better ascertained

and more regularly distributed, and the sucking by
the teat is considered disadvantageous to the cow.
The reason assigned for this is, that when the en-
tire milk is not given to the calfj the cow retains a
portion of the remainder tnat is takenolf by hand;
and that when young, the calf does not drain olt'

the milk completely; and it is well known that the

milky seerskin is diminished whene^'er the udder
IS not completely emptied.f Some of the Stratha-

ven feeders give the milk at first sparingly, trom an
idea that it sharpens the appetife of the calves;

but others, more naturally and witli as good effect,

allow a full supply from first to last. For a week
or two after they are calved, they are not found to

consume more than about half of a good cow's
milk, but the quantity is gradually increased to as

much as they can drink. " A well grown calf, at

four weeks old, will consume the entire milk of one
cow; if thriving well, it will, in two or three weeks
more, take the greatest part of the milk of two
cows; and in order to bring them to the greatest
degree of fatness, it is common lo give those which
are farthest advanced the last drawn, or richest

part of the milk of three cows lor two or three
weeks after they are four or five weeks old. This
last practice, however, is scarcely necessary, for it

will generally be found that the animals will be fit

for the butcher, in about six or seven weeks, with-
out any other attention than to give them abund-
ance of the whole milk; to keep plentj^ of litter un-
der them in a place that is Avell aired and of moder-
ate warmth; and to exclude the light. Some have
mixed eggs, and others have put meal into the
milk; but the best Iceders do not approve of such
admixtures, which, they say, darken the flesh,

web, and lights of the animal.

J

The very intelligent writer from whom we have
extracted this account, does not si ate the average
measured quantity of milk consmned by the calves
during the process of fatting; but he says, that the
Strathaven larmers calculate on realizing ten shil-

lings per week from each calf, valuing the milk at

from l^d. to 2d. per quart; and that, many have
used their milk in feeding veal when they could

* Malcolm's " Compendium of Modern Husbandry,"
Vol. 1. p. 354. The practice is admirably adapted for
fatting calves for the butcher; for which quietude is

absolutely requisite: but where the object in rearing
them is to keep them, as stock, it probably will be
found more conducive to their health to turn them out
into a sheltered paddock or yard, only housing them at
night.

t See Book II. Chap. IV. Sect. 3.

t Alton's Dairy Husbandry, Chapter III. Sect. 1. p.
60.

* ^

have sold it at these prices. If so, it is clear that

either the system, or the stock, must be aviperior

to any ttiing of the kind in England; for the calcu-

lation ol" the profit of suckling in Essex, where it

is usually practised lor the London market, as
given in the Survey of that county, is only four

shillings and sixpence per week, aiid although that

may be under the marie, yet ten shillings would
probably be at least as mach above it.

Of steers mid draught oxen,

A good ox for the plough should be neither too
tat nor too lean; as, in the former case, he will be
too lazy; and in the latter, he will be too weak and
unfit for labor. His body ought to be full, joints

short, legs strong, eyes iidl, his coat smooth and
fine, and every partwell put together, so that his

strength may be easily seen , Another reqviisite is,

that lie answer to the goad, and be obedient to the
voice; but he can only be governed by gradual ass
and gentle treatment. Those calves which are
desigaied for the yoke, should not bo brokcn-in
earlier than tv/o and a half, or three years, lest

they be overstrained;* nor should that operation
be deferred longer, as they will become li"ovvard,

and stubborn. Their work should then be so pro-

portioned as not to aflect their growth, which con-
tinues till about their seventh year; for if this be
nolattended to, their value will be lessened in a
greater degree than will be compensated by their

labor.

The strength of this animal, when properly
trained and managed, is very great, and he has
patience to endure fatigue; but, being naturally

slow, he must not be exerted beyond his usual
pace. The only method by which success can be
attained is, by patience, mildness, and even by
caresses; for comjiulsion and ill-treatment will irri-

tate and disgust him. Hence, great assistance

will be derived fi-om gently stroldng the animal
along the back, by patting him, and encouraging
him with the voice, and occasionally feeding him
whh such aliments as are most grateful lo his pa-
late. When he has thus become familiar, his
horns should be frequently tied, and, after a few
days, a yoke may be put upon his neck, when he
should be fastened to a plough with a tame old ox,
of equal size; next, the oxen should be employed
in some light v/ork, which they maybe suftleredto

perform easily and slowly; thus they will draw
equally, and the young steer will be gradually in-

ured to work. After working in this manner, he
should be yolced Avilli an ox of greater spirit and
agility, in order that the steer may learn to quick-
en his jnxce; and, by thus fretpiently changing his

companions, as occasion may allow, he will, in the
course of the first month or six weeks of his labor,

be capable of drawing with the briskest of the
stock.

After a steer is thus properly trained, it wifl be
advisable, for the future, to match such as are in-

tended to draw in the same team, or yoke: atten-

tion being {)aid to their size, strength, and spirit or
temper; otherwise, by being unequally matched,
they will not only spoil their work, and be greatly
disqualified for draught, but the slower or weaker
animal of the two being urged beyond its natural

powers, will inevitably receive material injury.

* In Devonshire, however, they are frequently put
to gentle work at two years of age.
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Another circumstance of essential importance

in broakiiiij-in young oxen is, that, when first put

to work, whether at the plough or in teams tor

flraught, they be notfatigued, or overheated. Till

they are thoroughly trained, therelbre, it will be

necessary to employ them in labor only at short

intervals; to indulge them with rest during the

noon-day heats of summer, and to leed them with
good hay, which, in this ease, is preferable to grass.

In fact, while oxen are worked, they must be kept

in good condition and spirits, by moderate, but

wholesome sustenance. Further, on their return

home ti'om labor, it Avill greatly contribute to pre-

serve their health, if their feet be well washed jire-

viously to leading them into their stalls; otherwise

diseases nnght be generated by the filth adhering
totliem; Avhile their hooves becoming soft and ten-

der, Avould necessarily disable them from working
on hard or stony soils. The extremes of lieat and
cold ought also to be carefully guarded against, as

disorders not unfrequentiy arise from excess of

cither temperature; and they are peculiarly ex-
posed to fevers and the flux, if chased, Or hurried,

«>?j)ecially in hot weather.
The following mode of training and Avorking

oxen, wdiich has been successfully adopted in

North Britain, we give in the words of the farmer

by whom it is practised.
" Out of my stock of cattle," says he, " I select,

when tw^o years old, (that is, alter harvest, when
1 hey are rising three,) four of my stoutest, best

shaped slots from the field. These, to accustom
with harness, I bind up in my oxen byre every
night, for a w^eek or two; and they arc then taken

out in pairs, and put into the plough with a pair of
older trained oxen yoked before thern. This keeps
them steady, and prevents their running off. After

being j-oked in this manner two or three times, I

turn them again amongst the cattle in the straw-

yard, where they remain until spring. They are

then three years old. I yoke them all four, after

training them as above stated, in a plough by
themselves, which requires a little boy to drive;

and in that way they are used until four years old,

when they are worked in pairs as horses, by one
man only, and do the same work at ploughing;
lor at carting, &c., I never use them, having as

many horses as do that part of my work. When
used in pairs, one man works two yokings, and the

cattle only one each. If, however, I had occasion
for two cattle-ploughs, each pair might work ivell

two yokings, the same as horses."
The same intelligent correspondent also remarks,

in addition to the above: "if, when three years
old, eight stots were worked, four and four alter-

nately, it Avould be a great relief; and I have uni-

formly found that cattle moderaicly worked thrive

better than those that are idle, or unemployed."*
The following system of a succession of breed-

ing and working cattle has been recommended by
that eminent agriculturist Mr. EUman. of Glynde,
in Sussex:—the numbers depending, of course, on
the means or inclination of the breeder:

—

14 calves; of which, nine male; eight for oxen,
and one allowed lor accident, or not taking to

work.
14 year-olds.

14 two year olds; of which eight worked a little

at two years and a half.

14 three year olds; jiart of which taken for coavs,
and others, if not good, fattened.

14 lour year olds; eight worked.
14 five year olds; do.

14 six year olds; fattened.

Thus twenty-lour oxen are u'orked in common;
eight, three; eight, lour; and eight five years old;
and a reserve is kept for breeding cows, and acci-
dents.*

The details of the Earl of Egremont's system,
as followed to a great extent at Petw^orth, are as
follows:

—

The calves are dropped fi-om December to iho
end of February; they are weaned immediately-,
never letting them suck at all, but the milk given
for a fijw dajs as it comes from the cow. But for

weaning on skim milk, they ought to fall in De-
cember, or a month befjre and atier, and should
then be kept Avarm by housing; and thus they Avill

be equally IbrAvard Avitli calves, drojit late in the
spring, that ran Avith the cow. With the skim
milk some oatmeal is given, but not tdltw^o months
old, and then only because the number of calves is

too great for the quantity of milk; Avater and oat-
meal are therefore mixed Avith it to make it go fixr-

ther. But to tfns, heifers Avith their first calAxs
are exceptions: for they do not become good milk-
ers if their calves are not allowed to suck for the
Avhole season; Avith the second they are treated
like the rest. In May the calves are turned to
grass; the first Avinter, from the beginning of No-
vember, they are fed upon roAven, or, as it is in
some places called, aftermath. The folloAving
summer they are at grass; the second Avintcr on
straAV, with a turn on short rough grass: theyhave
been tried on hay alone, but straAV and grass do
better. The fblloAving and every other summer on
grass, and are broke-in at Christmas, being then
three years old, but are only lightly Avorked until
the spring, when their real" labor "begins. From
this time tfieir Avinter food is straAv, A\-Ith a ton and
a half of clover hay from the beginning of Janua-
ry. They are previously ke|)t on straAV' alone, yet
are Avorked three days in each Aveek.
The breed is Hereford, Sussex, Devon, and a

mixed breed betAveen Hereford and Sussex. The
Herefords are the best, Avhen pure, for the com-
bined objects of Avorking and fatting; but the mix-
ture of half Hereford and Sussex are nearly
equal.!

The general character of the ox is, patience
and tractabihty, though young steers sometimes
prove refractory and vicious, Avhich, hoAvever, is

in most instances the resuh of defectiA'e manage-
ment, or of bad treatment Avhen first brokenlbr
the yoke. When, therefore, an ox is unruly or
stubborn, it Avill be advisable to keep him till he ia

hungry; and, Avhen he has fasted long enough, he
must be made to feed out of the hand. On his

returning to labor he should be tied AA^ith a rope;

and, if he at any time become refractory, gentle
measures should be adopted, as aboA-e described,

in order to bring him to Avork readily and quieth''.

In working oxen to advantage*, much depends
on the mode of harnessing them, and the question,
"whether it is most advantageous to yoke oxen
by the head or by the collar]" has occasioned much

* Farmer's Magazine vol. 3 p. 450.

* See Agricultural Survey of Sussex, p. 261.

I t Ibid 263.
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discussion, and is even yet undetermined. The
prejudice tlirougliout Great Britain is, generally

speaking, decidedly in favor of the collar; but

throughout Spain and Portugal, where oxen are

the only animals employed in agricultural labor,

whether of road or field draught, they are invaria-

bly yoked by the head. The streng{h of the ani-

mal, indeed^ lies in his neck, of the power of which,

the 3-oke affords him all the advantage, while the

collar deprives him of it, as he does not draw by
the shoulders. The far greater cost and trouble ol

harness, than of yokes and bows, are also conside-

rations of moment; and in summer, harness has

been found an incumbrance, the ox requiring all

the reliel' and liberty that can be given in hot wea-
ther.

In Portugal, these animals are harnessed in the

following manner; a long leather strap is wrapped
round the yoke, whence it passes round the lower

part of the horns, and is again fastened to the

yoke. By this contrivance, the heads of the oxen
become more steady while performing their work,

and these useful animals are rendered more tracta-

ble. In France, and in the Penmsula, oxen are

yoked in a manner which is better expressed by
the aid of figures than by description. Plate I,

figure 1, therefore, represents a view of the hinder

part of the head and neck of these animals in the

yoke, as they appear to a spectator; and figure 2
exhibits a front view of the upper part of their

heads, in order to convey a more accurate idea of

the mode in which the French oxen are fastened

to the bow. We understand that the Earf of

Shannon introduced this n)ethod of yoking oxen
into Ireland, and that two oxen thus harnessed
were enabled, with great ease, to draw the enor-

mous weight of three tons.

The advocates for the collar insist upon the ad-
vantages of single-ox-carts; and of ploughing with
the team at length, by which, as they walk in the

furrow, the land is not so much subject to be
poached as when they are yoked abreast. They
affirm, also, that the pace is quicker in harness;

and that the animal works with greater ease. But
their opponents allege, that oxen are more advan-
tageously worked in couples than singly, inasmuch
as that, being nearer to the draught, they pos.sess

greater power over it than when drawing at

length: they consider the additional expense occa-

sioned by a double number of one-ox-carts and
drivers, as more than counterbalanced by any ad-

vantage, even if any were admitted, in their usej

and they deny that the animal works either quick-

er or with greater ease.

It would be endless to detail the various com-
parative trials that have been published on this

long contested subject; and it may be deemed suf-

ficient to state the result of two, made, some j^ears

ago, in Sussex; where, from oxen being exten-

sively used, the dispute has excited more than
common interest.

In order to decide the respective merits of the

two methods, it was agreed^ that an acre of land
should be ploughed by two teams, the one of six

oxen in double yokes, the other of four oxen in

collars; and then, again, with four oxen in single

yoke.'j, against four in collars. In the first trial^

the six in yt^ke beat the four in collar easily; and
in the second, there were only three minutes dif-

ference. The woi'k was equally well performed;
but the ploughing must have been very liglit, aw
the last match was completed in four Iiours and
ten minutes.*
So far as this experiment may be considered

decisive, it re-established tlie equality of the teams;
but had it been tried by more severe labor, or on
hilly ground, it might have proved different; and
in steep ascents, more particularly, the yoke would
probably have been found best adapted to the ani-

mal. It is a prevalent idea in England, that oxen
are unfit (or draught in hilly countries; but a large
portion of the Peninsula is mountainous, and there
they draw heavy weights in carts of a very rude
construction. Being worked in yokes, they pos-
sess the power of preserving the line of draughty
by lowering the head according to the inclination

of the ground, an advantage which is lost in the
application of the collar; and their chief strength
is, besides, supposed to depend on the jointJ.power
of the neck and the base of the horn.
Lord Egremont has also worked his cattle each

way, at Petworth, in both road and field labor,

and his Lordship's experience confirms the opin-
ion in favor of the old Sussex yoke, of whicli the
following is a fiffure.

See Agricultural Survey of Sussex, p. 243.
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ConnectPii with Ihe subject of draught is ano-

ther, wliich luis only received, of late years, fliat

attention' which it required, viz. the shoeing of
oxen; a necessary opcmtion, which, wlien carefully

t^xeculed, will not only conduce to the animal's

fonilbrt and health, but also to i\\c fanner's profit;

as he will thus he enabled to draw both with great-

er speed and with superior effect. According to

the common ])ractice, the animal is first cast, or

thrown, and his legs bound together in the usual

manner; he is then forced nearly upon his back,

and his feet are hoisted up to a convenient height

by means of a forked pole, the forked end taking

the bandage that binds the leet, while the opposite

end is firmly fixed in the sward upon which they.

are thrown: the farrier then proceeds to affix the
shoes in a manner similar to that practised on
horses. By this simple contrivance, the operation
acquires great firmness, steadiness, and conve-
nience; but itis attended with disadvantage, as acci-
dents sometimes occur in the operation of casting:
the other oxen are also apt to become unnily on
seeing their companions roughly treated, and thus
many valuable cattle are ofien rendered complete-
ly useless. To obviate such accidents, an inge-
nious machine of great simplicity has been long in

use at th« late Mr. Bakewelfs farm at Dishley.
It merely consists of lour posts A, B, C, D, fixed

finiily in the ground with strong side-rails, thius:

—

The animal being led in, is confined by four broad
straps going over the back and under the bell}';

the two projecting benches are hollowed on the

top, lor laying on the fore legs one at a time; the

hind legs are severally held out, when wanted, b}-

a long wooden lever; and thus the shoes are ap-

plied without any possibility of injuring the beast.

It has, indeed, been suggested, (and we think the

plan might be easily carried into effect,) that if

calves, intended to be reared for work, were ac-

customed, while young, to have their feet taken

up, and their hoofs beaten with a hammer, and
this practice repeated during the winter, while the

steei-s are in the yards, they might afterwards be
shod in the same manner and with equal lacility as

horses.*

Of grazing neat cattle.

The feeding and fattening of cattle, whether
for labor or for sale, is the most important in the

whole economy of the grass farm: hence the far-

mer should previously consider the nature and
fertilitij of his pastures, and the extent and quali-

ty of his other resources; and, according to these,

he ought to regulate his system of grazing, soil-

ing, or stall-feeding. He should then select those

beasts only which evince the most thriving dispn-

sition to fatten with the least consumption offood,
and depasture them upon such lands as are best

calculated lc)r the respective breeds; especially

taking care not to bring cattle from rich to inferior

soils, but, wherever it is practicable, to choose

them from lands of nearly the same quality as

those destined for their reception: beside which

* On the workiiio: and shoeing of cattle, see Chap.
VIII. No. 5 on "British Husbandrj%" in the Farmer^
Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge.

precautions, it is proper in all situations which are

not provided with wholesome water, to avoid se-

lecting cattle li-om those districts where it abounds
in a state of purit3%

The introductory view of breeds prefixed to

this work, will probably supply some hints for

enabling the fiiriner to decide what sort of stock is

calculated for peculiar situations; in addition to

which we would observe, generally, from the

practice of the most eminent graziers, that the

larger beasts are preferable for the more luxuriant

pastures; while, in such as are less rich, small

stock answer best. Thus, a grazier who has fer-

tile meadow, or deep marsh, may select his beasts

as large as he can find them; but he who has only

indifferent grass, should take care to proportion

the size of his beasts to the goodness of their pas-

ture; for it is prefJjrable to have cattle rather too

small than too large for the quality of the land.

Hence we find, that in the rich grazing counties

of Durham and Lincoln, large breeds are chosen,

while in Norf(ilk and Suflblk, tiie kyloes and gallo-

ways are fattened preferably to any other breeds,

not alone on account of their superior kindness,

and the excellence of their flesh, but from the

stock being better suited to the lightness of the

soil. Next to these, in the esteem of salesmen, is

the dark red variety of the Devonshire sort, which

chiefly prevails in the counties of Leicester, Ox-
ford, Somerset, and Warwick; to these may be

added the Glamorgan, Hereford, and Suflblk pol-

led breeds of cattle, all of which are eminently

profitable in particular situations. But, in order to

carry on the grazing of cattle with eflect, it is ne-

ces.s"ary that the grazier form a complete plan, or

system, and proceed regularly therein, deviating

from it in those instances only which obviously

tend to improve his course, and ultimately to in-

crease liis profits.
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With regard to the species of cattle best calcu-

lated for grazing, spayed heifers and oxen are cer-

tainly superior to any other stock; the former, in-

deed, are of less ii-equent occurrence, though thtjy

fatten with more ex|>edition. Many grnziers con-

eider heifers more kindly in their disposition to feed

than steers; particularly when th(;y have already

had a calf; and Mr. Honeybourne, the respectable

successor of Bakewell, at Dishley, is of ojnnion

that they are superior to oxen lor fatting at any
age, and that they will produce a greater weic^ht

of beef per acre.* Wintering heifers in caltj in

some grazing districts termed incalvcrs, may also

be advantageously fattened, if attention be paid to

selection, and the beasts are well fed during the

winter, on rich succulent crops; they are occasion-

ally sold tor small sums at the autumnal or Mi-
chaelmas fairs, and may be disposed of in the suc-

ceeding spring, with their calves running by their

side, to considerable profit. Free Marlins, or

barren cows, have also been tried for the purpose

of fattening, but they rarely succeed. This is also

the case with old cows, and such as are become
dry, which may, in a f&-w instances, prove a source

of profit, but are for the most part hazardous, and
much inferior to young or middle-aged stock, in

point of kindliness to fatten. Such cows have
been found to fatten more readily after they have
taken the bull, than when barren.

In stocking lands, as the proportion of beasts

must depend upon the fertility of the soil, it will

generally be found that local custom, whicdi is

usually the result of experience, will aflord the

surest guide. In the counties of Somerset and
Devon, one acre, or one acre and a half of the

richer kinds of land, are allotted to one ox, to

which a sheep is sometimes added: but fertile as

tliose dish-icts are, they are surpassed by the richer

grounds of Lincolnshire, the best of which will

support one ox and fourteen large sheep on tvv'o

acres during the whole summer, and five sheep on
a similar space of land in the winter, or sixteen

sheep on one acre throughout the summer. In-

stances have indeed occurred, in which one hun-
dred and ten Lincolnshire sheep, and fifteen large

bullocks of the same breed, have been fattened on

fifteen acres, the last-mentioned animals having
been put to spring grass out of the straw-yard,

and fattened to the weight of 1,130 pounds by the
ensuing Michaelmas.

In order to graze cattle to advantage, it will be
profitable to ciiange them from one pasture to ano-
ther, beginning with the most inferior grass, and
gradually removing them into the best. By this

expedient, as cattle delight in variety, they will

cull the uppermost or choicest part of the grass,

and by filling themselves quickly, as well as by
lying down much, they will rapidly advance to-

Avards a proper state of fatness; while the grass,

which is thus left, may be fed off v/ith laboring

cattle, and lastly with sheep. Hence it will be
advisable to have several inclosures, well fenced
and sheltered, and abundantly supplied with
wholesome water. Respecting the best size for

such inclosures, there is a difference of opinion;
from ten to fifteen or twenty acres, perhaps, is the
most appropriate; though, if any be of a greater
extent than this, they may be divided by a strong,
but temporary fence for this purpose. Their size,

* See the Agricultural Sim'ey of Leicester, p. 232.

hov/ever, should be various, as small ones axe pre-

ferable in winter, and larger ones during the sum-
mer. Thus the greatest and strongest cattle will

be separated from the weaker ones; for, if cattle of

various sizes are indiscriminately mingled together,

the more powerlid beasts will master the others,

driving them from jjlace to place, and trampling

upon or wasting more food than they can eat.

To prevent these inconveniences, and also to

stock the land to the greatest advantage, some in-

telligent graziers recommend the following method
of feeding and fattening cattle. Suppose there

are four inclosures, one ought to be kept perfectly

free ii'om stock till the grass is in its fliU growth,

when the prime, or fattening cattle should be put

into it, that they may get the best food; the second
best should then follow, and the young stock -after

all, making the whole feed over the four inclosures

in the following succession:

—

First inclcsure. Free from stock, till ready for

the best cattle.

Second inclosure. For the reception of the best

cattle, till sent to No. 1.

Third inclosure. For the second best cattle,

till sent to No. 2.

Fourth inclosure. For the young cattle till sent

to No. 3.

Thus the fourth inclosure is kept fi-ee from sfock

till the grass is got up, and it is ready for the prime
cattle. To which we will add, that the inclosures

should be finally gone over by store sheep; by
which they will be eaten down to a close and even
sward, to the great benefit of the aftergrowth.

It will also be of service to erect rubbing-posts

in different parts of the various inclosures, where
stock are feeding, as such posts keep the cattle

from the fences, and furnish them, no doubt, with

an agreeable, and perhaps, a salutary amusement.
Some Norfolk fiirmers draw the crown of a tree,

with the lower part of the boughs left on it, into

the middle of the close; this is less trouble than
putting down a post, is easily rolled and removed,
and seems to be still more agreeable to the cat-

tle.*

Before v/e proceed to discuss the other branches
connected with the grazing of cattle, it Avill not be
altogether irrelevant to state a few particulars con-

cerning the peculiar practice, or management of

some of the most eminent graziers.

Thus, some flu-mers purchase heifiers, and other

lean stock, from the month of March or April, to

the month of May, and turn them in upon the

meadows and pastures as early as possible. Here
the beasts become completely fat on the grass-feed

towards the close of October, or the commence-
ment of November, or perhaps later in the year,

according to their kindliness of disposition in

taking on fat. In the county of Middlesex, this

method is applied with uncommon success, on hay-
farms. The graziers in that county purchase
small cattle, which are in pretty good condition, as

early in the autumnal quarter as the rowen latter-

math, or after-grass, is ready; into this the beasts

are turned, and are sold to considerable advantage
about the end of October, or early in the ensuing
month of November.
There is anotlier mode practised in some graz-

* Marshall's Rural Ecoijomy of Norfolk, Vol. II.

p. 115, 2nd Edit,
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ing (lis-tricls, where the le"an stock fire purchased at

various periods and of difl'erent sizes, so that, as

some become fat sooner than others, they niay be

sent to market in succession. Accordiuf]; to the

])lan of" tliese graziers, tlie cattle are sometimes
kept tlu'oughout two winters, during the first ol

which they are not at fall-keep, but in the ibiiow-

ing sum mcrtiiey are turned into good grass, and are

iattcned olTin liie second winter witii the best and
most Ibrcing ibod the iiirmcr possesses. The
more common system, however, consists in buy-
ing small cattle as early ni the spring as the grass
atlbrds a good bite, when they are allowed one
summer''s grass, and aresfall-flittencd in the ensu-
ing winter.

With regard to the management of pasture
grounds, it may be observed, that those which are

laid or allowed to rest at Candlemas, may be
grazed in the following May; such as are laid in

May, may be grazed at Midsummer; those to which
rest is given at that season may be grazed at

Lammas; while such as are laid at Lammas may
be grazed in October, and generally throughout
the succeeding winter.

In the grazing of cattle, a variety of circum-

stances will claim the farmer's attention, in order

to conduct his business Avith regularity, or with

profit Henee"he ought to take especial care not

to turn his stock out into the pastures in the spring,

before there is afull bite, or the grass has obtained

a sufficient degree of length and maturity; for neat

cattle, whose tongues chiefly enable them to collect

the food, neither can norAvill bite near the ground,

unless tliey are compelled by extreme hunger, in

which case, it is obvious they cannot enjoy their

feed, and consequently cannot thrive in propor-

tion.

Where beasts are turned into fields, consisting

either of clover entirely, or of a mixture of natu-

ral and artificial grasses, great circumsj)ection is re-

quired, to see that they do not eat so eagerly, or to

such excess, as to become blown or hoven, an af-

fection to which cows are more peculiarly liable

than any other neat cattle. That disorder, how-
ever, may be prevented either by feeding the ani-

mals so as to gratity the cravings of apj)etite be-

fore they are turned into the pasture, or by con-

stantly moving them about the field for a few
hours after they have been turned in, that the first

hall at least may sink into their maw before the

next be deposited. Should they, notwiihstanding,

be attacked with that dangerous swelling, thej^

may be relieved by adopting the remedies pointed

out in Book VI. Chap. 1.

Although the various grasses of which a pasture
is composed ripen at diflerent periods, j'et the

sward usually attains its greatest luxuriance about
Midsummer; and from that time to Lammas it

possesses a peculiar sweetness, so that stock may
be allowed, during th'e intervening period, to bite

somevvhat nearer to the ground. It will, however,
be necessary to remove iiitting cattle, (as already
intimated,) Irom time to time, into fresh grounds;
so that by taking the uppermost and choicest part

of the grass, they may feed both expeditiously and
thoroughly. The gi-ass left beiiind them may be

fed off first with laboring cattle, and ailerwards

with sheep. This last-mentioned point cannot be
too minutely regarded; for, if cattle be in want,
thev will lose more flesh in one day than they can
possibly gain or recover in three.

Such pastures as lie in fenny or other situationa

which retain moisture lor a long time, ought to be
ted off as early as possible, lest sudden or long-con-
tinued rains descend, which will not only render
the juices of the grass thin and watery, and ulti-

mately putrescent, but which will also materially

affect the health and constitution of the animals.
To prevent t lie losses consequent on such acci-

dents, it will therefore be indispensably nece.s.sarj'',

daily and attentively to inspect the grazing stock;

and if any beasts appear to be affected by eating

wet grass, they should be immediately conducted
into dry shelier, and fed with hay or straAv; or, if

they cannot be conveniently removed, they must
be driven to the driest spot, and there supplied

with sivect cut grass and dry fodder.

The hard or light stocking of pasture ground la

a point on which many experienced graziers are

by no means agreed. By some it is contended,

that pastures ought to be stocked very lightly;

alleging, that although much of the produce is

thus allowed to run to seed, which the cattle will

not eat, and which is consequently trodden under
foot, where it is rotted by rain, and thus wasted;
yet experience, say the advocates for light stocking,

evinces that a greater profit will, upon the whole,
be thence derived than by any other practice, on
account of the superior thriving of the animals.

By others, on the contrarv^, it is maintained,

that the practice of light stocking is highly to be
condemned; because it not only tends gradually to

diminish ils produce, but also to encourage the

growth of coarse and unprofitable grasses, which
materially deteriorate the pastures; and that the

hard stocking of grass lands, particularly those of

a rich quality, is an indispensable requisite of

good management. It must be confessed, that

the superior tertility of the hard-stocked Lincoln-
shire pastures tends greatly to corroborate these

assertions, which receive further support from the

practice of the most experienced graziers in

Romney Marsh. It is recommended by a third

party, (whose opinion, perhaps, approximates more
nearly to the truth,) that mixed-stock should be
always kept on the same field; for the foul grass,

produced by the dung of some animals, will be
consumed by others; and as it is well known that

different species of cattle prefer diflerent kinds of
grass, there is an evident advantage in this prac-

tice.

In every field, numerous plants spontaneously
spring up, some of which are disliked by one class

of animals, while they are eaten by others; and
some of which plants, though eaten with avidity

at a particular period of their growth, are entirely

rejected by the same beasts at another period of
their age. Hence, they say, it becomes necessary,

not only to have a great variety of cattle in the

same pasture, but also a very j^articular attention

is required to augment or diminish the proportions

of some of these classes of animals at certain pe-
riods of the year; otherwise some part of the pro-

duce will run to waste, unless indeed it be hard
stocked to such a degree as to retard their thriving.

On this it is, however, to be observed, that

where a great variety of animals are allowed to go
at large in the same pasture, they rarely feed with
that tranquillity which is necessary to ensure thriv-

ing. It frequently hajipens that one class, or sort

of beasts, wishes to feed or to play, while others

are inclined to rest; thus they mutually tease and
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disturb each other; and this inconvenience is ma-
terially augmented, if any sort of penning, or con-

finement, be attempted. Hence it is obvious, that

the practice of intermixing various kinds of live

stock is productive of evils, which are, in many
instances, greater than those res^ulting li'om the

waste of tbod intended to be prevented by tliis

practice. There is, indeed, no doubt but that by
hard stocking, the grass will be kej)t short, and
will consequently be more palateable in general to

the animals that eat it, than if it were allowed to

grow to a great length; and that even unpleasant

patches may thus be consumed; but as animals,

which are to be fattened, must not only have sioeet

IboJ, but also an abundant bite at all times, in order

to bring them Ibrvvard in a kindly manner, it ap-

pears scarcely possible to unite both these advan-

tages with an indiscriminate mixture of stock: it

may, therelbre, be generally prudent to confine the

practice to neat cattle and sheep.

Independently of remedying the inconveniences

above specified, a variety of circumstances concur

to prove, that the practice of soiling, or feeding

cattle during the summer withdifierent green and
succulent vegetables, which are cut and carried to

them; and of stall-feeding them in the winter sea-

son with dry fodder, in conjunction with various

nutritive roots, will in general be highly economi-
cal. The former of these modes, in particular,

has been but httle used till within a lew years,

and has not been treated with that attention which
its importance deserves: hence, we trust, it will

neither be inconsistent with the nature of the pre-

sent work, nor altogether uninteresting to those

who are sedulously aiming at the imjjrovement of

their lands, if we consider the subjects of soihng
and stall-leeding in the following points of view.

[To be continued.]

ON THE APPLICATION OF STEAM TO PURPOSES
OF HUSBANDRY

From the [British] Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, of 1834.

[The article from which the followinfr extracts are

taken is not such as might be inferred from its title.

It is neither an account of any practical application of

steam power to tlie uses of agricultuie, nor an argu-

ment in favor of the practicability of any such plans.

Eut assuming it as unquestionable tjiat steam power

may be so applied, the application and its effects are

treated of as affecting the general and political state of

agriculture in England. The statements given of the

actual use of steam power to propel carriages on com-

mon roads, will be found interesting; and still more so,

is the admission of the writer, and .the grounds for the

admission, that the corn law^ of England must be re-

pealed. The agricultural interest has heretofore clung

to that system of restriction and monopol}^ as if the

strength and welfare, indeed the existence of the na-

tion, depended on its maintenance—and every agricul-

tural journal has been a moutli-piece to proclaim the

absolute necessity of prohibiting the importation of

foreign grain. Nor is the cliange of tone now exhibited

in the Journal of Agriculture any evidence of a change

of opinion on this subject, but merely a yielding, from

necessity, to the strength of the great and increasin"-

number of their opponents, who contend for "cheap

bread," and the destruction of the corn laws. The
reluctant admission that this must be conceded, coming

from an organ of the party which erected and sup-

ported this system, is the strongest proof that the days

of the prohibitory system in England are numbered,

as well as in our own country. The progress of the

knowledge of political economy among the higher

classes in England, and of intelligence in general

among the mass of the people, have given the death

blow to the prohibitions on the corn trade. It will not

be very long before England may be as much bene-

fited by buying, as we shall be by selling to her, our

cheap grain—and as soon perhaps,there will be an end to

the equally impolitic and injurious restrictions imposed

by our laws on the importation of foreign manufac-

tured commodities. The oppressed portions of both

nations have become too well informed to be longer

deluded by the interested advocates for restrictions on

trade—and are too strong to be thus oppressed, when
knowing their wrongs and the sources of them. The
friends of free trade may confidently expect to see the

practical operation of their doctrines gradually and

widely extended—and our country, and the civilized

world, released from the fetters of the prohibitory sys-

tem, which ignorance forged, and avarice and ambition

have so long kept firmly riveted.]

At the present moment when the ciy ibr cheap

bread is waxing louder and louder, and the anti-

corn-law party is daily increasing in numbe-
and power, it may not be unimportiant to call the

attention of the Highland Society, and the agri-

culturists of Scotland, to the great advantages
which will arise from the adoption of the cheaper
system of husbandry which the application of
steam to general purposes of brute animal labor

now renders practicable.

During the last twelve months, rapid advance-
ment has been made in locomotive science, and a
great change has been effected in its favor upon
the public mind. The problem in mechanics,
which the whole scientific world clung to as an
axiomatic truth, that the periphery of a wheel had
not sufficient hold upon the ground to render it an
available fulcrum, was experimentally exploded
by Gurney, in the year 182.5, and, since that time,

Dance, Ilandeock, Smith, Ogle, Macerone, and
various others, have, after surmounting personal

and mechanical difficulties almost incredible, es-

tablished, by numerous successful experiments, tbe

possibility of substituting inanimate for animate
power.
Without enumerating any of the various per-

formances of those locomotive carriages, upon
which, in 1831, after a patient investigation for

three months, a Committee of the House of Com-
mons arrived at the conclusion, "that sufficient ev-

idence had been .adduced to prove that they can
be propelled by steam on common roads, at an av-
erage rate of ten miles ))er Jiour; that at this rate

they have conveyed uj^wards of fourteen passen-
gers; that their weight, including engine, fuel, wa-
ter, and attendants, may be under three tons; that

they can ascend and descend hills of considerable

inclination, witb facility and safety; that they are

perfectly safe Ibr passengers; that they are not
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nuisances to tho public; that they Avill become a

speeilier and cheaper mode of conveyance than

carriages drawn bj' horses,"—it is sufficient to say

that, in the njonth of September last. Sir Charles

Dance's carriage, exclusive ol'stoppages, ran down
to Brighton in five hours and a ([uarter, carrying

fifteen persons, and the Ibilowing day it returned

in lour hours and fitty-nine minutes, without any
failure of the machiner)', and passing on the road

two of the Hght coaches which had started half an
hour before it. In October, the success of this trip

was farther corroborated by the same carriages

plying tor hire between Wellington Street, Strand,

.and Greenwich, running about 250 miles during
that time, through crowds of spectator, and con-
veying uj)wards of 386 passengers, without acci-

dent or impediment of any kind whatever; and, in

November, that journey was made in the same car-

riage, upon the mail-coach line of the Holjdiead
Road, which enabled a commitee of experienced
engineers, with the practical and circumspect Tel-
ford at their head, to re])ort, "that there can be no
doubt that, with a well constructed engine, a steam-
carriage conveyance between London and Bir-

mingham, at a velocity unattainable by horses, and
limited only by safety, may be maintained, and
that it is their conviction that such a project may
be undertaken with great advantage to the public."

It is unnecessary to mention the various and
successful exhibitions made by Mr. Handcock's
steam-carriage, during the six weeks which it plied

for hire during the last autumn, between the city

and Paddington, and by Colonel Macerone's, du-

ring the nearly 2000 miles of trips which it has
made. We are speaking of a principle, not of

the particular merits of the various engines, nor

of relative performances. It is sufficient, theretbre,

to say that so satisfied are the engineers, and sci-

entific individuals who have taken the trouble to

make themselves pnxctically acquainted with the

subject of the practicability and importance of this

mode of steam communication, that companies to

introduce it upon tramways are now Ibrming for

^'London, Birmingham, and Holyhead," and
^'London Bristol, and Plymouth." The former is

already so far advanced, that notice has been
given to Parliament lor leave to bring in a bill.

Several, other companies are in agitation. In

Scotland also, steam-carriages are shortly to be in-

troduced at Edinburgh, Glasgow, A berdeen, Dun-
dee, fcc.

These statements have been made to show that

we are warranted by facts forholding that thepoioer

of inanimate locomotion is completely gained, and
that no physical difficulties any longer exist to post-

pone its introduction. With regard to the economy
of the substitution, though little definitely can be
said from the data tarnished by working machi-
nery, which has been altered and patched up times

without number, still the disbursements made in

running the three principal steam-carriages, as de-

tailed in the Journal of Steam Transport, show
the most favorable case. The outlay and return

upon Mr. Handcock's steam omnibus for the six

weeks which it plied for hire, showed a clear gain

of nearly cent, per cent.; whilst Colonel Macerone,
from the expense incuired in Avorkinghis can-iage

in trips taken collectively, amounting to about 2000
miles, calculates that even a higher profit will arise

upon the capital emploj'ed. VVhen it is consider-

ed that a tramway of granite can be laid down at

comparatively a trifling expense to a railway of

iron; tliat the tear and wear of machinery upon it

will only be oue-thirdgreaterthanthe other, whilst

(he charge for maintenance ol'road will ibr years,

fi'om the solidity and durability of the material,

amount to nothing, it is perhaps not too much to

say, afler reducing fiu-es a lialf, and accelerating

speed to an extent limited alone by salety, that a
clear profit of not less than £50 per cent, will

arise upon the capital embarked in steam convey-
ance. ******
But though difficulties exist in the minds of ag-

riculturists, who have not turned their attention to

the subject, as to the possibility of extending steam
to husbandry purposes, no difficulties exist in the

opinions of many eminent machinists who have
turned their attention to it. We have had conver-

sations with several patentees, Avho have each as-

sured us, that there are no practical difficulties in

the case, provided there was any inducement for

them to direct their skill to such a species of ma-
chinery. Mr. Phillips' getomic apparatus, the

model of which we have seen, though far from
being a perfect machine, is yet sufficient to show
that a little farther simplification is all that is re-

quired to render it such. We are happy to say,

that in our notions respecting steam-ploughing,
whether as regards its practicability or importance,
we are corroborated by a Fifeshire farmer, who, in

a letter of the date 24th December, 1833, pubhshed
in the Fife Hertild, remaks, "that at present, when
the ingenuity of man is upon the stretch to devise

means to abridge human labor, and add to the
comforts and intelligence of redundant and still in-

creasing population—when, by our absurd laws,
the manufacturer is under the necessity of giving
an extravagant price for the first necessaries of

life—when industry is fettered, and the growing
resources of the country are circumscribed, our
tenantry wasting their time and means, and crouch-
ing under the power of their proprietors, on ac-

count of acorn monopoly, I wonder it never struck

some of our agriculturists that they might, like

manufacturers, endeavor to under-sell their neigh-
bors, and drive them out of the market. I know
it will be said, that it is impossible—but what I am
going to suggest, is a farther extension ofmachine-
ry, to assist us in keeping ourselves a-head of our
neighbors, and that is the application of steam to

the working of [^loughs. At present, it requires

nearly the half of the product of a farm to pay the

necessary expenses, and a great part of that goes
to the keeping of horses, harness, &c. Now, if the

farmer could get a steam-engine to Avork his

ploughs, harroAvs, and rollers—thrash and shear
his corn—cast his drains, and rid his land of large

stones, he would be able to pay his present rent,

although there AA^cre no corn-laAvs, and grain one-

third cheaper than it is."

We have gone into all this detail, not because

Ave advocate the application ofsteam to general lo-

comotive purposes, merely from the loA-e of change,
without any other reason than that change is the

order of the day. No, but because there are nu-
merous Aveighty, and Avhat ouglit to be imperative

reasons, tor the agricultural classes giA'ing this mat-
ter their deep and serious attention. From the
whole course of events, no man can be so blind as

not to perceive, that upon the subject of the corn

laAvs, the agricultural and manufacturing classes

are about lo come siiortly into a fearful collision.
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Cheap bread is a thing that our starving and op-
pressed people must have, either by a cheaper S3?s-

tenri of cuUivation at home, or by importation of

corn from abroad. The alternative is the choice
between the lile and the death of the State. For
surely it is madness amounting m degree to theirs

whom the ancients conceived were d >omed to per-

ish, to suppose that cheap bread, by a method
that will ruin our domestic agriculture, will not

precipitate the country into that state of social

disunion, which the whole tendency of our afi'airs

shows to be in coarse of progression. Now, let

it not be supposed that steam has had nothing to

do in maturing this condition. During the last

quarter of a century, it has been applied to what
may be called oliysical purposes only, i. e. to pur-
poses which has materially abridged manual labor,

and multiplied almost indefinitely every species of
commodit}', whilst it has not been applied to any
one purpose that has increased human labor, or

saved the consumption, and cheapened the produc-
tion of food. Consequently there has been a grad-
ual disapproximation between the necessaries and
the conveniencies of life, until, after nineteen years
of peace, and what ought to have proved finan-

cial recruitment, it has reached an extent which
has unbalanced consumption and production, to a
degree which is paralysing all commercial and ag-
ricultural transactions, fearfully increasing pauper-
ism and crime,.fomenting sedition, and threatening
the peace, order, and best interests, social and civil,

of society.

The extension of steam to economic purposes, i.

e. to purposes which will permit the removal of
brute labor, will remedy the evils arising from its

partial a})plication; for, as we have shown, it will

save and cheapen food, and that by a way which,
over and above its improvement of internal com-
munication, will improve the coal trade and iron
trade, those pillars upon which the prosj;erity ofthe
country is said to rest, as well as every department
of manual industry. Applied exclusively to physical
purposes, machinery as yet has, with all its advan-
tages, been attended by evils fLir from being-partial.

Extended further to economic purposes, the good
that will follow will not be short of universal.
Hitherto its abuse, that is to say its former appli-
cation, alone has been pernicious; now its use,
that is to say its latter application, will be com-
mensurately beneficial. Machinery has made
goods,—machinery also must make a market. The
existinji: circumstances of society demand this,

otherwise all will terminate in convulsion.
In arriving, then at the conclusion, that chea]-)

bread of home growth, by artificial means, will
alone prove an effectual remedy lor our distress,

we are led to say so, not because we are an advo-
cate for cheap bread, abstractly considered. On
the contrary, it is our belief that it is bread bein'J-

too cheap already, which is the main cause of
the distress which is so prevalent. It is for the
benefit., of no class or condition in the State, as
bitter experience proves, that prices should be

—

what they now ai-e and have long been—unremu-
nerative. But what we contend for is this, that
as all the other producing classes in the State have
artificially cheapened the cost of their respective
productions, the agriculturists are bound likewise
to follow their example, and cheapen theirs. At
the present moment, more than two-thirds of the
price of wages is spent upon the necessaries, and

less than one-third upon the conveniences of life.

There is not a laborer in the three kingdoms who
does not feed his belly at the expense of his back.
Tliis is an evil of bo trifling character, for it is one
which affects the entire industry of the country;

and farther it is one which, ior the interest of all

parties, ought to be removed without loss of time.

In this way alone our agricultural consumers,
instead of being cast into idleness and beggarj^,

will have their condition improved, whilst all the
other classes will be enable to doubled their use of
the conveniences of life. In this way the advo-
cates tor free trade will procure the market at home,
for which to obtain the privilege of searching
abroad they are willing to destroy our domestic
agriculture. * * * * *

No, cheap bread we must have, and cheap bread
we shall have; but it is neither tor our common nor
individual interest that we should purchase it by
the destruction of our home market. At the pre-

sent moment, we pay yearly £80,000,000 for the

corn which we consume. Of that sum full £30,-
000,000 go to support the animate bmte machinery
by which it is reared and transported. Here, then,

is a sj'stem that requires revision—a repeal which
will give us cheap bread, by a mode which will put
us in all respects upon the same free trade footing

as our continental rivals, besides superadding to all

the outlets which our enterprise can find abroad,
the best and surest of all markets, that of a new
and prosperous one at home. At tlie present mo-
ment, twenty millions of our fellow-subjects may
be said to be in the condition of non-consumers.
With such a field, then, before us, as the regene-
ration of our domestic population, shall we omit,

or postpone the opportunity which now presents
itself, of achieving the formation of a community at

home, who can make cheap bread at home, and
be so remunerated as to consume prosperously

commodities made at home?
Hankering alter foreign relations instead of

minding the one thing needful, to provide at home
that extended consumption which should bear an
adequate ratio to extended production, has been
the fatal rock upon which the vessel of our com-
mon prosperity has split. Owing to this error it is,

notwithstanding all our ascendency in the arts of

industry, we have forced our domestic population

into a condition which makes vain and desperate

all natiirul aids for any purposes which are more
than palliating. And now we must retrace our

steps, and regenerate'society by the artificial means
which the progress of invention has at length put

within our power. I'he possibility is now given to

us to remedy in this way evils, which, situated as

the country" is, could not have been remedied by
any other method. Shall the means then prove
awanting? Already the substitution in questions

has been retarded lor years, from no other circum-
stance than wrmt of co-operation, and if it be de-

layed a ftiw years longer, that convulsion may
take place, which, through the good providence of

God, it seems provided to obviate. Had the ap-

jjlication of elementary power contemplated merely
a cheaper, quicker, better system of convej-ance,

we woidd not have taken up a subject which might
tend only to urge it prematurely and improvidently

into operation. No, but it is because the removal
of brute labor Avill increase human labor, and
cheapen food of home growth, at a moment when
the want of these is threatening the peace and
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stability of society, that we see a case sufficiently

strong to make llio nation at large takeup the sub-

ject as a national measure.
In order more elVectually to promote this object,

and carry the project extensively into operation, a

national institution of locomotion, unconnected
with any trading company, is now m progress oJ'

being ibrmed to promote tlie application of steatn

to general |)urposes of transport and husbandry,

and to supply the desideratum which has long been

experienced of there being no metropolitan associ-

ation m connection with the various con)panies

and local societies throughout the united kuigdom,
formed tijr the advancement of commerce and ag-

riculture.

We need say nothing of the advantages to arise

to our inland transport and navigation, trorn an in-

stitution which shall watch over these important

inicrests, and hold out premiums for improvements
in them; neither how beneficial, as regards agri-

culture, will the existence of an institution be,

which will serve for the united kingdom generally

the similar important purposes to what the High-
land Society is eflecting for Scotland.

An institution likewise which shall concentrate

genius and science of the countrj^, and where at a
glance the public will be able to see all that mind
can de\'ise, and ingenuity perfect, lor the advance-

ment of our social prosperity, will not tail, if sup-

ported as it deserves, to be productive of the most
important benefits to the nation. That support, as

far as one portion of the union is concerned, we
trust it will find in the Highland Society and people

of Scotland.

When we consider how exigent is the want
which steam apj)lied to economic uses is commis-
sioned to alleviate, and how reckless in its conse-

quences, as that volcano indicates whose eruptions

are now nightly visible in the farm-yards of some
dislrict or other of the country, we consider it for-

tunate that, if cheap bread be wholly unavoidable,

it can now be procured in a way that makes it

wholly desirable. The bane of having prices re-

duced by steam transport, and the antidote of pro-

viding for the same by steam husbandrj'-, are both

before our agriculturists. We cannot suppose that

the}' will allow the one to be introduced unaccom-
panied by the other. In the hope that this will be

the case, we cannot conclude this paper without
congratulating all orders of our fellow subjects

upon the bright prospects which the genei'al a])pli-

cation of steam to brute labor purposes opens upon
us. At a moment when the resources of the coun-
try are no longer adequate to the wants of our po-

pulation, ^'when a restless spirit of discontent is

everywhere abroad,'''' and cheap food oi' home growth
is a sine qua noii to an ameliorated condition, this

beneficent agent stops in to accomplish what could
not have been effected by any external process

whatever. The speedy and general introduction

of steam cultivation is all that is required to make
cheap bread in Britain, m a way that will reduce
no one to destitution in Britain. If our industrious

classes must still earn and eat bread by the sweat
of their brow, they shall nevertheless eat it in

plenty, and in contentment. Under the social

economy which the extension of steam to the
purposes of animal labor will allow, it shall

no longer be said that the wealthiest empire
in the world is also the most wretched one, or

Jbat, with all our boasted wisdom in science

and art, we are unwise in that which not rightly

to know is misery and unhappmessl The bet-

ter policy of the age of steam must be to make
millions rich instead of the units,—to render
monopoly the property of the state and not of the
stock-jobber,—to comfort a thousand happy homes,
instead ofbuilding up one bloated capitalist. Steam
which, confined to physical purposes, hitherto has
wrought such marvels, extended further to econo-
mic uses, can achieve all this, for by home means,
equalizing the price of necessaries and conve-
niences, iticill adjust prcdiiction and consumption;
the unbalanced condition of which alone has de-
ranged the currency,—paralyzed transaction,

—

abridged industry; and, in a word, occasioned all

these evils which at length have produced a nation
divided into usurers and paupers, to the danger
alike of the constitution, the altar, and the throne.

B. B.

DIRECTIONS rOR WORKING CAST STEEL,
From the Soutliern Planter.

Mr. Editor—The knowledge of the enclosed
Recipes of Rules \'ov working Cast Steel cost my
father, some years ago, ,^20. As it may be of use
to some of the mechanics among your subscribers,

to whom it is not generally known, you are allow-
ed to publish it for their benefit. j. g.

DIRECTIONS.

Take borax and melt it in an iron ladle until

it will run like melted cmders or wax, then pour it

into a clean iron plate; let it stand until cold, then
pound it to powder, when it is fit for use.

TO MAKE ALL KINDS OF AXES.
Make the head or poll in the common way, and

weld the iron firmly where the steel is to be placed;
then with a thin chisel split the iron one inch deep
in the middle, then heat the iron where it has been
split; when hot hammer the iron with the pane of
the hammer so that the edges of the iron may be
thin on each side of the steel. Then the chisel
should be entered once more to open the iron which
should be nearly whitfi hot; when opened, some of
the powder should be put into the split on both
sides; then the steel should be put into the same
and the iron gently closed to it, so that the steel

will keep its place until the welding heat is taken;
put it loosly into the fire, heat it until the steel is

red hot, sprinkle on more of the ingredients to pre-
vent the steel from burning; turn it and let it be un-
til a smoke arises, then it is fit for Avelding. Care
should be taken to keep the iron clean, that no
particles of coal or dust come between it and the
steel. The edge of the axe should run past the
teu iron, and be raised a little above a level.

RULE FOR TEMPERING TOOLS.

All tools should be heated slow and regular, for

hardening, say to a dark red, or as Ioav as will take
a sufficient degree of hardiness. Take one gallon

of salt to six gallons of water.—Temper your tools

in this water.

FOR AN AXE.
Draw the temper to a Pigeon red, then cool it.

FOR CUTTING STONE.

Draw the temper to a deep straw color.

FOR TEMPERING CO LD CHISELS.

Draw the temper from the heat of the chisel to a
deep blue.
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FOR TEMPERING KNIVES AND SPRINGS.

Knives? temper in damp oil. Then draw the

temper from the heat of a bar ol' iron by detjrees,

until you get it to a deep blue. Springs are to be
temjiered in oil, then to be oiled over, and the oil

burnt ofl' three dill'ercnt times over the blaze of

the fire.

FLAGG S SHINGLE »IACIITNE.

A machine for riving and drawing shingles, has been

recently broiiglit into use in New York of which the in-

ventor makes the following statement in the last New
York Farmer.

It is one of the greatest labor saving machines
in this country; it performs its work to great per-

fection, and at a rate almost incredible to all who
have not seen it. It is very simple in its construc-

tion, and not liable to get out of order. By this

machine sixty shingles are made from the bolt or

block in one minute, being one a second, and more
perfect than can be made with a frow and draw-
ing knife, as they are usually made. The shin-

gles are of a true taper from butt to point, and
can be sliaved to any given thickness. Any tim-

ber that can be spHt with a frow can be worked
with this machme: pine, cypress, cedar, chestnut,

oak, ash, hemlock, or any timber that Avill rive or

split.

ON THE GENERATION OF INSECTS.

Prom Insect Transformations in tlie Library of Entertaining
Knowledge.

It was universally believed by the ancient phi-

losophers, that maggots, flies, and other insects,

were generated from putrifyin^ substances. This
opinion continues to be held by uninformed per-

sons among ourselves;—though it would be equal-

ly correct to maintain, that a flight of vultures had
been generated by the dead carcass which they

may be seen devouring, or a flock of sheep from
the grass-field in which tiiey graze. Another
opinion, perhaps still more generally diffused, is

that caterpillars, aphides, and other garden insects

which destroy the leaves of plants, are generated,

propagated, or, at least, spread about by certain

winds or states of the air, mysteriously and inde-

finitely termed blight. The latter belief is, proba-

bly, not so easy of immediate refutation as the

former;—but, as we shall endeavor to show, it

seems to us to be equally erroneous.

The small size of insect.s renders it somewhat
easy to pass off fanciful opinions regarding them,
since it is difficult for common observers to detect

mistakes; but similar notions have been entertain-

ed by writers of no mean reputation, respecting

eventhe larger animals. The celebrated Kircher,

for example, one of the most learned men of the

seventeenth century^, goes so far as to give the

following singular recipe for the manufacture of

snakes:

—

"Take some snakes," says he, " of whatever
kind j'ou want, roast them, and cut them in small
pieces, and sow those pieces in an oleaginous soil;

then, fi-om day to day, sprinkle them lightly with
water fi-om a watering-pot, taking care that the

piece of ground be exposed to the s]>ring sun, and
in eight days you will see the earth strewn with
little wormsjwhich, being nourished with milk dilut-

ed with water, Avill gradually increase in size till

they take the form of perfect serpents. This," he
subjoins with great simplicity, " I learned from
having found in the countiy the carcass of a ser-

pent covered with worms, some small, others lar-

ger, and others again that had evidently taken the

form of serpents. It was still more marvellous to

remark, that among these little snakes, and mixed
as it were with them, were^certain flies, which I

should take to be engendered from that substance

which constitutes the aliment of the snakes*."

Kircher's more shrewd and less fanciful con'es-

pondent, Redi, determined to prove this singular

recipe before he trusted to the authority of his

fi-iend. "Moved," he says, "by the authentic

testimony of this most learned writer, I have fre-

quently tried the experiment, but I could never
witness the generation of those blessed snakelets

made to handf." But though Reth could not, in

this way, produce a brood of snakes, his experi-

ments furnished an abundant progeny of maggots,
—the same, unquestionably, that the imagination

of Kircher had magnified into young snakes,

—

which, being confined in a covered box, were in a
short time transformed into flies, at first of a dull

ash color, wrinkled, unfinished, and their wings
not yet urifolded,—as is always the case with wing-
ed insects just escaped from their pupa case. In
less than an hour, however, they " unfolded their

wings and changed into a vivid green, marvel-
lou&Ty brilliant"—most probably the green flesh-fly

(^3h(sca CcBsar. Linn.)
It is a common opinion in this country, particu-

larly in the north, that if a horse's hair be put into

the water of a spring or ditch, it will be in process

of time transformed, first into a hair-worm, and
afterwards into an eel. The deception, as in the

instance of Kircher's snakes, arises from the close

resemlilance between a hair and the hair-worm

( Gordins aquaticus, Linn.,) and between this and
a young eel. This fabled transformation of hair,

which we have heard maintained, even by several

persons of good education, is physically impossi-

ble and absurd.

The method laid down by Virgil in his Georgics
for generating a swarm of bees is precisely of the

same descri])tion as the snake recipe of Kircher;

and though the "Episode of Arista^us recovering

his bees" has been pronounced to be "perhaps the

finest piece of poetry in the world," we must be
permitted to say that it is quite fabulous and un-
philosophical. The passage runs thus :

—

Oft from putrid gore of cattle slain

Bees have been bred. * * * A narrow place,

And for that use contracted, first they choose.

Then more contract it, in a narrower room,
Wall'd round, and cover'd with a low built roof.

And add four windows, of a slanting light

From the four winds. A bullocic then is sought.

His horns just bending in their second year;

Him, much reluctant, with o'erpow 'ring force

They bind; his mouth and nostrils stop, and all

The avenues of respiration close;

And buffet him to death: his hide no wound
Keceives; his batter'd entrails burst within.

Thus spent they leave him; and boiieath his sides

Lay shreds of boughs, fresh lavender and thyme.
This, when soft zephyr's breeze first curls the wave.
And prattling swallows liang their nests on high.

* Athan. Kircher, Mund. Subterran. lib. xii.

t Redi, General, Insectorum, edit. Amstel. 1686,
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Meanwhile the juices in the tender bones

Heatp(i iennent; and, wond'rousto behold,

Small animals, in clusters, thick are seen,

Sliovt of their legs at first: on filmy wings.

Humming, at length they rise; and more and more

Fan the thin air; 'till, numberless as drops

Pour'd down in rain I'rom summer clouds, they fly.

Trapp's Virgil, Georg. iv. 369.

Columella, a Roman writer on rural afiairs, after

dirertino' in what manner honey is to be taken

from a iiive bv killing the bees, says, that if the

dead bees be kept till sprints, and then exposed to

the sun among the ashes of the fig-tree, properly

pulverised, they may be restored to life.

These tancies have evidently originated from

mistaking certain species of flies {Syrphi, Bom-
bylii, ^-c.) for bees, which, indeed, they much re-

semble in general ajipearance, though they have

only ttoo wings, and short antcnncC, while all bees

have four wings, and long antenna?. Neither the

flies nor the bees arc produced by putrefaction;

—

but as the flies are found about animal bodies in a

state of decomposition, the ancients Ml into an

error which accurate observation alone could ex-

plode. The maggots of blow-flies, as Swammer-
dam remarks, so often found in the carcasses of

animals in summer, "somewhat resemble those

produced by the eggs of bees. However ridi-

culous," he adds, "the opmion must appear, many
great men have not been ashamed to adopt and
defend it. The industrious Goedart has ventured

to ascribe the origin ol' bees to certain dunghill

worms,* and the learned De Mei joins with him
in this opinion; though neither of them had any
observation to ground their belief upon, but that of

the external resemblance between bees and certain

kinds of flies (SyrphidcB) produced from those

womis. The nustake of such authors should

teach us," he continues, "to use gi-eat caution in

our determinations concerning things which we
have not thoroughly examined, or at least to de-

scribe them with all the circumstances observable

in them. Therefore, although this opinion of bees

issuing from the carcasses of some other animals

by the power of putrefaction, or by a transposition

of parts, be altogether absurd, it has had, notwith-

standing, many followers, who must have in a
manner shut their eyes in order to embrace it.

But whoever ^vill attentively consider how many
requisites there are for the due hatching of the

bee's egg, and for its subsistence in the grub state

cannot be at a loss for a clue to deliver himself

out of that labyrinth of idle lancies and unsup-
ported fables, which, entangled with one another
like a Gordian knot, have even to this day ob-

scured the beautiful simplicity of this part of na-
tural history."t

Redi was by no means satisfied with the first

resuhs of his experiments upon the flesh of snakes,

lor several species of flies were produced, giWng
some countenance to the opinion of Aristotle,

Pliny, Mouffet, and others, that different flesh en-
genders different flies, inheriting the disposition of
the animal they are bred from. He accordingly
fried almost every species of flesh, fish, and fowl,

both raw and cooked, and soon discovered (as he

* The maggots of Eristalis tenax, Fabr. E. apifor-
mis, Meigen, and other Si/rphidae, well known in

common sewers by their long tails, like those of rats.

t Swamraerd. Book of Nature, i, 228.

could not fail to do) that the same maggots and
flies were produced indiscriminately in all. This
ultimately led him to ascertain that no matrfots
are ever generated excc|)t li-om eggs laid by the
parent flies: for when he carefulfy covered up
pieces of meat with silk or paper sealed down with
wax, no maggots were seen; but the parent flies,

attracted by the smell of the covered meat, not un-
frequently laid their eggs on the outside of^ the pa-
per or silk, the maggots hatched fr-om these dyino-
of course, lor want of nourishment-
With respect to bees, it becomes even more ab-

surd to refer their generation to putrefaction, when
we consider that they uniformly manifest a pecu-
liar antipathy to dead carcasses. This was re-

marked so long ago as the time of Aristotle and
of Pliny;* and Varro asserts that bees nei'er alight
upon an unclean place, nor upon any thing which
emits an unpleasant smell. This is strikingly cx-
emphfied in their carrj ing out of the hive the
bodies of their companions who chance to die
there; and in their covering over with j/ropolis the
bodies of snails, mice,t and other small animals
which they cannot remove.

J

It would have been well if such unfounded
fancies had rested here; but philosophical thcoris-ts,

both of ancient and modem times, have promul-
gated dreams much more extravagant. The an-
cients taught that the newly-formed earth (hatch-
ed as some said from an egg} clothed itself with a
green down like that on young birds, and soon
after men began to sprout up from the ground as
•\ve now see mushrooms do. The refined Athe-
nians were so firmly convinced of their having
orimnally sprung up in this manner, that they
called themselves "Earth-born" (Erkhthnnii

,

)

and wore golden tree-hoppers ( Cicadca) in their

hair, en-oneously supposing these insects to have
a common origin with themselves.§ Lucretius
affirms, that even in his time, when the earth was
supposed to be growing too old to be reproductive,

"many animals were concreted out of mud by
showers and sunshine."IT

But the ancients, it would appear, had the
shrewdness seldom to venture upon illustrations of
their philosiphical romances by particular exam-
ples. This was reserved for the more reckless

theory-buflders of our own times. We find Ro-
binet, for example, asserting that, as it was nature's

chief object to make man, she began her "appren-
tissage," as he calls it, by forming minerals re-

sembling the single organs of the human body,
such as the brain in the fossil called Brain-stone

(Meandrina ccrebriformis, Parkinsok.JH Dar-
win, again, taking the hint from Epicurus, dreams
that animals arose from a single filament or thread-

let of matter, which, by its efforts to procure nour-

* Aristotle, Hist. Animal, ix. 40. Pliny says, "Om-
nes carne vescuntur, contra quam apes, quae nullum
corpus attingnut.

t Huish on Bees, p. 100.

X Insect Architecture, p. 109.

§ The Cicadae do not deposite their eggs in the

earth, but on trees, &c. See Insect Jlrchilecture, chap,
vii.

II Multaque nunc etiam existunt animalia terris,

Imbribus et calido solis concreta vapore.
De Nat. Rer. v. 795.

II
Robinet, Consid. Philosophiques de la Gradation

Naturelle des Formes de I'Etre. Paris, 1768.
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ishment, lencrthened out parts of its body into

arms and other members. For example, alter

this filament had improved itself into an oyster,

and been by chance left dry by the ebbing of the

tide, its efforts to reach the water again expanded

the parts nearest to the sea into arms and legs. If

it tried to rise from its native rocks, the efforts

produced wings, and it became an insect, which in

due course of time imi)roved itself by fresh efforts

till it became a bird, the more perfect members
being always hereditarily transmitted to the pro-

geny. The different forms of the bills of birds,

whether hooked, broad, or long, were, he says,

gradually acquired by the perpetual endeavors of

the creatures to supply their wants. The long-

legged water-foAvl ( Grallatares, Vigors) in this

way acciuired length of legs sufficient to elevate

their bodies above the water in which they waded.

"A proboscis," he says, "of admirable structure

has thus been acquired by the bee, the moth, and
the humming-bird, for the purpose of plundering

the nectaries of ffowers."* Lamarck, an eminent

French naturalist, recently deceased, adopted the

same visions; and, among other illustrations of a

similar cast, he tells us that the giraffe acquired its

long neck by its efforts to browse on the high
branches of trees, which, after the lapse of a few
thousand years, it successfully accomplished.

Theories like the preceding all originate in the

endeavors of human ingenuity to trace the opera-

tions of nature farther than ascertained facts will

warrant; and the necessaiy blanks in such a system,

which presupposes much that cannot be explain-

ed, are filled up by the imagination. This inabil-

ity to trace the origin of minute plants and insects

led to the doctrine of what is called spontaneous

or equivocal generation, of which the fancies

abovementioned are some of the prominent bran-

ches. The expernnents of Redi on the hatching of

insects from eggs, which were published at Flor-

ence in 1668, first brought discredit upon this doc-

trine, though it had always a lew eminent disci-

ples. At present it is maintained by a considera-

ble number of distinguished naturalists, such as

Blumenbach, Cuvier, Bory de St. Vincent, R.

Brown, &c. "The notion of spontaneous gene-

ration," says Bory, "is at first revolting to a ration-

al mind, but it is, notwithstanding, demonstrable

by the microscope. The fact is averred: Muller

has seen it, I have seen it, and twenty other obser-

vers have seen it: the Pandorinia exhibit it every

instant.t" These pandorinia he elsewhere de-

scribes as probably nothing more than "animated
scions of Zoocarpse" (propagules animesdes Zo-
ocarpes.J) It would be unprofitable to go into

any lengthened discussion upon this mysterious

subject; and we have great doubts whether the

ocular demonstration by the microscope would suc-

ceed except in the hands of a disciple ofthe school.

Even with naturalists, whose business it is to deal

with facts, the reason is often wonderfully influenced

by the imagination.
But the question immediately before us happily

docs not involve these recondite discussions; for if

even pandoriniaand other animalcules were proved

* Darwin's Zoonomia, sect, xxxix. 3d edit. London,
1801.

fCict. Classique d' Hist. Nat., Art. Microscopiques,

p. 541.

JDict. Class., Art. Pandorinees.

beyond a doubt to originate in the play of chemi-
cal affinities or galvanic actions—(a more refined

process, it must be confessed, than Kircher's chop-
ped snakes,) it woulJ not effect our doctrine that

all insects are hatched from eggs; lor no natualists of
the present day classes such animalcules among
insects. Leaving animalcules and zoo])hytes,

therefore, out of the question, we have only to ex-
amine such branches of the theory of spontaneous
generation as seems to involve the propagation of
genuine insects,—like the fancies about putrefac-

tion which we have seen refuted.

The notion that small insects, such as aphides
and the leaf-rolling caterpillars, are spread about
or rather generated, by what is termed blitr/tt (pos-
sibly from the Belgic blinkan, to strike with light-

ning,) is almost universally believed even by the
most intelligent, if they have not particularly stu-

died the habits of insects. JVlr. Main, of Chelsea,

an ingenious and well-informed gardener and nat-

uralist, describes this as an "easterly wind, attend-

ed b}' a blue mist. The latter is called a blight,

and many people imagine that the aphides are

wafted through the air by this same mist.*" "The
farmer," says Keith, "supposes these insects are

wafted to him on the east wind, while they are

only generated in the extravasated juices as form-

ing a proper nidus for their eggs.j" A more de-

tailed account, however, is given by the late Dr.
Mason Good, and as he speaks in part from per-

sonal observation, and was not only one of the

most learned men of his time, but an excellent

general naturalist, his testimony merits every at-

tention:

—

"That the atmosphere," says Dr. Good, "is

fi-eighted with myriads of insect eggsthatelude our
senses, and that such eggs, when they meet with
a proper bed are hatched in few hours into a per-

fect form, is clear to any one who has attended to

the rapid and wonderful effects of what, in com-
mon language, is called a blight upon plantations

and gardens. I have seen, as probably many v/ho
read this work have also, a hop-ground complete-
ly overrun and desolated by the aphis himiitU, or

hop greenlouse, within twelve hours after a honey-
dew (which is a peculiar haze or mist loaded with
poisonous miasm) has slowly swept through the

plantation, and stimulated the leaves of the hop to

the morbid secretion of a saccharine and viscid

juice, which, while it destroys the j^oung shoots

iDy exhaustion, renders them a favorite resort for

this insect, and a cherishing nidus for myriads of

little dots that are its eggs. The latter are hatch-

ed within eight and forty hours after their deposite,

and succeeded by hosts of other eggs of the same
kind; or, if the blight take place in an early part of

the autumn, by hosts of the young insects pro-

ducted viviparously; for, in different seasons of

the year, the aphis^ breeds both way?. Now it is

highly probable that there are minute eggs, or

ovula, of innumerable kinds of animalcules float-

ing by myriads of myriads llirough the atmosphere,

so diminutive as to bear no larger proportion to the

eggs ofthe aphis than these bear to those of the

wren or the hedge-sparrow; protected at the same
time from destruction, by the filmy integument that

surrounds them, till they can meet with a proper

nest for their reception, and a proper stimulating

London's Mag. of Nat. Hist. i. 180.

tKeith's Physiological Botany, ii. 486.
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power to quicken them into life;'and whieh, with

I'esjject to many of them, arc only found obvious

to the senses in different descriptions of animal

fluids.*"

It ai)pears to us that it can be nothing more than

a fancj^, which is quite unsupported by evidence,

to say that the eggs of any species of animalcules

or insects float about in the atmosphere; for, inde-

pendent of their weiglit, (every known species

being greafly heavier than air,) the parent insects

of every species whose history has been accurate-

ly investigated manitcst the utmost anxiety to de-

posite their eggs upon or near the appropriate food

of the young. To connnit them to the winds
would be a complete dereliction of this invariable

kiw of insect econom3^ But admitting for a mo-
ment this hypothesis, that the eggs oi' insects are

diflused through the atmosphere, the circumstance

must be accompanied wiUi two conditions,—the

eggs must either be dropped by the parents while

on the wing, or be carried oft' by winds from the

terrestrial substances upon which they may have
been deposited.

On the supposition that the eggs are dropped by
(lie mother insects while on the wing, we must
also admit (for their is no avoiding it) that they

continue to lioat about, unhatched, from the end of

the summer till the commencement of spring, at

which time only the broods make their appearance.

Yet when we consider the rains, snows, and winds,

to which they must be exposed for six or nine

months, we think the liardiest theorist would
scarcely maintain that a single egg could out-wea-
ther these vicissitudes, and continue to float in the

air. It may not be out of place to remark, that

the female aphides, which dcposite eggs in autumii,

have no wings.
Again, on the supposition that the eggs are de-

posited on plants, trees, or other objects, it is

still more unlikely that they could be carried into

the air; tor, on exclusion, they are, with very few
exceptions,! enveloped in an adhesive cement
which glues them to the spot on which they are de-

posited. When eggs are deposited singly, this

cement usually envelopes each with a thin coat-

ing, as in the instance of the admirable butterfly

C Vanessa jitalanta;) but when they are placed

in a group the cement is sometimes spread over

the whole, as m the instance of the white satin

moth (^Leucomr salicis, Stephens.) This ce-

ment is evidently intended by nature (who seldom
accommodates her plans to our theories) to pre-

vent the eggs from being carried from the place

selected by the mother insect for their deposition.

Those eggs, thereibre, which are placed on the

outside of substances, have this provision for their

secure attachment to the locality chosen by the

instinct of the mother. But, on the contrary, the

principle does not always hold in the case of those

deposited in nests and excavations, and particular-

ly as to those of ants and termites. The working
ants, indeed, carry the eggs from the top to the

bottom of their galleries, according as the weather
is lavorable or unlavorable for hatching. The la-

borers of the white ants (Termites^) again, attend
their queen with the utmost care when she is lay-

ing; for as she cannot then move about, they are

*Good's Study of Medicine, v. i., p. 339, 3d edition,

London, 1829.

tLatreille, Hist. Gener., xiv., p. 342.

under the necessity of carrying^ofl' the eggs, as

they are laid, to the nurseries. The extraordinary

labor which this requires in the community may
be understood, when, according 1o Sm<»atliman,
she lays 60 eggs in a minute, which will amount
to 86,400 in a day, and 31,536,000 in a year. The
exceptions now mentioned, however, do not in

the least invalidate our general position.

Another no less remarkable circumstance is

the great weight, or specific gravity, of the eggs
of insects. From numerous experiments we may
venture to say that those of all the sj)ecies which
wc have tried sink rapidly in water the moment
they are thrown into it, from the egg ofthe drinker

moth ( Oclonestis Potatorla, Germak,J which is

nearly as large as a hemp-seed, to that ofthe rose-

plant louse (^jfphis rosea,) which is so small as to

be barely visible to the naked eye. Some eggs of
the gipsey moth (^Hypogymnadispar, Stephens,)
indeed, floated in water, because they vveve cover-

ed with down. It is well known, as we shall pre-

sently show, that the difl'usion of many of the
seeds of plants is accomplished by the winged
down with which they are clothed; but the down
upon the eggs of insects does not conduce to this

end. Whether insects' eggs be naked or clothed

with dov^^n, they are invariably, as far as their his-

tory has been investigated, deposited close to or

upon substances capable of affording food to the

young when hatched. In making experiments

upon the specific gravity of eggs, it should be re-

membered that no infertile or unimpregnated egg
will sink; for having some hundreds of these laid

by different species of insects reared m our cabinet,

we found, upon trial, that they uniformly flpated,

while those which we knew to be impregnated as

unilbraily sunk. A female, for example of the

rose-leaf roller (Lozotcenia Jiosana, Stephens^
was reared by us, in solitude, under an inverted

wine-glass, upon the side of which she glued a

patch of egCTs, of course, unimpregnated: these,

upon trial, all floated in water. But eggs of the^

same species taken from the outside of a pane of

glass close to a rose-tree, all sunk in water; and it

is to be fairly presumed, as the parent of the latter

was in a state of freedom, that these were impreg-

nated. We found the same distinction, indeed, to

hold in the eggs of the drinker moth, the gypsey

moth, and numerous other insects.*

Dr. Good's account of "honey-dew," which he

describes as "a peculiar haze or mist loaded with a^

])oisonous miasm," that stimulates "flie leaves of

the hop to the morbid secretion of a saccharine and

viscid juice"—appears to us unsupported by facts.

Linna3us,t on the contrarj^, who was not wedded
to the meteorological theory- of a miasmatous haze,

ascribes the honey-dew on the hop leaves to the

caterpillar of the ghost moth (Hepialvs humuli)

attacking the roots. Dr. Withering, favoring this

account, recommends covering the roots with

stones as a preventive; for the caterpillars, he

avers, never attack wild hops which grow in stony

places, because they cannot get at the roots.f It

appears to us, however, that there can be little

doubt that the sweet syrupy coating, called honey-

dew, found on the leaves of the hop, is nothing

*J. R.

tQuoted by Keith, Pliys. Bot., h. 143.

JBotan. Arrangement, ii., 440, 3d ed.
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more than the excrement of the insect (Aphis

humuli) whose propagation we are discussing.

"Tlie honey-dew," says ijoudon, "mostly" (we
beheve always) "occurs alter the crops have been

attackedby these insects."* Sir J. E. Smith, who
admits this to be the common cause of honey-dew,

contends that what is Ibund on the leaves of the

beech is an exception; but he adduces no evidence

at ah satisfactory in proof of its being caused by
unfavorable winds;t while the undoubted fact of its

being the excrement of aphides in so many other

instancesj weighs strongly against him.

A novel theory of honey-dew has just been
published by Mr. John Murray, who ascribes it to

an electric change in the air. "Last summer," he

says, "we investigated the phenomenon whh great

care: the weather had been [larched and sultry for

some weeks previous, and the honey-dew prevad-

ed to such an extent, that the leaves of the cur-

rant, raspberry, &c., in the gardens, literally distil-

led irom their tips a clear limped honey-dew, ex-

creted from the plant; for the phenomenon was
observable on those plants that were entirely free

from aphides, and so copious was it, Avhere these

insects were found, that had their numbers been
centuple they could not certainly have been the

source of the supply. The question with me,
however, was set at rest by applymg a lens, hav-

ing previously washed and dried the leaf by a

sponge, for m this case the immediately excreted

globules became apparent,"§
in all observations upon insects, and the other

minute parts of creation, it is often exceedingly dit-

ficult to distinguish between a cause and an effect.

The question of the forniation of honey-dew ap-

pears to us particularly liable to erroneous conclu-

sions; and we therefore venture to mention a few
circumstances which seem irreconcileable with

Mr. Murray's ingenious theory. The hop fly

(Aphis humuU,') we think, neither does, nor (for

want of apj)ropriate organs) can, feed on the ho-

ney-dew; and if it did, this feeding would prove

rather beneficial than otherwise to the plant, by
clearing it from the leaves whose respiratory func-

tions it obstructs. So far from feeding on diseased

plants and aphis only selects the j^oungest and most
healthy shoots, into the tender juicy narts ofwhich
it thrusts its beak (haustellum,) which in some
species is much longer than the body, and no
more fitted for lapping hone}'-dew than the bill of

iEsop's crane was for eating out /of a shallow

plate. In tl^ experiment, tried by Mr. Murray, of

wiping a leaf, might not the leaf have been pre-

viously wounded, perhaps, by the beak of some
aphis, and hence the exudation of sap, not honey-

dew? And may not the circumstances of his find-

ing the honey-dew on leaves where there were no
aphides be accounted for on the principle that the

aphides had abandoned, as they always do, the

parts covered with their ejecta, unless these fell

from insects on some over-hanging branch? It is

justly remarked by M. Sauvages, that they are

careful to eject the honey-dew to a distance from

*Encycl. of Agriculture, p. 865, s. 5444.

flntroduction to Botany, p. 189.

JSee Linn. vol. vi. and Willdenow, princ.of Botany
p. 34.3.

§Treaties on Atmospherical Electricity, p. 147,

Lend. 1830.

where they may be feeding.* We have now in

our study a plant of the Chinese chryBanthemum
(Anthetuis j/rtcmisien folia, Willd.,) the young
shoots of which have swarmed with aphides all

the winter, and the leaves below are covered with

honey-dew. We tried the experiment of wiping
it off' from a leaf, but no more Avas formed when
it was protected by a piece of writing-paper

from the aphides above; Avhile the writing-paper

became s|)rinkled all over with it in a lew hours.

By means of a lens, also, we have actually seen

the a[)hi(les ejecting tlie honey-dew.

t

Tile almost instantaneous appearance of these

destructive insects in great numbers at the same
time, is taken notice of with wonder by almost ev-

ery writer. This circumstance, it must be con-
fessed, gives considerable plausibility to the notion

of their being brought by winds,—for whence, we
maybe asked, could they otherwise come? Sim-
ply, we reply, from the eggs deposited the prece-

ding autumn, which, having all been laid at the
same time, and exposed to the same degrees of
temperature, are of course all simultaneously
hatched. In the case of the aphides, also, the

fecundity is almost incalculable. Reaumur provett

by experiment, that one aphis may be the progen-
itor of 5,904,900,000 descendants during its life;

and Latreille sa}^, a female during the summer
months usually produces about twenty-five a, day.-

Reaumur further supposes, that in one year there

may be twenty generations. We ourselves have
counted more than a thousand aphides on a single

leaf of the hop; and in seasons when they are
abundant—when every hop-leaf is peopled with
a similar swarm—the number of eggs laid in au-
tumn must be, to use the words of" Good, "my-
riads of myriads." The preservation and hatching
of these eggs in the ensuing spring must, it is ob-
vious, depend on the weather and other accidental

circumstances, seldom appreciable by our most
minute observations.^

The history of other insects, erroneously referred

to blighting winds, is more easily traced, from
their being of a larger size than the aphides. The
caterpillar, for example, of Lozotania Rosana,-

mentioned before, which rolls the leaf of the rose-

tree, is one of this kind. It is well known as fur-

nishing the common poetical comparison of "a-

worm i' the bud." Early in autumn the mother
insects deposite an irregularly oval-patch of yel-

lowish eggs, covered with a cement of the same
color, sometimes upon the branches of the rose-

tree, but more frequently, as we have observed,

upon some smootli object contiguous. For seve-

ral succcessive seasons, we have found more than
one group of these eggs upon the glass panes, aa-

well as the frame-work, of a window, beneath-

which a rose-tree has been trained. At present

(January 1830) there are tw^o of these groups on
one pane, and three on the frame-Avork; and as

each contains about fifty eggs, should they all be
successfully hatched, tAvo or three hundred cater-

pillars Avould at once be let loose, and, steraming
down simultaneously upon the rose-tree beneath,

Avould soon devour the greater number of its buds.

As this AvindoAv faces the east, the sudden ap-

pearance of the insects Avould make it appear not

unplausible that they had been SAvcpt hither by an
easterly Avind.

fTrans. Soc.Roy. de Montpellier.

*J. R. X5. R.
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We found, durinor the same winter, an extraor-

dinaty number of similar group-s of the eggs of a
leaf-roller (Lnzntcenia Rihcana?) on the branches
of the ffoosberry and red-currant, in a garden at

Lee. On some small trees, from two to ten grouis
of eggs were di>^covered; and as each group con-

sisted of from thirty to fifty, a caterpillar might
ha%-e been hatched tor every bud. After the se-

verity of the season was over, we had the piece

of bark cut off on which these eggf^ were attached;

and though they had been exposed on the bare
branches to the intense frosts of 1829-30, they were
hatched in a few da^'s afler being brought into our
study. As the currant-trees were not then come into

ieafj we had food to supply them with, and they re-

fused the leaves of all other plants which we ofiiered

to them. Had they been permitted to remain on the

trees till tliey were hatched, they would probably
have not left a single leaf undevoured. For this

spring, at least, these currant bushes will be safe

from their attacks, and of course will set at defi-

ance the supposed blighting winds, which no doubt
will, as usual, be accused of peopling the adjacent

gardens with caterpillars. It may be well to re-

mark, that these caterpillars, when hatched, are

scarcely so thick as a thread of sewing silk, and
being of a greenish color, they are not readily

foimd on the leaves, the opening buds of which
they gnaw to the very core.*

It does not seem to have ever occured to those

who thus speak of insectiferous winds, that they

get rid of no difficulty by the supposition; for

where, we may ask, is the east or any other wind
to take up the insects, or egirs which it is said to

drill along? The equally sudden disappearance
of insects all at once, which is also popularly at-

tributed to winds, arises from their having arrived

at maturity, and fulfilled the designs of Providence,

by depositing their egffs for the ensuing season,

when they all die, some in a few hours, though
others survive for several days, but rarely lor

weeks.
The sudden and simultaneous appearance of

great numbers of frogs, snails, and other land an-

imals, has given rise to the extravagant opinion

that they have fallen in a shower from the clouds;

and some goodly theories have been devised to

account for the probable ascent of frog-spawn,
and the eggs of snails, into the atmosphere by
whirldwiuds. The impossibility of this, in conse-
quence of their specific graWty, is of course left

out of consideration by the theorists. Our dis-

tinguished naturalist, Ray, when riding one after-

noon in Berkshire, was much surprised at seeing
an immense multitude of frogs crossing his path,
and on looking into the adjacent fields he found
that two or three acres of ground were nearly co-
vered with them. They were all proceeding in

the same direction towards some woods and ditches,

and he traced them back to the side of a very
large pond, which, in spawning time, he was in-

formed, swarmed with countless numbers of frogs.

He naturally concluded, therefore, that, instead of
having been precipitated from the clouds, they had
been bred in the pond, from which they had been
invited a short time before, by a refireshing shower,
to go in quest of food.f Their great numbers will

appear le.ss marvellous, when we consider that a
single froo; spawns, as De Montbcillard informs us,
about 1300 eggs. Were it not, indeed, for their
numerous enemies, and their not being fit to propa-
gate till they are three years old, the country
would soon be overrun with these reptiles. We
have more than once seen a similar legion of hair-
worms ( Gordii aquatici,'L\^^.) in a garden at
Lee, in Kent, every plant and spot of ground lit-

erally swarming whh them. Their numbers,
however, were easily accounted for, as a stream at
the bottom of the garden abounds with them, and,
like frogs, they appear to be amphibious.

*J. R.
tRay's Wisdom of God in the Creation, p. 1.56.

Vol. II.—27

THE I>A\V OF lA'CLOSURES.

/in act, to reduce into one. the several a^ts for pre-
venting trespasses; declaring what shall he deem-
ed a lawful inclosure. 4'c.

1. -Be it enacted by the General j/ssemhly, That,
if any horses, marcs, cattle, hogs, sheep or goats,
shall break into any grounds, being inclosed with a
strong or sound fence, four feet high if made with
stone, and five feet high if made with any other
materials, and so close that the beasts breaking into
the same could not creep through, or with an
hedge twofeet high, upon a ditch three feet deep,
and three feet broad, or, instead of such hedge, a
rail fence of two feet and a half high, the hedge
or fence being so close that none of the creatures
aforesaid can creep through, which shall be ac-
counted a lawful fence: the ov\'ner of such horses,
mares, cattle, hogs, sheep or goats, or any one of
them, shall, for the first trespass so committed,
make reparation to the party injured, for the true
value of the damage he shall sustain, and for every
trespass afterwards, double damages, to be reco-
vered, with costs, in anv court of record: Provi-
ded, That for a third offence, for any one of the
beasts aforesaid breaking into such inclosures, it

shall be at the election of the party injured to sue
for his damages, or to kill and destroy the beasts so
trespassing, without being answerable for the
same.

_
2. And, that the condition of the fence, at the

time the trespass committed, mav be proved to a
jury upon trial; Be it enacted. That, upon com-
plaint made by the party injured, before any jus-
tice of the peace of that county wherein such tres-
pass shall be, such justice is" hereby empowered
and required to issue his order without delay, to
three honest house-keepers of the neighborhood,
no ways related to the party injured, nor interest-
ed concerning the trespass, reciting the complaint,
and requiring them to view the fence where the
trespass is complained of, and to take memoran-
dums of the same; and their testimony in such case
shall be good evidence to the jury touching the
lawfulness of the fence.

3. If any person damnified for want of such
sufficient fence, shall hurt, wound, lame, kill or de-
sto}', or cause to be hurt, wounded, lamed, killed or
destroyed, by shooting, hunting with dogs, or
otherwise, any of the kind or breed of horses, cat-

tle, sheep, hogs or goats, he, she, or they so of-

fending, shall pay and satisfy to the owner of the
creature, so hurt, wounded, lamed, killed or de-
stroyed, double damages, with costs; recoverable
as aforesaid.

4. All owners of horses, mare?, cattle, or other
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beasts, which they know to have barked fruit treeg,

shall keep the same within their own fenced
ground; and if any person shall take up any horse,

mare, kine, or other beast, known by the owner to

have barked fruit trees, and shall deliver the same
to such owner, he or she shall pay the taker-up
two dollai-s for every such beast, so taken up and
delivered; recoverable with costs, before any jus-
tice of the peace of the county, wherein such
beast was taken up, or the owner lives: Provided
always, That the taker-up shall, if required, make
oath before the same justice, that he took up such
horse, mare, or other beast, and that no means
were used by himself, or any other person, to his

knowledge, to set the same at large, otherwise he
ehall lose the said reward.

[The sections of the law which follow the above,

relate to other matters, and are therefore omitted.]

A COMMENTARY ON THE LAW OF ENCLO-
SURES OF VIRGINIA.

For the Fanners' Register.

The agricultural interest of Virginia is already
greatly indebted to the Fanners' Register and its

correspondents, for commencing and continuing
to discuss and expose the evils of the existing law
of enclosures—and though it may require a long
time to remove all the prejudices, and mistaken
opinions, (of which enough will always be found
ready to support every evil system of long stand-
mg,) still there can be no doubt of tlie ulti-

mate removal of this burden, which agriculture
has placed on its own shoulders. The decree has
gone forth for the future destruction of this law

—

lor it cannot resist the attacks of truth, reason and
right, which have commenced, and which will not
cease until the object in view is attained. Never-
theless, truth and reason have yet to fight a hard
battle, and will find stubborn opponents. It will

therefore be necessary for those who are convinced
of the necessity for a change, to exert themselves,
and to expose the deformity and iniquity of our
existing policy as to enclosures, in every point of
view. To this end, I shall offer some connnents
upon those provisions of the law which have
either been passed over, or but slightly touclied
upon, by those who have preceded me in this dis-

cussion.

The author of the piece signed Suum Cuique,
(Farm. Reg. Vol. I, p. 396) and several others,
have sufficiently exposed the great and main evil

of our law of enclosures—the priiiciple itself of
the law, which instead of forbidding and punishino-
wrongful invasions of the farmer's property, re^
quires of him to guard and protect it, or otherwise
holds the agression as justifiable and blameless.
This principle, utterly adverse as it is to that of
our laws in general, and of justice and the rights
of property, is so important in its character and its

operation, that it could not be counterbalanced, or
justified, by any details or minor provisions of the
law, however efficient they might be to secure the
remnant of the farmer's right to the product of his
land and labor, which the general principle of the
law had not swept aAvay. It is therefore not
strange, that those who, in the pages of the Farm-
ers' Register, have attacked the principle of the
law, have scarcely noticed its particular features,
and the utter worthlessness of even those provi-
siona which were intended to operate as a nieane

of restraining and punishing trespassers. This
more humble task I will undertake. The law on
the subject, which precedes these comments, will

facilitate my references, and permit my remarks
to be more concise.

To enable a farmer to recover damages, or ob-

tain any legal reckess whatever for injury, or des-

truction to his growing or standing crops, it is re-

quired by the law, that the field should have been
enclosed at the time with a "strong and sound
fence" ofsome one of the several kinds described,

and of a specified height throughout: and that

the field was so enclosed must be proved by the
owner as a necessary preliminary step, before he
can prosecute his claim for compensation for tres-

pass. The trespasser (if I may dare to apply that
term to one whom the law in efl'ect always clears

of the imputation,) has nothing to prove—the
whole burden of proof lies on the sufferer. Eut
suppose, that undaunted by difficulties, and de-
termined to assert the few rights that the law
leaves to him, he pursues the remedy offered, and
calls for a survey of his fences, according to the
provisions of the second section. Now in the first

place, (and especially if the farmer is in Lower
Virginia, and uses the perishable pine timber
which is now the general resource for fencing,) no
fence around a large field can be found every
where "strong and sound," at twelve months old,

even if it is permitted to remain so for twelve days
after being built. It may be a fence abundantly
good to restrain the owner's stock, or any other
animals properly kept—but it is scarcely possible

to avoid, from the progress of continual decay
alone, some rads being found neither "strong or
sound" enough to keep out a mischievous animal,
who has been taught by hunger, and the habit of
trespassing on neighboring fields ft)r sustenance,
to search keenly for all such defective places. But
the regular progress of decay in fences, however
rapid it may be, does not cause half of this par-
ticular evil. Wherever night-walking negroes, or

other jiersons, choose to have a foot path through
a field, they will certainly throw down, and keep
down, some of the upper rails where they cross

the fences—and all the owner's efforts we all know
cannot prevent this being done. Any such defect in

fences would suffice to prevent the owner's having
any remedy or redress for the depredations of mis-
chievous animals.

But suppose that the farmer has managed so

well, and been so lucky, that no defect has been
produced in his whole line of fence, either by de-

cay, by storms, nor by design or carelessness of
any neighbor, black or white—and that tres]}ass-

ing animals, notwithstanding, are found within

the field, and that he is able to prove the fact: and
that, on these (apparently) sure grounds, he
makes complaint, according to law, before a justice

of the peace, and obtains the order for the survey
of the condition of his fences. These steps can-
not be taken within a ^ew hours, nor completed in

secret: and even if the fences were perfectly good
when the surveyors commenced their examination,
the owner of the stock might secretly and safely

cause gaps to be made before the survey was fin-

ished, and thus procure a condemnation of the

fijnce. But without this, the mere fact that stock

had entered the field would be enough to show
that they had made the fence, by their entry,

otherwise than a "lawful enclosure" at that place:
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and unless the breach could be proved to be their

act, its existence would serve to justify the trespass.

Even if by possibility neither this nor any of

Ihe other obstacles before named, stand in the way
of the farmer's obtaining redress, there are still

others that will prove sufficiently efiectual. For

the first offence, he is only permitted to recover

the value of the actual damages sustained—and

for this purpose the fact of every ofience must be

fully sustained by proof Well—the farmer finds

hogs in his corn field at earing time, or in his rank

wheat just betbre it is fit to reap. That damage
has been done, is untiuestionable—and that unless

the intruders are speedily removed, it will be en-

ormous, IS equally so—but how is it jiossible to

establish by testimony the extent of the damage,

and to fix it upon the particular animals that have

produced it ? The wheat field may exhibit evi-

dence that hogs have concealed themselves under

its heavy cover for at least a month, and have
caused perhaps damage to the amount of Sg;50: but

how can it be proved that all this was caused by
the one or more hogs found and caught at last?

Besides, it is most likely that the hogs would not

be secured so as to be identified, but would escape,

to return and renew their attacks. If any uncer-

tainty existed as to the identity, or the ownership

of the animals-—or as to whether the damage had
been actually committed by them, there could be

no redress obtained under°the law. If, however,

the farmer has a legal witness present, and that

witness actually sees a hog tear down and eat six

ears of corn, and he can swear to the individual

hog, either by his ear marks, or from former per-

sonal acquaintance—and the survey is made, and
the fence found lawful, then all obstacles are at

length overcome, and the iiu'mer who has suffered

the trespass may recover damages to the amount
of the value of six ears of green corn: and if (by
almost a miracle) he could a second time get

through all the like difficulties of proof, with the

same trespassing neighbor, and convict him of a
similar offence, he would receive as compensation
double damages, or the value of twelve cars of

corn. I doufit, however, whether he would be
entitled to double damages, unless it was the same
animal that committed the first trespass.

It is ditficult to be serious in discussing the pre-

tensions of this law to the character of being re-

medial, and giving compensation to the sufferer,

and adequate punishment to the trespasser. In

truth, its provisions offer no redress whatever: they
are a solemn mockery of the claims of right and
justice, in the details, no less than in the general
principle of the law—and it might more truly be
entitled "an act to authorise the trespasses of live

stock on the fields of neighboring proprietors, and
to prevent all remedy therefor.'''' Its actual opera-
tion is according to this title and character, and not
according to its title in the statute book—for in

more than thirty years that I have resided in a
part of the country where there has never been a
lack of trespassing stock, I have never heard of
any resort to the law lor damages, nor of any suf-

ferer who even thought of" it as a remedy. This
fact alone, (and I belie\'e it is general,) is enough
to prove that the law in every particular is utterly

worthless for the purposes which it professes to

sen'e.

It may be asked then, "if the law is so inopera-

tive, how does it happen that fences actually serve

in most cases to protect the crops, and that all

fields are not frequently depredated on by the stock

of men who are willing to take any privilege that

the operation or omission of the law can give?"
I answer, and the truth is notorious, that it is not

tear of the law that restrains such acts of such
individuals, (who, thanks to God, are yet but few
in number,) but the tt3ar of public indignation, and
perhajjs of such damages to their trespassing stock,

as are not authorised by law, but which are far

more efiectual. It is to the general sound moral
sense of the community—to the strong percejjfion

of right and wrong, and tlie different effects of thia

on those who act upriglitly or unjusdy towards

their neighbors, which serve more to restrain tres-

passers than all the protection promised by the

law.
From these views of the particular provisions

of the law, and its general disuse, I reacli the con-

clusion, that the law of enclosures is in every res-

pect inoperative—in efl'ect, null and void—except

so far as it gives up the property of some individu-

als to be used or destroyed by others, without the

possibility of compensation being obtained, or legal

punishment inflicted.

R. N.

BONE BIANURK.
From Long Island Star.

This most valuable article is now sufficiently

known to be in very great request by the liirmers.

The mill of ]Mr. Ogden at Red-Hook, has been at

times unable to supply the demand. The mill of

Mr. Hornby in New York, has 10,000 bushels on
hand, which can be obtained of JNIr. Chikls, 63
Fulton street, Brooklyn, who informs us that the

accumulation of bones in N. York is such, that

800 tons will be sent off in a few da3-s, to manure
the soil of Great Britain. Exportaiion of bones to

England is no new thing, but we liope an increas-

ing knowledge of their value will create a brisk

demand at home.—Long Island embraces 925,000
acres, of wliich 587.095 are yet unimproved.

OIV THRASHING MACIIIKF.S.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

It being my wish to procure before the next
year's harvest a jiortable wheat machine, I seek
information througlr the Register for directions

where to obtain the cheapest and the best. I con-
sider that machine the best, which will thrash the
most A\'heat in the cleanest manner—which is least

liable to break, and which ret j aires no more than
the ordinary skill and care which we can command
in our overseers and negroes—and which is easy
of transportation and fixfure.

I have a stationary machine—a wooden one
upon the plan, I believe, of the Scotch machines

—

with which I finished thrashing a fortnight ago,

the fourth crop. It was erected ibr me in 1831, by
John Clark, ot" Fredericksburg. It thrashed 1014
bushels in 1831, in 9 days, being an average of
112-| bushels each day—102 bushels the least, 147
bushels the greatest day's work: besides wheat of
mdift'erent quahty—not thrashed very clean.

In 1832, it thrashed on the 25th of June, 158^
bushels of early wheat, of superior quality; and in
August, 1477 bnsliels in 12 days—say 11^ days,
(having began late on the first day, thrashing 40
bushels only, and finishing early on the last day,
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thrasliing 50 bushels)—being an average of 128|
bushels—89 bushels the least clay's work, 204
bushels the greatest day's work—866 bushels being
of tolerably good bearded—and 611 bushels of

very fine purple straw wheat, which yielded 11

for 1—leaving little or no grain in the straw. The
machine averaged 108 bushels ot the bearded, and
153 of the purple straw wheat, proving incontes-

tably the superiority of the one over the other for

machines, and showing the necessity of indicating

the kind of wheat when we refer to the work of
wheat machines.

In 1833, it thrashed 1052 bushels in 14 days-
say 12| daj-9, (1 day being lost by breaking of the

machine, and finishing early on the last day, hav-
ing tlirashed only 49 busliels)—being an average
of 156 bushels daily—98 bushels being the first and
least day's work (except the day it broke, which
was 80 bushels) and 172 the greatest day's Avork—162 bushels being of early wheat, 440 bushels
of bearded, and 1350 of purjjle straw wheat—the
product small and of indifferent quality—the quan-
tity of straw very large.

In 1834, it thrashed' 2300 bushels in 17 days-
say 15^ days, (1^ being lost by the breaking of the
machine—being an average of 14S| bushels per
day—114 bushels being the first and least day's
work (except the two days it broke when it thrash-

ed only 34 and 68 bushels,) and 185 bushels the
greatest day's work—700 being of early wheat
much mixed with purple straw—63^ bushels gold-
en chaff \vheat from four sown—and the balance
purple straw wheat—all of good quality.

My machine cost ^170, exclusive of the shafts

and main beam, and was put up by my own car-

penters under the direction of Mr. Clark. It has
cost me no more in three years, than a liitle hoop
iron to line the bars of the concave. I think the

machine a good one; but there are two objections to

it—first, it is not portable—and secondly, the bars

of the concave are liable to be broken by any hard
Bubslance which the wheat may carry in with it;

but this objection might, I think, be removed by
Bupporting the concave with strong springs which
would yield to any thing less pliant than wheat
straw. The draught is not too great.

There are various portable machines in use in

this county. The best which I have seen, is a

machine made by Wright of Frederick. It is,

however, too costly, too heavy, and the draught is

too great for our light mules. The same gentleman
who owns "Wright's machine," has a machine
made by Cockrane of Hanover, which I am dis-

posed to prefer to all others, from the description

given me; and I should be glad to see a detailed

account of such machines. There are two ma-
chines made in Fredericksburg—the only diffci'-

ence, I believe, between them is, that the beaters

and concaves of Davis's are cast—those of Ames's
(Bayliss) arc of wrought iron—both work with a
band—the horse-power is nearly similar in both,

and seems to me to be excellent—they do good
work—but their durability has not yet been tested.

I hope that some of your correspondents will be
induced to communicate to you the results of their

experience in wheat machines. I have, perhaps,
been unnecessarily minute in the account of mine.

E. T. T,

King George County, 5th Sept., 1834.

P. S. The wheat was measured ailer being
fanned once, and the bushels heaped.

CALCAREOUS DEPOSITES ON PIAKKITANK RI-
VER.

To t!ie Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Upon the south side of Piankitank River in the

upper part of JNIathews County, upon my little

farm, I have discovered oyster shells (or what we
call marl) located in the bank of the river, which
is very high, say fifty or sixty feet nearly perpen-
dicular, and extends along the river on my land

about half a mile long; the river at this place is

tolerably salt and abounds with good fish and oys-

ters. Intermixed with these shells, is a large quan-
tity of a bluish or dark green colored mud or earth,

arranged in the following order, a laj^er of sheila

running pai-allel with the bank about "three or four

feet through, while the mud takes its course in the
same parallel direction, immediately below them,
and claims possession of the very bottom of the
bank, or surface of the river, l^his mud is the
most unaccountable thing with me, for I know not
what name properly to give to it, nor as yet can I

estimate its value. Having moved here verj- re-

cently, I have made no trial of it, but have a high
opinion of it as a manure; and I am confirmed in

this, from the fact of its having been partially tried

this spring upon clover, by my fnend and neigh-
bor Mr. Jones. He applied the blue earth to

parts of a clover lot, and marl to other portions of
the same lot and at the same time, by way of as-

certaining the different effects it might have, if

any, and decides greatly in favor of the mud. He
has also applied it to his field lands in small por-

tions, and there the good effects are clearly seen.

If I were to enter into a full description of this

earth, I should not be able to give a perfect one.

I would, however, here remark, that when taken
from the bank and exposed to the air and it becomes
dry, a ivhite powder appears upon the lump; (in-

deed this sometimes appears upon the river shore
where these deposites are found in very dry wea-
ther:) in breaking the lumps apart I discover nu-
merous particles of transparent substances dis-

persed about the whole lumj), which will dazzle the
eye as it were in the hot sun. It approaches nearer
what is called crystalized gypsum as it is described,

than any thing else I know of. My friend Mr.
Jones has a plenty of it, and we intend sending
specimens to William and Mary for analysis, as I

discover in No. 3, Vol. II, it will be gladly received

there, and attended to by Mr. Rogers, who pro-

mises to give the relative value of all specimens
submitted to his care. I think it necessary only
to send specimens of the mud, as we know the

shells above it are manure, and very fine, for they

are nearly entirely decomposed, and apparently by
some hidden mineral in the bank, for both shells

and gj^psum, if I may so call it, are over-spread

with a sort of iron rust which is constantly oozing

out of the bank. Nevertheless, as clear, cool and
as well tasted water as I wish to use, proceeds

fi'om the bank both above and below these de-

posites.

If from the very imperfect and lame description,

I must confess, Avhich I have attempted here to

give of these deposites, j'ou or your many corres-

pondents can give any hints of the probable bene-

fits of it, it will be gladly received.

A. BILLUPS.

Mathews County, Sept. 12, 1834.
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING OX-CARTS, AND FOR
USING THEM.

For the Fanners' Register.

Essex County, September 20th, 1834.

The tongue of an ox-cart .should be about fifteen

feet in length, spUt as usual, and let into the cart

axle by .mortice and tenon, and confined by three-

quarter inch iron pins. Tlie axle should be rather

more than seven feet in length, (I cannot say ex-

actly, as some hubs are rather longer than others)

and about six inches by four and a half, of season-

ed timber, or ii will spring and the friction will be

very great. Saw up a hickory large enough for

several. Lay ofl' the shoulders four leet apart,

neither more nor less, as this is the usual length,

and if more or less, the labor of the oxen will be

greatly increased, as one Avheel will run in the rut

that other carriages have made, and the other

wheel over the uneven surface along side of the

other rut. Draw a line down the middle of the

broad side, (the side intended for the tongue to be

up) which will leave three inches on each side of

the line: lay off the diameter of the in-box from

the bottom, leaving all at the shoulder to be taken

ofl' at top. The difference in the diameter of the

in and out-box divide into two equal parts, and lay

off one part from the bottom of the axle at the

end of the length of the hub: then lay oft' from

that the diameter of the out-box. Now the diame-
ter of both boxes is laid oft', draw a line from one
to the other, and hew off bottom and top. The
reason for dividing in half the difference between
the size of the big and little box, and taking all

oft' under the axle at the little box and none at the

big one, is to bring the wheel perfiictly plumb.
After finishing the broad side of the axle turn the

narrow side up, (the one that is intended for the

top) and draw a line down the middle, which will

leave two and a quarter inches on each side: then

take the diameter of the in-box, and divide it into

two equal part.?; one part lay oft' back of the line

at the shoulder, the other on the other side of the

line; then lay oft' the length of the hub from the

shoulder near which will come the linch pin, take

the diameter of the out-box, and divide it into

three equal parts; one part lay off' back of the line

at the end of the length of the hub, the other two
parts lay oflf on the other side of the line. Now
the diameter of both boxes is laid oft', draw a line

from one to the other, and round the squares. The
reason for laying oft' at the little box one part be-

hind and two before, is to make the wheel, in run-

ning, gently press to the shoulder of the axle.

Were it equally divided into two parts, the wheel
would be as apt to run oft' as on, and the conse-
quence would be, should it pass off, there would
be an open space between the hub of the wheel
and the axle, into which the wheel would throw
mud and dirt, which would at once sweep out the

grease, and the constant and regular supply of grit

would wear out boxes and axle. But what would
be worse than all, it would so much increase the
labor of the oxen. Inattention to making cart

axles probably costs Virginia 1000 oxen annually.
At bi'.-!t tliey are badly ])rovided for, and the ad-
ditional labor which this imposes upon them, they
are very unable to bear, and as they become re-

duced in strength, the lash is applied to supply the

place of strength, and thus the poor animals are

murdered. An axle made in the way here recom-

mended, requires no additional labor to overcome
unnecessary friction.

The body should be made of seasoned timber
to prevent it from being shaken to pieces; the sills

should be three and a half by three inches, the
length nine feet, and twenty inches deep in the
clear; the width should be four inches greater be-

hind than before, to tacilitate the discharge of the

load; and to prevent the sides from being broken
by a sudden turn of the oxen, the sides should be

confined by four iron rods half an inch in diameter,

made with head.s, taps and screws, and placed at

the sides near each end—a set will last one's life.

The greatest breadth of the body at the axle can-

not exceed four feet, unless elevated above the

hubs, which should not be the case, for the load

will be constantly pressing forward and give too

much weight before; if to obviate this, a piece

should be put across the tongue, or nailed to the

sill of the cart where it rests upon the tongue, the

body is raised and of course more inconvenient to

load—the centre of gravity is also raised. From ex-

perience, I think by far the better way is, to hang
it with strong hooks and eyes, not in the way they

are generally hung, for they have too much play,

and throw the body in contact Avith the hubs, but

to make the eyes of three-quarter inch iron, allow-

ing as little play as possible. The shanks to those

that go into the axle, should not be more than six

inches long; when over long the body is inconve-

nient to put on and take oft. Taper them a little

just at the point to make them slip more easy into

the axle, sink the eyes a little into the axle and let

them stand up straight, not bent down. The
shanks to those that go through the sills of the

cart should be three-quarters of an inch square,

and confined by screw and tap. Sink the eyes a

little into the sills. They should be put one foot

nearer the hind part of the body than the fore part,

and no more, or it will give too much weight be-_

fore. That mode of loading, as if the necks of

oxen were stronger than the cart Avheels, is a very

mistaken notion: it is death to oxen. In many
countries they have carriages so constructed as to

give no weig'ht. A cart-man requesting assistance

to enable him to discharge his load by throwing

up the body, is a proof that something is wrong
and should be at once examined into. Are the

hooks and eyes too fiir behind.^ Has he passed

over uneven ground that has caused the load to

press too much forward? Or has he loaded im-

properly?

The yoke should be, for common sized oxen,

from four to four and a half feet in length, the

holes for the bows one and a half inches in diame-

ter, and about five mches apart, more or less, to

suit the size of the oxen, and so bored as to be

rather nearer at top than at bottom. The yoke
should be rather round than flat between the bows,

to prevent galling. The chain of the foremost

oxen should not be hitched to the staple in the

yoke of the tongue oxen, but to a device attached

to the end of the tongue of the cart, which should

not be nailed to the top and bottom, but to the

sides: and the wooden pin under the tongue which
is used to prevent the cart from running on the

oxen, should be sufficiently long not to let the end
of the tongue touch the ground, which will pre-

vent the device from being broken loose by the

dropping down of the tongue. When fixed in

this way they pull much more, but cannot in any
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Avay pull much, compared to the tongue oxen.

Home tarmers drive three yoke to one cart, but

there is nothing gained by it. A load of" grain

Avith us for one yoke of oxen is twenty bushels,

for two yoke thirty bushels; so the foremost yoke
of oxen are allowed to draw only half as much as

the tongue oxen; the third yoke of course would
draw only in proportion without allowing any thing

for the weight ol' the cart. They do well in hot

and dry weather 1o walk beflire and kick up the

dust, to suffocate those that are laboring behind,

and in the winter to i)ick their way and jerk those

behind to the right and left that are doing all the

work. One yoke well kept will do more work
than three poor ones, because they pull to a much
greater advantage.
A marl cart bod}^, for four oxen, should be made

of light materials, and should be about six feet

long, four feet two inches wide behind, three feet

ten inches wide before, all outside measure, and
one loot deep in the clear, and without a tail-board.

Then when loaded it will hold about fifteen bushels.

The hooks and eyes should be three inches nearer

behind than before. For further fixtures respect-

ing this body, see a piece written by me, and pub-
lished in Vol. I, page 197, of the Farmers' Re-
gister.

KDMUKD F. NOEL.

EMMONS CHAIN-BAND HORSE-I'OWER.
To Ihc Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Richmond, Va., Aug. 7, 1834.

I have noticed in your Register of May last, an
inquiry respecting Emmons' chain band horse-

power, advertised on the cover of a previous num-
ber of your Register, by (the proprietors of the
patent right for Virginia) Messrs. Jabez Parker &
H. M. Smith of this city, and expressing a desire

to see a more detailed account of it from some
practical mechanic—of its applicability to a horse
mill, its cost, &c., as also an account of the ma-
chinery made at Mr. Jabez Parker's agricultural

machine shop. And considering myselfa practical

mechanic, having served as an apprentice to, and
followed the machine making business for the last

twenty-eight years; and having travelled through,
and resided in the Northern and Western States,

and seen and witnessed the operation of the most
of the horse-powers and other machinery- now in

use; and having boarded for about four months
past opposite to Mr. Parker's shop, which I have
very frequently visited, and noticed particularly

the before mentioned horse-power, (which he oc-
casionally uses in giving motion to a grist mill,

thrashing machine and circular saw,) as well as
the other kinds of machines made and sold at his

shop; I therefore consider m3-self a competent
judge of them, and in the way of duty, as called

upon to answer the inquiry in your Register before
mentioned, and as a friend to improvement, and
to the agricultural comnmnity, I with pleasure
undertake to do so.

I have not time to give a lengthy detailed account
of the chain-band horse-power, nor do I think it

necessary, but this much I will say, that the one
Mr. Parker has in use works very well; it is the
most simple in its construction; requires less horse
power to do the same work; is apparently more
durable, and less liable to get out of order, than

any other kind of horse power that I have ever

seen. It performs the same work with less horse-

power or with more ease to the horses, than others,

because there is little or no friction, there being no
gear wheels—the motion being obtained fi-om the

chain-band Avinding from the whirl in the band
wheel shaft into the Ibrked ends of the levers from

which the horses draw, so that the whole strength

laid out by the horses, is immediately applied to

turning llie band wheel, whhout the usual loss

there is in geared horse-powers by friction. This
horse-power must, I think, be durable, as there is

but very little wear upon any part of it, except the

chain, and that, if it is kept out of the dirt and
oiled, will Avear a long time; and it being the same
kind of chain in common use upon plantations, it

is very easily mended or made anew by common
blacksmiths.

Those horse-powers are light and portable, not

Aveiohing, I presume, over 800 to 1000 pounds,

but may be made stationary for the same cost of

portable ones, and their being but little cast iron

about them, they may be easily made in any part

of the country. They are well adapted to giving

motion to a small grist mill, thrashing machine,
cotton gin, and for all other purposes for which
horse-powers are used. Mr. Parker's price for

them, including a good leather band and all ne-

cessary fixtures, is ^100; but, I presume, they may
be built for much less, Avhere timber and labor are

low.
JOEL EARNS,

Of Cincinnati, Ohio.

SKINLESS OAT, AND NUT BEARING PINE.

To tlis Editor of llie Fanners' Register.

Hickory Grove, Northampton County, )

N. C. \st October, 1834. 3

In a visit to the Virginia springs during the past

summer, I formed an acquaintance Avith a very
Avorthy gentleman (Mr. Arthur G. Rose) from

Charleston, S. C, in Avhom I discovered a con-

geniality of taste Avith myself in experimenting

upon the rare productions of nature. In our con-

versations on the subject, I learnt that he had pro-

cured some of the "skinless oats," and the "nut-

bearing pine," and he Avas kind enough to promise

me some of^ the seeds of both. On my return

home, a short time since, I Avas highly gratified to

find that they had safely arrived through my com-
mission merchants in Norfolk, to Avhose care I

requested Mr. Rose to consign them. I designed

sending you a few of them, but finding in the

August number of the Farmers' Register that a

correspondent had sent you some of the oats, I

shall herein send you six of the pine nuts, only.

The nuts grow in a bur resembling a large unripe

bur of our common pine, (except the color, Avhich

is the same as that of a perfectly ripe bur)—that

is, the scales between Avhicli the nuts are enve-

loped adhere closely together. From the hardness

of the nut I should infer, that it Avill take a con-

siderable time to vegetate. I design planting some
forthwith, both in the open ground and in a box,

and also in the same Avay, early in the spring.

Mr. Rose informs me by letter, that he has two

flourishing young trees from the seed, but does not

say Avhen'tiie seed Avere planted, or in Avhat man-_

ner, or AA'hether the bur sent me grew on one of
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his trees. He says the seed were brought from

Algiers. I recollect seeing some account of^the

nut-bearing pine, (perhaps in the "American Far-

mer") sent to this country by Commodore Porter

fi-om Constantinople, but whe'ther any attempt was
made to propagate it, and with what success, I

have not learnt.

In speaking of the skinless oat at the springs,

after Mr. Rose left, some gentleman put into my
hands "Atkinson's Saturday Evening Post for the

country," m which Avas a history of that grain;

which stated that it was brought from "Chang-
tang," I tliink, an interior province in China, to

Amsterdam, and from thence to England. But

the oat I have received from Mr. Rose, dopf? not

come up to the description of it given in that paper.

Whilst writing on the subject of oats, I beg
leave to inquire, whether there are on James
River, either above or below Richmond, a kind ol

oat called the winter or spring oat. A gentleman

from Baltimore, who has an extensive acquain-

tance in Virginia, informed me that there was such

an oat grown on Jame.s River or some of its wa-
tei-s. If I understood him correctly, I inferred that

the oats were sown in the fall of the year, and were

fit to cut in the spring, or at least much earlier than

the common oat. I have a kind of oat known
here, indifferently, by the names of the ruffled and
feather oats. I think they are preferable to the

common oat, but about ten days later. I divide

my crop about equally between them and the

common oat, which I think is an advantage. I

saw but fexv of them growing in Virginia, and
ii-om the limited quantity, I inferred that they were
either not generally known, or were considered to

be inferior to the common oat.

The crops of cotton in this section of the coun-

try, wear a gloomy aspect, owing to an unpre-

cedented drought, which caused the cotton ])lant

to shed its Ibrms or squares, blooms and incipient

bolls, in a great degree, after the last working;
succeeded by series of wet and warm weather,

which produced the rot to an alarming extent, and
which continues up to this time; and, I think, I

am warranted in saying, that there will not be half

the quantify made in this quarter, as last year.

The same may be said of the com crops, with the

exception of the high fertile lands, and the alluvial

bottoms of the Roanoke—the latter being subject

to freshets, we feel alarm in consequence of the

continued rains.

W. B. I.OCKHART.

P. S. I have concluded to enclose a few of the
skinless oats, for the purpose of comparing with
those 3'ou have.

I find that the Chinese province of Chang-tang,
or Chang-tong, is described as being a fertile re-

gion, but subject to long droughts. It lies in about
the same latitude as part of North Carolina, and
the adjoining, and other parts of Virginia; perhaps
in the same as the whole of North Carolina and
Virginia—the capital, Toi-nan-fbu, being in lati-

tude 38° 30', north longitude 117-^ 25', eas!.

ty of Richmond. We have already noticed the

exertions of Mr. John Carter—the various grapes

which he has cultivated, and the wines he has

made.
We have also been much gratified lately by a

visit to Mr. William Anderson's vineyard. It is

enriched by a variety of vines—fijreign and do-

mestic. The Catawba, the Isabelld, and the

Schuylkill particularly, flourish in great perfection

—and the vines are this season loaded with the

most delicious fruit. He will probably make three

or four pipes of wine.

We have been happy to visit the vineyard of

Dr. Norton, and to taste his wines. Among the

various specimens of the vine, to which he has

directed his attention, we saw the Catawba, the

Isabella, the N. Carolina Scuppernong, but espe-

cially "the Norton's Virginia Seedling," which

seems to us to possess some very fine qualities.

—

We understand it has been produced by his im-

pregnating the Bland grape flower with the pollen

of the genuine Burgundy grape. The new fruit

has the advantage of unidng the abundant saccha-

rine character of the Burgundy with the never-fail-

ing productiveness of the Bland. The vine is a

great bearer; and when the fruit is pressed, it pro-

duces a rich, luscious wine, which resembles the

Burgundy Madeira. The Doctor was also kind

enough to show us his wines that had been extract-

ed from the Catawba and the Isabella—both of

which are very agreeable. But, as the three vari-

eties are the pVoduce of the last vintage, theyfof

course want the benefit of age to impart to them
all their excellence. These wines are the pure

juice of the grape, unadulterated with any foreign

spirit. The fermentation which they have passed

through, has produced alcohol enough to preserve

them in their strength and purity.

The Doctor has also in his vineyard, a fine red-

dish grape, a native of Prince Edward, which he
has broufiht into notice. It promises to do well.

The experiment of Dr. Norton, of impregnating

one grape with the pollen of another, and of rais-

ing a new vine from the seed, and then engrafting

the slips on the wild vine, opens a field of discove-

ry to the vine-dresser, to which no perceptible

bounds can be assigned. It may lead to some of

the finest varieues, both for the use of the table,

and for the making of wine.

We confess we were sceptics before, about the

art of making good Virginia wine. We are so

no longer; and we congratulate our enterprising

neighbors on the results which their experiments

are calculated to produce.

CULTURE OF THE VIIVE, AND WIXE-MAKING
KEAR UlCHMOND.

From tlie Richmond Enquirer.

W^e are happy to see the attention, which has
been paid to the culiure of the grape in the vicini-

INSECTS AND THEIR DESTROYERS.

Prince Edward, July 9th, 1834.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Worms, bugs, and other insects, do incalculable

injury to the whole circle of vegetation. Scarcely

a tree or plant is exempt from their ravages. Like

time they hold their destructive course almost un-

seen, or but little observed, except in cases of ge-

neral prevalence of some particular species, that

carry manifest destruction wheresoever they ap-

pear. Yet it must be certain, that such infinite

numbers as occupy almost every foot of the earth,

must consume and injure a very large portion

of its vegetable productions. Ev^ery means that

can be devised to lessen their numbers, or to pre-
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vent their increase, should be adopted. The in-

crease of every innoxious animal that preys upon
insects, &c., should be promoted. Birds are gene-

rally their enemies, many species of birds are very

little injurious to vegetable production, and others

not at all so, as bats, both leather-wing and leather-

ed, the whole marten and swallow tribes, which
prey alone on insectSj and do no harm to any thing
valuable to man, except the bee-eater—and these

ehould be made the special objects of protection by
the agriculturist. If you think likewise, can you
not call the attention of your readers tbrcibly to

this subject, and imjilore the clemency and protec-

tion of the community for tde whole race of birds

and other ammals, which do either little or no
harm to any useiul production of the earth? Could
not our jiigh-minded generous Southern brethern

particularly, be induced by a hint from you, to ab-

stain from killing and eating the innocent martens
that do nothing but good? And could not our
own people be induced to spare the lives of the

harmless highland frogs and lizards, &c. &c.

CHARLES WOODSON.

TO GIVE TO NEW CHEESE THE FLAVOR OF
OLD.

From the Agricultural Journal.

li' it be required to communicate to a new
cheese the flavor and appearance of an old one, it

may be done by the insertion in the new cheese of

portions of the old one containing blue mould.
The little scoop which is used in taking samples of

cheese is a ready made means of pertbrming the

operation, by interchanging ten or a dozen of the

rolls which it extracts, and placing them so as to

disseminate the germ of the blue mould all over

the cheese. A new Stilton cheese treated in this

way, and well covered up from the air for a i'ew

weeks, becomes thoroughly impregnated with the

mould, and generally with a flavor hardly to be
distinguished from the old one. I have sometimes
treated half a Lancashire cheese in this way, and
have left the other half in its natural state, and
have been much amused with the remarks of m}'
friends on the striking superiority of the English
over the Scotch one.

MANGE IN HOGS.

From the Southern Planter.

McDonough, Ga. l^th May, 1834.

Mr. Editor—During my travels through the
Gtate, especially in towns and villages, I see a vast
number of swine dying with what is called the
mange, while many others are upon the eve of ex-
piring. This disease is verj' easily cured if persons
would only take the trouble of pulverizing sulphur,
an \ give to each hog affected one table spoonful in

a little corn meal dough twice a week fortwo weeks;
they will shed the scurf and become perfectly clean
and fatten. The sulphur at the same time de-
stroys lice and fleas on the swine. s. m.

From the New Hampshire Gazette.

There has been a great rise in the price of the
teasel or fullers thistle, and some farmers in Hat-
field and Wiliiamsburgh have lately received large

sums of money for the produce of small quantities

of 1-uid. Three or four years since, teasels were
sold at 75 cents per thousand, and some as low as

67 cents; now the manufacturers give from ^^ 37
to 2 50 |;er thousand. Two farmers in Williams-

buriih have recently sold teasels to the amount of

1500 dollars. In Hatfield, a single acre has in

some instances vielded 100,000 teasels, which have
brought oxev 237 dollars. There are very few

acres, however, that do this. Two years are ne-

cessary to bring a teasel crop to maturity; the

plants require much care and labor, and are liable

to be winter-killed and to other injuries. After the

price fell to 67 or 75 cents, the cultivation was re-

linquished by many, and the present high prices

are owing to a great diminution in the quantity

raised.

RAINY DAY REFLECTIONS OF A PRINCE ED-
WARD FARMER.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

After the drought which has been severely felt

in our county lor some time past, the morning has
set in with a gentle and refreshing rain—reii-esh-

ing to the tobacco crop; but the largest portion of
the corn has passed the period when the benefi-

cial effects of rain Avould have been felt. As I

will probably be within doors most of the day, I

know not how to spend my time more pleasantly

than by making some remarks on farming: not

that 1 have the vanity to think that any thing

which may drop from my feeble and inexperienced

pen will greatly promote the agriculture of our

country, but that il' possible I may be able to pre-

vent the formation of gullies, and promote the fil-

ling up of those already formed.

The present degenerate state of agriculture in

JVIiddle Virginia, seems to be owing principally

to two causes, viz: grazing and injudicious plough-

ing. What is known as the "three shift system,"
is the one almost universal in this country. While
some have adopted a better system, yet as a ge-
neral observation it is true, that our farmers have
no standing pastures tor their cattle. While in

other parts of the State which have adopted a
system of improvement on their lands, the luxu-

riant and fertilizing clover is seen to carpet every
field at rest, ours are trampled and grazed to bar-

renness by little half starved cattle and sheep,

which can hardly by unceasing industry through
a long summer's day, get enough hen-nest grasa

and broom-straw to keep them alive. After har-

vest all the sheep, hogs, cows, and horses, are

driven to the stubble-field, to devour the scanty

provision made by nature to improve the soil. I

have no doubt that land would improve if suffered

to rest every third year, (land which has not been
entirely killed by injudicious management) simply
by an effort of nature to that effect; but this kind

of management would produce barrenness in the

most fertile lands I have ever seen, much more on
soils naturally thin, sandy, and subject to wash. I

have doubts whether or not this part of Virginia

can ever be profitably employed as a grazing
country, under the best system that can be applied.

Be this as it may, we have convincing evidence

arising from the diminution of our products, and
the numerous galls and gullies on almost every
farm, that it will not do at the present day. Ar-
guments have been used in favor of large stocks
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of cattle; but all reasoning, however plausible il

may seem at first view, must be rejected as falla-

cious and unsound, which leads to results diamet-
rically opposite to those desired by every judicious

farmer. The manure of a drove of cattle is a

small consideration when placed as an offset

a^'iinst the evils of grazing; for after all he has
only a part of the herbage transferred from one
part of the farm to the other. The same reason-
ing will apply to winter as well as summer. The
requisite quantity of provender fur keeping a stock
of cattle as they should be, would amount to more
manure, if sjiread on the land, than if eaten and
trod during the winter. If this reasoning be just,

and if we will keep more cattle than our interest

dictates, for one I must look on the distemper which
has taken off such numbers of cattle in the south,

not as it is generally viewed, but as a remedy for

one of the sorest evils Avhich has befallen our ag-
riculture. When the distemper comes and takes

half of our cows, (and it generally takes a larger

proportion) more ample provision can be made for

those that are left, and less injury will be inflicted

by grazing, while at the same time the profits in

butter, mifk, &c. will be more ample from the few,

than from the many.
With these unconnected reflections, I leave this

part of the subject, and pass on to one of equal
importance—that of ploughing. I lay it down as

a maxim, the truth of which will not be question-

ed by any one who makes just pretentions to skill

in any business, that whatever is worth doing at

all, is worth doing well. If this be the case in

other matters, it nmst apply with increased weight
when brought to bear on the subject of farming

—

an occupation which gives prosperity and support
to all others—the main-spring of all trades and
professions. Judging Irom the manner in which
most of our operations on the farm are performed,
we conclude that this rule is not respected as it

Ehould be, even by those who acknowledge its

correctness. Of this class (and a numerous one
I am pained to say it is) are those who plough up
and down hill. Reason with people on the impro-
priety of such a practice, and they will tell you
they hav'nt time to turn at short rows—that theirs

is the "good old way"—as if their lands wouldnot
wash, and as if a gulley formed in the day, it

would close up in the succeedmg night. After all

that has been written on the advantages of hori-

zontal ploughing, all that has been seen of its

good effects in improving the lands, and after

years of experience of evils on the opposite side

they will still persist. This is Avhat I call Thom-
sonianism (in other words quackery) in farming;
and the effects of the one on the soil will work its

own cure eventually, though as certainly as the

other has burned and steamed itself to death in

many infatuated communities of our country.
Thousands of acres of land are now to be seen,

once valuable and highly productive, now not
worth the taxes. I think we should profit by the
experience of such farmers, and that the day has
come when we should have a better reason for do-
ings things as some of us do than the one which
actuated the young Dutchman when he preferred

the old road up to the axletree at every step with
fitiff mud—"my fader did drive dis way, and I

drive dis way too."

In old Prince Edward many are disposed to

thiuk this the garden spot of creation in a moral

and intellectual point of view. As to the truth of
this remark I shall not undertake to sj;eak; this

must be done by some one better qualified to do it

with impartiality than the writer;—but will those
who value those things as ihey should, together
with a healthy climate and good market, go on
with a s}stem which has inflicted so heavy a
curse on this part of Virginia, and if not forsaken
will eventually render the rest a "howling wilder-
ness.'" If we should stop even at this late day and
adopt a system of unyielding improvement, our
country which in many places has grown gray in

youth, might again, by plaster and clover, be
made to smile in all the beauty and freshness of
the "Old Dominion." Then we should feel strong
inducements to stay in Virginia, much stronger

than some feel to seek a home in the uncultivated

wilds of the West. Should not every considera-

tion induce us to do it? Our own private interests,

those of our children and of our country, conspire

in a loud and united call lor thorough and instan-

taneous reform.

A. A. L.

jiuir. 20. 1834.

COTTOIV ITS INTRODUCTION, AND PROGHESS
OF ITS CULTURE, IN THE UNITED STATES.

From the Southern Planter.

Gossypium or Cotton, a genus of the polyandria
order, belonging to the monodelphia class of plants,

and in the natural method ranking under the 37th

order, Column ilera. The cal3^x is double, the ex-

terior one tripid, the capsule (luadrilocular, the
seeds wrapt in cotton wool. There are four spe-

cies, aU of them natives of warm climates— 1st.

Herbaceum or common herbaceous cotton, has an
herbaceous smooth stalk, two feet high, branching
upward, five lobed, smooth leaves, and yellow

flowers from the end of the branches, succeeded
by roundish capsules full of seeds and cotton.—2d.

The Hirsutum or hairy American cotton, hath
hairy stalks branching laterally two or three feet

high, palmated three and five lobed hairy leaves,

and yellow flowers succeeded by large oval pods
furnished with seeds and cotton. 3d. The Bar-
badense or Barbadoes shrubby cotton, hath a
shrubby stalk branching four and five feet high,

three lobed ^ooth leaves gladulous underneath,

and yellow flowers succeeded by oval pods con-

taining seeds and cotton. 4th. I'he Arboreum
or tree cotton, hath an upright woody perennial

stalk branching six or eight feet high, palmated

four or five lobed, smooth leaves, and yellow flow-

ers succeeded by Lirge pods filled with seeds and
cotton.—Encyclopedia Britannia, vol. 8, p. 21.

The above extract will more satisfactorily give

the classification or order in which the cotton plant

stands in the vegetable world than I could do, and
I have the more'readily adopted it, because it dis-

tinctly embraces all the cottons that are extensive-

ly cultivated in the United States, and little need
be added except that the seeds of the first and se-

cond varieties, besides the cotton wool that covers

them, have the seeds in whole in the second varie-

ty, and in part in the first, covered Avhh a close

short fur very analagous to the under fur of an
animal; and in the United States all the cottons

seem to have an increasing propensity to the pro-

duction of the fur or down. It increases the diffi-
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culty of separating the wool from the seed, but

has no other injurious effect. Whetlier this change
is in obedience to some slow, moving, but irresisti-

ble law of nature, applying as well to the vegeta-

ble as to the animal world, or arises from the in-

termingling of the farina of cottons of different

varieties having in some districts been carelessly

brought together, must be left to time and careful

observation to determine.

The Sea Island Cotton of Georgia, and of

course of Carolina, is deiived from the jburth and
last variety of cotton in the above classification.

It would be perennial if the climate would permit

it, and is so when the lands are new, and the soils

warm and favorable. I have known it in new and
warm alluvial soils to survive for five years; and
have olten seen it vindicate its claim to its charac-

ter of arboreum or tree cotton, in the height to

which it grew, tori have measured plants that

were eighteen feet high, and that put on the cJia-

racter rather of trees than shrubs. But when the

cotton grows so large it yields no return to the cul-

tivator. The winter finds it still covered with

blossoms or unripe fruit, and a single night of freez-

ing weather, which may be expected by the first

of November, blights at once, as well the fruit as

the flowers and stems.

When this fourth variety of cotton was first in-

troduced, this was the case, and I do not remem-
ber, (for I remember the time well,) that a single

pod rewarded the attempts in giving promise to

the future. But the winter of 1785 and 1786 were
fortunately mild, the cotton under experiment had
generally been planted in new, and warm, and
fruitful soils—frost rarely penetrates far into the
earth in such situations in Georgia. The roots of
the cotton had been sheltered and protected by the

earth from the cold, and that life which had slum-
bered in the roots of the plants during winter, was
awakened into activity in the spring. The cotton

stalks which had been killed in the winter were
cut down to the surface of the ground. The shoots
that grew up from the roots of the previous year
were earlier in their growth, did not rise so high,
sooner blossomed, and sooner bore fruit. The se-

cond year the cotton bore and ripened its fruit, the

seed was in some degree acclimated, and the first

steps taken which were to end in a few years in

making the United States emphatically the cotton
country. This great revolution in tfie commerce
and manufactures of nations was effected by a few
thousand people, scattered through the two South-
ern States of the American Union, not cheered on
upon their labors by the bounties of one nation or
the diminished duties of another; but rather li\'ing

and laboring under the law of two great empires,
who alternately sent increased duties and commer-
cial restrictions, long embargoes, and war, and na-
tional tariffs, to oppress, and restrain, and control

their labors—those labors which were to 2:ive to

ten thousand ships their freight—to millions of
men, Avomen and children labor and the bread
which it brought, and to n)illions more a cheaper
covering than they ever wore.

But we will proceed to the objects of your in-

quiry and leave bad and blundering statesmen to

the wrath of him, who visits the sins of the fathers

upon the children to the third and fourth genera-
tion.

The provinces from Virginia to Georgia had
been planted by the mother country for her OAvn

purposes. The persons who had emigrated to

these plantations had gone to them with the hope
of repairing or improving their condition; neither

laws or religion had driven them there. Their in-

terests still united them, and these feelings bound

them to their own, or to their fathers' ancient

home. When thereJore the war of the American
Revolution overtook them, the abstractions Avhich

were to break to pieces a great nation, and which
for the first time perhaps in modern ages, had
originated with the rulers and not with the ruled.

These abstractions divided the southern colonists

as thev had divided the people of England; and
ahhough none telt that it was right that the de-

scendants of Anglo-Saxon men should be taxed
without being represented in the Parliament that

taxed them, yet many thought tlie distant evils that

would result from this course was to be borne

rather than the immediate evil of civil war and its

many consequences. Friends weretherctbre alie-

nated from each other, and families broken asun-
der in their tenderest relations—but when peace
came and individuals found themselves scattered

that were once near each other—earlier remem-
brances were recalled—messages and letters began
to be interchanged, and the position in which the

revolutionary war had severally left them became
known to each other. England rather remember-
ing the past than looking to the future, seemed to

be desirous of placing faithtul sentinels at the two
extremes of the American Republic. She there-

fore from her many colonies, selected Nova Scotia

and the Bahama islands as the only colonics where
a provision in land was to be made for the loyal

men who had clung to her fortune through blood

and in ruin. These provinces offered no induce-

ments to the agriculturist at the time, but Provi-

dence more kind than jiovernment, was about to

produce a great change in human affairs. Ark-
riixht had designed and perfected his spinning ma-
chine, between 1783 and 1785, and when the

southern colonists were landed with their faithfiil

slaves upon the rocks of the Bahama islands, in

looking around for something upon which they
might em])loy themselves, the new interest which
cotton had awakened, in consequence of Ark-
right's machinerv", reached them. Probably the

Board of Trade invited, and may have aided them
upon this subject, but at least they obtained the

best cotton seed that was any where to be found,

to commence their labors with. There is a small

island in the Caribbean sea called Anguilla, which
had been long known to produce the best cotton of

the West Indies. The new settlers in the Baha-
ma islands procured cotton seed to commence the

culture with fi'om Anguilla. They had in the year
1785 introduced the culture of cotton u[)on several

of the Bahama islands successllilly, particularly

upon Long Island and Exuma. The father of

the writer of this paper, in the winter of 1785 re-

ceived from Col. Kellsall, then a planter upon Ex-
uma, a bag of cotton seed. Several other persons
in Georgia received about the same time cotton

seed from their old associates or friends. Wishing
to be particular, the writer will state what he re-

members: among the persons who did receive cot-

ton seed was Josiah Tattnall of Savannah, from
his father then Surveyor General of the Bahama
islands. From the cotton seed transmitted that

winter in ^all parcels from the Bahama islands,

has grown up the sea island cotton of Georgia and
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South Carolina. In the long and diligent cultiva-

tion ot^ cotton for now almost lorty years, many
changes have been observed to have come over

the cotton under the influence of soil and climate;

but the writer can distinctly state that the cotton

he now grows is descended in direct line t>om the

cotton seed received by his father trom Col. Kell-

sall, and that every ))lant of sea island cotton in

either Georgia or Carolina, is derived Irom the small

))arcels of cotton seed transmitted about that time

from the Bahama islands, and which was the seed

known in the West Indies as the Anguilla cot-

ton.

It was soon noticed by cotton growers that soil

and situation had more than common influence, as

well upon the quality as upon the quantity of col-

ton produced upon any given portion of land. Cer-

tain soils and situations retained in the cotton its

original appearance, an intcnseness of yellow in

its blossom, a fruit full and sound, a seed quite

black, and free from fur or down; while upon other

soils and upon other situations the plant, the flower

and fruit was putting on other appearances. The
plants as if anxious to adjust themselves to a new
temperature, took on a more coarse configuration

of limbs and stem, a thicker branch, a rougher,

larger and more scalloped leaf, a more cone like

pod, a seed covered either in whole or at its points

with the close down or fur that has already been
described. At first the most careful cultivators

were an.xious by selection to keep the seed as much
as possible resembling the seed first introduced;

that is, black and free ti'oin down, and the more so

as it was most easily separated from the cotton by
the machines employed, and was considered most
productive; but in process of time the varieties

that stole up among the original stock was found

to produce a finer and more uniform and longer

wool. The current of selection has now therefore

directed itself another way, and these hybrids, for

I believe them to be so, although the germs of

tliese changes may have lingered for ages in the

original seed without developing themselves, have
taken on three distinct appearances in seed; nei-

ther in blossom or jilant differing to the eye from
each other, although greatly diflering from the

parent stock, as being coarser and rougher in their

form and leaf, with blossoms of a lighter yellow;

having bolls larger and more cone like in their

shape. The finer cottons of the sea islands are

obtained from these three varieties of seed: one
Avith little or no down upon it, but with a long beak
or point, to a seed longer than the original; a seed
with down upon the two ends, but still with the

pointed beak; and thirdly, a long seed with a sharp
beak but completely covered with a soft close fine

fur or down inseparably connected with the shell

of the seed. These new varieties which produce
the cotton now most in request are later in perfect-

ing their fruit, and have consequently increased

the uncertainty of the most uncertain and doubtful

crop to which perhaps human care was ever di-

rected.

But we will now proceed to describe the situa-

tion and soils. There is a long string of islands

extending from Georsetown in South Carolina to

St. Marys in Georgia, that is, from 32° 30' to 30°

north, a distance of about 200 miles. These isl-

ands were covered with live oak and other ever-

greens of a southern climate. They had been the

abode of the red men of the West, but rather

when the natives were fishermen than hunters;
and the vast accumulation of oyster, and clam, and
other shells, mingled with the remains of the
bones and pottery of their old inhabitants, fill

every stranger with astonishment at the multitudes
which their remains would bespeak, or the long
time that must have been required to introduce
such accumulated masses. These decaying shells

seem to have intermingled with the original sandy
soils of these islands, and digesting the vegetable
matter that fell from trees and other sources, form-
ed with them a light and fertile loam. These isl-

ands at an earlier period of colonial story, had
been employed in -growing indigo. It was upon
two of these islands, surrounded by the salt waters
of the sea, and separated from the continent by
several miles of grassy but salt meadows, that the

cultivation of the sea island cotton commenced.
If Frederick the Great, never forgot him that

introduced abetter description of rye into Prussia,

and if Swift is right in saying he merits a great

name who will make two blades of grass grow
where one had grown before, why should we
deny to the dead what may be their due? The
first cultivators of the sea island cotton in Georgia,

were Josiah Tattnall, and Nicholas Turnbull, on
Skideway island near Savannah; James Spalding

and Alexander Bisset, upon St. Simon's island at

the mouth of the Altamaha; and Richard Leake
upon Jekyl island adjacent to St. Simons.—For
many years after the introduction of the Anguilla
cotton, it Avas confined to the warm highland of
these islands, bathed by the saline atmosphere,

and surrounded by the salt water of the sea.

Gradually, however, the cotton culture was ex-

tended into lower grounds, and beyond the limits of
the islands to the adjacent shores of the continent

—into soils containing a mixture of clay, and lastly

into coarse clays, deposited by the gi'eat rivers

where they met the tides of the sea. In all these

soils the cotton plant grows well. In all these soils

fine cottons are j^roduced. The only essential pro-

perty that is required, is a saline atmosphere: with
it any soil in Georgia or Carolina may produce
fine cotton—without it no soil will produce fine

cotton.

It is within this district of countiy, from George-
town in South Carolina to St. Marys in Georgia,

and extending not more than fifteen miles from the

sea, to Avhich the sea island cotton is still confined.

Whenever it has been carried either south, or

north, or west beyond these limits, a certain de-

cline in quality has followed its removal. Many
changes have taken place in the manner of culti-

vating the sea island cotton since the first intro-

duction. When first introduced, the seed was de-

posited either in hills raised a little above the com-
mon surface at five feet distant each way, or in

holes at the same distance apart, and the interme-

diate spaces were dug up, pulverized and kept free

of grass or weeds bylhe hand hoe or by ploughing.

But it was soon found that this distant planting,

with a few seeds only, left a great portion of the

field unoccupied by plants, and consequently unpro-

ductive; for as it lias already been said, the cotton

plant is one of the tenderest productions of vegeta-

ble life. The growers of cotton found it therefore

necessary to increase the quantity of seed, to in-

sure a sufficient number of plants, and to bring

them nearer together. Fortunately for the cotton

culture, TuH's book upon husbandry had been
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more read in the southern colonies than in Eng-
land; and his ridge husbandry was adopted for sea

island cotton, and is particularly adapted to it, 1

may say necessary to its successllil culture.

i :i
I

resent process, (and it has been the same
for twenty-five years past,) is to make up the field

into ridges occuj)ying five feet of space each, and
extending in straight lines across the entire field.

li the laud IS at all low or subject in any degree to

water, these ridges are intersected at one hundred

and five feet from each other by ditches which re-

ceive the water that may collect in the hollow

spaces upon which the cotton plant is growing.

These hollow spaces represent the water fiirrow in

wheat cultivation, and serve the same purpose,

that is, in directing the redundant water that falls,

into the drains that take it ofi'the fields.

A field is well prepared to receive the cotton

seed when drains intersect it at regular distances

of" one hundred and five feet; when the surface of

the land is thrown up mto ridges of five feet,

rising about ten inches above the intervals, the

crown of the ridge flat, broad and regular. A
trench is then mad.e along the middle of the ridge

from two to four inches, dependent upon the time

of planting, which extends from the first of March
to the first of May. Upon this subject as upon all

others in which men are concerned, wisdom is

found between the extremes; and experienced

growers ol cotton generally prefer planting from

the first to the fifteenth of April. When cotton is

planted early in March, before the sun has warm-
ed the soil to any great depth, it is necessary to

deposite the seed in drills not more than two inches

deep, or there will not be warmth enough to vege-

tate the seed. Laterm the season when the pow-
er of the sun has increased, it is necessary, iii seek-

inff for that moisture which is as requisite for

vegetation as heat itseltj to sink deeper into the

soil, and the drills which are then made to receive

the cotton seed are required to be four inches deej).

From the many accidents to which this feeble

plant is subject in its first growth, experience has

taught the Georgia cultivator that it is necessary

to place many more seeds in the ground than can

oTow there; and it is usual therefore to sow at least

one bushel of cotton seed to the English acre.

The persons employed in planting the cotton are

generally divided into gangs of three. One of

these opens the drill along the top of the ridge; the

most intelligent of them carefully drops the seed

into the trench, while the third follows in his, or

more often in her steps, and with a hand hoe re-

turns the soil while yet moist into the trench from
whence it was taken. For myself" I prefer per-

forming this operation with the foot; it is less trou-

blesome to the laborer than carrying and using the

hoe. It keeps the mind intent upon one operation

rather than two. Walking along erect, the feet

are alternately employed to return the soil into the

trench upon the cotton seed; and the whole weight

of the person brought to bear upon the foot that

has just performed the operation, presses the

yielding and crumbling soil into close compact with
the seed. This pressure of the foot after sowing,
is like the roller in English husbandry, and is as

beneficial to cotton as the roller is known to be to

wheat or other grain. But after all this care, you
are never sure that from your first sowing a suffi-

cient number of plants will stand. One night's

frostj which soraotimes comes as late as April,

will destroy the whole field, and drive you back
upon your labors; one day of a strong, dry, north

east wuid will tear, blight, and destroy your whole
field; and upon the best and richest soils, when
both these evils are passed over, there is another

ensuing, equally destructive. The cock chaffer or

cut worm is to be apprehended during all the

month of" Ajiril, and as the cotton comes through

the ground and remains for several days, like the

pea or other pulse, with but two radical leaves,

every one of the plants that are cut by the worm,
either above or below the ground, are destro^-ed; so

that it is not uni"requent tliat whole fields have to

be replanted in the month of May; about which
time the worms pass into their winged state. At
the close of the month of IMay, when apprehen-
sion from these acculents have passed away, a
new labor begins. The numerous plants which
crowd the ground, begin to injure each other and
must be removed. Prudent persons divide their

removal into three operations, gradually adjusting

the number to the increased growth of the plants,

which are at length let"t in the drills, at from six

inches to twenty-fjur inches apart from each other,

depending upon the fertility of the soil and the ex-

pected growth of the plant, which rises in altitude,

from three feet to eight feet high. And here it

may be well to observe, that the cotton plant is a
leguminous plant, (a green plant,) a plant that

sends its roots down into the ground, and draws
much of its nourishment, by its broad leaves, from
ihe atmosphere. This increased distance in the

drill, therelbre, is rather to allow space for the

plant to extend itself at its inclination, than from a
desire to add nourishment to its roots, for at last

the whole field should be shaded from the sun
when the plants are fully grown, and the number
should be adapted to that end.

But at every one of these thinnings as they are

called, or drawing of" the plants, the field is cleared

with the hand hoe from all weeds and grass, and
new soil brought up around the remaining plants

to support them, now bending to every whid, from
their tall but f"eeble structure. This course of
thinning when it is necessary, and the weeding,
and grassing, and draAving up, which is always
necessary, continues until about the 20th July,

by which time the operation has been repeated

from three to six several times, dependent upon the

soil and season. About the 20lh July we may
expect our summer rains should commence. These
rains are not tropical, but they approach to tropi-

cal in their violence. Up to that time no climate

can be more temperate than the climate of the sea

coasts of Georgia and Carolina. Volney, from

report, supposed it the best in the United States,

and the writer of this paper believes it is so. The
atmosphere is elastic, the winds that blow every

day from the sea are cool and rei"reshing; they

bring health and healing upon their wings; they

drive the vapors which have been gathered upon
the waters, or that have arisen from the marshes
which margin the shores, over the woods of the

interior. But the time has now come when evil

spirits should prevail. These vapors have been

collecting dark and ponderous clouds upon our

western liills; the ef|uilibrium of our atmosphere
is destroyed. Whether it is that the adjacent seas

have become heated by the mass of warm water

which the gulf stream brings along the coast, or

that the same general cause which operates with
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Buch great power within the tropics, operates in

part here, I know not. But from tlie 20th July to

the 1st Auirust, ihe vtnit's change troni soutlicast

to soul liwest and bring down clouds charived with
Hghlning and rain, in such masses as to deluge our
fields. From the time this change takes place all

labor in the cotton field should cease; for the

plants, with broad, succulent leaves, and tall and
slender stem, lieavy naturally, in its growth,
and feeble in its structure, can illy bear up against

beating rains and strong winds, and requires all

the support that the original ridge in which it was
planted, and the repeated dressings up which have
been directed, can give it. And hence arises the
neCessit}' of the ridge husbandry of the sea island

cotton, in Georgia and Carolina, and the import-

ance of the repeated gathering or dressing up of
the soil to the plants which has been described.

The month of August is a month of doubt and
anxiety with the cotton grower. Too much rain

makes the plant cast ofi'its fruit, its blossoms, and
even its leaves. The full moon in the month of
August too, is the time when the caterpillar is ex-

pected. This worm proceeds from a small brown
butterfly, greatly resembling the candle moth.
This moth or butterfly deposites its eggs upon the
leaf of the cotton plant always a night or two be-

fore the lull or change of the moon. They hatch
in a few hours after they are deposited, then so

Kmall as scarcely to be visible to the naked eye.

Like the silk worm, they appear to linger in their

first stages, doing no irreat injuiy during their first

nine or ten days. But a few days before they
have completed their growth, they become vora-
cious in the extreme, and like the visitations of the
locusts in the east, destroy whole fields in a few
days. We have seen four hundred acres of cot-

ton that looked promising and well to day, and
that four days afterwards had not a green leaf,

and scarcely a small pod remaining upon it. These
destructive visitations, judging fi'om the past, may
be expected once in about seven years. When
cotton fields have escaped injury fiotn rains, from
wind, or worms, they offer as beautiful a spectacle

to the observer, as the cultivation of any plant can
present. One ivide and waving field of green
leaves, covered fi-om the first day of July to the
first day of September with blossoms of three

colors, and with a multitude of pods of every
growth. The blossom on the first day of its

coming out is of a fine yellow color, and it sustains

that color during the day. It changes under the
influence of the night air to a crimson or red hue;
and asmn on the third day it becomes of a rich

chocolate brown, and failing to the ground leaves
a pod already of hall' an inch in diameter. The
time which intervenes from the blossoming to the
perfection of the fruit, a-reatly varies, depending
upon the season. We have marked hundreds of
blossoms which ripened and perfected their cotton
in twenty-one days from the day of blossominfi;;

and a^ain we have frequently seen them require
six weeks to arrive at the same end; which is how-
ever a bad omen, as to ultimate resuhs.
The cotton pods begin to open about the first of

August. From this time to the first of December
the whole attention of the cultivator is directed to

the picking in of the cotton as the pods daily open.
During this autumnal season in Georgia and Car-
olina upon the sea coast, the winds are violent and
the raine heavy; bo that the operation in tedious .

although not laborious; and during this time the
persons employed may be expected to gather from
the field 2-5 pounds per day, when the weather
admits of gathering or picking cotton as it is call-

ed. When every thing is favorable the persons
employed should brino- in 60 lbs. daily of cotton in

the seed; but as the gathering is continued so long
as they bring in 10 lbs. twenty-five may be consi-

dered the fiill average of labor so directed. There
are few subjects upon which there is more contra-
riety of" opinion than upon the real amount of pro-
duct given b_v the soil in any cultivation; agricultu-

rist as I am, loving my profession as I do, seeking
information to enlighten my labors as I have
done, I know no book upon which I can lay my
hand which would give me correctly the real

mean result of labor or of land employed upon any
one object throughout a whole extended district.

The Abbe Raynal kindly tells us how many coffee

|)lants and how niany cotton plants grew uj)on the
French part of the Island of St. Domingo; and
yet there was not one planter in St. Domingo who
could really have told how many cotton plants or
how many coffee plants grew upon any one arpent
of his own field. Taking however the best means
my long experience Avould give, I should say that

a laborer cuhivates, in sea island cotton, four Eng-
lish acres, and that these four acres yield as the
result of his labor 500 weight of clean cotton, or

cotton separated from the seed, which consists of
400 weight of white cotton and 100 weight ofco-
lored or stained cotton; and that these 500 pounds
of clean cotton have for the last fifteen years aver-

aged to the grower 20 cents per pound for his

white cotton, and 10 cents per pound for his stain-

ed cotton, yielding in American money, conse-

quently -990 to the laborer—a small remuneration,
certainly, to the cultivator, and not calculated to

excite jealousy or hostility in any other persons

engaged in any other pursuit.

The ^ ^process of preparins; sea island cotton for
market^—The process in preparing the cotton for

market commences as soon as it is generally ga-
thered in from the field and is tedious and trouble-

some in a high degree—the cotton when gathered
from the plant, is put into a bag, containing about
a half bushel, which hangs upon the person en-
gaged in the operation, suspended from the neck
or waist as they may prefer, and when it is desired
by them they deposite the contents of the bag in

a large light basket, which contains the amount of
each one's gathering in the day. At the approach
of night, the cotton gathered in the day is brouorht

home and weitrhed and deposited in a common
house, from whence the next morning if the wea-
ther is good, it is carried out and spread upon dry-
ing floors, made of two inch American pine. These
floors are of course proportioned to the quantify of
cotton expected to be placed upon them at any
one time, but may be estimated at twenty by forty

feet of floor to every hundred acres of cotton cul-

tivated; and in that ratio of quantities upon these
floors. If it has been gathered from the fields in

good weather, the cotton is allowed to remain but
one day to take off the dew of the morning or the
damp of the night air; but if gathered in wet
weather, it may require two or even three days
exposure upon the drying floors, which are rai.sed

upon posts three feet from the ground, as well to

preserve the wood of which they are made, as to

admit a more free circulation of air. It is how-
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ever known that strong cold winds or very bright

suns, if continued too long, have an injurious ef-

fect upon the fibre of the cotton; and this extreme

exposure to either wind or rain is, therefore, care-

fully avoided, and the cotton leli no longer upon

the drying floors than is necessary to preserve it

from heating in the house. Before it is put up

finally in the house, it is usual and quite proper to

pass it through what is called a "VVhipper" to

shake off any sand or broken leaves, or any other

extraneous matter that may have attached itself

to the cotton, either in the field or in the gathering.

The cotton having been gathered, dried upon the

floors, and whii)ped, is ready for the next opera-

tion, or ginning.

The whipjjer, which is a very necessary instru-

ment in the well preparing of cotton, is made of

wood, is a long barrel, composed of slats, or reeds,

(or it might be better made of wire,) s'ix or eight

feet in length, and two leet in diameter, Avith one

end closed and the other open^ and is supported

at the two ends by feet of different lengths, so that

the barrel in its horizontal position declines about

one foot at the lower end; a hopper containmg

about a bushel rests upon the upper side of the

barrel, at the upper enclosed end of it. This hop-

per lets the cotton that is to be cleaned, fall into the

barrel, through which runs in its whole length a

shaft which is turned by the hand, by a crank at-

tached to the shaft at the end. This shaft is inter-

sected by rods, which reach to within an inch of

the barrel. The cotton, as it falls from the hop-

per, is whirled round and round by these rods,

until it escapes at the lower end of the barrel, by
which time any sand or dirt, or leaves, or other

matter, attached to the cotton has escaped through

the spaces intentionally left between the slats or

reeds, which constitute the external ri.ia of this

barrel or whipper. This whipping was formerly

performed as well upon the cotton in the seed as

after it was separated from the seed; but the second

operation of the whipper has latterly been discon-

tinued under a belief that it produced a stringy

appearance in the cotton wool.

The whipping of cotton at its first gathering

and while attached to the seed, is really beneficial

and should never be omitted. Wlien these opera-

tions are completed, the harvest may be consider-

ed as closed, and the preparation of the cotton for

market really begins.—Many machines have been
designed, and many forms of the same machine
adopted, for separating the seed from the sea island

cotton, but all of them at last resolve themselves

into two wooden rollers turning by opposite move-
ments upon each other. The rollers arc from htilf

an inch to an inch in diameter, and revolve from

one hundred times to five hundred times in a mi-

nute. The whole resolving itself into this simple

rule, that the smaller the rollers and the slower

they revolve, the cleaner will be the cotton sepa-

rated from the seed, because if the rollers are an
inch in diameter, and above all if they revolve

with a high velocity, they will take in soft seeds,

email seeds, and false seeds or motes as they are

called, and in crushing them in their passage
through the rollers, will stain and injure the cotton

in its appearance.
Much money has been spent upon costly ma-

chines, propelled by horses, by water or by wind,
first in the Bahama Islands, and for many years
in Georgia and Carolina, but at last most of the

growers ot sea island cotton, have returned to their

first and most simple machine, to wit, two
wooden rollers kept together by a wooden frame,

and a square shaft, upon which is fixed a wooden
or iron fly wheel, trom two to three leet in diameten
The iron cranks A\'hich turn the rollers are con-

nected by strips of wood with a treadle worked by
the loot, this treadle runs under the machine, and
is connected at the farther end of the floor of the

house, by sockets within which it revolves; the

man stands therefore m the front of the rollers,

with a board between him and the rollers, ui)on

which he holds a large handful of seed cotton,

which he presents froni time to time to the rollers,

that are kept in motion by the pressure of the foot

upon the treadle,—this labor from habit becomes
easy, as the feet is often changed in the operation.

The task expected from the laborer with the ma-
chine, (which costs when new and complete ten

American dollars,) is from twenty-five to thirty

pounds per day* Women from their careful at-

tention, in keepmg the rollers while they revolve

upon each other, well supplied with seed cotton,

were unquestionably the best ginners, as they are

called from the term gin applied to the machine,
but in process of time it began to be believed, that

the continued motion of the feet produced a re-

laxed system in women^ which was likely to lead

in the end to abortion, or miscarriage, men have
consequently been substituted for this work, one
which being within doors, and exercising both

hands and fiiet without very much labor is prefer-

red by them to any other in the winter. What is

a little surprising, this simple machine, the foot

gin, which we received from the West Indies, is

mentioned if I mistake not, in the remains of
"Nearchus"s," voyage down the Hindus m Alex-
ander's expedition, as gleaned and translated by
Dr. Vincent, or Maj. Rennell in his map of Hin-
doston, as there employed for separating the seed
from the wool which, the Greeks, for the first tunc,

saw growing upon trees and shrubs. Could Asia
Minor, could Greece and Egypt, have been ac-

quainted with the cotton plant up to that time?
The inquir\' is a little curious, nor is it uninterest-

ing, but can better far be made, by one who lives

surrounded by much of the wreck of past know-
ledge, by many of the memorials of past time,

than by him who is living, in solitude, under the
shadow of his oaks, on the shores of the Alta-
maha. But we will return from our wanderings,
to the subject of your inquiries. To prepare the
cotton tor this ginnmg, or separation from the seed;

when taken from the house where it was put, from
the field, it is carefully looked over and separated,

or sorted, as it is called, the jellow cotton, the

motes, any hard rotten, that may have passed
through the whipper, is separated from the white;

this is a work of care and attention and the fu-

ture appearance of the cotton, much depends upon
the manner in which this work is done. Women
are employed in this operation, seated upon benches
with tables before them; the seed cotton is spread

in small parcels, taken out of one basket examined
and turned over to another into which the person

puts the entire of her day's labor. The quantity re-

quired to be thus examined and cleaned in the day
by each one, is from sixty to one hundred pounds,

according to the care bestowed upon the cotton, by

the grower; after this sorting, it is exposed lightly
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and shortly to the sun, that it may take ofi anydamp-
ness the cotton may have acquired in the liouse; it is

then passed Iroin tliis drying unniediately to the gin,
or machine that separates tlie seed ti-om tlie wool;
after going througli tlie gin aud being sei^arated
from tlie seed, it is again tui'ned over to tlie wo-
men who are generally in a large room, well light-

ed with glass windows. They sit with small tables
before them, made, either with open slats, reeds, or
wire, when any crushed seeds, any burnt, or
blackened by the machine, and mote that has es-

caped the former searches are removed; and to have
this work well done, thirty pounds is all that is re-

quired per day Irom each woman. After this third

operation it is considered ready to be bagged lor

market.
The bags in which sea island cotton is ship2)ed

are almost exclusively Scotch, are made of hemp,
forty-two inches wide, m the Aveb, and should
weigh one and a half pounds to the yard; these
bags each required li'om four and one-quarter to

four and one-half yards, and then are made to re-

ceive three hundred pounds oi" cotton. Two men
are generally employed at a time in packing, and
usually pack two bags in a day, in the manner
following. The room into which the cotton has
Unally passed, atler being i)repared iur the bag, is

reserved expressly lor that purpose, and is kept
as clean in floor and walls as possible; adjoining to

it is a small a])artment under the same cover with
a round hole made in the floor, just large enough
to contain the bag when full of cotton, the open
end of the empty bag is strongly sewed with
twine, round a strong hoop, which extending be-
yond the hole suspends the bag vertically Irom it;

one of the men then gets into the bag, with a hea-
vy wooden or iron pestle, he presses the cotton

gradually with his leet, and finally beats it down
with the pestle, until the requisite quantity is press-

ed down into the bag. The bags were formerly
made wet before they began to fill them, under
the belief that it kept the cotton down in the bag,
when pressed there, better than when diy, but
this is an idle and often an injurious practice and
should be always avoided. We will now look

back and collect the quantities of labor that is or

should be applied to every bale of 300 lbs. of sea
island cotton in preparing it for market. It re-

quires 1000 lbs. of seed cotton to produce 300 lbs.

of clean white cotton wool; 15 persons will be re-

quired to sort and prepare this 1000 lbs. tor the gin
or machine, taking ail weather 25 lbs. is the mean
quantity, received from each gin per day, tliis

gives 12 days labor to each bag lor ginning; and
10 women mote these 300 lbs. ol cotton hi the day,
making tor sorting 15, for ginning 12, tor moting
10, ibr packing 1, in all 38. But besides these 38
that must be good and steady persons, there are
usually two interior persons, young or old to place
tlae cotton which is about to be ginned upon the
drying floor, or to remove and pass it about in any
change of weather, thus requiring to every bag
of sea island cotton well put up, the labor oi' 4U
persons one day. The bag costs for bagging, for

twine and trouble in making not less than 1 dollar
and twenty-five cents, of American money—this,

with 75 cents for li-eight is to be subtracted from
the value of the cotton as there is never any
return made for the bag by the purchaser.
The quantity of sea isUmd cotton has not ma-

terially increased within these last ten years, nor is

it likely that it will increase, The particular soils
and climate that have heretofore produced it and
so while it probably owes its qualify and confined
to the limits first stated, that is from Georgetown
in South Carohnato St. Maiys in Geor<ria. By
looking at a map of the United States"it will be
seen that the long string of islands that bound our
southern shore and separate the Atlantic Ocean
irom the contuient and at these points; but what
IS more, the tides that probably assisted to cast up
these island, have changed their climate. The
tides along the shores of North Carolina and Vir-
ginia, are much less than in Georgia, and they
rise still less in Florida, and the Guff of Mexico,
that bounds the new accjulred provinces ol" the
American Union, to the southwest.

Whether it is, that the cultivation of the sea
island cotton, has afforded, fewer inducements than
other subjects ol cultivation: certain it is, the num-
ber of those engaged in it, even within these
limited districts, have not greatly increased, and
it IS the successors, of the first cultivators, that are
still engaged upon this object. They are gener-
ally an educated people, and a stationary one, less
anxious after change than their countrymen are
supposed to be, and although, severely smitten in
war by England, and in peace by the National
Tariff, they have still clung with some degree of
fondness, to the places, whereat they were born,
and to the seas, in which they were bred.

Short Staple Cotton.—'The short staple cottons,
of every part of the United States, are derived
from the first and second varieties of cotton, were
found in the United States, from Virginia to Geor-
ma, at the close of the American Revolutionary
War, cultivated in small quantities by thepoorer
classes of the white population ofthe country, to be
mixed, in their domestic manufactories, with their
own wool. The cotton (or this purpose, was sep-
arated from the seed, by the old and the young,
with the fingers, sitting around their evening fire,

and was spun by the hand v/heel, to serve as a
warp, to be filled, with the wool of their own
sheep.
These two descriptions of cotton, that is the

common herbaceous cotton with smooth leaves
No. 1 in the classification, and the 2d or hairy
American cotton, were cultivated by very many
tor domestic purposes, but I have no where seen
or heard of any attempt at producing either of
these cottons ibr sale, before tbe introduction of
the West India seed, and the increased attention
this circumstance produced to the subject. Whe-
ther indigo and tobacco, the great staples of the
southern provinces, were preferred to it, or whether,
(which is probable,) the difficulty which was
found in separating the seed from the wool by any
other means than "the hands, had checked cultiva-
tion, I know not, but probably both combined.

—

Three or four years since, the writer of this paper,
having written a letter upon American cottons at
the desire of a gentleman in England, ventured to

suppose that these two varieties of cotton had
been introduced into Virginia by some one or other
of the early governors of that province while un-
der the patronage of the crown. Subsequently to
that time, in some of the long discussions within
and witixout the halls of the American Congress,
upon the American system of duties, it has been
discovered that cotton had been introduced many
years since into Virginia, from the Turkish do-
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millions in A?ia, probably from Smvrna; and the

cotton seed stole alonjr with the Virfrinian colo-

nization of the Southern States; for in truth, the

Southern States of the American Confederacy are

colonies of V^irginia more or less directly derived,

while the northwestern States of the American
Contederacy are colonists more or less direct, from
the New England States, with all of their industry'

and much ofthat pconomy Avhich qualifies them the

better for being farmers where litde is risked and
patient industry is sure of moderate reward, than

in being planters or growers upon a large scale of

products, which sometimes well reward enterprise,

but too often disapjioint the sanguine expectant,

and send him homeless and houseless, in his age,

to seek still farther south or farther west for cheap-

er and lor ti-esher soils to labor upon. But where-
ev'er he roams, however unfortunate his condition,

the cotton seed, like the maze seeds, is carried

along with him. Tlie one supplies him with bread,

and the other supplies the material for his clothing,

or affords him the means of buying it. It is this

roving disposition of the southern American peo-

ple, who carry their cotton seed to seek for newer
and for fresher fields, as the Tartar of the steppes

drives his flocks to browse on newer and on greener

pastures—it is this almost mysterious love of

change of situation that has in so ihw years, pro-

duced that wonderful revolution in the cotton trade

of the world. Without this roving propensity,

centuries could not have produced the efiect that

twenty years have accomplished. Other countries

are as well adapted to cotton as the United States.

There are the States along the Mediterranean

Sea, there are many of the countries of Asia,

there are the many islands of the Eastern Sea,

but above all, there is wide-spread Brazil: these

were all laboring upon cotton before the American
people thought of it. Bat what then? The spirit

that moved along the wilderness was wanting; the

Pacha of Egypt may plan, other jealous govern-

ments may offer bounties and rewards, but that is

wanting; that is wanting to the seekers after per-

petual motion, life, and self-motion, in the mass
that is to be acted upon. God has yet reserved to

himself this vitality, and has neither yielded it up

to the ruler or the ruled.

But to return from this disgression, which it is

hoped is not unnecessary, as the cause must ever

precede the effect, and it was considered well to

give the cause before we passed to the effects. As
soon as the attention ofthe Southern States was call-

ed to the profitable cullivalion ofcotton, by a few per-

sons along the shores of Georgia and Carolina,

the cultivation began to be extended into the in-

terior. The small quantity of cotton that had

been orown for domestic uses, was exchanged for

larger quantities to be prepared for sale. But the

great difficulty to be overcome in the progress to ex-

tension, was to find out any instrument by which
the cotton wool could be separated from the seed.

By this time various machines had been intro-

duced for ginning the sea island cotton, 1 ut all of

them ended at last in two rollers revolving upon
each other, either longer or shorter, and moving
with, some more, some less, velocity. These roll-

ers were but badly adapted to the hairy cotton or

second variety, which soon began to obtain the pre-

ference in the interior ofGeorgia and South Caroli-

na, over the first or smooth leaved variety, and
merited to obtain that prefei^ence, as giving when

separated from its downy seed, a finer and stronger
although shorter fibre, and as perfecting its ti^uit

sooner, but which it was almost impossibfe to sep-

arate with the rollers, because the down or fur

upon the seed retained the seed hanging upon the
roller, and denied admission to the rollers of the
li-esh cotton in the seed that was oflered- Many
plans were suggested, many subetitutcs for the

rollers designed. All succeeded in part, but still

I hey went on slow. Something was desired to do
much in a short time: something that was strong
enough to travel about without being broken to

pieces, and light enough to move with its moving
master. At last such a thing was found, in Mil-
ler and Whitney's gin, probably not the best ma-
chine that could have been designed, but so oper-
ative to its end, so efficient to its purpose, that it

took possession of the whole ground; from thence-
forward no other machine was sought for, and
Miller and Whitney's gin is employed to separate
the cotton seed from Virginia to Louisiana, save
where the roller gin is used, and its use is now al-

together confined to the sea island cotton, whose
superior value is supposed to warrant the great
increase of labor necessarjnn that mode of ginning.
Miller and Whitney's gin was designed by Mr.
Whitney and executed at the plantation of Mr.
Miller, sixteen miles above Savannah, about the
year 1795, and it seems to be derived fi-om two
machines already used upon cotton, a kind of cy-
lindrical whipper, and the circular cards, before

that time introduced in manufacturing cotton; a
wooden shaft or roller enclosed within a wooden
box. This roller or shaft has at every inch of ita

length a steel blade or saw, about a foot in diame-
ter; above these saws is a box containing the cot-

ton in the seed. The box has the bottom of mettle

slits, through which the saws pass aliout an inch,

and pulling of the cotton, but sometimes cutting

the fibre as it passes. This revolving of the saws
carries the cotton in the box gradually round un-
til the seeds contained in the box are (r-eed of the
wool attached to them, when it is emptied of the

seed and refilled with fresh cotton; it too often

leaves some of the fibre behind it, which dimin-
ishes the quantity as well as injures the quality,

so much so that the estimated difference of the
products in these two modes of ginning are, with
rollers 300 lbs. to the one 1000, and 2-50 lbs. to the

1000 with Miller and Whitney's gin. This gin
havinw at last given a cheap and expeditious mode
of taking the wool from the hairy American cot-

ton, (for a gin that cost ten pounds sterling will

clean a bale a day with a single horse acting upon
the gin, with a band wheel which any man can
make for liimselfj) the cultivation of this descrip-

tion of cotton diverged in all directions around
Georgia as the common centre: it went north into

the two Carolinas; it went west into the hill coun-
try of all the Southern States; it was found capa-
ble of adjusting itself to the soil and climate of the

interior country, which the Anguilla cotton had
not been adapted to; still the fibre of the hairy or

short staple cotton is better near the sea than in

the interior. Above all, it is found to be most pro-

ductive in alluvial soils that are a litde touched with

salt, as are some of the districts of Louisiana,

where the rivers rising in the Rocky Mountains
draw some of their waters through the salt and

arid plants which separate the waters of the Ar-

kansas firom the waters of Red River, where these
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two varieties of cotton, and a cotton that is possi-

bly a liybrid between them, have arrived at the

greatest perlection. It is tiiere that soils vvhicli are

deeply tinged with red, and heavily seasoned with

salt, which ail the tributary streams of Red River

flowing in Irom the north, bring with them, give

Ibrth the most abundant crops, of the best (juality

ot' these descrij)tiuns of cotton. Directing myself
by the inlbrmation received irom one or ivvo

friends who have property there, I should say, with
reasonable diligence and attention to the object,

10 JJ lbs. of seed cotton, or about 250 lbs. of cot-

ton wool may be expected .o the English acre,

while the average (jroducts of the hill lands troni

the Mississippi to North Carolina should not be
taken at more than 500 lbs. of seeil cotton, or liaU'

the quantity, nor do I believe there is any material

diii'erence uj)on the great scale of jjroducts through
this wide extent of' country, judging tor myself
from j)ersonal observation, lor 1 have i)assed

through all these districts, yet scarcely a year passes
without the newspapers announcing some new dis-

covered land of promise within these Avide limits,

themselves misled by some single or partial result,

or stimulated on by land speculators, a curse of no
common character to a new country. Eut in

whatever cause originating, the evil is the same.
These rumors tail among a people already heated
with a desire of change—a people quite sensible

to present evils, but not reflective enough to hold

in remembrance that every wave of the hand
without necessity, and every momentary evolve-

ment of time without uselulness, is a waste oi

power and waste of time irreclaimable to human-
ity. The system of agriculture through all those

districts, is essentially the same. \'ou And the

Virginian upon Red River; you find the North
Carolina man, the Souih Carolina man, and the

man from Georgia, along side of him; aii}^ im-
provements, any increased quantity of product, by
any new course of cultivation, spreads like the

fire of the American prairie, a spark has carried

it, and enkindled it, far in advance of the mass of

flame that rolls alter it. Any substantial improve-
ments therefore, that is made in Virginia, or Geor-
gia, Irom this extension of mind, Irom this inter-

mingling of men, is as likely to be reflected back
upon the intermediate country from Red River, as
to reach it, from its first source. The system oi

cuh.ivation is therefore the same: the moment the
cultivation of cotton spread into the interior coun-
try, fiom the shores of Georgia, and South Caro-
lina, the hand-hoe was exchanged for the jjlough.
The latter instrument had been employed at all

times, and in all cultures in the hill country of
the southern states; in no agricultural country
were oxen or horses cheapei-^ in no agricultural
country were soils freer for the plough-share, but
it was not ada])ted to the sea coast, because the
land is so little above the waters that ebb and flow,
that many drains, mconvenient to the ploughman,
are required to carry ofl" the surface waters, the
trees too, of necessity sentl their roots along the
surface, rather than vertically in quest of mois'ture,
and many of them like the live oak are scarcely
destructible by time. They too obstruct his course;
but above all, the plant" under cultivation sends
its roots around in quest rather of nourishment
than down in quest of moisture, and must not be
too rudely dealt with; tliese various causes, have
finally, after long experience, fixeJ the hoe

Vol. II.—28

husbandry upon the sea coast, and carried the
|)lough husbandry into the hills. The short staple
cotton, is therefore as exclusively cultivated by the

I
lough, as the sea island cotton is exclusively cul-

tivated by the hoe. The manner of treating the
plant is really the same, the hoe dressing the land
more neatly and garden like, the plough breaking
up the land more railically, and extending far more
widely its o])eration, for the quant ity of force employ-
ed. The consequence has been, that while four Eng-
lish acres is the quantity cultivated upon the sou
coast of Georgia, and Carolina with the hand hoc,

eight acres is about the quantity cultivated of slioi't

staple cotton in the interior with the plough. It is

the ridge husbandry in both instances that is no^v

pursued, more neatly executed in the first instance

bv the hoe, and more roughly by the plough in

the second, but still the same. The month of
April is the best time of planting either variet} .

The distance between the ridges is most generally

fivTfeet, the ])lants left m the drills, varying from 6
to 24 inches, dependent as before stated upon the

expected growth of the plants. Two other cir-

cumstances contributed to aid the cultivation of
short staple, extrinsic of soil or real products. The
winds of autumn are far more violent upon the

sea coast of Georgia and Carolina, than in the in-

terior countrj^, and the capsules that contain the

sea island cotton expand more than those that con-

tain the short staple, so that the first has to be

gathered much more frequently, fiom the fields than
the last, or it falls to the ground, and is lost. The
consequence is, the general gathering to the labor-

er, per day, is more than twice the quantity of short

staple, than of sea island, for it is allowed to hung
upon the plants, until they are white with the open
cotton, so that there is only two and at best three

gatherings of the one, to ten, or twelve scanty

gleaning-s of the other. This one circumstance,

more than any other, gives to the grower of short

stajjle cotton, the power of something more than
duplicating the quantity of cotton wool produced,

by the same quantity of labor expended. But it

is time, that we should look back, and see if there

has been any thing omitted, necessary to be
known, in the cultivation of the cotton plant or in

preparing the cotton avooI in the L'nited Slates,

Cottons of various kinds, grovv^ well, and per

feet their fruit, from the southern borders of

Virginia, to the south Vv-estern streams of the

Mississippi, a space of 1200 miles, and from

the sea, lor 200 miles into the interior, through this

wide space of country, in every soil, whether of

clay, or loam, or even sand, the cotton plant will

grow, and p.roduce its seed and wool its accom-
paniment, provided the waters are kept well

drained Horn the suiface of the land. The quan-

tity of products will of course depend upon the

soils, whatever they may be, containing these in-

gredients which constitute fertility in ail countries,

which neither experiment, or the philosophy of

chemistry has yet been able fully to discover, or

define. The mean quantity given of 100 lbs. of

sea island cotton wool, to the English acre, and of

125 lbs. of short stajile cotton to the same quanli-

ty of land, we believe, not materially wrong, but

the quantity of labor to bring forth these results,

are very difl'erent. The sea island cotton is cul-

tivated "neatly by the hoe, the short staple more
roughly by the plough, still it is, or should be, the

ridge husbandrv in both uistances. The plants
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are lefi. to stand in drills upon the ridge, at distances

Irom each other, graduated as before stated, to the

expected growth of the plants Irom six inches, to

two feet Irom each other, and bearing wilhout in-

jury to stand much nearer than at first sight may
be imagined, for the cotton plant, docs not occupy
nuich space, with its roots, sending them down
into the ground, and not over the surliice, like

white or grain crops, and drawing hke all large
leaved green croj;s, much of its riourisliment from
the atmosphere. It is not an exhauster of soil,

shading and protecting it from the sun, and soon
by its decay, or by its combustion returning almost
as much as it has taken away, but iiom the den-
sity of its shade, and the size and swell of its

roots, it soon makes the soil too loose to sustain the
plant, and the continued culture oi" the same soil,

brings on a disease in the plant, greatly resembling
the blight in Avheat, and leaving a propensity in

the seeds of cotton, to extend the evil, like the
propensity in blighted v/heat to extend and mul-
tiply, nor have I ever doubted, that in both in-

stances, that tlie evil had originated, in insect de-

predations, for although Sir Joseph Banks disco-

vered a fungous attaching itself to blighted wheat,
I still believe, that the microscope discovered in

that minute jiarasitic jjlant, the effects of injury

previously received fi"om something that lived, and
moved, and had animal being. Fire therefore, I

have always believed, and have always acted
upon that belief, is the best security against this

increasing and extending evil—all the weeds and
grass, that are on the land should be burnt upon
the surface of the land, leaving no vegetable mat-
ter to conceal and protect the germ, and by fer-

mentation, to give heat and life to it; it is the neglect
ofthis course whicli I think, has been the cause, that

tins evi\, under various names, rot, and rust, and
blight, has spread so widely as it has done, within
a i'ew years.

There is no plant, that requires the interchange-
able husbandry more than the cotton plant, and
there is no country, wliere that husbandry is more
essential than in the Southern States. The cotton

requires continued clea,ning during the droughts of
spring, and tlie heats of midsummer; these clean-
ings together with the shade and rapid growth of

the plant, break up the soil, and leave it to be car-

ried away, by the first violent autumnal rains.

The best remedy is to give to the fields of cotton,

intermediate crops of grain—as good a series as

can Avell be adopted, is cotton, rye, and Avheat

where the soil is fit for it, pasture, and again cotton,

a more extended rotation might be adopted, but
as all root crops sliould be avoided in series with
cotton, this simple tri-annual course, with manure
applied during the grain j'ear, to as great extent
as may be convenient, will keep the field without
material decay. When cotton was first intro-

duced, the growers were misled as to the necessity

of this change, by observing that the cotton plant

upon new lands, grew large, and gave little fruit,

and that it improved for the second and third jear
in productiveness, they unfortunately pusheci the

culture too fiir, until jiossibly to this cause,
many of the diseases that have afflicted it in its

growth may be attributed.

In a preceding part of this letter, the probable
mean results, for these last 15 years, in growing
sea island cotton, has been taken, at 90 dollars, or

about 20 pounds sterling to the laborer, and taking

as we have already done in this letter, the medium
crop of short staple, at 125 lbs. to the English acre,

and eight acres of this cotton, as cultivated by the
plough, it will give, 1000 lbs. of short staple cotton

wool to each laborer emjjloyed upon it, which for

the last 7 years may have given to the grower, a
mean return of 10 cts. to the lb., or 100 dollars for

the year's work. There are exceptions, unques-
tionably, to these estimates, a i'ew men have re-

ceived much higher prices, for their sea island cot-

ton, and a few^ men have raised much larger (}uan-

tities of both descriptions of cotton, to the acre,

than are given; but exceptions can never serve as
a guide, in conclusions, as to either the wealth, or
productiveness of a whole country. The beset-
ting sin of agricultural statements are exaggera-
tions; and this arises from the simplest of all causes.
Men do not go about, measuring tlie fields, and
weighing the products of their neighbors, but they
leave it to themselves, to measure and weigh.
But it too often occurs, that he has done so, in im-
agination, before he was called to do so, in realitj^,

and vanity mingles with disappointment, in deny-
ing his consent to go back, to unravel, to explain,
or confirm the result. Why then it may be in-

quired, has a whole peoj)le so readily and so
greedily adopted a course of cultivation, leading
to so small individual benefit? There are many
reasons; but there is one, sufficient to the end. It

suits their wandering habits, it requires no great
time to grow, it requires no great expense to pre-
pare, and it will command money, less or more,
wheresoever grown. But should we here pause
to inquire, whether this delusion, will continue for

always; whether 5,000,000, of Southern American
people, will continue to labor for the benefit of
others, rather than for the benefit of themselves, I

think they will not, unless cotton gradually rises,

to what is its real value. Is it not finer—Is it not
lighter—Is it not more easily spun, and more easi-

ly woven than other wool? And does it in its va-
rious qualities sell for as much? Does it sell for as

much as fur, as silk, as flax, or ev^en hemp? It

does not; and yet there is not one purpose, to which
any one of tliese materials, can be applied, to which
cotton cannot as well, or even better, be applied.

From the Court Lad}', that is fluttering around the

throne of Louis Philip, to the ship that sails across

the sea, all are better clothed in cotton, than they
can be clothed in any thing else; for the one cannot
be more pure or stainless, than the robe she wears
and the night dew that falls upon the sails of the

other, will not rot or destroy them, but will swell

and thicken them, to the wind. Cotton has yet

to be applied to many purposes to which it has
not yet been applied, if it Avere possible to suppose,

that the supply could keep pace Avith its multiply-

ing uses; but the American people have at length,

reached, in the cotton region, the bounds of the
American empire. Tribes of red men, will sep-

arate them, from Mexico. The roll of population

to the Avest Avill be stayed. Within the present

limits, the laborer whether AA'hite or black, has full

employment, and none of them, more unprofita-

bl}^, than those employed in the cultivation of cot-

ton. Rice gives a better return, sugar in many dis-

tricts gives a better return, Avheat in its appropri-

ate place, gives a better return, indigo, an ancient

staple of the country, Avould give a better return.

Those hills that are noAv Avasting aAvayAvith con-

tinued summer ploughings, under cotton, Avill be-
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fore many years, be shaded, and protected by

mulberry trees, leeding silk worms, that will give a

better return^ to those, that watch anil labor upon

them. Cotton must take its real and relative value,

amon«r the gil'is of God—or its growers will leave

the wrangling governments, that have done what
they could do'to destroy it, to quarrel over its re-

mains.

Bat the writer of this letter, has no where per-

mitted the pen fully to express, all the mind felt

upon the subject. The once generous and gallant

men of Spain, had been nigh devoured by sheep;

the still more generous and still more gallant men
of England, and of Scotland, were in danger of

being devoured by sheep, when the growers of

cotton, came to the rescue—and how have they

been rewarded? Let the legislation, for manj^

years, of England, and of the United States tell.

It would have been easy to have added to this

letter tabular statements, of the progressive in-

crease, in the growth, and in the manufactory, of

cotton wool; but every bookseller's shop, in every

town, in England, will give them.

TIIOS. SPAI.DING,

Of Sapalo Island, near JDarien, Georgia.

MAKL, BAKKS AKD PAPKR BANKS.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Eastern Shore, Maryland, 23rd Sept., 1834.

Two sunmiers ago, I derived much pleasure

and instruction, from reading your Treatise on
Calcareous Manures. At the time, I was engaged
in clearing and ditching a swamp, in one of my
fields. About twelve inches below the surface, I

found a stratum, of earth, corresponding with the

description you give of marl, not calcareous. I

tried it by one of the tests you mention, by drop-

ing a piece well dried in a tumbler of water, and
it fully answered, by crumbling and shooting up
sparkles to the surface. I became perlectly satis-

fied that it contained no calcareous particles, by
testing it, by a solution of muriatic acid. Last
aatunm I sowed the fi.eld in wheat, and applied to

its unjirovement a considerable quantity of cal-

careous marl, and as much putrescent manure as

I could collect, and by way of experiment, I car-

ried out a few cart loads of the earth first men-
tioned. It was spread on a ]}art of the field which
had been entirely exhausted by hard cultivation

—

the land immediately adjoining, I was unable to

assist—the product at harvest, w^here this earth
had been sjjread, was more than double that of
the adjoining land. In the spring of 1831, the field

above mentioned was seeded in oatB and clover,

and where the experiment w"as made, the clover
has grown with great vigor, and the soirel has
disappeared. When I again cultivate this field, I

intend to applj' this marl largely; I have full con-
fidence in its value, and I have no doubt it extends
generally through our country, with many other
Kourccs of improvement, which might be deve-
loped by a little attention and expense. Many of
the larmers in this part of the country, who have
something to spare after iraying expenses and su])-

porting their families, huvebeen fond to place it in

the banks. Bat I am mclined to think, the recent
disasters, in some of these institutions, will render
thcin more wary. The best application that a

farmer can make, of any little surplus he may
have, is to the improvement of his lands. The
deposite is always safe, tuid will pay a good in-

terest. When a farmer places his money m a
bank, he is most frequently without a knowledfre
of the persons he trusts. It often happens that the

president, cashier, and active directors of a bank,
have but small interest in the institution, beyond
the facilities it afibrds them, for schemes and sfje-

culations; and uhen the bank fails, he learns for the

first time that its active agents were bold, desper-

ate speculators—one engaged in building a new
town, another in constructing a rail road, and a
third in clearmg out a gold mine iri Mexico. The
fruits ofmany a hard day's toil are thus lost forever,

and he is left to seek satisfaction against the de-

faulters, by an indictment for a conspiracy, which
after remaining a decent cooling time in court,

generally fails, for defect in the law, or defect in

its execution. Farmers like other classes, have
their flill share of vanitj", and some of them in

addition to an easy profit, think they deserve con-
sequence from having money vested in bank stock.

Not a great while ago, Simon Placid lost his

dwelling by fire. Simon, like his father before him,
cultivated his farm on the old three shift system,

and deemed himself fortunate in always keeping
out of the hands of the sheriff. Having no lunda

to rebuild his house, he applied to his neighbor,

Solomon Thrift}', for a loan of two thousand dol-

lars. Solomon professed much sorrow for his neigh-

bor's misfortune, and consequent discomfort of Mrs.
Placid and the children; but his money was all

safe in the bank, the interest punctually paid, and
he could not break his capital. As the next divi-

dend day approached, Solomon, after calculating

the amount, went to bed and soon fell into a slum-
ber, and dreamed that he saw the hank swept
from its foundation by a tornado, and the bank
notes scattered to the four winds—he started and
awoke, and rejoiced that it was only a dream.
Next morning the occurrence Avas rememberec',

and he thought it strange that such a vagary should

have entered his mind in his sleep, as he had
never entertained any such apprehensions when
awake. He, notwithstanding, felt restless, had
but little appetite for his breakfast, and in the

course of the morning, rode to the next public

landing to get his newspapers,^ The packet had
just arrived and brought the astounding intelligence,

that Solomon's bank had i'aWed, and that some of

thefi'audulent directors, and iiaudulent officers, had
swept both counter and vaults. In his melan-

choly ride home, he passed Simon's tarni, and lor

the first time, thought that Simon's naked chim-

neys were an ugly object in the neighborhood,

and that they would have looked better, if Simon's

house had been rebuilt and he had his bond for the

money.

PEACH AND ^'ECTARI^"E.

It is useful to distinguish peach and nectarine

trees from each other, at an early stage of their

growth, when both first j)roduce their blossoms,

before fruiting. To effect this, dissect a i'ew of the

flowers of the trees about which you doubt; and a

tree which produces villosegerniens always proves

a peach tree, and a tree producing germens smooth
and shining proves a nectarine tree.— Gard. Mag.
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COOLEY S THRASHING SIACHINE—EASTERN
SHORE IMPROVEMENTS.

To the Editor of the Farjners' Register.

f'Fye, Queen jinn's County^ Eastern Shore, )

Maryland, 23rrf September, 1834. \

A thrashing machine Avafe introduced last year
into tliis part of the country, made by S. Cooley,

of Philadelphia. I was so much pleased with ils

performance, that I purchased one, and have used
it with much satisfaction and success. I one day
made a trial of its power, and tin-ashed out one
hundred and twenty-six bushels of wheat in three

successive hours; and during the thrashing season,

it did good expeditious work. I think the horse-

jjower peculiarly valuable. It is strong and simple,

four horses carry it with ease. The thrasher and
horse-power may be removed from farm to tarm,

and it requires but small skill, and but little expense,
to set it up. Froin the structure of the horse-

])ower, it cannot be convenientl}' used in a barn,

and the wheat falling on an earthen floor, is liable

to dust. I understand that the rice growers of

the South, have a method oi" hardening their

thrashing floors, and making them firm and solid.

Information of the means by Avhich it is done,

would be useful to all who use Cooley's machine,
and I solicit a conimunication on the subject

through your Register, either from yourself or

some other gentleman.
I am pleased to say to you, that a spirit of ag-

ricultural inquiry, and im])rovement, is rising in

our part of the country, ana that your book on
calcareous manures, and your Register, has con-
tributed much to excite it.

Mr. Jeremiah Nicols, of Kent County, by a
small alteration of one of Sinclair & Moor's wheat
ans, has chaffed more than two hundred bushels
of wheat in one hour. This I have his word for, on
which entire retiance is to be placed; and I have
also seen a certificate from gentlemen who saw
the fan work, who are entitled to the fullest con-
fidence.

WM. CARMICHAEL.

APPARATUS FOR ANALYSING MARL, AND THE
CARBONATES IN GENERAL.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

IFilliam and Mary College, June 27th, 1834.

The apparatus which I am about to describe, is

intended to give greater accuracy and facility to

the usual process for determining the quantity of
carbonic acid in marl, or in any of the carbonates.
By the common method, the two vessels contain-
ing severally the marl and the muriatic acid are
placed in one of the scales of a delicate balance,
and there counterpoised by weights put into the
other scale. The acid is then poured upon the

marl, and after all the carbonic acid has been dis-

charged, the equilibrium is restored by adding
weights to one, or abstracting them from the other

pcale. In principle, this method is entirely free

from objection: but as usually conducted, it cannot
be relied upon as accurate. This want of preci-

sion arises, in the first place, fi-om the escape of
aqueous vapor, along with the carbonic acid which
ie discharged, thus makmg a greater weight ne-
cessary for restoring the equilibriimi, than is due
to the quantity of carbonic acid which has escaped
—and secon ily, from the greater weight of the

vessels containing the marl and acid impairing
the sensibility of the balance, and thus rendering

it impossible to estimate the carbonic acid to small

fractions of a grain. The first of these objections

has long been obviated in the chemical analysis

of the carbonates, by causing the gas as it escapes

to pass through a tube containing dried nmriate of

lime; and the latter has been in some measure re-

moved, by a contrivance of the great practical

chemist Rose; which, however, as it is inconve-

nient and tmcertain m the manipulation, I shall not

here describe.

The apparatus which I have devised, is, I think,

free from these objections, and enables the opera-

tor to proceed with great accuracy and despatch.

It has the advantage of being very easily con-
structed, and of being used wiih a baltmce that

can be procured at a verj' moderate price. More-
over, the quantity of marl which is necessary for

experiment in no case exceeding ten grains,

specimens for analysis may very easily be for-

warded by letter.

The badance which I use with this apparatus,

is a small goldsmith's balance—such as may be

procured for a lew dollars in New York. It is very

light and turns, when unloaded, with the y'^th of
a grain. My set of weights obtained from Mil-

lington in Philadelphia, extends to tenths and
hundredths of the grain.

The accompanying figure will convey a distinct

idea of the apparatus and mode of using it. One
of the scales is removed to admit of suspending

the apparatus by a double thread over the hook of

the beam. The other is made of something light,

as a piece of card. In this way all unnecessary

weight upon the beam is avoided, and its sensi-

bility preserved.

A, is a light bulb of glass, blown very thin from

a common piece of tube, and about one inch in

diameter. A cork is fitted to its mouth, and through

this the tapered ends of the bent glass tubes, B
and C, are jjassed air tight; the extremity of the

latter extending some distance into the vessel. The
tube B, through which the gas escapes, is filled

Avith fragments of muriate of lime. The tube C,

which contains the muriatic acid, is furnished with

a light piston of cork or cotton, in the centre of

which is fixed a rod or handle, made of a small

stiff straw. This instrument, when charged with

marl and acid, does not weigh more than 120

grains. The whole load of the beam is therefore

240 grains, and it is still sensible to the yggth of a

grain.

The mode of proceeding with the analysis is as

follows. Five or ten grains of the finely powdered

marl is introduced into the vessel A, and then two

or three drops of water added, to assist the diffu-
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sion of the acid. The small end of the tube C,
now removed from the cork, is dipped into some
muriatic acid in a wine glass, and the piston

moved baci<vvards and forwards until tlie necessary
(juantity of acid has been drawn in. The tube is

then replaced in the cork, and in this state the in-

strument is counterpoised by weights in the oppo-
site scale. The piston being then gradually forced

in, the acid is injected drop by drop upon the marl,
and the gas escapes by tlie tube B, depositing the
aqueous vapor in its passage, on the nmriate of
lime. Allowing the apparatus to rest until the

gas has entirely escaped, and the decomposition is

complete, the equilibrium is restored by placing
weights upon the clear top of the cork, or by re-

movmg weights from the scale. In this way the

weight of the disengaged gas is accurately deter-

mined, and the proportion of carbonate of lime
thence computed.
An analysis ot a specimen of marl from James

City, just completed, will serve as an illustration

of the method. Ten grains of the finely powdered
marl was introduced with a little water into the

vessel A, the instrument was then charged and
equipoised. The acid being injected, the whole
was allowed to rest lor an hour. The weight
lost was 2.91 grains. Increasing this in the ratio

of 44 to 100, gives 6.61 grains of carbonate of lime

in the 10 grains of marl—or almost precisely 66
per cent.

The frequent calls upon me for the analysis of
specimens of marl, first led me to the construc-

tion of this apparatus, and I have since found it

so convenient and accurate, that I can recommend
its adoption to such of your readers as may have
a taste for chemical inquiries connected with ag-
riculture. Any ordinary worker in glass will con-
struct the inslrument, and skill in manipulating
with it may be soon and easily acquired.

WM. B. ROGERS.

[Tlie farmers who are using marl will be greatly

indebted to Professor Rogers for the convenient and

cheap little apparatus above described—which, judging

from his description, not only furnishes the cheapest

and most convenient, but likewise the most accurate

mode of analysing calcarecfus manures. It may be

easily constructed by any worker in glass—so easily

indeed, that Mr. Rogers made his own by the heat of

an Argand lamp, using a few common glass tubes as

materials. Everj' farmer who uses calcareous manures

ouglit to have some means for testing their strength,

and this seems to be completely within the power of

all to obtain, and to make use of, with very little atten-

tion. But thoug'i the process, as above described, is

sufliciently plain to all who have the slightest know-
ledge of the chemical properties of the substances

used, it may appear unintelligible to others; and there-

fore we hope that the following explanations may be

pardoned by those to whom they are altogether useless.

The principle upon which the apparatus works, is

the same as that of the more expensive and complicated

apparatus of Davy, (described in his AgriciiUurul

Chemistry) which we have heretofore considered the

best—that is, by separating and ascertaining the weight

of the carbonic acid combined with the lime of the

manure. Every hundred grains of calcareous earth or

carbonate of lime, is composed always of similar pro-

portions of lime and of carbonic acid—which propor-

tions, by weight, are 56 parts of lime, and 44 of car-

bonic acid. Of course, if we know how much weight

is lost in 100 grains of earth partly of carbonate of

lime, (as marl,) by driving off its carbonic acid, the

rule of proportion will show what was the amount of

carbonate of lime contained in the sample of earth.

When the muriatic acid reaches the earth in the

bulb, it immediately combines with the lime by its

greater attraction, and the weaker carbonic acid is

disengaged in the form of gas, and escapes into the air

through the tube containing the dry muriate of lime

—

which substance attracts moisture so powerfully, as to

retain all that might otherwise pass out with the gas.

The same muriate of lime will serve for many experi-

ments, as by being heated in the tube, its dryness is

restored previous to every trial. This salt is formed

by the combination of muriatic acid with lime—and

therefore every experimenter may provide it for him-

self, by filtering and evaporating the fluid left in this

process of decomposing carbonate of lime.]

MEXICAN PIGGERIES.

[The following article furnishes the account of the

Mexican piggeries, of which a correspondent made in-

quiry in a former number of the Farmers' Register. It

may serve to amuse our readers—but it is not likely to

induce any to place their pigs upon so princely an estab-

lishment.]

From Bullock's Travels in Me.\ico.

"In the piggeries, they will have from 800 to

1000 swine in number confined in styes of well
built sheds, about 30 feet deep, with roofs descend-
ing very low; and having the entrance through
low arches, before which is an open space the
whole length of the j-ard, and about 24 feet wide,
in the centre of which is a kind of aqueduct, built

of stone, and filled with clean water; supplied from
a well at the end of the premises. The hogs can
only put their noses into this water through holes

in the wall, which prevents their dirtying it, as it

passes through the whole division of the yard.

This is the only liquid given them: and their food,

maize or Indian corn, slightly moistened, and scat-

tered at stated hours on the ground, which in the
yard as well as the place where they sleep is per-

fectly dry and clean. Two Indian lads are em-
ployed, from morning till night, in settling disputes,

or little bickerings, that may arise among the hap-

py inhabitants of this community, and in singing

them to sleep. The boys are chosen for the

strength of their lungs, and their taste and judge-
ment in delighting the ears and lulling the senses

of this amiable harmonic society;—and succeed
each other in chaunting during the whole day, to

the great delight and edification of the audience,

who seem fully to appreciate the merits of the per-

formers. The proprietor of one of those estab-
lishments himself attended us, and explained the
use of the various apartments. He assured me
that the premises cost him 60,000 dollars, and that
his sales amounted to about 2000 dollars per week;
indeed, his display of diamonds, and his three
splendid carriages whh fine horses standing in the
yard, bespoke him a man of some opulence and
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importance. His sfock are bred at a farm belong-

ing to him at Otumba, and driven to Mexico to be

fattened, when eight months old.

FORCIXG EARL"V BEANS.

From the Gardener's Magazine.

In the month of November last, when digging

the ground where the crop of s^carlet runners

[beans] had grown, I could not help noticing the

large size of the roots; and it occurred to me that,

if 1 took them up, potted them, and kept them in a

cold pit during the winter, th.ey might llirnish

another crop tlie following spring. I tried the ex-

periment on two of the best roots, potting them,

and keeping them in a cold pit till the 1st of Feb-
ruary. At that time I put them into a hot-house,

in which the average temperature Avas about 60°.

They soon began to send up strong shoots, and to

show flower in abundance from the ground up-

wards. They are now about 12 feet high, and
make a very good a])pearance in a green-house,

where they' pass with many for a new species of

plant. If I had saved thirty or forty roots, and

had put them in heat in sprmg, in the manner
done with georginas, and if I had turned them out

in the open air about the same time that these

plants arc turned out, I certainly should have been
able to gather kidney beans a month sooner than is

done by the usual practice of sowing in the open
garden.

ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Addressed to the Agricultural Society of Charlotte.

For the Farmers' Register.

There can be no doubt that practical essay's are

better calcidated to promote the interests of agi-i-

culture, than mere theoretical opinions. As my
practice however, has not been the most success-

ful, and I feel my deficiency in practical operations

generally, I shall not attempt to offer any thing in

this way, but confine myself to such observations

as may seem to me suitable to the present occa-

sion.

We must all deplore the careless and neglected

condition of agriculture generally in this and tlie

adjacent counties.

At a time when every effort is making in some
of our sister States, and in some of the counties of

our own State, to advance the cause of agricul-

ture, by the dissemination of enlightened views on
the subject, it is our melancholy Tot to witness its

decline.

The cultivation of the soil which ought to be
looked upon as a source of wealth and indepen-
dence, in many cases, proves to be the road to po-
verty and ruin—and rural occupations, instead of

being esteemed of the highest importance, are

sunk into a state of degradation. Our lands are

cultivated as if we had no pemaanent interest in

them, and as if it were a matter of course, that in

a few years wc were to throw ourselves into, and
float along the cuiTent of western emigration. Mis-
guided avarice, or an unaccountable apathy seems
to opero.te upon us, and the mandate of a despot
could not more effectually drive us from our native

soil. The wretched system of cultivation we are

pursuing, the exhausting nature of our crops,

(corn, wheat, and tobacco,) with scarcely any meli-

orating process, and the consequent ra| id decline in

the fertility of our soil, are fast destroying our at-

tachment to our country, and drivang us to seek an
asylum from poverty and want, in the rich lands

of the west. For our country to be loved, (as
Burke says) she must be made lovely. But who
can say that at this time the agricultural condition

of this section presents a lovely aspect? Does it

not, on the contraiy, present us with many bitter

reflections on the past, sad contrasts of the pre-

sent, and gloomy and desponding aj:prehensions
ofthefiiture? But we must not despair. "Patriot-

ism bids us exert all our energies, to make Virgi-

nia a lovely spot. For it is here that the bones of
our fathers rest. Here upon our altars did the
pure flame of liberty first blaze up, and hence did

the mighty conflagration spread itself, until the
bands of British despotism were melted away,
America freed, and the world taught the glorious

truth, that the liberty of the citizen was not incon-

sistent with good government. The same spirit

which achieved our liberties still exists in our bo-
soms. She calls on us to nerve ourselves for a ge-
nerous effort. Let us not despond. Let not the
spirit of patriotism call on us in vain. This Socie-

ty may expect to be opposed by some, ridiculed by
others, and regarded with indifterence by the ma-
jority. But the patriot is not to be driven from his

pur]30se by trifling difficulties. His aim is high,
and he enjoys more real happiness in well-meant
endeavors for his country's good, than the cold

hearted bigot to his own prejudices can ever taste.

I know that our resources have been weakened
and diminished. But well-directed skill and dili-

gence will help to make up for this. Our soil haa
been impoverished, but still enough remains to en-
able us to adopt a new system of cultivation.

Gloomy as the prospect appears, I do not despair

of yet seeing our soil, susceptible of improvement
as it is, clothed with verdure. Nature has lavish-

ed her favors upon us. Our country is peculiarly

adapted to farming—its products are highly diver-

sified—we are not tied down necessarily to any one
staple: grain, grass, tobacco, hemp, flax, and the

various root crops all grow well. It lies beautiful-

ly; is intersected with many fine, bold, navigable
streams, and both inland and seaport towns aflbrd

a market for our produce of every variety. A suf-

ficient portion of the soil is naturally fertile, and
(although much worn) still susceptible of the

highest degree of improvement. The climate is

one of the most pleasant and salubrious in the

world. Every thing in short, but the obstinate

i:)rejudiceB and apathy of our fellow citizens, com-
bines to make it one of tlie finest spots on the ha-
bitable globe.

Why then, it may be asked, Avith a soil natural-

W good, and so many and so great advantages,
does not the cause of agriculture flourish? In ad-

dition to the causes already mentioned, is the per-

tinaceous adherence to old customs, and a disposi-

tion, inherent in man, to tread the path of his la-

thers. To a certain extent I approve this disposi-

tion, but he is not wise, Avho Avhen he sees the er-

rors of those who have gone before him, does not

avoid them—who when he sees the rocks on which
they are wrecked, rushesheediessly onto the same
destruction. Our eyes are now fully open to the

faults of our predecessors. The ravages which
their injudicious cultivation has made on the beau-
ty of our soil, are sufficiently manifest wherevef
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we go. Our gullies glare horribly upon us, and
like the ghost ofBanquo, tell of murder. But we
will not dwell on tliose fatal errors of our fathers.

They more than paid us for all the wrongs they

committed, in haniling down a legacy that makes
even the barren hills rejoice

—

liberty—thrice blessed

liberty.

With these views, I shall, to the best of my
ability, point out the obvious means of ameliora-

tion ami impro\"ement.

Our farms are generally too large to look for any
thing like fertility, throughout. And many of them
are so generally exhausted, that years must elapse

before they can exhibit one scene of high cultiva-

tion and improvement. It seems conceded by
those who have enjoyed the most favorable oppor-

tunity of testing the efficacy of the grasses, that

no calculation can be made upon them, unaided
by animal manure, or some foreign substance, such
as marl, or gypsum. And sucli is our distance

from the large cities, that we cannot procure the

manures which are used so plentifully and profita-

bly by farmers in their immediate neighborhoods.
Our dependence then must be chiefly upon the re-

sources of our own farms. Our tobacco crops

must be curtailed—our njanuring schemes must
not be confined exclusively to the tobacco lands.

The scene of our manuring operations must be
shifted every year, and extended to the utmost
reach of our means, and where it is practicable

to get plaster, marl, or lime, to add to the amount
of product beyond what it cost to procure it, and
use it—it ought to be used. Every nook and cor-

ner of the country ought to be ransacked to ascer-
tain the existence of calcareous or olher mineral
substances suitable for manure. No labor ought
to be spared in the collection of vegetable sub-
Etances, to mix with and retain the manures from
our stables, tarm pens, sheep folds, &c. Every
particle of the litter about our out houses, poultry
yards, and other places should be carefidly collect-

ed, and put u()on our lands. I doubt not that
much more may be done in this way, than is ge-
nerally supposed. In all the fence cornei-s, feed-

ing places, ditch banks, ponds, &c. resources ex-
ist, which are generally entirely lost. Whenever
the soil is of a tenacious, close character, contain-
ing too much clay, much may be done by the ap-
plication of sand: where it is too light, clay may
possibly increase its fertilit3^ Where it is gullied
and washing, deep ploughing and coarse" litter

may be successfidly used. In many situations ir-

rigation will be found a most efficient manure, as
draining is in others. In short, a thousand sources
exist. Even oak leaves constitute a very valuable
manure on close tenacious soils.

When we look at this subject, we must admit
that limited as our resources may appear, they are
sufficient for more extended application on almost
every farm; so that the farmer who does nothing
towards the improvement of his soil, is left with-
out excuse. The folly of the plan generally
adopted is too evident to require exposure. Ac-
cording to the little observation I have made, the
common mode is to put all the litter of the farm
upon small tobacco lots, which are thus kept rich
at the expense of the whole farm. The most su-
perficial observer must see at once that this is a
wretched system—a system which is diminishing
every year its own sources, lessening the crops of
grain, grasses, &c. and thus brealdngupthe chan-

nels through which its very existence is kept up.

And after a Avhile these lots failing of their accus-

tomed supplies of litter, in their turn, become poor,

and the whole farm thus managed, soon presents

a scene of sterility and waste, and the proprietor

is driven by shere necessity (as I said before) to

seek an asylum in the alluvial lands of the far

West, But let us manure our lands for grain; let

us extend our fields of operation, by increased di-

ligence and economy, and change them every
year; and thus with the increase of our grain

crops will be the increase of our means of extend-

ing our operations, the increase of our comforts,

and the increase of the beauty, producfion, and
prosperity of our country.

But you are ready to ask, what shall we do for

tobacco lands? I answer, that those who have
them not, must cease to cultivate the article; and
those who have them, must keep them up, by the

lielp of clover and plaster. At a former meeting
I advanced the opinion, that lands already rich,

maj' be kept so, by the use of clover; and I doubt
not the addition of plaster will raise them to the

highest point of fertility. I know it must be long

before our tobacco lands generally can be brought
to a state so desirable, but every one ought to

make it his aim to bring it to this point. We have
every encouragement to go on, and however slow

our progress, it is of the utmost importance that it

be onward.
It is vain and fi-uitless to rely on the grasses

alone, on soils not rich enough to produce them.

It is easy matter to keep rich land rich, but he who
lives upon poor land, must be content if" by the ju-

dicious application of his means, he can see a gra-

dual and progressive improvement. Let us then,

gentlemen, try what we can do—let us preserve

our tobacco lands as well as we can by the help of

clover and plaster, and let our future efforts be
chiefly directed to the improvement of other lands,

and the increased production of articles suitable

for sustenance, for man and beast; and thus, as I

before said, will ourresourc^s for the enlargement of

our manuring schemes be proportionably increas-

ed, and thus may this ratio of production and ex-

tension be carried on, until every waste plain shall

become a garden, and every field smile with plenty.

Can the patriot contemplate such a revolution

without having his heart thrill with rapture? And
while so much is to be done can he sit down quiet-

ly, and with fijlded arms wait for others to perform

the task of putting this revolution in motion? No,
he cannot. The bare possibility of such a change
will command his best exertions. We, gentle-

men, have, 1 hope, associated ourselves for the

purpose of aiding to bring about such a revolu-

tion. Although our number is as yet small, we
have reason to hope we have engaged in the cause

with a s[)iritthat will cany us through triumphant-

ly. Let us then, having put our hands to the

plough never look back—let us cultivate those so-

cial and friendly feelings which a common cause

ought to inspire—let us impart all the light we
can obtain on the various objects for which we are

associated—let us not be discouraged if our pro-

gress should be slow, and our difficulties great;

but let us press on, deferniined that we will not
relax our exertions until the siMrit of enterprise and
improvement which now slumbers in the bosoms
of our fellow citizens, be roused to efficient opera-

tion, and the desolations of oia- beloved Virginia
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shall give place to rich meadows and verdant fields,

and all the joys of a highly culliMited and jjlenti-

fUl country. I sincerely believe that the formation
of this Society is an important era, and I rejoice
to see so much interest excited by the subject in

the minds of the public. I confidently look for-
ward to the lime when its labors shall command
the gratitude of every truly patriotic citizen in this

country. In the mean time, let us set our faces
like flint to the accomplishment of our grand ob-
ject, the general advancement ofthe cause through-
out this country.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF FKUIT TREES.
Mdressed to the .Agricultural Society of Charlotte.

For tlie Fanners' Register.

The subject to which I invite your attention, is

the cultivation of fruit trees. Among all the rural
pursuits none can be more interesting than this,

whether considered as a means of gratifying our
])alatcs, or ornamenting our fiirms. In this branch
t.)f economy, we have been left liir behind by some
of our sister States. It would doubtless be matter
of surprise to some, to see an estimate of the
umount of money annually laid out by the people
of] Virginia for fruit and cider, in the States north
of this, which, we hazard the assertion, can be as
well raised here, and at less expense, than they
can be in those States, on account of our supera-
bundance of land, which enables the planter to
spare enough, without curtailing his crops; while
they, for the most part, have to appropriate lands
to that object, which might be otherwise very pro-
fitably cultivated in grain, grass, or root crops.

I need scarcely urge upon the minds of any pre-
sent, the importance of bestov/ing some attention
to this subject. JNlany of our best managers, how-
ever, regard the subject with so little attention, that
it is rare to meet with a good orchard on their
farms; and fev/ of our tables are supplied with the
choicest varieties of fruit. It has been said that
he who makes two blades of grass grow where
only one grew before, deserves well of his coun-
try. It may be as truly said of him v/ho plants a
good orchard, or introduces a new variety of good
li-uit—for every such introduction adds" much to
our enjoyment. I know in some instances single
trees to aflord more good eating than can be pro-
cured by ten timt^s the trouble and expense in any
other way. A friend of mine has a tree that pro-
duces apples of the most delicious flavor, in con-
stant succession, from the first of June till August,
fiflTording a plentiful supply for a large familv, and
frequent treats for his neighbors. The introduc-
tion of this tree could not have been attended with
much expense, and while affording such an ample
supply of Ir-uit, is highly ornamental, and an ex-
cellent shade—standing in (he yard, and occupy-
ing no more ground than would have been taken
up by some useless tree.

ft would lie difficult to account for the negli-
gence of our farmers on this subject. Some im-
pute it to the uU-absorbing crop of tobacco, others
to the spirit of emigration, but in general, I think
it may be imputed to a want of diligence and fore-
cnist. None of thesa causes, however, constitute
a sufficient excuse for a total neglect of the matter,
especially when we consider that a few hours ma-
nual labor at the proper season, vvill lay the ground-
work of an excellent orchard. I cannot denv,

however, that a spirit of emigration is the bane of
all improvements in rural life; for men are not apt
to do much towards such improvenienis when they
calculate on abandoning them in a few years. But
it is to be hoped that this spirit is subsiding, and a
spirit of improvement gaining ground. When we
see on every farm fine orchards of the besi fruits,

we may conclude that the proprietor loves the soil

on which he lives, and the more he does towards
such improvements the stronger his attachment
becomes. But where this attachment is not che-
rished, but little of improvement of any sort can
be expected. Everj' man has it in his power
to furnish himself with an orchard of the best
fruit by a small degree of attention. As I have
had some experience in this business, I propose to

lay before the Society the results of that expe-
rience; hop.ing that if I present nothing new, I

may succeed in exciting the interest and drawing
out the views of others more able to give us light

on this subject.

I shall, in the first place, invite your attention to

the various modes adopted for the propagation of|

and raising the trees, and the comparative success
attending each mode practised by me.
The apple tree may be successfully raised by

budding or grafting, (teniis I presume well un-
derstood) but grafting with me has been far the
most successful. Wlien budded, (or as it is fre-

quently termed inoculated) the body of the tree

below the insertion of the bud, is liable to put out
suckers, which become troublesome, and hinder
the growth of the tree. The bud is more liable

to perish than the graft. In preparing stocks for

grafling it is verj' important to provide those naised

fi'om the seed, as they are free from suckers, while
stocks taken fi^om the roots or sides of old trees are
ever sending up shoots from the roots, which are
troublesome to destroy, and if not often cut away,
seriously impede the growth of the tree. I have
found trees grafted on seedling stocks, more cer-

tain to live, more vigorous in their growth, and of
handsomer shape. When the seedling stocks
have been scarce, I have frequently cut the roots

in pieces, so as to make every root a stock, with
complete success—and this plan is worthy of at-

tention, for stocks are frequently very scarce, and
in that case five or six stocks may be obtained
from the roots of a small tree.

The peach tree I have raised both by budding,
grafting, and planting the stones. When the

stones of the best varieties can be readily obtain-

ed, I should not hesitate to rely upon them. But all

authors on the peach tree concur in the opinion,

that there is always uncertainty in getting the ge-
nuine kind in this way; and my own experience
has taught me that stones from the same tree pro-

duce fruit slightl}^ varying fi-om the original in

shape, size, and flavor—but I alwaj^a expect to

get some as much improved as others are deterio-

rated by this plan, But when stones cannot be
readily come at, I prefer budding, as more certain

as to the kind, more rapid in the growth, and ear-

lier in bearing, while grafting has always proved
uncertain, especially on the peach stock. I can-
not give greater force to this ojnnion than by giv-

ing the result of an experiment made by me four

or five years ago. I obtained from an orchard

some t^venty-five miles distant, slips nicely cut

from many different varieties, to the number of

one hundred. I had previously raised stocks froiij
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the peach stones, upon which I grafted ninety of

the hundred, when my peach stocl<s p;iving out,

I was reduced to the necessity of resorting to the

wild phim slock, dug up trom the roots ot" old

trees. The result of the experiment was that out

of the ninety graced upon the peach stocli, (it

turning out a dry season) 1 did not save a single

tree, while from the ten grafted on the plum
stocks, I obtained five thrifly trees. The result

of this experiment I considered conclusive as to

the comp-arative merit of the plum and peach
stock as a basis for the peach tree. It is not my
Eurpose to enter into the phi!oso[)hy of the thing,

ut will simply remark, that I have found the root

of the [)lum less subject to the depredation of
the worm (of which I shall again have occasion to

speak) than that of the peach, which may account
for the diflerence in the result of the two modes oi"

grafting. All my experiments, however, in graft-

ing the peach have been unsuccessful, while those
in budding have proven less troublesome, more suc-

cessful, and certain as to the kind. I therefore

give the budding a decided preference, as well as
on account of the facility it affords of propagating
any lavorite variety at any time in summer. The
best time of budding is from the first to the last of

June. In the choice of stocks, I have made nu-
merous experiments. The peach budded on the

wild plum stock, has grown too rapidly for the

stock, sometimes attaining double the size, and
such a weight as brought the head of the tree to

the ground.
The pear I have found to succeed much better,

grow more thriftily, and bear earlier from the bud
uian the graft, and is the easiest to raise by bud-
ding of all the trees I have raised. In grafting

tJie pear, I have generally failed, but have made
no satisfactory discovery of the cause of my fail-

ure.

The plum I have raised successfully both by
budding and grafting, but prefer grafting, as the

most certain, and as affording the finest tree. I

have found it difficult to provide suitable stocks for

the foreign varieties of plums. The common
wild plum of the country not being sufficiently vi-

gorous to keep pace with these varieties, the tree

soon becomes too heavy for the size and strength

of the stock. The plum raised from the stone

rarely produces the same kind of fruit, and is apt

to be mdiff'erent.

The apricot may be raised by budding or graft-

ing. My experiments on this tree, have been
confined to budding, and have not been generally
attended with success, indeed I have found it

very difficult to raise, owing, as I suppose, to the

thinness of the bark, and to the fact that the bark
is composed of two roots, which are very apt to

separate in the operation; and also to the ]irojec-

tion of the wood under the bud, which makes it

difficult to fit the bud to the wood of the stock

without bruising.

I might invite your attention to other varieties

of fruit, but I do not wish to occupy too much
time on the subject. Tiiere are many garden
fruits well worthy the attention of the Society, but
as those varieties I liave mentioned are the most
important, I shall confine myself to them, and
proceed to point out some of the diseases to which
they are subject, with the remedies I have ap-
plied.

The apple, so far as it has come under my ob-

servation, has but few enemies to contend with.
It seems to flourish in all our soils that have suffi-

cient tiirtility to giow a tree of any kind, and I be-
lieve requires nothing but good culture and care-
ful pruning. Injudicious pruning, however, often

injures the tree. But few of the insect tribe feed
upon the apple tree, and of that few the common
caterpillar is the only one that ever seriously in-

jures the tree. It may be found enveloped in great
numbers in a web as soon as the leaves begin to

grow in the spring. The most effectual mode of
destroying them is to go while they are yet young,
with a forked stick, and twist the web out, when
they are all in it, which will be at all times of the

day when the influence of the sun is sensibly felt.

Another enemy to the apjile tree, esj)ecially while
in its infiincy, is the common hare. They are very
fond of the bark of young trees, and frequently

destroy them. I have successfully prevented this

depredation by occasionally kdling one, splitting

his body, and rubbing it up and down the tree, so

as to Jeave it bloody, or strongly scented by the

flesh. Another remedy etiually efficacious is to

provide a plenty of corn stalks about two and a
half feet long, split them on one side, scrape out

the pith, and let the tree into it by opening the

split, which will effectually secure the tree.

The peach tree is not so fortunate as the apple.

It has enemies at the branch, and another at the

root. There is a small black insect that preys on
the tree, both above and below ground, com-
mencing its operation of sucking the sap as soon

as it begins to flow, and they increase in number,
until the tree is literally sucked to death. I'hey

are particularly fatal to the tree in its infancy—but

they pursue their depredations to the well grown
tree, of^en destroying it after it begins to bear, co-

vering it from the roots to the very top-most branch.

Hitherto I have heard of no certain remedy for

this evil. I am careful to scrape away any that

may be found about my young trees when taken
from the nursery to plant out. There is at the

root of the tree another equally destructive ene-

my, more secret in his ravages, yet more in the

reach of our means to destroy. This is a worm
about an inch long when full grown. The egg is

deposited at the surface of the earth, by what is

by some called the wasp, fi-om its resemblance to

that insect. In the fall it hatches, and at once
commences its depredations by perforating through
the outercoat to the soft part of the bark next the
wood, and in some cases, perforating the wood it-

self As they grow larger they descend lower into

the root of the tree. In the spring they attain

their full size, and about the fiist of April may be
found just at the surface of the earth, adhering to

the tree, enveloped in a thin earthy covering, re-

sembling the nest of the dirt dauber, (as it is com-
monly called) only of a darker complexion. I

have never traced it farther than this. My plan
for destroying this insect, is to conmience early in

March examining my trees, and whenever I dis-

cover a dark appearance about the root of the

tree, occasioned by the gum exuding from the
root, always indicating the presence of the worm,
I dig away the earth, and with a common pocket
knife commence tracing from these gummy ap-
pearances, the rout of the destroyer, and never
cease m}^ search until I get him into my power.
Sometimes a dozen wll be found in the roots of
one tree, and if they are allowed to remain the
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tree is inevitably destroyed. By a careful atten-

tion to this plan I have preserved the trees in a
considerable ori:hard, scarcely ever losing one.

There is another enemy that confines his ravages
to the truit itselt". It etiects its work of destruction

by perforating the truit, and depositing its eggs,

producing a Avorin which no sooner hatches tlian

it commences its journey to the stone of the fruit,

causing it to wither and fall. This is of all the

enemies of our stone truit, the most destructive,

and the most provokingly so, as he blights the

fruit when it has escaped the frost. This insect

is called thccurcuiio, and may be found after sun-
set, or in cloud}' days, carrying on its work of de-

struction. It resembles the buo; that perforates

the chinquepin—that I presume is fiimiliar to most
of us. I hope that this subject will continue, as it

has done heretolore, to command the attention and
researches of the naturalists and orchardisfs of

this and other countries, until some remedy is dis-

covered for the evil; and he who shall make this

discovery will merit the thanks of his country.

All stone fruit trees are more or less subject to the

depredation of the two last mentioned insects.

The pear and plum trees are subject to the ra-

vages of an insect that devours the soft bark be-

tween the outer coat and the wood. It is the more
obnoxious that its encroachments are not detected

imtil the tree is nearly or quite destroyed, as it

does not disturb the outer coat of the bark. By
carefully knocking on the body of the tree with
the handle of a knife you may ascertain whether
the bark is destroyed on the inside, and by strip-

ping it ofT get at the enemy.
My space will not admit of my pursuing this

subject farther. I hope the lovers of good fruit

will not omit any opportunity of throwing out use-

ful hints on this branch of our rural pursuits. If

there is not enough in the pleasure of' eating the

fine mellow apjile, the sweet juicy peach, the

jxielting pear, the meally apricot, and the many
other delicious fruits completely in our reach to

stimulate us to exertion on this subject, let us
find that stimulus in the delightful task of im-
parting it to those who have a proper relish for

them, by giving all the light we can upon the sub-
ject. Let those who have fine varieties impart
the means of raising them to those who have
them not. Let us enlist the public feeling on the
subject. Let us cuhivate a taste for horticulture,

and the fruits of our labor will amply repay us.

We shall have it in our power to regale our friends

on what greatly promotes social feelings, gratifies

the palate, and gives health and comfort in a thou-
sand ways.

REVIEW OF THE MEMOIRS OF JOHPf FREDER-
IC OBERLIN, PASTOR OF WALDBACII, IIV THE
BAN DE LA ROCHE.

For the Farmers' Register.

Heroism is not confined to the high places of
the world—it sometimes flourishes in the vale of
obscurity. Such was the heroism of Oberlin; and
it is satisfactory to turn from "a troubled sea of

noise and hoarse disputes," to contemplate the
quiet, unsophisticated virtues of the pastor of
Waldbach.
This little memoir is one of those books which

one can hardly read without being made better by
the reading.

Oberlin was born at Strasbourg, 31st of August,
1740, just eight years after the birth of Washing-
ton. His early lite was not varied by any very

remarkable incidents. In the year 1766, he en-

tered on a course of study preparatory to accept-

ing a chaplainship in a French regiment. It was
at this time that M. Stouber called at the student's

lodging for the purpose of inviting him to accept

the vacant curacy of the Ban de la Roche.
M. Stouber found young Oberlin in a little attic

up three pair of stairs.

"On opening the door, the first object that caught his

attention was a small bed standing in one corner of
tlie room, covered with brown paper hangings. "That
would just suit the Steinthal," said he to tiimself. On
approaching the bed, he found Oberlin lying upon it,

and suit'ering from a violent tootii-ache, He rallied

him about the simplicity of his curtains, and the

homeliness of his apartment. "And, pray," continu-

ed he, after having taken a survey round the room,
"What is the use of that little iron pan that hangs over
your table?" "That is my kitchen," replied Oberlin;
"1 am in the habit of dining at home with my parents
every day, and they give me a large piece of bread to

bring back in my pocket. At eight o'clock in the

evening, I put my bread into that pan, and, having
sprinkled it with salt, and poured a little water upon
it, I place it over my lamp, and go on with my studies

till ten or eleven o'clock, when I generally begin to

feel hungry, and relish my self-cooked supper more
than the greatest dainties."

Oberlin accepted the call, and in 1767, at the
age of twenty-seven, arrived at Waldbach, a vil-

lage central to the district of which he came to

take charge. And here he passed the remainder
of his life, the whole of which was indefatigably

devoted to the interests of the^ people of his cure.

I shall refer chiefly to those passages of his life

which come within the scope of an agricultural

journal, which serv-e to display his merits as an
improver of" the agriculture of his country—as a
practical engineer—as a working reformer.

From the following paragraph it will appear
that a more inauspicious field lor the efforts of be-
nevolence was perhaps not to be found in all

France.

"They were alike destitute of the means of mental
and social intercourse; they spoke a rude 7>a/o/s resem-
bling the Lorrain dialect, and the medium of no exter-

nal information; they were entirely secluded from the

neighboring districts by the want of roads, which,
owing to tne devastation of war and decays of popu-
lation, had been so totally lost, that the only mode of
communication, from the bulk of the parish to the

neighboring towns, was across the river Bruche, a
stream thirty feet wide, by stepping stones, and in

winter along its bed; the husbandmen were destitute

of the most necessary agricultural implements, and
had no means of procuring them; the provisions

springing from the soil were not sufficient to maintain

even a scanty population; and a feudal service, more
fatal than steril land and ungenial climate, constantly

depressed and irritated their spirits,"

In respect to education, a partial reformation

had been effected by M. Stouber, Oberlin's prede-

cessor. How much that reibrm was demanded,
may be judged by the following curious dialogue

between Stouber at his arrival, and one of the "old-

field" teachers.

"Desiring to be shown the principal school bouse,

he was conducted into a miserable cottage, where a

number of children were crowded together without
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any occupation, and in so wild and noisy a state that it

was with some difiiculty he could gain any reply to

his inquiries lor the master.

"Thjri he is," said one of them, as soon as silence

could bj obtain-id, pointing to a wither-d old man,
who lay on a little bed in one corner of the apart-

ment.
"Are you the schoolmaster, my good friend?" in-

quired Stouber.

"Yes, Sir."

"And what do you teach the children?"

"Nothing, Sir."

"Nothing!—how is that?"

"Becausi," replied the old man, with cliaracteristic

simplicity, "I know nothing myself."

"Why then were you instituted schoolmaster?"

"Why, Sir, I had been taking care of the Waldbach
pigs for a great number of years, and w-hen I got too

old and inhrm for that employment they sent me here

to take care of the children."

It remained for Oberlin to renovate education,

ns he did every thing else^and amidst moun-
tains and sterility, pauperism and rocks, to kindle

tlie rays of knowledge.
Oberlin turned his attention first to the roads,

and like Captain Smith at Jamestown, not content

with arguments and persuasions, he went to work
himselt; and aroused the stupid peasants by the

magic of example.

"In a country where rocks hanging on the steep de-
clivity of a chain of mountains, and rapid torrents

pouring from their summits, are perpetually causing
considerable falls of loosened earth, the formation and
preservation of roads involves an expense far beyond
the resources of a poor and isolated parish; and all the

roads belonging to the Ban dc la Roche w'ere, conse-
quently, during the greater part of the year absolutely

impassable.
To rescue his parishioners from the half savage

state in which he found them, he judged it necessary,

as a preliminary measure, to bring them into contact
with the inhabitants of other districts, further advanced
in civilization; and for this purpose to open a regular
communication with the high road to Strasbourg, by
which means the productions of the Ban de la Roche
might find a market, and materials be procured for ex-
ercising their industiy and ingenuity.

Having, therefore assembled the people, he proposed
that they should blast the rocks, and convey a suffi-

cient quantity of enormous masses to construct a wall
to support a road, about a mile and a half in length,

along the banks of the river Bruche, and build abridge
across it near Rothau.
The peasants were perfectly astonished at the pro-

position. The project appeared to them totally im-
practicable, and eveiy one excused himself, on the
plea of private business, from engaging in so stupend-
ous an undertaking. Oberlin, still intent on the prose-
cution of his scheme, endeavored to refute the objec-
tions raised on all sides: "The produce of yourfi.dds,"
said he, "will then meet with a ready market abroad;
for, instead of being imprisoned in your villages nine
months out of the twelve, you will be enablecl to keep
up an intercourse with the inhabitants of the neighbor-
ing districts. You will have the opportunity of pro-
curing a number of things of which you have long
stood in need, without the possibility of obtaining
tliem, and your happiness will be augmented and in-

creased by the additional means, thus ailorded, of pro-
viding comforts for yourselves and your children."
But his arguments were concluded with a more touch-
ing appeal. He offered them his own example in the

undertaking. "Let all," said he, "wiio feel the im-
portance of my proposition, come and work with me."

Oberlin had already traced the plan, and no sooner
]:ad hp pronounced these words, than, with a pick-axe

on his shoulder, he proceeded to the spot; whilst the

astonished peasants, animated by his example, forgot

their former excuses, and hastened, with unanimous
consent, to fetch their tools and follow him. He pre-
sently assigned to each individual an allotted post, se-

lected for himself and a faitlilul servant the most diffi-

cult and dangerous places; and, regardless of the tliorns

by which his hands were torn, and of the loose stones

by which they were occasionally bruised, went to

work with the greatest diligence and enthusiasm. The
emulation awakened by his conduct quickly spread

tiirough the whole parisli. The increased number of

hands rendered an increased number of implements
necessary; he procured them from Strasbourg; expenses
accumulated; he interested his distant friends, and,

through their assistance, funds were obtained; walls

were erected to support tlie earth, which appeared rea-

dy to give way; mountain torrents, which had hitherto

inundated the meadows, were diverted into courses, or

received into beds sufficient to contain them; perse-

verance, in short, triumphed over difficulties, and, at

the commencement of the year 1770, a communication
was opened with Strasbourg, by means of the new
road, and a neat wooden bridge thrown across the

river. This bridge still bears the name of "Le Pont
de Charite."

Next he stocked a warehouse in Waldbach with
implements of agriculture, and the like necessary
articles—established a loan fund, and by sending
capable lads to acquire the several trades at Stras-

bourg, introduced regular bred mechanics, where
theyhad been before unknown. Finally in place

of wretched hovels or cabins, he erected cottages,

and dug cellars for the preservation of what was
then their main sustenance, potatoes.

Above all however, Oberlin strove to improve
their mode of agriculture. And here he appealed

to their eyes, rather than their ears. Attached to

the parsonage hou.se were two gardens, crossed by
very public loot paths. In these he set out young
fruit trees, and established a nursery. The pea-

sants had to pass through these gardens, in going
to their daily work—they could not help observing

the contrast between the scanty supply of their

own, and the rich produce of their pastor's land.

They inquired of him, and he taught them his

mode of cultivation.

"The taste for planting trees was thus diffused, and
the art of grafting, in which he himself instructed

those who wished to understand it, became a favorite

employment. The very face of the countrj', in con-

sequence, underwent a complete change; for the cot-

tages, hitherto for the most part bare and desolate, were
surrounded by neat little orchards and gardens; and, in

the place of indigence and misery, the villages, and

their inhabitants, gradually assumed an air of rural

happiness.

So barbarous before Oberlin's time had been the

state of the Ban de la Roche, with regard to the most

simple agricultural arts, that the old men told him they

remembered to have heard from their fathers, that pre-

vious to the year 1709, the people of this canton sub-

sisted chiefly upon wild apples and pears. The dread-

ful famine that took place that year, compelled them
lo devise means for procuring some other sustenance;

and, with this view, they partially cleared away an

immense forest, which extended nearly all over the

country, and planted a sort of potatoes, (qvemaltes,

or cnuittcs dc tierrc in the patois,) which were thea

first introduced. Owing to the rigorous seasons, and
to the soil having been often swept away from the

rocks it covered by the rain, this primitive potato had
so far degenerated, that, when Oberlin came to the

Ban de la Roche, in 1767, fields that had formerly

yielded from 120 to 150 bushels, furnished only be-
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tween 30 and 50. The people imagined that the

ground was in fault, but no m<^ans of remedying the

evil ever occurrfd to them. Oberlin, attributing the

circumstance to its true cause, pointed out to them the

means of recovering the crops, made them acquainted
with Parmentier's useful work on the subject, and pro-

cured some seed from Switzerland, Holland and Lor-
rain, to renew the species. The sandy soil of the

mountains being peculiarly favorable to their vegeta-

tion, abundance soon returned; and potatoes of a supe-
rior quality and flavor, soon became, and are to this

day, celebrated as the great production of the place,

furnishing not only a sufficient store for home con-
sumption, but also a profitable article of exporta-
tion.

Believing that great advantages would accrue from
the cultivation of leguminous plants and productive

herbs, before unknown in that part of the countiy,

Oberlin's next attempt was to raise saint-foin; but, as

this plant strikes its root perpendicularly, and the soil

of the Ban de la Roche is not deeper than two feet at

most on the rocks and sandstone, it did not succeed,
though the flax, which he raised from seed imported
from Riga, and the Dutch clover, which he also intro-

duced, answered perfectly well, and considerably aug-
mented the resources of the inhabitants.

This success was probably owing in part to the at-

tention he paid to the management of manure, which
constitutes a chief secret in agriculture. He not only
directed his laborers to the means of enriching it by
fermentation, but taught them also that all sorts of

vegetable substances, even the leaves of trees, the

stalks of rushes, moss and fir apples, might be convert-

ed into a useful compost. Acting upon his favorite

maxim, "-gather up the fragments, that nothing be lost,"

he also instructed chihlren to tear old woollen rags into

pieces, and to cut up old shoes for this purpose; and
to facilitate their labors, he paid them sixteen sous for

a bushel, and one sou for the smallest quantity they
liked to collect."

Obcrliii taught his parisliioners to convert their

unproductive pastures into arable land, and fee(i

their cattle in stalls.

"This conversion of grass into arable land, in a coun-
try where rocks were piled upon rocks, and where in

some places large masses must be blasted, and in others

removed and covered with good soil, before the plough
could possibly be employed, required of course a great

deal of time and labor; but tlie industry and zeal with
which Oberlin himself began to put in practice every
scheme that successively occurred to him, had such an
influence upon the minds of hisparishioners, that, after

the prejudices of the few first y^ars had entirely sub-
sided, they seldom failed to ent.-r into his views, and
to imitate his example: the plan was tried, and answer-
ed his most sanguine expectations.

In the year 1778, he formed, at the Ban de la Roche,
a little Agricultural Society, composed of the more in-

telligent farmers and the best informed inhabitants of
his parish; and, having invited the pastors of the adja-

cent towns and some of his friends to become mem-
bers, he connected it with that of Strasbourg, in order
to secure the communication of peinodical works, and
assistance in the distribution of prizes; and the latter

Society, wishing to encourage its interesting auxiliary,

entrusted to its disposal the sum of two hundred francs,

to be distributed among such peasants as should most
distinguis'ii themselves in the planting of nursery
grounds and in the grafting of fruit Irees.

The good erl'ects resulting from this measure induced
Oberlin likewise to form a fand, supported by voluntary
contributions, for the distribution of prizes to the far-

mers of each commune, who should rear the finest ox.

A short time afterwards, with a view to prepare the
rismg generation for continuing the works which their

fathers had begun, and to give the opportunity of ac-
quiring useful information, he commenced the plan of

devoting two hours every other Thursday morning to

a familiar lecture on the subjects of agriculture and of

useful science.

Such, indeed, was his assiduity, that not a year

rolled away in which some astonishing improvement
was not eli'ected in the condition or the morals of his

peoplp; and the surrounding districts beheld with ad-

miration the rapid progress that civilization was con-

tinually making, in the once neglected and apparently

forsaken Steinthal."

Oberlin established in the Ban de la Roche, an
admirable system of education. He in those se-

questered mountains was the first to adopt the fa-

mous Infant Schools. In each of five villages he
founded public schools; and once a week he in

person examined and taught all the children col-

lected together. He established a circulating li-

brary, and awarded prizes to masters and scholars.

He drew up an almanac, divested of astrological

stuff, and adapted to the wants of his people.

Among other things he taught them botany, and
explamed to them the uses of their native plants.

After he had lived in the Ban de la Roche thirty-

years, we have in a letter written by an English
visiter, the following sketch of the patriarchal cu-

rate, and his house.

"The following morning we set off to return the visit

which he had paid us on the preceding day. We
found the worthy pastor in his morning gown; it was
plain, but whole and clean. He was just on the point

of concluding a lecture; his pupils had, like their mas-
ter, something soft, indeed almost heavenly, in their

look.

"The house stands well, and has, from the garden
side, a romantic view; in every part of it that kind of
elegance, wliich is the result of order and cleanliness,

prevails. The furniture is simple; yet it suggests to

you that you are in the residence of no ordinary man;
the walls are covered with maps, drawings, and vignet-

tes, and texts of Scripture are written over all the

doors. *******
His study is a peculiar room, and contains rather a

well chosen, than numerous, selection of books in

French and German, chiefly for youth. The walls are

covered with engravings, portraits of eminent charac-
ters, plates of insects and animals, and colored draw-
ings of minerals and precious stones; it is, in short,

literally papered with useful pictures relative to natu-

ral history and other interesting subjects." * * *

"I am writing this at his table, whilst he is busy pre-

paring leather gloves for his peasant children. His
family are around him, engaged in their different avo-

cations; his eldest son, Frederic, is giving a lesson to

some of the little ones, in which amusement and in-

struction are judiciously blended; and the dear father,

without desisting from his employment, frcqtiently puts

in a word. He took me this morning into his work-
shop, where there is a turner's lathe, a press, a com-
plete set of carpenter's tools, also a printing-press, and
one for book-binding. I assisted him in coloring a

q\iire of paper, which is intended for covers of school-

books. He gives scarcely any thing to his people but

what has been, in some measure, prepared by his own
or his children's hands.
"He will never leave this place. A much better

living was once offered to him 'No,' said he, 'I have
been ten years learning every head in iriy parish, and
obtaining an inventory of their moral, intellectual and
domestic wants; I have laid my plan. I must have
ten years to carry it into execution, and the ten follow-

ing to correct their faults and vices.'

"Pastor Oberlin is too modest and generous not to

bear testimony to the worth of his predecessor, who
had begun to clear this wilderness, and to raise the su-

perstructure, which he has so beautifully completed.
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"Yesterday, I found him encircled by four or five

families who had been burnt out of their houses; he
was dividinjjj amonj^st them articles of clothing;, meat,
money, books, knives, thimbles, and colored pictures
for the children, whom he placed in a row according to

their ages, and then left them to take what they pre-
ferred."

M. le Comte Francois de Neiifchateou on ))ro-

posinnj a fljold metal to Oberlin for services render-

ed durintj more than half a century, to afj:ricLdture

in particular, and mankinil in fjeneral, thus ad-

dresses himself to the Royal and Central Agricul-

tural Society of Paris.

"If you would behold an instance of what may be
effected in any country for the advancement of ap;ri-

culture and the interests of humanitj ," said he, when
addressing the y.ociety upon this occasion, "quit for a
moment the banks of the Seine, and ascend one of the

steepest summits of the Vosges mountains. Friends
of the plougi), and of human happiness, come and be-
hold the Ban de la Roche! Climb with me the rocks
so sublimely piled upon each other, whicli separate
this canton from the rest of the world, and though the
country and the climate may at first sight ajjpear for-

bidding, I will venture to promise you an ample re-

.compense for the fatigue of your excursion.
"As for myself, after having formed the administra-

tion of the department of the Vosges, in 1790, and
presided overiv, in 1791, I had, in 1793, to travel over
those mountains as a commissioner of the government,
at the very period when the parishes of Rothau and
Waldbach, belbre that time dependant on tlie princi-

pality of Salm, were united to the department. I have,

therefore, been long acquainted with the valuable ser-

vices rendered, for more than fifty years, to the Ban
de la Roche, by John Frederic Oberlin. Ever since

that time, and to the advanced age of seventy-eight,

he has persevered in carrying forward the interesting

reformation first suggested and commenced by his vir-

tue, piety and zeal. He has refused invitations to

more important and more lucrative situations, l^st the

Ban de la Roche should relapse into its former desolate

state; and by his extraordinary efforts and unabated ex-
ertions, he averted from his parishioners, in the years
1812, 1816, and 1817, the horrors of approaching fa-

mine.*
"Such a benefactor of mankind deserves the venera-

tion and the gratitude of all good men; and it gives me
peculiar pleasure to present you with the opportunity
of acknowledging, in the person of M. Oberlin, not a
single act, but a whole life, devoted to agricultural im-
provements, and to the diifusion of useful knowledge
amongst the inhabitants of a wild and uncultivated
district.

"We have already ascertained that th^re is in

France uncultivated land sufficient for the formation
of five thousand villages. When we wish to organize
these colonies, Waldbach will present a perfect model;
and, in the thirty or forty rural hamlets which already
exist, there is not one, even amongst the most flourish-

ing, in which social economy is carried to a hig'ier de-
gree of perfection, or in which the annals of the Ban
de la Roche may not be studied with advantage."

* The new crop of potatoes that Oberlin hart introduced,
formed the principal .subsistence of the people during tliose dis-
astrous years, when tlie season was so cold and rainy tii.it they
co\ild not eet in two-thirds of the corn at all; and the'scarcity so
great, that poor liule children, e,\hausted with hunger, were
seen to drop down in the streets. A sack of wheat durin? that
time of distress rose to 145 francs, and the potatoes to nearly
one sou apiece.

The precise acquaintance which the inhabitants of the Ban
de la Roche had acquired, throuzli Oberlin's assistance, with
the vegetable productions of their canton, was believed to be
the means of piuvunting the most distresoiug diseases.

Perhaps in closing this little book some ingenu-
oi!.s but romantic reader may sigh for another Ban
de la Roche, where, nestled among mountains, he
might aspire to the obscure heroism of the curate
of Waldbach. It may be that in Virginia there
are none who live u]ion wild apples, or speak a
vile patois; yet if defects, disadvantages, and
drawback's be desiderata, on this score perhaps,
in some parts of this state, there will be found
small ground lor complaint. To diminish the
sources of human ill-being, and niulti|)ly the
sources of human well-being, is a field, every
where, without limit: and if there were ordy an
Oberlin in each count}'—in each parish in Virgi-

nia, how soon she would start like magic out of the
ashes of her present decay!

Oberlin seems to have formed his plans by
somewhat of a military amp d'ceil. He had a
firm confidence in himself^—a strong decision of
character. He had an untiring industry and pa-
tience of detail. He understood the maxim, that

small causes produce grand effects. He was a
man of minutise and particulars. He knew that
"many a little makes a mickle"—that masses are
made up of mites.

While Oberlin was carrying into execution this

beautiful system of improvements, France became
the theatre of revolution, and the most sanguinary
anarchy. But the fury of civil war never reached
the peaceful secluded district of the Ban de la

Roche. Encircled by mountains and the guar-
dianship of Oberlin, the peo])le of the Steinthal

escaped unhurt amid the billows of national tur-

moil.

In our own country is it not to be lamented, that
our ears are so often saluted with the din of poli-

tics? Does the happiness of the people depend on
every wind and hollow blast that issues from the
the ^olian cave? Is there nothing worthy of
human concern but politicians and politics?

"In every government though terrors reign.

Though tyrant kings, or tyrant laws restrain.

How small, of all that human hearts endure.
That part which kings or laws can cause or cure !

Still to ourselves in every place consigned.
Our own felicity we make or find.

With secret course that no loud storms annoy.
Glides the smooth current of domestic joy."

A Vasa may tree his country—a Washington
make his country independent—but it takes an
Oberlin to make his countrj^ happ3^

It was Oberlin's fortune to be a cotemj^orary of
Napoleon. Napoleon published his warlike bul-
letins from the field of battle, and dated his imjie-
rial decrees at the palaces of dethroned monarchs
and the capitals of subjugated kingdoms.

Oberlin issued his little circulars from the par-
sonage at Waldbach, to the villagers, directing

them when and how lo set out, and trim their Iruit

trees.

Napoleon's rewards were sceptres and crowns

—

trium])har arches—the roar of artillery, and the
acclamations of the multitude.

Oberlin's reward was smiles and tears of grati-

tude li-om those whose happiness was his.

Napoleon amid the pomp and magnificence ot

the Tuilleries was restless and disturbed—his heart
rent with the fijr^- of contending passions.

Oberlin in the parsonage wiis heard to say

—

'"'Yes, I am happy."
The one tlied on a volcanic rock in the ocean

—
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lonely and desolate—far from the scenes of his

glory and his power, descending to his grave amid
lurid clouds—followed by the admiration and
curses of manlcind. Oberlin's death was a quiet

Bunset—the hushed serenity of closing day. He
was followed by the tears of hia parishioners—la-

menting in inconsolable bitterness, the irreparable

loss of their curate—their guide—their father

—

weeping for Oberlin.

"During the four days that intervened between his

decease, and the simple and aflecting ceremony which
consigned his remains to their last home, heavy clouds
rested on the surrounding mountains, and the rain
poured down in incessant torrents; this circumstance
did not, however, prevent the inhabitants of the Ban
de la Roche, of all ages and conditions, nearer or more
remote, from coming to pay a last tribute of respect to

the remains of their "dear father," whose venerable
countenance they were permitted to see through a
glass lid, which, under the direction of Mr. Legrand,
covered the coffin, which was placed in his study.

Early in the morning of the day fixed on for the in-
terment, the clouds cleared away, and the sun shone
with its wonted brilliancy. As they left the house,
the president of the Consistory of Barr, the Rev. Mr.
Jaegle, placed the clerical robes of the late pastor on
his cofRn, the vice-president placed his Bible upon it,

and the mayor affixed to the funeral pall the decoration
of the Legion of Honor. At the conclusion of this
ceremony, ten or twelve young females, who had been
standing around the bier, began to sing a hymn in cho-
rus, and at two o'clock the procession took its depar-
ture, the coffin being borne by the mayors, elders, and
official magistrates. In front of it, walked the oldest
inhabitant of the Ban de la Roche, carryinfj a cross,
which Loiiise had given him, to plant on the tomb.
and on which the words, Pcqm Oberlin, were engraved
in open letters.

So numerous was the concourse of people assembled
on the occasion, that the foremost of the train had al-

ready reached the church of Foudai, where the inte-
ment was to take place, before the last had left the
parsonage, although the distance was nearly two mihs.
The children of the diflerent schools formed part of
the melancholy procession, chanting, at intervals, sa-
cred hymns, selected and adapted for the occasion. At
the moment of their approaching the village, a new
bell, presented by Mr. Legrand in commemoration of
this day of general mourning, was heard to toll for the
first time, and to nnngle its melancholy sound with
that of all the bells in the valley. The burying ground
was surrounded by Roman Catholic women, all dress-
ed in mourning, and kneeling in silent prayer. On
arriving at tlie church, the coffin was placed at the
foot of the altar, and as many persons entered as the
little edifice would contain, though more than three-
fourths of the company had to remain in the chujich-
yard, and the adjoiinng lanes. Notwithstanding the
pressure of so immense a multitude, the utmost order
and solemnity prevailed. Several females, who coidd
find room nowhere else, sat down on the steps of the
altar, leaning with melancholy affection against the
coffin, as though anxious to cling to the very ashes of
one whom tliey had so much revered and loved. Many
distinguished individuals were present on the occasion
and several Roman Catholic priests, dressed in their

canonicals, took their seats among the members of the

Consistory, and evidently participated in the general
grief.

The most touching incident in this extract, and
that which speaks most loudly for the purity of his

religion and virtue, is the fact that the protestant

pastor Oberlin's burial Avas attended by Catholic

priests and their parishioners, all sharing the pro-

found grief of hif? own flock, and e\-incing the snme

veneration for the true christian, whose grave they
surrounded. Thus to conc^uer (in himself as well
as in other persons) religious bigotry and sectarian

intolerance and hatred, was [.erhaps, the greatest

and most dithcult of all his noble works, and which
would alone serve as the highest ei.logy on his

he, and the most unrjuestionable proof of his ex-
alted, yet meek and humble virtues.

RICIiaiOXD, FREDERICKSBURG AND POTOMAC
RAILWAY.

From the Richmond Compiler.

The surveys which have been made for the

route of this railway, ascertain that the distance

between Richmondand Fredericksburg by a direct

line from the boundary of one corporation to that

of the other, is about 51 miles; and that a good
route can be obtained for the railway with an in-

crease of distance of not more than 8 miles. In-

deed there are two routes open for the choice of
the Company; one surveyed last winter passing
over the Pamunkey below the junction of the

North and South Anna, and also passing by the
Bowling Green; the other, more recently surveyed,
crossing the branches of the Pamunkey and pass-

ing Avest of the Bowling Green. On each of
these routes, the owners of lands are generally wil-

ling to allow the rail road to be conducted through
them without any charge for the land, or any
claim for damages. On each there is sufficient

supply of timber and the distance between the two
is not very great. By the Bowling Green route

it is 59 miles, and by the other 57| miles. Some
further examinations will be requisite to ascertain

the relative expenses.

Until the examinations are completed, the Board
of Directors will be unable to determine upon the
course the road should take from the Pamunkey

\

to Fredericksburg. As to the course from Rich-
mond to the Pamunkey, there was no difficulty in

deciding. A line has been fixed upon, which will

be equally proper whether one route or the other

be taken beyond the Panmnkey. Passing with-

in three and a half miles of the coal mines, in the

upper part of Henrico, the Company will be ena-
bled to make a branch from their road to the mines,

and thus bring to market a large supply of coal.

By this the citizens of Fredericksburg as well as

those of Richmond, will be essentially bene-
fitted.

Fi'om tlie spirit in Avhich this enterprise is con-

ducted the happiest results may be anticipated.

Already the Board have directed the Engineer to

putundercontract, in December, the whole line from

Richmond to the Pannmkey. And in fourteen

months this jiortion of the road will probably be
in use. In conclusion, it may be remarked, that

every thing thus far tends to show that the quan-
tity of ])roduce, and articles to be transported upon
(he road, will be much gi-eater than was original-

ly supposed. Our city will derive li'om the work
much more benefit than is generally believed.

A I'ROLiriC COAV.

A rather remarkable zoological idienomenon
occurred upon Tuesday morning last, at the village

of Redding. A cov,', belonging to a woman there,

produced no less than four calves, (three queys

and a bull,) Avhich, Avith the mother, are doing

Avell.

—

Slirlinix Journal, 1834.
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DISEASES OF THE INTESTINES OF HORSES.

From Uie Library of Useful Knowledge—Farmer's Series.

These form a veiy important part of horse sur-

gery, and many erroneous notions are prevalent

res]iecting them. The first disease we will consi-

der is

Spasmodic Colic.

We have said, that the passage of tlie food through

the intestinal canal is ctiected by the alternate con-

traction and relaxation of the muscular coat of the

intestmes. When that action is simply increased

through the whole of the canal, the ibod passes

more rapidly, and purging is produced; but the

muscles of everj^ part of the frame are liable to

irregular and spasuiodic action, and the muscular
coat of some portion of the intestines may be thus

affected. A spetju^s of cramp may attack a por-

tion ol" the intestines. The spasm may be con-

fined to a very small part of the canal. The gut

lias been found, after death, strangely contracted

in various places, contraction not extending above
five or six inches in any of them. In the horse,

the ileum is the usual seat of this disease. It is of

much importance to distinguish between spas-

modic colic and inflammation of the bowels, for the

eymptoms have considerable resemblance, al-

though the mode of treatment should be veiy dif-

ferent.

The attack of colic is usually very sudden.
There is often not the slightest warning. The
horse begins to shift his posture, look round at his

flanks, paw violently, strike his belly with his feet,

lie down, roll, and that frequently on his back. In

a lew minutes the pain seems to cease, the horse

shakes liimself, and begins to feed; and, on a sud-

den, the spasm returns more violently, every indi-

cation of pain is increased, he heaves at the flanks,

breaks out into a i)rofuse perspiration, and throws
himself more violently about. In the space of an
hour or two, either the spasms begin to relax, and
the remissions are of longer duration, or the tor-

turers augmented at every paroxysm, the intervals

of ease are fewer and less marked, and inflamma-
tion and death supervene.

Of the symptoms by which it may best be dis-

tinguished from inflammation of the bowels, we
shall speak when we treat of that disease. Among
the causes of colic are, the drinking of cold water
when the horse is heated. There is not a surer

cause of violent spasm than this. Colic will some-
times follow the exposure of a horse to the cold air,

or a cold wmd after violent exercise. Green meat,
although, generally speaking, most beneficial to

the horse, yet given in too large a quantity, or

when the horse is hot, will frequently produce
gripes. In some horses there seems to be a con-
stitutional predisposition to colic. They cannot be
hardly worked, or exposed to unusual cold, with-
out a fit of it. In many cases, when these horses
have died, stones have been found in some part of
the alimentary canal.

Fortunately, we .are acquainted with several
medicines that allay these spasms; and the disease
often ceases almost as suddenly as it appeared.
Turpentine is one of the most powerful remedies,
especially if given in union with opium. Three
ounces of spirit or oil of turpentine, with an ounce
of laudanum, given in a pint of warm ale, -will fre-

quently have an almost instantaneous eflcct. Even

a small quantity of fl.iid will seldom be detained in

the stomach, but will pass through the ileum to

the caecum or water-stomach. ;uid in this passage
will come in immediate contact with the spasmed
part.

If relief be not obtained in half an hour it will

be prudent to bleed, because the continuance of
violent spasm will produce inflammation. Some
practitioners bleed at first, and it is far from bad
practice; for although the majority of cases will

yield to turpentine, opium, and aloes, an early

bleeding may occasionally pl•e^"ent the occurrence
of inflammation, or at least mitigate it. If it be
clearly a case of colic, half of the first dose may
be repeated, with a full ounce of Barbadoes aloes

dissolved in warm water. The s'imulus produced
on the inner surface of the bowels by the ])urgative

may counteract the irritation Avhich caused the

spasm. The belly should be well rubbed with a
brush or warmed cloth, but not bruised and injured

by the broom-handle rubbed over the belly by two
great fellows with all their strength. The horse
should be walked about, or trotted moderately.
The motion thus produced in the bowels, and the
friction of one intestine over the other, may relax

the spasm, but the hasty gallop may speedily

cause inflammation to succeed to colic. Clysters

of warm water, or containing a solution of aloes,

will be injected. The patent syringe will here be
most useful.

When relief has been obtained, the clothing of
the horse, saturated with perspiration, should be
removed, and fresh, dry clothing substituted. He
should be well littered down in a warm stable or

box, and have bran mashes for the two or three

next days, and drink only lukewarm water.

Some persons give gin, and even gin and pep-
per, in cases of gripes. This, however, is a prac-

tice to which we strongly object; it may be useful,

or even sufficient, in ordinary cases of colic, but if

there be any inflammation or tendency to inflam-

mation, it cannot fail to be highly injurious.

Calculi, or stones in the intestines.

We have mentioned these as a cause of colic in

horses that are subject to frequent attacks of it.

Some indigestible substance lodges in the coecum
or colon: earthy, or half-digested vegetable matter
gradually accumulates around this, and a ball,

weighing many pounds, is sometimes formed.

This will produce colic, or obstruct the passage of
the gut, or, by its pressure, produce inflammation;

but as there are ft^.w or no symptoms by which the

presence of these stones is clearly indicated, and
few, or rather, no certain means, by which they

may be removed, we will pass on to an occasional

consequence of colic.

Intususception of the intestines.

The spasmodic action of the ileum long con-

tinued, may be succeeded by an inverted action

from the coscum towards the stomach, more pow-
erful than the natural action; and the contracted

portion of the intestine is thus forced into a portion

above it that retains its natural calibre; and the ir-

ritation caused by this increases the action, until

more is forced in, and an obstruction is formed
which no power can overcome. Even the natural

motion of the bowels will be sufficient to produce
intususception, when the contraction of a portion

of the ileum is very great. There are no symp-
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torns to indicate the presence of this, except con-
tinued and increasmg pam; or if there were, all

our means of relief would here fail.

Entanglement of the bmoels.

This is another and more sinsjular consequence
of colic. Although the ileum is envelojied in the

mesentery, and its motion to a considerable degree
confined, yet under the spasm of colic, and during
the violence with which the animal rolls and
throws himself about, portions of the ileum be-

come so entangled as to be twisted into nooses and
knots, drawn together with a degree of lightness

scarcely credible. Nothing but the extreme and
lengthened torture of the animal can lead us to

suspect that this has taken place, and, could we
ascertain its existence, there would be no cure.

Inflammation of the bowels.

There are two varieties of this malady. The
first is inflammation of the external coats of the

intestmee, accompanied by considerable lever and
costiveness. The second is that of the internal or

mucous coat, usually the consequence of an over-

dose of physic, and accom])anied by violent pur<r-

ing. We will here speak of the first of these af-

fections. It has been divided into inflammation of

the peritoneal coat, and that of the muscular: but

the causes, symptoms, and treatment of both are

so much alike, that it would be raising unnecessa-

ry difficulties to endeavor to distinguish between
them. Inflammation of the external coats of the

stomach, whetiier the peritoneal or muscular, or

both, is a very Irequent and fatal disease. It

speedily runs its course, and it is of great conse-

quence that its early symptoms should be known.
If the horse has been carefully observed, restless-

ness and fever will have been seen to precede the

attack; in many cases a direct shivering fit will be
observed; the mouth will be hot, and the nose red.

The horse will soon express the most dreadful pain
by pawing, striking at his belly, looking wildly at

his flanks, groaning and rolling. The pulse wifl

be quickened and small; the ears and legs cold;

the belly tender and sometimes hot; the breathing
quickened; the bowels costive; and the horse be-
coming rapidly and fearfully weak.

It may be useful to give a short table of the dis-

tinguishing symptoms of colic and inflammation

of the bowels, because the treatment recommend-
ed for the former would ollen be fatal in the lat-

ter.

Colic.

Sudden in its attack.

Pulse rarely much quickened in the early period

of the disease, and during the intervals of ease:

but evidently luller.

Legs and ears of the natural temperature.

Relief obtained from rubbing the belly.

Relief obtained irom motion.

Intervals of" rest.

Strength scarcely affected.

Inflammation of the bowels.

Gradual in its approach, with previous indica-

tions of lever.

Pulse very much quickened, but small, and often

scarcely to be i'eit.

Legs and ears cold.

Belly exceedingly lender and painful to the

touch.

Motion evidently increasing the pain.

Constant pain.

Rapid and great weakness.

The causes of this disease are, first of all, and
most frequently, sudden exjiosure to cold. If a
horse that has been highly ted, carefully groomed,
and kept in a warm stab'e, be heated with exer-

cise, and have been for some hours without food;

and in this state of exhaustion be suffered to drink

freely of cold water, or be drenched with rain, or

have his legs and belly washed with cold water,

an attack of infliimmation of the bowels will often

follow. An overlcd horse subjected to severe and
long continued exertion, it' his lungs were pre-

viously weak, will probably be attacked by inflam-
mation of them; but if the lungs were sound, the
bowels will on the following day be the seat of
disease. Stones in the intestines are an occasion-

al cause of inflammation, and colic neglected, or

wrongly treated, will terminate in it.

The treatment of inflammation of the bowels,
like that of the lungs, should be prompt and ener-

getic. The first and most powerful means of cure
will be Weeding. From six to eight or ten quart.^

of blood should be taken as soon as possible, and
the bleeding repeated to the extent of four or five

quarts more if the pain be not relieved, and the

pulse have not become rounder and fuller. The
speedy Aveakness that accompanies this disease

should not deter from bleeding largely. It is the

weakness that is the consequence of violent in-

flammation of these parts, and if that inflamma-
tion be subdued bvthe loss of blood, the weakness
will disappear. The bleeding should be effected

on the first appearance of the disease, for there is

no malady that so quick!}' runs its course.

Next to bleeding will follow clysters. Although
the bowels are usually confined, we cannot admin-
ister a strong purgative;* the intestines are already

in tar too irritable a state. The clyster may con-

sist of warm water, or very thin gruel, in which
half a pound of Epsom salts, or half an ounce of
aloes has been dissolvxd, and too much fluid can
scarcely be thrown up. If the common ox-bladder

and pipe be used, it should be frequently replenish-

ed: but with Reed's patent pump, already referred

to, sufficient may be injected to penetrate beyond
the rectum, and reach to the colon and ccecum, and
dispose them to evacuate their contents. The
horse may likewise be encouraged to drink plenti-

fully of warm water or thin gruel; and draughts,

each containing a couple of drachms of dissolved

aloes, may be given e\ery six hours, until the

bowels are freely opened.
Next, it will be prudent to endeavor to excite

considerable external inflammation, as near as

possible to the seat of internal disease, and there-

fore the whole of the belly should be blistered. In

a well-marked case of this inflamation, no time

should be lost in applying fomentations, but the

* The lunnan practitioner gives, under this disease,

and with advantage, very powerful doses of purgative

medicine; and lie may be disposed to demur to the

cautious mode of proceeding; we recommend with re-

gard to the liorsc. Althougli we may not be able to

give him a satisfactory theoretical reason in defence of

our treatment, we can appeal to the experience of

every veterinary surgeon, that a strong dose of physic

given in inflammation of the bowels would be certain

poison.
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blister be at once resorted to. The tincture of

S[)anish Hies, whetlier made with spirit of wine or

turpentine, sliould be well rul)bed in. The legs

should be well bandaged, to restore the circulation

to them, and thus lessen the flow of blood to the

inflamed part, and tor the same reason the

horse should be warmly clothed, but the air of the

stable or box should be cool.

No corn or hay should be given during the dis-

ease, but bran-mashes, and green meat if it can
be procured. The latter will be the best of all

food, and may be given without the slightest ap-

prehension of danger. When the horse begins

to recover, he may get a handfid of corn two or

three times in the day, and, if the weather be
warm, may be turned into a paddock for a few
hours in the middle of the day. CI} sters of gruel

should be continued for three or four days after

the inflammation is beginning to subside, and good
hand-rubbing applied to the legs.

The second variety of inliarnmation ofthe bow-
els affects the internal or mucous coat, and is gen-
erally the consequence of phjsic given m too great

((uantity, or of an improper kind. The purging is

more violent, and continues longer than was in-

tended; the animal shows that he is suffering great

pain; he frequently looks round at his flanks; his

breathing is laborious, and the pulse is quick and
small; not so small, however, as in inflannriation of

the peritoneaJ coat, and, contrary to some of the

most frequent and characteristic symptoms of" that

disease, the mouth is hot, and the legs and cars

are warm. Unless the puiging is excessive, and
the pain and distress great, we should hesitate at

administering any astringent medicine at first.

We should plentilially administer gruel, or thin

starch, or arrow-root, by the mouth and by clys-

ter, removing all hay and corn, aiid particularly

green meat. We should endeavor thus to sheath
the irritated surface of the bowels, while we per-

mitted any remams of the medicine to be carried

off. If, however, twelve hours should pass, and
the purging and the pain remain undiminished,

we should continue the gruel, but add to it chalk,

catechu, and opium, in doses of an ounce of the

flrst, a quarter of an ounce of the second, and
two scruples of the last, repeated every six

hours. As soon as the purging begins to sub-

side, the astringent medicine should be lessen-

ed in quantity, and gradually discontinued.

Bleeding vAli rarely be necessary unless the in-

flammation be veiy great, and attended by sj'mp-
toms of goieral fever. The horse should be warm-
ly clothed, and placed in a warm stable, and his

legs should be hand-rubbed and bandaged.
Violent purging, cand attended with mucii in-

flammation and fe\er, will sometimes occur from
other causes. Green meat will sometimes purge. A
horse worked hard upon green meat will scour.

The remedy is change of diet, or less labor. Young
horses will scour, and sometimes without any ap-
parent cause. Asiringents should be used with
much caution here. It is probably an efpjrt of na-
ture to get rid of something that offends. A few
doses of gruel will assist in eflectmg this purpose,
and the purging will cease without astringent
medicine.
Some horses that arc not lodl-ribbed home, (hav-

ing too great space between the last rib ami the

hip-bone,) are subject to purging if more than
usual exertion is required from tliem. They are

Vol. II.—20.

recognised by the term of loashy horses. They
are often fr-ee and fleet, but dcsutute of continu-
ance. They should have rather more than the

usual allowance of corn, with beans, when at

work, and a cordial ball, with one drachm of cate-

chu, and ten grains of opium will often be service-

able either before or after a journey.

Worms.

Worms of difi(?rent kmds inhabit the intestines;

but except when they exist in very great numbers,
they are not so hurtful as is generally supposed,
although the groom or carter may trace to them
hidebound, and cough, and loss of appetite, and
gripes, and megrims, and a variety of other ail-

ments. Of the origin or mode of propagation of
these parasitical anin)als we will say nothing; nei-

ther writers on medicine, nor even on natural his;-

torj', have given us any satisfactory account of the
matter.

The long white worm (limihricvs teres) much
resembling the conunon earth-worm, and, being
fi-om six to ten inches long, irdiabits the small in-

testines. It is a formidable looking animal, and if

there are many of them they may consume more
than can be spared of the nutritive part of the
food or the mucus of the bowels; and we think that
we have seen a tight skin, and rough coat, and
tucked up belly, connected with their presence.
They have then, however, been voided in larc-e

quantities, and when they are not thus voided we
should be disposed to trace these appearances to

other causes. A dose of physic will sometimes
bring away almost incredible quantities of them.
Calomel is frequenlly given as a vermifuge. The
seldomer this drug is administered to the horse the
better. It is the principal ingredient in some quack
medicines for the exjjulsion of" worms in the human
subject, and thence, perhaps, it came to be used
for the horse; but in him we believe it to be inert

as a vermiiltge, or only useful as quickening the
operation of the aloes. When tlie horse can be
spared, a strong dose of jjhjsic is an excellent

vermifuge, so liir as the long round worm is con-
cerned; but perhaps a better medicine, and not in-

terfering with either the feeding or work of the
horse, is two drachms of emetic tartar, with a
scruple of ginger, made into a ball, with linseed

meal and treacle, and given every morning half
an hour before the horse is fed.

A smaller, darker colored v>-crm, called the

needle worm, or ascaris, inhabils the large intes-

tines. Hundreds of them sometimes descend into

the rectum, and immense quantities have been
found in the coecuni. These are a more seriou.s

nuisance than the former, for they cause a very
troublesome irritation about the fundament, which
sometimes sadly annoys the horse. Their exis-

tence can generally be discovered, bj- a small por-

tion of mucus, which hardening, is converted into

a powder, and is found about tlie anus. Physic
will sometimes bring away great numbers of these

worms, but when there is much irritation about

the tail, and much of this mucus indicating that

they have descended into the rectum, an injection

of a quart of linseed oil, or of an ounce of aloes

dissolved in warm water, will be a more eflfectual

remedy.
The tape worm is seldom found in the hor.so.
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KKSULTORY OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDI-
TION OF AGRICULTURE IN VIRGINIA, AND
THE MEANS FOR ITS IMPROVEMENT.

To the Editor of the Faimers' Register.

I have not the pleasure of a personal acqiiaint-

ance with yourself, but am a subscriber to the

"Farmers' Register," and liope that, while the

enclosed amount ibr my arrearages is Ibrwarded,

you will not consider the lew observations that ac-

company it, as expressive of the interest which I

feel in your undertaking and etibrts as the editor

of that invaluable periodical, as inexcusably ob-

trusive. There is no debt, I assure you, which I

pay with more cheerfulness, and none of my |5e-

cuniary expenditures are made under a lidler be-

lief of receiving an ample and almost immediate

equivalent than those which are mcurrcd in the

expense of procuring the able agricultural journal

which you have the honor of presenting to the

public. My object is not to offer adulation, but to

afford you, if you will accept it, my humble mite

of encouragement in the laudable enterprise (as 1

conceive it to be) in which you have embarked.

Yours, if I mistake not, is the first publication of

the kind in our country, which has excited any
considerable degree of attention south of the Po-

tomac, and has appeared to me, from its com-
mencement, to be sustained with an ability not ex-

ceeded by any similar publication to which I have
had access, (and I have seen several,) that has is-

sued from any direction, or originated in any quar-

ter of the world. My profession is not a secular,

but a sacred one, and while consistency and con-

viction both constrain me to magnify my office, and

to claim for it, in its bearings on the happiness of

the human race, the superiority over all other occu-

pations which engage the attention of men, truth

and candor at the same time oblio-e me to acknow-
ledge that, in the peculiar circumstances of this

cmmtry at present, the indivitlual, who shall fill

with respectability the station which you occupy,

has the power, in my humble judgement, to exert

a more salutary and extensively lasting and bene-

ficial influence, than any other that can be men-
tioned, whether his employment be that of a lite-

rary teacher, or statesman, or lawyer, or physi-

cian, or preacher. Agriculture lays at the founda-

tion of every thing useiiil, or comfortable, or desi-

rable in human liit?. No nation or people can be
permanently prosperous or tliriving, whose agri-

cultural interests are neglected. The profits of
the earth are for all, and the kins; himself is served

of the field. The prott^ssional characters to which
I have alluded, can have no opportunity or scope
for exertion on a large scale, in a country that is

not an agricultural one, and for the plain and suf-

ficient reason, that none but an agricultural coun-
try can ever become very populous. A sparse

population is the necessary result of ignorance, in-

experience, and indifference in the business of ag-
riculture; and to suppose that professional men can
find useful and profitable emplovment in a country
of but ^cw inhabitants, would be as unreasonable
as to expect that animals will fatten on a meagre
subsistence. I am pleased that, in connexion
with others, you have succeeded in establishing
some highly important truths which were formerly
either not known, or entirely discredited, (it is la-

mentable that many should still be so slow to em-
brace them,) but which are now received by the

more intelligent among the cuhivators of the soil,

as agricultural axioms, about which all doubt and
discussion may cease; axioms that may be ex-

prcersed in i'ew words, and on the correctness of

which any one, who chooses, may immediately

and safely proceed to act. A few of these are

—

That deep ])loughing never need be dreaded.

A small farm well conducted is a source of

greater revenue, than a large one indifferently

managed.
It would be a vast amount of saving to the

whole community, if every private owner were
required to keep his stock fi-om committing depre-

dations on his neighbors, instead of imposing this

onerous burden upon them.
The profits of agriculture (other things being

equal) are in proportion to the attention paid to

manuring; that is, as is the extent of the latter, so

will be tiiat of the former.

The corn crop, with the stalk cut up from the

ground entire, [it a much earlier period thtm has
usually been practised, is worth almost double

what it is when gathered in the old way.
Prepared food of some kinds, and for some ani-

mals, will go nearly, if not quite, twice as far as

that which is given in a raw and natural state.

The raising of tobacco need notempovensh the

land, but it is only to the undue and dispropor-

tionate space that is allotted to this sta])le commo-
dity that the mischief it is said to have produced,
is attributable.

Other points of a similar nature, and of like im-
portance, might be mentioned, but these may suf-

fice as specimens. If I had time, I should regard

it as a pleasing amusement to collect from your
own, and other ayricultural papers, a sheet or two
of such short sententious sayings, which, when put
together, I would style "The Farmer's practical

Compend and Guide," which would serve as a
manual to spread out before him, within a narrow
compass, the results of agricultural experience
and wisdom.

I have also been mucli gratified with the resolu-

tion you have manifested to grapple with preju-

dices of" extensive prevalence and long standing,

which oppose their obstructing force to the im-
provements you would introduce, and which seem,
with some, to abide with a fixedness almost as

firm as "the Ridge of Blue" on our west. But
time must melt even these, if not that away. May
yours be the honor and the achievement first to

start them into motion that will be kept up till

they shall be driven to "a returnless distance"

from the "Old Dominion." To whatever other

cause the low state of agriculture that is complain-
ed of in Virginia may be referred, it is certain to

my mind, that it cannot, with the least shadow of
propriety, be attributed to a deficiency in natural

advantages. In these respects, as in the extent of
her territory, she surpasses her proud sister, the
State of New York. Her soil is as good, if not
better—her water and land jirivileges for internal

improvements, on the lohole about equal—her tim-

ber more valuable—her mines, as far as j'et ex-
plored, more numerous and rich, and her climate,

beyond all question, vastly superior. But still it

must be admitted that she now falls behind in al-

most every thing that constitutes the wealth and
strength of a commonwealth. An adequate
cause for an effect so obvious, and so extensively

experienced, must somewhere exist, and may be
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a^sijjned. Wilhout attempting to account for it alto- I

getlier from the fact that slavery here exists?, which,

perhaps, would be taking a position that many
would he disposed to controvert, it appears to me,

that some other things may be mentioned, wliich

are evils that more easily admit of correction, that

are extremely injurious in their operation, and the

removal ot" which should forthwith enlist the ex-

ertions of all who have influence, and who love

"the land of their birth." Owing to existing in-

stitutions, and to the influence of immemorial cus-

tom in Virginia, it has happened, that nearly every
thing relating to the cultivation of the soil, as

mode, implements, &c. has been committed to the

hands of slaves, or to white men whose ingenuity
and knowledge, (might it not without impropriety
be said, whose ignorance and unskilfulness, as a

class?^ gave to them qualifications for their em-
ployment scarcely superior to those of the untu-
tored negroes. The consequence is, that the in-

tellect of this country has never been brought to

bear on the interesting subject of agriculture. It

has been diverted into other channels. Virginia
has had her orators, and her professional men of
eminence, but iew of them have thought it worth
their while to employ their intellectual energies on
"the first and finest" earthly occupation ol" man;
an occupation which opens a range most delight-

ful, and of sutficient dimensions, to call into exer-
cise the resources of the most expanded mind. If

you, sir, can have success with your fellow citi-

zens in directing mind and thnught to the subject

of agriculture in this. State, it will flourish, and
you will do much, perhaps more than any other
man for its ultimate prosperity and happiness.
Would it not be advisable, (vou will excuse me
for the liberty I take in making the suggestion,)
to endeavor by a|)plication to the legislature, or to

private individuals of enterprise and public spirit,

to put into o})eration a plan for the purpose of
training suitable persons to the pursuits of agricul-

ture, who should ac(iuire themselves the informa-
tion necessary tor constructing agricultural imple-
ments, and using them dexterously, and who
should be able to teach others the same? The dis-

advantages under which laborers perlbrm their

tasks, arising from bad implements, and, as ap-
pears to me, still more (rom their unskilful use of
them, are incalculably great. It is difficult to do
that adroitly which we have never seen done in

this manner. To tell how it should be done is

not enough. There must be the practical exhibi-

tion, or the lesson designed to be conveyed will

not be learnt. Negroes, as all acquainted with
them know, are exceedingly dull of apprehension
at best. There seems to be an inversion of intel-

lectual vision peculiar to the race, which presents

right to their view as wrong, and wrong as riffht:

and this characteristic trait seems as natural to

them as it does to some persons to use their \ei\

hand instead of the other. I have seen the expe-
riment tried, in a great number of instances, of
using the rake to irather into a bundle for bindincr,

the wheat that had been thrown in a row from the
cradle, and I do not recollect to have ever seen a
single negro who, when left to himself, did not
begin and go on with the operation, with his feet

treading against the heads, instead of the lower
ends of the straw. The same awkwardness is

seen in a thousand other things. Would it not

be good policy in their owners to have them com-

petently instructed in these matters? White men
do not know how to labor themselves, or what
amount of work a laborer ought to accomplish in

a given time. To this cause, I am inclined to

think, is owing a great deal of the laziness, and
deceptive artifices so common to the negro race;

hence the little that They accom|jlisli in comparison
with a dexterous European, or New England la-

borer, as those acquainted with the performances
of each are well aware. Slave labor, if unpro-

ductive and unprofitable, is chiefly so, in my ap-

[irehension, because it is injudiciously directed, and
unwisely managed. Much, therefore, I conceive,

might be gained to the interests of agriculture in

this country, were a suitable attention to be paid

to implements, and to the qualifications and ma-
nagement of laborers. But I am happy to find

that these topics have not escaped your notice,

and hope that your useful publication will hereai-

ter pursue them to still greater lengths.

Can you not say something that will be likely

to have an influence in leading greater numbers of

our white population to labor, working with their

own hands? and thus do away the most unrea-

sonable, the most pernicious, and, as I consider it,

the most unchristian ol'all rej)roaches, the reproach

(f labor. Agriculture will flourish in Virginia

when white men put their hands to it, and not very

extensively, I apprehend, until this event is

brought about.
BEKJAMIN F. STANTON.

Prince Edward, October 9, 1834.

POUNDED BONES THREE AND FOUR-SHIFT
ROTATIONS.

To tlie Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Richmond 1th Oct. 1834.

In your last number, as well as in some former

ones, you recommend the use of bone manure.

From various accounts of itthati haveseenin Eng-
lish works, I have been long satisfied of its great va-

lue; and as bones might be collected in large quan-

tities in and about this place, I have very often

thought of having them collected, and ground for

manure, but have in vain sought for inlbrmation

as to the best method of reducing them to pow-
der. On this subject all the English works I have

seen, as well as your Register, are silent. If you
could ascertain the best mode of performing this

operation, your making it known would be a pub-

lic benefit. Animal bones are generally so hard

that I apprehend they Avould not be sufficiently

ground without water-power, or at a greater ex-

pense than the object would justii'y. Perha|)s

they might be broken into fragments small enough

(or grinding by one of the common horse mills

ibr breaking bark, an old mill stone drawn round

a verticcil axis; but I think it would cost too much
labor to reduce them in this way to a powder sufti-

cienlly fine. I have thought of passing the frag-

ments of large bones, and the smaller ones, between

iron rollers,''fluted or plain—the common plaster

mill made stronger than usual, a tan bark mill, &c.

but am by no means sure that either would an-

swer: and as there are many bone mifls in Eng-
land, and some no doubt in this country, (I think

I have heard of one or more in Baltimore) it is

very desirable that it should be known among us

what kind of machine has been found best in

practice. It would be very desirable to have pub-
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lie mills tor the puri:)ose; but if the machinery is

not too costly, many proprietors who have water-
power might have bone mills on their own i)lanta-

tions, connected with the water wheel oi'a saw, or
grist mill.

Will you permit me, while I express my satis-

faction with the general plan and execution of
your work, to suggest that you might render it

still more valuable by giving your subscribers more
frequently your own views of the different im-
provements in husbandry, &c. recommended by
your correspondents. Your modesty may sug-
gest that this might be assiuning too much tor

yourselfj but the same objection would lie to every
communication you publish Avhich recommends
any new practice, or finds fault with old ones. I

am persuaded you ^vould most generally be right,

and if wrong, your remai'ks would naturally lead
to discussions which might lead eventually to right
conclusions.

I have been led to thes3 remarks by the strong
and uncontradicted ajjproval by your correspon-
dents of the ibur-course system of cropping, in

wheat, corn, wheat, clover—three grain crops in
four years, and the heavy censure that is cast
on the barbarous course of two grain crops, corn
and Avheat, in three years, as if two grain crops in

three years exhausted the land, and three in tour
years improved it. It is true that the latter rota-
tioli includes clover, and no one can think more
highly of that invaluable plant than myself, but
untbrtunately, a very large proportion of us are
obliged to cultivate lands naturally too poor, or too
light tor clover, and have not the means of fertil-

ising them on a large scale, by animal manures or
marl; but thinking, as I do, that we can have no
good husbandry without clover, I am yet to learn
that it would succeed better ailer three crops of
grain than after two. The four-shift system of
the active and judicious proprietors of the rich mel-
low soils of Shirley and Westover, niciy answer as
to them, with the aid of animal manures, lime or
marl, and standing pastures, but I think M^ould
hardly succeed without these helps, on the com-
paratively poor lands which most of us are obliged
to cultivate. It ought never to be forgotten, that
while good husbandry will succeed under a bad
aystem, no system however good, will atone for
the defects of bad cidtivation.

You will not understand me as censuring the
plan of farming adopted by the gendemen I

nave referred to. On the contrary, I am persuaded
that it will turn out very well with their good m.a-
nagement, with lime or marl, plentiful manuring,
and standing pastures sufficient for their stock; but
I cannot at present believe it would answer on
poorer lands without these advantages. Different
rotations of crops are good or bad, not in the ab-
stract, but with reference to soil, situation, &c. A
Avell considered estimate of the advantages and
disadvantages of this mode of cropping on lands
that will bear it, and of its effects on soils less fer-

tile, or that cannot have the benefit of lime or
marl, or a large supply of other manures, would be
very desirable, and I trust will ere long be found in
your work.

JOHN WICKHAM.

[Tlie information requested in regard to the pound-
ing or pulverizing bones for manure, will be sougtit,

and furnished as soon as obtained.

The suggestion that the more frequent exhibition of
our own views and observations, on many of the va-
rious subjects presented in the Farmers' llegister,

could not come from a source entitled to more respect,

nor to v/hich we should be more ready to yield the ob-

jections which have formerly been stated to a general

adoption of such a course.

We agree entirely with our correspondent in his re-

mai-ks on the three-shift rotation; and have often won-
dered at the very general agi-eement in denouncing it

as empoverishing and destructive, and of lauding the

four-shift rotation as profitable, and enriching to the

soil, without its being kept in view how much each of

tliese rotations may be varied, and b.ow widely they do

vary in practice on different farms. The old three-

shift rotation, of two successive grain crops and the

third year of close grazing, is certainly destructive and

abominable—but it would have been made still more
exhausting, and worse in every respect, if, by the ad-

dition of another grain crop, it had been changed to

the four-shift rotation, without any other alteration.

The three-shift rotation of corn, wheat, and clover left

to be ploughed in for manure for the next crop, would

certainly make less heavy draughts on the productive-

ness of the soil, than the four-shift (including three

grain crops,) with no greater supply of putrescent ma-

nures. There may be improving or exhausting culti-

vation with eitlicr of these rotations: and in this re-

spect, neither can be said, as a general rule, to have

any superiority over tlie other. It depends on various

other considerations—such as the nature of tlie soil,

and its greater fitness for wheat, or for com, the facili-

ties for furnishing vegetable manures, and their per-

manency when applied, Sec. &,c., whether either of

these, on some other rotation should be adopted. The
four-shift rotation seems to be most advantageous for a

farm of soil fit for both corn and wheat, because by
omitting or adding a grain crop, the rotation may serve

when the improvement of the pooi-est land is just com-

menced, and also when the farm has been made highly

productive, without altering the number of shifts, or

the boundaries of the fields. Either one, or two, or

three grain crops may be taken in a rotation of four

years, according to the condition of the field: and the

first would be enough perhaps to take from land as

poor as are most of the long worn fields of Lower Vir-

ginia—and the last would be as profitable as would be

required, and as scourging as could be borne, when
calcareous and putrescent manures and clover had

brought the same to the highest state of productive-

ness. The same rotation of crops will never suit both

poor and rich land—and it is far more convenient to

increase the number of grain crops in each rotation, as

required by the increased fertility of the soil, than to

alter the number of years given to the rotation.]

CULTURE OF THE VINE IN ROCKBRIDGE.

To tiie Editor of the Fiirmers' Register.

Leocington, Va., September 26th, 1834.

It may not be uninteresting to some of your
readers to know that a pretty fair expenment has
been made in this neighborhood in the culture of
the vine. Eight years ago last spring, one gen-
tleman in this neighborhood and myself in con-
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nexion with another gentleman, obtained from
Major Adkun, near Georgetown, and from one or
two of the northern nurseries, a supply of grape
cuttings of different kinds, and planted them. We
selected a very elevated hiil-side, a few miles from
our village, (on the iarm of the gentleman con-
cerned with me) having a south east exposure,
entirely protected from the north and west winds,
of loose, gravelly soil, and not remarkable either
for its fertility or povert}\ On this spot v/e plant-
ed our vines, placing them in rows about twelve
feet apart, and from six to ten m the rows. They
generally grew pretty well—that is to say, a large
proportion of the vines lived. They commenced
to bear a little, I think, the third year aiter they
were set out, and have been gradually increasing
in size and productiveness up to the present time.
This year, had not the sprmgbaenso untavorable,
we think we should have had quite a smart crop:

as it was, the quantity was very much diminished,
and a large number of the grapes did not come to

perfection. We have ascertained from our expe-
riment that of all the different kinds of gra];cs we
have tried, there are but lew worth cultivating in

this climate. Two are particularly worthy of no-
tice, both of Avhich we obtained from Major Ad-
lum—they are called the "Isabella," and "Cataw-
ba." The vines grow most luxuridntly, having
BAndently found a congenial soil, whilst nearly all

the rest, although they live and even grow slow-
ly, look stinted and seem to be dragging out a
miserable existence. The Catawba and Isabella

produce fine large clusters, many of them weigh-
ing over a pound. The first, while ripening, is of
a beautiful pink, and when fully ripe of a ver}'

deep copper color. The latter when ripe of a very
dark purple nearly approaching to black. They
are both very fine table grapes, particularly the
Catawba. I think it decidedly not only the finest

grajjebut the finest fruit, I have ever eaten. They
can be kept as well as the apple by simply packing
them in layers v/ith ver\' dry saw-dust. We had
good fresh grapes on the first of Ma}' of the pre-

ceding year. The Fox grape we have tried. The
vities grow most luxuriantly, but they have borne
only a few scattering gi-apes. We talk of cutting

them down this fall as cumberers of the ground.
We have one Scuppcrnong vine gi'owing in our
vineyard, the cutting for which we obtained from
a friend in Richmond. This vine seems to grow
tolerably well, but as yet (this being the fourth

year) has borne no fruit. A few little grapes ^vere

found on it this year, but did not come to perfection.

It is a perfect anomaly among vanes; in its extreme
appearance it resembles no other vine but looks

much more like a hazle bush. It is said that in

some of its other properties it differs from any other
vine, such as not requiring to be pruned, &c., but
of this last we know nothmg of our own know-
ledge.

We are now making some experiments with
some carefully selected native grapes, but hR.ve no I

had sufficient time as yet to say Avhat will be the
result. The grapes we think are improving both
in size and flavor as the vines grow older.

In another communication, if you desire it, I

may give vou our experience in wine making, &c.
&c."

JOHN F. CARITIIRRS.

CUNNINGHAM AND NORTON GRAl'ES.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Eegister.

Richmond, September 20th, 1834.

I have sent you a small box by this evenino-'s
steam boat, containing two varieties of grape,
Cunningham's Prince Edward, a native of the
county of Prince Edward, and Norton's Virginia
seedling. The American Farmer had something
to say about the seedling the last j^ear; you may
recollect it—you are now to judge for yourself.
Both varierics are abundant and never faUing in
their crof s. Any portion ofthe state will jaeld them
to a certainty, and if the culture of these fruits is

attended to. the United States in a few years will

cease to import wine.

D. N. NORTON.

[The grapes referred to above were received after

five days had passed of the rainy weather in the latter

part of September. Owins,- to this delay probably,

many of the Norton grapes had rotted, or showed the

commencement of decay, though the greater part were
still sound. The Cunningham grapes were in better

preservation, and were remarkable for the firmness of

the bunches. Our family jury of tasters were about

equally divided as to which possessed the better flavor;

but all agreed that both kinds were excellent. The
sweet of the Norton was the more unmixed and lus-

cious—that of the Cunningham was flavored with

enough of acid to make it (according to our individual

opinion) still mora agreeable to the taste. In both,

the saccharine principle appeared to be abundant.

The unfavorable opinion respecting the Norton grape

expressed in the American Farmer, and referred to in

Dr. Norton's letter, may be seen at page 301, vol. I. of

the Farmers' Register.

We have inserted above, and previously, several dif-

ferent articles which present a favorable prospect of

the culture of the vine in this country—and shall be
better pleased to be enabled to offer more full and more
satisfactory accotintsfrom the same, or from other cor-

respondents. We feel much interest in the success of

this culture, not only as a new and profitable branch of

agricultural enterprise and indusby, but because we
fully believe that the extensive production of pure and
unadulterated wine in any country is one of the surest

safeguards against drunkenness being a national, or

prevailing vice. But although the hope of the extend-

ed and general culture has often been held out by dif-

ferent persons, the best proof has not yet been furnish-

ed by the successful and profitable general results of

the labors of any one individual. Why this has not

been done, or if done, why the public are not informed

of it, we are not able to say. We request of the many
cultivators of the vine among our readers to communi-
cate their views as to the causes of the small deg-ee

of success, and the variable and very uncertain results,

heretofore obtained—and whether there is any obstacle

to preventgrapes being produced plentifully, and wine
made profitably, as a regular branch of husbandry, in

the Southern States. There is no doubt as to our be-

ing able to raise delicious grapes, and sometimes abun-

dant crops of them—and also that from thcni excellent
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wine has been often made. The question is, can these

results be obtained with enough certainty, hy attention

to proper rules, to make the pursuit at least as profita-

ble as the cultivation of corn, or wheat, cotton or to-

bacco?

We propose soon to republish Mr. Ilerbemont's ms-

thod of making wine. This was intended to have been

done just before the commencement of the present

wine making season, but was prevented by unavoida-

ble circumstances. In the meantime, for the purpose

of making the publication of more value to our read-

ers, v/e particularly recommend to its author the con-

sideration of the foregoing inquiry—which ho is pe-

culiarly fitted to throw light on, not only from his own
attention to the subject, and his devotion to the pursuit

in this country, but also from his personal knowledge

of the vine culture of France.]

VETCHES, &C. PLOUGHED liV.

Under thi.s article may be included all sorts of
^reen manure. Amon>j^st the most active parts

employed as manure, I have lound the wild spe-
cies of the genus Sinapis, ploughed in fresh in the
bottom of turnip drills, at the rate of twenty tons
per acre. The produce brought by auction £ 12,

while the rest of the field manured with tvvetity

tons of larm-yard dung, brought only from £ 9 to

£ 10 per acre. Other weeds, such as nettles, this-

tles, ragwort, &c. jiroduce crops superior to farm-
yard dung. Potato stems, fresh ploughed in on
clover lay for wheat, I have lound to ])roduce crops

exceeding by two bolls per acre, in quantity, with
more proportionate weight of straw, the other
parts of the same field manured with farm-yard
dung, but otherwise under the same circumstances.

The stems from three acres of good potatoes, will

manure an acre tor wheat to much better purpose
than 15 tons of farm-yard dung, the usual quantity
allowed in that part of the rotation; clover alter

wheat being the crop which generally precedes
fallow. Under the head of "green manure," I

may mention an experiment I this year made with
pea straw converted into dung without the aid of

cattle. Having something of that sort on hand
about the middle of last May, and being in want
of some loads of manure to finish a potato field, I

had the peas thrashed at the mill, and the straw
and chaff carried to the side of the potato field,

and made up like a large hot-bed, giving each
layer of straw an amj)le watering. Fermeritation
soon commenced: and by the fifth day the mass was
so far decomposed as to be easily filled into the
carts. The eflluvium in filling was almost in-

tolerable. It w.as in this state laid in the bottom
of the drills; the sets of potatoes were planted
above, and the earth ploughed over the whole.
Notwithstanding the dry nature of the ground, and
the dry state of the weather in the summer months,
the part of the field manured with decomposed
pea-straw yielded a better return than where iarm-
yard dung was applied.

—

Loudon.

For tlio Fanners' Register.

IMPROVEMENT OF WOUX LAND.

This is an age of improvement. The arts are
advancing, facilities of inlercnurse greativ in-
creasing, with accelerated march to their hiffher

destinies. Shall the agriculturist, the bone anc''

sinew of the country, remain indifl'erent amidsi

the general iniproveinciit, and make no etibrt to

restore the Old Dominion? I am persuaded tiiey

w.ll not. Agricultural societies are tbrn)ii)g in many
|-arts of the country, and if Ibstered, will exert the

liappiest influence, by disseminating among the

people every new and important discovery in ag-

riculture. The field is wide, and the societies

might elicit the energy of practical men by pre-

miums I'ltr the best essays on agricultural subjects

written for gratuitoiiJs circulation. A system ot

improvement better adapted to the age in which
we live might be introduced in this way, as it is a

matter of general concern.

If any system can be devised by wdiich the

worn lands can be restored, emigration to tlie west

would cease. The idea exists that nothing can be

done for the old lauds of Virginia, (an entire mis-

take.) I live in the tobacco district of country,

and as it is the most exhausted part of the country,

I will give my views, and hope that others more
experienced, will follow the example. The im
provement of land exhausted by the culture oi

tobacco is a subject of deep interest. Every
planter is interested, and should contribute to th(

spirit of improvement by some hint, some experi

ment or observation.

The improvement of the worn lands in this

region of country, tlie waste of many years, will

require more patience and perseverance than can
be brought to bear successfully at present; for as

long as we have land to clear, or much land, in

good heart, there will not be much improvement,
as nothing, it seems, but dire necessity can influ-

ence us to make the efibrt. This we learn fi-om

the fact, that all owners of exhausted land are

often brought to the dilemma ot" deserlhig the

country, or improving their estates—and here I

would remark (with shame be it said) that few,

very few, are in enviable circumstances—compara-
tively few in possession of lands in a state of im-
provement.
Our lands are deteriorating, and we are virtually

driven, by the force of circumstances, to abandon
the old plan of manuiing one or tAvo lots only for

tobacco nearourdwellings, and to commence some
system of improvement for every species of crop.

The returns from our fields of grain are diminish-
ing yearly—every man of candor will admit this

fact. As to the modes of improvement, fortunately

we have means plenteous and various; there is, wi
all know, nothing wanting but the will, and th

industry. Suppose one month in the fall of the

year was devoted to the collection of litter, the
leaves that fall in our forests, whether of" oak or

pine, Avould afford an inexhaustible supply. They
should be carried into the farm pens and stable

yards, before they have been dryed with the win-
ter Avinds, together with corn stalks, whent straw

—

shrubs and brush, thrown on the galled land; and
if all land should be covered with leaves directly

from the woods, I have seen the happiest effect

on stiff laiid, and once knew a planter who said

he desired no better manure—he was very suc-
cessful. He made it a business to cover his tobacco
lots every 3-ear.

The present aspect of the country exhibits a
willul waste. There is yet a great deal of down-
hill ploughing. This subject deserves the imme-
diate attention of every cultivator, for no improve-
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ment can bo made in the face of the country,

without hiU-side ditclies, or trenches, to wliich the

cultivators ot' tlie soil have been timely aroused

by tlie pen of Mr. Bruce. The precipitate dis-

charge of the rain-water may be prevented by
these graduated channels, and a system of im-

provement now commence under their protection.

1 have commenced the improvement of land

heretofore cultivated in corn and small grain, rely-

ing on clover and herds grass to keep up my to-

bacco land. I am satisfied Irom frequent experi-

ments, that tobacco does better after herds grass

than any other I have tried; certainly better than

after clover, for I hav^e observed that tobacco is

generally faded and sickly after clover, unless plas-

tered. Herds glass has a most happy effect on all

lands I have tried, both stifi' and sandy; and 1

think, I may say, it restores the land nearer to its

virgin state, than any other im]jrovcr. After three

or four years in grasp, the land may be cultivated

as many in tobacco without manure. Sow it down
afterwards in wheat and orass. Tlie improvement
from herds grass is derived almost entirely irom
the roots giving a strong turf. The top I have
never considered important to liill on the land, as

it becomes very dry after ripening. Land in orass

improves if mowed every year, with the addition

of yielding rent in the way of hay. As I before

observed, I have commenced the improvement of

my grain land, and shall go on pari passu until I

can say, there has been a visitation, not in an evil

sense, to every nook and corner; when every acre

of land sliall have received some aid to resuscitate

it, and without which, our lands cannot be restored.

Surface manuring I am persuaded is the most
expeditious mode of improvement. Of its effects

1 have no doubt. Look at the yards of old settle-

ments, made rich, inexhaustibly so, from surface

manure. The places where grain, hay, &c. are

stacked, seem never to lose the influence. Farm-
pens and cow-pens are enriched by the juices that

operate more immediately on the surface. It is

my practice to change my stacking places and
farm-pens every year, and by that process have
improved much exhausted land, always selecting

the poorest places.

I have observed also a marked difference in the

crop when the manure is suffered to remain a short

time in piles: the impression or stain gives life to

the land that is not imparted by manure ploughed
under.

I am inclined to the opinion, that we should
manure our lands one year in advance of the crop
to be cultivated, the manure to be applied as a top

dressing. It would certainly give a most luxuriant
crop of weeds and grass, at\er which, all crop^s do
well. The objection to manuring, the same year
of cultivation, is that in very dry seasons the ma-
nure, although ploughed under, does not incor-

porate, and the benefit is lost to the growing crop.

In the spring of 18.32, I carted out some stable

manure, and put it in heaps on exhausted clay
land, from which places the manure in a few days
were removed, leaving nothinnj but the impression
or stain. In the spring of 1834, I observed that

everyplace where the piles lay, a fine turf of herds
grass might be seen, and the adjacent places

where the manure was not put, remained destitute

of any verdure—there was no design of experi-

ment—the manure was thrown there for the pur-
pose of manuring an enclosed piece of land, to

which the cart could not conveniently go. If top-

dressing should be resorted to, and we would sup-

ply our stables with herds grass hay, a sufhciency

of seed would be mixed with the manure to im-

prove any land. If tiie fields, the barren fields,

that ofTeiid the eye of the traveller and tells the

poverty of the owners, were sprinkled, afer a deep

hillow,' with herds grass manure, 1 have no doubt

the scene would be changed, as indicated bj' the

[)laces ti-cm whicli the j-iles of manure were re-

moved.
I hope th"se remarks maybe received with that

allowance due to one unaccustomed to writing fur

the public eye. If any hint or suggestion here

should be regarded as useful, in the way of im-

proving the worn lands, I shall be amply remu-

nerated lor this comniuiiication.

For tlic Farmers' Register.

CONSTITl TION OF THE BUCKIKGHABI AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

Article 1. This society shall be known and called

by the name o\' ''The 'Buckingham ^Agricultural

Society."

jirticle 2.—Section 1. There shall be an annual

meeting of this society, on the third Thursday in

October, at such a i)lace as may be fixed upon by

adjournment.
Section 2. One-fifth of the members of the so-

ciety shall constitute a quorum at the annual meet-

ings.

Section 3. If from any cause a quorum should

not attend the annual meeting, the next day shall

be the day of meeting, and should a quorum still

fail to meet, the officers elect shall continue in office

until the next annual meeting.

Article 3.—Section 1. There shall be a presi-

dent, three vice presidents, a corresponding and a

recording secretary, a treasurer, and a board of

directors, to consist of the officers, and six other

members all to be chosen anmudly.^ All elections

shall be viva voce; and a majority of the members
present shall be necessary for a choice.

Section 2. It shall be the duty of the president,

to preside at all meetings of the society and board

of directors. In the absence of the president, one

of the vice presidents shall preside.

Section 3. The president and vice presidents

shall be ineligible for one year, next after their

time of service shall have expired.

Section 4. It shall be the duty of the recording

secretary- to make and keep a fair record of the

proceedings of the society and board of directors.

Section'^5. It shall be the duty of the corres-

ponding secretary to conduct all correspondence

1

for the society and board of directors.

! Section 6. "it shall be the duty of the treasurer

j

to receive all dues to the society, and pay all de-_

mands as ordered by the society and board of

!

directors, and render and settle his accounts at

each annual meeting.

j

Section 7. It sliall also be the duty of the treasu-

rer, at each annual meeting, to mnlce report of all

1 members that have failed to pay their annual con-

{ tributions or other dues to the society, and if any
member or members shall be reported thus delin-

j

quent, for two annual meetings successively, such

\
member or members shall no longer be regarded

' as belonging to the society, and shall not thereafler
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be so considered, witliout first making payment of
such arrearages.

Sections. It slia'.l be the duty of the board of

directors, to specify to what objects premiums shall

be awarded, and what amount: and transact all

other business necessary lor the well being oi" the
society.

Section 9. There shall be committees of three

appointed to award jM-emiums to the various objects

designated.

jlrticU 4.—Section 1. The payment of two dol-

lars by a citizen of this county, or any one owning
and cultivating a firm therein, and such annual
contributions as may be required by ihe society,

shall constitute membership.
Section 2. Any member ma^^ withdraw when-

ever he thinks pror.er, by notifying the recording
secretary, after having paid his dues.

Section 3. Each member of this society, at their

annual meetings, shall furnish an essay upon some
subject connected with the objects of the society.

jlrtidc 5. Before an adjournment, the proceed-
ings of the society and board of directors sliall be
read, and signed by the president and recording
secretary.

jirtide 6. Two-thirds of the members present,
at any annual meeting, may alter or amend this

constitution.

Signed,

THOBXAS M. BONDURAKT, President.

Granderson Moseley, Rec. Sec*

From the Eail Road Journal.

RAIL ROAD IN VIRGTKIA.

Orange C. H., Fa. October 1834.

Dear Sir,—I have noticed in the Virginia Ple-

rald a project for a railroad li'om Fredericksburg, or

the Great Bend of the Potomac, to the Virginia
Springs, through the Blue Ridge, &c. I look upon
this scheme as both practicable and grand, as far

as it goes. But one has only to open his eyes
upon your new Rail Road Map, which should be in

the hands of every friend to internal imjjrove-

ment, in order to be convinced that if this rail road
is continued on from the Virginia Springs to the
ever navigable Avaters on the Great Bend of the
Ohio at Guyandot, it at once opens the most superb
highway that can possibly be constructed in the
CJnited States, to the great West. It unites the
great South west with the Atlantic in a much
shorter distance than the great Erie canal; and
when completed, Vv'ill enable the farmers of the
west to carry their corn, which now sells for r2|
cents a bushel, to the city of New York in less
than 48 hours. Besides, "the public will be ac-
commodated in carrying from tiie great Valley of
the Mississippi, and thence through Fredericks-
burg and VVashington, Baltimore' and Philadel-
phia, to your cit}^, in a comparatively short period;
whereas, to my knowledge, hundreds, if not thou-
sands have, during the past season, waited at

Guyandot, day after day, for want of conveyance
to the White Sulphur and the northern cities. All
the travel from the South west to Vv^ashington city,

* In the proceedings of the Buckingham Agricul-

tural Societ)^ in No. 5, the name of Granderson Mose-
Jey was incorrectly inserted as George Moselay.

during tlie session of congress, will of course fiill

into tliis track, the route being nearer and quicker
than any other. The inhabitants of Kanawha
are now ready to do much for the construction of
this road, in order to give free transport to the mil-

lions of bushels of salt now manulactured annual-
ly at their works. A few daj's ago I saw a mer-
chant from near the salt works on his way to Phi-
ladel|)hia and New York to buy goods, which he
said he should send home by way of Pittsburg or

Wheeling, and that he must wait for rains, be-

cause the Ohio was quite too low at this time, and
at the best it required four weeks at least. Were
the rail road of which we have been speaking com-
pleted, it would require no more than 44 or 45 hours
to transport the same goods from New York. If

I had time I might mention other advantages, but

I only wish to call the attention of the pubhctothis
route, and I am sure that they will at once see

those advantages, and save < me the trouble of

mentioning them. I am glad to learn that wood
for rail roads can now be made durable, as it will

greatly lessen the expense of excavations and em-
iiankments. In the route above mentioned, there

are but few streams to cross, and the gaps through
the mountains render it comparatively a level

grade. I remain, dear sir, very respectfully,

yours,

J. MACADAM, JR.

From the Free Press.

GREAT SALK OF IMPROVED STOCK IN JEFFER-
SON COUNTY, VA.

At the sale, last week, of the improved stock

upon the farm of the late Henry S. Turner, Esq.
the following extraordinary sides were made:
One Durham Cow, 8 years old, for ^255
One do. Bull, 2 years old, 325
One do. Heifer, 1 year old, 231
One do. Bull Calf, 4 mo. old, 162
One I do. Milch Cow, 1.30

One ^ do. do. do. 155
One I do. do. do. 120

,^1.378

From the Britisli Farmer's Magazine of July 1834.

ECONOMICAL MODE OF PREPARING FOOD FOR
CART HORSES.

In a former number of this work a correspondent

proposed an inquiry as to the most economical
mode of keeping cart-horses in town. We were
in hopes some of" our readers, actiuainted with the

subject, might be induced to furnish us with the

means of gratifying him, but being disappointed

in this expectation, we ourselves instituted an in-

quiry, and have, at length, been enabled to make
an authentic statement of the best practice, and
the most economical, which has ever come under
our notice.

Our attention was not improperly directed, in

the first instance, to the condition of' the various

fine teams of cart-horses, which all visitors to the

tov/n of Liverpool must h.ave seen and admired,
because we presumed that our correspondent did

not seek inf()rmalion how some miserable animal
might be enabled barely to exist undei' severe
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work, but how high condition might be maintain-
ed, under such circumstances, at the least expense.
In the course of mvestigation we were much
struck with the bcautitul concUtion of the Eiu'l of

Balcarres's horses ten of which ar(; kept in Liv-
erj)ool ibr the purpose of -<lelivering the coal

brought tliither from his lordship's mines, and by
the kindness of Mr. Cannell, his lordshlj)'s a,genf,

though not, it is true, without some demur on his

part, as to what appeared so inquisitorial an in-

vestigation, we are enabled to make a statement
which may be imjolicitly relied on.

Lord Balcarres's horses, like most of those used
for draught in this town, are particularly large,

and in a district quite celebrated, and justly so, lor

this description of horse, we certainly liave seen
nothing equal, take them altogether, to his lord-

ship's teams. So superior are they, indeed, that

we venture to recommetid any agricultural visitor

to Liverpool to make ai)ointof seeing them. Tiiey
are principally horses bred in Lancashire, and of

the black breed which has long been the boast ol'

the lt\rmers in the neighborhood of Liverpool.
# ******

It may not be improper to preface the account

of the manner in which Earl Balcarres's horses

are kept by observing that they make long days,

and the average load of two horses is three tons,

incbiding the cart.

The following is a statement of the nature,

quantit}^, and cost of the food consumed by ten

horses during seven days. The outside current

prices are charged for each article, and, of course,

the reader will bear in mind that a different state

of markets v»dll vary the cost of maintenance.

Keep of ten horses seven days:

£ s. d.

33 bushels (901bs per bushel) of potatoes,

steamed, at Is. 6d. per bushel, . .296
2^ bushels (601bs) of barley, crushed very

fine, at 4s 10

2i ditto beans (601bs) do. at 4s. 6d. Oil 3
22 stones (201bs) of cut hay to mix with

potatoes, at 9d. per stone . . .0166
14 stones (201bs) of hay uncut, at 9d. . 10 6

Fire and labor, . . . ..020
£4 19 9

We repeat that the horses kept thus are in the
highest possible condition and health, and while
we re-assert that the particulars of the statement
may be relied on, it will be admitted that this plan,

which lias been adopted in Ireland, and also

America, is well entitled to be called economical.

To what has alreaily been said, it may be proper
to add, that a mode of horse-keeping, similar in

nature, has long prevailed among the farmers of
Lancashire, but they have not benefited to any
thing like the extent which the adoption of the
perfected system, previously mentioned, would al-

low of. There is, however, no reason why they
should not do so, and it may be hoped this'state-

ment will reach the hands of some infiucntial oc-

cupier, who will regard the matter in its proper
light, and b}' his example promote what oar re-

commendation mio;ht otherwise in vain attemiil.

FOtR-FIELD ROTATION TURKEY WHEAT.
To tlie Etlitor of tlic Fanners' Rpgister.

IVeslover, October llth, 1834.

My wheat crop of this year has not met my ex-
pectations fully, though a pretty good one; aver-
aging 17^ to the acre. I thought after it was har-
vested it would 3-ield 20 bushels per acre. The
fallow field, although much the thimiest land pro-
duced 2200 bushels, and the corn land 1300. The
crop in Curie's Neck brought an average of 13
bushels on a surlace of 800 acres. These crops
plead much fjr the four-field and fallow-system,
although liir from being full ones. I expect in a few
more years (particularly if enabled 'to marl) to
average from 20 to 25 bushels per acre with almost
a certainty, as my farm is rapidly improving fi-om
the wonderful effects of clover and plaster.

I have introduced into this neighborhod a most
valuable wheat, and of which you must get some
the next season for trial. It is called the turkey
wheat: from what cause it takes this name I know
not. It is rather a large grain, white, ripens about the
same time that the purple straw does; remarkable
strong straw; and consequently less liable to tum-
ble; and if rusted, the grain seems not to be shrivel-
led, and I think j-iekis as much or more than any
wheat I have ever tried. It is much approved ofby
Mr. Chevallie who has reserved itibrmaking family
flour.

I look for each number of your valuable journal
with increased interest, and cheering thoughts; as
it always brings something new and interesting, to
enlighten a poor farmer, and if I wese an empe-
ror (as Jeremiah says) t would compel every cul-
tivator of the soil, who could spare $5 to take it.

JOHN A. SELDEIV.

ON DECOMPOSED SALT AS A MANURE.
[The following extract is from a review of the trea-

tise which we have noticed in a former number of the

Farmers' Register. Though the method by which salt

is decomposed for manure, is still kept secret by its

discoverer, it appears more worthy of notice, from the

statements of the following article. If the author of

the treatise is as worthy of credit as may be presumed

from the respect with which his discovery is spoken of

by the reviewer, we must consider the subject of much
importance to agriculture. There can be no question

of the value of soda, the alkaline base of common salt,

as a manure, if it could be obtained cheaply enough;

and the decomposition of salt is affirmed to be so effected,

as not to add much to the expense of the material.]

j^n Address to the Landed Interest on. the import-

ant discovery of the Decomposition of Salt for
the purposes of Manure.

Bj'^ Henry Kemp. Ridgway St Son. London, 1S34.

From the [Britisli] Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

Salt, in its common state, is doubtless a worth-
less and even dangerous manure. The few ex-
periments which we made with it in that capacity
soon confirmed its worthlessness in our estimtition;

and we have heard the late jNIr. Renaie oi' Phnn-
tassie, who, it must be acknowledged, was an
eminent agriculturist, mention that, In every at-

tomjjt he made of it as a manure, the less hemed-
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died with it the better lor the crop. Now, the

first trial of bone-dust or rape-cake would leave no
such impression upon the mind. Salt being gene-
rally neglected as a manure is a proof of its inutili-

ty; lor a good manure, so plentiful as salt is, would
have insinuated itself, partially at least, into prac-

tice in spite of obstructions; though, we grant, the
inconvenience of procuring it through the vexa-
tious forms of the excise, may have operated
against its univ^ersal dissemination. But there
never existed any serious obstruction to the use of

salt in agriculture. The high duty was only ex-
acted when it was to be usedfor culinary purposes,
and never for the purj^oses of agriculture. Be-
sides, the duty has ceased for ten years, and vet
how trifling is its use m agriculture, only 5000
tons a year, according to Mr. Johnson's ovvn
showing, all of which, or the greater part, may be
consumed by culinaiy preparation, in the improved
mode of feeding horses in coaching establishments.
We quite agree with Mr. Kemp, when he con-
tends "that no substance like salt, vv^hich is used
only in quantities that would mcur an expense of
10s. or 15s. an acre, could, at the present time,
^nine or ten years subsequent to the great altera-

tion in its price,) be considered of doubtful value,
if it really possessed that decided excellence, which
those who have endeavored to promote an extend-
ed use of it would have us believe."

Is common salt, therefore, useless in agricul-
ture? By no means. It may be successfully used
to destroy a host of vermin, such as snails, slugs,
grubs, &c. which infest the soil and attack youno-
plants. It is a delightful condiment in the food of
live-stock. Experience has now established, that
horses, for the saddle or harness, will do as much
and as fast work on prepared food seasoned with
salt, at much less exjiense, than in the ordinary
mode of feeding them on dry hard food. This
benefit would be still more perceptible in preparing
the food in the same manner for the slow working
horses of the farm. Were cattle permitted to

have access to salt in the calf's crib, grazing field,

and fattening stall, they would acquire an earlier
maturity. See how regularly herds of buffalos
and deer frequent the salt licks in America! But
of all creatures sheep are delighted with salt.

The graphic picture of the desire of sheep for salt,

drawn by Arthur Young, and described by Mr.
Kemp, is not in the least exaggerated. Many a
time have we contemplated such a scene with a
swelling bosom. Many a time have we envied
the shepherd's life,—limb-tiring, watchful, and
anxious as it is,—when we have seen the "fearful

people" skipping and shaking their "woolly sides"

in sport on a fresh break of turnips, or running
wiih eager stejjs for the first lick of salt.

The great object which Mr. Kemp had in view
in inditing his address to the owners and occupiers

of land in Great Britain and Ireland, was not so

much to argue against the use of common salt as

a manure, as to show that, deleterious as it is to

land in its common state, it yields a valuable and
economical manure when decomposed. The his-

tory of this important discovery is thus given by
Mr. Kemp:

—

"Notwithstanding the constant disappointment

with which all my trials of salt were attended,

previously to its decomposition, I lelt confident that

it possessed a latent property, which would one
day be found of infinite value to the farmer. I was
not a little encouraged in the idea which I had
thus formed of the capabilities of salt, from the

circumstance, that being a substance of more uni-

versal diffusion than any other, either in its marine
or fossil state, so, if it could be turned to account
as a really useful manure, almost every portion of

the cultivated surface of the earth would derive

advantage from it. The small quantity which it

seemed probable would be requisite for imparting
fertility, would render it every where easily acces-

sible. The great exj^ense now incurred by the

employment of bones, and many other artificial

manures, would probably be superseded by a
much cheaper and more efficient article in prepared

salt. I did not think the expectation too sanguine
that led me to calculate on the probability that

such a discovery, in providing a simple and ready
antidote to the exhaustion of soils, may become
the means of ameliorating the condition of the hu-
man race to a degree almost incalculable. Only
suppose that, by a new and improved system in

agriculture, the earth was made to yield an increase

in the ratio only of a tithe greater than it did be-

fore, how materially would such a result conduce to

the welfare of mankind. Now, by the discovery
whicli has furnished the subject of this address, I

feel assured, that a produce even one-third more
than is at present drawn from the soil, v/ill readily

be procured by its proi)er application to it.

"Salt is composed of soda and muriatic acid, at
least so we usually describe it, though there are
some other matters commonly associated with
them, particularly in the marine kind, but the pro-
portion is so inconsiderable, as to be hardly worth
notice, and therefore, for the object befJare us, it is

hardly necessary to consider it as consisting of any
thing more than the ingredients we have named.
"The exact analysis of salt will be found as fol-

lows:

—

1000 parts, by weight, of
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"The decomposition of salt is very easily effect-

ed for its use in the arts, and for chemical experi-

ment. Muriatic acid is extracted from salt b\

employing; the sulphuric, which latter, having a
greater affinity for its other constituent soda, enters

into con)bination with it, while the former is set at

liberty.

"The extrication of snda from salt has been ac-

complished by the an-encv of red oxide of lead,

and for the process a Mr. Turner, many years ago,

ob';\ine:'d a patent. There are, I believe, some
otiier methods of dissolving the union between the

component parls of salt, which are had recourse
to, for their employment in some of our manufac-
tures, but I never heard that any of them were
considered capable of rendering the article availa-

ble to agriculture. For this purpose they are far

too expensive. As a general fi?rtilizer of the

earth, its wholesale application requires that its

preparation should be accomplished in a very
cheap and simple way. When millions of acres
are to have their productions greatly increased by
the aiils of' artificial manures, cheapness will, of
course, be regarded as a leading requisite. This
will be found a striking characteristic in the mode
pursued in the present instance, for the expense of
its preparation does not very materially enhance
the first cost of it.

" Always fond of experimental farming," con-
tinues Mr. Kemp, " I have taken great pleasure in

making comparative trials of the efficacy and
value of different manures. The article of barilla

having been employed with this view, and aflbrd-

ing very decisive proof that it possessed the re-

quisite properties in a high degree, it was inferred

that its operation was consequent on the soda
\vliich this substance is known so largely to pos-
sess. Now, this circumstance first suggested the
idea of the decomposition of salt, because, if the
soda of barilla could act beneficially on vegetation,

why should not the soda, so abundant in salt, be
equally efficacious? It appeared probable, there-

fore, if the union between its constituent principles

could be destroyed, or a perfect decomposition se-

cured, and while the soda was thus at liberty, a
new compound be formed with the chlorine, which
should deprive it of its injurious qualities as a free

acid, that salt, thus prepared, would yield facilities,

from its cheapness, for increasing the productive-
ness of the earth beyond any thing hitherto
known."
This decomposed salt has been applied as ma-

nure to every species of agricultural plant, and
found to exercise extraordinary mfluence on every
kind of soil. " It is scarcely necessary," says Mr.
Kemp, " that I should enter into very minute de-
tails of the effects produced by prepared salt upon
every description of crop. Nearly all the varieties
of plants known as agricultural, have been sub-
mitted to its action, and, without any exception
that I am aware of, have fully demonstrated its

great stimulating powers. Corn, pulse roots, and
grass, have all attested by their great luxuriance
and increased produce, the force and energy of
this manure. The multiplied varieties of the culi-

nary and flower garden have also borne witness to

the general efficacy of prepared salt; and though I

am aware that the superior culture usually bestow-
ed on these departments hinders them from offer-

ing so unequivocal a test as fields that are worn
and exhausted by corn, yet the superior health

and vigor of ever)- thing to which it was applied ir

the gardens, afforded the strongest evidence fbi

concluding that its agency may be as universal a"-

dung, or any other great assistant of vegetation."

The efficacy of this decomposed salt has also

been tried comparatively with bone-dust, dung, oil-

cake, and whale-blubber, and its results are supe-
rior to any of them.
Mr. Kemp, we suspect, hardly does justice to

bone-dust. It is no doubt more suited to a dry soil

or a dry subsoil than a heavy; but the experience
of this country from the Tweed to the Grampians,
a space which embraces every variety of soil, has
proved its value as a raiser of turnips beyond a
doubt. Turnij^s are not raised on strong clajs,

and of course bones are never ai^plied to them.
As to sheep being affected with the rot by eatino-

bone turnip, we cannot believe; because a bone
turnip is always harder and more astringent than
one raised with dung. We suspect "the worthy
farmer" was trying the extent of Mr. Kemp's
faith in this matter. Should sucli, however, be
the fact, we should like to see it authenticated.

The particular instance adduced by the farmer is

no proof of the fact, for we have seen the nature
of the subsoil afl'ect the feeding quality of the tur-

nip more than manures. In this country, sixteen

bushels of bone-dust are quite sufficient for the
imperial acre, which cost just two pounds; and i

the bone-dust is mixed with ashes, half that quan-
tity will serve.

Mr. Kemp recommends an excellent method o

mixing the viscid whale-blubber with soft saw-dust
at 25 bushels per acre; but where is saw-dust to bf

obtained in such quantities? A friend of ours fo

a long period used a great quantity of blubbe.

every year. His practice was to mix it with earth,

by making a bed of' earth like the plasterer's bed
of sand and lime before the water is poured in.

The blubber, thus mixed stood about a year and a
half, and was then applied as top-dressing to old

grass. The benefits were great, every plant of
moss being extirpated by it. Green blubber will

injure any growing crop by hs causticity; and
even a compost formed on grass will affect the
ground so as not a particle of vegetation will grow
upon it for years. We have heard of a similar

effect being produced by brimstone. A vessel

partly laden with brimstone from Messina to Leith,

was stranded on the English coast near the Co-
quet Island. The brimstone, 50 or 60 tons, was
taken out and piled in a heap on a f.iece of old

grass. It lay there for three months till the vessel

was repaired. For fifteen years not a jilant would
grow upon the spot occupied by it.

Mr. Kemp makes some very judicious remarks
on planting, and proves the beneficial effects of

manure on the growth of trees. Many an acre of
ground has been planted in a state utterly unfit for

the purpose. Nothing but a set of diseased rick-

etty sticks, offensive to the eye, grievous to the

heart, and unprofitable to the [:ockets of the pro-

prietor, could be expected from such management.
Many a tree plant, which has cost much care in

the nursery, has been cruelly starved to death in

the moorland.
In the application of decomposed salt, Mr.

Kemp says, one ton is sufficient for three acres.

By the help of three horses, three men will sow of
salt and seed eight or ten acres of turnips in a day
with a drill-machine, but with a broadcast one,
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more. The salt produces one-third more of corn

than the best dung, and its cost is only about 10s.

per imperial acre.

We thus see tliat decomposed salt is suited to

every purpose of field and forest manure. But
what is this decomposed salt of which so much
has been said, and how is it to be obtained so

cheaply? We shall give Mr. Kemp's own an-

swer to these questions. " I think I have now
said enough," says he, "on decomposed salt, to

engage the attention of all who are interested in

the subject of manures. The reader has probably

expected long ago that I should develope the pro-

cess whereby tJie new material is prepared. He
has, I dare say, concluded that every succeeding

page would afiord him the desired information,

and 1 admit that such an expectation Avas natural

enough previously to his being apprised of my in-

tentions. When my letter on the discovery was
first published, a good deal of curiosity was pro-

duced by it among agriculturists, and many who
wrote to me on the subject requested I would fur-

nisli them with the particulars necessary to reap

advantage from it. I replied, that I was quite

prepared to promulgate the plan, but that I con-

ceived myself entitled to some remuneration; and

added, I was sure they could not expect such ex-

clusive disinterestedness on my part, as that I

should forego my claim to compensation, while the

advantages received by both farmer and proprietor

would be of so much importance to them. I would
beg now to repeat, that I am confident no reason-

able person will feel inclined to charge me with

being itn-reasonable for hesitating to give the de-

sired information gratuitously.

"The ^quid pro quo'' is so universally acted on,

and is so completely the governing principle in all

the transactions of life, that surely there is no room
for a feeling of surprise that a amsiderationshowlA

be expected for what I am persuaded would be
admitted to be of infinitely more value than any
pecuniary acknowledgement. No candid or re-

flecting mmd will be disposed to cast an imputa-
tion ot^selfisliness, when all that is desii-edis mere-
ly simple justice."

We are sorry that Mr. Kemp has taken this

determination. We do not impute selfishness or

unreasonablenecs to him. Ever)^ sentence of his

little book is the production of a candid and liberal

mind. But how can he benefit himself by keep-

ing the secret in his own bosom ? There are only

two ways by which he can secure to hhnseJf the

benefit of his discovery, but neither of them will

benefit the public. The on© is by keeping his

own secret, the disadvantage of which Mr. Kemp
no doubt already feels; the other is by manufactur-
ing the article himself in some central part of the

kingdom, sav London. But, as a commodit}^
which is sold cheaj) cannot afiord to pay a high
carriage, the public in the distant parts of the

kingdom will derive no benefit froui his valuable

discoverjr. As to a patent, it would be universa,l-

ly infringed, for the process of making the salt

must be simple, otherwise it could not be sold

cheap, and to i:)revent the infringement by prose-

cutions would be as impracticable as to convict a
large mob in a city of a misdemeanor. Mr. Kemp
cannot expect a reward fi-om the landed interest,

for tliey will not subscribe for a new article whose
specific efficacy they have never witnessed. How,
then, can h;"" obtain a remuneration lor his discove-

ry, which it is reasonable he should receive, and
the agriculturists at the same time enjoy the bene-
fit of It i Our advice to Mr. Kemp is what we
ourselves would do under similar circumstances.

We would at once divulge the secret widely, the

more widely the better, and take the chance of' re-

muneration. There is no other way of securing
the benefits equally to himself and the agricul-

turists, and through them to the nation. Parlia-

ment cannot truly be charged with illibcrality in

grants to private individuals, whose discoveries

have benefited the nation. A re^vard was given
to a person who invented the making of biscuits

tor the navy with machinery. Mr. Macadam
also received a Parliamentary reward for introduc-
ing the improved mode of making roads. A Par-
liamentary grant has been conferred on the gallant

Captain Ross, for his intrepidity, suflerings, and
discoveries. Mr. Marshall received a handsome
remuneration for his valuable statistical tables.

Mr. Gurney is at present applying for, and we
hope he will obtain, a Parliamentary grant for re-

solving the important problem, that steam carriages

can travel on common roads. Now Mr. Kemp's
discovery, if it supports the character he has
given of it, and experience alone can determine
that, will be more deserving of a Parliamentary re-

ward than any of these meritorious individuals,

because it will be vastly more beneficial to the na-
tion than any of these circumstances enumerated,
important as thej' all are in their respective spheres.

But should Parliament purposely neglect the
claims of Mr. Kemp, from the landed interest
" verily he shall have his reward."

EXTRACTS FROM PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE.

Hanover, September 16, 1834.

I have carried out veiy little marl yet, only

eight or ten loads, from a poor bed which I could

get at conveniently. I have had so much ditch-

ing and fencing, as to be kept from improving,
which I shall have a good chance for, if I can get
time to open a bed or two of marl, with more
shells than the one above, which I am very sure I

have. The fencing is a terrible drawback—I have
just paid my slate and county taxes, which I re-

gard less by far. A carpenter passed through one
of my fences lately, and observed, "if he had one
of the rails at his house it would be worth twenty-
five cents;" it vv'as a large white oak from the but

cut; if he had looked a little closer, he v\'ould have
found maple and ash used for the same juirpose

—

if Vv'e had saw mills convenient, it might be bet-

ter to use plank. I am turning oat the })Oorest of

my corn ground to grow up in pines to help out—it

is possible that my case may be harder than com-
mon, but many must be getting very sensitive on
this subject.

Brunswick, October 1, 1834.

Could you not notice the road law in your pub-
lication? If you can, you ought to tell the people

that it is an extreme hardship, that a poor man
who has no use for a road, and can do all of his

travelling and carrying through a piney old field,

as well as over a road thirty feet wide—who has

but one negro, and not a soul at home to get a
stick of wood for his wife and children, should be
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compelled to labor on the road for the rich mans' 1 consider that the whole subscription price of tlie work

use, whilst the rich man is attending to Ins own amounts not quite to 10 cents a week, they would find

that it is almost as cheap to buy and retain, as to bor-

row and return the numbers.]

DKATH OP THE MULE S COLT.

To tlie Editor of the Fanners' Kegister.

* * * * As the birth of the phe-
nomenon, my mule colt, was recorded in your
Register, so I will, with your jjermission, record

his death, that the learned may speculate upon it.

He was born, as I inlbrmed you, and as will be
seen in your Register of May or June 1834, on
the 23d of A])ril 1S34; and died on tlie 20th of
October 1834, at night. Tiie particulars are as

Ibllovv-s: on Friday evening late, I was inlbrmed

that llie mule colt was sicl<: upon exaniinmg him
I thought he had the staggers. He was Ireely

bled, and put m a lo*t and went to eating fodder; it

was now dark, and I determined that in the morn-
ing I would commence blistering, purging, and the

use of injections, which I have never known to

fail if taken in time—but in the morning he had
the lock jaw, and so nothing could be done effec-

tually for him, and he died on the Monday night

Ibllowing. He was weaned, and running in a good
pasture with a horse colt, also just weaned, which
is doing well. Now was it the staggers, or what
disease? Or Avas ever a colt delivered of a mule
known to live? I should have been much pleased

to raise it, and to have known if it could continue

its species.

.lOHN T. KILBY.

Nansemond, 22d October, 1834.

business, or pvn-suing his own pleasure. It is about

the oidy case in our country in wliich taxation is

not proportioned to jiroperty.

[The road law, and its execution, are obnoxious to

more and heavier charges than that brought by our

correspondent. The subject is important, and its dis-

cussion will produce much benefit, as soon as it appears

that our legislators are disposed to remove any of the

useless yet heavy burdens which now prsss upon ag-

riculture.]

Amherst, \Wt October, 1834.

Our crops of corn and tobacco (the latter our

staple) arc better than usual, and all salely housed
from frost.

Buckingham, October \Alh, 1834.

» # # * Sq soon, however, as I fix upon a

])Iace of location, I shall avail myself of the valu-

able information afforded by your excellent jour-

nal. I conceive that no man-, however limited his

agricultural operations may be, should deprive

himself of the pleasure of reading, and the in-

struction thereby gained in relation to the best

methods of cultivating the earth, for the considera-

tion of the small sum ot $5., I am well convinced

that the Register has imparted new vigor to the

system of improvement, in every section where it

is taken. The steril fields are already beginning

to show marks of reviving fertility, and the abo-

minable system, so long practiced, of ploughing up
and down hills, is gradually giving way. It gives

me much pleasure to find that the Register, so far

from decreasing in interesting and valuable com-
munications, as was anticipated bj- many, Avho

ought to have known something of the extent of

the subjects on which it treats, evidently sustains

its reputation, by gradually improving.

Tuscaloosa, jllabama.

Our crops of cotton some six weeks since were
very promising, more so than I ever saw them;
but from the drought, and an insect that cuts off the

squares and peribrates the hall grown bolls, our
crops will be very much shortened in my section

of the state.

October 7th, 1834.
* » * # * tenders his warmest salutations to his

respected friend, and hopes that his work is well

supported and his zeal unabated. To keep up a
given projectile tbrce is not easy. I do all I can for

you—but ten will borrow my numbers of the Far-
mers' Register, for one that will subscribe. Suc-
cess must await you.

[The fact stated by our correspondent above is not

peculiar to his county, for we have had similar reports,

and almost in the same words, from others. However,

it is gratifying to receive even this kind of attention

—

for next to having the Farmers' Register bought and

read, it is most pleasing to us that it should be borrow-

ed and read. But if our friends the borrowers, would
;

disposition, and in that one, the man lost only

FENCING MARLING.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

* * * * I will not let slijj this opportunity

of expressing my gratification that the grievous

tax imposed on us by our fii'nce law is becoming
the frequent subject of animadversion in the Re-
gister, but it is still doubtful if half the evils and
difficulties brought on us by the destruction of our

timber, quarrels among neighbors, and the em-
ployment of our hands and teams so long, have
Ijee'n sufficiently pointed out. Cannot some of

your correspondents who are competent to the

task be induced to undertake this? Every year is

adding to the evils we are laboring under, which I

feel warranted in saying are dready formidable,

and in some cases almost intolerable.

I have the pleasure of informing you tliat most
decided benefit has resulted from the use of marl

in this county, particularly on Mr. Sutton's farm

near the court house. In a few cases I have heard

of a supposed damage from the use of the earth

lying above the shells, having impressions only of

the shells; from the very little carried out by my-
self I thought [ saw an improvement in the corn.

Although it may be considered somewhat out of

season, as the next harvest is so distant, I beg leave

to make a short statement on another subject. It

has been three years since we have made use of

spirits in harvest, having substituted molasses with

a small quantity of vinegar (cider would probably

be better)—in that lime I can recollect but one
case in wdiich a cutter was obliged to stop firom in-
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day and a half, and withal was not used to work-

ing in the sun: he probably used the molasses too

feely. I am induced therefore to believe that ex-

perience so far justifies this change, and would,

whh deference, recommend it to others, especially

as it was rather common tor our mowers to com-
plain and " lay up" about the winding up, or very

soon alter harvest, when we used spirits.

c.

Hanover, Sept. 16, 1834.

P. S. I have been told that many of the hogs

in this neighborhood have died in the course of the

summer—those who turned their hogs out have
probably suffered most; one of my neighbors who
did so has lost about half her stock.

THE MOUNTAIIV REGION OF VIRGIIVIA.

Fairfax Countij, Oct. \st, 1834.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

I have lately returned from visiting some of the

waterino- places over the mountains, and as I am
watchful of every thing in which the great interest

of agriculture is concerned, I will give you and
your readers a short sketch of what 1 could see

from mv carriage window. I saw nothing worthy

of notice until I reached the farm of Charles Cal-

vert Stewart, Esq. This is situated in the red

sandstone district, the most improved and improva-

ble part of Fairfax county. The harvested crops ap-

peared to be abundant—the crop of com, then in

full shoot and silk, was strikingly so. Fourteen
miles farther on we entered the hills, or mountain
country. I wish sir, I had descriptive powers to

give you a "bird's eye" view of this delightful

country, which is surely destined to be the pride

and boast of Virginia. Broken down in health

and vision, in the fulness of my heart, imagina-

tion mingled in the vegetable and animal joy

around me. Pleasant are thy high places, and
green thy mountains, O Virginia. And yet sir,

40 years ago this very land was a heavy article at

20 shillings per acre. Broken, and gullied, it

seemed the home of misery: and now from the use

of good ploughs, clover, and plaster, it is the hom.e

of plenty. Hundreds of fat cattle bellow around

the hills. May I ask why this whole land cannot

do the same? Will the good people of Virginia

shrink irom that duty which makes them rich, and
their State respectable? We know that they

would readily meet and make a president for this

whole union—yet I much doubt if they would
meet and say that the law should protect every

man and his property—I mean, sir, his land. As
for the horse he requires no five loot fence "so

close and strong that the tresspasser cannot creep

through" and as for monej', or old clothes, they

have no need of a strong five foot chest—it is poor

mother earth that must be persecuted, defaced and
desolated. When the "blast of war" is blown to

what description ol' property do we look to support

it? Mainly, sir, to this very unprotected outlawed

land.

Upon passing the mountain you reach a coun-

try created out of very different materials and evi-

dently for a different ])urpose. It is limestone base,

with sometimes a thick and then a thin covering.

No better land could be found for the i^roductionof

small grain. The cultivators evidently depend
upon the known powers of their land, and tax it

extravagantly. This practice will be corrected by
the division of propert}^ To speak generally,

this Valley is unskilfully cultivated—yet I otlen

heard of %Q0 per acre for land. The drought has
been very severe and the crop of corn with some
exceptions bad. A Chinese mandarin with full
poioers would soon make the land of this Valley
worth ^'100 per acre.

JEREMIAH.

For the Fanners' Register.

AN IMPROVED BIETHOD OF SEEDING BEDDED
LAND IN AVHEAT.

Instead of sowing (as is usual) a single bed at

once, sow from the centre of one bed to the centre
of the other, by which means you will have your
wheat thickest on the top of your bed—whereas
by the old plan it is almost always thickest in the
water furroAv, where it is sure to be lost if the land
is low and wet. t. g. b.

From the Southern Rehgious Telegraph.

HAMPDEN SYDNEY COLLEGE.

The commencement at this Institution took

place on the 24th September last. The order of

exercises was as follows.

I. An. Oration—On the advantage or pleasures

of reflection— Goodridge jl. IVilson, Prince Ed-
Avard.

II. jin Oration—On the importance of variety

of knowledge, with some incentives to literary ex-

ertion.

—

John T. Harris, Cumberland.
III. An Oration—On some of the peculiar

traits in American history.

—

Anthony Thornton,
Cumberland.

IV. The Cliosophic Oration—Milton and By-
ron—their comparative excellencies.

—

Francis B.
ff'atkins, Goochland.
V. An Oration—On the importance of ascer-

taining the proper limits of the human mind and
the objects to which it should be directed.

—

Henry
E. Madison, Prince Edward.

VI. The Philosophical Oration—Progress and
prospects of society.

—

Robert B. White, Winches-
ter.

VII. Master^s Oration—Alexander Scott.

VIII. Master's Oratioiv—Thomas, S. Flour-

noy.
IX. Degrees conferred.

X. An Oration—On the duty of American
scholars as citizens of the republic—with the vale-

dictory addresses.

—

James H. Morrison, Lunen-
burg.

The degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred

on John T. Harris, H. E. Madison, Jas. H. Mor-
rison, Anthony Thornton, Francis B. Watkins,

R. B. White, and G. A. Wilson.

On Thursday the 25th, the Institute of Educa-
tion held its second anniversary meeting, when it

was addressed in a highly interesting and able

manner by James M. Garnett, Esq. of Essex, on

the advantages of Literary Associations.

Form the Louisiana Register.

CORN.

J)Ir. Editor:—As the season is now approach-

ing when farmers will commence gatherino; corn

! crops, I deem it my duly, (as a farmer,) to inform

! them, through the medium of your paper, how to
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ecure their corn from the ravages of the weev-il;

vvhicli often during the summer and fall seasons,

entii-ely destroys whole houses of corn. As the

remedy is so simi)le, and so cheap, 1 am in hopes

no tlu-mer will leave it untried. It is simply this.

—

When hauling in a crop of corn, have a mixture

of salt and water prepared, (say one jiint of salt

to a gallon of water,) and as each load is thrown

into the house, sprinkle it thoroughly with the salt

and water; and it will entirely ]irevent the insect

from breeding in the corn, and lilcewise cause the

husks to be more palatable lor stock of any kind.

As I know this li'om experience, I feel no doubt in

recommending it to others.

A FARMKR.

For the Farmers' Registor.

COMMERCIAL REPORT.
[An apology is due to our correspondent X, and to

our readers, for the omission of his report for Septem-

ber—which was caused by its arriving after the last

sheet had been printed.]

The commercial transactions in Virginia during

the month of September, were to a very moderate

extent, and those oi" October have not been as

large as usual, the cause of which will appear in

the sequel.

The crop of wdieat has proved to be so small, that

the mills have not been in lull operation, except

those in Richmond, where a large supply was se-

cured by early contracts. The jjrice has been bet-

ter supported in Virginia tiian in other markets,

and has not varied materially, the current rates of

fair and good quality being irom 100 to 105 cents

per bushel. The demand lor flour for ibreign ex-

port is confined to South America and the West
Indies, and has not been very extensive. The
price of grain in all European countries, is unusu-

ally low, and the crops in Great Britain are re-

ported to be large and fine—no demand can there-

fore be expected from that quarter. The stocks of

flour in the markets of this State, other than Rich-

mond, are inconsiderable, nor is it likely that they
will accumulate. The price of" country flour is

$4 75 to .f 5, and of Richmond City Mills §6 25.

The supplies to New York from the western parts

of that State and the shores of Lake Erie, are very
large, and they are annually increasing, with the

increased cultivation in, and facilities of transpor-

tation from Ohio, Indiana, lUinois, and Michigan,
which ai-e becoming the most extensive granaries

in America.
The crop of tobacco inspected in Virginia dur-

ing the year ending 1st October, is ascertained to

have been 20,G40 hhds. passed.

14,860 refused,

and the stock remaining on hand at that period, was
10,690, showing very little variation in the (pian-

tity produced in each of the last three years, but a
considerable diminution in the quantity manufiic-

tured at home. The export to foreign ports was
15,170 hhds. to Great Britain,

3,530 to France,
6,860 to other markets, chiefly in the north

of Europe, being an increase in the foreign export

beyond that of the preceding year, of 5000 hhds.

Tlie price has been steady, say from $4 75 for the

most inliM-ior, to .^9 and 810 ibr fine (luaiities for

exportation. The crop of the present year's

growth it is supposed will prove to be somewhat

larger in quantity than the last, and not so good in

quality. The quantity of tobacco received at

New Orleans (a description which comes in com-
petition with that of Virginia) was 25,000 hhds.

being 3,500 hhds. more than in the preceding
year, and 5000 less than in 1832.

The crop received at New Orleans, was thus

disposed of

To Great Britain, - - 3300— out ports for orders, - - 4800
— France, . - . 300— north of Europe, - - 4600
— south of Europe, - - 950— West Indies, _ _ _ 550
— ports in the Utiited States, 10500

The crop of cotton brought to the Virginia mar •

kets during the year ending the 1st inst. was
44,700 bales, of which about 35,000 were received

at Petersburg. There was exported to Europe,
31,000, to northern ports in the United States

7,500, and 6,000 bales were manufactured in Vir-

ginia, as nearly as can be estimated. The crop of
the United States which was brought to market
during the last twelve months, is ascertained to

have been 1,205,400 bales, of which
756,300 were exported to Great Britam,

216,220 to France,

42,760 to the north of Europe,
12,1.50 to other ports, making a

total of 1,027,430 bales, being 160,000 more than
were exported the preceding year, and showing an
increase of 135,000 bales in the quantity brought
to market. It appears, however, that the quantity

manufiictured in Euro])e also increases annually,

and that the supply from other countries than this,

has rather diminished. It appears that 196,000

bales were manufjictured in the United States dur-

ing the twelve months. The crop produced this

year is by many intelligent persons estimated to be
even larger than the last, for although an unfavora-

ble season has injured the quality, and diminished

the product in the Atlantic States, the great emi-
gration to the south west, and the annual increase

of cultivation, more than compensates f()r a defi-

ciency in the productiveness of any portion of the

widely extended territory, of which cotton is the

chief staple, and by which the planters are rapidly

enriched. The price of the new crop opened at

14 cents in Petersburg and Norfolk, and at about

the same in southern markets. It has since ad-

vanced to 14| cents for the best quality, in conse-

quence of reported injury to the Southern and
Western crops. The current prices in Peters-

buro", are from 13f to 14J. Compared with last

year's crop it is much later, and the quality not so

o-ood. Very little has yet been brought to our

markets: by the 1st of November last year, one-

fifth of the crop had arrived.

There has been no pressure for money during

the past two months, and little business done in

wdiich to em))loy it, except l)y dealers in stocks.

An advance has taken place in almost all descrip-

tions of State loans and Bank stocks, which may,
as regards the former, be ascribed to the rate of

exchange on England, vvhere such stock is ulti-

mately sold. The Commonwealth obtained 107

for a loan at 5 per cent. Virginia Bank Stock
sells at 110—Fanneris Bank at 108—Exchange
on England 107^, being about the relative mint
value of gold in the respective countries, when
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the pound sterling is estimated at .^4 44, and tak-

ing into consideration the loss of interest on bills,

an advance of 1^ or 2 per cent, would probably
cauae an exportation of silver trom this country,

and a decline would induce an importation of gold.

X.

October 25, 1834.

SERPENTS IN SOUTH AMERICA.

From Humboldt's Travels.

In the savannahs of Izacubo, in Guiana I saw
the most terrible spectable that can be seen; and
although it be not uncommon to the inhabitants

no traveller has ever mentioned it. We were ten

men on horseback, two of whom took the lead,

in order to skirt the great forests. One of the

blacks who tbrmed the van guard, returned full

gallop, "Here sir, come and see serpents in a pile.'"

He pointed out to me something elevated in the

middle of the savannah or swamp, which appeared
like a bundle of arms. One of my company then

said, "This is certainly one of the assemblages of

serpents, which heap themselves on each other

after a violent tempest; I have heard of these, but

have never seen any; let us proceed cautiously,

and not go too near."—We continued our way
slowly; I fixed my eyes on the pyramid, which ap-

peared immovable. When wc were within twenty

pace:?, the terror of our horses prevented our

nearer approach, to which however none of us

were inclined.

On a sudden the pyramidal mass became agita-

ted, horrible hissings issued trom it, and thousands

of serpents rolled spirally on each other, shot forth

out of the circle; their hideous heads, presented their

envenomed darts to me. I own I was one of the

first to draw back; but when I saw this formidable

j)halanx remained at its post, and more to defend

itself than to attack us, I rode round it in order to

view its order for battle, which faced the enemy
from every side. I then sought to find what
could be the design of this numerous assemblage;

and I concluded that this species of serpent dread-

ed some colossean enemy, which might be the

great serpents, or the ca}'man, and that they

reunite themselves afer having seen this enemy,
in order to attack or resist him in mass. On this

occasion, I sliall hazard an opinion which I found-

ed on several other observations; it is that the ani-

mals in the new world are more advanced than the

men in developing their instinct, and in the social

combinations of which they are susceptible; the

silence and the solitudes of the woods leaving the

greatest liberty to all their motions, the individuals

of the same species easily meet and species v/hich

are best organized, feel without the impulsion of a
common interest which announces and provokes

to the same end the concurrence of idl their means;
but after having acknowledged in animals different

degrees of intelligence, sucli as memory, delibera-

tion, will, we are reduced to mere conjecture as to

their means of communication. It is certain, that

those which possess the organs of voice have cries

of alarm, of rallying, of love, of anger, and may
they not also have those requisite to combine in

their chases, to distribute the post of attack and
delence, the different labors of their common con-

struction, as well as for supplying their common
habitations with necessaries.

SHORT-HORN BULL, NULLIFIER.

Messrs. D. Gait and H. Edloe, have lately received

from England, a fine young bull of the improved short-

horn breed. Niill-ifier will be kept in or near Williams-

burg: and if he lives, it may be confidently anticipated,

that he will prove highly profitable to his owners, and

ultimately to the breeders of cattle through that region.

No other part of Virginia, east of the Blue Ridge, is

better suited for profitable grazing, or more requires a

good breed of cattle.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The following communications have been received.

"On cheat and wheat"—"Gama grass"—"The time to

cut tobacco"—"Influence of the moon on vegetation"
—"The fence law"—"On the 'cheat controversy' "

—

"The pleasures of agricultural pursuits"—"Queries

&c. by ./S Lover of Husbandry'''—"On the food or nutri-

ment of plants"—As the last piece is "to be continu-

ed," it is respectfully suggested to its unknown author,

that it will be best to send the concluding portion, so

that all may appear together. We dislike destroying

the connexion of any communication by giving it in

detached portions, and never have divided any, unless

when the subject properly admitted of it. Besides, it

is necessary in most cases that we should see, and have

possession of the continuation of an article, before it is

promised to our readers. These remarks are applicable

generally, as well as to the particular communication

which has elicited them.

Several communications "On the season and state of

crops" have been received at different times, just after

the last sheet of the number was ready for the press,

and have been afterwards omitted, because the delay

of another month had deprived such reports of their

intended use of conveying 7ieivs. This will of neces-

sity often occur, when such reports arrive after the 25th

of the month.

9C|=A short communication from a correspondent in

Amelia, is not sufficiently plain in the directions con-

tained to be understood. A more full statement will

be acceptable, and will be published when received.

A letter of inquiry relating to Herd's grass, &c. the

receipt of which was acknowledged in the last No.

has been mislaid, and its publication thereby prevent-

ed. If the writer had not omitted to give his name
and address, we should in a more private manner than

this, have tendered our apology, and requested anotLer

copy for publication.

TO SUBSCRIBERS, AND TO APPLICANTS FOR
AGENCIES.

^0= No person is authorized as agent for the Far-

mers' Register, nor will there be, without previous no-

lice being published on the covers. The punctuality

of the large majority of our subscribers, so far, has ren-

dered it unnecessary for the great trouble and expense

of collecting agencies to be incurred.

I^riutetl bif Mobert Miekclts,
AT THE SHELLBANKS PRESS,

Prince George County, Va.
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and nourishing food, as circumstances may require

it, and by varying the ditierent articloa eo as to

provoke an appetite, not only tlie health, but also

the tlmving of the creatures will be grcutly aug-
mented beyond what they could liave been By
any other mode of trcatn)ent.

IV. The proportioned increase of manure ob-

tained by soilirjg and stall-lceding, lurther evinces

their superiority over pasturing. Manure is the

life and soul of husbandry; and when tillage is an
object of attention, there can be no comparison be-

tween the two modes ol" consumption, especially

with regard to the manure obtained by soiling

live-stock, during Bunmier, with green food; for, in

consequence of the increased discharges of urine

during that season, the litter, of whatever sub-
stance it may consist, is speedily converted into

dung. And there can be no doubt, but that the

quantity of manure made during the suumier may,
by constructing proper reservoirs tor the reception
of the stale, and by throwing this at leisure times
over the litter, be made to equal, if not exceed, the
produce of the dung accumulated during the wm-
ter. The quality must depend on the nature of the
food.

V. With regard to the quantiiy of herbage al-

forded from the same field, under the cuiiing or

grazing systems, the balance will be fi)und equal-
ly in favor of the former. All animals, it is well
known, delight more to feed on the young and
fresh slioots of grass than on such as are older.

Hence it invariably happens, that those patches in

pastures which happen to have been once eaten
bare, in the beginning of the season, are kept
very short throughout the remamder of that sea-
son, by the animals preferring them to other parts
of the field where the grass is longerj so that the
latter are often suffered to continue in a great mea-
sure untouched. Another circumstance, however,
which is not very generally known, is, that grass
—even the leafy parts of it—when it has attained
a certain length, becomes stationary; and, not-
withstanding it will retain its verdure in that state

for some months, yet, were it cut, it would have
continued in a constant state of ])rogress, propor-
tioned to the frequency of its being cropped.* Ex-
periments have, indeed, been brought forward to

prove that with clover, rye-grass, lucerne, and
tares, double the number of cattle may be support-
ed in much better condition when cut than when
pastured; and from the results of other trials, it

appears to be equal to five, or even a larger num-
ber. Many exaggerated statements have, indeed,
been produced in support of the system of soiling;

but, without attaching implicit faith to these, we
are convinced, from actual observation, that, by
judicious management in this respect, the profits

of the grazier may be largely augmented.
The practice of soiling and stall-feeding cattle

has been adopted, to a considerable extent, on the
continent, by IBaron von Bulow and others; there-
suit of whose experience is inserted in the first

volume of the " Communications to the Board of

Agriculture," by Dr. Thaer, physician to the
electoral court of Hanover, and which, he ob-

* See Dr. Anderson's Essays on Agriculture, &c.
Vol.11. Disquisition V. where this intereshng fact is

corroborated by experimental proofs, which our limits
forbid us to introduce.

served, has proved the following facts to be incon-
Iroverlible.

1. " A spot of ground which, when pastured
upon, will yield sufficient food for only one head,
Avill abundantl}^ maintain four head of cattle in

the stable, if flie vegetables be mowed in proper
lime, and given to the cattle in a proper order.

2. "The stall-t(?eding yields at least double the
quantity of manure from the same number of cat-

tle; for the best and most efficacious summer ma-
nure is produced-in the stable, and carried to the
fields at the most proper period of its fermentation;
whereas, when spread on the meadow, and ex-
hausted by the air and sun, its power is entirely

wasted

.

3. "The cows used to stall-feeding will yield a
much greater quanlity of milk, and increase faster

in weight, wlien fiutcnuig, than when they go
into the field.

4. "They are less subject to accidents, do not
suffer by the heat, by files and insects, are not af-

fected by the baneful fogs, that are frequent in

Germany, and bring on infiammations; on the con-
trary, if every thing be properly managed, they
remain in a constant slate of health and vigor."
The facts and inferences above stated fully prove

the advantages of soiling. It ought not, however,
to be concealed, that there are some inconve-
niences attendant on the soiling and stall-feeding

of cattle; such as, for instance, the additional labor
and expense incurred by cutting and carting the
green vegetables home to sheds, both in winter
and summer. But these are compensated, in a
tenfold degree, by the increased value of the food,

the thriving of the cattle, the making of the dung
under cover, and having reservoirs in which to

catch the urine. With this management, one
good acre of turnips will produce an excellent

dressing for at least an acre of land, and v/itli a
very small portion of hay, will conqjletely winter-
fat an ox of fifty score. If fed on the land, two
acres of tolerable grass maj' fat an ox, but not so
well, nor will he be forv\'arded so fast in flesh, if

exposed to tlie weather in cold and wet seasons,

as if keptdry and moderately warm; and the dress-

ing will be very partial and precarious. Further,
where large ciuantities of food are accumulated to-

gether for a considerable time, it is objected, that

they are liable to fermentation, and of course to

waste; such are cabbages, turnips, and other roots;

so, where tares are left on the ground, they are

liable to become podded, in consequence of the
butt-ends of" the vegetables being of a coarse na-
ture, and in a decaying condition, in which state

they are uniformly retiised by beasts. But these,

and many other disadvantages that might be men-
tioned, may be obviated by paying due regard to

the storing of the various vegetable crops, and to

their economical consumption. It has likewise

been objected, even by persons who in general ap-
prove of soiling and stall-feeding, that cattle will,

by confinement during the summer months, be too

much heated, and that their health will be aflect-

ed; but stalls may be so constructed as to admit a
regular circulation of air, and yet shelter them
from the attacks of flies. The cattle may also be
allowed the freedom of an open yard. Indeed, in

that s^eason, fold-yards, v;ith open sheds, are much
to be preferred to stalls. This is the practice in

Yorkshire, where the management of stock is well

i understood; and there are not wanting many ex-
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perienced graziers Avho prefer air during the ut-

most inclemency of winter. Air is, indeed, indis-

jiensably necessary to the preservation of the

health and the speedy fattening of animals; for, if

kept too hot, they will perspire profusely, and their

hides will itch; this vexes them exceedingly, and
necessarily retards their quick feeding, yet some
very eminent graziers have pursued this plan with
considerable success.*

When grass (whether natural or artificial) is to

be given, it ought to be cut m the morning for the

evening fooil, and in the afternoon for the morn-
ing; the afternoon crop should be carried to the

barn, or some other convenient place, and spread
out in order to exhale its superfluous moisture;

and, in rainy weather, both crops must be taken
off the ground. Attention, however, ought to be
paid to the due proportion to be cut; and, until that

fact be ascertained, it is a good plan to measure
each mess, and to chalk down the quantity in
loeight, winch the basket, cart-body, or other

vehicle employed for carrying food, contains of the

various articles used tor that purpose. The prac-

tice will, at least, have a tendency to teach farm-

servants to observe method, the vidue of which is

of considerable importance m all business, and in

none of more than in the various branches that

are connected with husbandry. In the early part

of the season, when tares and clover are either in-

adequate to the support of the stock, or that it

may be thought expedient to change them gradu-

ally from dry to green food, a portion of these

grasses may be mixed with the hay or straw on
which the cattle are fed; and, if the mixture be
made up over night, the' dry provender will be

lound to have acijuired a sweet vegetable taste,

and to be rendered so moist and palatable as to be
more readily eaten.

As the various grasses peculiarly calculated for

grazing or soiling cattle, will be particularly detail-

ed in a subsequent Book,t we proceed now to

state a few of those articles which havff been
found most useful for the purpose of winter or

Etall-feedmg, or of feeding in the farm yard.

Of stall-feeding neat cattle.

This branch of the grazier's management be-

gins towards the end of October, and lasts for

about seven montlis, that is, till the commence-
ment of May. Ot" all vegetable productions,

good hay is undoubtedly the best for fiittening cat-

tle, though such hay, except on the most luxuriant

soils, will rarely be found capable of fattening

animals when finishing oft^ for the market, unless

judiciously combined with cabbages, carrots, par-

snips, turnips, or similar succulent plants; or oil-

cake. Rarley, rye, oat or j)ea-meal, if mixed to-

gether, in about equal proportions, with the occa-

sional addition of a small quantity of bean-meal,
may likewise be given with advantage, in the

ratio of a quartern, or at most half a peck, to each
head of cattle, in conjunction with cut hay, if the

price will admit. Of the last-mentioned article it

may be observed, that the hay made Worn grass

mowed after the cattle, is usually employed for

feeding live-stock at the beginning of winter; the

best being reserved for the spring; and where a

• See the following Chapter,

t Book IX.

handful of salt has been thrown over each load,

when stacked, so grateful is this to them, that they
have been known to prefer poor hay salted to good
hay unsalted. Salt acts as a condiment, which
appears to assist the digestion; and, from the avi-

dity with which ruminating animals eat it, nature
seems to have intended it for their benefit.

One of the most luxuriant of all vegetable pro-

ductions is the cabbage with its numerous varieties,

which, when combined with cut ])ea or oat straw,

has been found singularly useful as winter fodder

for store stock; and which, with the addition of

good hay, will fatten oxen or bullocks in the short

space of five months, besides yielding a larger

quantity of manure than almost any other article

used for winter iced.

Parsnips have been employed not only for feed-

ing store cattle, but particularly for flitting oxen,

which eat them with great appetite; the benefit

thence derived being, in the estimation of some
graziers, nearly equal to that obtained from oil-

cake: but they are a])t to cloy the appetite, and
should therefore be given with other food, or if

alone, they should not be continued for a long time
together. In Jersey, where they are largely used
as food for all animals, bullocks are fattened on
them in three months. The flesh is considered

superior to any other beef, and commands an ad-

ditional price. To liogs. they are given at first

raw, and afterwards boiled, or steamed, and dur-

ing the last fortnight with bean or oat-meal. The
animal is thus sufficiently fatted in about six

weeks; the flesh is more esteemed than that pro-

duced by other means, and is said not to waste in

boiling.*

Next to parsnij^s v.^e may class the carrot; a
most useful root, the produce of which is so abun-
dant that, according to an account of Mr. Young,
four bullocks, six milch kine, and tioenty work-
horses were fed, a ihw years since, at Partington,

in Yorkshire, for about j^ue months, with carrots,

the produce of three acres, with no other addition

than a liitle hay throughout that period. He adds,

that the milk was excellent in point of quality and
flavor; and the refuse or waste, 'wath a small quan-
tity, of other food, fattened thirty swine.f

"Mangel-ivurzcl comes next in order in feeding

cattle: indeed, in some late experiments it has been

found superior to carrots, and nearly equal to par-

snips.J

7'urnips, especially Swedes, also supply a nu-

tritive article of winter food; though, from their

peculiarly moist nature, they require to be com-
bined with cut hay, to which a little barley or oat-

meal may occasionally be added.

* Quayle's General View of the Norman Isles.

I This is one proof, among many, of the vague
manner in which experiments are often related, and
consequently of the little reliance to be placed on

them, when all the details are not accurately stated.

Without at all meaning to depreciate the value of car-

rots, the excellence of which, as food for cattle, is now
universally admitted, it cannot escape observation, that

they must, in this instance, have been accompanied by

no small quantity of hay; for only allowing one bushel

of carrots per day, to each beast, the quantity would

amount to 4-500 bushels, exclusive of the swine; that is,

1300 bushels per acre, or eibout three times the amount
of a good crop.

—

Ed.

X For an analvsis of the (Ufl'crent roots and grasse;?,

see Book IX. Chap. VI.
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In the county of Norfolk, however, wliich has

long been celebrated for its turnip husbandry, there

are very great numbers of cattle annually iLittened

for the London market, on little other food than
turnips, which are given to thom ivhclc, and in a

raw state; anil it rarely happens that any animal is

choked, or otJierwise injured, by roots sticking in

the throat. When this accident occurs, the prac-

tice is to pour a horn full of salt and water down
the beast's throat; and in case that docs not suc-

ceed, a similar quantity of salt and melted grease,

such as hog's lard, or any conmion grease, or oil,

is used, which preparation has rarely been found
to fail of procuring relief to the animal in danger of

suffocation.

The Norlblk method of turnip-fattening cattle is

threefold:*—according to the first plan, the roots

are thrown on stubbles, grass lands, and fallows,

to cattle abroad in the fields. This is the prevail-

ing practice, a great paTt of the cattle fed in that

district being tatted abroad: it requires the least at-

tendance, and is allowed to be beneficial to light

lands.

The general practice in the county of Norfolk is,

to begin with the wheat stubbles, on which turnips

are usually thrown, till they are broken up for fal-

low or barley. The next throwing-ground is fre-

quently the barley stubbles, which receive the bul-

locks, (i. e. fatting and fatted cattle.) as the wheat
stubbles are scaled in, and retain them until they
are, in their turn, broken up for a turnip fallow.

Fro.m Christmas till early in April, the clover leys

only are thrown upon: and afler these are shut up,

in order to acquire a bite of grass for the unfinish-

ed bullocks, (he turnip fallows sometimes become
the scene of throwing.

Occasionally, however, the farmers deviate from
this mode; some objecting to the throwing of tur-

liips on land intended lor those roots the following
year, under the apprehension that it produces the
disease termed anbury.^ In this case the clover

leys succeed the wheat stubbles, some part of
them being kept open till the turnip crop is finished

in the spring. Sometimes young clover fields are
thrown open; but this is regarded as bad manage-
ment, unless the season is remarkably diy, and
the surface of tlie earth is perfectly sound; nor is it

oflen done unless (here happens to be no clover
etubblc in the vicinity of the turnip piece.

But though the soil of Norlblk is, in general,
very dry, the farmers of that district are some-
times inconvenienced, in wet seasons, for clean
ground on whicli to throw their turnips; and not-
withstanding the value of teathe,l when the land
will bear the bullocks, instances have occurred
where farmers have requested their neighbors to

allow them to throw turnips upon a contiguous

* Marshall's Rural Economy of Norfolk, vol. i. p.
287.

t The nature and probable cause of this affection in

turnips will be stated in Book IX. Chap. V. Sect. I.

where the culture of those roots is discussed.

X
" This is an important word in Norfolk husbandry,

for which our lang;uage has no appropriate synonym:
it denotes the fertilizino; effect of cattle upon the land
on which they are foddered with any kind of food;
whether such fertilizing effects be produced by their
dung, tlieir urine, their treading, or by their "breath,
perspiration, and the warmth of their bodies."—Mar-
shall's Norfolk, vol. i. p. 34.

piece of old ley-ground, or olland, as it is there

called; preferring the loss of the teathe to checking
his bullocks. On this account, therelbre, Mr.
Marshall recommends, in laying out a farm upon
the Norfolk plan, so to intermix the crops, that

there shall be at least two pieces of ley in the

neighborhood of each piece of turnips.

The turnips are thrown on the land in the fol-

lowing manner: a cart enters on one side of a
close, in which stands a boy, who, as the vehicle is

going regularly to the other, throws the roots out,

with their tops and tails on, as they are drawn out

of the ground; giving every part an equal share,

and never throwing twice in the same place, until

the whole has been gone over. In the commence-
ment of the throwing season, while there is yet an
abundance of grass tor lean stock, the usual prac-

tice is, to keep the fatting beasts constantly in the

same piece of wheat stubble, a Iresh supply of roots

being given to them every day, or every second
day at farthest.

When the clover stubbles are cleared from gi'ass,

and the store cattle begin to require assistance from
the turnips, the fatting cattle have followers, i. e.

reanng cattle: lean bullocks, cows, or store sheep
follow them to pick up their refuse. In this case it

becomes convenient to have three shifts, or three

pieces of throwing-ground in use at the same time:

one allotted for the head beasts, another for the fol-

lowers, and a third plot empty, for the purpose of
throwing turnips on it. Two pieces, or at least

two divisions of the same piece, are indispensably
necessary; and sometimes a row of hurdles is run
across a throwing piece, in order to separate the

bullocks from the followers.

In throwing turnips, it is of great importance
that they be thrown evenly and thinly, so that

while a beast is breaking uj) one root, he cannot
have it in his power to trample or dung upon ano-
ther. But sufficient precaution is seldom taken to

guard effectually against (his inconvenience

—

though if turnips are cast at the distance of one
yard asunder, they are not ill thrown—as they are

top often dropped in rows, or clusters, of half doz-
ens together.

Bullocks, which are fed on turnips abroad, are
sometimes driven into the straw j'ard at night,

where the distance is not too great; and, occasion-

ally, a little straAV is given them under the hedge
of the throwing piece, when they continue entire-

ly abroad. The quantity of straw thus consumed
is very trifling, the object of it being merely to

cleanse their mouths from the dirt of the turnips,

on which root alone the farmers place all their de-

pendence tor bringing their cattle forward; though
there can be no doubt that the straw is also mate-
rially useful in correcting the too abundant mois-
ture of the yellow turnip.

Mr. M. remarks, it as an interesting fact, that
not one in ten of the highly finished bullocks,

which are annually sent to Smithfield out of Nor-
folk, taste a handful of hay, or have scarcely any
other food whatever than turnips and barley straw,
excepting such as are fattened off in the spring
with ray-grass; and a few (hat are fatted by supe-
rior graziers, who make it a point to give a little

hay to their bullocks at turnips, towards (he spring,

when those roots are going off", and before the
grass-leys are ready for their reception; an excel-
lent practice, which ought, if possible, to be gene-
rally adojitcd, as without such precaution bullocks
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are liable to be checked in their progress between
turnips and grass. The cattle usually fatted in

Norfolk are Scots; instances however have occur-

red, though rarely, in the county of Essex, in

which Northumberland beasts, of the largest size,

have been fattened on turnips alone, without the
aid of any other Ibod.

The second method oi' giving these roots to cattle

is by means of close bins, or small cribs, with
boards or bars nearly close at the bottom, while
the beasts are kept in a loose stra\v 3'ard. These
bins are dispersed over the yard, and the turnips

are put into them whole: the tap-root, and also the
tops, unless they are fresh and palatable, being
j)reviously cut off, so that the fatting animals re-

ceive only the bulb; the tops, if eatable, being
consumed by store cattle.

While the bullocks arc in the yard, they have
the straw sometimes giv^en them in cribs, and at

others it is scattered in small heaps abouttheyard,
twice or thrice in the day; the quantity thus eaten
is very trifling, and w\\\\ the last-mentionetl ma-
nagement, the yard becomes evenly littered mth-
out further trouble.

The mode of fattening here detailed is attended
with somewhat more labor than the preceding
method of throwing turnips abroad, which, in Mr.
Marshair* opinion, is the preferable management,
il" the soil be sufficiemly dry to support stock, and
light enough to stand in need of being rendered
firm by treading. On the contrary, where the

land is deep, and the season is wet or severe, the

straw-yard is the more comfjrtable place, provided
it be kept dry and well littered, and be furnished

with open sheds, in which the stock can shelter

themselves; for, though the tcathe of flitting cattle

abroad is greatly beneficial to light soils, yet if bul-

locks, while fed in the yard with turnips, are well

littered, they -will make a large quantity of excel-

lent manure, that will amply compensate for its

loss.

The third method consists in keeping the cattle

tied up in hovels, or beneath open sheds, with
mangers or troughs for receiving the turnips,

which, in this case, are frequently sliced, or more
generally (though perhaps less eligibly) cut into

quarters by means of a small chopper, upon a nar-

row board or stool, beneath which is a basket for

catching the pieces. In this operation the turnip

is held by the top, which, when wholly disengaged
from the root (except the coarse part immediately
about the crown) is thrown aside for the store cat-

tle. The tap root and bottom rind are separated
with the first stroke, and suffered to fiill on one
side of the basket, so that the fattening animals
have only the prime part of the plant, with which
they get a Utile hay, or barley straw. In this

manner they generally make the quickest progress
in fatting, especially in cold weather; but, from its

increased trouble, it is confined chiefly to little far-

mers, who have opportunity to tend their own
sheds.

From the preceding facts and statements, Mr.
Marshall conceives an eligible plan of manage-
ment may be adopted, where circumstances will

admit of it. In autumn, therefore, while the wea-
ther continues moderate, the bullocks may be al-

lowed to remain abroad: but whenever it sets in

very wet, or becomes intensely severe, they should
be taken and kept under she^lter, ehhcr until their

fattening be completed, or the warmth of spring

again invites them abroad. The whole plan is at
variance with that of regular stall-feeding, which
is founded on the principles of accumulating dung
in the heap, and of keeping the cattle in an equal
state of Avarmth; which latter point is generally
considered essential to their improvement in flesH.

It will, however, be observed, that the Norfolk
system combines the improvement of the land with
that of the beast; an object which is much pro-
moted by the treading of the animals on the light

soils of which that county is chiefly composed. It

must also be admitted hat many experienced gra-
ziers are adverse to stall-feeding, as being prejadi •

cial to health.

Many instances could, however, be adduced in
which stall-l'eeding has been successfully carried
to the opposite extreme of heat and confinement.
Among others, two are mentioned by the late Ar-
thur Young: the one, in the practice of a very for-

tunate grazier, Mr. INIoody, of Retford, who "found

warmth of such consequence, that he gradually
closed the air-holes of the building, provided with
sliders on purpose, till his beasts sweated off the
hair, and they did not thrive to his mind until thia

happened: the other, in a similar system pursued
on the farm of Mr. Ilanburj^, of Coggeshall, who
considers it essential to keep the beasts as warm as
possible; and that even if it brings off the hair,

they thrive the better, and will feel the better at

Smithfield.

Mr. Young, whose opinions on agricultural sub-
jects, though sometimes too speculative, are, from
his great experience, entitled to the highest re-

spect, was decidedly in favor of warmth; and both
on that subject, and on the general slowness of
farmers to acl^pt improvements, he thus strongly

expressed himself:—"men farm without an idea of
any necessity of knowing what others have done
before them; nay, they encourage themselves in

ignorance, by a pride of rejecting book husbandry;
and it is very right that thousands of pounda
should have been lost by oil-cake feeding shivering

beasts in open sheds, by men who think they can
learn nothing beyond the practice of the old wo-
men their grandmothers; wdiile the Board of Ag-
riculture is annually bringing to light, in county re-

ports, practices unknown to the very men who
cannot see any use in such publications: but igno-

rance is its own punishment."*
To return from this digressive account of the

Norfolk turnip-management, the importance of

which, we trust, will be a sufficient apology for its

length:—Lastly, amongthe various vegetable pro-

ductions that have been appropriated to the stall-

feeding of cattle, none have occasioned greater dis-

cussion than potatoes. They furnish an excellent

supply, particularly when cut and steamed;t and
from the subsequent facts, they appear adequate to

the fattening of neat cattle, in combination with a
comparatively small portion of other food. In the

eleventh volume of the "Annals of Agriculture,"

we meet with the following statements relative to

these roots, by Mr. Campbell, of Charlton, in Kent,
an able and successful grazier, in answer to some
queries that had been proposed to him by Mr.
Young. He observes, that 100 bushels of pota-

toes, and 700 weight of hay are generally sufficient

* Survey of Essex, 1S13. Vol. II. p. 304.

f For a simple steaming apparatus, see Book VII

,

Chap. XI.
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to fatten any ox that thrives tolerably well. The
roots should, at first, be given in small (juantitief:,

which fihoLild then he gradually increased to one
or tv\o bushels per day; dry food being always in-

termixed, and the proportion of hay being uni-

formly regulated by the effect which "the potatoes
produce on the bowels. There ought to be at least

five servings in the day; and according to the
quantity of roots which a beast can be induced to

eat with appetite, he will fatten the sooner, ol"

course with less expense and more profit. The
hay should be cut once, or if it be not very
Aveighty, twice along, and three tmies across the
truss, so as to be in square pieces of eight or ten
inches, in which state the cattle will eat and digest
it more readily, while their fattening is considera-
bly expedited. The potatoes, however, according
to Mr. C, need not be cut, except at first, in order
to entice the beasts to eat them; but they ought al-

ways to be fresh and clean. No corn or meal is

necessary; but if it can be procured at a moderate
price, it would contribute materially to facilitate,

and of course to render more profitable, the whole
system of cattle-teeding. Should a scouring be
brought on by the use of raw potatoes, which often

happens, the quantity of meal or other dry food
given them should be increased, until the beasts
become accustomed to the roots, when this incon-
venience will cease.

Potatoes, however, being an article of constant
consumption in our markets, are more subject to

variations of price than any of the other roots

commonly used for lattening cattle. The grazier
must, therefore, be governed by the consideration

of their comparative cost, as well as quality. The
cultivation of potatoes is also expensive; and there
is a general impression (whether well founded or

not, it is not our present purpose to inquire) that

they exhaust the land; in consequence of which,
they are seldom resorted to as a fallow crop, even
on soils best adapted to them, while in some of the
best grazing districts the ground is too strong and
heavy lor their growth. It should also be remark-
ed, that when given raw, during a longtime, they
have been frequently found prejudicial to the health
of cattle: the cause has not been ascertained, but
it may, possibly, be owing to the poisonous quality

known to exist in the juice of the root. When
given sfeanied, it has been found an improvement
to combine thein with Swedish turnips: the turnips

being boiled, and the juice given with the dry po-
tato.

In some districts where winter food is with diffi-

cidty procurable, it appears that heaih may be ad-
vantageously resorted to. In a paper on this sub-
ject, communicated to the Board of Agriculture
by James Ilall, Esq., he states, that in the course
of numerous experiments on furze, broom, rushes,

bean-straw, and other neglected articles, he had
discovered, that, if heath be cut when young and
in bloom, and the finer parts be infiised in hot wa-
ter, it produces a liquid very grateful to the taste,

well riavorod, and extremely wholesome. Being
anxious to know how far young heath might be
useful to cattle, he^tried the experiment on a cow.
'When first tied up, she refused to eat any of the
lieath, except the very finest part, nor did she ap-
pear to relish an infusion of it -when set before her:

hunger, hovi^ever, compelled her first to drink the
infusion, and thento eatthe heath; and on this fr)od

only she lived for nearly a tbrtnio'Iu, during which

her milk was reduced in quantity, though its qual-
ity was much improved. A similar exjieriment
was made on a couple of sheep and an old horse,
with nearl}^ the same effect. As food for sheep,
indeed, it forms the chief portion of their suste-
nance on mountain pastures during the latter part of
autumn, and the beginning of winter. Satisfied

fi'om tliesc experiments, that cattle may be sup-
ported for a long time by young heath, Mr. Hall
l)rocccded to ascertain liow far the plant was ca-
pable of retaining its valuable qualities when dried
and laid up. He therefore cut some at the end of
the summer, and dried it in the shade; and, at the
end of two years it produced an infusion equally
strong and well flavored as at first; and the effect

was the same at the end of three j-ears. Young
heath may be procured by burning the old which
remains on the ground; the ashes afibrd an excel-
lent manure, and generally cause a fine young crop
to spring uji, which will afibrd a bite for the flocks

in the ensuing months of August and September.
This, it is also said, may be cut for hay at two or
three years old, and given to cattle when fodder is

scarce; and that when intended for this purpose, it

should be carefully stacked and Icept close, other-
wise it Avill become less valuable:* but, in a late

very intelligent account of the husbandry of the
count}'- of Sutherland, by Mr. Patrick Sellar, pub-
lished by the society for the difl'usion of useful
knowledge, in their "Farmer's Series," no men-
tion is made of this latter application of heather,
though he describes its uses for sheep, when eaten
on the ground, and states the great difficulty of
providing them with food during j)art of the spring;

and, as it is not probable that so obvious a mode of
supplying that deficiency would have escaped ob-
servation, we may conclude that it has been tried,

and not found to answer the purpose.

Fir-tops, or the young and tender shoots of fir-

trees, have likewise been employed with effect in a
case of emergency, as a substitute for other articles

of winter fodder. Of this circumstance we have
a striking illustration in the fifth volume of the
"letters and papers of the Bath and West of
England Society," Avhere a correspondent states,

that, being in great want of provender, and having
scarcely any haj', he was compelled to feed his

beasts on fir-tops, and though he had more than
four hundred head of neat cattle, yet he did not
lose above four or five out ol that number; while
many graziers, farmers, and breeders, who resided

in the same county, lost one-half, and several of
them nearly the whole of their live-stock. f We
state this fact, as it was communicated to the re-

spectable society above mentioned; and would re-

commend attentive experiments to be farther

made with this vegetable production, as, in the

event of a scarcity of winter provender, it promises
to be a salubrious substitute for more invigorating

food, which might in a short time be collected, and
prove eminent ly useful in cases of emergency.

[To be continued.]

* Communications to the Board of Agriculture, Vol.

VI. Part 2.

t Tliey have aiso been used by Mr. Coke, at Holk-
liani, with considerable advantaj^e.
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THK FENCE LAAV.

To Ilu' Kdilor of llio Fanners' Kcgistcr.

I uni glud to see tliat attention is directed to tlie

law of enclosures, as it at present exists. On this

subject a good beginning may be made in the le-

gislature of Virginia, to encourage agricultural

iniprovcnient. The law as it is at present, is cer-

tainly not a wise one. It is oppressive in its na-

ture, and detrimental to the interests of agricul-

ture. Coukl not some one go back to the date ol'

that law, and by detailing circumstances, throw
some liglit on this subject?

As tiie law at present stands, the careless far-

mer is made the assailant, while the judicious

fiirmer, wishing to practice economy, is made the

assailed. Let an examj)le be adduced. Let us

supj)ose two farmers, Avhose lands join. The one
comes in possession oi^ his farm, as an inheritance

li'om injudicious ancestors, who jireviously to his

taking possession, and very likely before he was
born, had cut most of his rail timber, leaving him
not enough to enclose all his open land, and scarce-

ly sufficient to erect a 'Haivfid fence''' around his

cultivated (ields. His more fbriunate neighbor has

an abundance of" timber to enclose the whole of

his farm with more than a lawful fence. The lat-

ter can turn his stock out, and what is the conse-

quence? It must be at once obvious. The scanty

farm, or a great part of it, becomes a pasture for

his neighbor's stock. Tlie first flirmers unenclosed

land will be picked clean, while at the same time

he lives in constant dread, that his fence will not

prove f )r his crop a barrier to their encroachments.

Thus, the unenclosed land is empoverished by his

neighbors cattle. But suppose the last be re-

quired to keep his stock on his own land: the out-

land would rest, and become rich. This is but an

example of thousands of instances all over this

State; thus presenting Virginia, as one large

common, like the fabled giant in the ancient hell,

whose liver is ever devoured by dogs, but never
completely destroyed. What would be the result

if every farmer was required to keep his stock on
his own land? Their out-lands would improve, be-

cause they would be as enclosed lands. The
number of stock would be lessened, while the

quality would be impro^'ed. Soiling would be
commenced; and the good effects of not having
out-lands grazed, would soon prove to the fi\rmer

that his cultivated lands should not be grazed, and
that he would gain more by letting his grass en-
rich his lands, than by permitting his stock to eat

it, or tread it down.
Coukl these happy results be realized, what a

change Avould be effected in Old Virginia. I

should like, sir, to see an estimate made of the
number of acres of unenclosed land now in Virgi-

nia, which is left the prey to strolling cattle. I

have not the data by which any estimate could be
made. If some tolerably correct account could be
given, it might serve to awaken more attention to

this subject. How frequently, in passing over the
county, do we see farms from some cause or other,

deserted, with fences down, the prey of every
man's cattle! Farms in the neighborhoods of vil-

lages frequently suffer much in this way. As the
law at present exists, one man is required to keep
his neighbor's stock off of his cultivated lands,
while they may legally run on his out-land. As
it should be, every man should be required to keep

his stock on his own land, and off of his neigh-
bor's. In a i)rovision of this sort, the dimensions
of the fence miglit not be mentioned. This the
owner could best judge oi! One obvious result

would grow out of this provision; the same fence
would more frequently be made to serve two
neighbors, and in this way, bones of contention
would be removed. Instead of each leaving un-
enclosed lands between them, one fence, woufd be
on the line. But I leave abler pens to point out
the many good results of such a provision. One
more thought, and I am done. Laws to be obey-
ed, must tend to promote the interests of all, or a
decided majority. The law as it novv is, is detri-

mental 1o a majority—and its breach tends to the

direct interest of not a few. Take the examjile
first cited. If A, who has the good fence, is not

the man he should be, he cares not how much B's
crop is injured. He might be even tempted to

throw down a tottering rail, or to leave a gap.
The law, as it should be, would be to the decided
interest of a majority. B would soon have the

law on A, if he did not keep up his stock. And
the fact that neglect on his part would tend di-

rectly to his injury, would make him careful. The
old English law on this subject was very strict:

forfeiture with heavy damages.
If the legislature will not adopt the recommend-

ed provtsion, surely the palpable evils of the pre-

sen+ laiv will demand a repeal. But, sir, may we
not look for better things from the legislature of

Virginia? Will not men consult their oion interest?

A bright day is dawning on Old Virginia, if her
patriotic sons who represent her interests, will

make the move. Certainly many members of the

present legislature, read your valuable journal.

Some, I knovf', contribute to its columns. Will
they direct their first attention to this point? It is a
good subject for a beginning. They may take a
burden or a grievance ofl", if they will not confer a
direct benefit. Your public spirited correspondent

well remarks, that next to "general education,"

ihis subject demands the most attention. This
was well said: and agricultural improvements re-

qaii'e aids to be effected just as the mind re(iuirea

systems of education." Godspeed the day when
the genius of education shall shed her mild but
brilliant light over every part of our beloved State,

leav'.ng no "corner" where ignorance with her
•'hideous crew," may dwell, the ready handmaids
of ranpant ambition, or arch decej)tion—and when
agriculture will present a "smiling land."

T. B. MCR.
Retirement, Prince Edward.

INFLUENCE OF THE 3IOON ON VEGETATION.
To the Ed-tor of the Farmers' Register.

An opinion prevails to a considerable extent,

that the moon has an influence on the weather:

that is, that changes of weather are more likely

to occur about the full, quarters, and change of the

moon, than at other times. On this subject many
observations have been made, and a number of

essays written, pro and con, but without settling

the question.

Anothe- opinion, the influence of the moon on
vegetatior, though less common, is more firmly

believed in and acted on by those who embrace it,

than the other. I do not, however, recollect to

have seen any thing in piint on this subject.
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The Dutcli generally, and a good many others,

believe that the growth and perlection of vegeta-

bles depend, to a considerable extent, on the state

of the niuon at the time of planting or sowing
iheir roots. Such as potatoes, turnips, beets, &c.
&c., should be planted or sowed on the decrease,

and wheat, peas, &c. on the increase of the moon.
They also believe that pork and beef should be
Elaughteved belbrc I he lull.

In the year 1833, the following experiment
passed under my observation. Three days before

the full moon in INIarch, two rows of Irish pota-

toes were planted, and two weeks after a further

planting was made, to some extent; the soil, seed,

and preparation bemg the same. When potatoes

were expected for use, the first planted were not
larger than peas, while the second \vere as good as

expected—became very fine, and in the course of

the sunmier ceased to grow, and the tops died.

The first planting grew to a great length, (one
plant measured eight feet ten inches,) and con-
tinued green till frost, when they were dug, and
produced about a third, possibly half" as much
as first planted. I have at other times had pota-

toes of similar character, but did not attend to the

state of the moon. Many farmers, no doubt, have
observed that their 'Tops of wheat, corn, &c. or

part of them, sometimes turned out worse than
from the nature of the soil, and other -circum-

stances, they expected. Still I admit that it re-

quires many experiments made with accuracy and
judgement, to establish, beyond doubt, the exis-

tence of such a principle: and although the Dutch
who universally believe and act on it, are noto-

riously more successful than most others, yet it

niay be that this success is the result of more care-

ful tillage.

If such an influence does exist, it is important to

the interests of agriculture that it be satisfactorily

established. As radishes are of quick growth, an
experiment might be easily made, and repeated as

often as necessary, by sowing a few seed every
week for four or eight weeks.

It is to be hoped, Mr. Editor, that you, or some
of your intelligent correspondents, will be able to

give us some light on the subject, and let us knew
whether it is any thing more than "a mere matter

of moonshine,"
AN INQUIRER.

CHEAT AND WHEAT.
To the EJitor of the Fanners' Register.

In looking over the Farmer's Register, J have
been struck with the readiness with which some
of your correspondents gave into the notion, that

a certain portion of their wht^at was trarsmuted

into cheat, upon what I consider to be verr insuffi-

cient testimon3^ Sometime in the month ofMay
or June last, I had occasion to leave kmie for

Bomc days, and when I returned, on inquiring of

my overseer how the wheat crop came en, he, in

a most desponding tone, informed me thatthe pros-

I)ect was vepy bad—"that all the wet places had
turned into cheat." I laughed heartily at him for

entertaing such a notion—tor I had always thought
it absurd. I went to examine, and somewhat to

my surprise, found that in those parts of the field

which had not been properly drained, tiie wheat
had entirely disappeared, and nothing but cheat

remained. I did not infer, however, that the wheat

had turned into cheat, but that the wheat had
been destroyed by too nuich wet, and that the
cheat, being a hardy plant, had survived, and hav-
ing nothing to interfere with it, had grown very
vigorously, so as to cover the ground. I at once
instituted a strict examination, and found that the

cheat was very much mixed throughout my crop.

There were as many plants in the most vigorous

parts of the wheat as in the wet spots; but the

wheat being more vigorous, either concealed the

cheat, or checked its growth, so that it could not

be as distinctly seen. I never have believed that

wheat changes its essential quality so far, as to

become another plant, of a totally different nature.

Many experiments have been tried to establish the

fact—but none that have come to my knowledge,
have been satisfactory. When I first took pos-

session of the farm on which I live, the cheat was
growing on various parts of it. It has rapidly in-

creased, so as to become a serious evil: but I can
account for its increase on principles much more
rational than that of its originatmg from the wheat.
I have known the fact that it existed in my seed

wheat fi-om the first, and that it has gradually in-

creased; but I am well satisfied its increase has
been owing to my using seed thus mixed with
cheat. The cheat grows very luxuriantly in va-

rious parts of my land. It is not destroyed by
rest, nor by cultivation. It will spring up for years

on the same spot, and it would be matter of sur-

prise, if it did not mix in the wheat crop. Give
me seed free from cheat, and land where cheat has
never grown, and I have no fears that cheat will

show itself in the crop; but let the seed once get

among your wheat and it will never be eradicated

unti/ some more efficient mode of cleanmg is re-

sorted to,

THE TIME TO CUT TOBACCO.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

In the last number of the Register I find a
communication on the subject of the management
of tobacco, signed "Wardsfork," in which the
planters are cautioned against letting their tobacco
get thoroughly ripe. Whilst I cannot pretend to

set myself up as a guide to the distinguished

planters of Wardsfork generally, I doubt not, a
large majority of them will bear me out in saying,
that "Wardsfork" (skilflil as I know him to be)
is here out of the secret. It has been held by
them as essential to a crop of good qualit)', that it

should be suffered to get thoroughly ripe before it

is cut. The only evidence Wardsfork gives, is

that the heaviest and highest price tobacco he
ever made, was cut before it became very ripe.

This opinion is new to me, and to many others

—

and I appeal to the planters of Wardsfork, whe-
ther this is not a heresy, and whether Wardsfork
ought not to sustain his doctrine Avith more con-
clusive testimou}^, (than the weight and price of
his tobacco) before he incurs the responsibility of
leading many, who have great confidence in his

skill and opinions, to follow his example. I will

venture to assert, that of the ten or twelve dis-

tinguished ] lanters on Wardsfork, he is the only

one that entertains that opmion. And it seems to

me, that it is contrary to the very nature of things.

There is a point of maturity m every species of

vegetation, beyond which it must decline: but that
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point IS certainly thorough maturity—any thing
siiort of this must be imperfect. Tiie best plant-
ers I know, are those who let their tobacco get
thoroughly rijie—and the best tobacco I ever saw,
was that which was cut the ripest. My own ex-
perience has been, that tobacco cut "belbre the
\vhole leaf is ripe, will be found tender and devoid
of elasticity; as well as unilbrmity of texture and
color throughout the leai^—while perfectly ripe to-

bacco is almost certain to present these qualities.

It the tobacco is suffered to stand in the field until

it has passed the point of perfect maturity, then I

concede there is a loss both in the weight and
the beauty of the crop. The question turns then
upon this pomt—when is tobacco matured? I hold
that when the leaf will break readily on doubling
between the finger and thumb, and presents a
beautifully varied conijilcxion of green with yellow
spots, and a surface smooth and rich throughout,
even to the fringe or ruflle around the stalk, where
the stem grows to it: that then it is mature—and
such will belts appearance in all ordinary seasons.
In very wet seasons, the yellow spots do not always
appear, owing to the great quantity of sap—which
was probably the case with those crops of Wards-
fork, which turned out so well—but in this case
the brittleness is increased.

I hope Wardstbrk will duly appreciate my mo-
tives in declaring my dissent to the doctrine he
has advanced. With the highest respect for his

character in ail the relations of life, and especially

as an enlightened agriculturist, and with the most
unfeigned good will personally towards him, I can
have in view no object but to elicit truth, and to

promote the cause in which we are both engaged.
For however we may differ in relation to the point

in dispute, I do not pretend to set my skill up in

competition with his, but merely caution those

wlio are accustomed to make good tobacco, not to

listen too much to suggestions, not sustained by
long experience, or convincing testimony.

From the Southern Danner.

SUBTERRANEAN VILLAGE.

Naucoochea Valley, June 8, 1834.

Gentlemen—A singular discovery has recent!}'

been made in this vicinity^ of a subterranean vil-

lage, which tliough not so extensive as Hercula-
neum or Pompeii, involves much mj^stery and spe-

culation, and offers a new subject of inquiry to the

geologist and antiquary. The houses were dis-

interred by excavating a canal for the purpose of

washing gold. The depth varies from seven to

nine feet—some of the houses are embedded in

the stratum of gravel, which is auriferous, and
yields fine profit to the operators.—The logs are
but partially decayed, and fiom ten to twelve feet

long. The walls are from three to six feet in

height, joined together, forming a straight line up-
wards of 300 feet in length, comprising 34 build-

ings or rooms. The logs are hewn at the ends,
and notched down as in ordinary cabins of the
present day. In one of the rooms were found
three baskets made of cane splhs resting upon the
slate, also a number of fragments of Indian wear,
similar to that manufactured by the Gherokees at

the present period.

From the circumstance of the land having been
covered with a heavy growth of timber previous

to its cultivation by the whites (twelve years since,)
we must necessarily infer, tliat they were built at
a remote period, and by some powerful cause have
been submerged and covered by continual addi-
tions of alluvion. The stream is about 30 leet

wide, and is said by Mr. Saniord, (who is now
operating on it for gold very successfiilly, and fi-om

whom I derived most of my information with re-
o'ard to the houses,) to be one of tlie most produc-
tive gold depositcs in the countiy. The houses
are situated from fifty to one hundred yards from
the principal channel of the creek and as no far-

ther excavations have been made, it is more than
probable, that new and more interesting deve-
lopcments will be made when the land is worked for

gold.

A great number of curiouf! sj^ecimens of work-
manship have been found in siiufitions, which pre-
clude the possibility of their having been moved
for more than a thousand years. During my min-
ing operations last year, I found at one time, about
one half of a crucilale, of the capacity of near a
gallon. It was ten feet below the surface, and im-
mediately beneath a large oak tree which mea-
sured five feet in diameter, and must have been
tour or five hundred years old. The deposite was
diluvial, or what may be termed table land.

The stratum of quartz gravel in which tlie ves-
sel was imbedded, is about two feet in thickness,

resting upon decomposed chlorite slate.

It is not difficult to account for the deposite of
those substances in alluvial soil, for the hills are
generally very high and preci|;itous, and from tlie

immense quantity of rain which falls, the streams
are swollen to a great height, sweeping every thing
wilh them, and frequently forming a deposite of
several feet in thickness in a season; but some of
the diluvial land is from ten to fifty feet above the
present level of the streams. These deposites ex-
hibit appearance of as great attrition as those re-

cently formed.

There was a vessel, or rather a double mortar,
found in Duke's Creek, about five inches in diame-
ter, and the excavation on each side was nearly
an inch in depth, basin like, and perfectly polish-

ed. It was made of quartz which had been semi-
transparent, but had become stained with the iron

which abounds in quantity in all this country. In
the bottom of each basin was a small depression

half an inch in depth and about the same in diam-
eter. What its use could have been, is dithcult to

conjecture. Some suppose it was used for grind-

ing paint, &c., or in some of their plays or games.
The high finish, and its exact dimensions, induce

me to believe it is the production of a more civilized

people, than the present race of Indians.

Respectfully jours,

M. S.

From the Soutliern Planter.

BRiatSTONE FOR CATTLE.

Dr. Barllett: It is probably not known to many
of our farmers that brimstone is valuable for cattle

in keeping them free fi'om ticks. These vermin
are not only filthy in their appearance, but an in-

jury to the cattle. A piece of brimstone as large

as a grain of corn, well pulverized, given in a lit-

tle salt, will cause them to drop off, and prevent
others from getting on for eight or ten days. J

consider brimstone as necessaiy for a cow in the

summer, as salt.
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ON TMK I'KTITION FOR, A CHANGE OF THE LAW
OF ENCLOSURKS.

If llie question of the good or bad policy of our

present law of enclosures was considered fairly, either

as a matter of right and justice—of public interest—or

of private interest to riineteen-twentieths of all the in-

dividual cultivators of the soil of Eastern Virginia

—

there would be no doubt of the condemnation of the

law, on either, or all of these scores, by any intelli-

gent tribunal, having in consideration the circum-

stances and well-being of all. But, unfortunately, al-

most every question aifecting public and general inte-

i-ests, is discussed upon false or improper grounds; and"

it is easy to foresee what will be the grounds assumed

to oppose this beneficial change. It will be said by

tliosc v>-ho, for their own aggrandizement or profit, are

ever attempting to delude the poor and ignorant by

professing to be their exclusive friends and defenders,

that this change is for the benefit of the rich, and can-

not be made but by sacrificing the rights and interests

of the poor. But the slightest consideration will show

that the benefit to be derived by land occupiers (other

circumstances being alike) v/ill be the greater in pro-

portion to the small extent of their possessions—as

every one knows that the smaller the fields are, the

greater extent of fencing is required to enclose them,

in proportion to their size. Hundreds, perhaps thou-

sands of small tracts of land in Lower Virginia, are

left untiiled, waste, and unproductive, because the

whole rent or net product, would not pay for the ex-

pense of fencing—whether witii our perishable "old

field pine" timber, or wdth more durable and more cost-

ly materials. Of course, such land yielding nothing

to the owners, is worth nothing for them to hold: but

may be sold for a low price to some adjoining large

landholder, who can afford to bring the land into part

of a much larger enclosure. If he had not this advan-

tao-e, he could not afford to give any thing for the land,

for the same reason that the first owner could obtain

nothing by its cultivation: but his owning a large body

of land enables him to buy of his poor neighbor at $2

per acre, what will be to the purchaser worth perhaps

$-i or more, and which to the seller was worth nothing.

Such eifects of our fence law are numerous and noto-

rious. Indeed, if wealthy men and large landholders

wished to buy up the small tracts of their neighbors'

at the lowest price—and if they were so short-sighted

as to expect to prosper by the general loss and distress

of the community—they ought to sustain the present

law of enclosures, as the sure means for reaching their

object.

But perhaps it is still a poorer class for whose inte-

rests the "friends of the poor" will uphold the present

law—those who own no land, and who by the present

law enjoy the privilege of keeping stock on the unen-

closed lands of others. Those who will venture to use

this argument ought not to be ashamed to demand that

no laws should protect our corn and meat houses, lest

the poor should suffer for want of food. But should it

be required to oppose this miserable petty larceny

ground of argument, (it deserves no better name,) it

would be better to buy up this existing privilege, at

double its full value. The privilege of grazing the un-

enclosed lands of other persons in Eastern Virginia, is

worth scarcely any thing to the few who use it, and

costs at least an hundred times as much to those who
suffer tlie grievance. . All the stock raised by grazing

at largo, and the profits of every kind, just and unjust,

derived from the existence of the law of enclosures,

would not i^ay one-tenth part of its cost to the commu-
nity. The change asked for, which is simply that

each man shall secure his own stock, would serve to

add one-fourth to the average net profits of cultivation

throughout Lower Virginia. If the greater compara-

tive extent of forest, and other land unfit for tillage,

west of the Blue Ridge, makes a change there inex-

pedie.it, there is no reason why the existing law should

not remain in operation there, as long as those circum-

stances may continue. It is unnecessaiy here to re-

peat the arguments for the change of this law, which

have already been presented in several articles, to our

readers. We have aimed to confine our remarks to

those points, which, as being of minor importance,

have been passed over, or but sliglitly touched by
others.

The foregoing remarks were written for the 5th No.

and were at first intended to accompany the petition

for a change of the law of enclosures: but were kept

back as not required, and because it was useless to an-

ticip.ate objections which had not then been made. No
considerable objections were to be expected, so long as

the discussion was confined to men of intelligence, and

to all those who 7-ead, and are thereby entitled to judge

for themselves. The objections that might proceed

from such persons (for none have yet appeared in

print,) would be founded on reason and justice, and
would be such as they w'ho uttered them would have

no cause to be ashamed of. There wall always be

some strong objections to a thorough change of any
lo!ig established and widely operating tpolicy—and the

advocates for this, cannot claim the existence of the

fence law to be a case of unmixed evil. Objections of

this kind, whenever they may be presented, should be

met witli respect, and opposed as proceeding from

friends who have in view the same general object, the

preservation and promotion of the interests of agricul-

ture. But since our publication of the petition to the

legislature on this subject, the cause has been trans-

ferred to a very different tribunal—to court yards and

places for waiTant trials, where fifth rate demagogues,

who read nothing that serves to increase their glim-

mering lights, can influence the opinions of those who
do not read any thing. Judging from the verbal re-

ports that have reached our secluded dwelling place,

the pitiful ground of argument, which was anticipated

above, is mainly relied on by these self-constituted

and noisy guardians of the interests of the people.

They take precisely the position that we expected before

they had even heard of the question. The ground of

objection and the manner of its being urged, are simi-

lar to all other attempts to array t'.ie poor against the

rich, which have at all times proceeded from those

men, who were striving to build up their own dirty

interests, by deluding and defrauding both poor and

rich. There are few men, capable of exerting the

smallest political influence, who are so foolish as to

believe that even the poor can be benefited by mea-
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sures which impair tlie rights of property. Those who

urge such measures with any success, foioiy that all

classes, and the poor not less than tlie rich, are inte-

rested in preserving the rights of property: but the of-

fice seeking demagogue also knows that his own inte-

rest may be served by his country's loss, and his own

interest is all he seeks. Whatever may be his rank in

the despicable roll—whether his ambition aims at the

highest or the lowest ofiice in the people's gift, the ge-

neral course of the demagogue is the same. When he

talks about "honor and patriotism, pure disinterested-

ness, and devotion to the popular will," tlicre is most

reason for the people to expect an attack upoii their

political riglits, and property.

Labor is the only source of all property. There is

nothing that helps to constitute wealth which has not

been created by, or received the whole of its value fi-om

labor alone. God has given to man in abundance the

materials for wealth—but these materials require to be

worked up, and brought into a useful and productive

state by labor, and without it they are utterly worth-

less. The property of the richest farmer in Virginia,

to the last cent, was acquired by his labor of body or

mind—or by the labor of his forefathers, or of whom-

soever he received his property by the course prescri-

bed by law. Every man, from nature, derives the pow-

to labor, and by its exercise, the ability to accumulate

property—and in this happy country, there are few

citizens having nothing but their labor, who might not

pass from tins class, to that which holds property ac-

cumulated by the previous exercise of labor. The
preservation of the rights of property is as indispensa-

ble to aid the first conversion of labor to wealth, as to

secure the possession afterwards—and every man is

personally and deeply interested in preserving the

sanctity which has generally been attached in Virgi-

nia to the rights of property. Without these rights,

all would be as poor as the most destitute now are

—

and every violation permitted to exist, serves not only

to lessen the security and value of accumulated pro-

perty, but also to obstruct its accumulation.

From tlie Library of Useful Knowledge—Fanner's Scries.

PHYSICKING HORSES.

This would seem to be the most convenient

place to speak of" physicking horses, a mode of

treatment necessary under various diseases, but

which has injured the constitution of more horses,

and in fact absolutely destroyed more of them,

than any other thing that can be mentioned.

When a horse comes ti-om grass to hard meat, or

li'om the cool open air to a heated stable, a dose of

physic or even two doses may be useful to prevent

the tendency to innammation which must be the

necessary consequence of so sudden and great a
change." To a horse that is becoming too iai, or

has surfeit, or grease, or mange, or that is out of

condition from inactivity of the digestive organs,

a dose of physic is oiten most serviceable; but we

and the absurd method of treating the horse when
under the operation of |)hysic.

A Iiorse should l)e rarefuliy prepared for the ac-

tion of phj^sic. Two or three bran-mashes given

on that or'the preceding day are far from sufficient,

when a horse is about to be physicked, whether

to promote his condition or in obedience to custom.

Mashes should be gi\"en until the dung becomes
softened; a less quantity of physic will then suffice,

and it will more quickly pass through the intes-

tines, and be more equally diffused over them.

Five drachms of aloes, given when the dung has

thus been softened, will act much more eflectualiy,

and much more safely than seven drachms, when
the lower intestines are obstructed by hardened

fteces.

On the day on which the physic is given, the

horse should have walking exercise, or may be

gently trotted for u quarter of an hour twice in the

day; but after the physic begins to work, he should

not be moved from his stall. Exercise then would

produce gripes, irritation, and possibly dangerous

inflammation. The common and absurd practice

is to give the horse most exercise after the physic

has begun to operate.

A little hay may be put into the rack; as much
mash may be given as tlie horse will eat, and as

nmch water, with the coldness of it taken off, as

he will drink. If, however, he obstinately refuses

to drink w^arm water, it is better that he should

have it cold, than to continue without taking any
l^uid; but he should not be suffered to take more

than a quart at a time, with an interval of at least

an hour between each portion.

When the purging has ceased, or ihs physic is

set, a mash should be given once or twice every

day until the next dose is taken, between which

anil the setting of the first there should be an in-

terval of a Aveek. The horse should recover fi-om

the languor and debility occasioned by the first

dose, before he is harassed by a second.

Eight or ten tolerably copious motions will be

perfectly sufficient to answer every good purpose,

although the groom or the carter may not be satis-

fied unless double the quantity are procured. The
consequence of too strong purgation will be, that a

lowness and weakness vvill hang about the horse

for many days or weeks, and inflammation will

often ensue from the over-irritation of the intestinal

canal.

Long continued custom has made aloes the

almost^ invariable purgative of the horse, and very

properly so; for there "is no other at once so sure

and saffe. The Barbadoes aloes, although some-

times verj^ dear, should alone be used. The dose,

with a horse properly prepared, will vary from_

five to seven drachms. The preposterous doses of

nine, ten, or even twelve drachms are, happily for

the horse, generally abandoned. Custom has as-

sifjned the form of a ball to physic, but good sense

wTu in due time introduce the solution of aloes, as

actincT more speedilv, effectually, and safely.

The only other purgative on which dependence

can be placed is the croton. The farina or meal

of the nut is used; but from its acrimony it should

be given in the form of ball, with linseed meal.

The dose varies from a serujile to half a drachm.

It ads more speedily than the aloes, without thedo enter our |)rotest against the periodical physic

ing of all horses in the spring and the autumn, and 1 nausea which they produce; but it causes more
more particularly against that severe system which Avatery stools, and consequently more debility,

is thought to be necessary to train them lor work,
| Linseed oil is an uncertain but safe purgative,
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in doses from a pound to a pound and a half Olive

oil is more uncertain but safe: and castor oil, that

mild aperient in the human being, is both uncer-

tain and unsafe. Epsom salts are inefficacious,

except in immense doses ol" a j;ound and a half,

and then not always safe.

From the Fincattle Patriot.

AV IIITEWASHING.

It is a very common practice to whitewash
rooms, walls, and liinces, with simple lime and

water. The result is, that a touch brings it ofl'

upon the hands or clothes, and a iew successive

rains leave almost entirely bare the materials upon
which it has been laid, and which are exposed to

the weather. On in-door work a little glue will

fix it so that it will not easily rub off, nor whiten

the dress that happens to come in contact with it.

Out of doors, glue alone will not answer. Skim-
med milk is probably the cheapest and best ingre-

dient that can be easily procured. Those who
put whithwash without any thing of this kind to

retain it, act on the same princijile as if they

should fill a seive with water, or cover a house

with sbino-les without nailing them on.

WINES AND VINEYARDS.

[For the following extracts from the Journal of a

recent visit to the principal Vineyards of Spain and

France, we are indebted to the review of that work by

the London Monthly Magazine. The general reader

may be amused by some of the details, and the con-

sumers of what are called old and pure wines will be

more interested than pleased, to learn some of the

isecrets of trade, concerning the age and purity so

highly prized.

There are certain kinds of wine, of which the Her-

initage is one, of great celebrity, each of which is the

product of only one (and that a veiy limited) body of

land. The high prices of these wines have been a

sufficient inducement to produce elsewhere others of

like qualities: and their character has been established

long enough to give full time for attempts at imitation.

It is certain that the peculiar qualities of these wines

cannot be caused by climate, because the like cannot

be made at the distance of a mile—nor by the ap-

parent texture of the soil, nor inclination of its surface,

as both these could be found in many other situations.

The passage below concerning the calcareous soil (and

that not too highly calcareous) of the Hermitage vine-

yard, seems to indicate the cause of the value of the

product to be in the quality of the soil; and that the

peculiar quality of soil required, though not evi-

dent to the senses, maybe easily discovered by chemi-

cal analysis. It is not expected that calcareous ma-

nures will give the flavor of Hermitage wine to that

of all vines: but it would be worth trying whether

such manures would not improve the flavor and in-

crease the product of all vineyards in this country-

There is so little of natural calcareous soil in the old

settled parts of the United States, that it is most pro-

bable that not one vine has been planted on such soil.

It would be very easy to try the application on a few

vines; and if it was found beneficial, vineyards, from

their small extent and great value, might be limed or

marled at an inconsiderable expense, no matter where

situated. If there should be found no other benefit,

an important one might be found ill this—that calca-

reous soil suffers much less than any other by the ex-

tremes of both wet and dry weather—and the first of

these extremes, is particularly hurtful to the products

of vineyards.]

"A violent storm of wind and rain made it im-
possible to fjuit the house yesterday, and though
the rain continued to fall at intervals to day, 1

managed to visit, in company with Dr. Wilson,
the cellars of the house of James Gordon and
Company. The extent of these cellars is quite

immense—the extreme length of the largest being
110 Spanish varas, about 306 English feet, and
the breadth 222 feet; the roof is supported by rows
of massive square columns of mason work, and al-

dioughthe whole cellar is not of the above lenglh

or breadth, the principal division of the building

being only 200 by 150 feet, yet with its various

adjuncts, the whole extent of the cellar is equal
to the dimensions first stated. INIessrs. Gordon
and Company have also another very extensive

cellar, though not equal to this in dimensions.

Their ordinary stock of wine is said to be 4000
butts: this is kept in casks of various sizes, con-

taining from one to four butts. These casks are

ranged in regular rows; in some parts of the cellar

to the height of lour tiers. They are called scleras,

and are always retained in the cellars. They con-

tain wines of various qualities and ages—from
one to fifty years. The wine merchants of A'eres

never exhaust their stock of finest and oldest wine.
According to the place at which the wine expe-
dited to the market is intended to be sold, it con-

tains a larger or smaller proportion of old wine.

But is only in wines of very high price, that even
a small portion of their finest wines is mixed.
What is withdrawn from the oldest and finest casks,

is made up from the casks which approach then
nearest in age and quality, and these are again re-

plenished trom the next in age and quality to them.
Thus a cask of wine, said to be fitly years old may
contain a portion of the vintages of thirty or forty

*^(-^«i*5nn^ ^ ^ vf # #

"The highest qualities of sherry are made up of
wine the bulk of Avhich is from three to five years

old, and this is also mixed in various proportions

with older wines. Thus, from the gradual mixture

of wines of various ages, no wine can be farther

fi-om what may be called a natural wine than

sherry. But, besides giving the wines, as they-

are prepared tor the market, mellowness and rich-

ness, by the additions of older wines, there is a
very dry kind of sherry called jJmontillado or

Moniilladn, which abounds in the peculiar nutty

flavor that distinguishes sherries, and which is

frequently added when that i» deficient. Being
very light in color, it is also used to reduce the co-

lor of sherries which are too high; and when, on
the other hand, color is required, the deficiency is

made good by the mixture of boiled wines, or

rather of boiled must.''^

"The lowest priced sherries are in general the

growth of Port St. Mary's or San Lucar, two dis-

tricts within ten miles ofXeres; or they are brought

round fi-om Malaga to Port St. Mary's, and thence
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transhipped for England under the name of sheny,
perhapn after having been landed and mixed with

other wines to give tliem llie qualities in which
they are deficient. All these low-priced wines are

largel}' mixed with brandy, being intended for the

consumption of a class of people who are unable

to judge of any quality in wine but its strength.

But brandy is added in very small proportions to

the good wines—never in greater quantities than

four or five per cent, while they remain in the cel-

lar, and frequently not at all,- unless the wine should

become sciiddy ovniuihcry; and thus the finest wines
are irequently entirely tree ti-om it; but on their

shipment, a small dose ot" brandy is considered ab-

solutely necessary even to fine wines,to make them
bear the voyage, as it is said; but in realitj', because
strength is one of the first (pialitics looked for by
the consumers."

"On entering his cellar, or rather pressing-room,

we t()und the laborers at their dinner. Rread seem-
ed here, as elsewhere, the chief article of their

diet. Tliere was also abundance of prickly pears

and grapes. We passed to the cellar where the

new-made wine w^as stored, and tasted in its va-

rious slates. The wine of a fortnight old was still

very sweet,' although the fermentation was now
barely sensible. We also tasted the sweet wine of
tJie same age, made from the Pedro Ximenes
grape, and we conceived it to be barely possible

for any thing to be more luscious, although we
were inlbrmed that in a dry season it is much
richer. He said he had about 200 butts^ of the

sweet wine, and wished it were all of that quality, it

was so useful in mixing with his purchased wine
lor exportation."

*'0n returningli-om the cellarto the pressing-room
we found the presses at work. There were eight
troughs, similar in shape and dimensions to those

formerly described, each with its wooden screw in

the centre. A large quantity of grapes being
heaped up in one part of the trough, they com-
mence by strewing upon them as much powdered
gypsum, or sulphate of lime, as a man can take up
with both hands. A portion of the grapes are
then spread over the bottom of the remainder of
the trough, upon which the men jump with great
violence, having Avooden shoes, with nails to pre-
vent their slipping. After the greater part of the
grapes are pretty well broken, they are piled up
round the screw, and a flat band, made of a kind
of grass, is wound round the pile, commencing at

the bottom, the broken grapes being heaped and
pressed in as the band i.s wrapped higher and
higher, till they are all compressed into it. They
then commence working the screw, and the must
flows w4th great rapidity^"

* * * # *: # #

"Some of them, he says, are twenty years old
and upwards. Some of his wines of seven or eight
years old resembled a good sherry, and he agreed
with me in thinking that his sweet wine of that
age was equal to those three times as old. He
further agreed with me, that the great age ol'

those wines did by no means add proportionably
to their quality; and he evidently understands the
art of giving the qualities generally attributed to

ag^! by mixing, and other management. He him-
self hinted at the success with which he had con-

ducted this branch of trade, and he has the repu-

tation of havujg acquired great wealth."

# * « # # # #

[At Perpignan] after taking chocolate we pro-
ceded to vineyards. Mr. Durand only cultivates
three varieties of vines, the Grenache, which gives
sweetness, the Carignun, which gives color, and
the Mataro, \vhich gives (juantity. His vines are
in general ])lanted either on the plain or on a
gently inclined slope; but when there is a slope
the exposure is always to the south. The soil is

loose and stony,the stones g»or<z, of various colors
and shades." [This wine is known by the name of
Rousillon.]****** »

The finest Clarets of Bordeaux are mixetl with
a portion of the finest red wine of Hermitage,
and four-fifths of the quantity of the latter which
is produced are thus employed. The wines are
racked off the lees in spring, and suljdiured. A
very small piece of sulphured match is burnt in
the casks intended for the white wine; tlic red wine
requires a greater portion. These matches are
purchased from persons who make a business in
preparing Ihem. They are slij;s of paper, about
one inch and a half broad, and when coated on
both sides with sulphur, are about the thickness of
a sixpence. A piece ofone inch and a half square
is sufficient for a cask of white wine containino- 50
gallons."

* * # » * # #

"The hill of Hermitage is so called from an an-
cient hermitage, the ruins of which are still

in existence near its top. It was inhabited by
hermits till within the last 100 years. The hill,

though of considerable height, is not of great ex-
tent; the whole front which looks to the south
may contain 300 acres, but of this, though the
whole is under vines, the lower part is too rich t»
yield those of the best qualit}', and a part near
the top is too cold to bring its product to maturity.
Even of the middle region the whole extent does
not produce the finest wines. M. Machon, the
gentleman whose property we were traversin^^
pointed out to me the direction in whicli a belt of
calcareous soil crossed the ordinary granitic soil of
the mountain, and he said it recjuires the grapes
of these difierent soils to be mixed, in order to
produce the finest quality of Hermitage. I took
home a portion of the soil whicli he pointed out as
calcareous, and the degree of eflervescence which
took place on my pouring vinegar upon it, indica-
ted the presence of a considerable portion of lime.
It is probably to this peculiarity that the wine of
Hermitage owes its superiority, lor to all appear-
ance many of the neighboring hills on both sides
of the Rhone present situations equally favorable,
although the wine produced even upon the best
of them never rises to above half the value of the
former, and in general not to the fourth of their val-
ue. A good deal may also be attributable to the
selection of plants. The best red wines of Her-
mitage are made exclusively from one variety,
and the white wines from two varieties; but in the
district generally a much greater number of vari-
eties are cultivated. The Red Grape is named the
Ciras. The white varieties are the Ronssete Mar-
san. The ibrmer yields by itself a dry and spir-
ituous wine, which easily affects the 'head—the
plant produces indiflerently—the latter yields a
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sweeter wine—they are mixed together, to i:!ro-

duce the best white Hermitage."

"After quitting the vineyards of Champertin, I

rejoined the cabriolet, and after recovering the
mani road, proceeded to Clos Vougeot. This
vineyard Ibrmerly belonged to a convent, and tlie

builciings are therelbre rather extensive. What
was the old vineyard is enclosed by a high stone
wall, but M. Ouvrard, the present proprietor, has
also acquired a considerable portion of the land
without the wall, and the present extent of the
Clos Vougeot is therefore 48 hectares, 112^
English acres.

"They commence selling [the Clos Vougeot]
it when three and lour years old; but the wine of
very liivorable seasons is retained by the proprietor

till it is ten or a dozen years old, wlien it is bottled,

and sold at the rate of six francs a bottle. The
price of the wine of ordinary vintages, from three

to lour old, is irom 500 to 600 irancs the hogshead,
but seasons occasionally occur when the wine is

not better than the Vin Ordinaire of the country.

The wine of 1824 was given to the laborers as

their ordinary drink, that of 1825 is now ripening

in the large vats, and will be worth, in tliree or

four years more, six li-ancs a bottle. The wine
has been Ibund by experience to be of better qual-

ity, and to preserve its perfume better, in these

large vals than in casks."

"The very eminent wine house of Messrs.
Ruinart and Son, of Rheims, are agents for Her-
ries, Farquhar, and Co.'s notes. Having called

upon them to cash one of these, M. Ruinart,

junior, conducted me over their v/ine cellars, which
are very extensive and all subterranean, consisting

of three under-ground stores, one beneath another,

all mined out of the limestone rock. Tlie wine
[Champagne] which has received the last at-

tentions which it requires, and is ready for expe-
diting to the consumer, is packed in large square

masses, bottle above bottle, and side b}^ side, with
no other precaution to keep them steady than a
lath pas«:ing along between the necks of one layer

and the butts of the next laj^er above. They gen-
erally send the wine to the consumer at the age of

three and ibur years, but after the first winter it is

all ])ut in bottle. The stock therelbre, appears
immense, and indeed it is very large, for not only

are different qualities required, but also ditlerent

descriptions to suit the varying tastes of their cus-

tomers in England, America, and Russia, to which
countries Messrs. Ruinart make their chief ex-
ports. A gentleman with whom I travelled, told

me that he could buy very good sound Champagne
at Chalons for two francs a bottle, and was then
going to purchase 100 bottles at that price, but

respectable wine merchants never send any to

England under three francs a bottle. What is

sent to England is more spirituous, and froths

more strongly than what is sold Ibr domestic con-

sumption. The greatest and most minute atten-

tions are necessary in preparing Champagne. The
casiis in which it ferments, after running from the

press, are previously sul[)hcred to prevent the fer-

mentation from proceeding to too great a length.

It is twice clarified during the winter, and in the
month of March, before the return of spring has
renewed the fermentation, it is bottled off. Vv'hen

in this state llie bottles are placed in frames, diag-
onall}', with their heads downwards. The lees
are thus collected in the neck of the bottle, but they
do not consider it necessary to uncork the bottles
as soon a.s the wine is perfectly clear, nor is it con-
sidered that there is any danger of the wine spoil-

ing if the return of warm weather should cause a
re-commencement of the fermentation, and re-mix
the lees through the wine. On the contrary, tliey

sometimes allow the lees to remain to ripen, as
tliey term it longer than usual. The wine in gen-
eral, remains in this state till the following winter,
each botde is then placed in a frame, and carefully

uncorked. The contents of the neck of the bottle

are emptied. It is filled up from another bottle of
the same wine, and being re-corked, only nowre-
qidrcs age to give it all the perfection it is capable
of. It of course often happens, (hat the wine has
either undergone less than the usual fermentation,
or bein<i; stronger than usual requires a greater fer-

mentation before being put into bottles; and it con-
sequently happens that tlie fermentation in the bot-
tles is greater than Ihey can bear, and that a large
proportion of them burst during the first summer.
The floors of the wine cellars are all covered with
grooves, sloping to a gutter, by whicli the wine
which has burst the bottles is conveyed to a cistern

in the floor, and, as there is the most perfect cleaji-

liness observed, a part of the wine is thus some-
times saved."

From tlie Journal of C'oninicice.

GOLD MINIMS IN VIRGINIA.

Spoitsylvania County, Va. Oct. 4ih, 1834.

Having spent some time in the ricli cojiper re-

gion of the Blue Ridge, I returned on the 4th, to

the Gold mmes of the United States Company in

Spottsylvania county. Here I Ibund the minors
engaged in raising ore from the shaft. As soon
as the ore came into daylight, gold v/as distinctly

seen on many of the rocks; and on beating them
promiscuously into sand, and washing av/ay the
lighter particies, the resuhs of pure mefallic gold
was still more beautiful and surprising. I de-
scended into the shall about 30 feet, and after pass-

ing along in a tunnel 100 feet, I came to the vein,

which, by admeasurement, was found to be 21
inches in diameter, and dipping at an angle of
about 60^. I send you a common specimen of
the vein, which was broken down in my presence,

and which, if skilfully examined, will be Ibund to

contain from $40 to §50 per hundred Vicight or

bushel. The whole expense of raising and work-
ing this ore is from 60 to 65 cents per hundred
weight or bushel.—This company is now fully or-

ganized, and in full operation, under a charter

granted by the legislature of Virginia, Jan. 9,

1834. Their mining operadons appear to be con-

ducted with econoni}^ and skill, by Capt. Rau, an
experienced German miner. The excellent wa-
ter power, abundance of wood and timber upon
their own lands, together with the richness of their

ore, vender the prospects of this company uncom-
monly promising.

Sefjarated onl}' by the Rappahannock River are

the Rappahannock Gold Mines, under the direc-

tion of Professor John Millington. These mines
are the property of a company in Philadelphia,

and although not so extensive as those of the

United Sates Company, still their ores are found to
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be ricli in ffold, and well worth working; as may
be seen ii-oin the lblKnvin,<r extract of Mr. Milling-

ton's Report. "It may therefore be fairly inferred

that if the exj)erimcnt had been belter and more

accurately conducted, and made on a larger scale,

each |)oimd weight of average ore Avould have

yielded one grain ofgold, or at the rateof five pen-

nyweights to the hundred pounds weight of ore,

Avhich is much more than the probable, or indeeil

possible cost of working the mines,—as we con-

ceive that could in no case amount to so nuich as

one dollar upon the hundred jionnds w-eighl."

I remain yours very respectfully.

F. SHEPHERD.

From the Journal of Commorcc.

GEOLOGICAL, DHSCRIPTIOX OF THE GOLD RE-
GION OF VIRGirCIA.

Stafford County, Va. Oct. 7tli, 1S3 1.

In passing from tide water to the Blue Ridge,

the Avhole country is undulating, consisting of lulls

of moderate elevation, intersected with vallies or

rather ravines of moderate depth. The soil for

the most part is composed of bright red clay,

Ifighly colored vvdth the oxide of iron, and formed

from the decomposition of vertical lamiuEe of Tal-
cose slate or schist. As you approach the metali-

ftirous veins, this red clay becomes intermixed
with fragments of quartz, comminted by the ac-

tion of the atmosphere, and mechanically spread
upon the surface for some distance, by the action

of the reins and ploughing, and the like, from year
to year. At the distance of sometimes a few inch-

es, and sometimes a few feet below the surface of
this bright red soil, is found the talc or talcose slate,

generally of a greenish grey color, soapy to the

touch, and of a greasy lustre. This rock is the

Talkschiefer of Germany, and is commonly known
throughout the world, in gold mining districts, as

gold slate, or as the slate peculiar to gold regions.

It is composed of magnesia, from 30 to 40 percent.,

silex from 50 to 60 per cent., and oxide of iron,

allumuie and sulphur, hi small and varible propor-

tions.

The leaves or laminae of this slate are vertical,

and often intermixed with iron pjrites, containing
gold in a foliated form, very nmch like thick gold
leaf. These iron pyrites are generally richer in

gold, when found in the slate alongside of a quartz
vein. The quartz \'eins are vertical walls of white
flint, containing oxide of iron, and frequently iron

pyrites and specular oxide of iron beautifully crys-

talized.

The diameter of the quartz vems, varies from
the fourth part of an inch to six or eight feet. All
these veins are found between and parallel to the
layers of slate, and extend longitudinally in a di-

rection 41i- degrees North East. Sometimes
the gold is found in quartz veins, in large masses,
and sometimes distributed through the same in

fine grains, and hidden, as it were, by the oxide
of iron. Frequently specimens of this kind are
rich when no gold is externally visible. Some-
times the large or main vein is found to be rich,

and then again, the gold is absent from it altoge-
ther. In such cases, the gold is generally found
in parallel thread veins frequently at some distance

from the large or priucipi.J vein. Some;,imes these

veins dip like coal strata, and pass under rivers

and rise again; and again they are cut asunder by
streams, and the rocks of the vein broken or
ground to sand, by attrition, the golil washed tlown
the stream in grains, and overspread with gravel.
As these grains of gold are indestructible, they
are not unfrequently carried by currents and floods

down into secondary regions, where they assist in
fbrmingnew sandstone, conglomerate, and the like.

These deposites of gokl are often very rich, and
much of the gold of Virginia is obtained, by care-
fully washing the sand found at the bottom of the
gravel in the streams and low grounds.

Other metals are usually associated Avith the
gold in the veins and in the slate. I have never
fiiiled to find a greater or less poition of sih-er. I

have also in some instances, found copper and
blennde, antimony and galena. In many inslances
the sulphm-et oi' iron or hepatic pyrites may be
said to be the dwelling place of the gold.

This v/hole gold region is based upon granite, and
evidently belongs to that formation, which Pro-
fessor Jjlumerdiach denominates the second class

of primitive rocks. As yet I have not di>icovered

that they contain any organic remains. Very re-

specfully, yours,

F. SHEPHilKD.

OIV THE CHEAT COKTROVERSY.
To tlie Editor of llie Farmers' Rcgislur.

My present purpose is, perhaps a very thank-
less one; for should it prove successful, I shall de-
prive our brother agriculturists of a most prolific

source of contention and wordy warfare; wliich,

strange to say, is often of as angry a character, as
any that the bitterest politicians ever v/age against
each other: I mean the apparently endless dispute
about the convertibility of" wheat into cheat. But
the spirit moveth me to the undertaking, and I

will proceed; being willing to submit it entirely to

the better judgement of yourself and your sub-
scribers to decide, whether he who attempts to
appease and to terminate strife, is not, in fact, a
very ill-natured man;inasnmch as he does, (should
his design be accomplished) deprive others of all

pretext lor doing that which must be a great grati-

fication to them, or they would not continue to do
it. In performing this seemingly hopeless task, it

is not my mtention to furnish a solitary fact appli-

cable to the controversy, because we have already
before us thousands of what are called and con-
sidered facts of entirely opposite, and even con-
tradictory character—adduced too, by as veracious
men as any in our community; so that our hopes
from these, so far as yet supplied, may truly be said

to be utterly liiUacious. This may possibly appear
a very extraordinary declaration on the part ofone
professing such a design as I do; but a little reflec-

tion will satisfy any considerate man, that this

curious dispute may last to the end of the world,

unless some other mode can be devised for ending
it, than any which has yet been promulgated

—

that onl}- excepted, whlcla you and your friends

tried and published some time ago, and which, as

far as I recollect, is the only one well calculated to

attain its object. Had you added only a few more
particular notices, you would have made your ex-
periment so complete, as not to leave the shadow
of doubt on the minds of anv, but that class of
incurablv ciedulous mortals, who can believe that
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jugglers actually manufacture Avith, and draw out

of their mouths, countless yards of riband, and fry

good pancakes in their hats. All the other publi-

cations that I have seen, have been the mere con-
clusions of the writers, from results favorable to

their own preconceived notions: which they them-
selves choose to ascribe to causes that might have
had no more to do with them, than the shape of
last year's clouds. All that could certainly be pro-

nounced true of these comnumications, was that

cheat came up where the writers did not expect it;

and that they supposed, irom circumstances appear-
ing to them, but to nobody else, conclusive, it pro-

ceeded from wheat ])lants converted into cheat by
some incomprehensible process, utterly at variance

with all the known laws of the vegetable kingdom.
I again repeat, and challenge denial, that no ex-
periment heretotbre published, except that of your-
self and Iriends, can be called any thing but an
ex parte one; and such as was totally deficient in

that particularit}', minuteness, and accuracy of ob-
servation which are indispensably necessary to

settle any such long controverted point. The
champions of each opinion have utterly eschewed
the admirable "non-committal ]}oIicy"—they have
too long been decidedly arrayed against each other

on opposite sides, to yield to any tiling less than a
series of facts which can be neither gotten over,

under, nor around. These I fully believe would
be furnished by the experiment v.liich I am about
to suggest, if any [lersons could be prevailed upon
to make it: it is hoped that several may, as neither

the expense nor labor would be worth regarding
in a matter about which so many persons have
deeply interested themselves.

The experiment I would suggest, is that two or

three gentlemen of Avell known respectability,

should each select three or tiiur dozen grains of
the best wheat they can find. Let these be planted

in well prepared laud of good quality—say in two
rows one loot apart, and the grains at regular in-

tervals of four or five inches, so as to admit of

hand weeding. Mark each spot carefully with a
small stick, and as soon as the blades appear above
the ground, scratch away the earth on one side

until each grain i.': discovered, which will certainly

show whether the supposed wheat blades really

spring from the deposited Avheat grains, or from
something else. This being determined, let the

earth be carefully replaced, and the now ascertained

wheat blades be daily examined, that the wonder-
ful transmiitation may not steal a march upon the

examiners, but may be detected, (if it takes place

at all) at the very moment of its commencement.
But as the grazing down of the blades is generally

deemed necessary to insure the metamorphosis,
and the bill of a goose, (1 mean nothing invidious,

my good sir,) has been thought particularly effica-

cious in accomplishing the marvellous change, let

as many geese as necessary, be constantly grazed
upon one half of the rows until late in the spring,

and taken off only in time to enable the plants to

throw out each its own head, or heads. Now
as the blades of wheat and cheat are known to

differ from each other, nearly or quite as much as

the grain does, if the process of watching the

blades, not only during the whole goose-grazing
process, but until the heads appear, be continued
without a day's neglect, it would be impossible

for any change in the nature and appearance of

any of the plants to take place without imme-
diate detection.

If any gentlemen shall be induced to make the
experiment just suggested, and in the manner
above stated, and will then proclaim in your paper,
under their own proper signatures, that the goose-
grazed wheat actually turned into cheat, I for one,
infidel as I have always been in regard to the con-
vertibility of wheat into cheat, will publicly ac-

knowledge the abandonment of my unbelief on
this subject. I shall, however, not cease to won-
der as long as I live, at such a marvellous depar-
ture fi'om all the known laws of vegetable physi-

ology. Indeed, I should not be more amazed
Avere I to see realized a boast Avhich I once heard
in regard to the fertility of the Opelousas soil. Of
this the boaster affirmed, that you might plant in

it the over night, sow's tails, and by the middle of
next day would find growing on the ends of them,
fat pigs, large enougli to make good roasters.

J. M. G.

[Our friend and highly esteemed correspondent, J.

M. G., must pardon us for hinting that his remarks

are liable to an objection very similar to that which he

so justly charges to others. His tone of censure, it is

true, is altogether different from that of the seemingly

angry disputants whom he condemns; but his satire,

however free from ill-nature or unkindness of feeling,

may be as keenly felt as serious denunciation. Some
persons would be more unwilling to be laughed at,

than to be abused. But even if either of these courses

were proper in discussing disputed points in agricul-

ture, they would be misplaced in the "cheat contro-

versy"—for though our own opinions are as decidedly

opposed as .T. M. G's., to the possibility of transmuta,-

tion, yet we must admit that that side of the question

is maintained by many persons, whose intelligence and

experience claim and deserve, for their opinions, the

most respectful attention.

The experiment proposed by J. M. G. as a means of

deciding this dispute, seems far from likely to prove

satisfactory. The strongest advocates of the trans-

mutation doctrine, would expect a change rarely to

proceed from good grains of wheat: and therefore if

such experiments were repeated twenty times, without

a plant of cheat being produced, it would still leave

the change as much to be believed in as before. In

the experiment reported in Vol. I, (p. 83) and which

is referred to above with commendation, every knoicn

circumstance was brought into operation, which is

charged to be a cause for the change of wheat to cheat.

If that trial was not severe enough, let others be made
more so—and those who contend for the change ought

to have the liberty of choosing, and of making full use

of every means for producing it. Permitting the most

unlimited choice of means, and only requiring that

every fact shall be strictly observed and proved, we
hereby offer a premium of a complete set of the Far-

mers' Register from the commencement to the end of

its publication, to whomsoever shall trace the progress

of as many as three grains of wheat to as many perfect

plants of cheat. Should the premium be claimed, we
shall not judge of its validity, but will submit the

matter for decision to others, the most competent to

decide impartially and correctly as to the value of the
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facts presented, and the evidence by which they are

supported. The change from a single grain, if certain,

would be as satisfactory a9 from any greater numb.-r

—

but three such changes are required the better to guard

against possible mistakes, witliout adding any con-

siderable difliculty to the operations of tlie experi-

ment.]

CORX STARCH,

We are advised by an excellent house keeper,

is no wise interior to wheat starch, wliile it can
be made with half" the labor and expense. As
this is the season for malcinfj it, we have obtained

Jroni our intbrniant, lor the Cultivator,

Directionsfor 7iiaking it.—Take 30 good ears

of green corn, fit Ibr eating, grate the corn with a
large grater, a lanthorn will do, into a pail of wa-
ter; turn the whole through a fine metal cullender,

or a coarse cloth strainer, to separate the hulls, &c.
then change the water two or three times, to ren-

der the starch, which settles at the bottom, white

and clean; and after the last water is removed,
the starch may be cut in pieces, laid out a few days
to dry, when it is fit tor use, and may be kept any
length of time. This quantity will suffice a year
lor a small lamdy.— Cultivator. •

finest kinds, and they have had no diseases among
them, and found no difficulty in raising them.

Two or three individuals wlio tried the experi-

ment of driving their turkcySj when young, to a

distance from the house, where the greatest num-
ber of insects were to be found and feeding and
housing them in the manner directed in the Agri-

culturist, have stated, that they have raised from

100 to 300 turkeys, and have pronounced it to be a

method, which of all others, they believed best

calculated to be attended with success.

From Uie Soutliein Agriculturist.

EFFECT OF MARSH-MUD ONVEGETATION.

A Cew days before the recent gale in August,
we had about an inch thick of marsh-mud, (which
had been thrown on the high ground, two months
previous,) placed between five or six of the rows
of an okra bed; shortly after the gale, we found

the leaves dropping from every part of the okra,

where no niarsli mud had beesi placed, and nothing

but the decaying stalks are now remaining. The
okra had arrived at its maturity, and agreeable to

the laws of nature, is decaying. But those parts

where tiie marsh mud had been spread still re-

mained in full and vigorous growth, and pj-oduced

fruit as usual. Will some of the numerous read-

ers of the y/griculturist, give an explanation of

the causes of tlie ahove? Was there some pro-

perty in the salt eartli that produced it? Or may
it have been produced Jjv the roots having received

an extra covering? May not the above fact be

usefully api'^icd to agriculture? The okra is very

nearly aJ'ied to cotton, and was even placed under

the same genus. May not the cotton plant be

j)reserved from dropping its bolls at the particular

season, by the timely application of marsh-mud?

From the Southern Agriculturist.

RAISIKG DUCKS AND TURKEYS.

In the ^Agriculturist of" last year, appeared tvv-o

articles, one on the best mode of raising ducks,
and the other, on turkej-s. Tv/o seasons have
since passed away, and the writer of this has
been enabled to test the efficacy of those directions,

and in every instance that has come under his

knowledge, they have been attended with perfect

success. 'Fhe directions for raising ducks, were
to feed them on animal food and keep them dry.
Individuals who have adopted this plan, have
iscnt to our markets from 500 to 700 ducks of the

Vol.. II.—31

[Some of the experiments cited in the followmg

epitome Iiave already baen presented to the readers of

the Farmers' Register in a more extended form.]

From the Cultivator.

BONES, HORNS, &C. AS MANURE,

Bones are in great demand, in Great Britain, as

a manure; and great quantities are annually ini-

ported into that kingdom, from the continent, for

this use. They are broken in mills constructed for

the puri^ose, and often upon the farm, by the la-

borers. Bone dust ordinarily sells at about 2s. or

44 cents, and sometimes as high as 3s. 6d. per

bushel; and at this price it is generally found to be

a more profitable application than common dung.

Bones are frequently applied, and by many prefer-

red, wdien broken in half or three quarter inch

pieces, and sometimes when of larger size. Their
durability is in proportion to their size; the smaller

thev are crushed or ground, the sooner their ferti-

lizing properties are exhausted—and the less the

quantity required to be ap[)lied. They have been
applied in various proportions; though the ordina-

ry dressing is from 20 to 40 bushels per acre; a
heavy dressing does uot produce corresponding

benefits, and in most cases, no additional benefil.

Two bushels of crushed bones are deemed equal

to a load or ton of manure. The uncrushed bones
are sold at about 42s. or from nine to ten dollars

the ton. Their quality is not considered to be im-
paired by their having been boiled. Bones are
applied as atop-dressing to grass, and harrowed in

with the grain in tillage cro[ s. The following re-

sults are selected from a great many, to illustrate

the benefit and economy of bone manure.
On the estate of Garrowby, in Yorkshire, tlie

crops of turnips had dwindled to nothing; by the
application of 12 to 20 bushels of bone dust per
acre, in drills, the crops have become excellent, and
the following crops are very considerably im-
proved.

At Clumber Parlv, 600 bushels, spread upon 24
acres of pasture, a dry, sandy and gravelly soil,

doubled the product, in butter, of the cows pastured
upon it, over those fed upon pasture not boned.

Mr. Watson, of Riellor, applied 25 bushels of

bones to an acre of turnips, and 25 loads of ma-
nure to an adjoining acre. The dunged acreyieid-

ed 22 tor.s; that dressed with bones 28 tons.

Mr. Grauurn manured i)art of a field Avith

crushed bones, at the rate of 30 bushels the acre,

and another part with eiiiht loads of dung, and re-

peated the dung the twoToliowing years upon this*

part. The turnips, wheat and grass, which con-

stituted the three crops, were better upon the

part once boned, than upon that thrice dung-
ed.

Thirty-four R<fvcs of sandy soil, on the estate of
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Sir Charles Thockmorton, were half manured
with bones and half with dung. The first gave
the earliest and best turnips; the barley v.V.'iJn mi-

lowed yielded fiv«- bushels the acre more than the

dunged part, and the clover was also heavier upon
the boned part.

Ca])L. Ogilvic applied bone dust at the rate of 15

to 20 bushels the acre, to a light sandy loam, and

after the experience of five years upon a series of

trials, he Ibund all the successive crops of turnips,

barley, and grass, decidedly sa[)erior to those

which had been previously produced by other ma-
nure.

Twenty bushels of bone dust, at 2s. 6d. would
be 50s.; 20 loads of manure at 10s., the price

given in the statements, would amount to 200s.,

which shows a saving of three-fourths in ma-
nuring an acre with those substances, at the as-

sumed prices, and m the assumed quantities.

The two tbllowing cases, taken fi-om the Don-
caster report, are worthy particular notice.

1. "On a field, part of which was boned 40

years ago, the crojjs were, on that part, duriiig fif-

teen orsixteen succeeding years, visibly better

than the remainder, although the land was all of

the same quality, and the part not boned v/as ma-
nured with barn-yard dung.

2. " In another case, about three acres of light

sandy land were dressed, in 1814, with 150 bushels

of bones per acre; since which time the land is

said never to have tbrgotten it, but is nearly as

good again as the other part, fiirmed precisely in

the same way, with the exception of the one ap-

plication of bones."

As to the size in which bones are most profita-

bly applied, one of the Doncaster Association re-

jnarks—"That il" he meant to till for early profit,

and if he wished to keep his land in good heart,

he would use half inch bones; and, in breaking

these, he should prefer some remaining considera-

bly larger: that by using bones of a large size

with dust in them, there must be sufficient of the

small particles of the dusi to set the turnip crop

forward, and sufficient of the large particles of the

bone left to maintain the land in good condition for

the subsequent crop.

Bones are found on analysis to contain, in 100

parts, 40 of earthy and saline matter, 40 of cartil-

age and jelly, and 20 of fatty matter. The sofi

parts thus form, in the best bone about sixty, and

upon an average about fifty per cent, which are al-

most entirely constituted of the same elements as

plants, and all ol" them, sooner or later, Habletobe

dissolved and absorbed by the roots.

Bones should undergo a partial lermenlation be-

fore they are applied, in order to produce the best

immediate effect. This is done by mixing them
with yard manure, or with manure and earth.

They have also been mixed and applied with coal

ashes with effect and economy.
The Doncaster Agricultural Association, after

long experience in the use of bones, have publish-

ed rules for its application, from which it ap-

pears,

That on dry sands, limestone, chalk, light

Icams, and peat, bones are a very highly valuable

manure.
That they may be applied to grass with great

good effect.

That on arable lands they may be laid on fallow

for turnips, or used for any of the subsequent
crops.

Thr.t the best method of using them, when
broadcast, is previously to mix them in a compost
with earth, dung, or othei' manures, and let them
lie to ferment.

That if used alone they may be either drilled in

with the seed or used broadcast.

That bones Avhich have undergone the process

of fermentation are decidedly superior (in their

immediate efiects) to those which have not done
so.

That the quantity should be about 20 bushels of
d,Vist, or 40 bushels of large, increasing the quanti-

ty if the land be impoverished.
That upon clays and heavy loams, it does not

yet appear that bones will answer. [_See No. 55
l'''arm(irs Series.']

And where, it will be asked, arc we to obtain
bones to enrich our lands? Every farmer, we ad-
mit, cannot obtain them; but those who are located
in the neighborhood of villages and citiesmay ob-
tain a considerable supply. There are two bone
mills already established on Long Island, and it is

understood the proprietors find a ready market for

all they can crush. During the last year we pur-
chased sixty horse-cart loads from one man. We
had them crushed in a jilaster mill; and when
about to use them, mixed them with house ashes,

and wet the whole plentifully with water. In 48
hours, fermentation having sufficiently progressed,

they were applied to turnips, barley and corn; and
though we cannot yet speak of their ultimate be-
nefits, they so far confirm the highest opinion en-
tertained of their utility.

We have had some years experience in the use
of horn shavings and horn piths, which are pro-
cured from the comb manufactories. The first, oi'

which we have used many hundred bushels, are
equal, if not superior, to bone dust. The piths are
cut into pieces, upon a block, and buried with the
plough. Of these we used 15 loads last spring,
upon corn ground, and we think we have not seen
a finer crop than is now growing tliere.

From Chambers's Edinburgh Journal.

THE INVISIBLE ANIMAL, WORLD.
In whatever direction we turn our eyes, we every

where see around us tlie most surprisinrr indica-
tions of universality of life. The principal ofvital-
ity seems to be scattered with the utmost i/vodic^ai-

ity over and throughout the whole of the inanimate
creation. On the earth, in the air, in the rivers

and seas, in all places and in all times, we find

life. And in what an astonishino^ variety of forms
and combinations! Reckon up all the varieties of
animated creatures from a man to a midge, from a
whale to a herring, from an albatross to a hum-
ming bird; take the human, the brute, the bird,

the reptile, the fish, and the insect creation, and
compute the supposable number of individuals in

each; and after all that we can count, all that we
can allow to be in existence, we are yet but be-

ginning to begin to sum up the amount of crea-

tures whom the Creator in his almio-hty power has
endowed with that incomprehensible principle

—

life. The deeper we examine, the more lofiy are

our conceptions of this infinitude of living crea-

tures. Astronomers, by means of their telescopes,

have told us of the bodies which dot the firma-
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ment, and giv^eii us reason to believe that there
exist millions of worlds inhabited by beings which
must vary in their lorms and pro|)erties according
to the characteristics of tlie spheres they inhabit.
But to brhig down our imaginations from the con-
templation of so vast a field for conjecture, we are
attracted by the discoveries of the microscope,
and find, by the attestation of our senses, that in

a single drop of water there are myriads of ani-

mals—atoms—creatures, of which it would rc-

<iuire nearly a thousand millions to form a cubic
inch, all recreating and executing their various
functions and evolutions with as much rapidity

and a])parent facility as if the range aflbrdedthem
were as boundless as the ocean. Where is the
man who can contemplate this scene of busy en-
joyment, and not be overawed by the majesty of
the works of nature, and not adore the hand that
has, in such lavish beneficence, scattered the prin-

ciple of life throughout every department of cre-

ation.

Until within the last fifty years, hardly any one
was aware of the existence of animalcules; that
is, small animals invisible to the naked ej'e, liv-

ing in water, and in matter of various kinds. It

lias also only been within a very recent period
that this branch of natural history has assumed a
regular form; and though a classification has been
in some measure eft'ected, from what we can
learn, the science is still in a very imperfect state.

When we are made aware of the characteristics

of the animalcule Avorld—lor it seems entitled to

this term—it does not appear astonishing that
even the most patient investigators, assisted by
the most powerflil magnifying glasses, should be
at a loss to arrange in distinct orders the apparent-
ly innumerable and ever-changing classes.—Ani-
malcules bear no resemblance whatever to ani-
mals which we can see with the naked e3-e. They
are of all imaginable sha[)es; their figures resem-
ble round balls, ovals, eels, snakes, corkscrews,
funnels, tops, cylinders, pitchers, wheels, flasks.

purses, semicircles, kidneys, dots with tails, tobac-
co pipes, flowers, iDranches of trees, eggcups, and
some have the appearance of a tulip with a flow-

ery bulb and stalk. But their figures are so ex-
traordinary, so infinite, that it would be quite im-
possible to give the least idea of them by descrip-
tion. One thing is tolerably obvious: they all

possess forms suitable to their peculiar mode of
living. If they have to seize their food by darting,

they are given a shape in consonance with that

object. If they live by creejiing, or swimming
slowly, they are of a more inert figure. In these
respects, therefore, nature has paid the same de-

gree of attention to the construction of animal-
cules as it has done with larger animals.
The apparently incalculable number of forms

of animalcules is not more puzzling to the inves-

tigator than their assumption of new forms.

—

Blost creatures that we know of produce young
after their kind, either at once bringing forth their

progeny in life, or through the medium of eggs,
but always producing young resembling them-
selves in figure. Animalcules, however, have
generally a diflerent way of coming into existence.

One class propagate by spontaneous scissure, or

division of their bodies into two or more por-

tions, each one forming a new creature, which,
on its arrival to maturity, pursues the same course

capricious in their fancy. Sometimes they divide
straight across, sometimes lengthwise, and some-
times diagonally; and what forms the chief diffi-
culty in understanding them, the pieces so sepa-
rated do not resemble the original: an animalcule
resembling a ball will give birth—if this word can
be properly applied—to a number of triangles.
Another class of animalcules propagate by the
distribution ofthe internal substance of the parent,
of wliich nothing is left but the envelope, soon to
be dissolved; a third class are produced from
germs; shooting out from the sides of the parent; and
most likely there are many other ways by which
they come into life, of Avhich naturalists have yet
no knowledge. In some instances, animalcules
appear to live in shells, which are bivalve, and
open and shut at pleasure.

Notwithstanding the searching power of certain
kinds of inicroscopes, it would have been difficult
to ascertain the functions of animalcules without
the aid of coloring matter. Into the water in Avliich
they abound, coloring vegetable matter, ^^'hich
supplies them Avith food, is introduced; and being
partaken of, the internal structure, now transpa-
rent with color, is discerned. By this contrivance, it

has been discovered that animalcules possess dis-
tinct viscera or digestive organs, and which are of
various kinds. Most descriptions of these crea-
tures are furnished with a species of hairs bristling
out from parts of their bodies; these bristles seem
to serve the purpose of fins to give locomotion,
and they also act the part of arms to agitate the
water, and cause a current to flow towards their
mouths. They are also provided with hooks, by
which they can attach themselves to any object.
Independently of these peculiarities, some animal-
cules possess the extraordinary faculty of thrusting
out or elongating portions of their bodies at va-
rious points, which, assuming the ajjpearance
either of' legs or fins, are termed variable processes,
and enable the creature to walk or swim.
To those who wish to be inlbrmed of the alrea-

dy known orders of this wonderil.l department of
nature's handiwork, we would recommend a pe-
rusal of the recently published work of Andrew
Pritchard, Esq., entitled. "The Natural History
of Animalcules." In this interesting production,
which liasafibrded us matter lor some of our pre-
sent observations, the author describes the follow-
ing as the best method of procuring animalcules
whereon to make examinations: "In the selection
of vegetable substances for infusions such as stalks,
leaves, flowers, seeds of plants, &c. care must be
taken that there be no admixture of quinine in
them or the intention will be fi-ustrated. Immerse
these, whatever (hey may be, for a few days in
some clear water, when, "if the vessels which con-
tain them be not agitated, a thin pellicle or fdm
will be discerned on the surface, which, under the
microscope, will be seen to be inhabited by several
descriptions of animalcules: the first produce are
commonly those of the simplest kind, such as the
Monads. In a few days more, their numbers will

increase to such an amazing extent, that it would
be utterly impossible to compute those in a single

drop of the fluid. After this, again, they will be-
gin to diminish in numbers, and I have wnerally
observed them supplanted by others of a larger

species and more perfect organization; such as tlie

Cyclidia, Paramesia, Kolpoda?, &c. It is worthy
In thus cutting themselves in pieces, they are very

|
of remark here, however, that in their production
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they do not pursue any regular order, even in t^im-

ilar inlusions. If the vessel he large, and the cir-

cumstances under which it is placed sufficiently

favorable, a still higher description of animalcules

will succeed, viz. "the Vorticella, and, lastly, the

Brachioni; and thus a single infusion will repay

for the little trouble of making it, with a great va-

riety of species. Water in which flour has been

steeped will be found to abound ;dso with animal-

cules; and It is remarked by G. Leach, Esq. that

the leaden troughs constantly a})propriated for

birds to drink out of, contain several descriptions

of tliem, and more especially those ofthev/hee! ge-

nus. In ponds, too, esiJeciailv in the shallow

parts, near their edges, and in the immediate vi-

cinity of water plants, prodigious quantities of all

kinds may be easily procured; so that, possessing

as we do such myriads of them around us, that

they impregnate almost every thing that we eat

and drink, touch and breathe, an anxiety to know
more about them, and the effects they produce,

cannot but be regarded as rational and laudable."

It appears, also, by the investigations of other

inquiries, that animalcules may be produced by
any species of decomposition, whether of vege-

table or animal substances. It would almost

eeem, from what is related, that the whole of the

vegetable and animal kingdoms are but com-
pounds of matter resoluble into these extraordinary

minute creatures. An idea of this kind is by no
means new, and it wdl perhaps be remembered that

Butfon tried experiments to prove its accuracy. "To
discover," says he, "whether all the parts of ani-

mals, and all the seeds of plants, contained moving
organic particles, I made infusions of the flesh ol

different animals, and of the seeds of more than

twenty different species of vegetables; and after

remaining some days in close glasses, I had the

pleasure of seeing organic mo^ing particles in all

of them. In some they appeared sooner, in others

later: some preserved. then' motion for months and
others soon lost it. Some at first produced large mov-
ing globulous resembling animals, which changed
their figure, split, and became gradually smaller;

others produced only small globules, whose mo-

animalcules, which proceeded from the putrefac-

tion of the mushroom; for by pecking at these seeds,

which are reddish, light, round bodies, they moved
them about with great agility in a variety of di-

rections; Avhile the litilc animals themselves were
scarcely visible, till the food they had eaten dis-

covered them. The satisfaction I received from
clearing up this point, led me into many other cu-

rious and interesting experiments. The ingenious

Mr. Needham supposes these little transparent

ramified filaments, and jointed or coralloid bodies

(strung like coral beads) v/hich the microscope

discovers to us on the surface of inert animal and
vegetable infusions when they become putrid, to be
zooph3"tcs, or branched animals; but to me they

appear, aiier a careful scrutiny with the best glass-

es, to be that genus of fungi called mucur, or

mouldiness. Their vegetation is so amazuigly
quick, tJiat they may be perceived in the micro-
scope even to grow and feed under tlie eye of the

obscn-'cr. Mr. Needham has pointed out to us a
species that is very remarka,ble lor its parts of fi'uc-

tificalion. This, he says, i)roceeds from an infu-

sion of bruised Avheat. I ha\e seen the same
species proceed from the body of a dead fly, which
has become putrid by lying floating for some time
in a glass of water where some flowers had been.
This species of mucor sends forth a mass of trans-
parent filamentous roots, from Vv'hence arise hollow
stems, that support little oblong vessels, Avith a
hole on the top of each.—From these 1 could

plainly see minute globules or seeds issue forth in

great abundance, with an elastic force, and iurn

about in the water as if they were animated!

Continuing to view them with some attention, I

could just discover that the putrid water which sur-

rounded them was full of the minutest animalcula;

and that these little creatures began to attack the

seeds of the mucor for food. This new motion

continued the appearance of their being alive for

some time longer; but soon after, many of them
arose to the surface of the water, remaining there

without motion; and a succession of them afler-

wards coming up, they united together in little

thin masses, and floated to the edge of the water,

fions were extremely rapid; and others produced reinainingtherequiteinactiveduringthetimeof ob-

filaments which grew larger, seemed to vegetate, i servation.

and then swelled and poured forth torrents of

moving globules." The subsecjuent examinations
of physiologists have, in a great measure, deter-

mined that these moving globules of Buflon, or

molecules, as they are scientifically termed, are

the primarj- atoms of which plants and animals are

composed, although, at the same time, we are not

yet beyond the regions of conjecture with respect

to how these molecules, or animalcula are either

brought into substantial consistency, or how the}'

are developed by the separation of matter during
the putrefactive process. So intimately does the

vegetable, in its earliest rudiments, sometimes bear

an analogy to animal life, that it is occasionally dif-

ficult to separate them: it is at least certain that

the commencement of the vegetable process is

some way connected with the existence and oper-

ations of^ molecules. "Having, at the request of
Dr. Linnfeus (saj-s Mr. Ellis, a Avriter in the

Philosophical Transactions) made several experi-

ments on the infusion of mushrooms in water, in

order to prove the theory that these seeds are first

animals and then plants, it appeared evidently,
that the seeds were put in motion by very minute

The celebrated botanist Dr. Robert Brown, also

entered into experiments of this nature, with the

view of identifying the rudiments of vegetable

with animal life, which he successfully accomplish-

ed. He found that the |)ollen and tissue of jjlants

were the constituent or elementary molecules or

organic bodies. "On examining," says he, "the

various animal and vegetable tissues, whether
living or dead, they were always found to exist;

and merely by bruising these substances in water,

I never fiiiled to disengage the molecules in suffi-

cient numbers to ascertain their apparent identity

in size, form, and motion, with the smaller particles

of the grains of the pollen. I examined also va-

rious products of organic bodies, particularly the

gum raisins, and substances of vegetable origin,

extending my inquiry even to pit coal, and in all

these bodies molecules Avere found in abun-
dance."
Of late, very considerable impTovements have

been made upon microscopes, by which much in-

teresting information regarding the habits and
character of aninicdcules has been aflbrded. These
microscopes are of immense power ui magnify-
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ing; and by a contriv^anr.e for throwing the hght
of a bright Ian)p, of the sun's rays, or of oxy-hy-
drogen gas, ur)on the object to be investigated,

most astonisliing discoveries are made. Mr.
Pritchard recommends his Achromatic Engisco|)e
as having certain decided advantages over any
oilier description of the microscope. To the stu-

dent of nature lliere could not be presented a more
boundless and luxuriant field for useful inquiry

than is held out by these powerful instruments,
and it will be allowed that in no other department
of science is there to be found sucli a delightful

source of leisurely recreation. To the man of
humble means we can recommend no better or more
rational amusement than a visit to one of the
mau}^ microscopical exhibitions now to be seen oc-

casional!}' in every large town, and which cannot
be too sufficiently pressed upon public attention.

From the Norfolk Bearon, Oct. 31.

PORTSMOUTH AND ROANOKE RAIL ROAD.

All our readers are aware tliat the line of the

Pnrtsmnvth and Roanoke Rail Road, between the

former place and Suffolk, has been completed some
time since, and that the cars for the convej-ance oi'

passengers and produce run regularly between the

two points twice a day.
We have now to inform them that the grading

of the remainder of the route has been contracted

for to the distance of about ten miles on this side of

Weldon.
The rails designed for the road between Suffolk

and the Nottoway—a distance of about 24 miles,

are laid along the track; but considerations of pru-

dence, which we are pleased to see, induced the

directors of the company to prevent their final ad-

justment, until the embankments shall have been
rendered firm by the rains of the winter. Wefur-
ther learn that some purchases have been made of

the land through which the road passes beyond the

Nottoway; but that some of the land holders were
so exorbitant in their demands, that the directors

have deemed it advisable to submit the case to the

decision of commissioners, according to the terms

of the law. We regret that such a disposition

should have manifested itself at this time of the

day; the rail road will enhance the value of the

land through which it runs a hundred per cent.

Such a policy reminds us of the man who chcirged

a friend with a night's lodging, who called to pre-

sent him with a thousand pounds.
We can, nevertheless, congratulate our friends

on tlie steady progress of the work. Every day
the improvement is winning new friends, and con-

firraing the old. Now and then some new obsta-

cles may gather before us; but the goodness of our
cause will bear us beyond them. And it is almost

reduced to a certainty, that within twelve months
from this date, the entire route to Weldon will have
been completed; and the Portsmouth and Roanoke
Rail Road will demonstrate the successful enter-

prise of our people.

From the Charleston Mercury.

CHOLERA FACTS.

Since the 12th instant there have been no cases of
Cholera on the Savannah river, either in the city of

Savannah, or on the plantations. The term ot its

continuance from the first case on the 1st of Sep-
tember, was therefore 42 days. The usual term is

57 days.
In the chy of Savannah there have been in all

so f&vf cases, that the disease can hardly be said to

have prevailed there as an epidemic. The imme-
diate site of Savannah is high and dry, to which
may be attributed its comparative exemption.
On the river plantations the aggregate number of

deaths is comjjuted to have been 700, being a pro-
portion of about one to six of the population. The
proportion varied, being more or less upon different
plantations. In some settlements it was as great
as one to three and four. In New York the pro-
portion was one to twenty-eight.
That our plantei-s should not in case of the re-

currence of the disease, be induced, by the tempta-
tion of saving a portion of their rice crop, un^vit-
tingly to expose and sacrifice the lives of their

slaves, it should be borne in mind that those ne-
groes who are kept at their field work, are more
liable to be attacked than others. A planter with
whom we have conversed on the subject, attributes

the reappearance of the disease amongst his ne-
groes, and its going through his entire gang, to

the fact of his having continued harvesting, al-

though the workers returned to the pine wooda
every day before sunset, and were not sent out to

work before sunrise. It Avas thought that avoid-
ing exposure to the night air in the swamps, would
exempt them, and we so stated at the time; but it

proved otherwise, and although from being prompt-
ly and well attended, they nearly all recovered, yet
he IS convinced from circumstances, that it was the

field work which brought on the disease when it

reappeared. This fact is in accordance to what is

stated concerning the Asiatic Cholera, in the re-

cently published history of British IncUa;—viz: that

laborious occupation in the open air was found to

be the most potent predisposing cause, and that

soldiers after a long march, travellers after a fatigu-

ing journey, and the natives who cultivated the

field were the first and usual Aactims. In the same
camp the (Cholera would break out and rage
amongst the men who had marched, and spare

those who had rested. The Europeans, whose
pursuits kept them within doors, generall)^ escaped.

We learn that in many of the last cases on the

Savannah river, the solution of sugar of lead was
administered by Dr. Scriven, with decided success,

and proved eflectual in allaying the internal irrita-

tion and checking the diarrhoea.

From the LonJon Literary Gazette.

CONVERSION OF SALT WATER INTO FRESH.

On Monday week we witnessed a completely
successful and a very important experiment, made
by Mr. AVells, the patentee, in the conversion of
salt sea water into a perfe('tly fresh and pure liquid,

fit for every purpose of" domestic use and economy.
A barge was moored in the Thames near West-
minister bridge; and a number of naval officers

and scientific gentlemen were invited to inspect the

process. The sea water was brought from off

Ramsg.ate, and fully impregnated with the same
principle; some of it was in ver\" impure and dirty

condiiion. The ai)paratus invented by Mr. Wells
consisted of a cast iron cooking machine; a cube
on a comparatively small scale, especially when
we looked to the extraordinary utility of its opera-
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tion. It seemed about four feet in height and the
same in Avidth; and contained ovens, 'roasting fire,'

pots, pans, kettles, &c. &c. &c., sufficient to dress
a dinner lor seventy or eighty men. The con-
sumption of fijel is very smallj about two bushels,
we are told, in 24 hours; and yet, by the internal
application of the heated air, by means of spiral
and circular tubes surrounding the various parts
of the machine, roasting, boiling, and baking
were carried on with the utmost regularity and
precision. Here alone Avould be a valuable addi-
tion to the conveniences and comforts of life, whe-
ther ashore or afloat; and, even without the far

greater improvement yet remaining to be decided,
would entitle Mr, Well's invention to high enco-
mmm and general adoption. Whilst the'^cooking
is proceeding, the sea water is gradually supplied
from a cask or tank, as may be most ready, and,
passing into the interior of the machine, is there
submitted to distillation. In its distilled state it

then flows into a pipe of cast iron, or of copper
tinned, which pipe is led over the bow of the ves-
sel and along the cut water into the sea; and thence
along the bottom of the ship till it returns into the
hold with a common stop cock to draw off the wa-
ter. The grand improvement in this, is the makmg
the element in which the vessel floats the con-
denser of the altered liquid which runs off at the
rate of about a quart a minute, perfectly fit for
drinking, for washing, and for every other purpose
for which fresh Avater is employed.
We tasted it both before and after undergoing

the process, and we used soap in washing ou^
hands with it; and we can truly declare, that in
the first instance it Avas sAveet and palatable, and-
in the second soft and pleasing. The patentee,
however, proceeds to filter it througli charcoal, in
order to restore the carbon which is lost' in the dis-
tilling, and you have the pure and sparkling ele-
ment, equal in every respect to spring water. W e
have thus minutely stated what we saAv and
tasted; and we do so with great satisfiiction, since
it is hardly possible to imagine any economic dis-
covery of such vast importance to the navy and to
the nation. All the Avatering of ships rendered
unnecessaiy, and the ocean itself converted into
one abundant and everlasting fountain of supply,
forma indeed an epoch in the history of navigation.We need here no more of the sufferings of'^brave
and hardy sailors, from the want of this essential
article of human subsistence. The room required
in merchantmen for the stoAvage of water for the
voyage, may noAv be filled Avith goods of any
kind. In fine, it Avould be difficult to overrate the
value of this admirable invention, which, there can
be no doubt, will be speedily and universally
adopted and Avill we also trust amply reward the
inventor of a benefit to his country and felloAv
creatures, the Avorth of Avhich can hardly be ex-
celled in the annals of useful humanity. The sea
water around a ship is incessantly converted into
excellent freshwater, fit for every purpose, and the
ocean itself is made the chief agent in this meta-
morphosis. Jt is a great and Avonderful achieve-
ment.

SAVING PEAS AND BEANS FROIM MICE.

Chop up the tops of last year's shoots of furze,
and sow them in the drill.— Gardener''s and Fores-
ter''8 Record No. 3

.

From tlic National luteiligencer.

NEW USES OF CAOUTCHOUC, OR INDIA RUB-
BER.

Messrs Gales and Seaton:—During a late visit

of business to the Eastern States, I took an oppor-
tunity of examining some of the many public and
private improvements made in various places, and
as they all have reference to our comfort and con-
venience, I Avould take the liberty, through your
paper, of giving a brief account of them.
The long knoAvn and valuable properties of the

Caoutchouc, or India Rubber, has occasioned
many attempts to convert this gum into its original

or fluid state so as to enable it to be applied as a
coating to various surfaces, when its utility would
be made more manifest; but the efibrt long proved
unaA^ailing, to any extent, until lately, Avhen the
fortunate discovery of a cheap solvent was made
by , of Boston. The value of this

discovery was duly appreciated by the citizens of
that city, for a company was soon after formed to

enter largely into the manufacture of various arti-

cles coated Avith this gum, and Avhen I visited the
factory, it was in full operation, and very extensive-
ly patronized.

" The Rubber Factory," as it is called, is situ-

ated in Roxbury, a beautiful village about a mile
from Boston, and embraces several buildings. One
of the proprietors. Captain D , to whom
I had a letter, was fortunately present, and kindly
went through the Avhole establishment Avith me,
except one room, Avhich contained the secret of the
mode of dissolving the gum elastic, only knoAvn to

the inventor, who now has charge of "the ftictory.

He prudently reserves to himself the exclusive
right of Avorking up the ingredients, the secret be-
ing underseal and depositedin bank, in case of the
inventor's death. The first room we entered was
the lady's shoe factory, Avhere numbers of prunel-
la shoes were making, without the use of either

needle or thread, the tops, bottoms, and lining, all

cemented together with the rubber. These shoes
Avere of the handsomest shape, and Avarranted to

be completely water proof
This improvement ]iromises to be a valuable ac-

quisition to the ladies, as they suffer much by
Avearing shoes that are pervious to water. I was
informed that these shoes Avould last out three pair

of the common prunella, and would cost no more.
The next room we entered was the garment

factory, where we saw a number of girls cutting

out various garments, coats, jackets, pantaloons,

&c. and putting them together without thread or
needle; the coating of rubber, Avhich they had,
forming a perfect cement to the seams. Others
were making an article Avhich aa^II be very accepta-
ble to mothers and nurses, namely, waterproof"
aprons, some of them handsomely ornamented
and with pockets.

The third room we visited Avas filled Avith men's
garments; coats, ])antaloons, overcoats, capes, life-

preservers, and many other articles, all finished
and ready for sale. Here persons may fit them-
selves Avith complete suits of Avaterproof clothes:

the sportsman will here find the means to enable
him to wade through water and mud Avithout fear

of getting Avet; the AA'eather beaten mariner, the
watchman, coachman, fisherman, may now bid
defiance to Avet or cold, if ensconced in these wa-
terproof robes; and shipwrecked sailors and others,

cast upon the mighty deep, if girt Avith these life-
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presorvers, may ride secure upon the mountain
wave; and if clad also with waterproof garments,
be doubly secure. When IMr. Dunwit, the cele-

l)rated a;ronaut, descended in Boston Ray, he took
the precaution of girdino- himself with one of

these life-preservers, aud to this lie said, he owed
his safety when he lei! into the water.

Several of the steam boats are furnished with
these life-preservei-s, and they serve the addi-

tional purjjose of a pillow to lay the head on, as

they inay be folded. They are made to buckle
round the waist, being pre\'iously inflated, and as

they are air, as well as water jiroof they will re-

main in that state as long as you may desire.

Tliis is a most valuable article for our public

ships, packets, steam boats, and otfier vessels to

possess, in case of shipwreck; as by this means
many valuable lives might be saved, which other-

wise would be lost.

In one of the buildings upstairs, we found them
manufacturing liose for fire engines; small pipes
for conducting water above ground, traces for car-

riages, &c. This hose is made of stout duck,
coated with the rubber and cemented with the
same; so that neither needle or thread are used. It

may be made of any strength as you may treble

tlie thickness of the duck. It promises to super-

cede the leather hose, being considered more plia-

ble, perfectly watertight, and not so apt to be in-

jured by being trodden upon. I could not but ad-
mire the ingenuity of the contrivance of a substi-

tute for the roller to preserve the rotundhy of tlie

small pipe, namely, by pumping air mto the cavi-

ty as tliey proceeded, so as to keep it expanded.
These pipes being made of several thicknesses of
duck, remain of a cylindrical shape after being fi-

nished.

It is impossible to say to what useful purposes
this elastic gum will be applied; it has opened a
new era in the arts of life, and from its pliant na-
ture, it must, in many cases, be substituted for

leather. To all who are exposed to wet or cold,

it proves a safeguard, and its economy is equal to

its utility, for at this factory a person may clothe

himself in a suit of waterproof garments, of a
handsome exterior appearance, Ibr the small sum of
eleven dollars.

GAMA GRASS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

A good deal of interest having been elicited by
some communications which appeared on gama
grass in the first volume of the Farmers' Regis-
ter, I have thought it might not be amiss to ofler

a word on that subject. About the 15th of May
last, I had occasion to visit in the county of Hali-
fax on Dan River. I found that the gama had been
long known on that river by the name of fox-tail,

that it had been used as food for stock on a small

scale, and that it grew spontaneously and luxuri-

antly wherever it had a fair chance. I was in-

formed by one gentleman tliat he had cut a small

quantity for hay, and that he intended to plant, or

had planted, a small meadow of it. I saw it grow-
ing in land of ordinary quality—it had attained

the height of more than three feet, without ihe

appearance of a seed stalk. On the 18th instant,

I accidently came across two tuffe of it growing on
a red clay bank on my own farm, which I cut and

weighed. Each tuft covered a space of about a
foot in diameter, and they weighed together twenty
pounds, after having dropped nearly all the seed,

and many of the blades liad dried up. The fodder

appears to attain its full growth before the seed
stalk springs fi^om the root. The blades on the
bunches cut, were four feet six inches high, and
the seed stalks about six feet si.x inches. I after-

wards found many tufts of it growing on a galled

hill-side that had been suflered to grow up in the
common shrubbery: on this land, too poor to grow
a medium crop of corn, it grew to the height
of from four to six feet. I cannot undertake to

speak of the merit of this grass as a food for stock.

When I rode up to a bunch, my mare eat it with
great avidity, and seemed to give it the preference

to other grasses that were equally in reach. From
the specimens I have seen, I should think it Avell

worth cultivation, tor litter for our fivrm-pens and
stables. But if stock will eat it at all in winter, it

must be valuable, since no grass I have ever seen
can compare with it in luxunance. It is to be

hoped that the judicious and intelligent farmers of

this section, will make a fair experiment of it, be-

fore they condemn it. It is certainly a coarse grass,

but not more so than the ox-grass, which is a good
grass if cut early. In this section of the country,

where tobacco is the staple, every thing that

promises to add to the sustenance of man or beast,

ought to be regarded as worthy of attention. If

I can possibly find leisure, I shall plant a small

spot with the roots, with a view of ascertaining its

value as a meadow grass, and make known the

result.

September 30, 1834. c.

Sir—I am instructed by the "Charlotte Agricul-

tural Society," to forward the enclosed communi-
cation, (read before the Society,) with a request

that you will publish it in the Farmers' Regis-

ter.

Very respectfully, yours, &c.

A. C. BIORTOIV,

Sec'y of the Society.

Charlotte Nov. 1, 1834.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF HORSES, MULES,
AND MAA'URE.

The management ot' the teams of mules and
horses, and raising manure, are subjects that de-

serve and ouijht to receive great consideration.

The capital tolceep up good teams on a planta-

tion too-ether with the annual expense of sup-

portino-'^them, form so great a portion of the

charges of keeping up tlie_estate, that no estate

however well managed in other respects, can en-

dure for fifty years extreme bad management of

the teams, much less when neglect in raising ma-
nure is added to it. The good management of

teams is often the most obvious cause of the

thrift, and increase of weahh of the planter. To
their bad management, may justly be charged in

many cases, the waste and ruin of the estate. I

take up the subject with the full knowledge that I

shall not do it justice; but with confidence that I

shall call the attention of other members to the

subject, who will be able to do more justice to it,

and put all to reflecting on its vast importance.

The constitution of a horse is said to be very much
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like that of a man. He requires a pure air, good

water, sound sweet food, and good exercise. He
cannot be in full possession of his powers, if either

of the above things be wanting. Tlie mule is

very much liiic the liorse in constitution. He can

endure coarser fin-e. In addhion to the labor of

the horse and mule, their dung is valuable as

manure. Tlieir management should therelbrc be

each as to get from them tlie greatest quantity of

labor, consistent with their health and longevity,

and also consistent with making the most of their

manure.
The stable should be situated on a high, dry,

and air}' place, and if the estate admits of it, on a

gray or sandy soil. I should prefer stables built

like the stables for race horses, in rows ot single

rooms, about twelve teet by ten for each horse,

with a rack, and a manger that will hold one and

a half bushels. The pilch of the stable should be

ten or eleven feet, so as to give a plenty of air. I

should prefer stables made of logs, notched down
as close as convenient, the cracks that remain lett

open. If the stable is made otherwise, so as to

let several horses in the same door, for double rows

of stalls, the stable lor six horses should be 28 feet

long, 18 feet wide, and 12 teet pitch, and with a

dirt^tloor. The stalls should be planked from the

floor close to the top. The stall should be 7^ i'eet

long, the hind part about 4.^ liigh, the Iront reach-

mg to the top of the rack, and the floor so levelled

arid inclined, that the urine will run out of the

stalls into the passage, and from the passage out

on each side of the house. The horse or mule to

be fastened in his stall, by a chain with a leather

strap around his neck. This is cheapest: the strap

will last ten years, the chain forever. Ropes wall

cost less, but'must be renewed annually. I object

to several horses being loose in the same stable to-

gether. Some good managers in other respects,

do this. The horses bred together may be quiet

and disturb each other but little. But generally,

when several horses are loose in the same stable

together, they disturb each otherj and this is more
certainly the ca%e with mules. A single restless

horse or mule, will deprive all in the stable wnth

him from rest and sleep. Each horse has not only

to contend with his own, but with the accumulated
filth and stench produced by all the rest. This of

itself is an insuperable objection.

Asrain, it is impracticable to allowance each
horse or mule with food, when fed in common with
others. With the stable should be enclosed from
one-quarter to one-half acre of land, covered with
turf, and having good shades, and kept as clean

and dry as possible. There should also be enclo-

sed another lot adjoining, of several acres, with
water, grass, and shade, and in addition, at one
side of the small lot a place should be enclosed to

carry the dung from the stable: and a shelter to

put it under, would be well worth the labor and

expense. The stable should have a supply of

old spades, or shovels, pronged hoes, forks, &c.

and for each pair of mules or horses, a wheelbar-

row, and a good curry comb and brush. As our

stock of cuttle eat all" the straw, we have no litter

for beds for our horses, except leaves from the fo-

rest. A supply of them should be hauled fi'om

time to time, and placed in a i)ile near the stable,

and each night the ploughman should put in a good
bed to each of his mules or horses, and the next

day cany out the whole contents of litter, dung,

&c. down to the dirt of the floor; and carry It in

the wheelbarrov/ to the manure pen, and cover it

over with leaves, large piles of which should be

kept in the manure pen for the purpose. The
whole labor of placing the bed at night, and clean-

ing out the slable, and carrying the contents the

next day to the manure pen, will not occupy the

ploughman (there being one to each pair of mules

or horses) more than from three to ten minutes.

This mode of proceeding will prevent his horses

from being stuck up with their own filth, and will

enable the ploughman to keep his horses clean with

great ease. The usual mode of putting on leaves

tor the bed of a horse on dung and litter wet with

urine, and continuing for a week or more at a time,

will destroy the powers of a horse. Tiie stench

that rises in such a stable is most unwholesome,
and when the heat and fermentation has com-
menced in the litter under the horse, no matter

how well it may be covered by fresh leaves on the

top, the steam that rises from it will sicken and de-

bilitate the horse, and oflen produces scratches and
surfeit. In damp warm spells of weather, you
will often find the horse smoking with sweat when
lying in such a stable. Add to this the lot en-

closed, with the stable covered deep with leaves

in autumn, and then cattle fed upon it, and all the

dung from the stable mixed with this, and a spell

of wet weather upon it—no other place out of
this filthy stable for the horse to roll and cool him-
self at noon and night, when he comes in from his

work; and take into consideration the labor of the

ploughman to clean a horse thus exposed to filth.

This mode of treating the plough horses is very
commonly pursued, from a belief that it is neces-

sary to tread and mix up the dung from the stable

with the leaves in the stable yard, in order to

make manure. There never was a greater mis-
take. Such a course is totally inconsistent with
keeping the mules and horses in health and good
condition. No feeding and rubbing can keep them
up under hard work in such filth and stench. The
course is equally inconsistent with preserving the
manure. It is held to be a great evil by Sir H.
Davy, that wheat, barley, and other straw, is too

long to be mixed with tlie soil and ploughed in,

before it has undergone fermentation, as in the
process of fermentation it loses its very essence as

'

a manure. He thinks that machines for cutting it

short enough to mix in the soil with a plough,
might be aflbrded. This objection does not lie to

tlie leaves, as they are short enough to mix with
the soil.

I refer to Sir II. Davy's book on Agricultural

Chemistry, Lecture VI. page 184, to prove that

vegetable manure should be mixed in the soils be-

fore it has fermented, and that it should be kept as

dry and cool, and tree fi-om exposure to the air as

possible. The erroneous practice of spreading
leaves and mixing dung, and treading with horses
and cattle, cannot be supported by reason or au-
thority. It clearly wastes every thing valuable as
a manure about any vegetable substance. This
would stri!<o every man at the first blush, when
applied to tobacco as a manure. Tobacco, w^e all

know, is one of the strongest vegetable manures.
Who does not know that its substance would be
vv'asted by laying it on the ground from November
to April, and exposed to the rains and treading of
cattle? The same process will injure an oak leaf,

not quite as much, because it has a stronger fibre.
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The corn stalks, it is admitted, should be trodden:

they cannot be converted into manure and mixed
with the foil otherwise. The oxen and other cattle

can generally manage the whole of them, llj how-
ever, the horses are to be led with, and to tramp
a part of the corn stalks, let them be placed in the

dung pen in the liill, before any manure is carried

into'it, and let the horses into that pen till they

have subdued so many of the stallcs as is allotted

to their share; then pile them up, and during the

balance of the winter, throw the dung from the

stable and leaves with them, and covering the

whole from time to time, as stated above.

As to the feeding of horses and mules, we ge-

nerally labor undei^two mistakes. The one is, as

to the quantity of grain—the other is, that a plouo^h

horse or mule cannot eat too much dry long fo-

rage Horses or mules should never eat as much
coi-n as would produce the slightest heat or fever,

or excite a morbid appetite. I should prefer grind-

ing all the corn into homony or meal: it will save

about one-third; and is a mucli safer food—not as

liable to produce colic, founder, or fev^er. One and
a half gallons of meal per day is as much as any
common sized plough-horse ought to eat. One
gallon per day is sufficient for a common sized

mule, with hay or fodder, and a small quantity of

cut oats. It is much safer to under-feed with grain

than to over-feed. And this rule applies as well to

the horse of delicate appetite, as the glutton. The
horse or mule of delicate appetite, if perchance he
gets hungry, and is over-fed, will lose his ai)petite,

and be killed up if kept at work. The glutton, if

indulged by over-feeding, will increase his appe-
tite, and will either bloat up with flesh like a whis-
key sot, or become a garran, vvilh morbid ajipe-

tite. In either case is a horse in possession of his

powers, a continuance of such a course makes him
subject to sudden and wjlent disease and death.

The horse in full possession of his poAvers, is

neither flat nor poor, but at the medium between.
If he is fed under what he can well digest, he
Avill decline a little on constant work, but every
time he gets rest he will thrive like a pig. As to

the quantit}^ of long forage, a greedy horse or

mule can, and will, eat too much if given to him.
It has long ago been ascertained that a horse with
his stomach lliU of long forage, could not perform

in the race or quick draught. It had been ascer-

tained by divers persons, as they supposed, whose
letters are to be found in the American Farmer,
that rj'e and wheat straw were unwholesome for

mules. In reading an English periodical the
whole secret was disclosed to me. That work
maintained that long forage should be weighed or

measured to a horse, &.C., and treated of" tlie inju-

rious effects of too much long forage. When the
Btomach is too full, the lungs have not room to

play: this produces a diifieulty of breatliing. When
the horse, &c. is put to work m this predicament
his difficulty of breathing soon produces heat,
thirst, sweat, and exhaustion. But this is not all:

the lungs become diseased in a very short tim.e by
being frequently prevented from receiving fresh
air and discharging the old. The mule is much
greedier than a horse, and will eat much more
long forage of the coarser sort than a horse. Rye
and wheat straw have perhaps a stronger fibre,

and is slower in digestion than any other long fo-

rage. This accounts at once w]i\- it is that it is

(supposed to be unwholesome for mules. Notv/ith-

standing the united statements of the several wri-

ters in the Farmer, I will venture to assert that

both rye and wheat straw will be found wholesome
tbod for a mule or horse, if limited to a reasonable

quantity. It is good economy to cut all the long

forage for horses, and to feed in the trough without

wetting it. Another thing—the horse or mule
should not worlc more than ten hours in twenty-
four. He should have as much rest as the day
will admit of at noon, consistent with ten hours
labor; and while at rest should have every com-
fijrt ol" shade, air, water, feed, and good cleaning.

It will be found that ten hours per day in a brisk

walk is much more than the quantity of j^lough-

ing usually perlormed. Sixteen miles per day
will make four furrows in each rov*^ of 4000 corn
hills, five feet apart. Those who work an ordina-

ry horse more hours per day, will find the horse in

worse condition, and doing less work; and moreo-
ver the work is not as good. The plough cuts

cleaner, and turns better, and is lighter draught in

brisk motion than in slow. Care should be taken
that the draught of the plough should never be too

heavy for the strength of the horse. A very tri-

fling matter in this"i-espect will do great injury to

the liorse. It was the last ounce that broke the

camel's back. Every planter should breed his

own horses and mules. Every person on the

plantation then knows all about them. They
know what they can eat, and what service they
can perform—their good and their bad qualities:

and above all, the whole family are attached to

them, and are dis^wsed to treat them kindly.

LAWRENCE.

ON THE RUST OF WHEAT, AND OTHER PLANTS.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Prince Edward C. H. Nov. 1834.

Y/iih the enclosed amount to pay my subscrip-

tion, I transmit to you a lew remarks on the iTist of
wheat, hoping that the reflections thus thrown to-

gether may eficit inciuiry in relation to the subject,

and, at least, give something hke a systematic di-

rection to future investigations. It was my de-

sign to have addressed you sooner, but various
hindrances and interruptions, incident to the life of
a professional man, have interfered, and forced me
to defer it until now; too late I fear, to allow any
one an opportunitj', (this season) of employing
the means of prevention here suggested.

The rust of wheat and rye, had for many years
engaged my attention, as a curious subject in the
natural history of the diseases of these valuable

articles of agriculture. I have never (from any
explanation afforded me, of the nature and direct

causes of it,) believed that it was fully understood
in what manner rusi; is formed, even by the most
experienced of our agriculturists. In the views
which are here expressed, my own observation and
reflections have governed, almost exclusively.

Rust is to be regarded as a disease; and, like seve-

ral others, incident to the vegetable kingdom, must
be referred to the want of a proj^er balance be-

tween the active circulatory, or sup])lying, and the
secerno-nutritive, or secreting and nourishing or-

gans. Wheat and rve are not its only victims.

Tobacco, cotton, corn, and perhaps many other
vegetables, are also subject to the same, or a simi-

lar affection. According to the \-iews here advo-
cated, a close analogy is to be traced between the
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rust and several diseases of animals, more espe-

cially as regards the manner of their Ibrniation.

As far as my observations extend, the established

belief that extremes of moisture and warm weather

are the most efficient causes, is correct. I think

rust could not possibly occur without them; but

other circumstances, equally important ni the pro-

duction of it, have geneially been overlooked,

which I will now consider.

Rust never makes its appearance while the plant

is passing through its different progressive stages

of developement and growth, nor do we ever meet

with it until the wheal has attained to that degree

of maturation, in which the whole fructification,

as well as every other part of the plant, is inca]ia-

ble of any fiirther enlargement. The doughy

state of the pericarp or grain, is the only stage in

which wheat can rust. In this state, the slow and

regular supply of sap best answers the purposes

aiKl demands of the elaborating organs of the

fructification. Should the supply now be greatly

augmented by the occurrence of warm damp
weather, more especially if it exceed the demands
of the elaborating organs, it not only disturbs the

function of secretion in the spike or head, but con-

tinues to accumulate, until the delicate vessels of

the culm or straw, immediately below the head,

give way by rupture, and it is the sap discharged

l>y these ruptures, drying and encrusting upon

the culm, which forms rust. In this condition, as

these ruptures never heal, the necessary supplies

to the head must be continually intercepted, and

being thus in a great degree cut off, the grain shri-

vels, and either rots, or becomes so imperfect as to

be almost useless. Rust is to be observed in small

quantities, more or less, every season—but it only

deteriorates the crops of wheat, and thus becomes
an object of serious attention, when it forms in

large quantities. The black spongy formation

\vhich frequently takes the place of the ear, in

maize or Indian corn, the smut of the oat, the

spots in the ripe tobacco leaf, and the rust of the

cotton plant, all result from the same cause, (viz.)

want of balance between the supplying and se-

creting organs, and consequent disorganizations

from superabundant supplies of sap.

To remedy these evils, the bedding system, (it

has occurred to me,) might be found adequate, and
eminently useful. Thelieds should be so formed

and graduated as to prevent the too free, and long

continued supply of moisture, which will also ef-

fectually guard against the dangers resulting from

redundancy of sap. Beds might easily be con-

structed (on land naturally too moist,) in such a

manner as to discharge more readily, the super-

fluous moisture, by draining and evaporation.

They should be arranged with spaces' between of

sufficient width to allow a horse to pass Avith ease,

and whenever the season is very wet, the furrows

should be deepened, and the margins of the beds

taken off whh a dagon plough, or disturbed Avith

a coulter; more especially about the time of the

doughy state of the grain. A new and more porous

surliice about the margins being thus exposed, and

the furrows made dee])er, the superfluous moisture

escapes with greater facility'-, both by evaporation

and draining. This operation may be repeated

several times during the doughy stage of the grain,

siiould the season prove very wet. More danger
is likely to result to the wheat crop, from excessive

than defective moisture. Dry seasons always pro-

duce wheat of good quality, which compensates
for the deficiency in quantity. Seasons wet and
cold, rarely ever induce rust, because the low tem-
perature rather retards the circulation, and pre-

vents an excess of sap. For the same reason,

rust is seldom met with in cold countries.

The foregoing is at the disposal of the Editor of
the Farmers' Register—and as its author (a me-
dical man) does not profess much experience in

husbandry, he prefers to write over the signature

of
MEDICO-AGRICULTURIST.

ON LEGISLATION FOR THE BENEFIT OF AG-
RICULTURE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

* * * * I trust you will pardon a
lew remarks and suggestions which shall be
thrown out principally in the way of interrogation.

I have obtained a "smattering" of information
concerning the "Fellenberg School." Would it

comport with your designs and inclinations, to lay
before the public some more particular account
than has hitherto been given with us, of the na-
ture, principles, and objects of that institution?

Could not something on the same plan, or with
improvements in its modification, be established,

with a reasonable prospect of usefulness and suc-

cess, in Lower Virginia? What is your opinion
of agricultural societies and manual labor schools?

Would it not be expedient to make them the sub-
ject, especially the latter, of legislative interposi-

tion, and to endeavor, by means of them, to excite

in all our educated youth a taste for agriculture, and
thus unite the advantages of a complete physical

and intellectual education, in those whose talents

and influence would be brought to bear with great-

est power upon the best interests of the commu-
nity? For one, I should regard it as ominous of

o-ood were all our professional men to manifest an
earnest solicitude on this subject; I mean the con-

nection of literature loith the pursuits of agricul-

ture. Would it be consistent with your views of
propriety, or with the objects of your Journal, to

form, in conjunction with some of your able coad-

jutors, the resolution to give to the legislature of

this commonwealth no rest till thej' shall consent

to lend their countenance and patronage to the

cause of agriculture? What are our political

strifes in relation to the candidates for the presi-

dency, and an hundred other like absorbing themes
of petty party animosity and zeal, when compared
with agricultural improvements in their broad and
deep bearing upon the great and fundamental in-

terests of the American people? Trifles "light as

air." I have hope from recent events, that Vir-

o-inia, whose eyes are beginning to be opened, will

rapidly advance in shaking oft' her former disre-

putable torpor in regard to these things, and that

the day is not far distant when she shall be wide

awake, and perceive with a clear and unclouded

vision that her agriculture and her glory must rise

or fall together.

A LOVER OF HUSBANDRY.

[Our views respecting the necessity for, and impor-

tance of legislative aid to agricultural improvement,

and the means to be used for that end, concur generally

with those intimated by the foregoing queries of our
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correspondent: and they have been repeatedly brought

forward in former numbers of the Farmers' Register,

and will again be advocated whenever the occasion re-

quires it. Perhaps we have said enough—unless the

positions which have been assumed in this journal,

either are assailed by opposition, or are promised

some effective aid from our legislators, or from those

who appoint and direct legislators. It will be seen,

during the approaching session of the General Assem-

bly, whether any effect has yet been produced. If the

Committee of Jlgriculture and Manufactures (which has

had a useless existence for some years,) should be pro-

perly filled with members who know the proper and

important use of such a committee, and have the zeal

and ability so to direct its investigations, there might

be commenced a reformation of the economical policy

of Virginia, which would conduce more to the pros-

perity of the commonwealth, than all that the legisla-

ture has done in the last forty years. If the noble

object of promoting the improvement of agriculture

was really aimed at by the legislature, the first neces-

sary step would be to ascertain its present state, as

affected by political causes—the obstacles to its ad-

vancement—and the aids which the law might most

readily and effectually bestow to promote its welfare.

If the desire was heartily felt by the legislature, it

would be all that would be required to lead ultimately

to the most beneficial results for the interests of agri-

culture and of the commonwealth—which, fortunately,

are in Virginia identical. Agricultural societies and

schools, geological surveys and other means might be

used to promote this end—but which do not at this time

require more full consideration than has already been

given—nor will they, until there is some prospect of

such means being brought into operation.]

From the Alabama Intelligencer and Expositor.

IMPROVEMENT OF SOIL BY LEAVES.

If an enquiring mind will go into the woods,

where the soil is what we term rich land, and
view nature at \vork, in nature's own way, he will

discover readily, that lor a considerable depth, this

rich soil IS a composition of vegetable matter prin-

cipally, more or less decomposed,—in common
language well rotted. He will discover, tliat what
he applies the name ofsoil to, is composed, almost
entirely, of the decayed leaves of the trees with
weeds and grass, and rotten wood—perhaps the

production of centuries. But on a nice examina-
tion of this ricli soil, he will be compelled to con-

clude, Irom evidence before his senses, incontrovert-

ible, that decayed leaves, Ibrm the principal part.

If he wishes for conclusive corroborating testimo-

ny, he will heap up a mass of them in a pen, sprink-

ling the mass with lime, and he will find after the

process oi" fermentation, and decomposition has
done its office, that the product will, onap})lication

to poor soil, produce the finest vegetation, and
prove to his senses that it contains the pabulum,
or food of plants, in a high degree. By stilt going
on with his experiment, he will find ultimately,

that leaves when decomposed, with the aid of de-

composing agents, produce an admirable assistant

to vegetation, and by forming a mass of leaves,

sprinkling the leaves as he forms the mass, with

lime, and adding a small portion of rich moist

earth amongst the vegetable matter, he will find,

on applying it to the earth tor the purpose of aid-

in tJ- vegetation, that he has got a pile of manure.

l^^rom this evidence before liim he wall readily

conclude, if capable of the operation of common
sense, that for the purpose of littering animals,

and as an assistant, in Ibrming a compost manure,

leaves, especially if gathered while charged with

their whole elementary principles, must be an ad-

mirable auxiliaiy, in the procluction of the dung-

stead, and worthy of being most assiduously col-

lected for that purpose.

Amongst weeds, or green vegetable substances,

experiment has amply decided, that those which
produced the most putrid and nauseous efliuvia.

during fermentation, were found producing tlie

most active effect, on the growing crop. This fact

seems to settle, by positive prootj the correctness

of the theory, of many plants feeding rapidly on

gases, evolved during the process of fermentation.

Through the medium of their leaves. As it would
be highly desirable, previous to laying down any

plan lor making manure, in the form of compost,

to have some idea of the relative value of diflerent

ingredients, which present for that purpose, it may
be proper to have some fiicts j)laced before us.

Leaves pded up in a pen, with alternate thin strata

of swamp mud, when partially decom[)osed are

found a superior preparation lor the Irish potato

crop. Put around the roots of fruit trees, this

compost has been found to produce a healthy and

vigorous growth. Its operation has been much
increased in its efficacy, by the addition of hme to

the mass. The finest Irish potatoes that I have
seen produced in a southern climate, were pro-

duced by the addition of this compost.

A pen was made with small rails, a stratum of

leaves, trampled down to twelve inches in depth,

a sprinkling of lime added; ufier sprinkling tiie

leaves well with muddy water three or four inches

of swamp mud was then added, and this course

continued, until the pen was six feet in height.

This compost was made up in the fall, on the first

falling of the leaves, and applied to the potato

crop in the spring. The effect on the following

crop of corn, was all that could be desired. A se-

cond pile was constructed with a stratum of leaves,

two feet thick, sprinkled well with lime, previous-

ly, with muddy water—two carts came up, the

one loaded with swamp mud, and the other with

dung—from opposite sides the throwing on com-
menced, at equal pace, so as to mingle the last

two well: on the layer of mud, and manure, being

completed, say about four inches thick, another

layer of leaves was added sprinkled with water

tr-om a pond, then lime, mud and manure, and

continued, until the i)ile was about six feet in height

—a little earth was thrown on the top. I am satis-

fied the same volume of dung, spread over the

same surface, would not have exceeded in produc-

tion, either in the potato or corn crop, that followed,

and to which the composition was applied, on

planting.—In both cases the manure was applied

in the drill, but plentifully. The following crop on

both grounds was cotton—it was superior—the

seed was drilled in the old corn, and potato rows,

opened with a Scooter plough. The following

year, the seed that came from the cotton, the year

previous, was a]ii)lied to a second corn croji, which

much surpassed the first, indeed was amongst the
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finest corn crops to be found—wheat and jye fol

lowed and were superior.

I give tliis detail to show that the efficacy of
leaves, is decided, in their action on plants, as a
manure, when decomposed: for in the crops above
slated, they were the basis of the manure that
was applied, it being perfectly impossible for all

the dung, and lime, that was emplo3'ed tor the for-

mation of tlie compost, to have produced.half the

effect, when spread over the soil, or used as the

compost was applied.

PI^AJNTER.

From the Gardener's Magazine.

FOUNTAIJV WKLI^S.

The facility in many, and the certainty in all

cases, with which fountain wells may be obtamed,
promises very great advantages. Besides the wa-
ter of the clouds, rivers, and lakes, it is had from

two other sources; viz. land springs and main
springs. The hrst are liable to fail when most
wanted, the second never. Land s])rings are often

found upon, and always at no great distance be-

low the surface of the ground. They are collec-

tions tiom exhalations ever rising from the interior

of the earth, and from snow, rain, and other con-

densations of water from the atmospliere. On
these last resources, land springs de|)end tor their

existence and supply. What is not quickly car-

ried away by rivers, brooks, and drains, sinks into

the earth, but being intercepted in its downward
course, by horizontally placed strata of rock or

clay, reposes thereon, and from there gradually

oozes away at the lowest point of the impervious

bed which prevented its sinking jterpendicularly.

Any shaft or opening sunk into this bed readily

admits a flow into it Irom the saturated soil around,

which is tlien easily obtainable by the pump or

bucket. Water so procured, always partakes more
or less of the predominating qualities of the soil

through which it percolates. Hence the different

mineral springs; and hence the various degrees of

brackishness, commonly called hardness, of do-

mestic wells.

Main springs are sometimes seen gushing out

from the sides, but much more frequently I'rom the

bases of high hills. Sometimes they are reached

bv the common well-digger; but in general they

are located at a depth far beyond his reach by any
ordinary means. The water of main springs is

known by its high temperature; this being always
more or less, according to the depth from which
they flow; those nearest the surface are about 42°

Fahr. increasing to 56° or more. They are also

known by their quality, being, in almost all cases

freer from impregnation of salts, and are conse-
quently called sofer water.

Whether the main springs are supplied fi'om the

same sources as the land springs, and that they
are less impregnated with salts or other qualities

in consequence of their receiving greater filtration

in their passage to the depths at which they are

found, is a question deserving consideration. But
that they do possess the qualities of high tempera-
ture and purity, is undeniable, and with these quali-

ties water is invaluable. For the kitchen, side-

board, dairy, and still-room, how necessary; in the
bath and dressing room how convenient; in the
brew-house how suitable; and in the laundry how^

profitajjle. To the gardener it is a useful auxilia-
ry, and to the dyer, &c. most important. In short,

the art of Ibrming fountain wells, by which may
be gained a constant supjdy of soft water, without
labor or expensive machinery, presents extensive
benefits, which are not yet even apprehended. At
present we are still ignorant how high such foun-
tains may be carried above the surface of the earth,
and how copious such jets may prove. The ascent
of water from such considerable depths, is in hself
amys'ery. When the anger is passed down into
a subterranean current or reservoir in a valley,
and the water flows up, it is accounted for bj^ say-
ing that the outlet is below the principal source.
But when such perforations are made on the high-
est ground, and Avhcre there appears no inclina-

tion or fi;dl of surface to the spot, it is diflicult to ac-
count rationa,lly for such a phenomenon. The
natural law tor water finding its own level, does
not apparently apply. Is it the pressure of the
atmosphere? the subsidence of the superposited
earth? Is it Irom the expansive power of subter-

ranean heat, or from the temperature of water it-

self? or what?

Trom the [Oliio] Fanner's Reporter.

THE ARMY "WORM.

Sir—The devastation committed on agricul-

tural labor, by the different tribes of insects, is such
as will probably render the study of their natural

history an object of importance to the scientific ag-
riculturist, which induces me to send you the fol-

lowing observations on the army worm, lor inser-

tion in the Reporter, if you should not be able to

supply us with any thing better on the same sub-
ject. Not being iamiliar with the natural history

of insects, nor accustomed to write on the subject,

I feel dilfident in submittint^ this paper to the pub-
lic; but I hope, if you should think proper to pub-
lish it, it may induce some one better acquainted
with the subject, to furnish a more full account of
this destructive insect.

It is probable that there are diflerent varieties of
insects called army worms, as I recollect having
read, before I became a practical farmer, accounts
in the newspapers which differed considerably
from each other. I first became acquainted with
the insect I am about to describe, ten years ago;
but so far as my knowledge extends, they were at

that time confined to a few acres of ground, join-

ing a firm about a mile from my present residence.

This season they have been more extensively dif-

fused, having attacked nearly every farm in seve-
ral extensive settlements. Being absent on pro-
fessional business when they were first discovered
in our settlement, I did not see them until they
were fi-om a quarter to halfan inch in length. When
I first discovered the worms, they Avere slightly

hairy, but they became perfectly smooth in the
latter stage of their existence. There is little

doubt that they change their skins several times,

though I obsen^ed the change only once, on the
23d of Ma}', when, like others of the caterpillar

tribe, their voracitj' increased; and aflerthis period,

when feeding, I could hear a noise resembling that
produced by the silk-Avorm in its latter stages.

The worm was beautifully striped on the back and
sides with red, yellow, v/hite, and black; but the
colors became duller as the worm increasedin age,

and in its last stage it bore a slight resemblance to
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the coninioji cutworm, but was brighter, more ac-

tive and larger, some of them attaining a size

equal to the silk-worm. The chrysalis is naked,
bright brown, closely resembling that of the cut-

worm. The moth is dark ash colored, longer than
tlie silk molh, wings horizontal.

In this account 1 shall simply detail /acts as they

took place on my own farm, or under my own ob-

servation. They were first discovei'cd in our set-

tlement, by their devastations, on the 14Lh and
15th of May. I first saw them on the 17th on my
way home. When about a mile irom home, I ob-

served the timothy belonging to one of my neigh-

bors, had become veiy black, and on riding up to

ascertain the cause, I learned that the worms had
eaten the roots in such a manner as to cause the

tops to die and dry away; and that he had been
burning the dead grass with the intention of killing

the worms, but in this he was disappointed, as

they fell to tlie ground on the approach ol" the fire,

and the flames passed over and lelt them unin-

jured; the ground being literally alive with them
afler every vestige of vegetation was consumed by
the fire. I ought to observe that the whole coun-
try was not covered with them in this manner; they
were associated in droves or armies of vast size,

and between these armies sometimes a considera-

ble space would be entirely clear. I will confine

my account of their progress, to my own farm; and
in order to make my account intelligible, I must
premise that my tarm is laid out in the following

order: on the north, a field containing wheat and
rye, and in the south west corner a little flax;

south oi this on the east side of the farm, eight
acres of oats; on the west side, a corn field; be-
tween these two fields is situated the dwelling
house, garden and out buildings; south of these
fields is situated a field containing timothy, red
top and clover, from necessity occupied this season
as a pasture for calves, hogs, and geese; from the
south field is a lane, to the dwelling, sown with
blue grass, red top, and timothy. The worms
were at first discovered in the open prairie east of
the oat field, afterwards in the south field and grass

lane, and lastly in the rye.

I must now endeavor to give you some account
of their motions; during the early part of the day
they generally lay still, and commenced travelling

about two in the afternoon, and continued travel-

ling and feeding from that time through a princi-

pal part of the night. On the 23d they commenced
moving towards the field of oats, which set me
upon the following mode of ditching in order to

prevent their inroads, which I believe is the only
mode that can be employed on a large scale, with
any prospect of success. I commenced by run-
ning several furrows with the plough, one within
another, so as to make a ditch about a foot deep,
and render the earth mellow and dusty; then take
a s])ade or a hoe, and clean out the loose earth
from the bottom and lay it on the side which jou
wish to prevent the worms rising. When they
attempt to climb, the loose earth will give way
and they will fldl to the bottom of the ditch, where
large numbers of them will be destroyed by the
heat of the sun; and if a i'ew should accidentally
cross the first ditch, another must be made parallel

to the first, into which they fall. Where the
worms are numerous, these ditches must be clean-
ed every day, otherwise the worms in attempting
to climb, will fill the ditches. I had upward cf

two miles of this kind of ditidung, by means
whereof I saved a principal part of my oats, and
could I have completed my ditching tliree hours
earlier, I have no doubt but I could have saved
twelve out of sixteen acres of corn which was
destroyed. After the worms commence travelling,

if they find sulBcient food, they only travel a few
steps in the twenty-lour hours, but if they find lit-

tle or nothing to eat, tliey will travel at least a
quarter of a mile in the same length of time.
Though large bodies of the worms travel in this

manner in pursuit of food, considerable numbers
never leave the place where they were produced,
but lor lack of other food subsist on dry gi-ass and
even corn husks.
On the 24th, the worms entered the oat field

and destroyed about an acre in twenty-four hours,
in defiance of every exertion to stop them by
ditching, as a slight shower fell in the evenino-,
which appeared to ciiuse them to travel and feed
with greater voracity, and the rain dampening the
dust on the sides of the ditches enabled them to

cross. On the 25th, still moving west of north,
they advanced towards the corn field and entered
a lane passing between the oats and cornfield, as
well as passing along the ditches which I was pre-
paring with all possible expedition along the east
fence, occasionally a i'ew crossing the first ditch
which rendered it necessary to make parallel
ditches. On tl\e 26th, after cleaning the ditches
around the oats, the worms being now on three
sides, I succeeded about three in the aflernoon, in
completing ditches along the south and east side
of the corn, and hastened to the north side joinini^

the rye, fearing that by this time they migiit be
able to head the ditch on the east. V/hen 1 got to

the rye I found a younger army of worms travel-

ling south from the rye to the corn; and notwith-
standing every effort to stop them by ditchino-, a
sufficient number crossed completely to destroy
the sixteen acres of corn before tlie morning of
the 27tli. The army of smaller worms appeared
to have been produced in the rye field, and meet-
ing with the other army now entering the rye fi-om
the south east corner they completely destroyed
the wheat to the ground, but only took the blade
from the chess and rye. The reason of the worms
being most severe upon the wheat arose fi-om the
fact of my wheat being of a late variety, havino-
at that time shot out no stems, whilst the rye and
chess were in bloom; but some of my neighbors
who had early varieties of wheat happily had
the case reversed, as the worms destroyed the
chess and left the wheat but little injured. Flax
was likewise considerably injured, in some places
completely destroyed; but what is ver3^ remarka-
ble, the worms never interrupted any kind of tree

or bush, either timber or fruit tree. Red clover
was little or nothing injured, but timothy and red
top were cvit to the ground, and in many places
even the roots were destroyed, but the roots of
mine were preserved by the industry of the hogs
and geese. The hogs likewise destroyed vast
numbers along the fences east of the oats and corn:

every kind of poultry eat them greedily, and the
birds which are generally so mischievous in our
corn fields, ha\'e this season been permitted to

rear their young in peace, on account of their ser-

vice in destroying the army worm. But notwith-
standing their numerous enemies, they were all

f^aliated without destrovinjr ihe worm.'; multitudes
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passed in the chrysalis state; the hogs continued to

feed upon them until the moths came forth in

multitudes. But I am going ahead of my
journal.

On the 28th, in cleaning out my ditches, I dis-

covered several of the worms in the pupa state,

and on the Istof June most of the worms had quit

eating. Our corn fields are now naked, and we are

beginning to think about planting another crop, in

hopes that the worms will be gone before the

young corn makes its appearance. June 6th, the

worms are all gone, and some of our young corn

is beginning to make its appearance. June 12ih,

email gray millers are coming from the chrysalis

of the army worm.
Now Mr. Editor, I should be glad if either

yourself or any of your correspondents can inform

me whether or not these worms have a regular pe-

riod ibr their appearance; and if they have whether
they usually attack the same places, which had
been previously subject to their ravages. If they
have a regular period ofre-appearance, and that pe-

riod were once accurately ascertained, much of the

mischief they occasion mightbe prevented, by plant-

ing upon places subject to their ravages, only such
crops as appear to be in a great measure exempt,
whilst ])laces where tliey are not produced might
be protected by ditching. In such seasons the

corn crop would be better unplanted until the

worms are gone.
June 20th. Since writing the above, I have

come to the conclusion that the miller of the army
worm is probably migratory, as they all disappeared

on the night of the 17th or 18th; and those which
were kept in close confinement lor the purpose of

close observation, have all died without depositing

any eggs.

Yours,

JOSEPH BRASHAW.

From tlie New Yorlv Farmer.

DOMESTICATING THE BEAVER.

Mr. Editor—In almost every paper which is

issued from the public press, we find something

noted as an improvement, which is in some way
intended to benefit the community, or to turn to

individual advantage. Now, sir, as all animals

that are valuable for the fur they yield are becom-

ing scarce, owing to the destructive war that is

continually waged against them, it is evident that

the value of the fur must be enhanced in propor-

tion to the scarcity of the animal. If, therefore,

there can be any method devised to domesticate

them, it would be of more importance than almost

any new enlerj)rise that could be suggested; and

as there have been instances of the beaver becom-

ing as familiar and gentle as a common dog, I can

conceive no good reason why that most valuable

animal should not be entiUed to the fostering care

of man as any other animal; and for this purpose I

would propose the following method: let there be

an enclosure, of from one to five acres, made so as

to be secure from dogs or thieves, having a brook

passing through it. Plant the enclosure plentifully

with that kind of shrub or tree that the beaver uses

for food, or ibr budding his habitation. Conimence
by procuring two or more young beavers of difier-

ent sizes, which being already fiiniiliar with human
society, and the enclosure being closely connected

with the dwellin<f house, the animal would never

become wild; ancl as they breed rapidly, the num-

ber would soon become very considerable; and if

they could not be made to yield their fiir without
destroying their life, they might be bred in such
numbers that they might supply our market with
beaver fur as well as it is now with wool from the
merino sheep, and make it a much more profitable

business, if entered into with spirit by a compa-
lyy. * * * # #

TAMING THE OTTER.

The Cambridge (Ohio) Times gives an inte-

resting account of the manner in which a Mr.
Entz, of that town, has domesticated the vvijd

otter, of the western waters, and made the fur a
source of profit by picking it from the body of the
animal. Mr. Entz's experience with four otters

attests the tiict, that each of these animals may be
made to realise, according to tiie present prices of
fur, an annual profit of at least fbm'teen dollars.

The otter yields two crops or fleeces of fur a year,
which is said to be superior in fhieness and gloss
to that which is taken from the skin of the dead
animal. It is the intention of Mr. Entz to increase
his colony of" otters, being quite confident he will

make the flir trade, thus pursued, a profitable con-
cern. The Times states that it intends on some
future occasion, to notice more particularly, some
experiments of Mr. Entz in other matters of the

same sort. We suppose he alludes to a colony of
musk-rats, which we have understood, Mr. Ent^s

has in contemplation.

Several years ago, the editor of the Village Re-
cord, (in Penn.) in some remarks on the habits of

the beaver, and the perfect feasibility, demon-
strated by actual experiment, of taming and do-

mesticating it, suggested a similar plan with re-

gard to that valuable animal, which Mr. Entz
has so successflilly adopted with the otter.

TOPPING CORN.

[The article containing the interesting experiments

of Mr. Clark, which is referred to below, was re-

published in the 4th number of the Farmers' Register,

page 243, but without the author's signature—which

was by a mistake of the compositor left out, together

with the last paragraph, which was intended to be

passed over, because relating to another subject.]

From tlie [New Yorli] Cultivator.

Experience and science concur in disapprobating

the common practice of topping corn. The expe-

riments of Mr. Clark and Mr. Lorrain, which we
have published in the Cultivator, go to show that

it diminishes the crop; and the principles of science

corroborate their report. The corn is nourished

by the sap elaborated in the leaves above the ears,

and when these elaboratic organs are taken away,

the supply of fbod must cease in whole or in part.

If fodder is the object, it is far better to cut the

whole crop at the ground, when the corn is seared.

This mode has two other recommendations: it

clears the ground for fall grain, and the corn de-

rives nourishment from the stock after it is cut.

We invite our brother farmers, with a view of ar-

riving at a correct result, to do as we intend, that

is, to%et apart three parcels of corn of similar di-

mensions, and finality, say tliree adjoining rowfe,—

to top one part, cut another at the ground, and to
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leave the third to ripen with the stalks; and, at the

proper time, to husk, measure and weigh the three

])arce!s separately. The results of a dozen such
exjierinienls will lead to pretty correct conclusions

as to the best method. We not only invite them
to make the experiment, but to comnmnicate the

results lor publication in the Cultivator.

Selected for the Railroad Joiinial from Englith Magazines.

PROFITS OF RAILWAYS.

The Stockton and Darlington Railway, wliich

was the first opened in this country for general

trafTic, has actually multiplied the hitercourse be-

tween these two townsforty-Jbld.
The shares of the Stockton and Darlington

Railway represent £106 paid on each; tiiey are

now selling at £299 10s. each. The dividends of

the Liverpool and Manchester Railway are li-

mited by Act of Parliament to 10 i)er cent, (in

consequence of the opjiosition of the great canal

interests, against which it had to struggle tor ex-
istence,) but notwithstanding this the £100 shares
arc now quoted at ^£200.

The Liverpool and Manchester Railway conveys
now, on an average, about 1,200 passengers daily;

which is triple the number ever conveyed on the
common road daring the best days of the coach-
ing system. The quantity of goods transported
on this railway has also been constantly on the in-

crease, and falls noAV little short of 200,000 tons
per annum, though it has had to contend in this

branch of its business with an unusually strong ca-
nal opposition.

That the value of property of every description

in the vicinity of railwa}-s should have risen

amazingly since their establishment, ceases under
these circumstances to be matter of surprise. In
the course of the evidence adduced betbre the
House of Lords on the London and Birmingham
Railway Bill, it was shown that almost immedi-
atel}^ alter the opening of the Liverpool and Man-
chester line, the value of the land adjacent to it

had risen generally 50 per cent.; and that portions
of ground at both extremities, similar to what the
Railway Company had purchased for three pence
per square yard, could not now be had for less than
from three shillings to lour shillings per yard, being
an advance of full 1,400 percent.!
From the same evidence it appeared that the

Liverpool and Manchester Railway pays on an
average one-fifth of the poor rates of all the pa-
rishes through which it passes.
Between Stockton and Darlington the charges

for carrying goods and passengers have been re-
duced more than one-half- between Liverpool and
Manchester, about one-third.
On the Canterbury and Whitstable Railway

-—a bad line on a bad plan—the traffic has been
increased nearly eight-fold within the short period
of three years.
The last returns from the Ediiiburg and Dal-

keith Railway exhibit, in one brief year, an in-
crease of nearly 100 per cent, in the number of
passengers, and about 30 per cent, in goods. For
1832, the numbers were—passengers, 91,814;
goods, 61,000 tons. For 1833—passengers, 160,000;
80,000 ton*;.

^ > > ,

From tlie Cultivator.

WHEAT ANIJ CLOVER.

The practice has obtained, in Monroe, Orlean«,
and some of the neighboring counties, the great
wheat district of our state, and is rapidly gaining
ground, of alternating wheat and clover, that is,

of sowing wheat and clover seeds every other
year upon the same ground. This is said to af-

lord not only an increase of crop, but to effect a
great saving of labor. The clover is sown with
the wheat in autumn, or upon it in the spring. It

is mown or pastured the second year, and the lay
is then turned over, and wheat and clover again
sown upon the first furrow. Thus the grounds
receive but one jjloughing in two years, and the
green manure afibrded by the clover, is all pre-
served for the wheat crop, being dissipated by
cross ploughings. Thus, too, the clover promotes
the pulverization of the soil, keeps it light and fri-

able, and pervious to atmospheric influence, by its

gradual decay in the soil. We are advised, upon
respectable authority, that under this practice there
is seldom a diminution of crops, and that in some
cases the product has been nearly doubled in a ibw
years.

The wheat country of the west is a deep secon-
dary formation,—the earth taken from the depth
of ten and twenty feet, ofien exhibiting a fertility

when exposed to atmospheric influence, equal to
that of the surface soil. It is a deep deposite of
vegetable, animal and earthy matter, abounding
in the specific food of the wheat crop. Hence it

often occurs, particularly in the oak openings, that
tillage, by fi^icilitating decomposition, increases i'er-

tility even without the aid of manure. But the
question \vorthy of consideration is, whether the
practice of alternating wheat and clover, even
upon these fertile formations, can be long contin-
ued, without impoverishing the soil ? A yoke of
oxen may be turned to a stack of hay, and they
may continue to thrive; but at length the stack
and the food will become exhausted, and without a
further supply, the oxen will ultimately become
poor and die. The vegetable and animal matter
in our western so.ls is to the wheat what the stack
is to the oxen, the food which causes growth, ma-
turity and profit, and constant feeding must ex-
haust alike both. Although the clover lay affords
vegetable food, it by no means makes up for the
exhaustion of the wheat crop; and we suspect it

benefits more by rendering the soil porous, and
thus tiaciUtating the decomposition of the vegeta-
ble matter which it contains, than by its own en-
riching qualities. We have little doubt but this
alternation would soon fail on ordinary soils; and
we believe it cannot be long persevered in at the
west without serious detriment. The banks of
the Hudson were once celebrated for their wheat
crops; and within our recollection, west Vermont
sent as fine wheat to the Troy and Lansingburg
markets, and it was their staple production too, as
now comes from the west. Now, west Vermont
consumes New York flour, her soil no longer pro-
ducing good wheat in any quantity. And Onei-
da, too, is no longer distinguished as a wheat
growing country; the specific food of this grain
being in a measure exhausted in her soil. We
are aware that the preceding cases do not afiijrd

exact parallels for the west. They are drawn
principally from transition Ibrmations, while that
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of the west is secondary, and is more permanent
in its natural tertility. To assume again our com-
parison, while nature had supplied one with hay
cocks merely, she has bountilUIiy furnished the
other with hay stacks; and the result, we think,

will be, that though the latter will hold out longer,

they are neveilheless, imperceptibly diminishing,
and must ultimately be exhausted, a*" the former
have been, by injudicious cropping. Sterility is

the worst disease that can afflict alarmer; and the

adage teaches, that "an ounce of prevention is

worth a pound of cure." It is far better to keep
lands in good heart, by a judicious alternation of
crops, than to restore them to fertility when they
have become exhausted. Upon this view of the
subject, our advice to the western iarmers would
be, that as soon as his circumstances are comfort-
able, he should cease to sow wheat u]7on the

same grounds every other year, lest he should kill

the goose that lays his golden eggs.

From the New Yoik American.

THE WILD HORSE OF THE PRAIRIES.

In the meantime, those of the Indians who
had promised horses in the first day of our meeting

now brought them up. A young Indian first came
forward, and led up a bright, jet black mare—alter

him followed another, holduig in his hand a long

buffalo tug, or halter, which restrained the wild mo-
tions of a two year okl colt; his color was a snowy
white, here and there broken with spots of brown.

He had been wild in the prairies but a lew weeks be-

tbre. He was a slave, but had never been mounted;

his back had never bent to a burden; they led him
up in his own native wildness—his tail stood out—his

ears were pricked up—his eyes starting—his nos-

trils expanded—and ever)^ hair of his long mar.e

seemed almost erect with an undefinable terror.

At one moment he dashed swiftly around at the

full stretch of the long tug which secured him

—

then pausing and shaking liis long mane over his

head, he fixed the gaze of his almost bursting

eyes upon his captor. Then raising his head, and
casting a long, lingering, and almost despairing

gaze upon the hills of the ])rairie, which till then

had been his home, he made a desperate leap ibr-

ward, dragging to the ground the Indian who held

the end of his halter; but others rushed to his as-

sistance and held him in. The crowd then at-

tempted to close around him, but he reared upon
his hind legs and kept them at bay with the rapid

and poweriul blows of his fore feel.

At length a young Indian, Avho was standing
near, threw off his robe: he crept cautiouslj^ to-

wards the animal Irom behind, and then with a
sudden leap he bounded upon his back, and seized

the tug which was secured in his mouth. Belbre
this, the eflbrts of the animal had been violent;

but when he felt the burden upon his back, v»hen
he felt /he curbing hand of his rider, he sent up
a shrill and almost irantic scream; his form bound-
ed in the air like that of the active Avild cat; he
reared, he plunged, but in vau:i—his rider was a
master hand, and he retained his seat as unmoved
as if he had constituted part of the animal itself;

he curbed him in, he lashed him with his heavy
whip until he crouched like a dog upon the prai-

ries; his spirit was crushed; and the last spark of

J'reedom was extinfruished. Shortly aller, one of

the hunters came up and tied a pack upon his back;
he made no resistance; and they led him ofi' with
the rest to finish his daj s in drudgery and toil.

From Silliiiiaa's Journal.

POTATOES ON WET LAND.

"In 1796, being in a part of France where pota-
toes were but little known, and less used, as tbod
for man; and having obtained some Irish seed, I

gave them to a country gentleman, at whose cas-
tle I Avas then residing, to plant. He asked me
what soil was the most, suitable. I informed him
that on that subject there were various opinions;
but that I had known very good crops, and of
good quality, raised on moist ground. He told me
that he had one place that was moist enough, be-
ing nothing but bog and water; and another dry
enough, being nothing but sand or gravel;—and
that he was willing to make the sacrifice of these
two places for the experiment, since the seed cost
him nothing; at the same time saying that he was
not partial to Englishmen or potatoes.
"By the side of the morass there was a gravel

hill without a sign of vegetable earth in it. The
morass was then frozen so as to bear our weight.
I proposed to him (or he to me) to use the dry
gravel as a mere receptible to hold the potatoes for

vegetation. The plan was adopted; many
wheelbarrow loads of gravel were placed at pro-

per distances on the bog, and the potatoes planted
therein, under my direction. The result was a
very early crop of excellent potatoes, farinacious
and large; and the same process was continued lor

years atler, occasionally adding a little gravel,
when a part of the first deposite had sunk into the
morass. The potatoes planted on the dry gravel
produced a lew plants and bulbs of a very bad
quality. Their producing any thing must have
been owing to the dampness of the climate, and
the copious dews that proceeded from the vicinity

of tlie morass.
"Is it not probable, sir, that in New England

where good arable land is not in sufficient quiinti-

ties for our wants, there are many such morasses,
nov7 of no value, which might be made to ])roduce

potatoes, and perhaps other useful vegetable food?

The experiment seems to be worth trying.

"I will further remark that this aquatic potato

patch had no hoeing or other labor bestowed on it,

—a matter of" some importance where labor is so

dear. Again the labor of transporting the heaps
of gravel may or must be done in the winter,

when the time of the ftirmer is less valuable."

WILLIAM FOSTER.

From Sillimau's Journal.

METHOD OF DESTROYING WORMS AND INSECTS
WITH SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE.

By M. D. Thosse.

1 was led to try it by observing that certain

plants which have naturally a strong odor, are not

infested with insects.

Wishing some years ago to raise four 3-oung

puppies, I ])erceived thein when a {ew days old

to be very languishing, and discovered that they

were full of insects or lice, which w^ere preying

upon them. It was in vain that they were comb-
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ed—new generations succeeded, or were renewed
from the niolher, and the Httle animals were on
tlie point of perisliing. I then took into my iiead

to sponge bolh ihc mother and the pujis with

Avarm water impregnated witii spirits oi' turpen-

tine; and soon iijund to my agreeable surprise that

every tarn of tlic comb brouglit out numerous
dead msscts. The httle animals soon acquired

vigor, and were saved by a single repetition of the

process during the course of the summer.
I tried the spirit on various insects. Lice when

touched with it on the point of a pin, made a iew
rotary bounds and (ell down dead. Bed bugs
anointed with the same fluid, alter a few steps.

turned on their baclis and died. A green gilded

insect as large as a bean which attacks pear trees,

was touched and died immediate'}', although an-

other insect of the same kind, lived a long time

in warm quick lime.

Butterdiea, flies, caterpillars, ISIay bugs, die

more or less promptly when attacked with it.

Having learned these facts, I soon tbund occa-

sion do try its effects on some of my trees, which
were attacked by a nmltitude of worms. These
I destroyed entirely by nutting into a bowl a lew
handsful of earth on which I poured a small quan-
tity of the spirits—then adding water, and stirring

the whole together until it had a proper consistence

to be rubbed or brushed over the ends of tlie

branches. The insects perish with their germs;

and the odor remaining several days about the

tree, repels fresh mvaders. A mixture of earth

is necessary, because spirits of turpentine EVv^ims

upon pure water and will not mix with it; and if

used in too great quantities might burn the

leaves.

The drought which occurred a few years ago
in the canton in which I live, produced a mange
in cattle and horses, verj^ extensive and injurious;

and those which escaped this infection were filled

with lice, from which they were jn'ompfly relieved

by sponging them with water impregnated with

the spirits. This infection caused horses fatigued

with labor to rub themselves so much against

their mangers and the walls of the stables as to

deprive them of much of the rest so necessary to

their comfort.

I cannot therefore doubt from the trials that

have been made, that much benefit might result

from the use of turpentine in clearing fields and
trees from insects of diti'erent kinds; and that a
mixture of ashes with which a portion cf this li-

quid has been incorporated, would remove by its

odor, the ticks and other insects ^vhich infest tur-

nips. Its odor is more penetrating in the ojien air

than that of sulphur, and some other materials used
for this purpose.

ON THE PLEASURES OF AGRICUI/rr RE.
To ihe Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Independent of the actual profits arising from
agricultural pursuits, there is something in the cul-

tivation ol' the soil, eminently calculated to dispose
the philosophic mind to serious and sublime con-
templation. With your permission, Mr. Editor,
as 1 have seen no communications of this charac-
ter in the Register, I shall endeavor to show where-
in consist the real delights which the philosophic
and man of science derive from, agriculture. And
I undertake this service the more AvilUngly, from

Vol. II.—32

the fact that there are many young men, who from
tlie mere consideration of" gain, can never be in-

iluced to lay aside their prejudices and become til-

lers of the soil, but who might be induced to make
the experiment, and finally become good liirmers,

could the subject be presented to them under a
pleasing aspect. To those speculative young men
who desire amusement as well as profit in their

avocations, the present and succeeding numbers I

may find leisure to write upon this interesting sub-
ject, is respectfully dedicated.

Although the desire of gain is a principal and
most necessary inducement to follow the plough,
yet all must admit that he who sees no other

pleasure in agriculture than that Avhich results

from the antici])ations ol" pecuniaiy profits arising

therefrom, is to say the least, a grovelling and pe-

nurious luretch. There is something really mean
and sordid, in overlooking all the beauties of the

vernal spring, and the maturing loveliness of au-
tumn, merely to contemplate the amount of cZo//ars

to be receiv^ed in return lor the daily toil and anx-
ious solicitude of the farmer. Such a disposition

reminds one of the folly a man would evince, who
should prefer a dark and loathesome cell to the

cheerful beams of day, and the pleasing aspect of
creation. But to him who looks from nature up
to nature's God, and who can recognize the Deity
in e\"ery expanding, opening flower, and purling

rill, agriculture ofiers charms, calculated to com-
pose the mind, and dispose it to tranquillity and
cheerfulness. To such a mind

—

" Not a. breeze
Flies o'er the meadow; not a cloud imbibes
The setting sun's eiiu.lgence; not a strain

From all the tenants of tile warbling shade

Ascends, but whence his bosom can partake

Fresh pleasure unreproved. "

Who can look upon a field of wheat, gradually

rising in vernal loveliness to the delighted eyes of
the contemplative beholder, and marli it in all its

different stages, until the ripe grain crowns the

hopes of the husbandman wiih a golden harvest

of plenty; and then have the heart to distrust the

protection of providence, or doubt the existence of
an all-wise intelligence, pervading and governing
all things; assigning bounds to the elements, and
transcribing the limits of nature? There is not a
blade of grass or ear of com, that does not afford

matter of curious and endless speculation to the

inquisitive and v^^ell cultivated mind. And al-

though upon philosophical i^rincij.-les only, no man
can ever understand the process of nature, by
which the eailh in spring is clothed with verdure,

and in the autumn filled with her bountiful pro-

ductions, gradually maturing for tlie sustenance

and pleasures of man; yet the heart by such in-

quiries must be ultimately greatly benefited. No
I

man who sees, and contemplates the design and
wise contrivance of all the plants and vegetables,

that clothe and adorn a well cultivated farm, and
reflects upon the inexplicable nature of their exis-

tence, fructification, and preservation, under so

many adverse circumstances, can have the heart

to be a sceptic in regard to our holy religion—be-

cause many parts of it are surrounded with mys-
tery. He finds that mystery is inscribed upon the

face of all things, and what he cannot understand

upon principles of reason, he learns to adore as

the production of an infinite and incomprehensi-

ble Being. The man of reflection sees much to
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admire in the great care which nature manifests

lor her productions, even in the protection she af-

fords to the grasses which cover our meadows and
fields. For not only do they clothe and adorn the

fields, but they afford sustenance tor all animated
existence. The leaves afford food lor the cattle,

the smaller seeds lor birds, and the larger for man:
tor tew readers need be informed thiit the plants

producing our bread corn belong to this class. In
those tribes more generally considered as grasses, I

will mention the tbllowing as instances, which ap-
pcarto coincide with the mtention ofnature concern-
ing them, viz: their extraordinary means and
powers of preservation and increase, their hardi-

ness, their almost unconquerable disposilion to

spread, and their faculties of reviviscence, each of
which qualities, considered in detail, would afford

interesting matter for a separate communication.
In this, therefore, I can only observe the following

things in relation to their general properties. They
thrive under a treatment by which other plants

are entirely destroyed. In proportion to the con-

Bumption of the leaves is the increase of the roots.

The more the cattle trample them under foot the

thicker they grow. Many of the seemingly dry

and dead leaves of grasses revive and renew their

verdure in the spring. In lofty mountains, where
the heat of the summer is not sufficient to ripen

eeeds, we are told that the grasses are vi\^iparous,

and consequently able to propagate themselves

without seeds. It is also an observation frequent-

ly made that herbiverous animals attach them-
selves principally to the leaves of grasses, and if

lefl at liberty in the jjasture to range and choose,

will leave untouched the straws which support the

seed. These general properties of vegetables, or

properties common to large portions of that king-

dom, are all that the extent of the present com-
munication will allow me to notice, as I am afi-aid

of being deemed too prolix by that class of socie-

ty for whose benefit I write. But I may here be

permitted to ask, whence this admirable contri-

vance of nature, this adaptedness of the produc-

tions of the earth to the jieculiar condition in

which they are placed, and their perfect subser-

viency to the uses for which they seem to be de-

signed? Shall we ascribe it to "the operations of

nature herself? Or looking through nature, shall

we discern an ever present and wise Deity, though
"invisible or dimly seen in these his lower works,"

yet superintending and graciously directing all

things for the comfort and convenience of his

creatures?

In conclusion, I would only observe, that I have
just entered the threshold of tho-ample subject be-

fore me. I hope, however, that I have said

enough in this communication to impress this ge-

neral truth, that in the cultivation of the soil there

are thousands of objects calculated to expand the

mind, increase the understanding, soften the heart,

destroy scepticism, and exalt our ideas concerning

the Ruler of the Universe. In my next, should

the subjects of the present communication come
within the design of a journal exclusively agricul-

tural, I will resume the subject more in detail.

Gilh$pie''s, Buckingham, Oct. 14, 183 1.

For the Fanners' Register.

PETITION OF STGCK-OWJJIDRS.

To the General j^ssembly of Virginia.

The petition of sundry stock-owners, respect-

fijlly sliowcth:

That one of our most precious privileges se-

cured to UR ill the by-gone time, by some of your
wise and just predecessors, is about to be seriously

assailed by that all-grasping, pestiferous class of

men denominated agriculturists. We mean

—

what may properly be called the right ofcommon
upon every man's land, who does not choose to

enclose it with a fijnce fully five feet high, accord-

ing to the requisition of our present most equitable

lav/ on that subject. This right you will soon be
asked to take away; and our present purpose is,

to beg of you as our guardians and friends, rather

to extend than to abriilge it, even in the slightest

particular. We pride ourselves on belonging to

the very ancient family called "the Goodenoughs"
—famous from a period beyond which "the me-
mory of man runneth not to the contrary," for be-

ing the staunch, inflexible friends of all old usages,
—^the irreconcileable enemies of all changes what-
ever, of a general nature; but especially of such

as are comprehended under that new-fangled term
—"iniernal improvement.'''' We therefore deem it

entirely needless, in addressing your honorable bo-

dy, to take the slightest notice of our adversaries'

arguments about the prospective advantages to

result from repealing the present law of enclo-

sures, or its incompatibility with the rights of pro-

perty, either real or personal. It is surely quite

sufficient for gentlemen of your intelligence and
patriotism to be reminded, that such is the latu of
the land—that our rights under it are, of course,

prescriptive—of very long standing too—that their

exercise, according to our fi-ee and easy fashion, is

sanctioned by that well known law-maxim, ''Con-

suelvdo loci est observanda;^^ and that "innovations

are dangerous things." Why the law which con-

fers the privilege we now enjoy did not go farther,

we have always considered a most unaccountable

thing, as it might easily have brought us several

steps nearer to that admirable state of nature

where "might gives right," towards which so ma-
ny of our public actings and doings of late j'ear.^

have been most happily tending. For instance, as

it gives us the right, in all cases, where a fence

five feet high does not intervene, to feed and raise

as many horses, cattle, sheep and hogs as we
please, on other men's land

—

a priori it should

also have given us the right to raise ourselves and
our children in the same way, since human beings

belong to a far nobler race of animals, than any
of the quadruped genera. Again, it gives us the

right, at any time—nay, at all times, to bear off' as

much of the produce standing or growing on or in

these lands, as we please, be the kinds Avhat they

mav, provided they be not enclosed with a fence

at least five feet high; and provided also, it be

borne off' in the bellies of our stock, instead of be-

ing carried on their backs, or in vehicles draivn by
themselves, or their owners, which would often be

much more desirable. Now, why this over-nice

distinction—this very circuitous mode of appropri-

ation? Since the law-makers evidently designed

that A might, in the mode specified, transfer to

himself, without any equivalent given in exchange,
property which once belonged to B C or D E,
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would it not have been much better, directly to

leave to A himself the choice of the modus operan-

di—in other words, of the particular method of

making the transfiir? He mio-ht sometimes pre-

fer beanng off the produce in his oivn belly, (as in

the case of all kinds of liuit,) rather than send his

stock to bear it off in theirs: or he might choose

to convey it away in bags, baskets, or wheel-car-

riages of some sort or other, either of wliich he
surely should liave been at liberty to do, if the pri-

vilege that he now enjoys Avas rightfully secured

to him. Again, as we liave under the law, this

unquestionable right to take (by the agency of our

stock as our tbrage-masters,) not only a l)art, but

the whole of the produce of other men's lands,

unless they will be at the expense and labor of

jn'otecting it by a tence fijlly hve feet high, Avhy
should this right to take what does not belong to

us, be thus most inconveniently limited? Whj'
confnie it to the immediate produce of land, and
to the taking by the mouths and teeth ol" our
stock? If land be really the most valuable species

of property, as it is universally admitted to be,

why should that which is of the greatest value be
held by a tenure less secure and exclusive than
that which is of the lesser value? In other words,
why should we enjoy privileges in regard to other

men's landed possessions, and not have similar

jirivileges as to their other kinds of property?
Why, tor instance, should our law compel every
land cultivator, who would enjoy the exclusive use
of that land, which the law itself so generally

calls his oivn, to make a fence around it fully five

feet high to jjrevent other people Irom using it,

and not also compel him to make all his horses,

his oxen, his cows, nay, his slaves likewise, of
some specified height, to prevent those v>'ho own
neither from using them also? It would be nothing
more than an extension of the same principle

which gives us stock-owners the right of raising

them on other people's land, and at their expense,
whether they consent to it or not. If the latter

privilege could justly and equitably be accorded to

us, no imaginable reason can be suggested why
the former should not also have been granted. It

must have been, we presume, what tlie lawyers
call a "casus omissus.'''' We therefore pray, that

j'our honorable bod}', instead of granting the peti-

tion oi" our adversaries, by repealing the present

law relative to enclosures, will so alter it as to sub-
ject to our use, every land-owner's horse, ass, ox,

cow, sheep, hog, or slave, until he will make each
of them such a standard height as yon may deem
most advantageous to us to establish. And we
farther pray, that another provision be inserted in

the new law, giving us the privilege of bearing
off, in whatever mode we please, any part, or the

whole of the produce growing on other men's
lands, instead of" restricting the method <o deporta-

tion in the bellies of our stock: provided the said

produce be not enclosed by a fence of the full

height of six feet, carpenter's measure, the pre-

sent standard of five feet having been ascertained

by long experience, to be quite too low for some of
our most valuable horses and cattle, which, from
unavoidable starvation at home, have been driven
to the necessity of learning to leap with incon-
ceivable ease, over all such paltry enclosures as

do not much exceed the height required by the
|ircsent law. This was passed, as we hope your
honorable body will remember, when lands -were

cheap, plenty, and productive; when our stock

were not, as now, driven to theirwits' end, to gahi
an honest livelihood; and wlien a leap of five feet

high over another man's fence, was an achieve-

ment of far greater difficulty than one almost of
seven feet would now be. Justice, sheer justice,

consequently demands, that the law of enclosures,
if changed at all, should be so altered as to accom-
modate itself to the increasing exigencies of stock-

owners who have either no land at all, or not

enough to supjjort as man)' cattle as they wish.

All which we respectfullj' submit to the wisdom
and patriotism of your honorable body.

TO MAIiK TOMATO CATSUP.

Boil tomatos, full ripe, in their juice, to nearly

the consistence of pulp, pass them through a hair

sieve, and add salt to the taste. Aromatize it suf-

ficiently with cloves, pepper and nutmegs.— Cul-

tivator.

RAILWAY TO COKNECT THE MISSISSIPPI AND
CHESAPEAKE.

Report of Col. H. S. Long, United States l^rpo-

graphical Engineer, to Gen. E. P. Ga'u\es,and

forioarded by him to the Columbia Rail Road
Company, with the accompanying letter.

jimabbena, near Memphis, Ten., Sept. 4th, 1834.

Gentlemen:—I take much pleasure in transinit-

ting lor your information a concise report of this

date by Col. H. S. Long, of the United States

Topographical Engineers, containing a brief ex-

position of the prominent features of the country

recently examined by him, through Middle Ten-
nessee, between Memphis and the Ifliite^s creek

Gorge of the Cumberland mountain, near Kings-

ton, East Tennessee—and of the principal difficul-

ties to be encountered in the construction of a rail

road in that direction—with a view to its extension

to Harper's Ferry on the Potomac, and thence to

Baltimore, Md., or Washington city, as well as

from some suitable point on said rail road, to Rich-

mond, Ya.
The report speaks for itself. Emanating as it

does from an experienced head and sound heart,

devoted to the true interests and honor of our be-

loved country, it cannot fail to awaken the latent

energies and enterprise of our brethern and
neighbors of the hills and dales to be subdued and

decorated and enriched by the proposed great work

of internal improvement.
It is scarcely necessary for me to add that, I

must cordially'concur with Col. Long in the views

which he has taken of the feasibility, importance

and expediency of the proposed work, and the

ways and means by Avhich it may be constructed

without burdening any citizen of the United States

with an oppressive, or even an inconvenient exac-

tion. I am moreover of the ojiinion that the work

mic-ht be and ought to be commenced in the ensu-

int^year, as soon as the surveys can be made, and

the best possible location ascertained: and that it

may be completed within the ensuing five years,

withoiit the imposition of a tax of one dollar on

any citizen, excejiting only the legally authorized

tolls for transportation on the rail road after its
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completion;—provided the government of tiie

United States will favor the work by the proposed
loan; or by a liberal donation of wilderness lands
such as have hitherto been made lor the encou-
ragement of other (and far inferior) works of in-

ternal improvement, to be proportioned to their re-

lative extent and importance—mile for mile, or
upon a fair estimate of their relative value.

With such a rail road about the middle of Au-
fust, 1814, our beloved President Madison might
y the 24th of that month have availed hiraseli'

and the nation of the services of 59,000 of our
Tennessee, Kentucky and West Virginia sharp
shooters; 5000 of whom would have annihilated
the Eritish army in its approach to Eladensbm-g,
saved the Capitol and the honor of Washington,
and would then have formed the rear guard of this

rail road maining veterans in Caucida, might have
visited Montreal and Quebec in time to hav e taken,
or confined to their own strong holds all the British

forces in Lower Canada;—and lives there a man
who calls himself an American citizen, who would
not willingly raise his voice in favor of the faithful

distribuiioa of twenty-five millions of dollars of
public money among the industrious and virtuous

mechanics and farmers of the isolated villages and
towering mountains, for the construction of the

proposed rail road, rather than to leave it in the

power of an invading foe again to destroy our na-

tional archives! or again to dishonor the land of

W^ashington?
I need not pause for a reply, when it is known

that this expenditure, in place of its being em-
ployed in the construction of fortifications, or in the

embellishment of palaces, demanding as they do a
constant heavy expense, without any advantage
to agriculture or domestic manufactures, or inland

commerce, except in a state of war—will contri-

bute in peace and in war to diffuse throughout
hundreds hitherto isolated villages and settlements

of rich lands, all the benefits without any of the

evils of the immediate vicinity of large sea-port

towns—benefits which the narrowest minds will

comprehend when they see a horse—a single

horse—hauling with ease at the rate of 40 miles a

day, a load which 40 horses with ten wagons
would scarcely be able to move at the rate of 20
miles per day;—or when they see a corps of dis-

posable force—which corps, aided by our few re-

never tirinp;, mettlescmie steam coursers running at

the rate of 30 miles an hour, with a cargo of more
wheat, or corn, or meat, or men, than 100 horses

can haul, at the rate of three miles an hour!

—

benefits which in a state of war will contribute to

render this nation impregnable—by bringing with-

in the short period of four or five days any and

every disposable Avarrior and supply from all parts

of the interior States and districts to the national

frontier.

Napoleon, at the head of a French army, tri-

umphed over the best troops of all the nations ofi-

posed to him for many years in succession, simply

and mainly because he discovei-ed and profited by

the great secret of marcliing six miles further in

24 hours than any other, the best troops of Eu-
rope, had usually marched. Hence it was he al-

ways attacked his enemy an hour or two before

they were quite ready for action. Rail roads and

steam power will enable us, so long as we are con-

tent to confine ourselves to defensive tear, to give

to the world the first irrefragable evidence—of a

Republic the power of a nation—to prove itself to

be absolutely impregnable. And this may prove
to be the first step taken in Christendom towards a
millenium, because it presents the only obvious
and certain means (a miracle excepted) by which
war must be forced to terminate, and no longer to

exist.
^

Having had the satisfaction of a li-ee interchange
of views and sentiments with the committee
whom you did me the honor through another
committee to say would visit Memphis, and who
were accompanied by the President and two
members from the rail road company at Jackson;
the citizens of Memphis generally are pleased
with the visit, and they concur with me in the
o)}inion that the interests of each company Avill be
greatly sustained and promoted by occasional
meetings and conferences of a similar kind.

The apparent good temper which characterised
this meeting could not but be particularly gratify-

ing to those who had long been impressed with a
belief that a co-operation and harmonious concert,

extending to every point and to every individual
interested in our intended great public works, was
essential to insure our success.

Embarked as we are in measures of enterprise,

which, in a state and national point of view, is, in

all its vital parts the same—an enterprise in which
we know that we can contribute—not indeed to

annihilate space and time—but at least to reduce
to an unparallelled limit the usual time and ex-
pense of moving men and all kinds of movable
things—in war and in peace;—an enterprise in

which like the oflicers and seamen and mariners of
a ship at sea, we may have in view diflierent kinds
of gain or trade, and all may look to ulterior ob-
jects of a difi'erent character to be attended to

whenever the voyage terminates—yet we are

alike deeply interested in the safety of the ship,

and success of the voyage. Hence we cannot too

often or too earnestly admonish ourselves to take
for our rule of conduct the axiom by which our
fathers were borne triumphantly through the war of

the Revolution. "United we stand—divided Ave fall."

Our enterprise is one Avhich Avithout the hearty
co-operation of each other, Ave cannot for many
years to come accomplish. We must act in a
manner calculated to inspire the confidence of our

neighbors, and for this purpose Ave must be faith-

ful to ourselves and to each other. If they find us

to be consistent—if they find our plans to be the

result of mature deliberation and prudent circum-

spection—and moreover, if they find our measures
of execution judicious, and marked Avith strict

economy, indusfr}' and perscA'erance, AA^e shall in-

spire the confidence of all Avho see and knoAV us,

and they Avill help us—and Ave shall triumph over

all difficulties;—but, if on the contraiy, they find

us cut up into opposing factions, filled with a spirit

of rivalr)', or local prejudices, or sectional antipa-

thies—endeavoring to counteract or crij^ple each
other—or making Aveight to throAV into the scale

of some political favorite or demagogue, Ave shall

in this case fail to accomplish any thing Avorthy of

ourselves or our country—Ave shall be abandoned,
and Ave shall deserve to be abandoned by the vir-

tuous and the Avise of our oAvn and our neighbor-
ing States. My deliberate opinion as oflen hither-

to expressed, and my constant rule of conduct has

been and Avill continue to be in accordance Avith

the foregoing Aiewis.
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I am gratified to have it in my power to inform

you that our suhscription books embrace a veiy

SLibptaniial Hst of subscribers to the amount of

considerably upwards oi' 300,000 dollars.*

KDMUND P. GAINES.

REPORT &C.

Sir:—In obedience to your instructions of 2d ult.,

I have examiiied the country between this place

and the easterly base of the Cumberland moun-
tain, in East Tennessee, with the view of ascer-

taining as nearly as practicable from personal ob-

servation, the leasibility of a rail road in that di-

rection. The time and means at my command
and applicable to this service, were ihr too litnited

to admit of an examination so minute and multi-

farious as the great extent and diversified aspect of

the country would seem to demand, yel the reauit.'s

that have been attained are even more lavorable

than could reasonably have been anticipated,

though less satisfactory and conclusive than those

in which a more protracted and costly examina-
tion might have led.

I ' now submit in conformity to your request, a
brief exposition of some of the more prominent

features of the country examined, and of the

principal dilHculties to be encountered m the con-

struction of the contemplated rail road, leaving

such details as I have been able to collect in refer-

ence to the subject, to be embodied in my general

report on the several examinations in wdiichi have
been engaged.
The route under consideration is to be regarded

as a portion of a grand route, extending from the

head of Cliesapeake Bay to the Mississippi river,

and may be designated with propriety by the

name ofthe Chesapeake and Mississippi Rad Road,
connecting the largest bay v/ithin the United
States with the largest river in the world. The
entire length of the route will be nearly 1000 miles.

On a portion of it a rail road has already been
constructed by the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road
Compan}^, viz: from Baltimore to the Potomac
river, about 70 miles. On another portion, viz:

from Harper's Ferry to Winchester, Va., a rail

road IS in the progress of construction—surve3"s

have moreover been extended through the great
valley of Virginia to the Tennessee line, near
Bluntsville, and a rail road has been pronounced
practicable on this portion of the grand route. A
personal acquaintance wkh the valley ofTennessee
from the Virginia line to the Easterly base of the
Cumberland mountain, convinces me that a rail

road is equally practicable on this portion of the
route, Avhich will terminate in the valley of the
Clinch river, near the confluence of Emery's river

with that stream. The valley region just alluded
to, viz; the valleys of Virginia and Tennessee,
present no uniform, continuous or direct valley
route, but a succession of valleys or glades, inter-

vening between the numerous insulated hills, and
ridges of greater or less magnitude, with '-which
these valley regions are studded, and amongst
which, although I have never examined the coun-
try with a view to the choice of a route lor a rail

road, yet I feel persuaded from a general know-
ledge of its aspect, that a route favorable lor acon-

* [The numerous errors in the foregoing letter are in
the newspaper copy from which this is taken. En.
Far. Reg]

tinuous rail road, leading from the mouth of
Emery's river, on Clinch to Harper's Ferry on the
Potomac may be found, and shall presume on its

practicability till the reverse shall have been estab-

lished by actual survey. The principal difBcultiea

to be encountered on such a route will probabl}''

consist in numerous deep cuttings and perhaps oc-
casional tunnels, in passing from one valley or

glade to another, and occasional plains inclining at.

an angle of about one degree in crossing the
principal ridges. I have been informed that a
route nearly direct leading from the valley of the

Roanoke to the snnmiit of the Allegany mountain
has been surveyed by Capt. Crozet with an unifc)rm

ascent of one degree, or 92 feet per mile.

Ascents of the character just mentioned are con-
templated to be overcome by the aid of teams of
horses or mules stationed at the foot of the plain,

and kept in readiness to aid the locomotive engine
in conveying its load upward, to the summit ofthe
plain. On arriving at the head of the plain the
team may be detached fi-om the train and placed in

stable cars fitted for that purpose, in which they
may descend to the foot of the plain and be in

readiness to ascend v/ith the next train.

With respect to the route from JMemphis on the
Mississippi, to the easterly base of the Cumber-
land mountain, my late examinations and the in-

formation 1 have been able to obtain from persons

well acquainted v/ith the aspect of the country tra-

versed by different portions of the route, are more
definite and conclusive, and I now take occasion to

present a summary of the results to which they
have led, and which are as follows, viz:

Commencing at Memphis, the route proceeds in

a North Easterly direction to a point near Jackson,
the distance being 85 miles. This portion of the

route has been surveyed by Mr. J. Thompson,
and has been (bund practicable at a gradation of
30 feet per mile without incurring excavations or

embankments on any part of it more than 20 feet

deep, while by far the greatest proportion of the

route is on level ground. Extensive causeways
will be required in order to pass the valleys of
Wolfe, Big Hatchee and Forked Deer rivers and
their branches.
From Jackson the route proceeds Easterly, pur-

suing the valley of the middle fork of Forked
Deer river to its head, there crossing a low ridge,

by means of cutting about 20 or 25 feet deep fi^r ti

short distance and thence descending through the
valley of Beech river to the Tennessee river.

This portion of the route embraces a distance of
about 51 miles, is remarkably direct and passes
over bottom land, for the most part secure from in-

undation, and affording a very easy graduation
both with respect to inclination and road forma-
tion.

The Tennessee river must be crossed by abndge
or viaduct 850 yards long, with causev>'ays of con-
siderable extent leading across the bottoms on
either side of the river.

From Tennessee river to ihe valley of Bigby
creek two routes are presented, of the following
characters.

—

First, a route leading upivards in the
valley of Cedar creek, to its head in Buffaloe
ridge, which is about 200 feet high, rassing throut^h
the ridge by means of a tunnel 700 yards long,
thence crossing Buffaloe river, and pursuinof tlie

valley of Sinking creek to its head, thence de-
ecending by a ravine, crossing Trace crefk on a
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higli bridge and causeway and ascending in ano-
ther ravine to its head, thence descending in a ra-

vine, crossing Little Rock-house creek on a high
bridge and causewaj', and ascending in a ravine to

the surlace of a tabular plain called the Barrens

—

thence along the Barrens, on ground nearly level,

to the head ol' a considerable branch on Bigby
creek, and thence down the ravine of the branch,
to the valley of Bigby creek—cuttings of conside-
rable depth will be required at the ridges crossed
by this route: and in order to surmount the ridges,

plains inclined at an angle of about one degree, on
which as before remarked, horses or mules may be
employed, maybe necessary appendages.

—

Second,
a route leading from the Tennessee upward, either
in the valley of Cyjjress or of Brush creek as ihv

as it can pass at an inclination of 36 feet per mile;

thence ascending Buflaloe rido-e by means of an
inchned plain for stationary power—thence cross-

ing the crest of" the ridge by a cut of 40 or 50, per-

haps 60 feet deep; thence crossing a depression,

the depth and width of which are not known,
which serves as a channel for part of Buff'aloe

river when swollen with a flood, and which must
be crossed by abridge of greater or less height and
extent; and thence along the Barrens, on grounds
dividing between the sources of Sinking, Trace,
Litde Rock-house, Grinders, and Pond creeks on
the south, all of which fail into Buffaloe river and
various tributaries of Duck river on the north.
The route will of course be serpentine in its pas-
sage along the dividing grounds above considered,
but it is believed that it will be found nearly or

quite level. Having pursued the dividing ridge
as above, the route may descend into the valley of
Bigby creek by the ravine of one of its branches,
and at a declivity not exceeding one degree.
On this route the crossing of" BufLaloe river will

be greatly facilitated by means of a natural bridge
or causeway, beneath which is a subterranean
channel large enough to admit the free passage of
the entire river when not swollen by freshets.

My belief in the practicability of this route, is

grounded upon information given me by a gentle-
man who has travelled over most of the ground,
and whose statements and opinions are entitled to

full confidence.

The distance from the Tennessee river to the
valley of Bigby creek by either of the routes above
considered, may be estimated at 50 miles.

From the jioint at which we enter Bigby valley,

the route leads through a valley country in Avdiich

Mount Pleasant and Columbia are situated, and
wliich is characterised in a remarkable manner,
not only for the richness of its soil, but from the
multiplicity of insulated hills and ridges with
whicli it abounds, and between which are to be
found easy passes for a rail road, at the expense of
moderate cuttings in the higher parts of" the val-

leys, and slight fillings in those poi-tions that are
less elevated. On leaving this beautifully varie-

gated tract, the route proceeds ujiward in the val-

ley of Duck river, passing through a succession of
extensive glades, many of" which are clad in a
dense growth of red cedar of superior quality.

The route will probalily cross Duck river several
miles below Shelbyville, and lead through a large
tract of" level country denominated the Flat-woods,
and pass thence overground somewbnt broken, lor

a few miles, to the valley of the Garrison Fork of
Duck ii\er, near the confluence of M'Sride's and

Noah's creeks. The grade on this portion of the
road may be effected at a rate no where exceeding
36 feet per mile, at a moderate expense of" excava-
tions and embankments.
The distance embraced by this portion of the

route, viz: from the entrance into Bigby valley to

the junction of M'Bride's and Noah's Forks or

creeks, is estimated at 68 miles.

From the point just mentioned, the route pro-

ceeds upward in the valley of Noah's Fork, about
eight miles at a grade not exceeding 36 feet per
mile, and then in a distance of about two miles,

rises to the surface level of the Barrens, upon
wiiich it tends easlwardly upon favorable ground
to Charles' creek, and thence downward on ground
quite as favorable, either in the valley of Charles'
creek, or on one of" the ridges adjacent to it, to

Collins' river wliich it must cross on a bridge 50 or
60 feet high, and about 120 yards long, besides the
causeways on either side of tlie river connecting
the bridge with the liigh lands. From Collins'

river the route continues its eastern course on
ground less favorable, for the distance of about 10
miles, crossing Rocky river by means of a bridge
about 100 f(3et liigh ami 200 yards long, which will

be necessary in order to maintain an elevation
adapted to the general level of the neighboring
country.

The distance on this ))ortion of the route is esti-

mated at 43 miles, which carriers us to the point
at which we begin the ascent of" Cumberland
mountain. The road may be graduated at a rate

no where exceeding 361'eet per mile, except at the
liorse plain leading fi'om the valley of Noah's creek
to the summit of the Barrens, which as before re-

marked will have an inclination of about one de-
gree.

The last and most difTicult portion of the route
examined is the passage of the Cumberland
mountain, the ascent of which, on the west side,

must be ef^i^cted by means of" two inclined plains,

with stationary power, and the descent on the east

side, by means of a plain descending at the rate of
40 to 60 feet per mile, the operation upon which
may be similai' to that upon the Sutton and Rain
Hill plains of the Liverpool and Manchester Rail
Road. To these difficulties maybe added perhaps,
that of a horse plain, at an inclination of about one
degree, for a distance of about three miles on each
side of the summit ridge of the mountain. With
these exceptions the route may be graded across

the mountain at a rate not exceeding 36 feet per
mile, at the expense of cuttings and fillings of
considerable depth, at a few places, and occasion-

al high bridges of moderate length, in four or five

instances.

The leading features of the route across the

Cumberland mountain are briefly as follows:—An
inclined plain with a lift of about 150 fi?et, and an
inclination of about four degrees; then a level of

about three fourths of a mile, on a bench ot" the

mountain; an inclined plain rising about 400 feet,

at an angle of five degrees. This plain as well as

that above mentioned, will be straight, and may
have its stationary power located midway of the

plain, where water ma)" be had to supply a steam
engine. From the head of this plain the route

will pass on favorable ground for a distance of four

miles, where it must cross the Dry Fork of Cainy
creek on a high bridge. The route proceeds

thence j)ast thesources of Fall and Piney creeks
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tributary to the same, about 10 miles, on variable

groundVequiring much excavation and embaidc-

nient in jiiaces, and then crosses Cainy creek,

which requires a bridge about 60 feet high, and
250 or 300 }ards long. The ground continues ra-

ther unlavorable lor a distance of about 2-|- miles

further, when we enter upon extensive glades with

a slight imdulating surface, over which the route

passes for a distance of about 12 miles. We next

ascend to the Bee creek summit by a horse plain,

rising at an angle of about one degree, in a dis-

tance of three miles, where we reach the highest

part of the mountain travei-scd by the route.

From this summit we descend about two miles, at

a similar inclination, and then pursue a North

easterly course, descending at the rate of 40 to 60

feet per mile, till the route crosses Daddy's creek,

Avhich must be done by means of a bridge 50 or

60 feet high, and perhaps 300 yards long. The
route proceeds thence on a level, or nearly so,

three miles, to the head ol" Crab-orchard creek,

and thence down the ravine of Crab-orchard,

Piney and White's creeks, by a meandering course,

and descending at the rate of 40 to 60 teet per

mile, for a distance oi" eight mdes where it leaves

the mountain and enters the Tennessee valley; at

a point 10 miles distant fi'om the Post-oak spring,

or by estimation, 18 miles from the mouth of

Emery's river, between Avhich, and the point at

which the route reaches the easterly base of the

mountain, there is a continuous valley route.

The ravine through which it is proposed to car-

ry the rail road from Crab-orchard to the base of

tiie mountain, is narrow, rugged and rocky, but

according to the best information we could get

from persons who have explored it, the valley is

generally free from short curvatures, and of near-

ly an uniform declivit}^ The road formation on
this part of the route will of course be expen-
sive.

The distance by the route from the westerly to

the easterly base of the mountain is estimated at

sixty miles.

Hence the entire distance on the proposed route

from Memphis to the Easterly base of the Cum-
berland mountain, is 358 miles.

It is to be presumed that the route above desig-

nated has the best approximate locality, in every
part: on the contrary minute examinations which it

was not in our power to make, may show the pro-

priety of very considerable deviation; it is never-

theless confidently believed, that no general route

can be found, leading in the same direction, and
traversing this exceedingly chversified, irregular

and broken piortion of the country, that can have
any fair claim to a competition with the route de-
scribed.

In the selection of a route no regard has been
paid to sectional interests or local accommodations.
There is not a single town or village in the whole
line likely to be invaded. The only considerations
that have governed the choice, are shortness of
route, cheapness of construction, and facility of
transportation.

In connexion with the above route, numerous
branches leading to important points are deemed
practicable: among the most important, probablj' is

a branch, connecting with the main road in the
Barrens, near the head of Charles' creek, descend-
ing about 500 feet into the valley of Stone's river

by one or more inclined plainis, and proceeding

thence along the valley of Stone's river, which is

remarkably favorable for a rail road, to a point near

Nashville, and thence by the most iiivorable route

to some point on the Ohio river suitable for its ter-

mination.

Other branches of less extent may lead from
the main stem, to the several towns and villages

situated in the neighborhood of the route—for ex-

amples, to Sommerville, Bolivar, Brownsville,

Jackson, Lexington, &c. in West Tennessee—to

Mount Pleasant, Columbia, Farmington, Mur-
fieesborough Shelby ville, M'Minnville, &c. &c. in

middle Tennessee—and to such other points as

may be deemed advisable.

The main route extended to the line dividing

between the States of Tennessee and Virginia,

embraces an additional distance of 152 miles fur-

ther, making the entire route within the State of

Tennessee 510 in length.

The distance on the route from the Virginia line

to Harper's Ferry on the Potomac, is estimated at

394 miles, making the entire distance from Mem-
phis to Harper's Ferry 900 miles.

The distance from Harper's Ferry to Baltimore,

on the Chesapeake Bay, is about 85 miles, mak-
ing the length of the entire grand route from the

Mississippi to the Chesapeake Bay, 985 miles.

The range of the Alleghany mountains, which
is pervaded almost throughout its whole extent by
this extensive route, has been very appropriately

denominated the Back-bone of the United States.

The contemplated rail road may with equal pro-

priety be denominated its spinal marrow, alike es-

sential to the protracted vitality of our confedera-

cy, and to the hcallhliil condition of its several

members.
The cost of such a work will no doubt be very

great; amounting to between 20 and 30 millions of

dollars.—But it is believed that the means of its

accomplishment may be obtained without serious

inconvenience, either to the community or to indi-

viduals; and I here take leave especially to suggest

the manner of procuring them.

The United States riow pay annually for the

transportation of a daily mail weighing less than

half a ton, one hundred and twenty-five dollars per

mile, the daily distance being only 70 miles.

This annual expenditure regarded as interest at

four per centum, the rate at which government
loans may be effected, answerto a capital of^3125
for each mile, or ^3,078,125, for a distance of 985

miles, the computed length of the contemplated

rail road.

For the transportation of a mail the weight of

which does not exceed half a ton through a daily

distance of 200 miles or nearly three times the

present daily distance, the United States can af-

ford to pay double the price above stated, viz:

$250 per mile annually, Avhich is equivalent to an
interest of four per cent., on a capital of §6250.—
This sum for each mile on the entire distance from

Baltimore to Memphis, 985 miles, will give for the

aggregate amount .$;6, 156,250.

Let the companies organized and associated for

the construction of the road borrow this amount
from the general government, giving proper secu-

rity for the payment of interest thereon, till such

time as the road shall have been completed; and
for the subsequent transportation of a daily mail of

the weight and through the distance last mention-

ed:—and in addition to this amount, let the associ-
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ated companies: also borrow of the general govern-

ment .'{j3,843,750 more at the same rate of interest

till the comi)letion of the work, obligating them-
selves to cancel this debt by transporting for the U.

States, at the ordinary rates established for the

road, troops, arms, and othf>r military stores, Indian

supplies, &c. on any portion of the road through
which snch trans|)ijrtalion may be required.

The sums thus obtained of the

Unhed States v/ill amount to .^ 10,000,000
Probable amount of subscription

on the part of the State of Vir-

ginia 3,000,000
Do. do. on the part of the Slate

of Tennessee 3,000,000
Do. do. on the part of the Balti-

more and Ohio Rail Road
Company 2,000,000

Do. do. on the part of individu-

als in the State of \nrginia 2,000,000
Do. do. on the part of individu-

als in the State of Tennessee 2,000,000
Uo. do. on the part of individu-

als in other parts of the United
States 3,000,000

S25,000,000

viz: twenty-five millions of dollars, which is be-

lieved to be sufficient for the construction of a dou-
ble rail road, of the most approved, substantial,

efficient and permanent character.

As a means of reimbursement for the heavy ex-

penditure, in addition to the transportation of the

United States mail, v\'e may safely count on the

daily transportation of at least 1.5 passengers in

each direction, and on the conveyance of freight

to the amount of 150,000 tons annually in each
direction.

In conclusion, I beg leave to signify my ac-

knowledgement of the kmd attention and assist-

ance rendered by gentlemen of the Jackson and
Mississippi Rail Road Companj^, and to the Co-
lumbia Rail Road Companj', and particularly of
the personal aid bestowed by Gen. Brown and
George G, Skipwith, Esq.,—the latter of whom
accompanied me through the entire route.

I have the honor to be, sir,

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

JI, S. I.ONG,

Top. Eng. CH. Li. Col.

BnOOM-CORN,
From the New Hampshire Gazette.

There has been a stir among the broom-manu-
faetnrers and others within a fev/ days, and large

quantities of the growing broom-brush in Hadlej^,

Hatfield, and other river tov/ns, have been pur-

chased at seven cents per pound, which is an ad-

vance of one cent or more ti'om ihe prices given
last year. Some uninformed of the rise, have sold

at five and a half or six cents, and many are hold-

ing on, intending to get more than seven cents.

The crops of broom-corn in New Jersey and Ohio
are said to be good, and some persons do not see

any sufficient cause for the present advance; but

we conclude that the Shakers and other purchasers
know what they are doing.

FREIVCH AGKICULTURAL PUBLICATIONS.

We have just now succeeded in obtaining the first

supply of periodical publications on agriculture from

Paris, after ineffectual efforts for raore tlian a year:

and after much trouble incun'ed, and with much ex-

pense, compared to the object, it is believed that the

arrangements now made will henceforth keep us regu-

larly and speedily supplied with some of the latest

French periodicals, and enable us to present to our

readers whatever articles they may furnish worthy of

notice, either for their intrinsic value, or merely for

their novelty. Our supply of British periodicals is

more directly obtained, and with very little delay, by

the line of James River and Liverpool packets. The

work which we formerly obtained from Belgium, (the

Journal d'Jlgriculiure des Pays Bas,) has ceased to be

published, in consequence of the disorders of trade,

caused by what our Belgian correspondent calls their

"stupid revolution."

AGRICULTURAL REVIEW.
Societe Jioyale et Centrale d\1gricuUvre.

The proceedings of the principal agricultural society

of France, judging from the smmmary reports of the

sittings now before us, and the memoirs selected for

publication, appear to be of less interest and value, than

might be expected from such a body. The course of

procedure, however, is different from what has been

the general, if not universal practice of agricultural

societies in this country; and ours may learn something

useful from the exhibition of that course, even though

the subjects treated of should be unimportant. It is

for this reason principally that the following transla-

tions of extracts are presented; though they are not

altogether devoid of interest in other respects. Several

subjects which were under consideration at some of

the sittings of the society, and which deserve a dis-

tinct notice, will be presented hereafter in a separate

form. Among these, there is a minute report of the

remarkable and rapid variations in the height of water

in an Artesian Well at Rochelle—and a discussion of

some length on the effects of artificial meadows, and

grass culture on the product and quality of succeeding

grain crops. These, with various other matters we
shall pass by, and present only short extracts on va-

rious subjects, which will best serve to show tlie gene-

ral course of procedure.

The rneetings of this society are frequent, and the

business is not confined (as with us) merely to hearing

communications read, (or more frequently having none

to read,) but it also includes discussions, or rather, free

conversations on any subject suggested by written

communications, or by other proceedings of the so-

ciety. The facts and opinions thus verbally and freely

presented by members, are recorded by the secretary

in a "summary of the sitting," and published. It will

be readily perceived that this plan must make the

meetings far more interesting, and consequently better

attended, and the resxilts of the labors of the society
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more profitable. This is particularly worth the con-

sideration of the members of our newly formed agri-

cultural societies—which if constituted and operating

as has been the case heretofore, will find their greatest

diificulty to be, that when they meet, there is nothing

presented for them to hear, or to discuss. We are a

talking rather than a wriling people. On the French

pl.Aii of procedure, there would be no lack of assistants,

nor of facts and opinions which they would present in

conversation: and these conversations would lead to

written memoirs from individual members, and reports

of committees on the various subjects introduced,

which would furnish plenty of business of a more de-

liberate and solid kind. We proceed to the extracts,

taken from the Annales d'Agriculture Francuise.

Sunnnary of the sitti7ig of December 4, 1833.

"The President of the Agricultural Society of Lyons
presents a copy of the work of Butret upon the pru-

ning of fruit trees, of the edition published by the so-

ciety of Lyons. He announces that he has made some
experiments upon the method of planting twigs, oi

cuttings, of fruit trees, inserted in the roots of potatoes.

His trials have all been fruitless: the cuttings have
perished. In some cases the potatoes have rotted, in

others they have sprouted. A member of the society

observes, that the roots of the potatoes were only dug
into to receive the ends of the cuttings, and that per-

haps thej' ought to have been pierced through from
one side to the other, in order that the radicles which
would be developed around the cutting, might bs able

immediately to find soil; which is perhaps the reason

of the failures—the result being opposed to those of

other experiments."
"M. Huzard made a verbal report upon a little

printed work of Sir John Sinclair's, upon the Roman
Malaria. He concludes that the translation of this

work may be useful, on account of the general views
which it contains upon the bringing into cultivation

marshy and unhealthy lands. The societ}'' sends tiie

work to the editors of the Annales d'Agriculture."

The work of Sir John Sinclair's referred to, is that

which was published in the first volume of the Farm-

ers' Register.

December ISth, 1S3.S.—"M. Chabrol de Volvie states

that he was present at the trial of the viechanical tum-
bril, (machine for removing earth,) of M. Paulin
Palissard (the son.) The machine appeared to him to

fulfil the intention of the inventor; but that it is rather

too complicated. The common ravale without wheels,
which is employed by our cultivators to level their

land, to dig ditches for conveying water, and which he
had seen used in Egj^pt, appeared to him more suitable

to the wants of agriculture. Perhaps the instrument
of M. Pallissard will be preferable and econom.ical in

the great public works of bridges and roads."

The ravale referred to seems to be similar to the

mouldebaert of Flanders, or the scraper of this country^

which is made much use of in the Northern States, but

is scarcely known, and seldom used, in the South. In

a subsequent number of the Annales a plate and de-

scription of M. Palissard's trumbril are given. It is a

scraper with w^heels.

The next extracts are specimens of the manner in

which the elections of corresponding members arc

announced. The claims to the honor are seldom so

strong as these—but in every case, (here is attached to

the name, some circumstances relating to the condition

of the member elect, which may be supposed to fur-

nish the ground for his being chosen.

January Sih, 1S34.—"The society proceeded to ex-

amine the titles of canditatcs proposed in the sittings

of preceding years to be named as correspondents of
the society, conformably to the ordinance of the King,
which has authorised the society to incrtase the num-
ber to three hundred.

Correspondents appointed

—

For the Department of the North. M. Alexandre
Coget, member of the Chamber of Deputies, cultivator

of nis own land in the arrondissement of Lille, and

who belongs to a famil> which, for three generations,

has been distinguished for having fine orchards and
plantations.

M. Debuyser, proprietor, director for the

last twenty-five years of the French moeres, vast

marshes whicli he "lias taken from the dominion of the

waters, to convert them to fields and fertile meadows.
For IMayeme. M. Leon Leclerc, proprietor and ex-

tensive planter, [of trees] who possesses the most com-
plete collection of fruit trees which exists in France."

January 22nd, 1834.—"Memoirs and notices ad-

dressed to tl;e society—from M. Bacon, on the duration

of leaves in Normandy—from M. Pierard upon plan-

tations (of trees) on bad and shallow soils—and from

M. Marcellin Vetillart, relative to grafts upon roots.

All received to be read.

M. Payen announces that M. Champerois has dis-

covered the means of condensing, by a very simple

apparatus, the gases which escape from the carboniza-

tion of bones; that this condensation is made in very

mellow earth, which, without the least doubt, must be-

come by this operation a very good manure."

February 5//;, 1S34.—"M. de Galbois, in a letter,,

announces that the black pyritous ashes prepared in

this department, are mere and more in demand for

manure, in that of the North—and that the consump-
tion of the last year has exceeded 200,000 hectolitres.

This substance, "taken on the ground, may be delivered

at the rate of 50 centimes the hectolitre, weighing

about 200 lbs. Afterwards, M. de Galbois gives an

account of the labor expended on the Artesian Well of

Montreuil-sous-Laon, which has already descended

816 feet below the soil, of which 770 are in a bed of

chalk, without yet reaching water to burst up: never-

theless the boring is continued."

The manure here referred to must be of a kind simi-

lar to the cendrcs de mer, or Dutch ashes, the value and

elTects of which have been described at large in several

! preceding numbers of the Farmers' Register.

February I9th, 1834.—"M. le Compte de Montlosier

addresses to the society a memoir relative to the scar-

city of manure [barn-yard] in France, and the means
for remedy of the evil". Ordered to be printed.

M. Souiange Bodin communicates new documents

upon the extension of the cultivation of the Morus
Multicaulis [or Chinese mulberry.] It appears from

a notice printed at Boston, and ol whicli M. Soulonge

placed a copy on the table, that this tree is actually

employed for the feeding of silkworms, both m the

neighborhood of that city and of New York, where it

has resisted the most rigorous cold of the winters.

Near Venice there have been made experiments and

observations preserved in a memoir addressed by ]M.

Maupoil, who cultivates it largely on the Brenta.

There have been obtained from sowing the seed, by
this cultivator, a great number of varieties, which ap-

pear generally to approach to the white mulberr}';

which tends to prove that the first [the Chinese] is not

a distinct species, but, as a valuable variety, cannot be

preserved except by multiplyinp; it by cuttings, grafts,

or layers. It appears indeed that it is exclusively by
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cuttings that the Chinese cultivators have propagated

this tree, from time immemorial."
February 26th, 1834.—"A note was read from M. de

Fayolle, in which this correspondent announces to the

society, that a priest of the Department, M. Paramelle,

seems to have discovered the passages that subterrane-

ous waters follow in their course. The author of this

discovery has already made numerous applications of

it, in that Department and in that of la Dordogne, and

at M. de Fayolle's also, in seeking for, and pointing out,

springs which have almost always burst forth from the

depths which he had previously indicated. After some
observations made by M. Hericart de Thury, the

society suspends its judgement on the extraordinaiy

facts reported in this note, until M. Paramelle has

published the work which he announces on this sub-

ject, and in which he will explain his hydrognostic

theory. In the mean wliile thanks will be i-eturned,

in the name of the society, to M. de Fayolle for his

communication."
March 7th, 1S34.—"A letter was read from M. Vil-

leret on the agricultural operations at Algiers, in which

he announces'the success of many articles of culture,

among others of cotton and of the coffee plant, sugar-

cane, "Stc. &,c., and the probability of the success of

many others. M. Mirbel announces that M. Arnanton

cultivates cotton with the greatest success in the Go-

vernment garden at Algiers, and that there is no doubt

of the possibility of a profitable culture of this plant.

He announces that the coffee plant grows well also,

with all the cares which are lavished on this shrub;

but that much doubt exists relative to the profits of its

cultivation. As to the sugar-cane, it grows well; but

will it yield as much sugar at Algiers as in the coun-

tries where it is now profitably cultivated, and will

not the very high price of labor at Algiers increase

the chances of no returns from this culture? Every
thing, at present, seems to indicate that the efforts of

agriculturists ought not to be directed to the cultiva-

tion of the sugar-cane.

M. Chevreul reminds, that Proust has said, from ex-

periments made by this chemist, that sugar-canes har-

vested in Spain, do not yield enough sugar capable of

crystallization to make it profitable to extract and

crystallize this sugar.

"M. de Lasteyrie thinks, from data of his own, that

the climate of Algiers is sufficiently warm to ripen the

cane as well as in the Antilles and in India, and to

make it produce the same quantity of sugar and of as

good quality.

M. Mirbel replies that the coast of Algiers is not

warmer than the southern coasts of Spain, and that he

sees no probability that the cane can there acquire

superior qualities. And if it could even acquire supe-

rior qualities, it is not probable that it can acquire the

qualities of the canes of the Antilles and of India;

besides, the high price of labor would form a second

obstacle to the economy of its cultivation and manu-
facture: he does not therefore think it prudent yet to

indicate the sugar-cane as likely to yield profitable

products at Algiers.

M. Girard says, that he has seen sugar-cane culti-

vated in Egypt, that it yields, it is true, a sugar capa-

ble of crystallization, and this sugar is extracted with-

out b^iinc refined. But he believes the climate of

Egypt more favorable to this culture than that of

Afgiers, and yet the cane cannot be cultivated there

wifh near the" same profit as in the Antilles.

M. Michaux, without deciding on the question, says

that he has seen cultivated in the southern provinces

of the United States two very distinct varieties of the

sugar-cane: one which ripened in five months, while

the other required eight before being fit to cut. The
first was cultivated with some profit in provinces

where it freezes in the winter. Perhaps we might
try this species incur African possession.

M. Warden communicates a letter of a Mr. Tree-
man of South Carolina in the United States, in which

he mentions a new variety of herbaceous cotton, of
long staple, obtained by him, and very superior to that

now cultivated. He has sent with his letter some
samples of the cotton stil) in the seed. M. Warden
submits the samples to the inspection of the society."

We are at a loss to know what kind of cotton is here

spoken of, and who the person is from whom it was
derived. But as foreign names of persons are rarely

placed in a French work without being changed in the

spelling, it may be doubted whether Mr. Treeman's

name as here given, without the circumstances which

accompany it, would be recognized by its owner.

But besides this, there are several other parts of these

extracts which show that facts, which in this country

are so well known that no one would think them
worth being made subjects of distinct communication,

are both new and valuable in France—and in like

manner, the farmers of this country may receive pro-

fitable instruction from the incidental remarks of for-

eign writers, on subjects which they would have

deemed every where of trivial, if indeed of any value.

It is very true that the great mass of agricultural

practice in either country is unsuited to the other.

But still there are many exceptions to this general state

of things—and in these alone, either country may great-

ly profit from details of the agiiculture of the other.

An open and free exchange of information is greatly

wanting, and it is hoped that this desirable state of

things is not far distant. We are approaching to the

possession of free trade—and of all commodities which

it is desirable should be exchanged freely, knowledge

is the most important, and the most profitable to both

parties.

Translated for the Farmers' Register, from the Bulletin de la

Societe d^Kncouragcment pour I'lnJustrie Nationale—1834.

DTRECTIOKS FOR THE MAKING AND GENER-
AL, MANAGEMENT OF SPARKLING CHAM-
PAGNE WINE.

j1 report made by M. Herpin, from ihe Committee

on the Economical ylrts, upon a memoir presented

by 31. Boyer, on the making of the sparkling

white toines of A'i.

Gentlemen:—It was formerly believed that

sparkling was a quality peculiar to the wines of
Champagne; the discoveries of pneumatic chem-
istry have taught us that this sparkling which la

in such high request, is produced by the escape of
carbonic acid gas condensed in the liquor, and that

to obtain sparkling wine, it is sufficient to bottle it

before the imijerceptible fermentation is complete.

In fact, in many of our departments, and par-

ticularly in Burgundy, the preparation of sparkling
wines has been attempted with success: j-et Cham-
pagne supports the competition with that superi-

ority which is given by a suitable soil and proper
vine-stocks, and cultivation by skilful and practised

laborers, and finally by a certain method improved
and established by long experience.

JVl. Boyer, long a comptroller of the indirect

taxes, has taken advantage of his situation and
of his residence in Champagne, at Ai itself, to

study the process followed there in the prodnction
of sparkling wines. His memoir upon this subject

gives interesting details which it seems usefiil to

us to publish.
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The sparkling white wine of Champagne is

made of black or white grapes of the first quality;

they are gathered with care, and cariied immedi-
ately, cautiousl}-, and without iaeing shaken to the

press: the)' are immediately crushed to prevent
the juice Irom fermenting and becoming colored.

The licjuor [iroduced by the first pressmg is kept
separate—this is the best (]uahty.

Tlie wine is afterwards put into casks in which
the fermentation is etiected; about the middle of

December it is fined and racked; it is fined and
racked a second time about the month of JNIarch;

afterwards it is bottled and the corks are tied.

Some months alter they proceed to the clearing,

(degnrgement) an important and delicate opera-
tion, the object of which is to remove the deposite

which is ibrmed in the bottles, and which injures

the transparenc}' of the liquor.

The clearing is peribrmed in several different

manners, of which each merchant makes a secret;

this operation consists, generally, in bringing by
degrees towards the neck of the bottle the deposite

which is formed in the wine. When this deposite
is collected near the cork, that is suddenly drawn,
and the sediment permitted to escape, after which
tlie bottle is filled up again and corked anew; some
months after a second clearing is made, and sugar-
candy and brandy are added to the wine.

It is not till after fifteen or eighteen months
after bottling, that the sparkling white wine is

supposed to have received the perfection requisite

for its exposure to sale.

Such in a few words, gentlemen, is the general
process lor the preparation of the sparkling wines
of Champagne. M. Boyer enters into lengthened
details on the greater number of these operations,

and describes a new method of clearing, to which
many merchants give the preference.

I have the honor to propose to you in the name
of the Committee of the Economical Arts,

1st. That M. Boyer receive the thanks of the
society for his communication.

2nd. To insert in the Bulletin an extract from
the memoir of M. Boyer.
Approved in the sitting of 6th March, 1833.

Signed,

iiERPiN, Reporter.

ME3IOIK ON THE MAKIPfG OF THE SPARKLING
WHITE WINES OF AI.

To make the sparkling white wines of Ai, the

ripest and soundest black grapes are gathered,
(the white being destined only for ordinary wine,)
rejecting such as are dry, rotten, or bruised, they
are put into large panniers which are carried on
the backs of horses, takinij care to cover them to

protect them from the heat of the sun: in the

courts or gardens near the press, these panniers
are set in the shade.

If the sun heats the atmosphere too much, and
dries the grapes so as to occasion the commence-
ment of a fermentation, the panniers are slightly

watered; the object of the watering in this case is

to liinder the wine from turning yellow in the
making.

Operations.

To make the sparklino" white wine of Ai, the
grapes are not detaclied from the clusters.

The vintage vat is first washed and well cleans-

ed, and then the nuts and screws of the press are
carefuliy examined and well greased.*

Alter these preliminary operations, the panniers
of grapes are brought to the press. The fi'uit is

poured into the vat on the evening, or sometimes
in the following morning after it is gatliered. The
press is filled according to its strength and dimen-
sions, that is to saj^, with from ahout twenty to

ibrty panniers; this operation is called forming and
filling a mai-c of grapes to make a sac. Forty
panniers of grapes yield from nine to ten pieces

(or casks) of white wine, each cask containing
two hundred bottles.

When the filling is finished, three successive
pressings are given; each of these pressings lasts

fi'om twenty-five to thirty minutes, together an
hour and a half at most; a longer time would color

the wine. The juice which ttows spontaneously
from the grapes is called mere govte.

For the second operation the press is loosened,

the surface of the liquor (or mi(st) is skimmed,
and all impurities removed, even the stems of the

clusters which have been pressed, and which
cover its surface: this skimming is repeated after

every pressing.

The edges of the marc which, by the pressure,

is enlarged and misshapen, are trimmed; the trim-

mings are cast upon tlie mass; and tfien they pro-

ceed to a second and a third pressing.

The wine produced by the first pressing is called

vin de pressoir en pur noir. As there is 7tiust still

remaining in these marcs they are trimmed again
and receive another pressing, which is called pre-
miere taille; the wine produced from it often enters

into that of the best quality (cZc choix;') it is allow-

ed to drain. The second pressing is called seconde

taille or vin de tisane. If a third pressing is given,

its product is a poor and harsh wine.
At each pressing the grape juice fJows into a

small vessel, called the barlvn, placed for this pur-
pose under the press. The first pressings being
given, the must which proceeds from them is called

vin d'elite, vin de choix, and improperly de cuvee;

this vin d'' elite which has flowed into the barlon is

carried into a tub where it remains all night to

deposite its first lees, considered as the first fer-

mentation which does not take place till after the

pressing. It is now that the wine becomes white.

This first fermentation is indicated by the pre-

sence of a mucous or floating scum, called cotte,

which is formed on the surface of the miist; the

wine Avhich becomes clear allows the bottom of

the tub to be seen. After the pressing, (qu. fer-

mentation?) the wine is carried to be put into

puncheons, which have been fumigated with sul-

phur afler being well rinsed. At this moment,
and if there is occasion, the makers pour into the

cask a bottle of Cognac brand}', in order to give

the wine more body and to pre\-ent too great a
fermentation; by these means the maker obtains,

besides, the advantaire of preserving the luscious-

ness of the wine. The first pressing is set apart.

The two next pressings give the vin dc pressoir.

Afierwards comes the vin de rebechage, so called,

because the pressmen spade and break up, and
prepare for more complete draining (^emetisent^

* Tlie substance employed is a composition of oil

and mine de plomb, (a mineral resembling talc and of

which crayons are made) or soap alone is used,

—

Tr.
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the marc of grapes, which is pressed again two

or three times, as well a? the rest: for it is impor-

tant thai the marc be entirely dried.

The wines ol" the first, second, and third press-

ings, are carried successively and put into the

pvmcheons in the order of their extraction from

the press, as has been intimated above.

Finally, in certahi cantons, only three successive

and rapid pressings are given; in others but two;

in all cases, however, it is necessary that the three

operations should be performed within the space

of an hour and a lialf at the most.

The white wine which has been put into the

puncheons enters into a fermentation, violent at

first, and subsiding into an imperceptible fermen-

tation. By pressing the marc more or less briskly

(vlvemcnt) the fermentation is increased or di-

minished. About the end of December, by which

time the wine has undergone a proper elaboration,

it becomes clear, and in fine dry frosty weather it

is racked. It is always contrived to keep the wine

in an equal temperature before bottling it, by which
care it is obtained equally purified.

Fining.

To fine the white sparkling wines and the rose

colored, (which will be spoken of hereafter) isin-

glass from Russia or Marseilles is used, this is

melted witli a little cream of tartar, (supertartrate

of potash) or sometimes with alum, when the red

wines appear ditficuk to clear. The mixture is put

to steep in water and squeezed with the fingers

or palms of the hands; the water becomes white:

the eighth of an ounce (gross) of isinglass is suf-

ficient lor a cask.

The wine is racked a second time in March,
and sometimes fined again if it seems to require

it, but the quantity of isinglass is less than that

employed in the first fining. This second racking

is usually made fiileen days before the wine is

bottled.

To increase the richness of the wine a cordial

(caramel vineux) is made, composed of sugar-

candy and white wine clarified.

Rose colored xoine.

When it is desired to make rose colored wine,

the grapes are squeezed and gently stripped from

the clusters, they are shaken and left in a state of
fermentation; afterwards they are carried to the

press and receive the same pressings as for the

sparkling white wines. This wine is set to work
with raisins which color it.

The bottling and formation of the piles.

The wine is not bottled till towards the end of
March; this operation being finished, the corks
are tied with common tu'ine and iron wire, and
then the piles of bottles are formed. For this

purpose, laths are placed upon the g."ound hori-

zontally and in two parallel lines, at such a dis-

tance that the two ends of the bottles may rest

fixed and solid; two rows of bottles are placed in

opposite directions; then other laths are fixed on
these two first rows, and on these last laths other
bottles, and so in succession to the desired height
of the pile. This height is perpendicular, and
pretty generally from three to tour feet, that is to

say, the piles are raised to the height of from ten
to fourteen diameters of the bottoms of the bottles.

There are piles of which the length does not ap-

pear to be fixed; their thickness also seems to be
arbitraiy, jet they are calculated at two bottlea

abreast, after which an interval of about a finger

is lefl between the piles lor the circulation of air.

Of the breakage.

The breakage which the makers suffer com-
mences in March, and continues in May, and
sometimes till the wine is ready for sale. This
breakage, which has not yet been sufficiently stu-

died, ha? appeared hitherto to be a simple effect

of fermentation; it is not felt by the maker unless

it exceeds twenty per cent.*

New method ofpurifying the wine or fur the clear-

ing (degorgement) jO-o??! the sediment.

After the bottling, preparations are made for

clearing ofl" the sediment formed in the bottles.

For this, the bottles are placed upon racks, or

planks pierced with lengthened oval holes, with a
neck; the bottles are inclined towards their mouths,
this inclination is supposed to be of about thirty

degrees.

When it is designed to collect the sediment
which the wine contains, the bottle is shaken,
without being moved out of its place, by turning
it as gently as possible, one-third of its largest di-

ameter.f These three circular motions given with
equal dexterity and skill, force the sediment to col-

lect together, and the inclination of the bottle

causes it to be fixed upon the cork.

J

When it is well ascertained that the sediment is

collected upon the cork, the bottles are taken one
alter the other to examine the clearness of the
wine, which is then said to be without any trace

of light volland. This word, purely professional,

signifies stain or shade of a sediment of a dark
color.

If the wine is in a proper state, they proceed to

the clearing.

The clearing (Degorgement.)

The person who performs this operation takes
the bottle which is to be cleared, lays it along
upon his left arm, and alter having inverted it,

holds it in a perpendicular position. Provided with
a small instrument which he holds in his right

hand, he breaks suddenly the twine and wire
which confine the cork; this forcible breaking by
shaking the cork, permits the gas to expand and
force the cork out of the bottle. At this moment
the sediment is disengaged, and falls all together
into a vessel placed to receive it. The operator
supposing the sediment completely discharged,
restores the bottle to its upright position by a quick
and dexterous turn of the hand, and examines it

* M. Herpin has observed that the breakaji^e may be
much diminished by filling tlie bottles only two-thirds
or three-quarters full during the whole time necessary
for the clearing of the liquor.

,

t Not more than thirteen years ago, they took the
bottle in the hand and shook it; this sliake, always too
violent, did not allow the wine to free itself entirely of
its sediment; and hence it was naverobtained perl'ectly

clear We are indebted for the new process to four
Germans, who taught it to Madame diguot of Reims,
who for man}' years has derived great advantage from
it.

fThe original is not clear in this, for there is no pre-

vious mention of the three circular motions.

—

Tr,
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the wine is perfectly clear; in which case, he hands
1
Demarara, and somewhat resemblin£r the maho-

it to the worknian whose business it is to fill up
the bottles alter the removal of the sediment. This
filling up is made either with tiie wine of com-
merce (commcr^able) or with brandy. If brandy
is used, the proportion is one, one and a halfj two,
and four per cent. The bottles are corked again
with new corks well selected, which are compress-
ed by an iron machine, made to open and close by
the action of the riglit loot; the workman turns

the cork in the machine with his right hand. lij

on the contrary, corks which have already been
used, are employed, they are slightly steeped in

brandy. The corks are tied again in the same
way as at first.

If there is occasion, the bottles are put in piles

again for a new clearing, and if after this, the
wine is not perfectly clear and transparent, it is

put aside to be carried through a new course of

gany, if cut down in the dark, a short time belbre
the new moon, is one of the most durable woods
in the world tor building purposes; in that state at-
tempt to split it, and with the utmost difficulty it

will be driven in the most jagged, unequal man-
ner; cut down another tree ot the same kind, at
full viooi'i,, and the tree, it is said, can readily be
split into the finest smooth shingles, or into slaves
for making casks; but in this stale if ap[)lied to
builclmg purposes, it speedily decays. Bamboos
as thick as a man's arm, if cut at the dark moon,
will endure ten or twelve years; if at full moon,
they will be rotten in two or three years; and thus
it is with most of the forest trees. If these state-

ments can be relied upon, they would seem to af-

ford an important practical hint to those engaged
in getting out and preparing shij.ping timber from
extensive forests in our own country. Have any

operations. The wine is not brought into market i experiments ever been tried, or any facts noticed
till fifteen or eighteen months after it is bottled. | by shipbuilders upon the subject? It is true, we

believe, that the timbers of our public vessels oft
Mixture or composition of the white wine of A'i.

times rot while yet on the stocks and belbre they
It is the nature of the wine of Ai, unmixed, to are completed. May not the circumstance be at

be sparkling when it is not too luscious; but if pure

it would be too dear. To obtain that sparkling

which is so agreeable at the table, it has been ne-

cessary to seek long, and to try many combina-
tions before arriving at that now employed.
The wines of Ai, of Pierry, of Vergenay, of

Craman and of Avize united, form what the mak-
ers call a cuvec; these wines enter into the compo-
eition in the following proportions. The wine of

Ai is six-tweltths; the other six-twelfths have not

a well ascertained proportion among the other

wines. This results from the apparent nature of

the primitive wine, that of Ai.

Particular qualities of these wines.

The wine ol' Ai is xery strong and very lus-

cious.

The wine of Verzenay is heady and dry, it has

the property of preventing the liquor from turning

oily.

That of Craman, very luscious, would by itself

occasion oiliness, it is employed only for its pecu-

liar quality, a taste of muscat wine; it also occa-

sions sparkling.

The others, which are the product of the white
gi-ape, an acid grape, have the property of pre-

venting the wine of Ai from becoming oily, and
of contributing to its sparkling quality.

From the Portsmoutli Journal.

LUNAR I^"FLUKNCE.

If the tides of the ocean are raised from their

fathomless bed by the power of the silver moon, it

is not too much to believe that the tides of the at-

mosphere are subject, in a great degree, to the

same mysterious influence.

In tropical climates especially, the power of the

moon over animal and vegetable lite, is believed

by many to be very great, and why not in other
portions of the globe also? It is stated by a learn-

ed writer that in Demarara there are thirteen

tributed to the particular season and particular age
of the moon when the timbers were felled in tha
forest.

From the Cuttivatoi',

RIBBOIV GRASS.

The ribbon grass of our gardens, Phalaris
j^mcricana, is likely to become of great value in

our husbandry; it has been found to be better

adapted to wet boggy grounds than any other
species of grass; to propagate rapidly, either by its

seeds or by its roots; to yield a very large product
in hay or pasture, and to be well adapted to farm
stock. The first suggestion of this ftxct came to

us in a letter from Abedn. Robinson, of Ports-

mouth, N. H., who says the discovery was acci-

dental.
" A neighbor," he says, " wishing to get lid of

some of the roots which encumbered his garden,
threw them into a bog, where they took root, and
spread over a large space of ground, excluding
every other plant. The water flows through the
roots at all seasons. The turf has become so solid

as to bear a cart and oxen. I walked through this

grass when in bloom, and never beheld a more
handsome and luxuriant growth. It stood perfect-

ly erect, full of large leaves, even, and from four to

five feet high. It \v[\[ produce two good crops in

a season, and springs up immediatel}^ after the

scythe. It produces excellent food; cattle feed it

close, and appear to be more fond of it when made
into hay than any other grass. I have spoken for

one-haif of the roots of the patch, and have ground
ploughed in my meadow in which I intend to

transplant them, at about the distance of corn

hills."

On a recent visit from the Hon. E. Goodrich, of

Hartford, we were happy to receive, from that

gentleman, a confirmation of the good opinion of

the Phalaris which had been induce<l by Mr. Ro-
binson's letter. It has been found as beneficial in

Connecticut as in New Hampshire. Not recollect-

ing the particulars narrated, we would beg of Mr.pprings and thirteen autumns every year; for so ^

many times does the sap of the tree ascend to its ' Goodrich, when he sees this, to forward them to

topmost branches and descend to the roots. For ' us. in order that we ma_v pnbhsh thern correctlJ^

example, the tvallaba, a resinous tree common in The eubject merits fiirther attention; and if our
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anticipations are not irrationally iounded, the Plia-

laris Americana will yet become the gama grass oJ

the north. It is truly perennial, spreads rapidly,

and may be innoculated in the manner suggested

by Mr. Robinson, especially in a soil saturated

with water, Avith great I'acihty, and at trifling ex-
pense.

From the Entomological Magazine.

ON THE APHIS, &C.

The true blight or Aphis is a quite, dull stiipid-

looking insect, mostly without wings, but some-
times it has lour, two of which are much larger

and longer than the other tv/o, and fold over

and hide them, reaching beyond the body, and
meet together behind it. These wings are gener-

ally as clear as cr3^stal, with a few veins in them,

yet if you hold tlie insect in the sunshine, and
examine him through a glass, you will find they

take all the colors of the rainbow: you will also

find he has a long trunk or sucker, which is used
as a pump or syphon, througli which the sap of

plants is drawn. I have sometimes seen this

sucker so long as to pass vinder the breast and
legs, and reach a considerable distance behind the

body, but it is not generally so. All blights infijst

the young aixd juicy shoots and leaves of plants,

for the purpose of sap-sucking: and the plants

honored, by their operations forthwith play the

most amusing and incredible vagaries: bearing
blossoms instead of leaves, leaves instead of
blossoms: twisting into corkscrew stems which
ought to be straight, and making straight as sticks

those which, like the scarlet runner and hop,
ought to twine; as in the peach, making the

leaves hump up in the middle, and causing the
tree to look as though it had a famous crop of

young fruit; making apple trees bear blossoms
on their roots, and causing roots to grow out of
their young shoots; and, by tormenting orchards
in this way, preventing the truit from ripening,

and making it woolly, tasteless, and without juice.

Our China asters often owe a good deal of their

beauty to these vermin; they act as a spur to make
them blossom beyond their strength and nature,

and then die off without bearing seed. It is

amusing to see with what regularity the blight

station themselves on the young shoots of the
Guelder-rose, crowding so close together that

not a morsel of the rind is to be seen, and not un-
frequently forming a double tier, or two thick-
nesses; the poor sprig losing its former unbending
upright position, and writhing itself into strange
contortions.

Blights are of all colors, but green is their

most fashionable hue; those of broad beans are
black as soot, and velvety; and these, if attended
to, do but little harm; they cluster at the very
top, and each bean should be lopped just be-
low the blight, and the top carried away and burnt,
not thrown on the groimd, or else they are sure
to climb up the bean stalks again, and, stoppino-

here and there at the best landing place, to in-

crease and multiply, thus soon covering the whole
plant; nor should they be buried in the ground, for

they take care to outvvityou by living under ground
for months, and, when the gardener's spade turns
them up again, they make for the beans directly;

the plan of lopping the beans does not injure the
crop, qut, if carefully done, rather improves it.

The blight of the willow is very large, and, at first

sight looks grayish, but under a glass is beautifully

variegated with black and white; when crushed it

gives out a deep blood-colored die, which slays
on your hands several da}'s, in spite of frequent
washings.

I ha\e taken a good deal of pains to find out the
birth and parentage of true blights; and for this

purpose have watched, day after day, the colonies

of them in my own garden, and single ones which
I have kept in-doors, and under tumblers turn-
ed upside dov/n. The increase is prodigious; it

beats every thing of the kind that I have ever
seen, heard, or read of. Insects in general come
from an egg; then turn to a caterpillar, which does
nothing but eat; then to a chrysalis, which does
nothing but sleep; then to a perfect beetle or fly,

which does nothing but increase its kind. But
blights proceed altogether on another system; the
young ones are born exactly like the old" ones, but
less; they stick their beaks through the rind, and
begin drawing sap when only a day old, and go
on quietly sucking away for seven or eight days;
and then, without love, courtship, or matrimony,
each individual begins bringing Ibrth young ones,

I

and continues to do so for months, at the rate of

I

from a dozen to eighteen every da}', and yet con-
tinues to increase in size all the while: there seem
to be no males, no drones, all bring forth alike.

Early in the year these blights are scattered along
the stems, but as soon as the little ones come to

light, and commence sap-sucking close to their

mother, the species get filled up, the old ones look
like giants among the rest, as here and there an
ox in a fiock of sheep; when all the spare room is

filled up, and the stalk completely covered. The
young ones, when they make their first appear-
ance in the world, seem rather posed as to what to

be at, and stand quietly on the backs of the others

for an hour or so; then, as if having made up their

minds, they toddle upwards, walking on the backs
of the whole flock till they arrive at the upper end,
and then settle themselves quickly down, as close

as possible to the outermost of their friends, and
then commence sap-sucking like the rest; the flock

by this means extends in length every day, and at

last the growing shoot is ov^ertaken by their multi-

tude, and completely covered to the very tip. To-
wards autumn, however, the blights undergo a
change in their nature; their feet stick close to the
rind, their skin opens along the back, and a wing-
ed blight comes out—the summer generations are

entirely wingless. These are male and female,

and fly about and enjoy themselves; and, what
seems scarcely credible, these winged females lay

eggs, having first lived through the winter; and,
whilst this operation is going on, a solitary winged
blight may be observed on the under sides of the

leaves, or on the young shoots, particularly on the

hop, and diflering from all its own progeny, in be-
ing winged and nearly black, whereas its young
are green and without v.diigs. In May, a fly lays

a lot of effgs; these eggs hatch and become
blights; these blights are viviparous, and that

without the usual union of sexes, and so are their

children and grandchildren, the number of births

depending solely on the quantity and quality of

their food; at last, as winter approaches, the whole
generation, or series of generations, assume
wings, which the parents did not jiossess, under-
goes irequenly a total change in color, and hi the

spring, instead of being viviparous, lays eggs.
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You will never find a pltmt of any kind infested

with the aphis, without also observing a number
of anls and ladybirds among them, and also a

queer-looking insect, like a lat lizard, which is in

fact the caterpillar of the ladybird. The connex-

ion of the ant and the aphis is of the most
peacetid kind that can be conceived; their object

is the honeydew which the aphis emits; and, far

from hurting the animal which atlbrds iheni this

pleasant food, tliey show it the greatest possible

attention and kinchiess. licking it all over with their

tongues, and tbndling it, and patting it, and caress-

ing it with their antenn-* in the kindest, prettiest

way imaginable. Not so the ladybird, or its liz-

ard-hke caterj)illar: these feed on the blights most

voraciously, a single grub clearing a leaf, on whicli

Averc forty or more, in the course of a day. The
perJcct ladybird is a decided enemy to them, but

not so Ibrmidable a one as the grub. The eggs of

the ladybird may often be seen on the hop leaf;

they are j^ellow, and five or six in a cluster placed

on their ends; these should on no account be de-

stroyed, as is too often the case; but, on the con-

trary, every encouragement should be given to

60 decided a friend to the hop-grower.
Besides the ladybird and its grub, there are two

other terrible enemies to the poor aphis; one of

which is a green ungainly-looking grub, without

legs, which lies t]at on the surface of the leatj

and stretches out its neck just like a leech, till it

touches one of them; directly he feels one he
seizes it in his teeth, and holds it up wriggling in

the air, till he has sucked all the goodness out of

it, and lelt it a mere empty skin. This curious

creature turns to a fly [one of the Sylphida?, Ed.
Eat. Mag.,'] which "has a body banded with dif-

ferent colors, and which in summer you may often

observe under trees and about flowers, standing

quite still in the air, as though asleep, yet, if you
try to catch him, darting of}' like an arrow. The
other has six legs, and very large strong curved

jaAVs, and is a most ferocious-looking fellow, strut-

ting about with the wings of the blights which he
has killed on his back. This fiei-ce fellow comes
to a very beautiful fly [Chrysopa Peria, Ed. Eat.

Mag.] with four wings, all divided into meshes
Uke a net, and two beautiful golden eyes. All

these creatures, which thus live on the plant lice,

have a very strong and disagreeable smell in the

perfect state.

For a favorite plant infested with blight there

are several remedies—smoke oftobacco, snuff, &c.;

but the most effectual, and the least hurtful to the

plant, is to let it stand in the tank of cold water
for half an hour, when all the blights will leave

it, and swim on the surface of the water.

nutricious diet for consumptive and dispeptic per-

sons. From tlie character I received of it, I jjre-

sume that it only need be known to become of
general use. It is sold by Isaac Tliompson,
druggist, corner of JMaiket and Second streets.

From tlie United States Gazette.

FLOUR OF SLIPPERY ELM.

Being in the country a few days since to visit a
pick friend, I was sliown an article entirely new to

me, whicli is said to be remarkably nutricious and
palatable, for debilitated and sick persons. It

was flour prepared by the shakers, from slippery
elm, and used, the same as arrow root. One ta-

ble spoonful of this flour boiled in a point of new
milk, is excellent to feed infants weaned from the
breast; they \vili not only fatten upon it, but it will

prevent bowel complaint?. It makes eui easy and

From the New England Fanner.

ON THE CULTURE OF HOPS.

In compliance with repeated requests, we j/ropose

to devote a column or two to remarks on the culture

of hops, preparing them for market, &c.
An excelkuit article on this subject, written by

NVni. Blanchard, Jr. Esq. was first published in

the New England Farmer, vol. 11, p. 52; and has
been since rej)ublished in Eessciiden^s Complete
Farmer, p. 140. Mr. Blanchard obsen'es, that

the soil best calculated for the production of hops
is a sandy loam, rather low and moist; but states

that he has seen very fine crops raised on very
cUftcrent soils. Plough the land 9 or 10 inches
deep in October—harrow thoroughly in the spring
in the same direction the land was ploughed

—

manure at the rate of about 16 cords to the acre,

or more if the land be much reduced. Cross
plough the land to nearly the same depth—furrow
as for planting corn, the furrows at least four feet

apart—plant corn or potatoes, (potatoes prefer-

able,) tlie first year with the hops. Plant every
other hill in every other row with hops, thus
placing the hills of hops at least eight feet apart

—

put four cuttings from the running roots about
eight inches in length, into each hill, and cover
them the common depth of potatoes—keep the
hops clear from weeds, by hoeing. In October
cover each hill with a shoveliuU of" compost ma-
nure, that from the hog-stye preferred—in each
following spring, before the hops are opened as it

is termed, spread evenly over the yard about eight

cords of manure to the acre, (that which is coarse

and strawy is preferred,) plough the land both
ways at the first hoeing—but three iioeings in a
season, unless necessary to subdue weeds. The
last time of hoeing about the beginning of August,
or Avhen hops are in full blossom.

"After the first crop it is necessaiy to open the

hops every spring by the middle of May; which
is performed by making four furrows between the
rows, turning the furrows from the hills, and run-

ning the i)lough as near the same as possible with-

out injuring the main roots. Tlien the earth ia

removed from the roots with a hoe—all the run-
ning roots cut in with a sharp knifli, within two
inches of the main roots—the tops of the main
roots must also be cut in, and then the hills covered
with earth about two inches deep."
The poles should be set as soon as the hop

vines appear, which will save labor in tying up
the vines. Mr. B. allows but two vines to a pole,

and two poles to a hill—poles not to exceed six-

teen feet in height. I'lie most thrif\y vines must be
selected and trained to the poles by fastening them
by a piece of yarn slightly twisted together by the
thumb and finger. Frequent attention is necessa-

ry to tie up the vines, as they are subject to be
blown off' by high winds. The hops are ripe

about the beginning of September, and should be
immediately gathered, or the crop is lost. The
quality of the hops dejiends much on their being
picked clean from leaves and stems. The picking,

may be done by women and children, having one
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man to a bin to handle the poles and to inspect the

pickers. The bin is a wooden box, about nine feet

long, three leet wide, and two and a half feet

high, made of thin pine boards, that it may be

easily moved over the yard, across which the

poles are laid, and into Avhich the hops are picked

by hand. Care should be taken when gathering

the hops, to cut the vines two lijet from the ground,

that the roots may not be injured by bleeding.

The most important part in the management of

hops, is the curing and drying of them. Hops
always grow first'sort; second sort, and reflise

hops are made so by unfortunate or unskiltiil man-
agement.
Much depends on a well constructed kiln. The

side of a hill is its best situation for convenience of

putting the hops on the kiln. It should be in a

dry place. The kiln should be dug out the same
bigness at the bottom as the top; the side walls

laid up perpendicularly, and filled up solid with

stone to give it a tunnel Ibrm. Twelve feet square

at the top, two feet square at the bottom, and at

least eight feet deep is deemed a convenient size.

On the top of the walls sills are laid having joists

let into them in like manner as for laying a floor

—

on these joists, laths about one and a halfinciies wide

are nailed, leaving open spaces between them
three-fourths of an inch, over which a thm linen

cloth is spread, and nailed at the edges to the

sills. A board about twelve inches wide, is set up
on each side of the kiln, on the inner edge of the

sill, to Ibrm a bin to receive the ho]'s. The larger

the stones made use of in the construction of 1;he

kiln the better; as it vv'ill give a more steady and
dense heat. The inside of the kiln should be well

plastered with mortar to make it completely air

tight. Charcoal (that made Irom j'ellow birch or

maple I should prefer,) is the only fuel proper to

be used in drying hops. The kiln should be well

heated betbre any hops are put on, and carefully

attended to keep up a steady and regular heat.

Fifty j)ounds of hops when dried, is the largest

quantity that should be dried at one time, on a

kiln of this size; and unless absolutely necessa-

ry to put on that quantity, a less would dry bet-

ter. The green hops should be spread as evenly

and as light as possible over the kiln. The fire

at first should be moderate, but it may be m-
creased as the hops dry and the steam is evap-

orated.

Hops should not remain long in the bin or

bag after they are picked, as they will soon heat

and become insipid. The hops should rwt be

stirred on the kiln until they are completely dried.

They should then he removed from the kiln into

a dry room and laid in a heap, and there remain
unmoved and unstirred, until biigged, which is

done with a screw, having a box made of plank,

the size the bag is wished, into which the cloth is

laid, and the hops screwed into the box, which is

eo constructed that the sides may be removed, and
the bag sewed together while in the press.

The hops after laying a few days will gather a

partial moisture called a sweat. The sweat will

probably begin to subside in about eight days, at

which time and before the sweat is off, they ought
to be bagged in clear dry weather. As the exact

time when the hops will begin to sweat, and when
the sweat will begin to subside or dry off (the pro-

per time to bag them.) will vary with the state of

the atmosphere, it will be necessary to examine

the hops from day to day, which is easily done by
takmg some of then) from the centre of the heap
with your hand. If on examination you find the

hops to be very damp and their color altering

which will be the case il"they were not completely

dried on the kiln, and not othwise, you must over-

hale them in the air.

The most convenient size lor a bag of hops to

handle and transjjort is about five feet in length,

and to contain about 250 pounds. The best bag-

ging is coarse strong tow cloth of our domestic

manufacturing; next to that Russia hemp bagging.

The East India sugar and gunny bags, so called,

ought never to be used. The sugar bags, are of

an unreasonable weight, and both tliey and the

gunny bags are of no value to the brewer, where-
as the other bags are worth prime cost.

It is now coaunon for those who have entered

considerably into the cultivation of hops, to build

houses over their kilns, whicli in wet weather, are

very convenient; othenvise a kiln in the open air

would be preferable. It is necessary to have these

buildings well ventilated wi*^h doors and windo'-vs;

and to have them kept open night and day, except

m wet weather, and then shut those only Avhich

are necessary to keep out rain. If a ventilaior

was put in the roof of' the building, directly over

the centre of the kiln, about six feet square, it

would be very advantageous. I have seen many
lots of hops nmch injured both in color and flavor,

by being dried in close buildings.

Where the houses over the kilns are built large,

for the purpose of storing the hops as they are

dried, which is a great saving of labor, a close

partition should be made between the kilns and
the room in v/hich the hops are stored, to prevent

the damp steam from the kilns coming to them,

as it will color them, and injure their flavor and
quality very much.
Many of our farmers will object to the mode

here recommended of manuring hops, their com •

mon practice being to put the manure in the hills,

when they plant the hops, and atierwards to ap-

ply the manure on the hills at the first and second

hoeings. Mr. B. thinks that the manure in the

hills has a tendency to produce worms, and its fer-

mentation at their roots to cause their decay; and
that a hop yard manure in the manner he directs

will continue in a fertile state for many years. He
also supposes that the quantity of manure recom-

mended will be objected to by many. Where
hops have been cultivated many ye.ars, farmers

complain that the quantity raised i)er acre does not

exceed one-half as much as was raised by their an-

cestors on the same land. Hops I believe, in com-
mon with all sorts of grain and vegetables flourish

best and produce the finest crops, when cultivated

on new lands, which required little or more manure
—and such were the lands their ancestors culti-

vated. The same complaints I presume would be

made against all sorts of grain and vegetables if

raised witfi little or no manure, on lands which
have long been cultivated. No crop can be more
improved and increased by high cultivation than

hops.

vai.uk of hops.

The Bangor Republican says there are farmers

not thirty miles from Bangor^ who have taken a

thousand dollars in cash, as the clear income from

their crop of hops the present ."season.
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For the Fanners' Register.

OW THE ROAD LAW OF VIRGINIA NO. I.

The people of Viro^inia have one feature in their

national cliaracter which has scarcely attracted ob-

servation or remark, but which undeniably exists,

and exerts a powcrlid influence on their legal and
genera! [)olicy. This is our ready submission (if

not attachment) to established and long existing

legal regulations, and our o])position, no less

strongly marked, to whatever is new, and untried

by oiu'sclves, liowever well known, and highly ap-
proved, by otiier communities. A certain degree
of this steadiness is valuable—and I am willing to

acknowledge that Virginia owes to the leeling

which causes it, much of her high political cha-
racter. We are altogether free Irom the sudden
and complete political changes of views and poli-

cy which arc often exhibited in some of our sister

States—and we thereby give to them this lesson
in government, (which they fully return to us in

practical and economical matters,) that steadiness
and per.sevcrance in a course, even though it be
not altogether the best, is more likely to succeed
than great and irequent changes. But every thing

may be carried to an injurious extreme: and to this

extent I conceive we carry our approval olj or sub-
mission to old institutions, and our violence of ob-
jection to innovations. There are legal provisions

on our statute book, ^sleeping there very harmless-
ly in most cases, I admit) which have regularly
been approved and retained at each deliberate re-

visal of the code—and which could not be repeal-

ed without a continued struggle maintained for

years together—but which, if just now proposed,
could not ])ossibly be enacted—and indeed, as to

some of them, the very attempt to have them en-
acted, would put the whole commonwealth in a
ferment. It is not my purpose to lake a general,
or extended view of this subject, nor to notice par-
ticularl}^, even the most remarkable examples in

our laws—but to ask attention to one example which
has practical ill effects bearing upon all, and daily
felt, and which are endured for no other reason
except that they have been long borne, 'and that
our siioulders are now accustomed to the burden.
I allude to the road law as enacted—and still more
to the road law as usually executed.

Before proceeding with particular remarks, I

will quote those sections of our law respecting pub-
lic roads, which prescribe the duties of the survey-
ors, the means which they are empowered to use,
and the manner in which these means are to be
applied ior the important object of preserving the
roads in the best condition for the public use and
benefit.

"4. The several courts shall also divide all the
public roads into precincts, and, as otien as it shall

be necessary, appoint a surveyor over every pre-

cinct, whose duty it shall be, to superintend the

road in his precinct, and see that the same be
cleared, and kept in good repair; which surveyor
shall continue in ofKce, until another shall be ap-
pointed by the said court in his stead.

5. All male laboring persons, of the age of
sixteen years or more, except such as are masters
of two or more male laboring slaves of the age of
sixteen years or more, shall be appointed by the

court to work on some public road. For every
person so appointed, who. when required by the

j

Vol. II.—31

surveyor placed over him, shall, without legal
cause or disability, fail to attend, with proper tools
for clearing the road, or shall refuse to work when
there, or to find some other j^erson equally able,'
to work in his room, the sum of one dollar and
twenty-five cents for every day's offence^ shall be
paid, by himself, if he be a free man of full age; if
an infant, then by his parent, guardian or master;
and if a slave or servant, then by his overseer, if
he be under one, or otherwise, by" his master: 'and
be recoverable by the surveyor, with costs, before;
a justice of the peace, and by the said surveyor to
be expended, after deducting the amount of his
costs in all such cases, in Avhich he may warrant
or give information, in the improvement and re-
pair of the road, for failing to work on which the
penalty was incurred."*******

"7. Every surveyor of the road, shall cause the
same to be constantly kept well cleared and
smoothed, and thirty feet wide a:t the least; 'unlesa
the court shall, by order entered of record, author-
ise a less width;' and, at the fork or crossing of eve-
ry public road, shall cause to be erected, and kept
in repair, from time to time, a stone, or, otherwise,
an index on a post or tree, with plain inscriptions-
thereon, in large letters, directing to the most noted
place, to which each of the said roads shall lead,
and may take stone or wood for that purpose from
any adjoining land; and, for the expense of setting
up and inscribing such stones, pests or indexes^,
and keeping thein in repair, the surveyor shtdl be
reimbursed by the county court, in their next
succeeding levy; and, where bridges and cause-
ways are necessary, the surveyor shall cause them
to be made twelve feet broad at the least, conve-
nient and safe, and shall keep the same in rej)air,

and for _fhat purpose may cut and take from llic

lands of any person adjoining, such, and so much
timber, earth, or stone, as may be necessary, the
same being first viewed and valued by two honest
house-keepers, appointed and sworn for that pur-
pose, by a justice of the peace, unless the owner
shall freely give such limber, stone or earth for
that use; but, where a road leads through a city or
town the surveyor shall not take any timber, stone
or earth, from any lot witliin the town, without
the permission of the owner, but shall take the
same fi-om the lands nigh or adjacent to the said
town, where it will do the least injury to the pro-
prietor; and where the assistai-ice of'Wheel carriages
is necessarv, for making or repairing any cause-
ways, an}' justice of the peace may issue his war-
rant, under his hand and seal, for empowering the
surveyor to imjjress such necessary carriages,
draught horses, or oxen, with their geer arid dri-

ver, belonging to any person, who, or their servants
or slaves, are appointed to work on the road, and
appointing two honest house-keepers, who, being
sworn, shall value, by the day, the use of sucli

carriages, draught horses and oxen; which valua-
tion, with a certificate from the surveyor, how
many days the said things were employed in the

work, shall entitle the owner to an allowance for

the same, in the next county levy. And, in the
like manner, shall the owner of timber, stone or
earth,- taken for bridges or causeys, be entitled to

the valuation thereof; in the next county levy, upon
a certificate from the two house-keejiers who val-

ued the same. And, hereafter, every surveyor of
a road, who shall fail or neglect to perform the du-
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ty hereby required of him by law, eliall forfeit and
pay a sum not less than ten, nor exceeding thirty

dollars. And the survej'ors of the roads now
acting, or that may be hereafter appointed, shall

be entitled to receive such reasonable compensa-
tion, to be adjudged of by their respective county
courts, not exceeding one dollar twenty-five cents

for every day they may be necessarily em])loyed
in working on, and repairing the said roads, to be
paid them out of the county levy.

8. 'The courts of the several counties shall have
full power to levy so much money as Avill be ne-

cessary^ to pay for the removal, by gunpowder, of

tlie obstructions of rock from the public road; and
to apply the same in such manner tor the purpose
aforesaid, as they may deem expedient.'

9. Where a briJge or cause}' shall be necessary,
and the surveyor, with his assistants, cannot
make or maintain tlie same, the court of the coun-
ty are empowered and required to contract for the
building and repairing such bridge or causey, and
to levy the charge thereof in their county levy."

The first and most obvious objection to the law,

is the inequality and injustice of the manner in

which the people are taxed for this great and im-
portant public work. It is altogether a poll tax—
a tax levied upon the laborers of the countrj', with-
out regard to the property of the tax payers—ex-
cept in this, that the owner of laboring slaves usu-
ally is richer than his neighbor who owns none

—

though the possession of that kind of property is

very i"ar from being a correct measure of wealth.

A merchant, manufacturer, or capitalist, (as such)
pays not a cent towards the making and repairing

our roads, though either may make as much use
of them as the farmer and slave holder. The
large wagon owner, where capital is altogether
employed in the transportation ol" commodities,
and the great mail contractors, and stage coach
owners, who make more use of, and derive more
profit from the roads than any other persons, are
alike free from all contribution for their repairs and
preservation. This is as impolitic as it is unjust

—

and like many other unjust taxes, it is so badly
paid, that those exempted from payment by law
become in fact the greatest suflerers. The labor
lor repairing roads is sparingly and grudgingly
given, and so injudiciously applied, (tor reasons
which will hereafter be considered,) that it renders
a still less amount of service: and the consequence
is, that those who most use the roads, are com-
pelled to pay a heavier tax in extra force of team,
than would pay their fair proportion of the expense
necessary to keep the roads in the best condition.
In this way, we may fairly estimate our roads as
among the most expensive in the world, (where
natural advantages are equal,) although the mo-
ney and labor judiciously bestowed for their re-

pairs make a very small amount. This general
truth will be evident to every one who has much
practical acquaintance with the existing evils,

though we may differ widely as to estimates of
cost. But there can be little doubt, that any kind
of .'air and careful estimates will lead to this con-
clusion—that the present system of repairing roads
IS as injudicious as unjust—is wasteful ofthe means
applied, and yet ineffectual: and that it is required
by the interest of all classes—those exempted by
the law from road labor, ae well as those who

i

are taxed to provide it—that a total change of law,
and of the mode of operation should be made.
A small exception exists in the law, on the sta-

tute book, but not in its actual operation, to the en-
tire exemption of a large part of the community
from contributing to the repairs of public roads.

The law requires road labor from "all male labor-

ing persons, of the age of sixteen years or more,
except such as are masters of ttoo or more male
slaves of the age of sixteen years or more." Now
what is meant precisely by "laboiing persons," I

do not pretend to know: and if the taw was new,
and the phrase first so applied, the construction

might cause much difficulty. But in practice, it

has never been applied to require road labor (or

substitutes, or fines in deftiult,) of any who were
employed in other than ^eZd fa6or. As the white
field laborers in Lower Virginia are, unfortunate-
ly, very few, the hardship of subjecting these few
to road labor was the more glaring—and latterly,

they have no longer been called upon for this ser-

vice—and thus they are exemf)ied, not by an
amendment of the law, but by the neglect of its

provisions by the surveyors of the roads. In the
mountain region, where white laborers are far

more numerous, compared to slaves, this mode of

repeal, by non-enforcement, has not yet taken
place. This odious feature of the law was made
much use of by the advocates for the change of
of our former constitution, to show that the poor
had not their proper weight in the government.
But as if it had served its only use, and might be
wanted to serve the same purpose again, no effort

has been since made to change this part of the
law—a change, by the way, Avhich might have
been obtained as easily under the old as under the
new constitution, and which is practically (though
illegally) made in that part of the State where the
influence of the poor man is said to be least.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

There has been nothing particularly interesting

in the commercial operations of the present month,
with the exception of those in the great staple

article, cotton; the price of which has continued to

advance, until it has reached 16 cents in the
Petersburg market. This advance is caused by
the statements made of extensive injury to the

crops, particularly in the Southern Atlantic States,

and which was also reported to be the case with
those on the Mississippi—but the latter report is

contradicted, and some difference of opinion now
exists whether the price will be supported, or whe-
ther a further advance will ensue. The quantity

consumed in Europe is steadily on the increase,

and should the recent attempts to supply the Chi-
nese market with British cotton goods prove suc-

cessful and profitable, a further increase may be
counted on, which would prevent a recurrence of
very low prices until the production shall overtake
the demand.
The season for extensive operations in tobacco

has passed, but the price of the article is maintain-
ed, and the quantity remaining in this country is

smaller than usual.

The short crop of wheat in Virginia has had no
eflect on the price in the Northern ports, where the

immense increase of supplies from the west,

through the New York Canal, have flnnished
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more flour than is required by the limited demand
for exportation. Some large sales of flour have
been made by the Richmond millers at .36 per
barrel—but the price of country flour is at and un-
der ><5.

i

The published reports of the importation of
specie into the United States since the 1st of De-
cember 1833, exhibit an amount of nearly twenty ;

millions of dollars. Recently the importation has
ceased, and some silver has been exjiorted. Span-
ish dollars no^v command a premium—reversing
the state of things which existed previously to the
change in the mint value of gold. Exchange on
England is at 6^ per cent, premium. Virginia
Bank stock 110, Farmer's Bank 108. The stock
of the Petersburg Rail Road which had beenciuite
low in price, has appreciated nearly to par—

a

dividend of five per cent, having been ascertained
for the last six months.

Nov. 27th, 1834.

MorrcT vEsuvirs.
|

The most afflicting details of a recent eruption of
Mount Vesuvius, have reached us. In a former
account we stated that in August an eruption had
taken place, which on the evening ot the 25th be-

gan to subside. On the 27th, 2Sth, and 29tli; new
craters opened, and produced ravages awful to

contemplate. Thousand of families were fl\"ing

from their native land, old and young, dragging
through heavy masses ol heated cinders. Fifteen
hundred houses, palaces and other buildings, and
2,500 acres of land, have been destroyed by fire,

j

The \-illage of St. Felix had been already aban-
|

doned. i

The lava soon poured upon this place, and in !

the course of an hour, houses, churches, and pa-
laces, were all destroyed. Four villages, some i

detached houses, country villas, vines, beautiful •

groves, and gardens, which a few instants before

presented a magnificent spectacle, now resembled
a sea of fire. i

On the third instant, nothing but stones and
cinder were ejected, and every prospect existed of
the eruption being soon at a close. The palace of:

the Prince of xlttayauno, and 500 acres of his

land, are utterly destroyed. The cinders fell dur-
ing an entire night over Naples, and if the lava
had taken that direction, there would have been
an end to that citv.

From the Cultivator.

EXPENSE OF CUniXG HAY.
An accurate account of expense in different ope-

'

rations of farming, has heretofore been so little

!

attended to, that in making out an estimate of
j

cost of any one process of the many that are to
;

be performed, the farmer has to be governed more
j

by conjecture than by any rule of correct calcula-

1

tion. This deficiency is owing to his own neglect, '

and if he now suffers, as he must necessarily.
;

from the evi], a Uttle time and pains are all that
are required to enable him hereafter to count the

:

cost of any one process he may wish to have per- :

formed. It is as important to the farmer to know
I

what ought to be the reasonable cost to have a !

piece of work done, as it is for the manufacturer
to calculate the expense per ib. or per yard of card-

'

ing, spinning or weaving, and we are well assured,
;

that if the last is unacquainted with the expense of
each of these processes, he is totally incompetent to
carry on his business successfullv. It is the same
with the mechanic, and that one only, at this day,
becomes wealthy, who is competent to make a
correct account of profit and cost. Where a fiir-

mer does all his own work, it may not be so neces-
sary to keep a debtor or creditor account, but when
job work is to be done, as it must in a variety of
cases, accuracy of cost is essential to the interest
of all engaged. We do not hesitate to say, that
a man who would keep a correct account of all the
expenses and labor upon a farm, giving a separate
page to each laborer, each lot, each horse, ox and
cow, with the profits derived from each, and this
system kept up for successive years, and extended
throughout his whole arrangement, and published,
would aid more directly the class of community to

which he belonged, and it would give rise to more
beneficial results, than the present opening of new-
canals, or originating other great improvements.
We would then be furnished with a guide or table,

from v,-hich we would calculate the expense of
each operation and class of husbandry-, and settle

the many princi.nles which are now lef\ to reason,
and, in many cases, to conjecture. It has been for

many yeare, and is yet, a disputed point among
the most intelligent farmers, whether the raising

of grain or stock, where there are proportionate
facilities for each, is most conducive to their inter-

est, and we do not see that the controversy can be
settled m any wavj except by keeping the debtor
and creditor account we have mentioned. It is

useless to enlarge upon this subject. Doubt and
uncertainly, will always rest upon it, and we sufi'er

from a continuance of the evil, until we adopt a
better and more systematic manner of calculating

all our expenses and profits. Our object at this

time is, to give the exi;ense of cutting hay, and it

is as accurate as circumstances would allow. It

would be better could we estimate the cost per ton,

but as a farmer has not the conveniences, and does
not weigh the haj- intended for his own consump-
tion, it would be difficult to say, with certainty,

what is the cost of curing by weight. It is a com-
mon obsen-ation, however, that 20 feet square and
one foot high of well packed hay, give one ton of
2240 lbs. by weight; how far it is correct, we have
never had the opportunity of ascertaining. We
have estimated it by the load, and a two horse

load, with the wagon, or one \%'ith an ox cart, are

considered equal—each load we put down as 12

cwt. of well cured hay, such it would turn olit

from the mow.
Cutting, curing and housing 126 cart

loads of hay, 8143 00
do.

"

124 waeron do. 136 00

do. 38 cart' do. 34 37

Total. 2S8rdscosting, -5313 37

Or 81 08| per load.

We give three different statements as the work
was done on three different farms, and the first two
under the direction of the pei-sons hving upon
them who were hired tenants, and who employed
men to work Avith and under them—the work was
charged at 81 per day wages and board, which
was the actual price. How far the tenants who
had no interest m the hay, or were not charged

with anv part of the payment of the expenses,

might, if' thev had been concerned in either or
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both, by greater efficiency, been enabled to lessen

the expense, we are unable to say. they were
however, as competent as the better kind of day
laborers, and as the farms were some distance

apart, and there was no communication between
the tenants, still the expense lor the labor done on
each is nearly the same. A revolving horse hay
rake was used in both instances, and there was no
charge lor the use of the team to house the hay.
Still we have no doubt that had the owner person-

ally superintended the work, the cost would have
been less; because his direct interest in lessening

all expenses would have created facilities which
did not occur to those less uiteresled. In the last

statement given, this was the case, for there we
see 38 loads cured for ^34, or about 90 cents per

load; whereas the other two cost about .$ 1 12 per

load. We have heretofore made estimates of the

expense of curing hay, and have uniformly made
them at about $1 per load. Last year, the expense
was rather less than this; for although the weather
was not quite so dry for harvesting, yet as the
heat was not so mtense, laborers were enabled, on
the whole, to do more, and this year, a mower had
to go over more ground to obtain the same quan-
tity of hay.

EXTRACTS FROM PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE.

Sumpter, S. C. lOth Oct. 1834.

We are going on well as to rail roads, and with
the spirit afloat, and the growing influence of the

idea that the labor of the country may be used in

lieu of money, gives me hopes that it will not be
long before Petersburg and Norfolk will be con-
nected with Charleston by one continued road.

But we have also a spirit afloat, tending to a move-
ment by far too rapid, because too exjiensive—that
of an almost immediate use of locomotives.

This circumstance leads me to ask you to obtain
for me the information, what has been the course
of conduct pursued by the Petersburg and Nor-
folk Companies? Have they not forborne the use
of steam till their work is completed?

I would also say to you that a great impediment
exists here as to engineers. No sooner does a boy
get the knowledge of the level, than he comes to

the South, turns engineer, and charges his $10
per day. The Columbians paid $^2,000 the other

day for surveying sixty miles of ground. It took
up twenty-seven days time, was performed by two
engineers and thirteen assistants, with one wagon
and four horses. Now this sum may be thus di-

vided:

Engineers SIO per diem each, $270 or ^540
Wagon and team, _ - - - 120
Thirteen assistants ^2 is $26 per day, or 702
Profit, ,.,.-. 638

i2,000

Now, I apprehend in such a country as this,

where, on the alluvion, the elevation will not exceed
three feet in the mile; and as soon as the leaf

falls, you may discover objects for miles, that many
an intelligent young man would be able to give
himself a good start, and ser\-e companies at a low
rate, always stipulating, that in the event of suc-

cess, the payment should be correspondent; and
perhaps as it would furnish the best pledge and the

strongest test of his talent and zeal, to agree to

take this addendum to his jiay in road stock.

There is now a distant prospect of a rail road
from Darlington Court House direct to Sumter-
ville, and thence to , on the Charleston Rail

Road, a distance of" 120 miles, more or less. From
Darlington Court House to Sumpter Court House,
as liir as Lynch Creek, the road is solid, and the
country flat. Below it is flat, but perhaps not so

solid. * # # #

Surry County, Oct. 20, 1834.

I take the liberty of sending you some sam-
ples of my marl. No. 1 was taken from the up-
per part of the bank, forming a stratum about four

feet thick, and containing a substance in a crj^s-

talized state, which I at first supposed to be gyp-
sum, but was soon convinced of my error fi-om its

being very easily decomposed by muriatic acid;

and I am now at a loss to say what it is, unless it

is crystalized lime. Sometimes shells are found
with the hollow side up, filled with transparent
cr^'stals of a most beautiiiil appearance. * *

[These crystals were new to our observation—but

our correspondent's application of a test led him tea
correct conclusion. The substance is crystalized car-

bonate of lime—and has been thus formed by a pre-

vious solution of a portion of the shelly matter by

rain water, which (as we are informed) contains ear-

bonic acid, and the excess of this acid present forms a

super-carbonate of lime, which is soluble in water.

This is the form of the calcareous matter dissolved in

limestone water, and which, by losing its excess of

acid, is deposited in the crystals which decorate the

caverns of limestone regions, and in calcareous tufa at

the falls of running streams.]

Fairfax, Nov. 20th, 1834.

* * * * I am negociating for a
large supply ofground bones, and wish you would
insert in your following numbers what you may
know, or what is said of them. English authority

is various: but I have great conficlence in it for

most things.

Hanover, November 15th, 1834.

* * * * I have been long
and successfully employed in the use of shell

marl, and had noted, and should have pubhshed
many of iny observations, but the experiments
mentioned in your Essay on Calcareous Manures,
are so much more exact than mine, and so precise-

ly in accordance with my experience, that there is

nothing left for me to say on the subject. This
statement I have always made when I have heard

your book mentioned. # # #

[This concurrent testimony, even when thus gene-

rally and concisely stated, is very satisfactory to

the individual to whom it is addressed—but it would

add much to the estimated value of this manure, if

the detailed experiments alluded to could be laid be-

fore the public. We know (from report) that the

general and successful practice of our correspondent,

together with his ample means for observation, would

give his statements, whether general or in detail, a

character of authority which would be exceeded by

none.]
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of too great, aa influence over the I'uture increasing
condition of" the ox; and as long as there are so
many points to be considered, and as most of them
may be partially alteicd by local circumstances, a
difference of opinion may exist among judges of

lean stock.

Now, what arc tliose pninis of an ox, a thorough
knowledge of which is so essential to constitute a
perfect judge? Could they be described aaid illus-

trated with such ]irecision, as that they may be
applied at once to every ox, in whatever condition

it may be, a great advancement would be made
towards establishing fixed rules for the right judg-
ing of all the domestic animals. Fortunately for

the su]ipression of human dogmatism on this sub-
ject, nature herself has furnished rules for ascer-

taining points for judgement, which can only be
discovered by long and constant practice. Ne-
vertheless, I shall endeavor to describe them plain-

ly, and afier perusing the description, I hope my
readers will perceive that they are established laws
of nature; and are therefore unerring and applica-

ble to every species of cattle. Like other phe-
nomena of nature, a knowledge of them can be
acquired by observation. This knowledge is the
most difficult which a farmer has to acquire, inas-

much as the management of live-stock is a much
more difficult branch of husbandry than the culti-

vation of" corn. And although the importance of
this knowledge is acknowledged by every expe-
rienced farmer, and a desire for its acquirement is

strongly felt by every young one, it is remarkable
that very little is said in professed works on agri-

culture on those rules which guide us in judging of
lat or lean live-stock.

The first pnint to be ascertained in examining
an ox is the pitriiy of its breed, whatever that

breed may be. The ascertainment of the purity

of the breed will give the degree of the disposition

to fatten in the individuals of that breed. The pu-
rity of the breed may be ascertained from several

marks. The color or colors^ the skin of a pure
breed of cattle, whatever those colors are, are al-

ways definite. The color of the bald skin on the

nose, and around the eyes, in a pure breeli, is al-

ways definite, and without spots. This last is an
essential point. When horns exist, they should be
smooth, small, tapering, and sharp-pointed, long or

short, according to the breed, and of a white color

throughout in some breeds, and tipped with black

in others. The shape of the horn is a less essen-

tial point than the color.

Applying these marks on the different breeds in

Scotland as illustrations of the points which we
have been considering, we have the definite colors

of white and red in the short-horns. The color is

either entirely white or entirely red, or the one or

the other predominates in their mixture. The skin

on the nose and around the eyes is uniformly of a
rich cream-color. The Ayrshire breed in its puri-

ty is also distinguished by the red and white color

of the skin, but always mixed, and the mixture
consists of spots of greater or smaller size, not

blended together. The color of the skin on the

nose and around the eyes is not definite, but gene-
rally black, or cream- colored. In other points,

those two celebrated breeds differ from one another
more than in the characters which I have just de-

f«cribed. In the West Highland, Angus, and
Galloway breeds, the color of the skin is mostly
black in the animals of the purest blood, although

red, dun, and brindled colors, are occasionally to

be seen among them. The black color of the skin
of the nose and around the eyes is indicative of
the pure blood of black coloredcattle, but a cream-
colored nose may frequently be observed among
the other colors of skin. It would perhaps be
hazardous to assert, in the case of the West
Highlanders, that the characters above given are
the only true indications of the pure breed, for

their origin cannot now be certainly determined;
but the characters given will certainly apply to the
purity of the blood in the Short-horn and Ayrshire
breeds.

The second point to be ascertained in an ox is

the form of its carcass. It is found, the nearer the
section of the carcass of a fat ox, taken longitudi-

nally vertical, transversely vertical, and horizon-
tally, approaches to the figure of a parallelogram,

the greater quantity of flesh will it carry within the
same measurement. That the carcass maj fill up
the parallelogram as well as its rounded form is

capable of filling up a right-angled figure, it should
possess the following configuration. The back
should be straight from the top of the shoulder to

the tail. The tail should fall perpendicularly from
the line of the back. The buttocks and twist

should be well filled out. The brisket should pro-

ject to a line dropped from the middle of the neck.

The belly should be straight loiigitudinal'y, and
round laterally, and filled at the flanks. The ribs

should be round, and should project horizontally,

and at right angles to the back. The hooks
should be wide and flat; and the rump, from the
tail to the hooks, should also be flat and well filled.

The quarter, from the itch-bone to the hook,

should be long. The loin bones should be long,

broad, and flat, and Avell filled; but the space be-

twixt the hooks and the short-ribs should be rather

short, and well arched over with a thickness of

beef between the hooks. A long hollow from the

hooks to the short-ribs indicates a weak constitu-

tion, and an indilTerent thriver. From the loin to

the shoulder-blade should be nearly of one
breadth; and from thence it should taper a little to

the front of the shoulder. The neck-vein should

be well filled forward, to complete the line from

the neck to the brisket. The covering on the

shoulder-blade should be as full out as the buttocks.

The middle-ribs should be well filled, to complete

the line from the shoulders to the buttocks along

the projection of the outside of the ribs.

These constitute all the points which are essen-

tial to afat ox, and which it is the business of the

judge to know, and by which he must anticipate

whether the lean one, when fed, would realise.

The remaining points are more applicable in judg-

ing of a lean than a fat ox.

The first of the points in judging of a lean ox,

IS the nature of the bone. Around thick bone in-

dicates both a slow feeder, and an inferior descrip-

tion of flesh. A flat bone, when seen on a side

view, and narrow, when viewed either from be-

hind or before the animal, indicates the opposite

properties of a round bone. The whole bones in

the carcass should bear a small j)roportion in bulk

and weight to the flesh, the bones being only re-

quired as a support to the flesh. The texture of

the bone should be small-grained and hard. The
bones of the head should be fine and clean, and
only covered with skin and muscle, and not with

,
lunip-5 of lilt and flesh, which always give a heavy
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Jieadcd dull a)ipearance to an ox. The forearm i

and hock should alt^o be clean and full of muscle,

to endui'e travelling. Large joints indicate bad
feeders. The neck of an ox sliould be, contrary

to that of the sheep, sn^all from the back of the

head to the middle of tlie neck. The reason of

the difference, in this respect, betwixt the ox and
the sheej), is, tliat the state of the neck of the ox
has no effect on the strength of the spine.

A full, clear, and prominent eye is another point

to be considered; because it is a nice indication of

food breeding. It is always attendant on fine

one. Tiae expression of the eye is an excellent

index of many properties in the ox. A dull lieavy

eye certainly indicates a slow feeder. A rolling

eye, showing much white, is expressive of a rest-

less capricious disposition, which is incompatible
with quiet leeding. A calm, complacent expres-

sion of eye and face is strongly indicative of a
sweet and patient disposition, and, of course,

kindly feeding. The eye is frequently a faithful

index of the state of the health. A cheerful clear

eye accompanies good health; a constantly dull

one proves the probable existence of some internal

lingering disease. The dulness of eye, arising

fi'om the efliect of internal disease, is, however,
quite different in character from a natural or con-
stitutional phlegmatic dulness.

The state of the skin is the next point to be as-

certained. The skin affords what is technically

i;ind emphatically called the touch,—a criterion se-

cond to none in judging of the feeding properties of
an ox. The touch may be good or bad, fine or

harsh, or, as it is often termed, hard or mellow. A
thick firm skin, which is generally covered with a
thick set, hard, short hair, always touches hard,
and indicates a bad feeder. A thin, meagre, pa-
pery skin, covered with thin silky hair, being the

opposite of the one just described, does not, how-
ever, afford a good touch. Such a skin is hidica-

tive of weakness of constitution, though of good
feeding properties. A perlect touch will be found
with a thick, loose skin, floating, as it were, on a
layer of soft fat, yielding to the least pressure, and
springing back towards the fingers like a piece of
soft, thick, chamois leather, and covered with
thick, glossy, sotl: hair, Such a collection of hair

looks rich and beautiful, and seems ^varm and
comfortable to the animal. It is not unlike abed
oi' fine soft moss, and hence such a skin is frequent-
ly styled "mossy." The sensation derived from
feeling a fine touch is pleasureable, and even de-
lightfui, to an amateur of breeding. You cannot
help liking the animal that possesses a fine touch.
Along with it is generally associated a fine sym-
metrical form. A knowledge of touch can only be
acquired by long practice; but, after having ac-
quired it, it is of itself a sufficient means of judg-
ing of the feeding qualjty of the ox; because, when
present, the ];)roperties of symmetrical form, fine

Done, sweet disposition, and purity of blood, are
the general accompaniments.
These are the essential points of judging lean

.cattle; Ijut there are other and important considera-
tions which mast claim the attention of the judge,
in Harming a thorough judgement of the ox.
The proportion wliich the extremities bear to

the body, and to one another, is one of these con-
siderations. The head of the ox should be small,
and set on the neck as if if appeared to be easily
parrieil by the animal. Tills consideration is of

great importance in showing cattle to advantage
in tlie market. The face should be long Irom the

eyes to the point ol' the nose. No face can be
handsome without this feature. The skull should

be broad across the eyes, and only contract a little

above them, but should taper considerably below
them to the nose. The muzzle should be fine and
small, and the nostrils capacious. The crown of

the head should be flat and strong, and the horns
should jM'otrude horizontally irom both sides of it,

though the direction of the growth from the mid-
dle to the tip varies in the difl'erent breeds. The
ears should be large, stand a little erect, and so

thin as to reflect the bright sun-light through them.
The neck should be light, tapering from the front

of the shoulder and neck-vein, with a gradual rise

from the top of the shoulder to the head. The
length of the neck should be in proportion to the

other jiarts of the animal; but tjiis is a non-essen-
tial point, though I would prefer an apparently

short neck to a long one, because it is generally

well covered with the neck-vein. A droop of the

neck, from the top of the shoulder to the head, m-
dicates a weakness of constitution, arising frequent-

ly from breeding too near akin. The Tegs below
the knee should be rather short than long, and
clean made. They should be placed where they
apparently bear the weight of the body most easi-

ly, and they should stand wide asunder. The tail

should be rather thick than otherwise, as thickness

indicates a strong spine and a good Aveigher. It

should be provided with a large tuft of long hair.

The position ofthe flesh on the carcass is ano-
ther great consideration in judging of the ox, the
flesh on the different parts of the ox being of va-
rious qualities. That part called the spare-rib in

Edinburgh, and the fore and middle ribs in Lon-
don, the loins, and the rump or hookbone, are of
the finest quality, and are generally used for

roasts and steaks. Consequently the ox which
carries the largest quantity of beef on these points
is the most valuable^ Flesh of fine quality is ac-
tually of a finer tewire in the fibre than coarse
flesh. It also contains fat in the tissue between
the fibres. This arrangement of the fat and lean
gives a richness and delicacy to the flesh. The
other parts, though not all of the same quality, are
used for salting and making soups, and do not fetch

so high a ]irice as the parts just described.
A tiill twist lining the division between the

hams, called the "closing," with a thick layer of
fat, a thick flank, and a lull neck-vein, are gener-
ally indicative of tallow in the interior of the car-

cass; but it fi'equently happens, that afl these
symptoms of laying on the internal fat fail. The
disposition to lay on internal fat altogether depends
on the nature of the individual constitution; for, it

is often observed, that those individuals which ex-
Ijibit great fattening points on the exterior, do not
fill with internal fat so well as others Avhich want
these pointsu On the contrary, thin made oxen,
with flat ribs, and large bellies, very frequently
produce large quantities of internal fat.

The first part which shows the fi\t in a feeding
ox, is the point or top of the rump, which, in high-
bred onjmals, is a prominent point; sometimes it

protrudes too much, as the mass oi' fat laid on
these is out of proportion to the lean, and there-
ibre useless to the consumer. This is the part
which lre(|uently misleads young or inexperienced
judges in the true fatness of the ox, because fat
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may be. felt on this part, wlien it is very deficient

on most of the other points.

The parts, on the other hand, whicli arc gener-

ally the last in beins covered with Hesh, are the

point of the shoulder-joint, and the top of the

shoulder. If these parts are, therefore, felt to be

well covered, the other and better parts of the an-

imal may be considered ripe. Ripeness of condi-

tion, howe\'er, can only be rightly ascertained by

handling, lor there is a great difference between
the apparent and real fatness of an ox. The flesh of

an apparently lat ox to the eye, may, on being

liandled by ajudge, feel loose and flabby ; but a truly

lat ox always tijels " hard fat." With such the

butcher is seldom deceived, while loose handlers

give no assurance of killing well.

It is proper, in judging of the weight of a fat

ox, to view his gait wliife walking towards you.

which will, if the ox has been well fed, be accom-
panied with a heavy rolling tread on the ground.

In this way ajudge can at once come very near to

its weight.

The ap|)lication of all these rules and consider-

ations to the judging of han stock, constitutes the

chief difficulty to the judge. An ox, in high con-

dition in so lar as its condition alone is under con-

sideration, can be judged of, as we have seen, by any
one; and sometimes the fatness may be so great

as obviously to deform the symmetry to any ob-

server. Thesuperiority of ajudge toothers, in these

cases, consists in estmiating the weight, observing

the purity of the blood, and valuing the points of the

animal. liutinjudgingof aleanox, its future condi-

tion and symmetry must be foreseen. The rules

which I have attempted to describe, will, if studied

practically, enable an inquiring observer to foresee

these points; and in judging between a numbei" of

valuable points, it should be remembered, that pu-

rity of breeding will always insure aptitude to fat-

ten, which, in its turn, will insure the largest re-

muneration for the food consumed.
Sheep, both fat and lean, may be judged of by

nearly the same rules. The purity of breeding

will be seen in the large full prominent eys, the

clean thin bone of the head and legs, and the

large thin pricked up ears, set on each side of the

tofTof the head, and in the short, thick, smooth,
clear hair of the fiice and legs. The section of the

form of the fat sheep is even more mathematically
like a parallelogram than that of the fat ox. The
touch of the skm is also the same in kind, and is

as sure an indication of the disposition to fatten

as in the ox. In regard that wool varies so greatly

in the many breeds of sheep,,I can only make this

feneral remark on the fleece best suited to every
reed, namely, the whole body should be well co-

vered with wool, with the exception of the face

and legs, which are always covered with hair.

A large covering of wool, not only protects them
against the inclemencies of the weather, and the
coldness and dampness of the ground, but it sup-
plies a large fleece to be disposed of to the wool
buyer. One deviation from the rules of judging
cattle, must be made while judging sheep, to which
I have already alluded, namely, while the neck of
the ox should be thin, that of the sheep should be
thick; because a thin necked sheep is found to possess
a weak spine, and is generally a bad feeder. A
thin neck has thus the same eflt'cts on sheep that

a sniall tail has on cattle. As in cattle, a droop-

ing neck in sheep indicates a weakness of consti-

tution, arising from breeding in and in.

Some of tile rules for cattle and sheep are ap-
plicable to swine. Swine should have broad straight

hacks, round ribs, thin hair, thin skin, small tails,

short and fine muscles, pricked ears, small and
fine bones, and round and well turned shoulders
and hams.

In conclusion, it is obvious that these rules for

judging live-stock are not founded upon arbitrary

assumptions. Had no na/wraZ means of judging
existed, man could no doubt have contrived rules

to suit his own convenience; and in such a case,

he would probably have chosen such as he could

have most easily applied; but unless they could

be applied to the groioing, as well as the

mature condition of animals, they would be of
little value. But we have seen that natural

means of judging do exist, and although they
cannot be easily undersood without much observa-

tion and practice, yet, by practice, they can be ac-

quired, and easily applied to the existing circum-
stances of the animal, whatever these may be.

Any person, it is true, cannot at once perceive

that their necessary tendency is to lead to a correct

judgement. Long and careful personal observation
is recjuisite to convince the mind of their value in

that respect. Tuition, without practical observa-

tion, cannot of itself do it. It has been the study
of nature, in short, which has enabled man to es-

tablish these rules for his guidance; and as all the

operations of nature are regulated by general laws,
these rules must be of universal application. It is

clearly established by observation, as an uniform
principle of judgement, that when an ox, in a
growing state, presents a certain degree of purity

of breeding, a certain form of body, and a certain

kind of handling of its skin, a certain result is un-
deviatingly exhibited in the mature state from
these given premonitory symptoms. Should this

result conduce to the acquisition of wealth, we are
anxious to possess the growing animal which ex-
hibits such favorable points; and, on the other
hand, we are as anxious to avoid the possession of
that animal which exhibits unfavorable points,

unless at a very depreciated value. Now, it has
been ascertained by experience, that pure breed-
ing, perfect form, and fine touch, make the best

mature animal. Hence these points will insure

both the growing and the mature animal a ready
market and a good price; and hence also, that

breed which constantly presents these pomts, de-
serves, by its intrinsic worth, to be generally cidfi-

vated.

From the New England Farmer.

CUT AND UNCUT POTATOES FOR PLANTING.

Mr. Fessendcn—The following details of an
experiment to ascertain the relative advantage of
planting cut or uncut potatoes is at your service for

publication if you think it of sufficient import-
ance.

I planted this year alternate rows of cut and un-
cut potatoes. I ])ut four pieces into each hill of
the cut potatoes and two |)otatoes into each hill of
the whole potatoes. The hills were three feet

apart, each way, and of course the number of hills

in an acre was 4840. The produce of the rows,
planted wnth cut potatoes was at the rate of three
hundred and fifly-five bushels the acre, or twentv-
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tliree thousand five hundred and twenty pounds.

The produce of the rows j)lanted with whole po-

tatoes was at the rate of four-hundred and fiity-

eight bushels or thirty-two thousand and sixty

pounds. The diflerence in the crop in favor of

whole potatoes was at the rate of one- hundred

and twenty-two bushels the acre, but as there

were twenty-two bushels more of seed the acre

used in planting the whole potatoes the nett gain

Avas only one-hundred bushels. However, as one

bushel of potatoes at the season of planting is

usually worth two bushels at harvest time, it will

be more accurate to calculate the gain at seventy-

eight bushels. The lund of potatoes planted was
the ''white blue, nose''^ which is decidedly the best

potato lor the table I have ever cultivated, though

a moderate bearer unless it receive generous treat-

ment.

Ellsworth, (Me.) "id Nov. 1834.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

PETITION FOR AN A3IENDMENT OF THE LAAV
RESPECTING ENCLOSURES, ON aiARGINS OF
THE NAVIGABLE TIDE WATERS OF JAIMES
RIVER.

[Lest it should be supposed that the appearance of

the following petition indicates some opposition to the

former one aslcing for a more general change in the

law of enclosures, it is proper to state tliat the two pe-

titions originated with dilierent persons, and in distant

parts of the country—and though without concert, and

asking for relief in dilFerent modes, the two petitions,

so far from being in conflict, will serve to aid each

other's object. Public notice was advertised of the

intention of offering this petition, some months before

the publication of the other.]

To the General j^iseiibly of Virsinia.

The petition of the subscribers respectfully

Bhowet?i:

That your petitioners are owners or occupiers oi

Ian 1 lying on, and partly bounded by, the naviga-

ble tide waters of James River, or some of its

tributary streams.

That in addition to the hardship and injustice

which, in common with most of our fellow citi-

zens, we sufTerfrom the general operation of the law
respecting enclosures, (which general hardships

we do not mean here to discuss,) your petitioners

are subjected to other and peculiar uijuries, from

which they may be easily secured by legislative in-

terposition, without any loss or disadvantage to

the community in general, and without inflictinir

wrong on any individual citizen whatever.

That by the existing law, the navigable rivers

and their creeks and tributaries, however v»'ide and
deep, are not legally a barrier against the trespass-

es of live stock Irom neighboring lands—and there-

fore that the water boundaries of liirms must be

kept covered by a "lawful fence," or the owner of

the land be subject to sufl'er, without redress, any
extent of depredations from mischievous animals.

The great width of the Lower James River

makes it in most places, an actual and sufRi-.ient

obstruction to the crossing of animals—and there-

fore the land owners may, and often do, dispense

with fences along the shores, by making "water

fences"jutting into the river, or creeky, to such dis-

tances as circumstances require and permit. But
these jutting fisnces are not only very expensive
and difficult to construct, and to secure tioin de-

struction by storms, but they are not legal substi-

tutes lor complete enclosures, and he who uses
them does so at his peril—and he can have no re-

dress for any depredations of aniiTials trespassing

on a field fenced parti)- in this manner, because it

is not under a "lawful enclosure."

Eut greater evils are felt where the waters, though
deep, are more narrovv'. There also, generally, all

stock, except hogs, are effectually kept from pass-

ing, by the miry nature of the bottom and margins
of the creeks. But hogs cannot be stoj^pcd by
these obstacles, nor by any dejith of water, nor
even by a considerable width, as well as depth:

and if a field of 100 acres was thus exposed to the

encroachment of a single hog trained to mischief)

there would be no legal remedy, or safeguard, ex-
cept fencing the whole water line.

The fences thus required by the law along the

margins of rivers and navigable creeks, are by far

the most expensive in our part of Virginia, where
fencing has become generally a most burdensome
tax on agriculture. The adjacent lands in al-

most every case are divested of all timber suitable

for fencing, which makes it necessary to bring it

from distant places: most of the water lines are

marshy, or otherwise not easily accessible to carts:

and witiial so crooked as often to need fences of

double the length of straight courses: and after

being constructed at such great expense, i(?nces in

these places are immediately and alwajs in dan-
ger from storms, high tides, and the concealed at-

tacks of mischievous hogs, or their owners who
may desire to profit by such depredations.

If there was any compensating benefit (by
whomsoever it might be received) for all the waste
of fencing along the borders of deep tide water,

we should hesitate to ask your honora,ble body for

this boon, however great its A^alue would be to us.

But in fact, the granting of our praj^er for relief

will encroach on no man's rights, and scarcely in

the slightest degree on any one's interest, whether
that interest be in the use of his own, or of his

neighbor's fields. The scanty supply of food ob-

tained by live stock along the margins of rivers

and creeks, and from which they might be debarred

by the desired change in the law, is scarcely vv'orth

as much as the expense and risk incurred liy stock

being allowed to range at large in such places:

and the whole profit thus derived from stock, is

certainly not equal to the tenth part of the expense
of the fencing which is now necessary for gaining

that profit, and for no oiher purpose.

We therefore j^ray of your honorable body that

the general provisions of the law passed at the

last session, which makes the Upper Appomattox
a lawful ftince, may be extended to all parts of the

tide waters of James River, its creeks and tribu-

tary streams, navigable by vessels drawing four

feet depth of water—and that "stops," or "water
fences," under proper regulations, may be made
lawful fences between the adjoining lands, on the

same side of a water course.

All which is respectfully submitted.
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OBSKKVATIONS AND QUERIKS RESPJECTIKG
ARTESIAN AVELLS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' ilegister.

JViliiam and Mary College, Nov. 18, 1834.

The process of boring for water which of late

years has been practiced with so much success in

Jiiany parts ul" Europe and tiiis coiintr\-, lius llir-

nished scientilic inquirers with an opportunity oi

verifying one of tlic most important irutlis wliich

modern investigation has disclosed. I alkide to

the existence ot very intense lieat at great depths

in the eartii, and tlie progressive dnninution of

temperature in approaching the surface. This
view of the interior condition of Ihe globe, though
by no means ot" modern origin, has, until a com-
paratively recent time, been deservedly classed

with the thousand other speculations concerning
our planet, to which the ingenuity and eloquence
of theorists have given temporary celebrity. But
in the present day, the doctrine has assumed a more
imposing attitude. Even in its rcierence to the

entire mass of the earth, it is sustained by the con-

current evidence of a multitude of facts, while so

Jiir as it relates to depths which observation has

actually explored, it has acquired the character of

established truth.

It is now very generally admitted, that the tem-
perature of the earth, at great depths, is much
hiijher than at the surface, and that the increase

begins to be perceived as soon as we penetrate be-

low the limit at which external impressions of

temperature become insensible. The numerous
observations which have been made of late years

in the mines and Artesian Wells of Europe, have
not only established the general fact of an increas-

ing temperature, but have determined lor many
places in Great Britain and on the Contment, the

precise depth at which the augmentation begins,

and the rate of increase which subsecjuently occurs.

But as yet I believe no observations of a similar

nature have been made in this country, though the

number and depth of our Artesian Wells would
seem naturally to invite attention to the subject. In
Western Virginia, Alabama, and some of the

Northern States, this investigation might be car-

ried on with great success. Nor should it be ob-

jected, that these researches are only matters ol

scientific curiosity, and that they cannot be subser-

vient to any useful purpose. JNIuch that is valua-

ble might flow from a careful examination of tem-
peratures and other circumstances connected Avith

our Artesian Wells. Discoveries bearing upon
the economy of these wells have actually attended
such researches in some par's ol" Europe, and there

are doubdess others still to be achieved. Nor is it

unreasonable to expect even useful lights in agri-

culture from an accurate investigation of the tem-
peratures of the superficial strata of the globe.

Already observations of an analogous nature have
disclosed the curious and important truth that in

high latitudes the near temperature of the earth is

less diminished than that of the 3,tmosphere, and
hence Wahlenberg, and after him Kuppfer, have
explained the fact that many deep-rooted plants
and trees attain a vigorous grov>'th in situations
Avhere, from the general coldness of the air, it

Avould be thought impossible for them to exist.

In the hope that some of your readers either in

our western counties, or in Alabama, may be in-

jduced to institute obsen'ations on the salt wells or

other borings, as well as the ordinary springs in

their vicinity, I have drawn up a list of inquiries,

embracing several subjects to which their attention
might he advantageously directed. It will be seen
that only part oi" these relate to the tempzratare of
the wells. The others' refer to various points of
examination either interesting on account of their

[irobable bearing u] on the lornier, or from their

own intrinsic imi;ortaiiC3 in a scientific, as well as
practical point ot" view. In connection with the
enumeration of these several points of inquiry,
directions and explanations are added for the ben-
efit of" the observer, together with such facts, de-
rived from observations abroad, as are likely to

furnish a guide to researches in our own couiitr)-.

The subjects to which I would here solicit irnesti-

gation are embraced in the following queries.

1. What is the general temperature of the or-

dinary springs in the vicinity?

In reference to this query I would remark, that
in comparing the temperatures at different depths
in the earth with the temperature at the surface, it

is necessary that the mean temperature of the sur-
face should first be ascertained. To do this with
great accuracy requires a series of observations
with the thermometer, continued lor many years,
and made at short intervals. But as this could not
in general be ex|)ected, an approximation may be
obtained, by observing the temperature of the
springs, in the neighborhood, particularly, such as
issue liom a considerable depth. Of course, much
caution will be necessary in the selection of springs
lor observation, and in some districts it will be al-

most impracticable to find any whose temperature
would correspond to the mean of that at the sur-

face. - Such a difficulty, for instance, would occur
in some neighborhoods among our mountains,
where mineral springs of various temperatures
abound. But even there the freestone and lime-
stone springs which have obtained their steady
temperature by percolation tiirough the superficial

strata of sandstone and calcareous rock, would ge-
nerally fiirnish a very close approximation to the
mean. In less broken regions, where the sprino-s

are fed from deep strata of gra\ el, sand, and clay,

their temperature is uniform throughout extensive
districts, and approaches very nearly to the mean
of superficial heat. Of course, such springs as
will give this mean, must preserve their tempera-
ture unchanged throughout the year. If, there-

fore, observations made at different seasons, indi-

cate any considerable variation in the temperature
of a spring, no exact inference as to the mean can
be deduced from a single observation. But if the
vaiiation be ver)" small, as for instance, one or two
degrees at opposite periods ot" the year, the mean
may be very closely approached by taking the

average or halt-sum of the two extreme tempera-
tures. Indeed, this method might f"requently be
resorted to with advantage, as a substitute tor nu-
merous atmospheric observations. As the impres-
sions of" external temperature travel downwards at

a very slow rate, Ave should not expect to find even
comparatively su|;erficial springs promptly sympa-
thising in the changes that occur above. More-
over, as these impressions grow fainter in their

progress through tiie earth, and at lenglh become
entirely imperceptible, the fluctuation of tempera-
ture in springs even at a depth of twenty feet ivill

present but a small fraction of the corresponding
variation at the surface. It appears therefore, that
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a few observations, made upon sjjrings, will be of

greater use in determinino; the mean nnnual tem-
perature of a place, than a great number, made in

the ordinary way, by exposing the thermometer to

the air. In reierence to this topic, it may be re-

marked, in conclusion, that the determination of

this mean is far from being laiimportant to the ag-
riculturist; for it contributes a large item to his

knowledge of climate, and as we all know climate

is continually influencing the results of his opera-

tions, and sliould be thoroughly understood, to se-

cure them the highest attainable success.

2. What are the general features of the sur-

rounding country?

3. What rocks show themselves in the neigh-
borhood, and how are they disposed? If, inclined,

in what direction do they dip?

4. Through what strata does the well or boring
penetrate, and what is the thickness of each stra-

tum?
The investigations here suggested, though des-

titute of any immediate practical use, of which the

farmer might avail himself] are, nevertheless, of a
nature to interest him li'om the light which they
may throw upon the origin and peculiar character

of the springs and Artesian Wells in his vicinity.

In a geological point of view, they are of the ut-

most importance, and such is the growing connec-
tion between geology and agriculture, that what-
ever promotes the one must either now, or at some
future day, contribute to the advancement of the
other.

5. To what height does the water nse in the

well, and is its height uniform or fluctuating? If

the latter, in what conditions of the weather, or

other influencing circumstances, does it rise and
fall?

6. What is the character of the water? Is it

like that of the common springs in the vicinity, or,

if not, in what respects is it peculiar?

7. Is any gaseous matter discharged with the

water? If so, what is its nature?

A chemical analysis of the gas thus evolved,

would not, in general, be practicable, but the de-

termination of one or two of its most obvious pro-

perties would not be attended with any great dilfi-

oidty, and might suffice to determine its nature.

Thus its odor, if it possess any, its effect upon a
lighted taper, its absorbability by cold water, and
its etiect upon the color of a slip of paper mois-
tened with a solution of sugar of lead, would be
matters of very ready observation.

8. What is the temperature of the water at the

BurPdce, and at successive depths of 50, 100, 150,

&c. feet?

Allusion has already been made to the interest-

ing fact ofan increased temperature at great depths
below the surface of the earth. This increase, as

was belbre intimated, does not begin until we pass

the limit at which the impressions transmitted

from the surface become insensible. Of course,

the distance of this limit from the surface, will

vary with the nature of the intervening strata, be-

ing greatest always in those soils which most rea-

dily transmit the temperature from above. Ac-
cording to the observations which have been con-

tinued for tlie last fifty years in the caves beneath
the Observatory in Paris, the temperature at the

depth of eighty-three feet, has. during this long

period, remained perfectly uniform; being by the

Centigrade scale, 11.82 degrees or 53^^ 27 by that

of Fahrenheit.
Comparative observations at depths of from one

to fifteen feet, have been made at Edinburgh, Stras-
burg and Zurich, and the mean temperatures at

the&e de|)(hs ascertained for each month in the

year. From these it would appear, that even at

the depth of a few feet the annual variation of
temperature is very much reduced. Thus at

Edinburgh, the mean temperature of the hottest

month by a thermometer in the air, being 59° 36,

and that of the coldest by the same instrument
38° 3, the corresponding mean temperatures at

the depth of eight feet below the surface were
respectively 50° and 42°—thus giving for the an-
nual variation on the- surface 20°, and for that at

eight feet below only 8°. Again at Strasburg, the
warmest month having a mean of 62° 6, and the

coldest of 28° 4 at the surface—these means at

the depth of fifteen were respectively 52° 8 and
43° 8—giving an annual variation at this depth
but little exceeding one-fourth of that at the sur-

face.

In looking over these observations, it is interest-

ing to remark the successive arrival at a given
depth of the impressions of temperature from
above, long after these impressioi^s have declined or
ceased upon the surface. Thus, even at the depth
of eight feet, the highest temperature is not ex-
perienced until September, and the lowest until

February. Winter and summer, as it were, ar-

riving a month or more after they have occurred
above.

It is obvious from tliese statements, that changes
of season become imperceptible at a comparatively
small distance beneath the soil, and that the cli-

mate of the earth at the depth of 50 or 100 feet is

perf(3ctly uniform throughout the year. Hence
springs issuing from this region may be expected
to present little or no variation in their tempera-
ture. Beneath the depth at which this uniformity

first becomes manifest, it has already been said,

that the temperature progressively increases as

we descend. A statement of some of the evi-

dences by which this curious law has been estab-

lished, may not prove unacceptable or useless to

such of your readers as are interested in the ob-

servations to which this communication particidar-

ly refers.

Gensanne, who was the first to experiment upon
the comparative temperatures at different depths,

obtained in the lead mines of Giromagny the fol-

lowing results.

At a depth of 101 metres the temperature was
12° 5 Centigrade.

206 " 13 1
"^

308 " 19 <'

433 " 22 7 "

Sanssure in the salt pits of Berne found at a depth

of 108 metres, a temperature of 14° 4 Centigrade
183 " 15 6 "

220 " 17 4 '•

The observations of Cordier, a celebrated French
geologist, being among the most complete and
satisfactory that have yet been published, may
with propriety be here transcribed. They were
made in the three great coal mines of Carmeaux,
Littry and Decise, and the temperatures were ob-

tained both from the rocks and springs al different

depths.
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Carrrieaux.

Depth. Temp. Cciili.

Water of the well Veriac, 6 2 metres 12° 9
Water of the well Bigorre, 115 " 13 15
Rock at the bottom of Ravin

mine, - - 181 9 " 17 1

Rock at the bottom of Cas-
tiilan mine, - - 192 « 19 5

Littrtj.

Surface, - - " 11

Rock at the bottom of St.

Charles mine, - 90 " 16 135

Decise.

Water of the well Pclisson, 8 8'' 114
Water of the Puits des Pa-

vilions, - - IG 9 " 11 67
Rock in the Jacobe mine, 107 ' 17 78

" " " 171 " 22 1

These observations were made with extreme
care, so as to avoul the influence of all local causes
that mifyht vitiate the results.

To these might be added the numerous and ac-
curate observations oi Daubuisson in Saxony and
Brittany—De Trebra in the ibrmer, and Fox in

Cornwall. Our own continent has, as yet, witness-
ed but a single observation of the kind; one made
by the learned and cnterprismg Humboldt in the
silver mine of Guanaxuato in Mexico. This ob-
servation is chiefly valuable on account of the
great depth at which it was made, viz: 522 metres,

or nearly 1800 feet. The mean temperature at the
surface being 60° 4 of Fahrenheit; he found the
thermometer below to stand at the enormous
height of 96° 44.

But the experiments bearing most directly on
the query last proposed, are tliose which have
been made in vanons Artesian Wells in Europe.
The following results were obtained by M . De

Bellevue, in a well of this description on the sea
side near Rochelle.

The well at the time of the first experiment
was 3^ inches in diameter, and 316 feet deep; filled

with brackish stagnant water to the height of 294
feet. The external air being at 51° Fahrenheit,
the thermometer after remaining at the bottom 24
hours stood at 61°. At eleven feet below the sur-

face the water had a temperature of 56° 6. The
same Avell being afterwards sunk to 370 feet the
thermometer, after standing 25 hours, showed a
temperature of 64° 6; making an increase of 3° 6
for an additional depth of 54 teet. A repetition of
the observations gave precisely the same result.

An Artesian Well in the neighborhood of Vi-
enna gave the following temperatures.

Mean temperature at the surface. 50° 44 Fahr.
At a depth of 62 20 feet 52 25 "

do. Ill 68 do. 52 90 "
do. 300 42 do. 56 93 "

Another at Epinay gave,

At the depth of 30 37 feet 51° 8 Fahr.
do.

do.

177 76 do. 55 94 do.

219 45 do. 57 20 do.

In these observations the depths were estimated
in metres, and the temperatures measured on the
Centigrade scale. I have reduced the former to

English feet, and the latter to degrees of Fahren-
heit, for the sake of a more convenient comparison,

with observations which may hereafter be made
in this country.
From a review of the observations above re-

corded, it will be apparent that although in every
instance the temperauire increases with the depth,
the rate of this augmentation is not the same at
different places.

The fiiilowing table exhibiting the depth in
English feet corresponding to a rise of one degree
of Fahrenheit, has been calculated from the num-
bers given in Pouillet's Elemens De Meteorologie.

Ill France.

At Decise, 27 30 ke\.
At Littry, 34 58 do.

AtObservatoryinParis, .50 96 do.
At Carmcaux, 63 70 do-
At Brittany. 72 80 do.

In Switzerland.

Near Bex, 47 32 feet.

la Saxony.

The mean of several mines, 72 80 feet,

In England.

Cornwall and Devonshire, 45 50 feet.

In jimerica.

At Guanaxuato, 45 50 feet.

In the Artesian Well near Rochelle, to which
we have already referred, the rate of augmenta-
tion was still more considerable than in either of
the above examples. There the thermometer
rose 3° 6' by an increase of depth amounting to

54 feet—which is at the rate of one degree to 15
feet.

Certainly no fact can be more curious or inter-

esting than the comparatively high temfjerature of
the water in the lower parts of these wells. From
the known tendency of warm water to ascend and
give place to that which is colder, it is evident
that unless there existed some permanent source of
heat at the bottom and sides of the well, the dis-

tribution of temperature which has been observed
could not continue for any length of time—and
hence these experiments furnish convincing evi-

dence of a regularly augmenting temperature in

proportion to the depth.

The observations hitherto made on the tem-
perature of Artesian Wells, have, as we have
already stated, been confined to Europe, and have
embraced no very great range of depth. Many
of the borings in the United States afford an op-
portunity of obtaining a much wider extent of
comparison, and would therefore, no doubt, furnish

still more interesting results. Assuredly this con-
sideration ought to be sufficient to invite all who
are favorably circumstanced to engage in the in-

vestigation. The time and labor necessary for

such a course of observations, would be incon-

siderable, when compared with the important
bearings of the inquiry, and even supposing that

a minute degree of accuracy should not be found
practicable—great interest will attach to the rudest
approximate result. The following hints as to

the mode of observation will, it is hoped, be useful
in furthering inquiry.

In order to discover the exact temperature of
the water at any considerable depth, the thermom-
eter which is let down ought, if possible, to be pro-
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tected rrom tlie influence of the cooler water above,

through which it must be raised at every observa-

tion. Otherwise, its temperature will iiill as it is

drawn up to tho surface, and it will only indicate

in part the heat that prevails below. One of the

best means of preventing this effect, would be to

enclose the instrument in a thick strong case ot

glass, and fill the vacant space around it with dry

powdered charcoal or finely carded wool laid loosely

in. The case should be so tight as to prevent the

entrance of the water. But as a case of this des-

cription could not be readily obtained unless by
special order at a glass house, a good substitute

could be constructed by enclosing a hollow cylinder

of baked wood in a water tight covering of sheet

iron or lead. The wooden cylinder should have a

top and bottom of the same material, the former

capable of being screwed off and on. The me-
tallic envelope should also have a moveable top,

and should be so much larger than the wooden
cylinder within, as to allow a packing of powdered
charcoal belween them. The thermometer, con-

tained in the inner vessel, should be surrounded

with a packing of the same material. Thus sur-

rounded with a non-conducting envelope, the in-

etrument would retain the temperature impressed

upon it below, even though raised quite gradually

to the surface. Of course, after letting it down to

anj^ particular depth, it should be suffered to re-

main in that position tor a long time, in order to

acquire the precise temperature of the surrounding

water. It should theu be drawn vip as rapidly as

convenient, and its temperature noted without

delay. To avoid the necessity of opening the

cylinders at each observation, for the purpose of

observing the instrument, a part of the stem or

Bcale might be allowed to project through one end,

taking care that the perforation in the cylinder

through which they pass is perfectly secured by
cement against the admission of water. This ar-

rangement, however, is by no means necessary,

and would be difficult to make secure.

To those who are provided with a Maxinium
Thermometer these precautions would be unneces-

ear)', for it is the property of that instrument to in-

dicate by its gage or float, the highest temperature

to which it has been exposed in observation, al-

though the mercury in the stem may subsequently

have been much depressed. With an instrument

of this description, observations would be more ac-

curate, and at the same time much more readily

made than by any other arrangement that could

be devised, and it would therefore be desirable that

those who are about to enter upon experiments of

this nature would provide a Maximum Thermom-
eter for the purpose. The instrument can be pro-

cured in any of the large cities at a moderate cost,

probably not exceeding five dollars.

A close approximation to the temperature might,

I think, be obtained by enveloping the bulb in a

thick covering of cement formed of melted rosin

and bees wax, which, when cold, would form a
hard covering, impervious to water, and having
but little power to conduct heat. This method,
I think, is well worthy of being tried.

Where there are several wells of different

depths near each other, the rate of increase might
be ascertained to a certain extent, by placing the

thermometer successively at the bottom of each
well—but the results would be more satisfactory

and complete if progressive experiments were

made in each. Moreover, such experiments
should be repeated several times, and the mean
of observations taken.

9. In whal way or according to what law does
the strength of the water in salt weUs vary with
the depth ?

This query which is addressed especially to the
proprietors of our western salt works, has been in

part suggested by a very curious fact mentioned
by Albeiti in a work published a few years ago
on the rocks of Wiitembury. This author states

that the brine diminishes in strength from the sur-

face downwards to a certain depth, where it is

almost in the condition oi' pure water, and that
beneath this it grows stronger as you descend.
The fact is extraordinary and almost incredible

—

yet it is asserted upon the authority of a great
number of carefully executed observations.

The following table selected from a number of
similar ones, will serve as an example of the
seemingly inverted arrangement of the water in

the upper part of the well, and of the regularly
increasing strength beneath. The series of ob-
servations were made after the well had remained
eight hours without being drawn upon. The unit
of measurement referred to in the table is equiva-
lent to three and a half English feet. I have not
reduced the numbers to feet, because this would
have rendered fractional qualities necessary in the
columns expressing the depth.

epth below the surface.
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settle this important point, obsen^ations made in

our western salt wells Avould be of the highest
value. Il' a similar gradation in the strengtli of

the brine should be f()nnd in them, a very striking

proof would be furnished of the existence of some
general law on the subject, with Avhicli the world
has been hitherto unacquainted. It is hoped that

such of your readers as are interested in the salt

works of our Western Country, will at once re-

cognise the importance of the inquiry, and will

herealler contribute to your pages the results of
their observations on the subject.

WM. B. ROGERS.

[Before receiving the foregoing article, we had,

with views to other objects, addressed some other

queries on kindred subjects to a few friends residing in

or near the "rotten Hmestone" region of Southern

Alabama, which is supplied with pure water almost

exclusively by deep Artesian Wells. They will here

be stated concisely—and we add our request to that of

Professor Rogers, that any of our readers who have it

in their power, will obtain and communicate correct

information on anyone, ormore, of the points on which'

it is desired.

Do many of the Artesian "VVells in Southern Alaba-

ma reach water that rises to and flows over the surface,

forming artificial, but permanent fountains? In such

cases, with what force does the water burst out, through

bores of specified diameters? What is the usual ex-

pense of the boring, according to the size of the auger

used, and the depth reached? Is overflowing water

reached on the elevated prairie lands, as certainly as

on lower ground, and with what diflerence of depth,

and of expense?

The main object (visionary as it may be) of these

latter inquiries was to learn whether the remarkable

and abundant supply of deep subterraneous waters m
this region might not be used to provide for two of the

greatest wants of its inhabitants, viz: water power to

propel machinery, and streams for irrigation. The
bald prairies, which are rendered barren by the excess

of their calcareous ingredient, would be kept fertile

by watering, and the w'hole of that prairie region may
be greatly increased in value by the same aid, if it can

be cheaply given. If we may rely on our few exami-
nations already made of these prairie soils, they are

calcareous in a very high degree—W'hich quality serves

to give present fertility, a.ndmay also cause future sterili-

ty, if not guarded against by some care. As to w^ater

power from an overflowing well—however feeble it

may be through a small bore, where its passage is

much obstructed, its force will be increased far more than

merely in proportion to the increased size of the

bore—and if the supply of water below is unlimited,

so may be the water power thus obtained.

Readers who reside near any of the great and well

known bodies of prairie land in the western states, will

also aid us in these and other objects of inquiry by

sending samples of soil from any of these prairies,

of well known and remarkable qualities, whether fer-

tile or otherwise. The land should be dry, (or not too

wet for cultivation without draining.) and its charac-

ter in all other respects be particularly stated in ex-

planatory references to the samples of soil—such as the

shape and exposure of the surface—degree of fertility

—whether subject at any time to inundation from
rivers—the names (whether common or botanical, or

both) of the kinds of grasses which form the principal

growth of the soils, &.c. &c. Any such specimen may
be sent to the editor by mail, and free of postage if

the wdiole, with its envelope, does not exceed half an
ounce in weight. When thus transmitted, the soil

should be enclosed in a small bag of thin but stron<'

paper, with the edges closed by paste.]

COaiPARATIVK VIEW OF TUK RIGHTS OF CITI-
ZEIVS, AlVn OF IIOGS, UNDER THE FENCE
LAW OF VIRGIIVIA.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Fairfax Couniy, Nov. 20, 1834.

I I'cjoice to have your able and industrious su;*-

port in relation to that most odious law prescribing
and defining what shall be a legal fence—or in
practical plain common sense, what a man shall

do before he can exclude others, and be autliorized

to say that the fruits of his land and labor are in a
legal view his own. Yet, sir, strange and ludic-

rous as it is, though I can by law exclude my fel-

low man and fellow citizen, from "rangino-" or
passing over my land, under heav}- penalties, and
even send him to jad if he disregards the prohibi-
tion, I dare not, without incurring heavy penalties,

exercise the rights and privileges of an owner to-

wards horses, cattle, and hogs. They, like the
king, or other great men, "can do no wrong." Is

it not passing strange that the beasts of the field

should have rights and privileges denied to manl
I ask, sir, if it be not passing strange that the go-
vernor of Virginia has not the rights of a horse, a
cow, or a hog? I pray you not to misunderstand
me—I am serious: and I appeal to your statute

book, and say that the governor dare not "range"
my grounds, and j-et his beasts can, and if I resist,

ml they are injured, wo be unto me in damages.
As much as I respect the sanctifications of time,

I blush to think that such a law has existence, and
that it is thus saved from public scorn. It is ab-
solute mockery^ to talk of a civilized society where
the rights of person and property are not flilly and
perfectly protected by the law; and in perfect re-

spect to the General Assembly, I must say that to

give one the right of enjoying the property of
another look's like outrageous injustice, and down-
right plunder.

JEREMIAH.

From the Philadelphia Inquirer.

RAIL ROAD RAPIDITY.

We stated on Friday that the Camden Compa-
ny had actually run the whole distance from New
York to Philadelphia in less than five hours—be-

ing at the rate of thirty miles an hour for that part

of the route which is between South Amboy and
Camden.
This is undoubtedly one of the most striking

facts connected with the progress and growth of
rail road travelling which has yet taken place in

this section of the country. It shows what can
be accomplished by science rightly applied. For
while it is well known that several natviral disad-

vantages impair the speed of the Camden and
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Amboy rail road machinery—besides part of the

distance—that between New York and South
Amboy—being Avater carriage, and therefore siow
in proportion, yet we see the two large cities of

New York and Philadelphia now for the firsttime,

brought within five Jiours of each other.

The whole distance by this route is mnety-four
miles, being about ten miles longer than the route

by the way of Trenton.
The Camden and Amboy Company has done

well, and deserves the liberal patronage of the

con)munity. Judging also from what it has ac-

complished, we maybe permitted to imagine what
greater speed may be attained, on the opening of

the Trenton route, which is only eight3--lbur miles

long, and passes through the intermediate coun-

try without the curvatures, deep cuts, elevations or

water sections, which necessarily impede the speed

of the Camden and Amboy route. At the same
rate of speed, the journey to New York by the

Trenton route, may be travelled in about two
hours and three quarters, but as the levels and di-

rectness are greater, it may be calculated on ex-

traordinary occasions, attwo hours and ten minutes.

This calculation may appear incredible to the

public; but it will be found on a strict scrutiny to

be based on mathematical accuracy. Ten years

ago who would have supposed that in 1834, the

distance between New York and this city would
have been diminished to five hours? Yet so it

was on Thursda}'.

We trust that wiih these facts before our public

men, no impediments will be allowed to prevent

the opening of all routes—but particularly the

shortest, and most direct, between our large com-
mercial cities. The growing pojjulation and inter-

course of New York and Philadelphia will soon

demand another route of communication. One
will be in.sufficient for the purposes of trade and
commerce, and we trust that no time will be lost in

})roviding lor the construction of the Trenton route

especially. The opening of the new route will

not in the slightest degree affect the interests, in-

jure the prospects, or depreciate the stock, of the

Camden and Amboy Company. It will only in-

crease the number of travellers. The Camden
and Amboy Company deserve well of the public

—their arrangements are on the most liberal scale

—their steam boats, rail road cars and so forth, of

the most commodious character. They cannot be

put down—there is no desire to injure a corpora-

tion that has conferred such important advantages

upon the public; but at the same time, for the sake

of fair competition and honest rivalry and general

convenience, we earnestly trust that the New
Jersey Legislature will act in a liberal and en-

lightened spirit, and sanction both routes.

From the Genesee Fanner.

ON ROLLING WHEAT.

Some farmers in this neighborhood, have given

the finish to putting in their wheat by rolling the

fields smooth; but my experience is opposed to

this practice. For mowing indeed, the ground

cannot be too smooth; and wheat that is well

matted above and well rooted below, will doubt-

less be less affected; but late sown wheat that

comes up through a smooth uniform surfiice, is

much more exposed and injured by the sweeping

winds than wheat that grows on ground left rough
by the tracks of the harrow. The difference is

very great; and if there should be any of your
readers who doubt it, let them run the harrow in

a few places across the rolled field, and observe
the result next spring.

The best time for rolling wheat and preparing
the ground for the scythe is in the spring.

A PLOUGHMAN.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

In the proceedings of the British Association at

their recent meeting, (as reported in the Literary Ga-
zette,) there is a coinplimentary notice of one of our

young countrymen, Professor Henry D. Rogers of

Philadelphia, wlio received his education at William

and Mary College. The subject of the notice was a

report on the geology of North America, which he (as

a member of their Geological Committee) had been

formerly required to prepare, and which was laid be-

fore this meeting. The British Association is com-
posed of a numerous body of the most distinguished

scientific and literary men, residents of every part of

the civilized world—and this mode of combining their

efforts for the advancement of science cannot fail to be

attended by the best effects.

TO CORRESPONDENTS AND SUBSCRIBERS.

The following communications have been received:

On the injury to corn caused by gathering its fodder—
General topics connected with agriculture, 4"C.

—

Mdrcss

to the Agricultural Society of King William and King

and Queen—Performance of a thrashing machine and

wheat fan—On obtaining neiv and improved varieties of
grain by crossing—On the rotation of crops, and the

Pamunky plan of cultivating corn—Memoir on making

the wine of Marsillac (translation from the French)

—

Short rules for tobacco planters—Some account of the

travertine formation of the Sweet Spring Valley, hy Prof.

W. B. Rogers

—

On wine culture in the United States—
Desultory remarks on the fermentation of putrescent

manures— Querist—Address to the Agricultural Society

of Fredericksburg— Queries on herds grass.

Most of the many errors which may have been ob-

served in the long and interesting article on Cotton, in'

No. 6, were in the print from which it was republish-

ed. We are often placed in the like situation, and

should not have made a remark on this occasion, but

that the faults had been attributed by a friend (and

veiy rationally) to our press. All publishers are more

or less liable to charges of this kind, and we have

doubtless enough such ofTeuces of our own to answer

for, to be solicitous that those of others should not be

added to the burden. We do not feel at liberty to alter

the language of printed articles, for even gross and

manifest errors, unless the proper form is equally evi-

dent. This is not the only occurrence which has re-

quired such explanatory remarks—and many others

hereafter may render it desirable that our readers

should remember the excuses now offered.

PRINTED BY ROBERT RICKETTS.
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ON THE BREEDING, REARING, FATTENING,
AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT OF NEAT CAT-
TLE.

[Concluded from page 393 Vol. II.]

j^rtificial fucd for neat cattle.

Having thus stated the various vegetable pro-
ducfions which hav^e been boneficially employed in

feeding and fattening neat cattle, we proceed to

detail a i'cw hints respecdng other articles which
are, or may be, likewise emjiioyed with advantage.
For this purpose, linsecd-oil calces have long been
celebrated as eminently useful; they are asserted
to have a very e.xtraoidinary etiect on cows before
calving, causing their milk to spring more copious-
ly, and preparing the aoimals lor the critical pe-
riod of calving. But, as the price of the cake
has of late years greatly increased, it has been re-

commended to substitute linseed jelly, as being in-

finitely superior; and when mixed with a due pro-

portion of hay or meal, alVording an excellent

composition for stall-leeding and fattening. It is

prepared in the following manner:

—

To seven parts of water let one part of linseed

be put, for forty-eight hours; then boil it slowly for

two hours, gently stirring the whole lest it should
bum. Afterwards cool it in tubs, and mix it with
meal, bran, or cut chaff, in the proportion of one
bushel of hay to the jelly produced by one quart of
lins::;ed, well mashed together.

This quantity given dai!\% with other food, will

forward cattle rai)idly; but it must be increased
when they are intended to be completely liittened.

In America, experiments have been tried with
linseed oil mixed with the meal of Indian corn'.

The stall-led steer, to which the composition was
given, was observed to thrive rapidly, and to sweat
most profusely; but through inattention, too large
a proportion of oil was given at one time with the
food, which disgusted the beast, and occasigned
the experiment to be discontinued. It has also

been tried in this country, in the proportion of one

answer the purpose, but the cost will generally be
found an objection.

Cattle, led on sour food, prepared by /enneM/mg
ryeflour and water into a kind of paste, and then
iliiuted with water, and thickened with hay cut
sm;i!l, are also saitl to fatten rjuickly. This prac-
tice chiefly prevails in France, whence it Vv-as in-
troduced into this country. Concerning rhe effica-
cy of acid food in fattening animals, there is much
diflerence of opinion. It is well known, that hogs
derive more benefit from sour milk and swill than
when those articles are in a fresh state; and it is

highly probable, that sour articles ma}' contribute
to promote digestion, and by tacilitating the con-
sumption of a large quantity of food in a stated
period, consequently expedite the fattening of cat-
tle. Brewer s grains are sometimes used in that
state; but distiller^s grains difiier from them in
having a propordon of rye irequently mixed with
the malt, which renders them more naturally sour.
But such acid messes can only, we conceive, be
considered as prejiaratory to the more forcing and
essential aritcles of dry food: Avithout whiclr it is

scagpely possible that any steer, or bullock, ean
acquire that firmness of muscle and fat which is so
deservedly admired, and considered as the criterion
of excellence.

The wash, or refuse of malt, remaining after
distillation, which was formerl}' applied exclusively
to the feeding of swine, has of late j^ars been
applied with success to the stall-feeding of cattle.
it is conveyed fironi the distillery in large carts,
closely covered, and well jointed, in order' to pre-
vent leaking. The liquor is then discharged into
vats, or other vessels, and when these are about
two-thirds filled, a quantity of sweet haj-, previous-
ly cut small, is immersed for tu-o or three days,
that the wa^h may imbibe the flavor of the hay
before it is used, "in fhis state it is carried to the
stalls, and poured into troughs, whence it is in gen-
eral eagerly eaten by cattle. Sometimes, how-
ever, the beasts are at first averse to this mixture,
in which case it has been recommended fi'eq»«ently

also been mixed wdth wheat branrb"i7t"heexperi-h'-*"'V-''''^ ""^
'"rP^^'

greatly relish it, and are

ment did not answer; an.], unless given in extreme- '

^'^^'i'
^" *^L'^"

speedily.

ly moderate quantities, it probably would be found
to be too stimulating in its effects. There can,
however, be no doubt, but that linseed or flax-seed
jelly is more agreeable to cattle than cake, while
it renders them less liable to surfeit in case an extra
quantity should be accidentally given, and is less

liable to afii^ct the meat with peculiar taste than
either oil or cake, and consequently it merits a trial. I

One of the most successful instances of this

mode of fattening catde, which has occurred with-
in our observation, is that of Messrs. Hodoson
and Co. the proprietors of Bolingbroke-housc dis-

tillery, Battersea, near London.* Between Octo-
ber and Aj)ril, which is their regular working sea-

son in the distillery, the}' fi^tten as newr as may be
dOO; having generally about 350 in the hou.se tied

It has been recommended" to chanoe this food^'P'^^
one time, and about 100 in an adjoining

about a month before the beast is killed, to prevent,
I

^'"'^^.^^^^ '''^"'^] f'e afterwards taken in, o replace

if possible, the flesh from rettuning the flavor of,f."^'\f
^^'^

^,f
^
°f "

.They have no s ated period

the 0,1 cake, or jellv; but the established principle °'',^^"f"'"g^^'^',?i""«'^^^'
being regulated entire-

of foeding requires that the food of the most fat- !

^^ ^y ^h"^, ^l^V^ ^^e markets; but fronri ten to six-

tening qtmlitv should be given last, and it would be i

een weeks is about the usual time, and the cattle arc

difficult to substitute anv of a more nutritive na-l'°""^.^° S^}'}^ "P°" ^" average, the very unusual

lure than this: corn, or •bean-meal, indeed, might q"^"^^^-^' °^ ^'""^ ^'^''^^ ^'^ ^""'' "^'^"^ per week .

Vol. II.—35 *Malcolm's Compendium, Vol. I. p. 335.
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Their food is wash, grains, and hay, sometimes
meadow, at others clover, and occasionally relie\'ed

by oat or barley straw, which is sometimes, though
*not regularly, cut into chaff: hay or straw is given

to them twice a day, in order that they may rumi-

nate, and as much grains ami wash as they can eat.

In general, they come readily to this kind of food,

though some are lour or five days before they lose

their aversion to it.

The stock fattened at the distillery abov'c named,
consists of cattle of every sort and size. There
are many Scotch cattle, or kyloes, as well as those

reared in Northumberland, Wales, and Hereford-
shire, but none of the Sussex or Devonshire
breeds, which Messrs. H. and Co. say are too

dear ibr them. According to their quality, the

cattle are supposed to pay tvomfioe to twenty shil-

lings per \veek.

Other trials have been made, with different re-

sults. Messrs. Smith and Harrington, of Brent-
Ibrd, fattened 810 oxen on the refuse of 25,750
quarters of barley: they were in tolerable condition

when taken in, and averaged about 110 stone. In

twenty weeks they acquired of Hesh at the rate of
about 35 stone each; from which, 5 stone is to be
deducted, as the value consumed, by tliem in hay;
leaving 30 stone as the produce of the distillery:

thus 810 beasts produced 24,300 stone of beef, or

about one stone for the grains li-om a quarter of
barley, whicli, assuming beef to be Vv'orth '^ur
ehillings the stone, of Bibs., is sixpence per bush-
el, or about double the usual price of grains.

The same gentlemen, hov>'ever, have fatted

250 bullocks on the refuse wash of a sugar distille-

ry: they were kept four months, and increased in

value £8 each: hay was £-i to £4 10s. per load,

and they were allowed 30 to 40 fj[uarters of brew-
ers' grains daily; but the quantity of hay consumed
was so great, that money was lost by the experi-
ment, thougii the wash Avas on!}' valued at 20s.

each.

With equal success has molasses, or treacle,

been employed; though the expense incurred by
the use of this article will probably prevent iis

general adoption in this countrj'. It has been used
in the West Indies, in combination with farina-

ceous substances, antl, when these could not be
procured, with cane-tops, oil-cake, and other arti-

cles of dry food, together with a little hny, or not
too green ibdder, and has been ibund greatl}^ to

expedite the fattening of cattle in general, and of
old and decayed oxen in particular, when given in

the proportion of half a pint to a pint of molasses,,
twice in the day, to animals which had been ex-
hav\sted by continual and severe labor tor a lono-

series of years. In adopting this article, a gallon
of oats, or other damaged grain, roughly ground,
or the same quantity of potatoes, should be boiled
in a sufficient proportion of water to form a thick
mash. It must be well stirred while on the fire,

to prevent it from burning, or slicking to the sides

of the vessel; and when it becomes cool the mix-
ture is to be formed into balls of about one pound
weight each. These balls are divided into two
equal portions, which, being previously immersed
in the treacle, are given to the beasts in the morn-
ing and evening: they will devour them with ea-
gerness, and will speedily thrive and fiitten by the
addition of a little hay, or any green fxldor that is

not too succulent. One or two spoonsful oi' salt

may also be dissolved in the composition, which

will contribute to preserve the health of the ani-

mals; and, in case corn cannot be conveniently

procured and ground, pulverized oil-cake, diluted

in water, and seasoned with a small qua,ntity of
salt, with the same proportion of n)olasses, may
be advantageously substituted.* Molasses is also

conunonly given to cattle in the West Indies, in

their water, and is ibund to have an evident effect

on their condition: horses, in particular, are im-
proved much in their coat; and it is tliere a gene-
ral remark that, at crop-time, when the negroes

indulge largely in the use of cain-juice, they im-

prove in health and appearance, although their

labor is then more severe than at any other period

of the year. -

In the preceding facts and statements we have
reif-rred chiefly to the feeding and lattening oi"

middle-aged and old cattle; young stock, however,
require particular attention, lest their grov.'th be
impeded, and therefore should be fed on the best

and most nutritive food the farm can supply.

Hence, during the v/inter, they should have hay,
turnips, carrots, potatoes, or other roots: or if straw
be substituted tor hay, the projjortion of roots

should be increased and given with attention.

In sumnier their food varies so little from that al-

ready specified, as to require no particular details

on this head.
With regard to oxen used in draught, it should

be observed, that they ought to be well-fed, while
they are kept in constant employ, particularly in

the commencement of spring and in autumn, when
tlieir labor is most wanted. During those seasons,

they should be supplied with abundance of cut

hay and straw, with an allowance of a bushel or
two of steamed potatoes, turnips, cabbages, or

carrots, per day, in proportion to the work, and to

the quality of the fodder a,s well as of the roots;

and, if the labor be unusually severe a moderate
quantity of oats, with bran, or some bean, or pea-
meal, should be allov.'ed. In summer, the beasts

may be soiled with green food, and in the winter

sttdi-fed, in the manner and with the articles

above mentioned. Some farmers, indeed, endea-
vor to support working oxen on straw alone, and
the possibility of this is one great argument used
in favor of their emjiloyment; but it will be gener-

ally found to injure them in a greater proportion

than the saving in food.

A most important object in the feeding or fatten-

ing of cattle is, that such arrangements should be
made, and such a supply of food be provided for

wiiitcr consumption, that the grazier may be ena-
bled to keep them throughout that trying season,

and sell them when meat fetches the highest

prices, viz. from the beginning of February to the

close of May. By this'procedure, he will not only

obtain more for the sale of them than the autum-
nal markets would produce, but his stock will go
off freely, and every market be in his favor. He
will further obtain the largest possible command
of manure, and consequently be enabled to con-
duct his business to tlic must profit.

The relative proportion ofJuod consumed by fat-

ting beasts necessarily varies, according to the size

of the animals, and the nutriment afibrded by tlie

resijcctive vegetables. It has, however, been

*For a spries of experiments on sugar, as food for

sheep, see Book iV. Clia}). Yl.
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found, that an ox will eat something less than one

fiith per diem, of his own weight oi' cabbages.

Fattening beasts require about eighteen stone ol'

common turni|)s daily, besides an adequate allow-

ance of dry meat to counteract the superabundant
moisture of these roots. An acre of twenty-five

tons, therelbre, will fatten a beast of sixty stone,

or something more. For middle-sized animals a
bushel or a bushel and a half, of distillers' or

brewers' grains will be sullicient, if combined with

an am})le portion oi cut hay, chad', or bean straw,

given between the intervals of allotting the grains,

iiullocks varying from Ibrty-five to sixty .stone,

consume about eight or ten stone of carrots or

parsnijjs per diem, be.side an additional quantity

of dry provendr^r; that is in the proportion of one-

sixtii part ol" their own weight; and, as a good
acre of carrots will yield 400 buslicis, or 22,400
lbs. it would support such an ox IGO days?, a period

sufficiently long for beasts to be kept that have
liad the summer's grass. If they arc hall" fat

when put to carrots, an acre would probably be
sufficient to fatten two such beasts. Oi' potatoes,

small cattle (such as those of Wales and Scot-

land) eat every day about one bushel per head, in

a raw state, with an allowance ofone truss of hay
divided between four beasts. To an animal of

eighty or one hundred stone, eight to ten pounds
of pulverized oil-cake are given each day, with

half a stone, or one stone of cut hay, in addition,

every day, tor seven or eight weeks, which allot-

ment of cake is then usually increased to twelve

or filleen pounds, until the animal is sufficiently fat

for sale.*

Although as we have just seen, animals have
been Jiot unconmionly sujjposed to consitme a

quantity of tbod in proportion to their weight, yet

this is purely theoretical; tor, in fiict, various ex-

periments have proved that though small cattle

nuiy be supported on pastures that will not carry

heavy beasts, and also on more indiiferent soiling

food, yet, when put up to fitten, the dilFerence is

of no account in proportion to their \veight: though
cattle of the same weight and breed will some-
times consume difl'erent quantities. In proof of

this, it may be observed that the London cowkeep-
ers, who have large numbers of dili'erent size,

supply an eijual quantity to each.

But whatever articles of food may be given,

they ought to be apportioiled with as much regard

to regularity nf time and quantity as is practicable:

and if any small part be at any time left uncon-
sumed, it should be removed beibre the next feed

is given, otherwise the beast will loath it.

In stall-leetling, it is loo common a jjractice to

give a certain allowance, every daj^, without re-

gard to any circumstance, but it is a fact, that a

lattening beast will cat with a ke.'jner appetite on
a cold day than in warm, damp weather; hence
his food ought to be proportioned accordingly. By
giving the same quantity ever\' day, the animal
may be cloyed; thus his appetite becomes im-
paired, the Ibod is wasted, and several davs will

necessarily elapse beibre he can recover it. lience,
at least three i>eriods of the, day, as nearly equi-
distant as possible, should be selected, when sucb
an allowance should be given to each animal as

he can eat with a good appetite; which point can

be regulated best by attending duly to the state of
the weather, or season, and tiie progress he makes
in flesh, tor as he tlittcns, his ai»pctite will become
more delicate, and he will recpaire more liequent
feeding, in smaller quantities; thus the beast will

improve progressively and miiibrmly, while a tri-

fling loss of tbod only can occur bj^ such method.
In proportion to the nutritive matter contained in

the tbod, the animal will generally be found to ad-
vance;* and in order that this important branch of
rural economy may be properly conducted, the
young grazier will find it serviceable to weigh
each beast once a fortnight, at the least, before he
gives the morning allowance, by which he will be
enabled to tbrni iui accurate estimate of the real

progress his cattle make in thriving. If they do
not continue to advance, according to the result of

former weighings, it will be necessary to change
their food; and as bullocks will take less meat every
week after their kidneys are covered with fiat, it

will be even well to weigh them once a week, as

a more adequate idea of their thriving may thus

be formed: thus, supposing an ox to consume food

to the value of 9d. per day, or 5s. 3d. per v.^eek,

and that the price of beef at markets is 4s. 6d. per
stone of eight pounds, the return he makes tor his

keep may be readily calculated.

Of equal, if not superior, importance with regu-
larity in feeding is cleanliness, a regard to which is

admitted, by all intelligent breeders, to be one of
the most essential requisites to the prosperity of
cattle. Hence not only ought they to be supplied

with abundance of pure water, hut also, whenever
tliey are bi-ought into the stalls, either from pas-

ture or from vv'ork, their feet ougiit to be washed,
lest any filth should remain there and soficn their

hoofs. Frequent Avashing ai'ier hard labor, or at

least once in the week, should be performed; and,

though the practice of currying and combing, or of

friction with brushes, cannot perhaps be adopted
where the beasts are numerous, yet, we conceive,

they might be ouen rubbed with a wisp of straw
to considerable advantage. The mangers and
stalls should likewise be kept as clean as possible;

and the former, if they cannot often be washed,
should be cleared every morning from dust and
filth, which may be easily effected by means of a •

common, blunt-pointed bricklayer's trovvcl: they

otherwise acquire a sour and oifensive smell from

the decay of vegetable matter left in them, which
nauseates the cattle, and prevents their feeding.

After the stalls have been cleansed by constantly

removing the dung and sweeping the pavement, a
sulficienfciuantity of fresh litter ought to be strew-

ed over, v/hich will invite them to lie down; for

nothing contributes more to ex];editc the fattening

of cattle than moderate warmth, ease and repose.

In fact, vAieKsiraio can be obtained at a moderate

price, supposing the farm docs not yield an ade-

quate supply lor this purpose, the stalls and farm-

yards ought always to be well littered, especially

diiring the winter season.

The -'uantity of manure thus made is an essen-

tial object; for it has been found that forty-five ox-

en, littered, while fatting, witli twenty wagon-
loads of sted>ble, have made tico hundred loads,

each three tons, the grentest and most valuable

portion of which would h;ive been lost, had it not

been mixed with, and absorbed by, the sira.w.

*See tlie quantities consumed by different cattle,

Chap. II., ami Appendix No. I. 'See Book IX. Chap. VL
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Every load of hay and litter, given to beasts fat-

tiiia: on oil-cake, yield at least ten tons o\' dung;

and, on comparing the dung obtained by feeding

with oil-cake with that of the common farm-yard,

it has been found, that the eftects produced by

spreading twelve loadc; of the ibrmer on an acre,

considerably exceeded those of iwentij-four loads

of the latter manure. It is, in fact, invariably

found that the value of the manure is in proportion

to the nutriment contained in the aliment. By
another trial it appears, that thirty-tix cows and

four horses, when tied up, ate fifty tons of hay,

and had tioeniy acres'* of straw lor litter; they

made two hundred loads of dung, in rotten order

ibr the land:—a difference in weight which is ac-

counted Ibr by the absorivaon of moisture by

straw.

Of the sale of neat caiile.

Having now stated the leading facts and exper-

iments that have been made on the subject of feed-

ing and lattening neat cattle, we shall conclude

the subject with a ih\w remarks on the scda of

beasts, when properiy fattened lor that purpose. In

order to ascertain this point, tlie following hints

mav, perhaps, aflbrd some criterion. First, when
the'general appearance of the animal shows high

condition, and each bone is covered with flesh in

the manner required to constitute a perfect shape,

it may be concluded that the beast is well fed; es-

pecially when his hip-bones, or, as they are sonne-

times termed, his huckle-bones, are round, his ribs

emooth and not sharp, his Hanks full, and cod round.

When these marks are perceptible, tlie beast may
be handled, and his lowermost ribs felt; if the skin

be kindly or mellow, that is, soft yet firm to the

touch, it is certain that he is well fi?d outwardly,

or in other words, upon the bones. Next, tlie

hand may be laid upon his huckle-bones, and if

they likewise feel soft, round, and plump, it may
be safely concluded that the animal is well fed,

both externally and internally; thai is, both in flesh

and tallow. He may then be handled at the set-

ting on of his tail, which, if it be thick, full, and

Eofl to the touch, is also an mdication that the

beast is well fed externally; the same circumstance

is likewise evinced by ^hanach-boncs, which lie on

either side of the setting on of his tail, feeling

mellow, or soft and loose. Lastly, the cod may
be examined, if an ox, or the navel of a cow, and

if they respectively feel thick, round, large, and
plump, it is a certain criterion that the beast is

well tallowed within; and, when any of these

parts or members handle contrary to the rules

above mentioned, a contrary judgement must be

formed.
But, after all the attention and labor which the

grazier may bestow, his hopes are liable to be frus-

trated, in some measure at least, unless he select a

proper time for the disposing of his fat cattle. The
most common season for beef is from Michaelmas
to Christmas; but the markets are then more abun-

dantly and more cheaply supplied than at any
other period, because cattle which have been fiit-

tened on luxuriant pasture grounds, are then ready

for sale, and many farmers are under the necessity

fThis is an inaccurate mode of stating the quantity;

but it may be assumed at about half the weight of the

hay, or twenty -five tons.

of raising money to meet the demands of the close

of tlie year, ilence the attentive grazier, who
has suflicicnt capital to hold over his stock, will

find it most beneficial, at this time, to dispose only

of such part of it as, being then thoroughly iat,

consequently would not pay ibr any longer kecjjing;

and the increase of piices, in the spring, will gen-
erally be found to repay him. Beasts are clnelly

driven to London for sale; and, where the distance

from the metropolis is very considerable, they are

liable to many accidents on the road, bt sides their

diminution in point of weight, which, even under
the eye of the most attentive drivers, are ollen un-
avoidably incurred; while the fluctuation of the

markets renders his risk very considerable. It will,

therefore, be advisable, where it can be conve-

niently oradvantageouslye fleeted, to dispose of fat

stock in such markets as are in the vicinity ofj or at

an easy distance Irom the farm.

In drawing off lols of cattle for sale, it is the

general practice to dispose of the fattest animals,

and to keep those which do not fatten kindly for

additional exertions. Such procedure may, indeed,

be admitted to a certain extent, if the food provided

be not expensive; but, if the beasts are reserved

for corn or cake-U^eding, or if the supply of other

food is precarious or limited, it is highly question-

able. As soon as a grazier is fully convinced that

he has a beast which is not kindly disposed to

take on fiit, or is an ill-doer, the first loss is ob-

viously the besf, and he should dispose of die unthrif-

ty animal the earliest o|)portunity.

In the country, a common mode of selling cat-

tle for slaughter is by lots; and, in this case, to

prevent dispute between the partie?, care should

be taken to fix the precise time in which any par-

ticular lot is to be drawn, in order that no unne-
cessary food may be consumed. Formerly it was,
and even now, in some places, it is usual to sell

by the eye, a method Avhich is certainly unequal as

it respects both the farmer and the butcher; for

the former unless he has been accustomed to weigh
his beasts during the progressive stages of their

fattening, can form at best but an uncertain idea of
their weight; while the latter, fi'om his continual

practice, is enabled to form a tolerably accurate

estimate. Hence some have killed a beast out of

a particular lot, with a view to ascertain the ave-

rage weight of animals in such lot; but, in order

to inducea perfect equality betVi'een the buyer and
seller, it would be better to dispose of every beast

by weight, which can be easily ascertained by the

steel-yard, and this mode is now coming into

use.

It is not, however, sufficient to ascertain the

weight of a Uving fatted beast, or bullock. Dif-

ferent parts of the same animal arc dii^lerent in

their value: and there is a rule for ascertaining the

proportion of these various parts, by which their

weight may be known with almost equal certainty

as the weight of the whole beast. It is, however,
necessary to premise, that the following propor-

tions are calculated chiefly for Scotch cattle; but,

as great numbers of these are fattened in Eng-
land, we trust the annexed hints will be found

useful.

The four quarters constitute half the weight of

the bullock; the skin is the eighteenth part; the

tallow the twelfth part; making t^venty-three thir-

ty-sixlhs, or about two-thirds of the whole; the

remaining third part, or a little more, ii? composed
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of the head, feet, tripe, blooJ, &c. Avhicl\ offals

never sell by weight, but as a certain proportion

of the weight of the beast. They commonly
produce from 15s. to 20s. according to the price

of meat, supposing the bullock to weigh about
100 stone ol fourteen lbs. live weight. These
particulars being adjusted, the next point which
the seller is to ascertain is the market-price of
butcher's meat, tallow, and hides. Supposing the
bullock to be sold is seventy-two stone living

weight,* the four quarters make thirty-six stone,

which, at 8s. f per stone, amount to £ 14 8s. The
hide may be worth 38s.; and the tallow, being
83. 4d. the slone of 141bs., is worih £2 10s. ster-

ling. The ofl'als, according to the proportion above
stated, will give 1.5s.; and, by that computation,
the value of the bullock is £ 19 9s.; which answers
to nearly 5s. 6d. per stone, live-toeight. And there-

fore, if a butcher agree to give that sum per stone,

no more is necessary to ascertain the price of the
whole carcass than to weigh the beast.J

With regard to Jat calves, we should observe
that, in general by weighing the animal alive at

the time of sale, and li'om the gross weight de-

ducting eight pounds from every score, to be al-

lowed to the butcher, the remainder will prove to
be the weight of the four quarters. Thus, if a
farmer has occasion to ascertain the value of a calf
at 8d. per pound: properly securing him so a.s not
to hurt the beast, he weighs him with scales or
steel-yard, or in a weigliing-machine, and finds
the weight to be ten score, or 200 lbs. From this

weight let eighty pounds, or eight pounds from
each score, be deducted; the remainder will be
120 lbs. the weight of the four quarters very near-
ly; which at 8d. per pound, will be £4 and so of
any other weight or price. As this rule will not,

in general, vary more than four ounces, or half a
pound in a quarter or side, it will be found to an-
swer sufficiently well for the purpose.
Such are the rules by which the live-weight of

cattle is conmionly estimated; but, that they are
not ahvays to be relied on, will be sufficiently ex-
emplified by the following statement of the live

and dead weights, and proportion of offal, of six

oxen of difl'erent breeds. They have been select-

ed without regard to a. comparison between the
breeds; but, being all prime cattle, the account may
also afford some data tor a judgement on that sub-
ject.

Live weight

Head and pluck
Blood, entrails, and feet,

Coarse offal

Tallow
Hide

Weight of carcass

Live Weight

Head and pluck
Blood, entrails, and feet.

Coarse offal

TalloAv

Hide

Weight ol carcass

Be
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Live w(?ight

Head and pluck

Blood, entrails, and feet,

Coarse oflal

Tallow
Hide

Weight of carcass

Cross-French and Devon. Hisrhland.

St.

77

lb.

12

St. lb.

4 7
10 10

15 3
13 12
6 2

35
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Manner cf yoking oxen in France and Spain—described in the foregoing article, page 332.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

ON THE ROTATION OF CROPS, AXD THE PA-

JVIUNKY PLAN OF CULTIVATING CORN.

To tlie Editor of the Farmer-s' Register.

Prince George, November 20ih, 1834.

It is no easy matter for any individual to deter-

mine, what is the most profitable rotation of crops

that can be adopted in his own particular case.

How imprudent is it then to recommend any sys-

tem for universal adoption? Oilen in the same
neighborhood, and sometimes on the different parts

of The same farm, an entirely different system is

advisable. The ibur-field systemx of yJrutor, when
well conducted, combines cheapness and iujprove-

ment in an eminent degree, and is, accordingly,

admirably fitted for the restoration of worn lands,

and cannot be too highly recommended for that

purpose. It is, however, generally urged as an

objection against it, that too little land is ^iven to

the plough, and that the fields become tout and
unmanageable from two successive years of rest,

when the land possesses even moderate fertility.

On account of this objection, it has been generally

abandoned; and in many situations where it doubt-

less mJD-ht have been continued to great advan-

tage. 1 shall barely reler to it again.

I will here remark, hov/mucii I have been as-

tonished to hear a very intelligent farmer a!leo;e,

as an excuse for not improving his lands, that he

had too little labor for the extent of his arable

surface. Under a parity of circum.'=tances, such a
situation Ls decidedly the most favorable to im-
provement, as more rest may be allowed, and
more aid may, of coarse, be derived from nature.

My surprise would be no less great than that

expreased by a highly intelligent gentleman in the

last number of the Register, ilj Ul:e him, I con-

strued the silence of your correspondents into any
thing like general unqualified approbation of the

new four-field system, which embraces three grain

crops in four years. I know, however, that very
many condemn it; and I propose to state, a few of
the objections to it that occur to mj' own mind.
An objection of no little weight, is its expen-

siveness, and on farms of only moderate fertility,

I doubt not, that alone will be found insuperable.

An unusually large horse-power will, of course,

be required, in order to fallow one-fourth of the

arable surface of the entire farm; which in dry
seasons, and they are not uncommon, is an un-
dertaking of great labor; and the supernumerary
horses that are required for that purpose, and tor

seeding, are kept during the rest of the year at

considerable expense, when their labor is not at

all necessarJ^

Another objection, of a formidable character, ia

that the more valuable crop, corn, is sacrificed in

part to the crop of wheat, which is less so; for I

can never believe that one-fourth of the same farm,

after wheat, will make any thing like as much
corn, as one-third of the same farm, when corn is

the first cro)) in the rotation. I say that the crop

of corn is the most valuable, because it is confi-

dently believed that any farm in the tide-water

district of Virginia, in a series of years, will yield

more money from corn than wheat, where an
equal surface is devoted to each crop, and the

whole product sold—and for the simjjle reason

that, from the nature of our climate, the former

very rarely fails, and the latter very oflen. In

comparing these crops, it must be recollected too,

that seed wheat is a very heavy item of expense,

and seed corn a very light one. If I had to make
my selection between the two, I would unhesita-

tingl)' give up the wheat crop.
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Another objection of importance, is, that the

corn crop is not sulficient to cmjjloy, advantage-
ously, all the hands necessary in j)reparing ibr

s.-eding and .secunng such an undue proporlion of

wheat—or, in other words, the labor to be per-

formed is overu-hclniingly accumulated at one or

two seasons, instead of being pro;,prly distributed

throughout the year, which should be the constant

aim of every farmer.

It is worthy of consideration too, that an income
depending on two crops will, for obvious reasons,

fluctuate less than one derived from a single croj;;

ibr I take it for granted, that this system will give

little or no corn tor sale, as more will be consumed
and less made, than under the three-field course.

So fleeting too, is the nature of money, especially

in my hands, that I had rather have an income
coming in at two periods of the year than all at

once: with more prudent persons, however, this

would be immaterial.
There is another objection that seems to me to

be entitled to so much weight, as of itself almost
to condemn this system, viz: that the succession

of three grain crops is opposed to the universal

practice and experience of all good cultivators of I

the soil, as well at the North, as in Great Britain,
j

In England, it is very rare that even two white
(or grain) crops follow in succession. Of a great

number of rotations. I observe but one in which
the practice is introduced, except in the neighbor-

hood of towns, where manure can be obtained at

will. This objection too, is strongly fortified by
the acknowledged fact, that the second crop of
v.'heat in the rotation hardly ever exceeds one-
half of the product of the falknved field per a.'re.

All the comparisons between this and the three-

field system that I have seen, an; based on the

Bupposition that clover must be abandoned under
that system, or if sown, be depastured. Cannot
a standing pasture (which, b)^ the by, is necessary

subjecting one field each year to the hoof; and as
at least one-fifth of the farm would be required
Ibr a standing pastnre, there would still be the
same surlixce in cultivation, and the worst fiiature

in the new system, the three successive grain
crops, would be avoided. Yet a small pasture,

even upon tfiis plan, would be ibund to be of great
advantage, particularly in wet weather.
On thin lands I know of no system comparable

to that recommended by Orator; on better lands,

where fallowing is not desirable, I sjiould prefer

the three-field course; where the fallow system is

to be pursued, I should general!}' j)ieier five-fields,

and under cerlain circumstances, I should adopt
the new system—but certainly, in no case where
the clover husbandry would not succeed without
tlie fear of failure. I am, indeed, now tr3'ing it on
a fiirm that has been under the five-field system
lor ten years, and has become somewhat fbul from
that cause, and from having been but very moderate-
ly grazed; but it is my intention to continue it only

lor a single round of crop-s, and then cultivate it as

heretofore, in five-fields. There is, besides, at-

tached to this liirm, a light field, which is exclu-

sively devoted to corn, and I am thereby furnished

with a sutTicient lioe crop—the vv^ant of v/hich is

one great objection with me to the new system.

Perhaps it may be thought, by the admission
that my lands have beco.^le fbuf under the five-

field course, that I have fiarnished an argument
against it; but it matters not, as 1 am in quest of
the best system, and not an especial advocate of
an}-. Besides, it is more than doubtf iil, whether
there is any fiillow system not liable to the same
objection in a greater or less degree.

After all, much more will be lound to depend on
good general management, than on any rotation of

crops whatever. It was long ago remarked of go-
vernments, that "that whicli is best administered,

is best;" and certainly, however open to discussion

on every fltrm where improvement is aimed at,)
j

that proposition may be, it may yet be affirmed,

be combined with this system as well as any other.^
j

vvithout the fear of contradiction, that the most
And if so, and if a heavy crop of clover be equal

j

profitable system of agriculture will always be
10 either one or two manurings, (both of which

|

Ibund to be that which is best executed,

opinions have been maintained^) I would ask, if it This system, I understand, v.-as practised f

is not better to improve in this way one-third than
one-fourth of the same farm.^ It can hardly be
contended that the clover would be less heavy
afier two, than after three grain crops. If this

could be satisfactorily established, I should really

think that a great discovery had been made in

agriculture.

It is not fair to presume, because under this _ „ ,

system the last crop of v.-heat in the rotation j

in regard to the condition of the estate at the time

at

Dover in Goochland, long belbre it was tried in

Curl's Neck, by a Mr. Harding, who then leased

the estate. The gentleman who succeeded him,

infbrms me that he found it in a very impoverished

condition, though it is admitted that Mr. Harding
was a capital manager. Now, from the we.l

known f(?rtility of that estate, and from Mr. Hard-
ing's skill in agriculture, and trom the liict stated

hardly ever exceeds one-half the product of the
fallowed field, that the crop of wheat all cr corn,

as a first crop, would be equallj' short. My own
experience is decidedly opposed to such a conclu-
sion. I have never found such, or anything like

such a difl'erence between the product of fallowed
and corn land; and the reason is obvious enough,
viz: because the land had been exhausted by only
one previous crop, instead of two. Still it is not
to be doubted, from the success of several gentle-
men who have tried it, that there are some situa-

tions peculiarl}' fi.ivorab!e to the adoption of this

system, from their great natural iertilily, and from
the ad\'an!ages they possess for grazing, witiioat

having recourse to the fields. When a part of
the arable land is to be cut ofl' for a standing jj^as-

ture, I should m\ self gi-eatly prefer five fields,

he left it, it is very difficult to escape the conclu-

sion, that it is quite an exhausting course. It

must not be fbrgotten, however, that iSir. H. held

it on lease, and no doubt less attention was paid to

improvement, than il" he had been the jjroprictor.

Before taking leave of the subject, I have only

further to say, that this seems to me to be fully as

much a two as o. four-fidd system, for it is in-

disputably compounded of both; and perhaps it

h[id better be called so, for though quite an easy

two-field course, it is certainly a very hard fbur-

fiekl system.
The Ibregoing remarks are submitted rather in

the hope of eliciting light fiom others, than under
the expectation ofthrowing much on the subject

mysell ; being fully aware, as well on account of

my limited experience, as for other reasons, that it
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becomes mc rather to be diligent, in seeking infor-

mation, than to presume to afford instruction to

others.

It is strange to me that any one should contend
that the Paniunky plan of cultivating corn. viz. in

drills, and using the hoe two or three tmies in the

cultivaiion of the crop, is cheaper than where it is

cultivated both ways v/ith the plough. We are

obliged, in this neighborhood, to cultivate some of

our moist lands upon the Pamunky plan, and con-

sider the labor fully double. I incline to the opin-

ion, however, that rather more corn may be made
in drills, but not enough to comT)ensate for the

extra labor. This year I had a field of 150 acres

almost all laid oil" both ways, and not more than a

third of which was hoed at all, which will yield

between five and six barrels of corn per acre; and
if there is a cheaper wa}^ of making corn than
with the plough, it must, I think, be by the agency
of steam.

W. B. H.

[It is gratifyin<^that W. B. II. has come forward to

maintain his opinions in opposition to the four-shift

rotation—and it would have been more so, if the writer

had given to his opinions the additional support of his

name, than which, few deserve to command more res-

pect for views upon agriculture, whether founded

upon practice, or upon reasoning. It is not our inten-

tion (and it would be both uncalled for and unneces-

sary) to express any opinion as to the superior value

of either of the rotations in question, in addition to

the general remarks offered in No. 6, (page .380.)

But we wish the views on both sides to be fully pre-

sented—and until recently, the advocates of the three-

shift rotation, with a few exceptions, have, by their

silence, apparently acquiesced in the usual sweeping

denunciation of the rotation called the "three-shift,"

however varied it may be in operation. The peculiar

advantages of the four-shift rotation (of three grain

crops and clover) have been ably maintained by Mr.

H. Carter and Mr. J. Selden—and if those who object

to that rotation, even for good wheat soils, remain silent,

it is a natural inference that their silence amounts to

admission of the inferiority of their own systems.

We shall be pleased to have the question discussed

more at length, by writers on both sides. All the

reasons given by good farmers, whether in support, or in

condemnation of either rotation, will be of value to

their readers—even tliough neither party may be able

to prove a general or marked superiority of one ro-

tation over the other.]

SHORT RULES FOR TOBACCO PLANTERS.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

I send you a few plain practical rules, which I

wish |)ub!ished in your Farm.ers' Register, for the
special benefit of the tobacco section country.

Keep no more stock than is necessary for the
domestic purposes of your ilirm.

Sow all yo;jr up-lands in clover, that will pro-
duce it; and the flats in herds grass.

Never exchange a gooc^ mcadow-, or herds grass
crop, for any other.

Do not curtail, but increase your crop, especially
of wheat.

Be diligent in the use of all the means for mak-
ing manuie—and never put it on land capable of
bringing clovxu', until all your iiirm be brought
under tfie influence of clover.

Ditch or trench your hill-sides so as to prevent
its washing, or the water from flowing over it

broad cast.

I feel confident in sajing, that a few years ad-
herence to the foregoing rules, will prove their

utility and value. Our exhausted lands would be
brought under profitable cultivation, and our crops,

and also our fiicilities for manuring, be greatly in-

creased. It is to the land we must look- for our
chief sources of manure. Let us then lay aside

the false doctrine, that we cannot make tobncco
and improve our lands at the same time. The
prevalence of such a.n opinion has, hcrotoiiire,

been a great barrier to improvement. I believe

tobacco to be the most profitable crop that we can
cultivate: it is less precarious than the cotton or

wheat crop—moreover, we can cultivate to ad-
vantage, tobacco and wheat, by the addition of a
few extra laborers, (not more than is usually cm-
ployed in all farming countries,) and improve our
land at the same time.

II. c.

MOTH WEEVIL, IN CORN.

[The foliowing article is worth notice, as showing

the first appearance of the moth weevil as far north as

Massachusetts. This insect not many years ago was
not known- west of the Blue Ridge Mountains in Vir-

ginia, nor as far north as Delaware. There is no in-

sect more destructive to grain, where climate and the

farmer's neglect favor its propagation—and none more

easily guarded against by proper attention to its mode
of propagation and other habits. To those who are

uninformed on this subject, we will presume to recom-

mend a perusal of the article on moth weevil in No. 6

Vol. I of Farmers' Register.]

From tlie New England Farmer.

Thomas G. Fessenchn, Esq.— Sir, as editor of
the New England Farmer, I send you two ears of
corn of the growth of 1833. These are some of
the ears, which v/ere hung up for seed corn, and
fi'om appearances will give you a good idea of the

manner in which we have lost about 15 bushels,

which are in the ear; at least I should suppose the

corn useless for bread stufl". The insect which
escapes from the grain is a small insignificant look-

ing moth or miller. You will probably find it in

the grub or chiysalis state in the ears which I send
you. I cannot learn that any of the farmers about
here ever saw corn in this condition before. If it is

a new enemy, the sooner we are made acquainted

with it the better—that we may be able to guard
or provide against its ravages. There has been
the most mischief done in what was the sollest

corn.

Respectf.illy yours,

SAMUEL PLANT.

From the New England Fanner.

SOIL OF PLYBIOUTH [mASS.]

Mr. Fessenben—Dear Sir, I beg leave
through your valuable paper to correct an eiTone-

ous opinion which is abroad relative to the f?oil of
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this ancient town. The impression seems to be
that it IS peculiarly barren, a mere sand-lieap, un-
susceptible of veoetation, and that our lathers
truflired over a depth ol" sand, like snow-drif s,

and subsisted on lobsters, eels, and cbuus. This
may have been soniethirii^ near the truth in their

*days of small things,' but however unlbrtunate
in their location were our pilgrim lathers, it is clear
that their cntcr|)rising posterity have successfully

applied a remedy to some of the embarrassments
with which those good men were afHicted, and
meliorated the condition of things far surpassing
the conception of the original settlers. True it is,

that a tract of land in the vicinity of the town con-
.sists of unproductive sandy pine hills, but border-
ing on the shore, our well cultivated soil Avill com-
pare with the best in New England. The first

crop of rata baga produced in this county, if not
in New England, was raised in this town, and ob-
tained the premium in 1819. Wheat and rye
have been produced from our soil at more than
thirty-three bushels per acre, both of which have
obtained premiums; of the latter article, forty-three
bushels were raised on one acre and seven rods,

by an industrious tanner in this town, a faw years
since, for which a premium was awarded by the
Plymouth Agricultural Society. But the /ollow-

iug example, it is believed, sets at defiance the ri-

valry of the most improved agriculturist. Dr.
Charles Cotton, of tliis town, occupying a piece of
reclaimed swamp, has, by judicious management
the past season, produced more than four tons of
hay, clover, and herd's grass, 1o the acre. The
hay was thoroughlj- dried, and accurately weigh-
ed by the town weigher, and the land surveyed
with the view of a premium, but no premium was
oflered for ha_v by the Plymouth Agricultural So-
ciety. The land measured one acre and a half

and nine rods, and the hay weighed six tons eight

hundred and ten pounds, being four tons two hun-
dred and fourteen ]iounds to the acre. The se-

cond crop of grass standing on the meadow, was
estimated at more than tv.i-o tons, but was not

mowed. Fruit trees flourisli well here, excepting
the peach, which generally sufiers essential injury

from spring frost, and cold easterl}^ winds. In
some instances, however, we have witnessed
abundance of fruit from peach trees in favorable

eeasons and situations in our gardens.
* # # # #

Our attempts to cultivate the foreign vines have
in general been unsuccessful; but the Isabella is

very productive, and the fruit is delicious, when
well matured and free from disease. It is much
to be desired that some person whose experience
and observation entitle him to confidence, will di-

rect us to the most })roiitab!e method of cultivat-

ing this vine. In one instance, within my obser-

vation, a vine extends its numerous branches to

the roof of a high building, and spreads 'in differ-

ent directions several hundred feet. This vine is

abundantly productive, but its fruit is not lar^-e,

and is every year more or less aflected with mil-

dew; whether this is to be ascribed to any peculi-

arity of location, I am unable to decide. In other
instances, where the vine has been sulijected to

moderate pruning, all superfluous and unripened
Avood cut away, and the whole extent confined to

12 or 15 feet, I have observed the largest and best

matured fruit, but very close pruning is, according
to my judgement, always injurious. Iliaveyothad

no opportunity to ascertain Avhether the Catawba
graj)e will attain to a mature stale of ripeness in
our climate: I hope you or some correspondent will
inform us. It appears in the Farmer of October
22d, that James flicArihus, Esq. raised the past
season, the extraordinary quantity of sixteen
bushels of grapes, in the cold climate of the Slate
of Maine; if that gentleman has adopted any
method of culture, ditierent from the common
practice, the [)articulars would be accejitaljle.

In your paper of the 5th instant, Mr. Editor,
you tantalised your readers by a notice of an ex-
traordinary large Angouleme pear, which measured
a foot round, and took eight gentlemen to eat it.

It is hoped that (his will serve to encourage the
cultivation of this excellent fruit more generally
among us.

Now I hope your readers will excuse me if I

recur to some reminiscences to show that fat oxen
of extraordinary size were not unknown in former
times. In Ajiril, 1773, a fat ox, raised by Lieuten-
ant Joseph Baker, of Westborough, when seven
years old, weighed 2,501 pounds, v/as five feet
eleven inches high, measured nine feet three inches
round, twelve feet two inches from his nose to hia
rump, and five fi^et from the top of his weathers
to the bottom of his brisket.

Still larger. June 24, 1779. I have just had
the satisfaction of viewing the largest fat ox per-
haps ever seen. He is^^ix fl^et seven inches high,
and weighs on the hoof 3,500 pounds. This noble
animal was presented by some gentlemen in Con-
necticut, to His Excellency General Washington;
it would seem therefore that at one period they
were free fi'om starvation at head quarters. I pre-
sume that our agricultural societies with all their
commendable improvements, cannot boast of an ox
of equal weight and measure to tlie one above de-
scribed.

I subscribe myself, very respectfully.

Your humble servant,

JAMES THACIIER.

N. B. I am just informed that a fiiend at
Kingston has recently taken a pear from his tree,

a Boa Chretien, which measures eleven inches and
one third of an inch round.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON IMPROVEMENT,
AND QUERIES ON HERDS GRASS.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Agriculture lies at the foundation of every thing
useful, or comfortable, or desirable in human life.

It is therefore a subject of the utmost importance,
not only to the agriculturists themselves, but to

the whole community, tha.t a gradual system of
improvement of the soil and of its production,
should be encouraged, and those having immedi-
ate interest therein, stimulated by all the informa-
tion possible to be obtained on the subject. I am
happy to sa}^, and be able to bear witness, that
your valuable periodical has had, and continues to

have, a very desirable effect in that way. It has
given more light on the subject, and caused more
emulation and energetic exertion, than all the ag-
ricultural papers ever published in this country.
It has been the means of arousing our far-

mers from their indolence and supineness, and
causing them to look around themselves for the
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means of improving iheir fiirnis. Many of us

now make 20 and 30 loads ol' manure where we
formerly made one—we attend more in person to

our business, relying less upon overseers and our

negroes to conduct and n)anatye business in tlieir

own way. The more attenlion we give to our
farming business, the more interest we feel in their

good management and in>j)rov'ement: and, much
to our satisfaction, we fmd our crops come in more
abundantly, though the drought last summer in-

jured our crops very much. The cotton crop I

think is lessened one half in my neighborhood

—

the disadvantages under which we labor to guard
our crops from the ravages of stock in this county
is a serious one. The time now spent, every year
in getting rails, hauling them, and putting up and
repairing tences, v/ould be, undf-r other circum-
stances, very advantageously applied to the collect-

ing and raising manure, wliich in a few years,

would produce a very desirable change in tlie ap-

pearance of our old worn out fields. I am glad to

Bee that this important matter is now being han-
dled by abler pens than mine; and I hope sincerely,

it will not be long before our legislature will take up
the subject, and pass a law requiring every person

to keep their stock enclosed, and thereby reduce

oar fencing to standing pastures onl3\ I think

the Assembly might do more essential good in

legislating upon this subject—a matter coming di-

rectl)^ under their supervision—than all they ha.ve

Baid, and can say or do, in relation to the constitu-

tionality or unconstitutionality of the United States

Bank, and the removal of the public moneys from

its vaults, about which so much was said last win-

ter, and all to no good effect.

Some time ago I propounded some queiies to

you, concerning the seeding and growth of herds

grass, which I perceive was lost or mislaid, and
therefore not inserted in your last, number. I in-

tended to have seeded several acres of land in that

kind of grass this tall, but have declined it until

spring, tlie greater part of which is low, wet and
oozy, consequently cold and unproductive in corn,

except occasionally, when we have a -warm dry

season, and but moderate rains in summer. Would
it be proper to fill up (he ditches in preparing the

land for the seed, so as to have it an entire level

surface, as nearly so as possible? Some of these

wet places are within a few hundred j^ards of my
dwelling—is it probable that the health of the

family would be affected by the growth of the

f^rass', or its conversion into hay? or would it be
ess apt to affect the health if kept constantly

grazed close? Your opinion in relation to the

value and growth of this grass generally, would be
gratiiying to me.

A. B.

Sarnj Couniij, November \7th, 1834.

RICHMOND, FREDEUICKSBURG AND POTOMAC
KAII^V/AY.

The friends of this important work will be

pleased to learn, that the location of the first sec-

tion is nearly completed, and is likely to be placed

under contract in the early part of the winter. The
Compiler says:

The location of the first 18 miles of our rail

road is now rapid!}' progressing, and is expected
to be prepared {or: cotitract at an early period of
the winter. It is understood that the improve-

ments which have been made both as to the

character and expense of this portion of the road,

are greater even than were anticipated by the en-
gineer of the work, Moncure Robinson, Esq at

the tinu; of making his report in January last.

—

The portion of the line, from the probable point

of liranching to the coal pits, to Richmond, is so

peculiarly fiivorable, that a locomotive engine
can transport over it whh ease 2000 bushels of
coal at a load. The Valley of Falling Creek
which is used in effecting a descent to that of the

South Anna, is believed to possess decided advan-
tages over any other approach to this river or the
Pamunk}', within ten nu'les in either direction.

The Avhole, cost of the road when completed
to this valley will fall short of Ca40,000. The
line passes through large tracts of woodland,
tlie owners of wliich can send wood to market,
during the winter montlis, at a profit to themselves
as well as to the company. All damages have
been relinquished by the landholders, and timber
for the purposes of the company is abundant.
On the whole we may look with entire confi-

dence to the completion of this third part of the
road in one year from this time, and during the

winter of 18S5-,6 a large amount of business may
be expected to be done.

LIST OF RAIL ROADS AND CANALS, COM-
PLETED, OR IN PROGRESS, IN THE UNITED
STATES.

[The following list wliich is annexed to Tanner's

Rail Road Map, may be useful as well as interesting,

though probably all the care and accuracy for which

Mr. Tanner is distinguished, have not prevented im-

portant errors being admitted. A striking example is

presented in putting down, as completed, a rail road from

Petersburg to Richmond, a route on which such a

work has not yet been proposed, nor even thought of

seriously. There are also sundry errors of the press

which are doubtless attributable to the reprint which

we copy, not having seen the original publication.]

3Iaine

Length. Cost.

Cumb'd and Oxford Canal, 20'^ miles ^250,000

N'ew Hampshire.

Bow Canal
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South Iladley 2
Rail lioctds.

J3oslon and Worcester 45
Boston and Providence 48
Boston and Lowell 25
Quincy 3

Besides several proposed roads.

Rhode Island.

Stonin<|lon R;iil Road 45

Connecticut.

est. 8883,904

Farminffton Canal
Enfield Canal

22

5^

jVeio York.

Can alp.

Erie Canal
Chaniplain Canal
Hudson and Delaware
Lackawaxen

363
72
65-1

56

8600,000

89.500,000
i; 179,972

Del. Div. of Penn. Canal 59
Pittsburg and Erie Canal

as liu- as completed 25
French Creek in ()rogress) 25^
Schuylkill Canal 103
Union Canal 82
Lehigh Company's Canals 46
Conestoga Navigation
Codorus do.

West Philadel|;hia Canal
Rcil Reach.

Columbia Rail Road
Alleghany Portage
Mauch Clumk
Room Run
Mount Carbon
Schuylkill Valley
Schuvlkili Rail Road
Mill Creek

18

11

81
32
5
6
7

15

13

7

per

Mine Hill and Sch. Haven 20

This is a prolongation of the Hudson and Del-

aware Canal. Thirty-six miles of its total length

are in the State of Pennsylvania.
Oswego 38
Seneca 20
Chemunfr 31
Crookt;dX,ake 7
Tonnewanta 13

Harlaem 3
Chattenango 14

Canals in progress

Chenango
Black River
Sodus Canal

Rail Roads.
Mohawk and Hudson
Schenectady and Saratoga 20
Catskill and Canajoharie 70
Ithaca and Oswego
Rochester, (in progress)

Schenactady and Dtica
Ruth
Rochester and Batavia
Troy and Ballston

93
40

16

29

80
5
28
52

^525,115
214.000
300.000
120,000

est. cost 944,800

8700.000
250,900

(in progress.)

150,000

Pine Grove
Little Schuylkill
Lackawaxen'
West Chester
Germantown
Lykens Valley
Philadelphia and Trenton
Central Rail Road
Oxford, tj'om the Columbia

R. R. to the Maryland
line (now in progress)

Norrislown & Reading (in

progress)

iVew Jersey.

Canals.

Delaware & Raritan Canal 43
101

4
1

Morris
Salem
Washington

Rail Roads.
Camden and Amboy
Paterson and Hudson

1,200,000

61
16

Jersey city & N. Brunswick 28

Pennsylvania.

Canals.

Cent. Division Penn. Canal 171^
Western Division do. 104"
Susquehanna Div. do. 39
West Branch Canal 65
North Branch Division 6^
Extension of the above to

Lackawaxen 14

4
23
16i

9
7

26-i
51

43

1,275,705

2,500,176

1,558,000

1,600,000

mile 5,500

7,000
20.000
100,000

100,000
C-0,000

Dclawa-re.

Chesapeake and Del. ('anal 12^
New Castle and French-
town Rail Road 16

Maryland.

est. 947,425

62,200,000

400,000

Canals.

Chesapeake and Ohio
Port Deposhe Canal
Potomac Falls

Great Falls

Rail Roads.
Bait, and Ohio
Bait, and Snsquehannah
Bah. and Port Deposite
Bah. and Washington

341i
10

1200
''

80^
76

37+

yards

est. 1,433,644

District (if Columbia.

Washington Branch Canal
Alexandria 7i

25.974
est. 372,208

htrginia.
Canals.

James River [and]
Jackson River 30i

Balcony Falls 6|
Dismal Swamp 23

Rail Roads.
83,000,000 Manchester 14
1,039,250 Petersburg and Roanoke 59|
927,378 I Portsmouth and Roanoke 80

1,096,178 ' Richmond and Petersburg 2U
Rich, and Fredericksburg 64*

220,594 .
Belleplain 11

340,000

(in progress)
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North Carolina.

Lake Drummond Canal 5

North West Canal 6

Weldon Canal 12

Clubfoot and Ilarlovv Canal l^-

South Carolina.

Charleston and
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vises—could not your copper kettle, if you have one
be protected from rust by soldering some zinc here

ami tiiere? Zinc is cheap and easily procured,

and n.ay be renewed, when by shielding the cop-

per it shall become thoroughly oxidized iiself.

JMay not }'our~scylhc, your hoe, your ploughshare
hare a patch of zinc upon it, and thus be pirevent-

cd li'om rusting when laid a.way? Could not your
chisels, your axes and tools have a little put upon
them by way of an aniirustmatic, and thus be kept

bright? could it not he applied in a thousand useful

waj's not now ihougiit oi'l Ponder upon the sub-

ject—try the experiment, and let us hear the re-

sult.

Fromtlic Aiiioiican Fanner.

ON Tlin CULTURE OF TIIK VIAE, AIs'D ON
^VIKE MAKING IJS THE UMTED STATES.

By N. Heiibemont, of Columbia, S. C.

On the culture of the vine.

That the culture of the vine does not involve

any great mj sterv, and that it is not carried on
tiirough very difficult processes, is abundantly evi-

dent hy the great variety oi' methods used in the

different parts of the world where that culture is

attended to; lor, not only do the practices of va-
rious countries differ from each other, but perhaps
also there are no two sections of the same country
where^ the practice or mode of culture is precisely

the same. Although we cannot doubt that some
of tiiesc are preferable to others, yet all are attend-

ed with a success more or less perfect; besides

vvdiich it is most probable that the infinite varieties

of sites, soils and climates, as also tl# most innu-
merable varieties of the vines themselves must
render some difference necessary for the variqus
particular circumstances. ^ Admitting these obser-

vations to be correct, the choice of the particular

method of culture, and of all the cares it requires,

must rest chiefly on the judgement of the owner
of the vineyard, or of the practical man that works
it. It necessarily iollows, from these [)reniises,

that the culture of the vine is not only unattended
with difficulties, but that any variation from the
best mode may not necessarily be followed by
ruinous consequences. General principles are

then all sufficient with persons possessed of any
judgement, and it is useless to write lor others.

An enlightened cultiv^ator of this or any other
plant, ought to be acquainted with the doctrines of
vegetable physiology, and from his practice form
his cwn judgement of the peculiar habits of the

plant he cultivates, and of the various circum-
stances that may properl}' modify its culture.

Plants grow, increase in bulk, and are kept in a
healthful stale from the abundance and nature of
thetbod that nourishes them, and this they extract

from the earth by means of their roots, and from
the air by their leaves and other tender parts. The
vine is nahirally disposed to push shoots of very
great length, so that in rich soils it climbs to the
tops of very high trees. The rooLs of plants are
usually proportionate to their tops; hence it follows

that the vine thrives best in a soil that is loose and
easily penetrated by its long roots which go to a
considerable depth in search of moisture as a ne-

cessar}' supply for the great expenditure of it,

which it must suffer by its very extended ramifica-

tion and abundcmt lijliagc. The latter, however,

imbibes ff'om the air, particularly in the night, a
great proportion of the moisture necessary for its

supjiort, and also to furnish lor this expenditure
during the day. The abundance and quality of
its fi-uit depend, in a great measure, on tlie just
equilibrium between this supply of food and mois-
ture and hs due evaporation. If there be a super-
abundance of it, the grapes are two watery and de-
ficient in saccharine matter and other necessaiy
ingredients to form a perfect fruit, and it is more-
over very liable to rot under these circumstances.
To obtain good, sound and rich grapes, it is proba-
bly better that the supply of moisture be rather
deficient than over-abundant, and under any cir-

eumstance, the soil and situation for a vinejard
ought to be selected with this object in view, and
a.!so. that the supply of moisture be as regular as
the nature of things w-ill admit, and that as much
as is practicable, independently of the seasons,
whether these are dry or wet. A light, deep and
permeable soil seems to offer these conditions; for

in such, the roots of the vines, if these have been
planted at a sufficient depth, will reach to where
water is never very greatly exhausted, nor ever
greatly superabundant. In a severe drought the
moisture of the earl h is only diminished, but never
exhausted, below a icw inches of the surface; and
this is rendered evident from this, that during such
a season, when most other plants are deficient in

dew in the morning, a little drop of it is usually
found at every point of the leaves of the vine,

which shows either that its roots furnish the sup-
ply from the great depth to which they descend,
or that the leaves by their temperature, probably
occasioned by this very supply, condense during
the night, what little moisture is in the air; though
during such periods of great drought, the neigh-
boring plants seem not to have this property, at

least in an equal degree. On the otherhand, when
the season is uncommonly wet, particularly when
this is not so much caused by the frequency of the
rains as by the great quantity of water that some-
times falls in a very short time, the roots of the
vine which are at a considerable depth, are not
suddenly affected by it; for rain does not sink ra-

pidly and deep. On the contrary, it may be ob-
served by any person, that affer a sjiell of wet wea-
ther of several days continuance, the water has
penetrated only a few inches, at least in any con-
siderable quantity. The roots, then, are not drench-
ed with a superabundant moisture, unless they
are within a short distance from the surface. The
management and culture of the vine milfet then be
whh a view to these effects, and the same precau-
tions tend to guard against both cases. It is en-
deavored to attain these desirable objects by va-
rious means. First, in planting the vines, the
holes or trenches should be made much deeper
than its present roots will reach, and if manure is

used, a portion of it should be sp-aded in the bot-

tom of the hole for the purpose of inducing them
to grow downwards. The.vine is also planted
somewhat deeper than it was in it natural situation

taking care not to fill up the hole even with the sur-

face, fest the plant should suflijr after its trans-

plantation from the want of the due influence of
the air and other atmospherical action on its roots.

It is thought best to leave the holes unfilled by
eight to twelve inches, and gradually to fill them
up in the course of one, two, or even three years,

according to th« dei>th to be thus filled up. By
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this means the plant o't'^s accustomed to grow with
its roots deeper tlian it would otherwise do. Ano-
ther practice followed with the same view, or ra-

ther to obtain a continuance of the same end, is

every tali to take away ihe earth at tiie foot of the
vine to the depth of six to eight inches, or there-
about, and to cut off all the surface or horizontal
roots within that depth. It seems reasonable to

suppose that this operation must iiKJuce the vine to

have its dependence on its lower roots, the upper
ones having been suppressed. Now it has been
Bhovvn that the drought does not very materially
affect the earth below a i'ew inches, except very
gradually, the supply of moisture will then be ren-

dered more uniform by the roots being deep, and,
in wet weather, the upper roots having been sup-
pressed, they cannot furnish to the vines so great
an addition to its usual moisture, as would be the
case if these roots had been suffered to remain
within the immediate influence of the weather.
This practice, therefore, also tends to equalize the
supply of moisture during 'a rainy season as well
as during one of drought. Experience having
proved that the grapes are very liable to rot when
the season is very wet, it appears, therefore, advi-
sable to adopt the practice here above noticed, so

as to counteract, as m.uch as in the y.ower of man,
the irregularities or intemperature of the seasons.
As it has been showed, it is hoped satisfactorily,

that it is desirable to have the vine rather dry than
moist, it follows, of course, tfiat a high, clear and
oj^en place is the most suitable, and that the prox-
imity of dense forests is injurious, by retaining a
damp atmosphere, when on the contrary a ft-ee cir-

culation of dry air is beneficial. This observation
is sanctioned by the experience of thousands of
years, and Virgil has said, "Denique aperios—
Bacchus amat Cf)/Zes."

The cultivation or the stirring of the soil is next
to be considered. The general practice in Europe
is to stir the soil deep and oflen, and it is therefore
universally recommended as a sine qua non. It

may seem presumptuous to doubt the advantages
of this practice in every situation and climate; but
it seems to me that reasoning on the objects in

view, it may he more injurious than useful in a cli-

mate subject to long and heavy rains. Theoftener
and the deeper the soil is stirred, either by the
epade, hoe or plough, the more rain it will imbibe,
and if it be desirable to have less of it, it follows

that in such a climate the earth ought not to be
stirred either often or deep, but just sufficiently to

keep th^ield clear of grass and weeds. In sup-
port of this heretical opinioii, I will ask', whether it

is not, in this country, universally seen that vines
planted in yards, in towns, and similar situations,

where the surface is never stirred up, but alwa,3"s

beaten hard and frequently paved, generall}- suc-

ceed better and much more seldom fail, than in

more open cultivated situations and in field culture?

And are not our abandoned old fields proverbial

for producing great crops of our native grapes.?

These facts cannot be doubted. Now it is evident,

that in such situations the earth imbibes very little

water from the rains compared with the cultivated

fields; for it runs of!" as fast as it falls, and the num-
ber of houses which cover the groiuid of their vi-

cinity, must undoubtedly kee]) the earth much
more dry than in the country. Add to this the
.streets by which they are surrounded, and which
are always hard and many of them paved, suffer

the greatest portion of the rain that fall on them to

run oil', -whereby tlie earth in all the neighborhood
is necessarily much more dry than the fields.* If
it i.'' true, then, and it seems to me that it cannot
bo doubted that the vines growing in such jilaces

bear better and more surely, it tbllows that the
nearer the situation and other circumstances of a
vineyard approaches to this state of things, the
more we have a right to expect success in our at-

tempts at cultivating the vine extensively in this

country. As the alaundance of moisture is not
opposed to the growing of" the vine, but on the
contrary assists it, a young plantation should be
treated differently, and the aTound should be kejit

loose and perfectly fi'ee from weeds and grass, un-
til the young vines have taken a permanent hold
of the soil, and the better to secure this, I would
advise the application of some well rotted manure,
vegetable earth, or the like, mixed with the natu-
ral soil into which tliey are planted. This will in-

sure to Ihcm a strong growth which is desirable at
fii'sf.

The pruning is also to be noticed. And here I

shall observe, that we ought, in all our attempts at

cultivating the vine, or, indeed, any thing else, our
first object ought to be to assist nature in heroj era-
tions; but never to oppose her whh right down
contradiction in her modes of proceeding; though
we may avail ourselves freely of hev willingness
to change somewhat her ordinary course to ac-

commodate us. The usual method in Euroj.e i^

to keep the vines low, and to prune very close, by
which means the young shoots are proportionably
large, vigorous and sappy. Ever}^ part of the
vine of tlie sununer's growtli, is larger and more
succulent tli^n if it had not been pruned. This, it

appears, has somewhat the same effect that a
greater degree of fertility of the soil would produce.
Another effect is, that by suffering a much smaller
number of shoots to grow, the vines are more opert,

bv which a freer circulation of air among thein is

obtained. It may be observed here, that within
certain limits, the poorer and drier the soil is. tlie

richer the fruit, though less abundant. The more
freely the sap runs up to the ends of the growth,
the more vigorous and large this growth seems to

be. To procure, therefore, as great a crop as de-
sirable, without running the risk of having the
fruit too weak in saccharine matter, the practice

fi'equently obtains to prune short, viz: to three or

tour buds, more or less, according to the strength
of the vine, every shoot of a vine except one
which is kept two or tliree feet long, but bent
round so as to form a circle by tying the end of it

to the foot of the vine, near about tlie place where
this shoot takes its rise. Mr. Forsyth aims at the
same object when he recommends to trim the

young shoots of the preceding j'ear's growth,
which he keeps much longer than is done in vine-

yards, horizontally in a serpentine fljrm, by which
the movement of the sap is rendered more slow.

When we understand the object and effect of these
practices, we can govern ourselves so as to obtain

the same effect by similar means adapted to our
circumstances. That the gra))es of old vines are

richer than those of young ones, must be account-

* It is evident that the chief argument refers prin-

cipally to the vines in yards and in towns. Those in

the old fields partake of the advantage of trodden

ground, though in a less degree; but they are natives.

J
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ed for on the same principles; for young vines

pusii witli a much (>reuter luxuriance than old

ones;, and bear accordingly a more watery h'uit.

Tins, I believe, is the case generally vv'ilh all sorts

of ll-Liits, and it is frequently tound that when the

trees are planted into too fertile a soil, they bear

little or no ti'uit; the little they bear being very in-

ierior. This, at least, is the case with the peach.

Whether it be owing to our soils and climaffe, or

to the nature of the vines which we cultivate most
successfully, or to both causes combined, certain it

is, that our vines grow larger here than in Europe.
We should, therefore, adapt ourselves to our cir-

cumstances, and prune and train them according-

ly. Young vines, about six to twelve years old,

are often seen to put tbrth shoots jn the course of

one summer, trom thirty to filty teet long. It is

impracticable to keep such vines within the height

of three or ibur teet altogether, as is the case in

most of the vineyards of France. The object

(hat nature seems to have in view is to form a

large tree, and if we cmjjloy all our art and skill

to defeat her, it appears to me that it n^ust be to

our disadvantage. During these years of great

growth, then the pruning ought to be «uch as to

moderate only this propensity of the vine to its en-

largement, but not to destroy it.

At the first planting of a vine, it ought to be cut

down to one or two buds, so as to give it no more
to do than its impeded vigor will allow it to perform.

By this means, instead of having a number of
slender weakly shoots, we shall have one or two
strong ones, that will give us the prospect of a
luxuriant healthy ^dne. The second year, the

vine ought to be pruned short again, to about
three or lour buds, and suffer only one or two of

these to grow. This course may be followed,

gradually increasing the length ol the vine, until it

has attained to a considerable extension. The
longest and strongest shoots ought to be shortened

in projwrtion to their strength, and trained hori-

zontal!}', or nearly so, in such a manner as to fiil

up as evenly as possible, the space allotted for it.

suppressing entirely all the weaker ones, those

that are nusplaced, and cutting down to tour, to

eight or ten buds, the middle sized ones, and be

sure not to leave too many of them, that in the

summer the vine be not too bushy and conlused.

I train mine to the height of about eight ft?et,

and then lead them horizontally overhead on a
coarse trellis Ibrmed of laths, eitlier split or saw-
ed. This trellis is supported by posts merely split,

as if intended tor a common worm-fence, or sawed
when a saw mill ia convenient. These should be
made of the most durable wood I can get, (here

Ave use light wood.) This frame or trellis forms

squares of about two feet and a half, and to it I tie

tlie vines with willow twigs. There is a consider-

able advantage in tying the vine on the under part,

instead of on the top, which is this: when in the

spring the shoots are growing luxuriantly, they are

easily broken off bj- the 'wind, if they are not suj)-

ported, and they are too tender to be bent down to

the trellis. The frame of the trellis is formed of

laths lour inches wide by one inch and a quarter
thick, placed edgewise. The vine being tied un-
der t hi?, the young shoots readily find a support

against the smaller laths nailed on the top of the

larger ones; or they may be gently inclined to-

wards them and fastened by some soil substance,

and very few are broken down by the wind. In

Vol. 11—30.

this manner of attaching the vine to the frame or

trellis, all the old wood, even tliat of the preceding

year's growth, is fastened underneath the laths,

and all, or nearly all the young growth, rests on
the top, ftistened down to any part of the trellis,

and the grapes hang down "between the laths, the

foliage being thereby above, protecting tlie fruit

trom the immediate action of the sun, and direct in-

fluence of intemperate weather. A full grown
vine well trained and spread in this manner, with
its fruit hanging down, and surmounted by the

green canopy of the leaves, is a very beautitul

sight. Another slight advantage of this manner
of training is, that the grajycs cannot be seen from

above, and that, therefore, the birds are much less

attracted by them. An old vine is to be pruned
according to the same principles, and in pursuance
of the same views, as the younger ones, viz: to

leave only as many bearing branches as are ne-

cessary to fill up the space, and less than this if

the space is great, and prune them shorter or long-

er according to their strength and the number of
them; figuring to one's self whilst ])runing, the ef-

fect of the future shoots, both in filling the sjjace,

and in being sufficiently distant from each other,

as not to be crowded and imj^ede the free circula-

tion of the air. It is, of course, better that there

should be some vacancies between the growing
shoots than that these should be too close.

As the vine is growing, it is advantageous to

take off the inierleaves or side shoots, called by
some "robbers," and also the claspers, at least as

high as two or three buds above the f>uit; but, as

you thereby deprive the vine of its natural means
ol fastening itself to the frame for support, their

place (the claspers) should be supplied by tying

them in their suitable places, with some soft sub-

stance, such as bass-matting, bullrush, or even
corn shuck, softened in water. The claspers, if

left near the fruit, are apt to entwine round it and
injure it greatly. I call "interleaves,'''' those se-

condary ehoots that grow on the primary ones, at

every joint, and seem destined to protect the buds
that are intended for the following year's growth;
and it may be better to cut them off, leavhig about
half an inch of it, than break them off close to the

principal stem and the buds they protect. Be this,

as it may, if they are all left, some of them do
sometimes grov/ too large, shade the fruit too

much, and seem to nearly obliterate the bud v/hich

we think they feed and protect. The leaves ought
never to be pulled off, particularl}^ near the fruit,

except perhaps when it is nearly ripe; for they are

a provision of nature to procure food, sustenance

and protection to the buds destined for the follow-

ing year's growth; for if the leaxes are pulled off,

these buds would thereby be starved. If such
leaves are ever suppressed from necessity, thej'"

should be cut ofi'so as to leave the greatest part of

their footstalk or stem. Neither should the princi-

pal shoots be shortened, nor, at any rate, until late

in the season, and when the fruit is nearly ripe.

The shortening of them induces the interleaves to

grow much more than they would otherwise; and
if they are cut ofl' only a few buds above the fruit,

this operation usually f(>rces the growth of the

buds depended upon for the following year's fruit,

as well as its accompanying ap])endages of leaves,

&c. This operation, in several kinds of vines,

makes them produce a second crop of grapes

which may ripen tolerably late in the fall, biit sel-
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clom uniformly and as perfectly as the first; and
thia is, moreover, as stated above, at the expense
of the following years crop, and to the ii;jury of

the vine. If this be ever done lor the purpose of

obtaining a second crop of grapes, onl}' one branch,
or rather slioot, ought to be so treated, unless the

vine is large and very luxuriant, when two shoots
to eacli such a vine may be made thus to perform
a double task. I know that this operation of

ehortening the shoots is recommended by many
writers on the subject, and this with the view, as
they say, to throw more sap and nourishment into

the fruit. In this I believe they are mistaken; or,

if not, I am satisfied it will not answer a good pur-
pose in our climate and with our luxuriantly grow-
ing vines. It seems to me that the reasoning of
these writers is not correct; for, if plants take in

nourishment from the atmosphere by their leaves.

the suppression of a considerable part of the leaves
bearing shoots, must deprive ihe vine of a part of
its expected food; though, perhaps, the fruit may
be rendered thereby the richer in saccharine m.at-

ter, by subtracting from the luxuriance of the vine.

This may be the case, though my experience
Beems not favorable to such a conclusion; besides

the inconvenience of losing the buds of the next
year's crop. In order to ascertain, in some degree,
the effect of shortening the shoots on the fruit, and
to prevent the growing of the interleaves and
buds, I have several times operated as fljllows, on
fihoots which I intended to be cutoff at the follow-

ing pruning. Afler cutting off the shoot two or

three buds above the fruit, I carefully with a pen-
knife scooped out all the buds of the shoot, taking
care not to injure the principal leaves. The effect

on the fruit was so insignificant as not to be ob-
servable. The grapes rij)ened well, but were nei-

ther larger nor better than the others; indeed they
were rather smaller.

On ivine making.

Wine is the fermented juice of the grape; any
thing else, though it may be called by this name,
is not wine, but only an adulteration or an imita-

tion of it, which may be palatable, pleasant, and
perchance, wholesome. By fiir the greater part

of those liquors that are generally known by the

names of "home made wine," "manufactured
wine," &c., and even many that are sold as genu-
ine, are compounds which are frequently injurious

to health, and very seldom inoffensive as a usual

beverage. It has been observed that the people of
this country are more liable to dyspepsia, liver

complaints, and other diseases of a similar nature,

and that the frequent use of ardent spirits, even
in a very diluted state, or disguised under the form

of various wines, is the chief, if not the only cause
of it. A taste for strong wines has, unfortunately

for us, been produced, probably by the first import-

ers of wines across the ocean, who, ftiaring lest it

should not resist the eflect of so long a voyage,
thought of securing it by adding to it a quantity of

brandy; and a wine which is not strong enough,
when drank in a very moderate quantity, to pro-

duce something like an incipient state of intoxica-

tion, has been rejected as trash, and a decided pre-

ference given to such as had a powerful eflect.

Really good and genuine wme is among the best

of the numerous blessings that a kind )irovidence

hae bestowed on man, to assist him in supporting

the many vicissitudes to which he is exposed; and.

without it, this would truly be "a valley of tears.'

But like most other valuable gilts, it has been
abused, and what was intended to induce good
and social feelings between man and man, to pro-

duce cheerfulness and a becoming hilarity, tem-
perance and health, has been converted into an
engine of mischiefj ill-temper and disease.

It is very difficult to counteract habits and opin-

ions of long standing, even when they are admit-

ted to be founded on error, and very injurious. We
cannot, thorefbre, expect to gain an unqualified

assent to the propositions here above enounced, or

that implicit submission will be yielded to them.
Believing firmly as I do, that the promulgation of
them, and the offering as a proof of the assertions

here made, an opi)orfunity of giving them a full

trial, I conceive it my duty to exert ni}' feeble ef-

foiis to induce the real j^hilanthropists of thiscoun-
tr}^, to make a full trial of cultivating the vine, and
of making wine which they will know to be una-
dulterated; satisfied that good genuine wine, like

virtue, need only to be truly known to be truly

loved.

The methods of making wine in various parts

of the Avorld are as diversified as the culture of

the vine itself. They are founded, however, on
general principles which must be understood be-

fore success can reasonably be expected. It is

needless here to give an elaborate analysis of
wine. It is sufficient to say that grapes being fill-

ly ripe, contain, besides other ingredients necessa-

ry to produce fermentation, a quantity of" sugar,

which the process of fermentation disposes to be
converted into alcohol, which may be obtained
li-om it by the process of distillation. The unfer-

mented juice of the grape, which is called "must,"
is very sweet; but when it has become wine by
fermentation, scarcely any remnant of a sugary
taste is perceptible. It has then become fit for

use, being nutritive, stomachic, and exhilarating,

according to the proportion of the sugar it origin-

ally contained, and the perfection of the ferment-
ing process. Fermentation goes on, though in-

sensibly, for a long time, even for years, when the

liquor becomes more perfect, more mellow and
pleasant: in short it becomes good old wine.

Before one proceeds to the gathering of the

grapes, every implement used, vats, press, casks,

&c. must have been prepared before hand with
the utmost care. Great nicety and perfect clean-

liness, are of the utmost importance; for there is

perhaps nothing that takes so readily the taste of

substances with which it comes into contact as

wine. Every vessel, then, that is to contain it in

any stage of the process must be properly cleansed,

and if new casks are used, great care must be had
that they have been well charred inside, and puri-

fied by repeated washings with water, common
salt, and lime or ashes. Some recommend a de-

coction of grapevine leaves poured hot into the

casks, and afterwards well rinsed with pure water,

and well drained. If the casks have contained

wine, one of the heads is to be taken out, and the

inside will be found incrusted with tartar which
must be scra{)ed out, and then it is to be cleansed

as abo\-e stated, for the new ones, except that they

need no charring, nor long soaking to extract the

taste and coloring matter of the wood, as new ves-

sels do. I have generally' found that vessels that

have contained French brandy, particularly that
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Avhich is not, highly colored, are the b'^st seasoned

of any for wine. "Other spirits, such as whiskey,

apple or peach brandy and rum, give the caski? a

taste which can scarcely ever be got rid of. Alter

the casks have been well drained and are dry in-

side, the finishing pre|)aration is to burn a sulphur

match witlun them, and put, in the bung, when it

is fit to receive the liquor. The sul[)hur matches

are made by dippmg strips of course linen or cot-

ton cloth into melted brimstone. A piece of it

about an inch wide, and three or four inches long, is

enough ibr a quarter cask. It is lighted and sus-

pended by a wire so as to be about the middle of

the cask. The bung is used to stop the hole and

hold the wire to its place while the match is burn-

ing, which takes place in a minute or so. It is

projier to observe that ca.sks used for new wane

ought to be very strong, and of very thick slaves,

or else aller the" sensible fermentation is over, and

the bung is driven in close, the insensible fermen-

tation vvhich still goes on, will force the wine
through many places that would have contained

almost any other liquid without the least leakage.

There is not much danger of the grapes being

too ripe for wine, and the vigneron must be aware
that it is only when grapes have acquired the ut-

most degree of maturity, that they contain as

much sugar as it is their nature to do, and that it

is only during the last part of the maturing process

that they acquire this most desirable ingredient; for

grapes are fit to eat long before they are ripe

enough for wine. It is very desirable to select

good, dry and pleasant weather for the vintage,

and to have gatherers in sutlicient number to ga-

ther in one day, or two at tlie most, all the grapes

that are to be made into wine at one time. The
reason of this is obvious; for fermentation begins

as soon as they arc together in quantity, and before

they are maslied; so that any that had been ga-

thered several days before, if mixed with the last,

will be in different stages of fer.mentation, which
may disturb the process in some degree. In gath-

ering the grapes great attention must be given to

used only for this purpose, and when the contents

are sufRciently bruised, one of the sides, which ia

made to slide in and out, is taken out and the

mashed grapes are shoved into the vat, when ano^

ther sup|)ly of grapes is put in, and so on till the

whole of it is done. A better way still, which I

never have seen in use or ever heard of, until 1 had

contrived it for my own convenience, but which I

have since seen delineated and recommended in

Thiebault de Bernaurd's Manual, &c. It is two

rollers with each a crank. These rollers are about

two feet long, more or less as nmy be needed, and

about six or seven inches in diameter. They are

so placed on a frame as to b3 easily brought closer

ortiirther apart, so as to crush the berries without

cracking the seeds; to jjrevent w-liich bad elfect, I

selectecfa very soft wood, the tupelo, so that the

seeds would ra"ther make an impression on the rol-

lers than the latter on them, unless^ indeed, they

Avere much too close together. I found the proper

distance to be about a "full eighth of an inch. A
hopper is so fixed above them as to bring the grapes

readily to pass between the rollers. These are

turned by two children, and it is so easy a work lor

them, that they must be continually checked for

turnino- too fast. It is almost incredible what
quantity of grapes can be most completely mashed
in a short time, by means of this machine. It per-

forms its operation certainly better and more tho-

roughly than can be done, I think, by any other

means. It is most surprising that so obvious,

simple and convenient a contrivance, should not

have been in use generally in Europe for centuries

past! At this stage of the process, the quantity

of saccharine matter contained in the juice is to be

ascertained; for it would be a very useless and un-

certain operation, if the fermentation had gone on
for some time. This may be done by trying whe-
ther an egg wriil float in it, so as to have a small

portion of^ it out of the liquid. Or by an areometer,

which is the instrument I use. That of Betmrne for

syrup, or that for salts, is the suitable one. The
juice of my Madeira grape raises the instrument

tiie gatherers, that they pick out all such berries as i

usually about 10° and it requires about half a

may' be rotten and all the green ones, and that
j

pound of good sugar per gallon, supposed t) be m
they do not unnecessarily bruise tliem. Common the vat, to raise it to 13° or 14°,_which is fully

scissors w'ithboth points sharp, are the most con-
venient implement to gather the grapes with, and
take out the bad ones. The stems should be cut

short and each bunch careflilly deposited in

baskets or other suitable and convenient vessels.

These are occasionally emptied by the carriers

into large tubs and, carried immediately into the

vat, if near enough, if not, into hogsheads, with
one head out and set up in a wagon to receive the

grapes, and thence, when full, carried to the vat.

This is a large vessel made of oak, very strong, and
of a size proportioned to the quantity of grapes to

be made into wine at one time, and the larger it is

the better; for it is believed that the fermenting
process goes on the better, the greater the quantity
of matter in fermentation. The grapes are then to

be mashed. There are various methods of doing
this. The most common one is for men to get
into the vat wnth their naked fi^et and legs, and
trample them down until they suppose every berry
is bruised. A better and neater way is to put a
small quantity of the grapes at a time into a box
placed on pieces of timber over the vat, the bottom
and sides of the box being perforated with holes.

A man then get^ in \\nth a pair of wooden shoes

enouo-h to m.ake a good and durable wine. Some
grapes, the Lenoir, for instance, are richer, and the

latter sometimes raises the instrument to 13° full;

so that it is sufficiently rich to make a good wine
without the addition of any sugar. After the

whole has been well stirred in the vat, so as to

have completely niixed the sugar with the mashed
grapes, some of the must is again taken out and
tried with the effg or the areometer, w^hen sugar ia

again added, if insufficient. If otherwise, the vat

is^covered with boards and a cloth, and the whole
suffered to ferment tor one, two, three or more
days, according to the temperature and the object

in view, and the activity of the fermentation. As
the weather is usually hot here at the season of

vintage, I find usually twenty-four to thirty-six

hours'sufficient, particiilariy as the object is not to

obtain a highly colored wine, and also for fear a

longer fermentation with the marc would extract

from it, that is, from the skins, seeds and stems, too

much tannin, which might make tfie wine too as-

tringent, which though very wholesome, is not

generally so ])alatable as a less degree of it. Dur-
ing the time of fermentation in the vat, its content*

should be stirred several time?, and the top,,whick
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has been raised, is to be depressed down into the

more hquid part at the bottom. This is deemed
necessary, lest the top having immediate access to

the air, should become too acid and impair the

quality of the wine. I usually stir and push it

down twice in about twenty-lour hours. The vat

being provided with a large code, two or three

inches above its bottom, this serves to draw oil all

the liquor that will run out without pressure, and
it is at once put into the casks ready to receive it.

Tlie remaining contents ol' the vat are then carried

to the press to extract all tlie juice, and this last is

either mixed with the former, or is put into sepa-

rate vessels; for tliat from the press is more astrin-

gent than that which has run freely fi-om the vat.

When only a small quantity of wine is made, it is

not usual to keep these two qualities separate, as

it gives a great deal of additional trouble to have
two sets of vessels, the contents of which are to

be kept always separate. The casks into which
this must is put, (for it is not yet wine,) are not

filled by about three or four inches, according to

their sizes. The object of this is to allow room
for the continued fermentation, and prevent loss by
the must running over. The bung holes are then
covered by iwo or three vine leaves and loaded
with a double handful of moistened sand. Some,
instead of this, use small bags full of sand. Either

act as a valve that will rise if the fermentation is

violent, and suffer carbonic acid gas to escape. It

is yet the opinion of some persons that the casks

should be filled up, so that the rismg of the fi-oth

and other matter excited by the fermentation,

should run out of the cask; but the only difference

that I ever could find is, that in the latter case,

eome of the wine is lost with the foam, &c.:

whereas, by the former process, it settles to the

bottom and adds that much to the lees. The fer-

mentation will go on for two or three weeks, de-

creasing gi'adually in energy, till at last it is insen-

sible, and is no longer heard by apjjlying the ear to

the cask. When this is the case, the casks are to

be filled up to within about an inch of the top, and
the bung driven in close. In this state great care

is to be taken, and the casks visited at first often,

aA)out twice a day, lest the fermentation increasing

should burst the cask or produce some leaks. The
better to guard against this, a gimlet hole is made
within an inch or two' of the bung, and stopped

.with a peg that can be loosened and taken out for

a moment occasionally, at the frequent visits to the

casks. The taking out of this peg for a minute
allows the escape of the gas, and precludes all dan-

ger. The whole is finally left undisturbed for six

or eight weeks, except that the casks are of\en

filled up; for as the fermentation increases the bulk

of the liquor, the vessel, which should be kept fldl,

must be filled up when it has subsided. After

this, taking advantage of a clear cold day, the

wine is to be drawn off its first lees, and put into

other casks which must have undergone a due
preparation to receive it. The fumigation with a
sulphur match is by no means to be omitted here;

for it is then more necessary than at first. Its ob-

ject is, besides purifying the air contained in the

cask, to prevent an undue renewal of the fermen-
tation, towhichthe wine is liable after beingstirred,

and thus exposed to the atmospheric air. Until

this period the must, in its progress to becoming
wine, is very harsh and unpalatable, and, to a per-

son not accustomed to it, it would seem that it has

spoiled, and never can make good wine. It has
now, however, become very pleasant, palatable

and wholesome, although its fermentation is not

fully completed. It becomes again, at certain pe-

riods, as if about to spoil and turn to vinegar; but

the owner, or his substitute, need not be alarmed;
for it is only produced by a slight renewal of fer-

mentation, which though not otherwise perceptible,

has in reality produced this effect, which will have
disappeared in a few days, or a week or two, with
an evident improvement of the wine. These pe-

riods of renewed fermentation are said to be, first

when the sap rises in the vine in the spring, se-

cond when it is in bloom, and then, when tlie fruit

is acquiring its maturity. Although these are the

observations of illiterate men, who attribute to

these periodical circumstances of the vine the re-

newed fermentation of tfic wine, the fact is true,

though the cause must be looked for elsewhere;
probably that which affects the vine and that

which afl'ects the Avine, are the same changes in

the temperature of the atmosphere, together with
the state of the wine.
The above described manner of making wine is

the general practice founded on experience from
time immemorial. (I must except the addition of
sugar, which is not done in Europe, except by
very ihw; and this is probably the reason that their

wines vary more in quality, according to the sea-

sons, than would otherwise be the case.) There
are, however, many alterations, probably improve-
ments, lor the purpose of varying the quaUties and
properties of the wine. If a highly colored wine
is desired, and this is much regarded in France, it

is suffered to ferment longer in the vat. The color-

ing matter is obtained from skins by fermentation,

which also extracts from the stems and seeds an
astringent principle, which is very manifest in all

red wines, and strongly marked in port. This as-

tringency is certainly one of the good qualities of

wine, when not in excess. I believe, that for one
cask of white wine that is made in France, one
thousand of red is produced. Some of the white
wines are, however, more pleasant to delicate pa-

lates, (I mean generally, for there are many ex-

ceptions,) and in some cases, are as wholesome,
though their properties are difl'erent. The best

white wines, if we except a very few of the

choicest kinds, are probably those made of black

grapes, of which champagne is the most noted,

fn making these wines, great precautions are ne-

cessary to prevent their acquiring any degree of
color from the skin. It is according to the process

of making champagne, that I make a white wine
of my Prladeira grape, which is known to a few
gentlemen in Baltimore, and to many in Soutli

Carolina. The process is as follows: the grapes
being fully ripe, and the Aveather favorable, the

gathering commences as early as possible, by day
break if ])racticable, (or it ought to be discontinued

by the middle of the day, unless the sky is cloudy,

fiir fear the heat of the sun should tinge the juice.

They are gathered and picked with uncommon
care, so as not to bruise them and leave no rotten

berries in the bunches, the finest of which are se-

lected. As fast as the baskets of the gatherers

arc filled, they are very carefully and gently emp-
tied into the press, if near enough, if not, into tubs to

be carried to it by men; taking the utmost |irecau-

tion lest they should be bruised by either removal,

lor fear the fermentation should commence and
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color the must. Tlie grapes are gently arranged

bv' hand in the jjress, and when it is full, they are

pressed down, though not very hard, Avithout their

having been previous]}^ mashed. The juice thus

obtained, has at this time a little color; but this is

deposited in the bottom with the lees. It is then

put into casks, and treated afterwards in the same
manner, as according to the other process above
doscribed. Before it is put into the casks, the

strength of the must should be tried, and such su-

gar added as may be needed. In order to have
tiie wine effervesce, it must be carefully excluded

from the air as much as practicable, the vessels

kept full, bunged very close, and after it has been
drawn from its first lees, it should be twice fined

with the white of eggs, or isinglass, at short inter-

vals of time, so as to be able to bottle it in March.
Very strong bottles should be selected lor this pur-

pose; the champagne ones being made for the ex-
jiress purpose, arc probably the best. The corks

should be of the very best quality", and fastened

down with wire, or tied over with bladder, which
answers both purposes of wire and wax.
Wine made in this manner is necessarily more

costly than according to the other, for three rea-

sons:—much more care and attention are required

during the process; it is made of the ripest and
most perfect juice; and lastly, because only a por-

tion of it (about one-half) can be obtained by this

process; for, on unscrewing the ])ress, it is found
that only the ripest berries are broken; all the

others, though ripe enough for the usual purpose
of making wine, are left entire. The contents of

the press have then to be passed throug-h the rol-

lers, or to be otherwise mashed, and put into the

vat with the rest of the crop. This wine, when
made with all due care, is nearly colorless, and,

whether it is made to efTervesre, as champagne,
or not, is a very delicate and pleasant liquor, not

liaving any of the astringency of colored wines.

I have reasons to believe, that under certain cir-

cumstances, a small quantity of sugar-candy,

about half an ounce per bottle, is added at the

time of bottling it. This may add to its briskness,

as it does to its taste. It is surprising to observe

the difierence between this colorless wine and the

other made at the same time and with the same
grape, the latter being fermented in the vat for

twenty-four to thirty-six hours, more or less, as

circimistances may require. Those which I make
with my Madeira, which is a very suitable grape
Jbr the purpose, have apparently no points of re-

semblance.
Rather than interrupt the description of the

usual process of making wine, I have not inserted

in its proper place, a subject on which writers as

well as practical men, do not yet agree. It is whe-
ther it is best to separate the berries from the

stems, or to leave these and ferment the whole
together. It is very probable that in this, as on
most subjects of difierence, both sides are right in

particular circumstances. The advocates for

stemming the grape, say, that by this operation,

the wine is more delicate, and has none of the

roughness imparted to it by the stems in the other

mode of proceeding, and that the skins and seeds

are sufficient to give it a due degree of astringency.

The other party say, that the wine ferment<^d with
the stems is much more durable, and that its

rouohnes'S disappears in a great degree as the wine
acquires age, and that the greater quantity of

tannin which it has acquired from the stems, and
which pi-oduces its astringency, renders it a more
tonic and wholesome wine, as well as a more du-

rable one. Both are certainly correct to a certain

extent, and where tlie grapes acquire a sufficient

richness to make a desirable wine without the

stems, as is generally the case in warm countries,

it is certainly more pleasant to the taste, and where
the grapes are deficient, the stems are properly left

to add the very desirable quali!}^ of durability to it.

When, therefore, it is desirable to stem the grapes,

it is well to be informed of the speediest manner
of doing it. Of the various ways which I have
read of and tried, the following appears to me en-

titled To the preference. The grapes are thrown
into a box, the bottom of which is made of canes,

or narrow strips of wood, crossing each other so as

to leave open squares of about three-fourths of an
inch. This box being placed over a small vat or

large tub, hogshead, or the like, the grapes are

rubbed by hand hard against the bottom, by which
means the berries fiill through and the stemsbeing

well shaken, are thrown into an empty vessel rea-

dy to receive them. These may be afterwards

mashed and help to fill the vinegar cask. Some
considerable time will be saved, when the grapes

are stemmed, by placing the riddle or stemming
box over the ho'pper of the rollers; for the berries,

though a good deal mashed and bruised by the

operation "of stemnnng, are not sufficiently so.

This operation adds a great deal to the time and

trouble, at a season when both are precious.

It will perhaps be objected to my process of

making wine, that, as I add some sugar to it, it is

not the' pure juice of the grape. True; but if the

fruit is not sufficiently rich in saccharine matter, it

seems to me allowable to supply the deficiency. It

has been observed before, that the grapes of old

vines are richer than those of young ones. The
deficiency of sugar is therefore correcting itself

gradually every year. Besides this, some seasons

being very wet and cool, do not produce as rich a

fruit as more dry and hot ones do; and it is Avell to

know how to remedy the defect. Some persons

recommend to supply the deficiency by the addi-

tion of brandy, which, I think, is objectionable—

unless, perhaps, it be added before fermentation,

when it is possible a chemical mixture may be the

consequence; whereas, if it be added after the fer-

mentation is over, the mixture is only mechanical.

Whether it is prejudice in me or not, I think it

is always injurious to the wine to add brandy to

it, unless it be done at the beginning of the process;

and a great deal of it is probably evaporated dur-

ing the fermentation. My little experience tells

me, that spirits, either mixed with water or with

wine, attack the nerves, and are productive of

many disastrous consequences to health, destroy-

ing the tone of the stomach, &c. I have always

been of opinion that brandy is never added to wme
in France, unless it be to prepare it and make it

suitable for certain markets abroad. I never have

read any book, or seen any person having any

knowledire on the subject, but denied stoutly such

addition ^beino: made for home consumption, until

very lately, when I read in the "Manual of the

Wine Drinker," (anew book,) that, in the neigh-

borhood of Bordeaux, a certain kind of spirit, call-

ed "trois-six,' is put into the wine in sjiecified

quantities; and about the same time I saw a lady,

who is the owner of vineyards in that country,
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who avowed the same thing. What "trois-six"

is, it is not possible for me to say from the name;
but I presume it is alcohol, of a certain degree of
strength. Be this as it may, I am satisfied it is

only a recent practice in France, and I doubt iis

extension l)eyond the country where it is said to be
adopted. Whether the practice is good or bad, I

have no experience to determine; but it is very pos-
sible that the preference is given in that country
io s|)irit over sugar, because the latter is much
Nearer than the Jbnner, in proportion to its ef-

feet.

there is no light, or any change of temperature,
must, if it were sound when put in, remain sound
for many years, though it be not a very strong
wine.

Ojs the causes of failure lie vine cul-
ture AXD WINE MAKING.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Columbia, S. C, Novemher 15th, 1834.

In the No. for the present month of the Far-
There are various other processes of making I mers' Register, you request that light may be af-

wines of particular qualities, and in certain dis-

tricts; but, as I am not practically acquainted with
them, I shall only notice them very briefly. In
places where they wish to make a strong wine,
Avithout the addition of either sugar or brandy,
they reduce the must by boiling,—evaporating a
quantity of its water,—whereby the proportion of
the saccharine matter to the liquor is increased.

Others attain the same object by laying the very
ripe grapes on an extensive floor on straw; so that

they dry almost to raisins. The great objection to

either of these modes of proceeding, in a country

of beginners, is, that the quantity of wine made is

thereby considerably diminished, and Ave naturally

<enough aim at quantity as well as quality, and
•It appears to me more economical, to supply the

deficiancy of sugar, by sugar itself, than to do it by
evaporating a part of the liquor.

There is another subject, intimately connected
with wine n)aking, which I have not yet noticed.

It is the cellar, A good cellar—one calculated

to keep light and delicate wines—ought to be so

.deep that no change of temperature is experienced

in it throughout the year. It should also be rather

dry than damp; for too much moisture is injurious

to the casks. If I had such a cellar, I could easily

make and keep wine without sugar; but in such
a6 W8 have here,—dug only one, two or three feet

deep, and merely covered by the floor of the house
over it—such wine would probably be too oflen

aflfected by the changes of temperature, to resist

long. I have seen champagne upAvards of thirty

years old, that had been kept in a cellar at least

tAvei)ty-five feet deep, and it was as brisk as if it

had only been two or three years old. We have
then, as yet, no chance of getting accustomed to

the use of very light AA'ines, which are gentle in

their eflects, tonic, exhilarating, and not producing
intoxication, unless drank to a very great excess;

and even then, the consequences of intoxication,

by such Avine, are not as injurious as that produced
by the stronger ones, If^ howe^'er, intoxication is

the object, it is much more readily obtained by
brand)^ itself", Avithout resorting to the farce of
drinking it mixed with ivine and calling it exclu-

eively by the latter name.
Where they haA^e good and deep cellars, it is not

usual to put the AAdne into them before it has been

drawn off its first lees; but it is kept until that

time iR Avhat is called a "celier," which corres-

ponds more Avith our cellars here. A good cellar,

then, ^should be tAventy-five or thirty feet IjcIoav

the surface of the ground, vaulted Aviih stone or

Jjrick, and haA'e apertures leadinu' to the external

air. Wiiic, in good casks Avell filled, or still bet-

ter, in good bottles filled to very near the cork

—

about three-quarters of an inch at most—Avell

forded on the causes that have hitherto operated
against a complete success in the culture of the
vine, in an extended or more general Avay; for, as

you truly say, "the best proof has not yet been
furnished by the successful and profitable general
results of the labors of any one individual." A a

you honor me especially Avith this request, I must
do my best efforts to do what seems to me very
difficult, after the many disappointments Avhich I

have m5'self sufl'ered, and Avitnessed in others.

Great, hoAvever, as these disappointments hav^e

been, they have chiefly been so as compared Avith

our unreasonable expectation; but not so as to

deter the Avell Avisher to so good a cause, from
persevering in his efforts. It is true that, as you
say, "there is no doubt as to our being able to raise

delicious grapes, and sometimes abundant crops
of them—and also that ti-om them excellent Avine

has often been made." WhercA^er good grapes
can be raised, it is indisputable that Avine can be
made, and its quality AviU depend on the soil, cul-

ture, kinds of grape, and particularly on the skill

of the person that makes it. Although little has,

as yet, been made for sale in this country, some
has been sent to a considerable distance, AA-hich

Avas so AA'ell relished as to induce an order for a
quantity three times greater than the first sent, and
the order has been complied Avith. Besides this,

seA'eral gentlem.en have been noAV for some years
in the practice of making Avine fully sufficient for

the consumption of their household. All this ia

Avorthy of attention—but yet Ave cannot deny that

it has not yet been made a profitable object of
culture, and the causes of failure are probably
many, and one in particular, impossible to correct:

I mean the irregularity of our climate. Among
the others ma}^ be reckoned, that the experiments
hitherto made haA'e been on too large a scale, AA'hich

precluded the multiplying of them as much as

they should have been. I knoAv a gentleman who,
before he had any experience, began Avith tAventy

to thirty acres, and he has noAV about fifty or more
acres in cultivation. Experiments on such a sub-
ject are very expensive, on account of the length
of the time required to complete them, by which
the patience of the experimenter is ofien exhausted
before he could have calculated on a result; but,

if the trial has been made on a large scale, the
expense attending it may also have frequently
Avarned the imprudent, though patriotic zealot,

fliat hj- seeking thus for Avine, he may lose his

bread.

In order to have reasonable hopes of success in

such an enterprise, every point of difficulty is to

be considered; and in a countr}- Avhere such a
culture is first attempted, the points to be ascer-

tained are many—first, as to soil, exposition, and
corked and waxed, and kept in a collar Avhere climate. It i.s Aer}" eAndent, thai a satislactoiy

I
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result to this inquiry cannot be obtained belbre the

experiment has been carried on in various sites,

soils, and expositions, and at considerable distances
from each otiier. The particular kinds of grapes
suitable lor the diflerent soils and situations, is also

a subject ot' no trilling difficulties, and the solving
of them requires, of course, many and very care-

liilly made experiments. The efi'ect of the insul-

ficiency of experiments on this particular subject,

has been a hasty conclusion, that foreign grapes
will not do in this country, thereby discardmg at

one fell sweep, a whole, and probably the best

families of the vine, from which success should
have reasonably been expected. I do not intend,

our middle and southern Atlantic States than a nu-
merous population of honest, industrious and sober

people? Il' it be not one of the principal duties of

govenmients to aim at producing such a state of

things, in the name of common sense, what were
they instituted for? Were they ibrmed merely to

pilier, worry, ve.x, render criminal, and punish
poor simple man? If such be their objects, give

me anarchy and the savage state.

Taking things as they are, however, may we
not succeed in some degree in cultivating the vine

to advantage? Time and perseverance will undoubt-
edly effect what might have been done by more sure

and speedy means; and let us endeavor to correct

by this, to intimate that we cannot hope for success our errors and proceed as well as we may in our
from our native vines; for I believe that many are

j

circumstances. On examining carefully this fruitful

very valuable—and especially, great expectations! subject, we find that, in some localities, several of

may be formed Irom vines raised from the seed ol

native vines, impregnated with good foreign ones:

but the fault usually found with the imported vines,

is also frequently found (in unsuitable situations)

with some of the native ones; some of which will

rot, decay, or otherwise fail in the same manner
as those imported. By thus rejecting, without
sufficient cause, all the imported vines, we give
up the chance of producing those fine and elegant

wines, for which foreign couuti-ies, and particularly

Europe, are so celebrated. To take a detail view
of these numerous experin)ents, is almost certain

to produce an abandonment of the difficult task;

for each of them requires many years to afford a
satisfactory result, and several of the trials can
only be made one alter the other. It seems to

follow, from all this, that these experiments are
above the means and perseverance of men in their

individual capacities, unless |:ossessed of great
wealth, and an unchangeable determination to fol-

low them on to a successful termination. I have
long come to the conclusion, tliat experiments of
this nature should be undertaken at the expense,
and under the protection of government, or of
large and wealthy patriotic associations, capable
and willing to pay competent men to cany them
on in the various soils and situations of tiie country;
and, with sufficient means, they (or most of them)
may be undertaken simultaneously, by which, time
and expense would be greatly economised. First

the varieties of the vine which have been cultiva-

ted here, not only succeed well, but very seldom
lail of producing a plentiful crop. Whether this

be due to soil, exposition, or other cause, we ought
to be satisfied that whatever may be, and is actu-

ally done on a small scale, cannot be absolutely

impossible on any scale, soil, &c., being suitable.

As for the cost necessary to obtain such a result,

(if it can be obtained by any means in our power,)
if success could be once tolerably certain, it would
be of no consequence; for what could be too ex-
pensive that would produce fi-om ^500 to .^ 1,500

per acre? We must next consider whether the

object is worthy of the efibrt. Not taking now in

the account the great and public advantages, or

the possible great pecuniary profits, merely hinted

at above, some of the individual advantages may
be detailed. A farmer, a country gentleman, or

even one residing in a town as a professional man,
or a man of wealth retired from business, may cul-

tivate, in hue leisure moments, by himself and his

house servants, from one-eighth of an acre to one
or two acres of vines, according to his means, his

industry and his zeal; and from this source of

healthf'ul, interesting, and most innocent amuse-
ment, he will obtain in usual seasons, a most abun-
dantsupplj- ofawholesome beverage, a wine which
he will know to be pure and unadulterated. He
will be able to make at least two kinds of wine
from the same grapes, and gradually improve in

ascertain that a particular culture is desirable and i the qualities of each as he acquires experience in

its advantages great, (and those from the culture
j

the making of them. The^e wines will excite in

of the vine are incalculable, in moral, political, and him an honest pride in regaling his friends with
financial points of view,) and, after this, Avhy liesi- the product of his own industr}', and protract and
tate to adopt adequate means of success? invigorate that health which he, will have estab-

I know it will be said, that it is contrary to the lished by the cultivation of his vine.s. He will

spirit of our governments and instuutions, to un-
dertake any thing of this sort at the public expense,
and that the enterprise of individuals will soon ef-

fect it, if it promises profit to them. It appears
to me, that the expense and care of an enterprise
should be incurred by those who are to derive the
advantages—and the countrj^- is to derive them; for

is it not a public benefit, that the citizens should
be temperate, industrious, moral, and the country
itself increase in a denser and happy population?
It cannot be doubted at this day, that drunkenness is

comparatively unknown in wine countries, and that
the cottage of tjie vine cultivator is the abode of
industry—therefore of honesty and hapjiiness:

that each individual can cultivate only a limited
extent of vineyard, hence a dense population is

the necessary consequence. Is there an}- thing

form in his family and domestics, habits of indus-

try, useful exercise, sobriety, and consequent hap-
piness, and his posterity will blei;s his memory.
As you seem disposed, Mr. Editor, to republish

one or more pieces of mine, formerly published in

the American Farmer, it may not be unnecessary
to say a word concerning the discrepancies thai

seem to exist between my present observations and
some in former pieces. Not that I care for what
is usually understood by oonsisu-ncy, for I sincere-

ly wish to be only consistent in my attempt at

sitating thetRitJi, and in doing whatever little good
I may have in my power. It will be found in

some of my former writings, that I reject tlie idea

of any very great difficulty attending ths culture

of the vine; and, notwithstanding all that I may
have said above. I still sav the same thing. The

more desirable in any country, and particularly in
I
knowledge of the thing, trifling though it may ^
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must be had; but having the proper kind of vines

planted in a suitable soil, the ditficultieH! all vanish,

or none remain but such as any man with a little

practice and a common understanding, can usually

overcome.
The instabiUty of our climate is undoubtedly a

great obstacle to our cultivating the vine in this

country, in any situation indiscriminately. The
last season is a very striking example of this. We
had here, frost as late as the 17lli of May,—much
later than I had ever known it. The weather con-

tinued cold sometime longer; antl when the tem-
perature changed, it rose at once, or rather in the

course of a ihw days, to almost the highest degree

to which it usually rises in the hotter parts of our

summer. Although that very late frost was not,

in many places, sulRciently severe to kill the young
shoots of the vine, yet it must have checked vege-

tation very greatly: and it seemed to me to ha-i'e

produced a sort of paralysis, if plants are ever sub-

ject to such a disease. The quantity of fruit

thrown out by the vines was very great, and there

never was a prospect of a greater crop. It seems
however, that the vigor of the vines was insuffi-

cient to nourish the ii-uit; and this high degree of

temperature producing a great exhaustion of mois-
ture from them, greater than their capability to

Bustain the due ecpiilibrium, the grapes withered
and perished in a shorter time, and to an extent

never known to me before. We have usually, in

the first great heat in June, a period of rot or decay
like this; but never so destructive, and always leav-

ing a qua,ntny sufficient to have such a second pe-

riod of rot, and still leave enough for a tolerably

good crop. I have several times, I may say, or-

dinarily, after two such periods, obtained from my
vines in my garden, at the rate of from one thous-

and to one thousand five hundred gallons of wine
per acre, on about the sixth part of an acre. The
vines at my farm being much more exposed and
in still more sandy soil, have never done as

well as this; but it is an undoubted fact that the
wine produced from the more sandy and poorer
Boil of my flirm is of a superior qualitj^ to that made
from my garden.

It is worthy of notice, that wherever vines are
protected by houses, &c., they are proportionably
free from the effects of these periods of rot or de-
cay. Situations, therefore, sheltered by mountains,
hills, &c., are likely to prove the most advanta-
geous lor the vine, particular!}^ where the soil con-
tains calcareous matter, oris otherwise suited.

How far these views of mine may be correct,

it is very difficult to say; for, I iiave fiad generally,
very strong reasons for attributing the rot to the
great rains which we usually have in the latter

part of June, after a long and sevei-e drought.
The operations of nature require a very close and
accurate observer, who has time, and knowledge
to bring to his assistance, or else the results of his

observations will scarcely be anything but a chap-
ter of contradictions.

You ask mo, sir, what is the origin of that vine
which is called "Hcrbemont's Madeira." Ij; is a
vine which I found cultivated by the name of"Ma-
deira" in this place when 1 first came to it. I had
for a longtime, reasons to believe it a native vhie;
but a gentleman of Georgia, to whom the culture
of the vine is very greatly indebted, (Mr. Thomas
McCall,) assures' me that he knew it (o have been
imported from France. It is so viu-o/ous in its

growth, so well inured to the climate; besides

which, I had received it several times tr-oni differ-

ent quarters as a native, that I was warranted in

my supposition; but I iiavc no doubt now of its

being an imported one.

]V. ilERBEMONT.

ON OBTAINING NEW AND laiPROVED VARIK-
TIES OF GRAIN BY CROSSING.

To the EJitor of Uu; Fanners' Register.

In sending my monied contribution to the Far-
mers' Register, which I am sure you will consider

the best evidence that I could offer of its merits,

I beg leave, very briefly, to suggest a few thoughts
on the subject of seed corn. I believe, then, that

there is but one genus of wheat, and one of maize,
or Indian corn—and that all the varieties of either,

known to me, are the results of climate, cuUure,
seasons, soil, &c. &c.—and I believe, that by the

agency of man, these results may be still further

diversified, and made subservient to his good. By
the agenc}' of man, in the simple act of' selecting

from existing varieties of Avheat, the agricultural

community have been furnished with that called

the Lawler, generally admitted to be less liable to

injury by the Hessian Ry, than any other known
varietv'—and from the fact, as I believe, that its

lower leaves, commonl}' called the boot^ do not
adhere closely to the stalk; but like the same leaves

on rye, fade as the stalk begins to form, lea\'ing

any deposite of eggs which would have been sus-
tained to the injury of the stalk, by a gentle pres-

sure of the boot, to perish lor want of that pres-

sure. But whilst the Lawler wheat has the ad-
mitted quality of being less liable to injurj'bythe

fly than any other known variety, it is cultivated

reluctantly, from a belief that it is less produc-
tive in grain, than some other varieties. Now
reasoning from analogy, and not doubting the

llict, that by means of judicious crosses alone, the
English breeders of Ctattle have been able to cre-

ate new species of that stock, combining the best

ciualities of several varieties—why not expect like

results from like means, if made to operate on
wheat or Indian corn? For instance, we desire a
kind of wheat that shall unite the qualities, say of
the blue stem and Lawler—is it not very reasonable
to suppose, that from the seed of these varieties

promiscuously grown in the same field, a stalk

would be found, here and there, exhibiting the
loose boot of the Lawler, and the many grained
head of the blue stem? If yea, my theory for

creating a vew variety of wheat is established

—

and the world is welcome to it, without a charge
of patent fees. But that which, in my own opin-

ion, is only probable as to wheat, I have no doubt
is true in relation to Indian corn, for every hody
knows (or may know by a single experiment) that

any two or more varieties of Indian corn, when
promiscuously grown in the same field, mix freely

and extensively, combining in the product the
qualities of the parent seed, more or less equally

as it may happen: thus affording the planter of
this invaluable grain, by the easiest means ima-
ginable, an opportunity of fashioning his corn to

his own fancy. And yet hov/ lew for that con-

sideration, or the still greater of adding to the

contents of their crib or their purse, have ever

nmde an efibrt to improve their com? As excep-

tions to a n^g'iirence so general, I consider it my
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duty to say, thfit there are two ijentlcmen in thig

coLint)' who have made v^ery laudable etlbrts to

improve their corn by means of a careful aimual
selection of seed. The fimcy of one led him to

desire that his corn shoidd excel in weiglit, and
making his selections with that view, but only
from his own crops, has brought it, as I am well

assured, to the unusual standard of upwards of

sixty pounds to the bushel, being about five pounds
heavier than mine, which 1 would reluctantly have
rated below the average of the county. 1 have
compared this improved corn with my own, be-

cause I believe that both are from the same variety,

as it existed twenty years ago, proving most con-
clusivel}-, what may be done, if we would only

try to do.

The other gentlemaii wliose efforts to improve
his corn are so commendable, seems to have ex-
perimented more with a view to quantity by mea-
sure than by pounds; and instead of selecting lor

seed, such ears as ho would like his next crop to

have, prefers taking the upper ear of stalks bear-
ing two or more ears—and he appears very con-

fident, that this mode of selecting seed, continued
lor, say the last twenty 3'ears, has given him a
species of corn, which hardly ever fails to have
two ears to the stalk—and that his crops have been
greatly increased since he adopted it for cultiva-

tion.

Rockbridge, Nov. IStk, 1834.

Extract from the ionnial of the Affricultiual Society of King
William and King and Queen.

Resolved, That Mr. William Boulware be re-

quested to furnish a copy of his address to this

meeting for publication.

THOMAS iiAYKES, Secretary.

A SKETCH OF AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BE-
FORE A 3IEETIJVG, CONVENED AT AYLETt's,
KING WILLIAM COUNTY, FOR THE PURPOSE
OF FORMING AN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

By WiLLIAil BOULWAKE.

An interesting subject has called us together.

Among all the arts, sciences, and professions of
man, there is none so comprehensive in its influ-

ence, and so universal in its interest as agriculture.

All the citizens of a state are blessed in its pros-

perity, and all languish and sufl'er in its adversity.

It is the basis on which repose all other arts; and,
indeed, civilization itself; tor without it man would
be a wandering savage, roaming the forests in

search of an uncertain and scanty subsistence.

The Egyptians appreciated so highly its benefits,

that they ascribed the invention to one of their

Deities, and in the excess of their gratitude wor-
shipped the ox for his services in the cultivation of
the soil. The nations of antiquity soon learned to

estimate the art of agriculture, and in many re-

spects Virginians of tlie 19tli century have cause
to blush at their infijriority. In the purest period

of the Roman Repidilic, to be called "an indus-

trious and judicious husbandman,"" was esteemed
the highest encomium that could be given an il-

lustrious character. The most distinguished citi-

zens devoted their' talents and labor to the cultiva-

tion of the soil, and the im])rovement oi" the mode
ol husbandrv. *'M. Cato, the censor, who was

celebrated as orator, statesman, and general, hav-
ing conquered nations and governed provinces,
derived the highest and most durable honors fi-om
having written a voluminous work on agriculture."
Yu'gil has lent his genius to the same topic, and
embodied in the flowing harmony of his numbers,
and the glowing beauties of his versification, the
precepts and the pleasures of the farmer's life.

Pliny, Varro, and many other Romans of erjual

celebrity, composed treatises on the same subject,

and vvere held in high estimation as public bene-
fiictors, for contributing their aid to the improve-
ment of the tillage of their country. The Greeks,
also, devoted as they were to politics, commerce,
and conquest, did not neglect the business of ag-
riculture, but gave a portion of that genius which
had illuminated so many other subjects to an elu-

cidation of the principles of rural economy. Hesiod,
Xenophon, and others, have written on this sub-
ject. Other nations of ancient times held this art

in high esteem, and contributed to accelerate its

progress. The Carlhagenians carried it to a high
state of perfection for the age in which they lived.

In modern times, the inhabitants of other coun-
tries and other states of this confederacy, have
done much to advance it. Philanthropists have
expended their efforts on its improvement—philos-

ophers have investigated and speculated upon its

theory and practice, and statesmen and states have
contributed substantial aid to its advancement. An
employment which occupies seven-eighths of the
population of all civilized communities, which is

the source of occupation, and the paymaster of all

other trades and professions, is certainly one well
worthy the investigation of the scientific, the pat-

ronage of the benevolent and patriotic, and the

protection and bounty of governments. 1'he econ-
omists of the 18th century, perceiving its superior

importance in a state, and the intimate connection
and dependence on it of all other departments of

industry, were led erroneously to consider that ag-
riculturists were the only producers, and the rest of
mankind mere consumers. In the commence-
ment of this art the principles of science have
been applied with much advantage. Chemistry
has poured a flood of light on the whole circle ol

agricultural topics. By it, much that vras doubt-
fid has been decided; much that is new and valu-

able has been added, and the means are afiorded

by chemical analysis, of establishing principles and
practice as sure and determinate in agriculture, as

in the science of mathematics, or any other. It

has torn down the pillars that sustained the fabrics

of many systems built up amid darkness and igno-

rance, and in their place has afforded the instru-

ments ibr rearing a science on a basis firm as ada-

mant, and lasting as truth. By an analysis of

the soil, whatever is noxious may be detected;

whatever constituent is wanting that is necessaiy

to the crops proposed to be grown, may be ascer-

tained, and thus the character of land and its va-

lue be decided. A specimen of a soil of good ap-

pearance but remarkable sterility, was placed in

the hands of Sir H. Davy for his examination.

Upon a chemical analysis lie detected sulphate of

iron. This he knew to be uniavorable to vegeta-

tion, and recognized it immediately as the source

of the sterility. The remedy was obvious to the

chemist—a top-dressing of lime, whicli converted

ihe poisoiious principle into a manure. The lime

was applied, the sulphate ol' iron was des;ro3-ed,
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for the sulphuric acid which was in combination
witli the iron, on account of its greater alfinity for

tlie lime, united with the Hme and produced sul-

phate of" lime, which is the piaster of Paris of

commerce. Thus was the poison of the soil ren-

dered a lenilizing and valuable constituent, and
the barren land became very productive. Again,
it is at this tinje a controverted point in our section

of country, whether manures would better be ap-

plied beibre decomposition, or thrown out and ex-

posed to suffer a thorough putrefaction. ISIy im-
pre.ssion is, that a majority have adopted the latter

opinion. The same distinguished chemist has

shown, to a certainty, that in the process of fer-

mentation and decay, there is a loss of one-half or

more in weight, and an escape of a large quantity

of carbonic acid and ammonia, which are both very

nutritious to plants. The odors which escape from

our manure heaps, and assail and disgust our ol-

factories and contaminate our atmosphere, would,

if preserved, contribute to the sustenance of crops

and the subsistence of man. But it has been said

that experiment has decided that a crop that has
received rotted manure will be more abundant.

This may be true as to the first crop, and yet the

permanent utility of the manure be diminished

one-half and more. And if there be a necessity

for fine rotted manure, the loss may be prevented

by throwing on the heaps previous to fermentation,

earth to absorb and preserve the fertilizing princi-

ples that would otherwise be evaporated. Thus
the investigations of the chemist assist the agri-

culturist. But with us, in Virginia, for the most
part, but little application has been made of sci-

ence in the cultivation of the soil. Heretofore,

improvements that have been introduced, and dis-

coveries that have been made of practical utility

elsewhere, have been received by us with indif-

ference and neglect. Indeed, with many, a pre-

judice seems to exist against every thing of the

kind. Changes are denounced as innovations, and
the cry of theory is sufficient to overthrow the

most important fact. Theory is the bugbear that

frights their imagination, and woe is pronounced
on the man who is the victim. Singular as it may
eeem, such individuals are usually the most per-

eevering, devoted, and inveterate theorists. So
enamored are they of those of their own concep-
tion, that they give no ear to those of others. For
all the phenomena which they witness, they as-

sign abundant causes, and they are fluent on the

relations which facts bear to each other. The
misfortune is, that often there is no connection be-

tween their causes and their phenomena, and no
ex'istence for the relations of their facts, save in

their own minds. When this is the case, an erro-

neous practice is the inevitable result. This has
had its influence, combined whh many other

causes, in producinff the present state of our agri-

culture. Such is the impoverishment of mnny
farms under the svstem of tillage that has prevail-

ed, that they will not restore the husbandman
the expense of cultivation. It has been estimated,

and I am inclined to thinlc, correctly, that the cost

of cultivation averages in Virtrinia, five dollars per

acre. There is much land in our vicinity, and
that too in cultivation, w'hich does not yield pro-

ducts that would sell for halt this siun. But if it

brought the full amount, that only pnvs the cost of
labor, and the wenr and tear of implements; and
the interest upon the capital invested in the land,

is lost. There are very many estates of wliich

the produce of the soils tailsfur short of rendering

the owners a legal interest on the wlrole invest-

ments, and the only means of sustuining so unpro-

fital^le a business, is to raise negroes fior the south-

ern market.
Blessed with a soil naturally productive, and

well adapted to a great variety of crops, in a cli-

mate mild and genial, midway between the "drifi-

iug snows and driving sleets'' of the North, and
the poisonous exhalations and burning suns of the

South, we have nothing to accuse but our own
waywardness and prodigality in squandering the

bounties with which a kind providence ha(i en-

riched us. While other countries have been im-
proving their lands, and increasing theinprcducts,

ours has been the downv/ard course of deteriora-

tion and destruction. While England has been
doubling her products every twenty-five years

—

while New England, and most of the States
north of us, have been very rapidly augmenting
theirs, Ave have continued in the habits of our
fathers, rejecting improvements, and have been
going on to destroy the fertility that remained af>er

so long a period of exhaustion. The relative di-

minution of our exports, the slow increase of our
population, compared with that of many other
States; nay, the absolute decrease in fourteen
counties east of the Blue Ridge, the rapid tide of
emigration that is making out from our confines,
all attest the disease that is wasting the energies
of Virginia, and blighting her once fair prospects.
VVhile her population is yet sparse, her citizens
flee from her—the ties of kindred, the endearments
of home, all the tender associations that cling
round the place of their nativity, cannot bind them,
lor their wasted fields yield them a poor subsist-

ence. They wind their way to the far distant

South and West, and take reiuge on soils not yet
marred and destroyed by the reckless hand of
man. Mr. Jefferson in his Notes, written in 1782,
predicted that in 18.35, our population would be
2,2700. By the census of 1830, we have fallen

short a million of it. At that time Virginia was
the first State in the confederacy—first in wealth,
strength, and population. She has now fallen to

be third, and in a short time will probably be
fourth. But need we wonder at this result, when
we contemplate the system of husbandry that has
been so long practised among us] Ours has been
for the most part, a regular succession of clearing
and killing, and clearing and killing again, until

there is but little left of the original forest, and we
have nearly realized the fable of killing the goose
to get the golden efrs- We have pursued the pro-

cess of depletion and exhaustion to that extreme,
that the patient must expire unless there is a
change of practice. Intelligent travellers have al-

ready described a large portion of that section of
the State Ij-ing between the head of tide-water iind

the sea shore, as barren wastes, affording a bare

subsistence to a thin and scattered people. But I

rejoice that the energies of our soil arc not ex-

hausted, thoughlamentably worsted and enfeebled.

I believe that with judicious treatment, the "vis

medicalrix naturoi'''' will resusoilate our suffering

earth, and restore her to her gay and brightest ex-

islence. The oriiyinal vigor of her constitution

will facilitate tlie eflbrts of the physician. In ma-
ny cases there are i-eposing in tlip bosom of our

land, inexhaustible stores of fertility, laid up, U
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would seem, ngainft this hour of need, and we
have only to applj' them and receive a rich reward.

Upon other farms not favored with calcareous

treasures, there arc almost universally, other

Bources oi" enrichment, which preclude doubt and
despair ass to the possihility of recovery. I cherish

the hope that a chansre has already commenced,
which portends much good to Virginia. The es-

tablishment of an airricultural paper among us,

edited with great ability, well sustained by contri-

butors, and supported by an extensive patronage,

is a most favorable omen. A spirit of improve-
ment appears to be abroad: experiments in culti-

vation, investigations into the modes of culture in

other countries, and an examination of the princi-

ples of agriculture are now heard of among us.

These are auspicious signs.

But there is wanting some bond of union among
farmers—something which may connect them in

one body, dignify the profession as a separate in-

terest, and give it power and consequence. Agri-
cultural societies are what are now wanting. In
eome places where such institutions have first been
proposed and formed, prejudices have arisen

against them. It is possible that .some of the same
feeling may exist here. They have been pro-

nounced of no practical utility. It is a general
truth so clear that no one has ever had the folly to

deny it, that individuals associated for a common
purpose, whose feelings and energies are enlisted

in the attainment of one object, may enlighten,

aid, and benefit each other. This being obvious,
what constitutes agriculture an exception? What
is there in the nature of the case to prevent the
usual effects of union and concert? It is an axiom
that union is strength: why may not this force

be as effectually apphed to the improvement of
the cultivation of the soil as to the colonization of
Africa, or any other object which societies have
accomplished. Men coming together from differ-

ent parts of a district, of unequal capacities and
experience, brought up under different circum-
stances, and having had diflerent opportunities of
observation, would be able to conmiunicate much
that was new and valuable, one to another. What
one may never have tried, another may have sub-

mitted to the test of experiment. What one may
never have thought of, another may have exam-
ined. What may have been invented by one,
another may have improved. What is unintelligi-

ble to one, another may explain. Thus would
there be mutual improvement,each contributing his

Btoreof observation and information, and I'eceiving

in return that of all the rest. What was private pro-
perty, would become a common possession. The
collected wisdom of the body would be attainable
by each member of it. There is no art that can
be so perfected b}' individual skill, as by mutual
communication. The sublimest geniuses that

have made discoveries and inventions both in sci-

ence and art, could have received assistance and
benefit from the co-operation of others. In the
works of Newton, errors have been detected by
far inferior men, and corrections made. Upon the
inventions of Arkwright and Fulton, improve-
ments have been made. Thus it is useful both to

the skiltul and the ignorant, to avail themselves of
the experience and information of others. Agri-
cultural societies furnish one of the best means of

diffusing usefiil information. At their meetings,

ii^e reaults of experiments are detailed, the bsst

modes of management canvassed, and the expe-
rimice of members elicited on the various points of
husbandr}-. They promote experiments. There
is nothing more wanting in our section of country
than a series ol accurate experiments on the va-
rious modes of" culture and improvement here, and
elsewhere, with a \iew to ascertain wliich are best
adapted to our soil and circumstances. This is a
new field for investigation—lor such has heretofore

been the extraordinary apathy of ourcitizens, that
notwithstanding the reports lliat have reached
them of the wonderful products of farms in New
York and elsewhere, ihey have, lor the most part,

walked in the gocd old ivay, that has come down
to them sanctioned by ancestorial usage. The
information which we have derived Irom books,

and periodicals, has been, until recently, obtained
exclusively from experiments made in other sec-

tions of country. These should be made on our

own soil and among our own citizens, and I doubt
not, that many facts would be ascertained of great

practical utility. Another advantage of these so-

cieties is, in the manifestation of the value of va-
ried knowledge and science to the agriculturist.

The subject is susceptible of a division into two
parts—tiieory and practice. There is much im-
portance to be attaciiedto each, and unless both be
correct, there is danger of fatal errors.

One would scarcely expect to find an able sur-

veyor, or a skilful statuary who had not studied

the theory of his art. Much less need we expect
to see an able and successful farmer who manages
his estate to the best advantage, Avho has not

learned the principles on which his art is based.

There are good theorists whose practice is bad,

because they do not carry their principles into ex-
ecution; but, there can scarcely be good practition-

ers of any art, whose theories are incorrect. Aa
well might we expect figs from thistles, as good
husbandry from erroneous principles. When ag-
riculture is more studied, perhaps it will be found
that there is as mucli necessity for the establish-

ment of schools tor its promotion, as for the en-
dowment of military academies and other institu-

tions—such as are the usual objects of the support

of governments. If the patronage of the state

should be regulated by the importance of the ob-

ject, there is certainly none more worthy of ita

support. It is as much within the province of our
legislature to establish a professorship of agricul-

ture in our University, as that of Moral Philoso-

phy, or any other. There are manj- examples of

this kind in other countries.

Again, the farming interest, by uniting in asso-

ciations of this kind, will increase its strength, en-

hance the respect due to the profession, and be
able to act wi'li more efficiency when its rights are

in danger. It cannot be doubted, that the culti-

vators of the soil constitute more than nine-tentha

of the population of the United States. Here ia

much the greater portion of the Avealth, and piiy-

sical, and moral strength of the country. Let this

power be brought into harmonious action, and itia

perfectly irresistible. The manufacturing interest

is indebted for the power it has wielded, principal-

ly, to its acting in masses. Being collected for the

most part, in establishments of from 100 to 1,000
persons, they have produced an impression by no
means commensurate with their numbers. Ten
disciplined soldiers will keep in subjection a hun-
dred citizens not united. Upon a similar princi-
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pie have, the manulactories exerted a power out of

all proporti(Tn to their intrinsic strength. Thus, if

agriculturistis will unite in societies, and cherish

their own interests, it is beyond the power of all

other trades and professions together, to secure

legislation that is ohnoxious and oppressive to this

department of industry. The natural tendency
of societies of this kind is, to promote a spirit of

competition and improvement. When the mem-
bers are collected at their annual meetings, and
statements are given of the modes of culture, the

products and results, the advantages of judicious

management will be so obvious and attractive, as

to excite emulation. The habit of exhausting and
destroying the soil will give way to the calls of in-

terest. When it is made so manifest that none
can doubt, that it is more profitable to improve,
than to destroy, the system of destruction will

cease. At present, it is quite common to liear in-

dividuals calculating how long a piece ol' land will

last. When accounts reach us oi' great crops that

are made at a distance, many are incredulous,

others doubt il" the expense of cultivation is not too

large, and few are willing to attribute them to a
good sj'stem of culture. But ^vhen some one
among us produces one hundred and thirty, or one
hundred and seventy bushels of corn to the acre,

(which have been made to the North, and which
our lands with equal improvements are more com-
petent to produce, for our climaie is more favora-

lale,) then, perhaps, the faculty of sight will pro-

duce conviction. The honor attached to pre-

miums is also very effifient, in rousing and exciting

to extraordinary exertion. A feeling of salutary

rivalry is induced which is well calculated to have
happy eHects. Again, the exam])le of other coun-
tries forms a powerful argument in lavor of the
pstablishment of societies for the promotion of ag-
riculture. The great imjirovement and immense
increase of the produce of England, have been
generally attributed, principally, to her societies,

;and her National Board of Agriculture. An Eng-
lish writer, speakmg of this latter institution, says,

"it made farmers residing in different parts of the

kingdom acquainted with one another, and caused
a rapid dissemination of knowledge through the

whole prolession. The art of agriculture was
brought into fashion—old practices were amended
—new ones introduced—a degree of exertion
called forth, heretofore unexampled in this island."

We have no reason to believe, but that similar ef-

fects would be produced here by the use of the
same means. Bonaparte looking to the sources of
national wealth, and the means of augmenting the
resources of France, with his wonted sagacity, es-
tablished many agricultural societies and Profes-
sorships, Botanical and Economical Gardens for

the exhibition of the different modes of culture,

and the dissemination of plants. But we need
not travel abroad to see the salutary influence ex-
erted by such institutions. The states of Massa-
chusetts and New York, have both taken these
societies into their patronage, and the former has
contributed largely to their funds. The appear-
ance of these states, (and th.e Northern states

generally) where these associations exist, fully at-

tests their happy effects. With climate and soil

by nature infenor to our own, they have surpassed
us in their products and improvements. I might,
were it necessary, quote tlie authority of the most
illustrious politicians and patriots of our state in

favor of the means suggested for the resuscitation

of the worn and exhausted energies of our soil.

Washington, Madison, and many others, have
borne testimony to the good consequences which
would be the natural result of societies properly
constituted and maintained. Let us avail ourselves
of the sources of fertility which abound among us;

let us enter with spirit, activity and perseverance,
into miprovements of our land and our system of
cultivation, and we shall no longer sutler reproach
on^account of the poverty of our soil, or its irra-

tional anil wretched management.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

PEKFORJ'IAACt: OF A THRASHING MACHINE,
AIVD WHEAT FAN.

We were present, by invitation of Jeremiah
Nicols, Esq. of Kent Count}', Eastern Shor-e of
Maryland, on the lOth of September inst., to wit-

ness the operation of his thrashing machine, and
wheat fan.

The thrashing machine was put in motion, and
was run without cessation, for one hour and Jbrty-

nine minutes, when the stack of wheat was ex-
hausted. The straw was cleared away, and the
machine again started, and v>'orked without cessa-
tion for one hour and thirty minutes, when the
second stack was finished. The sheet was then
spread, and the fan was put in motion, and worked
until the sheet on which the fanned wheat was re-

ceived, was filled; the time employed was twelve
minutes, and the product measured fiftj'-three

bushels. The fian was again started, and contin-

ued to run fifteen minutes, when the sheet was
again cleaned, and forty-nine and a half bushels
measured up. The fan was again run for nine
miimtes, when the wheat in bulk was exhausted
—and, upon being measured, there j;roved to be
twenty-six bushels. The wheat scattered about
the machine, and at the tail of the fan, and about
the floor, was estimated by us at from eight to ten

bushels—and Mr. NicoIs has since reported, that

after we left him, it was chaffed, and measured
ten and a half bushels. The statement, therefore,

stands thus:

—

Whole time of" running the thrashing
machine, - - - 3 hours 19 min.

Whole product, - - 139 bushels.

Average per hour, - - 41 ||i

Or near 42 bushels per hour.

Whole time of fanning, - 36 minutes.

Quantity chafied, -" - 128^ bushels.

Average per hour - - 214} do.

The occasion of the difierence at the difliirent

experiments with the fan was. that the richer

parts of the bulk, with less straw, and nearer to

the fan, were first taken: there was afrerwards more
straw, and the wheat was taken somewhat farther

fi-orn the f;in; and the three hands with tlieirbaskets,

did not always keep the i'an supplied. We think,

that a full supply of wheat would have produced
throughout, as large a j-ield as the first twelve min-
utes—which was at the rate of 265 bushels to the

hour.

The thrashing machine is one made by Arthur
Kitchen, which has been running seven or eight

years—was worlced by four horses, and with a

light drauglit. The fan was manufactured by Sin-

clair and Moore, of Baltimore, Vv'ith a slight alter-

ation made by Mr. Nicols, who informs us, that
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until altered by him, it was with great diffi-

cult)-, he could get 60 bushels chafi'ed in an hour

with her.*

In giving the number of bushels, we are to be

understood, as intending dean wheat—an allow-

ance having been made in measuring, more than

sufficient, in our judgements, to meet any diminu-

tion in a subseciuent limning.

The number of hands emjiloyed while thrash-

ing the first stack was—one man hand who drove

all the lime; one man hand who fed all the time;

two Avho handed wheat to the feeder; one man
chiedy engaged in oiling the machine; one man
and a boy to load the cart at the stack and drive to

the machine; one boy cutting tlie bands of the

sheaves, assisted b}' the man who oileil, and two

men attending to clearing the separator and re-

moving the straw—in all eight men, and two boys:

afterwards, in thrashing the second stack, and
while ffinning, one of the men vvho bad been eni-

pioyed in handing wheat to the feeder, was ab-
sent.

E. F. CHAMBERS,
THOMAS WILKINS,
HIRAM BROWNE,
BARTUS TREW.

I5th Sept., 1S34.

[The necessary exclusion of tills communication

from No. 6, (for want of space) has given us time to

write to Baltimore to inquire about the improvement

of the fan abovementioned. It is described as very

simple—and perhaps our description may enable others

to use it. The improvement by Mr. Nicols consists in

two boards being placed one above the other, and

across the fan, and between the vanes which force

the wind, and the riddles. The parallel edges of the

boards next the vanes are about nine inches apart, and

six or seven towards the riddles. They form a kind

of long funnel through which all the wind is directed

to the riddles and its force concentrated precisely

where it is required.]

ON THE LOSS CAUSED BY THE USUAL, MODE
OF GETTING FODDER FROM CORN.

Brookfield, (Henrico,) Qth Nov. 1834,

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

In some of the foregoing Nos. of your Register,

several articles have appeared, depi'ecating the

S3^stem generally adopted, of pulling fodder from,

and cutting tops off' corn stalks, before the corn
itself is sulFiciently matured. That this S3'stem is

highly injurious to the corn, and an injudicious

mode of management, cannot be doubted. Some
writers on this subject, have estimated the loss of
corn, sustained by the stalks being thus premature-
ly mutilated, at ti'oin eight to twelve bushels per
acre; how near either of these estimates may ap-
proximate to the real general loss, I cannot from
experience or observation, determine. Notwith-
standing the many articles which have been writ-
ten on the subject, it does not yet appear that any
of them have obtained that attention amongst
farmers to which they were justly entitled; and it

is with a conviction of the importance of this mat-
ter to agriculturists, and Avith a view of inviting

* The improved fans will be manufactured and for

sale by Sinclair and Moore next spring.

their attention to an affair where their interests
are so deeply concerned, that I presume to offer

a few cursory remarks. As this is the season whea
the hopes which the husbandman had founded on
the success of his corn crop will either be realized
or disappointed, they may perhaps, in addition to

the more practical remarks of other writers, be the
means of eliciting a greater degree of attention to

a matter of no trifling importance to the interests
of every farmer.

The observations which I have been enabled
to make on tlie corn crop under my care, and on
that of several surrounding farms, where the prac-
tice of pulling fodder and cutting tops is pursued,
has been sufficient to convince me that the sys-
tem is a bad one; I and have no hesitation in say-
ing, that the iarmer who adojjts this system, loses
one-fifth of what his corn crop would j^roduce
him were the blades and tops allowed to remain
on the stalks until the coi'u became perfectly ma-
tured.

To a person even slightly acquainted with vege-
table organology, it must be self-evident, that the
leaves and tojis of a corn stalk form one of its prin-
cipal conservative parts,and as such,have important
functions to perform in the vegetable economy of
that plant: and that these functions are indispen-
sably necessary to the growth and porlection of
its rej)roductive organs cannot be doubted. Admit
this, and it naturally follows, that to deprive the
plant of these organs before they have fully com-
pleted the functions which nature allotted them to
perform, or before the whole vegetable economy
of that plant is completed, and you inflict on it a
positive and irreparable injur}^ If corn, or any
other grain, be prematurely deprived of parts per-
forming functions so indispensably necessary to its

propagation, as are its tops and leaves, wliether
such deprivation be inflicted systematically or by
accident, shall so far tent! to diminish the quantity
of its produce, and it follows as a necessary con-
sequence, that the quality even of that diminished
quantity suffers in the same ratio—thereby dimin-
ishing its nutritive qualities and weakening its re-
productive powers, 'and by this meansperpetuating'
the evil on every succeeding crop: a good crop
cannot be expected fi'om bad, or imperfectly ma-
tured seed.

Corn may justly be considered an indispensable
article of food in this section of country, and one
of the principal sources of profit to the ffirmer.

Why then, should it alone, of all cultivated grains
and grasses, be subjected to this unnatural mode of
treatment?—for, that its tops and leaves are less

essential to the properly maturing of its seed than
that of any other plant, cannot be admitted. The
farmer therefcire, who adopts this system, is not
only guilty of a direct infringement on the estab-

lished laws of nature, but also of inflicting a j)osi-

tive injur}' on himselfj inasmuch as he is the active

agent in so far destroying the remunerating part

of his corn crop, without receiving any adequate
compensation; tor, under no circumstances will the

fodder compensate him tor the loss sustained in the
quantity of his corn. Let him calculate his loss

of corn at one-fifth, (which I think, rather under
than above the refd loss) add to this, the expense
ofpulling and curing his fodder,even under the most
favorable circumstances, and he will find the ba-
lance heavily against him. I am aware, that on
many farms fodder is considered an indispensable
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article of food for cattle in winter. Cases of this

nature, may at first sight, exhibit some seemingly
plausible reasons for pursuing this system, on the

Jaw of necessity; but a little reflection will easily

adduce proofs that the general necessities of these

cases do not require any such heavy sacrifice.

Any farm generally, capable ofproducing a tolera-

ble crop of corn, will also, in most cases, produce
an ample supply of corn, and other grasses for the

support ol'a stock of cattle on the farm throughout

the season, and at the same time be the means of

improving and ameliorating the condition of the

Eoil.

As a means of coming to <an exact knowledge
of the extent of the injury which the farmer in-

flicts on himself, and the community at large, by
adopting so ruinous a system, it would be necessa-

ry to make various experiments in different sec-

tions of the country. JEx|>eriments of this nature,

I am aware, have been repeatedly made; but it is

in the power of every farmer to try the experi-

ment for himself—it can put him to very little in-

convenience, and no extra expense. Suppose a
portion of the corn field of any convenient or wish-

ed for extent, be selected for tlie experiment, on

which, the corn is all equally good; divide this

into five equal divisions, containing each the same
number of hills and stalks on a hill: fiom the first

division of this selected piece oi'corn let the fodder

be pulled and the tops cut, as generally done;

from the second, pull the fodder from the whole of

the stalk, but do not cut off the tops; from the

third, pull the fodder from the stalk only so far up
as the ear, leaving the tops as in the preceding di-

vision; fi-om the fourth, at the time when it is usual

to cut off the tops, cut the stalk even by the ground

with all its leaves, and top on, and set it up in

small quantities together;— (this part of the experi-

ment would, I think, clearly prove that at this

stage of the growth of the corn, that the leaves and

tops are a much more important conservative part of

the plant than even the roots;) and in the fifth di-

vision leave the whole entire on the ground until

the corn is perfectly matured—and when such is

the case, pull the corn from all the divisions on

the same day, and carefully weigh the product of

each separately. Probably some more eligible

method might suggest itself to some of your rea-

ders—however, I think some general experiment

such as the above, would at once show the imper-

fection, and consequent loss to the farmer of the

present system of pulling fodder and cutting tops.

The sooner it is exploded the better for every

farmer. a. n.

From the Farmer and Gardener.

New Lebanon, Camden County, N. C. }

September 26//(, 1834. 5
# # * # *

I cut the tops of a piece of corn above the first

joint in the following manner. 1 began with the

first row, left the next, cut the third, and so on, cut-

ting every other row through the piece. This was
done when the corn was soft—say when it would

answer to roast. In about two weeks I cut ano-

ther piece in the same manner, and watched the

result. At the time my corn of the first piece was
fit to take the fodder from, as we term it here,

(meaning the blades or leaves,) I found it was as

green as any part of the field, and there was no
perceptible difference between th« rows where the

tops were cut, and those that were left uncut; but
not exactly so with the second piece. In this, the
blades on the cut rows Avere somewhat drier than
those on the uncut. At gathering time, we could
not perceive any dift'erence in the corn; but I waa
not as particular as Mr. Clark. If I had been,

l^erhaps I might have found much more difference

than I observed. (I very nmch admire his mode
of managing the experiment.) I continued the
aboAe exfieriments for three years, and found the
result the same—since that lime, I have only cut
the tops to feed my horses with, in a green state,

finding it so ditFicult to save the tops in our wet sec-

tion ot country.

Most respectfully yours,

PHINEAS SANBORX,

[We present above, opinions both for and against the

common practice of stripping the leaves and cutting'

oir the tops of corn, while the plant is still green and

full of sap. The experiments of Mr. Sanborn were

made with so little care and attention to accuracy, (aa

he seems fully sensible of,) that they are but Httle to

be relied on—or rather, are entirely inconclusive.

This we regret, although his opinion is opposed to that

which we have several times expressed. The commu-
nication of our correspondent A. N. would have been

far more valuable, if he had made and reported the re-

sults of some of the experiments which he proposes

—

and we request of him, and of others, to make careful

and varied experiments the next season. He was pro-

bably prevented, as we were, from doing this the last

season, because it could not have been done so as to

present correct results, and such as may be expected

in general. The long and severe drought of August

had more or less burnt the leaves of the plants gener-

ally when the gi-ain was not more mature than is usual

when fodder is gathered—and therefore, drought serv-

ed to cut short the growth and filling of the grain, just

as gathering fodder might have done—and leaving

plants untouched, would have been attended with much
less benefit than under different circumstances. The
greatest injury must occur when the season is favorable

to the most perfect maturity of the whole plant.

Preceding the extract which we have taken from

Mr. Sanborn's letter, he had stated that when "stalks

of com are broken off at the first joint above the shoot,

before the corn, or even the cob ,is half made," instead

of being barren, or nearly so, "that these stalks gene-

ralty have the best ears on them. I have sometimes

pulled out the tassel when I could but just see it, but

never knew a stalk to be barren in consequence of it.'

Of the first of these facts, our observations do not fur-

nish either confirmation or denial—though our impres-

sions were that the stalks broken off early by violent

winds, were not so productive. The latter fact we ful-

ly admit—but draw from it quite a different conclusion.

The tassel is provided by nature (not as the leaves are,

to elaborate and prepare the sap for feeding the plant,

and to gather other aliment by absorbing carbonic acid

gas and water from the atmosphere, but) merely to

produce the fecundating farina, which is afterwards

scattered by the winds, and falls upon and impregnates

the ••silli," or female blossoms of the plants. This fa-
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rina is furnished in such abundance, that if the tassels

of every second row of corn (or perhaps thrice as

many) were taken off before the male blossoms open-

ed, the remainder would be enough to impregnate all

the plants in the field. But for the trouble of such a

process, there is little doubt but that it might be pro-

fitable, and certainly, not hurtful to the crop. To form

the fcirina, the plant must make some eflbrt, and there-

by its powers be somewhat exhausted—and if that is

prevented, (by removing the male blossoms) that ef-

foit would be directed to increase its grain, which

would be as well impregnated from other plants. The

benefit (under this supposition) would be similar to

that found in the increased tendency to fatten caused

by the castration of male animals. Soon after this

function is performed by the tassels, they wither and

become dry, and are evidently worthless as a part of

the still green plant—which is another reason for be-

lieving that their being removed earlier could have

done no harm. But whether the drawing out the tas-

sel early would do good, or merely be not hurtful, it is

altogether different from removing the top with all the

leaves above the ear—and still more different from that

process, when preceded (as usual in the South) by

stripping all the blades below the ear—leaving none to

prevent the speedy death of the before green plant.

Neither could it much affect the question if the very

early cutting of the tops in Mr. Sanborn's experiment

did no more harm than he believed. "When mutilated

so early, the plant has time to recover by means of the

leaves left, and it lives long enough still to provide

enough aliment to the grain. But when this is done

near the close of the plant's life, and when all the

leaves are taken at once, or within a few days' time,

no other effort can be made by nature, and the plant

dies from the mutilation. A healthy child, or robust

youth, may have both legs amputated, and not onl}' re-

cover, but appear as well, and live as long, as if no

such loss had beeij suffered. Indeed, if only a single

case of this kind had been noticed, it would not be

very strange that such a loss of limbs might be sup-

posed, (however unreasonably,) rather to increase the

developement of the other limbs, and perhaps of the

man, in his general health and bodily powers. But

certainly it would be a most strange conclusion, that

because the man could bear this early loss, the like

might be inflicted as safely, when his life was nearly

ended, and all his remaining energies were wanting for

some last effort.

In addition to the loss in the growth of the grain

supposed to be caused by the usual mode of gathering

fodder, there are other important considerations to

which we wish to direct the attention of those who

will make experiments next year, for the purpose of

testing the truth of either opinion. The loss of corn

in ears broken off in gathering fodder, is very great,

but cannot well be estimated by itself. There is ano-

ther expense, however, which may well be estimated

—the actual cost of gathering and securing a crop of

blade and top fodder—and if properly estimated, we

suspect it would (in the average of seasons) be found

to ajnount so nearly to the value of the crop secured,

as to leave the diminution of the grain (whatever that

may be) almost a clear loss. We have never heard of

such an experiment but once. This was made in 1833

by a very attentive and industrious farmer, whose work
is generally executed well and economically, and who
may be relied on for the accuracy of his observations

and statements. He had no labor to furnish for secur-

ing his fodder (from a field of very good corn,) except
that of some able young fellows then cutting wood for

sale, and who were hired at the high rate of $9 the

month. They gathered and secured the fodder—and
from an accurate account of the time and expense, the

labor alone made the fodder cost its owner sixty-six

cents the one hundred pounds, which is nearly its usu-

al price at the stacks, after good seasons. The blades

were stripped to the tassel, and of course, no tops

were cut. In addition to the crop being very good,

and of course being the more profitable to gather, the

season was good, and nothing lost by bad weather. A
different report would iiave to be made of such a sea-

son as the last, when the fodder was half burnt before

being pulled, and a spell often days rainy weather oc-

cuiTed before the whole crop could be secured.

As yet, there has been nothing known on this import-

ant subject in the Southern States, from actual expe-
riments. Nothing is better worth the attention and in-

vestigations of our new agricultural societies—and if

a series of experiments were instituted, which would
clearly settle all doubts on the subject, the reports

thereofmight prevent the loss of millions of dollars to

the farmers of this region. One such series of experi-

ments, carefully observed, and satisfactorily reported,

would do more for the welfare of agriculture, than all

the labors of all the agricultural societies that have yet

existed in Virginia. And yet this would be but one of

a thousand such benefits which their properly directed

labors and investigations might produce.]

For the Farmers' Register.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NEW I.0.^"D01^• AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

The first Show and Fair, (fufly attended,) of the

New London Atrricuhural Society, was held at

New London, on the first Tuesday and Wednes-
day of November, 1834.

FIRST DAY,

Hector Harris, chairman of the committee on
Oriorinal Essays on Rural Economy, made a re-

port', recommendinfT the Essay, by Achilles D.
Johnson, of Campbell, as entitled to the society's

premiumj which was adopted, and the premium
awarded.

William L. Bell, chairman of the committee on
grain crops, made a report, recommending that

the society's premium for the highest product of

maize, on any two contiguous acres, be given to

Charles Anthony, of Campbell, for 190 bushels of

good merchantable corn, maile on two acres of al-

luvial land, (rich river bottom;) and stating that

Benjamin A. Donald, of Bedford, and Alexander
Austin, of Campbell, were also competitors for the

same premium; the former of whom had produced
from two acres of allu\ial land (a rich old mill
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pond) 152 bushels of the like com and five Ava-

gon loads of pumpkins; and the latter 111^ bushels

ol" the like corn,lroni two acres of poor ridge land,

with a single manuring; also recommending that

the- society's premium lor the highest product ot

wheat on any Iwo contiguous acres, be given to

William Rad'lord of Bedtbrd, lor 161| bushels ol

good merchantable wheat, made on 4^ acres of

land, being about 36| bushels per acre; which was
adopted, and the premiums awarded.*
Odin G. Clay, chairman of the committee on

stallions, brood mares, colts, fillies, jacks: and
mules, made a report, recommending that the so-

ciety's premium tor the best stallion be given to

J. Wright, of Bedtbrd, tor his stallion. Faultless,

by Shakspeare; that the premium tor the best brood
mare, be given to William W. Austin of Camp-
bell, ibr his brood mare, Florizclla; that the pre-

mium tor the best colt, be given to Robert Campbell,
of Bedibrd, for his colt, Go-ahead by Shakspeare,

three years old; and that the premium tor the best

jack, be given to Francis Adams, ot Campbell, tbr

his jack, Sancho; which was adopted, and the pre-

miums awarded.

t

Robert Campbell, chairman of the committee on
bulls, cows, calves, rams, boars and sows, made a
report, recommending that the \society's [;remium
tbr the best Durham bull, be given to John Smith,

of Bedtbrd, tbr his full blooded bull, Bolivar; that

the premiimi for the best bull, of common stock, be
given to John T. W. Read, of Bedtbrd, ibr his

bull, Clear-the-cow-pen; that the premium ibr the

best cow, be given to William Radfbrd, of Bed-
ford, for his three-quarter Durham. cow; that the

premium Ibr the best calf, be given to WiUiam
Owens, of Campbell, fbr his half-blooded Devon
calf, Tecumseh, 10 months old, weighing 600 lbs;

and that the j)remium fbr the best boar, be given

to John Callaway, of Bedford. The committee

also reported, that there were several other very good
bulls, calves, and a cow, exhibited, to wit: the bull

Bishop, by Ralph Smith of Campbell, and the bull

of William C. Leftwich, of Bedford, both part

Durham, and another by John Callaway, of Bed-
ford; a black calf', Prince, by William Davis, of

Campbell, 5 months old, weighing 500 lbs, and
another calf of W^illiam Owens, of Campbell, a

half Devon, 10 months old, weighing 550 lbs.

Also a cow of the Jefferson breed, by Samuel
Smithson, of Campbell. The committee further re-

ported, that there were several other subjects ex-

hibited, which, in their opinion, were excluded

fi-om premiums by the 11th article of the constitu-

tion; which was adopted, and the premiums
awarded.

SECONI) DAY.

Exhibition of Domestic Manufactures.

Odin G. Clay, chairman of the committee of do-

mestic manufactures, reported, that they had per-

formed that very pleasing duty, and that, Irom the

many beautiful and excellent articles exhibited to

*Gerard Alexander, of Campbell, made 62^- bushels
of wheat, weighing 65 lbs. per bushel, on two acres of
land, part of a larger field. The constitution, relative

to grain crops, was unanimously amended; for which,
see the constitution.

jThe pedigrees of stallions. See. &,c. having been
withdrawn by their owners, nothing more than is stated,

is remembered by the secretary.

them, they have selected the fbllowing, as deserv-
ing the respective premiums ofiered by the Socie-
ty:

1. A piece of carpeting, manufactured by JVIrs.

J^abney, of Campbell county.
2. A piece of fine woollen cloth, manufactured

by Mrs. Alexander Austin, of Campbell county.

3 A yarn counterpane, manuliictured by Mrs.
James Leftwich, of Bedtbrd.

4. A sj)ecimen of sewing silk, manufactured by
Mrs Robert Mills, of Bedibrd.
The committee further reported, that there were

sundry other excellent articles exhibited to their in-

spection, for which the societ)^ have ofiered no
premiums: and should there be timds in the trea-

sury, they would earnestly recommend that some
suitable prennums be awarded tbr the fbllowing
articles, which they have selected with great care,

from a variety of others: which was adojited, and
the regular premiums awarded, together with the
fbllowing:

To Mrs. William Radford, of Bedford, fbr a cot-

ton counterpane, a silver cup.

To Mrs. Claiborne Creasey, of Bedford, for a
yarn counterpane, a silver cup.

To Miss Elizabbth Robinson, of Bedford, for a
hearth rug, ^3
To Mrs. John Tyree, of Campbell, fbr a piece

of fiincy work, ^3
To Mrs. Charles Moorman, of Campbell, for a

piece of carpeting, ^3
To Mrs. Rowland Ward, of Campbell, for a

papaw carpet, ^3
To Mrs. William Adams, of Bedford, for a

piece of yarn cloth, $3
To Mrs. William L. Bell, of Bedford for a piece

of counteriiane, $S
To Mrs. William Steptoc, of Bedford, for do

do, S3
To Mrs. Francis Adams, of Campbell, fbr do

do $3
The president, according to the constitution, de-

livered liis address, which was concise and perti-

nent, and for which he received the unanimous
thanks of the society.

It was resolved that the Editors of the Lynch-
burg Virginian and of the Farmers' Register be
respectfbfly requested to give the proceedings an
insertion in their respective papers, together with
a copy of tlie constitution and the president's ad-

dress. Also that the secretary susbcribe fbr the

Farmers' Register, and procure, if practicable, all

its numbers, and have the same well bound, fbr the

use of the society.

The election of officers, for the ensuing year, re-

sulted as Ibllows: Wm. Radfbrd, president; Ge-
rard Alexander, 1st vice president; Benjamin A.
Donald, 2d vice president; Alexander Austin, sec-

retary; Henry Brown, sen. treasurer; William
W. Austin, Thomas Steptoe and James S. Dillard,

executive committee, all re-elected.

The meeting then adjourned until the first

Tuesday in May next.

ALEX. AUSTIN, Scc'y.

No decision having been made by the committee
on stallions, &c. &c. relative to ftUlcs, that sub-

ject was referred to the executive committee.
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CONSTITUTION

—

.Adopted 31sf ylugust, 1833.

Article 1. The society shall be styled, The
New Loiidnii Agricultural Society, and shall hold

its meetings in the town of New London, and coun-

ty of Canij)beli.

2. The objects of the society shall be to improve
the stale of agriculture, to encourage domestic

household manufactures and implements of hus-

bandry, and to improve the breed of domestic an-

imals.

3. The officers of the society shall consist of a
president, two vice presidents, a secretary, a trea-

surer, and executive committee of three members;
all ol" whom shall be elected by ballot, and shall

serve until the end oi' the annual meeting, which
shall take place in the month of November, in

each year, or until their successors be appointed.

4. The president shall preside at all meetings of

the society and of the board: all motions shall be

addressed to him; he is to decide all points of or-

der and by him shall all decisions and votes of the

society or board be declared; and in the event of

on equal division, he shall have the casting vote.

He shall deliver an address to the society at the

annual meeting in November, or appoint some
member to perlbrm that otHce. In the absence,

death or resignation of the president, his duties

shall be performed by the 1st vice president, and in

his absence by the 2d vice president. When nei-

ther of these oificers is present, the society may
appoint a president, pro tempore.

5. The secretary shall record the transactions of

the society in a boolc to be provided for that pur-

pose; he shall receive in charge all the papers of

the society, carefully tiling away all letters and
communications thereto; and shall cause such com-
munications to be published as the president may
direct.

6. The treasurer shall keep a correct account oi'

all receipts and expenditures oi the society in a
book to be provided lor that purpose, and shall pay
no money out of the funds of the society, but by or-

der of the board, in writing, signed by the secreta-

r}'; except for books, postage and other small inci-

dental expenses, of which an account shall be kept

by him. It shall be his duty also to keep a correct

list of the members of the society, and exhibit an-

nually a statement of the funds.

7. Any respectable citizen may become a mem-
ber of the society, who will subscribe his name to

this constitution, and pay to the treasurer the sum
of two dollars, on or before the 1st Tuesday in

May, 1834, and the like sum annually thereaf-

ter.

8. Each member shall be at liberty to withdraw
from the society whenever he may tiiink proper on
giving notice to the treasurer in writing, first pay-
ing up all arrearages, if any be due.

9. Distinguished citizens of this state and of
other states may be elected as honorary members,
and it shall be the duty of the secretary to notify

them of the election.

10. A quorum to transact business must consist

of nine members at least, including such of the

officers of the society as may be present. Upon the

adoption of this constitution the society shall

proceed forthwith to an election of all the officers

and of the executive committee, to serve until

the anrmal meeting ui November, 1834, when
a new election shall take place for the ensuing
year.
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11. There shall be two regular meetings of the
society in each year; one on the first Tu'esday hi

May, at which time the society shall determine the
amount and character of the premiums to be of-

fered; the other on the firstTuesday in November,
which shall be called the annual meeting; at which
time the Agricultural Exhibition and Cattle Show
shall take place; and on the following day an exhi-
bition of such domestic manufactures, as may be
brought forward, on whicli day the premiums
shall be awarded. At the annual meeting in No-
vember, in each year, premiums shall be awarded
on the following subjects.

For the best original essay on rural economy,
by a member.
For the best cultivated farm, by a member.
For the highest product in maize, wheat

and oats, on any two contiguous acres, by a main

-

her.

For the best stallion, bull, ram and boar, respec-

tively.

For the best piece of fine woolleii cloth, of blan-

keting, of tafcle cloth, of carpeting and of counter-

pane, each not less than five yards, and to be man-
ufactured in some family in the county of Bed-
ford or Campbell, or in the family of some mem-
ber.

It shall be the duty of the meeting in May, an-
nually, to specify such other articles, on which pre-

miums may be awarded, as t4iey may deem expe-
dient. No premiiun shall be awarded, unless the

subject exhibited shall be of such a character of
excellence, as, in the opinion of a majority of the

persons appointed to decide, shall be entitled to a
prize.

12. The president, or in his absence one of the

vice presidents, and the executive conmiittee, shall

com) ose a board, a majority of whom shall make
all necessary arrangements for the exhibitions, and
appoint committees to examine the articles that

may be 0ifere<l at the annual meeting, to judge
between competitors, and award prizes. It shall

be the duty also of the executive committee to ap-

point a skilful auctioneer, to dispose of such arti-

cles as may be exhibited for premiums, if desired

thereto by the jjroprietor.

13. This constitution may be amended at any of
the regular meetings, by the concurrence of tvV-o-

thirds of the members present; but the society shall

have power to pass such by-laws as they may
judge necessary for promoting the objects of the

society.

AMENDMENTS

—

Fivst Tucsduy ill May, 1834.

The 7th article of the constitution was amended
unanimously, by adding thereto, "whosoever shall

become a member of this society, between the first

Tuesday in May and the general meeting in No-
vember, in any year, shall pay two dollars to the

treasurer, at the time of subscription."

General meeting in November, 1834.

The 1 1th article of the constitution was amended
unanimously, as follows: "the premium for the

highest product in maize and wheat shall hereafter

be confined to not less than three contiguous acres

of high land. No premium shall hereafter be

given for * and all that part of the con-

stitution, coming within the purview of this

amendment, is repealed."

*Tbe paper sent was illegible here.
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ADDRKSS OF WM. RADFOUDjESQ:

President of the New London jfgricultural Socie-

ty, at its late j^nnivcrsary.

Gentlemen of the Society.—Among tlie various

and diversified occupations of man, there is no sub-

ject of more importance, or whicli is more necessa-

ry to his comfort and weUlire, than a judicious sys-

tem of agriculture. Land is tlic kind and prolific

parent, which furnishes Jbod in all its varieties for

the sustenance of our bodies, and the clothing

which is necessary to protect us from the inclem-

ency of the weather. How important is it, then,

that every means should be adopted to add to its

fertility and to increase its product? Yet it is lam-

entable to say, that, in the extensive range of sci-

ence embraced in our seminaries of learning, from

the laws which govern the motions of the heavenly

bodies to the minute study of insects, no place is

found for acquiring the knowledge of that employ-

ment, which, of all others, most conduces to our

comlbrt in this life, and which in fiict is indispensa-

ble to our existence. Well has it been remarked,

"that whoever could make two ears of corn or two

blades of grass to grow upon a spot of ground,

where only one grew before, would deserve better

of mankind, and do more essential service to his

country, than the whole race of politicians put to-

gether." Yet while each branch of science has its

appropriate professor, agriculture has been letl to

flounder along, unaided and unassisted. Each cul-

tivator of the soil tbllows the murdering process of

his ancestor, until the fields become unable to sup-

port the beasts that work them, and the hapless pro-

prietor abandons his home, to seek, in the recesses

of the western forests, other- lands, which will fur-

niali him a more abundant harvest. We are igno-

rant of the nature of the soils we cultivate; and
consequently we cannot know what substances are

proper to restore their lost fertility. How melan-
choly is it to see the fine rich vein of red land, run-

ningthrough the counties of Nelson, Amherst and
Bedford, reduced by an unskilllil system of culti-

vation, to a point bordering on sterility? Yet amidst
the general gloom which pervades our agricultural

pros])ects, it is pleasant to see a gleam of light

breaking in upon us. May I not congratulate the

members present, upon the formation of this soci-

ety, and upon a spirit manifested by all in relation

to it? It is proof, strong as we can desire, that we
are becotming aware of our defective system, and
are determined to amend it. It will be the means
of interchanging our ideas ujioa the various

branches connected with agriculture, and of intro-

ducing a spirit of rivalry, which will be attended
with the most beneficial results. Good ploughing,
the first step in the improvement of land, is be-

coming general. The attention of farmers is now
directed to the production and ajjplication of ma-
nures, without which, all other labors are almost
vain. The great success of the farmers in the

county of Albemarle, in improving and fertilizing

their lands, so similar in quality to much of the

land in this part of the country, i? calculated to

make the most favorable impression; and we may
with confidence indulge ourselves in the pleasing
anticipatk)n, that by a similar system of improve-
ment, our fields may, in like manner, teem with
exuberant crops, affording abundance to man and
beast. The great leader of agricultural improve-
ment in Albemarle, the late Col. ThonvGs Mann

Randoljjh, although lie did not live to enjoy the

benefit of it, has proved himself to be one of the

greatest benefactorsof his native state, and is enti-

tled to the highest gratitude. The system of hori-

zontal ploughing alone, is of incalculable advan-
tage in luliy lands, and owes its introduction to

him. Let us then, fellow-citizens, availing our-

selves of the lights which have been held out to us,

advance to the good work, with the pleasing assu-

rance, that, while we are adding to the value of our

lands, and to the comforts accruing from their im-
provement, we are increasing the resources of the

beloved state of which we are members.
In the general address which the president of

this society is called upon to dehver, it is not ex-
pected that he should go into any detail of the va-
rious subjects connected with agricultural improve-
ments. It will not, however, be amiss to men-
tion some of the impediments which have retarded

their success in this part of the country.

The cultivation of tobacco, by withdrawing
nearly the whole labor of the fiirm and all the avail-

able means of imj)rovement to one subject, has,

more than any other cause, diminished the fertility

of our soil.

A second obstacle to improvement, and nearly
connected with the former, is the habit of giving a
share of the crop, instead of a fixed salary, to tlie

overseer or manager. W hen a part of the crop is

given, it is the interest of the overseer (and we are

all guided by our interest,) to make the highest
product on the iiirm for one year. The improve-
ment of the farm, the care of stock, and attention

to the comforts of the slaves, form no part of his

wages. He does not know that he will be emj)loy-

ed longer than one year; and the largeness of his

crop lor that year, not only advances his present in-

terest, but is his best recommendation for em-
ployment elsewhere. On the other hand, where
the habit of giving standing wages is general, it in-

troduces a salutary emulation among managers; it

is not the heavy crop of one year that establishes

his reputation, but it is the progressive improve-
ment of land and stock, and of the comforts con-
nected Avith them. The situation of the manager
becomes more })ermanent, and he becomes better

informed and more respectable. When fixed salaries

shall become general, that class of persons will not
be, at the end of every year, moving about, like

figures on a chess board. In fact, the owners of
moderate sized farms should be their own mana-
gers: it would make them more careful of improv-
ing their estates, would greatly diminish the ex-
penses of agriculture, and, by furnishing constant

employment to the mind and body, would tend,

more than any thing else, to give them health and
contentment, the two great sources of happiness in

this life.

An injudicious rotation of crops, and the close

pasturing of the fields, are heavy drawbacks upon
the profits of farming and the improvement of land.

To remove these obstacles, and to adopt a more ju-

dicious system of cultivation, constitutes the prin-

cipal object of the formation of this society, for the

success of which we must unite our best exer-
tions.

The cheapest and most convenient medium for

the improvement of the soil, in the district of coun-
try running parallel with the Blue Ridge, and for

thirty or forty miles below it, is unquestionably

gypsum or plaster of Parie; the free use of this up-
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on clover (protected from the hoof) aided by a judi-

cious rotation of crops, will restore to our lands
their long lost fertility.

In conclusion, I must congratulate you, gentle-

men, upon the interesting show of stock, and upon
the handsome products ot' the soil, the salutary ef-

fects of organization of this society, and particu-

larly upon the beautiful specimens ol domestic fab-

rics exhibited by the ladies at this our first meeting.
It only requires perseverance to accomplish the
great objects for which this society has been form-
ed.

ADDRESS TO THE AGRICULTURAL, SOCIETY
OF FREDERICKSBURG, AT THE ANNUAL
MEETING, ON THE 13tH AND 14tH OF NO-
VEMBER, 1834.

By James M. Garnett, President.

Published in tlie Farmers' Register by request of the Society.

Permit me, gentlemen; once more to welcome
you to another anniversary of our society. It

Kas been held every year, I believe, without a sin-

gle interruption, since our first establishment in

1818; which ILict may therefore be considered, I

trust, a sure indication of a still longer continu-
ance. To commemorate it thus has always afford-

ed an opportunity, highly grat hying, to renew our
friendly intercourse; and, at the saine time, benefi-
cially to interchange such knowledge as each of us
may have annually gained in regard to an/; or to

all of the various branches of husbandry. This
knowledge, after all, is, in one sense at least, of
more importance, than any other. It is the basis
of national wealth; for, without it, none of the va-
rious professions, trades, and callings essential to

national prosijerity—so far as this depends upon
wealth—can obtain even the means of subsist-
ence. Well, therefore, has it been said, that ''pas-

turage and tillage"' (upon which husbandry itself,

in all its branches, is dependent,) "are the two
breasts of the state." But an eulogium on our
profession is, I trust, entirely unnecessary before
my present audience. Let me, proceed therefore.
to state the lew agricultural facts which have fal-

len under my own observation, since our last No-
vember meeting, that appear to deserve your at-
tention.

The first relates to a variety of Indian corn,
which seems to me—as far as I can judge from
one imperfect trial—far more productive than any
other I have ever noticed. Its history, or rather
the circumstances which induced me to try it, are
as follow: last winter, in Washington, two or
three Maryland farmers of my acquaintance, gave
me a very high character of it, and strongly re-
commended, fi'om their ov/n experience, that I

should make an experiment with it. They stated
that it was cultivated chiefly on the Eastern Shore
of Maryland, where it was called "the twin corn;"
(I should rather call it the extra prolific,) and that
it produced, in every variety ol" land, considerably
more than any other corn they had crer tried. I

procured a barrel in the ears jrom my friend Col.
Lloyd, (since dead,) who was an experienced far-
mer and a gentleman of un(iuestionable veracity.
His present was accompanied by a letter, in Avhich
he assured me, that, af\er a fair trial, he thought
the difference in favor of this variety was equal to
at least fifteen per cent., and that many of his

neighbors estimated it still higher. I distributed
ears among several gentlemen of my acquaint-
ance, all of whom—at least all that I have seen

—

speak very highly of it. My own experiment waa
rendered nearly abortive by a drought which com-
menced on the 5th day of July, and never ceased
until the last day of August. Still I have seen
enough to produce a determination that I will
plane my whole crop of this variety next year.
Before the drought began to act, I counted f"rom

five to eight good shoots and silks upon many
stalks, all of which promised to mtdve ears of corn;
but the intense, parching heat ofthe sun, without
rain for 55 days and nights, blasted mj^ prospects,
and left only the proof that more ears on a stalk

came to pedection, than of either of the other two
varieties which I cultivated, and had long consi-
dered of superior value to any that I had previ-
ously subjected to trial. The grain of this new
kind is very white, but not so flinty as the homany
or Madaira corn, and makes beautiful meal: the
cob is also white, and uncommonly small; the ears,
of course, are not large. It ripens somewhat
earlier tlian the gourd-seed varieties, and the stalks

throw out an unusual quantity of suckers, u])on
several of which, that I sufi'ered to remain, small
ears of corn Avere found. Enemy as I am to all

kinds of exaggeration, and especially to the prac-
tice, so prevalent among our agricultural brethren,
of "making all their geese swans," I will venture,
notwithstanding, strongly to recommend extensive
trials of this extra prolific corn, as I beg leave to

call it. If it will add only three or four per cent.,

instead of fifteen, to a farmer's crop of this most
valuable grain, it should be preferred to all other
kinds.

While my hand is in, I will take the liberty to

make another recommendation. This is—of the
guinea-grass as a green food for horses, mules and
other stock, to be cut f"rom the 10th or 15th of
.June, until the last of October. It will be recol-
lected, perhaps, that much was said and Avritten
about it several years ago, in some of our southern
l)apers; and that afler a while, both the voice, and
the pens which had been so busy in its praise, en-
tirely ceased their eulogiums. Why this should
have happened I cannot imagine, unless the
friends to its culture got wearied out by the little

success of their recommendations; although it as-
suredly deserves a place on every farm in our tide-
water country, where natural grasses are scarce.
Bryan Edwards, in his history of the West

Indies, gives the following interesting account of
its great value and its introduction into the island
of Jamaica.
"The guinea-grass maj^ be considered as next

to the sugar-cane, in point of importance; as most
of the grazing and breeding farms, or pens,
throughout the island, were originally created, and
are still supported, chiefly by means of this inval-
uable herbage. Hence the plenty of horned cat-
tle, both for the butcher and ])Ianter, is such, that
few markets in Europe furnish beef at a cheaper
rate, or of better quality, than those of Jamaica.
Perhaps the settlement of" most of" the north-side
parishes is wholly owing to the introduction of this

excellent grass, which happened by accident
about* 50 years ago; the seeds having been

* As the 1st edition of Edwards' history of the West
Indies, printed in London, appeared in 1798, tlie intro-
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brought from the coast of Guinea, as food for

sonie birds which were presented to Mr. Ellis,

Chief Justice of the island. Fortunately the

birds did not liv^e to consume the whole stock, and
the remainder being carelessly thrown into a tence,

grew and flourished. It was not long before the

eagerness displayed by the cattle to reach the

grass, attracted Mr. Ellis' notice, and induced him
to collect and propagate the seeds; which now
thrive in some of the most rocky parts of the is-

land, bestowing verdure and fertility on lands

which otherwise would not be worth cultiva-

tion."

Now—although I cannot say so much for it, in

our climate, as the frosts kill the blades and stems
in the winter, my short experience, together wilh

the certain information which 1 have carefully ob-

tained from others, fully warrant me in detailing

both to you, as an inducement to make full trials

for yourselves. If made as they ought to be, with
the impartiality of men whose oidy object should

be, to ascertain the exact truth, I have no doubt,

that this exotic will soon hold the first rank among
our cultivated grasses. Its right to do so rests

upon the following indisputable fiicts: that it is a
highland grass—that it will bear cutting nmch of-

tener than clover, timothy, orchard grass, red-top,

or even lucerne—that it will annually yield a far

greater quantity of green food, of which stock are

very fond, than either of the before mentioned
grasses—and that drought effects it nmch less.

But let me proceed to the promised details.

Having understood, last winter, from sources on
which I could entirely rel}^, that two gentlemen of

King William had been cultivating this grass lor

some time, under a full conviction of its superior

value to any other of our cultivated grasses, I

wrote to one of them and procured roots enough to

plant in March, two rows, 51 feet long. He di-

rected these roots to be cut into pieces from two to

two and a half inches long, and planted in shallow-

furrows about two inches deep, eighteen inches or

two feet one way, and four f(?et the other; but by
a mistake of my gardener the latter distance was
made six feet. Tliese roots came up in two or

three weeks, and were suffered to grow until the

seed appeared—the height of the plants being
then fully seven feet by actual measurement, in

land that might be called, only tolerably good gar-

den ground, of a soil rather sandy, than stiff. This
suspension of cutting was mei'ely to ascertain the

average height in such land, before the seed stems
were tiilly displayed; and not to save the seed for

sowing, as the gentleman from whom I procured
the roots informed me that they were preferable to

the seed, which vegetated badly. On the 19th of

July, I cut the two rows, then more than seven
feet high, and although the slems had become
somewhat coarse and hard, every horse in my
stable, to which the grass was given, eat it most
greedily. It was again cut on the 4th of August,
at the full average height of three and a half feet,

a second time ascertained bj- actual measurement.
My intention then was to cut it every fifteen dajs,

until the frost affected it; but the drought which
commenced with us on the 5th of July, was in-

tensely felt by the end of the fortnight afler the
second cutting, on which account I left the grass

duction of the g,-uinea-g;rass into Jamaica, must have
taken place about 84 years ago.

untouched until the middle of October; when it

was again cut, at tlie average height of more than
four feet, and the two rows, only 51 ieet long,

filled a large tumbril body entuely full. During
the whole of the most severe part of the drought
this grass was the only ])lant on ihe whole farm,

that preserved its verdure unimpaired; andalthoiigh
the growth was evidently checked, no dead or dy-
ing leaves appeared next the ground, unless it was
upon one bunch that had not been cut at all; and
this valuable emigrant, from the jiarching climate
of Africa, seemed to bid defiance to a combination
of heat and drought, which I, allhoughnowan old

man, have never seen surpassed. At present the
I'oots appear to have spread entirely across the six

feet interval, altliough the sprouts from them are
not as thick as those in the two rows. By next
spring, however, I have no doubt that the whole
space Vv'ill be so covered as to supersede Jhe ne-
cessity of any working between the rows, such as
luceine requires at least tvvice or thrice every
year. Only two slight hoeings were given to this

guinea-grass during tlie summer. That it will re-

quire the annual application of some manure, I

think, is certain; for what plant is there which does
not, if the whole growth above ground be taken
from ihe soil ? I neither know, nor have ever
heard of any; it being a well established fact, that

every plant, cultivated by the farmer or the planter,

if removed entirely li-om the land, abstracts from
it a certain portion of its fertility, which manu e
alone, of some kmd or other, can restore. Guin-
ea-grass is one of these plants; and from its yield-

ing much more in bulk and weight than either of
our otlier cultivated grasses—all of which requite

the regular application of manure to render their

product equal in quantity each time of ingathering,

it cannot be expected to reward the husliandman
equall}- well, without similar nurture. Whether it

will bear grazing, or will require more manure
than other grasses, I have not yet been able to

learn, but judging fi-om the little manure, I bestow-
ed on the two rows with which I mademy ex])eri-

ment, guinea-grass does not need more than other
grasses which are frequently cut and carried off

the land.

I obtained last spring several parcels of the seed
of another grass in regard to which many accounts
have been published, that—to say the least of
them—appeared very extraordinary. This is the

gama grass; but not one of the seed sown by my-
self came up; nor any that I distributed among
several of my acquaintances. I therefore give no
testimony, but hearsay, especling this recent

agricultural marvel. All accounts that I have
heard, without a solitary exception—save one
from a traveller through Alabama— are in direct

contradiction to all which I have read; for my ver-

bal information from Georgia, South Carolina, and
North Carolina planters and farmers, represent it as

a very coarse grass, or, as some of them call it a
kind of flag—so coarse that nothing will eat it,

until nearly starving; ^vhile our written intelligence

imp.oses a tax ujion my credulity somewhat hea-
vier than it well can bear. Thus situated, I know
not which to believe to the full extent that it goes;

nor howiar to qualify these very opposite accounts,

so as to come at the real character of the grass.

If it be really a native grass of the southern states,

which seems now to be agreed upon all hands, and
deserves fully the praises bestowed upon it, the
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most wonderlul thintj; about it is, that it should
never, until very latelv, have attracted sufficient

notice lo l)e caliivated by any one: especially when
ft'ood grass for horses and cattle is so great a de-

sideratiun throughout our whole southern country.

Still the written accounts in its fovor are too flat-

tering, and derived from sources too respectable to

be disregarded. Let us all, therefore, (as I certain-

ly will myself) give this agricultural stranger a

fair and full trial;—keeping all the while a good
lookout in the hope of a favorable result, for that

favorite proverb of the worthy Sancho Panza
which admonishes us that, "where we are least

aware, there often starts the hare," is as useful in

fiusbandry as it is in hunting. There is indeed no
branch of our profession in regard to which we
have been so negligent as in the culture of the

various grasses adapted to our soil and climate:

nor any to which the necessity for increased atten-

tion is daily becoming more and more urgent.

Many of our farmers are incurring considerable
expense in purchasing cattle of the improved
English breeds, without any previous preparation

of good pasturage for them; although all know
perfectly well, that this is indispensable to their

well-doing. The general dependence is upon the
buds of the bushes in spring; and, during summer
and fall, on such weeds as our fields produce, with
peradventure, a little crab-grass, if hard cropping
has not too far exhausted the soil to permit it to

grow. Their winter food, in a vast majority of
cases, consists solely of the offal from the wheat
and corn crops; although the tesiinionj- in favor of
using also the pumpkin, the cabbage, the potato,

the mangel wurtzel, and ruta baga, especially for

making good porlc, beef and nuitton, is as fall and
satisfactory as testimony can possibly be on any
sub] ?et whatever. All the last named productions
are well adapted to our soil and climate; all maybe
cultivated at an expense compensated flir more
than an hundred fold by the profits derived from
them; and yet, I believe, it may be truly asserted,

that not one farmer in 500 cultivates either of them
for stock.

As for our sheep and hogs, poor devils, although
some few attempts have been made to improve
their breeds also, they are left, in almost all in-

stances, to become their own forage masters:—the

first to strugifle against famine and death, through
winter and a part of spring, b3' browzing upon
cedar, pine, holly-bushes, and broom-straw; and
the latter to fight the same hard battle, for the
same vital purpose too, by seeking with their

snouts, below the surface of the earth, that scanty
subsistence which they can no where find above
it. Now I think, that most of us might safely

venture to turn reformers in all the foreiroing par-

ticulars; provided only, we would avoid the mis-
chievous nrecipitancv of that sad radical Jack in

Swift's "Tale of the Tub," Avho tore his coat to

tatters, in his haste to strip it of all its gold and
silver lace. Might we not, for instance, have a
few small lots of clover, orchard grass, and lucerne

for spring feeding; cruinea-grass, (if it turns out as

I am confident it will,) for summer and two months
of the fall; and then orchard grass again, or Peru-
vian grass, sometimes called the tall meadow-oat,
for grazing, until hard frosts, which rarelv come in

the tide-water part of our state, before Christmas.
f can see nothing to hinder it, but the want of fix-

ed determination. Again, might we not have

pumpkins, cabbages, and root-cro];s cultivated on
a scale sufficiently large, at least to help out with
other food, in fattening our pork, mutton and beef;
in feeding our milch-coAVs; and in keejjing our
work oxen through the winter ? I cannot believe
there is a single agriculturist in our whole state

who would not answer these questions in the affir-

mative; but alas! our practice in this, as in far more
important matters, is at war with our belief; and
we still continue conscious victims of our own
pernicious habitual indolence. To correct it, to

shake it oft' entirely, requires tliat each man should
become his own physician. All thereibre that I

can do, is, most heartily to wish success to every
one of our agricultural brethren who will, in down-
right earnest, undertake his own cure.

Another fact wdiich I deem worth j^our notice,

is one obtained since we last met, of the capacity
of the common black oat to stand even so hard a
winter as our last, and make a good crop. An old

clover lot had been sown with oats last spring
twelve months. They were cut at the usual time,

and the ground ploughed up early in August, to

try wheat after oats, which I had some where seen
highly recommended. The grain however, left

on the land, came up so thickly, although in bunch-
es with large naked spaces between them, that I

changed my mind, and determined to cultivate the

ground in corn during the present year. In the

mean time, the oats were closely grazed, until

hard frosts, as I had no doubt they would be en-
tirely killed by the winter's cold. To my .-surprise,

however, they put up in the spring, apparently as

thick as ever, and I resolved to leave a part of

them to ascertain how much they would produce.

Had the ground been harrowed immediately after

lidlovving, so as to secure an equal distribution of

the seed, I believe the product would have been
doubled, for the naked spaces between the bunches
appeared to amount to nearly or quite half the

ground. These spaces, in some spots, were at

least a yard square. The quantitj' actually mea-
sured was one himdred and fifteen bushels, being
at the rate of nearly twenty-two bushels per acre.

The product of the previous crop had been within

a fraction of forty-one bushels per acre; but about
three-fburihs of an acre of the best part of tlie lot

on which the volunteer oats grew, was taken off

for corn. What effect the fall grazing of those

volunteer oats might have had, I am at a loss to

determine, although the probability, I think, is that

the product must have been materially lessened by
it. There are, however, ascertained fiicts enough
in the case to render it of sufficient interest to justi-

fy my making it known to you. One word more,

as to the oat crop. Several very good flirmers

have told me, that the fall ploughing of land de-

signed for oats in the spring, will increase the pro-

duct, as they themselves have proved, much more
than will pay for the additional labor. Quere, is

not this experiment worth making; especially

since the wheat crop in our tide-water country,

seems every year to become more and more pre-

carious ?

Before I conclude, permit me to invite your at-

tention to another topic of considerable interest

—

at least to all cultivators of small grain. We
have now a great variety of machines for se-

parating it from the straw, and their number is

annually increasing. The inventor of each pub-

I
licly claims tor his own, a great superiority over ;dl
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others: and has never failed, so far as I recollect,

to obtain li-om reputable ttirmers, some certificates

to sustain his claim. Now this cannot possibly be
true, (or there can be only one best among imple-
ments of similar kinds. But notwithslandmg this

fact, the claim of superiority—sustained as each
one generally has been—is a source of such great
perplexity to every farmer who has never had an
opportunity of seeing all tiiose conllicting claims
fairl}' tested, that many—like the ass between two
bundles of hay—arc prevented from making any
choice at all. Such I acknowledge, was my case
for several years previous to the last. It is higiily
desirable to prevent this uncertainty, il" possible;
and I would respectfuilj- suggest the "following ex-
pedient—provided the heretofore merely nominal
committee of agriculture appointed by the legisla-

ture—will do nothing towards attaining the object.
Let two or three members of our society, in each
of their respective counties, or one in each county,
where one only can be found, endeavor to procure
and to attend accurate trials, during the next sum-
mer, of all the dilTercnt kinds of wheat machines
used within the said counties, and report lullv and
minutely, at our next fall meeting, the result ot

«uch trials; and if none can be found willing to per-
form this important service without pay, let their
expenses, where any may be incurred, be defrayed
out of the fimds of our society. To render such
reports effectual in communicating the requisite in-
formation, let it be required, that they should con-
tain as particular a description of the structure and
perlbrmance of each machine, as the examiners
are capable of making. For example, let them
report the cost—the number of horses or mules
used in working them—the number of revolutions
performed in a minute, by the cylinder or drum—the
num.ber of teeth or beaters on each, the number
of bushels got out per hour, as well as the kind of
wheat with which the trial was made—the num-
ber of grains left in a certain number of heads ta-
ken promiscuously from the straw, afler it has
passed through the machine, as well as the num-
ber of grains in the same number of heads taken
in the same promiscuous manner, out of the
wheat which has not passed through. Let it

also be stated whether the straw was dry or damp
when the trial Avas made; whether the machine be
stationary or portable; and whether it ejects its

work by combing or hackling the wheat,—as some
call it; or by beating or rubbing it out of the straw.
A knowledge of all these particulars appears to me
absolutely necessary to enable any one to form a
correct opinion as to the comparative merits of the
multitude of machines for getting out small grain,
that are continually soliciting our patronage; and
therefore I hope to be excused for the Ibregoing
very minute enumeration of all the facts that'seem
to me essential to a just decision, in regard to the
numerous conflicting claims upon which all pur-
chasers of wheat machines must decide, before
thejr can pro])erly determine which to buy. I my-
self have carefully examined some six or eight
diiTcrent kinds; but although I think several" of
them are very valuable, yet none fully justily the
pufls that I have read of them in our public jour-
nals. Thus far, however, I believe, may be truly
asserted in regard to their com]);irarive merits, that

all which arc constructed on the combing or hack-
ling principle, are superior to any wliich were
made on the principle of beating or nibbing, pro-

vided the cylinders of the first and the drums or
beating frames of the latter kind, make the same
number of revolutions in the same time. This, I

am confident, will be perfectly obvious to any per-
son of the smallest mechanical knowledge, who
will take the trouble accurately to examine and
compare any two machines made on these two
different principles. It is hardly possible for tan-
gled wheat, of which there is always a great deal
in every crop, to };ass through a combing or hack-
ling machine, without each head receiving seve-
ral severe strokes; whereas, it may easily pass en-
tirely unslnick through a beating or rubbing ma-
chine, il" presented side^vays—as it often will be.

This is frequently the case where the wheat passes
through rollers before it comes into contact with
those parts of the machine which separate the
grain from the straw. I have examined lour kinds
of such machines, and consider the best of them
inferior to the worst combing or hackling kind,

where the velocity of the cylinders and drums
was the same. In the latter kinds, of which I

have seen three, the wheat is not passed through
rollers, but placed in immediate contact with their

cylinders. The teeth of all these act edgewise,
and are all square at the end, having nearly the
same length fi-om the surface of their cylinders to

the end of the teeth, and each kind about three-

eights of an inch thick. But in Douglass's cylin-

der they are flat, being wider than they are thick;

in Capron's nearly square, and in Fox and Bor-
land's they are staples made of square iron, and
wider betvv^een the points where they enter the
cylinder, than at the outer end with which they
strike the wheat.

It should be remarked of the three machines just

mentioned, that they beat, as well as comb the
wheat, for the edges of all theii- teeth are flat

—

are nearly of the same thickness, and strike with
such force as to make a loud noise like a humming
top, whenever they are working at their right

speed.

It is proper here to notice what I said last year,
in regard to Bayliss' machine, as it has been in-

correctly stated, if I have not been misinformed,
that I preferred it to all others. No person who
read my last address could well have misunder-
stood me; for I had not then, nor have I yet seen
it tried; and of course, could not have ventured to

pronounce any positive opinion about it. All I

then said, or can now say, amounts to no more than
that it promises well to the eye, and will certainly

prove a valuable machine, if its perlbrmance
equals the seller's assertions of what it can do.

That he believes what he says I have no right to

doubt; but if his faith in the excellence of his ma-
chine does not exceed its real merits, it will be the

first instance that I have ever met with, wherein an
mventor or vender of an invention, had not proved
over sanguine in his calculations. This recurrence

to what I have formerly said of Bayliss' machine,
in regard to which I cannot pronounce any con-
clusive opinion, woukl not have been made, but
for my great solicitude never to be, even the inno-

cent cause of deceiving my agricultural brethren,

in regard either to wheat machines, or an}^ thing

else. Nothing, in fact, is more important towards
the introduction of any new implement, or practice

in husbandly, than unexaggerated accounts on
the part of those who recommend them; since rep-

resentations of a contrary character tend invaria-
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bly to produce so general a disbelief in all such ac-

counts, as greatly to retard the introduction of nu-
merous highly useful inventions. Even where a
fe,\v may be prevailed upon to try them, the least

short-coming of the reconmiendation itself Is apt

to check farther experiments, and to cause the im-
mediate disuse of the thing recommended, al-

though it may really be very valuable. Such
misrepresentations too, help much to sustain the

silly prejudice against what has been called, by
way of derision ^'Book Farming,'''' which ought
to be, and, in fact, generally is, nothing more
than the printed records of the experience of prac-

tical agriculturists and husbandmen. The s[!ecu-

lations, with which these records are often blended,

may always be separated from the tacts upon
which they are founded; and, therefore, ought
never to invalidate the facts themselves, in any case

where the latter are sustained by creditable testi-

mony—however visionary the former may some-
times appear.

We have now an agricultural paper peculiaVly

adapted to our whole southern country—I mxean
the Farmers' Register, wherein a greater mass of

such useful tacts will always be found embodied,

than can elsewhere be found together; and I avail

myself of this occasion to recommend it most ear-

nestly, to all who are not ahead}- subscribers. Even
the remarks of the editor himself, who has long-

been a practical and highly successful farmer, are,

in my opinion, fully worth the price of the work,

to say nothing ol the lumierous valuable commu-
nications with which it is enriched by agiiculturists,

as practical as he is. If now and then, a few hob-

by-horses are permitted, (speciali gratia,) to prance

through his columns, they always carry a brand
upon them, by which they maj- easily be known,
and rendered harmless. For my own part, how-
ever, they are heartilj^ welcome to the small share

of the field which they occupy, since they serve

to diversify and enliven a scene which, otherwise,

might appear to some too uniform m its character.

Variety, both in bodily and mental food, seems, in

the present times, to be almost a necessary of life;

and hence the use of such fantastic cavalry, as

these agricultural hobbies generall}^ form, in a
work devoted solely to the great interests of hus-
bandry. To laugh occasionally, ail doctors saj-,

will aid the digestion of food for the bod}^; who
then will venture to assert that it doos not produce
an equally beneficial effect on the food of the mind,
since the intimate connexion between the two is ac-

knowledged by all. The editor of the Farmers'
Register, like a good cook, sometimes seasons his

viands with condiments not directly nutritious, but

such as may act the part of stimulants to some
appetites too fastidious for the plain, substantial,

unseasoned aliment of which he furnishes in

every paper as much as reasonable men ought to

require, when they reflect for what a variety of
tastes he has to provide.

I am the more earnest in pressing my recom-
mendation of this agricultural journal,—(the only
one now in Virginia,) from a thorough conviction

of longstanding, that the vast superiority of north-

ern and eastern husbandry to ours, is attributable,

in a great measure, to the number of agricultural

papers and journals, which for many years past,

they have constantly encouraged among them.
These in co-operation with their numerous and
flourishing agricultural Bocietieshave steadily main-

tained so vigorous a spirit of improvement in al'

the branches of husbandry, that they have far

surpassed us in everj^ one, although both their soil

and climate are much less auspicious, than our

own. 1 am well aware that it is the fashion with
some, who have never taken the trouble to study
the subject, or to think for themselves in regard to

It, deeply interesting asitcertainly is, to ascribe thia

superiority, solely to our slave population. But
allowing every draw-back that can reasonably be
attributed to this cause, still, the circumstances

which I have stated will be found, upon a thorough
examinnlion of the whole ground, to contribute

very largely towards that remarkable difference

which has always existed between southern hus-

bandry, and that in the northern and eastern states.

It is so striking that "he who runs may read it;"

and so beautiful as to excite our wonder at the

snail-li!-:e tardiness with which we agriculturists

of the south, creep on in our feeble eflbrts to follow

such praise-worthy and profitable examples.
I cannot, I believe, close my remarks more

usefully, than by repeating my most earnest re-

commendation of the Farmers' Register; for I am
thoroughly satisfied, that very many of our agri-

cultural brethren have not yet grown too wise in

their own conceits to learn; and that they will

gladly seek", as soon as they know where it may
be (bund, the highly useful information relative to

all the branches of their profession, which this pa-

per is so well calculated to disseminate among ue.

From the Philadelphia Friend.

THE HUJiailKG BIRD.

Some time in the seventh month of the present

j'car, one of my family caught a small humming
bird, which appeared quite debilitated for want of

food. We presented it with some sugar and
cream mixed together, which it sucked up with

avidity, after which, it was restored to liberty. In

the course of a short interval it again made its ap-

pearance, was taken in the hand, and a mixture

of sugar and water made into the consistence of

syrup, was poured into the corrolla of th^ tumipet
honey siickle, from which it er^geriy extracted it.

From this time forward it became quite familiar,

and vv'ould come a dozen times a day or more to

be fed. After fluttering a few seconds at the door

or window to attract nodce, it would alight on the

limb of a neighboring tree, or rose bush, until its

food was prepared for it, and then upon calling

"Peet, Peet," it would dart in a straight line with

the velocity of an arrow to receive it. We gene-
rally filled two or three oi" the tubes of the iioney

suckle with the syrup, which it extracted while

on the wing, buzzing around the flower held in

our hand, and insertmg its bill, which was about

three-fourths of an inch in length from which it

protruded its tongue, at least half an inch longer,

with which it sucked up the liquid.

This generally sufficed it; but sometimes it did

not appear satisfied, but would repair to its resting

place and wait until the flowers were again filled,

when upon being called, it would return and finish

its repast. But if, after flying to its perch, it wiped
its bill on the limb, we were then a&sured that it

wanted no more at that time, and all the solicitations

we could make would have no other effect than to

hasten its departure. In the course of half an

hour it ^vould be back again after more food, and
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if the member of the family to whom he applied

was engaged and not ready to attend him, he

would t^y over and over again to excite attention,

by flying into diflerent apartments of the house,

and buzzing wilhm a lew inches of our liices.

"Peel's" solicitations generally succeeded, as the

younger brandies of the family were delighted in

attending to him. He appeared to be more tbnd

of syrup when made thick than any other food

which was offered to him. If it \vas too mucli

diluted, after sipping a little he would fly to his

resting place and Avait until it was altered. We
also at times gave him sugar and cream, wine

and water mixed whh sugar, and once some honey
obtained from an humblebee's nest, which it ap-

peared to treat with great contempt.

Sometimes when he was fluttering around the

flower held outside of the doorway, a stranger of

the same species, having less confidence inhuman
nature, would dart at the little fellow and drive

him away, as if anxious for him to escape from so

perilous a situation. But it only had a momentary
effect on our little friend, as he would return with

as confiding an assurance of safety as before. His
little twittering r.oise and averted eye, as he mo-
mentarily withdrew his flower, appeared to say

surely thou wilt not hurt me. After he had visited

us every day so frequently for about three weeks,

and had been admired by numerous persons, he

disappeared on the 11th of last month, being fed

about the middle of the day, v.diich was the last

time he was seen. As the wild humming birds

which were quite numerous before, disappeared

about the same time, it is probable he ac-

companied them to more southern regions. As
we were on terms of the most friendly kind, it is

hoped our little traveller will again revisit us alter he

has finished his perigrinations among the flowers

of the south, as it is very doubtful whether he v/ill

find them as sweet as he did the honey suckles of

JPelaware county.

M. M.

JVinth mo. Alh, 1834,

[We have heard several unquestionable statements

which concur with the i'br,-going in proving that the

humming bird may be easily tamed. When taken full

grown, they will soon begin to eat, and become famil-

iar. A young lady of oui acquaintance, has at differ-

ent times reared two young humming birds which were

brought to her in their nests. They fed on a mixture

of honey and water, sucked from a vial. Both very

soon became perfectly tame, and required no confine-

ment, except to protect them from the cat, whicli killed

one after it could fly. The other lived longer. It was

fully grown before it disappeared, and had several

times visited the adjacent woods, and was seen with

companions of its kind, but would return when sought

for, and suffer itself to be taken by the hand of its mis-

tress. It was not confined, and the cause of its disap-

pearance, during the same summer, was not known.

Perhaps, the time had arrived for it to seek its winter

home in a more southern region.

The flowers of the coral or native honey suckle of

Virginia are, of all, the most attractive to humming
birds, or furnish the liquid food on which they live, in

most abundance. A large vine of this honey suckle

when in bloom, will seldom (in fine weather) be with-

out one or more of these little visiters: and if the vine

is trained near the windows, they will often enter the

house—and might perhaps be induced to repeat their

visits, and be easily rendered tame. We recom-

mend to some of the young ladies who (we hope) are

readers of the Register, to attempt the domestication of

the hummingbird. What other pets could compare ia

interest with this most beautiful of nature's works,

which seems scarcely to belong to the earth? The de-

licacy of its form, the brilliancy and variety of its co-

lors, and the singular beauty of its movements, are be-

yond what the most vivid imagination could have con-

ceived, if the reality was unknown. If Marmontel's

romantic Elise could have seen a humming bird enter

her viiiidow, she would have reaHily believed it to be

the form assumed by her sylph lover—and certainly no

material form more appropriate could be imagined, in

which to embody such an etherial being.]

QUERIES ON STONE FENCES, GYPSU3I AND
LIME.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Campbell County, November 18th, 1834.

I am just commencing a system of improve-
ment, and as I have no experience of my own to

guide me, I am compelled to avail mj'self^ so far

as it is practicable, of the lights of others. In the
country where I live, agriculture is, as yet, in a
rude and primitive state. The great bulk of our
cuhivators have made no effort to reclaim their

exhausted lands, and are stdl practising the same
unskilful and destructive tillage, by which our
state has been so completely impoverished. The
ihw who, like myself, are attempting a better

system, have made but little progress, and are,

generail)^, regarded by their neighbors as idle

visionaries; and we must be content to bear this

character, until we give practical evidence to the
incredulous, of the benefits of our new plan of

cultivation. There is, however, a presage of
better things. Tlie land owners of this quarter

are, I think, generally impressed with the neces-

sity of doing something, and that speedily, to

renovate the rapidly depreciating soil, and only
require a successful example to encourage them
to the effort. Having still some fresh land in

cultivation, and some in forest which may be
cleared, they will not labor under the same dif-

ficulties and discouragements in commencing a
system of improvement, to which the older parts

of the state have been subjected; unless they should
imprudently defer the adoption of that system,
until, like the sloth, they have devoured the last

leaf, and have nothing lefl but a painful and te-

dious migration. I think there is a general dis-

position to reduce, and gradually to abandon the

culture of tobacco, without which, I am sure, no
great or successful effort can be made towards the

renovation of our lands.

Our soil is a stiff and close loam unmixed with
sand, and resting, for the most part, on a foun-
dation of red clay. There is an occasional inter-

mixture of what we call gray land, which ge-

nerally inclines to be g'ad^', and is, commonly,
subject to become very wet during the winter and
spring. The substratum of this gray land is,

generally, a yellov,', and sometimes a red clay.
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The face of the country is broken and liilly, and
covered, frequently, with a large (juantity of round

flint rock, and occasionally with a flat slate rock.

I have commenced the use of plaster and clover,

and next year, shall hav'e clovered the entire farm.

Lime is burnt at about fifteen miles of me, wliere

it can be pin-chased at ten ccMits a bushel. I have
not yet made any experiments with lime, but de-

sign to do so on a small scale in the sjiring. I

have adopted the horizontal ploughing, and shall

adopt Mr. Skipwith's hill-side drains, as soon as I

can find time to do so. I shall, however, enter

into that system gradually, being disposed to carry

it no farther, than is absolutely necessary to pre-

vent the land li-om washing. That I may proceed

in the sj'stem I have begun with vnderstanding

and knoivledge, I propose the following (pieries to

j-ourself and your correspondents, to which I beg
a prompt and explicit reply.

Query 1st. What is the best mode of fencing

with round flint rock? What should he the width
of such a fence at the base? What the slope of

the sides? To what height may it be carried

without impairing its strength? Is it necessary to

dig out a foundation, and if it be, to what depth

should the excavation be carried? I should be

glad to have an answer on these points from some
person of experience, accompanied with a diagram
of the fence.

Query 2nd. In using plaster, is it of advantage
to mix ashes with it? If so, in what proportion?

Should the ashes be dry or moist?

Query 3rd. In using lime, what quantity per

acre should be applied to a poor soil with a red

clay foundation? Would not the effect of the lime

be greater, if the suWace was first covered with

rough unrotted manure? Whether the lime should

be slaked or unslaked? What effect it would have
on creek bottoms, having a sandy surface resting

on a clav foundation?

Can t get the favor of you to publish these

queries in the successive numbers of your Register

until they are answereil. In doing so, yon Avill

aid many who are just entering on the career of

agricultural improvement, and more especially,

A QUERIST.

[Referring these queries to the consideration of our

readers in general, and hoping, as in every like case,

that among them, some will deem it a duty to give

information when it is thus asked for, and it is in their

power to bestow, we shall confine our remarks to a

single point.

Though the mixture of caustic lime with rough stable

or farm-yard manure has been recommended as advan-

tageous, we should pronounce it altogether wrong,

judging from theoretical opinions of the action of these

diderent kinds of manures. Quick-hme acts by break-

ing down the hard and insoluble parts of vegetable

matter, and thus renderitig it more speedily fit for the

food of plants: but on vegetable and animal matter

already fit, or rapidly becoming fit to sustain plants,

quick-lime is always injurious, by eating or destroying

those matters, or forming chemical compounds less

valuable as food for plants, than the putrescent matters

before they were so acted on. Stable and farm-yard

manure, before being rotted, or when but «Iightly rot-

ted, contain some rich matters readv for the immedi-

ate sustenance of plants, and a much larger proportion

of insoluble matter, not yet fit for that purpose. The
lime will hasten the action of the larger proportion of

inert matter, but will destroy the portion already solu-

ble. If then one-fourth (in value) of the manure was
fit for the support of plants, and three-fourths still

insoluble and inert, the mixture of enough caustic lime

would serve to destroy the one-fourth; but by bringing

into immediate use thrice as much, the lime would
appear to increase the value and profit of the manure,

when it had merely squandered the present, and an-

ticipated the use of. the future active value. If all

the vegetable matter was coarse and inert, the action

of quick-lime thereon would be altogether beneficial;

and altogether injurious, if the vegetable and animal

matters were ready, or rapidly becoming ready, for the

use of plants. These renjarks apply oidy to lime in

its caustic state, and not at all to it after it has become
carbonated, or mild, by exposure to the air. For some
additional information in this subject, "Querist" is re-

ferred to the Memoranda of the farming of the late

Fielding Lewis of Weyanoke, in No. 1 cf Vol. I. of

the Farmers' Register.]

For the Fanners' Register.

DESULTORY REIMARKS ON FERMENTING, PRE-
SERVING, AND APPLYING OF PUTRESCENT
BIANURES.

The preservation and proper use of putrescent

manures form the most important of all tlie opera-

tions of the farmer, and occupy a large portion of

the mass of instructions contained in the numer-
ous Avorks on agriculture. Yet there is no impor-

tant subject less understood than this, which forms

a subject of investigation for every theorist, and of
coiitinued use for every practical farmer. The
general (perhaps I may say universal) want of
knowledge on this subject will appear least strange

to those who have given it most consideration;

and young and inexperienced agriculturists are apt

to think more highly of their opinions in this res-

pect, than they will after having increased their

value by twenty more years of investigation and
practice. Every one knows, that putrescent vege-

table and animal matters collected from any
sources—accumulated in any manner—and appli-

ed to land at any time—will generally serve to in-

crease the amount of vegetable products. But
the best and most economical mode for these ope-

rations, under various circumstances, is what no

one knows—and even to approach that end, will

require qualifications which very tew (if any) in-

dividuals possess. For a full and satisfactory in-

vestigation, there would be needc-d the well weigh-

ed aiid compared opinions of the chemist, and the

physician, as well as ol the judicious practical farm-

er. We should know what are the spontaneous

changes and the various jiroducis of every stage

of the fermentation and put reliiction of vegetable

and animal matter—and whether the.se products

of fermentation vitiate the atmosphere and are in-

jurious to health; and how such effects are to be

restrained or remedied—and the rules thence de-

rived, to be confirmed by results obtained, and ob-

servations made, by practical cultivators. But
thouffh no one person may be able to do jus-

tice to the whole subject, very many of the rea-
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ders of the Farmors' Register can I'arnish informa-

tion on .some branch of it. I invite all such, to a
free conference in the columns of this journal; and
will commence ofiering my mite of contribution

forthwith, in the hope that others better qualified

will engage in the discussion. However loose, or

imperiect, ihe views of each of us may be, a li-ee

and unreserved expression of them will scarcely

fail to add to the correct information of all. If a
scrutiny of my ofanions should [jrove them to be

erroneous and worthless, still their expression will

not be useless, if they should serve to elicit instruc-

tion and truth irom other sources.

Facts learned from practice, and correctly un-
derstood, certainly are of far more value than any
mere theoretical opinions. But in processes so

varied as the management of manures, in which
so many unseen and unsuspected agents may ope-
rate, and so many chemical changes take place

—in which each difference of soil, temperature or

season, serves to aft'ect and carry the result, so that

no two operations can possibly be made through-
out precisely alike—practice alone will prove a
blind guide, unless directed by rules drawn from
sound theory. Farmers of good judgement, and
long practice, are found to advocate every difierent

mode of preserving and apjilying manures, and
each refer, to experience and to facts, to prove his

mode the best. Facts, the causes of which are

misunderstood, are viot truths, and serve only to

mislead us: and the only means of understanding
the results that practice flirnishes, will be to in-

vestigate their causes, which is to learn the true
theory of their operation. This course I will at-

temj)t with respect to manures—and for this pur-
pose, it is necessary first to slate the established

laws and known phenomena of those sponta,neous
changes of animal and vegetable substances,
which are comprehended under the name of

Fcrmenlalion.
Chemists have bestowed much care in the in-

vestigation of tiie whole process of fermentation
as it is exhibited in the formation of spirituous li-

quors, and of which the knowledge is necessary
to the brewer and dis;i!!er. If equally careful re-

searches had been extended to the fermentation of
manures, the benefit conferred on agriculture, and
on mankind, would be of incalculable value. Un-
fortunately, chemists have not yet thought the lat-

ter subject worth more than slight and general no-
tice—and have only made loose and random ap-
plications of the fermentative processes of liquors,

to the very different and ever varying changes in

the substances that form manures. VVe must be
content to use these imperfect lights, in making
our investigations—and even by their aid, we may
yet be able to arrive at truths of great importance
to agricultural improvemiMit.

Almost every kind of dead vegetable or animal
sulistance is putrescent, or under certain circum-
stances will ferment and rot. Such substances varv
greatly (according to their texture and component
parts) in their tendency to pass through fermenta-
tion; and none can ferment without the presence
of three agents, viz. air, water, ahd a certain de-

gree of temperature, which must be above the
freezing point, 32^, and becomes more favorable
to the progress of fl^rmentation, as it approaches
to sununer heat. If either of these three agents
is totally excluded, no fermentation can begin, no
matter how favorable mav be both the others: and

if all are present, fermentation will certainly take

place, and j)roceed with more or less rapidity ac-

cording to the more or less favorable circumstances

existing. These well established chemical truths,

are of universal application, and should never be
lost sight of in considering the spontaneous

changes of putrescent manures.

It will be useful first to trace the effec's of fer-

meniafion in the formation of spirituous fluids, as

the most correctly understood, and the most famil-

iar to observation. These fluids pass through

three successive kinds of fermentation, which are

called the vinous, the acetous, and the putrefactive.

Some consider a still earlier change as properly

termed the saccharine feryncntaiion.

If apples of harsh and acid flavor are bruised,

or beaten for cider, the mass very soon acquires

an increase of saccharine matter, and the juice

when expressed, is a sweet cider. This is the re-

sult of the saccharine fermentat ion. A nother ibrni

is presented in the sugar formed by the soaking of

grain in water, preparatory to distilling—and
another, in the natural change of acid to sweet
juices, in the ripening of fruit.

The vinous fermentation next takes place. If

new cider, or any other fluid containing saccharine

matter is exposed undisturbed to a temperature be-

tween 60*^ and 80°, it first becomes turbid and vis-

cid; an intesfine motion and increase of bulk grad-

ually take place; air bubbles are discharged fi-om

every part of the mass, forming a fi'oth on the sur-

face. 'J'he sweetness of the fluid is lost, and a
different and strong taste is acquired. After-

wards, the fluid deposites a copious sediment, and
becomes transiiarent. It has then acquired a vi-

nous odor and an intoxicating power.

If this or any other vinous fluid be exposed to a
heat between 75° and 80°, and air be admitted,

other changes take place. It loses its peculiar

taste and qualities, and becoming acid, is convert-

ed to vinegar. During the change, the liquor is

again turbid, its surliice is covered with a mouldy
pellicle, a quantity of fibrous matter separates,

and forms a kind of skin, which sink's to the bot-

tom, and is vulgarly called the mother of the vine-

gar. This is the acetous fermentation.

The putrefactive fermeniationtakes place when
the decomposition of vegetable substances is suf-

fered to proceed beyond the production of acetous

acid. The vinegar gradually becomes thick and
foul: air is einhted with a fetid odor: an earthy

sediment is deposited. Finally, scarcely any thing

remains but the salts, the alcohol, and the earths

which formed the constitueiit parts of the vegeta-

ble: the fluid, if any is left, is water and acetous

acid.*

Davy thns describes the changes which take

place in other substances, and which in gener-

al are such as affect all collections of substances

tor manure. "If any fresh vegetable matter, which
" contains sugar, mucilage, starch, or other of the
" vegetable compounds soluble in water, be moist-

"ened, and exposed to air, at a temperature from
"55° to 80°, oxigene will soon be absorbed, and
"carbonic acid formed; heat will be produced, and
"elastic fluids, principally carbonic acid, gaseous
" oxide of carbon, and hydro-carbonate will be

* Accum's Chemistry—from wliicli the descrip-

tion of the three last kinds of fermentation is

abridired.
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*' evoheJ: a dark colored liquid, of a slightly sour

"or bitter taste will liUcwi.se be (brmed; and if the
" process be sufl'ered to continue lor a time suffi-

"ciently long, nothing solid will remain, except

"earthy and saline matter, colored black by char-

"coal. The dark colored fluid formed in the fer-

" mentation always contains acetic acid: and when
" albumen or gluten exists in the vegetable sub-
" stance, it likewise contains volatile alkali.

" In proportion as there is more of gluten, albu-
" men, or matters soluble in water in the vegeta-
" ble substances exposed to fermentation, so in

" proportion, all other circumstances being equal,
" will the process be more rapid. Pure woody fi-

" bre alone undergoes a change very slowly; but
" its texture is broken down, and it is easily re-

" solved into new elements, when mixed with
"substances more liable to change, containing

"oxygene and hydrogene. Volatile and fixed
" oils, resins and wax, are more susceptible ol

" change than woody fibre, when exposed to air

" and water; and even the most inflammable sub-
" stances, by the absorption of oxygene, become
"gradually soluble in water.

" Animal matters in general are more liable to

"decompose than vegetable substances; oxygene
"is absorbed, and carbonic acid and ammonia
" formed in the process of their putrefaction. They
" produce l(£tid compound elastic fluids, and leave
" a residuum of salts and earth, mixed with carbo-
" naceous matter."*
We are ignorant of the respective proportions

and value of these difi'erent gaseous products of

both vegetable and animal IL^rmentation and de-

composition, and which of them it is most im-
portant to arrest, and wluch we can best afford to

lose. But this is certainly known—that the final re-

sult of all the successive changes caused by the ler-

mentation of manures, is the conversion of all their

soluble and nutritious parts into different gases,

which, being aeriform and elastic fluids, immedi-
ately escape into the atmosphere, and are utterly

lost. In the above passage, all the valuable parts

of manures are distinctly traced to that end, ex-

cept the dark colored liquor which is formed and
flows from fermenting manure—and this is equal-

ly destined to the same final decomposition and
loss, if not previously saved by being put to use.

It might require the time and exi)ense of years.

to produce all the changes from fermentation in a
large bodj' of manure, and arrive at the final re-

sult, the destruction and loss of all its nutritious

and valuable parts: but whether the process is ra-

pid or slow, lermentation is always tending to

that end. These changes, the fiirmer may has-
ten, or moderate and retard—but he cannot possi-

bly prevent their taking place. His only choice is

either to use the products of fermentation as fast

as they become fit for the food of plants, or by
permitting them to assume an airy form, to let

them be lost entirely. To adoj:)t and practice the

former course would be the pedi?c1ion of manuring
—a state which we may aim to approach, but

never can reach, until chemistry shall be properly-

applied to agricultural investigation and improve-
ment. But though it may be impossible to use
manures so as to secure (i'om waste and destruc-

tion all the products of fermentation, still we may
gain much in that res])ect by properly considering

* Agricultural Chemistry.

and applying the instruction, limited and imper-
lect as it is, with which we have been furnished
by chemistry. Belbre, however, we can pursue
the investigation of what products of ferment-
ing manures we should endeavor to save, it will

be necessary to know what are serviceable as
the food of plants, which will now be considered,
before resuming the subject of the fermentation of
manures.

Thz Food of Plants.

The absurd doctrines which have been taught as
agricultural truths, are strongly exemj)lified in the
several opinioiis that have formerly prevailed as to

what constitutes the food of plants' By one class,

it was supposed to be waler—by another, air
onl}'-—and by TuU and his disciples, pulver'-

ized earth was believed to be the food of plants,

and that water, air, and manures only acted
mechanically in presenting that food to the roots.

Among scientific inquirers these opinions have
long been exploded, and it is noAV the received
opinion that the food of plants consis^^s of all the
vegetable and animal matters which are soluble
in water, and may be drawn up by the roots—and
such aeriform matters as are absorbed by the
leaves of growing vegetables. "Plants, says Da-
" vy, are found by analysis to consist principally
" of charcoal and aeriform matter. They give
" out by distillation volatile compounds, the ele-
" ments of which are pure air, inflammable air,

" coally matter, and azote, or that elastic substance
•' which forms a great part of the atmosphere, and
" which is incapable of supporting combustion.
" These elements they give eitlier by their leaves
"from the air, or by their roofs from the soil. All
"manures from organized substances contain the
"principles of vegetable matter, and during putre-
" faction, are rendered either soluble in w-ater, or
" aeriform—and in these states thicy are capable of
"being assimilated to the vegetable organs. No
" one principle affords the pabulum of vegetable
" life; it is neither charcoal, nor hydrogene, nor
"azote, nor oxygene alone; butallof them together
" in various states, and various combinations."*
Carbonic acid gas, which is present in small propor-
tion in all atmospheric air, and which is produced
by every kind of fermenting matter, is supposed
to be taken up largely by the roots of plants,! as
it undoubtedly is by their leaves—and from this

supply, is formed the carbon of plants, or that large
proportion of their substance that may be convert-
ed into charcoal. Water is also absorbed from
the atmosphere by the leaves of plants, and this

power which the bounty of nature has provided,

can be most exerted when the weather is dry and
hot, as the air then holds the greatest quantity of
water in solution.

All putrescent matters then being composed of
the same {cw component parts that serve to c^sn-

stitute all growing plants, (carbon, oxygen, hydro-
gen, and sometimes nitrogen or azote,) it follows

that every particle of the former, as manure, may
serve as the food of plants. But the probability is,

that the roots of plants cannot efFectually take up
these elementary liodies after they have assumed
their gaseous form: and if no growing plants are

*Agricultural Chemistry—Lee. I.

fLibrary of Useful Knowledge—on the Food of
Plants.
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present, when this final change takes place within

the soil, these substances, from their light and
elastic nature, must quickly and entirely be lost to

the earth, and to use, as to the food of plants. It

must be then, |)rincipa!ly or entirely, in some of" the

earlier previous Ibrms, tiLud or solid, during the va-

rious changes produced by lermcntation, that these

elements of manures act as the food of ))lants.

Davy has proved that nothing solid, however
finely divided, ca!i be absorbed by roots, and that

every thing soluble may be.*

From all these premises, the following deduc-
tions maj' be considered as established: 1st.

That putrescent manures may be entirely con-

verted into food for plants: 2nd. That no portion

of them can serve for that purpose while in a solid

ibrm: 3rd. That every portion will be, when so-

luble in water: and 4th. That much or all may be
lost, if manures reach their final decomposition,

and assume a gaseous form.

Let us now apj;ly these deductions to the prac-

tical management and application of manures.

The fermentation of manures—to what extent ne-

cessary.

It was formerly the prevailing opinion among
the farmers of Britain, (from whom most of our
practices have been borrowed,) that a long and
thorough fermentation was absolutely necessary
to make manure nutritious and productive in the

highest degree: and for this purpose much time
was used, and much labor spent, in heaping the

litter and dung of the farni-j ard, and in turning

over the heap, to renew tbrinentation after its first

heat had subsided. Thus it was kept a year be-

fore using, and sometimes longer, even by such
as were esteemed good and enlightened farmers.

The celebrated grazier Bakewell, was accustomed
to keep his manure before using, until it was re-

duced to the texture and appearance of black

snuff.f It seems not to have been suspected, until

a comparatively recent period, that any valuable
principles of the manure were lost, by this general
practice of long continued fermentation.

Atlerwards a practice entirely ditTercnt was in-

troduced, and had many warm advocates, both
scientific and practical. This was to carry out ail

manure from the stables and farm-yard in its coarse
unrotted state, or wlien fermentation had barely
commenced. This practice gave a far greater

bulk of n)anure to the fields, and was supposed by
its advocates to cause greater increase of pro-

duct.

The discussion of the comparative merits of
these, different practices has been kept up in Eng-
land for half a century, and yet remains undeci-
ded. As usual, both practices have been copied
in this country, without regard to the difference of
climate ai:d tillage, and the dispute between
"short and long muck," or fermented and unfer-
mented manure, has been carried on here with as
much zeal, and to as little purpose, as in our mo-
ther country. Our distinguished agriculturist John
Taylor, has been the most able and influential ad-
vocate lor unrotted manure, in Virginia, as Ar-
thur Young was in England on agricultural, and
Professor Davy on chemical grounds: and Judge

*Ao;ricultural Chemistry—Lecture VI.
tBrovvn's Husbandry: Kii. Manures, Edinburgh En-

cyclopaedia.

Peters of Pennsylvania, on the other side, has
strenuously opposed their arguments and opinions.

The principal argument used by all who have
supported either side of this question, is the great

loss of manure sustained by the practice they op-

[)ose: and unfortunately the loss suffered in either

practice is so great, as to make this argument on
both sides, if considered alone, ajjpear abundantly
strong. The usual practical operations of the dis-

ciples of both schools are also so defective, that

they are condemned by the doctrines of their own
leaders, no less than by those on the other side.

Thus, Arthur Young, who so strongly urges the

superior benefit and profit of using unfermented
manure at all times, considers it absolutely neces-

sary that it should be buried deeply and co\-ered

in the most perfect manner by the plough. Judge
Peters, while maintaining the advantages of well

rotting manure, by keeping it long enough in bulk,

and using every care to have the fermentation

thorough and complete, still tells us that it is indis-

pensable to conduct these operations in a paved
and roofed stercorarj", so as to guard against the

great losses that would otherwise take place. Yet
the followers of Young omit the effectual covering

of the manure by the plough—and those of Pe-
ters, leave their manure to pass through a year's

changes from fl^rmentation, exposed to rain, sun
and air. Both practices are attended with serious

objections and losses: but either one carefldly and
correctly carried on, doubtless is better than the

otlier under the common wasteful management.
And, from the difference in climate, it seems most
likely that either of these opposite modes of ma-
nuring in Britain, must be less wasteful than when
imitated in Virginia.

The great loss of fertilizing principles from fer-

mentation carried on in the dung heap is so evi-

dent, that it ought to convince every one of the

propriety of carrjing out fresh manure, who does

not fear otiier and equal waste from that mode.
But though in this case the fermentation is lost

sight of, it does not the less take place, and in such
manner, that equal, if not greater loss may be well

suspected.

The objections of Davy to the use of fermented

manure, are entitled to most attention and respect,

because in the chemical facts on which his opin-

ions are founded, he could not have been mistaken.

I will quote his words at sufficient length to give

them full force. In his sixth lecture, after treating

of the more simple and highly putrescent ma-
nures, such as the pure dung of different animals,

and showing the impropriety of fermenting them
before applving them to the soil, he proceeds to

consider their mixture with less putrescent sub-

stances. "The question of the proper mode of
" the application of the dung of horses and cattle,

" however, properly belongs to the subject of com-
" pns'iie manures^ for it is usually mixed in the
" farm-yard with straw, offal, chaff, and various
" kinds of litter; and itself contains a large pro-
" portion of fibrous vegetable matter.

" A slight inci|)ient fermentation is undoubtedly
" of use in the dunghill; for by the means of it,

" a disposition is brought on in the woody fibre to

" decay and dissolve, when it is carried to the
" land," or ploughed into the soil; and woody fibre

" is always in great excess in the refuse of the
" fiarm.

" Too great a degree of fermentation is, how-
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" ever, very prejudicial to the composite manure
" in the dunghill; it is better that there should be
" no tt?rmentation at all, heibre the manure is used,
" than that it should he carried too iln: The ex-
" cess of tcrmcntation tends to the destruction and
" dissipation of the most useful parts of the ma-
" nure; and the ultimate results of this process
" are like those of cotnbustion.

" It is a common practice amongst farmers to
" sutltjr their liu'm-yard dung to ferment till the
" fibrous texture of the vegetable matter is entirely
" broken down; and till the manure becomes per-
" lectly cold, and so soft as to be easily cut by the
" spade.* Independent of the general theoretical
" views unfavorable to this practice, fiiunded upon
" the nature and composition of vegetable sub-
" stances, there are many arguments and facts
' which show that it is j'.rejudicial to the interests
" of the farmer.

" During the violent fermentation which is ne-
" cessary lor reducing farm-yard manure to the
" state in which it is called short muck, not only a
" large quantity of fluid, but likewise of gaseous
" matter is lost; so much so, that the dung is

" reduced one-half, or two-thirds in weight; and
" the principal elastic matter disengaged, is car-
" bonic acid with some ammonia; and both of
" these, if retained by the moisture of the soil,

" are capable of becoming a useful nourishment
" of plants." A chemical experiment is then
detailed, which shows, satisfactorily, the amount
and kind of the licpiid and gaseous products of a
certain small quantity of termenling manure—and
in another, the gaseous matter, as produced, being
conveyed under the roots of growing plants, show-
ed its value as manure, by increasing their luxu-
riance. The author then states, that decided ad-
vantage would be also gained in usuig unfer-

mented manure, by the heat from their subsequent
fermentation being disengaged, and the conse-
quent new combinations made within the soil, and
in contact with the roots of growing plants. In
addition to the testimony of many scientific agri-

culturists, cited generally in favor of the use of
unfermented manure, and a number of proofs
within his own knowledge, Davy quotes particu-

larly the opinion of one, whom he says (and all of
us will admit) will be considered as the highest
authority. "Mr. Coke [of Holkham] within the
" last seven years, has entirely given up the sys-
" tem, formerly adopted on his farm, of applying
" fermented dung; and he informs me, that his
" crops have since been as good as they ever were,
" and that his manure goes nearly twice as far."

Davy's argument against the fermentation of
manure previous to its application, is founded on
his having proved by analysis, that manures con-
tain more enriching principles before than after

fermentation—and, therefore, certainly lose more
or less of them hy going through that process.

All this must be admitted, and yet the inference
may be false, that fermentation, jirevious to apply-
ing manures, lessens their ultimate value. The
unfermented matter contains most food, it is true
•—but, for nmch the greater part, in a state unfit

* The old practice of short diin^ farmers in Vir-
ginia, is to keep tfie dung in the neap, even six or
nine months after this cessation of fermentation, wait-
ing for the beginning of the next corn crop.

for the use and sustenance of the plant: and so
must it contiiaie unfit and useless, until rendered
soluble by a sufficient degree of fermentation.
Whether most waste u- ill be incurred by that
necesi=:ary fermentation taking place in the farm-
yard, or the dunghill, or in the soil alter being ap-
plied, is the question to be decided. Raw meat
and vegetables contain more nutritive matter for
the human stomach, than atler the loss necessarily
sustained by their being cooked: yet the remainder,
after this process, is fitted for the sustenance of
man, and therefore is more valuable than the
whole was before the change, and the waste,
caused by cooking. The food of plants requires
more complete ])reparation than that for men, or
even for inltmts: and in either case, the fitness of
the food for use is ev^en more important than its

quantify of matter capable of being converted to
Ibod by future chemical changes, which mMj take
place, but which we have not" the ability to direct,
or to govern. The chemist cannot pursue the
investigation of the waste by fermenration, after
the manure is buried in the soil—and (with our
I'rcsent imperfect sources of light) the experience
of farmers must be the best guide as to the com-
parative value of this practice, and that of fer-
menting previously. Still, whichever course is

adopted, the lights of chemistry will best serve to
warn us of the risk, and teach us how to lessen, if

we cannot avoid, the losses that attend on both
modes. Unfortunately, however, the testimony of
many of the most enlightened farmers, as well as
of the most ignorant, is entirely contradictor}-, as
to the comparative value of fermented and unfer-
mented manures.

In addiiion to the oj inion of Davy, I might
add not only the arguments of Arthur Young,
but a number of proofs drawn from the practical
experience of many fiirmers of their increased
profits from using manures unfermented, and
which he has slated at length in his Essay on
Manures, and other work.<. Our own distinguish-
ed agriculturist Taylor, is equally decided in
favor of the same opinion and practice, though
the contents of his fiirm-yard, being principaTly
corn stalks, were necessarily more coarse, woody,
and unmanageable, before fermenting. He thus
condemns the opposite practice. "In obedience
" to the old English authorities, I have in various
" ways compounded dunghills, kept them through
" the summer, and covered with earth and with
" bushes the manure of the farm-pen; and the
" loss has been regularly graduated by the fer-
" mentation produced, fi-om a moiety to three-
" fourths; being invariably greater, the better the
" litter was rotted, or the greater the degree of
" fermenlation.

It will not be necessary to quote so particularly
the opposite op.inions of Judge Peters, and other
distinguished advocates for fermenting farm-yard
manures before using them, because" such con-
tinues to be the general course (though with every
variety of practice) both in Britain and this coun-
Xvy. Robert Brown, the very intelligent and prac-
tical farmer, who wrote the'able article "Agricul-
ture" in the Edinburgh Encyclopa?dia, has there
described at length what he deemed the best prac-
tice of managing farm-yard manure, by heaping,
&c., to ensure ils fermentation before being used:
yet throughout, he does not bestow a single"oppos-
ing argument, nor does he even notice the existence
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of" the contrary practice, so much applauded by
Young and liis followers.

Those farmers in our country who have adopted
the opinions and jjractice of either of the opposite
parties in Britain, have not attended to tlie great

differences of temperature in the climate, of the

amount of moisture usual in summer, in the two
countries, and the very important difference thence
produced on the progress of the fermentation of

manures, whether remaining in bulk, or buried in

the soil. In England, and still more in Scotland,

the climate is far more cool and moist than ours;

and also far more uniform. They have neither

our burning summer's sun, nor our long continued
droughts. The compound contents of their farm-
yards (fi'om the nature of the litter and food of the

cattle, and the greater richness of the dung of

their fatter beasts,) are more putrescent than ours,

which are principally corn stalks and straw, tram-

pled by lean cattle, kept on dry and poor food. Yet
the cool climate in Britain so retards fermentation,

that it requires much care and labor on clay farms,

to rot the winter's manure in heaps by August

—

and in dry seasons, the whole year is not sufficient

for that purpose.* Here, our less putrescent ma-
nui-e, if heai)ed in March, (or even in mid- winter)

soon ferments violently, and thoroughly, unless

moisture is not generally diffused, or air is ex-

cluded from some parts by compression. It must
thence be inferred, that if like modes of heaping,
&c., are pursued in both countries, the violence of

fermentation, and the consequent waste and des-

truction of fertilizing principles, must be nmch
greater here, than in Britain. We labor under
equal, though different, disadvantages in following

the practice of the English "long muck" farmers.

After their unrotted straw and other contents of

the farm-yard are v^ell buried by the plough, they
remain undisturbed, and constantly moist. Fer-
mentation may proceed ver}^ slowly—but at least

it is not checked by drought, and exposure of the

manure to the air. With us, tlie nature of" our
husbandry compels the application of manure that

is fermented either very slightly, or not at all, to

the corn crop, where it is necessarily ofien exposed
by the plough, while its fermentation is in progress.

If spread over much surface, the labor would be

greatly increased, and the best effects of the ma-
nure scarcely perceptible. If the manure is laid

thick, as is generally done from necessity (to save
labor) no less than choice, a drought stops fermen-
tation, and the mass of dry litter is for the time

hurtful to the growing crop. That is not all the

evil. The manure when sjiread in its coarse state,

is no longer a mixture of various and different in-

gredients, as they become mostly separated by the

spreading. Here, there is put on the soil a lump
of pure dung, which remains a dry hard impene-
trable body, if on the surface—or if beneath, it rots

too fast for the roots to absorb its products. In
another place is covered a mass of wet straw,

which may ferment, or not, according to the sea-

son—and more often, hard and woody corn stalks,

which, when alone, can scarcely be fermented
without waste of principles, and injury to the crop.

The coarse nature of our litter, makes it impossi-

ble to secure it by the plough. Supposing fermen-
tation to go on, every corn stalk serves as a flue or

chimney to carry off the gases which are evolved,

* See Agriculture, in Edinburgh Encyclopaedia,

near to, or into, the air. The deepest ploughing,
consistent with economy and good husbandry,
could not prevent this loss. Unless growing plants

by their roots sliould arrest them, gaseous products
would rise and escape through every part of a
sandy soil: and clay would be a still worse cover-
ing—as the plough in summer would leave it every
where in clods with open intervals or vents between
them.

If we continue the examination of all our usual
modes of preparing and applying manures, and
test them by the known eflects of fermentation,
and the received opinions as to the nature of the
food of plants, we shall find that great loss is en-
countered by even the least wasteful. Yet though
such loss can in no case be entirely avoided, atten-

tion to sound theoretical principles will ena-
ble us to save much that is now wasted, and \o

draw far greater profits from our manures of every
kind. A brief" description of the most usual modes
of managing manure will be presented, none of
which will need a veiy close trinl by these tests to

be proved extremely defective.

Our different practices of applying manure,
though in each case directed by an opinion of the
superior value of manure in some particular form,

yet are not less governed by necessity, and the kind
of husbandr)^ in use. Thus, the fiirmer Avho is

most anxious to have his farm-yard manure com-
pletely rotted, must be satisfied with its state (it

heaped previously) as early as June: but we have
no crop then to receive it—there is neither time nor
labor on most farms, to s]iread it for wheat, after

removing the corn preceding it (according to our
usual rotation)—and consequently, the manure is

not used before the next year, when it is given to

the crop of corn. Considerations of convenience,

such as these, perhaps prevent every farmer from
adopting what he may consider the best applica-

tion of his manure.
A practice very general formerly, and still not

altogether abandoned, is to leave the farm-yard
untouched from the spring, when the cattle are
moved awaj^, vmtil summer, just before needing
the yard to tread wheat on. By that time, and
with the usual small proportion of vegetable mat-
ter, it was abundantly rotted for convenient use, if

any crop required it. It was moved off on hand-
barrows, and heaped, to remain until the next
spring: or during all winter, is carted out for the

next year's crop of corn. Besides all the waste
sustained by such long exposure of a wide surface

to sun, air, and rain, the removal and heaping in

summer must bring on a second fermentation, after

the first (on the yard) had ceased—and the conse-

quent waste of principles is compensated by no
gain, as the fermentation was before enough ad-

vanced.
Others let the manure remain in the yard until

it is taken into the carts to be carried to the field

for use. Theory seems to pronounce this less

wastefid than the plan of heaping and causing a
second fermentation in summer: but the amount of
waste in this case must depend very much on the

thickness of the coat of manure on the yard. If

tAvo feet thick, it might be not much affected by
the exposure, and its being close trodden would
necessarily cause its fermentation to be slow and
never violent. But if only six inches thick, the

exposure to air and sun and water, and the conse-

quent loss, would be greater, not only compara-
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tively, but absolutely. Where the litter is thick

and poor (as leaves) and left as closely trodden by
the cattle, there will be no ternientation during the

next summer, except near the surltice.

Many have Ibllovved the practice ol' Taylor, (as

described in his ylrator) which was to carry out

and apply the contents of the larin-yard without

heaping, and in its unrotted state, lor the corn crop,

in the same spring in which the collecting and
trampling the litter was finished. But this use of

manure, howe\er plausible in theory, seems to

have pleased Jiiw, if any, in practice; and has
been generally abandoned.
Another practice is to heap the manure of the

farm-yard in the beginning ot" spring, in ricks of

about six feet high, and as little compressed as the

weight of the mass will allow—and as soon as its

fermentation has half rotted the materials, or made
them ((uile tender, the manure is carried out and
l)loughed in ior corn. The mass begins to heat in

a short time aller being heaped, and in two or three

weeks is fit ibr use.

It would be needless to point out the defects of

each of these modes of applying manure, more
jiarticukn-'y than has been already done inciden-

tally; though in various respects, all are wasletid

and iaulty, when tried by the correct tests furnish-

ed us by science.

We have difiered much more from our English
teachers in the management of manure made in

summer, (or li-oni April to November,) by penning
cattle -without litter, and moving the pens as often

as the space enclosed is sufficiently dunged. This
practice was doubtless founded on any thing but

correct views of manuring; and was solely re-

commended by its being an easy mode of enrich-

ing a small space. But slovenly as the plan is, it

is less wasteful than would be penning on litter

during summer, which, without unusual precau-

tions, would produce the most violent and destruc-

tiv^e fermentation. It is usually thought that much
loss is sustained in the manure of summer cow-
pens, by the labors of dung beetles in the early

part of summer, and the complete exposure of the

dung on the surface, to the hot sun: and to avoid

this loss as much as possible, moving the pens fre-

quently, and ploughing in the manure directly af-

ter, have been recommended or practiced by
the most careful farmers. Yet many practical

men, in opposition to this opinion, have pronounced
that the dung not ploughed in, but left exposed
through the summer, produced most benefit on the

following crops. Absurd as this opinion has been
generally considered, its truth is sustained by cor-

rect views of fermentation. The dung dropped in

the heat of summer soon becomes a hard and dry

mass, in which fermentation cannot begin lor want
of one of its necessary agents, moisture. The
dung when thus dried is of a nature almost im-

penetrable to water, unless long exposed to it, and
therefore the summer rains scarcel}^ affect the sur-

face of the separate masses, before they are again

dry as before. All this is changed for the worse
by ploughing in the dung. In its new position of

four or six inches beneath the surface, there would
be enough of both heat and air—and the earth be-

low, aided by the exclusion of the sun, would ilir-

nish all the moisture necessary for the most speedy
fermentation. The manure would soon begin to

give out the last or gaseous products of putrefac-

tion, and no growing plants would be present to

secure even the smallest portion of them, m their

ra|)id escape into the air.

Earlier in summer, the dung beetles are sup-
posed to destroy the greater part of the dung.
They certainly bury it, and at great dej)ths below
the surface. But supposing the pellets, formed
to enclose their eggs, to be carried down two leet,

they are not placed belovv' the reach of roots, and
are better guarded fiom fermentation than if buried

bj' the plough. I therefore do not admit tlie truth

of the loss charged to these insects: but rather

consider them as a means for preserving manure
from waste.

Proposed vieans for lessening the loss from fer-
vientation.

The various causes of the loss of the valuable

principles of manures, and the avenues through
which they are always escaping, have been de-

scribed perhaps at tedious lengtli—and yet much
more space would be required to show in detail all

the important losses v:g in this manner sustain.

Every one may himself examine his own uses of

manure, and at least learn to avoid some of tlie

errors, by applymg to his practice the tests which
I have presented. But though we may thus gain

incalculable benefit from consulting the theory of

the fermentation of manures, still many of the

causes of waste must continue to operate, in spite

ol" all that science can direct, or care and industry

can perform. Fortunately however for the fertili-

ty of^ the earth, bountiful nature ofiers to the soil

much more than it is deprived of by fermentation:

and however great may be the losses sustained,

still the gains are far greater. The i'ew elements

that compose all putrescent manures, and the food

of all growing {ilants, also serve to form water and
atmospheric air, and therefore are always present

in abundance. Water is composed of hydrogen
and oxygen—atmospheric a'lr is a mixture of oxy-

gen and hydrogen gases, and always contains car-

bonic acid gas: and these substances are also the

elements that form every putrescent manure, and
serve to feed every plant. But air and water can-

not yield their elements to serve directly for the^

nourishment of plants; or otherwise the supply of

their food would be equally abundant eveiy where,

and soils would require lio manure, to show the

greatest and the most inexhaustible fertility. Still

nature must enable plants to draw indirectly upon
this immeasurable fund that air and water contains

of the elements of their food, though the manner
cannot be traced. Perhaps the moisture and car-

bonic acid which the leaves certainly absorb are

used to compose so much of the substance of the

plant—that the leaves exert this power and retain

the fruits according to their size, vigor, and num-
ber—but that their growth and consequent power

to absorb additional sustenance froni the atmos-

phere, depends upon the amount of food drawn in

by their roots. This, I admit, is merely supposition:

but it is only by some such hypothesis that we can

account for plants returning to the earth much
more food for succeeding plants than they had

drawn from it, and yet their growth being restrain-

ed and regulated by the fertility of the soil. Soils

under goocl husbandry, though yielding half their

crops tor the use of inan, retain their rate of pro-

ductiveness, or grow richer by receiving as ma-
nure the remainder of what they have yielded:

and most good .soils however reduced by tillage.
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will recover their first fertility by being left long

enough to receive the natural supply of leaves

and stalUs of the plants which may spring and

grow upon them, thougli much of that supply

must necessarily be wasted by exposure. We
may then suppose that nature aids our operations

in a high degree, whether we work to dissipate

and waste our manures, or use the proper means

to increase the food of plants, and the productive-

ness of the earth.

In attemjjting to devise rules for the most eco-

nomical and beneficial use of putrescent manures,

it is necessary to inquire what ingredients they

contam soluble in water, and therefore fit for tlie

present food of plants, and what are the successive

products made soluble by fermentation. More es-

pecially do we need the aid of the chemist for this

branch of the subject, and in tlie absence of that

aid, it must be very imperfectly treated. Never-

theless, though these soluble products may in

gi'eat measure remain as unknown quantities, our

reasoning respecting them will not be the less

sound. The great object with the farmer should

be to use all the ingredients of his manures as

soon as they are successively made soluble by fer-

mentation—and to avoid waiting for any until

they assume the gaseous form.

The first effect of fermentation on hard and

coarse vegetable substances, is to break down their

texture, and make them more yielding and lender:

a subsequent effect is to make them soluble in wa-
ter—and the last is to convert them into elastic

gases. Many intermediate stages exist, and are

different in number and cliaracter according to the

substances acted on: but we may consider every

putrescent substance, or its principal part, to be at

different times in these three stages— 1. The solid

and insoluble. 2. The soluble—and 3. The aeri-

form. In the second stage only is manure useful

to growing plants—the first is certainly useless,

and sometimes hurtful—and in the third stage, the

manure is lost if not absorbed by the roots as fast

as it becomes aeriform. No one substance, how-
ever homogeneous, can pass with ail its parts

through these stages: its more putrescent parts

may arriv^e at the gaseous state, before the most
hard and inert have become soluble. Still more is

this diflerence exhibited in a dunghill, or a body
of manure composed of various substances, of all

grades between the most and the least putrescent.

Some wUl be passing away in gas, before the

woody fibre of others have begun to yield in the

least. But still there is a counteracting operation

in a well mixed bulk of various putrescent sub-
stances. The matters soonest fermented, though
they partly escape, yet they also act like leaven,"to

hasten the fermentation of less putrescent sub-
stances—and these in their turn perform the same
office for the slowest and hardest. This I consider

is the most valuable result gained fi'om mixing and
heaping manures: and it is obvious that the great-

er the variety of substances of different natures,

and the more intimate their mixture, the greater
will this benefit prove. The manure from stables,

and other still richer substances, if heaped alone,
will sufler greatly from the violence and irregular-

ity of the fermentation: but if carefully mixed
with the coarser and more inert contents of the
farm-yard, the fermentation of the last will be
quickened, and the first moderated.
The foregoing exhibition of mj' views was pre-

pared for publication more than two j'ears ago,

and has not since been changed, except in mere
form. This delay was caused b}^ an unwilling-

ness to present theoretical opinions so little sus-

tained by practical proofs—and with the intention

of endeavoring to jjresent some of those prools.

A partial and imperfect, though extensive and la-

borious course of experiments for this purpose,

was carried on, and reported in the Farmers' Re-
gister, Vol. I. page 136 to 142. With all the er-

rors and improper management in these j)ractical

operations, and the consequent losses there re-

ported, the fi\cts serve to support the theoretical

views here presented. Neither have my later prac-

tical operations, (which however have been neces-

sarily wanting in regularity and method,) induced
any change in these views—and for this reason

—

that they consist jjrincipally in exhibiting errors of
opinion or practice, which may be known and
proved, without our being yet able to avoid them,
or being immediately thereby instmcted in the

most proper and economical course of manage-
ment. Later experiments and observations on the

fermentation and application of manures, and ad-

ditional views thereon, maybe hereafter presented:

but now it is ];roper for me to Avait to hear from
others on these subjects, before occupying more
space with m.atter which is readily admitted to be
crude and imj;erii?ct—and which can scarcely be
otherwise until the opinions and labors of many
persons are brought together to investigate and
discuss this most important branch of husbandry.

EXPEKIMENTS IN THE CULTURE OF POTA-
TOES.

Extracted from a Report on tlie Agriculture of tlie county ofCar-
low, ill tlie [British] Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

The usutd mode of planting the potatoes is as

follows. The ilung being previously carted out in

small hea]:s and parallel rows at convenient dis-

tances, the ploughman marks out a drill, and in

the second course of his progress, Ibrms and clears

it perfectly; women with the potato sets in little

bags or aprons tied to their waists, take certain dis-

tances, oi lengths, of the drill, and in these deposite

the sets about 9 inches apart, in a single row. The
dung is forked over them by men, wlio have also

certain lengths of drill within their charge: the

ploughman, when not employed in opening drills,

covers up those already formed and ])lanted. The
good farmers afterwards roll the drills flat, but by
the ordinary class ol" liusbandmen, this operation

is neglected, as is the process of paring away the

clay previously to a complete weeding and earth-

ing up of the young plants, Avhich are too fre-

quentlj' covered up on their very first appearance
above ground. Two, and sometimes three, good
earthings take place, and, as far as fallowing and
cleaning the ground are in question, these earth-

ings are very beneficial; but as regards the pro-

duce, the advantage of them is problematical, as

may appear from the experiment of Mr. John
Robertson before alluded to. I consider the sub-

ject an interesting and important one, and shall

detail its particulars at length.

Experiment 1.—Mr. Robertson marked off. on
an average portion of his potato ground, four drills,

twenty jards each in length; in two of these he
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planted potato seed of the red-nosed kidney spe-

cies, and m the remainiatr two of the apjjle kind.

Those Jie earthed up in liie usual way: in these

eartheti drills the produce was 6 lbs. (about 10 per

ceni,) less than in ibur corresponding ones un-

earttied. In all those drills (which were 30 inches

apart,) the sets were placed from 10 to 12 inches

asunder. The treatment of the unearthed drills

may be thus stated: they were dug at bottom 12

inches deep, and left hall" full of the crumbling

clods; on these the potatoes were laid, and then

covered about three inches with dung, over wliich

an inch of fine earth was drawn. When the

shoots were sufficiently high the clods \vere bro-

ken fine and closed about the stems, and the ground
in the intervals dug deep and fine as possible, and
left perfectly flat; this was the only tdlage which
the unearthed potatoes received. The produce
was about 150 barrels* to the acre.

Experiment 2.—In order to determine at what
distance in drills 30 inches apart, it is advantageous
to plant the sets, Mr. Robertson proceeded as Ibl-

lows:

—

In a piece of ground of sixty square yai'ds (not

yards square,) he planted eight drills of a new
seedling cup potato at 30 inches distance; these

drills, nearly 9 feet in length, he planted at the

distance above stated as Ibllows:

eft.Drill 1 the sets
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France is the metre, or the ten millionth part of the

quadrant of the terrestrial meridian, Irom the

equator to the north pole, which passes through

Paris. This quadrant was found, by very accurate

observations, to be 5130740 toisesot six feet each.

and therefore the metre is equal to three feet ele-_

ven lines, and jY-oV of the ancient measure of

France. From the metre, all other measures of

length are derived by decimal multiplication and

division, thus,

Deca-metre is

Hecto-metre
Kilo-metre
Myria-metre

Deci-metre is the

Centi-metre
Milli-metre

Quadrant of the meridian
Centesimal degi'ee

Myriametre
Kilometre
Hectometre
Decametre
Metre

Decimetre
Centimetre
Millimetre

10 times the metre ^

100 times the metre 1

1000 times the metre
j

10,000 times the metre J

By multiplication.

10th part of a inetre

lOOdth part of a metre
lOOOdth part of a metre

French Linear Measure.

English feet.

32809167.
328091.67
32809.167
3280.9167
328.09167
32.809167
3.2809167

By division.

Old French feet.

30784440.
307844.4
30784.44
3078.444
307.8444
30.78444
3.078444

EnglUh inches.

3.9371
0.39371
0.039371

French lines.

44.3295936
4.43295936
0.443295936

French Superficial Measure.

The unit of the,superficial or Agrarian measures of France, is the are, which is equal to 100 square

metres, or a square decametre; and the following table is obtained from it by decimal multiplication

and division, as before:
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great mass of the population. We would recommend the careful study of the decree of 1812, to

those who wish to establish the decimal division in this country, or to make any serious innovations

upon the present system. «#*#*.*#^
TVeights.

The gm??ime marks the weight; it is equal to the

Aveight of a cubic centimetre, of pure water, at its

maximum of density. It hns been found equal to

18.827 French grains, of which 5.76 make 472.5

English; and 489.5058 grnnmics make a pound of

the standard of the mint at Paris. * *

Pleasures of Coin.

The standard coin of France is a piece of sil-

ver of the weight of five grammes, or five times
18 yVoV grains?, containing ^Vth of alloy and yj.ths

of pure silver, and very nearly the 24th part of

the pound sterling metallic value, being nearly the

same with the livre tournois: it is called a franc,

and divided into dccimes and centimes. There
are pieces of five francs, two francs, f , ^ and ^
franc. The gold coins, like the silver coin, con-
tain y'pth of alloy and Vpths of pure metal. They
are called Napoleon's d'or or octo grammes: an
octo gramme of gold is worth 25 francs. * * *

[The two next articles exhibit remarkable exam-

ples of the ascending force of subterranean water in one

Artesianwell, and of variations in that force in another.

The facts stated may be useful to some of our readers,

and perhaps will be interesting to all. The character

of the calcareous earth through which the well of Ro-

chelle was bored, as here described, seems to be very

similar in appearance and character to the "rotten

limestone" through which the Artesian wells of South-

ern Alabama are bored to depths varying between 300

and 600 feet.]

REMARKABLE HEIGHT AND FORCE OF AS-
CENSION OF WATER IN AN ARTESIAN WELL
AT TOURS.

Translated for the Farmers" Register, from the .^nnala de I'.^g-

riculture Francaisc.

M. Degousee, civil engineer and well borer, has
completed the bored well which he had underta-
ken in the cavalry quarter of the city of Tours,
at the joint expense of the city and of the war de-
partment.

This well exhibits a result, which until nov\^ is

without example, both for the height of ascension
and the volume of its water, of which the product
is more than 1,500,000 litres in twenty-four hours.
The well, of 138 metres of depth, is bored in one

of the most elevated quarters of the city, at 8 me-
tres, 40 [centimetres] above the level of the ca-

nalling of the Loire at the bridge of Tours, and
58 m. 40 above the level of the sea.

Its diameter is Owi. 25 at the upper part, reduced
to Om. 090 at the lower part. It is fiirnished

with iron tubes to the depth of 28/?i. 25.

The ascending flow, (which had been preceded
by many sources yielding very little water,) was
met with in a bed of green sand of 2/w. 10 in thick-
ness, at 128ni. 50 deep below the surface of the
earth, and 70???.. 09 below the level of the sea.
The water is perfectly limpid; without taste or

scent: it dissolves soap well, and cooks vegetables

perfectly. Its temperature is 17'^ 50 (centigrade.)*

The maximum of ascension of the Avater

[or the highest point to which it rises] is 1st. 17m.
80 above the bottom ol' the basin of the Chateau
d'Eau; 2nd. \Sm. 80 above the surface of the

ground; 3rd. 27?!?. 20 above the canalling of the
Loire at the bridge of Tours, and 4th, 77m. 20
above the level of the sea.

After the bursting up of the Avater from its source,

it threw out iiom the bottom of the boring, frag-

ments of the green sand of the size of a large
walnut. To try the repulsive force of the water,
there were successively put into the upper tube,

i)ulletg of 4, of 6, and of 8; none of Avhich could
sink, but were immediately thrown out. A cube
of greater diameter and of Qm. 65 in height hav-
ing been put upon the upper base, there were placed
on it successively twenty-two bullets of 12, which
were all forcibly rejected: the twenty-second only
remained stationary upon the orifice of the base.t
An important observation is the continued in-

creased product of the five first wells bored by M.
Degousee in the city of Tours. The first gave
onl}^ 30 litres of water a minute; the second 75;
the third 173; the fourth 900, and the fifth, 1,100
litres. Thi.is these five wells give 2,273 litres per
minute, or 3,280,320 in the twenty-four hours. It

has scarcely been three years since Tours had only
:n^utRcIent fountains, of.eu dry part of the year,

or only yielding water of bad quality. It is seen
now that it obtains from these five wells, 3,280,320
litres of water each day; it has 22,000 inhabitants

—which makes 149 litres and a fraction, or nearly

150 litres of water which each individual may ac-

tually use per da)'.

Since the completion of the jicw well in the
cavalry quarter, the soldiers give the preference

to its water, and consider it excellent. It has been
also remarked that the horses, which were fre-

quently disordered by the water of the old water-

ing place, do not now suffer any indisposition of
the kind with which they were formerly affected.

*Tbe scale of the Centigrade thermometer, which

is used in France, is so divided that 0°, marks the

freezing point, and 100° the boiling point of water.

To find what is the temperature as marked by the cen-

tigrade in degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer (which

is that used in England and this country) it is only ne-

cessary to multiply by 9, divide the product by 5, and

then add 32. Thus of the IT" 50 above—

17.50

9

5)1.57.50

31.90
32.

=63°.90 hundredths of Fahrenheit—Ed. F. R.

t "Un cube d'un plus grand diametre et de om65 de

hauteur ayant ete place sur la base superieure, on y
a successivementmis jusqu'a vingt-deuxboulets de 12,

qui ont tous ete rejetes avec force; le vingt-deuxieme

seulement est reste stationnaire sur rorilice de la
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Thess important results go to change entirely
the state of industry of the city of Tours; such
a bored well giving a continued power, secure
irom frost and drouglit, whicli without exaggera-
tion, may be counted ecjual to the motive ibrce of

two horses.

Februarys, 1S34.
IIERICAUT DE THURY.

ACCOUNT OF THE VARIATION'S OF THEHKIGHT
OF WATER IN THE ARTESIAN WELL OF THE
SEA BATHS OF IIOCHELLE.

Translated for the Farmers' Register, from tlie .^nnales de VJlg-
riculturc Francaise, for Marclij 183).

During the four yeai-s which have passed since
the bored well of Rochelle was undertaken, the
water had remained constantly, until the 1st of
last August, at 22 or 22^ ieet below the level of
the surface soil—the same height very nearly of
the water in the neighboring wells.

At this time, they recommenced boring in this

well: 28 feet more of depth were given, which
made its whole depth 555 feet: on the 31st, it was
perceived that part of the stems which before

had sunk into the water, came up dry; and the

next day, September* 1st, the work bemg suspend-
ed, it was seen that the water had sunk 144 feet.

On the 2nd, this fall was 152 feet. But on the

4th, the water began to rise again, and rose 6

fi^et—and its ascension continued tor a month. Its

daily rise, on an average, was 6^- feet during the

first 15 days, and 3 lijet 8 inches only for the

last fiileen. The water returned precisely to its

former height of 22 feet below the surface of the

ground.
The next day, October 3rd,t it began again to

descend, and on the 4th, it had sunk 29 feet.

Tiie Gtli, a m\v rise commenced and continued
to the 15th. This was only 9 feet altogether, or

fi-om 9 to 10 inches a day.
But on the 16th, the water fell 93 feet; 11 feet

on the 17lh, and 36 on the 18th; in all 140 feet in

three days. Thus the column of water which
before the 1st of August was 505 feet, was dimin-
ished by 160, or more than one-third of its height.

Las.ly, on the 19th, the water remounted 4 feel

—on the 20th, 5 feet—cuid yesterday, the 21st, the

same measure.
We see that the descent of the water has been

much more rapid than its rising. It sliouid be
observed also, tliat the well has been deepened 4
feet on the 17th, 18th and 19th, so that the total

depth is now 559 feet, or 186 metres and 32 cen-
timetres.

At this time the work is suspended, and for a
long time perhaps, for want of funds, and in con-
sequence of the discouragements met with.

It is of importance then to consult men versed
in such enterprises, in order that they may judge
whether it is probable that a little more of depth
given will sufiice to make this intermitting subter-

ranean fountain show its waters at the surface of
the earth.

We are lost in conjecture as to the cause ofthese

singular variations. Mere cavities at 500 or 600
ti-et below the level of the sea could not sufTice to
e.xplain this remarkable intermitting. Could it

have been owing to these subterranean currents
which Artesian wells are now every day brino-ino-
to our knowledge? Would one of these curre'nts^
made to connnunicate with the well by the borintr
in the month of August, pour its water into the
well when the current i.smore rapid than common?
and does its neighborhood ofler a chance of suc-
cess? We leave it to others to decide, reminding
them that this well is bored in the argillaceous
chalk of the middle Jurassique formation; that 60
feet of it have been in a compact stone, of a yel-
lowish white, almost lithograjihic, and 479 a
bluish bod, much more argillaceous, of which we
know not the bottom.
Last winter, the first 120 feet of the well were

secured in tubes of cast iron, to exclude the per-
colation of water from the sea. Still the taste re-
mains brackish. The well is fed by abundant
sources, as we have made known in a notice upon
its temperature, which has been inserted in the
Bulletin de la Societe Geologique of the months
of May and November, 1830.

FLEURIAU DE BELLEVUE,
Correspondent of the Jicademy of Sciences.

Rochslle, Oct. 22, 1833.

*tBoth these months are called November in the ori-

ginal—but as the mistakes are evident, and the correc-
tion equally so, the proper alterations are here made.
—TK.

RURAL ENJOYMENTS IN TOWN REMARKS ON
THE WRITINGS OF JOHN TAYLOR, OF CAR-
OLINE.

To the Editor of llis Farmers' Register.

New York, Nov. 22, 1834.

Enclosed is the amount of my subscription to
your Farmers' Reo;ister, for the second year. I

continue to read it with unabated pleasure—not
only on account of the valuable agricultural infor-
mation it communicates, but becaiise it carries me
back in imagination, to the rural fields and rural
occupations among which I passed my early years.
At that time I scarcely knew the inestimable va-
line of the calm quiet pleasures of a country life: but
time and experience, in various scenes and occu-
pations, have taught me properly to estimate the
innocent enjoyments derived from an association
with the fiovveis and the fruits of the earth, and
the harmless populace of the fields and woods.

I delight to think, and talk, and wiite about
these matters, in the midst of a great city, in
whose business I take but little part, and whose
pleasures are little to my taste. I have called
around me all the illusions which might nourish
the idea of the countiy, that the limited space
allowed in a part of the cily where every foot of
land might sell for as much as would neai'ly cover
it with silver dollars, will permit. In spring and
summer the brick walls of my grounds, are over-
run with creeping vines, that hide them almost en-
tirely from view, and hedged by lilacs, snowballs,
and rose bushes, of various kinds. I have an Is^

abella grape vine, which hangs in festoons from
one pillar to another of the back piazza, which
extends fifty lijet along the rear of my house, and
in the season is loaded whh bunches of purple
grapes.

I have a grass plot of about eighty feet bv fhir-

ty-fi\-e, from which I cut a crop of hay three times
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a year, which I give to the mower, together with
half a dollar ibr his trouble: so you see I don't
make much by this branch of" my rural economy.
In the sunniier mornings and cvfternoons, when the
grass is shaded, my children play their gambols on
it, while I sit under my piazza like a patriarch,

smoking a segar, and enjoying their pastimes. In
the centre of the grass plot, are two beautiful and
luxuriant moss rose bushes, on which I have
counted two liundred roses and opening rose buds,
banqueting on the dews of the morning at one
time. But every thing in this belligerent world
has its peculiar enemy, and my rose bushes are
every spring assailed by certain moss-trooping
worms, that eat into the buds, and blight their

opening beauties. Against these I have declared
open and exterminating war. But what could
even the great Gulliver do against an army of
Lilliputians? As fast as I dislodge one enemy,
others appear in its place—for it would seem that
the more worthless the animal, the more rapid its

reproduction, li' any of your numerous corres-
pondents will favor me through the medium of the
Register, with a treatise on the art of warring
against caterpillars, he shall have the first rose of
the spring, and my thanks besides.

But I liave reserved my most valuable posses-
sion for the last. It is a magnificent trumpet
creeper, which runs up and completely hides from
view the gable end of a three storied house that
adjoins my premises. In the season it is covered
with Bowers three inches long, and here I have often
counted a dozen humming birds, extracting the
sweets with their long billB, and all at once sud-
denly darting at each other, ibr no possible provo-
cation that I could conceive. Like almost all little

folks, they seem exceedingly pugnacious about no-
thing, and I have often seen a couple of these di-

minutive prize fighters ikW to the ground clinging
to each other with most alarming ferocity. Wliere
they come from, or whither they go, I cannot con-
ceive, for they appear and disappear lik'e the
glances of sunbeams. In front of my house I

have a row of plane trees planted close to each
other, so that their limbs interlock, and being suf-

fered to grow low towards the ground, hide from
view the opposite buildings, and give a rural air

to my residence. Looking out of my front win-
dows, I see nothing but green trees, and if I go
into the back parlor, nothing but vines and shrubs;
so that were it not for the racket in the streets, I

should almost realize the country, in the midst of
a great city.

Thus have I given you a sketch of my city
plantation, and rural system of economy. I trust

you will give me the credit of being a capital ag-
riculturist, and most judicious exjierimenter, since
I can assure you on my veracity, that though I lay
out money every year in improvements, I never
receive any in return. This is what I should call

being a gentleman farmer. 1 have studied Tay-
lor's Aral or, as you will perceive from this confes-
sion, with more pleasure than profit.

By the ^vay, I have a book from the same hand,
called "An inquiry into the [)rinciples and poli-
cy of the government of the United States," which
I consider the most profound political work this
age has produced. I wish to heaven our states-
men would study it a little more than I suspect
they do, for to my mind, it would be worth more
to them than all the precedents in English history,

and all the examples of Greece and Rome. I de-
sire to know a little more of this John Taylor than
I have been able to learn, and caimot but think
that a sketch of his life would be peculiarly appro-
priate to the columns of the Farmers' Register.

As an experienced farmer, and a most efficient

champion of the agricultural interests, against the

inroads of paper money and paper phantoms, he
deserves a biography nmch more richly than nine-

tenths of the mushroom maggots of the past, pre-

sent, and future. Pray call upon your correspon-

dents to do this last act of justice to old Arator.

Virginia owes him this act of duty and gratitude.

J. K. PAUI.DING.

[We accord entirely v.itfi the foregoing opinions re-

specting Jotin Taylor, of Caroline. While we fiave

heretofore expressed our dissent to some of his leading

doctrines on the improvement of soils, we have always

held and expressed the opinion, that agriculture in Vir-

ginia—indeed the commonwealth of Virginia—owes

more gratitude to John Taylor, for vakiable and endur-

ing services, than to any other individual whatever.

It is not merely on his merit as an instructor in the art

of agriculture that our estimate of his services is

founded—great undoubted as was his merit in that re-

spect—but still more on his able and more efficient

maintenance of the rights and interests of agriculture,

without which, all increase of products and profits are

nothing to the tillers of the soil—for the toil will be

theirs, and the rich harvest be seized and devoured by

others. Holding these opinions, we have wished, (and

had already taken some steps for the attainment of the

object,) to be enabled to publish a biographical sketch

of the life, and a review of the writings of John Tay-
lor, as an agriculturist and defender of agricultural in-

terests: and if the task is not performed by some one

better qualified, it will at some future time be attempt-

ed by our pen, though bringing no other requisites for

the performance than veneration for the individual, and

zeal for the maintenance of the objects which he first

advocated. The Inquiry into the principles and policy

of the government oj the United States, which is refer-

red to above by our correspondent, is decidedly the

great work gf Taylor—one which contains enough of

new and important truths to supply with matter twenty

other works—or to make the stock in trade, and per-

haps the political fortunes of one hundred (soi disant)

statesmen. It deserves indeed to be termed the Phi-

losophy of Free Government. Yet this work has been

so little read and noticed, that it may almost be said to

have fallen dead from the press. Eut the time must

come when it will be properly valued, though perhaps,

like the prophecies of Cassandra, when too late to pro*

fit by its warnings. Besides other circumstances which

concurred to condemn this work to general neglect, a

principal cause was the unfortunate obscurity of the

written language of the author—for which he was as

much distinguished as for his profound and original

thinking. In both these respects, he may well be com-

pared to the great Bentham, whose works required to

be translated into the French of Dumont, to be made
intelligible to his Emclish readers. The Americau
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Dumont who will methodize, and translate into plain

and clear English the substance of Taylor's Inquiry,

will acquire fame for himself, as well as for his author,

and render a most important service to the interests of

ourcounJry, and of free principles in general.
]

For the Farmers' Regist';r.

ON THK ROAD LAW OF VIRGINIA. NO. 2.

In the precedinjT No., I exhibited the inequality

and injustice of the tax imposed by law, for the

repairs of public roads, and slated generally, that

those whom the law intended should bear the

whole burden, contrived to shift the greater part

to the shoulders of those whom the law proposes

to exempt. In this way, something more like

equity h;is been reached: but in so awkward and
expensive manner, that the tax now levied is im-
posed as a barren penalty, and not in aid of the

public service. Those who use the roads, pay-

indeed a heavy fax, on account of their bad state

—instead of its being in money or labor, to repair

the road, the tax is levied in the cost of extra

team, worn and broken carriages, and labor lost

entirely. What this kind of taxation amounts to,

it is impossible to estimate: but this I am siu'e of

—that on the average, every load that I send to,

or bring from my market town, requires one-fourth

more team, and that the mishaps to the wheel car-

riages used, are thrice as many in number and
cost, as would be on good roads—and (though
not belonging to the privileged class, exempt by
law,) that this part of my road tax is much more
costly than that which is paid, because required

by law. Perhaps most formers and slaveholders

might say the same. I should like to hear an es-

timate on like grounds, from some person who
owns road waigons or stage coaches, regularly

emploj^edon our common bad roads—and should
not be surprised to find that these carriages alone,

on some of our roads, paid more in losses, than
the fair price of all the labor actually applied for

repairs.

Let us now proceed to consider how the labor,

or the legal road tax, is usually applied.

Road making is an operation which requires

much judgement and skill—but neither judgement,
skill, nor any kind of knowledge whatever, is re-

quired, or considered necessary in the usual ap-
pointments of surveyors of roads. The office is

ijurdensome and disagreeable, and is avoided by
most persons. It is, therefore, often put upon
some youth who has no acquaintance with any
kind of labor, and who assumes the duty merely
because he wishes to exercise this little authorit}-,

and hold even this humble public ofRce. More
of\en, it is given to some man because he is so

poor, that the iew dollars allowed for the service

will be very^ acceptable, and of far more value
than his private business for the same length of
time. Such a person is most generally, and very
naturally, destitute of all knowledge of the prin-
ciples of road making—unused, and therefore un-
fit, to command the slaves placed for a day or two
only under his authority—and having very Uttle

interest in the economical use of the labor, or the
effect produced by it on the state of the road.

Under such direction, it might be anticipated that
even a good road law (in other respects) Avould
be rendered inefficient; and under our very bad

law, the practice is well suited to the principle and
theory.

When the road has been so washed and gullied

as to be almost impassable with ordinary loads at

some particular places, the surveyor begins to

think that it may possibly be considered by the
grand jury as nnt in the condition required by

law—and to avoid the danger of a presentment
and fine, he summons the laborers. The time
selected, is generally the last Saturday, or the day
before the sitting of the grand jury—as one day,
or at most two, will permit all the usual labor to

be given to four or five miles of road. In Eastern
Virginia, the roads need very little labor, (if that

little was judiciously applied) except to keep ofT

the overflowing water of rains, and more rarely

of springs. In other words, the roads require but
little more than being kept properly drained. But
an utter ignorance of the principles on which drain-

ing should be conducted, is exhibited in almost
every job of what is called road mending. The
requisitions of the law are so uselessly and fool-

ishly strict, that it is almost impossible for any
surveyor to comply with them; and hence the

useless requisitions first become neglected and
overlooked as a dead letter, by sworn grand jury-

men—and next, as a necessary consequence, the

useful and necessary parts, follow into a state of

like neglect and contempt. Instead of every pub-
lic road being kept '-thirty feet wide at the least,''

not one is fifteen, if even ten feet for five miles

together. If only twenty feet had been required

on all except the most public roads, that width

might have been maintained, and the duties of

surveyors and grand juries kept better in view.

But by requiring so much, in this and m other

things, a general permission is assumed to forget

the law almost entirely. Wheel carriages follow

each other usually in one track, and where there

is any descent, the rain water, following the ruts,

first serves to wash gullies, and, as they are filled,

gradually causes the depression of the w-hole road.

If necessity compels, this gutter or ditch-like road

is kept wide enough for two carriages to pasa

(though never thirty feet)—but in roaris not very

much used, such places are oflen not wide enough
for the passaire of" two carriages. The more the

road is travelled, and the more it is repaired, (in

the usual mode) the more it approaches in form

to a ditch, and is washed by torrents at declivi-

ties, or kept in pools of water, or quagmires, or

level ground.

I do not mean to assert, that there nre no at-

tempts to prevent these effects of water—and it

may be even admitted, that the labor used, if pro-

perly applied, might go far towards effecting the

object. But in most cases, the labor is so igno-

rantly, imperfectly, and inefficiently directed, as to

be of but little avail.

It should be remembered, that all our roads

were first- made by merely cutting down the trees

on the track through the woods—then, and then

only perhaps, it being the thirty feet wide—and that

to avoid the stumps and bared roots as much as

possible, the horses and carts followed each other

in one track. By the time the stumps had gene-

rally rotted, this track was becoming a trench, and
the higher margins formerly cleared, had grown
up in bushes large enough to prevent its forming

part of the road—except in the statute. In for-

mer days, our lathers used almost no farming im-
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plenicnts except axes, grubbing hoes, and broad
weeding hoes. These only were the tools brought
by laVjorers to assist in repairing roads—and the

same usage continues (in Lower Virginia) with-

out material change or improvement. Whatever
then is done towards sliajnng or draining the road,

is done by some of these lew and inetEcient uten-
sils—and so accustomed are we to this old usage,
that almost no use is made (indeed the want is

ecarccly ihought olj) ot'eiihcr the plough or spade,
cart or scraper, for repairing roads. Yet the su-

perior value of horse labor is not greater in cul-

tivating our fields, than it would be in repairing

roads.

Well—with axes and hoes only, the roads are

to be shaped and drained. Where a gully has
been washed from one to three leet deep, it is the
quicker job (and will serve as well for the next
grand jury) to fill it with green pine or cedar
boughs, and cover tlieni over with earth. This
was very easy tbrmerh', Avhen one or both sides of
the road was covered with trees—and so strongly

do we hold to old practices, even after the causes
and facilities have disappeared, that the surveyor
now often sends the axe-men 300 jards off' to cut

bushes, and then drag them to the gullies. These
bushes, no matter how compactly put down, or

Jiow well covered with earth, v.ill sink, and soon
or late must rot: the depression draws the currents

of rain water to the same channel, and rhe gully

is again washed out. The proper course would
have been to fill with earth only, (unless the bet-

ter material stone was convenient) and to use a
plough to dig, and either carte, wheelbarrows, or

a scraper, to move the earth. The trodden track

cannot long spare even the little earth which is

used to fill gullies—and if the margin, from which
it is obtained, is twelve or fifteen feet distant, the
earth, after being dug by grubbing hoes, is thrown
or dragged that long distance by weeding hoes.

So much for the shaping—now for the draining.

If the roads in our generally drj^, level, and
sandy soils, were shaped so as to rise slightly in

the middle, and all running or overflowing water
was kept off, there would be scarcely any repairs

needed: and when required, if they were given
properly, with a view to these ends, the repairs

woidd not only be far more efficient, but cheaper
than now. Remember the tools used—the or-

dinary want of knowledge to direct—and the very
inefficient laborers withal (1o which I shall advert
hereafter)—and the result of the draining opera-
tions may well be anticipated. To divert the

water from running along the middle of a road
down a hill, a pole is laid diagonally across the

level road above, to turn the rain water to the

side of the road, and a ditch to lead it down that

side is dug by grubbing hoes, and scraped out with
weeding hoe^s. The pole which is to serve as a

dike, is a much greater obstacle to wheels than to

torrents of rain. The ditch leading from it is per-

haps a foot deep and not much wider, and after

being carried along the side of a road cut down
by long continued washing, the bottom of the little

ditch is higher than the road, or large ditch. The
road on the level land above, being also deeper
than its margins, collects a torrent in heavy rains,

which sweeps over the pole and down the road
as before, and with like injurious effects.

To prevent mires from oozing springs, or from
standing pools of rain water, the usual operations

are equally injudicious and ineffectual. As to

mires in clay soil, caused by rain water being re-

tained and trodden in by the travelling, most sur-

veyors consider that to be no business of theirs':

"they could not prevent the heavy rains falling,

and enough water will of course make a clay road
miry"—and the evil is left to be remedied by the

dry winds of the next March. But when a per-

manent mire comjiels the repair of some particu-

lar spot, the usual means is to make a "causeway"
of round poles, forming upon a small scale, what
in the South are sometimes called "corduroy turn-

pikes" and "Carolina rail-roads." I am not ob-
jecting to these wooden coverings for a wet sur-

face, where water cannot be kept off', (as in

swamps subject to inundation.) but they are re-

sorted to when other means would be much less

troublesome, and far more efficient. Wetness
from a small spring oozing out of a hillside and
spreading its water over a clay road is often reme-
died by a laborious "poling" of this kind, when a
trifling side drain would have kept the water
from reaching the road. Sometimes "mud holes"
are cut into a level and generally firm road, by the

wheels plunging in heavily' and every time bring-

ing out some of the mud, so as to keep the reser-

voir for water enlarging. A few cart loads of gra-

vel, or even sand, would fill and permanently cure

one of these mud holes—but as the use of a cart

seems to be out of the question, these holes are

either filled with similar earth, which being thrown
into the water, makes a fluid mire that will not

become dry for months, (even if it should not be
soon conveyed away by sticking to the wheels
which pass through,)—or a more energetic sur-

veyor will cover the spot with poles which form
traps to catch horses' legs while they remain, and
after rotting, leave the spot fitted to form another
mud hole.

These may be extreme cases of ignorant waste
of' labor. But though the manner of repairing

roads may be, and doubtless is, very different in

difl^erent places—and though some surveyors ex-

hibit proofs of their intelligence, and ability to

make good roads under a good law— still it will

not be dened that every county, if not every sur-

veyor's district, will furnish facts such as are

here stated. The want of proper utensils for

road mending, and the want of knowledge to di-

rect the operations, would serve to cause a waste

of much the greater part of the labor applied, even
if there was no want of industry in the laborers.

But the want of industry, in addition to all others,

is so great, that two days' labor on the road is

scarcely equal to one at home. The surveyor eats

his breakfast at home, and then rides or walks

some miles to the place to begin Avork. The la-

borers would be without orders, and of course

would do nothing if they were to come earlier

—and so long has this state of things continued,

that if a surveyor was to order early meetings on
the road, and to go himself by sunrise, he would
wait two hours perhaps before a laborer would ap-

pear. Of course no strict discipline can be exer-

cised where so many laborers are brought togeth-

er, scarcely known t(# their superior, and to remain

but a day or two under his direction. The whole

business is to the laborers a frolic and halt' holiday

—and if they perform 4 or 5 hours work in a day,

it is as much as can be expected. Hence, in ad-

dition to all other and greater evils in the system,
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there is a certainty of this—that the tax in labor

is not half applied to its intended object, and the

bahincc is thrown away.
Since writing the Ibrcgoing observations, Iliave

seen in the last papers, that a petition has been

presented to our legislature for a change in the

road law. I am rejoiced that llie subject has been

thus brought up (or discussion—and without being

informed of what changes are sought to be obtain-

ed, I heartily wish success to the petition, tor

two reasons— 1st, because I believe that it is very

improbable that any change tor the worse can be

made—and 2ndly, if this very improbable event

should occur, it is as easy in Virginia to put down
a legal oppression while new, as it is difficult, al-

ter it has become a ''time honored" usage.

SPADE HUSBANDRY EMPLOYMENT OF THE
POOR IN GREAT BRITAIN.

[The following is an interesting article, although the

time may never arrive when the low price of labor,

and the high prices of land and of its products, will

justify such practical operations in this country—at

least, for field culture. If Mr. Scott's views are cor-

rect, and his example should be extensively followed,

an important change will be produced in the political

as well as the agricultural state of Great Britain. But

without regard to these considerations, it is an import-

ant fact in agricultural science, and it seems well es-

tablished here, that the loosening, and reversing of the

position of a deep and strong soil to the depth of four-

teen inches, was not only found beneficial, to cleanse

and prepare the land ibr a wheat crop—but was more

efi'ectual than the very laborious and expensive sum-

m^'r fallow usual on the rich and stifi' Lothian soils,

where that operation has been considered as the most

perfect, and was the boast of Scottish husbandry. Mr.

Scott's summer fallow, as stated below, had six several

ploughings (on "furrows" as there called,) besides

suitable harrowings. Supposing the objection of the

British editor to the high price of these ploughings to

be well founded, there is another charge which might

be well made against these repeated summer plough-

ings, and which is not mentioned. This is the decom-

position and waste of vegetable and nutritive matter in

the'^soil, which we suppose must take place to an inju-

rious extent, where the soil is so often stirred and turn-

ed—and which is avoided in the later single, and much
deeper operation of trenching by spades.

Extracted from the Quarterly Agricultural Report in tlie Edin-
burgh Quarterly Journal ol' Agriculture, for September 1834.

The state of the laboring poor in England at-

tracts universal attention. 'J"he grievous thing for

English laborers is the want of employment.

Many plans have been devised to create employ-

ment for them. Among others, a clergyman of

the Church of England, the Reverend C. Garde-

ner, offered a premium of £ 100 to be given to

any person who can devise a better plan tl'ian the

present poor law of Scotland ibr finding employ-

ment for the surplus laborers of England. The
Ibllowing letter on the subject, written by Mr. Ar-

chibald Scott, tenant at Southfield, near Hadding-

ton, in East Lothian, was we understand, found

entitled to the reward. Mr. Scott, as will appear

trom perusal of the letter, chalks out employment
to laborers by trenchingAvith the spade the ground

in autumn, which is usually devoted to fallowing

during summer. Upon this ground, with very lit-

tle manure, he raises a good crop of wheat.
_
We

must allow our agricultural friends to judge of Mr.
Scott's plan for themselves. Our duty is to place

facts betbre them, and it is theirs to draw conclu-

sions from them. All that we shall say is, that

we have seen this year's crop of wheat raised as

described by Mr. Scott, and can attest its prolif-

icacy. Mr. Scott's letter is dated Southfield, 8th

March 1834, and addressed to the Rev. C. Garde-

ener. He says,

"On glancing over last week's newspaper, I

observed £ 100 reward oflered for any better plan

than the present poor law of Scotland tbr finding

employment for the surplus laborers of England,

consequently making bread plenty, corn laws use-

less, enriching farmers, raising fallen rents, finding

a home market for manufiictures, and saving Irish

industry, the check of poor laws.

"As I certainly felt very much gratified on pe-

rusing the advertisement, I determined to forward

to you my views on the subject; not that I had any
expectation of being entitled to the reward, but be-

cause I consider your liberal offer entitles you to

every information on so very important a subject.

"It is impossible, fbr me at least, to ofhsr any

improvement on the present Scotch poor laws, and

as I presume you are thoroughly acquainted with

their workings, I shall forbear any further remark

than simply To state that only the aged, the sick,

and the infirm derive any benefit from them; and

that the able-bodied laborer, though he may find

it impossible to obtain work, has no claim to paro-

chial relief. This, I think, is just as it should be,

and is in reality a great blessing to the Scotch

peasantry; they are, in consequence, trained up
with notions of independence, as they are aware

that they have themselves, and themselves alone,

to look to for support, and the knowledge of this

makes them prudent, industrious, and economical.

"Notwithstanduig all this, I am quite aware

that there are many cases of great hardship and

great individual distress, at particular seasons of

the year, from want of employment; but this, I am
afraid, cannot be satisfactorily remedied by any

system of poor laws or legislative enactments; it ia

the landed proprietors andtheir tenantry who alone

can do it, yet it becomes an object of paramount

importance to the landed interest of the kingdom.

"I am quite convinced there is but one way of

emploj-ing the surplus population of England and

Ireland, and that is by a judicious introduction of

spade husbandry; and I am also convinced that a

system of management can be pointed out where-

by every laborer of Great Britain might be em-

ployed with profit to his employer and advantage

to the country.

"I should think it will hardly be denied by any

one at all versant in agricultural operations, that

work done by the spade is superior to work done

by the plough, and that the only drawback is th«

great additional expense. Now, if I can show
that, at a particular period of the rotation, spade

husbandry is not only superior, but less expensive,

I shall have got over this difficulty.

"To show that I am not a mere theorist, but a

practical man, I may mention that I rent a farm

from the Earl of Wemysa in East Lothian, con-
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sisting of 530 Scotch acres; that I have cultivated

land to a considerable extent with the spade for the

last three years, and that the result has exceeded

my most sanguine expectations. 'As tacts are

stubborn things,' I shall lay before you my system,

crops, expense, and profits.

'^]n 1831, I determined lo ascertain the differ-

ence of the expense and produce between trench-

ing land with the spade, and summer fallowing

with the plough in the usual way: I therefore

trenched thirteen acres ofmy summer fellow-break,

in the months of June and Jul\'; I found the soil

about fourteen inches deep, and I turned it com-
pletely over, thereby putting up a clean and fresh

soil in the room of the foul and exhausted mould,

which I was careful to put at the bottom of the

trench: this operation I found cost about £4 10s.

per Scotch acre, paying my laborers with Is. 6d.

per day: the rest of the field, which consisted of

nine acres, I wrought with the plough in the usual

way, giving it six furrows, with the suitable har-

rowing. I manured the field in August; the

trenched got eight cart loads per acre, the plough-
ed land sixteen; the field was sown in the middle
of September. The whole turned out a bulky
crop as to straw, particularly the trenched portion,

which was very much lodged. On thrashing

them out I found them to stand as under:

By trenched wheat per
acre, 52 bushels at

6s. 9d. . . . £17 11

To two years' rent at £2
lOs. per acre, . .£500

Expense of trenching, . 4 10

Seed, three bushels at 6s.

9d 10 2
Eight cart loads of ma-

nure at 4s. . . 1 12
Expense ofcutting, thrash-

inff, and marketing, 1 10
Profit, . . 3 18 9

£17 11

By ploughing wheat per
acre, 42 bushels at 6s.

9d
To two years' rent, at £2

10s. per acre, . .£500
Six furrows and harrow-

ing, at 10s. . . 3

Seed, three bushels, at 6s.

9d 10 2
Sixteen cart loads of ma-

nure, at 4s. . . 3 4
Expenseof cutting, thrash-

ing, and marketing, . 1 10
Profit, . .093

£14 3 G

£14 3 6

rying a crop or not, so that in taking one year to

fallow the land, and another to grow the crop, two
years' rent must be charged against the crop, or at

least there must be a rent charged against the ro-

tation of crops for the year the land was fallow.

As I felt satisfied that by trenching with the spade,

the land woidd derive all the advantages of a
summer fallowing, and avoid all the disadvantages
attending it, I determined on trenching 34 acres of

my fallow-break inmiediately on the crop being re-

moved from the ground, and had it sown with
wheat by the middle of November, 1832. I may
here remark, that I did not apply any manure, as

I thought the former crop was injured by being
too bulky. As it is now thrashed out and disposed
of, the crop per acre stands as follows:

By average of thirty-four

bushels per acre, at 7s. . £ 15 8
To rent of land per acre, £2 10
Expense of trenching, 4
Seed, . . . .110
Cutting, thrashing, and

marketing, . . 1 10
Profit, . .970

£15 8

"I now saw, that though it might be difficult to

trench over my fallow-break during the summer
months, it was by no means making the most of
the system, as the operation was not only more
expensive, owing to the land being hard and dry
during the summer, but that it was a useless waste
of time to take a whole year to perform an opera-
tion that could be as well done in a lew weeks,
provided laborers could be had; and as in all ag-
ricultural operations, losing time is losing money,
as the rent must be paid whether the land is car-

" The advantages of trenching over summer-
fallow, are, in my opinion, very decided, as it is

not only cheaper, but, as far as I can yet judge,
much more effectual. 1 am so satisfied of this,

not only from the experiments above noticed, but
from the apparent condition of the land after it has
carried the crop, that [ have this autumn cultivated

about a hundred acres with the spade, and the
crops at present are very promising. When I first

commenced, I was laughed at by my neighbors,
but now Avhen they see me persevering in what
they considered a very chimerical project, they
are suspending their judgement, and several of
them have made considerable experiments this

year, i should think there are at least 250 acres

under crop cultivated in this way this season in

East Lothian; in 1831, the year I commenced,
there was not a single acre. I have therefore the
satisfaction of knowing, that I have been the
means of causing £ lOOO to be spent this year
amongst the laboring classes in my immediate
neighborhood, and I feel confident, that should the
season turn out fixvorable for the wheat crop, and
fair prices obtained, their employers Avill be hand-
somely remunerated for their outlay. I do not say
that this system will succeed in every description

of soil, as it must necessarily be of some depth to

admit of the operation; but there are few districts

where such soil will not be found in sufficient

abundance to give ample employment to the sur-

plus population of the neighborhood.
" Now tliis is going on in a county where agi'i-

cultural laborers are better employed than almost
any other in Great Britain. The system was not
introduced, nor is it persevered in, for the purpose
of giving employment to the poor, but entirely for

the benefit of the employer.
" T'he East Lothian Agricultural Society are

now offering prennums for the most satisfactory

reports on the subject. I last j'ear received a
medal from the Highland Society of Scotland for

introducing the system; and what I value still

more, I received a piece of plate from the laborers

I emplo3-ed as a token of their gratitude.
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"The system, I admit, is only in its infancy, but

I have tliis year put it completely to the test; and

should it succeed as well as it has done hitherto, it

must take root and spread over the idngdom; and
the landed interest in those districts of Eno-land,

where the poor laws are so oppressive, and still

more, tlie Irish proprit^ors, will do well to investi-

gate the system, and have it introduced with the

least possible delay, that what is now a burden on
their estates may laecome a source of wealth, and
what is now a curse may become a blessing.

" This system if it succeeds to my expectation,

possesses all the requisites you require ; it fur-

nishes employment for the surplus population by
BubstitutiuiT uianual labor for that of horses, and
certainly if there is a lack of food for both, it is de-

sirable that the one should give place to the other.

It will make bread plenty, as the naked summer-
fallows of Great Britain will be covered with
grain instead of lying waste for a season ; it v/ill

render corn laws unnecessary, as we will be then

independent of foreign supplies; farmers will be
enriched who are enterjirising and industrious,

and they only deserve to be so ; it will raise rents,

by increasing the capabilities of the soil, enabling
|

the former to cultivate wheat to double the pre-
i

eent extent ; it will raise np a home-market for

our manufactures, as the paupers, who are at pre-

sent starving, or living a burden on the jjarish, will

find employment, and thereby be enabled to pro-

cure the necessaries and comforts of life ; it will
!

check the poor laws, as there will then be none but

the aged and the helpless dependent on parochial

aid.
" If you should think it worth while to make

further inquiry after the writer or his system, I beg
to refer j'ou either to the Marquis of Tweeddale,
Lord-Lieutenant of the county of East Lothian,

or to Robert Stewart, Esq. M. P. for Haddington
district of burghs, both of whom are at present in

London ; or if you would like a more detailed ac-

count of the agricultural part of my scheme, I

shall feci most happy to give you every information

in my power."
The only remark which this satisfactory letter

requires is, that it is hardly fair to charge the

trenching with only the real, while the ploughing

is charged with an imaginary expense. It is

known, and can easily be ascertained by calcula-

tion, that the maintenance of a man and a pair of

horses docs not cost the farmer more than three

shillings a day, whereas each furrow and harrow-

ing, which is just a day's work, is charged ten

shillings.

on upper wings. The insect lays its eggs in the

conunencement of autumn, at the roots of trees

and near the ground; they are hatched early in

May. The habiis of the cut-worm have been
often and fijlly detailed. They eat almost all kinds

of vegetables, preferring beans, cabbages, and corn.

They contijme in this state about tour weeks; they
then cast their skin and enter the pupa state, under
ground. This is a crustaceous covering, fitted to

tiie parts of tlie future insect. In this way they
continue tor four weeks longer, and come out in

the fiy, or insect state, about the middle of J uly.

All those chrysalids that I exposed to the sun,

died; and all tliosc that were kept cool under earth,

jjroduced an insect; hence I infer, that the fieat of

the sun will kill the chrysalids. ItJ then, the ground
be ploughed about the first of July, many of those

insects might be I'estroyed, and the destruction of

the productions of the next year prevented; for the

pupa is never more than a lew inches under
ground.
The phatena devastator is never seen during

the day; it conceals itself in the crevices of build-

ings, and beneath the bark of trees. About sun-

down it leaves its hiding place, is constantly on
the wing, and very troublesome about the candles in

houses. It flies very rapidly, and is not easily taken.

Such is the description of this formidable enemy
to vegetation. No efficacious method has yet

been taken to prevent its ravages, but the one who
could accomplish it, would do the cause of agricul-

ture an essential service.

From tlie American Journal of Science.

DESCRIPTIOIf OF TIIE PHAL.EIVA DEVASTATOR,
THE PAREK^T OF THE CUT WORM.

This moth, whose larva? is one of our most de-

structive enemies, belongs to the Linna?an family

noctua, m the genus phalaena. Its specific char-

acters are as follows: Wings incumbent and hori-

zontal, when at rest; body' long and thin; thorax

thick: but not crested; head small; eyes prominent

and black; antennae setacious, gradually lessening

towards extremities, and slightly ciliated; palpi

two, flat, broad in the middle, and very hairy,

tongue rolled up between them, not very prominent;

cylpens small, legs long, small and hairy; wings

long as bodv; under wings shortest; color a dark

silvery gray,'with transverse dotted bands of black

From the Baltimore Clironicle.

RAILWAY TRAVELLING.

As soon as the rail road from Boston to Provi-

dence is finished, the strange prophecy of Oliver

Evans, made in 1789 or 90, will be amply fulfilled.

Mr. Evans, saidthafthe man was then living who
would see the Ohio and Mississippi covered with

steamboats, and the child then born who would
travel from Philadelphia to Boston in one day"

—

meaning 24 hours.

The distance between Philadelphia and New
York has been made by the rail road and steam-

boats in five hours—and it is threatened to be yet

made in two hours, as we suppose that it may be,

when there shall be a continuous line of rails; but

we have yet 19 hours for the distance between

New York and Boston. It may be done, even

now, in less time.

We learn from the Gazette of last e\^ning, that

the extension of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road
to Harpers Ferry, has been succeeded by an im-

mediate and increasing business both in travelling

and transportation ofproduce and merchandize. Al-

ready the travelling averages thirty passengers dai-

ly—and an average of five-hundred barrels of flour

is receiving every day, besides other articles of

produce from the ferry. This trade and travelling

will continue to increase regularly—if not rapidly,

until the opening of the Winchester and Potomac

Rail Road, by which a direct, permanent and

speedv intercourse between the extensive aiid fer-

tile valley of the Shenandoah and the city of Bal-

timore will be effected. This may be expected to

lake place ir. July next. In a month after that

opening, the travelling and transportation between

Baltimore and Winchester will be as "reat as it

was last summer between this city and Frederick

—and within the year, will g^reatly surpass it.
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SMUGGLERS TEACHING POLITICAL ECONOMY.

[The two following extracts, from our last number

of the Foreign Quarterly Review, present amusing

examples of this truth—that in countries where the

despotism of rulers, or ignorance of the people, have

served to establish the system of protecting duties, or

restrictions on trade, to its utmost and worst extent,

the most important relief for the country, and most

etfectual opposition to the system, will be found in the

enterprise and devices of smugglers; who being invited

to iilegal and vicious acts by the government, then

serve to restrain the still more abominable course of

the government itself. Some years ago, when the

evils of the restrictive system seemed destined to prey

on the agricultural and general interests of the United

States, without hope of redress Irora the wisdom or

justice of government, we expected, and hoped, that a

change would be ultimately produced by the smuggling

remedy, which when brought fully into operation,

would be far more effectual in this country than in

either France or England. We are not afraid of avow-

ing these sentiments, because of the outcry and cant

about the demoralizing effects of smuggling. True it

is, that violations of law—even of the most iniquitous

laws—tend to bring all legal restraints into neglect and

contempt— and that the.persons who engage in smug-

gling are always criminal, and often the worst mem-

bers of society. And it is also true that the skilful

physician must sometimes administer a hurtful and

dangerous remedy to the patient, when it is the only

means of counteracting a more powerful and fatal

poison under which he is sufl'ering. In establishing

the restrictive system, government is the great poisoner

of the morals as well as of the interests of the country,

in comparison to whose acts, those of the most des-

perate smugglers are trivial: and their vicious acts

may be at any time stopped, and these free hooters

rendered harmless, by the government returning to a

course of justice and honesty.]

Extractfrom the Review of Prenc/i Commercial Policy.

The indirect efTect of this precious .system is as

mischievous as its direct operation. Smuggling
is carried nn in France in all the prohibited articles

to an extent that would be incredible were it not lor

the unimpeachable authority of the English Com-
missioners. "An investigation on the Belgian

frontier leads us to estimate the amount of British

goods (manufactures) smuggled into France, from

that side alone, at more than two millions sterling

a year!"

—

(Report, p. 52.) A prodigious mass of

colonial produce is also introduced clandestinely

across the same frontier. The same frauds are

likewise committed along the whole Atlantic and
Mediterranean coasts, and across the Spanish and
Eastern borders, where, strange as it may appear,
English merchandise finds its way for the pur-
pose; and to this must be added the produce of
other countries, smuggled in the same manner in
very large quantities. Tlicse enormous frauds are
committed, and go on increasing, in spite of the
most vigilant, ingenious, and unsparing preventive
service that exists in Europe. Messrs. Viiliers

and Bowring have collected some highly curious
information relating to the risk and cost of French

smuggling. "According to an estimate grounded
on the most extensive investigations, the protect-

ing power of the 1 rench custom-house is on the

whole limited to thirty per cent, on manufactures;

so that the average rate of smuggling is probably

about twenty-five percent, on real value."

—

(^Re-

port, p. -18.) Fixed insurance lists exist at each
li'ontier and line of coast, and the contraband busi-

ness is carried on by large and wealthy 'smug-
gling companies,' with all the order and almost all

the security of regular business. The following

story has been already rejjeated on both sides of

the water, but it aflbrds such a felicitous proof of

the unconquerable ingenuity of li-aud, that we
shall insert it in our own pages.

"The director of the (French) custom-house
says, that since the suppression of smuggling by
horses, in 182-5, dogs have been employed. In 1823

it was estimated that 100,000 kil. of goods were
thus introduced into France; in 1825, 187,315; in

1826, 2,100,000 kil.—all these estimates being re-

ported as rather under the mark: the calculation

has been made at two and a half kil. as a pro rata

per dog. The dogs sometimes cany ten kil., and
sometimes even twelve. The above estimate

supposes that one dog in ten in certain districts,

and in others one in twenty, was killed; but these

calculations must necessarily be vague. In the

opinion of many of the custoin-house officers, not

more than one in seventy-five is destroyed, even
when notice has been given, and the dogs are ex-

pected. Tobacco and colonial produce are gene-
rally the objects of this illicit trade; sometimes cot-

ton twist arid manufactures. In the neighborhood
of Dunkirk, dogs have been taken with a burthen

of the value of'six, eight, or even twelve hundred
francs. The dogs which are trained to these 'dis-

honest habits' are conducted in packs to the foreign

frontier; they are kept without food for many hours;

they are then beaten and laden, and at the begin-

ning of the night started on their travels. They
reach the abodes of their masters, which are gene-
rally selected at two or three leagues from the

frontiers, as speedily as they can, where they are

sure to be well treated, and provided with a quan-
tity of food. It IS said they do much mischief by
the destruction of agricultural jiroperty, inasmuch
as they usually take the most direct course across

the country. They are dogs of a large size for

the most part. Among the measures proposed for

the suppression of this mode of smuggling, a pre-

mium of three francs a head has been allowed for

every frauding dog ( Chienfraudeur) destroyed;

but this, as appears by the tables, has been wholly
insufficient, though the cost has not been mconsi-
derable, namely, 11,000 francs per annum before

1827, and 15,000 francs per annum since that pe-

riod, when the premium was allowed in the Thion-
ville district, wdaere the trade is still carried on by
the aid of dogs, more extensively than elsewhere.

It appears by the return that 40,278 dogs have
been destroyed between 1820 and 1830, and pre-

miums to the amount of 120,834 fiancs paid for

their destruction."

—

Report of Messrs. Viiliers and.

Boioring, p. 47.

From .\lo.\andcrDunias's Travelling Impressions.

"The most fashionable of the jewellery ware-
houses in Geneva is beyond doubt that of Mr.
Beautte; it is difficult even to dream of a collection
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more rich in those thousund wonders that win the i the Avestern wfiters. He observes that on the 1st

female h'^art: they are sulTicient to turn the head of

every Parisian laily, and make Cleopatra jump
with envy in lier tomb.

"These bijoux arc subjected to a heavy duty on

their entrance into France; but f;)r an insurance of

five per cent. Mr. Beautte miderlakes to smuggle

them; the bargain between the buyer and seller is

made as publicly as if there were neither custom-

houses nor custom-house officers in the world. It

is true that Mr. Beautte possesses marvellous ad-

dress in bafiling these harpies: one anecdote out of

a tliousand will show how justly he is entitled to

this compliment.
" When the Count de St. Cricq was director-

general of the customs, he heard so much of the

ingenuity that baffled the vigilance of his agents,

that he resolved to ascertain personally if these re-

ports were true. He went to Geneva, presented

himself at Beautte's warehouse, and bought
jewellery to the amount of 30,000 iVancs, on con-

dition that it should be sent duty-li-ee to his resi-

dence in Paris. Mr. Beautte accepted the condi-

tions like a man accustomed to such bargains; he
merely presented the purchaser with a private

bond, stipulating that he should pay five per cent,

for insurance. The latter smiled, took the pen.

of January last, an oflicial list of the boats em-
ployed in this navigation which was obtained from
an authentic source, gave the whole number at

230, whose aggregate capacity amounted to about

39,000 tons. Ot'this number, 60 exceeded 200
tons, 70 were between 120 and 200 tons, and 100
were under 120. Of those, whose capacity ex-

ceeded 200 tons, 25 were employed between Lou-
isville, New Orleans, and Cincinnati, seven be-

tween Nashville and New Orleans, four between
Florence and New Orleans, tour in the St. Louis

trade, and seven in the cotton trade. Before the

introduction of the steamboat in 1817, about twen-
ty barges, averaging about 100 tons, aiTorded the

only facilities for the transportation of merchan-

dize from New Orleans to Louisville and Cincin-

nati, and as they made but one trip within the

vear, furnished the means of bringing np only

2000 tons. The present tonnage employed in this

trade exclusively, may be supposed to give occa-

sion to the conveyance of considerably more than

a million tons. From five to eight dollars for one
hundred pounds was the old price of the carriage

of goods from the seaboard in Pittsburg. With-
in the last five years, merchandize has been de-

livered in Cincinnati, fi-om Philadelphia by the

and subscribed /)<; St. Cricq, direcior-general of way of New Orleans, at one dollar per hundred
- — The writer gives also a statement of what he

calls the mortality among steamboats, from the

autumn of 1831 to that of 1833. During that

period, 15 were abandoned as unfit for service

;

seven were lost by ice ; 15 were burnt ; 24 were
snag;o-ed, and five were destroyed by collision with

other boats, so that, after deducting those which
were abandoned as nnsea^vorthy, fifty-one were
lost by accidents peculiar to the trade : equal to

an annual loss of 12 per cent, upon the whole
number, and of ten per cent, upon the amount of

tonnage employed.
It is stated in addition, that there is a vast

amount of surplus tonnage, and that the business

is entirely overdone : the capital invested in boats

has been, as a general rule, a losing investment,

and in many cases, a total sacrifice.

the French customs, and then handed the paper to

Mr. Beautte. The merchant looked at the signa-

ture, and making a low bow, simply said 'Mon-
eieur director-general of customs, the articles

which you have done me the honor of purchasing,

shall be in Paris as soon as yourself The Count
felt himself thrown on his mettle; he scarce gave
himself time to dine, when he ordered post-horses,

and was on the road an hour after the bargain was
concluded.

" As he passed the frontiers, the Count made
himself known to the officers who came to search

his baggage; told their chief of the recent trans-

action, recommended the most active vigilance

along the entire line, and promised a reward of

thirty louis (Tor to the officer Avho should discover

the prohibited goods. Not a single officer got a

wink of sleep during the next three days.

"In the mean time the Count reaches Paris,

alights at his residence, embraces his wife and
children, and goes up to his dressing-room to

change his travelling attire.

" The first thing he sees on his mantel piece is

a beautiful box, of singular workmanship, with

whose appearance he was unacquainted. He
goes over to examine it, and reads on a silver plate

Ho 31. the Count de St. Cricq, director-general nf
French customs;'' he opens it—and finds the jew-
ellery he had purchased in Geneva!

"Beautte had a secret understanding with the

waiters of the inn, and they, while aiding the

Count's servants to pack his baggage, had slipped

in the prohibited box. On their arrival in Paris,

the Count's valet de chambre, seeing the beauty of

the casket, and the particularity of its direction,

had carried it direct to his master's apartment.

The director-general of the customs was the ohief

kingdom."

IMPORTAKCE OF GEOLOGICAL
VIRGINIA.

SURVEYS TO

[The letter referred to in the following editorial re-

marks of the Southern Literary Messenger, was first

published in the Farmers' Register, (page 504, Vol. I.)

and therefore a knowledge of it has not been necessa-

rily confined to the few readers of our public docu-

ments. But this mistake, though requiring the correc-

tion here given, does not affect the object, nor impair

the main value of the prefatory remarks which we co-

py below. We are gratifiid to have the aid of another

able advocate for a geological survey of Virginia—an

object which we consider all important to a proper

knowledge and full developement of the value, the re-

sources, and the improvement of our country:]

From tlie Southern Literary Messenger.

The following interesting communication from

Peter A. Browne, Esq. of Philadelphia, was sub-

mitted last winter, by the Governor of Virginia,

to the General Assembly. It was printed with

the documents accompanying the annual mes-

A writer in the Western Magazine, stages some sage, and bound up with the legislative journals,

interesting facts, relating to eteam navigation upon
i
but has had no other publicity. It is therefore

STEAMBOATS.
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new to nineteen-twenticths, if not to a!l of our

readers. We confess we leel soaiewhat mortified,

that the valuable hints and suggestions thrown out

by an intelligent and scientific stranger, should

have failed to attract the attention of our pubUc
functionaries. We are not without hope, how-
ever, that a subject of such vital importance as a
geological survey of the state, will claim the ear-

nest and speedy consideration of the people, as

well as their representatives. It is one of those

subjects upon which all parties, however divided

by sectional jealousies or other adverse views,

may meet on common ground, and unite in har-

monious action. There is no portion of the com-
monwealth which is not deeply interested in the

developement of its mineral wealth—none which
ought not to lend its hearty sanction to a scientific

surve}' of the country by a skilful geologist. To
say nothing of the noble example of other states

—

among them some of our youngest sisters—our

interests are too deeply involved in the proposed

undertaking, longer to defer it. Agriculture,

—

commerce,—the arts,—are alike concerned in the

successful prosecution of a work which promises

to each such essential benefits. The people of

Virginia have been too long ignorant and unmind-
ful of their own vast resources. Who Avould have
dreamed a ^gw years since, that a vein of precious

gold, which, for two centuries, had escaped obser-

vation, actually enriched our soil ? Who now can
form an adequate conception of the various hidden
treasures which science and enterprise may bring

to light? Can the paltry consideration of a ie\w

thousand dollars expense, outweigh the magnifi-

cent advantages which are likely to result? Shall

the present generation fold its arms in supineness,

and leave every thing to be done by posterity ?

We earnestly exhort our legislators to take the

subject into serious consideration.

The writer of the subjoined communication will

be pleased to learn that, the mineral springs of the
state, (which might in themselves be made a
source of boundless wealth,) have been subjected
to careful analysis during the past sununer, by an
able chemical professor in one of our colleges.* It

is understood that the results of his observation
will in due time be laid before the public.

THE PROCESS OF INCUBATION OF THE COM-
MON HEN.

Extract from Professor Low's Elemonts of Agriculture.

"The first in importance of the gallinaceous
fowls is Phasianus gallus, the Domestic Cock.
To what region we owe this creature is imknown.
He is found from the equator to the limits of the
temperate regions. In Asia and its islands he is

very abundant, and sometimes of large size and
great beauty. The large cock of the forests of
the East, termed the Jungle Cock, is one of the
species or varieties in its wild state, and is supposed
by some naturalists to be the origin of the domestic
kinds.

"The male of the domestic species, were we
not daily familiarized to the sight of him, would
appear to be a very graceful "bird. His gait is

erect, his eyes are sparkling, he is armed with

* Professor William B. Rogers, of William and
Mary College.—Ed. Far. Reg.

spurs for his defence, and he is endowed with a
courage which often causes him to die rather than
yield to an enemy.
"The female is remarkable beyond all other

birds for her fecundity; she continues to lay eggs
throughout a great part of the year; the period in

which she ceases to do so, or does so very sparing-

ly, is that of moulting, which generally lasts from

one to three months. After having laid a certain

number of eggs, the desire of incubation takes

place. This is indicated by strong emotions, and
a peculiar ciy; and she will sit on an}^ eggs that

may be presented to her. Many expeclients,

some of them very cruel, are practised to check
the instinctive passion, so as to cause the animal
to lay eggs rather than to hatch.

"It is'remarkable that while some of the ani-

mals show this desire in the strongest manner,
others scarcely manifest it, or, showing it, it quick-

ly leaves them. Hence, while some are engaged
in producing eggs, others are ready to serve the

office of mother, and on this account there is no
kind of the domestic fowls that can be propaga-
ted so quickly, and in such numbers.
"The period of hatching is 21 days. The fe-

male during this time manifests increasing watch-
fulness. She will scarcely be induced to forsake

her charge, even by the most pressing claims for

food, and hence food should be placed within her

reach. The number of eggs which one mother
is allowed to hatch, is generally from 9 to 15.

"The young is gradually nourished within the

shell. It lies without motion; its poshion is re-

markable; its breast is towards one end of the egg,
which is formed large for that purpose; its legs are

bent forward to the breast; its head is couched be-

neath one of its wings; and its beak rises from be-
tween the wing and the back.

"When the time of its maturity is at length ar-

rived, the desire of life and motion awakes. The
little creature employs its beak, thus singularly

placed, for the purpose of breaking its covering.

It is heard to tap the shell; the emotions of the
mother increase as she listens to the attempt of the
young to come forth. The beating of the beak
is generally continued for two hours, sometimes
for SIX hours, and sometimes for a longer time. At
length the shell is broken, and the young is ena-
bled to come forth from its marvellous mansion,
"The anxious mother has no milk to give to

her young when the}' come into day; but Nature
has provided for all their wants. The mother
teaches The young to find their food almost as soon
as born, and their little bills are sufficiently harden-
ed at their birth to pick it fi-om the ground.
"The change of nature in the parent is very

remarkable. From the most timid of creatures,

she now becomes fierce and courageous; she will

attack the largest animal in defence of her young;
she watches them with surprising solicitude; she
shelters them under her winss, and leads them
where food is to be found. After a time her cares

cease; she gradually recovers her natural timidity;

she finally resumes all her habits, and leaves her
long-cherished ofispring as if never to know them
more."
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From the Cultivator.

SOILS SUITABLE AND UNSUITABLE FOR
WHEAT.

I. H. J. inquires of us, in the Maine Farmer,
if the culture of wheat has not declined in the old

counties of this state, and the cause of this de-

clension. It has declined materially; and there

are several reasons for it. One cause is, that we
cannot compete in its culture with the great west, on

account of the latter growing double the crop, and
with less labor and expense in its production, than

we do. The west is emphatically a wheat soil, a

secondary formation, abounding in lime and ani-

mal matters, the specific food of that grain. Ours
is but partially a wheat soil, being principally

transition formation, and containing less, naturally

of the specific tbod of wheat. Another reason is,

that our lands have been injudiciously cropped

and impoverished. They have been made to car-

ry wheat too often. A better system of manage-
ment is obtaining among us, and the quality of

our wheat is rather improving with good farmers,

though the inducement tor raising it is lessened

by tl^e facilities of the west for competing with us

in this great staple. The vallies of the Hudson
and Mohawk, tbrmerly great wheat districts, do
not at present, we think, grow wheat enough for

the subsistence of their population, throwing out of

the calculation the cities of New York and Albany.
I. H. J., who appears to be a practical farmer,

may render us a favor, and possibly the communi-
ty a service, by one or two experiments, no matter

upon how small a scale. AVe have intimated that

lime and animal matters are essential to the suc-

cessful growth of wheat—that they constitute its

specific Ibod. These, it is believed, do not natu-

rally abound in primitive formations, particularly

in old fields. We wish to have the correctness of

our opinions tested, and our request is, that they

may be artificially applied, separate and jointly, on
different parcels of ground, to be sown with

wheat, and that the result may be accurately

noted and published. Crushed bones would sup-

ply both materials ; or, if the lime is applied sepa-

rately, slaughter-house manure, the urine of ani-

mals, soap-boilers' waste, comb-makers' shavings,

fish, &c. would either of them su])ply the other

material. It is proper to caution against applying

any of these materials in excess—as a small

quantity will suffice, and the result will be more
satisfactory if the fertilizing materials are applied

to the crop which precedes the wheat.

ON FOREIGN AND NATIVE GRAPES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

3Iagnolia, near Richmond, Dec. 11, 1834.

I regret that Avhen Avriting you my short note

of the"20th of September last, the Imrry of the

moment prevented me from expressing myself

more at large, respecting the Norton's Virginia

Seedling, and the Cunningham's grape, of the

county of Prince Edward. After the experimen-

tal culture of the grape for nearly twenty years,

(for I commenced it when a boy at school,) I con-

sider that I have at last arrived at the point so

much desired, (that is, the discovery of a grape,

or grapes, which afford abundant annual crops; and

to the culture of which we may lend ovr labor aitd

tare, with the certainty of proper return, for all ex-

penditures. All grapes, introduced into notice,

either foreign or indigenous, except the two varie-

ties above named, are subject to rol, mildew, and
other casualties, in such a manner, that you can

never rely upon any other return than an occasion-

al small yield lor the table. At great expense I

have collected most of the varieties in a continuous

line, from Rome to the upper Rhine, and tiiese

have all been discarded as worthless; having left

me with an empty purse, as a requital, for many
years hard labor. Tlie house (in wliich I now
live) stands upon the site, once occupied by the Pied
Rouge, Malvoisie, Muscat de Froniignan Mam-
molo, Cariniolo, iVigrillo, Verdillo, §"C. ^-c. sent

to me from Havre, Leghorn, and the island of Ma-
deira. Foreign vines seem delijctive in strengtli

of leaf: tlie scalding suns, and innumerable tribes

of insects of this State, and other regions of our

country, destroy the foliage, so that during tlie

months of July and August, the fruit perishes

from inability to feed on the proper constituents for

completing their maturity. Examine, yourself, all

of our native vines, and remark the dense, and al-

most indestructible fibre of the leaves, and you

can readily conceive, that nature has so fashioned

them with a view to withstand tlie casualties

above mentioned. Look at the foreign vines, with

their delicate foliage, and think how illy they are

formed to resist tlic agency of burning suns, and

voracious insects. The vine from the banks of

the Douro, that variety from which the Port vvine

is fabricated, I am told throws out a large, tough

leaf, and will perhaps, from this circumstance, suit

our climate better than those hitherto introduced

fi-oni abroad.

The Catawba grape, with proper care, produces

a wine of fine quality, having the lusciousness of

the Malmsey Madeira, combined with a smack of

the French Muscat. Wine of this fruit, one year

old, has been sold by me this winter, for three dol-

lars per gallon. I regret to say that in some lo-

calities it is subject to rot—never, however, to such

extent but that you have a tolerable return for

your expense in the cultivation.

The Isabella is worthless, in every respect, save

one, (the making of tarts) used as you would the

young apricots and gooseberries. Whoever at-

tempts the fabrication of wine from this meager

berry, will meet with disappointment. For tlie

most part, it does not equal the common twenty

cent cask claret of commerce. It it also subject

to acquire acidity, bitterness, or a musty taste.

Norton's Virginia Seedling, has never been

known to rot or mildew: neither is the wood at all

injured by the most severe winter, in any expo-

sure. The bloom for the last ten years, that is,

ever since its first bearing, has resisted the ravages

of spring frosts. The be>ries are so closely con-

gregated on some bunches, as to indent one ano-

ther; yet they all prove equally ripe at the same

period of time. So replete are they with the sac-

charine principle, that if a bunch at full maturity

be closely compressed in the hand, it will continue

to adhere even after the fingers are expanded; and

if a bunch is accidentally suffered to remain on

the vine after the first fi'osts of autumn, the ber-

ries become raisins, a circumstance I have never

known to take place with any other grape, indi-

genoui=' or exotic. I have a small cask of wine

made from the Seedling last }-ear. It is luscious

beyond any thing you can conceive. Some say
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it reyembles the Bin-ffundy Madeira—others the

Lachrima Chnsti of Mount Vesuvius. A young
gentleman not long since liom that country, (Ita-

fy) says that abroad he should have drank it for

the last named wine.

The Cunningham's Prince Edward grape alike

resists the winter and spring frosts, and never

fails to produce a crop of excellent fruit both for

the table, and the press. As yet I have not a suf-

ficient number of vines, to test in a satisfactory

manner, the quality of the Iruit. What has been
made upon a small scale, resembles the wines im-

ported into this place li'oni the house of Murdock
and Com|rany; unquestionably the best wine we
get from Madeira.
The Worfhington grape vine is a great grower,

but not abundant as a bearer; the intensely high

lake color residing in the skin of this fruit, may be

used to advantage in tenting wines. If it ever

bears in quantities sufficient tor making wine, you
may expect it to yield a rich port.

The Scuppernong, or Whhe Bullaee, of Roan-
oke, ripens its fruit with me in October. It pos-

sesses a honied sweetness, and musky flavor. I

think in a few years it will be more cultivated in

Virginia—for the richness of the grape will event-

ually recommend it to the vigneron for the purpose
of enriching the weak must of other fruits.

The editor of the American Farmer received

fruit purporting to he Norton's Virginia Seedling,

from Pennsylvania, and made the report upon it

whicl\was afterwards published in your Register.

This gentleman's oj inions were so at variaiice

with what I had published to the world, that both

myself and friends were at considerable pains to

undeceive him, and to convince him that he liad

taken the wrong pig by the ear. Yet the decree

has been recorded, and like the laws of the Medes
and Persians cannot be reversed. If I really sup-

posed tlie circumstance could at all retard the in-

troduction of these two vines into culture (the

Seedling and Cunningham) I would be at more
pains to combat his opinion. Rel3"ing however,
upon the truth of my assertions, and the strongest

testimony to support them, I do not hesitate again
to say, that these two grapes properly cultivated,

will, at no distant period, be a nucleus whence will

emanate an advantage in our exports, scarcely to

be calculated.

DANIEL KOREORNE NORTON.

[While OiTering thanks for the interesting" matter

contained in the foregoing communication, we feel

bound to say something in defence of the judgement

of the former editor of the American Farmer. In

the article referred to above, Mr. Smith expressed his

opinion, and no doubt both impartially and correctly,

of several kinds of grapes sent to him for that pur-

pose from Pennsylvania, where they grew. That

among them called the Norton grape, might have been

rendered harsh in taste by removal to a northern re-

gion—or it might have been altogether a different

grape, improperly designated. But under any such

circumstances, Mr. Smith could only report the quali-

ties of the new grape as he found them, and with the

name by which it was accompanied. However op-

posed his report was to ours, lately made under
somewhat similar circumstances, we have as much

ence of opinion to the very different qualities of the

grapes examined. So far as may be inferred from

what has been published on this subject, we think that

Mr. Smith cannot be charged with having done injus-

tice, and that he would be pleased to be convinced,

and then be ready to acknowledge, that Norton's Seed-

ling in Virginia has a very different character from tho

specimen which he examined.]

For the Farmers' Register.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

The course of trade has been so regular for

some time past as scarcely to furnish any subject

on which to remark.
Some depression in the price of cotton has oc-

curred this month, in consequence of the opinions

expressed by some well informed merchants at

the South and West, that the crop of the United
States of the present years' growth, wouldiexceed
that of the last to a considerable extent. The
price declined from 16 cents, its maximum, to 15

cents for prime quaUty, and would have gone low-

er, had the decline not been checked by counter

statements, that the probable extent of the crop

will be about the same as that of 1833—say, rath-

er more than 1,200,000 hales. Time only can
solve the correctness of either opinion, and mean-
while speculation will be influenced as one or the

other may prevai'. The quantity exported from
the United States since the 1st of October, exceeds
that of last year to the same date. The latest ac-

counts from England (15th November,) may de-

press prices here.

Tobacco is in brisk demand, and sells at higher
prices than usually prevail so early in the season,

when the quality of what is brought to market is

generally very inferior, consisting of the worst por-

tion of the crop, only partially cured and unfit for

exportation. The current sales are from ^4 to

•971 per 100 lbs. The foreign export of the old

crop has latterly been chiefly to France, to which
market, untilthe present month, only one cargo had
been shipped this season. The stock remaining
on hand at the Virginia inspections on the 1st

inst. was but 5,500 hhds. against 15,000 on the

1st December, 1833, and this small stock will be
considerably reduced by shipments during the pre-

sent month. Markets abroad are not very favora-

ble for this article—nor does the consumption of it

increase.

Flour continues to decline in price under the

pressure of heavy supplies from the West, and
the absence of foreign demand. In New York,

.^4 62 to ^5 25 embraces all quotations, except
for Richmond City Mills, which is worth #6.

The crop of wheat in Virginia is nearly exhausted.

Indian corn commands $3 to $3 25 per bbl.

of 5 bushels, and higher prices in the interior,

where the crops were injured.

Pork sells readily at ^5^ to ^6 per 100 lbs.

There is no change in the value of stocks, ex-

change, &c. to require particular notice.

X.

December 20th, 1834.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Communications have been received on the follow-

ing subjects: Neiv viode of keeping sweet potatoes—
Preservation of posts, ^c. SfC.— Observations on wild

confidence in his as in our own, and impute the differ- I rice—Queries respecting cedar hedges.
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EDMUNO RUFFIW, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

ON THE USUAL COURSE OF PROCEDURE OF
AGUICUI.TURAL SOCIETIES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Bee. 1, 1834.

The, rapi.l increase of our agricultural societies,

since the establishment of the "Farmers' Regis-

ter," to which I coni^ilently ascribe it, has been a

source of much gratiiication to one who has been,

so long as I have, a firm believer in. their great

utilityf But many things are wanting in tlieir

usual management to render them as beneficial as

tliey might be, to tiie generai interests of husban-

dry. The cause of this deficiency it is needless to

investigate; but it is highly important, if I am
rieht as to the fact, that the errors should be

jjointed out, and some remedy suggested. This

I jiropose to do, if an old campaigner in such mat-

ters may hope to be acquitted by his agricultural

brethren, oi" presum])tiun in taking upon himself

this monitorial otTice.

In the first place, there is too little punctuality

on the part of their members, in attending their

periodical meetings. There are two great disad-

vantages in this—one is, the total loss of their

persona! co-operation; the other—the usual non-
payment by such absentees, of their annunl sub-

scriptions, which is almost sure to produce displea-

sure, if not withdrawal, when these arrearages are

demanded; especially if they have been suffered

to accumulate for two, or three, or four years.

In the next place there is far too great a back-

wardness on the part of those who do attend these

meetings, in communicating individually, either

verbally, or in writing, the results of each mem-
ber's own agricultural experience for the past

year, or six months, according as their meetings

may be annual or semi-annual. A false modesty,
or still less excusable indolence, is the cause ot

this, and the consequence to the society is, that

each attending member returns home very little

wiser than he was in regard to the chief objects

for which such societies are established. The
most important of these surely is, to enable each
member to add something to his own professional

knowledge, by free and frank communications in

management and condition of his own farm, (if

lie has one,) for the preceding six or twelve

months. These, when written, might be in a tab-

ular form, such as I myseif knov/, (fi^r I have
seen them) were constantly made by Gen. Wash-
ington's manager, at Mount Vernon, and Avhich

were as minute and particular, as any that he ever

required iiom the he;ids of the different depart-

ments in his army. Reports made oji similar prin-

ciples, and witli equal care, to our agricultural so-

cieties, by their respective members, would f()rm a

body of agricultural statistics, highly valuable to

each, at the same time that tliey would diifuse

more rapidly tlym by any other means, over the

entire country within the limits of every society,

the whole stock of knowledge possessed by it3

members, in all the different branches of husban-

dry. Then, indeed, but not until then, would
these societies soon prove how much good they are

capable of effecting, and how rapidly by their

agency, the now melancholy aspect of most of our

arable lands n)iglu be changed to an appearance

of exuberance and joyous plenty. One of the hap<-

piest eflijcts of this'conviction, would be to checlc,

at least, if not entiiely to banish from good old

Virginia, that desolating spirit of emigration which

has long been, and still is tearing asunder among
us, the lies—not only of neighborhood, long ac-

quaintance, a:nd friendship, but of blood—of iiimi-_

ly union—of fathers—mothers, and children—of

brothers and sisters—and in some instances, even

of husbands and wives. When once these bonds

of natural affinity are ruptured, a cold-blooded sel-

fishness—an insatiate money-gcttmg spirit— is

apt to get possession of us, to the exclusion of al-

most all our better leelings and affections. We
soon lose all altachmeut to the homes of our la-

tliers—we never again feel settled; and are ready

at a ?^\\ hours notice, to flee with the speed of

wandering Arabs, to the extremities of the earth,

in search of other new lands, provided only, we
have persuaded ourselves, that they wfil yield ua

more money! more money!

Another evil which greatly lessens the utility

of our a.gr!cultural societies, at least where their

fimds enable them to have shows and fairs, is

terchangeably made by all. Until this can be reg- 1 the principles upon which they award their pre

ularly and constantly done at the regidar meetings jmiums. Although these principles have again

ofevery societ}-, they will jirove but hitle more than i and again been demonstrated to be both false and
mere convivial assemblages of friends and ac- 1 highly pernicious, es'pecially by that excellent far-

quaintances, who like to see each other face to mer Timothy Pickering, so long president of the

face, and to shake hands at least once or twice a most celebrated of all the northern and eastern

year.

The remedy which I would respectfully suggest
for the first evil is, the punctual attendance of the
members at all the meetings of their respective
societies—an attendance which nothing should be
suffered to prevent, but some urgent necessity

—

and the no less punctual payment of every annual
subscription.

To prevent the second evil, I would most ear-

nestly recommend that every attending member
shoidd hold himself bound to make some state-

ment, either verbal or written, no matter how con-
cise, provided it be sufficiently particular, of the

|
most anxious to obtain the premium without ra

Vol. 11—39

atjricultural societies, yet they still continue to re-

gulate the distribution of premiums in every so-

ciety with w^hich I am acquainted. Let it suffice

to exemplify my accusation by stating the cases

of fattened animals, whether exhibited on the hoof,

or slauglitered. Here the jjremium is invariably

awarded to the one which is judged to be the fat-

test, without the slightest inquiiy whatever, as to

the expense of feeding—even where a statement

upon honor of the process is required in theirhand-

bills. The consequence ahvays is, tliat the coni-

petitor who is most profuse in feeding—who is
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gard to the cost of his prize, will (rain it from his

rivals. But the ohject of all these premiums
should really be, to ascertain and establish the
most economical way of fiittening stock' of every
kind; and consequently, a particular and trust-

worthy statement of the mode ol" fattening, should
never be dispensed with in any case whatever.
By no other means can the poor ftirmers be ena-
bled to compete with the rich, although to encour-
age this competition, without a risk of loss to

either, ought surely to be one cardinal purpose of
every agricultural society; and this can be done
only by making economy, and not protiision in the

process of lattening, the chief test of superiority.

In reviewing the previous remarks, I find that I

have omitted what seems to me the strongest ar-

gument in favor of annually re(iuiring, as a matter
of duty, verbal or written statements from all the
members of our agricultural societies, who are cul-

tivators of the soil. The consciousness of this ob-

ligation would be a powerful incentive to increased
effort in all their agricultural ojjerations, while its

fulfilment would teach them method—a thing in

which most southern agriculturists are deplorably
deficient; for not a few may be found who keep no
farming accounts whatever—who have no know-
ledge of what their net profi's, (if any,) may be;

nor can tell any thing scarcely, about then- farms,
but the gross amount of sales. The apprehension
loo, of each reporting member, lest his own state-

|

ment might fall below the average standard,
would certainly excite a more constant and judi-

cious attention to every part of his professional
business, than if no such public expose was re-

quired to prove how far he had fulfilled all the du-
ties of a good farmer. It is true that such a re-

quirement would tend strongly to produce exag-
gerated reports, but men must trust each other to

some extent, in almost all situations; and in this

case we ought to hope, that the sentiments of

truth and honor would so far check "the long-gun
shooters" to be found in all large associations of
men, as to secure unvarnished statements from a
great majority of the members of every agricultu-

ral society, who could be prevailed upon to report

at all. The performance of this duty would not,

of course, be expected from any but the cultiva-

tors of the soil. These, however, should feel

themselves bound to perform it, and then each
would become more and more attached to his par-
ticular society, from a consciousness that he Avas

every year contributing something more than his

mere subscription money, towards the benificent

objects of its establishment. All members need
not be farmers, planters, or graziers; but all should
be, at least, thoroughly convinced of the great
utility of agricultural societies, and constantly de-
sirous to co-operate actively in promoting their

purposes. Then would the salutary efficiency of
these associations soon be rendered so perfectly

manifest to all, that there would scarcely be a
county in the state without them. There is but
one class of persons among those who are apt to

become members, that I think ought to be care-
fully excluded, if there was any mark by which
they could be previously known. I mean the
dragoons of that flying squadron of [iretended ag-
riculturists, who dash in, wherever they expect
some paltry pecuniary gain, by carrying off pre-
miums, and then, as suddenly, dash out, when
the prospect of such petty plunder no longer pre-

sents itself! These harpies care no more for the
interests of agriculture than tliey do for those of
the Grand Turk, and generally know quite as lit-

tle about them. But tliey will always be found
hovering over, and ready to pounce upon the
funds, however slender, of e\ery agricultural so-
ciety, where there are shows and fairs. Their
motives, however, usually carry their own pun-
ishment along with them; for like gamblers in a lot-

tery or at faro, they almost always leave more mo-
ney than they carry away. Although each is ready
to say, "farewell, ye agricultural gulls," as soon
as he clutches the miserable pittance for which he
came, this is generally more than reimbursed by
the greedy contributions of his unsuccessful com-
petitors of the same s((uadron or troop. Verily
they get their deserts in the loss of some two or
three dollars, and the gam of angiy and grievous
disappointment in failing to make some six, seven,
or eight hundred per cent, upon their petty out-lay
of some two or three hiuidred cents! Add to this,

they are always sure of a rich recompense of re-

ward in the scorn and contempt of all who under-
stand their motives.

P. S. To ma,ke myself better understood in re-

gard to the annual reports recommended to be
made by all the members of our agricultural so-
cieties, who are cultivators of the soil, I will take
the liberty of suggesting the following heads for

each, in a form sufficiently abbreviated, yet mi-
nute, to answer the purpose.

Let each report state the number and kind of
laborers on the farm—the number of fields, of cul-

tivated acres in each, and rotiition of crops: the
number of plough team, and wliether horses,

mules, or oxen: how fed and sheltered, and wheth-
er kept up constantly, or occasionally grazed: aver-
age number of acres to the plough: average pro-

duce per acre in bushels of corn, wheat, oats, rj^e,

and root crops: pounds of cotton and tobacco per
acre: preparatory ploughing for corn and other
crops, how and when performed: corn, with what
implements, and how cultivated and harvested:

what use is made of the oH'al: small grain, how
seeded and harvested: number of different kinds

of stock, other than plough team, with their an-

nual increase or decrease—how fed and sheltered:

how much land manured by each kind, or all to-

gether, and from other sources, if any: time and
distance of hauling out manure: what increase of
product by its application, and how applied—by
ploughing in, or surface dressing: fallowing, if

any, how and when executed: what artificial

grasses are culti\'atcd, and how fed away: how
many of each kind of stock are fattened for mar-
ket, or family use, and what has been the process

of fattening.

The minute particularity of the foregoing state-

n)ent, I daresay, will cause many to exclaim, "oh!

too troublesome entirely: I can't go it;" while
some of "the goodenoughs," in all the ineffable

pride of their self-sufficiency, Avill even make a
jest of it. But since it must be perfectly obvious,

on the slightest reflection, that all these circum-

stances are regarded as matters of importance, on
every well regulated farm, they are certainly wor-
thy the attention of all agriculturists desirous of

improving in their profession. To such as care

little or nothing about it, or believe themselves

J
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omniscient in husbandry, the remarks are not ad-

dressed at all. But we will venture to alTirni, ol'

all others who could prevail upon themselves to

attend to them so lar as to undertake the making
of some such report once a year, that they would

not only greatly increase their own knowledge
thereby, but would render their farms and every

thing on them, both more profitable and interesting.

Their fondness for their proli?ssion and customary

employments, would augment in proportion to the

additional advantages and enjo3-ments which such

attention to it would procure; and they would soon

make a pleasure of their business, instead of a

business of their pleasure, as too many^ of our

land-owners in Virginia have been doing from the

earliest settlement "of our state. This dereliction

of agricultural duties—which seems to have been

hereditary in numerous fiimiiies—co-operating

with an indiscriminate, most Avasteful, and foolish

pride of hospitality, has done more to prostrate

the husbandry of "our beloved state, or rather pre-

vent its attaining any high imi)rovement, than all

other causes put together. Not that 1 am an en-

emy to hospitality properly so called—that I mean,

which springs from the heart, and increases pari

passu with the means of indulging it: no, God
forbid. But the kind which is to end in the ruin

of those who display it, is not only spurious, but

as much to be dreailed and deprecated as the cho-

lera, or any oth^r destructive disease. It begins

in vanity, or idleness, or inordinate love of what
is f I'sely called plensure; and ends in poverty, long-

suffering, nnd ruin; or in the heart-rending aban-

donment by emiirra'ion, of home, fi-iends, kin-

dred, and the dearly cherished land of our na-

tivitJ^

[Tlie forejoinT; communication treats on a subject

of much importance, and wliich greatly needs such

comments and strictures, if indeed any can have ef-

fect. Perhaps every reader, like ourselves, may ob-

ject to some parts of the details recommended by .1.

M. G.; but there can be none, who have considered

this subject, who will not admit the value and impor-

tance of the writer's general remarks, as well as their

correct application. We have frequently, but fruit-

lessly, attempted to call the attention of the members

of new agricultural societies, and of those intending

to form societies, to the general and similar defects of

such associations. Judging from such results as are

before the public, our suggestions have been useless;

and by their being repeatedly brought forward, possi-

bly may have given offence. As a last effort, we re-

quest that every member, or intended member of an

agricultural society, who may read the foregoing com-
munication, will also read two pieces which, with sim-

ilar views, were inserted in the early part of our first

volume—"A report on agricultural premiums," at p.

147, and a communication on the "Advantages and

defects of agricultural societies," p. 201, v. I. Far. Reg.

However, we should be altogether unworthy of con-

ducting a journal devoted to the "support of the inter-

ests of agriculture" if we feared to give offence by
uttering unpalatable truths in the performance of our

duty.

ADDRESS TO THE NORFOLK AGRICULTURAL.
SOCIETY.

By William Garnett, Esq., President.

Ordered to be published in the Farmers' Register by a resolution
of the Society.

Genilemen—t now avail myself of the first op-
portunity that has offered, since our organization,
to return j'ou my thanks tbr the honor you have
done me, in calling me to preside over the Norfolk
^'Agricultural Society. I must, however, be per-

mitted, at the same time, to express my regret that
3'our choice did not fall ui)on one better qualified

to serve you in that cnpacity. And this disclaimer,

I can assure jou, is not made merely in compli-
ance with a customary form, but under a thorough
conviction, that I can lay no claim to the know-
ledge, either theoretical or practical, which it is

desirable that the presiding officer of such a socie-

ty should possess. If, therefore, I should be so

fortunate as to contribute, in any degree, to the ad-
vancement of the objects which we contemplate,
I shall be indebted, almost entirely, for such con-
tribution to researches into the recorded experience
of others.

In this way, I may perhaps, occasionally, be
able to bring to your notice facts which might,
otherwise, not be so generally diffused. And, in

this way, every member of the society may con-
tribute his quota towards the dissemination of the
agricultural information which past experience
has accumulated. But we should not rest satisfi-

ed here—everyday new additions are making to

'he acquired stock of agricultural knowledge, and
it should be our aim, both individual]}- and collec-

lively, to add our mite to .the general contribution.

To pursue the study of agriculture righd}-, we
should, as in the case of other sciences, adopt the

inductive method, and rest our principles upon the

solid foundation of Vv-ell attested facts, the result of
attentive and intelligent observation. And it is the
province of societies like ours, to collect, record,

and to excite, as much as possible, public attention

to the proper improvement of the information thus
obtained. To this end, it is hoped, that every
member of this association, wliich we have vol-

untarily entered into for this purpose, Avill zcalou.?ly

co-operate. None of us, we trust, will be content

to be mere sleeping parlnens in the concern, but let

us rather anticipate that all will be impelled, both
by duty and inclination, to take an active part in

promoting the objects for which we have associ-

ated. Then may we hope to realize benefit to

ourselves, and to impart the advantages which we
may derive, to others.

But permit me, again and again, to repeat, that

we can never calculate upon so desirable a result,

unless we pursue the objects we hnve in view
from the establishment of our society, with spirit

and activity, and can succeed in exciting in our
members generallj', an interest in the concerns

and operations of this institution, Avhich Avill induce

them to engage actively in the advancement of its

welfare. One of the most obvious modes by
which this can be accomplished, is by a free com-
munication of all important facts relating to the

subject of our science, which may come to the
knowledge of any of our members. JNIuch verj'

important and highly useful information, it is to be
feared, is withheld from the agricultural comnuuii-
ty, from an unwillingness that many p.crsons have
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to appear before the public as authors, arisingfiom
a dilfiMeiice of their powers in the art of composi-
tion. This might be a good reason for such re-

serve, if the ol)iect of the writer was to make a
display ol' his skill in the art of writing; but
where nothing is contemplated but tiie cominuni-
catjon of useful facts, the graces of composition
may well be dispensed with. We shall never
value the information that may be thus imparted to

us, a whit the less for any deficiency in the polish

ot the style in which it may be conveyed ; but will

ever prize one uselul and well attested lact bear-
ing upon the subjects to which the attention of our
society is directed, to the finest theory, which the
most brilliant imagination can suggest. All that is

requisite in the communications, which we solicit,

i^ a plain statement of the tacts comnmnicated,
Avith such of the accompanying circumstances as
may be necessary to enable us fo draw correct in-

ferences from them. Many of our members, we
have no doubt, could aid us essentially by iurnish-

ing us with the result of their agricultural experi-
ence; and I trust that none, who have the ability,

Avill, like tlie unprofitable servant spoken of in the
scripture parable, prefer to bury their talent, rather

than put it into useful circulation.

As may have been anticipated from Avhat was
caid in the commencement, I have but little worth
communicating from the very slender stock of my
own agricultural experience ; nor have I as yet

had the leisure to draw from the sources of infor-

mation alluded to in the beginning. But there is

one important fact in relation to the application of
manure upon which I can sj)eak experimentally,
and to which I will therelbre call your attention, as

I deem it much more deserving of consideration

than it is generally thought. Some years ago, in

reading the proceedmgs of an agricultural society,

Bomewhere in the state of New York, I observed
that the owner of a farm, who obtained a premium
offered lor the best managed farm in that part of
the country, stated amongst other matters in rela-

tion to his management, that for many years, he
had applied all his manure to the surface of his

land aficr planting his crops, instead of jireviously

Eloughing it into the land, as had hitherto been
is practice. Since then, 1 have applied the

greater part of the manure I have collected in the

same manner, and have invariably found the crops
better than they were upon the land where the
manure had been used according fo the old method.
This difference is much more manifest, where
coarse litter is used, than in the case of well rotted

manure; and of a very dry season, I think I have
witnessed a difference of at least one liundred per

cent, ill favor of the surface dressing, thougfi I

have never tested the matter by actual measure-
ment. But during severe droughts I have seen
the corn fired nearly to the shoot, uf)on land into

which coarse litter had been ploughed previous to

•planting, when the corn, which had the manure
spread over the surface aller planting, was perfect-

ly green and flourishing. In further corroboration

of the opinion herein advanced, of the superior

advantage of an application of manure to the sur-

face, over the practice of burying it in the land, I

will mention one other fact. Soon afier the aj)-

pearance of some essays signed " Arator^'' and
written by Col. John Taylor, a celebrated agricul-

turist, it was the practice of many farmers in the

part of the country in which I then resided, to

plough up the land, upon v, hich they had jienned
their cattle during the summer, as soon as the cow
pens were removed, fo avoid the loss, which he
had taught them to apprehend from the evapora-
tion of the manure if left exposed upon the surface

of tlie land to the action of the sun and moisture.
Whether fi-om accident, or design, it so happened,
that so.me of the cow pens remained unbroken un-
til the following year, when they were ploughed
up to ]jlant in corn; and much to the astonishment
of those who had implicitly believed in the sup-
posed loss fi-om eva])oration, it was found that this

land produced much better than that which had
been ploughed as soon as the cattle had been taken
oft". The consequence has followed, that the
practice of breaking up cow pens, upon their re-

moval, has been abandoned in the part of the
country alluded to, I believe, without a single ex-
ception. From my own ex]ierience, ihereibie, on
this subject, as well cisupon the testimony of seve-

ral experienced fiirmers, whose experiments have
led them to the same conclusion, I do not enter-

tain the least doubt as to the superiority of the

method of applying manure herein recommended,
over the mode formerly used.

With regard to the implements of husbandly, I

am not svilnciently acquainted with the state of

agriculture in our region to know how far the mod-
ern improvements in this particular have been
adopted with us. But I have been inlbrmed and
believe, that very little attention has been paid, in

this section of countiy, to this important branch
of rural economy. Being however, almost entire-

ly unacquainted with the extent of our deficien-

cies in this respect, I will postpone this subject lor

another communication, by which time I hope to

be better acquainted with our wants and the sources

from which they can be supjilied. But belbre I

take my leave of it, I will briefly describe to you
an implement much used in the part of the coun-
try in which I foimeiiy resided, in the preparation of
newly cleared land for cultivation. It is called

the new ground coulter, and differs from those fbr-

meily used in tliat part of the country, in having
a blunt edge in place of a sharp one. The advan-
tage gained by this change, is, that the roots are

broken, and torn out of the earth, instead of being
cut and left in the land; nor it is ever impeded in

its progress, by slicking in the roots, as is frequent-

ly the case where the sharp edged coulter is used.

Oxen are generally employed as better adapted to

such work, Avhere frequent stoppages occur, than
horses; and a hatchet is carried on the brake of

the plough, to chop such roots as are too stubborn

to be broken. The new ground coulter is also

much used to open furrows lor planting corn; and
for this purpose two short mould-boards are fixed

upon the upper part of the helve, while the coul-

ter going several inches below the bottom of the

furrow, opened by the mould-boards, prepares the

land underneath, for the reception of tfie small
roots of the corn as soon as it vegetates. Some
larmers likewise use this plough for siding corn, in

stifl' land, preparatory to weeding; but, in this case
it is used without any mould-board. In short, I

do not knoAV a cheaper or more useful agricultural

implement than the new ground coulter, or one by
which so great an amount of labor can be saved,

atsolitdecost. I have seen large new grounds com-
pletely prepared for the use of the ordinary plough
by I'unning this coulter previously through the
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land; and the work of 15 or 20 hands, which would
have been otherwise employed tor several weeks
in grubbing and hilling the ground, entirely saved.

Mr. Richard Baylor, an oilicer ot" our society, has
one of them, which I ordered lor hitn, and I have
had another made at the request of Mr. A. Fore-
man, also one of our otKcers, which will furnish an
opportunity to such as think liic matter worth in-

quiry, to examine the plough lor themselves. The
construction is so simple, that the most ordinary

lilacksmiih can make them by these models. In

conclusion, I would remark, that lew things are ol'

more imjiortance to the farmer than a judicious

selection of the implements of husbandry, both .as

it regards the economy of labor, and the due pre-

paration of the soil for cultivation. And if I have
not been greatly misintormed, much is required in

this department to jilace us upon the vantage
ground occupied by our more enterprising and in-

dustrious brethren of the north, or even of many
parts of our own state. I therefore reconmiend
this subject to your particular attention. Much
may be done to better our condition in this respect

before Ave meet again, if we can but iniuse new
energy into our operations, and excite something
like interest in agricultural [)ursuits in this and the

neigiiboring counties. But candor compels me to

add, that if we continue to manifest the same in-

dill'erence to the well being and progiess of our
eociety, whicli has, so far, characterized our first

efforts, we may, at once, abandon all hope of ad-
vantage to ourselves, or utility to the public,

through the agency of this institution, which with-
out more spirited exertions than have yet been
made, we ma}- consider as virtually dissolved.

From tlic Riclimond Enquirer.

PRESKXT STATE AKD PROSPECT OF THE RICH-
MOAD, FREDERICKSBURG, AND P0T03IAC
RAIL ROAD.

Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac Hail
Road.—The three-fifths of tlie stock, with the ex-
ception of about -370,000 has been subscribed by pri-
vate capilalisls of undoubted responsibility—about
8 150,000 by gentlemen in Philadelphia—and 5 per
cent, actually paid in. The 70,000 doUans will be
readily made up, and is pledged to be subscribed,
before the state will be called on to subscribe its

two-fi;lhs. A bill is now before the House of
Delegates to subscribe ti-ie two-fifths or ,?;280,000.
"NVe entertain no sort of doubt of the value of the
investment—nor of the great utility ol' the pro-
posed rail road to the public at large. We have re-
quested some inlbrmation on the subject from Mr,
Sloncure Robinson, the engineer, who has been
so obliging as to address us the following letter.

Richmond, Dec. 2Sth, 1834.

Dear Sir.— I hand yon, agreeably to your re-
quest, the Ibllowing information in relation to
the Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac Rail
Road.
Twenty-seven miles of the road, extending from

Richmond to the North Anna, were contracted for
on die 27ili, (yesterday,) at an average expense
of -98,000 per mile. The work was let "to cont.'-ac-
tors of the highest responsibility; and the grading I

and masonry ol" this portion of the road, aic to be
\

completed by the 1st of July. The rails, it is pre-
suuied, maybe laid in the course of the summer
and fall, so as to admit of the use of this portion
of the rail road by the 1st of December next.

It is the intention of the company, it" the usual
subscription of two-fifths should be made by the
state, to ];lace the remainder of the road to Fi'ed-
eiicksburg under contract in the month of May or
June, so as to insure the completion of the whole
road in tbe course of 1836.
The distance liom Richmond to Fredericksburg

will be reduced by the rail road from sixty-seven
miles to fifty-eight; the time of travelling it, from
fourteen hours to Ihree hours; and the journey be-
tvvcen Richmond and Washington, ii-om twenty-
four hours lo between eight and nine.
The cost of the trip between Richmond ami

Washington, now between ten and eleven dollars,
will be reduced to ^6 50 per passenger.
With the liicihties aflbrded to the'^travel, by the

proposed work—in connection with the great line

of steam boat and rail road communication be-
tvveen Washington and Boston, no\v on the eve
of completion—the fi'iends of the improvement are
sanguine that so large a portion of the travel now
taken by packets between New York and Charles-
ton, may be diveited fi-om the coast to the interior,

' as to atibrd, immediately on its completion, to
stockholders, a dividend of' six per cent.,from this
source alone. Independentlj,-, however, of the travel,
a great trade may be exp"ected on the rail road.
Tile line passes within about 3 miles of the Deep-
Run coai field. By a branch to it, coal will be
transported a-om these mines both to. Richmond
and Fi-edericksburg; and cotton, now brought by
the Petersburg Rail Road, to Petersburg and Rich-
mond, may be exjiccted to be conveyed to Freder-
icksburg; and the water-power of the last named
town niade use oi; as at Richmond and Peters-
burg, for hs manufacture. In agricultural pro-
ducts, ihe trade of the rail road will be any thing
but inconsiderable. It is true, that the country
through which it passes is not generally fertile;
but the cheapness ol transportation will brin-T
lands into market not nov/ cuUivatsd, and increase
largely the amount of its products; and imnrove-
ments of the North and South Anna Rivers, al-
rcad}- projected, or branch rail roads, will extend
the benefi!s of the irn{,rovement to the counties of

w!'-f^'
,'^i^o"s3'l^'ania, Orange, and Madison.

V^ hilst tiie prosperity of our sister town, Freder-
icksburg, will in many respects be ])romoted, and
cannot be impaired by it, Richmond may be ex-
pected, by the execution of the work, to be placed
in the relation to her which Baltimore now occu-
pies; and produce, which would otherwise leave
the state to find a purchaser, be brought to this
place. But a more probable result will be, the
improvement of the markets in both towns, in
consequence of the facility of intercommunication
afiorded by the rail road, which will enable the
merchants of either town to make purchases ad-
vantageously in both.

I will add only in addition to the above, that the
definite location of the work, as far as it has pro-
gressed, shows that it will be executed at much
less than it was at first computed at. The orifn-
nal estimate, based on the experimental line firat
traced, was i^763,000 for the whole work, inclu-
ding the necessary depots, locomotive engines,
cars and carriages. Great improvements have
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been made in the line, and it is now ascertained
tliat it will not probably exceed *680,000, or at

farthest
-ij! 700,000, inclusive of the above items.

I remain, dear sir, yours, very respectfully, and
iruly,

MOIVCURE ROEINSOK.
T. Ritchie, Esq.

The following extracts from the address of the
conimissioners, |)ub!ishL'd in this city in May last,

will throw additional liglit upon the value "of the
proposed improvement:

EXTRACTS FROM THE ADDRESS, &C.

j^ddress of the Commissioners, to the Citizens of
Richmond and Fredericksburg, and the inhabi-
tants of Henrico, Hanover, Caroline, and Spott-
sylvania.

By the report of the engineer, communicated to
a committee ol" citizens of Richmond, on the 4th
of January last, it appeared that the distance be-
tween Riclnnond and Fredericksburg, by tlie ex-
perimental line- surveyed prior to that time, was
sixty and a half miles, and that the whole cost of
the work, including depots, warehouses, and water
stations, locomotive engines, cars, and carriao-es
was estimated at seven hundred and sixty-three
thousand dollar*. The farther surveys which
have been since made by the engineer, show that
a reduction m distance of one and a half miles
may be effected betv/een Richmond and the Pa-
munkey, by a line terminating in H street, on
Shockoe Hill, and the cost of which will be about
^40,000 less than that of the line first traced.
The commissioners understand from the engi-

neer that no doubt is entertained by him, that far-
ther reductions in the length and cost of the road,
will result on its definite location, so that the whole
cost of the road, with all its aj^pendages to Fred-
ericksburg, will not probably exceed '#700,000, if
indeed it should reach this sum ; and that the
whole length of the road may probably be reduced
to flfly-eight miles.

Presuming these views to be correct, (and that
they are so, the commissioners have as a o-nar-
antee the professional re])utation of the gentleman
to whom their surveys were committed,) there can
be but little doubt of the productiveness of the
improvement, and that as an investment, none
which has been offered for many years to the pub-
lic can be more advantageous.

In confirmation of the above positions, they
would respectfully submit,

1st. That every rail road hitherto made in our
country for tlie accommodation of travel has been
pfoductive.

2d. That the line of rail road in question, would
necessarily take, not only the whole travel between
the city of Richmond and town of Fredericksburg
and the north, and that between the city of Wasl>
ingtonand towns of Alexandria, Georgetown, and
Fredericksburg, and the whole south, and all the
local travel on this line, but also the largest portion
of the large travel between the north and south,
now accommodated by the packets on the coast
and the bay steamboats.
That the above view is correct, it is only ne-

cessary to advert to the fact that the Baltimore and
Ohio Rail Road Company are now executin"- with
great energy the branch" of their rail road, which

is to connect the cities of Washington and Balti-
more ; and that this work v/ill have been completed
in the course of two years from the present time.
By means of it and the contemplated improvement
between Richmond and Fredericksburg, a travel
may be expected to be diverted from the bay and
the coast through our towns, and an increase of
that on the line of the improvement, the extent of
which can only be appreciated by those who have
witnessed the vastly increased intercourse pro-
duced by similar improvements in other quarters of
our country.

In the absence of specific data on the subject,

the experience of the Petersburir Rail Road Com-
pany furnishes some facts which are pertinent.
Previous to the execution of that work the average
number of passengers in the line of stages be-
tween Petersburg and tlie Roanoke did not, it is

understood, exceed three each way per day, or
varied between 30 and 40 j)er week. Since the
execution of that work, the number has averaged
generally between 30 and 40 per diem, or from 300
to 350 per week ; the increase of the travel on the
route occasioned by the execution of the rail road
having been nearly in the ratio of ten to one.

Presuming only half the increase between Rich-
mond and Washington that has taken place on the
Petersburg Rail Road, or an increase in the ratio of
five to one, (and when we recollect the great fa-

cilities which will be produced by the contemplated
improvement, the estimate seems to be at least a
very moderate one,) we should have about 420
passengers per week on the contemplated rail road;
or estimating the flare of each passenger at ^4,
sixteen hundred and eighty d<dlars per iveek, on the
proposed improvement,//'5m passengers alone.

AVith every confidence in the above views, the
commissioners respectfully present the following as

a probable estimate of the annual receipts on the
proposed line of rail road :

For passengers, 429 per week, or 21,840
per annum, at #4, 87,360

For the transportation of the mail, 10,000
On cotton, coal, agricultural jiroducts

and merchandize, 25,000

122,360

Deduct for repairs of road, wear and
tear of locomotive engines, cars and car-

riages, and expenses of transportation, 50
percent., 01,180

$'61,180

And we have a nett balance of $61,180, or

nearly nine per cent., to divide to stockholders im-
mediately on the execution of the proposed im-
provement.
But there can be no doubt that the above in-

come must largely increase with the growth of
our country and its increasing trade and travel.

With the facilities offered by the proposed com-
munication for the transportation of coal and cot-

ton to Fredericksburg, there can be little doubt
that the last named town will become like Rich-
mond and Petersburg, rapidly manufacturing; and
its excellent water power, so readily available, but
now so little used, be emplo3'ed to give a new
stimuliLs to the industry of the country in which it

is situated. The efiect of an increased prosperity
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will be, to extend in a still greater ratio, not only

the intercourse between our towns, but that be-

tween them and the northern cities; whilst the

travel of that class of persons who visit the cities

of Washington and Richmond, during the sessions

of congress and the legislature, irom motives of

business or pleasure, may be expected largely and

steadily to increase.

The commissioners, looking at the subject in

these aspects, can scarcely doubt that in the

course of a reasonable period the improvement
will produce to the stockholders, in dividends, the

maximum (15 per cent.) authorized by the char-

ter ; and this maximiun, il" produced by the tolls,

it will be recollected, is completely secured to the

company for a term oi' thirty years aller the com-
pletion of the rail road, by a clause in the charter,

which guarantees the company during that period

acainst all competitions li'om any rival work.

"The above views go to show that an investment

in the proposed improvement cannot li^iil to be se-

ciire and productive J but other considerations still

more decidedly recommend its patronage to the

citizens of Richmond and Fredericksburg and the

intervening country. To the owners of property

between Richmond and Fredericksburg it will in-

sure a cheap and speedy transportation of their

products, and of course, a large enhancement in

the ^•alue of their lands. To the merchants and
shippers of both towns, a facility in keeping their

assortments complete and in making their pur-

chases and transacting business in either town—to

the hotels and boarding houses in both towns, an

increased business, proportionate to the largely in-

creased amount of travel. But by the property

holders in both towns, the benefits of the improve-

ment will be more particularly felt. Its enhance-
ment may be greater in some than in other por-

tions of each town, but will be felt in some degree

in all. H street in Richmond, now so partially

built, may be expected to become in a few j-ears,

throughout its whole extent, what Broad street in

Philiidelphia, since it has been occupied by the

Philadel|)hia and Columbia Rad Road, hasbeen be-

coming so rapidly, a handsome avenue, presenting

on either side ranges of warehouses and retail

stores, handsome hotels and boarding houses ; and
the industry of our city and Fredericksburg will

experience a new in>pulse from tlie foundries and
work-shops to wdiich the rail road will give rise.

Fredericksburg, in addition, on account of the

abundance and cheapness with which all the sup-
plies of lile are procured there, may be expected,

when an easy communication is procured to and
from it, to become the residence of many families

of that class in society who arc not tied down by
the engagements of their members to any particu-

lar spot, but left free to select the abode which pre-

sents most attractions. But it would be difficult

to point out the many results which may be ex-

pected (o ensue from the execution of the work in

question, to the towns which it will connect. Un-
less the commissioners are greatly mistaken, the

productiveness of the improvement as a stock,

clear as it seems to them, is its least recommenda-
tion.

In conclusion, the commissioners would remark,

that the whole amount of private subscriptions re-

quisite to the completion of the work is Jji -120,000

or three-fiiths of the capital stock of the company,
as there can be no doubt that the state will next

winter subscribe the remaining two-fifths; and

that to ortjanize the company a subscription of

S300,000 is by the charter made sufficient. Two
dollars per share is to be paid at the time of sub-

scribing, which sum, of course, will be repaid to

each subscriber, if the amount necessary to organ-

ize the company should not be made up.

JOHN II. EUSTACE,
FLKMING JAMKS,
LEWIS WEBB,
.JOHN A. LANCASTER,
.lAMES EOSIIER,
RICHARD C. WORTIIAM,
CONWAY ROBINSON,
WILSON ALLEN,
FAYETTE JOHNSON,
W. S. BLACKFORD,
JOHN L. MA RYE,
JOHN DICKINSON,
JOSEPH M. SHEPPARD.

From the New England Farmer.

EXTRACT FROM A DISSERTATION ON MAKING
AND APPLYING MANURE, BY JAMES HALE,
ESQ.

For which a premium was awarded by the Merrimac
Agricultural SocietJ^

It has been observed by a writer on agriculture,

that manure stands in the same relation to the far-

mer, that a stock of goods, calculated to meet the

market, does to a merchant. Whether the com-
parison is correct or not in every point of view,

it cannot be denied that manure is an article of

the greatest iui[iortance to the farmer. It is the

intention of the writer to present to the public, in a
plain and concise manner, for the aid of the prac-

tical farmer, as well as to excite an investigation, a
i'ew ideas on the subject of making and applying

manure.

MAKING MANURE.

This subject comprehends not only the best

manner of saving and preserving the manure,
which is naturally made by a stock of cattle on a
farm, but likewise the best method of increasing

that quantity by the aid of other materials. The
manure made in stables during the winter season

should be cleanly thrown from the same every

day, and the stable floor well littered with straw

or refuse hay. The litter, besides increasing the

quantity of manure, conduces to the ease and
health of the cattle, and increases both the quan-

tity and quality of the milk of cows. The cattle

in the ^vinter should usually be confined in the

farmyard, and the cows at least should be yarded

during the night in the summer season. It is said

by practical formers that three loads of manure,

kept under a cover through the spring and sum-

mer, are worth four exposed to the air during that

time.

The manure made by fatting hogs should be

frequently cleaned ti-om the hog house and placed

in the yard adjoining—(no farmer should be
without a hog yard—) and the sty should be fre-

quently replenished with plenty of straw or other

litter.

But the thriving, economical and scientific far-

mer Avill not depend solely on the j^receding me-

:
thods for his stock of manure ; but, for the purpose
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of inrreaping the quantity of the same, will fre

qiiently make calculatioiiR resembling some or all of
those vvliich follow; and not only make, but ac-
tually put them in practice ; for, o;ive me leave to
observe, that calculations alone will make very little

manure.
The farm yard* As soon as the haying and

harvesting season is over, the fiirmer should com-
mence collecting a large quantity of brakes,
swamp grass, or coarse ^refuse grass of any de-
scription, and, after having removed the manure
from his barn yard, spread rlie brakes, grass, &c.
over the whole suriace of the yard. There is no
danger of getting this covering of too great a
depth. It should be suffered to remain in"tliis sit-

uation till the next tall, when, together with the
dung and urine of cattle with which it is mixed, it

makes an excellent manure, and should be carted
out and laid in large heaps, for the ])urpose of
being placed in the hills oflndian corn, or potatoes,
the ensuing spring. It is believed that this is

the_ most profitable method of making and ap-
plying such manure. If used the spring after it

is made, it is not sufficiently rotten or decomposed
to become the proper food of plants. It may be
worth observing that the practice of covering the
barn yard with brakes is very beneficial to the
cows kept in the yard during the fall season,
and is equally as necessary as 'the stable litter in
the winter. These weeds are very injurious to
our pastures, and every cutting tends to destroy
Ihem.

The hog yard. With a little labor much valua-
ble manure may be made in this enclosure. It is

strong, rich and oily, and the fermentation of it pro-
ceeds slowly, consequently it aft'ords more steady
and durable nourishment to the plants to which it is

applied, than most other manures, and answers a
good purpose when mixed with a large quantity of
earthy or vegetable substances.
For the purpose of increasing the quantity of

this manure, the flTrmer should deposite in his ho o-

yard at every convenient opportunity, chip-dung!^
rich earth, weeds, leached ashes, leaves, moss,
turf, and such other substances as his ingenuity
may suggest; for no person should allow himself
to be an entire book farmer, or servile imitator.
That the mixture of the several ingredients may
the more readily and efficiently be performed by
the swine, a little corn or other grain should be
jeprinkled over the yard.

This is a good manure to enrich the exhausted
soil of a garden, or to spread on land to be planted
with Indian corn ; but perhaps the best manner of
applying it is to cart it out every spring, and place
it in the hills of Indian corn, or potatoes. If the
crop be not a good one where this manure is used,
we must look for the fiiilure from some other cause
than the want of an excellent manure.

The compost heap. Manures combined of dif-
fcrent materials, and of such substances as are
calculated to act upon each other by fermentation.
or otherwise, are erainesitly useful in increasing
the fertility of soils, and promoting the growth o7"

vegetables.

Select some convenient spot not far distant from

* Tfns enclosure is usnally denominated by tbe fiir-
' net^cia

mers a barn yard, and this apnears to be the most pro- !

per designation; but most writers on agriculture call
it a {arm yard,

the back part of your house, or near the bam yard,
and cart or place thereon, not in layers, but "judi-

ciously mixed or shovelled together, such sub-
stances as the following, viz. rich earth, such as
may be obtained fi-om ditches or the sides of the
road ; mud or the dirt from hollows, which have
received the wash from rich lands; marl, ashes,

oily substances, soot, putrified flesh, dead animals
may be buried in the compost heap, if placed at

such a depth as to prevent any noxious efl^lavia

;

woollen rags cut in small pieces, scrapings of the
cellar and kitchen .yard, of lanes and back j-ards

after rains, rubbish of old chinmeys, earth that

has been long under cover, salt, old brine, blood
and soap suds. These should be frequently mix-
ed together, and at each stirring much common
earth, or that which lies adjoining the heap, may
be added. If this manure be designed tor a cold,

stif}', clayey soil, sand or dry sandy loam should
be a principal ingredient ; but if for open, light,

sandy ground, clay should be added. It would be
well to add to the heap some warm manure to

promote its fermentation ; sheep dung would he
the best. Straw, refuse fodder, brakes, or any
such vegetables, Avould be better disposed of m
the barn yard than in this heap. The making of

such a heap causes an appearance of neatness to

exist about the house and other buildings ; and be-
sides being a rich manure, the removing of so
much rubbish to its proper pla,ce is conducive to

the health of the occupants or inmates of the
house.

This is a good manure to spread on tillage land,

lust before sowing it with wheat or any kind of
grain and hay seed. Itshoiild be covered in the
soil with the harrow. It will cause the grain to

grow luxuriantly, and the land seldom fails of
being well stocked with grass. It may be profita-

bly applied to gardens, and as a top dressing to

wet, cold m.owing lands.

jPeat moss, or sioamp mud. This is a substance
which yields little or no nourishment to plants un-
less it be mixed with barn yard or stable dung, or

some kind of hot manure to bring it into a stale of
fermentation ; in this case the mixture may be
used in the same manner and nearly to the same
effect " weight for weight as barn yard dung."
The cheapest and best manner of making this

kind of compost manure is, when the barn yard
dung is carried into the field early in the fiall, a'

certain quantity, say one-half, or even two-thirds

of the heap may be composed of swamp mud,
which should be well mixed with the other ma-
nure. The whole mass at this time will undergo
a strong fermentation, and become a good ma-
nure. Some practise carting swamp mud into the
barn yard ; but in this case the two kinds of ma-
nure will not so well assimilate by fermentation,

as when they are both moved at the same time
.and mixed together. The mud should be re-

moved fi-om the swamp, and left to dry some weeks
before it is carried to the compost heap. I tried

some of this compost in the hill for corn and pota-
toes, on a dry warm soil ; it consisted of nearly
two-thirds mud ; it did well with the potatoes, but
with the corn, barn yard dung had tlie advantage,
though in this case the mixture ^vas probably be-

1

APPLICATION O

In addition to what has

F" MANURE.

been before remarked
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on this subject, some farther observations will be
iiiutlc, tbiiiuled on inlc)rniiition derived tt-cmi mj^

own experience, the best autJiors, and tlie most in-

lellijjent agriculturists.

Siable dung or animal manure ought to be
spread on tillage land designed lor corn or potatoes

the spring aller it is made, and well mixed wiih
the soil, by the harrow first and then tlie jilough.

This mixing of the dung and soil sliould be per-

H)rmod immediately alter the manure is carried

Irom the heap to the field. It the small heaps are

sufliered to remain in the field during a fermenta-
tion, there is great loss of heat, of volatile fluid,

oily, and gaseous matter, by their dissipation in

the atmosphere, which would, if the dung be
speedily and properly buried in the ground, be
communicated to the soil, thus securuig to the
])lants the most nourishing properties, and the

whole strength of the manure.
As it respects their speedy application, the same

remarks ajiply to all kinds of manure, as well as
to that of stable dung.
Some are of the opinion that stable and farm

yard manure ought always to be applied in a re-

cent stale, that is, [)revious to their rotting or de-

composiiion. In this case the manure must be
spread on the land as ahove directed, as new dung
will not answer a good purpose to place in the hill

lor Indian corn ; and it is not so good on most soils

for potato hills, as that which is somewhat de-
composed and rotten. Barn yard dung may pro-

fitably be applied, as before observed, in the hill of
corn and potatoes ; and it" so applied it should not
be applied in a recent state.

With regard to the quantity of manure to be
applied to an acre of tillage, many circumstances
must be taken into consideration, such as the
strength of the soil, the kirjd of grain or produce
to be raised, (Indian corn reqiuring the largest

quantity) and the kind or quality of the manure to

be applied. The farmer, in making his calcula-

tions on this point, should not apportion his ma-
nure to the quantity of ground he may wish to

place under tillage; but should apportion his

ground to the quantity of manure he can com-
mand. "Scanty dressings," as the term is, should
ever be rejectee!. " We till too much land," is an
expression in very common use; but instead of
being a vague speculation of the brain, it should
be reduced to the actual practice of the hand.

In the speculation of manure, the quality of the
soil and of the manure should be considered. A
cold, stilf, clayey, or wet soil requires a hot fer-

menting manure, and one not much decomposed,
and that too in considerable quantity, that the

cold nature of the soil may be corrected by the

warmth of the dung ; on the contrarv, a dry, warm,
sandy soil requires dung more decomposed and
putrified, and a less quantity answers a good pur-

pose. On such soils a comjiost of dung and peat
moss, as before described, is a very suitable ma-
nure.

RKMAUivS OiV AGnif'UI^TrUE, V ECiETATIOX,
&c.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Nothing is of more importance than the cul-

tivation of the soil, and improvement of agricul-

ture. I have read with pleasure and salisfactioii

many communications on this subject, in your

i^seful paper. It is indeed pleasing to see gen-
tlemen of the first standing in society, come for-

ward and give information upon this all important
subject. I hope they will go on and use every
exertion to promote the welfare and happiness of
the Old ]>ominion. We have paid but little at-

tention to agriculture: indexed it has been most
shamefully neglected. The reason appears obvious:
we have more land than we can cultivate, and
there will be a. waste until necessity compels us to

improve. What, I might ask, has been the mode
of cuhivation for a century past? It has been, to

get as much land cleared as possible, make a iew
indifferent cro];s, and pay little or no attention to

it afterwards. In a tew years the soil is carried,

by frequent washings, down hills, branches, creeks
and rivers, until it reaches the Atlantic; the steril

earth and gullied fields put up pine, and ultimately

the inhabitants are driven from neccs.sity beyond
the mountains. This Virginia can witness; and I

am sorry to say, many of ns are going on in the
old way, without any ambilion to excel our pre-

decessors. It is true, we have some industrious

characters, who are disposed to benefit society

fi-ee from self interest, and it is much to be re-

gretted, tliat this laudable spirit is not more ge-
neral^

Nothing is wanting but a correct system of
agriculture, to make us the most independent
people upon earth—we should therelbre endeavor
to improve this great science, and supply, if pos-
sible, the general and lamented defect. I feel

disposed to call upon the enlightened part of the
community, to use their influence in producing a
change; they alone have it in tlioir power, and if

they will use exertion, they can effect a revolution

in a short time. Let us then take in consideration

all that relates to the cultivation of the soil, al-

though it may require years to perfect the great
object.

The earth is a mean by which plants are sup-
ported and nourished. There are five primitive

earths which are generally foimd in most countries,

viz. silex, lime, magnesia, alumine and barytes; by
a particular union of these earths, are formed the

great variety of stones observable on the surface

of our irlobe; in many instances, they are united

with various acids, forming salts. The gypsum,
for instance, is a salt composed of the sulphuric

acid and lime; all the rock, lime, shells, and va-

rious marbles, are salts composed of the carbonic

acid and lime. These earths taken separately,

are unfit lor vegetation. Sdex retains heat and is

destitute of moisture; argillacious earth, cold and
humid; calcareous earth caustic, and gives out

water ton freely; magnesian earth, steril and des-

titute of any active properties. They are, how-
ever, so opposed, that they correct each other

when united. Farms abounding with argilla-

cious earth, may become ))roductive by the addi-

tion of lime and plaster: by this union, the lime is

robbed of its humidity ami the adhesive quality of

the clay destroyed. The earths taken separately,

will not constitute muniur, and we have to study
the soil befcre we atiemjtt the improvement. The
great secret in agr'icnlturc, is a proper union of
earths, together with various agents to be named
hereatler. The good effects to be derived from
the primitive earths, must be owing to the affinity

which they have fijr each other; atmospheric air,

water, vegetable and animal productions, hasten-
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ing decomposition. In consequence of tills af-

finit}^, a great variety ol" gases are the immediate
residt, wiiicli act as stimulants on the tender germ
or root oi" j)]ants; so that tlie earths aObrd no real

nourishment in tliemselves, but act entirely as

exciting agents—tiiey decompose every thing for

which they have an affinity. In consequence of
this, a number of gases are evolved, and wlien
united, form various fluids, such as sap, sugar,

water, oil, and mucilage. By this union plants

are tbrmed, their growth dependinij upon the fa-

cility with which the productiotis of tiie earth are

decomposed. The m|)id growth of plants, or

their tardiness, must depend upon hasty or slow
decomposition, for unless some animal or vege-
table putrefaction is taking place constantly upon
the earth's surface, plants cannot subsist. This
observation is applicable to the animal, as well as

the vegetable kingdom, for nothing can exist ex-
cept it be from something which had previously

perished. Composition and decomposition are

continually taking place; and without it, there can
be no vegetable or animal matter.

To be successful in making a crop, many things
are to be taken in consideration. First, we must
have rich earth, for without it, there can be no
luxuriant vegetation. The prosperity of the plant

depends upon a variety of causes. We should en-
deavor to learn what kind of manure has the

greatest affinity for the earth we have in cultiva-

tion. The soil should be properly prepared before

we attempt the seediiig, for unless this is done, it

would be a vain effort to produce an effect without
a cause. I beg leave here to drop a hint to Vir-

ginia larmers and planters; ihey cultivate too

much i)oor land, and labor hard for little profit. If

they would manure their lands, and cultivate half

the quantify, they would have full barns and fat

stock ; as it is, they have empty corn houses
and lean kine. It is, however, the disposition of
Virginians to hold out appearances; if they can
give you the outline of a large field of corn or

tobacco, they seem perfectly satisfied, knowing
that it will not be filled up. From two acres ot

ground, under favorable circumstances, a planter

will make 1000 pounds of tobacco: when carried to

market it is found defective in quality, and sold

at the reduced price of .^5 per cwt., Avhich amounts
to .S-50: whereas, if the same labor and manure
had been given to one acre of land, 1000 pounds of
tobacco of the first quality would be made, and of
course it would command the first market jirice,

.$10 per cwt., which amounts to ^100: thus it is,

that the i^lanter labors hard throughout the year,
and yet finds himself poor.

The next thing to be taken in consideration in

making a good crop, is select seed. The seeds of
vegetables are a sexual offspring, correspondina
with the eggs of animals, and contain like them,
not only the rudiments of new organization, but
also a quantity of aliment laid up for its early
nourishment. (See Darwin's Phytologia). When
seed is deposited in the earth, having a due degree
of heat and moisture, it soon begins to germinate;
the germ has a number of small umbilical or sem-
inal vessels, which in a short time imbibe fluids

from the earth and atmosphere; they are excited
into action by the stimulus of fluids which come
in contact with their mouths: the germ at length
begins to unfold itself and we observe the trunk,
leaves and branches, having a niunber of arteries,

veins, muscles, tendons, nerves, glands and ab-
sorbents. The plant now requires the necessary
agents to act upon it in order to ])roduce its evolu-
tion.

The third consideration in making a crop is ju-

dicious culture or propter manual labor. The
plough hastens decomposition by exposing the va-
rious matters in the earth to the action of the sun
and air: this causes a greater aflinity to exist be-

tween the principles which go to the nourishment
of vegetables. It likewise leaves the earth loose

and suffers the tender roots to creep along in

search of food. When the roots extend any dis-

tance from tlie hill or stalk, they should not be
broken, for this would retard the gi'owth of the

plant, by cutting off' a portion of its nutriment;
this is not all, every wounded root produces disease

in the plant, and it must require some time before

it is capable of healthy action. It not unfrequently
happens, that we fail in making a crop, and as-

cribe it to drought or wet, when it was owing en-

tirely to our own imprudence, that of injudicious

culture.

A due degree of heat is necessary to the well

being of all vegetables. The temperature most fa-
vorable to vegetation, has not, I believe, been
correctly ascertained; but I suspect a temperature
varying between 55 and 85 degi^ees of Fahrenheit's
thermometer is best. There should be a degree of
heat sufficient to keep up vegetable and animal
putrefaction, in order that the ])lant may constantly

receive a certain portion of aliment. A high
temperature decomposes the various matters of
the earth too rajndly, and carries them off' in the

atmosphere, before the plant can get possession of

them; it also robs the earth of a certain portion of
moisture necessary to vegetation.

Plants, like animals, cannot live without wafer;

they recjuirs a drink when thirsty; they decompose
water, and its comjionents form some of (he rudi-

ments of plants ; other gases enter into their

composition no doubt: but I am well assured,

water must be decomposed before it gets posses-

sion of the vegetables; otherwise, plants would be

composed principally of that fluid. Water is a
compound of oxygen and hydrogen in certain

proportions, and it may readily be imagined, that

it is by various affinities reduced to its principles,

giving organization and fluidity to the vegetable

world. Plants receive their nourishment from
vvater, through the medium of the earth, which
acts as a filter, and carries with it, while in a state

of decomposition, certain principles, which are the

immediate product of decayed animal and vege-
table productions. Insects that are continually

dying on the surface and in the earth, support

plants; for when we consider that it coniains such
a variety of animals, visible and invisible, that

every spire of grass, every leaf, and all kinds of

matters are loaded with insects throughout the

vernal, summer, and autumnal months—that one
generation is succeeding another continually—all

this I say seems to be a plain proof" that the ve-

getable world must be in a great measure sup-

ported by them. Such an idea may seem vision-

ary, but it cannot be doubted, unless we deny the

existence of princi|)les from the earth which go
to the nourishment of plants. Atmospheric air,

is one of the vegetable sup]iorters. They, like

animals, cannot live without it, although the air

they feed upon, is somewhat different from that
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niquirei] tor the animal creation. Nitrogen gas

supports vegetable life; plants arc observed to be

vigorous in proportion to the quantity of this gas

present. Carbonic acid gas is an agent that sup-

ports vegetation; jilauts are healthy in eariii mixed

with finely levigated charcoal. As plants acquire

growth, their principles are matiu-ially changed.

We first observe nothing more than a thin fluid

resembling mucilage. As they acquire age, this

nuicilage is cliangsd to a sidistance resembling

oil, kno'vvn by the name of sap, trom which all the

fluids are tbrmed by secretion. There is a wori-

derful similarity between the vegetable and ani-

mal world; they are both governed by the same
laws, the various agents that act upon them are

similar, their organization in many respects the

fc>ame, and they both possess motion, sensation and

lile,

GALEX.

REMARKS ON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, AXD
THE farmers' REGISTER AS AN AUXIL-
IARY.

To tlie Editor of llie Fanners' Register.

I had been long anxious to see an organ, for the

conveyance of agricultural information, like that

presented in the Farmers' Register: and as I had
abandoned the culture of tobacco, for the sole pur-

pose of improving my farm, it comes in a time of

need, and I shall want all the materials it can

furnish. We do indeed, sir, want something for

the improvement of the practice of agriculture.

We want liicts founded on certain, accurate, and
well conducted experiments. I think with you,

we have inefficient talking and speechifying so-

cieties enough: where to use an old saying, we
have "all talk and no cider." These societies are

easily formed, and as easily exploded. I v/ould

by no means, liowever, decry agricultural societies;

they are very useful, in fact all-important, to keep

up a spirit of improvement, if they efl'ect nothing

else. Nor am I opposed to the principle of car-

r\Mng important jioints by societies in general:

without them nothing valuable can be accom-
plished. JNIan, like some of the inferior ranks of
animals, may be considered gregarious—compel-
led from necessity to associate, tor mutual support

and defence. What is man unassisted, unassoci-

ated, and alone? Look at him as he appears at

his first entrance into the world; he is of all ani-

mals the weakest and most defenceless. But view
him in society, hedging himself around with the

accumulated knowledge and experience of ages,

yet, in a state of progressive improvement, (which
appears to be the most distinguishing feature by
which his intellect is marked from inferior ranks,)

and he bids defiance to the whole round of ani-

mated nature, and wields the whole vegetable
kingdom for his convenience and support. Take
a savage, tor instance, in the midst of his wild

native woods, and how long would it take fiim to

arrive at the present state of improvement in the

arts and sciences? "If men did not assist eacli

other, no operation of any magnitude, or which
could show any great superiority of talents above
those of the brute creation, could possibly be ef-

fected. A single family, or even a few families

united, like the carnivorous animals, might hunt

their prey and procure a sufficient quantity. They

might, like the bear, lodge in the cavities of trees;

they might occupy natural caves in the rocks;

they might even build huts with branches of trees

and wi;h turf, and cement those materials with

clay. This lowest and most abject view of human
nature is not exaggerated. It were to be wished
that this groveliing condition of mankind were
fictitious, and that, in many regions of the globe,

it did not at this moment exist. These operations

of men, when only acquainted with the rudiments

of society, indicate parts little superior to those of

brutes. "Man even in his most uninibrmed state,

possesses the cai)acity for every s()ecies of know-
ledn-e and every exertion ol' genius. But it may
be cherished, expanded, and brought gradually to

perfection. It is by numerous and regularly es-

tablished societies alone, that such glorious exhi-

bitions of human intellect can be produced. What
is the hut of a savage, when compared to the

palace of a prince? "Or what is a canoe, when
compared to a first rate ship of war? "

But, sir, the liiilure of these societies, when
they have tiiiled, may be attributed generally, to

some of the following causes. First, they com-
mence reformation, as almost all reformations of

mankind do begin, not by improving on existing

plans and systems, but an entire abolition of pre-

sent practices, as if all the world who had gone
before us lived tor nought, and labored in vain.

The following couplet is a good rule here

—

"Be not the first tfiat nev/ things fry,

Nor last to lay the old ones by."

They spend all their zeal and energy, in talking

about what they are going to do, without actually

doing. They expect too great a reformation at

once^hey lack perseverance—are generally too

speculative and theoretical in their character, and
finally, the Avant of some agricultural paper, has
been'no small obstacle, to act as a kind of nuclus

to keep these associations together, and to confine

public attention to the subject; and which will, at

the same time, convey their proceedings, im-
provements, discoveries, and inventions to each
other, and the community. With these and other

errors corrected, by close and minute attention to

the operations of our farms, great things may be
accomplished.

I am delighted, however, with the practical

character of the Register, and particularly with
the following traits. Its extreme condescension

to little matters, which are generally the most
useful, though overlooked in house-keeping and
farming. It has been too much the defi^ct of

books and periodicals in general, as well as of

great men, that they disdain the common and
useful concerns of lite, and ffo to speculating upon
matters that are of no service to mankind: and are

more admired tor the strangeness and uncommon-
ness of the things they treat ot] than their utility.

In a word, their concern with every thing which
mankind have no use for, and nothing, which they

have. They are, likewise, too general in their

character; not minute enough, as Goldsmith re-

marked of the natural historians who preceded
him. "They contented themselves Avilh seizing

upon the great outlines of history, and passing

over what was common, as not worth the detail;

they only dwelt upon Avhat was new, great, and
surprising, and sometimes even warmed the im-

agination at the expense o( truth." I should be
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fond to see agriculture reduced to something; like

a system, and like medicine and other sciences,

have its theory and its practice, its botanical names.
Its technical language, &c.; but not all theory and
no practice. We need a reformer, sir, and a re-

formation in agricultural science, such as Bacon
was, and sucli as he effected in natural i)hilnsophy:

who after the world had been bewildered, and I

might add bewitched, by vain speculation for

centuries, substituted experimental, in the room of
speculative philosophy; and taught mankind, that

observation and experiment were the great Ibun-
tains of human knowledge: and I know of no
other means better calculated at present of effect-

ing this change among us, than you and your
Register, to which all should endeavor equally to

contribute, how feeble soever their eflbrts and hum-
ble their attainments, if they wish it to live to a
good old age.

There is another feature of the Register with
which I am remarkably well pleased; that is, its

passing by the imperl'eclions of style and lan-

guage, and |)ublishing useful matter, from what-
soever quarter it may come. Writing, sir, is a
troublesome thing to many of us, and authors are

something like sparrows, they are ever dreading
the hawk-eye of the critic; and if we are to write,

then scratch out and write again—look in the dic-

tionary—ransa(;k our imaginations for images, to

write about common sense matters; then revise

and correct, &c.—we presently become weary,
and find not a little of our time slipping away.
But if we can only give you the matter, without
much regard to the manner—the chaos, and let

you make a world of it—}-ou will hear from some
of your friends a iitde oftener. I have little doubt,

that there is a vast deal of sound and useful know-
ledge, eup]}ressed among the best inlbrmed and
practical firmers of 3'our subscribers, for fear of
meeting with the eye of the critic where the great

mass of malterlies, which is to feed the Register

and keep it alive; and where we must look chiefly

for su|;port of the practice of agriculture. This is

its strong hold; the most elegant writers are not

always the most practical farmers; on the contrary,

we are too often, by attempting a pretty style, or

at least a studied one, betrayed into povert3','and

sometimes even into entire loss of thought. I do
not pretend to say that these two qualities ma3-
not be admirably combined, as they are by some
of your correspondents. We like to sec good
language, as well as botanical names and techni-

cal words introduced into agricultural instruction;

for it could be wished that agriculture like cherais-

trj% had its technical language, that the same
words were always used to convey the san)e ideas,

and its language was not so vague and indefinite,

sometimes using one word (as "ii:\llow") to convey
severaUUfferent ideas, and several words to convey
the same idea. But as each one has words and
phrases peculiar to himself, in this infant branch,

we wish those who first introduced them, would
explain themselves to simple and plain farmers,

fiir actually there are som:>, who write so philoso-

phically and learnedly about common matters,

that at first it appears to be something the world
never saw, and when we come to find it out, it is

something we have been used to all our lives.

Simple subjects, says a good author, shovdd be
treated with simple words, and we ought not to

"hedge around plain and .simple matters with hard

words, accumulated distinctions, ostentatious learn-
ing, and distiuisitions that produce no conviction."

The cultivation of different crops, and the variety
of pursuits among planters, fiirmers, and graziers,

&c., living at a distance from each other, in dif-

ferent climates, and under different circumstances,
in countries at different stages of improvement,
introduce among them, in the extensive subject of
agriculture, a certain slang of words and phrases,

that are not always understood by their brethren
pursuing a simple branch, and liviiig in a different

county, and therefore needing exjilanation, that

others should be benefited by their remarks. And
here, by the b}', is one excellent characteristic of the
Register, it appears to be better acquainted with
our pursuits, and manners, and customs, and while
we are reading it, we seem to be reading about
our neighbors.

There is still another feature which I cannot
forbear to commend, and that is, the illustration of
subjects by engravings, &c., which are not easily

done by words. There are subjects, it is well

known, such as those that treat of implements of
husbandry, machinery, accounts of animals, &c.,

of v/hich all the verbal description in the world,

would fail to give us a proper idea; in such cases,

a simple drawing would aid the understanding
more than volumes of words on the subject; be-

sides saving a good deal of room. The admirable
portraits you have given us in No. IV, is an ex-

ample of this, a single glance at which, will give

us a better idea of the qualities of a good bull or

cow, than folios on the subject. "Mr. Locke
(says Goldsmith) with his usual good sense, has
observed, that a drawing of the animal taken from
life, is one of the best methods of advancing nat-

ural history; and yet most of our modern system-
atic writers, are content rather with describing.

Descriptions (continues the last author) no doubt
will go some way towards giving an idea of the

figure, but they are certainly much the longest

way about, and as they are usually managed,
much the most obscure. In a drawing, we can at

a single glance gather more instruction, than by a
day's painful investigation of methodical systems,

where we are told the proijortions with great exact-

ness, and yet remain ignorant of the totalitj^. In

fact, this methcHl of describing all things, is a

fault that has infested many of our books that

treat on the meaner arts for the last age. They
attempt to teach by words, what is only to be learnt

by practice and inspection. Most of our diction-

aries and bodies of arts and sciences are guilty of

this error. Suppose, for instance, it be required to

mention the manner of making shoes, it is plain

that all the verbal instruction in the world, will

never give an adequate idea of this humble art, or

teach a man to become a shoemaker. A day or

two in a shoemaker's shop, will answer the end
better than a whole folio of hisiruction, which only

seems to opp.ress the learner with the weight of

its pretended importance: we have lately seen a
laborious work carried on at Paris, with this only

intent, of teaching all the arts by description; how-
ever, the derdgn at first blush seems to be ill con-

sidered, and it is ])robable, that very ihw advan-
tao-es will arise from so laborious an undertaking.

With regard to the descriptions in natural history,

these without all question, under the du'cction of

goo;! sense, are necessary, but still they should be

kept within jiroper boLUids; and wlien a thing may
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be much more easily shown than described, the

exhibition ^hould ever precede [or accompany at

least] thct account." It is desirable, therefore, that

in oriirinal pieces, those who treat on subjects of

the iiaiiu'e above mentioned, would ever accom-
jjany tliem with drawings, especially if the inven-

tion is entirely new.
But not to "trouble you any longer, sir, with re-

marks of so general a character, lor Avliich my
admiration, and sincere desire for the utility and
success of the Farmers' Register, only could at-

tone, permit me to make use of your valuable

organ, besides, for a few other little fragments of

facts, which you may register as you tliiiik proper.

I begin with a

KlOW SIODE OF rilESERVIKG S\V1:ET POTA-
TOES,

which I practiced last winter with complete suc-

cess. Though one experimetit alone, Vv'ould seem
insufficient to establish a fact under all circum-
Btances, yet success in the firsf instance invites

repetition, and all those who wish may try it this

winter, as it is extremely cheap and simple. It is

to keep them in hogsheads, surrounded with straw
stacks, fixed as follows;

—

Erect a circular platform of earth, about a foot

from the common surface, about the area of the

end of a hogshead, with earth dag out of a cir-

cular ditch around the platform; then spread some
straw or chafl' on it, and set the hogshead there-

on. Now pour in your potatoes on some chaff or

straw, placed at the bottom of the hogshead in-

side, to within a foot of the top, taking care to

chink in straw or chaff between the potatoes and
the staves as j^ou fill it, and sprinkling some also,

occasionally, between the potatoes, to absorb the

redundant moisture arising from them while sweat-
ing, or any that may adhere to them when put up.

The cask may be placed in the middle of your
potato ground; and the potatoes must be spread
and dried, about a day before stored—when the

dirt dries on them, is a good rule to go by. After

this, insert three stakes equidistant around the

hogshead, and erect straw stacks around them, in

the common way; with this diflerence, that a man
must be walking the whole time the stack is mak-
ing, around the hogshead, ramming in the straAv

close and tight against the side of it, to prevent the

admission of cold air. The design of the stakes is

to steady the stack, and to confine the straw around
the hogshead. If the potatoes are for table use, a
hole may be made near the bottom of the cask,

large enough to admit the arm easily, through
which they may be taken at any time; taking very
particular care to cram straw and chaff in the hole
afterwards. My potatoes, put up in this way last

winter, when disturbed for planting, were perfectly

sound and plump, and free from that disagreeable
scent and odor, contracted in a kiln of earth.

Sweet potatoes may be preserved m heaps on the
firm stable-yard, covered with manure, by M'hich
they are kept warm—in pits in the ground, with
chaff, leaves, &c.—in kilns ofearth—in hogsheads
in a smoke-house, a certain length of time, kept
warm by the fire and smoke. But the method
above mentioned, is far preferable to either, being
the cheapest, safest, and best for preserving the
taste and plumpness of the root. They may also

be kept in potato housec=-, and cellars in cabins. I

might have mentioned, the principle or rationale

of this practice is, that while the cold air is ex-
cluded, the potatoes are not smothered for want
of air, to dry off the sweat, and prevent heating:
the material with which they are protected, being
at the same time, airy and warm enough: too

much air, or too little, are the two extremes to be
avoided in preserving tliis root.

DRIED FUUIT,

such as peaches and apples, &c., may be ele-

gantly preserved by healing before storing. This
destroys the eggs and worms that are deposited

on the fi'uit while drying, by flies, that afterwards
corrupts the fi'uit. The flj' frequendy depositee

instead of eggs, the living worm—this 1 have seen
myself.

ibr railing, gates, &c., may be preserved for a
much greater length of time, by making them
without buts, or shoulders. It may be observed,

that posts always begin to decay at the surliice of

the earth; the reason of this is, the shoulder catch-

ing the water that trickles down the post, it re-

mains there lor a long time, soaking into, and
roiting the wood, till it finally tumbles to tlie earth.

This has been attributed to the wood maggot; but

in truth, this insect comes alter the jjost begins to

decay, to feed on the rotten wood, its natural food.

It may be objected, that the post in this way is

not so firmly fixed in the ground; but this may be
remedied by gravel, and ramming. Even a pine

post fixed in this way, will out last several oak
ones. Pines skinned the proper length, by using

a ladder to ascend them, and permitted to stand a
year or more, Vvill make handsome and durable

posts, (perhaps as much so as cedar.) By leaving

a circular strip of bark, about a hand's breadth, to

keep the sap in circulation, (which part may be
afterwards painted) the tree becomes coated with
a thick layer of rosin, which when exposed to the

atmosphere, becomes white as if painted. The
inserted end of the post, is to be sawed off even
and smooth, smeared thick with tar, and a board

nailed on it; this and the light-wood around the

post, which is an inch or two deep, wUl preserve it.

TAR THE I'IXE TREE WOOD FOR FUEL.

Tar maj' be made in abundance from the light-

wood of pines treated in the manner above.

The utility of the pine tree, (I mean the field

pine) would flirnish a subject for a good essay:

there is no tree of the woods, which at first sight is

apparently so useless, yet is more useful than the

pine; nor anj^ one thing, scarcely, that is applica-

ble to a greater variety of purposes. It furnishes

coal for the shop; tar in abundance, which is here

made from the knots, but in North Carolina from

the green wood also, called green tar, which is in-

ferior to dry tar, being thinner, and containin;^ a

good deal of water, and pyroligneous acid, which
acts upon the metal. It is made there from the

pitch pine (pinus pahistris.) A pile of the pilch

])ine twenty fijet in diameter, and fourteen feet

high, yields 200 barrels of tar. In Sweden and
Norway, it is made li'om the Scotch fir, (pinus

sylvesiris) where being manuftictured in brick fur-

naces, it is cleaner and more marketable. All the

French and Bourdeaux tar is made in this man-
ner, from the sea pine, (pinus maritima) alter the

trees have been exhausted of turpentine, by in-
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cision; as is also much of the American. The
carter and waggoner, the varnisher and painter,

the manufacturer of gunpowder, of soap and can-

dles, the shoemaker, brusii maker and (inner, the

blacksmith, and more than all, the farmer, is in-

debted to the pine. Tar furnishes a very good
varnish for vessels, and rosin is made from it, by
burning down or boiling it. Turpentine is made
on a large scale, by incision of the living pine,

that is atterwards used tor tar. The pine aHbrds

a good material for rails, which although not as

durable as oak or ash, yet being more abundant,

more easily cut, and more yielding to the wedge,
it is a cheaper timber, especially if we add to their

durability by skinning belbre mauling, or permitting

to lie afterwards a while, until the bark (which
rots the rail) will slough oli' in handling. It is

certainly the quickest ot all restorers ol" an ex-

hausted and impoverished soil, where the land is

put upon its own resources for restoraiion, since

it is dependent upon the soil for but very little sup-

port, the roots drawing their nourishment far be-

neath the surface, fi-om the clay, or subsoil; (where-

as clover, or other vegetation, needs a start- first

from the soil, by manuring, before it can enrich

the earth much;) and by being again ielled on the

land, by their shading influence, which mellows
the earth, and in conveying a powerful coat of

vegetation, besides its fertilizing property, sooner

than any thing else, restores the land to its origi-

nal slrength. It affords also the best material for

retaining the soil, for stopping gulleys, and seems
to have risen up around these awful cavities, be-

queathed us bvourancestors, tor the very purpose,

as well as a kind of gloomy reproof, of their land

destroying system. It may be worih while to

mention, that the tops and limbs of the pine is the

very best stuff for repairing the breaches ol dikes,

dams, &c. The ])ine affords the cheapest and
most economical fad, and is decidedly the best

wood for burning bricks, making the hottest fire,

and free from the damp rainy vapor, arising from

green wood, which half the time puts the fire out,

acting as so many pails of cold water. According
to Mr. Bull's experiments on forty-six varieties of

wood, and twenty of coal, it ajipears that the dry

pine wood, (which has received more pliiloso])hi-

cal attention than some would suppose) affords as

much heat as eight of them—that is, the white

ash, apple tree, American chestnut, white elm,

shell-bark hickory, inountain hiurel, Lombardy
poplar—and more than all the rest. The experi-

ments were made by ascertaining the time 10'-^ of

heat were maintained, above the common temper-
ature, by the combustion of one pound of each
article, burnt in a sheet iron cylinder stove, with
forty-two feet of two inch pipe, in a room where a
thermometer was placed. The experiments were
extremely accura'e: the heat was maintained 6

hours 40 minutes. The pine used was of dif-

ferent kinds—red cedar, (janiperus Virgin iana,)

Jersey pine, (pinus inopc,) pitch pine, (pinus
segida,) white pine, (pinus sirobiis,) yellow pine,

(soft) (pinus mitis:) the last kind mentioned, the

neat rather less than the others, 6 hours 30 min-
utes. The other wood maintained it different

degrees, but all less than the nine above men-
tioned.

Pine, as all other kinds of wood, sliould be
burnt in a dry state; for these reasons: First, dry
wood affords more heat. Several experiments

made by Count Rumfbrd, show the efi'ect of dry
wood much greater than that of unseasi)ned wood.
Unseasoned wood contains one-third of ffs weight
of water: with his im])roved boilers. Count Rum-
fbrd made twenty pounds of ice cold water boil,

with one pound of dry pine wood; the same
weight of pine wood unseasoned, would produce
less efltjct by one-seventh; one in every seven
pounds of green wood is, therefbre, lost in com-
bustion, in the fire place. It was ascertained by
Mr. Bull, tliat 100 pounds of green white oak
contained 41 pounds of moisture, and that 13^^ per
cent of the combustable matter of this green oak
is consumed, in converting 41 pounds of moisture
into steam, or driving it up the chimney; and of
course, in all ordinary cases, is a dead loss. We
may calculate then, to lose 13f per cent, of heat
in every 100 j^ounds of green wood we burn.

Secondly, the great quantity of heat that io

absorbed by this aqueous vapor or steam, after it

is driven from the wood. Green wood, it was
found by the last author, is nearly twice as heavy
as dry or seasoned wood: soft maple, it was as-

certained by him, lost 48 per cent, in drying. "If
we assume then (says he) the mean quantity of
moisture in the woods, when green, as 42 percent.,

the great disadvantage in attempting to burn wood
in this slate must be obvious; as in every 100
pounds of this compound of v/ood and water, 42
pounds of at|ueous matter must be expelled from
the wood; and as the capacity of water or ab-

sorbing heat is nearly as four to one when com-
pared with air, and probably greater during its

conversion into vapor, which nu;sl be effected be-

fbre it can escape, the loss of heat must conse-
quently be very great." In fact, I incline to thi)d<,

that the weight of green over that of dry wood,
is much over half! if all the moisture was expelled;

fbr I do not consider the moisture entirely expelled,

until the wood is converted into charcoal; if so,

then as 100 pounds of dry i;ine wood contains only
23.75 parls of coal, according to experiments, we
liave but 23.75 per cent, of combusUble matter in

100 pounds of dry pine, to produce heat or fire;

for all the heat that is given out, in burning wood,
is owing to the charcoal it contains. What a
quantity of heat then is absorbed by the aqueous
vapor of 100 pounds even of dry pine, for if we
subtract 23.75 fi-om 100, it leaves about 77 pounds
of aqueous vapor, smoke, pyroligneous acid, &c.,

to absorb and carry ofi' the heat. But the effect

is still greater with green wood. If 100 parts of
dry pine yield but 23.75 of charcoal, and 100

pounds of green wood contain 41 pounds of water,

then 100 parts of green pine, will yield but 12
parts of coal, which is all the combustible matter

we have, to produce heat in 100 ])ounds of green
wood; and if this be taken from 100, it leaves 88
per cent, of aqueous vapor and smoke, to absorb

the heat and carry it up the chimney; and 88 per

cent, of heat is lost m burning green wood in an
open fire phice; which agrees nearly with the re-

sults of Dr. Franklin, that the old open fire places,

lost 95 per cent, of heat; and with Mr. Bull, that

even in the [)resent improved Rumford fire places,

there is a loss of" 90 per cent. But besides the

heat lost in greenwood, in converting the sap into

vapor, and by absorption, it requires an additional

quantity of combustible matter, or dry wood, to

expel enougli sap fiom the wood, to set it a burn-

ing, or in other words, to kindle it. Unless this
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heat then absorbed and carried off by the par-

ticles of aqueous vapor or steam, is confined in

the ajiartinent, (as it may be done by close stoves

and pi|ies, ibr steam is extensively used in healing

rooms) it must bceniirel}^ lost: some id 'a of which
loss may be tbrmed, when we consider tliat one
cubic inch ol" water, will expand into 172S cubic

inches of steam; and of course, one cubic foot of

water or sap, (which weighs 62.^ pomids) will

swell our, or expand, into 1,388,400 cubic inches

of steam or watery vapor, carrying olT with it, an
amazing quantity of heat into the atmosphere;
which is necessary to u|'hold it in its expanded
state, and if suddenly condensed by cold, will be
again aiven out.

Thirdlv. A great nnndier of smoky chinmeys
may be curfld by burning dry wootl; (or as many
of them smoke, chiefiy at the kindling, or making
the green wood burn, it" dry wood was used, it

would burn off immediately, and by producing a
draught, would dis])el the smoke up the chimney.
F ourthly. Less wood is required, to ]>roduce the

same fire or degree of heat. The common opin-

ion IS, that it requires more of dry than of green
wood, to make the same fire. But when we con-
sider the quantity of dry wood required to set the

green wood on fire, and keep it t)urning—the slow
combustion afterwards—the quantity of" heat lost

by expelling the water from the wood—and the

vast quantity absorbed or swallowed up by sfeam
—it nmst require a great deal less of dry, than of
green wood, to generate the same unilbrm degree
of heat, or quantity of fire.

Filthly. It is certainly more hea'ihy to imrn dry
wood, especiidlyin sick rooms. Few persons seem
to have considered the inij^ropriety of putting wet
or green wood on the fire place, considering the

great volume of watery vapor that is expelletl from
it. If wetting or washing the hearth, or the dry-

ing of wet clothes beffjre a fire, be deleterious to

health, certainly the burning of sappy, or at least

wet wood must be.

Sixthly. It affords much less sont when season-
ed wood is burnt; tor, producing a greater degree
of heat, it consumes more of the soot, and this

heat, of course, causing a stronger draught, the
residue of the soot is driven out of the chinmey:
besides, not half the soot is formed; lor as soot is

the unconsumed particles of the matter of the

wood, produced by a slow and imperlcct combus-
tion, it is almost entirely consumed in the quick
hot fire produced by dry wood.

Seventhly. The combustion is more rapid, and
of course the heat is greater. Other reasons might
be assigned, but it is sufficient to mention at

present, that the draught is stronger and better

in a fire place where seasoned fuel is consumed:
and as the management of a fire place depends
wholly upon this, it will further appear, how much
advantage the seasoned, has over that of the un-
seasoned wood, from considerations on the con-
struction of the fire |)laces.

From this it would seem that there is little rea-

son, or at least little economy, in spending so much
combustible matter, (or in other words, using so

much of the Avood, in drying the balance before it

can burn) when this could be done in the sun and
wind, and the balance used for fuel.

We might also from these facts, improve our

economy in clearing land; instead of burning the

wood in heaps as usual, stack it to season it, and
it will be good lor twenty years or more.
But these remarks are more applicable to pine

wood, which although unfit for fiiel in a green
state, yet when dry, gives as much heat, and per-
haps more, than any of the woods in common
use for fuel, such as oak, hickory, &c., and cer-
tainly more than all the swamp woods. For this
purpose it might be belted and allowed to stand,
or cut down, mauled, and stacked.

NICHOLAS E. READ,
Twitiie's Creek, Charlotte County.

EVILS OF THE ROAD LAW, AIVD HINTS FOR
ITS AMENDMENT.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Rockhridse, Dec. 30th, 1834.

I am much pleased to find one of your corres-

pondents in the last Register (No. 7) has taken
up the subject of our defective road law, and is

determined in future numbers to point out the evils

arising therefrom. And what place more fit (or

the discussion of this (tuestion, than in a Avoik de-
voted to the interests of agriculture? For without
roads to convey the products of our farms to mar-
ket, sufficiently good to prevent the freight over-
running the profits, there would be an end to all

incitement to enlarge our cro[ s. It is indeed won-
derful that a law so vitally important to the best

interests of the stale, should so lon*^ have been
suffered to disgrace our statute book, without al-

most any effort on the part of the legislature to

alter or amend it, until the last winter, and then
not until the heel of the session, when the minds
of the members were more occupied with the ap-
proaching electioneerino; canvass, than with legis-

lation. But" it is one of the evils of the present

political excitement, that our representatives loill

not venture on any innovation on established

usage—or cannot indeed with safety, for fi^ar it

will be seized on by their political opponents as a
pretext to eject them from their seats. It is never-

theless true that our legislature is more prone to

the discussion of hair-splitting abstractions, than
to more practical business legislation; and whilst

they are talkins;, other legislatures are act ins;, and
outstripping us in every species of public im-
provement. But those of our legislature of
strong talking propensities, might find ample ma-
terials to feast their appetites in portraying the in-

equalit}^—and therefore the injustice, as well as
the utter inefficiency of our present road system.

A little reflection will point out to them the ample
room for complaint daily heard by the surveyor of
every precinct, where the sturdy yeoman is com-
pelled to perform his task along side the menial
slave; whilst the exempted master is indulging in

ease and idleness at home; and this it is, that

drives much of the bone and sinew of our state

from its borders. It may be that this is a mechanic
having a son of sixteen, or upwards, annually
renting the house to shelter his family, without
waggon or horse, and yet in consequence of the
present odious features of the law, is obliged to

give the public highways the same amount of la-

bor in propria persona, as does the owner of two
slaves with permanent residence, and perhap.s

thousands vested in waggons or stages The
poor felloAv with scarcely the means to buy the
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hoe or mattock for himself and son, delves hard on
the road all da}-, whilst his more fortunate neigh-
bor rolls by in his pleasure carriage unconcerned
at the unequal privileges granted him by the law.
Depend upon it, to retain this usefiil class of citi-

zens amongst us, and prevent them fi'om emigra-
ting to states where their rights are better guarded,
we must make a thorough and radical change m
our road system. I hope your correspondent R. N.
Avill not relax his efforts in this cause until he
points out the benefits resulting from the more
equal and just road law of Pennsylvania and Ohio,
and what is not less important, their mucA greater

efficiency. I would suggest to the consideration of

R. N. the propriety in the first place of the state

appointing an engineer who is fully competent,
and will firmly discharge his duties, to review,

and re-locate where necessary, all tlie stage routes

of the commonwealth, placing them on the surest

and best ground, with an eye solely to the benefit

of the public at large, regardless of the murmurs
of a single individual, wlio will perhaps grumble
though benefitted. And to }jrevent the possibility

of doing injustice to such individual, and the hea-
vy damages given by juries, I would make it

the duty of the county courts to ascertain the

actual value of such lands, and pay over to such
individual sucii actual value at so much j^er acre.

Thus it would be mipossible as now, fur an obsti-

nate selfish person to obstruct a work of great pub-
lic utility; or to bribe a sheritT (lor they are like

other men) to summon juries, whose sentiments
he is acquainted with, and who he knows will

give exorbitant damages; and we must not forget

too, the more flaws, and the less satisfiictory these
verdicts are to the courts, the better for the
sheriff, for he is paid jgo (ofien more than the
condemned land is worth) for every jury sum-
moned.
When the roads are thus located by an able

and perfectly disinterested engineer, they should
be given up to the county courts, whose duty it

should be to appoint commissioners for roads, to

be paid for their services out of the road fund to

be raised by a moderate tax for that purpose, and
whose duty it would be to apply such funds to the
hire of laborers, for opening and keeping in repair
the roads—giving to those interested, the option
to pay the tax assessed for that {)urpose, in money,
or in work at a fair per diem allowance. But I

have already exceeded my limits and must leave
the subject to the abler pen of R. N.

CEDAR HEDGES.
To tlio Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Cumberland Stony Point Mills, }
26 th Nov. 1834. 5

You will confer a singular favor on me, and
others who are now present, requesting that I

should apply to you for information in relation to
live fencing from the cedar, which abounds here in
great numbers. At what season should trans-
planting take place, and how should they be plant-
ed—deep or shallow, the size of the bush, &c.?

—

and when and how the berries should be drilled?
It is allegeil by a gentleman now present, that they
will come up freely after passing through the body
of a robin, and that they do not come up from sim-

lily placing them under ground. Is this so, or not?
Please to write freely and fully to this point.

SAMUEL, IlOnSOX.

[We cannot answer the foregoing inquiries better

than by giving the following extract from Taylor's

Arator, on cedar hedges. Our personal experience

on tliis subject is very limited—but such as it is, its

fruits are readily otfered. For the purpose of testing

the means of overcoming the first duficult)', (that is,

the transplanting, without killing or materially injur-

ing the young cedars,) a row of eight or ten yards'

length was set out as recommended by Taylor, (ex-

cept being in a single line.) The trial was made in a

foul bushy piece of ground which formed part of a hog

lot, and on a compact clay soil. The young cedars

stood very thick around, so that they could be trans-

planted without being moved more than a few yard!.

A trench was first dug about ten inches deep, and ra-

ther wider than the spade. Each plant was dug up in

a square mass of soil, of the width of the spade, and

from six to ten inches deep, and immediately lifted and

placed in the trench. The interstices were afterwards

filled with loose earth, and the whole then trodden

down so as to be compact. No farther care was used,

nor an)' after-tillage, or protection from the trampling

of the live-stock— and yet by the next summer only

one of the plants was killed, or apparently injured by

the change of place. But this want of care, and the

growth of a cedar thicket over the whole space, of

course served to thin the plants, and destroy its hedge-

like appearance. The trial was only intended to.show

if the transplanting could be safely effected, and in tl/at

respect, it was successful. The plants varied from six

to eighteen inches in height. If a distant removal had

baen necessary, the labor and the risk would have been

greatly increased. No attempt was made to apply the

plan to use for enclosing fields, because live fences can

never succeed in Virginia so long as the law pei-mits

hogs to range at large, and debars the owner of a field

from all remedy for their depredations. Whenever
this objection is removed, thesowingof the cedar seeds

will probably be found a cheaper mode than trans-

planting. It is supposed, that they will not vegetate

until after having passed through the body of some

animal: but the same end may be reached by using a

proper degree of artificial heat. Bordley found the

same difficulty with the seeds of hedge thorns, and

overcame it, both by mixing them with the food of

cattle, and by keeping them in a moderately warm
fluid for several days, after which they sprouted well.

—

See Bordle'/s Husbandry.
'\

From Taylor's Jlralor.

Livefences.—This subject, so extremely mate-
rial to a country requiring to be raised from the
dead, by vast and repeated doses of the only genu-
ine terrene elixir, testifies in qvctv quarter of the
United States, to the scantiness of our agricultural

knowledge; and is one of the presages, that it is

doomed to live and die an infant. If it is an idiot,

its case is hopeless; but if it is oidy a dunce, it must
in time discern the ^ast saving of labor to be appli-

ed to draining and manuring, the vast saving of
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wood and timber for fuel and building, and the vast

accession to arable, by renderiii<rless woodland ne-

cessary, as acquisitions arising li-oni live lences;

In the ''Memoirs of the Agricultural Society of

Philadelpiiia," several mod*;s of raising Jive

hedges, suitable Jbr diHerent soils and climates, are

elated and explained. Two volumes of these

memoirs have been published, containing more

valuable intbrmation upon the subject of a<|riculture,

than any native book 1 have seen; and if we have

no relish lor the wit, learning and experience, with

which they aboundj but little good can be expected

Irom these ofhemeral essays. To say nmch upon

a subject, copiously handled in a book which every

fanner ouglit to have, would msinuate the exis-

tence of a general apathy towards the eminent

talenis wlncli have presided over, and greatly con-

tributed to its composition; to say nothing, would

be a ne'^lect of asubjectot" the utmost importance.

Several plants are mentioned in these memoirs

as proper for making livelenees, but I shall conhne

my observations to one, because my knowledge ex-

perimentally, does not extend to the others. The ce-

dar is peculiarly lilted lor the purpose, throughout

a great district of the United States. It throws

out boughs near the ground, pliant and caj/able ol

being easily woven into any Ibrm. They gradual-

ly however become slitl". Clip|)ing will make ce-

dar hedges extremely thick. No animal will in-

jure them by browsing. IManured and cultivated,

they come rapidly to perleciion. The jdants are

Irequently to be tbund in great abundance wilhout
the troable ol' raising them. As an ever-green
they are preferable to deciduous plants; and they
live better than any young trees 1 have ever tried,

planted as Ibllows:

From December to the middle of March, the
smallest |)lants are to be taken up in sod of a
square conlbrmable to the size of the spade used, as

deep as possible, which sod is to be deposited un-
broken in a hole as deep made by a sinnlar spade;
the earth coming out of it being used to fill uj) the
crevices between the sod and the hole for its recep-

tion. I plant these cedars on the out and inside of
a straight fence, on the ridge of a ditch, the plants

in each row being two ieet apart both in the direc-

tion of and across this ridge; but so that the plants
on one side of the fence will be opposite to the
centre of the vacancies between those on the oth-
er. Each row will be one foot from the fence, so
that the top of the ndge will be about eiglit inches
higher than the position of the plants. They
should be to|)t at a loot high, and not suffered to

gain above three or four inches yearly in height,
such boughs excepted as can be worked into" the
fence at the ground. Of these great use may be
made towards thickening the hedge, by bending
them to the ground, and covermg them well with
earth in the middle, leaving them growing to the
Btem, and their extremities exposed. Thus they
invariably take root and fill up gaps. If these
hedges are cultivated ]n-oj)erly, and the land is

strong, they will Ibrm an elegant live ever-green
fence, in a shorter time than is necessary to raise

a thorn fence in England, according to the books.
Hut will they keep out hogs? I am told by

travellers that few or none of the hedges in England
will do so. Yet hedges are both the chief agricul-
tural ornament, and most valuable improvement
of that well cultivated country. But hogs are not
there turned loose by law to assail them, I do
Vol, 1 1,—40

however think that a cedar hedge is far more ca-

pable of Ibrming a fence against hogs than the

thorn, because one, as a tree, will acquire more
strength or stubbornness than the other, a shrub,

can ever reach; and because the cedar is capable

of being worked info a closer texture than the
thorn;

Yet the wedge-like snout of the hog, the hard-
iness of his nature, and the toughness of his hide,

certainly exhibit him as a dangerous foe to liv6

fences; and tlie resources of" ringing and yoking
to control his powers and his disposition, ought to

be adverted to, for the sake of an improvement so
momentous.—These will not shock our prejudices
nor violate our habits, and are supported by a con-
sideration of weight, tiu' inlerior to the imjiortance
of hedging; and yet light as it is, of weight suffi-

cient to justify the recommendation. If hedges
are not protected against hogs, at least four rows
of plants, and a double width" of ridge or bank will

be necessiuy; there must be a double sized ditch
to furnish this earth; a double portion of land will

be occupied by the hedge and ditch; and moic
than double labor, owing to the inconvenience aris-

ing fi'om great breadth, will be always required to

keep the hedge in order. Something less than
moieties in all these cases will suffice for hedges
capable of fencing out every other animal, if the
legal rights of hogs are only modified^ and besides
the narrow hedges will be iar more beautiful.

PROFITS OF SII.K CULTURE IN FRANCE.

Sixth letter of jlf. J^lmans Carrier to M. Bona-
fous, Director of the Royal Gardan, <f Turin,
upon the culture of mulberry-trees in ths de-

partment of j^veyrvn.

Translated for the Fanners' Register, from tlie Jlnnalcs de V^g-
ricuUure yranausc.

Jiodsz, February 15, 1834.

Sir—Having sold the silk of my last ci'op at

Lyons, I can now tulfil the proniises of my letter

of the 15th of last July, by giviVig you the defini-

tive result of" my management of 1833, and by
showing you the improvements introduced in the

filature (or winding) of our cocoons.

A circumstance fortunate f<jr the country has
brought near us M. Marchetti, an Italian (politi-

cal refugee) and skilful filuteur of silk. This
young stranger has given me excellent counsels
—all of which I am anxious to make use of when-
ever it is convenient. It is to him (and I give
him many thanks) that I owe a part of the good
|)rocedure, which I have adopted this year, and
which has been very much appreciated by the
connoisseurs of Italy and Lyons.
He has also had the goodness to preseM me

with a complete model, (and on a large scale) of
a stove to wind the silk, accompanied with the;

parts and additions indispensable for tlie opera-
tion. This beautilid work, which would deserve
to be placed in a public exposition, has been made
entirely by his own hands, and from his memory.
Although this apparatus presents the advantages
of economizing half a\' the hand work and two-
thirds of the luel, I have not been able to try it

yet, inasmuch as none of the winders \vhoni I

have under my direction, have had the courage to
undertake alike labor. Without doubt we witlmako
the trial come time hence.
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Obliged to return to our old metliod, I have had
two furnaces constructed in better proportions than
Ibmierly: the winders watched with more atten-
tion; the water has l)een filtrated; the number of
threads have received a nev\^ measure more regu-
lar than Ibrmerly; their size has been better regu-
lated. All this care has given me products infi-

nitely more beautiful than in the preceding years.

The first thing to be done, belbre you wind the
cocoons, is, to stifle the cr3'salides, to prevent
them from cutting through. You know that the
means made use of now to kill them is very long,

and often dangerous. The use of an oven is not

always at the disposal of those who produce silk

on a snaall scale; and, besides, from tlie want of

practice, or of intelligence, tliey run the rislc of

burning the cocoons by submitting them to a heat

too great, or by leav^ing the crysalides alive, if the

heat is not at the proper dem-ee, which is certain-

ly not easy to determine. Killing them by steam
is more used, and at the same time more sure;

nevertheless, it has the disadvantage of soakii:^g

the cocoons and softening them, so that (after the

operation) much heat is required lo dry tliem; aiKi
|

when the weather does not permit exposure to the

sun, you must have recourse to a stove. It is also

known that this operation (by steam) deprives

the silk, particularly the white, of the beautiful

lustre so much desired by the manufacturers.

I have used, this time, a stiller, constructed in a
manner extremely simple, which is, I believe, al-

together new in France. This was established

wilh us, under the design and direction of M.
Marchetti. The trial I have made of it has given
the most happy results. You can smother ten

times more cocoons in one daj^ (at the I'egular heat
of 70 degrees Reaumur) than by the common
waj', and economize firewood considerabl3^

I will now show you the account of the sale of
my silk of 1833. I shall take care to subtract the
expenses, and you may see the clear profit.

29^ kil. white silk at 63 fr. the kil. l,S39f. 60c.

2\^ inferior [doublon] silk at 18
fr. the kil. - - - - 44 95

Deduction for portage.
1,884

16
55
00

l,868f 55c.

Value of the different materials coming
from the remains of the filature, used
at my house, - - - 115 00

Sum realized.

For the expense of manage-
ment, - 171 f 7.5c.

For the filature, 263 85

l,983f 55

435 60

Sum of the product of last raising, l,548f. 95

To appreciate the advantages of the cultiva-

tion of the mulberry, one must only remember,
that this sum 1,548 fr. of profit (after deducting
all the expenses) is the product of leaves furnish-
ed by trees Virhich have occupied for 8 years on an
average, a piece of ground rather less than half
a hectare or at most two scierees, a local measure.
Having given you the result of this labor in mo-

ney, permit mo to show you the goodness, and

particularly, the beauty of the silks of Aveyron.
The tu'o loUowing facts are sufficient,

M. Marchetti sent a samjjle of my silk to one
of hia countrymen of Italy: he received Irom To-
pombrone this answer;

"1 have waited until now to-answer your inter-
esting letter of the 11th of September last, that I
might have the opinions of all my fHends (culti-
vators of silk) upon the sample. I will say in
the first place, that the silk of Rodez yields in
nothing to the best silk of the countries in Italy.
But what appears still more surprising, that Ro-
dez obtains a pound of silk fi-om a much less
quantity of cocoons. We may conclude that the
climate of that country is excellent lor mulberry
trees, since the leaves are juicy at the proper sea-
son, and the management "is excellent there."
M. Bonnaves, merchant at Rodez, has had the

goodness to trouble himself with presenting and
selling at the market of Lyons the silk which I

have obtained; to accomplish this task better, he
has concerted with M. Benezech, also our coun-
tryman, and silk merchant in this last city. These
two fricnJs were desired to examine before the
sale, the good and bad qualities of this product of
Aveyron with the greatest severity.

The verbal report of M. Bonnaves and the let-

ter of M. Benezech, which confirms it, will show
to what class the silks of this department belong,
when they are obtained everywhere with the care
which is pointed out to us.

I copy this letter:

''Lyons, 1st Feb., 1834.

"M. A MANS Carrier—After your letter of
the 22d of last month, I was very anxious, at your
request, to show your produce in silk to very ex-
perienced connoisseurs, who have not hesitated to

do justice to the care which you have bestowed
on your filature this year. White silk is the most
sought after, and yours is of a perfect white; it

wants neither pliantness or strength.

Take care to advise the silk raisers of the coun-
try not to allow the water to be too warm (for in

that case the lustre of the silk is injured) to cleanse

the large bunches, not to leave double cocoons,

and to recommend to the winders Avhen one co-

coon is wound to put in another, so that the thread

may always be the same size. The number of

4, 5, or 6 cocoons suit better than 8. If your share

had been wound from 4 cocoons, it would have
sold much higher.

Have the goodness to make these observations

to your friends of Rodez, who have great need to

pay attention to them in their products. All this

negligence has caused their little shares of silk to

sell at only 58 fr. the kil. while yours sold at 63 fr.

Mr. Bonnaves will put into your hands for your
part 1,868 fr. 55 c."

The result of all these facts appear to me very
proper to enlighten the most obstinate minds, and
above all, to encourage those who recoil at the

difficulty of the management, and the trouble of
the filature. If they did me the honor to consult

me on this subject, I would rejjly that there is no
species of industry which is emploj'ed with as

much readiness as this, in all possible divisions,

and which leaves to each separate part a consid-

erable profit, having regard both to the employ-
ment of capital and to the labor which is required.

I would take for example my management of this

year and I would say to them, as Ibllows

:
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Tlie proprietor who wishes to occupy a planta-

tion of mulberry trees, sujjposino; he had ah-eady

at his disposal a quantity equal to those wliich I

stripped last spring and in the same condition,

(that is) producing 100 quintals of leaves at 4 fr.

the quintal. Well ! this proprietor could have ob-

tained li-om half a hectare of ground with no

other expense than that of cultivating the trees,

a revenue of 640 fr. or 320 fr. for each scieree,

composed of 640 square lathoms.

The person who would have bought this quan-

tity of leaves to devote himself only to the raising

of silkworms. Avould have had (as I did) 928

pounds of cocoons, and would have sold them at

1 fr. 50 c. a pound, according to the course of that

time: this sale would have ])rodu-

ced, ----- l,392fr. 00c.

Deduction of expenses, purchase "]

of about 8 ounces of egss at 3
|

fr. - - - 24fr. 00c. |

Expense of all Icind for the man- }- 895 75
agement, - - 171 75

Price of 160 quintals of leaves at

4 fr. - - - 640 00

Rent of the room, - 60 00

The laborer who works up the remains

does the labor for 30 fi'. and gains

besides, . - - - -

His part of the profits for 40 days at-

tendance, - - - - 496 25
The filateur who buys the cocoons

obtains a quantity of silk equal to

niiuc and sells it in the same man-
ner, ----- l,8681r. 55c.

He draws from the remains, - 115-00

Total, - - 1,983

It is necessary to deduct from this sum
as the cost of928 pounds ofcocoons at

1 fr. 50 c. - l,392fr. 00c. >
j gg^

Expensesof the filature, 263 85 ^ '

Clear gain of the winder.

55

85

327 70

The laborer, with a family, takes for his share

the remains of this filature, employs his wife and
children to pi-epare and v/ind the low and different

qualities of silk, which are in much i-equest and
readily sold. These products can be valued, after

having received all the suitable work, 1651r. 00c.

Deduction for the purchase of the ^
first materials, - 50fr. 00c. V 80 00

Hand work, although gained by j
the family, - - 30 00.

Profit, without including his work
already paid, - - . 85 00

85 00

Sum equal to the total profit which I

have made by the union of all these

operations, _ - - - 1,548

A simple recapitulation will make the result

better understood than this division of the labor,

which division certainly agrees, in many cases,

with the taste or situation of persons who neither

wish, nor are able, to undertake all parts ofthe bu-
siness.

The land owner who sells 100 quin-
tals of leaves at 4 fr. receives, 640fr. 00c.

The person who buys them and man-
ages the raising, gains, - - 496 25

The winder who takes charge of the
cocoons, winds them, and receives

for his labor, - - - - 337 70

95

The calculations which I have just presented,

speak loudly enough without my adding the least

observation to make the evidence more sure; I

will only say that one o'f the great benefits of this

direction of industry is to make a considerable

mass of work for all classes of society, and for all

ages. Here is good St. Simonism, which it is

necessary to encourage, and in favor of which I

should like to see apostles and preachers rise.

1 arrive at the object of the letter which you
did me the honor to address to me on the 31st of

last month, and which informs me that the Royal

and Central Society of Agriculture, of Paris,

wishing to profit by your presence in this capital,

has charged you to present to it a report on the

condition of the industry of silks in the parts of

France, where it has been recently introduced.

You desire, sir, that I should show you our pro-

gress, for the purpose of classing in your work the

department of Aveyron in the rank which be-

longs to it. To satisfy this request, I hasten to

profit by the documents which are at my disposal,

and in uniting them, I dare hope that you will find

there all the desired elements.

I will at first acquaint you with a speculation

made at Milan in 1833, on a part remarkable

enough for cocoons, in the end to try to introduce

the filature of silk on a large scale in this city.

This operation has been made on the account

of M. M'. Brouillet, & Co., and directed by a skil-

ful lady originally from the Cevennes.
The atelier of this filature has had, for nearly

three months fi'om 7 to 8 tours en roulement, giv-

ing different qualities of silk, according to the

goodness and the color of the cocoons.

Here is the account, truly certified, which has

been communicated to me bj^ this house.

The general produce of the filature has been as

follows:

235i^^VkiI. of silk of various quali-

ties, sold at different prices, accord-

ing to the times, for the sum of 13,300fr. 00c.

Advances to deduct, 3,09 1,^0 1
kil. cocoons bought at the [

mean price of 3 fi'-^ 30 c. the I

kil.

Expense of the

filature,

10,239fr. 75c.

1,725 00 J

Clear gain for flie undertaking,

11,964

1,335 25

An experiment crowned with such success will

be a powerful encouragement for the future.

The following account will determine you on
the progress of the culture of the mulberry in

Aveyron. This estimate cannot be of the most
rigorous accuracy, but it approaches truth as near-

ly as possible, because it is the result of conscien-

tious instructions which have come to me from all

parts of the department.
Of the 5 arrondissemens of Avhich it (Aveyron)

is composed, 4 have taken a part more or less in

the progress of the mulberry plantations. That
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of Villetranche ouglit to be noted as eiifiveh' fbr-

eiirn to this new industrious and atjncultiiral con-
quest. This neglect is much more to be regret-

ted, as this iocaUtyorters (as do ail the others) the

most favorable positions tor the growth. If M.
Dunin mide the statistics of the plantations o;

mulberry trees, he Avould mark, and correctly, the

entire periecture of Villefranche with his blackest

ink.

General table of the plantation of mulberry trees

and of the tiuinagenient of silk-worms, in the

department of ^"Ivzyron, in 1833.

Muibeny trees ot

large size, (a haute

tige) planted.

before

1819.

9,3.50

from
IS 19 to

1833.

26,260

rotal.
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cated. 1920 years beforR the birth of Christ, when
Abraliam, liaving left Harar, in obedience, to the

divine command, was driven into Egypt by the

liimine which raged in Canaan,* Pharoh offered

him slieep and oxen, and asses and camels. Horses

would doubtless have been added, had they then

existed, or had they been subdued in Egyj)!.

When, fitly years afterwards, Abraham jour-

neyed to Mount Moriah, to offer up his only son,

lie rode upon an ass, which, with all his wealth

and power, he would scarcely have done, had the

horse been known.

t

Thirty years later, when Jacob returned to Isaac

with Rachel and Leah, an account is givenj of

the number of oxen, sheep, camels, goats, and
asses, which he sent to appease the anger of Esau,

but not one horse is mentioned.

It is not until twenty-four years after this, when
the fiimine devastated Canaan, || and Jacob sent

into E":ypt to buy corn, that horses are first heard

of. "Waggons,'" probably carriages drawn by
horses, were sent by Joseph into Canaan to bring

his iather to Egypt, [t would seem, however,

that horses had been but lately introduced, and
were not numerous, or not used as beasts of bur-

den; lor the whole of the corn, which was to be

conveyed some hundred miles, and was to afford

subsistence tor Jacob's large household, was car-

ried on asses.

It appears, then, that about 1740 years before

Christ, horses were first used in Egypt; but they

soon afterwards became so numerous as to form a
considerable proportion of the Egyptian army:
and when the Israelites returned into Canaan, the

horse had been introduced and naturalized there;

for the Canaanites "went out to fight against Isra-

el with horses and chariots very many."§
The s;icred volume, therefore, clears up a point

upon which no other record throws any light

—

namely, the period when the horse first became
the servant oi" man, at least in one part of the

world, and that the most advanced in civilization,

and bei<3re Greece was peopled. A long time must
have elapsed before n»an was able to ascertain the

value and peculiar use of the animals that sur-

rounded him. He Avould begin with the more
subordinate—those which were most easily

caught, and moet readily subdued; and the bene-
fits which he derived ffora their labors would in-

duce him to attempt the conqest of superior quad-
rupeds. In accordance with this, the writings of

Moses shew us that, after the ox, the sheep, and
the goat, man subdued the ass, and then the cam-
el, and, last of all, the horse became his servant:
and no sooner was he subdued, and his strength
and docility and sagacity ap.nreciated, than the
others were comparatively disregarded, except in

Palestine, where the use of the horse was forbid-

den by divine authority, and on extensive and bar-
ren deserts, where he could not liv^e.lT

*Gen. xii. 16. fGen. xxii. 3. :{Gen. xxxii. 14.

||Gen. xlv. 19. §Joshua xi. 4.

IT When Sir Gore Ouseley travelled through Persia,
and the different countries of the east, he examined,
amonj other relics of antiquity, the sculptures on the
ruins of Persepolis, and he draws from thorn a curious
and interesting conclusion as to the manner in which
the horse was gradually subdued. "There are no fig-

ures," says he, "mounted on horseback, although
some travellers have mentioned horsemen amon? those

From Egypt the use of the horse was propagated

to other and ilistant lands; and, probaljly, the horse

hunself was first transndtled Irom Egypt to several

countries. The Greeks allirm, that Neptune struck

the earth whh his trident, andahorse appeared. The
truth is, that the Thessalians, the first and most
expert of the Grecian horsemen, and likewise the

inhabitants of Argos and of Athens, were colonists

Ironi Egypt.
The Bible likewise decides another point, that

Arabia, by whose breed ol" horses those of other

countries have been so much improved, was not

the native place of the horse. Six hundred years

after the time just referred to, Arabia had no horses.

Solomon imjmrted spices, gold, and silver, from

Arabia;* but all the horses tor his own cavalry and
chariots, and those with which he supplied the

Phoenician monarchs, he procured from Egypt.

f

In the seventh century after Christ, when Ma-
homet attacked the Koreishnear Mecca, he had but

two horses in his whole army; and at the close of

his murderous camj^aign, although he drove off

twenty-four thousand camels, and forty thousand
sheep, and carried away twenty-four thousand

ounces of silver, not one horse appears in the list

of plunder.

There is a curious record of the commerce of

different countries at the close of the second centu-

ry. Among the articles exported from Egy])t to

Arabia, and i)articularly as presents to reigning

monarchs, were horses.

In the tburlh century two hundred Cappadocian
horses were sent bj' the Roman emperor, as the

most acceptable present he could offer a powerful
prince of Arabia.

So late as the seventh century, the Arabs had
lew horses, and those of little value. These cir-

cumstances sufficiently prove that, however supe-
rior may be the present breed, it is comparatively
lately that the horse was naturalized in Arabia.
The horses of Arabia itself, and of the south-

eastern parts of Europe, are clearly derived from
Egypt; but whether tliey were there bred, or im-
ported from the south-western regions of Asia, or,

as is more probable, brought from the interior, or
northern coast of Africa, cannot with certainty be
determined.

sculptures. One would think that the simple act of
mounting on a horse's back would naturally have pre-
ceded the use of wheel-carriages and their complicated
harness; yet no horsemen are found at Persepolis; and
we know Homer's horses are represented in chariots
from which the warriors sometimes descended to com-
bat on foot, but the poet has not described them as

fighting on horseback. The absence of mounted fig-

ures might authorize an opinion that those sculptures
had been executed before the time of Cyrus, whose
precepts and example first inspired the Persians with
a love of equestrian exercises, of which, before his

time, they were wholly ignorant."—vol. ii. p. 276,

*2Chron. ix. 14.

fThe historian gives us the price of the horse and
the chariot at that time. A horse brought from Eo-j'pt

including, probably, the expense of the journey, cost
one hundred and fifty shekels of silver, vvhich, at two
shillings, three pence, and one half farthing, each,
amounts to about seventeen pounds two shillings. A
chariot cost six hundred shekels, or sixty-ejgbt pounds,
eight shillings; a most enormous sum at that early pe-
riod, but little to him who expended more than thirty-
five millions of pounds, in gold alone, to ornament the
Temple which he had built, t 2 Chron. i. 17.
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Til E BIFFEREJfT FOREIGN BREEDS OF HORSES.

The Wild Horse.

Troops of wild horses are found in tlie plains of
Great Tartary, and aligo in several parts of South
America. In neither, however, can we recognise
an original race. The horses of the Ukraine, and
those of South America, are equally the descen-
dants oi" those vvho had escaped fro'm the slavery
of man. The Tartar horses are fleet and strong,
but comparatively of an ordinary breed. Those
of South America retain, almost unimpaired, the
size and Ibrm of their European ancestors.

In no part of America, or of the more newly-
discovered islands of the Pacific, was the horse
known until he was introduced by Europeans; and
the origin of the horses of Tartary has been clear-
ly traced to those .who were employed in the siege
of Azoph, in 1657, but which were turned loose
for Avant of forage.

All travellers, who have crossed the plains ex-
tending from the shores of La Plata to Patagonia,
have spoken of numerous droves of wild horses.
Some affirm that they have seen ten thousand in
one troop. They appear to be under the com-
mand of a leader, the strongest and boldest of the
herd, ajid whom they implicitly obey. A secret
instinct teaches them that their safely consists in
their union, and in a principle of subordinaiion.
The lion, the tiger, and the leopard,* are their
principal enemies. At some signal, intelligible to
them all, they either close into a dense mass, and
trample their enemy to death; or, placing the
mares and foals in the centre, they form tiiem-
selves into a circle and welcome him with their
heels. In the attack, their leader is the first to
fiice the danger, and, when prudence demands a
retreat, they follow his rapid flight.

In the tliinly inhabited parts'^of South America
it is dangerous to fall in wilh any of these troops.
The wild horses approach as near as they dare:
they call to the loaded horse with the greatest ea-
gerness, and, if the rider be not on the alert, and
have not considerable strength of arm, and sharp-
ness of spur, his beast will divest himself of his
burden, take to his heels, and be gone forever.
Captain Head gives the following account of a

meeting with a troop of wild horses, where the coun-
try is more thickly mhabiied. Some poor captured
animals are supposed to be forced along by their
riders at their very utmost speed:—"As they are
thus galloping along, urged by the spur, it is in-
teresting to see the groups of wild horses one passes.
The mares, which are never ridden in South
America, seem not to understand what makes the
poor horse carry his head so low, and look so
weaiy.j The litde innocent colts come runnintj
to meet him, and then slart away frightenech
while the old horses, Avhose white marks on the
flanks and backs betray their acquaintance with
the spur and ejtddle, walk slowly away for some

These animals are of a different race from tliose
which go inider the same names in the Old World, and
are very inferior in strengtli.

tAn Englishjnan once attempted to ride a mare, but
he was hooted and pehed by the natives, and thou^lit
himself fortunate to escape without serious injury.

°

^

SirJohn Carr, in his Northern Summer, p. 44, states
tnat it IS only a short time since mares be-an to be
ridden in Russia.

°

distance, then, breaking into a trot as they seek
their safety, snort and look behind them, first with
one eye and then with the other, turning their nose
from right to lell, and carrying their ionir tail hiffh
in the air. *

The same pleasing writer describes the system
of horse-management among the rude inhabi-
tants of the plains of South America. The^-* have
no stables, no fenced pastures. One horse is usu-
ally kept tied at the door of the hut, fed scantily at
night on maize; or at other times several may
be enclosed in the corral, which is a circular
space surrounded hj rough posts, driven firmly
into the ground. The mares are never ridden, or
attempted to be tamed, but wander with their
foals wherever they please.

When the Gaitcho, the native inhabitant of the
plains, wants horses for himself or for the supply
of the traveller, he either goes with his lasso to

the corral, and selects those, possibly, who on the
preceding day had for the first time been backed,
or he scampers across the plain, and presently re-

turns with an unwilling, struggling, or subdued
captive. When the services of the animals have
been exacted, he either takes them to the corral,

and feeds them Avith a small quantity of maize, if

he thinks he shall presend}^ need them again, or
he once more turns them loose on the plains.

Travellers give some amusing accounts of the
manner in which all this is effected—Mierst thus
describes the lasso, simple in its construction, but
fdl-powerfiil in the hands of the Gaucho.

"Tlie Lasso is a missile weapon used by every
native of the United Provinces and Chile. It is

a very strong plaited thong of equal thickness,
half an inch in diameter, and forty feet long; made
of many strips of green hide, plaited like a whip-
thong, and rendered supple by grease. It has, at

one end, an iron ring above an inch and a half in

diameter, through which the thong is passed, and
this forms a running noose. The Gaucho, or native
Peon, is generally mounted on horseback when he
uses the lasso. One end of the thong is aflixed

to his saddle girth: the remainder he coils carefully

in his left hand, leaving about twelve feet belong-
ing to the noose-end, in a coil, and a half of which
he liolds in his right hand. He then swings this

long noose horizontalh' round his head, the weight
of the iron ring at the end of the noose assisting

in giving to il:, by a continued circular motion, a
sufficient force to project it the whole length of
the line."

When the GauchosAvish to haA^e a grand break-
ing-in, they drn^ea VA'hole herd of Avild horses into

the corral. "The corral Avas quite full of horses,

most of Avhich AA'ere young ones about two or

three years old. The capitar (chief Gaucho,)
mounted on a strong steady horse, rode into the
corral and threAV his lasso OA-er the neck of a young
horse, and dragged him to the gate. For some
time he Avas very unAvilling to leave his comrades;
but the moment he Avas forced out of the corral,

hi^ first ideaAA'as to gallop away: howcA^er, a time-
ly jerk of the lasso checked him in the most eflec-

tual Avay. The Peons noAV ran after him on foot

and thrcAv a lasso over his fore-legs just above the
fetlock, and twitching it, they pulled his legs from
under him so suddenly, that'l really thought tlie

*Head's Journey across the Pampas, p. 258.

jMiers' TraA'els in Chile, a-o1. i. p. 88,
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fell he got had killed him. In an instant a Gaucho
was seated on his head, and with his long kniiij,

and in a few seconds, cut oH' the whole of the

horse's mane, Avhile another cut the hair from the

end ot' his tail. This they told me was a mark
that the horse had been once mounted. They
then put a ]>iece of hide into his mouth to serve

for a bit, and a strong hide halter on his head.

The Gaucho who was to mount, arranged his

spurs, which were unusually long and sharp,*

and while two men held the horse by his ears, he
put on the saddle, which he girthed extremely

tight. He then caught hold of the horse's ear,

and in an instant vaulted iiUo the saddle; upon
which, the man who held the horse by the halter

threw the end to the rider, and from that moment
no one seemed to take any further notice of him.

"The horse instantly began to jump in a man-
ner wliich made it very difficult for the rider to keep
his seat, and quite different from the kick or plunge
of" an English horse: however, the Gaucho's spurs

soon set him going, and off he gallopped, doing
every thing in his power to throv\^ his rider.

"Another horse was immediately brought from
the corral, and so quick was the operation,

that twelve Gauchos were mounted in a space

which I think hardly exceeded an hour. It was
wonderful to see the ditierent manner in which
difTerent horses behaved. Some would actually

scream while the Gauchos were girding the sad-

dle upon their backs; some would instantly lie

down and roll upon it; while some would stand

without being held—their legs stifl', and in unnatu-
ral positions, their necks half bent towards their

tails, and looking vicious and obstinate; and I

could not help thinking that I v/ould not have
mounted one of those for any reward that could

be offered me, for they were invariably the most
difficult to subdue.

"It was now curious to look around and sec the

Gauchos on the horizon in diHerent directions, try-

ing to bring their horses back to the corral, which
is ^he most difficult part of their Avork; for the poor
creatures had been so scared there that they were
unwilling to return to the place. It was amusing
to see the antics of the horses—they were Jumping
and dancmg in different ways, while the right arm
of the Gauchos was seen flogging them. At last

they brought the horses back, apparently subdued,

and broken in. The saddles and bridles were ta-

ken off, and the }"oung horses trotted off towards
the corral, ncighmg to one another."!
When the Gaucho wishes to take a wild horse,

he mounts one that has been used to the sport,

and gallops over the plain. As soon as he comes
sufficiently near his prey, "the lasso is thrown
round the two hind legs, and as the Gaucho rides

*The manufacture of the Gaucho's boots is some-
what singular. "The boots of the Gauchos are form-

ed of the ham and part of tlie leo;-skin of a colt taken
reeking from the mother, which is said to be sacrificed

for the sole purpose, just at the time of bearing when
the hair has not begun to grow. At this stage, the

skin strips off easily, and is very white and beautiful

in texture and appearance. The ham forms the calf

of the boot; tlie hoclc easily adapts itself to the heel,

and the log above the fetlock constitutes the foot: the

whole making a neat and elegant half-boot, with an

aperture sufficient for the greattoe toprqject through."

—Andrews's Journey in South America, vol. i. p. 26.

fHead's Journey across the Pampas, p. 258.

a little on one side, the jerk pulls the entangled

horse's feet laterally, so as to throw him on^ liis

side, Avithout cndangeruig his knees or his face.

Before the horse can recover the shock, the rider

dismounts, and snatching his poncho or cloak from

his shoulders, wraps il round the prostrate animal's

head. He then forces into his mouth one of the

powerful bridles of the country, straps a saddle on
his back, and bestriding him, removes the poncho;
upon which tlie astonished horse springs on his

legs, and endcavers by a thousand vain efforts to

disencumber Jiimself of his new master, Avho sits

quite composedly on his back, and, by a discipline

which never fails, reduces the horse to such com-
plete obedience, that he is soon trained to lend his

Avhole speed and strength to the capture of his

companions."*
These animals posse-ss much of the form of the

Spanish horse, from whicli they sj rung; they are

tamed, as has been seen, Avith far less difilculty

than could be thought possible; and, although
theirs is the obedience of fear, and enforced at first

by the whip and spur, there are no horses Avho so

soon and so perfectly exert their sagacity and their

poAver in the service of man. They are possessed

of no cxtraordineuy speed, but they are capable of

enduring immense fiitigue. They are Irequentlj'-

ridden sixty or seventy miles AvitJaout draAvmg bit,

and have been urged on by the cruel spur of the

Gaucho, more than a hundred miles, and at the

rate of twelve miles in the hour.

Like the Arab horses, they knoAv no interme-

diate pace between theAvalk and the gallop. Al-

though at the end of a day so hard, their sides

are horribly mangled, and they completely ex-

hausted, there is this consolation for them—they
are immediately turned loose on the plains, and it

Avill be their own fault if they are speedily caught
again. The mare is occasionally killed for food,

and especially on occasions of unuf3ual fisstivity.

General San JMartin, during the Avar for indepen-

dence, gaA'e a feast to the Indian allies attached

to his army; and mares' flesh, and the blood mixed
AA-ith gin, formed the Avhole of the entertainment.

On such dry and sultry plains the supply of Ava-

ter is often scanty, and then a species of madness
seizes on the horses, and their generous and docile

qualities are no longer recognized. They rush

violently into every pond and lake, saA^agely mang-
ling and trampling upon one another; and the car-

cases of many thousands of them, destroyed by
their fellows, haA'e occasionally been seen in and
around a considerable pool. This is one of the

means by which the too rapid increase of this

quadruped is, by the ordinance of Nature, there

prevented.

The Avild horses of Tartar}', although easily

domesticated, materially diflijr in character ii-om

those on the plains of South America. They will

not suffer a stranger to join them. If a domesti-

cated horse comes in their Avay, unprotected by his

master, they -attack him with their teeth and their

*Basil Hall's Journey to Peru and Mexico, vol. i.

p. 151. The Jesuit Dobrizhoffer, in his History of the

Abipones, a nation of Paraguay, and speaking of tlie

tamed horse, (vol. ii. p. 113,) says, that "stirrups are

not in general use. The men leap on their horse on
the right side. In the right hand they grasp the bridle,

and in the left a very long spear, leaning on A\bich,

they jump Avith the impulse of both feet, and then fall

right upon the horse's back."
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heel?, and speedily destroy him. They readily
submit, however, lo the dominion of man, and be-
come perl(.'ctly docile and tiiitlifnl.

AmonfT the Tartans, the tlosh of the horse i.s a
fi-enuent article of Ibod; and although they do not,

iike the Indians of the Pampas, eat it raw, their

mode ol cookery would not be very invitinfj to the
European cjjicure. 'I'hey cut the muscular parts

into slice.s, and jilace them under their saddles,

and after tliey have <pallopped thirty or forty miles,

the meat becomes tender and sodden, and tit for

their table; and, at all their feasts, the first and
last and most iavorite dish, is a horse's head.

"When ^vater was not at hand, the Scythians

ii3ed to draw blood from their horses, and drink it;

and the dukes of Muscovy, tiir nearly two hundred

and fiixty years, presented Tartar ambassadors

with the milk of mares. If any of this milk fell

upon the mane of the horse, the duke by custom.

W^s bound to lick it olT,

Troops of wild horses are occasionally met with

in the central parts of Africa, in the island of St.

Domingo, on the deserts of Arabia, and in a few

other parts of the world; but no where do they

equal the domesticated horse in form, strength, or

even speed.

The Barb.

It has been already stated, that the earliest re-

cords we have of the horse, trace him to Egypt,
whence he gre\dually found his way to Arabia and
Persia, and the provinces which were colonized

fi-om Egypt; and thence to the other parts of the

Old World, But Egypt is not now a breeding

country, and it does not appear to possess those re-

quisites which could ever have constituted it one.

Without, hov/ever, entering into the question

whether the horse was primarily the inhabitant of

some particular region, whence other parts were
gradually supplied, or whether it was common to

many countries, but differing in each; we have
stated it to be probable that the horses of Eg\'pt,

the earliest on record, were derived from the neigh-
boring and interior districts of Afi'ica. There-
fore, in giving a very sunmiary account of the

most celebrated and useful breeds of different

countries, it is natural to begin with those of
All-ica.

At tlie head of these is the Barb, from Barbary,
and particularly from IMorocco and Fez, and the

interior of Tripoli; and remarkaWe for his fine and
graceful action. It is rather lower than the Ara-
bian, seldom exceeding fourteen hands and an
inch. The shoulders are flat, the chest round,
the joints inclined to be long, and the head particu-

larly beautiful. The Barb is decidedly superior to

the Arab in form, but has not his spirit, or speed,
or countenance.
The Barb has chiefly contributed to the ex-

cellence of the Spanish horse; and, when the
improvement of the breed of horses began to be
systematically pursued m Great Britain, tlie

Bai'b was very eai'ly introduced. The Godolphin
Arabian, as he is called, and who was the origin

of sonae of our best racing blood, was a Barb; and
others of our most celebrated turf-horses trace

their descent from African mares.
More in the centre of Africa, in the kingdom of

Bournou, is a breed, which Mr. Tally, in his al-

most romantic history of Tripoli, reckons superior

even to those of Arabia or Barbary; it possesses

the best qualities of both those breeds, being as

serviceable as that of Arabia, and as beautiful as

that of Barbary.
In the more southern and \\'estern districts of

Africa, and particularly in the neighborhood of
the Guinea Coast, the breed of horses is very in-

ferior. They are small, weak, unsale, and uiitrac-

table. But neither horses nor any other produce
of value, can be looked lor in those unhappy coun-
tries, so long as they are desolated by the internal

slave-trade mflicted upon them by the most civili-

zed, but truly unchristian, nations of Europe.

The Dongoja Horse,

The kingdom of Dongola, and the neighboring
districts lying between Egypt and Abyssmia, con-
tain a horse not at all like any other oriental.

The -'Dongola horses stand full sixteen hands
high, but the length of the body, from the shoul-

ders to the quarter, is consiilerably less. Their
form, therefore, is oj)posite to that of the Arabian,
or English thorough-bred, which are longer by
some inches than they are high. The neck is long
and slender, the crest fine, and the withers sharp
and high, giving a beautiful forehand; but the

breast is too narrow, the quarters and flanks too

flat, and the back carped. They constitute excel-

lent war-horses, from their speed, durability, and
size. Several of them have lately been imported
into Europe, but they are litde valued. Possibly,

with three-part-bred mares, they might improve
our cavalry horses."

Bosnian, Avhose descriptions prove him to be no
bad horseman, thus speaks of them, but in some-
what too flattering a manner, "The Dongola
horses are the most perfect in the world, being beau-
tiful, symmetrical in their parts, nervous ami elastic

in their movements, and docile and afiectionate in

their manners. One of these horses was sold in

1816, at Grand Carlo, lor a sum equivalent to

1000/."

Mr. Bruce tells us, that the best African horses

are said to be descended from one of the five on
which Mahomet and his four immediate succes-

sors fled from Mecca to Medina, on the night of
the Hegira. He thus accounts for very singular

and opposite customs among the Arabs and Af-
ricans.

"No Arab ever mounts a stallion: on the con-

trary, in Afr-ica they never ride mares. The rea-

son is plain. The Arabs are constantly at war
with their neighbors, and always endeavor to

take their enemies by surprise in the grey of the

evening, or the dawn of day. A stallion no soon-

er smells the stale of the mare in the enemy'a
quarters, than he begins to neigh, and that would
give the alarm to the party intended to be sur-

l)risod. No such thing can ever happen when
they ride mares only. On the contrary, the Punge
trust only to superior force. They are in an open,

plain country—must be discoverecl at many miles

distance—and all such siu-prises and stratagems

are viseless to them,"

The Arabian.

Going further eastward we arrive at Arabia,

whose horses deservedly occupy the very highest

rank.

A ^ew wild horses are yet seen on some of the

deserts of Arabia. They are hunted by Bedou-
ins for their flesh, which is considered a delicacy,
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if the animal be yonno^; and also to increase their

stock of inierinr horses, which they often palm

on the merchant as descended li-on) the sacred

breed. They are said to be even i?\vifter than the

domesticated horse, and are usually taken by traps

hidden m the s:tnd. Mr. Bruce, however, doubts

whether any wild horses are now found in Arabia

Deserta.*
Although in the seventh century the Arabs had

no horsesl)f value, yet the Cappadocian and other

horses which they had derived irom their neigh-

bors, were preserved with so much care, and |)ropa-

gated so unilbrmly and strictly from the finest of

the breed, that in" the thirteenth century the Ara-
bian horse began to assume a just and unri-

valled celebrit}'.

There are said to be three breeds or varieties oi'

Arabian horses; tiie jfitechl, or inferior breed, on
which they set little value, and which are found
wild on some parts of the deserts; the Kadischi,
hterally horses of an unknown race, answering to

our half-bred horses—a mixed breed; and the
Kochlani, horses whose genealogv, according to

tJie Arab account, is known for two thousand years.

Many of theai have written and attested pedigrees
extending more than four hundred years, and,
with true Eastern exaggeration, traced by oral

tradition from the stud of Solomon. A more care-

lul account is kept of these genealogies than be-
longs to the most ancient family of the proudest
Arab chief, and very singular precautions are taken
to prevent the possibility of li-aud, so lar as the

written pedigree extends.

Y' The Kochlani are principally reared b)^ the Be-
douin Arabs, in the remoter deserts. A stallion

maj' be procured without much ditficulty, although
at a great price. A mare is rarely to be obtained,

except, by fraud and excessive briber}^ The Arabs
have found out that virhich the English breeder
should never forget, that the female is more con-
cerned than the male in the excellence and value
of the produce; and the genealogies of their

horses are always reckoned from the mothers.
The Arabian horse would not be acknowledged

by every judge to jiossess a perfect foi-m: his head,
however, is inimitable. The broadness and square-
ness of the forehead, the shortness and fineness of

the muzzle, the prominence and brilliancy of the

e3'e, the smallness of the ears, and the beautiful

course of the veins, will alwayi^ characterize the
head of the Arabian horse.

His body may be considered as too light, and
his idlest as too narrow; but behind the arms the
barrel generally swells out, and leaves sufficient

room for the play of the lungs.

In the Jbrmation of the shoulder, next to that of

the head, the Arab is superior to any other breed.
The withers are high, and the shoulder-blade in-

clined backward, and so nicely adjusted, that in

descending a hiil the point or edge of the ham ne-
ver ruffles the sldn. He may n<»t be thought suf-

ficiently high; he seldom stands more than fourteen
hands two inches.

Tiie fineness of his legs, and the obliciue posi-

tion of his pasterns, may be supposed to lessen his

apparent strength; but tlie leg, although small, is

flat and wiry; anatomists know that the bone has

no common densitv, and the starting muscles of

the fore- arm and the thigh indicate that he is fully

*Bruce's Travels, vol. vi. p. 430.

capable of accomplishing many of the feats which

are recorded of him.

The Bar!) alone excels him in noble and spirited

action; and if there be defects about him, he is per-

fect for that for which he was designed. He pre-

sents the true combination of speed and bottom

—strength enough to carry more than a light

weighti'^and courage that would cause him to die

rather than to give up.

We may not, perhaps, believe all that is told us

of the Arabian. It has been remarked, that there

are on the deserts which tliis horse traverses, no

mile-s!ones to mark the distance, or watches to

calculate the time; and the Bedouin is naturally

given to exaggeration, and, most of all, when re-

lating the prowess of the animal, which he loves

as dearly as his children: yet it cannot be denied

that, atthe introduction of the Arabian into the

European stables, there was no other horse com-

parable to him.

The Arab horse is as celebrated for his docility

and good temper as for his speed and courage. In

that delightful book, 'Bishop Hcber's Narrative of

a Jonrne>- through the Upper Provinces of India,'

the following interesting character is given of him.

"My morning rides are very pleasant. My horse

is a nice, quiet, good-tempered little Arab, who is

so fearless, that he goes without starting close to

an elephant, and so gentle and docile that he eats

bread out of my hand, and has almost as much
attachment and coaxing ways as a dog. This

seems the ffeneral character of the Arab horses,

to judge from what I have seen in this country. It

is iiot the fiery dashing animal I had supposed,

but with more rationality about him, and niore ap-^

parent confidence in his rider, than the majority of

Entrlish horses."

The kindness with which he is treated from a
foal, gives him an affection for his master, a wish

to please, a pride in exerting every energj^ in obe-

dience to his commands, and, consequently, an

apparent sagacity which is seldom seen in other

breeds. The mare and lier foal inhabit the same
tent with the Bedouin and his children. The neck

of the mare is often the pillow of the rider, and,

more frequently, of the children, Avho are rolling

about upon her and the foal: yet no accident ever

occurs, and the animal acquires that fiiendship and

love for man which occasional ill-treatment will

not cause him for a moment to forget.

When the Arab falls from his mare, and is una-

ble to rise, she will immediately stand still and
neigh until assistance arrives. If he lies down
to sleep, as fiiligue sometimes compels him, in the

midst of the delert, she stands watchful over him,

and neighs and rouses him if either man or beast

approaclies. An old Arab had a valuable mare

that had carried him for fifteen years in many a

hard-fought battle, and many a rapid weary march;

at length, eighty years old, and unable longer to

ride her, he "gave' her, and a scimitar that had
been his fiuher's, to his eldest son, and told hira

to appreciate their value, and never lie down to

rest until he had rubbed them both as bright as a

looking-glass. In the first skirmish in which the

youriff man was engaged he was killed, and the

mare fell into the hands of the enemy. When
the news reached the old man, he exclaimed that

"life was no longer worth preserving, for he had
lost both his son and his mare, and he grieved for
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one as much as the other;'' and he immediatek-
sickened and died.*

Man, however, is an inconsistent being. The
Arab who thus lives with and loves his^ horses,
regarding them as his most valuable treasure,
sometimes treats them with a cruelty scarcely to
be believed, and not at all to be justified. The
severest treatment which the English race-horse
endures is gentleness compared with the trial of
the young Arabian. Probably the filly has never
belore been mounted; she is led out;" her owner
springs on her bade, and goads her over the sand
and rocks of the desert at full speed for fifty or six-
ty nules without one moment's respite. She is

then Ibrced, steaming and panting, into water
deep enough ior her to swim. It; 'immediately
after this, she will eat as if nothing had occurred,
her character is established, and she is acknowl-
edged to be a genuine descendant of the Kochlani
breed. The Arab is not conscious of the cruelty
which he thus inflicts. It is an invariable custom,
and custom will induce us to inflict many a pano-
on those whom, atier all, we love.
The following anecdote of the attachment of an

Arab to his mare has often been told, but it comes
home to the bosom of every one possessed ofcom-
mon feeling. "The whole stock of an Arab of
the desert, consisted of a mare. The French
consul offered to purchase her in order to send her
to his sovereign, Louis XIV. The Arab would
have rejected! he proposal at once with indigna-
tion and scorn; but he was miserably poor. He
had no means of supplying his most urgent wants,
or procuring the barest necessaries of life. Still

he hesitated; he had scarcely a rag to cover him—and his wife and his children were starvino-

my child. I did never beat nor chide thee; I ca-
ressed thee in the proudest manner. God pre-
serve thee, my beloved ! thou art beautiful, thou
art sweet, thou art lovely ! God defend ihee from
envious eyes !"

Sir John Malcolm gives two anecdotes to the
same purpose, but of a more amusing nature.
"When the envoy, returning from his former

mission, was encamped near Eagdad, an Arab
rode a bright bay mare of extraordiinary shape and
beauty before his tent, until he attracted his at-
reniion. On being asked if he v>'duld sell her;
'What will you give me?' was the reply: 'That
depends upon her age; I suppose she is past five?'

'Guess again,' said he. 'Four?' 'Look at her
mouth,' said the Arab, widi a smile. On exam-
ination she was found to be rising three. Tliis,

from her size and sj^mmetry, greatly enhanced her
value. The envoy said, 'I will give you fitly to-

mans' (a coin nearly of the value of a pound ster-

ling.) 'A little more if you please,' said the fel-

low, apparently entertained. 'Eighty. A hun-
dred.' He shook his head and smiled. The ofl>r

at last came to two hundred tomans ! 'Well,

said the Arab, 'you need not tempt me further—it

is of no use. You are a rich elchee (nobleman.)
You have fine horses, camels, and mules, and, I

am told, you have loads of silver and gold. Now,
added he, 'you want my mare, but you shall not

have her for all you have got,"*

"An Arab sheick or chief, who lived within

fifty miles of Bussorah, had a favorite breed of
horses. He lost one of^ his best mares, and could
not for a long while discover whether she was
stolen or had strayed. Some time after, a 5'oung
man of a different tribe, who had long wished to

1 ne sum Ottered was great—it would provide him marry his daughter, but had always been rejected
and his family with food for life. At length, and
reluctantly, he consented. He brought the mare
to the dwelling of the consul—he dismounted—he
stood leaning upon her; he looked now at the gold,
and then at his f^ivorite; he sighed—he wept.
'To whom is it,' said he, 'I am going to yield thee
up? To Europeans, who will tie" thee close—who
will beat thee—who will render thee miserable.
Return with me, my beauty, my jewel, and re-
joice the hearts ofmy children.' As he pronounced
the last words, he sprung upon her back, and was
out of sight in a moment."
The next anecdote is scarcely less touching,

and not so well known. Ibrahim, a poor but
worthy Arab, unable to pay a sum of money
which he owed, was compelled to allow a mer-
chant of Rama to become partner with him in a
valuable mare. When the time came, he could
not redeem his pledge to this man, and the mare
was sold. Her pedigree could be traced on the
side of sire and dam for full five hundred years.
The price was tliree hundred pounds; an enor-
mous sum in that country. Ibrahim went fre-
quently to Rama to inqu"ire after the mare: lie

would embrace her, wipe her eyes with his handker-
chiet^rab her' with his shirt-sleeves, and give her
a thousand benedictions during whole hours that
he remained talking to her. "'My eyes!' would
he say to her, 'my'soul ! my heart ! must I be so
unfortunate as to have thee sold to so many mas-
tens and not keep thee myself ? I am poor, my
antelope

! I brought thee up in my dwelling as

*Smith on Breeding, p. 80.

by the sheick, obtained the lady's consent and
eloped with her. The sheick and his followers

pursued, but the lover and his mistress, mounted
on one horse, made a wonderful march, and esca-

ped. The old chief swore that the fellow was either

mounted upon the devil, or the favorite mare he
had lost. After his return, he f()und the latter

was the case; that the lover was the thief of his

mare as well as his daughler; and that he stole

the one to carry off the other. The cliief was
quite gratified to think he had not been beaten by
a mare of another breed; and was easily reconciled

to the young man, in order that he might recover

the mare, which appeared an object about which
he was more solicitous than about his daugh-
ter."t

One of our oAvn countrymen, the enterprising

traveller. Major Denham, affords us a pleasing

instance of the attachment with which the docility

and sagacity of the horse may inspire the owner.
He thus relates the death of his fiivorite Arabian,
in one of the most desert spots of Central Aii'icu.

His feelings needed no apology. We naturally

honor the man in whom true sejisibility and un-
daunted courage, exerted for useful purposes, were
thus united.

"There are a few situations in a man's life in

which losses of this nature are felt most keenly;

and this was one of them. It was not grief, but
it was something very nearly approaching to

it; and though I felt ashamed of the degree of

Malcolm's Sketclios of Persia, vol. ]. p. it.

flbid p. 45.
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derangement I suffered from it, yet it Avas several

da\'s before I could g-ct over ihc loss. Let it, how-
ever, be remcnibered that the poor animal had
been my support and condi)rt—nay, I may say,

companion, through many a dreary day and night;

hat! endured both hunger and thirst in my service;

and wa.^ so docile, that he would stand still for

hoiu's in the desert while I slept between his legs,

his boJy ailbrding me the only shelter that could

be obtained fi-om the powerful influence of the

noon-day sun: he was yet the fleetest of the fleet,

and ever foremost in the chase."
Our horses would ihve badly on the scanty nour-

ishment adbrded the Arabian. The mare usually

has but one or two meals in twenty-four hours.

During the day she is tied to the door of the tent,

ready for the Bedouin to spring, at a moment's
warning, into the saddle, or she is turned out be-

fore the tent ready saddled, the bridle merely taken

off, and so trained that she gallops up immediately
at her masters call. At night she receives a lit-

tle water; and with her scanty ])rovender of five or

six pounds of barley or beans, and sometimes a
little straw, she lies down content, in the midst of

her masters family. She can, however, endure
great fatigue; she will travel fifty miles without
stopping; she has been pushed, on emergency, one
hundred and twenty miles—and, occasionally,

neither she nor her rider has tasted food for three

whole days.

To the Arabian, p#ncipally, England is indebt-

ed for her improved and now unrivalled breed of

horses for the turf, the field, and the road, as will

be shown when we presently treat of the Eng-
lish horse.

[To be ooiitinued.]

From llie Louisiana Register.

ON CUTTIKG DOWIV AND WIND-ROWING SU-
GAR CANE,

The article which we publish to day in relation

to the sugar cane in Louisiana, does not speak as

strongly in favor of cutting down, or wind-rowing
the cane, as the importance of the subject de-
mands. This is doubtless owing to the circum-
stance that at the time the Manual was compiled
the custom of cutting down the cane was more a
matter of experiment, than' a course calculated to

save millions annually to Louisiana.
The first trial of cutting the cane which we saw,

was made by the late John Anderson, on the
Mount Hornmas estate in the i)arish of Ascension,
in 1828—9. Soon after the vegetation was de-
etroyed by the fi-ost, which we think was about
the middle of November, one acre of cane was
put in wind-rows, throwing four rows together in

the middle space, after the manner of matressino-.
Along side of this acre, the cane was left standing,
and ground the last, of any of the cane so left

;

but such was its condition that sugar could not be
made from it—not even molasses. On the 26th of
January, 1829, the acre of wind-rowed cane was
ground, and in the appearance of the juice, and in

every other respect, worked as kindly, and made
as good sugar, and as quick, and in as' great quan-
tity per acre, as any that had been cut during the
rolling or crop-gathering season. This satisfied us
at once that the measure was a discovery equalled
only in importance to Louisiana by the introduc-
tion of sugar cane itself.

James McCalop, Esq. of the parish of West Ba-
ton Rouge, conveitcd the Poplar Grove estate

into a sugar farm, and gathered his first sugar
crop during the winter of 1829—30. On the 18th
of November there was a severe frost, which froze

the cane. JNIr. JNIcCaiop being a new sugar
planter, consulted with his sugar growing friends

on the expediency of wind-rowing his cane, who
all told him, if we remember correctly, that he
would ruin his crop. The o])inion of' his sugar
maker was then asked, who replied that he would
not take upon himself the responsibility of recom-
mending the measure. What, then, was to be
done? Many hundred acres of cane were com-
pletely frozen, and according to nil probability if it

stood in the field, none of it would yieJd sugar at

the end of three or four weeks. Persons who have
established sugar estates know something of the

cost attendant upon doing so. This was Mr.
McCalop's first crop, and the prospect of its almost
entire loss, was not calculated to increase the

equanimity of his reflections. Under these cir-

cumstances, and with a knowledge of the result of
the experiment made by Mr. Anderson, he deter-

mined to put all his cane in wind-rows, following

the plan of the Mount Ilommas experiment, and
accordingly did so, leaving standing only about
three weeks grinding; at the end of which time
it would malie neither sugar nor molasses—not
even vinegar. He then began upon the cane in

wind-rows, and found it in good order, and con-
tinued making good sugar till the 9th of February
—making as good sugar at that time as he had
made at the connnencement, or at any other time
of the season. By way of testing the experiment
more fully, Mr. McCalop left five or six rows of
cane standing, which at a time long before he was
done making sugar, was comj^letely rotten, and
entirely useless. In this case, the experiment suc-
ceeded beyond the most sanguine expectations of
Mr. McCalop. We recollect hearing it stated at
the time, that he made a better crop than any per-
son on the coast. We know several persons who
pursued the plan in their crops of 18.30—31, and
since—the number increasing everjyear ; and we
have yet to hear the first one say that the plan did
not succeed well.

John Nolan, Esq. of the parish of West Baton
Rouge, remarked to us a few days since, that he
woidd not for ten thousand dollars', agree to never
wind-row his cane, for that he saw no other way
to save his crop when an early frost, which fre-

quendy occurs, fi-oze his cane to the ground, al-

most by the time he-could begin to gather it. The
idea that the cane must be severely touched with
the frost before it is laid down, is, Mr. Nolan thinks,

fallacious, and for the following reason. Before he
commenced grinding, and before cane leaves were
deadened by the fi-ost, he cut a road through the
cane, which was laid in a wind-row, and ground
towards the latter part of the gathering season,
and was found not to be sjirouted, but made as
much and as good sugar as any that was laid down
after the vegetation was destro3'ed, or after the
cane was frozen.

After all this, with a knowledge of the fact that
such is the variableness of our climate—a differ-

ence of sixty degrees Fahr. often occurring in the
winter months, during a single Aveek—that the
cane which is one day frozen, may the next be
thawed, and be on the third, good for nothing; ia
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it not surprisintT that there are persons, sugar
planters too, wlio are slill skeptical on the subject
of wind-rowing the sugar cane, as soon as the
leaves and upper joints are deadened by the
frost?

From the Southern Agriculturist.

OjV THE ROT IX COTTON, AND THE INTRO-
DUCTION OF THE PETIT GULF SEED FROM
KEW ORLEANS AS A REMEDY.

Edgefield District, (S. C.) near Mount
\

Vintage P. O. December Uth, 1834. 3

Sir— I shall endeavor to throw some light on
the rot in cotton, and recommend the more gene-
ral introduction of a better species, than our cora-

inon green seed.

The last year I purchased in Augusta a bag,
containing about six bushels of what is termed
Petit Gulf Cotton Seed, and with it planted about
ten acres of land; this cotton did not suffer from
rot, whilst a fourth, at least, of the balance of my
other cotton crop was lost by it. With the seed
produced from these ten acres of cotton, I planted
seventy acres the present year, and had enough
Jeft to rc|)lant a supply if occasion should have re-

quired it.

The general and fatal effects of the rot the pre-

sent year, is so well known, that it is unnecessary
to enter into a detailed account of it. My cotton

was so much exempt from it, that I thought it

unnecessary to make any calculation of loss from
it, whilst that of my neighbors all around was
destroyed in a ratio of from one-fourth to a third

of their crops; and although the frost of the 20ih

October, was so severe as to destroy all vegetation,

my cotton book will show five thousand weight of

Beed cotton picked in, to every effective hand, and
in this section of impoverished country, may be
considered a good crop, even if no accident had
occurred; and this 1 ascribe to the Petit Gulf .seed.

I would, therefore, advise ever}- planter of cotton,

to procure this seed from New Orleans, let it cost

what it will, at least as much as will |)Ut him in

seed for the next year, and to adopt the same plan

every second or third year at farthest, for after that

period it will become degenerated by m-ixture, and
then more subject to the evil of which we com-
plain. Perhaps by the general introduction of this

seed the enemy ma)', by the change of food, be
driven off entirelj', as I am perfectly satisfied, that

the rot originates from insects, and ^ve know that

every insect has a predilection lor a certain kind of

food, and this species of cotton is less palatable to

them than the common green seed. I am the

more convinced of this fact, from having tried a
email experiment two years in succession, of some
black seed from Peru, to acclimatize it, but iound

the seasons too short, to make it an object. This
cotton was not affected by the rot, whilst other

cotton near it was—and if I am not mistaken, the

sea island cotton is exempt from this kind of

rot.

On a former occasion I have advanced this opin-

ion in relation to insects, and every day's expe-
rience confirms me in it. These insects are like

pome of the human family, a kind of thieving tribe

that seldom appear until the sun declines and '*the

evening shades'" prevail, and then come from

their concealments to commit their depredations,
until he returns to throw his light upon the earth,
when they retire to their covers beyond discovery.
The reason why the cotton boles are more sub-

ject to the rot in rainy seasons, or when the at-

mosphere is humid, is owing to a promotion of
growth in the plant, making them more tender
and susceptible of perlbration than in dry seasons,
rendering the insect more industrious in taking hia
(bod, and leaving the injury behind him. It is al-

ways observed after a shower of rain, that insects
are more upon the alert in gathering tbod, and sip-

ping ti-om the breath of Flora the reli-eshment pro-
duced by it, than in a time of drought.

In conclusion, I would further remark, the Petit
Gulf cotton, grows more luxuriantly, the quality
is better and one-third more can be picked out in

the same time than the green seed; and the return
is thirty pounds of nett cotton to one hundred of
that in seed,

A PRACTICAL PLANTER.

WHEAT INSECT.

The following description of this insect by Prof.

Low, agrees with our observation of it about Al-
bany.— Con. Cult.

"Certain flies also attack the wheat, at a later

stage of its growth. The Cecidomyia Tritici is a fly

with an orange colored body and white wings.
About the month of June the female ascends the
ears of wheat, and deposits her egirs in these by
means of a fine trunk, and in a fiiw days she pe-
rishes. The progeny lieing hatched in the ear,

feed u|"!on the grain. They are very small, from
ten to fourteen being sometimes found in one grain,

and are distinguished by being of a bright orange
color. They do not extend beyond the grain in

which they are born; but several grains being thus

consumed on one ear, the damage done is often

considerable. The larvai, after a f/Criod, fall down to

the earth in which they burrow, and remain there

till the following summer, when they ascend from
the earth in the form of the beautiful fly which has
been mentioned,"

For the Fanners' Register.

ADDRESS DELIVERED TO THE AGRICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY OF ROCKBRIDGE, BY THE
PRESIDENT, DR. R. R. BARTON.

Gentlemen.—The duty of addressing you on
this occasion has again been assigned to me, and
though I may have wished this to have devolved

on other hands, I will cheerfully comply.

I would have been glad to ha\e gone into a

review of the operations of our society since our

last meeting at Fancy Hill, and have presented a
synopsis of our proceedings since that time. But
I regret to say, the materials would not alibrd me
much todweil on. We are yet in a state of in-

fancy, and have not entirely overcome the preju-

dice against innovation and book knowledge. Much,
iiowever, has been done to arouse our farmers

from their lethargy, and excite emulation and a
spirit of inquiry. Your premium for the corn

crop was awarded to Capt. Barclay, for the pror
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duce of nearly 64 bushels per acre. As this was
on u|)hin(t, an 1 on a stiff clay soil, the product is

creditable, both to his skill "and industry; and I

retrrct I have not. yet b^.^'n lurn'shcd with his

niocl'j of culiivation. And F would here suji^'^st,

that, this duty should be ri'j;id!y enforced hereuf er,

in evi y inUwice, belbre the prsmiurn is awarded.

On the wheat crop, there has yet been no Ibrinai

reporl; but [ have been inlbrtned, that a member
of this society has averaged about 25* busliels

per aero, on a ii dil of 18 oi' 23 acres: and a very

successful wheat o-rower on Bud'alo, informed me,

he had selected 4 contiguous acres in afield of 4J

acres, not very superior to the balance, and after

careful nnasuremsnt, found the 4 selected had
averaged 34 bushels to the acre. Here titen, in

all probability, was an average of not less than 33
bushels per acre, on a 49 acre field. Tins was a

clover lav, and will account for its superiority over
other fields in the same neighborhood.
Those products, though much less than our

soil is cajiable oi] induce me to hope our society-

has at least conmienced the work of reform, and
by the stimulus of premiums, and the honor con-
ferred on the successful competitors, is about to

awaken farmers to the capabilities of their soil, and
their true interest. Such has been the etiect of

these assdciations elsewhere, eind every where
they have been established. Some, it is true,

have languished for a few years, and ceased to

exist; but this has generally proceeded from their

efficient leaders being cut off by death, bsfbrc they
were finally under weigh. But even in these

instances, we see their very organization infuse

life and animation, and that zeal so necessary to

farming, as well as every other avocation; and
whilst they taught the farmer his individual in-

terest, and the obligations he owed the conmiu-
nity, inspired him with increased love for his

country and his home. In Frederick and Albe-
marle, we know the happiest effects have resulted

merely from these societies being organized, and
much valuable and interesting matter to the far-

mer, has been elicited in both quarters. The
emulation and zeal excited by these associations

are, too, not confined to their immediate members.
Those who, from the prejudices growing out of

ignorance, from petty jealousies, or fi'om what-
ever cause, hold themselves aloof and refuse to

join us, are still materially benefitted. They feel

ambitious to show us, that though not members of

an agricultural society, they^ can successfully com-
pete with us. And as all such associations are

formed for the noble purpose of diffusing know-
ledge and doing public good, they care not in what
way this is effected—whether by the mere spirit

of rivalry, or by the more commendable motive
of pointing out to farmers the errois of their pre-

sent system, and calling their attention to the

agricultural improvements made elsewhere: for

there is probably no knowledge which travels

with so slow a pace. Important improvements
may exist within fifty miles of us, which Avould

require as many y^ears to reach the great mass of
farmers, unaided by agricultural societies, and
periodicals devoted to the science of agriculture.

Two of the most distinguished and successful

agriculturists of New York, Judge Buel and Mr.
Stimson, have borne ample testimony of the great

* Since ascertained to be 33 bushels per acre.

utdity of such societies properly conducted. The
former sa)s, "thev have effected more for the
s a'e t'lanany othersot of"causes, whatever." And
Stimson siijs, '-the farmers have much improved
di'dr f-arms in this town, since our State Agricul-
tural Society was organized, and, of course, their

crops have increased in ];ropor;ion." He fijrther

rem irks, "he has no doubt that the money which
was appropriated by the state to encourage agri-

culture, has increased the wealth of the county in

which he resided, more than 20 per cent, u year
s//ic:." I will not, however, cncroacdi on your
patience, by adlucing any other evidence of the

effective aid these societies have rendered, and are

capable of renderinir the cause so dear to us all.

A litde refleclion will make it evident to all; and
if the prosperity of every calling and profession,

bs dependent on that of agriculture, and this can-
not be denied, let us unite in a more determined
effort, to fidfil the objects for which this society

was instituted, and to render it at least as useful

as some of its kmdred societies of the North.

But, gentlemen, I would call your attention to

what I conceive the radical defect in our system

—

the total neglect of agricultural education! Is it

not strange, that though the prosperity of all is so

dependent on us, this should be entirely neglected?

And I assert, without hesitation, that none of the

learned profess ions, as they are called in common
parlance, require such a range of knowledge as

ours. All the sciences are subservient to it, and
if not absolutely necessary to the pursuit of agri-

culture, render it essential aid. But so great is

the prevailing error on this subject, that all our
youth, esteemed the most promising, because the

most pert and precocious, are destined to expound
the law to us—to dose us with physic—or to teach

us our duty to God and man. This will account
for the increase of pettifoggers, charlatans, fana-

tics, and I may add, of mere clod-hoppers. I

mean no disrespect to either of the professions.

To one I atn decidedly ])artial, and my best friends

are divided amongst them all, and all are neces-

sary, and entitled to our esteem. I complain there

is a redundancy in all—a competition carried to

an extent, not only injurious to themselves, but
really to the whole community. I entreat you
then, gentlemen of this society, to commence the

work of reform—spare no pains towards educating
your sons as farmers, and after they have acquired

a thorough knowledge of the sciences, lop off an
hundred acres of your tiirms to each, and let them
shift for themselves. But to give a taste and
fondness for rural life, I would propose the estab-

lishment of colleges on the manual labor system,
or, pattern or experimental farms, where they
might receive the instruction of the most able pro-

fessors in every department, and at the same time
have their physical powers imj)roved, by devoting
a certain number of hours of each day, to the

various occupations of agriculture. It is much to

be lamented, that we so often see the most deli-

cate and feeble of our youth, encouraged in the

most severe and sedentary course of studies; be-

cause they are condemned to one of the learned

professions: and instead of entering on the duties

of life with a sound body, as well as cultivated

mind, the former is so enfeebled lor the want of
its due share of exercise, as soon to be worn out

by mental excitement, and sink into a preiTiature

grave. On the plan I would propose, all the phy-
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sical energies would be brought into action and
improved, whilst two-thirds of tlieir time would
be devoted to the improvement of the mind alone.

But mucii of tlie theory taught at sucli estabUsh-
ments, might, during the hours of labor, be re-

duced to practice, and tlius one made subservient

to the otlier. This plan, it appears to me, pos-

sesses decided advantages over that of the Gym-
nasia, of some of the German schools. It may
be asked how are such institutions to be sup-
ported? And I would reply, as our present schools

and colleges. And if in no other way, by legis-

lative aid. JNIany of these, however, would de-

rive considerable aid from the labor of their pupils,

if judiciously directed; and those, whose parents

were too indigent to assist, ^vould expect to devote

a larger proportion of their time to manual labor.

And tor this they would be amply rewarded, by
the acquirement of their prolessions in a ("ew years;

and thus be enabled to take their stations at once
in society, as scientific and jiraclical farmers.

When we reflect that about nine-tenths of the

whole community are engaged in agricultvu'al pur-

suits, we will at once see the great moral mfluence
we are capable of exerting. And it is our own
faults if we are the "hewers of wood and drawers
of water' lor every other class. If not prepared

by education, we do not deserve to share the loaves

and fishes. I am anxious, then, to convince you,

that by preparing your sons as they should be for

an agricultural lile, you at the same time qualify

them to fill all and every station, with honor to

themselves and their country. It" they are am-
bitious ot" preferment, and their inclinations should

tempt them to leave the peaceful and happy walks
of agriculture, to embark on the polluted and
stormy sea of politics, they have an equal, if not

better chance, of attaining office, and this bubble
distinction, than the youth of euher the other pro-

fessions. Of this, historjr affords many examples;
and if the acquisition of wealth is desirable, they
still have an equal chance: and numerous in-

stances might be cited in our own country, as well

as abroad, ot men engaged in agriculture, and
cojnmencing, too, with little or no capital, acquiring

large estates.

The time consumed with these rem.arks, has
not been misspent, gentlemen, if I have convinced

you, or your sons, that our profession is the hap-
piest, and offers equal prospects lor wealth, honor,

and distinction. For myself, I am ambitious of

no office, not even that which I now have the

honor to hold; and my sole object is to aid in

placing our profession along-side the learned ones,

if not to occupy the foremost rank.

AVhen I belbre addressed this society, I called

their attention to lime as one of our most valuable

manures; and its importance will justify a lew
more remarks. No soil can be deemed valuable

that does not contain a portion of this earth, either

in a state of nature, or combined by art. This is

usually in the shape of carbonate, throughout our

lime stone districts. But even here, Mr. Ruffin in

his work on calcareous manures, has shown there

is a deficiency of calcareous matter or carbonate

of lime. And I would beg leave to refer you to

his analysis on this subject. An error too fre-

quently prevails amongst us, that stable manure
will supply the wants of any soil, and correct its

barrenness. This arises from a want of chemical
knowledge—for whatever be the quantity of this

kind of manure applied to a soil containing the sul-

phate of iron, its sterility will not be removed.
Yet a small quantity of lime will soon render it

fertile tuid productive. This, then, as an impor-
tant fertilizer, should not be neglected; and much
of our spare time in the winter season should be
devoted to preparing it.

I would again call your attention, too, to a most
important subject; that, of the best rotation to be

pursued. The four-shift system has been recom-
mended on high authority—and ev^en the three-

shift has been advised: but either is too exhaust-
ing. Davvson, an able English agriculturist,

remarks in Loudon's Encycloptediaof Agriculture,
"that the four- shift husbandry is only proper tor

very rich land, or in situations where there is a full

command of manure. That by liir the greatest

part of the land in England, requires to be con-

tinued in grass two, three, four, or more years,

according to its natural poverty; that the objection

made to this, viz. that the coarse grasses in a Cew
years usurp possession of the soil, must be owing
to the surface soil* not being sufficiently mixed
with lime; the lime having been covered too deep
with the plough." Here, too, we may derive a
useful hint in the use of lime, on our soils infested

with v/eeds and the coarser grasses. It seems
then this system is objectionable, unless the land

is very rich, or there is a full command of manure;
and if we have to depend on artificial means, it

will be necessary to manure one-fourth our farms

annually. This not only requires a vast expendi-

ture of labor, but none of us have such a com-
mand of manure; unless indeed, we had a con-

siderable capital to expend in burning and hauling

out lime. But to the farmer, time is money, and
so is labor—and whilst labor is so high, and capital

so scarce amongst us, we must seek the improve-

ment of our lands, and the consequent increase of

our products, by a less costly and operose system,

than the four-shift. It is true, many of us might
by this rotation greatly increase our annual pro-

ducts for a i'ew years; but eventually, our lands

would be exhausted, and our posterity would only

inherit worn-out and steril farms. A few ot us

perhaps, might say, we will leave posterity to take

care of themselves—but I hope this number is

but few. If there are any such, let us pity them,

whilst they fold their arms in their own selfishness

—they belong not to the great mass of the ag-

ricultural community, who I am proud to say, are

excelled by none in i)atriotism, and a proper re-

o-ard to the" comfort and wants of their posterity.

From the Baltimore Patriot.

THE PORK BUSIKESS AT CIIVCIIVKATI.

Cincinnati is the greatest pork market, in

the known world. Tlie number of hogs slaugh-

tered annuall}^, and the perfection and science to

which the art of " hog-killing" has been brought,

is indeed astonishing. The business of butcher-

ing, is carried on distinct from that of packing,

and by diflerent persons. The most extensive es-

tablishment of the kind, is the one on Deer Creek,

owned and conducted by Mr. John W. Coleman.

At this place, last year, 100,864 hogs were slaugh-

tered. There are four houses situated at diflerent

points on the ground occupied, which is a lot of

eight acres—the ground is divided into pens some
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40 or 50 in number, where the hop;s oi" each own-

er are put by tliemselves preparatory to the nias-

pacrc. About 40 men are employed in each

house, and eacli has his separate and allotted du-

ty to pcrlbrm, and receive on an average about

i§125 per day. Each house has two scalding

tubs, one at each end, so tJiat the work of 'death

and destruction ' goes on double in each building.

At each end of the house is a small pen, into

Avhich they crowd 40 or 50 hogs, or as many as

can ))ossibly be got in—then walks in on their

backs, the dark and bloody executioner, holding

in his hand a large sledge hammer, with which

he ' deals death ' To the unoffending victims—alter

which they are dragged inside the house, a knife

passed into the throat, and after bleeding a few

.seconds, thrown into a ketde of hot water, from

thence to a block, where the bristles are scraped

olfwith iron scrapers, made exjjressly for the pur-

pose—then strung up by their hind leet and dress-

ed—thence removed to another room, where they

remain 'to cool' until moraing, and then taken on

Avagons to the packing houses. It is but a little

ove^ one mmuiefromVie time the executioner en-

ters the pea and knorks the hog down, till he is

t.^^^,,^ ajj and dressed. The bleeding, scalding,

scraping, stringing up, and inside dressing, is all

accomplished in about a minute. This will be
thought marvellous, but it is no more strange than

true. I have frequently witnessed with astonish-

ment the operation. At one of Mr. Coleman's
skiughter-liouses, he has a man that opens, re-

moves the ofi'al, and completes tlie dressing of
three hogs in uminvte—to this man (who is a sort

of king among the hog-killers) he pays two dol-

lars and fifty cents per day.

They can slaughter at each of the houses, and
have them completely dressed and strung up,
(preparatory to removal in the morning to the

packing houses,) six hundred and fifty in a day,

which is altogether, at this one establishment,

Iwenty-six hundred—and this done from day light

in the morning till dark, say at this time, about

eleven hours, allowing thirty minutes for dinner.

Mr. Coleman informed me, that he has already

killed this fall between 50 and 60 thousand, and
has been at work but three or four weeks ; the

only pay he receives is the otial, consisting of

rough fat, soap grease and bristles ; this is gene-

rally worth, nett 20 to 25 cents each hog. It is

supposed he cleared at this business last season

(and the season lasts but about three months)
some 15 or 20,000 dollars. The whole number of

hogs killed last year, in the city and vicinity, is as-

certained to be a little rising one hundred and
twenty-three thousand. Deer Creek is a stream

running into the Ohio river on the eastern suburb
of the city ; about half a mile up this stream,

these slaughter-houses of Mr. Coleman are situ-

ated, and during the whole ' hog season,' this

stream, from the houses to the river, is running
blood, and generally goes by the name of ' bloody

river.'

Others are engaged in the slaughtering busi-

ness, but not on so large a scale as Mr. Coleman,
who is, what Yankees call, a 'smart' man.
From the slaughter hous>'s, the hogs are con-

vej'ed in large wagons, that hold from 25 to 40, to

the various packing houses, which are situated in

almost every part of the city, and there weighed,

cut up, packed, &c. The purchasers pay for

them as per the weight, afterbeing dressed. These

packinghouses are upon the most extensive scale.

The capital employed every year in the 'hog bu-

siness,' is immense, probably about two millions of

dollars. One of the most extensive packing

houses in the city, is owned and conducted by

Miller & Lee; their building is of brick, three

stories high, 120 feet long, 60 wide, with out-build-

ings, sheds, &c. that cover for aught I know, an

acre of ground. Tliese men, who are very enter-

prizing, have a high reputation lor the unilbrm

excellence of their pork, as also ibr their superior

hams; their ^sugar-hams'' are said to be as good

as any cured in any part of the union. There are

other 'pork houses' equally large, and on as ex-

tensive scale. At one of these they can pack and

have ready for shipment two hundred and fifty

barrels of pork in one day, and I am informed,

upon a pinch, three /m/idretZ 6arreZs could be turned

out, and that Avith thirty men in about fourteen or

fifteen hours. It is, indeed, astonishing, the rapi-

dity with which they put a hog out of sight, when
they once get fair hold ol" him. As at the slaugh-

ter houses, a perfect system is kept up, every man
has his allotted duty to perform, and there is con-

sequently no interference with each other ;
every

thing goes on • like clock work ;' when the hogs

are received, they are first weighed, by the weigh-

er, then passed to the "blocking men," who place

them on the several blocks, (two are generally

used) when they are received by the '" cu«crs,"

and are very quickly despatched ; the various

qualities separated and thrown into their respective

places. One man weighs Ibr the barrels, (200

pounds,) and throws the meat into the " saltbox,'^

from which the ^^ packer'''' receives it, and when
the barrel is packed is turned over to the '-cooper,"

who heads it ; it is then bored, filled with a strong

brine, plugged, branded, and ready Ibr shipment.

Fifty pounds of Turks Island, or other coarse salt,

is allowed to each barrel of pork.

The lard is cut into small pieces before going

into the kettles ; the leaf lard goes into one kettle,

and the rough lard into another ; there are gene-

rally eight or ten men employed in the lard depart-

ment, when an average of two hundred kegs, or

about nine thousand pounds are turned out daily.

A larsre quantity of " bulk meat," is generally

produced, this is from small hogs, too light for

prime pork. The hams are smoked and general-

ly canvassed before shipping. They are, how-
ever, very unlike a lot of Kentucky canvassed

hams, sold a lew years since at Port Gibson,

which on examination, after the seller had gone,

were found to be of wood, instead of " hogmeat."
Better hams cannot be procured than those

smoked in Cincinnati. The hams cured by Mil-

ler & Lee, W. Harishorne, W. M. Walker, Wil-

liam Irwin, and in fact, by all our " pork makers,"

can rarely be equalled in quality. Technical names
are used in pork houses as AveJl as in most branch-

es of business. The following are a tew of them :

blockers up—cutters—briners—kettle tenders—
choppers—lard trimmers—harn trimmers—bulkers
—lard drawers—packers—coopers—weighers—&c.

I am informed, the largest quantity of pork

packed last j-ear, by one house, was Burdsell and
Davis, for the Messrs. Winchesters of Boston,

the number of barrels being between five and
6000. No one establishment will pack as much
this \-ear. Many of our mcrchantfs are engaged
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lartrely in the packing business, at various points

in the vicinity of the city—atRossville, Ilamihon,
Midiiletown, Lavvrcnceburirh, &c. It is estimated
thai the (piantity of pork exported last year, fron)

Cincinnati, which includes that packed in the

above towns, fell very httle short of 45,000 barrels,

about 85,000 kcfrs ot"" lard, 270,000 hams, besides

shoulders, sides, bulk m'=',at, &c. One of our en-
terprisinir citizens alone purchased, I am told, last

year, 35,000 ke<Ts of lard, and i'>rtunately it proved
a profitable investment. There are allosjether in

the city, about 26 or 27 pork houses, and tiiey

now employ about 10 to 1200 men, at an avenifye

of" a dollar per day. At the commencement of the

season hosrs appeared plenty, and were purchas'.'d

at a fracUon lower than last year, say three dol-

lars per hundred for those averairing 290 pounds.

I am informed that they are now becouiin<r more
scarce, and that the price is advancinir. There
will not be so many packed this year as last.

Some that were engaged in it fast year, lost more
or less mone}^, owinir to the distress in the country,

and the impossibility of effeclino; sales at fair

prices; so tliat there are, probably, not as many
engaged in tlie business as formerly. Money now-

being more plenty than last year, and a general

demand existing lor the article, ready sales at fair

prices will be made. The demand now in tins

market for pork and lard isgiiod,anda gradual

advance in price has and will continue to take

place. Most of our pork packers are men of

wealth, and can conseciuently "liold on,'' there

will be no necessity of forcing sales. However,
they cannot pack enough before tlie season closes

to supply the demand, which is much increasxl

by many of the army contractois being in the

market, and wishing to purchase to fill their con-

tracts."

From tlie Floiida Horald.

FLOKTDA COFFEE.

Mb. Editor,—I have brought under cultivation

a species of coffee which grows wild in Cuba, and
has found its way to the city of St. Augustine, sup-

posed to have been brought there many years

since by the Spanish people. It is comjdetely

naturalized to our climate, and will grow in any of

the cotton growing states. 1 recommend the cul-

tivation of it particularly to the planters as another

staple of immense value, which will realize more
than any other staple of our country now under
cultivation, even if we obtain not more than

lialf the price of West India coffee. It is

made use of in the interior of Cuba, by the in-

habitants as cofliee. It also grows wild on the banks

of the Mississippi, around New Orleans, where it

is collected by the French people and made use of

as coffee.

I have made use of it in my family for three

months, and find it superior to the green Cuba col-

fee. It improves from age; being equal to the best

of coffee in three months af^ter it is collected.

Those who are ])eculiarly fond of the taste of the

green Cuba coffee, can obtaui it by mixing at the

rale of one pound of the green Cuba coffee with

four pounds of Florida coflee.

Ills an annual plant and must be cultivated in

the same manner as cotton, leaving the plants at

n greater distance, as it grows most luxuriantly

from ten to twelve feel high on good land. It will

grow on the poorest land which has been exhaust-
ed from cultivation, and will jn-oduce a good crop.
Plant it at the same time that cotton is jilanted, on
beds five feet a|)art. On good land plant your
seeds five feet apart dropping ten or twelve seeds;
cover it lightly when the plants are sufficiently

grown, thin them out, leaving a single fdant at the
distance of five feet: poor lands may be planted
nearer; two pounds of seeds will plant an acre of
land; one acre will produce ii-om fifteen hundred to

two thousand pounds of coHii'e; it blooms from
early in July un'il late in October, ripens from ear^
ly in August until frost, or early in November; the
seeds are about the size of a grain of wheat, of
an olive color, each pod containing from forty to

sixty grains of collee. The | ods must be colleclcd

as liist as they ripen, and when tin-ashed, wdiich is

performed with a common stick li'om the woods, it

must be done in a close room wiih alight floor, and
af er it is winnowed it is then fit ibr use; neither
horses, cattle or hogs will cat of the plant; ii is not
disturbed by caterpillars or any insects; it returns
more foliage to the land than any highland culti-

vation; it is also a great ucquisition to the rearing
of bets as pure honey rises on the stem oj' cuvu

stalk of the leaves, which is sought after by the

bees and ants.

The Editor of the Southern Agriculturist, and
all Editors in the cotton growing states will please

insert the above lor the public benefit.

I am yours respeclully, &c.

abraii.Il.w r)UPo^T.

3Iantanzas, East Florida, Nov. 25th, 1834.

Seeds may be obtained by applying to Messrs,

J- & C. Lavvton, Charleston, S. C.; and of Col.

Francis Gue, of St. Augustine, E. F.

The iollovvin^ exh-act answers queries which first

appeared in the Farmers' Register, (page 8, Vol. II.)

From the Soutliern Planter

USEFVL HINTS.

Early County, ( Ga.) Nov. 18th, 1834.

Dr. Bartldt—I see a request in Vol. 2 No. 25,

entitled "Odds and Ends" by J. K. desiringtoknovv

a sure remedy for destro\ ing nils and lice on hogs,

&c. Take the oil of bays and spread it on a ])iece

of leather and rub it well upon tiie animal, and I

warrant that it will kill them speedily. What is

the best remedy tor worms in horses? Take nux
vomica and rasp it dowm, say one button, and mix
it with a little meal and give it to the horse. To
destroy house flies take nux vomica rasp it up and
pour water to it and steep while cloths and hang
them up, and that will destroy flies. To prevent

the ravages of the fly that eats tobacco jjlants,

take oak bark and make a fire after sun down to

the lee of the bed so the smoke may not go among
the j)lants, or lake corn meal bran and scatter it

over the bed. Whether the bran collects bird*

that destroy the fly, or whether it collects ants, or

whether they prey upon the bran themselves, I

cannot determine. * * # #

Yours, AARON GOOLSBF.,
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Extracts from tUe last edition of the '• Complete Grazier.

OTY THK ECONOMY AND MANAGEMENT OF
THE DAIRY.

Of milch kine.

The value of the respective breeds of milcli

kine having been already staled,* it will rest with

the farmer to make his selection, according to the

nature of the soil in his occupation, and of the

particular branch of dairying which he means to

pursue : for if his object be to sell the milk, or to

suckle calves, quantity must be the material con-

sideration ; and quality, if he mean to produce
butter and cheese.

It is a general observation, that the richest milk

is produced by the red cow, while the black sort is

reckoned best lor the purpose of breeding, as her
calf" is usually both stronger and more healtliy

than the offspring of the red species. This, how-
e\'er, is one of those errors which have been
transmitted, through a long series of years, with-
out being founded on fact. The red cows have,
indeed, been long celebrated for the excellence of
their milk ; and the calves of black cows have
been proverbially deemed good : but color in this

respect is a matter of no moment ; the breed
alone should claim the farmer^s attention. But
cows even of the same, and of the best breeds,

will not always yield the same quantity of" milk;
.mid of those which j'ield the most, it is not un-
frequcntly deficient in richness. Trials, are, how-
ever, easily made, by keeping the coavs on the
.sa*ie food, weighing the quantity consumed by
each, and measuring their milk ; then keeping
and churning it, a few times, separately : thus,

reckoning the cost of the provender, and the pro-

duce of the milk of each, and comparing the re-

sult, it will be soon discovered which is the most
profitable animal. Comparisons of this kind are
not often made ; for farmers usually purchase
whatever stock they can most conveniently, or

most cheaply, lay their hands on ; and are then
content to keep them so long as they turn out toler-

ably Avell. This, however, is the height of bad
economy ; for an indifferent cow will eat as much
and require as much attendance, as the best ; and
thus occasions a daily loss, that will soon exceed
any probable saving in the original price ; whereas
the man Avho takes the pains to acquire a good
stock, and has the sense to keep it, lays the sure
foundation of a fortune.

In point of quantity, larg-e. cows, of whatever
breed, will generally be found to have the advan-
tage over the small ones. In this particular, the
Tees-water breed excels ; but they require a rich

soil, and if the land be not of the best kind, a
Suffolk, or a Scotch cow, will be preferable. It is

common for cows of the first mentioned breed to

give as much milk as thirty quarts a day; and
there are instances of even more ; but they are of
the old Yorkshire stock, and do not belong to the
improved breeds of short horns, and their milk is

not considered equal in richness to the Devon or
the kyloe.

In order to ascertain their comparative merit,

tAvo experiments arc recorded to liavc been made
in the county of Durham, by different persons of
impartiality and experience, who each got two

* See No. 4, Farmers' Register.

Vol. 11—41

ounces of butter fiom a quart of kyloe milk ; Avhile

a quart fi'om the short horned breed produced, in

one instance, only one ounce, and in the other but
very little more. From a further experiment on
six cows of the short horned improved breed, it

however appears, that the product of a quart of
milk from each was as follo\vs :

—
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charges of management are not included, and
dairy produce was then high.

In one superior Epping dairy, where much at-

tentio!i had been paid to the selection of the stock,

the North Devon breed is considered superior to

both the short horned and tiie Leicester for the

richness oi' the milk, though the cjuantity is one
fourth less ; tliey bear hard living better in the

winter, and their calves are found to excel others

both in the disposition to fatten, and in the color

and quality of the meat.*
It will, however, be generally fonnd, that, sup-

posing the food to be the same, those cows which
yield least in quantity, have the richest milk. Yet
both quantity and quality constantly var}', even m
individuals of the same breed, age, and appearance,

and are always affected by the mode of feeding.

When kept on old meadow, the butter will have a
better flavor than when the cows are fed on artifi-

cial grasses, or even on land that lias been newly
laid down to pasture, and although grains, cab-
bages, turnips, and other succulent roots will in-

crease the quantity of the milk, yet hay and corn
will add most to its richness. Lean cows never
yield either so much, or so good milk, as those
which, without being actually flit, are kept in pro-

per condition ; and all gradually fall off' in quantity
after calving, until they become dry.

Whatever breed may be selected, there is still a
material distinction to be observed between the

form of a cow intended for the dairy, and that of

one intended for fatting. While the latter should
possess, as nearly as possible, all the most remark-
able points, already described, of the best oxen,
the milch cow should, on the contrary^, be thin and
hollow in the neck ; narrow in the breast and point

of tlie shoulder, and altogether lirrht in the lore-

quarter ; with little dewlap, and neither full-fleshed

along the chine, nor showing, in any part, much
indication of a disposition to put on fat. The hide
should be thin, the hair fine, and the tail small.

But, especially, the udder should be full and round,
yet thin to the touch, and should be of equal size

and substance throughout. If it sliows more be-
hind than before, it is deemed a sii^n of the milk
falling off soon after calvi})g ; and if it feels coarse
and lumpy, the bag will be found not to contain a
large quantity. The teats should stand square, at

equal distances, and should neither be very large,

nor very- thick towards the udder, but nearly equal,
yet ending in a point. Another very material
consideration is the temper; for kindly cows will

not only give less trouble than those of an oppo-
site disposition , but they are generally remarked
to possess a greater quantitj' of milk ; and, from
parting with it more readily, they are less subject
to fall off' in their milking.

Of the pasture and other food best calculatedfor
cows, as it regards their milk.

As the nature of the grass, or other vegetables,
has a very considerable influence on both the qual-
ity and the quantity of milk which cows produce,
the attention of the -industrious farmer will, oi

course, be directed to this point; for, as instances
have occurred, where six milch kine, fed on some
pastures, have yielded as much milk as nine, or

* Agricultural Survey of Essex, Yd. II. pp. 281,
290, &c.

even a dozen will afford on inferior ground, it is

obviously his interest to have his cows well fed,

rather than to keep up a particular number, with-

out heeding v/hether they are properly supplied

or not. Hence, it will be proper to suit the milch

cows to the nature and fevtility of the soli ; and on
no account to purchase them from pastures supe-

rior to those desiined for their reception.

The feeding of milch kine is divided into two
branches, viz. pasturing and housefeeding.

In order to obtain an abundant supply of good
milk, where the pasturing of cows is adopted, it is

not alone requisite that the grass be plentifully pro-

duced, but also that it be of that qualitj^ which is

relished by the cattle ; and this property Avill ge-
nerally be found in some old natural ];astures that

have been properly managed. JNJuch attention,

however, is necessary, in order to eradicate the

crow-garlic, or garlic-hedge-mustard, and similar

weeds, which, when eaten by cows, uniformly
impart a rank flavor to their milk, and consequent-
ly to the butter which is made from it. It is like-

wise worthy of note, that though the long, rank
grass, growing in orchards or other places, in ge-
neral feeds Avell, and produces a flush of milk, yet

such milk will neither be so rich, nor carry so

much cream in proportion, as the milk of those
cows which are fed upon short fine grass ; nor, of
course, will their butter be so good.
The quality and quantity of milk is materially

affected by driving them to a distance fiom one
pasture to another; hence it will be proper to have
the cow-sheds in as centrical a part of the farm as
possible. It is also of essential importance to have
pastures well sheltered and inclosed, as the pro-

duce of milch kine will be greatly improved, or

deteriorated, according to the attention or disre-

gard bestowed on this point ; for, when confined

withhi proper enclosures, they not only feed more
leisurely, and are better protected against bad
weather, but are also less liable to disturbance

than when they wander into other fields ; and both,

moderate warmth and quiet are mainly conducive
to an increase of milk.

With regard to the housing of milch kine dur-

ing summer, the general practice is. where there

are proper enclosures, to send them out in the
evening, in order that they may lie out during the

night, while, during the day, they are kept more
cool and quiet in the cow-sheds than in the fields.

The advantages thence resulting are, that they
breathe a purer atmosphere, and there can be but
little doubt that, at that season, they yield more
and better milk than if they were wholly confined.

Indeed, in some of even the most exposed situ-

ations in the west of Scotland, the cows are turned

into the fields every day throughout the year, un-
less in the most stormy weather, and some per-

sons even keep them constantly out, both day and
night. Although we cannot recommend the lat-

ter practice, yet it is certain, that animals thus
treated are nmch more hardy, and less exposed to

injury from sudden changes of the weather, than
when they are kept warm. They are also said to

}ield more milk ; in proof of which assertion is

the common observation, that when cows, accus-

tomed to lie out, have been housed at night, they
have been found more dried up in their milk on
the following morning, than others that had even
been exposed to a storm.

In the A\inter, however, milch kine are usually

I
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led in houses ; and, where the practice of keeping

them m stalls, does not j)revail, it will be proper to

have warm sheltered yards, furnished with open
sheds, in which they can Iced witiiout exposure to

the severities of the weather. The latter is the

preferable practice ; fijr piu'e air is indispensable to

health ; but if stalls are used, the cow-houses
shouKl be well ventilated, and situated rather ad-

joinino^ a pasture, or a yard into which the cows
should be frequently turned.

In the management of milch kine, it is essential

that they be, at all times, kept in high health and
good condition ; lor, if they are sutlered to fidl in

flesh during the winter, it will be impossible to

expect an abundant su|:»i)ly of milk by bringing

them into high condition in the summer. Hence,
if cows arc lean when calving, no subsequent ma-
nagement can bring them to yield, lor that season,

any thing like the quantity they would have fur-

nished in caf=e they had been well kept throughout

the winter. Farmers cannot indeed be easily per-

suaded to adord high feeding to unjK'oductive

stock ; nor is that requisite for cows that are dry
;

but the common practice of keeping them during

that period, on straw alone, or on the worst hay,

is very improvident, and the injury to the future

produce of the cow, Avill be more than equal to the

savincr in provender. During that inclement sea-

son, therefore, some nutritious food should be pro-

vided for them, and the animals be kept moderate-
ly warm ; for beasts will thrive more and yet not

eat so much when kept warm, as when they are

shivering with cold. When fed on straw, or

coarse hay alone, without any green food, till to-

wards the time of calving, their milk vessels be-

come dried up, and they will not afterwards yield

either much milk, or of good quality, until they

are turned out to pasture. The milk of lean cows
is always thin, and as deficient in quantity as nu-
triment ; it is therefore important that milch kine

should be maintained, at all times, not only in

good condition, but in what may be termed a

milky habit. ^ For this purpose, a small quantity of

any of the succulent roots will be found sufBcient

in "addition to their usual dry food: even a very

few Swedish turnips in a day will be found essen-

tially useful in preventing costiveness, binding of

the hide, and the drying up of the juices ; and
will be conducive, not only to the present health

of the animal, but to her preservation in that state

of body in which she will be most fit to profit by
the sui)crior nourishment to be obtained in the

epring.

In Holland, where it is well known that the

management of cows is carried to the highest per-

fection, they are curried in the same manner, and
kept as cleanly, as horses in a stable.* Such, in-

deed, is the attention paid to cleanliness, that it is

by no means unusual to see cows, when housed,

kept with their tails suspended, in the same man-
ner as that of horses after they have been nicked,

in order to prevent them from being soiled with
the dung. This, perhaps, is carryingthe minutite

of neatness rather far, but if an error, it is at least

one on the right side, and the invariable high con-

dition of all Dutch dairy stock is the surest proof

of their superior management ; the chief features

of which are—care in keeping them dry as well

* Baion d'Alton in Communications to the Board of

Agriculture, Vol. I.

as clean, and attention to the purity of their water.

This last is considered of such importance that it^

is not even suffered to be tainted by the breath of

the beasts ; and yet, it is a fact that cattle li'e-

quently prefer the water in ponds impregi:iated

with the urine of other animals : but this proba-

bly arises ti-om its containing salts, which instinct

pohits out as beneficial to their health.

It has already been intimated, that the best

summer food for cows is good grass, spontaneous-
ly growing on sound meadows ; hut when these

are shut up, tares and clover, either cut or pas-

tured, may be very advantageously substituted.

There is a prejudice against tares, as they are

supposed to render the milk ropy : but we have
been assured by a farmer who kept twenly-one
cows of a mixed breed on the verge of Epping
Forest, that he soiled them night and morning,
during a great part of the summer on tares,

without any other assistance than the common
pasture of the forest, and that not only there was
not the least appearance of ropiness in the milk,

but that it was fiir richer than when the cows
were fed on meadow grass, and that the butter

was always of the finest qualit}-. The other ad-

ditions to hay for winter food are those most com-
monly employed for fatting cattle :

—

parsnips and
carrots, which roots not only render the milk
richer, but also communicate to the butter made
from such milk a fine color, equal to that produced
by the most luxuriant grasses :*

—

the mangel-iviir-

zel, which, on the continent, is preferred to every
other vegetable for feeding cattle in general :

—

potatoes, on which cows will thrive well, so that

with one bushel of these roots, together with soft

meadow hay, they have been known to yield as

large a quantity of sweet milk, or butter, as they
usually afford v\dien fed on the finest pastures

;

but alone, it has been proved by various experi-

ments that potatoes will not support a cow in milk
;

tliey may add to the flow of it when given with
ha}-, but the chief dependence must be upon the
latter ; carrots are fiir superior -.t

—

cabbages are

likewise of eminent service in this respect, but
ihey require to be given with a good portion of
fine hay ; and, as well as turnips, the utility of
which is too well known to require any particular

detail here, they are apt to impart an unpleasant
flavor to butter, unless great care be taken to re-

move all the decayed leaves '.—fog, or roiven grass

reserved for Vy'inter use, which is cut and carried to

the animals :—pulve/ised oil-cake, linseed-jelly,

and grains. By the judicious use of these various

articles, together with a due admixture of dry
food, considerable nutriment is thrown into the

svstem, while the regular secretions will be ex-

cited, and the quality of the milk very materially

improved.
Mr. Cramp's cow, mentioned inthelast chapter,

was soiled during the summer, on clover, lucerne,

and roots—chiefly carrots—three or four times in

* In the Island of Jersey, about 33 pounds of par-

snips are given daily to the dairy cows, with hay.

They are found to improve the quality of the cream,
which is more abundant than from an equal quantity

of milk from cows differently fed. Seven quarts pro-

ducing as much as seventeen ounces of butter—and the

flavor of the latter is superior. Quayle's General View

of the Norman Isles.

t See the AgricuUnrql Snrver of Sttsjex, p 259.
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the clay ; and had four gallons of grains and two
gallons of bran mixed, given to her regularly at

noon. The same allowance of grains and bran
was continued throughout tli^, winter, when she
had hay in addition, with occasional roots: she
was fed five or six times in the t\venty-four hours

;

and always when she was milked. Groat care

was also bestowed on the cleanliness of her stall

and trough ; and her udder was daily washed with
cold water.

In some parts of Flanders, after the corn crops

have been reaped, the ground is lightly ploughed,
and sown witli spurnj. The cows are tethered on
it in October, and a space allowed to each pro-

portioned to the quantity of food that is necessarj^.

The batter from the milk thus obtained, is called

spergule hiitier, and is not of equal quality with
that produced from the common food.*

'J'he ibllov^ing mode of feeding milch kine is

practised, to a great extent, in the county of Mid-
dlesex, from which the inhabitants of London
chiefly derive their milk. During the night the

cows are confined in stalls, and about three o'clock

in the morning each has a half-bushel basket full

of grains given to her ; when the operation of

milking is finished, each I'eceives twice that quan-
tity of turnips, and shortly after one truss of the

finest, softest, earliest made, and greenest mea-
dow hay is divided among ten cows. These va-
rious feedings are usually made before eight o'clock

in the morning, when the animals are turned into

tlie cow-yard. Four hours after, they are again
tied up to their stalls, and supplied with the same
allowance of grains as they had received in the

morning ; on the conclusion of the afternoon milk-

ing, (which generally continues till near three

o'clock,) they are served with a similar quantity

of turnips ; and in the course of another hour,

with a like allotment of hay. This method ol'

feeding usually continues throughout the turnip

season, that is, from November to March : during
the remaining months they are fed with grains,

tares, cabbages, and the proportion of rowen, or

second-cut meadow-hay, already mentioned ; and
are fed with equal regularity until they are turned
out to grass, when they pass the whole of the
night in the field ; and, even, during this season,

they are often fed with grains, witli which some
cow-keepers mix common salt, with a view to

preserve them longer in a sweet state. But this

practice has much declined, as the proprietors,

who tried the experiment, did not meet with an
adequate return for their labor and expense ;t

* Sir John Sinclair's hints on the Agriculture of the
Netherlands, 8tc.

t Middle ton's A2;ricultural Report for the County of
Middlesex, 8vo. This intelligent reporter further states,

that brewers' grains may be preserved, in a sound
state, fiom March till summer, when brewing is dis-

continued, by tiglitly treading them down in pits be-
low the siu-face of the ground, and covering them with
a layer of earth, in order to exclude the air and pre-
vent fermentation. They are in fact, preserved during
a much longer period, and are said to have been found
sweet, and in good order after a lapse of years. The
grains increase the quantiiij at the expense of the
quality of the milk ; but this answers tiie purpose of
the London cow-keepers, to whom the quality is a
secondary consideration. The same may also be said
of common turnips, though Swedes may be used with-
out disadvantage.

though it has been asserted, that ihe mixing of

salt with the food cf cows (which will eat it with
great avidity) both increases the quantity and im-
proves the quality ol" the milk, while it contributes

to promote the health of milch kine.

In Yorkshire, milch cows are allov.-cd t]ie best

pastures during summer, and are usually housed
about Martinmas, when their food is generally

turnips and straw, or where turnips are not culti-

vated, hay; but a difference is made between
those cows which are rather fresh of ndlk, and
those which are nearly dry, the former having a
larger portion of turnips, with the addition of hay,
whilst the latter are put off' with little else than
straw until within a fev/ weeks of calving, when
hay is allowed.* In Essex the system is nearly
the same, except that the produce of the dairy be-

ing chiefly butter, turnips are seldom given : row-
en hay, as being the softest and the greenest, is

preferred, and the consumption is calcuUded at

two loads (of eighteen cwt.) in the winter, with
two acres of summer pasture, and some straw
while drying ofl'.|

In the course of the preceding statements, the
slall, or house-feeding, of cows cluring the winter
in Holland has been mentioned ; and, from the re-

marks of Baron d'Alton,J it appears that this

method of feeding is there adopted throughout
the year with greater profit than can be obtained

from pasturing. The Baron indeed says, that

cows must be early trained to the confinement of
stall-feeding, otherwise they do not thrive ; but,

as the advantages of soiling and stall-feeding are

so great, there can be no difficulty in adopting it,

and executing it where it is intended to keep
calves of a (^articular breed, as they maybe easily

reconciled to the confinement.

Sea-weed has of late j^ears been given to cows
by way of condiment. Mr. Macallum, a cow-
keeper of Edinburgh, gives his milch cows sea-

weed in lieu of turnips, Avhen these roots are

scarce and dear, particularly^ in the months of
February, March, and April. He uses Xhefacus
digitatus, or digitated sea-wrack, and the fucus
serrahis, or serrated sea-wrack, but not the fucus
vesiculosus, or common sea-weed, lest it should fill

the animals with ivind. Mr. M. begins by par-
boilmg the sea-weed, and giving the cows some
of the liquor : at first they sometimes refuse it,

but when they drink the water, they are then of-

fered some of the parboiled weed itself ; and , when
they eat it parboiled, it is aftejwards gradually
given to them raw. He gives each cow, once or

twice a day, as much as a person can neatly carry

at once betv/een his two hands. These marine
plants operate as a gentle laxative, and Mr. M.
thinks that their use promotes the health of his

cows, and consequently mcreascs the quantity of
milk they yield.

||
This is an interesting fact, well

deserving the notice of the attentive farmer on or

near the sea coast, particularly in the vicinity of
the numerous large and populous places of resort

for sea bathing, where cows are numerously kept

;

* Agricultural Survey of the Nortli Riding of York-
shire, p. 257.

t Agricultural Survey of Essex, Vol. II. p. 271.

X Communications to the Board of Agriculture,

Vol. I.

II
Sinclair, Vol. II. Appendix 29.
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and may prove a useful hint to those who are at a
distance Irom the coast, in regard to the employ-
ment of common salt.

Tiie use of salt for various agricultural ]iurposcs

to which it could be profitably applied has hitherto

been prevenicdby the heavy duly on its consump-
tion. That impediment is now, however removed

;

and it may, therefore, be expected to become an
object of serious attention to ev^ery one engaged in

husbaridr)', and more particularly of tliosc en-

gaged in the management of cattle ; some of the

advantages of its application to which stock may
be thus enumerated :

—

I. It restores the tone of the stomach when im-
paired by excess in other food, and corrects the

crudity of moist vegetables and grasses in a green
state.

II. It helps digestion, keeps the body cool, by
which many disorders arc prevented; and it de-

stroj's botts.

III. It renders interior food palatable; and is

so much relished by cattle, that tiiej^ seek it with
eagerness, in whatever state it may be found, and
hav-e been rendered so tame by its use, that if they
i«tray from their pasture, they v/ill return at the

usual time for their accustomed allowance.

I V^. When given to cows, it increases the quan-
tit}^ of their milk, and has a material effect in cor-

recting the disagreeable taste it acquires from tur-

nips.

It has, in fact, been long used for cattle of all

descriptions iu the East Indies, in America, and in

various parts of Europe, and among other expe-
riments of its efiects that have been tried in this

country, is one recorded l)y Mr. Curwen, who
employs it largely at his extensive farms, and who
gave it from the 19th November, 1817, to the 3rd
February, 1818, to his stock, in the following pro-

portions, viz.:

Stocli.

Cov/s andbreedmg heifera

Young and fat cattle

Working oxen
Heifers and young oxen
Youncp calves

Number. Clujintity.

40 4 oz.

43 3 "

18 4 "

21 2 "

20 1 "

During v/hich time they remained in the highest
health.*

Steamed chaff may also be given to milch cows
with great advantage. Mr. Curwen, whose judi-

cious zeal ibr the improvement of agriculture is

too well known to require any eulogy, uses a
steam boiler of 100 gallons contents.f on each
eide of which are fixed three boxes, containing
eleven stone each of chaff, (cut hay and straw,
with the husks of corn,) Avhich, by bemg steamed,
ffains more than one-third of its original weight.
The steam is conveyed by various stop cocks into

the lower part of the boxes ; and thus two or three
boxes may be steamed at the same time ; the

* See the .\ppendix to Sir John Sinclair's Code of
Agriculture, p. 43.

t An engraving of it is given m the 30th volume of
the Transactions of the Society of Arts, from which it

obtained the lesser gold medal. See also, for various
observations on steaming, together with plates, the

publication termed " British Husbandry,''' in the
Farmer's Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge,
p. 129.

quantity of fuel required is about two lbs. fcjrcaoh

stone of chaff.

In giving the steamed chaff to the cattle, two
lbs. of oil-cake arc mixed with one stone of cliiiff

;

and the milch cows and oxen are fed with it morn-
ing and evening, having an allowance of one
stone at each time. On being taken from the

steamer, the food is put into wooden boxes, which
are mounted on wheels, to be drawn to the place

where it is intended to be used ; and the chaff re-

quires to stand some time before it is fit for use.

Jlr. Curwen estimates the daily cost of food for

each cow as follows :

Pence.

Chaff, two stone, steaming, &c. 1

Oil-cake, four pounds 4
One cwt. of" turnips 4
Wheat straw 1

Total 10

The average of nnilk on a stock of thirty-six

milch cows, was nearly 13 wine quarts for 320
days ; which was sold at 2d. per wine quart. The
calves brought from £2 to £5 for rearing. The
produce is stated by Mr. Curwen to be nearly

half clear profit, estimating the manure as equal to

the calves. The cows were never suffered to be
turned out ; and to prevent their being lame, their

hooves were properly pared, and they stood with
their fore feet on claj'. One great advantage at-

tending this method was, that most, if not all the

milch cows were in such a condition that, with a
i^ew weeks' feeding after they were dr3', they be-

came fit for the shambles, with very little loss

from the first cost. As a substitute for chaff and
oil-cake, Mr. Curwen recommends cut hay;
which, when steamed, would make a much supe-

rior food, and he entertains no doubt would greatly

augment the milk, as well as benefit the health

and condition of the animals. Of this there can
be little question ; for straw, or even the corn-

husk, which is said to contain more nutriment, can
add but little to the product of milk : it may keep
store animals from starving, but it will never im-
prove their flesh ; and it may be received as an
axiom, in feeding all animals, that the value of

the food is in proportion to the quantity of nutri-

tive matter contained inits component parts. Bulk
is also necessary to sustain the action of the

stomach ; but it serves no other purpose.

Mr. Curwen gives cooked food from October to

June, nearly eight months out of twelve, and his

plan of treatment has been adopted by several

farmers in different parts of the kingdom, with the

most complete success : it is also partially prac-

tised in the Isle of Man, where the cottagers have
long been in the habit of pouring boiling wafer on
the chaff with which they winter-feed their cows;*
as well as in some parts of Scotland. Pea-meal
is also fjivenby some Scotch dairy-men, by whom
it is said that '' no food is found to produce so much
effect." The following method of preparing it,

combined with chaff and turnips, as customary at

Kyle, in Ayrshire, which we copy from a recent

publication, seems to merit particular attention :

—

" Take a bushel of chaff and eight or ten sound
yellow or Swedish turnips, having the tops and

Agricultural Survey of the Isle of Man, p. 109.
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tails carefully taken off, and boil them together
four or live hours~. Add as much Avater as will

cause the hand to move easily ihroufrh the mass.
Squeeze down the turnips, and add three pounds
of pea-meal. Give this to a cow in the morning,
and the same in the evening, with as much sweet
hay as she will eat up clean five times a day, and
without much expense, her butter will be as rich

and of as tine a flavor as can be produced in win-
ter. Should the peculiar flavor of the turnip be
detected, which is not likely, a small quantity of
saltpetre put to the cream will take it off."*

The plan of feeding adopted by one of the
greatest dairy farmers in Scotland, Mr. Ralston,
of Fine-View, is as follows : until the grass rises

and affords a full bite, the cows are kept in their

houses, but are then sent out to pasture. In hot
weather they are tinl on cut grass, in the house,
from six in the morning until six in the evenmg,
and are out at pasture all night. As the soil is

dry and sandy, when rainy weather comes house-
feeding is discontinued. In harvest, when the
pastures begin to fiul, the cows are led partly on
second clover, and partly on turnips scattered over
their pasture. As the weather turns colder in

October, they are housed at night, and in severe
weather durins: winter; also throuffh the day, re-

ceiving oat-straw with turnips. These roots are
partly stored, and the supplies of them ordered so

as to protract the feeding ; when they fail, Swedish
turnips and potatoes follow, with dry fodder.

Chaff, oats, and potatoes, are boiled for the cows
afler calving ; and the calves get rye-grass and
clover-hay during the latter part of the spring.

The cows employed are of the Aj'rshire breed,
and are said to yield the amount of their own
weight and value annually in cheese.

f

[To be continued.]

Far the Farmers' Register.

ON HORIZONTAL, PLOUGHING.

INIuch has been written in this work, on tlie

subject of hill-side ditches and horizontal plough-
ing. Believing this to be a most important im-
provement for our middle country, and, indeed,

one without which, all others would be nearly un-
availing, I beg to be indulged in a Tew remarks on
it.

The writers on this species of improvement,
have difiered a little on the details of management,
but have conducted their differences of opinion
with candor and gentlemanly courtesy. Pitj', but
political and religions polemics could disagree as
pleasantly as we fiirmeis ! The design of all tlie

plans of levelhng recomn)ended, is (loubtless, to

save our gravelly and sandy country from being
lorn into gidleys—to prevent the upper and most
fertile earth from being washed away, and to pre-

serv^e—not merely the moisture, but also the soluble
matters contained in putrescent manures, on the
land.

The retention of moisture, in our arid country,
is no trivial matter. Our crop of Indian corn is

almost every year shortened by drought. Every
practical planter knows how much this evil is ob-

* Library of Useful Knowledge: Fanner's Series,
No. 12, p. 45, 1830,

t Agricultural Survey of Ayrshire, and of Dum-
friesshire, Appendix p. 643,

viated, by covering up the roots, while there is

what we call a good season in the eailh. It must
also be admitted that any mode of ploughing
which confines and retains the water of hasty
showers, must be beneficial. There can belittle

doubt, but that our thirsty high lands need as
much ditching to keep the water on them, as
marshy low grounds do to take it off.

Gullej's form, perhaps, the greatest opprobrium
on Virginia cultivation. The traveller, go almost
where he may, is disgusted by their ghastly yawn-
ing. But if the "looks" were all, we would not so
much regard it. Gulle^-s operate on land, as ul-

cers do on animals. They drain from it, not only
its moisture, but all its valuable juices. The plan
of horizontal ploughing and ditching, affords the
only remedy and preventiv^e. I would here beg
leave to offer my cordial thanks, both to those
who first invented, and to those who intro-

duced into middle Virginia, either of those im-
provements. I would be glad to do homage to

every benefactor—more especiallj^ to every agri-

cultural one. 1 have heard it stated that some
merchants in Scotland invented horizontal plough-
ing, and that the late Gov. Thomas M. Ran-
dolph, of Albemarle, introduced it here. I know
not, to whom credit is due, for the discovery of
hill-side ditching. Perhaps the editor, or some
of his correspondents could tell. It has been
about twenty years, I think, since I learned that

it was practised both by Mr. Bruce of Halifax,
and Mr. Humberston Skipwith of Mecklenburg.

I think I have seen more soil carried off from a
field by one great fall of rain, than could be
brought back by the whole laboring force of the
farm in an ordinary life-time. Any remedy for so
great an evil—though far from infallible—though
practically very difficult and very expensive

—

would deserve prompt and serious consideration.

The remedy proposed, may be pronounced almost
infiVilible—when properly executed—and the diffi-

culty and expense—beyond that incurred in the
ordinary mode of cultivation—unworthy the re-

gard of a man determined to improve.
The operation by means of what is usually

termed the rafter-level, is acknowledged to be te-

dious, especially in windy weather. But it may
be necessary to use it, where great accuracy is

desirable, in giving one inch fall lor every span of
tlie rafter, in very steep lands. But, having no
steep lands to operate on, and no experience in

their management, I would not presume to pro-

nounce on the best mode in relation to them. I

know that very broken grounds afford' frequent

outlets from furrows and ditches, for the water,

along their numerous rivulets and irreclaimable

ravines. In such situations, all surplus water may
be readily discharged; and it is a matter of impor-
tance to do this along channels of such gradual
descent, a!5 to remove the danger of washing.
This is usually done, I believe, by nailing a little

block about one inch thick, on the foot of that leg
of the rafter pointing towards the proposed outlet,

while as strict attention is paid to keeping the

plumb-line adapted to the centre-mark on the

cross-piece, as it" the work were progressing on a
perfect level.

Lands of less acclivity afford these outlets much
more rarely, and sometimes none at all, in a large

field. In such situations, were graduation of the

ditches and furrows attempted, it would produce a

I
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very inconvenient and ollcn iminanageable accu-
mulation of water: or if tiie ditches and furrows
were not very deep, an overflow would occur,

sweeping every thing betbre it. This may be pre-

vented, where rock abounds, by paving straioht

down-hill channels, as passages lor the water.

But, where rock is scarce—which is apt to be the

case on such lands— I know no reliance so safe as

that on farrows and ditches perfectly level. It

these are accurately and deeply made, so that each
spot of ground has charge only of the water which
lialls upon it, no ordinary shower can injure. But
even in our heaviest iallsof rain, should the bank
in any given spot overflow, the water may have
to traverse a consideraljle distance belore it can
acquire a further descent; and, as it is rapidity of
current, in a direct descent, which produces gul-

leys, this mode of management oli'ers the best

preservative against them, in my knowledge. I

have practised it successfully for many years, and,

at my present residence, which I have occupied
for eight years, I have obliterated hundreds ol

small gulleys, and many large ones, which had
formed under the old mode of ploughing. It is

true, that in a large field, two or three breaches

may be found in the banks. This, however, is

not ascribable to the mode of ploughing, but to a
careless departure from it; and may readily be
remedied, by moving the ditches at such places, a
little higher up the hill; or, by forming dams across

them, at suitable places, on each side of the breach,

to stop the current of water tending that way.
Indeed, such dams across the ditches might be ad-

vantageously made, by way of safeguard against

the too great accumulation of water in one place,

even where no breach has actually occurred.

This would be in accordance with a plan proposed

by a sensible writer in some number of the Regis-

ter, of making dams, even across graduated

ditches, in order to retain water from slight show-
ers.

Having objected to the mode of operating with
the rafter-level, that it is tedious, and believing

that this diiRculty deters multitudes from levelling

at all, it becomes me to offer a substitute, which 1

know by experience to be more expeditious, and
to answer the purpose well—at least on lands ly-

ing well. The implement which I have most
commonly used, resembles in shape, a common
pair of winding blades [or reel.] It has two hori-

zontal cross-pieces, three feet long, at right angles

to each other, firmly braced at the point of their

intersection, on the head of a stout and strong up-
right staff, and accurately at right angles to it.

This upright should be about five feet in length;

its lower end should be sharpened, for sticking in

the ground—a slit or mortice should be cut

through it about two and a half feet long, exactly

in the centre of which a silken cord should hang,
with a small bullet at its lower end, ivnmediately

over a small pivot, cr other mark indicating the

centre of tiie staff, at the lower end of the mortice.

A very thin piece of wood, or a piece of leather,

Bhoulii be fastened on one side of the mortice to

keep ofi^ the wind from the plumb in levelhng.

With this implement, a brisk and intelligent over-

seer with two good assistants, after a little expe-
rience, may level an hundred acres of gently undu-
lating land, in a day.

In operating, the leveller should station himself
on a hill-side, and adjust the plumb of his level,

near the head of a gulley—if there be one. One
of his assistants should stand just above the head
of the gulley, with a black staff or rod eight or
nine ft^et long, with a strip of white paper tied

around it, for an object for the leveller to sight at.

The rod should be placed perpendicularly^ on the
ground, and the paper made to range with the
eye of the leveller, who looks over the cross-arms
of the level. The bearer of the rod should then
be sent on to another station. Another assistant

should with a hoe, plainl}^ mark the ground at
each station of the rod-bearer and between them,
carefully curving his line of marks, to suit the
shape of the hill, to prevent angular ploughing,
when he comes to guide the plough along his

track. It is well, if the ploughman himself should
carry the black staff, using the marker when he
begins to |,lough the ditches, as a guide to his team.
The leveller will be surprised to find how nearly
to the same level the heads of all gulleys on a
hill -side are located, when he traverses the hill on
a level, near its brow. After making provision
for ditching just above the heads of all the gulleys,

so as to keep the water out of them, the operator

may proceed to levelling the remainder of the
field. This he may do, by going higher up, or

lower ilown the hill as he likes, recollecting, that

the le\'el ditches will approach nearest each other,

in the most precipitous land, and that of course,

one of such places should be chosen, in which to

start a new line of levelling. As it is important
not to lose time in frequently adjusting the level,

spots affording the widest range of vision, should
be chosen for this purpose. These are commonly
bottoms or ravines, with hills on each side. When
necessary to change the station, the black rod may
be set up at the mark last made Avith the hoe, and
the paper moved up or down on it, to suit the sight
over the fu'ms of the level. This can be done
much sooner than the level could be adjusted to

suit the onginal height of the paper, and much
time is saved by it. I have usually found it best

very gradually to elevate the ditches a little above
the level, around the heads of gulleys and bot-

toms. In doing this, I tie a number of strips of
paper an inch or two apart, around the black rod,

sighting at the one immediately below the hand
of" its bearer, directing him to elevate or depress
his hand to suit me, as he changes his stations.

A practised eye, however, can do this graduation
tolerably without the aid of the papers.

The black rod may be dispensed with in clean
land, and the operator may sight at the ground.
But the work cannot be done so well, as clods and
hillocks confuse the vision when sighting at a dis-

tance. In high weeds and broom-sedge the rod is

indispensable. If the rod is made long, and the
land is nearly level, the operator may save time
by carrying on two marked lines from one station.

To do this, he sights at a paper near the lower end
of the rod for the line above him, and at one near
its top for that below him.
Hiere are several objections to this implement.

It is very liable to be warped out of level by the sun
and weather, and to be jostled or Avrecked by the
force requisite to drive its point into the ground. It

should therefore be made as strong as possible, and
of good timber, with the crof s-pieces guarded, as
well as possible, against warping. It will then do
^ood work. A well made metallic one would be
free from these objections, and would not be very
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cosily. If such cannot be procured, and wood-
must be used, I prefer an implement made in the
following manner: JN'Iake a box, resembling the

frame of a small table or wash-stand, without
plank on its top, eighteen inches, or two I'eet across.

Cover its sides two leetdeep with thin light plank,
to protect the plumb from the wind. The f)!an\b

should hang from the centre of intersection of
two diagonal cross-pieces in the top of the box,
and over a like centre of similar pieces in its bot-

tom. This table or box may be supported by its

own legs terminating in sharp iron spikes, to stick

in the ground—or the legs may be fastened on with
strong hinges, to be opened out in adjusting the
level on uneven ground—or it may rest on a board
supported by a three-legged stalF(the legs move-
able.) Whatever be its support, it should be tall

enough to save the operator Irom the drudgery of
stooping, while talUng sight over its top, which
should be exactly level and at right angles to its

sides.

The mode of cutting the ditches can best be de-

termined by each proprietor, who will be guided
much by the nature of his land and his quantum
of force. I have used a four-horse plough, but
found after the ditches began to get deep, that so

many horses encumbered each other. 1 jjrefer af-

ter marking off the track, with one steady horse,

to complete the work with two, repeatedly running
along the same furrows, until the ditch be wide
and deep enough. The loose dirt should be drawn
out of the first ditch cut, with hoes, while the

plough is cutting others. This work maybe per-

formed by small hands.
It remains to be remarked, that the ditches, af-

ter they are made, should be used as guides in

ploughing the beds next above and below each
one of them, and that the ground left in the mid-
dle, after the heis parallel to the ditches, shall

ha\'e, in some places,' come together, should be
thrown into short beds. This plan affords, as re-

ceptacles for the water, both the level ditches and
furrows belonging to the beds. If the ploughman
be skilful, he will need no assistance in forming
beds jjarallel to the ditches. If unskilful, his horse
must be guided by a stick, corresponding in

length to Ihe width of a bed, the other end of
which is held before the breast of a boj', Avho walks
in the guide-ditch or furrow. In this manner, the
first furrow of each bed may be laid off, and the
remainder of the ground ploughed by other plough-
men, or by the same one afterwards.
The foregoing minute details would doubtless

appear very tedious, to the adept in levelling—for

whom tliey Avere by no meaiis written. The no-
vice will probably not com|)lain of j)articularity.

They are submitted to the will of the editor.

From the Froceetllugs of" tho Massnchusptts Agricultural Society
(Dcceiubor, laJ'l.)

BUTTER AND CHEESE.

To the Committee on Butter and Cheese of the Mass.
Society for promoting Agriculture:

—

My cows subsist entirely on grass in summer.
1 salt them tiirec times per week. A Httle time
before I turn tiiem out to grass in the spring, I give
one (juart of cob meal to each per day. I give my

rowen* to them when I first put them up to hay in

autumn—think my rowen worth more at that sea-

son than in the spring.

Respecting the treatment of milk and cream.
My milk is set in my cellar at a little distance from
the cellar bottom. The cream should be separated

from the milk when sweet and should be ke])t cool.

I have a cellar 10 feet square and 9 feet deep in my
cellar, where I put ice in hot weather, and there I

can make my cream of a right temperature. I

have a stove in my upper cellar, so that in cold

weather my cream is also of a right temperature.

I churn in summer three days in a week. The
butter is taken from the churn as free from butter-

milk as possible, then worked with the hand and
salted. There can be no ladle to supply the place

of the hand. The butter then stands an hour or

an hour and a half, when the butter is worked
until the buttermilk is entirely expressed; then it is

ready to lump. Respecting salt, I always send
for the best quality of butter salt; I do not know
the name of it. If I get a lot that proves not to

be of the best quality,'! take it for other purjjoses,

and send again for the best kind; for I think it a
very essential thing to have the salt fine, white,

and of a good flavor. The butter should be salt-

ed according to the taste of those who are to use it.

There are a variety of tastes respecting the quan-
tity of salt. I use no other substance in butter but
salt. I think saltpetre a dangerous article in

cheese, and should think it would have a bad ef-

fect on butter, though I do not know as I ever saw
it tried. Respecting preserving butter in summer,
the vessel should be thoroughly cleansed; and a
little salt sprinkled over the inside of the vessel.

It should be kept perfectly tight to prevent the air

getting to the butter. When I have kept butter

through the summer, I have put it down in white
oak casks, and head them up until they were
wanted for use; then unhead the casks and put on
a lid. From my own experience I think white
oak vessels the best for preserving butter, yet I

wish fbr information from the committee and other
gentlemen concerning this thing. Those who buy
our butter can best judge what vessels are the best,

and if the committee or the trustees of the Mass.
Agricultural Society will take the trouble to satisfy

themselves as to what vessels are best, and recom-
mend them to the dairymen, it will be an advan-
tage. Had I known of your exhibition soon
enough I would have put up some in pots at the
same time I put down in firkins, that you might
have a chance to ascertain which is the better.

Gentlemen, I know you love good butter and
clieese by your exertions in offering those liberal

premiums, and as you have bestowed a good share

of them on me, I feel myself under obligation to

give all the information that I can to j^ou. The
dairymen Avant to get ricli too fast; this is a great
reason why you do not have better butter. At
this season of the year the cream ought not to

stand on the milk more titan 12 hours in order to

make good butter: of course we do not get but one
half of' the cream. There will rise another coat
of cream, which may be applied to other uses

*This name is given in England, and it is therefore

supposed, also in Massachusetts, to the second growth

of meadows, left to stand for grazing in tlie succeeding

vvniter or spring.

—

Ep. Farm. Rkq,
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except for butter. It is a practice in all the dairies

witli which I am acquainted to get all the cream
they can, and make all the butter they can, and
get as good i)rice as they can; but I sec their mis-

lake. Put a quantity of the second skimming of

cream to that milk from which the first cream is

taken, and it will make about as good cheese as

four meal cheese; and I think by not trying to

make so mucli butter, but a better quality, and a
better quality of skim milk cheese, I saved enough
the lasl year to pay my labor on my farm. You can-

not expect so nice butter at this season as when we
Iiave fi'csh feed, yet you can see how httle variation

there is in my butterby that which I now offer lor ex-

hibition according to the Nos. beginning at the firsi.

The butter in boxes was made by hay, and some
of it of an ordmary quality, as I could not get at

my best hay.

The management of cows is also an essential

requisite for making good butter. The cows must
be kept so as to be clean for milking, or the butter

cannot be nice. Cleanliness and prompt attention

to every thing arc the indisjiensable requisites for

making good butter.

I.UTHER CIIAIMBERLAIN.

Extractfrom the report of the Committee.

The committee, aflcr a careful examination,
awarded the first premium to JMr. William Ba-
chop, of Barnet, Vt. It was with some dilTiculty

they decided between this lot and one offered by
Lulher Chtimberlain, both of which were very
prime. They based their final decision on the fact

that INIr. Bachop's butter was equal, at least, to

Mr. Chamberlain's, and, from the manner it was
put down, appeared more likely to keep.—Hisdairy
is supplied from twenty-one cows, kept in the usual

manner, on grass in summer, and hay and grain

in winter—the milk kept in tin pans, and churned
.every morning if the weather is warm—the but-

ter-milk is removed by frequent Avashings in wa-
ter, and four pounds salt and one pound sugar
used for each hundred weight of butter—packed
in wooden vessels, and set in a cool place.

The committee found no dilFiculty in awarding
tlie second premium of .^50 to Luther Chamber-
lain, of Westborough. The butter from this dairy

has long been celebrated. Mr. C. seems to enter

into the true object of this exhibition b}^ furnishing

a particular description of the manner in which it

is manufactured. His letter, though long, is inter-

esting, as coming from a practical man, and the
committee think they need not apologize for in-

serting it entire.

The committee have inserted Mr. Chamberlain's
letter at length, as a valuable exposition of the

manner in Avhich he makes butter, and as an ex-
ample for others to follow. That he pursues the

best course in its manufacture they can have but
httle doubt, and they feel certain that in attending
as he does to ([uality, rather than to quantity, he se-

cures at once both reputation and profit. No
Btronger proof can be given of this than the fact

that his butter which took the second premium
sold at auction for a higher price than that to which
the committee awarded the first, which could only
be accounted for by the iiict that purchasers felt

certain that in taking Mr. C.'s butter they obtained
a first rate article, as he suffered none that was in-

ferior to come from his) dairv.

ON THE CAUSES TO AVIIICH THE RUST IN

AVHEAT IS ASCUICEI).

Broolfield, (Henrico) Sth Dec, 1834.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.^

In the number of the Register for this month,
is an article over llie signature of "Medico Agricul-

turist," in which he has endeavored to point out

the cause which produces the eflect of" rust on
wheat and other plants. The many diseases

which afii?ct wheat and other grains, have engaged
much of the attention of p.raclical farmers and sci

entific men; and notwithstanding the diversity of
opinion which has hitherto, and probably yet ex-

ists, as to the causes producing these diseases, it

did not appear to me, until very lately, that the

true causes have been discovered. In saying so, I

would beg to refer "Medico" and your other rea-

ders, to an article in the October number of your
Register for this year, copied from the Penny Mag-
azine, entitled "Diseases of wheat," describing a
number of highly interesting and scientific experi-

ments by Francis Bauer, Esq., "on the smut balls

or pepper brand," and "smut or dust brand," &c.

The highly satisfactory nature of the result of

the.=e experiments, mu.st, in my opinion, set aside

all future doubts, as to the true causes of these dis-

eases. Other writers on this important branch of

vegetable pathology, have attributed the perfected

disease, to'^a mass of parasitic fungi; but with-

out tracing their origin. Amongst these I might
mention Wildenow. Mr. Bauer himself, if I am
not much mistaken, v/asatone time opposed to the

theory which his own subsequent philosophic expe-
riments, have so satisfactorily jiroved to be true;

although, no mention is made in these experiments
of the particular disease termed rust—(a disease

which to my knowledge exists both in England
and Scotland to as great, if not greater extent than
it does in this country, at least so far as my obser-

vation has led me.) I am of" the decided opinion,

that this disease is also produced by a similar cause
as in the above mentioned diseases—and that the
appearance on wheat and other grains termed rust,

is a collection of extremely minute fungi, whose
seeds are propelled by the rising sap in vhe same
way as are the seeds of the "uredo fcetida" and
"uredo segetum," as described by Mr. Bauer. But
should the true cau.se of rust be the flow of juices,

as maintained by "Medico," I am inclined to be-

lieve that the effect is produced, not by an over-

abundance of sap in the "supplying organs," but

by a very opposite extreme. By a careful exam-
ination of a stalk of wheat on which tliere is rust,

it will be found that the root is diseased: hence I

am led to conclude, that the vital jn-inci|ile, or pro-

j:)elling power is weakened, and that the plant, in

consequence of the diseased stale of the root, is

unable to absorb a sufficient quantity of sap to

give the necessary vigor to the propelling power;
and that after the return of the cambium or pro-

per juices from the elaborating organs, there is not

sufficient power to propel it into the finer organs
of the parts of fructification—at which part of the
plant, an accumulation of" the cambium takes place,

and by shortly getting in a morbid state, it infects

the internal parts of the stalk, and subsequently
penetrates the epidermis, and causes the flow of
juices, which by induration and exposure to the

air might assume the appearance of ruist.
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As to the diseases which aflect veo:etating cot-

ton or tobacco, I have had no opportunity for ob-

servation, batthe "blackspongy Ibrniation," some-
times to be found in the ear of com, which "Me-
dico" alludes to as being also the effect of a f^ow of

juices, is so mucl^like the disease in wheat and
other small grains, called "smut, or dust brand,"

and clearly proved by JNIr. Bauer to be caused by
the seed "of the urcdo segetam, that I have no

doubt this disease in corn originates in the same
vvay—and that the "black spongy appearance"

is also a mass of fungi. There is one peculiarity

which I have observed on the stalks of corn af-

fected by this disease—which is, that the leaves,

though they maintain their general color, show
evident symptoms of disease. They will in most
cases, be tbundto have become shrivelled in many
places, which I think, indicates the existence of

some substance, propelled through the coarser or-

gans for the ascent of the sap—and which meets
with some resistance in the finer organs of the

elaborating portion of the plant, as no external

injury is discernible.

The remedy pointed out by "Medico," is one,

even allowing his theory to be true, which I be-

lieve few farmers would be willing to adopt: the

air in this case would be much more injurious to

the farmers' interest than the disease itself The
experiments of Mr. Bauer fully prove, that to

steep seed grain in hme-water for a proper length

of time (twel\"e hours,) eiiectually destroys the

seeds ofJhese minute fungi, and I have no doubt

would also prevent rust. Washing seed grain in

lime-water, has long been the practice of many
farmers; but not being allowed to steep for any
length of tune, the benefit as might be anticipa-

ted, was very partial. If soils containing the

seeds of these flingi were manured with lime in

addition to steeping, the seed in its solution, an ad-

ditional benefit might be derived.

I hope that "Medico" will attribute the above

remarks to the existence of the same feeling which

I consider as' having prompted his—a sincere

desire to promote the best interests of agriculture,

whose prosperity is the bulwark ol' any nation. It

must be gratifying to every practical agriculturist

to observe, that men filling influential and learned

professions in society, and who, from their general

education and scientific acquirements, are well

qualified to aid them in the more scientific, but not

less necessary part of their proff-ssion, come for-

ward and present such investigations, Avith that

object in view. There is yet room for many
Obcrllns.

[We are much gratified in being enabled to present

the following information from a very intelligent and

practical farmer of Pennsylvania. Several previous

efforts to learn what means were used to crush or grind

bones, which had been requested by correspondents,

had been made without success. It will be seen from

Dr. Gibbon's letter, that bones very coarsely broken

serve well—and that without any mill, or machinery,

other than heavy hammers, or old axes, bones may be

prepared on every farm for use. Every farmer in the

country may then make a limited use of this very rich

manure—and some near towns, ma)-^ obtain considera-

ble quantities where the carcasses of dead animals

are thrown, and from various other sources still more

abundant.

The mill described below as serving for crushing

bones, and also for corn with the cobs, may be ob-

tained for about $60. Such a one, (worked by two

horses) is used both for crushing corn and gypsum, by

George E. Harrison, of Brandon.]

ON THE MANNER OF PREPARING AND AP-
PLYING BONE MANURE.

To tlic Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Petersburg, Va., January 16th, 1S35.

You inform me you wish to know something
of the mode of breakmg or crushing bones, so
that they may be applied to the purposes of ag-
riculture; and of the general method of using them
on the land. I can offer you some details with
respect to this important manure, as it is much
used in a certain part of the county of Philadel-

phia.

The first purchase I made, was from a man
who had been induced by some reading farmer
to grind up the coarse knuckle bones and offal slips,

the refuse of the button makers, in a machine
worked by two horses, and formed very much like

a large coffee mill—which was afterwards em-
ploj-ed to grind Indian corn, with the cobs, for

liorse feed. I have seen another kind, something
like a cider mill, (but attached to a water-power)
with horizontal iron notched rollers, which I un-
derstood was similar to those generally used for

the same purpose in England, where there are

bone mills in all the principal agricultural districts,

supplied from the continent with large quantities

of "raw material," gathered from the battle fields

of Europe. The trade in bones was thought so

important some years ago, that an objection was
made in the British House of Lords, to the num-
ber of foreign vessels engaged in this active com-
merce. It may be well to state, that our ability

to obtain a large quantity of bones lor manure in

the neighborhood of Philadelphia, depends very
much upon different manufactories established

there for making buttons, toolh brushes, umbrella

and cane handles, &c. &c.,Avhich have ver3-much
increased since the duty of 33 J- per cent. uj)on the

importation of these articles li'om abroad—which
creating a demand for the large round bones of
the shoulders and thighs of cattle, has caused a
great advance in their value here. These bones
rose irom 6 dollars to 24 and 30 dollars per thous-

and bones: the leg bones being smaller, are sold

for lower rates. I know an enterprising manufac-
turer in our county, who made a very handsome
profit by picking up a large quantity of bones,

suited to his purpose, near several of the towns in

Virginia, where cattle are slaughtered and salted

tor the shipping—although he had them barrelled,

and paid the same ireiglit as for flour, transporting

them in the steam boat.

I recollect one large establishment for making
buttons, in whicli the machinery was worked by
steam, and a number of hands were employed,

wlicre tlie refuse, or offal bones, amounted to three

cart loads in a week. The large ends were cut off

by circular saws, which also divided the barrel of

the bones into thin slips, out of which the buttons

were cut. I contracted to ])urchase all the offal

bones, and bone dust formed by the saws, at

igl '25 per cart load, and had several thousand bush-
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els haulfd a distance of twelve miles for ma- l

nure. For frround bones 1 paid at first ten cents

per hca[)e(l liushel; and for the voufrh large knuck-

les and refuse, five cents per bushel; allcrvvards

nine and twelve cents per bushel. They are now
higher li-om an increased demand. The practical

cliemists also employ them to form ivory black,

and 1 believe, ammonia.
Before the manufacturers receive the bones,

they are usually boiled to obtain their oil. This

is employed to oil leather, grease cart wheels, and

to form s"oap. A very fat Englishman was one

of the first to introduce this process. He induced

the butchers' boys to collect all the bones, instead

of throwing them into the street; and every mar-
ket day he hauled then) away in a cart to his

place of deposite. The first operation was per-

formed by pigs—who ate any meat or fat adheruig

to the bones. They were then boiled and assorted

—the perfect, large bones, being sold, to the va-

rious manufacturers; and the rest to the chemists

for ivory black, or to farmers for manure. As
this man's business increased, his neighbors began
to complain of the ill odor of his premises—and
finding him insensible to their remonstrances, he

w«as indicted for a nuisance, and his establishment

declared prejudicial to the public health. Being
himself, and also his wife and children, remarka-
bly stout, ruddy, and well conditioned—although . .

sleeping, eating, and living in the midst of a very
|

they contain so large a quantity of hme, and are

The method of applying the bones to land, is

not much varied—sometimes they are cast abroad
before the land is ploughed—occasionally the

ground is ploughed and rolled and the bones
spread upon it, and ploughed in. Great care is

essential in spreading, to divide and scatter this

manure equally. An undue proportion in one spot

will cause the grain to fidl. Where the bonea
have been placed in heaj;p, the earth should be
shovelled up closely and well P|;read-—or the straw
will be too rank, and fall wUhout yielding grain.

The button manufiicturer, ofwhom I have written

above, moved to New York, where he thought
there was a more abundant supply of bones,

through the canals from the west; for they are

now a regular article of traffic—and this manu-
facture adds an item ol' profit to those who barrel

beef and raise cattle. The large bones, if left

under ground a few years when the land is in

grass, will be found gradually to loosen, and dis-

unite at their sutures—after vegetation has con-

sumed the tatty particles, the periosteum or mem-
brane covering the outside of the bone, and the

membranes linmg all the private cavities, disap-

pear. The earthy particles remain united, but

are constantly yielding to the action of decompo-
sition, and mechanical divisions.

Bone dust, or roughly broken bones, form an
excellent application for gardens. But although

ofiensive atmosphere, from animal decomposition

—he was shrewdly advised by his lawyer, to

make no other defence, than by arraying his fam-

ily opposite the jury, and coolly appealing to their

good sense, to declare him guiltless—which they

did: but he wisely moved further out of town, to

avoid giving further offence in the same neighbor-

hood. This man often made contracts with the

immediate in their operation, they do not interdict

the use of other manures, or of lime. I'hc inter-

mingling of a variety of substances, appears to af-

ford the most acceptable sustenance to vegetables.

The spontaneous growth of whhe clover is very

much assisted, and its size and vigor increased,

by the apjilication of bones: and I think the

amount of potatoes on a field in which only a part

manufacturers he supplied with whole bones, to was boned, (the whole having been otherwise ma-

take the refuse ; which he sold to the farmers

,
mixed with the oflal of his own establishment.

fie has made a small fortune, and retired to a
farm well manured with bones.

The ground bones are applied to wheat, rye,

barley, potatoes, buckwheat, and grass crops, with
great advantage—but I do not think they bene-

fit Indian corn as much, in proportion, as the

others. White clover, Swedish and other turnips,

and millet, are very luxuriant after the use of

bones. The coarse large bones are scattered

about without being broken, and ploughed under
the ground. They are sometimes inconvenient,

but I think equally active as the ground bones, if

not more so, as they generally contain more fatty

or oily matter. Dunng the growth of a crop, the

fibres of the plants will be ibund filling every cre-

vice of the bone, a.s if eagerly seeking the most
desirable nourishment. I have applied 150 bush-
els per acre, which I think too much; from 60
to 100 bushels, I believe the proper medium.
Their effects are said to last a great number of
years—and they certainly combine within them-
selves, the most valuable projierties. In the ufiper

part of the county of Philadelphia, not far from
the Delaware, bone manure is very highly re-

frarded, well known, and much sought after. The
arge bones about a farm are, by one very careful

farmer I know, gathered together and broken up
of rainy days, or at odd times; forming within a

year, an important addition to the amount of ma-
nure.

nured) was fully two-thirds more on the part

boned, all other things being alike^ than on that

portion where there were no bones.

There are always lying about farms, valleys,

towns, and water courses, a number of bones of

different kinds, which are unsightly, noisome, and
useless in their abandoned condition, and which
would be well worth the attention of some of your

active farmers. The gathering of them would be
found much more profitable than many may con-

ceive, who have never witnessed the results of

their judicious application to the land.

I write you this desultory account, without any
notes to assist my memory, and beg you to re-

ceive the hasty sketch, as an offering of my good
intention. After viewing many of the marl de-

posites along the shores of James River, and seeing

the results of animal matter connected with them,

I am inclined to believe you have near your doors,

substances which will be found to ap]}roach in

efficacy, the effects of the manure I have given

you an account of.

J. H. GIBBOX.

P. S. The most prompt growth I ever saw,

was a hedge manured by laying cows' horns,

horses' heads, pigs' jowls, and other uncouth
bones, in a furrow oiiened by the plough, and
covered in by the same process. Upon this line

the hedcre was planted, and grew rapidly and
healthfully.

I fororot to notice some other manufactures
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which also supply farmers, in their vicinity, with
manures which may be novel to you. The refuse,

or oil cake remaining alter the expression of castor
oil, has been used for wheat with very good effect.

Tlie bristles from the brush makers are also va-
lued, and hauled many miles from town by the
market Avagons. The shavings and raspings
from the comb makers are also thought equal to

the bone manure by some. The horns of cattle

are first cut, then sollened, and finally pressed be-

tween heated plates of iron, and afterwards man-
ufactured into combs of various shapes, and in

very large quantity. Nuisances are thus con-
verted into profitable conveniences, and yield cap-
ital and employment to many branches of mdus-
try, extensively uselul.

For the Farmers' Register.

HOGS—LEGISLATORS MANURE MAKING.

If it be true that "our country expects that

every man will do his duty," it is lime that my
mite was thrown into the general treasur}'. Small
as it is, I am encouraged by^the recollection that

this great globe itself is made up of particles, or

atoms. If your numerous subscribers would only
contribute each a small matter, having a strict re-

ference to that which is practical, it would soon
amount to valuable matter; for as "iron sharpen-
eth iron, so doth the wit ot" one man sharpen an-
other." Had the poor widow been restrained b}-

pride, the most beautiful illustration in the scrip-

tures would have been wanting. Let me there-
fore beg that all your subscribers will show a wil-

lingness to aid you—for in this they will contribute

to regenerate and rebuild our wasled country. It

is time that every man who really ieels for the
state should show it practically. My soul is sick

with stump and barrel love of country. Away
with it—and let us rally around our country, and
those v.dio show their love by their fruits. My
brother farmers may rest assured that "grapes are
not gathered from thorns, or figs from thistles."

A man will exert his best powers for his own fa-

mily: it is there you can measure his talents, for

you have his house and farm before you. I claim
to be excused lor those remarks, because I believe

that the ruin of our state proceeded *from stump
and barrel legislators; for they "knew not what
they did," else how could it be that the beasts of
the field have rights and privileges that are not
accorded to the owner? How could it be that the
projection of the law was not given as fully to one
kind of property as another? Why not subiect the
hog to the same rules and restraints as his mas-
ter?

I was making extensive preparations for crea-
ting manure when the great snow came upon us.

Ditch mud, and every kind of good earth I can
get, is carted into the farm j'ard, with occasional
dressings of lime. The whole mass will be care-

fully incorporated, and taken out upon grass or

corn land in the spring. In this way, much land
may be improved; but the cost will not fall short
of five or six dollars per acre—for I have my oys-
ter shells to haul seven miles. Some of my I'riends

have been experimenting with stone lime, brought
from the north; and I have every reason to be-
lieve that thirty bushels to the acre has doubled the
crop of corn. If so, mother eaiih will ])ay her
debt thus created, and have a surplus fund besides.

I hope we shall fall upon some practical mode of
improving our Fairfax land, for if we do not, bet-
ter would it have been that we never had been
born.

JEREMIAH.
January 2nd, 1835.

GENERAL TOPICS CONNECTED WITH AGRI-
. CULTURE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, &C.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

He who now doubts the beneficial influence of
the Farmer's Register, is either an inattentive ob-
server of passing events, or incapable of tracing
obvious effects to their proper causes. I do not
mean that any general defective system has been
demolished, and one of greater perfection erected
on its ruins; but simply that a spirit of interest and
inquiry has been awakened, which must necessa-
rily lead to desirable and profitable results. Were
I challenged to adduce the proof, I would scarcely
care to point beyond the recent forma,tion of agri-

cultural societies in different counties of our state.

Many lugubrious reflections have been commu-
nicated concerning the suffering condition of agri-

culture; indeed the multitude of surrounding evi-
dences is calculated to arouse from lethargy every
patriot and philanthropist. We need only refer

to the astonishing number of our citizens who are
continually forsaking in despair, their patrimonial
possessions, to seek a brighter destiny in the wilds
of the west. The halls of some of our literary

institutions furnish additional evidence, so plain
that "he who runs may read." We see that al-

though their professorships have been increased,
their facilities multiplied, and discipline improved
—scanty ranks and diminishing numbers assail

their interests, and threaten to paralize their use-
fulness. Under these circumstances I do not come
forward in the spirit of empiricism, to [jropose the
establishment of agricultural societies as a pana-
cea fjr all the evils under which we labor, but
merely to recommend their encouragement as the
easiest, and, as far as it goes, the most efficacious

remedy within our reach. Various other means
have been suggested to effect the same object,

generally however, either involving considerable

expense, or an immediate departure from customs
which have descended with our patrimonies. Am
I too sanguine in the anticipation that these same
results would be more likely to flow, from the
source to which I have referred? I am particular-

ly desirous to avoid any imputation of vanity, by
inculcating any particular sj^stem of management,
or by offering any specific substitute. I can only
wish I were equal to the task—but in considering

the disproportion between the mngnitude of the

object and the extent of my abilities, I am ap-
palled at the arrogance of the attempt; and shrink

from a responsibility I feel so little able to sustain.

But a firm conviction that the cstablishm.ent ofag-
ricultural societies is connected with the best in-

terests of our country, and that ils destinies are

too seriously threatened to justiiy apathy, or to

excuse silence, has impelled me to introduce to

your notice the plan I zealously, but feebly, advo-
cate. As long as the towering Ibrest waved its

lofty head over the extensive regions of lerlile

soil, the agricidturist was scarcely expected to

turn from a prospect so iuA-iting, to view and re*
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pair the ravages of injutlicious cultivation; but the

want of new land, must now either turn our atten-

tion to the improvement of the old, or throw us

into the current of emigration whicii is carrying

from our state many of its choice and most vakia-

ble citi'/cns. One who leels an honest pride for

the liuid of his nativity, and exi^ects in "weal or

woe" to connect his destiny with hers, views this

alternative with emotions of the deepest solici-

tude. The God of Nature did not give us a fertile

soil and cliaiate calculated to "quicken into life

the products of the temperate zone and fruits of

the tropics," thus to be abused, neglected, and

abandoned. Without any of those calamities

which have withstood the prosperity of nations,

in a period of profc)und t)eace, imder the operation

of a government regarded as the most benign,

and institutions the most salutarj-, the patriot is

not yet let! without hope. Something is only

wanting to infuse a sjririt of interest in the breasts

of the farmers themselves, and concentrate their

energies. If there be any occupation which re-

quires ''singleness of object, and firmness of pur-

pose," surely it is theirs. But only let it be an-

nounced that a president is to be glorified, or the

mea.gures of his administration denounced by
eome political aspirant, and we see the steril field,

yielding but a scanty support to a suff'erinjj family,

with the closest attention, readily ffhd eagerly abon-
doncd lor the bustle and confusion of the court-

yard. Perhaps very unsatisfactory answers would
be given to the irKp.iiry, what had been gained by
the exchanrre? I am far, very fir from wishing to

curtail the rights offreemen,or objecting to the exer-

cise of them—and only wish to show that objects

of minor importance are eagerly attended fo,

while those of paramount consideration are en-

tirel}' neglected. Had the meeting of an agricul-

tural society been the scene of resort, perhaps
some interesting and instructive essay on the pro-

per method of making and applying manures,
would have increased the beauty and productive-

ness of his iarm. He might probably have seen
some cheap and durable machine greatly curtailing

manual labor—or different specimens of live stock,

convincing hini that particular breeds of each
can be most profitably raised. Sufficient induce-
ment is only wanting to bring any kind of stock
into the country its interest may require. He
might have learned that clover seed which cost

him 7 or 8 dollars per bushel in the winter, could
have been purchased in summer for §3 50 cents
—thus obviating one lormidable obstacle to its ge-
neral introduction; or, by the wonderful product of

some acre of ground in corn, wheat, tobacco, or

Eome other agricultural production, his cultivation

of the article might be greatly improved. And
even if none of these anticipations could be re-

alized, he would find sufficient recompense in the

cultivation of that social intercourse amongst his

fellow farmers, so well calculated to lessen the acer-

bity of party rancor. The expense of this plan
certainly cannot be urged as an objection, as few
would complain of the annual contribution of 2 or

3 dollars, when it is to form premiums, which
would be so diversified as to allow any person cul-

tivating a farm, or engaged in any species of me-
chanical business, to come into fair competition.

1 have thus. Mr. editor, fi^liowed the current of
my reflections in delineating a few of the advan-
tages which would result Irom the formation of ag-

ricultural societies. The subject is inexhaustible,

and one which widens and expands wiili the pro-

gress of discussion; but I fear my desultory re-

marks has already caused you to regret llie kind
otier of your columns for original communications.
Should the proposed plan be objectionable, there is

not an individual in the whole community, who
would hail tiie anuuuciation of an acceptable one
with more applause than the humble propounder
of this.

SlIEICSTONE.
Nottoway, JVov. 16, 1834.

From the Whig.

CANAL AND RAILWAY CARRIAGE OF HOGS.

Messrs. Editors.—This being the pork-killing
season of the year, and what you and I know, to

our cost, the pork-buying season also, the human
mind seems naturally, if not vitally, turned to that

subject.

We all know that the states of Maryland and
Virginia, as well as North Carolina, below the
Blue Ridge, are ihe pork-buying sections; whilst

the parts of those states west of the Blue Ridge,
together with Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana and
Ohio, are the pork-selling sections, to »sapply that

vacuum—" Hiatus maxime dejlendus.''''

1 know not how it is with you, but with me,
^5 50 per 100 lbs. for pork, renders this a killing-

season in more senses than one; and I have been
casting about to see how we might get that article

a little cheaper.

I have supposed, that so far as Ohio, Indiana,

Kentucky and the Ohio parts of Virginia are con-
cerned, if steamboats with fixtures to hold hogs,

were introduced into use, the hogs of those sec-

tions might be cheaply transported, with corn ob-
tained at cheap i-ates, to feed them to the Falls of
Kanawha; and when that rivershall be improved,
as sustained by our friend, Joseph C. Cabell, (that

true friend of the state, and of true state rights,)

and the improvement carried through by a rail

road to Covington, that they could be transported

on that, with corn to feed them to that place; and
if met there by canal navigation, could again go
on, corn and all, in boats fixed for the purj)osc, to

Lynchburg. From this place, they would pro-

ceed, corn and all again, to Richmond; or, leaving

the canal, and disposing of their surplus corn

now brought to the best market, seek a similar

market for their hogs, on each side of the river.

To excite more attention to this subject, as well

as to see whether this trade might not be fiiirly

valued on as a .source of profit to the James River
and Kanawltii Company, shoidd the residue of that

stock be taken (as surely it ivill, either by individ-

uals or by the state,) I have endeavored, but

without assistance from anyone understanding the
business, to draw a comjiarison betvveen the ex-

penses of transporting that trade, by the improve-
ments above indicated, and the expense of driv-

ving the animals, in the present way, to market.

I wish some one, acquainted with the subject,

would examine my estimates, and see wherein,
and to what extent, I have erred, on either side,

as well as give us some estimate of the probable
forage of live stock, that might pass on the im-
provements proposed. My idea is, that it would
be very great, and at such a rate as would enable

the eellers to reduce the present prices.
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Suppose 500 hogs, \veii?hing 50 tons, transported
on rail roaJ cars, at 3 cents per Ion
per mile, (:t would cos^ I believe,

Jessbv bou!s,) tliis part of the expense
for 100 miles would be, say ^150 00

Suppose, including; all dclnys, it takes
l'|- days per 100 miles—the support of
the hogs will be say 8 barrels oi' corn
per day—this laid in where it is cheap,
with its transportation, will cost, say
$1 75 per barrel throughout the line, 21 00

Transportation of" the owner and one
at'endant or feeder, at 4 cents per
mile, cost ,«;8 00

Board of owner 1| days, say 1 50
Do. of his driver and his wages,
say

'

1 00
Do. his passage back, say, 4 50

15 00

JBut the hoa's beingatrcst, and well led,

will have increased in weight, instead

of losing by driving, say only ^ lb.

each for every 1.^ days they are so

treated—say 250 lbs. at 5-| cents, is

^186 00

13 75

172 25

In the other way.

Expense of driving the same distance, supposing
it can be done in 16 days, which is more than
16 miles per day:

Feeding for 16 days, 8 barrels per day, supposing
it can be had on the journey at the averatre cost

of m 50 per ban-ei.
'

$320 00
Five drivers, at 60 els. per day for wages,
and findino-, 48 00

Same for 4 days returning, 12 00
Owner's expenses, for self and horse,

$1 50 per day,
^

24 00
Lioss in weight of hogs in driving 16

days, and the risk of losing some of
them—put this down only at 6 lbs. to

each hog, makes 3000 lbs. at 5^ cents. 165 00

569 00

Suppose the average distance in travel-

ling from the west to an eastern mar-
ket is 500 miles, the cost in driving

500 hogs would be, 2,845 00
The cost by steamboats, canal boats,

and a rail road at 3 cents per ton per
mile, would be, say, 861 75

Difference, #1,983 25

This, of itself, would be a good profit on 500
hogs, and would enable the seller to reduce the
price fi'om $5 50 to 3 50, or at most )g4 00 per
100 lbs.

[The following extracts present all those portions of

a much larger article, which will be generally interest-

ing to readers in this country. The parts omitted

merely furnish descriptions of particular lines of

railv\ay contemplated in England, and a general view
of such improvements in Europe and America. The

facts stated in this review, (which seem to be un-
questionable,) will serve to direct our attention, to

various sources of profit to our own projected railways,

which have been scarcely thought of heretofbre—and
perhaps, may lesson, if not remove, the objections of
many land holders to those improvements. The actual

increase in the value of lands on the routes exceeding

the anticipated increase—the vast increase of travel-

lers caused by the reduction of expense and of time

—

the facilities for conveying live-stock—all are matters

which apply with as much force to one or both of the

two great improvements proposed to end at Richmond,
as to the English railways referred to by the reviewer.]

From the Edinburgh Review.

IMPROVEMENTS IN INLAND TRANSPORT IN
ENGLAND.

It is now tw^o years since we called the attention
of our readers to the great advancement which
had been made in the art of applying steam-pow-
er to the important purposes of inland transport.

We then foretold the rapid extension of this great
instrument of social improvement; and subsequent
events liave amply verified our predictions. Rail
road undertakings have been entered into with an
avidity to satisfy the most ardent, and to create
alarm in the more timid and cautious. In our
own country, hd%ever, the number of checks on
such schemes are sufficient to ];revent the public
fi-om rushing into them with undue precipitation;

and the danger rather is, that private and local in-

terests may act as too great a drag on public en-
terprise, than that the latter principle should re-

ceive undue scope. A considerable jiortion of the
pTojjerty of the country, and more especially of
that in land, has, in many instances, opposed se-

rious obstructions to parties seeking legislative

sanction for projected lines of rail road; and al-

though, in some cases, such opposition has pro-

ceeded li'om sinister motives, or such as would not
bear an open avowal, yet we must suppose that in

the majority, the ostensible objections have been
seriously and sincerely, though erroneously enter-

tained. In the jiresent article, we shall endeavor
to show, not only that the principal objections so

urged are unfounded in themselves, but that they
are in direct opposition to the results of experience,

and as much opposed to the real interests of the
objectors as to the public good. We shall also

briefly advert to the principal lines of communica-
tion recently undertaken, and to those which are

in progress in other parts of Europe, and in Ame-
rica.

The opposition which railway companies expe-
rience in obtaining the necessary legislative sanc-
tion, proceeds, in the majority of cases, from the
land holders, through whose lands the projected

lines are to pass. Nevertheless it is demonstrable,
that there exists no class of persons whose interests

are more likely to be promoted by such improve-
ments than those of the local ])roprietors. One
ground of objection assumed by]iro])rietors resident

in the vicinity of projected lines of rail road, is the
apprehended nuisance of the noise and smoke of
the engines, and of the exposure of their premises
to the intrusion of large nuinl)ers of passengers.

The evidence produced before the committee of
the House of Commons, on the London and Birm-
ingham Rail Road, will show how unfounded are

such objections.
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Mr. Hardman Earle, a Liverpool merchant,
was one of the most determined opponent? of" tlie

Liverpool and Manclitvler Rail Road. His flxmily

ha 1, at l!ic cost of above £12,0J0 built a hoase,
and laid out pleasure-grounds, through vvliich the
line of railway passes; and their opposition was
founded parlly on the apprehended injury and in-

conveniences arising from this circumstance. Mr.
Earle, therefore, was very properly summoned as

a whness before this committee, and the lollowing
is a part of his testimony.

'Have you experienced any inconvenience since the

railway was constructed?—No inconvenience whatever
has been experienced.

'Are the grounds infested by the people in conse-

quence of the passage of the locomotive engine

—

No.
'Is there anything oifensive in it?—Nothing what-

ever.

'Is there any smoke?—None whatever.
'Is there any noise?—No; it is rather an object of in-

terest to persons residing there.

'Are you able to say whether the inhabitants of other

houses are annoyed?—I am enabled to say they do not
consider tliem a nuisance.

'At the commencement of the undertaking were
you a determined opponent to the measure?—Yes; my
mother was a petitioner against the bill, and I appear-
ed as evidence against it.

'From all that you have since seen you would no
longer oppose the construction of rail roads?—Certain-

ly not; from what I have seen my opinion is entirely

changed.'

In fact the fuel burned is coke, which produces
no smoke. The smoothness of the road, and its

freedom from those asperities which exist on the

best constructed turnpike roads, are such that the

wheels move with comparatively little noise. But,
in addition to this, the speed being almost three

times that of common coaches, and more than
seven times that of wagons, the noise is almost
momentary. A train of wagons or coaches shoots
pass with the speed of the wind, and the noise is

scarcely perceived before it ceases; it cannot be
heard on a still day at a greater distance than one
hundred yards.

Another ground of objection, urged by land-
lords, is the apprehended depreciation of the value
of the adjacent land. The facility of communi-
cation with the metropolis and populous towns is

so obvious an advantage, that we cannot help ex-
pressing our astonishment that such an apprehen-
sion should for a moment be entertained. As
those who could entertain an objection so unfound-
ed are little likely to be accessible to the reasoning
by which it might be refuted, we shall here con-
fine ourselves to facts, and show that in every
case, without a single exception, which has come
under inquiry, the value of land adjacent to a suc-
cessful line of railway has been considerably in-

creased.

Mr. Pease, J\I. P., a director of the Stockton
and Darlington railway, stated in his evidence,
that he had been for ten years a director of that

compan}-, during seven years of which the rail

road had been in practical operation; that he had
closely observed its effects on landed property
through which it passed, or which was adjacent to

it, and that he had been privy to all the negotia-
tions which had taken place between the rail road
company and the proprietors from whom tliej' had
made purclia-'cs.

'Do you know whetherthe advertisements of letting
farms or selling estates, contain any thing relating to
the rail road?—It is invariably stated, eiiiier that the
rail road passes through the estate or near to it; they
consider it as an enliaucement of the value of the pro-
party.

'Are you a land holder yourself in the neighborhood
of the rail road?— I have one small estate, which it in-

tersects into two equal parts nearly. It passes through
the enclosure in winch the homestead stands.

'Have you been benefited by the rail road passing
through it?—I have; the cuttings are available as
drains; the rent of the property is increased one-fifth.

I let the farm, subject to its being given up on the rail

road being made, and I have siiice I'eceived one-fifth
additional rent.

'Do you know any instance of the reduction of rent,
in consequence of a rail road passing through a farm?

—

I have made inquiries, but have not been able to meet
with such an instance.'

The Stockton and Darlington railway was ori-

ginally intended to be a single line; but after its

formation the company found, from the extent of
traffic upon it, that a double line would be necessa-
ry. Having originally purchased no more land
than was necessary for the single line, they were
obliged to treat with the same jn'oprietors for an
additional tract to widen the road, so as to receive
the second line of railway. Nothing can more
conclusively decide the question of the effect of
the railway on the value of land than this circum-
stance. Here was a portion of land, purchased
before any railway had been constructed; and an
equal quantity, in precisely the same place, was
subsequently purchased li'om the same parties by
the same company, after the formation of the sin-

gle line of railway. Mr. Pease was examined as
to the terms on which the second portion of land
was purchased.

'Have you paid on those (second) treaties, an in-

creased value upon the land beyond what you paid be-
fore the line was established?—Invariably.

'Can you say to what amount?—I should say that we
have never objected to pay an advanced price of 50
per cent.

'Was this in consequence of tlie increase of value
arising from the rail road?—We were quite aware of
the increased value to the owner, and made no objec-
tion to the advance.'

Mr. Thomas Lee, a surveyor and agent to seve-
ral landed gentlemen in the neighborhood of the
Liverpool and Manchester Rail Road, was ex-
amined as to the effect of the rail road upon the
value of land in that neighborhood.

'Can you tell the comnuttee whether in an agricul-
tural point of view, property has been improved or de-
teriorated by the rail road passing through it?—It has
been improved.

'Have the farmers been benefited by it?—They
have.

'Have Colonel Lee and Mr. Trafford obtained high-
er rents in consequence of it?—They have.

'Have j'ou taken land yourself at an increased rent?

—At double the original rent.'

Mr. Hardman Earle, before mentioned,, was ex-
amined to the same point.

'Do you know any instance in which the value of
land has been affected by the railway?—I think the Chat
Moss was an instance of that kind. They bring ma-
mu-e from Manchester to Chat Moss; and wherever a
station is formed, the value of the land is improved.
You see advertisements recommending a site, because
the rail road runs near or through it.
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'Do you know of any instances by which land has

been depreciated by it?—1 think I can say positively

that there is not "an instance on the Manchester

line

.

'Do you know of any person quitting their dwelling-

houses in consequence of it?—I do not know of one.

I should b3 glad to purchase land on the line, to build

for m3'sslf.'

We may here state that the Cliat Mosa is an

extensive district of bo;^ and morass, over which
the rail road was carried at incredible labor and

expense. It was of coarse previously altogether

unproductive. We now, however, see on each

side of the road extensive systems of drains,

gradually carrying off' the water, and leaving

tracts of considerable fertility. There is no doubt

that within a very short period the whole of this

morass will be transibrmed into a lertile tract of

arable land.

Another ground of objection, is the injury likely

to be produced to turnpilce trusts. Ev^en if the

truth of this objection be admitted, it is not one ol

sufficient force to wairant the sacrifice of public

benefit. A turnpike trust is, or ought to be, held

only lor the public good; and if it siiould be aflect-

ed by the establishment of a rail road, this would
only prove that the one was ibund more beneficial

than the other. But it is a curious fact, that this

apprehended injury has not (at least in every in-

stance) ensued. The Stockton and Darlington

railway furnishes a remarkable example to the con-

trary.

Mr. Pease states in his evidence that the turn-

pike roads in the rieighborliood of that railway

have been improved since its construction.

'Has there been any advantage djrivcd to the roads

in the neighborhood?—I consider that they are all ol

them in a much better state of repair, and that their

funds are improved; I do not know a single excep-

tion.

'Do you know the road from Stockton to Barnard
Castle?—Perfectly well; I have been a commissioner
In that trust there are two roads running nearly parallel

with the rail road, and a third intersected by it.

'Were the trustees of these roads petitioners against

the bill?—All of them.
'On what grounds did tbey oppose it?—That the

money borrowed on mortgage was hazarded by the

rail road.

'Have their fears been realized?—No; the funds mall
cases are improved.
'You state that of your own knowledge?—Yes, as

an acting commissioner.'

The advantages likely to arise to agricultural

producers from the facilities of conveying their

produce to market, as well as the reciprocal ad-

vantages derived by the consumers, were render-

ed apparent by the evidence of several farmers
and graziers, and also of metropolitan butchers.

Mr. W. Meade Warner, an extensive flirmer

residing in Oxfordshire, stated, that he considered

that if the rail road now proposed to be carried

fi'om London to Birmingham had been formed ten

or fifteen years ago, it would have produced him
an advantage of not less than fifly pounds a year.

He considered that the whole system of farming
grass land would undergo a change, owing to the

new capabilities which would be conferred upon it,

by the speed, certainty, and cheapness of the

communication with the market. A different

kind of produce, of a much better and more pro-

fitable quality, would be obtained from it.

'Are lambs sent to London from your neighborhood?
—They are, principally on the road; but when too

young to leave the mother for so many days as the

road requires, they are "sent by wagons. JVot many,
however, are sent by this way.

'Are you prevented from sending many lambs to

market by the difficulties of the road?—We cannot
send them so young as we would otherwise send them.
It is of importance to send them early in the season,

as the ewe would feed off earlier.

If a rail road were established, would they be sent
by you and the other farmers by that means?—No
doubt of it.

'Do the same observations apply to calves as to

lambs?—Exactly.
'Are the cattle much injured by being driven up?

—

Very much; incalculably.'

It is not merely views of policy that should lead

us to seek for some improvement in the transport

of cattle to the markets. The following evidence
is addressed to the feelings of common humani-

•Supposing that even the cost was increased of send-

ing them by the rail road, would it be of advantage to

the farmer to have them conveyed by that means, ne-

vertheless, instead of driving them in the ordinary

way?—Certainly; it would be a great advantage.

Sometimes the poor things arj driven till their feet are

sore; and the effect of that is, that they are sold on the

road for what they can get. It is often the case, that

they drive many ot them till they have not a foot to

stand on.

'What price, in your opinion, would the farmer be
wilting to pay for the conveyance of his cattle to Lon-
don by the rail road, instead of the present way?—If I

paid double, I should still be a very great gainer. It

is a very important thing in the saving of beasts and
sheep, both as to the exposure and the nuisance they

create on the public roads. Besides that, the cruelty

and injury to the animals is beyond all belief.

'Do I understand you rightly, that you would prefer

to pay fourteen shillings for transmitting your cattle

by rail road, to paying seven shillings for the ordi-

nary means of conveyance?—To be sure I should.'

Mr. Charles Whitworth, a very extensive far-

mer in Northamptonshire, was examined on the

same points. He had seen cattle conveyed on the

Manchester Rail Road, and stated that they came
li-om the journey 'as fresh as if they were just off

the field.' He stated, that in order to send the

lambs to market, it was necessary to send the

ewes a part of the way with them; and 'even

then they were much injured before they reached
London.'
The injury sustained by cattle coming to the

London market, was fijrther proved by Mr. John
Sharp, an extensive butcher, residing in Mary-le-

bone. He stated that he has been for forty years

estabUshed as a butcher, and that he never Jiiiled

to observe more 'or less injury sustained by cattle

driven from a distance to London; that their value

was considerably lessened, owing to the inferior

quality of the meat, arising from the animal being
slaughtered in a diseased state; that the animal
being fatigued and over-driven, 'becomes feverish,

and his looks become not so good, and he loses

weight by the length of the journey and the

fatig-ue.' He stated further, that even steam-ves-

sels, where they could be resorted to, did not alto-

gether remove this objection. Cattle come from
Scotland by steam-vessels, and they are found in

London to be in an unnatural state: 'they seem
stupified, and in n state of suffering from fatigue.'
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It is not merely the fatigue of travelling which
injures the animal, but also the absence from its

accustomed pasture. Mr. Sharp stated that the

injury li'om this cause was more or less under dif-

ferent circumstances, but always considerable. In

order to obviate this, a considerable portion of the

meat supi)lied to the London market is slaughter-

ed in the country, and it comes in this state, in

winter, from distances round London to the extent

of one hundred miles. In warm weather a large

quantity of it is spoiled, and a still greater quantity

is deteriorated by this mode of conveyance. The
trans[)ort of calves and lambs from a distance

greater than thirty miles, is altogether impractica-

ble; and even from that distance is attended with
difficulty and injury. To convey these and other

live cattle from a great distance, not only s))eed,

but evenness of motion, is indispensable. Now
these two requisites cannot be combined by any
other means than tlie application of steam-engines
upon a rail road.

From the whole of the evidence, the fact ap-

pears to be indisputably established, that the sup-

ply of animal food to the metropolis is not only de-

fective in quantity, but that it is of unwholesome
quality—comparatively, at least, with what it

might be, if the tract from which it could be sup-

plied were rendered more extensive. But forcibly

as the evidence bears on this species of agricultu-

ral produce, it is still stronger respecting the pro-

duce of the dairy and the garden. Milk, cream,
and fresh butter, vegetables of every denomina-
tion, and certain descriptions of fruit, are supplied

exclusively from a narrow annulus of soil, which
circumscribes the skirts of the metropolis. Every
artificial expedient is resorted to, in order to extort

from this linfited portion of land the necessary
su[)plies for a million and a half of people. The
milk is of a quality so artifiMal, that we know not

whether, in strict propriety of language, the name
milk can be at all applied to it: the animals that

yield it are fed not upon wholesome and natural

pasturage, but in a great degree on grain and
other articles. It will not be supposed that the

milk which they yield is identical in wholesome
and nutritious qualities Avith the article which
would be supplied, if a tract of land of sufficient

extent for the pasturage of cattle was made sub-
servient to the wants of the metropolis. Add to

this, that infi3rior as must be, under such circum-
stances, the quality of the milk, there exists the

strongest temptations to the seller v/ho retails it,

to adulterate it still further, before it finds its Vv'ay

to the table of the consumer.
Mr. Warner, already mentioned, stated that,

great as the advantage of a rail road would be to

graziers who sup|)lied the London butchers, it

would be of still greater advantage to dairy far-

mers,

'Have you ever had ofFers made to you to suppl}'

any part of London with milk?—I have; but have ne-
ver been able to comply with them on account of the
want of a conveyance.

'It there was a rail road, by which you could trans-
mit milk, and thus avail yourself of such an offer,

would it add materially to the profits of your farm?

—

There is no question that it would increase the profit

at least 400 or 500 per cent. / huve no doubt of it, oil

milk and butter.'*

* This enormous estimate of the advantage la no

Vol. II.—42

In the produce of the dairy and the garden, it

is not merely by smoothness and ease of transport

that a rail road would offer fiicilities. Articles of
a perishable nature must be supplied to the con-
sumer within a short period after they are taken
li'om the soil. The speed of rail road conveyance
being six or seven times that by cart or wagon,
the consequence would be, that such articles

would be supplied to the metropolis from a circuit

with a radius six or seven times the length of that

which now supplies them; and consequently the

land which would become available for the metro-

politan markets, would be from thirty-six to forty-

nine times the present extent; supposing rail roads

to div^erge in all directions from the metropolis,

and to be furnished with their usual ramifica-

tions.

In our former article on this subject, we attempt-

ed to show, by general reasoning, the immense
benefits which would accrue, both to farmers and
landlords, as well as to the inhabitants of towns,

by carrying extensive lines of rail road through
populous districts, connecting them with those

places fi'om which supplies of food and other ne-

cessaries might be obtained. We showed that

the factitious value which tracts of land imme-
diatel}' surrounding the metropolis and large towns
acquire from the proximity of the markets, would
be moderated, and a portion of their ad'-antages

transferred to the more remote districts; thus

equalizing the value of agricultural property, and
rendering it in a great measure independent of

local circumsl;ances. We showed, further, that

the profit of the farmer, and the rent of the land-

lord, would be benefited by the reduced cost of
transport, and that such benefit would be likewise

shared by the consumer; in fact, that the advan-
tages of centralization would be realized without
incurring the inconvenience of crowding together

masses of people within small spaces; and that the

whole face of the country would be brought to the

condition, and made to share the opportunities of

improvement which are afforded by a metropolis,

and by towns of the larger class. At that time,

however, we had no specific evidence to adduce
in support of our reasonings, so as to reach those

minds which can onlj^ be influenced by a direct ap-

peal to facts. The subsequent extension of rail-

ways has brought to light a body of evidence, so

extensive, that our only difficulty lies in the selec-

tion of such parts of it as may not exceed our ne-

cessar_y limits.

The beneficial effects of the Liverpool and Man-
chester railway on the value of land in the district,

through which it passes, have forced conviction

upon the minds of those Avho were the most con-

spicuous opponents to that project.

Mr. J. Moss, a director of the Manchester rail-

way, gave the following testimony:

—

'Is it contemplated to have a rail road between Bir-

minsjham and Livei-pool?—It is quitc^ arranged.

'Have you made application to the owners of land
for their consent?—As far as our half goes.

'Have 5'on found owners, on the line between Liv-
erpool and Birmingham, to consent to the rail road
there, who, nevertheless, opposed the Liverpool and

doubt founded on the suppos'tion that dairy produce
would maintain its present price:—an obvious error,

but still the advantage would be very considerable.
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Manchester line?— Several; among others, Lords Derby

and Sefton.

'Did Mr. Heywood of Manchester oppose the Man-
chester Rail Road?—Yes.

'Did he afterwards complain of its not passing

through his lands?—He complained veiy much of

it.'

If tlie ill effects of its opposition, on the part of

landed proprietors, to projected rail roads were

limited to the injury which tliey inflict upon them-

selves, the public woukl have less reason to com-
plain of it; but unfortunately other extensive in-

juries have been thus j)roduced. The opposition

by Lords Derby and Sefton to the Manchester

railway bill, compelled the company to deviate

from the line ol" road which they first proposed,

and which Mr. Stephenson, tlieir engineer, pro-

nounced to be the best. That line must have
passed through a part of the profierty of these no-

blemen, \vhose opposition would at tiiat time have
defeated the bill. The company were therefore

compelled to select another line, which was not

only much more expensive in tiie formation, but

which has been since productive of consequences

most injurious to the road, and to the interests ot

the company and the public.

The line which the engineer was compelled to

adopt, imposed upon him the formidable enterprise

of crossing Chat Moss; and involved the company
in an enormous expense in forming a solid road

over that extensive morass. This, however, was
not the only or the most extensively injurious ef-

fect: it became necessary to carry the line of road

over an elevation, so that the moving power had
to overcome a sio])e rising at the rate of one in

ninety-six inboth directions, andextendingthrough
more than a mile and a half in each case. We
explained in our former article, the injury which
such an ascent produces: to draw a load up a slope

of this degree of acclivity requires an impelling

power, amounting to nearly four times the power
necessary to draw the same load upon a level; the

consequence is, that either auxiliary engines must
be kept constantly at the foot of the slope, or else

the impelling engine must be constructed Avith

four. times the power necessary on the level, and
Avith a proportionate increase of strength and
weight. We may safely assert, that no circum-
stance connected with the Manchester railway
has been a more fertile source of expense and in-

convenience than this occurrence. But if any
thing be wanting to demonstrate the mischief of

the proceeding out of which this has arisen, it is

the fact detailed in the evidence of Mr. Moss, that

a second line of railway has been in contemplation,
connecting Liverpool with Manchester; that this

second line is countenanced and encouraged by
these very noblemen, Lords Derby and Sefton;

that it is to pass through their grounds, and, we
presume, to take the very course whicJi was ori-

ginally contemplated by the present railway com-
pany, and from which they were driven by oppo-
sition.

'Has there not been aschcmefor another railroad?

—

Yes.
'Is it to pass through Lords Derby and Sefton's

land?—Yes; they both consented. They threw us
back the first year by the opposition to our road, and
we then lost such a line as we never could obtain
again. Since this, they have both consented that the
other line .riiall pass through their propert3\'

Other proprietors, how^ever, more speedily learn-

ed their error, and actually made interest to get

the line through their property.

'Do you know Bold Hall?—Very well, it is a fine

house.
'Is it near Liverpool and Manchester?—Yes; the pro-

prietor complained very much, that we made a com-
plete bend, to avoid his property.

'Did he afterwards wish you to cut off the bend, and
go nearer by a straight l^ine? Yes; and we agreed to

go much nearer to his house.'

Besides the permanent advantages to land by
opening large markets for every species of vege-

table, animal, and mineral production, railways

are attended with a variety of subordinate benefits,

which, though they may appear inconsiderable,

when compared with those already mentioned,

yet ought not to be whoUy disregarded. Among
these riiay be mentioned the extensive employ-
ment of the local population, in a work in which
by far the greater proportion of the labor is of a
rude kind; likewise the purchase of materials of

various kinds from the adjacent land owners. It

was proved that on the Stockton and Darlington

railway, as well as on other similar works, large

sums were paid to the land owners for gravel,

timber, and stone, for materials for bricks, and for

various other purjooses, independently of the land

purchased from them. It was also proved that a
very large proportion of the poor rates of the pa-

rishes through which railways pass are paid by the

railway company. The Manchester railway

company, for example, contribute not less than
£4000 per annum to the poor rates of their pa-
rishes.

Mr. Pease stated tliat more than half the entire

rates of several of the parishes through which the

Stockton and Darlington railway passes, are paid

by the railway company. But in addition to this,

the actual amount of rates is lessened by the ex-
tensive employment afforded for labor on the rail-

way. Mr. Lee stated, that of the poor rates in

the parish of Newton, one-fourth part was paid by
the JNIanchester railway company.
The speed of transit, and the consequent fre-

quency of conununication between places of
great commercial intercourse, are matters, the im-
portance of which can scarcely be overrated in

this country. The time between Liverpool and
Manchester, being a distance of about thirty-one

miles, is now about an hour and a half; there are
three deliveries of letters by post daily between
these two places; so that two letters may be writ-

ten and one answer received by the same corres-

pondents in the course of a day. The frequency
of communication might be still greater: nine
trains of coaches start daily from each place, and
if it were necessary, there might be nine deliveries

in each town. When the lines of railway from
London to Birmingham, and from Birmingham to

Manchester, shall have been completed, the time
from London to Liverpool ivill be about eleven
hours; the mail wliich leaves London at eight
o'clock in the evening, will therefore be delivered
in Liverjjool before nine the following morning.
The time between London and Birmingham will

be five hours and a half; there will probably,
therefore, be two mails daily. The letters de-

spatched from London at eight o'clock in the even-
ing would be delivered in Dublin the following
evening. From some improvements which are
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in progress in Umi steam-packets, it appears that,

under average circumstances, tliey may be de-

pended on to make the voyage li'om Liverpool to

Kingston (near Dublin) in ten hours: the mail

which would arrive at, Liverj)ool at seven in the

morning would tlierefore be at Dublin at six in the

evening, so that the Dublin merchants could an-

swer their London letters the same night. It

would, therelbre, he possible that an answer to a

letter Irom London to Dublin could arrive in Lon-
don in about (illy hours after the despatch of the

letter.

In the evidence of Mr. Moss wc find a striking

instance of the preterence given by the public to

rail road conveyance.

'Do you know whether there are some places on the

line horn Liverpool to Manchester where persons go
down a consideruble distance to come to the rail? Yes;

Southportis an example. This town is 38 miles from
Manchester, and 25 from Liverpool. Persons gonig to

Manchest'er prefer to come the 25 miles to Liver])ool,

and 30 along the rail road, making 55 miles, to going

38 miles by the direct road to Manchester.
'Do they do that with a sa^'ing of time and expense?

They save both time and expense.
'Jaeing aware of these facts, and knowing the pro-

jected hne between London and Liverpool, are there

many places from wliich persons would come to the

rail road, for the purpose of going to London, rather

than take the direct turnpike road? Yes; all places in

the manufacturing part of Yorkshire, such as iiradford,

Halifax, and Leeds; they would come to Manchester,

and there take the rail road.

'What would be the saving from Leeds? It would
be 40 miles round; but it would save four hours in

time, and £ 1 in money.
'What would be the saving from Rochdale? Ten

hours in time, and 30s. in money.'

A large portion of the time of those fiirmers

and graziers, living at a distance from London,
who are obliged tolittend the London markets, is

consumed in making the journey. JSIr. Robert

Attenborough, a farmer and grazier residing at

Braybrook, eighty miles from London, staled that

his business oijliged him to attend once a week at

Smithfield market; that it takes him three days

and a night, travelling at night, to go up to Lon-
don, do his bu.^iness, and return; that he seldom

gets home till four o'clock on Sunday morning; and
that a like inconvenience is sustained by the otiier

farmers and graziers in his neighborhood: that be-

sides the expenses on the way, the tare of the

coach is £3 4s., and that the sacrifice of his bu-

siness at home is the consequence of his journeys

to London. A rail road would take him to Lon-
don in about lour hours, and starting in the morn-
ing he could arrive at home at a reasonable hour
the same night.

By the evidence of other witnesses it appeared
that a saving to a very large amount has been
made by houses of business in Manchester, since

the establishment of the railway, in their agencies

alone. Some notion of the extent of this may be

formed, when we state that several houses have
saved £500 a year in this item of expendi-
ture.

The advantage of the increased speed and
cheapness of communication obtained by railways,

worked b}" steam-engines, is not confined to the

saving ot the time and money of those who are

compelled by business, or induced by pleasure, to

travel. Vast numbers, who, under other circum-

stances, would remain stationuiy, find it for their

advantage to avail themselves ol' the opportunities

of intercourse with distant places tlius opened to

them. It appears by the evidence of Mr. Booth,
that before the establishment of the railway be-
tween Manchester and Liverpool, there Avere

about twenty-two regular coaches running be-
tween these places; these coaches were licensed

to carry about 700 persons; and taking them at

their average number, they may be estimated as

having transported 450 persons daily between
these two towns. The inside liire was ten shil-

lings, the outside six; and the time of the journey
varied from four hours to four hours and a halil

The fare at present, on the rail road, by the first

class train, is five shillings and sixpence, and by
the second class, three shillings and sixpence; be-

ing about half the lare by the coaches; and the

time of the first class an hour and a hall^ and of
the second class two hours; being less than half

the time occupied on the turn])ike road. The
number of passengers between the two places in

the six months ending in December, 1833, was
215,071 booked; to which if we add 5,000 lor the

passengers taken up on the road and not booked,
we shall have a total of about "220,000: if we di-

vide this by the number ol" days in the half-year,

we shall find that the average daily including Sun-
days, was 1,209. It appears, therefore, that the

number of passengers between these towns has
been tripled since the establishment of the rail

road;—in other Avords, about 800 persons daily,

who have occasion to pass between the two
places, but who were belore |)revented irom doing
so, either by reason of the time or expense of the

turnpike road, are now enabled to perlbrm the

journey.

The ill efiects of the slopes on the Manchester
and Liverjjool railway have impi'essed on engineers

the indispensable necessity of avoiding them, or

rendering them as gentle as j:;ossible in future un-
dertakings. This object will be attained in a
great degree on the Birmingham and London line,

but at an enormous expense. The country
through which it will pass is of an undulating
character, so that there is scarcely a mile of the

road in v^diich either cuttings or embankments will

not be necessaiv. Where the elevations to be
encountered are inconsiderable, a level is obtained

by forming a chasm in the crest of the hill, and
using the stuff removed from it to form an em-
bankment in the valley; but there are numerous
elevations along the proposed line of road, which
either from their great height or other causes, ren-

der tliis method impracticable. In such cases

the level of the road will be maintained by pene-

trating the elevations by tunnels. Of these stmc-

tures eleven were proposed in the ];arliamentaiy

plan; but it is probable that cuttings will be sub-

stituted for some of them as the work proceeds,

and that the actual number will not exceed eight:

the largest will be constructed at Kilsby, nearDa-
ventry, seventy- seven miles from London; it will

be about a mile and a half in length. Another,

situate about two miles beyond Watford, will be a

mile in length. That which will pass under

Primrose Hill, and under the roads leading from

the Regent's Park, and from St. John's Wood to

Finchley, will be half a nnle in length: one near

Weedoii will be three quarters of a mile long, but
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none of the others will exceed a quarter of a mile

in length.

The principal obstacle to the adoption of tun-

nels on railways, worked by Rteam power, has
been the want of suflicient ventilation. The fur-

nace of the enf^ine soon renders' the air vmfit for

breathing, and the impurity produced by tiie pas-

sage of one engine might continue until the arri-

val of the next. It is proposed, in the longer tun-

nels, to overcome this difficulty by providing shafis

or chimneys at short intervals, carried from the

roof of the tunnel to the surfiice of the ground
above. In the case of the long tunnel at Kilsby,

some of these shafis will be one hundred teethigh;

in the other tunnels they will vary from thirty to

seventy feet; all of them will be eight feet in diam-
eter. We are not aware whether the sufficiency

of such an expedient for the purposes of ventila-

tion has yet been ascertained by experiment. It

has been stated that the speed with which the
engines will traverse the tunnels will be so great,

that very little ventilation will suffice. But the
A'entilation necessary tor the tunnel will be the

same, at whatever speed the engine may proceed;
for the air drawn through the fire during the pas-

sage of the engine will be the same vi^hatever the
speed may be. Each stroke of the piston will

draw through the fire the same quantity of atmos-
pheric air; and it is obvious that the same number
of strokes of the piston vvilt produce the same
immber of revolutions of the wheels, and therefore

the same progressive advance of the engine at

whatever rate the piston may move. If the en-
gine moves rapidly through the tunnel, it will,

therefore, still vitiate the same quantity of atmos-
pheric air; but there will be this convenience, that

the passengers will not be detained in the air so

A'itiated any considerable length of time. The
longest tunnel upon the projected line will be tra-

versed in less than five minutes, and the shafts

will subsequently remove, though perhaps not very
epeedily, the impure air.

In cases where it is not found practicable to

traverse the valleys by embankments, bridges to

Bupport the rail road, oi great extent, have been I

projected, by which the valleys may be arched
over. One of the most stupendous of these works
is the viaduct intended to bestride the valley of the
Ouse. This work, which will be situate between
Newport Pagnel, and Stoney Stratford, will cross
the valley of the Ouse about a mile and a half
eastward of the latter town; its extreme lenfjth

will be a mile and a quarter, and the height of the
level of the rails at the centre arch above that of
the water will be neari^ fitly feet; the centre por-
tion will be supported on seven magniiicent arches,
each of fifly leet water way; the key-stone of each
arch not to be less than twenty-five feet above the
surface of the ground. The extreme ends of the
viaduct will be formed by embankments. By
Buch gigantic etrorts of labor and skill, the ine-

qualities of the ground will be greatly diniinished,

though not absolutely overcome. * * *

upon this sura is S120, and tluft annual waste
i^ 100, making the sum of $i220 per annum for a
certain charge upon that much land, for no other

real or pretended purpose, than to nmke the con-

tents of the enclosure legally the owner's. And
even then, sir, he has but colorable pretence to be
the owner; ibr such has been the demoralizing ef-

fect of the enclosing law, that those who live upon
the common, can and will find their way in—and
that in such a way as to leave you without a rem-
edy.

if, sir, 3'ou give men a right to enter your kitch-

en, how long will they be kept out of your pantry,

if they are hungry and have winded the scent of
roast and stew? The beasts of the field have not,

like man, an imaginary moral restraint: they, with-
out craft, go ibr all they can ^ci—and, having the
legal right to try every pannel, they must be low-
er in rank than "rtoor shoats" if they fail; and
without intending more than to do sheer justice to

this case, I v/ill ask how long the owner would
refuse to give them his aid? No virtue, sir, will

resist cupidity, if you mak€ it legal to pass the
outer barrier. Appetite has no moral law.

I would ask our pohlical economists if they
could guess why land is so low, and so much neg-
lected in Virginia? Poor Virginia ! how long
will th}' cbildren hang mill stones upon thy neck?
How long will they keep thee ragged and naked?
Yet thy veiy name is a blessing to thy children.

This rent charge of ,9220 upon every 640 acres

of land is what every purchaser must add to the

sum he pays for land before he can say what the
real cost is; and it may be faiily said, that every
landholder pays that sum for being legislated into

common. Can we be forever blind—Ibrever law-
less? If m}^ brother farmers would give this sub-

ject its due share of consideration, I am persuad-

ed, it is far more important than the making of a
president—for, make who they m.ay, the crafty

only vrill divide the spoils.

X. Y. Z.

Fairfax Count]/, ISih Jan., 1835.

THE FENCE TAX.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Eegister.

The enclosing fence of one mile square will
coot, in this part of the state, if made of good ma-
terials, two thousand dollars—and good the ma-
terialg must be, if they last 20 years. The interest

From the rc-tersburg Intelligencor.

REPOKT ON THE MODE AXD ADVANTAGES OF
IBIPROVING THE KAVIGATION OF THE
UPPER APPOMATTOX.

Agreeably to notice published in the Richmond
Enquirer, the Constitutional Whig, and Peters-

burg Constellation, a meeting took place in the

town of Farmville, on the 2d January, 1835, for the

purpose of taking into consideration the naviga-

tion of the Appomattox river by the lock and dam
system, from Petersburg to Farmville, and by the

jettee and since dam system, from Farmville to

Planterstown. On motion, Thomas A. Morton
was called to the chair, and Henry Brazeal ap-

pointed secretary of the meeting. N. E. Venable
was requested to read the report of the engineer

employed by the Board of Public Works, which
report was accordingly read. Whereupon the fol-

lowing plan for improving the navigation of said

river was submitted for consideration, to wit:

It is proposed to improve the navigation of the

Api^omattox river, by locks and dams, from
Farmville to the head of the canal near Peters-

burg, so as to give tw^o feet depth of water at all

seasons of the year; and by jettees and wing
dams from Farmville to Planterstown, so as to
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give one and a half ieet depth of water the greater
part of the 3'car. With a view to tliis iniprove-

incnt the Board of Public Works has had a survey
of the river made b}" a competent engineer, who
has rej;orte(l liivorabiy of the above system of im-
jjrovement, as best suited to the river; and stales

tlie cost of the whole work at $84,984 90. It has
been thougiit by some who have examined the re-

port of tiie engineer, that the estimates are larger

in amount than necessary; but as estimates of
such works are rarely too high, it will be safe to

take the estnnates made as the basis of-the calcu-

lations to be made in applying to the legislature

for an act incorporating a company to do the work.
It remains to show how tlie capital is to be raised

to complete the work.
It is proposed (with the consent ol" the Upper

Appomattox Company) to obtain an act of incor-

j)oration lor a company to improve the river by
locks and dams trom the head of the canal to

Farmville, and by jettees and wing dams from
Farmvalle to Planterstown, with a capital ol

§85,000.
2d. That this company, on the completion of

the work to Farmville, be entitled to receive tolls

on all articles passing the river, equal to, and the

same with, the tolls received by the Upper Appo-
mattox Company with the exception of" wheat,
flour, and plaster ot" paria, and to receive on wheat
and riour hall' the present tolls, and on piaster of

paris no toll: provided, that the profits of" said

company shall not exceed 8 per cent, per annum
after paying the annual necessary expenses, and
])rovided that the rights of the Upper Appomattox
Company be no way affected by the charter of the

new company.
To make it evident that the above propositions

are reasonable, and the improvement practicable,

it is only necessary to review the present state of

the trade on the river, and the probable increase,

in case the improvement shall be made. The tolls

on the present trade, which average about .$5000

j)er annum, will pay a dividend of about 6 percent,

on the proposed capital, leaving the income on the

water privileges which will accrue to the company,
to pay the annual expenses. It is believed how-
ever that a constant navigation of two lijet depth

will increase the tonnage of" the river fourfold: this

if it should be realized, will have the eilect to pay
the stockholders 8 per cent per annum and reduce

the tolls to a very low rate; add to this the fact,

that the improvement will lessen freights, to an
amount equal to three times the toll levied on the

produce. Independent of the great advantages of

reduced freights, the certainty of" this channel of

trade will cause it to be used almost entirely by
the people ofthe country south-west of Petersburg,

both for imports and exports. Yv'hen this is the

case it may well be imagined that the amount of

tonnage will be great as the most of the products,

for ex[)ort and imported articles of consumption, for

the counties of Amelia, Powhatan, Cumberland,
Nottoway, Prince Edward, Charlotte, and a por-

tion of the same articles, from Chesterfield, Bjck-
ingham, Lunenburg and IMecklenbui-g, will pass

through this channel.

The present freights from Farmville are as fol-

lows:

Tobacco $3 50, toll 42 cents—total, .^3 92 pen
hhd.

Wheat 12 cents per bushel, toll 2 cents, total 14
cents.

Other articles in proportion.

Back loads are brought for 25 cents per hundred
pounds.
Under the new system.
Tobacco would be, freight ^2, loll 84 cents per

hhd.—total S2 84.

Wheat, height 6 cents, toll 3 cents, total 9
cents.

Other articles in proportion.

Back loads would be broughtfor half the present
rates.

Thus it will be seen, that the saving in expense
alone would be more than double the present toll,

and the certainty of the way to market would be
a still greater advantage to the agricultural inter-

ests and trade of the country.

After the report of the engineer and the above
specified ])lan were duly considered, on motion it

was resolved. That James Madison, N. E. Ven-
able, William Willson, John Miller, H. Brazeal,

J. R. Palmore, Thos. A. Morton, or any three of
them, be and they are hereby appointed a com-
mittee, who are authorized and required to draw
up a memorial, and cause the same to be present-

ed to the legislature, embracing the plan and esti-

mates of tolls and dividends which are embodied
in the statement which has been submitted as

above.
Hesolvsd, That the commitee aforesaid be re-

quired to embrace in the memorial, the following,

to wit—That in the event of" the legislature char-

tering a company for effecting the navigation upon
the plan aforesaid, that the company be authorized

from time to time to cause an inspection of ffie

locks of the mills now on the river, and should

they find any of" the said locks at any time in an
unsafe and doubtful condition, they shall give no-

tice to the owners or occupiers of the mill, and un-

less said owners or occupiers shall in months
cause the said locks to be put in good condition for

the speedy and convenient passage of boats, then

the said company shall be authorized to cause it to

be done, and to collect or receive the cost thereof

f'rom the owner or owners of such mills.

Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting
be published in the Richmond Enquirer, th.e Con-
stitutional Whig, the Petersburg Intelligencer and
Constellation.

Resolved, That so much of Mr. Conty's report

as concerns the contenqjlated improvement be

published with the above proceedings.

On motion, the meethig adjourned.

THOMAS A. .MORTox, Chairman.

Report of the Engineer.

Richmond, Dec. 22, 1834.

Gentlemen—Having been appointed by your

honorable board, to execute an act of last session

of the legislature, the object of which v/as the

"survey of the Aj)pomattox river, from the town
of" Petersburg, to the highest practicable point of

navigation, a7id make an estimate of the costs of

improving the navigation thereof, by locks and
dams, jettees, or wing-dams, or a combination of

the three modes of improvement, so as to give at

least two feet depth of water from the town of
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Petersburg to the town of Farmvillc, at all seasons

of the year," the following report is sumniitted:

About the middle of July last, I proceeded to

the town of Farmville, and connnenced the sur-

vey, extending it up the Appomattox to the South
Fork, a distance of 38^- miles, with a fall ol' 243.69

feet. The present charter of the Upper Appo-
mattox Company extends to Plaiiterstown, a dis-

tance of 22^ miles, with a tall oi' 96.15 feet, ave-

raging 4.9 feet per mile; the remaining 16 miles

has a fiill of 175.54 feet, averaging upwards of 9

feet to the mile. The great fall in this portion of

the river, and the very considerable expense at-

tending its improvement, induces me to think that

Planterstown is as high a point as the company's
attention should be directed for the present. There-
fore, the .estimate of expense extends no further.

Tlie princij)al obstructions between Farmville

and Planterstown, are the number of slioals, many
of which are gravel, difficult to improve, and un-
certain of remaining so; in reaches of the river

free from shoals, the navigation is materially in-

jured by the number of trees and logs, occasion-

ing an accumulation of sand and difiusing the

water over its bed, so that no suflicient depth can
be obtained until the removal of such obstructions.

Jettees may be beneficially applied in such places

after the removal of logs, &c. Wings with side

dams should be used in the improvement of shoals.

By throwing the quantit)^ of wafer into a body,
and retaining it between the side dams it secures

a more regular depth and prevents any accumula-
tion of gravel, &c. By tlie application of jettees

or wing dams to a shoal of considerable length, a
sufficient depth may be obtained between the jet-

tees from the construction of the current; but when
allowed to spread, it loses its scumming property:

a deposite takes place between the former and
lower jettee, which proves injurious to the naviga-

tion. By proper anj)hcation of jettees, wing and
side dams, the removal of logs, gravel, &c. a nav-
igation of 18 inches in depth may be obtained to

Planterstown, the gi'eater part of the year.

The fall of the river fi-om Farmville to the head
of the canal in Petersburg is 180.26 feet, and dis-

tance 90 miles 497 yards. The act of the legisla-

ture calls for not le^ss than two feet depth of water
at all seasons of the yeai'. During the survey the
quantity of water was me;isured in several places,

and found inadequate to furnish the depth called

for by the act. The improvement of a river by
jettees, wings and side dams, is a very imcertain

and imperfect mode; much money may be expend-
ed, and the winter floods may cau.se a renewal of
the same expense if tliis method is persisted in.

The improvement of the river Clyde, in Scotland,

Avas com mcnce<l first by jettees, which were aban-
doned, then by contractmg the current by parallel

walls of stone thrown in promiscuously, besides
the great expense in tlie use of the dredging ma-
chine. Yet, late accounts attest the im[>erfec-

tion of this system of improving rivers, and the
navigation has been much impeded by the fre-

quent formation of obstructions.

Being satisfied that the best mode of improving
the Appomattox from Farmville down, and furnish-
ing the called for de|)th, can only be obtained bv a
system of dams and locks; particular regard has
been had in jjlacing them in such situations, both
for security to the works and to occasion as little

damage as possible by their overflowing the ad-

joining low grounds. The elevation of the pro-

posed dams, are from 1 foot in height to 6 feet.

From this arrangement no apprehension need be
entertained of nmch injuiy by overflowing, and
those low grounds at the dan)s, may be successfiil-

ly drained by passing round and discharging the

water belov/. The situation of the dams are most
generally at the head of the shoals with a view of
obtaining a'good foundation and the least possible

height. The entrance of the canals (for the safe-

ty of the boats) are a short distance above the

dams, and communicating with the river at the
lower end of the shoal, when the locks are made
more secure by being protected from the current of
the river, and constructed at less expense than if

connected with the dam.
Particular attention should be had to the cut-

ting down and removal of the trees on the banks
of the river; they are numerous, with their

branches frequently interwoven across the stream.

The locks at Venable and Stony Point Mills re-

quire renewal; much delay and loss is sustained

by the imperfection of these locks during a
drought.

The sill of the lock at Exeter Mills cannot be
more than four inches below the surface of the

water during a low stage of the river, therefore, it

becomes useless. During a liigh freshet in the river,

the head gate cannot be opened, causing a deten-

tion of several days to the boatsmen. The locks

at Clemingtown appear to be in good condition,

and are constructed on the best principle of any
between Farmville and the head of the canal.

Estimate of the probable expense of improving
the navigation of the Appomattox river from the

town of Farmville to Planterstown by jettees, side

and wing dams, .§10,276 20.

Estimate for completing a two feet depth navi-

gation of the river Appomattox between the town
of Farmville and the head of the canal at Peters-

burg $!74,708 70. By building the locks of stone

laid in water-proof cement, and including the lock-

age at the several mills, it would increase the

amount to i§ 152,000.

JOHN CONTY,

To the Board if Public Works.

From the Horticultural Register.

VINEYARD OF CLOS DE VOXTGEAUD.

In the middle and northern departments ot

France, and in the vineyard culture, the vines are

kept low, like plantations of the raspberry, the

vines being planted in close order; or they are

trained to low stakes, which are renewed every
year. When the \-ine has risen to a height suf-

ficiently above, it is bent over, and passed to the

top of the next stake, and secured in its rear; its

luxuriance being thus restrained.

The same system of restriction is practised at

the Clos de J^o\igRaud. This is regarded as the

best vineyard in France, and was sold during the

revolution, and in 1794, for one million one hun-
dred Thousand francs. This vineyard is walled
round. The vines being keptlow, and the ground
never manured. The soil is calcareous, on a foun-r

dalion of limestone or calcareous rocks.
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who is very observant, and keeps an accurate dia-

ry, sows the clean seed I'rom boxes, with small
holes in different places to regulate the quantity,

daring a cnid spell in February, or if it does not

come in February, in March, "(I'lr he says it al-

ways will hap|)en in one month or ihe other) and
never applies the plaster till the second sjiring, in

order to avoid the rust in his wheat, to which mid-
ady he thinks it is rendered more liable by the use
ot" that mj'sterious mineral. The method of" a
fourth gentleman is to mix three bushels of plas-

ter with one of seed, and to sow at first half the

quantity intended to be applied, going over the

whole ground, then returning to the place of com-
mencement and sowing the residue, so that the

ground is twice sown over to insure greater regu-
larity, and at two different periods, to afford a bet-

ter opportunity of escaping destruction by frost;

the full quantity of gypsum is afterwards applied

when the clover planis get in the third leaf The
opinion of the writer of tliis article is in fivor of
powing irom the 25th of January till the 29ih of

February, taking all circumstances and seasons
into consideration. By harrowing the land, and
still better, I presume, by rolling also, clover may
doubtless be sov/n with perfect safety, considera-

bly earlier and later than tlie period above speci-

fied. It may be useful hereto state that some sen-

sible and successful farmers consider a bushel of
plaster and ashes mixeil in equal quantities, as

beneficial as a like measure of the jbrmer ariicle

alone, and of course, much cheaper, especially in

the interior, where to the first cost of the commo-
dity is to be added the cost of carriage.

A PLANTER OF THE LOWER JAMES.

January, 1835.

For the Farmers' Register.

ON XriE rROPRIETY OF CORRESPONDENTS
STGNIAG THEIR PROPER NAMES.

'Wliat is't you seek?
Yo\ir narae=!"'

It is in my humble opinion extremely important
that every correspondent should subscribe his pro-

per name to every communication made to this

journal—more particularlj^ when they contain any
specific facts, or experiments. The papers, which
are published in this, or any other scientific jour-

nal, without "a local habitation and a name," are

of little or no value. It is important, and very de-
sirable, to have attached to every communication
the actual name of the author, and the county
and state in which he resides, or his observations
or experiments may have been made. The rea-

sons are obvious to all. In the first place, it is ne-
cessary to have a responsible name for every fact

or opinion, which may be stated. It matters not
whether the individual be known to fame or not
—his name being sent forth with his opinions,

renders him cautious in promulgating doctrines,

which he might blush to own. Secondly, in ag-
ricultural observations and experiments, it is ne-
cessar}^, that the particular section of country in

which they have been made, should be accu-
rately stated—inasmuch as climate and locality

have an all-powerful influence over the produces of

the soil. It maybe alleged, as an aiiditional rea-

son why the name should be published—that the
carrying into practice of any new principles in
larming is attended always with expense, and
hence, it is important to know upon what authori-
ty you are justified in incurring any additional ex
pense. It may olten be attended with useiiil con-
sequences, if the author were known, to corres-
pond wih him, and elicit additional inlbrmalion on
the particular subject on which he has written.
For tliese, and other reasons which might be

given, I would respectfully suggest to the editor
of the Farmers' Register, the propriety of adopt-
ing the rule—not to puhlish any piece containing
specific facts, without the author will attach there
to his proper name. No communicaiion I ven-
ture to affirm, would receive the least countenance
from an editor of any scientific journal without a
responsible name. Look in any medical journal, aa
the Philadeljdiia Journal of the Medical Sciences,
or in any periodical containing essays on chemis-
try, min?ralogy, or any other scientific subject,
and it will be'lbund that they are not sent forth
sub noniinis umbra, by A B, or C D, or E F, but
have attached to each communication the actual
author's name. Why not, then, in the name of
common sense will not every gentleman who can
contribute his mite of agricultural information,
send forth with it, his own name? Is it modesty
which forbids? Surely there is nothing immodest
in discoursing through this paper with plain farm-
ers. Is it the insignificance of the subject? Cer-
tainly, no enlightened individual will treat any
subject connected with the most important of all

occupations, lightly or indifl'erently. Agriculture,
may now be considered as having taken a
rank among the sciences—and every subject con-
nected with it should be treated with that gravity,
dignity and respect, which properly belongs to

it. On this subject (of the importajicc which
should be attached to the name,) it would be
well to imitate the English or French farmers.
It will be seen in reading a British or French aori-

cultural paper, that almost always the name is ap-
pended, or no value would be attached to the
publication. Even in our New England ag-
ricultural papers the name of the author is gene-
rally given. Hoping that these suggestions will

have some infiuence with future contributors to the
Register, and wishing the editor all success in

his undertaking, I subscribe ray name.

PETER DE QUIR.

Matthews County, Va.

P. S.—Is it ever advantageous or proper to burn
land? Is there any kind of ^'egetanon which grows
on our fields, that it would be more profitable to burn
off than to ))lough under? Will the ashes pro-

duced thereby compensate for the loss of vegeta-
ble matter? Will not the crop be better the first

year when coarse grass or broom sedge is burnt,

than it would be if ploughed in? But will not the
land be ultimately benefited in a greater degree by
turning in such a cover? These I conceive, to be
interesting and important interrogatories, and I

hope the Editor, and those correspondents whose
experience will enable them to enlighten their

brother fiirmers, will not hesitate to do so in pro-
pria nomine.

PETER DE QUIR.
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For tlie Fanners' Register.

COMMERCIAL REPOKT.

The regular business of Virginia has been in-

terrupted during the greater jjart of this month,

first by a long continuance of rain which rendered

the roads impasscible, and subsequently, by a de-

gree of cold hitherto almost unknown in our cli-

mate, which closed our rivers, and the navigation

of them was suspended an unusual length of time.

These remarks do not apply to Noriblk, whose
favorably situated harbor is always accessible, and
owing to this cause, an unusual number of vessels

have sought that port during the severity of the

winter. This advantage combined with others

which that port possesses, will always insure to it

an important trade.

Whilst supplies of cotton Avere retarded by the^

causes above mentioned, nearly all the stocks of

that article in Petersburg were sold at 15 to 16

cents—but the late accounts from England being

less favorable than had been anticipated, the price

has declined one cent per pound, and from present

appeai-ances will go yet lower.

Fortunately for the planters, a large portion of

their crops was sola under the most favorable cir-

cumstances. The dealers in this article are divided

into two parties. One of them estimates the crop

to be smaller, and the other larger, than the \ne-

ceding one; and among the former are the plant-

ers and speculators at'the South, who now hold a

large quantity—the facilities afforded by the banks

enablmg them to retain it on hand. The planters

have been unusually industrious this season, for

although the crop matured a month later than the

last one, and is said by them to be less productive,

they have brought to the various markets in the

United States, upwards of 100,000 bales more
than they had at the same period last year.

The manuiacture of cotton is carried on to a

greater extent than at any former period; but the

spinners in England possess such an unlimited

control of the market in consequence of their great

command of capital, that they can check any con-

siderable advance in the price whenever they think

proper to exert their power; and thus whenever
speculators in Europe extend their operations at a

high price, the spmners leave the article on their

hands, and a decline ensues. This has proved to

be tlie case during the last two years, as well tis

in former instances, and it is thus that varia-

tions occasionally take place in foreign markets

which deceive and mislead us in this country.

Some months must elapse before the probable ex-

tent of the last crop can be closely estimated—but

meanwhile the best informed peisons generally es-

timate the aggregate crop of the United States at

about the same as the previous one.

Tlie price of tobacco is higher than in January
last, although the crop is larger. This may partly

be ascribed to the increased operations of the man-
ufacturers in Richmond, Petersburg, &c. wdio

worked last year on a very reduced scale. The
unusually small stock of Virginia and Kentucky
tobacco in this country, also tends to advance the

price. This however is not the case in Maryland:
the quantity on hand there being large, and it is

estimated that the export from thence this year
will be very great. The current rates of tobacco

in Richmond and Petersburg are $4 50 to ^7 50,

fbi' very inferior up to lair qualities. The increas-

ed cultivation of tobacco in Holland and Germany,
lessens the demand for ours in those countries, and
the monopoly in France destroys competition in

that market.
For flour and grain there is a very limited de-

mand, none being required for export to Europe.
Country flour is worth ,'^4 62| to ^4 75—city

mills $5 75. The canals of New York being
closed, tends to increase the demand for Virginia

flour. The stock of wheat is held almost exclu-

sively by the Richmond millers.

The great increase of banking capital in many
of the states renders money plenty, particularly

where new banks have been created. Some ef-

forts are now making to add to the number of
banks in Virginia. If successful, if j^laced under
proper restrictions, and prudently conducted, they
may render every branch of business more active;

but it may be questioned Avhether the great in-

crease of such institutions, though apparently pro-

ducing a momentary advantage, does not ulti-

mately prove injurious, by creating an undue spirit

of speculation, and giving a fictitious value to

every thing in the shape of property. The poli-

cy however being generally adopted by other

states, may render it in some measure necessary to

counteract it by increasing these establishments

in Virginia, and thus prevent an influx of paper
from other banks, and the resort of our merchants
to those institutions.

If is gratifying to remark the new works of in-

ternal improvement which are either commenced,
or about to be undertaken. Of the former, is the

rail road from Richmond to Fredericksburg and
the Potomac, on which active operations are com-
menced on an extensive scale. The state having
agreed to contribute her usual quota to this work,

it will be completed with great expedition, and
thus an almost entire line of communication by
rail road will be formed from North Carolina

through Virginia, and thence to Boston. With
the aid of some enterprise on the part of North
Carolina, the line would be complete to Georgia.

That spirit of enterprise we trust will soon be
aroused.

The great work of communication from James
River to the Ohio will soon be commenced with

the liberal aid of the commonwealth and of the

city of Richmond—a work of great magnitude,

but opening an extensive region of country to the

commerce of Virginia, whicli would otherwise be
attracted to Baltimore, or other cities. May the

works prosper,

X.

January 2G, 1S35.

From tlie [Ohio] Farmer's Reporter.

PRESERVING POTATOES.

A good way of preserving sweet potatoes is

when they are dug pack them up in dry sand, be-

ing carehil to keep them covered so as not to get

wet. In this way they will remain all winter as

fresh and as good as when first dug. A highly

respectable farmer, the quality of Avhose potatoes

I myself tested last spring and found them of the

first cut, assured me that this was the method he
had practised for a number of years, and found it

perfectly successful.
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A PROFITABLK CHANGK OF A 3HLL TOXD
FOR A CAjVAL.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Amelia, Dec. 20th, 1834.

The farmers of Virginia may indeed congratu-

late tiienvselves that there has been estabJislied in

their state, in your valuable publication, a medium
through which useful information and suggestions

may be dilfused t()r the public good, which might
otherwise j)robably be known but to a few.

In accortlance with your request lor presenting

such improvements as may have been made to

the public, I will endeavor to lay before your
readers what I conceive to be an improvement of

a kind important to owners of mills, (and not un-

important to the I'arming interest,) which has been
made by myselij by means of a canal, dispensing

entirely with the pond. The mill is situated on a
small stream, known by the name of Buck Skin

Creek, near the dividing line of Amelia and Not-
toway, not exceeding three miles in length from
the mill to its very source. The pond covered
about twenty-five acres of" land, and had probably

been erected nearly a century. In the summer of

1833, the dam was swept away, and such a breach
made, as induced me, as a matter of convenience
to mj'self, to try the experiment with a canal, un-
til the dam could be repaired. The canal was
dug, and in a short time, principally with my
crop hands, and upon trial was found to far exceeil

my most sanguine expectations—so much so, that

I have declined rebuilding the dam. The present

plan is much less troublesome and expensive. I

have been enabled to grind tor all the custom the

mill gets, producing a toll from ten to twelve bar-

rels of corn per month. In addition, I shall be en-

abled to bring into cultivation aboLit tliirty acres of

valuable land, and it is highly probable will pro-

mote the healthiness of the ncighboriiood.

There are now two other mills in operation in

my countj' upon the canal plan, that succeed won-
derfijlly well; and could their owners be induced

to give their views and experience, they might
confer a greai benefit upon the community. I do
not hesitate to sa\^, that in rny opinion, one-half

the mills in this section of Virginia might be work-
ed by canals, dispensing with their ponds, thereby

adding many valuable acres to the farms, and jiro-

moting the general health of the country. The
experiment could be made without cutting down
the dam. A canal should be cut around the pond
at high water mark, until it reaches the stream
above the pond. I should never have been in-

duced to have made the experiment had I not

been in some degree compelled by a concurrence

of providential events; which fact forcibly evinces

how unwilling we are to forsake early impressions

and habits—believing witli most of my neighbors,

that such an attempt was futile and visionary.

For tlie Fiirmors' Register.

OX THE NECESSITY OF SYSTEM AND ATTEN-
TION IN THE farmer's BUSINESS.

It is entirely useless and unnecessarj- to waste

time, which is precious to all, in querulous narra-

tion of the exceedingly deplorable state of agricul-

ture—the impoverished, cadaverous aspect com-
monly exhibited on the surface of the Old Domin-
ion. It is equally useless and unprofitable, to write

a funeral oration lor soil, long since dvjunct, or de-

parted, and soon to be deposited in the gra\-e of
the "great waters." We shall briefly, and we
hope more profitably, suggest a lew disjointed and
unconnected remarks, glancing at the causes, and
designating the means to remedy or alleviate evils

generally existing, and, we are compelled to ac-

knowledge, exhibited in bold relief

One of the most prominent causes which de-

press agriculture in Virginia, is the opinion en-

tertained by man}', that slavery is incompatible
with improvement in agriculture. There never
was a greater mistake—a more fallacious position.

There never was an error more iiital in its con-

sequences. A belief in this position, renders it

impossible to him who entertains it, ever to im-
prove his system of agriculture. We cannot, we
will not persevere in toiling tor that wiiich we be-

lieve we shall ultimately fail to obtain. Why
should we believe the position? We have the en-
tire control of our slaves, and can give their labor

what direction we please. INIany hold them by
inheritance, and have nought to ])ay lor their la-

bor but the moral obligation to feed and clothe

them well. No free laborer in America, would
perform the amount of labor performed by our
slaves for the same remuneration. None can be
obtained, either from the North or the South, who
^vill agree to work for their food and clothing alone.

All require more than this—consequently, slave

labor is cheapest; and the cheapest labor presents

the greatest iticilities for improvement.
TJie misapplication of labor, is also a great

cause of the depression of agriculture. Because,
among other reasons, labor is cheap, no pains have
been taken, no thought bestowed, to have it pro-
perly applied. This important item of good hus-
bandrj^, has commonly, and is even now, iefl to

agents uninterested in improvement, and frequent-

ly to the ignorance of the negroes themselves.
Virginians are peculiarly averse, and bestow but
little attention to what they consider the minutiae

of the farm: they think it sufficient to give general
directions, without attending to the particular ap-
plication of labor. Consequently, labor is often

badly applied—time and attention devoted to one
branch of business, which ought to be bestowed
on another. In close connection with this e\nl,

is another, and of equal magnitude—a want of
pr.tctical knowledge, which renders us Uable to be
imposed on at every point. If w'c are destitute

of practical knowledge, most of the work on the

fiirm will be badly executed, and many evils will

follow in tlie train. From bad work, we cannot
reasonably expect good production; it must be
proportionably deficient. This makes it necessary,

in order to make even a tolerable crop, to ex]:;os8

a larger surface, which must be annually increased,

in proportion to the progressive deterioration of the

soil, until improvement becomes a dead letter, and
soon the last remains of fertility are washed and
extracted from the exhausted soil. IVIany pro-

p,rietors are so entircl}" wanting in practical know-
ledge, that they do not know how to set a hilling

hoe—and CufTce may hold a high hand, and for

ought they know, be doing good work, with his

hoe so fixed that it cannot be made, by ordinary

exertion, to cut an inch deep. It would be well if
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^his was the worst of it. Many, very many, never
obtain much better knowledge of practical opera-

tions than they commence with: and that is com-
monly worse tlian none. This indispensable item

in the prosecution of improvement, is also left to

others, wholly uninterested in (he improvement of

the farm. To rcmed_v these evils, rules should be

established: it should be an established principle,

that all manner and kind of work, should be ex-

ecuted in the best style: quality, and not quantity,

should be the primaiy object of every farmer or

planter. We should seldom, if ever, depart from

this principle, lor the sake of expediency. We
should aim to acfjuirc more executive (if I may
use the expression) and practical knowledge. If

this knowledge cannot be obtained in schools or

colleges, it may in agricultural societies. Let us

then Ibrm agncidtural societies, enlist practical

men, and apply the lever of associated action;

without which, no important reformation has ever

been effected—patriotism, philanthropy, and reli-

gion, forbid that this principle should be applied to

so many objects, and agriculture be left to wend
its own slow way unaided, unassisted. Let all

lovers of improvement awake to the merits of this

noble cause. Let us associate, combine, and bring

to the aid of agriculture, that intelligence and en-

thusiasm, which characterized our ancestors. And
the Old Dominion will soon put on a beautiful

garment of green, "and all her paths drop fat-

riess." All men, of every rank and nation, are

deeijly interested in the prosperity of agriculture.

Tlie importance of established rules, oi" sys-

tematic operations, especially to the slave holder,

is clear and indisputable. Slaves have generally

been trained by agents, v,dio have commonly been

required to aim at quantity rather than quality in

the common work of the farm; consequendy, the

slaves have acquired bad habits. Having been

taught, by bitter experience in many cases, that

quantity was the criterion of the days work, and

caring "nothing for the benefit of the crop, they

have'become expert in finding the easiest way

—

or in other words, to slight all kinds of work. This

is true, with regard to the great majority. Having
fallen into bad habits, confirmed by time, there is

a strong necessity for a thorough and radical

change In the plan of operation, or they will be

forever falling back into their old ways; of mak-
ing smooth the outside, regardless of the internal;

which is the most important consideration. All

intelligent, all thinking men, subscribe to the force

of edtication—that it is strong and powerful^—it

lias its influence on the slave as well as the free-

man; "just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined."

Hence, the necessity of having them well taught

—of established rules—of systematic operation.

Wherever it is practicable, the measuring rod

should be applied; when impracticable, the work

should be weighed or numbered. Wehav^e known
the executioirconsiderably improved, and from 25

to 33 per cent, added to the day's work, merely by
counting the bundles of tobacco stripped and tied

up, at the close of the day's work. When it is

known by the hands that the quality of the work
is to be rigidly inspected, as vs^ell as the quantity,

they will take more pains in the execution; and
the quantity will be uicreased, as well as the ex-

ecution imjiroved.

The necessity is urgent on Virginians, to attend

to this subject in all its various ramifications. It

requires intelligence and energy to resuscitate their

impoverished fields, and bring them back to that

state, in which tliey can behold them with plea-

sure, and in which we may anticipate a plentiful

and prosperous futurity.

Let us then give to this important subject, the

attention it so imperiously demands—let us give

to the winds the filse theory that sla\'cry is in-

compatible with improvement—let us attend well
to the application and execution of labor—let us
obtain ])ractical knowledge bj' forming agricultu-

ral societies— let us adopt systematic opei'ation in

every department—let us resolve that all our flat

land shall be tlioroughly drained—all our uplands
receive as many trenches or conductors, as will be
fully sufficient to conduct all the superfluous water
in excessive rains—to sow all our arable land in

grass—confine the hoof and the tooth to standing
pastures—pay strict attention, and use strict econ-
omy in all the sources of manure. Let us attend

to these particulars, and we shall soon see im-
provement in our fields, and plenty in our barns.

The anticipation of a long journey presents

formidable barriers to a person unaccustomed to

travelling; as long as the journey is in prospect,

almost insurmountable difficulties arise. Imagi-
nation makes mountains of mole hills—there are

lions in the waj'—the expense of the trip—the

length of the way—the toil and fatigue of travel-

ling—and many imaginar}^ dangers standing thick

around—discourage and conspire to make thejour-

ney formidable. We have only to "screw our
courage to the sticking place;" to start, and all the

difficulties vanish. The journey though long, is

easily and pleasantly performed. Similar to this,

is the commencement and the prosecution of a
scheme of improvement. Opinions of long stand-

ing, prejudices strong and inveterate, established

habits, expensive bills, trouble and vexation, stare

us in the face, at the threshold of imj^rovement.

Commence, the difficulties are removed—the lions

are chained. Excited and interested, more atten-

tion is bestowed; profit and improvement go hand
in hand.

CHARLOTTE COUNTY.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

LIST OF PREMIUMS OFFERED BY THE BUCK-
INGHAM AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

L For' the best thorough bred stallion over two
and under four years old—one year's subscription

to the New York Sporting Magazine.
2. For the best thorough bred brood mare—one

year's subscription to the American Turf Regis-

ter and Sporting IMagazine.

3. Fo/ the best thorough bred colt under two
years old—the same as No. 2.

4. For the best thorough bred filly under two
years old—;the 1st vol. of Edgar's stud book.

5. For the best brood mare other than thorough

bred—the same as No. 2.

6. For the best colt or filly other than thorough

bred under two years old—the sante as No. 2.

7. For the b;\st jack over three years old—one

year's subscription to the Farmers' Register.

8. For the best mule raised in the county, under

five years old—Farmer & Mechanic, and Ohio

Farmer.
9. For the best bull over two years old—the

same as No. 7, and Genesee Farmer.
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10. For the best bull under two years old—one
year's subscription to tlie Southern Agriculturist.

11. For the best cow over three years old—one
year's subscription to the New York Farmer and
the Northern Farmer.

12. For the best heifer under three years old

—one year's subscription to the Southern Planter

and the Ohio Farmer.
13. For the best tiitted ox or cow—buck carv-

ers and steel—cost, not over .§6.

14. For the second best—the same—cost, not

to exceed .'^4.

15. For the best yoke of work oxen—the same
as No. 7.

16. For the best ram—one year's subscription

to the New York Farmer.
17. For the ])en of best ewes, not less than six

—one years subscription to the Genesee Farmer
and Farmers' Reporter.

18. For the second best—one years subscrip-

tion to the Genesee Farmer.
19. For the best boar—one year's subscription

to the Maine Farmer and Northern Farmer.
20. For the best sow—one year's subscription

to the Maine Farmer and Farmers' Reporter.

21. For the heaviest hog (live weight,) under
one year old—ivory cai'vers and steel—cost, not
over $ 4.

22. For the best suit of clothes, that is, coat,

pantaloons and vest, made at home of wool and
cotton, (the exhibitor wearing the same on the

day of show and iliu-)—a pair of silver sugar tongs

—cost, not over ^3.
23. For the best piece of negro winter clothing

not less than ten yards—a pair of silver sugar
tongs—cost, not over ^2 50.

24. For the best piece of carpeting not less than
ten yards—a Britannia coffee pot—cost, not over

25. For the best pair of stockings of wool, cot-

ton, thread or silk—a silver thimble—cost, not

over SI-
26. For the best specimen of domestic fabric

(other than what is above named) made of wool,

cotton, flax, hemp, silk, grass, any or all combined
—a cream ladle—cost, not over ^3.

27. For the greatest product in corn, not less

than five adjacent acres—a two-horse jilough.

28. For the greatest product in wheat, not less

than ten adjacent acres—a three-horse plough.
29. For the greatest product (that is, the most

money,) in tobacco, not less than five adjacent
acres—a two-horse plough.

30. For the best farm, not less than 100 acres

—a silver cup—cost, not over ,^12.

31. For the second best—the same—cost, not

over -S 10.

32. For the third best—the same—cost, not

over S8.

HOW TO CONSTRUCT AN "EDITORIAL COMIVIU-
NICATION."

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

It will be admitted, INIr. Editor, that the interest

taken by readers in your journal, and also its gen-
eral reputation, will depend in a very great degree
upon what proportion of each number consists of

original communications. It is very true, (as I

have seen stated lately in another periodical,) that

"a good article is none the worse because it has

appeared before, and in some other work." But
nol withstanding, readers do not like to be confined
to second-hand articles, though they may be "as
good as new." They think, and very reasonably
too, that if the journals vvhlch furnish these arti-

cles at first, are equally cheap and accessible, it

would be as well to iuive the articles in them,

when both iiew and good.

Under this feeling, (whether right or wrong,)
when I receive a new number of the Farmers'
Register, I am sure first to look over your Table
of Contents; and most cheerfully do I accord in

the general opinion that your monlhl}' bill of fare

is always good, and presents a large and increas-

ing proportion of original communications. But
though your readers are satisfied in this respect,

(and certainly I am for one,) still permit me to

say, that you do not make the most of your oppor-
tunities; and if you will profit by the example
which I shall place before you, your list of "origi-

nal communications" may easily be made much
longer than it is, and they can even completely
"elbow out" all the selected articles, without losing

a particle of their value. I will offer you a single

fact as a striking illustration of this plan, and
leave you to make the application. Vcrbumsat. &fc.

Not long ago I first met with a copy of the ag-
ricultural journal called the * * * # * #_

In glancing over the list of "original communica-
tions" in the Table of Contents, my attention was
attracted by the title of "* * **#*#.
By the Editor." Turning to the page referred

to, 1 found the same imposing title over a piece be-
ginning whh a paragraph by the editor, but which
was merely introductory to the long communica-
tion which appeared first m No. * of the Farmers'
Register, and which Avas here copied entire, ex-
cept the initial letters which formed the original

signature. Now it is true, that if one reads care-

fully the introductory lines, he will there find that

the very long tail-piece to the small body, was
copied from your publication. But the slight ob-
server, as \\'eil as any other journals that might
think fit to republish from tliis cop}-, would give
credit for the v/hole, as it was there marked, to

the editor of the * * * « * *^ ^nd not
to the Farmers' Register.

Now I pray you, Mr. Editor, to observe the

great advantage of this manner of constructing

"original communications—by the editor." By
the favor of the writer of this piece, you first en-

joyed all the benefit of publishing his original

communication; and next, your brother editor, by
fiwor of his own ingenuity, enjoyed not only an
equal, but a greater advantage—for it is not only

claimed (in effect) as original, but as fiom his own
pen.

If you had chosen to profit by this plan of wri-

ting editorials, all the various selected articles to

which you have prefixed a i^ew lines of your own
remarks, would have figured as "original commu-
nications—by the editor"—and you may thus,

with the utmost ease, appropriate to yourself every

other piece that may hereafter be worth your se-

lecting.

SOt'TH.
Feb. I5th, 1834.

P. S. I have since seen proof of the practical

1
value of the plan above described. Mr. N— 's

' directions to ********** in
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No. *, Farmers' Register, have been, by virtue of

only two lines ol" introduction, appropriated by the

editor of the aforesaid * * * * * *, as I

learn by seeing the passage quoted from that pub-

lication (instead of yours,) by both our Southern

Agriculturist, and Southern Planter. This suffi-

ciently proves tliat the editors of both those jour-

nals were deceived by the ibrin thus given to the

article.

From an English Paper.

THE DEEPEST MINE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

The shaft at present sinking at Monkwear-
moulh Colliery, near Sunderland, luus attained a

considerably greater depth than any mine in Great

Britain, (or estimating its depth from the level of

the sea, than any mine in the world.) Pearce's

shaft at the Consolidated Mines in Cornwall was,

till lately, the deepest in the island, being about

1,470 feet in perpendicular depth, of which 1,150

feet are below the surface of the sea. The bot-

tom of Wolf's shaft (also at the Consolidated

Mines) is 1,230 Icet below the sea; but its total

depth is less than that of Pearce's shaft. The
bottom of the JMonkwearmouth shaft is already

upwards of 1,500 feet below high water mark,

and 1.600 feet below the surface of the ground.

It w^as commenced in May, 1826. The upper

part of the shaft passes through the lower magne-
sian limestone strata, which overlap the south-

eastern district of the Great Newcastle Coal-field,

and which, including a stratum of "freestone

sand" at the bottom of the limestone, extended,

at Montwearmouth, to the thickness of 330 feet,

and discharged towards the bottom of the strata

the prodigious quantity of 3,000 gallons per mi-

nute—lor the raising of wliich into an ofi-take

drift, a double-acting steam-engine, working with

a power of from 180 to 200 horses, was found ne-

cessary. Tiie first unequivocal stratum of the

coal formation, viz., abed of coals one and a hall

inches thick, was not reached till August, 1831,

(being about 344 feet below the surface,) after

which the tremendous influx of water which had
so long im|)eded the sinking operations Vv-as "stop-

ped back" by a cylindrical "metal tubbing" or

casing, fitted (in a series of small portions) to the

shaft, and extending from below the above bed of

coal to within 26 yards of the surface. The sink-

ing now proceeded with spirit—still, no valuable

bed of coal Vt'as reached, although the shaft had
passed considerably above 600 feet into the coal

measures, and much deeper than had hitherto

been found requisite for reaching some of the

known seams. It became evident that the miners
were in unknown ground. A new "feeder of wa-
ter" was encountered at the great depth of 1,000

feet, requiring fresh pumps and a fresh outlay of
money. The prospects of the owners became un-
promising in the eyes of most men, and were de-

nounced as hopeless by many of the coal-viewers!

Coal-viewing, however, had as yet been limited

to some 200 or 220 fathoms; and the views of the

Messrs. Pemberton (the enterprising owners of

this collieiy) were not to be bounded b}^ such oitli-

nary depths; they considered rightly that the thick-

ness of the coal formation might be vastly greater

where protected by the super-incumbent lime-

stone, than where ex))osed to those denudations
which in the neighborhood of the "rise" collieries

had probably swept away the strata through
which their own shaf\ had hitherto been sunk;

that they were therefore justified in anticipating

the larger and known seams at greater dejjlhs;

and that, in case these larger seams had been split

into smaller strata, the same causes which in

other ])laces had prodviced their subdivision might,

at Monkwearmouth, have efiected their junction.

They continued iherelbre their sinking, and in

October last reached a seam of considerable value

and thickness, at the depth of 1,578 feet below the

surface, and presuming that this newly discovered

seam was identified with the Bensham scam of

the Tyne (or Maudlin seam of the Wear,) they

are rapidly deepening their shafts, in anticipation

of reaching the Hutton or most valuable seam, at

no distant j)eriod, but which (if their anticipations

are well founded) will be found at a depth ap-

proaching 300 fathoms from the surfiice! ! In the

meantime, however, workings have very recently

conmienced in the supposed Bensham seam. A
party of scientific gentlemen descended into these

workings on Saturday last, and aided by every fa-

cility and assistance which could be afforded 1o

them b}' Messrs. Pemberton, made several barom-
etric and thermometric observations, the detail of

vvliich will be deeply interesting to many of our

readers. A barometer at the top of the shaft (87
feet above high water mark) stood at 30,518, its

attached thermometer (Fahrenheit) being 53. On
being carried down to the new workings (1,584
feet below the top) it stood at 32,280, and in all

probability higher than ever before seen by human
eye! the attached thermometer being 58. Four
workings or drifts had been commenced in the

coal, tlie longest of them being that "to the dip,"

twenty-two yards in length, and nearly two in

breadth—to the end of which the cun-ent of fresh

air lor ventilating the mine was diverted—(and
from which the pitmen employed in the excava-
tion had just departed) was selected for the follow-

ing thermometric observations. (Temperature of

the current of air near the entrance of the drift 62
(Fahrenheit:) near the end of the drift, 63; close

to the fiice or extremity of the drift, and beyond
the current of air, 68.) A piece of coal was
hewn from the face; and two thermometers placed

in the spot just before occupied by the coal (their

bulbs being instantly covered with coal dust) rose

to 71. A small pool of water was standing at the

end of the drift. Temperature of this water at

eleven o'clock, 70; three hours later, 69^. A re-

gister thermometer was buried 18 inches deep be-

low the floor, and about ten j'ards li'om the entrance

of the drift; forty minutes afterwards its maximum
temperature was 67. Another register thermoni-

eter was similarly buried near the end of the drift,

and afler a similar period indicated a maximum
temperature of 70. It was then jilaced in a deep-

er hole and covered with small coal:—some v\'atcr

oozed out of the side of this hole to the depth of

six or eight inches above the thermometer, which,

upon being examined after a sufficient interval of

time, indicated a temperature of 71^. A stream
of gas bubbles (igniting with the flame of a can-
dle) issued through the water collected in this

hole; the bulbs of two very sensible thermometers
were immersed under water in this stream of gas,

and indicated a temperature constantly varying
between 71.5 and 72.6. A thermometer was
lowered to the bottom of a hole drilled to the depth
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of 2^- feet into the floor of another ol' the work-

ings, and the atmospheric air excluded from it by

a tight stopping of clay; tliis thermometer being

raised after a lapse of 48 hours, stood at 71.2. The
above observations will accord with the prevailing

(and certainly well-grounded) opinion, that the

temperature of tlie earth increases with the depth

ii-om the surlace. It must not, liowever, be ior-

gotten, that causes may be assigned ibr an in-

crease of temperature in this and other coal mines,

independently of the presumed subterranean lieat.

Those who are familiar with coal mines must have

frequently witnessed the efl'ecls of the enormous

pressure of the superincumbent strata, and a

weight of twenty-five or thirty thousand tons

which had lately reposed upon the coal hitherto

occupying the drift above described, had suddenly

been fransferred to the coal situate on the sides ot^

this driit. Hence those constant indications of

tremendous pressure—the cracking of the skies

and roof, and "heaving of the floor," and the

crumbling of their materials, furnishing admission

of air and water to innumerable fragments of

shale, coal, and pyrites;—circumstances which

are abundantly calculated to occasion an increase

of temperature, both by mechanical compression

and chemical decomposition, although wholly in-

adequate, as we conceive, to the generation of the

temperature recorded on Saturday last: and the

presence and lights of the pitmen were obviously

inoperative in producing the effects remarked.

Other experiments, however, in the prosecution of

these inquiries, are, with the obliging permission

of the owners, contemplated at Monkwearmouth
Colliery^ and amongst the minor advantages ari-

sing fifom their magnificent undertaking, will

doubtless be the solution of any remaining doubts

of the existence of considerable subterranean heat

at accessible depths beneath the surface of the

earth.

From tlie Penny Magazine.

ACCOUNT OF THE MERIIVO SHEEP, AND THE
MESTA OF SPAIN.

Merino is the name of a Spanish breed or vari-

ety of sheep, Avhich affords a wool esteemed to be

finer than that which any other European breed

produces. In this breed the males have horns,

but the females are without them. They have
generally white faces and legs. The body does

not seem very perlect in shape; the legs are long,

the bones small; and under the throat the skin is

somewhat pendulous and loose. The skin of the

animal is fine and clear. When they are some-
what fat, the weight, per quarter, of the ram is

about seventeen pounds, and of the ewe about

eleven pounds.
The sheep of Spain are divided into two princi-

pal sorts: the common sheep, which continue on
the grounds of their owners, and are housed in

winter; and the Merinos, which always remain in

the open air, travelling before the summer to the

cool mountains, and returning before the winter fo

the warm plains. The stationary sheep chiefly

belong to the eastern provinces of Spain; while

the Merinos belong to the central and western

parts—the Castiles, Leon, and Eslromadura. In

summer tliey resort chiefly to the plains of the lat-

ter provinces, and in winter to the mountainous

parts of Caetile, which form the most elevated

part of Spain, and abound in aromatic plants and
fine pastures. Different accounts are given of
the origin of this practice; but we have no distinct

knowledge of the existence of travelling flocks in

Spain until the time when the christians began to

prevail against the Mohammedans in the thir-

teenth century, and came down Irom the moun-
tains of tlie north into the pro\'inces of the centre

and the south. After that time, however, the sys-

tem of migration became well and firmly estab-

lished; and before tlie JMoorish kingdom of Gra-
nada had been finally reduced in the fifteenth cen-

tury, the system had been organized, under the

authority of the government, in nearly its present

form. This we shall now proceed to describe,

taking Laborde, a statistical writer on Spain, as

our principal guide in the description.

There is an institution peculiar to Spain called

the mcsta. It is a society of noblemen and other

great proprietors, to whom the migratory sheep
belong; who are empowered to make regulations

concerning the migrations of the flocks; and who,
in fact, are a great co-operative body of capitalists.

Unfortunately they possess powers and privileges

much at variance with the interests of the people.

The term mesia is also applied to the great body
of the migratory sheep in general; while the par-

ticular flocks are called Merinos and transhu-

manfes.

These flocks, when assembled for migration, ge-

nerally consist of about ten thousand sheep.

Every flock is conducted by an officer called a may-
oral, whose business it is to superintend the shep-

herds and diiv-^ct the route: he is generally an ac-

tive man, well acquainted with the kinds of pas-

turage, the nature of sheep, and the method of
treatment. Under liim there are commonly about

fifty shepherds, each of whom is allowed to keep a
few sheep or goats of his own in the flock, on the

understanding, that although they and any young
they maj' produce are his property, the wool and
the hair belong to the proprietor of the flock. The
number of persons thus employed in the care o{

the whole of the flocks that compose themes/a
are about forty-five or fiffy thousand. The dogs
are also very numerous, fifty being the number
commonly allowed to each flock.

It is at the latter end of April, or the beginning

of May, that the flocks leave the plains for the

mountains. When they have been driven to the

place where they are to remain, the shepherd.-5

give them as much salt as thej^ are willing to lick;

and the quantity of this article allowed tor their

consumption during the five summer months is one

ton for every thousand sheep. At the end of

July the rams are permitted to associate with tlie

ewes, but before and after that time they are kept

separate. In September the hacks and loins of

the sheep are rubbed with red ochre dissolved in

water; and towards the end of the same month
they recommence their march to the plains ol

Leon, Estremadura, and Andalusia. The sheep

are o-enerally conducted to the same ground which
they had grazed the preceding year, and where
most of the lambs were born. Here folds are con-

structed f»f the sheep, and huts of branches for

the shepherds; and there thej' remain during the

winter. The birth of the lambs takes place

shortly after the arrival of the flocks in Avinler

quarters; and particular attention is paid to prepare

them by good diet for the journey in April. In
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March the shepherde have much to do with the

lambs: they cut the tails, mark the nose with a hot

iron, and saw ofl'the points of the horns. When
the time a|!proaches lor the flocks to depart for the

mountains, ihey indicate their desire to migrate

by their resllessness, and by tlieir endeavors to es-

c-i'-e. Th'^ sh'^nrin'.r takes place in the month of

May, during the summer journey. Tliis business

is introduced with much of preparation and cere-

mony, and the intervals of the labor are cheered

by a"great deal of jollity and merry-making. The
Bhcaring is performed under cover. The animals

are previously put into a building consisting of two
apartments, from four to eight hundred paces long

and one hundred wide. As many of the sheep as

are to be sheared the following day are taken in

the evening into a narrow, long, low hut, called

the sioeating-hou>ie, where, being much crowded
too-ether, they perspire freely, which renders the

wool softer and more easy to be cut. This is one
of the practices the Spaniards appear to have de-

rived from the Romans. One hundred and twen-
ty-five men are usuall}^ employed for shearing a

thousand ewes, and two hundred for a thousand
wethers. Each sheep affords four kinds of wool,

more or less fine according to the parts of the ani-

mal whence it is taken. The rams yield more
wool than the ewes, but not of so fine a quality;

three rams or five ewes afford twenty-five pounds.

The wool is sorted and washed before being sent

away. The sheep that have been sheared are

carried to another place and marked; and those

which, in the course of the individual inspection

they undergo on this occasion, are found to have
lost their teeth, are set apart to be lulled for mut-
ton. .

The journey which the flocks make in their mi-

gration is regulated by particular laws and immemo-
rial customs. The sheep pass unmolested over

the pastures belonging to the villaoes and the

commons which lie in their road, and have aright

to feed on them. They are not, however, allow-

ed to pass over cultivated lands, but the proprietors

of such lands are obliged to leave for them a path

of about eighty-four yards in breadth. When
they traverse the commonable pastures, they sel-

dom travel more than six miles a dav; but when
they walk in close order through the cultivated

fields, they often proceed upwards of eighteen

miles, and they have sometimes been known to go
twenty-five or thirty miles in one day, in order to

reach "a convenient place for halting. The whole
of their journey is usually an extent of from 360
to 420 miles, which they perform in thirty or thir-

ty-five days. Popular opinion in Spain attributes

the superiority of the wool in the Merino to these

periodical migrations; but this appears to be dis-

proved by the fact that the wool of the stationary

sheep is sometimes equally good, and still more
by the very great superiority of the wool of the

German Merino, which does not migrate at all.

The number of the migratory sheep in Spain is at

present estimated at 10,000,000, and of the sta-

tionary at 8,000,000.

The existence of the system which we have
been describing is considered to consti1|gJ^ a great

bar to agricultural improvement in Sjjain. The
mesta, of which we have already spoken, has a
code of peculiar laws, administeredby four judges,

whose jurisdiction extends to all matters that are

in any degree connected with the mesta, and who

take particular care than none of its privileges

shall be infringed. Among the evils which the

system prodiices, it is complained that the forty or

fifty thousand persons employed in attending the

sheep are lost to the state, as to the purposes of
agriculture and population, as they scarcely ever
marry;—that a vast quantity of good land is con-
verted into pasturage, and produces comparatively
nothing;— that great damage is committed with
impunity to the cultivated lands during the jour-

neys of the flocks—and this is so much the more
injurious as, at the time of the first journey, the

corn is considerably advanced in its growth, and
at the second, the vines are loaded with grapes;

—

that the commonable pastures also are so com-
pletely devastated by the migratory flocks, that

the sheep of the resident po|)u!ation can hardly
pick up a subsistence;—and that the flocks of the

mesta are of no use in an agricultural point of
view, f(jr, as they are never folded upon arable

land, they contribute nothing to its fertilization.

Besides this, the directors and shepherds are

dreaded in every place to which they come, lor

they exercise a most intolerable despotism—the
consequence of the improper privilege which they
possess of bringing whoever they may choose to

insult beibre the tribunal of the mesta, whose de-
cisions are almost invariably in favor of its ser-

vants. The existence of the mesta has therefore

long been a subject of public complaint and re-

monstrance, and even the general states of the
realm have been continually requesting the sup-

pression of it. For a long series of years these

appeals were made in vain, but about the middle
of the last century the government felt itself

obliged to pay some attention to the subject. A
committee of inquiry was therefore appointed to

take the matter into consideration, but the influ-

ence of the mesta prevailed in the committee and
elsewhere; so that though the commission is still,

vv'e believe, understood to exist, it has not yet

given its opinion on the subject of the mesta, or

j)roposed any remedy for the evils it produces.

"The Merino, or Spanish breed of sheep, was
introduced into this country [England] about the

close of last century. George HI. v/as a great

patron of this breed, which was, for several }ears,

a very great tavorite. But it has been ascertained

that, though the fleece docs not much degenerate
here, the carcass, which is naturally ill-formed,

and affords comparatively little weight of meat,
does not improve; and as the farmer, in the kind

of sheep which he keej;s, must look not only to

the produce of the wool, but also to the butcher-

market, he has found it his interest to return to the

native breeds of his own country and abandon the

Spanish sheep. They have, however, been of

considerable service to the flocks of England,
having been judiciously crossed with the South
Down, Ryeland, &c." The Merino was intro-

duced into most of the other countries of Euroj)e,

in the course of the last century, with very various

success. It has also at later periods been carried

oat to New South Wales, Van Diemen's Lund,
the Cape of Good Hope, and the United Stales;

and it seems now to have been sufficiently estab-

lished that, wherever the animal has been attend-

ed to for the sake of its wool, it will afibrd good
wool, but that the quality of the wool deteriorates

when that of the mutton becomes an object..
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Ofthe situation and buildings properfor a dairy.—
Dairy utensils.

[Continued from page 558, Vol. II.]

A dairy ought, if possible, so to be arranged,

that its lattices may never tront (he south, south-

west, south-east, or west;—a northern aspect is

the best; but there should be openings on two

sides of the building—the north and east, if possi-

ble—in order to admit a free current of air. These
lattices, which are in every respect superior to

glazed lights, may be covered in sunmier, with

gauze wire, or with oiled paper, pasted on pack-

thread stretched for that purpose, so as to admit

the light, whenever it may be necessary to exclude

the cold or wind.*
The situation, for the sake of convenience,

ehould be near the cow-house, as well as the

farm-house; but care should at the same time be

taken, that it be so lar removed as not to be ex-

posed to the effluvia of the cow-house, stables, or

I'arm-yard; as any bad scent might laint the milk.

and give an unpleasant flavor to the butter. It

frequently happens that the dairy adjoins the cow-
house; but in that case, at least no communication
should be left between them.

In its construction, as it is of material impor-

tance that the heat be of one uniform temperature,

of from fifty to fifty-five degrees of Fahrenheit's

thermometer, double walls and a roof have been

recommended, leaving a space of one or two feet,

or more, between the wall and the lath and plas-

ter. IVlr. Marshall, to whose practical skill our

pages bear ample testimony, advises the walls to

be constructed six feet thick, one foot on the in-

side to be of brick or stone, the outside to be of

sod, and the intermediate space to be closely filled

with earth. The roolj which should be of thatch,

should be at least three feet thick, and should pro-

ject completely over the walls on each side; and
as all these materials are non-conductors of heat,

he is of opinion, that a dairy thus built, would, if

provided with double doors, preserve thedegree of

heat above mentioned, throughout the year. If

sunk a few feet below the surface of the earth, an
equal temperature would be still further ensured;
but then it should be strictly ascertained that the

ground is perfectly free from damp: dryness and
ventilation beina; the most important objects in its

construction. The dairy should be neatly paved
with stone, or, if this cannot be procured, with red

bricks, laid on a gentle descent, and the joinings

should be well cemented together, lest any water
should staiinate. It will likewise be proper daily

to wash the pavement during summer; but great
care should be taken to dry it immediately, as

damp promotes the putrefaction, or turning, of
milk; and as dairy-houses cannot be kept too cool

at that season, it will be of great advantage to

* Lattices in dairies are exempted from the tax on
windows, but not glazed lights.

Vol.. II.— 13

build them, if possible, near a cold spring or rivu-

let.

If a small current could be conducted through
the premises, or water were, by means of a pipe,

so introduced as to fall from some height on the
pavement, and run off in a constant stream, with-
out stagnating, it will be of great advantage, as it

will contribute much to preserve the air continual-

ly pure, fresh, and cool. But as the milk itself,

when brought in warm, will naturally tend to raise

the temperature of the milk-room too high, it is re-

commended to have an ice-house attached to the
dairy, especially where the advantage of a current

of water cannot be obtained. This should be sur-

rounded with double walls, with an interval be-
tween them like the dairy. The place for holding
the ice should be formed of upright posts, lined

with wattled work of wands or close rail work,
leaving a path all round, of two feet and a half in

width; and round this is to be formed a gutter to

carry off the w'ater dropjjing from the ice. This
mode of constructing an ice-house, is not only the
cheapest, but also far preferable to the common
practice of making cellars under ground, which
are both more expensive, as well as liable to

mould and rottenness. The structure of such an
ice-house, attached to a dairj', would prove much
less expensive than is commonly imagined; and
by its utility in that, and other respects, would am-
ply compensate the cost.

In winter, on the contrarj-, it is equally impor-
tant that the requisite degree of heat should be
constantly maintained. If the building, as com-
monly is the case, form part of the house, it will

generally be found sufficiently warm without the
addition of artificial heat; but, in very cold wea-
ther, in detached dairies, unless they are construct-
ed as already described, it is difficult to preserve
the proper temperature without the aid of' a stove.

The expense is of no consideration, when put in

comparison with the advantage; but great atten-
tion is required in its management, for if too much
vrarmth be admitted, it will be as injurious as too
little, and it will be useless if neglected during the
night, for if the dairy be allowed to become too

cold, the injury done to the milk cannot be repaired

by afterwards warming it.

As the greatest cleanliness is requisite in the
various departments of the dairy, a v\'ell-arranged

building should have separate apartments in order
to perform its business properly. A butter dairy
oun;ht to comprise three; one for receiving the
milk, another for performing the operation of
churning, and a third for containing and cleaning
the various utensils. For a cheese dairy, four

rooms will be requisite, viz. a milk-room, as be-
fore, another for making and pressing the cheese,
a third for salting it, and a fourth (which may be
commodiously placed as a loft over the others") for

storing and preserving them until brought to mar-
ket. The receiving-room, however, should not
communicate with the others by interior doors or
windows, for the milk would be injured by the
heat and steam arising from them; and an open
shed, fbnned by the projecting roof of the build-

ing, will generally be found sufficignt lor scouring
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and drying the vessels. The churning-rooni

should be provided with a boiler, of dimensions
suited to the number of covvsemployed, tor warm-
ing water, milk, and whey; and must contain suf-

ficient space for conveniently pcribrming all the

operations of the dairy, whether it be devoted to

the manufacture of butter or cheese. Where a
dairy is confined to the sale of milU, two apart-

ments will sutfice, one for containing the milk as it

is brought in, and another ibr serving it out, scald-

ing, fuid keej)ing the utensils. As these, how-
ever, are rarely to be found in the common dairies,

it will be the more iiecessaiy to pay the strictest

attention to order and neatness in those which do
not possess so many conveniences. Should the

temperature of the milk-room become atfected by
the carrying of newly-drawn milk into it, it may
easily be reduced to tlie proper degree, by suspend-
ing a small quantity of ice at a considerable

height fi-om the floor; and if, during winter, the

colcl should become too great, and that it is not

1)rovided with a stove, a barrel of hot water close-

y stopped, or a lew hot bricks, placed on the floor

or table of the milk-room, will readily counteract

its effects. But on no account whatever should a

chafing dish with burning coals be used, as it will

certainly impart a bad taste to the milk.

The utensils of a dairy comprise pails, sieves,

coolers, churns, creaming-dishes, cheese-vats,

ladders, and presses; all of which are so familiar

to every dairy-woman that it would be only waste
of time to describe them. To these shoidd be
added a Fahrenheit's thermometer, which should

be suspended in a central part of the milk-house.

Wood is the material usually employed, and, with
requisite care, nothing can be more sweet or pro-

per; but they require the closest attention in

scouring and scalding every time they have been
used, as the smallest drop of milk left in them, or

the least taint of acidity or mustiness, will infalli-

bly spoil the next milking. Wherever the size

and shape of the utensils will admit, earthenware
vessels, properly glazed, will therelbre be found

less troublesome: but lead, copper, or brass uten-

sils, as well as earthenware vessels glazed with

lead, ought on no pretext whatever to be used; for

the acid which is contained in milk that has been
long exposed to the air, combines with these me-
tals, and forms a poisonous compound Avith them,
which, though perhaps not absolutely deleterious

in any serious degree, has yet been found to im-

part a disagreeable flavor to the milk. Cast-iron,

though it does not form a poisonous compound
with the milk, is by no measis unexceptionable,

because it does form a compound that may, in a

considei'able degree, affect or change the taste

and quality of dairy products. Of all metallic

dishes, those invented a few years since by Mr.
Baird, of Shott's iron^vorks in Linlithgowshire,

are perhaps liable to the fewest objections, as the

tin with which they are coated is acted upon by
the acid of milk in a very slight degree. These
vessels are made of cast-iron softened by anneal-

ing in charcoal, so that they will not break by an
ordinary fiill, turned smooth in the inside, and laid

over with a coat of tin to j^revent the iron from
coming in contact with the milk. These milk
dishes are coming into very general use; and their

invention is one of the greatest improvements in

dairy management. They are kept more easily

clean than wooden vessels: and their superior

power of conducting heat cools the milk so rapidly,

that the Scottish farmers' wives, who have given
them a fair trial, affirm, that they throw up one
third more cream from an e(iual quantity of milk.

It has been latel}' found that slate makes very
good milk coolers, and in some of the midland
counties the common flag slate is employed for the

purpose.

All dairy utensils ought to be most carefully

scoured, first with hot water, and afterwards
rinsed, with cold, and ke])t in an airy place, in

order that every possible degree of acidity may be
removed. Should one or two scourings he insuffi-

cient, they must be repeatedly cleansed until they
become entirely sweet, as tlie slightest taint or

acidity may cause material loss.

The churn in most common use is that denomi-
nated the plunge-chiirv, the structure of which is

too well known to require any description. It is

made of any size, fi-om ten gallons to near a hun-
dred, when worked by hand; but in large dairies,

where the system of churning from the whole milk
is adoj)ted, it is frequently wrought by horse-pow-
er, and is then much larger. The tedious manner
in which it operates, has occasioned the invention

of many others, among which the barrel-churn

has been most generally adopted, in consequence
of the superior ease with which it is worked;
there is, however, a prejudice against it in many
dairies, where it is supposed that it does not ex-
tract the butter so well as by the old, though more
laborious method; but the contro.rj' is asserted by
its advocates.*

Of the management of m,ilk and cream, and the

making and preservation of butter.

The quality of cows' milk greatly depends on
the nature of their food, which likewise materially

affects the quantity they will yield; though this

last circumstance is, in some measure, regulated

by the manner of milking them. It will, there-

fore, be necessary to be very cautious in choosing

milkers, because, if a cow be roughly handled, it

is not only painful to her, but will also cause her

to withhold her milk, whereas, if it be gently

drawn, she will yield it freely; and it is of impor-

tance that it be drawn to the last drop, for it will

otherwise decrease at each succeeding meal. As
it sometimes happens that cows are ticklish, they

should, on such occasions, by no means be harsh-

ly or severely treated; and if the udder be hard

and painful, it ought to be fomented tenderiy with

luke-warm water, and stroked gently, by which
simple expedient she will be brought into good
temper, and yield her milk with pleasure and free-

dom. It is also proper to feed the cows at the

time of milking, for, while eating, tliey give out

* We oiiiit here the description of two improve-

ments on churns, because of the want of the necessary

explanatorj' cuts, which would be more costly and in-

convenient than the object would be worth. It is

enough to state that the churns supposed by the au-

thor to be best, and therelbre selected for particular

description, are 1st, one of our own country, manu-

factured by Messrs. Wright and Co. of Philadelphia,

and 2nd, Mr. W. Bowler's churn, for which was award-

ed a premium by the Society for the Encouragement of

Arts.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.
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their milk with greater freedom, and they are pre-

vented by the motion of their jaws, from the com-
mon, and very pernicious trick of withhoidmg
their milk; by which, if not prom[)tly prevented,

tliey Avill soon become dr3\

In this countr}^, it is the genera,! practice to milk

cows twice in the course of twenty-four hours,

throughout the year; but, in summer, the proper

periods are at least three every day, and at inter-

vals as nearly equidistant as possible, viz. very

early in the morning, at noon, and a little before

the approach of niglit. For it is said to be a fact,

confirmed by the experience of those who have
tried it, that cows, when milked thrice in the day,

will yield more milk in point of quantity, and of as

good, ii not better, qualify, than they u'ill under
the common mode of milking only on the morning
and evening.

After the milk is drawn from the cow, it should

be careluUy strained through a gauze or linen

clorh, stretched on an open bottomed wooden
bowl, or a hair-sieve, or through a sieve made of

silver wires, on account of its superior wholesome-
ness, into the cream-dishes, which should never
exceed three inches in depth, though they maj' be
made so wide as to contain any quantity required,

and which ought to be perfectly clean, sweet, and
cool. If any ill flavor is apprehended fVom the

cows having eaten turnips, &c. the addition of
one-eighih part of boiling water to the milk, be-

fore it is poured into the dishes, will, in a great de-

gree, remove it; and, when filled, the dishes ought
to be set upon shelves, or dressers, there to con-
tinue till the cream is removed.* It should also

be observed ihat:

—

I. The milk first drawn from a cow is ahvays
thinner, and inftjrior in quality to that afterwards
obtained; and this richness increases progressively

to the very last drop that can be drawn from the
udder.

II. The portion of cream rising first to the sur-

face, is richer in point of quality, and greater in

quantity, than that which rises in the second
equal space of time, and so of the rest; the cream
continually decreasing, and growing worse than
the preceding.

III. Thick milk produces a smaller proportion of
cream than that which is thinner, thouiyh the

cream of the former is of a riclier qualit5^ If thick

milk, therefore, be diluted with water, it will afford

more cream than it would have yielded in its pure
state, though its quality will at the same time be
mferior.

IV. ^lilk carried about in pails, or other vessels,

agitated and partly cooled belbre it be poured into

the milk-pans, never throws up such good and
plentiful cream as if it had been put into proper

* Mr. Young has recommended the dairy-man to

boil two ounces of nitre in one quart of water, and to

bottle the mixture; of which, when cold, a large tea-

cup full is to be added to ten or twelve quarts of millc

as soon as it comes from the cow: the quantity of salt-

petre is to be increassdas the turnipsbecome stronger.

The feeding of cows with the roots alone will, as the
Earl of Egremont found, prevent the milk from hav-
ing a bad taste. Another method of remo\'ing any ill

flavor, arising from the cows having eaten turnips,

consists in warming the cream, and afterwards pouring
it into a vcssd of cold water; from which the cream is

to be skimmed as it rises to the surface, and thus the
unpleasant taste will be left behind in the water.

vessels immediately after it came from the cow.

From these fundamental facts, some important

inferences, serving to direct the practice, may be

deduced, among which we can only notice the fol-

lowing:

—

1. It is evidently of much importance, that the

cows should be always milked as near the dairy as

possible, to prevent the necessity of carrying and
cooling the milk before it be put into th.? dishes;

and as cows are much hurt by fiir driving, it must
be a great advantage in a dairy-farm, wliere the

practice of hcuse-feedinff is not adopted, to have
the principal grass fields as near the dairy home-
steads as possible.

2. The practice of putting the milk of all the

cows of a large dairy into one vessel, as it is milk-

ed, there to remain till the whole milking be finish-

ed, before any part is put into the milk-pans,

seems to be highly injudicious, not only on ac-

count of the loss sustained by the agitation and
cooliufr; but also because it prevents the owner of

the dairy from distinguishing the good from the

bad cow's milk, so as to enlighten his judgement
respecting the profit that he may derive from each.

A better practice, therefore, would be, to have the

milk drawn from each cow separately, put into

the creaming-pans as soon as milked, without be-

ing ever mixed with any other; and if these pans
were labelled with the cow's name, the careful dai*

would thus be enabled to remark, without any
trouble, the quantity of milk afforded by each cow
every day, as well as the peculiar qualities of the

milk.

A small quantity of clear water, cold in sum-
mer, and warm in winter, put into the bottom of
the milk-pan, will be found to assist the rising of
the cream; but it is thought by som^e persons to be
prejudicial to the butlei".

8. If it be intended to make butter of averyfine
quality, it will be advisable, not only to reject en-
tirelj- the milk of all those cows which yield cream
of a bad quality, but also, in every case, to keep
the milk that is first drawn from the cow, at each
milking, entirely separate ll-om that which is got
last; as it is obvious, that, if this be not done, the
quality of the butter must be greatly debased,
without much augmenting its quaiititj*. It is also

obvious, that the quality of the butter will be im-
proved in proportion to the sniallness of the quan-
tity of the last-drawn milk which is used, ns it in-

creases in richnr s- to the very last drop that can
be obtained from the udder at that time; so that
those who v/ish to be singularly nice, will do well

I to keep lor their best butter a proportion onlj- of the
last-draivn milk; in like manner of theJirsi-drawn
cream.

It is a matter of some importance, to determine
in -Wiiat way the inferior milk, thus set apart when
fine butter is wanted, can be em])loyed whh the
irreatest profit. In the Il'g'iiands of Scotland,
the people have adopted a practice which answers
many good purposes. As the rearing of calves is

there a principal object with the ftirmer, every
cow is allowed to suckle her calf whh a portion of
her milk, the remainder only being empIo3"ed lor

the purposes of the dairy. To give the calf the
proportion allotted to it regularly, it is separated
fi'om the cow, and j)ut into a small enclosure made

* A provincial word, denoting the person who ha«
the chief concern in a dairv-
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for the express purpose, on every farm, of con-
fining the calves. At regular times, the cows are
brought to tlie door of this enclosure, where the
young ones liiil not to meet them. Each calf is

then separately led out, and runs directly to its

mother, where it is allow^ed to suck till the dairy-
maid judges that it has had enough; it is then
separated, the legs of the mother having been pre-
viously shackled, by a very simple contrivance, to

oblige her to stand still, and the dairy-maid milks
off what was left by the calf They proceed in

this manner till the whole of the cows are milked,
and thus do they obtain a small quantity of milk,
it is true, but that of an exceedingly rich quality;
which, in the hands of such as know how to ma-
nage it, is manufactured into the richest marrowy
butter that can be anywhere met with. This rich-

ness ol" the Highland butter has been long remark-
ed, and has been universally ascribed to the old
grass that the cows feed upon in those remote
glens; but it is in fact chiefly to be £tt;ributed to the
practice here described, which has long prevailed
in those districts.

Milk consists of three component parts, blend-
ed into one, and distinguished as butyraceous, or
oily substance, of which butter is composed;
caseous matter, from which cheese is formed; and
serum, or whey. To separate these is the cliief

object of the dairy; and, with regard to butter,

two different modes have been adopted: the one,
from the cream alone: tlie other, from the »?i;7A; and
cream united. The former operation is thus per-
formed.
The milk is carefully skimmed by means of a

skimming dish, (if possible without spilling any
upon the floor, because it will speedily taint the air

of the room,) and the cream poured into a vessel,

till enough be obtained for churning. When the
cream has been collected, it should be put into a
deep covered vessel, lor the action of the air on
the surface dries it; and it should be well stin-ed

with a sticic or spoon, once or twice a day, until

made into butter. Tlie time of keeping depends
on the Aveatlier: if the cream from each milking be
kept separately, it may remain a week, in most sea-
sons, without being injured; but if sweet cream be
mixed -with that which is sour, they ferment and
soon become putrid. This is partly prevented by
the stirring: but it is far better to keep the cream
from every milking apart, and thus allow each to

become sour of itself, and the contrary practice

should never be a.dopted, unless it be intended to

churn the moment the whole mass has become
acid.

In different counties there are several variations

in the making of this primary article of domestic
consumption; and among these, the following is

the metliod of preparing it, which is peculiar to

the counties of Somerset, Cornwall, and Devon

—

where it is termed clotted, or clouted cream. The
milk, when twenty-ibur hours from the cow, is put
into a kettle over a slow fire, which should be Iiot

enough to bring it very near to the boiling point in

about two hours, and not less. A person (usuall}'

a child) is set to watch it; and, the moment a
bubble rises to the top, formed by the vapori/ed
milk, the whole is taken off, and set to rest for

twenty-four hours more. At the end of this time,
if the quantity of milk be considerable, the cream
will be an inch or more thick upon the surface. It

is now divided with a knife into squares of a con-

venient size, and removed. The milk, remaining
after the cream is taken off, contains litile beside
the watery particles in its original composition.
The dairy-women, in the above mentioned coun-
ties, say that milk, thus treated, will yield one-
fourth more cream than isproducedin the common
way, and that a few strokes of the churn will form
such cream into excellent i)utter. At present this

cream is chiefly confined to the breakfast table; it

is excellent tor use with coffee, but when put into
tea, it injures its taste, by being instantly convert-
ed partially into butter which rises to the surface:
when prepared as above, it will keep somewhat
longer than common crean).

In the neighborhood of Epp'mg, which has long
been liimous for the quality of its butter, the fol-

lowing is the common process:—the milk, after
standing twenty-four hours, is fleeted, or skimmed,
and the skimmed milk is drawn off into vessels of
an increased depth, v/hich is called doubling.
There it remains lor twelve or twenty-four hours
more, as the weather permits, during which time,
as the cream rises, it is fleeted two or three times.
It is tlien trebled, or put into deep tubs, where it

is again occasionally skimmed, and kept so long
as any appearance of cream is found to form on
the surlace. The butter made from these after-

fleetings is, however, of a paler color and inferior

quality to that made li-om the first cream; it is,

therefore, usually churned apart. In making the
first quality, when the butter is come, the dairy-

woman throws it first into clear Avater, and then
upon a board, and with her liand squeezes out all

the water; sprinkling, at the same time, a little

salt over the whole mass, which is then divided
into pounds, and they, as they are weighed, are

again squeezed and rolled out to the length of
about fourteen inches. So far, the method nearly
accords with that in most other districts; but there

is this peculiarity in the management of the Ep-
ping dairy-women, that tliey consider a small pro-

portion oi" acid, either natural or artificial, necessa-
ry to ensure a good churning; for which purpose
they either mix sour cream with the sweet, or they
employ lemon juice, and sometimes rennet. The
practice merits attention on dairy farms whicli

possess pasture of a short and sweet nature; but
where the herbage is coarse, or the cows are fed

on roots, or other succulent artificial food, the

fresher the cream is churned, the better will be tlie

butter.

With respect to the operation of claiming, we
would particularly remark, that it ought to be re-

gularly continued, till the butteris come, or formed;
for, if the motion be, in summer, too quick, the

butter will, in consequence, ferment and become
ill-tasted; and, in winter, it will go back. In hot
weather, the business of churning may be much
facilitated, by inniiersing the pump-churn (if such
be employed) about one foot deep into a vessel of
cold water, and continuing it there till the butteris

made. Where other churns are made use of, the

addition of one or two table-spoonsllil of distilled

vinegar, after the cream has been considerably
agitated, will, it is said, produce butter in the

course of an hour. It should, however, be ob-

served, that the temperature of the milk should
always be maintained at from 70 to 75 degrees of
Fahrenlieit's thermometer; and, therefore, in cold

weather, it is sometimes necessary to add as much
warm water as will raise it to that height. This
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should be done, too, immediately after the lapper

has been broken in the churn; and it should be
poured in gradual!}' by one person, while another

is churninijf; tor it' jjoured in either too suddenly, or

too hot, it will wet a portion of the butyraceous

substance. It should also be observed, that when
the milk has been either too much heated or too

quickly churned, it becomes solt and of a pale

color. From two to three hours is the usual time

required for churning milk, but this depends on va-

rious circumstances of quantity, quality, and sea-

son; much less is I'equisite for cream, and least of

all for that which is clouted.

After the butter is formed, the usual practice is

to wash it in scv-eral waters till all the milk is re-

moved; but care should be taken not to knead or

beat it immediately, as it would be thus rendered

tough, and the less it is handled, after being once

made, the better. Some advise the milk to be
forced out of the cavities of the butter by means of

a flat, wooden ladle, furnished with a short handle;

but, although the beating of butter up by the hand
is an indelicate practice, it is yet so established in

all dairies, and so much the most easy and effec-

tual, that any attempt to abolish it may be consi-

dered hopeless. As it is hurtful to the quality of

the butter to pour much cold water on it during this

operation, the butter, if too soft to receive the im-
pression of the mould, may be put into small ves-

sels, and these be permitted to float in a trough of

cold water beneath the table, without wetting the

butter, which will soon become sufficiently firm.

Or, when butter is first made, after as much of

the milk has been got out as possible, it may be
thinly^ spread on a marble slab, and the remaining
moisture be absorbed by patting it with clean dry

towels.

On the making up of butter, and particularly on
the admission of water, whether warm or cold,

into the churn, tlie following pertinent observations

occur, in the Agricultural Survey of Sussex, on
the dairy system of that county:—"Water is well

known to be a great dissolvent; at least, if it be
not essentially so, it serves as a conducter to air,

which is universally such. Fresh butter then, in

consequence of imbibing water, and water being
saturated with air, is always in a progressive state

of decay. Not so when water is excluded; its

oleaginous parts are admirabi}' calculated to secure

it from putrefaction: and it is not improbable that

butter might be made with as little trouble as the

present method, to keep the whole year fresh and
sweet, with the least particle ot salt, solely by the

exclusion of water. In order to effect this, the

floor of the dairy should be kept perfectly dry, for

water thrown down in hot weather will assuredly

rise again in steam, and affect the milk with its

humidity. The vessels used for holding the milk,

the churn, and all the dairy utensils, after being
first washed clean, should then be rinsed a first

and second time with sweet milk—a cruet, wash-
ed ever so clean with water, will cause vinegar to

become dreggy; but if rinsed with a little of the

same, will alwaj-s appear limpid and clear. No
water to be put in with the cream when it is

churned. The butter, as it is taken out, to be put
into a tray, full of holes, and placed over any other

vessel; but not to be squeezed into lumps, as it will

drain the better forbeingloose in Its texture. It should

then (after having well drained) be removed to a
tray without holes, and be kneaded with the hands

(first rinsed in whey) and formed into a thin flat

cake, slightly sprinkled with salt, and left in that

.^tate lor about half an hour; by which time the

salt will have extracted the whey, and it may be
made up in the usual manner."

Butter, thus freed fi-om the remaining milk, is

called _/>t!s/i butter; and, when sold on the spot or

in neighboring markets, it is formed into rolls

weighing half a pound or a pound, or into lumps
of 24 ounces, termed dishes in Somersetshire and
some other parts of England. But where it is in-

tended to be kept, or sent to a distance, it is salted

by the process immediately to be described, and is

put into casks, which contain respectively 28, 56,
or 84 lbs., and usually denominated half firkins,

firkins, and tubs. Previously to putting the butter

into these vessels, especial care must be taken that

they be well seasoned by frequent v.^ashing and
exposure to the air for two or three weeks. As
it is very difficult to season new firkins, it will al-

ways be joreferable to employ those which have
been already used, where they can be returned to

the dairy owner. The most sj)eedy method of
seasoning firkins is, by the use of unslaked lime,

or a large quantity of salt and Avater well boiled;

with which they should be repeatedly scrubbed,
and afterwards thrown into cold water, to remain
there three or four days till wanted. They should
then be scrubbed as before, and well rinsed with
cold water; and, before the butter is put in, every
part of the inside of the firkin must be well rubbed
with salt.

The ordinary process of salting butter, after the
milk has been forced out ot it in the manner al-

ready described, is, to work into the butter one or
two ounces of salt, so thoroughly that it shall be
equally incorporated with the mass; for if it be not
equally mixed in every part, the butter acquires two
colors, becoming yellow where the salt has fallen,

and white where it has not, or in some places is

termed "pyety"or "pinsowed." The salt employ-
ed for this purpose should be oi' the purest kind,

well dried and broken down, but not completely
pulverized. Dr. Anderson, however, recommends
the following prejiaration, which he has expe-
rienced to be much superior, as it not only prevents
the butter from becoming in any degree tainted or

rancid, but also improves its look or appearance,
while it imparts a sweeter or richer taste than
could have been effected by the use of common
salt only.

Let two parts of the best common salt, sugar
and saltpetre of each one part, be completely
blended together by beating, and add one ounce
of this mixture to every pound of butter; incorpo-
rate it thoroughly in the mass, and close it up for

use.

It will be necessary, however, to keep butter,

thus prepared, for two or three weeks before it is

used, otherwise it will not taste well; but, if pro-
))erly cured, according to the hints above given.

Dr. Anderson states, that it will continue so per-
fectly sweet for three years, as not to be distin-

guished from newly-made and salted butter. In
Holland, it is said, that the salt for butter that is

intended to be kept, is mixed with the milk before
it is churned, by which means both its flavor and
conservative qualities are more efli?ctually impart-
ed. We cannot vouch either for the practice or
its effects; but it certainly is worth a trial.

The best butter is that made during the sura-
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mer; but, by adding a certain portion (which ex-
])erience only can determine) or' ihe juice express-

edfroni the pulp of carro's, to the cream previously

to churning, winter-made butter will acquire the

appearance and flavor ot" butter that lias been
churned during the prime part of the summer sea-

son.

When butter is to be exposed to the heat of a
warm climate, it should be purified by melting, be-

fore it be salted and packed up. For this purpose,

Dr. Anderson directs it to be put into a close ves-

sel, and this into another containing water, whicli

must be gradually lieated until the butter be tho-

roughly melted. lu this state it must continue for

some time, when the impure parts will subside,

and leave at the top a perfectly pure ti-ansjiarent

oil; which, on cooling, will become opaque, and
assume a color nearly resembling that of the ori-

ginal butter, except that it will be a little paler,

and of a firmer consistence. This refined butter

is then to be separated from the dregs, salted, and
put up in the same way as the other butter: it will

continue much longer sweet in hot climates, as it

retains the salt better. Butter may also be pre-

served sweet vrithout salt, by adding a certain

quantity of fine honey, in the proportion of one
ounce of the latter to a pound of butter, and mix-
ing them thoroughly, so that they may be perfect-

ly incorporated. A mixture of this sort has a
eweet pleasant taste, and will keep for years with-

out becoming rancid.

The process of making butter from the milk
i

and cream together, which is much practised in

Scotland and Ireland, is usually as follows:

The milk is placed in pans, from three to six

inches deep, and left, from twelve to twenty-four

ho!n.'s; until it has cooled, and the cream has risen

to the siu'face. It is then emptied (before it has
become sour) into a well-scalded vat, sufficiently

large to contain the whole of that milking; or of

two millcings, if both are equally cool and sweet;

but if there be the least approach to acidity in

either, they are kejit separate. The whole of the

milk is then left until it becomes thick and sour be-

fore it is churned; but it is allowed to become so of

itself and is not forced by the mixture of sour with
sweet. Care is also taken not to break the congu-
lum, or lapper, as it is technically called, until it is

churned: and it is ibund that the milk may thus be
safely kept, from a day to a week, until sufficient

is collected to form a churning. With due atten-

tion to these points, the butter produced is always
high-flavored, and the butter-milk that remains,

though ncid, is pleasant and nutritive, and, if kept
cool, will retain those qualities for a considerable

time uni'ijured; but ii\ on the contraiy, sour milk
be mixed with sweet, or the lapper be broken be-

fore churning, fermentation will be excited; the

milk runs into curds nnd whey; the butter acquires

a bad taste and smell, as well as an ill color; and
the butter-milk loses its most valuable proper-

ies.*

Such is the piractice in the best Scotcli dairies:

in Ireland, where tlie butter is generally of very

line quality, the common method is, to churn the

anilk and cream toa-ether: the milk being aUowcd
to stand so long as it wheys on the top. It is thus

said to ])roduce"more butter than in the usual mode

of churning the cream alone; and the butter-milk
is preferred, by those who are accustomed to it, to

skim-milk.
In Holland, the mode is somewhat different.

There the milk, when cold, is put into a vat, and
frequently stirred to prevent the cream Irom sepa-
rating Irom the milk; and this is continued until

the milk becomes so thick that the ladle stands
erect in it. It is then churned; and cold water is

added, in order the better to effect the separation of
the butter. In this manner, the Dutch dairy-wo-
men also say, that more butter is obtained from the
milk than in any other; and they also insist, that

both the butter and the butter-milk are better than
in any mode adopted in this country. This, how-
ever, is the opinion of the advocates of each dif-

ferent system; all of whom consider their own as
the best; and, Avithout comparative experiments,
it is difficult to decide which has the advantage.
The chief distinction lies between the two meth-
ods of churning, either the cream alone, or the
cream and milk together; the latter, as we have
already seen, is said to produce most butter; but it

excludes the making of skim-milk cheese, which
is a prohtable object of dairy economy; and, if it

be true, that more butter is got in this manner thun
in the other, it must also be evident, that there

cannot be so much nutriment left in the butter-milk

as in the skim-milk. In Scotland and Ireland,

hoAvever, butter-milk is an object of great con-
sumption as food for the peasantr}", by whom it is

preferred to skim-milk, and it can be preserved
longer for use. In large dairies, the labor of
churning the milk and cream together is very con-
siderable; but, on the other hand, so is tlie trouble

of skimming, when the cream is to be churned
alone. As the object of both processes is to ex-

tract as much as possible of the substance of the

milk, it would probably be found, on a minute
comparison, that, whether that be eflected in the

shape of butter, of cheese, or of nutritive food left

in the milk or whey, either, when equally well per-

formed, would be nearly equally profitable.

[To be continued.]

* Aiton on the Dairy Ilupbanclry of Ayrshire, chap.

III. sect. 3.

REMARKS ON MR. SPAT.DING S KSSAY OjV THE
INTRODUCTION AND CULTURE OF COTTON.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

In common with your other readers, I have
been interested by the perusal of an article, (from

the Southern Planter) in the number of your jour-

nal lor November last, from the pen of Mr. Spal-

ding of Sapelo, Ga., relating to the introduction

of cotton into the United States—the progress of

its culture, &c. The readers of the agricultural

journals in this country are largelj' indebted to Mr.
Spalding. His authority on the subject of cotton,

especially the sea island cotton, is so great that I

have thought it worth while to notice, in your

journal, what I take to be a material error of his,

in relation to the species of the sea island cotton.

Alter enumerating tour different species of the

cotton j/lant (jL^cnus gossypium') to wit:—G. her-

baceum, G. hirsutum, G. barbadense, and G.
arboreum; he says that the sea island cotton of

Georgia and Carolina, belongs to the last species,

the Gossypium arboreum; whereas, I think it be-

longs to the third species, the G. barhadcnse, or

Barbt'idocs cotton.
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The "Encj'clopiedia of Plants," a late work of

high authority on botanical subjects, has the fol-

lowing remarks: ^^Gossypium herbaceum'''' (our

green seed cotton) "is the only species cultivated

in Europe, especially in the Levant, and in Malta,

Sicily, and Naples; it is also grown in many parts

of Asia.

"G. hirsutum (our Mexican cotton) is occa-

sionally grown in the West Indies; but G. bar-

badens'e is the prevailing species there. In the

East Indies, and in Cliina, G. herbaceum and

G. arboreutu are cultivated, and some other spe-

cies, especially that which produces the nank.cen

colored down, not yet introduced into Europe.

"The Barbadoes cotton jilant is sown in the

West Indies, in rows about five feet asunder. The
wool is cleared from the seeds by a machine cal-

led a gin, composed of two or three wooden rollers

of about one mch in diameter, ranged horizontally

close and parallel to each other in a frame, and
made to revolve in contrary directions."

The follo^ving are the specific characters of the

G. barbadense—upper leaves three lobed, low-

er five lobed, with three glands beneath—stem
smoothish. In the artificial botanical system of

Linnteus, the cotton plant Gossypium, belongs to

the class JMonadelphia, order Polyandria. In the

natural svstem of Linnteus, it belongs to the order

Columniferee, the stamens being united on a cen-

tral column, or tube, which also encloses the pis-

tillum. In the natural system of Jussicii, which
has superseded the natural system of Linnasus, it

belongs to the order 3falvacc<s, ranking with the

genus Malva (mallows) and Hibiscus, which in-

cludes the ukru (hibiscus esculentus) of our gar-

dens.

Mr. Spalding is too exclusive when he says,

"that the production of this sea island cotton is

confined to the country extending along the coast

from Georgetown, in South Carolina, to the St.

Mary's in Georgia." This cotton has been pro-

duced in Middle Florida, since its first settlement,

about the year 1822; and the crops made here

have been annually sold in the Charleston market,

at prices a little exceeding, generally, those of the

'Mains and Santees," though not quite equalling

good "sea islands." Moreover, it is produced from

the coast to the distance of thirty miles inland; but

at the same time, it is not denied that the presence

of sea air is beneficial to this crop. If I have
not been misinibnned, this cotton is also produced
by the planters on the St. John's in East Florida,

and was formerly produced in the Bahamas, until

the ravages of the caterpillar compelled its aban-
donment. I think it may be doubted, whether
Mr. Spalding is correct in the opinion, that this

cotton becomes less fine when carried south of the

St. Mary's. It is probably a native of a tropical

climate, and therefore, most probably, would not

be less fine when produced in the West Indies. I

have heard that some of this cotton produced at

Cape Sable, has commanded fifty cents per pound
in the Charleston market, without unusual care in

its growth and preparation.

In limiting the range of the short staple cottons

to 200 miles of the sea coast, Mr, Spalding ap-

pears to have overlooked North Alabama and
West Tennessee, In receding from the sea

coast, however, two causes are constantly ope-

rating against the growth of cotton; a higher lati-

tude, and a greater elevation, both tending to

produce a colder climate. To these causes may
probably be added a third, the loss of sea air.

Other things being equal, the cotton planter, there-

fore, should prefer the neighborhood of the sea

coast.

To pass to other topics, I may observe, that the

cotton planters of" Middle Florida, can this year
bear testimony to the great superiority, in produc-
tiveness, of what is called the "Petit GuU'cotton."
Wherever, in this countiy, it has been tried, its

superiority is ii-ecly admitted, and some most
abundant crops have been obtained from it the

present season. It appears to be a variety of the

Mexican cotton, (G. hirsutum) it having the rough
stem and petiole of that species. It is said to be
the effect of some peculiarity of soil along the

Mississippi river, between the 32nd and 33rd de-

grees of latitude.

H. B. CROOM.
Middle Florida, December, 1834.

P. S. It is to be regretted, that the common
names of plants, oflcn carry with them no cer-

tainty beyond the neighborhood in which they
are used. Thus I was deceived in regard to the

"partridge pea" of one of your correspondents.

In one of your late numbers, speaking of the

price of the seeds of the locust tree, you appear to

refer to the honey locust ( Gleditschia triacanthos;

)

whereas, I would suppo'se that another tree, the

Robinia pseudacacia, was meant, which is some-
times called white locust, sometimes black locust,

and sometimes yellow locust.

[The native locust, and not the honey locust, was

the tree spoken of in the article referred to above.]

ORIGIN OF "hERBEMONt's BIADEIRA GRAPE."
To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

* * Since I wrote to answer your inquiry,

I have learned a little more concerning the origin

of the vine called "Herbemont's Madeira." It

certainly has been received from France, under dif-

ferent names, and also fi-om Madeira. It is most
undoubtedly one of the most esteemed families of

vines in Kurope. In certain situations in this

country, Charleston for example, it does most ad-

mirably well. It has been received from France
by the names of "Muscat gris," "Pineau,." and
"Maurillon." I have not yet been able to learn

by what name it has been received fiom Madeira.
It changes some of its characters so much in this

country, as scarcely to be known again—for here

it grows to the size and vigor of our strongest

native vines. Th.e nomenclature of the vines is,

in Europe, in such a chaotic stale, that it would
take the labors of at least twenty Hercules to

clear it up. Now that this culture is fairly begun
in this country, we should be very particular with
our names; and confusion in nomenclature is fre-

quently inextricable, at the same time that it is

exceedingly disadvantageous to the cultivators.

The names should be short, if possible, and un-
changed after they have been adopted. I would
suggest, for example, that the excellent kinds in-

troduced by the names of "Norton's Virginia Seed-
ling," and "Cunningham's Prince Edward," be
simplified, by suppressing every thing but the
names of the gentlemen entitled to the honor of

naming them.
N. HERBEMONT.
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A TABLE SHOWING THE NU
CONTAINED IN AN ACRE
RIOUS GIVEN DISTANCES

MBER OF SPACES
OF LAND, AT VA-

Abritlgod from the American Farmer of 1820.

Feet.

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
19
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
18
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

by
Feet.
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Genesee flats wcro. harvested in two hours and a
quarter.

In what condition is the wheat left, and how
is the work done, where the grain is lodged?
The machine leaves the wheat in gavels large

enough I'or a sheaf, and where the o-rain stands

well enough to make (iiir work with a cradle, it

leaves the straw in as good condition to bind as

the gave'.s of a good reaper. Whether the grain

stands or is lodged is of little consequence, except

as to the appearance of the sheaf, and the neces-

sity of savino; more straw, when lodged, than is

desirable. The condition of the sheaf, when the

grain is lodged, depends much upon the adroitness

of the raker.

What number of ha,nds, and what strength of

team is necessary to manage the machine advan-
tageously?

"Two men, one to drive the team and the other

to rake off the wheat, and two horses work the

machine; but when the grain is heavy, or the land

mellow, a change of horses is necessary, as the

gait of the horses is too rapid to admit of a heavy
draft. The horses go at the rate of four to five

miles an hour, and when the growth of straw is

not heavy, a fair trot of the team is not too

much.
Is the machine liable to derangement and de-

struction from its own motion?
This is a question which cannot be so directly

aiiswered as the others. We have onlj^ used the

machine to cut about fifty acres, and have had no

trouble; judging from appearance so far, should

say it was as little subject to this evil as anj' ma-
chinery whatever. The wear upon the cutting

part being so little as to require not more than fif-

teen minutes sharpening in a day, there is no loss

of time on this score.

Is the sheaf a good one to thrash?

The man who has fed the thrashing machine
with the grain of twenty acres cut by this ma-
chine, says the sheaves are much better than

those of cradled grain, and quite as good as those

of a reaper.

There is one more advantage beyond ordinary

inquiries, of consequence where so much grain is

raised as in this valley; be the grain ever so ripe,

there is no waste of grain by any agitation of the

straw, and all the waste which can take place must
arise from the handling and shaking in binding.

I am yours, &c.

WILLIAM C. DWaGHT.

Moscow, Liv. CO., Nov. lith, 1834.

N. B. The machine we used was intended

only for upland; but by some little alterations and
additions, we used it v,'-ith equal facility on all

kinds of soil; and it can be used on any farm so

clean from stumps and stones as not to endanger
the blockinff of the wheels.

From the Library of Useful Knowledge, Farmer's Series.

GENERAL HISTORY OF THE HORSE.

[Continued from page 547, Vol. II.]

The East Indian Horse.

We will now travel further eastward, and look

at the breeds of horses in our Indijui possessions.

Fust, we have the Toorfcy, originally from aToor-
konian and a Persian, beautiful in his form, grace-

ful in his action, and docile in his temper. It is

said that, when skilfully managed, the grandeur
and stateliness of his carriage are equal to what
the warmest imagination can conceive of the horse:

his spirit rising as his exertions are required, he
exhibits to his beholders an apj)earance of fury in

the performance of his task, yet preserving to his

rider the utmost playfulness and gentleness.

Next comes the Iranee, well limbed, and his

joints closely knit, and particularly powerful in the
quarters, but with scarcely sufficient spirit, and his

ears large and loose.

The patient and docile Coznkee is deep in the
girth, powerful in the fore-arm. but with large

head, and sadly cat-iiammed; hard}', and calcula-

ted for long journeys andse>'ere service.

The Mojinnis have spirit, beauty, speed, and
perseverance.

The Tazsee is slight, hollow-backed, and, for

that reason perhaps, although deficient in strength

and leaving as it were his hind legs behind him,
and likewise irritable in temper, yet sought after

on account of the peculiar easiness of his pace.

A sale of horses near the Company's stud at

Hissar, is tlius described by an excellent judge.

"Not less than one thousand horses were shown.
They were all above fourteen hands and a half in

heiglit, high-crested, and showy-looking horses.

The great defect seemed a want of bone below the

knee, which is indeed general to all the native

horses throughout India; and also so great a ten-

dency to fulness in the hocks, that, in England, it

would bethought half of them had blood spavins."

The Chinese Horse.

This breed is small, weak, ill-formed, without
spirit, and altogether undeserving of notice.

The Persian Horse.

Returning westward we find the Persian next
in estimation, and deservedly so, to the Arabian.
The head is almost equally beautifid, the cru|)per

superior; he is equal in speed, but far inferior in

endurance. The whole frame is more developed

than in the Arabian.
The Persian horses were celebrated for many a

century before the Arabians Avere known, or even
existed. They constituted, in ancient times the

best cavalrj' of the east. The native Persian was
so highly prized, that Alexander considered one
of them the noblest gift he could bestow, and when
the kings of Parthia would propitiate their divini-

ties by the most costly sacrifice, a Persian horse

was offered on the altar. An entertaining travel-

ler (Sir R. Ker Porter) bears testimony that they

have not now degenerated. He gives the follow-

ing account of this breed.

"The Persian horses never exceed fourteen or

fourteen and a half hands high, yet certainly, in

the whole, are taller than the Arabs. Those of

the desert and country about Hi! lab run very small,

but are full of bone and of good speed. General
custom feeds and waters them only at sun-ri.seand

sun-set, when they are cleaned. Their usual pro-

vender is barley and chopped straw, which, if the

animals are piqueted, is put into a nose-bag and
hung from their heads; but if stabled, it is thrown
into a small lozenge-shaped hole left in the thick-

ness of the mud-wall for that purpose, but much
higher up than the line of our mangers, and there

the animal eats at his leisure. Hay is a kind of

food not known here. The bedding of the horse
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consists of his dung. Aller being exjiosed to the

drying influence of the sun duiiiig the day, it be-

comes j;ulvcn/,ed, and, in that siate, is nightly

spread under hini.* Little of ii loaches his bod\

,

that being covered by his clothing, a VdYge immviud
j'rom the ears to the tail, and bound firmly round his

body by a very long surcingle. JJut tiiis api;arel

is only ibr cold vveadier: in the warm season the

night-clothes are of a lighter substance, and during

the heat of the da}', the animal is kej)t entirely un-

der shade.
"At night he is tied in the court yard. The

horses' heads are attached to tlie place of security

by double ro[)es li'oni their halters, and the heels

of their hinder legs are confined by cords of twist-

ed hair, fastened to iron rings, and pegs driven

into the earth. 1'he same custom prevailed in the

time of Xenophon, and lor the same reason, to se-

cure thein from being able to attack and maim
each other, the whole stud generally consisting ot

stallions. Their keepers, however, always sleep

on their rugs amongst them to prevent accident;

and sometimes, notwithstanding all this care, they

manage to break loose, and then the combat en-

sues. A general neighing, screaming, kicking,

and snorting, soon rouses the grooms, and tlie

scene lor awhile is terrible. Indeed no one can

conceive the sudden uproar of such a moment who
has not been in Eastern countries to hear it, and
tiien all who have, nmst bear me witness that the

noise is tremendous. They seize, bite, and kick

each other with the most determined lury, and
li"equently cannot be separated before their heads
and haunches stream with blood. Even in skir-

mishes with the natives, their horses tidie part in

the fray, tearing each other with their teeth, while
their masters are in similar close (quarters on their

backs."
His descri])tion of a Persian race does not alto-

gether remind us of NcAvinarket or Doncaster.

"My curiosity was fully on the spur to see the

racers, which I could not doubt must have been
chosen from the best in the nation to exhibit the

perfection of its breed betbre the sovereign. The
rival horses were divided into three sets, in order

to lengthen the amusement. They had been in

training for several weeks, going over the ground
very ofien during that time; and when I did see

them, I found so much pains had been taken to

sweat and reduce their weight, that their bones
were nearly cutting the skin. The distance mark-
ed for the race was a stretch of four-and-twenty
miles, and, that his majesty might not have to

wait when he had reached the field, the horses

had set forward lono; lietbre, by three divisions,

ll"omthestartini>:poinf,(ashort interval of time pass-

ing between each set,) so tbat ihey might begin
to come in, a {"ew minutes after the king had taken
his seat. The different divisions arrived in regular

order at the goal, but all so latigued and exhausted,
that their former boasted fleetness hardly exceeded
a moderate canter when they passed before the
royal eyes."

In Circassia almost every family of distinction,

whether of princes or nobles, boasts of possessing

*It is the usual flooring of the staple and the tent.

The united influence of the sun and air deprive it of

all unpleasant odor, and when from use it becomes a

second time ofl'ensive, it is again exposed to the sun,

and all unpleasant smell once more taken away.

a peculiar race of horses, which, when j'oung, are
burned on the buttock with a particular mark. Oil
this occasion, ihey act with ihe most scrupulous
adherence to custom, so tiiat a jjerson who should
attempt to burn a character exiressing nobie de-
scent, on a filly of a common race, would, for such
lorgery, Ibrii-it his lile. The most celebrated race
of Circassian horses has received the name of
Shalokh, and is in the exclusive possession of the
Tau Sultan family. This race is valuable ibr its

strength and swiitness, more than its peculiar

beauty. Its distinguishing maik is a lull horse-
shoe, without an arrow.

The Toorkoman Horse.

Turkistan is that part of South Tartary, north-
east of the Caspian sea, and has been celebrated
from very early times, lor proilucing a pure and
valuable breed of horses. They are called Toor-
komans. They are said to be j)re!erable even to

the pure Persians, for service. They are large,

standing from fifteen to sixteen hands high;swifi:,

and inexhaustible under fatigue. Some of them
have travelled idne hundred miles in eleven suc-

cessive da3's. They, however, are soinev/hat too

small in the barrel—too long on the legs—occa-
sionally ewe-necked, and always have a head out
of proj}ortion large: yet, such are the good quali-

ties of Wie horse, that one oi" the pure blood is

worth two or three hundred pounds, even in that

country.

Captain Eraser, who is evidently a good judge
of the horse, (hi his Journey to Khurasan) thus
relates the impression which they made on him:
"They are deficient in compactness. Their bodies

are long in proportion to their bulk. They are

not well-ribbed uj). They are long on the legs

—

deficient in muscle—falling off below the knee,

—

narrow chested—long necked—head large, un-
couth, and seldom well put on. Such was the im-
pression I received from the first sight of them,
and it was not for some time that their superior

valuable qualities were apparent to me".

The Tartar and Calmuck Horse.

The horses of the other parts of Tartary, com-
prehending the immense plains of Central Asia,
and a considerable part of European Russia, are
little removed li'om a wild state; they are small and
badly made; but capable of supporting the longest
and most rapid journey, on the scantiest fare. The
foals, from the earliest period, are exposed to the
inclemency of the weather, have little to eat, and
follow their dams in the longest excursions, and,

therefore, soon acquire a very great power oi' sus-

taining fatigue. They must be hardy for another
reason. The Tartars live much on the flesh of
horses, and, consequently, those animals that are

unable to support the labor of their frequent rapid

emigrations are soon destroyed, and only the more
vigorous preserved.

The horses, wliich range at large over the ])lains,

are divided into herds, at the head of which are

placed two stallions, who carefully prevent them
from intermingling with each other, audit is rare-

ly that a ibal is lost. On the ajiproach of a strange
herd, the stallions drive their own into a close body,

j

place themselves in front, and, if necessary, attack
and drive off' the others. As the stallion-foals

grow up, they are driven away from the herd, and

I

are seen straggling about at a distance, until they
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are strong enough to form herds of wild mares for

themselves.
These horsee, or those of a similar breed and

habits, were beaten by not the first rate English

blood-horses, in a race which fi\irly put to the test

both their speed and stoutness. On the 4th of

August, 1825, a race of the cruel distance of more
than forty-seven miles was nm between two
Cossack and tvvo thorough-bred English horses

—

Sharper and Mina. The most celebrated Cossack

horses trom the Don, the Black Sea, and the Ural,

were sent; and, after numerous trials, the best

were selected. On starting, the Cossacks took the

lead at a moderate pace, the English following at

about three or four lengths, but before they had

gone half a mile, the stirrup-leather of Sharper

broke, and he ran away with his rider, followed by

Mina, and they went more than a mile, and up a

steep hill, before they could be held in.

Half the distance\vas run in an hour and_ four

minutes. Both the English horses were then fresh,

and one of the Cossacks. On their return, Mina fell

lame, and was taken away. The Cossack horse,

likewise, began to flag, when the accompanying
Russians began to drag him on by the bridle,

throwing away the saddle, and putting a mere

child on his back. Sharper, likewise, evidently

ehovved the effects of the pace at which he had

gone when running away, and was much distress-

ed. The Cossacks then had recourse to foul play,

and actually carried on then-horse; some dragging

him on by a rope, and the bridle at his head; and

others pulling him on by the tail, and riding along-

side of his quarters to support him, and relieving

each other at this fatiguing work. Sharper did the

whole distance in two hours and forty-eight mi-

nutes, and the Cossack horse was warped in, eight

minutes after him. At starting, the English horses

carried full three stone more than the Cossacks;

and during the latter half of the race, a mere

child had ridden the Cossack.

The Turkish Horse.

The Turkish horses are descended principally

from the Arab, crossed by the Persian and certain

other bloods. The body, however, is even longer

than the Arabian's, and the crupper more eleva-

ted. They have contriiuited materially to the im-

provement of the English breed. The Byerley

and the Helmsley Turk, are names familiar to

every one conversant with horses, and connected

with our best blood.

The learned and benevolent Busbequius, who
was ambassador at Constantinople in the seven-

teenth century, gives the f()lIowing account of the

Turkish horses. Our grooms, and their masters

too, may learn a lesson of wisdom and humanity

from his words.
"There is no creature so gentle as a Turkish

horse, nor more respectful to his master, or the

groom that dresses him." The reason is, becaase

they treat their horses vs^hh great lenity. I my-
self' saw, when I was in Pontus, passing through

a part of Bithinia, called Axilos, towards Cappa-

docia, how indulgent the countrymen were to

young colts, and how kindly they us.^d them soon

after they were foaled. They would stroke them,

bring them into their houses, and almost to their

-tables, and use them even like children. They
hung something like a jewel about their necks,

and a garter, which was full of amulets against

poison, which they are most afraid of The grooms
that dress them are as indulgent as their masters;

they frequently sleek them down with their hands,

and never use a cudgel to bang their sides, but in

cases of necessity. This makes their horses great

lovers of mankind; and they are so far from kick-

ing, wincing, or growing untractable by this gen-

tle usage, that you will hardly find a masterless

horse amongst them.
"But, alas ! our christian grooms' horses go on

at another rate. Thej^ never think them rightly

curried till they thunder at them with their voices,

and let their clubs or horse-whips, as it Avere,

dwell on their sides. This makes some horses even
tremble when their keepers come into their stable;

so that they hate and fear them too. But the

Turks love to have their horses so gentle, that at

the word ofcommand they may fall on their knees,

and in this position receive their riders.

"They will take up a stafi'or club upon the road

with their teeth, which their rider has let fall, and
hold it up to him again; and when they are per-

fect in this lesson, then, for credit, tliey have rings

of silver hung on their nostrils as a badge of ho-

nor and good discipline. I saw some horses when
their master was fallen from the saddle stand stock

still without wagging a foot till he had got up
again. Another time I saw a groom standing at

a distance in the midst of a whole ring of horses,

and, at the word of command, they would either

go round or stand still. Once I saw some horses

when their master was at dinner with me in an
upper room, prick up their ears to hear his voice,

and when they did so, they neighed for joy."

The German Horse.

The German horses are generally large, heavy,

and slow. The Hungarian may be an exception,

being lighter, sjieedier, and giving greater proof

of easte1-n blood.* Eveiy part of the continent,

however, following the example of England, has
been diligently engaged in the improvement of its

breed, and the German and Prussian horses are

now better proportioned, and have considerable

endurance, but are still deficient in speed. The
Prussian, German, and the greater part of the

French cavalry are procured from Holstein. They
are of a dark glossy, bay color, with small heads,

large nostrils, and full dark eyes, the fire and
clearness of which seem to denote the inward

spirit of the animal. They are beautiful, active,

and strong.

The Swedish, Finland, and Norwegian Horse.

Of the Swedish horses, Clarke, in his "Scandi-

navia," says, that they are small but beautiful,

and remarkable for their speed and spirit. Those
of Finland he describes as yet smaller, not more
than twelve hands high, beautifully formed, and

very fleet. The peasants take them from the

forests when they are wanted for travellers. Al-

though apparently wild, they are under perfect

control, and they trot along with ease at the rate

of twelve miles an hour."

* M. de BufFon strangely affirms, tfiat tfie Hus-

sars and Hungjarians slit the nostrils of tlieir horses

witli a view to increase their wind, and to prevent their

neighing; and that Hungarian, Croatian, and Polish

horses continue to old age to have the mark in all their

fore-teeth.
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The following story is told of one of the Nar-
loegian horses. His master had been dining at a
neighborini^ town, and, when it was time 1o return,

had exceeded so much, that he could not keep a

firm seat in his saddle. The horse regulated

himself, as well as he could, according to the un-

settled motion of his rider, but, happening to

make a false step, the peasant was thrown, and
hung with one foot entangled in the stirrup. The
horse immediately stopped, and twisting his body
in various directions, endeavored to extricate his

master, but in vain. The man Vv'as severely hurt,

and almost helpless; but the shock had brought
him to his senses. The horse looked at him as

he lay on the ground, and, stooping, laid hold ot

the brim of his hat; and raised his head a little:

but the hat coming off, he fell again. The animal
then laid hold of the collar of his coat, and raised

him by it so far from the ground, that he was ena-
bled to draw his foot out of the stirrup. After
resting awhile he regained the saddle, and reach-
ed his home. Grateful to his preserver, the man
did, what every good teeling bid him—he cherish-

ed the animal until it died of old age.

Many an English farmer owes a considerable

debt of gratitude to his intelligent and faithful ser-

vant, who has taken care of him Avhcn he was
unable to take care of himself, and, possibly, has
preserved his life. Let him repay the debt by
kinder usage.

The Iceland Horse.

There are numerous troops of horses in this

cold and inhospitable country, descended, accord-
ing to IMr. Anderson, from the Norwegian horse,

buT, according to Mr. Horrebow, being of Scottish
origin. They are very small, strong, and swift.

There are thousands of them in the mountains
which never enter a stable, bat instmct or habh
has taught them to scrape away the snow, or

break the ice. in search of their scanty food. A
few are usually kept in the stable, but when the
peasant wants more he catches as many as he
needs, and shoes them himself, and that some-
times with a sheep's horn.*

Jlte Flemish and Dutch Horse.

The Flemish and Dutch horses are large, and
strongly and beautifully formed. We are indebt-

ed to them for some of the best blood of our
draught-horses, and we still have frequent recourse
to them for keeping up and impro\ing the breed.

They will be more particularly described when
the cart-horse is spoken of

The French Horse.

France contains, like England, numerous
breeds of horses and considerable attention has
lately been paid to their improvement; but they
are far inferior to ours in beauty, fleetness, and
strength. The provinces of Auvergne and Poi-
tou produce good ponies and galloways; but the

best French horses are bred in Limousin and Nor-
mandy. From the former district some excellent

saddle-horses and hunters; and from the latter a
stronger species, for the road, the cavalry, or the
carriage. The Norman horses are now much
crossed by our hunters, and occasionally by the

thorough-bred; and the English roadster and light

*Kerguelen's Voyage to the North.

draught-horse has not suffered by a mixture with
the Norman.

The Spanish Horse.

Spain was early celebrated for her breed of
horses. The Andalusian charger and the Spanish
jennet are fiimiliar to all readers of romance. The
subjugation of so great a portion of the peninsula
to the Moorish sway, by introducing so much of
the Barbary blood, mainly contributed to the un-
disputed excellence of the Spanish horse. One
breed, long in the limbs, and graceful in all its mo-
tions, was ihe fiivorite war-horse of the knight;
while another race, carrying the esquire, although
infiirior in elegance, possessed far more strenojth

and endurance. The Spanish horse of the pre-

sent day is not much unlike the Yorkshire half-

bred; ])erhaps with flatter legs and better feet, but
far inferior figure.

The Italian Horse.

The Italian horses were once in high repute,
particularly the Neapolitans; but like every thing
else in those mismanaged countries, they have
sadly degenerated. One circumstance has mainlv
contributed to this falling off in reputation and va-
lue, viz. that the breed has been kept up by occa-
sional intermixture, not of Eastern, but of Euro-
pean blood. A few of the Neapolitan horses,
li-om their superior size and stateliness, are well
adapted for the carriage.

The jimerican Horse.

In the extensive territory and varied climate of
the United States, several breeds of horses are
found.

The Canadian is found principally in Canada,
and the Northern States. He is supposed to be
of French descent, and many of the celebrated
American trotters are of this breed. We will

speak of some of them when we describe the
paces of the horse.

The Conestoga horse is fliund in Pennsylvania,
and the middle states—lonj? in the leg and light in

the carcass—sometimes rising seventeen hands,
used principally for the carriage; but when not too

high, and with sufficient substance, useful for hunt-
ing and the saddle.

The English horse, with a good deal of blood,

prevails in Virginia and Kentucky; and is found,
to a greater or less degree, in all the states. The
Americans have, at different times, imported
some of the best English blood. It has been
most diligently and purely preserved in the South-
ern States. The celebrated Shark, the best horse

of his day, and equalled by few at any time, was
the sire of the best Virginian horses; and Tally-ho,

a son of Highflyer, peopled the Jerseys.

In the back-settlements, and in the south-west-
ern states, is ahorse resembling the wild horse of
the Pampas, already described, and evidently of
the same orimn.

AN INQUIRY.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Seemg that it is becoming somewhat common
to make application for agricultural information
through the columns of your paper, I shall take
the liberty of asking, what is the most eflcctual

and shortest method of restoring to fertility, worn,
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galled and gullied land? Cannot the intelligent

and skilful projjrictors of Cloverton and Pen Park
give to the public a minute and circumstantial ac-

count of the management by which the above es-

tates were "created anew?"—t()r there are many
in this part of the state, which, to all the means
now in use among us, are past the healing art.

I observed in their respei;live communications to

the Albemarle Agricultural Society, they recom-
mended deep ploughing, as a most effective agent

m the work of improvement. As deep ploughing
is a comparative term, I lor one, should be glad to

know, what is considered by them, deep plough-

ing, in specific inches; or whether the depth of the

ploughing is to be dependent on the natural depth

of soil?

A SEEKER OF LIGHT.

From Loudon's Magazine.

COILTKG SYSTEM OF CULTIVATING THE VINE
IN POTS.

By Mr. John Mearns, f. h. s.Gardenerto his Grace

the Duke of Portland, Welbeck, Nottinghamshire.

Sir—As I ^ave communicated an account of

my coding system of cultivating the vine in pots

to several persons, and have also given a state-

ment of my experiments to the London Horticul-

tural Society, I leel it to be a duty also to lay my
practice beiore you.

This coiling system is certainly a completel}-

new feature, and, I think, a very valuable one, in

the art ofgrape-growing. Is it not a matter of great

importance that, in consequence of my discovery,

a gardener, who may go to a situation, in the au-

tumn, where no grajjes have previously been

growing, may be enabled to produce there easily,

tor the^ensuiag season, from five hundred to one

thousand bunches of fine grapes? All that are

wanting to enable any gardener, so circumsta,nced,-

to do this, are, the prunings of the vines ti'om any
o-arden, that would otherwise be thrown away,

and, of course, a convenient frame, pit, or house,

for oTowing them in. If" abundance of shoots can

be procured, and there is a sufficient extent of

frames, &c. either temporary or permanent, two,

three, or five thousand bunches may thus be pro-

duced in a garden where grapes were never seen

before.

The coiling system is nothing more than taking

a long shoot or cutting from a vine, cutting out all

the buds except a faw at the upper end, and then

beginning at the lower end, and coiling the shoot

round and round, say from three to six or eight

times, the inside of a pot of twelve or fourteen

inches or more in diameter. The shoot may be
of any length, from six feet to thiity feet, and it

may be entirely of last year's wood; or the greater

part of it may be of old wood, provided three or

four feet at the upper end be of new wood; be-

cause, as every gardener knows, the buds from

young wood are more certain' than those fiom old

wood of producing blossoms the first year. The
vine being coiled round in the pot, and plenty of

drainage being put in the bottom, take care that

the end of the shoot left out oi" the pot, on which
the fruit is to grow, be not injured at the point

where it separates from the coil. This shoot luay

be two or tliree leet long; and, to keep it Sicady, it

maybe tied to a stake, or coiled round two or three

6takes. After thi.=:, fill up the pot with a rich

loamy soil, pressing it firmh' against the coil, as if

you were jnaking firm the end of a cutting.

Unless this is done in such a manner as to bring
every part of the coil in close contact with the soil,

it will not root so readily as it otherwise v\'ould do.

The next operation is, to WTap up all that part of
the stem which is above the pot with moss, and
this moss must be kept constantly moist till the

grapes are formed. The pot should now be
plunged in bottom heat either in a pit or lorcing-

liouse; but, wherever it is plunged, care must be
taken to regulate the temperature of the atmos-
phere of the liouse, in such a manner as to prevent

the top of the vine from being excited belbre the

roots. If this should happen, the young shoots

produced will soon wither for want of nourishment.
Abundance of air, therefore, should be given lor

several weeks, so as never to allow the tempera-
ture of the atmosphere of the house, fi-ame, or pit,

to exceed forty-five or fitly degrees, while the tem-
perature of the medium in which the pots are

plunged may be as high as sixty-five or seventy

degrees. When, by examination, you find that

fibres have protruded from the coil, the tempera-
ture of the atmosphere may then be gradually

raised, when the buds will break and the shoots

will grow apace.

The shoots proceeding from that part of the

stem above the pot, should be led ufi to within

eight or ten inches of the glass, and there trained,

at that distance from it, towards the back of the

pit or house. It is needless to state to the practical

gardener, that each shoot will require to be short-

ened, freed 1 i-om laterals, &c. Each vine will pro-

duce from three to twenty or more bunches, ac-

cording to the length of coil and variety of grape.

I have now (Jan. 17, 1834) upwards of two hun-
dred coiled branches in pots, and nearly fifty of

them in action; some with twenty bunches of fine

grapes on them.
I was asked the other day, whether vines so

treated would not require frequent shiftings into

larger pots; or, at least, to be shifted once a year.

To this I answered, that while we had a plentiful

sup]dy of prunings from our own vines, or could

procure them from those of our friends, the best

mode would be to treat the plants, after they had
borne one crop, as we do the roots of asparagus

and other plants that we force; that is, to throw

them avv'ay. If, however, you should wish to keep

the coiled plants a second year, and the pots should

be found to be too hdl of roots, turn out the ball,

shake the soil from the coil, and cut away all the

roots close to the shoot; then re-pot it as before. If

this be done in v\^inter, the plant will produce an
excellent crop the following season; probably a
better one than if the roots were allowed to remain,

and the ball shilied into a larger pot or box. The
pot or box is in either case, soon filled with young
vigorous fibres, like a hatch of young maggots,

each eager for food, and consequently sending it

up in abundance to sujiply the crop above. Can
there be a doubt but tliat this is a far superior

mode to keeping pots, or even fruit-tree bordersj

filled up with old inert roots?

Before my bunches are clearly developed, I have
thousands of eager mouths or spongioles, extend-

ing along the coiled shoot, and each gaping for

food; some of these rootlets arc three feet long,

and before the vines are out of blossom, man}' of

them arc six feet in length, and matted round and
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round the pot. You will easily understand fron\

this, liow important it is to sui:ply vines so treated

with licjuid manure, either by watering Irom above,

or by a supply from a saucer or leader Ironi be-

low.

Welbeck Gardens, Jan. 16, 1834.

Since we receiv^ed the above account from Mr.
Meanip, we have heard the ariicle on the same
subject, to which he alludes, read before a meeting
of the horticultural societj'. In this paper, the

names of a number of varieties are mentioned,
which had been thus fruited; including the musca-
dines, black clusters, black Hamburgh, black Da-
mascus, black Tri[)oli, muscat of Alexandria, &c.
INIr. Mearns also mentions that, hearing of a new
and line variety of muscat, called the Candia,
which had been a few years ago introduced into

the Duke of Buccleugh's gardens, at Dalkeith, he
wrote last autumn to i\Ir. Macdonald, the garden
er there, for some of the prunings of this vine, and
that he had, at the time the pa])er was written,

(Feb. 1834,) plants of the Candia at Welbeck,
Irom coils oi" the prunings received, with numerous
bunches of fruit on them, which would ripen in

April and May next.

We regard this discovery of Mr. Mearns as one
of considerable importance, not only as showing
what may be done in the i)articular case of the
vine, but as tending to iamiliarise practical gard-
eners with some points in vegetable physiology.
It is clear that the coiled shoot is a reservoir of nu-
triment to the young growth, in the same manner
as the tuber of the potato is an accumulation of
nutriment for the youngshoots, which proceed from
its buds or eyes when planted. To a certain ex-
tent, long shoots of any tree whatever if buried in

the soil, either coiled or extended, and two or three

inches or feet of their upper extremities kept out

of the ground, would produce leaves, blossoms,
and even li'uit, the first 3-ear: but those shoots,

which, from their nature, do not freely emit fibres,

or do not emit them at all, would perhaps not set

their fruit; or might even cease to produce leaves
in the course of a few months. The reason, in

that case, would be, that the reservoir of nourish-
ment soon becomes exhausted, if it is not supplied
from the soil; and that the only mode by which
the shoot can obtain nourishment from the soil is

by means of fibres, which it has either no power
of producing at all, or cannot produce in suiScient
abundance. The advantages of the coiling sys-

tem are, that an almost unlimited number of fibres

or mouths are produced by it, in a very li mixed
portion of soil; that this soil can be rendered of
the most suitable descriptions for the given plant,

supplied abundantly with liquid manure, and re-

newed almost at pleasure. The use of cutting off

all these fibres or mouths, when they get too long,
is merely to keep them within a limited space; for

when a fibre elongates, unless it has at the same
time, room to branch out, so as to produce other
fibrils, it can take in no more nourishment than
when it is short,' say an inch long; because the
nourishment is only taken in by the spongiole, or

point of the fibre. The whole art of rapid cultiva-

tion, both in ligneous and herbaceous vegetables,
proceeds on this princijjle. The Lancashire goose-
berry grower has recourse to it, when he shortens
the roots of his plants at a certain distance from

the stem, every two or three years; thus causing
them to emit fibres, for which he prepares a circular

trench of rich soil round each tree. Mr. Mearns's
mode of treating the p,each, and other fruit trees,

and the mode of cuhivuting cabbages, and other
plants of that kind, by picking out from the seed-
bed, and transplanting and re-transpJanting into

rich soil, instead of sowing where the plants are
finally to remain, all proceed on the principle of
multiplying the mouths, and increasing the supply
of rich fboti, witiiin a limited space. The result

of this is, both in ligneous and herbaceous plants,

that maturity is obtained with less magnitude than
in a natural state, and in a much shorter time.
The essential principle is the abundant sup|)ly of
rich nutriment; and the same principle produces
exactly the same results in the animal kingdom.
Hence the small-sized, early-fitting varieties of
cattle, sheep, swine, &c.
Where a plant or animal is grown or reared

chiefly to be consumed as food, the application of
this ]irinci]ile seems desirable and advantageous;
but when the natural character and beauty of the
plant or animal are desiderata, a more natural
mode of treatment, or one more resembling that
which- is generally followed, is requisite for attain-

ing the end in view.
All intricate operations of culture, such as those

of the coiling system, the chambering of the roots
of trees, taking up and replanting, particular modes
of training, ringing, &c. it should never be forffot-

ten either by gardeners or their employers,"are
only calculated for places where abundance of men
are kept, and where also there is considerable skill

in at least one or two of these men. When these
and similar operations are attempted in places
where there are scarcely hands enough to keep the
garden in order by the common practices, fiiilureis

certain to attend either the new practice or the old
ones, and probably both.

—

Conductor.

From Loudon's Magazine.

A DESCRIPTION OF A MODE OF CULTIVATING
ONIONS.

By Mr. Williaim Whidden.

Sir—Your correspondent, John Mitchel, jun.,
treats on the culture of the onion. I write not to

dissuade him from following the plans which his
own observation has suggested to him, but to

state my own experience on this subject, as it dif-

fers widely from his. In March, 1830, I lived as
gardener to J. B. Praed, Esq. of Tyringham,
Bucks; and, having occasion to make an asparagus
bed, I resolved upon sowing onions, of the Dept-
fbrd sort, in drills between the rows. The ground
was not prepared in the way usual for asparagus,
but turned over to the dej)th of one sptide only.

The soil being of a tenacious and cohesive quality,

I used a quantity of coal-ashes and rotten dung:
and all behigin readiness for the asparagus, I pro-
ceeded to plant it in rows eighteen inches asunder,
and the onions in drills between these rows. I

finished each row as I proceeded, which caused a
great deal of trampling, and the ground was re-

markably hard after the whole VN-as completed.
When the crops began togrou^, I thought of hoe-
ing, thinning, &c.; but, being a native of North-
ampton, where some of the best onions in the
kingdom are grown, I recollected seeing, at differ-

ent times, omens growing in the hard wallc, and
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these tlie best sample of a whole acre. I accord-

incrly resolved to let my crop take its chance.

VVeeding and thinning "were performed by the

hand, which greatly increased the solidity of the

soil. My crop was pulled up without attention

beins paid to any particular time or form; the

onions composing it Avere sound and good, while

the crops of my neighbors were suffering from

what are termed mouldy-nosed onions. I had

several bushels from a small piece of ground, and

was oblisred to exchange with my neighbors for

picklers."" I presented Mr. Atkins, nurseryman, of

Northampton, with twelve which weiglied eleven

pounds. I planted twenty-lour of them the suc-

ceeding spring, for seed, which weighed nearly

twenty^-two pounds, and were shown to several

friends before they were planted, who can testify

the fact. I cannot say Avhat quantity of seeds

they produced, as I left my situation at that time.

A great deal has been said about growing large

onions; bat, according to my humble opinion, large

onions are not the most desirable. From my ex-

perience (which, I confess, is not a lengthened

one, as I am but a young gardener,) an onion

from one to two inches diameter is the most profi-

table, of the readiestsale, and the best for garden-

ers and gentlemen. When a large onion goes

into a gentleman's kitchen, it is cut, and a part

only is used; the remainder loses its quality, and

ultimately bears company with the peelings to the

dung heap. I advise John Mitchei, if he wishes

for large onions, to try as I have suggested above.

His soil will suit every purpose. He will find an

advantage in time; run no risk in displacing the

roots, which is apt to check vegetation; and he will

not be so likely lo get disease in the crops, as the

trampling forms gutters in which he can, if dry

weather occur, put water, and supply the roots

more arradually with moisture; or, if a continuance

of rain should happen, these gutters will carry off

the fiuperffuous water.

Chicheley Hall, Bucks.

For the Farmers- Register.

TOBACCO CULTURE NO. 4.

[Continued from p. 223, Vol. II.]

Stripping and pressing.

Stripping and pressing being the subject of my
fourth number, (already too long delayed) the re-

marks thereon will conclude the practical part of

the subject. As soon as tobacco is thoroughly

cured by fire, it should be taken down, and re-

moved to the presshig house, (which should be kept

as a store house,) and crowded away on the tier

poles as close as possible, to prevent its getting in

"high order," as tobacco loses in weight, and
changes color, every time it gets very high. As
soon as the pressing house is filled, other houses

should be set apart for the same purpose, until the

whole crop is stowed away. Tobacco thus crowd-

ed away, is in much better condition than Avhen

hanging open, or bulked down: for it retains the

color and substance which it had when cured, and

is not liable to acquire a sour smell, which is very

often the consequence of early bulking.

When there comes a season for stripping, the

tobacco on the lowest tiers will be in order, which
should be taken down and bulked; and then there

will be room to open that above, which, when it

comes in order, should in like manner be taken,

and eo on, until the whole crop is gone through.

Tobacco should not be taken down in very high
order to strip, as it will be impossible to strip as

much, owing to the difficulty in pulling the leaves

off" of the stalks: and it will be impossible also to

get the dirt off of it, which should always be
done before it is bulked down; or else it can never
be as eHectually done afterwards. This is a mat-
ter of considerable importance, particularly in the

management of a dirty crop.

In si ripping, the tobacco should be carefully as-

sorted into at least three classes, to wit: long, short,

and lugs. I have usually divided it into four class-

es, the fourth being simply a separation of the
bright from the dark. The first and second quali-

ties should be tied up into neat bundles of about
six or eight leaves, all being nearly of the same
length. The lugs can be tied into much larger

bundles.

As the tobacco is stripped, it should be bulked
down, until a sufficiency is procured to commence
pressing, when it should be re-hung in uniform
and open order, and suffered to remain until it gets

thoroughly diy, leaf and stem, and then the first

time it comes in order to be handled without much
breaking, it should be taken down and neady
bulked, and heavily weighted.
Too much caution cannot be used about the or-

der in which tobacco is taken down for pressing.

Experience has taught me that no season is to be
relied on between the months of November and
April, unless the wind is Irom the south or south-

west. No matter how fine the order may appear
to be, if the wind is from the north-east or north-

west, let it alone, for it will certainly prove too

high when it is opened in market. If any one
thing is more essential than another in the man-
agement of tobacco, it is dry order. I have al-

most invariably pressed my tobacco so dry as to

make it necessary to steam it a little over a fire

immediately before handing it into the hogshead,
in order that it may be packed without breaking,

and I never had a hogshead that was said to be
too dry when opened in market.
The casks should be made of well seasoned

staves, about three-fourths of an inch in thickness,

and should be thirty-eight inches in diameter
across the heads, and fitty-four inches in length,

made nearly straight. The mode of packing the

tobacco in the casks is so well understood, and so

universally the same, that it is deemed unneces-

sary to give a minute description of it. The sim-

plest and most convenient machines for pressing,

are those that are worked with a lever. The beam
should not be more than twenty-two feet long, and
the lever is worked in a permanent sword that

passes through the end of it. Three hands can

press two hogsheads in four or five days, which
should each weigh about sixteen hundred pounds
net.

These views on the subject of tobacco culture,

are submitted with great diffidence to the intelli-

gent planters of Virginia; and should they fail to

suggest any thing new or valuable, may be the

means of eliciting information from others, much
more capable than myself, to give instruction in

this, the most intricate and laborious of all our ag-

ricultural pursuits. The effects of tobacco culture

on the agricultural interest of Virginia, will form

the subject of my next number, and will complete

the series promised in the commencement.

Wardsfnrk. G.
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en fortunes. Hence it is, that we see now for the
first time, the people of that favored section of
country, uwakinii from their letliargj-, and avail-

On the. effects of the Tohaccn crop on the agricul- I

'*!•? themselves of all the advantages so abundant-
tural inierestti of Virginia. ly iurnislied by nature, tor the melioration of their

airricultural condition. Thcee having been theFrom the earliest history of this country to the
present moment, the tobacco crop has been one of
considerable interest, not only to individuals, but
to the comnuuiity at large: and although it has
been a great source of wealth to this community,
and to Ihe United States in general, in a commer-
cial ])oitit of view, it has done more to blight and
empovcrish Virginia than all the other crops that

eliects of the extensive cultivation ol' the tobacco
crop in eastern Virginia, let us see what are its

effects upon the agriculture of middle Virginia—the section iu which we live. To the evils al-
ready enumerated, all of which are aj)|)licab!e to
our region, we shall add many others, to the truth
of which, our experience bears ample testimony.
From the excessive drudgery of the crop, it hashave been the product of her once generous, but

j

the efiect to discourage white labor, and 'conse-now abused and exhausted so.l 1 lie tmie was, quently, encourage the substitution of slave labor.
^vllen there was no_d.nerence of opmion prevail- This has decidedly a bad effect upon the habils
ing about the propriety of making this crop. But
now, it has become a question oi' -very serious im-
j)ort, whetlicr the crop should not be entirely aban-
doned, or at least very much diminished. Indeed,
interest and sound policy at home and abroad,
unite in demanding a reduction of the crop; and
however slow we may be in believing it necessary,
or obstinate in continuing its extensive cultivation,
it does not require the s])irit of prophecy to divine,
that the time is not far distant when we must be
driven to the dire necessity of quitting the crop,
or forsaking the countrj^ When dread alterna-
tives like these stare us in the I'ace, and threaten
1.15 with consequences so much to be deplored by

y a oaa enect upon
and morals of the white inhabitants of our coun-
try, as well as on their agricultural profits; for,

whatever has a tendency to encourage idleness,
increases extravagance and vice. I verily believe,
that were it not tor the extensive cultivation of to-
bacco, parents in this country would bring up their
children to work on their farms, and instead ofthe
swarms of "professional" drones and idlers that
we daily see hanging upon the skirts of society,
and living upon the labor of the industrious por-
tion of the community, we would see an indus-
trious and intelligent population, content to enjoy
the profits of their own virtuous labors. It has
the effect also, to increase the value and scarcity of

every iriend to his country, it becomes the duty of (he actual necessaries of life—to \v\\, corn and
every mtclligent agriculturist to forego his pre- perk, and consequentl), those articles of prime ne-
ssiil gam, and do all in lus j;.ower to dimmish cessity have always been comparatively scarce
the cultivation of the crop, and to renovate our •"'•'••• '.

. _ i

already m::ch abused and empoverished soil. In
the early settlement of Virginia, when the whole
face of the country was thickly covered with al-

most unbroken forest, there was every inducement
at home and abroad, to encourage the cultivation

of tobacco; but now, the whole scene is changed
—sadly changed. Two generations have "not

passed away since the settlement of this part of

Virginia, and what do we now see ! Our country
mourning, and presenting the appearance of de-
crepitude and premature old age. Our majestic

forests have fallen at the feet of the rapacious
planter—our fields are lacerated with the plough
of the ruthless cultivator, and our whole country

presents a scene melancholy to behold. It there-

lore becomes us, one and all, to seek out the cause
of this decay, and staunch the wounds of" our be-

loved, and bleeding country.

In the early settlement of eastern Virginia, the

tobacco crop was extensively cultivated, and con-
tinued so to be, until the country was so much cut

down and exhausted, that it was no longer a sub-

ject of interest to the planter, but of manifest in-

jury to his present and luture agricultural pros-

pects. Not until the alternatives of abandoning the

crop or the country, stared the peo[)le of eastern

Virginia in the tlice, did they determine to forsake

the crop, and seek out otiier subjects of profit

in their agricultural pursuits. So paralizing and
blighting are the effects of this crop (where ex-

tensively cultivated,) upon the resources of any
country, thatit recjuires a long time for its inhabi-

tants to accommodate their feelings, habits, and
preiudices to a change so radical, and enter Avith

spirit and energy into a system calculated to re-

store their exhausted lands, and retrieve their fali-

VoL. 11—44

and high, in this part or the country. Indeed, I
know many, ver/ many intelligent and wealthy
planters, wdio make ^"this exhausting, trouble-
some, and expensive crop to buy conf and pork—thereby restricting the comforts of living, and
rendering themselves dependent upon others for
the very things that sound policy and good
economy would require them to furnish from their
own farms. For, so full}- does this destructive po-
licy enter into our domestic economy, that there
is not a pig upon our plantations, that does not
(eel its blighting efiects. It is a remarkable fact

also, that when the largest crops of tobacco are
made, the least profit«s realized by the planters:

lor the abundance of the crop keeps down the
price, and consequently does not repay the planter
for the increased wear and tear of his land, and
expense of cultivation. I am clearl}' of (he opin-
ion, that if the tobacco crop of middle Viroinia
was diminished one-half, the planters would re-

alize more clear profit, live in far greater plen-

ty and comfort, and at the same time, have an
opportunity to improve their lands Avith rapidity,

and make many articles with their own labor,

that they now have to jmy money for—and that

money, made in the hardest possible way—to vi'it,

by the tobacco crop. It is ob\'ious to every one
who looks abroad upon the face of our country,

from the tide water to the mountains, that the to-

bacco croj) has been the great agent in its de-

struction—and, judging the iliture by the past, I

venture to assert, tliat in twenty years to come,
three-fourths of the tobacco made in the United
States, will be raised in the great Valley of the
Mississippi. lis tendency has been Avest-ward

ever since its earliest introduction into Virginia;

it must therefore, firoiri the nature of the case, ul-
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timately centre (and that at no distant day) in that

great Valley. And I for one, will hail that era as

one of the brightest lor t]\e agricultural prospects

of middle Virginia, Already', nearly all our best

lands have been cut down, in cultivating this ruin-

ous crop, and hence, it becomes manifest, that we
cannot be, to any extent, a tobacco making peo-

ple. Let us then, curtail our crops, improve our

lands, husband our resources, and with the smiles

of providence, and the approbation of our own
consciences, we shall be a prosperous and happy
people, enjoying a climate, exempt trom the ex-

tremes oi' heat and cold, and the truits of a soil,

susceptible of as a great a variety of products

as any on the habitable globe. Then, and then

only, will we deserve well of posterity, and im-

prove the talents so bountifully committed to our

care.

IVardsfork, Charlotte County. g.

INQUIRIES AND REMARKS ON THE EFFECT
OF EXPOSING GYPSUM TO THE WEATHER.

Valmont, Jan. 23, 1835.

"to the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

i have a parcel of Plaster of Paris which has

been several months exposed in hogsheads to all

the vicissitudes of weather, wet and dry, hot and
cold, even to freezing. It is the leavings of a

plaster yard, and this not completely ground, is

mostly in a sandy state with some lumps; these

lumps will crumble more easily than the lumps as

we first receive it. I want to know whether it has

totally lost its \nrtue, or to what extent, by expo-

Bure; and whether in preparing it lor use, it would
be proper to dry it^^over the fire—fcr it is quite wet,

and seems very unwilling to surrender its mois-

ture. As lime is one of its components, I presume
it has been partially slaked, and is therefore more
or less weakened. I have subjected it to one test

which seems to indicate that it is not entirely de-

stroyed. By heating, and then pouring water upon
it, it runs together and forms quite a hard cement.

For want of pot or pearl-ash I cannot try it by
boiling with that, nor have I the means of deter-

mining whether the residuum would be carbonate

of lime. When plaster is scattered over the earth

it is immediately liable to this slaking process,

(if it may be so called) and ?S.ll the effects of sun,

air, and rain: and universal experience I believe

.attests, that it is slow and continuing in its ac-

tion, not producing its effect by any sudden and
powerful impulse. Its action is so slow, that we
have a right to suppose it is going on a long

time—for months or years—long after the weaken-
ing effects of weather upon it have taken place.

The result of an experiment at Dover, communi-
cated some years ago to the Agricultural Society

of Richmond, proved that the efl'ects of plaster

were visible fourteen years, I think, after the plas-

ter was applied: and that I witnessed myself. The
slow operation of plaster, results from its modus
operandi, whether as an absorbent, by drawing
and retaining moisture around the plant, or as a
solvent, by preparing vegetable matter for its food.

The only difference then, between the application

of plaster in its fresh state and in that which I

have supposed, is in the point of time whilst (in

the first state) the dissolving or slaking process
occurs. Now, what is the value of that differ-

ence?
I will trouble you with another question, whilst

we are upon the subject. If plaster acts merely

as an absorbent, of what consequence is the na-

ture of the soil, provided it is loose enough to allow

the powder to descend to the roots, and not so

loose as to allow it to pass below them ? If as a

stimulant in any other way, why should not a

moist soil be as sensible of its effects as a dry one,

provided it is not so wet as to carry off the pow-
der? Would you advise lime or plaster in a wet
piece of ground—it being presupposed that ail

practicable means have been used to drain it ?—for

I believe it ma}' be considered an axiom in

agriculture, that lor whatever purpose land is in-

tended, it must be laid as dry as possible.

If Mr. Editor, interrogatories generally betray

ignorance, much more do they in this particular

case—and taking to myself the compliment once

paid to Pope, I might with pro])riety subscribe

myself a '? But not having pride enough to hide

my ignorance, I give you my proper appellative,

which you will recognize to be that of an old

fellow-collegian.

C. H. HARRISON.

[ The foregoing inquiries proceed from one who has

had far more piacfical experience of the use and ef-

fects of gypsum than we have gained—and if that

mode of observation and of proof alone were to be tlie

proper test, we ought to take refuge in our want of ex-

perience, and remain silent. But as most of the an-

swers sought, must depend altogether upon the estab-

lished chemical properties of the substances in question,

we can scarcely eiT in deciding according to tliose pro-

perties: and the remarks which follow will be confined

witliin such limits as will prevent our losing sight of

this sure guide—without which, none will fail to wander

into uncertainty and error.

The slaking of quicklime, alone, is no cause of in-

jury, or weakening of its power—but as this pro-

cess always precedes or accompanies the injury which

is really caused by exposure to air, the slaking of lime

is generally considered as evidence of some progress at

least having been made in the lime's becoming carbona-

ted, effete, or mild, or losing its peculiar qualities as caus-

tic lime. The newly burnt material for lime, (as shells

or limestone,) greedily attracts moisture, and by uni-

ting chemically with water alone, it slakes, but still re-

tains all its caustic power, which depends not on the

absence of water, but upon the deprivation of car-

bonic acid, which the lime had lost by burning. This

acid next commences re-combining with the lime, to

which it is strongly attracted, and is furnished by the

atmosphere, and as well as by the earth, and by plants

and other matters in a state of decomposition—and

this process of re-combination is greatly hastened by

the lime having been slaked, and thereby exposing a

far greater attracting surface. Of course, the more it

is spread to the air, or to whatever will furnish car-

bonic acid, the more rapidly the lime loses its caustic

quality, until none remains. The lime now, as car-

bonated or mild, may be in most cases, as valuable a

manure as when quick, (as we have elsewhere endeav-

ored to show)—but as a material for cement, and for

every purpose for which its caustic state was essential,

the lime is weakened and indeed destroyed, by being

changed to a different chemical substance.
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The general understanding of this result of the ex-

posure of lime, extends improperly to other substances
of vvhicli lime forms tlie base, as gypsum, which is

generally considered both by dealers in the article, and
by many farmers, to be altered and injured by long ex-
posure to air, if ground, and by rain, even in the un-

brolven stone. To determine whether there can be any
such effect we must attend to the chemical combina-
tion of gypsum, and its state before and after such kinds

of exjjosure.

Gypsum in its natural state is composed of lime, sul-

phuric acids and water, the latter being as much a part

of the chemical combination as either of the other in-

gredients. The mutual attraction of the lime and sul-

phuric acid is so strong, that no separation can be pro-
duced by any thing that air or rain can jiresent. Neith-
er can gypsum be wasted, anymore than it can be de-

composed, by air alone, or by remaining dry in pow-
der. Water dissolves a very small proportion of gyp-
sum—about one-six hundredth part—and therefore it

will be slowly wasted by solution, if exposed to wet,
and the fluid be allowed to pass oiT. The mere wet-
ting, without the fluid sinking or flowing from the

mass, however tending to make the gypsum trouble-

some in using, cannot change its nature, nor affect its

i-alue as manure. From these premises it may be in-

ferred that the gypsum saved by our correspondent, is

not altered in its chemical character—nor injured, ex-

cept by being rendered more inconvenient to use—and

also in this respect, that the portion previously wasted

by the rains, was the part most finely pulverized, soft-

est, and therefore the most fit for immediate action as

manure.

Exposing gypsum to moderate heat has no effect ex-

cept to drive off the water chemically combined, as

well as any accidental supply of uncombined mois-

ture. It would seem that merely the removal of its

water could scarcely aflect the action of the substance

as manure. We incline to this opinion—but would not

confidently assert that no injury can take place in this

manner. There is in this case a partial decomposition

of the substance—and slight as it is, it ma}' materially

affect that fertilizing power which is in every aspect so

mysterious and inexplicable. It is highly important

that it should be proved by sufficient experiments

whether a moderate degree of heat is injurious to the

value of gypsum—for if it is not, by using heat to

drive off the water chemically combined, the stone is

made much more soft, and easier to pulverize for use.

These explanations may be considered by many,

and even by our friend who has suggested Ihem by his

inquiries, as too simple and trite to deserve being thus

formally presented; and if so, our apology is, that ma-

ny who are most conversant practically with the sub-

ject, show by their course that even these feeble lights

might aid their deductions.

There is no known reason, derived from the thcoiy

of its operation, why lime (whether caustic or mild)

should not act profitably on land not sufficiently drain-

ed, except in this respect, that improvements of every

kind must avail but little on soils suffering from redun-

dant moisture. As (o gypsum on such soils, we know

nothing, except the generally received opinion that on
all wet land the application is unprofitable.]

From the Horticultural Registct'.

OJT THE CULTIVATION OP CELERY.
It appears to me that a few practical hints on

the cultivation of this useful and deli(^ious vegeta-
ble miglit prove interesting and serviceable to many
of your readers. I beg to premise that it is a mere
detail of the methods'I have practised this sum-
mer, by which I have raised celery in heads of
two and two and a half feet high, of which twelve
to eighteen inches are blanched and tender; they
are single heads, without offsets, and many four
and five inches in circun)ference. This method
has one convenience, which is, that the j'oung
plants are raised in the open ground, without gla-ss

or hot-bed.
In the beginning of May, later or earlier, as the

season may indicate, dig and pulverise well about
six square feet of well manured and open ground

—

water it very lightly, but thoroughly, with a nose
on the watering-potj early in the day, then sow
your seed and water again thoroughly in the same
way. Cover up this bed lightly with a double
la3'er of Russia mat, which should be dry, and
kept down at the corners with stones; the sun,
striking on the mats, penetrates them, and causes
a gentle moist heat to rise from tlie earth; this is

the most favorable state of an atmosjiherc for the
vegetation of seeds, and the celery, particularly if

not fresh, is very difficult on this point; the covers
should be maintained in as dry a state as possible,
(after heavy rains, the upper mat might be
changed,) because, if wet, considerable evapora-
tion takes place in the night, which is always pro-
ductive of cold, and would be apt to rot the tender
shoot just piercing the seed; on the other hand, if

dry, it prevents the escape of heat when the sun's
rays have left the earth, and retains underneath
sufficient warmth to prevent any check in the ve-
getation; in a fortnight or three weeks, according
to the season, little yellow and white sprouts will

appear; when these are one-quarter of an inch
high, the upper cover should be removed, that
there maj- not be too much weight on the young
plants, and if the weather continues mild, in a few
days afterwards, remove the other. If well wa-
tered in the beginning, it will scarcely need any
further moisture during the first process; but those
ivho practise this method will hardly be restrained

from peeping under the mats once or twice during
the fortnight, when, if sultry weather has prevail-

ed, there own judgement will guide them on this

head.
The second part of the method is to have an-

other piece of gfound, double the size of the for-

mer, prepared in the same way, and when the
young plants are in their fourth leaf, or about two
inches high, take them up and transplant them
carefully into this fresh bed, about one inch asun-
der, first trimming the roots a little.

If well watered and weeded, by the first of July
they Avill have attained sufficient growth to be re-

moved into trenches, which should be prepared in

an open, well exposed spot, by digging them two
spades deep and two and a half feet wide, leaving
three or four feet distance between the trenches;
on this space is to be piled up, like a bank, th«
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earth taken from the trenches. Put about four

inches of good manure at the bottom of each
trencli, and dig it in; take up the plants, and pre-

vious lo putting them mto tlie earth, trim the roots

very carefully, being sure to cut ofi' the end of the

taproot, and eradicate all litde shoots and radicles;

Avhere the heartjon^.s on to the root, as these shoot

up and produce tliat mass of small hetids, seen in

our markets, instead of one large, solid, handsome
plant: j)lace them about three inches distance and
water well ibr the first week. As the jilant grows,

gently fill in the trench with the earth on eacli

eide, taking care not to throw in large lumps,
whicli twist and contort the celery, and spoil its

beauty; and continue earthing u]) until there is a
bank above ground as higti as the trench was
deep.

1 prefer digging the trenches east and west, be-

cause the bank on each side shades the young
plants in July and August, from the rays of the

hot sun, and in September and October, when it

is desirable the celery should advance as much as

possible, the southern bank, earthed up, imbibes

the heat and retains it.

I believe, by covering up the trenches well with
pine and savin boughs, it may be dug fresh all the

winter; but I have placed mine in an upright po-

eition in the cellar, half covered with earth and
kept moist—they appear to sutler but little.

I have been rather explicit, and given my reasons
for each operation at the risk of being thought too

prolix; but, whenever I set earnestly to cultivate a
plant, I have generally found directions in books
rather too vague, and here and there a link want-
ing in the chain, wliich gave me trouble to annex;
those, therefore, who are well acquainted with this

process, must excuse this in liivor of those wl'io

are not so efiicient.

1. E. T.

For the Farmers' Register.

ACCOUNT OF THE WILD RICE OF THE NORTH-
ERN LAKES.
Essex County, Dec. 13, 1834.

Recently in reading "Flint's History and Geog-
raphy of "the Mississippi Valley," my attention

was arrested by the account given of wild rice,

and not knowing that any attempts have been
made to raise it on the Atlantic coast, I here give

you the account, hoping if no experiments have
been made, it may be the means of inducing some
to be tried.

"Wild rice, zizania aqvafica, or fat va avena—
by the French, folks avoines—by the Indians,

menomene. It is tound in the greatest abundance
on the marshy margins of the northern lakes, and
in the plashy waters on the upper courses of the
Mississippi. It grows in those regions on a vast
extent of country. It is there that the millions

of migrating water fowls fatten, before they take
their autumnal migration to the south. It is

there, too, that the northern savages, and the Ca-
nadian traders and hunters, find their annual sup-
plies of grain. But for this recourse, they could
hardly exist. It is a tall, tubular reedy water
plant, not unlike the bastard cane of the southern
countries. It very accurately resembles the cane
grass of the swamps and savannas on the gulf of
Mexico. It springs up fi-om waters of six or se\-en

feet in depth, v/herc the bottom is soft and muddy.
It risee nearly as high above the water. Its leaves

and spikes, though much larger, resemble those

of oals, from which the French give jt its name.
Its culm is jointed, as large <is the little finger;

leaves broad, and linear; panicle more than a ibot

in length; the lov/er branches with spreading bar-

ren flowers, the upper, with fertile and erect ones.

The seeds are blackish, smooth, narrow, cylindri-

cal about three quarters of an inch long, deciduous.

It is said to have been discovered in the brooks of

Massachusetts. When it is intended to be pre-

served for grain, the spikes are bound together to

preserve them from the ravages of birds and
water finvls that prey upon them in innnense num-
bers. It thus has a chance to ripen. At the sea-

son for gathering it, canoes are rowed among llie

grain. A blanket is spread upon them and the

grain is beaten upon the blanket. It is perhaps,

of all the cerealia, except maize, the most prolific.

It is astonishing amidst all our eager and multi-

plied agricultural researches, that so little atten-

tion has been bestowed upon this interesting and
valuable grain. It has scarcely been known, ex-
cept by Canadian hunters and savages, that sucli

a grain, the resource of a vast extent of country,

existed. It surely ought to be ascertained if the

drowned lands of the Atlantic country, and the

immense marshes and stagnant lakes ol the south,

will grow it. It is a mistake that it is Ibund
only in the northern regions of this Valley. It

grows in perfection on the lakes about Natchitoch-
es, south of 32 degi'ees; and might probably be
cultivated in all the climates of the Vallej'. Though
a hardy plant, it is subject to some of the acci-

dents that cause fiiilure of the other grains. The
grain has a long slender hull nmch resembling
that of oats, except that it is longer and darker.

In detaching this hull the Indians use a process of
drying, that, probably, in most mstances dcstroj-s

its germinatino; principle. Those who have found
this grain unpleasant, have perhaps, eaten it when
smoked, and badly prej)ared. There is probably,
the same difference in quality too, as in other
grains. The grain that we have eaten, was as
white as the common rice. Puddings made of it

tasted to us like those made of sago.^'

I imagine it could be easily seeded on land co-

vered by water. A few stakes could be set up to

form a line; then one hand in a small boat could
paddle, whilst another could seed; in this way it

could be done cjuickly, and with as much regu-
larity as seeding wheat or oats on liigh land.

Should they be found not readily to sink, they
could be fust rolled in dry tenacious clay. The
spring would probably be the best time to seed,

and the more muddy the water at the time the bet-

ter, as a deposite would be left which would, in a
great measure, prevent the seed from being de-

stroyed by fisli.

EDMUND F. NOEL.

For the Faiiners'^^Eegisttjr.

A PRODUCTIVE KIND OF CORN, AND THE
MANNER OF ITS SELECTION.

Many years ago Mr. Cooper, a gentleman well

known in Jersey as an experienced practical

farmer, by a publication recommended that seed
corn should be gathered from strong vigorous

stalks which bore two ears. I was not then en-
gaged in agriculture, but I well recoUect the pub-
lication attracted some attention, though I am in-
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dined to think the experiment was not made m
this part of the country. A gentleman oi" Talbot,
some years past, wliether irom the recollection of
Mr. Cooper's sufrgestion, or froiTi his own specu-
la! ions, I know not, gathered his seed corn in this

way, and became convmced of the advantage. His
neighbors who saw the increased product, obtain-

ed seed trom him, and ado[)ted his practice, which
in time generally prevailed in Talbot, and has ex-
tended to this, and other counties oi the Eastern
Shore. I recollect a conversation with the late Col.

Edward Lloyd on this subjecl: he v/as a man of
sound judgement, and one of the best i)ractical

ilumers on this shore. A I that period he had not

planted this corn, and having experienced in the

course of his lile both loss and disappointment
from the representation of confident theorists and
sanguine experimentalists, whose "geese grow
into swans," he was in matters of this kind slow
of faith; but he became convinced of its value by
observation, and tested it by ciiltivation.

Four years ago I obtained some of this corn,

which 1 have continued to plant since, always
carefully gathering the seed according to the sug-

gestion of Mr. Cooper, and my crops have been
much increased. My experience induces me to

tliinic, that no great ad\antag3 is derived if this

corn is planted in lands naturally poor, or exhaust-

ed by cultivation; but where in a state of fertility

eiiher naturally or by improvements, I think the

product from this kind of corn will be more than
fifieen per cent.

WILt.IA.-I CAR.tXICIIAr;L.

TTye, Easlirn Share, }

Md. Jan. 22, 1835. \

FoitliB Fannr-n' Rngistcr.

A PROJECT FOR COVF.HING HOGSriEAIiS OF
TOBACCO ON BOARD BATEAUX.

Having been for several years past somewhat
familiar v/ith the responsibilities incurred by the

carriers of tobacco on the Roanoke, Apponiattox
and James Rivers, and the damage sustained by
the dealers in the ujuand inspections on those !

streams, lor the want of a secure and sr,!ticient 1

covering tor the hogsheads, my a,tten1ion has been
[

directed with much inierest to the subject of some
j

remedy lor the evil. The materials novt^ in use
j

for covering are various, consisting of dhferent
|

kinds of v.ooUen or cotton fabric, but none of them
sufKciently impervious to v/ater, to prevent serious

damage in a very violent or long continued rain.

This is manifest from the exhibition v/hicli a list ol'

tobacco from an upland inspection makes in the

iall '-sampling'' in the city of Richmond. And
where the tobacco passes through the hands of tv»^o

sets of carriers, as is the case on the Roanoke
and Appomattox, the loss arising from damage
falls on the dealers, from an impossibility of know-
ing upon whom to fix it. It is tiiercfbre impor-

tant that dealers should interest themselves on the

subject, and endeavor to devise a plan by which
their property is secured from unnecessary expo-
sure to damage.
My plan is this: provide yourself whh a stock

of |)lank made of hickory, fi'om a foot to thirteen

inches in width, and three-fourths of an inch thick.

(Other descriptions of pia-ik might ansv/er the

purpose well, but I prescribe hickory plank, be-

cause it is essential that the material used should

not be lial)le to igplit or v/aiii from *he influence of

the sun and wind; and I understand from an intelli-

gent carpenter, that the plank made of this tree is

Iree from these defects.) Have the platd<s well
seasoned, and let each piece be cut a few inches
longer than an ordinary lawfid hogshead. Six pieces
of the prescribed width will be enough lor one
cover, making beside the joint at the top, but two
joints of aside. Two straps of leather two inches
Avide and a foot and a half or two feet long, the
kind that is generally used for wagon harness
preferred, because it combines puancy with
strength. The plank must be nailed to the leath-
er straps in the following manner: the two plankB
which are to cover the top of the hogshead must
project one over the other like the comb of a house,
and be nailed at each end to the leather straps,

through the middle of the j)hmk. (that is, midwajr
its width,) which will make it lie better around
the hogshead. The straps which attach the
two top planks must be nailed on the under
side. The lower edge of each top plank must
be bevelled underneath about an inch, and the
upper edge of each second plank must be likewise

bevelled to secure a good lap of two inches. Then
there must be four leather straps of the width
prescribed nbove, and three feet long, one end of
each, nailed to the t'.vo top planks respective!}-, a
little below the nail by which the two understraps
were fastened, and on the upper side of the cover.

When the two second planks are fitted, as de-
scribed above, they should be nailed through the
middle to the strap where it passes over them,
which should be about six or eight inches from
each end: and »o likcvv'ise the third, on each side.

This will bring the covering so low that the vvater

will drop harmless to the bottom of the boat.

Usually, daubing with some tenacious clay is con-
sidered a sufTicient protection tor the head of the

hoffshead; but if more is preferred, two yards
of cotton oznaburgs suspended from small nails

in the top plank of each cover, will be a complete
protection. After the plank and straps are prepar-

ed, the nailing together had better be done over
a hogshead, whereby a better fitting of the cover

to the hogshead will be secured. It appears to

me that this cannot fail to answer the purpose. It

is secure, substantial, convenient, and cheap. If

the joints arc properly fitted, and the planks pro-

perly nailed to the leather straps, it is perlectly im-
penetrable to rain. With toleraljle care, they will

last longer than the cover novv^ in use. On the re-

turn trip they are as useful in covering an}' de-

scription of goods, and when not in use can be
folded up in a very small compass, the leather

straps to which the planks are attached, serving as

hinges. Its cost cannot exceed one-half of those

made of negro cotton or plains. Two hundred
feet of plank, one dollar's worth of harness leather,

and twenty yards of cotton oznaburgs being suffi-

cient to make an outfit for a boat; and the cost of

these articles, including the carpenter's bill, cannot

exceed %\0. If upon experiment, the above
scheme is seen to answer a valuable purpose, I

shall feel that I have rendered the commercial and
planting community, an important service. If it

only serves to attract to the subject more ingenious

and contriving reflection than my own, I sliall feel

thus much good has been done. This m.uch I

well know, that the present state of things upon

I

this sahjecr, calls loudly for remedy.

AN rPLANTi nEAI.ER.
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From tlie Horticultural Register.

FLOUICULTURK FOR THE PARLOR-WINDOW.

The following remarks are from a sheet recently

published b}- G. C. Barrett, and are directions for

the management of bulbs and plants in the parlor;

and as a little science in parlor-window Floricul-

ture might be beneticial to practice, we here insert

them.
'^Hyacinths and other bulbs that are intended to

flower in glasses, should be placed therein during

October and November, and kept in a cool room.

Aller the fibres begin to push a few shoots, the

glasses may be taken to the warmest apartments

to cause them to flower early. Bring a tew from

the coldest to the warmest every two weeks, and

thus a succession of bloom may be kept up from

January to March.
"Supply the bulbs with fresh water once a week,

in which period they will inhale all the nutritive

gas that they derive fi-om that element, if they are

in a grov/ing state. Fill the glasses with water,

so that the Bottom of the bulb may just touch it.

"The water should be changed as it becomes

impure; draw the roots entirely out of the glasses;

rinse ofl" the fibres in clean water, and wash the

inside of the glasses well. Care should be taken

that the water does not fi-eeze, as it would not only

burst the glass, but cause the fibres to decay.

"December, January and February, is the tr3'ing

season for all plants that are kept in rooms, espe-

cially those that are desired to have a flourishing

aspect through the winter, a i'&w general instruc-

tions v/ill perhaps be desirable to all those who are

engaged in this interesting occupation, which

forms" a luxury through the retired hours of a

winter season, and with very little attention, many
are the beauties of vegetative nature that will be

developed to the gratification of every reflecting

fiiind.

*'A11 the varieties of Polyanthus Narcissus are

well adapted for indoor flowering. The Grande
Monarque and Roman are charming flowers; the

latter is perhaps the earliest of all bulbs; if potted

in October or November, it will bloom by Christ-

mas; the flowers are four or five in number, of a

delicate satin white, with double cups of a rich

jessamine perfume.
"Plants that are kept in rooms generally are

puch as require a medium temperature, say forty

degrees. Sitting rooms or parlors, about this sea-

son, are, lor the most part, heated from fifty-five

to sixty-five, and very seldom has the air any ad-

mittance into these apartments, thus keeping the

temperature from fifteen to twenty-five degrees
higher than the nature of the plants requires, and
excluding that fresh air which is requisite to sup-
port a forced vegetative principle. Therefore, as

far as practicable let the plants be kept in a room
adjoining to one where there is fire heat, and the
intervening door can be opened when desirable.

They will admit sometimes of being as low as

thirty-three.

"If they be constantly kept where there is fire,

let the window be opened some inches, two or
three times a daj^, tor a few ininutes, thereby mak-
ing the air of the apartment more coiigenial, both
lor animal and vegetable nature.

"There are very few plants killed for want of
ivater, during winter. All that is necessary is

merely to keep the soil in a moist state, that is, do

not let it get so dry that you can divide the parti-

cles of earth, nor so wet that they could be beat to

clay. The frequency of watering can be best reg-

ulated by the person doing it, as it depends entire-

ly upon the size of the pot or jar in proportion to

the plant, whether it is too little or too large, and

the situation it stands in, whether moist or arid.

Never allow any quantity of water to stand in flats

or saucers except bulbs. This is too frequently

practised with plants in general. Such as Calla

yEthiopica, or African Lily, will do well, as water

is its element, (like Sagittaria in this country;) and

the Hydrangea hortcnsis, when in a growing state,

will do admirably under such treatment. Many
plants may do well for some time, but it being so

contrary to their nature, causes premature decay;

a fetid stagnation takes place at the root, the fo-

liage becomes yellow, and the plant stunted; and in

the winter season, death will ensue. Clean the

foliage with sponge and water frequently, to re-

move all dust, &c. Turn the ]ilants frequently, to

prevent them growing to one side.

'^ Camellias, when in bud and flower, should

never be allowed to become the least dry, neither

confined from fresh air. The effects would be,

that the buds would become stinted, dry, and drop

off. Therefore to have these in perfijction, attend

strictly to watering. Give frequent airings, and
wash the leaves once in two weeks with water.

Never keep them above one day in a room, where
there is a strong coal fire, and not above two days

where wood is used asluel. Most Car.ieUins will

bear three degrees of frost without the smallest

injury, so that they are easier kept than Gera-

niums, except when they are in bloom. In that

state, frost will destroy the flowers. The air of a

close cellar is destruction to the buds,"

From tlje Genesee Farmer.

BOARD FENCE SUPPORTED ABOVE GROUND.

I wish to call the attention of the public to a kind

of fence mentioned by a worthy -writer for the Far-

mer some weeks ago under the head of setting

posts both sides of a fiince. The posts were of

plank, eighteen inches wide at the foot, and only

wide enough lor a cap board at the top, leaving a
base of three feet to rest on the soil. This was to

me an important subject, and I soon resolved on an
experiment. I procured a hemlock log five feet

long and twenty-six inches in diameter—it was
sawed into four inch plank for end posts and two
inch for middle ones—they were split so as to

leave the posts sixteen inches wide at one end and
six at the other—they ought to have been nine-

teen at one end and three at the other; but my
sawyer said the log was so short that he could not

cantitsufficient,on his carriage. This is a difficul-

ty however, that I think may ea.sily be overcome.
I built one length twelve feet long, with two posts,

and two lengths sixteen feet long with four posts,

two each side. I put five one-inch boards on each
length, the bottom one was twelve inches wide, the

others six inches; the cap board should be one and
a quarter inches in thickness. I am well satisfied

willi the experiment, and though the base is not so

wiile as it might have been, yet it stands well, and
I think it impossible for the wind to injure it. If" it

wants any thing, it is weight, and that can be sup'
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plied without difficulty. Peeled slabs may be used
instead of boards, for the posts are so narrow that
tlie slabs can be cut to the proper thickness with
an adze very easily. I have not written to exhaust
tlie subjoct, but am in hopes that others wilt be in-

duced to give their thoiiifhls upon it, for I fully

believe that our Ibrests at^brd all that need be re-

(|uired for fence posts. I object to the common
mode of setting posts in tlie ground, lor the sole
reason that the greatest support is required wliere
they are the most liable to decay, tuid this I con-
ceive to be unavoidable. I would invite my bro-

ther farmers to make experiments for themselves,
and publish the results, for relbrm is loudly called

for.

Holland Patent, Dec. 2d, 1S34.

will feed theni out of the same spoon at our next
election.

Norfolk County, Va.,

Dec. 20</t, 183 1.

A RADICAL.

LEGAL GRAZING, OR THE RIGHT OF COMMON.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

I duly received the petition to the legislature for

the water fence law confining itseli^to the James Ri-

ver and its tributary branches; but as this does not in

any material way concern us, a number of signa-

tures need not be expected. I only regret that it

was not one of a difierent character—one, to alter

the general law of enclosures. I feel safe in saj^-

ing, that a memorial of this kind would receive

almost universal sanction in this county—though
the time has been, when it would have been scowl-

ed from among us as a lawless usurpation of the

rights oj" the poor. But these dark days are past,

and we hope, buried forever in the vortex of time,

and a brighter and more auspicious morn is dawn-
ing upon us. We have been taught wisdom in

the hard and christening school of experience.

We have clung eagerly to the old fabric, knowing
no man as a landholder only so far as he had it en-
closed with a lawful fence, until we are bankrupts
in stock raising, (and I like to have said, every
thing else connected with farming.) We can ne-

ver arrive to eminence, or even respectability, as

a stock raising counrty, as long as thu5 legal scourge

of grazing in common, exists. Though nature in

her smiling moments have lavished upon us her

choicest gifls—our lands carpetted with the richest

green, and fed witli tlie fattest soil, and meliorated

with the most happy clime, all inviting the varied

kinds of stock from more rigorous and snowy
climes, but we are deterred by the melancholy ex-

perience of the past, from attempting to aspire to

reputation in this all-important branch of judicious

husbandry. All the helps or advantages that the

leo-islature of Virginia canbetowon the agi-icultu-

ralcommunity tor many j-ears to come, would not

compensate them for the losses and injury that

have been sustained from this law : an unphilan-

thropiclaw, one, that is a friend to none—an ene-

my to the poor—a tyrant to the rich—a scourge to

the industrious—a flatterer of the careless and

indigent. I am glad to see the determined stand

that^many counties have taken to rid themselves

of this hardship. Asthe campaign is commenced,

and the baimer unfurled, it only requires that we
should rally to the standard; and if our representa-

tives now sitting, still persist in turning a deaf eari

to the loud calls that are now made upon them, Ave

From the London Quarterly Review of Nov. 1st, 1834.

ALIMENTARY SUBSTANCES BREAD MADE OF
WOOD.

Dr. Prout has of late clearly proved that all the
chief alimentary matters employed by man may
be reduced to three classes, viz., saccharine, oily,

and albuminous substances, the most perfect spe-
cimens of which are respectively sugar, butter,

and white of c^g. The saccharine principle, in

its extended sense, includes all those substances
which are chiefly derived from the vegetable
kingdom—means, in fact, the same thing as what
we commonly call vegetable diet. It comprehends
all those sub.stances, whatever their sensible pro-

perties may be, into the composition of which the
hydrogen and oxygen enter in the proportion in

which they form water;—for example—what per-

haps may not a little surprise the reader—the fibre

of wood, which chemists call lignin. Much skil-

ful manipulation and delicacy of experiment were
required to establish this result; but the nutritive

property of the woody fibre—in short, that a tol-

erably good quartern loaf can be made out of a
deal board—has been proved by the recent labors

of a German Professor, and maybe verified by

any one who will take the trouble to repeat

them:

—

"The following (saj-s Dr. Prout) was the meth-
od he employed tor this purj)ose. In the first place,

ever} thing that was soluble in water was removed
by frequent maceration and boiling; the wood was
then reduced to a minute state of di\ision, that is

to say, not merely into fine fibres, but actual pow-
der; and after being repeatedly subjected to the

heat of an oven, Avas ground in the usual manner
of corn. Wood thus prepared, according to the

author, acquires the smell and taste of corn-flour.

It is, however, never (juite white, but always of a
yeliOd'ish color. It also agrees with corn-flour in

this respect, that it docs not ferment without the

addition of leaven, and in this case sour leaven of

corn-flour is found to answer best- With this it

makes a perfectly uniforoi and spongy bread; and
when it is thoroughly baked, and has much crust,

it has a much better taste of bread than what in

times of scarcity is prepared from the bran and
husks of corn. Wood-flour, also, boiled in water,

forms a thick, tough, trembling jelly, like that of

wheat-starch, and which is verjMiutritious."

—

Phi-

losophical Transactions, 1827, Part II. p. 318.

To make wood-flour in perleciion, according to

Professor Autenrietli, the wood, after being tho-

roughly stripped of its bark, is to be sawed trans-

versely into disks of about an inch in diameter.

The saw-dust is to be preserved, and the disks are

to be beaten to fibres in a pounding-mill. The
fibres and saw-dust, mixed together, are next to be

deprived of evervthing harsh and bitter Avhich is

soluble in water, "by boiling them, where fuel is

abundant, orbv subjecting them for a longer time

to the action o'f cold water, which is easily done

by enclosing them in a strong sack, which they

only half fill, and beating the sack with a stick, or
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treading it with the feet in a rivulet. The whole
is then to be completely dried, eitlier in the sun or

by fire, and repeatedly ground in a flour-mill. The
ground wood is next baked into small flat cakes,

with water rendered slightly mucilaginous by the

addition of some decocliou of linseed, ma'low
stalks and leaves, lime-tree bark, or any othersuch

substance. Professor Autenrieth prefers mursh-
mallow roots, of which one ounce renders eighteen

quarts of water sufFniently mucilaginous, and

these serve to form tour pounds and a half oi'

wood-flour into cakes. These cakes are baked un-

til they are brov/n on the surface. After this they

are broken to pieces, and again ground, until the

flour pass through a fine boalting-cloth; and upon
the fineness of the flour does its fitness to make
bread depend. The flour of a hard toood, such as

beech, requires the process of baking and grinding

to be repeated. Wood-fiour does not ferment so

readily as wheaten-flour, but the Professor found

fifteen pounds of birch-wood flour, with three

pounds of sour wheat-leaven, and two pounds of

wheat-flour, mixed up with eight measures of new
milk, yielded thirty-six pounds of very good bread.

The learned Professor tried the nutritious proper-

ties of wood-flour, in the first instance, upon a

young dog; afterwards lie fed two pigs upon it;

and then, taking courage from the success of the

experiment, he attacked it himself. His family

party, he says, ate it in the form ol" gruels or soup,

dum|)lings and pancakes, all made with as little

of any other ingredient as possible; and found

them palatable and quite wholesome. Are v/e,

then, instead of looking upon a human being
stretched upon a bare plaidc as the picture of ex-

treme want and wretchedness, to regard him as

reposing in the lap of abundance, and consider,

henceforth, the common phrase 'bed and board'

as compounded of s}non3"mous terms?

The Laplanders of Tryssild, and the mountain-
ous part of Oesterladen, are said by Von Bach,
in his Travels through Norway and Lapland, in

ISOG—7—8, to make a bread, called by them
Barke Brod, in thelbllowing manner:

—

"When the young and vigorous fir trees are

felled, to the gi-eat injury of the woods, tlie tree is

stripped of its bark for its whole length; the.outer

part is carefully peeled fi'om the bark; the deeper
interior covering is then shaved ofT, and nothing
remains but the innermost rind, which is extreme-
ly soil and white. It is then hungup several days
in the air to dr}-, and afterwards baked in an oven;
it is next beat on wooden blocks, and then ]'ouud-
ed as finely as possible in wooden vessels. But all

this is not enough: the mass is yet to be carried to

the mill and ground into coarse meal like barlcj- or
oats. This meal is mixed up with thrashed oat-
ears, or with a few moss- seeds; and a bread of
about an inch tliickness is formed of thiscomijosi-
tion."—p. 87.

In another place, the same traveller, talking of
the Enare Laplanders, says,

—

"In summer they scarcely eat anything but fish

from the fresh water lakes, and drink v/ifh great
oagerness the water in which the fisli li;is been
boiled. In winter they must, put up v.-ith dried
fish, and with soups ot\vater, fir bark, and i-ein-dcer
tallow. They peel off, in summer, the innermost
bark of the fir, divide it in long strips, andhano-
them in their dwellings to dry for v.-inter stores!
When used, these strips of bark are minced in

small pieces along with the rein-deer tallow, and
boiled together for several hours with water, till

they form a thick broth."— p. 324.

it is not improbable, says Dr. Front, v,-hcn

speaking of this method, that during the above
processes the lignin combines with wafer, and
Ibrms an artificial starch; what the change may
be we will not voiture to decide. As tor ihe

spongy bread made by the Tubingen Professor,

we should like very nuich to taste it; but with re-

spect to the poor Laplander's coarse and husky
variety of the siajf <f life, it can be, we greatly

fear, little better than the newly-invented patent

bread of our own metropolis.

One v/ord on this new-fangled article. It is well

known that in tlie old established way of baking,

the steam which arises during the process is al-

lowed to escape as of no value; but accident dis-

covered, a few years ago, that this va]jor, if con-

densed, exhibhed traces of alcohol, and the collec-

tion of itimmedialely became an object of cupidhy
and speculation; and this, together with some
saving of fuel during the process of baking, sug-
gested the peitent and the formation of the com-
pany upon a great scale. One of its recomnienda-
tions wns, that bread so made, though kept lor any
length of time, does not become sour; and this

we understand is the fact; but how and at what
expense is this incorruptibility ]~rocured.' Sour
bread is unquestionably bad; but is not bread
which, if kept too long, is liable to become sour,

the very article we want? In the nevr method,
the distillation (for such it is in reality) is pushed
as far as it can go: the whole product of the fer-

mentation is obtained and collected, so that the

residue, or loaf, may be regiirded as a caput ntor-

tuuni, incapable of undergoing further change;
but is it not rather unluckily deprived, at the same
time, of its saccharine j.rinciple—in sliort, of ail

nutritive property? For our own parts, we adhere
to the old orthodox 'bread v.nth the gin in it.'

THE WAY TO BUILD STOXE FKrfCES—SOW-
ING ASHKS W ITH GAPSUM.

Madison County, (Va.) Jan. 2\si, 1835.

To tho Editor of tlie Farmevs'' register.

I noticed in 3'our January No. of the Farmers'
Registei', information ;\sked for, by "A Querist,"
respecting the best mode of making stone fencing.

Having had some experience in i.his operation, I

will endeavor to describe my mode. The mate-
rial which I use is round river stone—of all, the
most dilncult to make stand. The stone wall or

fijnce, when built (on a level surface) is 4.V feet

lilgh, 4 feet wide at (he base and the sides drawn
in regularly as they rise. The ];roper!o"m is pre-

served easiiy and correct!;/, by making use of the
frame which will be nov^^ described. Two planks,

each 7 feet. 10 inches in length, 9 or 10 inches
wide, and \\ iiu'-hes thick, arc couj.led together
like the raflers of a house, or so as to be some-
thing like the letter A, but presenting other ];ro-

fiOrtions. The two j.-ianlcs, (leprcseiitcd by the

sides of the A,) arc united at the top by the sides

of the ends—and tlie other ends, or feel, are

spread open so as to bo 4 feet apart, and are se-

cured at that distance by a ho'izontal cress piece,

or collar beam, as it may be called, which is made
ofscantling, and is to be at 4^ feet, peiY-endicular dis-
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tance, above a line drawn from one to the other

of the spread ends of the phiiiks. The space

below tlie collar beam, is the size of a sectioji of

tlie wall, and is used as a measure to preserve

that si/:e. Another pair of similar planks are put

together in precisely the same manner—and then

these two corresiionding parls, or ends, are united

by a piece of scantling 15 feet long, which runs
firom the middle of one collar beam to the middle
of the other. When thus united, the two rafter

shaped ends of the tl'ame should stand uj)right on
their leet, and be parallel to each other. Two
side planks 12 inches wide, and as long as the

whole li'ame, are then laid outside of, and lying

against the spread legs of the frame. These
))ianks are to direct the placing of the. stones for

the sides of the wiill. They are kept close to the

legs of the fi'ame, by other pieces of plank which
are attached outside oi] and parallel to each of the

legs, and separated from them 1^ inches by small

blocks. The long side planks may be raised or

lowered, and yet are kept in place by these outer

pieces—and by holes and pins, arelastened at any
desired height.

The Iranie is used by being placed over the line

of the intended Icnce, the side jjlanks being then
at bottom, and equally distant from the central

line of the Ibundation of the wall. I first haul my
rock in place in a line parallel with the foundation
of my fence. The frame is then moved in place
Vidiere the fence is to commence, the two side

planks resting upon the ground. Two laborers, one
on each side, place the rock, carefully touching the

side j)lanks from one end to the other, whilst others

are emjjloj-ed throwing in rock in the intermediate

.space, without being par'dcular in placing them,from
which the two hands before mentioned select such
rock as is most suitable for the case of the \vall:

for if this is put up judicioissly, ir matters not how
the inner stones are placed. When fhe rock is

upon a level with, j^our side planks, take out the

pins v/hich fasten the side planks, and slip them
one hole higher; then proceed to place the rock as

before, continuing to move your side planks as the

rock is level with the upper edge, until your wall

touches the scantling. Then, with a man at each
foot of the fi-ame lift it up a foot or two, and move
it fbr-ward. In this way I have had from thirty to

thirty-five yards of fencing made in a day by ten or

twelve hands. I would here mention that the
hands emjdoyed in filling up, or throwing in rock,

do it with hand barrows—which enables them to

do it much more expeditiously than by hand. I

build m\' fence upon the surface of the ground,
Vv^ithout digging a ditch, in consequence of having
a stony foundation on the margin of the river. 1
think there would be no necessity for digging a
ditch where the fiance is on level ground, t^hough

not stony: but I think it would be necessary where
the ground slopes, as the action of the frost would
be apt to undermine the lovv"cr side of the wall.

i should judge that four inches would be sufucient-

ly deep lor the foundation. It has been several
years since I commenced stone fencing, not a foot

of v.-hich has fallen. At the end of the wall or

fence where I have a gate, I prociu'e, if practica-

ble, square stone to [;ut in; as the round stone if

put u() perpendicular is apt to give v^^ay.

In answer to the second queiy, I have to say
that I have been in the habit of mixing ashes with
my plaster, in equal parts, and sowmg after being

mixed, the same quantity by measure as I usually
sowed of plaster alone. I have ibund equal bene-
fit from the a.-hes and })last('r as from the plaster

alone, wliich is a saving of fifty per cent, in plas-

ter. I prefer the ashes damji: this will enable you
to sow v^ith more regulariiy, and in moderately
windy weather.

c.

O.V Tlir. EFrECTS OF GATHERING FODDER
ON CORN—REAPING WHEAT GREEN.

To the EJitor oI" U;c Fanners' Kogister.

Prince Edward, 24th JarMciry, 1835.

The subject of stripping Indian corn blades
and top,ping the corn, as practised generallj'in this

part of Virginia, having been noticed several times
in the Farmers' Register, it has occui red to me,
that it may not be improper to add my experience
on the subject. I hav^c for many years been sat-

isfied that it is very unprofitable manageinent.
Though I practise it, with a view of supplying a
sufficient quantity of fodder for my stock, I am
constrained to acknowledge, that it is nothing but
sheer negligence in providing other means oi' sup-
plying fodder or hay, that induces me to do so

from year to j^ear. I will give you as neai'ly as

my memory serves, the result of an experiment
made by me when a lad, under the sjiecial direc-

tion of my father, -ivho made a record of this ex-
periment, as well as of a great many others,

which would now probably be very usefid, but
v^Iiich Vv'ere all lost or destroyed by his servants,

during the latter declining years of his life. I

cannot pretend to remember accurately the quan-
tities of corn and fodder jiroduced in the experi-
ment which was made more than thirty } ears
ago, and is nearly as ibllovv's:

Thirty-nine rows of corn, 60 hills long, 5J- feet

each way, and two stalks in each hill, were plant-

ed on tolerably good land, and cultivated as com-
mon, till it was thought the proiier time for pulling

fodder. I then carefully pulled the fodder oft' of
each first and second row alternately through the
piece, leaving each third row to stand with all the
fodder and toj^s on, till perfectly dry. When it

was thought the proper time, I cut the tops off of
each first row, so that there were 13 rov/s of corn
with fodder pulled and tops cut, 13 rows with fod-

der pulled off to one blade above the ear and tops
left till dry, and 13 rows from which neither fod-

der nor toj53 were taken at all. Each parcel of
fodder was cured and kept ap^art from the other,

;md the blades were stripped fi'om the tops of each
first row, at the time of cutting the tops; and
when cured, put with the fodiler that had been
pulled from the same rows. Each p-arccl of corn
was gathered, and when perfectly dry, slielled and
\veighod separately, and the fodder from tlie 13
first rov/s, and that ii'om the 13 second rows, each
weighed separately. The quantity of corn raised

from the 13 first rov.'s, from Vidiich tlie fodder was
nulled and the tops cut, was considerably less than
that raised on the 13 second rows, from which the

fodder was pulled and the tops left standing till

dry, and still much less than the corn raised on
the 13 third rows, on which both fodder and tops
were left till perfectly dry. The quantity of corn
raised on the 13 third rows, Vv'eighed a few ounces
more than the corn and fodder both together,
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which was raised on the 13 second rows, from
whicii the fodder only was pulled, and tops left

standing—and weighed a few ounces less than the
corn and fodder, with the addition of the fodder
stripped from the tops, raised on the 13 first rows,
from which the fodder was pulled and tops cut.

I remember the conclusions to which my lather

and myself came were, that the whole produce in

in each case, was so nearly of equfil value, as to

make scarcely an object worth consideration, even
in a large crop, and that the whole labor of gath-
ering and curing the fodder and tops (a considera-
ble item in a farmer's account by the by) was en-
tirely lost.

Another experiment which I made about the
same time, (of which I have not as perfect recol-

lection) was to strip the Ibdder irom a number of
rows of corn, quite from bottom to top, taking off

all the blades at the usual time of pulling blade
fodder [from below the ears.] My recollection of
this experiment is, that ihis last is the most unpro-
fitable management of any that I have mentioned
in this communication—not being practically ac-
quainted with any other modes of managing the
corn crop with a view to saving the fodder.

I will suggest to your readers, the propriety of
extending the experiments so as to test the relative

profit of cuttingdovvn the corn, fodder and all, just

before the fodder would die and dry up on the
stalks; or rather at the time of pulling fodder.

Those who have secured corn and fodder in this

way, generally approve the practice, but I have
not seen that any person has made a fair experi-

ment by actual weight and measure, which is the
only way to avoid delusion.

It now occurs to me, that I once made an ex-
periment on wheat, that bears some analogy to

this practice. In a large field, two adjoining
squares were accurately laid off to the same size,

where the wheat on both squares was supposed to

be equally good. One square was reaped with a
sickle, about three days before ripe, the time is

not certainly remembered, when the grain had
just attained the dough state, and dryed and secured
separately. The other square was left to get full

rij)e, when it was reaped as the first, in the morn-
ing whilst moist with dew, to avoid shattering—

I

do not think a single head was lost in either square.
When both were perfectly dry, they were each
very carefully thrashed, cleaned, and weighed
separately. The parcel which had stood to gel
fully ripe, weighed so much more as perfectly to

astonish me. Tlie result was stated to my father,

who said he had tried the same experiment several

times with wheat, and once with barley, and it

had always turned out much in the same way

—

but on carePally picking up all the heads of wheat
that were left on the ground, upon an adjoining
square which had been well mown and got in as
common, we supposed that rather more good
wheat would generally be housed by cutting when
fully in the dough state, than by suiTering it to

get fully ripe, when it would inevital)ly shatter

and scatter more than in the dough state.

CHARLES WOODSON.

[The fortgoing experiment on corn and fodder, is

precisely of the kind that is wanting to decide this

and many other controverted points in agricultural

practice—and which, when sufficiently varied and re-

peated, will serve better to remove doubts, and estab-

lish valuable truths, than an hundred times as much
space occupied by general reasoning, and deductions

from untried, and therefore doubtful premises. This
experiment is only deficient in one respect—the long

time which has passed since the facts were observed

and recorded. But though this lapse of time lessens

the force of the result, by periidtting doubts to rise of

something liaving been forgotten, such doubts are in

some measure counteracted by the internal evidence

of accurate and particular observation, which the man-
ner of Mr. Woodson's statements carries with them.

But even if this experiment had been recently made,

and was free from every objection on the score of ac-

curacy, it would need confirmation (as in all other

cases) by other experiments made for the sazne object,

and by different persons, and under various circum-

stances. It is to be hoped, that even if none of our

agricultural societies will promote the institution of

regular courses of experiments on doubtful points,

that enough individual farmers will make experiments

on the effects and cost of gathering fodder during the

next season, as to settle this most important question.

If the absolute loss of labor in this usual and long pre-

vailing practice of Virginia is as great as we have

supposed, and even half as great as may be inferred

from the result of the experiment above, the amount

of the whole annual loss and tax so paid, if saved,

would be enough to defray the cost of constructing all of

the canals and railways now in progress in the state, and

the expenses of the General Assembly to boot.

The experiment on reaping wheat green, (or in the

dough state) though less accurately observed, and re-

ported in still more general terms, agrees in the main

with our own opinions founded on the practice of

reaping green for about twelve years. We have never

made any one accurate experiment on this matter

—

and should not have supposed the difference to be near

so great as is stated in general terms above: but the con-

clusion reached and acted upon, was the same as that

which seems to be supported by Mr. Woodson's ex-

periment, viz. that however great may be the loss

from the shrinkage ol'the grain when reaped green,there

is much greater loss, on the average, from waste by

permitting wheat to stand until ripe.]

GENERAL RESULTS OF THE LAW OF ENCLO-
SURES IN VIRGINIA.

In every country, and in every age, there have been

found existing some preferences given by government

to the employment of particular kinds of capital, or of

industry, at the expense of others: and however un-

wise, or unjust, may have been these legal preferences,

they have, at least, rarely failed to produce their first

and immediate object of an increased production of

the commodities thus favored, or greatly increased pro-

fits to those persons engaged in the business—and more

generally, both these ends have been more or less ob-

tained. But if after a full trial of such legal preference

to any particular branch of f)rodaction, for many years,

it should appear that both the amount of the produc-

tion and its net profits had actually decreased, then (it

might be supposed that) the condemnation of the legal

policy might be safely left to the persons intended by
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it to be favored, or to the most thorough opposcrs of

the principles of free trade and industry in general.

The law of enclosures and its eli'ects, exhibit a strik-

ing example of the long continued operation of the

preference given by our law to the business of cattle

raising, at the expense of grain raising—of a pre-

ference of grazing, to tillage. If then the policy is of

any value to even tlie favored class, whatever evils it

may produce, there should certainly be seen this one

good—increased products from live stock, and in-

creased pipfits to the owners. Upon tliis issue, we are

content to test the value of this part of the policy of

Virginia, and to abide by the decision, even on this pai"-

tial and limited view of the subject.

Virginia is not the only country in which the in-

terests of tillage have been sacrificed to those (real or

supposed) of pasturage: but generally, theetFects have

been beneficial to the business and the persons so favor-

ed, however injurious to other classes, and to the ge-

neral interests of the country. Here, we are content

to reap all the evils of this kind of policy, without

deriving any of the benefits found elsewhei-e from

such a departure from right and justice.

In the highlands of Scotland, owing to the peculiar

circumstances of the country, the profits of sheep

raising have been found to surpass all other returns of

agriculture. The consequence has been, that tillage

has been made to give place to pasturage. Thousands

of small farms, formerly held by tenants tilling the

soil, have been thrown together and converted to ex-

tensive sheep pastures, in which no human population

remains save a few shepherds, and scarcely a single

cottage, where there were formerly hamlets and vil-

lages, filled with numerous hardy laborers, with their

wives and children. The sheep have eaten out the

men. This state of things has served to drive from

Iheir homes, and compel the emigration of a people

the most devotedly attached to their native land, and

who would have preferred any fate short of starvation

in their own boloved country, to banishment from its

shores forever But in thus exchanging a population

of men for flocks of sheep, (however the cliange may
be deplored by the philanthropist and patriot) tiiere

lias at least been obtained the gain expected in wool
and mutton.

In Ireland, where tythes are levied upon every pro-

duct of tillage, and of the small laud occupier who is

necessarily a tiller of the soil, the products of grass

land and live stock, have been kept free from this op-

pressive burden. The effect of this unjust exemption,

(unjust if the nation is to bear the burden at all) has

been, of course, to direct an undue proportion of land

and capital to the raising of cattle. But though the

effect of this state of things, is to keep out of tillage

(the more profitable use, but for this exemption,) a

vast extent of rich land—to increase the sufferings

and the discontents cf the oppressed and brutalized

peasantry—still the expected gain is found to the gra-

ziers in large products of cattle, and large annual ex-

ports of beef, butter and cheese.

In Spain, the interests of the owners of pastures,

as well as arable land, have for centuries been sacri-

ficed to the established policy of the mesta, of whicli
j

an account has been given in our last number.

But though in this policy, as strange as it is unjust,

the interests of tillage and even of resident stock-

owners are sacrificed, to advance those of the owners

of the migratory flocks—and though the general in-

terests and public prosperity have been greatly im-

paired by this destructiou of private rights—still the

owners of the wandering merino sheep at least were

fattened by the spoil, and their business prospered

while all others suffered. If Spain remained poor, its

soil untitled, tlie country but half populated—yet there

was some little compensation found in the facts, that

the policy which caused these evils also served to

preserve the most numerous and valuable flocks, and

to produce the finest wool in Europe.

Where, in Virginia, is the gain or advantage, private

or public, to compensate in the least for the interests

of tillage, and the rights of landed property, having

been sacrificed to the interests of grazing, and the

benefit of stock owners ? The whole soil of the state

is rendered by law a grazing common, for the use of

every one, unless when secured by a "lawful enclo-

sure," of enormous and useless expense, and which

after all, can never be made a practical safeguard

against trespassers. The cost of this policy to the

owners and tillers of the soil, has been already and
frequently discussed in this work, and is not now under

consideration. The present question before us is,

ivhat do the stock owners gain from the use of their

legal privileges? Let the general and notorious results

speak in answer.

In the eastern half of Virginia, where the oppression

of this system is most severely felt by land owners,

there is not, and has not been for many years, any

surplus product whatever derived from the grazing of

live stock of any kind. So far from exporting any
such commodities, we buy from other states \'ery large

quantities of salted meat, butter, cheese, leather, can-

dles, and soap. The supplies of hogs and fat oxen

brought annually from the west in droves are enor-

mous, and have long been increasing—and most of our

horses and mules are now obtained in like manner. It

is a fact also worth notice, that the hogs thus driven to

us 500 miles, are generally raised in clover fields, or

within the farms and on the means of their respective

owners, and not by the benefit of the "wood, range,"

or grazing in common, held so essential in Virginia.

We also buy barrelled pork fiom New England, where

the hcgs are generally kept altogether in sties, and had

no benefit whatever from grazing, or running at large.

It is unnecessary' to carry these notorious facts more
into detail. Every one knows the general truth, and

has some idea of the magnitude of our import trade in

live stock and their products, and that this trade has

commenced, and has been regularly increasing to its

present enormous amount, under the operation of our

law of enclosures, and the preference it gives to stock

raising. If then the system has brought so little be-

nefit to tlie kind of property and its owners which it

was specially intended to favor, and is still supposed to

favor, we ask where are the benefits to be found, which
are paid for so dearly by land holders, and by tlie ge-

neral interests .'
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From tli3 Cultivator.

SINGULAR APPLICATION OF GRAFTING.

iVcio-Paltz, Nov. 3d, 1834.

Sir—I have a very valuable apple tree which
had the bark eaten off' a Cew inches above the
ground, by mice, in the winter, and I took the fol-

lowing method to save the tree. I took lour small
twigs li"om another tree, and engrafted them below
the wound, in the manner of side grafting, and
loosening the bark above, bent the twigs and slipt

them under the bark until they came parallel with
the body, then covered them well by banking the
dirt above the wound and grafts. I left the earth
around one season, then cleared it away, and
Ibund two had taken. These have commenced to

form new bodies, and the tree, from all appear-
ances, is as thrifty as ever, and the twigs have
grown in two years to the bigness of your thumb.

I am, dear sir, your humble servant,

AERAIIAM STEEN.

J. BuEL, Esq.

ON THE CONDITION OF FARMERS ON POOR
LANDS.

To the Editor of tl:a Farmers' Register.

Caroline County, fa., January 21, 1SS5.

1 have much more to say to you than I have
ability *o dictate, or tmie to write. I do not know
that I should ever have troubled you with a letter,

but finding (however I ma}- applaud the value of

your work) that you have not as yet fully reached
my case, 1 caruiot think of suffering you to i^-o

on, without once throwing in my plea, and, as I

verily believe, that of the greater part of the

farmers in my neighborhood. I am fully aware,
sir, that it would be the height of iolly to expect
efficient aid irom you or any other person, without
fully stating our case, however dejdorable, how-
ever humiliating. I miist confess, when I read
the communications of Mr.

, Mr. ,

Mr. , &c., who tell us of their systems, of
their firms, of their thousands of buslieis of corn
and of whca,t, and their tens of hogsheads of to-

bacco—of their horses and oxen, of their v.^agons

and carts— I am almost ready to conceal our po-
verty and wretchedness. But, sii-, in our case,

poverty has overcome pride; and I hope those
gentlemen, as well as yourself, will rather pity

tlian laugh at our condition.

When I was a small boy, more than tliirty years
ago, the three-shift system, so called, w;is o-cncrally

pursued—small "hatf-sharcs" were the ploughs

—

large stocks of cattle, sheep and liogs—corn and
wheat were the crops, and a manured lot for tobacco,
andanoiheribrcotion. The land beingclean grazed,
the half-share answered the purpose of listing,

and ploughing through the season. The land w-as

laid off both ways from four fiet to fiv^e and a half
each way—the land was generally laid off with a

view to facility of ]doughing, rather than a regard
to prevent its washmg away by rains. It was ne-
cessary to run the plough from five to seven times
to complete the row. So soon as the ploughs
got over, they were turned about and the whole
field cross-ploughed—and so again, and again,
until the crop was so far advanced as to require

no more ploughing, which was generally after the
silking of the corn was completed. I "do not re-

collect whether the v\'heat was seeded and plough-
ed in vvdth the last ploughing of the corn. If I do
not, I was informed this had been the case, before
the Hessian fly began to injure the Avheat crop.
All the manure that was raised, was from the
stiibles, and this I can assure you Vv'as "prime;"
no more litter having been thrown into the stables

than was necessary to keep some of the horses
from being filthy. This manure was put on the
tobacco ground, and in the garden. Corn sold
from $1 75 to .^-2 per ban-el, wheat at about .^l

per bushel. Orchards then were much attended
to by many—apple and peach brandy were sold

out to tavern keepers by the bnrrel; and retailed

in the neighborhood by the gallon, or less, at $1
per gallon. If it be not best to let it be buried in

oblivion, I will here remark, that not long since, I

was riding alone and reflecting on the past scenes
of my life, and I recollected some fifteen, or more,
men, the yeomanry of the country, since dead,
who were all much addicted to strong drink, and the
greater part ofwhom either died from drink direct-

ly, or, as I believe, indirectly.

To proceed: under the system of agriculture

above descrihed, the lands which were (I may say
compared with much) originally poor, were (most
of tliem at least) reduced to sterility. Many of the
hill-sides bordering on creeks or rivers, natiu'ally

the best land, were gullied, and past cultivation.

As the crops were reduced, the families white and
black increased, and the iarmer was then compel-
led to purchase more land, or hire out his negroes,
or sell one occasionally to feed the rest. I recol-

lect a profane old gentleman, who was in the habit
of selling a negro every j-ear or two, to pay off

his scores for corn and ir.eat, who had a large

number of slaves, swearing that his negroes should
never eat him, but one the other. In this state of
affairs, eiTiigration to the west became very com-
mon. The man who had a small farm and a
large famiU', whether with or without slaves, who
had not been industrious and economical, was the
first to feel the pressure, and ofi he went. His
more frugal neighbor, or neighbors, purchased his

land, v.-hich though poor, afibrded a larger field

for cultivation, and at least for a time, helped to

sustain him who purchased it. In this way things

])rogressed from bad to Vv'orse. Our slate having
reared a laro-e and healthy population no longer

able to subsist within her borders, was now losing

them vv-ith u'reat rar.iditv. This melancholy spec-

tacle no doubt bore heavily upon the mind of our

countryman Col. John Taylor, the sag.'icious pa-

triot, the unyielding republican, and industi'ious

firmer. Until he, ylrcdnr, wrote, al' here was chaos
as to agriculture. He first opened the eyes ofmany
in this part of the countr\', to see that agriculture

ought to, and did embrace more than simply cnt-

tin.'j dovv^n trees, grubbing and ploughing land.

He informed them that there should be system in

the management of slaves, of overseers, of en-

closing, manuring, labor; in cultivating Indian
corn, in ploughing, in the management cf all kind.s

of stock, in fencing, in draining, and many other

things too tedious to mention. He, too, recom-
mended, as originatin,fj with a gentleman of Al-
bemarle, horizontal ploughing, which though not

carried to the perfection recommended in the first

volume of 3-our Register by Mr. Bruce, (may his
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memory be dear to us,) yet it gave the reflecting

iiirmcr great aid in preventing his best lands irom

washing away.
Ey tiiis time, sir, you no doubt bemn to think,

that I sliall never finish my preamble, nor state

our case—but I will. I was always Ibnd of farm-

ing. Aiier reading A rator, I built many castles in

the air—I thought if I had a farm, how soon

would I make it rich, by deep ploughing, non-

grazing, clovcring and plastering. It was not

long before I bought one, and poor enough it was
—originally poor, and much worn. I ploughed it

deep and beautifully—horizonially too wlicn ne-

cessary. I cultivated my corn according to Arator's

plan. I cut oiT my corn-stalks; had even a farm-
pen, all my stalks and coarse litter were tlu'own in

it and tranijjled. It was hauled out in the spring;

jjloughed m, &c. &c. I seeded my wheat nicely,

thougii not always in single beds, (as he directed)

—I clovered the wheat land, or rather I sowed
the land in February with cloX'er seed—I plaster-

ed some of it: I also plastered some of my corn,

and some vegetables in my garden—and what
was the result of my plastering? I have never

been able, on that land, to discover any beneficial

efi'ect from gypsum. I discontinued the gy])siun.

I found my clover grew pretty well without it on
the richest spots, and it either died or was too

scattering and small to be of any service on the

poorest. I have been going on lor something
like eighteen years, jjlougliing well, clovering the

best spots, making what manure I could, spread-

ing and ploughing it in, making wheat on the

best land, oats on the more indiilerent, not grazing
exce()t a little on spots in the iall. All ihis has
been done at great expense: the plantation has
never any thing like supported me; I have pur-

chased corn and meat every year, and sold but

httle wheat. I have made no tobacco—and the

most I can now say of the farm is, that it look^ as

if it were in an improving state—and I think it

has improved a little, but very little, except where
I have actually manured it. I pursued the three-

shifl system under the above regulations. You
may be ready to ask, why did I not jmrsue the

four-shift system? I will answer: at first I had
not land enough—and again, even under the three-

shifl, I found in the bottoms, the running brier,

and almost every where the sassafras, formidable

obstructions to the plough. You may say, fi'om

the statement I have given of my situation, and
—I believe there are a great many others m
my district of country, whose land is as poor as

my own—how is it possible that they can live; how
can they buy corn and meat, &c., every year? I

must be candid and say, my dependence was not
upon the cultivation of the soil altogether: my
profession required more horses than the f"arm ab-
solutely demanded, and perhaps I kept more than
were needful. Horses you know are the heaviest
charge on a plantation. Possibly, liad I reduced
my horses, my living, &c. &c., to a certain stand-
ard, I might have made out to live upon mj^ plan-

tation. How then could I have made these ex-
pensive experiments? I hope now, sir, you will

begin to see the difficulties a poor land farmer lias

to contend with, in improving his farm, and living

tolerably well. In the first place, it will take about
one-third of a large poor tract of land, to ])roduce

enough corn for his support, and for the production
of wheat enough to purchase all necessariesj and

pay taxes, &c., even with the addition of what
little money may be raised by the sale of a hogshead
or two of tobacco. A man with a large limiily,

especially of children, must have milk and butter,

as well as bacon—and ibr this purpose, he must
have pretty good grazing. When I ask one of
my poor land farmers, why do you not divide your
land into ^0((r-s/i(/if3, and try to improve it? His
an.«ver is, "bless you, sir, I can hardly make out

to live with three; I must make out the best I can
to raise my children, and give them what educa-
tion I can, and then they must scufHe as I liave

done." Can you no! plainly see, sir, whatistobe tlie

result? The children must begin under the most
discouraging circumstances: poverty must be their

iloom, or they must emigrate to the rich lands of the

west.

You may say I have stated extreme cases

—

surely this cannot be the case generally ! Truly
I liave stated extreme cases, and many such there

are: would to God there were nut so many. Vir-

ginia, sir, is descending to a crisis; there is a point

below which she vi^ill not, she cannot fall. It re-

(juires not only your Farmers' Register, with the

aid of all \'our intelligent correspondents—it re-

quires also legislatures of wise, of thoughtful, of

practical, of feeling men, who have her interest

deeply at heart, to stay her dov^nward course.

How many are ignorant of the existence of your
valuable periodical? How many are there who
could not read it if they would? So ineffectual, as

yet, has been lier sj'stem of education for the ))oor.

\Vhat has she been doing this twenty years past

to lighten or abolish direct taxation? Shall the

treasury be forever supp/lied b}' draughts ujjon poor
land farmers, when their means are more scanty

now than, they were ten or fifteen }''ears ago,

when they seem, as yet, to be yearly becoming
more so? ' What a vast amount of taxable pro-

pert}' has in the last five j'ears been removed to

the west ! How much more will be removed in

the five to come, wiio can tell ?

Perliaps, sir, my ignorance may make me bolder.

I will ask further, why does she grant charters to

individuals for banking institutions, for a pitiful

bonus? Why not have a state bank, if any?
Whj' grant charters to rail road and canal com-
panies? Why not project them, construct and let

them be the property of the state? How long
shall our ears be accosted in election speeches, m
county court yards, "hold fast your purse strinirs;

take care of the treasury," &c. &c., as if judi-

cious investments must lead to poverty, or that

misers only became rich. To say that the loca-

tion of this state is not suitable for profitable im-
provements, is to deny what tlie first glance of a
map will show us.

But I have run from my subject, and that was
to call your attention to the ditliculties which you
have to encounter, in promoting the improvement
of all classes in this great state of Virginia; to beg
j'ou at least to give us a start—here lies the great

difficulty—many, very many, of these poor land

farmers are industrious men, (when I say poor

land, I mean land naturally poor) they would
(could they be fully convinced that any system
would succeed in improving their lands) go to

some expense and inconvenience, at first, to ac-

comjilish an end so desirable. They tell us too,

"{/ / had money I could do so and so." If I tell

them of Mr. Hill Carter, of Mr. Selden, of Mr.
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Rogers, &c. &c., they say, "aye they have rich

lands, they are weaUhy''—my mouth is shut, and
I am constrained to acknowledge the truth. If

you will take a ride through some of the middle
counties of this state, and see the vast quantity of
poor land, and even after all the emigration how
thickly settled it yet is—know their names—ex-
amine our sheriffs' books, and see what a vast

amount of taxation is paid by these poor Iftnd

farmers, out of their hard earnings and savings,

you will begin to think that Ave claim a great share
of your attention.

My paper admonishes me to draw to a close;

you will discover I have been more intent upon
bringing the outlines of our condition before you
in a crude manner, than polishing with a critic's

pen.
T. B. A.

[The foregoing statement of the writer's experience

and disappointment in the attempt to enrich a soil nat-

urally poor, is an apt illustration and striking testimo-

ny of the truth of the positions maintained in the Es-

say on Calcareous Manures, viz: tliat soils of that kind

cannot be enriched above tlie measure of their natural

fertility, by vegetable and other putrescent manures,

without making use also of calcareous manures, the

want of which latter ingredient is the sole cause of

the unimprovable nature of these soils. There are but

few persons who have long labored to improve poor

soils, who will be as frank in confession as our cor-

respondent—and there are not many, having that safi-

guine temperament which is essential to make zealous

"improving" farmers, who can be induced to believe

that their past elforts have been thrown away, and

that there is no hope from persisting in similar attempts.

But if these objections did not serve to keep them

silent, there would be hundreds who would make

statements of general failure and long continued disap-

pointments, not less marked than those given above.

If T. B. A. could have applied marl or lime to his

land, he would have thereby cured its natural defects

—and his other materials for improvement, vegetable

matter, clover, and gypsum, would have become avail-

able, efficient, and profitable.

We are aware that this doctrine is so unpalatable to

many, that it has to expect but small favor, or scarcely

serious consideration—and indeed its being even utter-

ed here, may be deemed a sort of treason to the cause

of agriculture—to the progress of general fertilization,

which almost all the addresses to agricultural societies,

and essays on agriculture in general, concur in declar-

ing to be easy, sure, and profitable. We at one time

held the same opinion—and it was with painful reluc-

tance, and not untd after years of mispent and lost

labor, that we became satisfied of the error of expect-

ing to enrich such soils as are naturally poor, with

profit or durability, by vegetable matter, or putrescent

manures alone. If T. B. A. had (on such soil) prac-

ticed the milder four-shift rotation, and had prevented

all grazing, his success would have been not much
greater—perhaps less, if estimating the greater cost.

We know of two different experiments, carefully con-

ducted, which show by the measurement of the corn

produced in each rotation, that almost no increase has

been found in a course of near twenty years, during

which the land had been under very gentle tillage, and
secured entirely from being grazed. In one of these

experiments, where the four-shift rotation of Orator

has been strictly preserved since 1815, there has been

an actual and considerable lessening of the product, as

tested by the crops of four successive rotations. It

should be stated, that this diminution is supposed to

have been caused by the ploughing having been too

deep (six inches) for so shallow a soil—but it was not

so deep as was advised by Arator, nor as deep as was
found safe and beneficial on adjoining land, after it

had been made calcareous.

Our doctrine may perhaps be met (as it frequently

has been) by the objection, that it sentences to hope-

less sterility all lands naturally poor, and which have

not command of lime or other calcareous manures.

This may be an important and lamentable fact, but it

is not an argument against our position, but the reverse.

If a farmer owns poor land so unfortunately constituted

and situated, that no considerable or profitable im-

provement can be made on it, the sooner he is con-

vinced of the truth the better, that he may cease to

labor for unattainable objects, and direct his energies

where their exercise will be amply rewarded. If half

the expense which has been thrown away in such

fruitless efforts at fertilization, even in the last twenty

years, had been given to the judicious application of

calcareous manures, there would be now a vast differ-

ence in the aspect of Eastern Virginia, and of the

amount of profit gained by every individual concerned

HI these different practices.]

From the London Quarterly Review of Nov. 1st, 1834.

HORTICULTURAI., CURIOSITIES OF JAPAN.

If we assume the perfection of the arts of til-

lage and manufacture as a test of civilization, Ja-
pan may at least compete with any oriental nation.

Mr. Meylan places it higher than any. He ex-
tols their field cultivation, but they appear to ne-

glect their great opportunities for horticulture, as

far as the kitchen and the dessert are concerned.

As florists they are conspicuous, and the beauty of

the productions of the soil in this department is

known to every possessor of a greenhouse and
proprietor of a camelia. The singular art of pro-

ducing miniature samples of the larger products of

vegetation, unknown, we believe, in Europe, is

practised by them to an extraordinary degree.

Mr. Meylan speaks as an e5'e-witness of a box
ofiered for sale to the Dutch governor, three inches

long by one wide, in which were flourishing a fir-

tree, a bamboo, and a plum-tree, the latter in

blossom. The price demanded was twelve hun-

dred florins.

From tlie New York Farmer.

loubat's vineyard.

This vineyard, on which a large amount of

money has been expended in foreign vines, was
recently sold for the purpose of being divided into

lots for cottage residences. It is six miles fiom

Brooklyn, lying on New York Bay. There are

upwards of 40 acres, which were sold for ^ 15,300.

The vines were, we presume, considered of little

or no account, and thus has ended the last exten-

sive experunent in attempting to acclimate the

foreign vine in this country.
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From the Complete Grazier.

FIGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF LORD SOMERA'ILLe's DRAG-CART.

[The marks referred to in the following description as accompanying the cuts, but which do not there ap-

pear, were also omitted in the original engraving from which this was copied. The error however is not so

important as to prevent the figures being perfectly understood by every reader.]

Fie. 1.

Fiff. 2.

The cut above, Fig. 1. represents a front view
of a drag-cart, invented by Lord Somerville; se-

lected from Vol. II. of "Communications to the

Board of Agriculture."—Fig. L is a cart calcu

lated ibr draught, by a single horse in shafts; b b is

a friction-bar, or drag, that is fixed behind by a
chain, and before by a tooth-rack, delineated at b d
which catches on a staple, and by means of which
the pressure may be regulated by the driver, ac

cording to the steepness of the descent, c is a

toothed rack, fixed in the front of the cart, for

regulating the position or centre of gravity of the

load. In this figure, the IHction-drag is placed

lower on the wheel than Lord Somerville original-

ly intended, in order to divide the pressure and
friction more equally on the opposite side of the

wheel: thus the action on each is diminished, and
the risk of over-heating and destroying the friction-

bar is rendered less than if the whole pressure

were applied in one point at the top of the wheel.

Fig. 2. represents a side view of the same drag-

cart, designed to be drawn by two strong oxen,

with a pole yoke, and bows, the friction-bar being
removed. In this figure, a more simple mode is

adopted for regulating the position or centre of

gravity of the load, as described at ab by the

curved iron, perforated with holes for receiving a
pin, to keep it at any required height: c is a small

chain to prevent the cart from going too far back
in fixing it: and the letters d d denote the upper
part ol the cart, which is extended to contain

bulky or heavy loads.

The following arc the advantages to be derived

from the adoption of the drag here described:

—

1. The degree of friction and pressure may be
expeditiously adjusted to the steepness of the de-

clivity; so that the cart will neither press forward,

nor require much exertion in the draught.

2. The fi-iction is judiciously applied to the

wheel, in such a direction, that a given pressure

will produce twice the effect in retarding the pro-

gress which it would do if it had been immediate-

Ty applied to the body of the cart, or to the axis.

3. The apparatus is capable of being arranged

with such facility, that it may be instantaneously-

adjusted, without stopping the cart, or exposing
the driver to danger.

4. It may also be remarked, that still greater

benefit may be derived from this invention, by ap-

plying it to both the hinder wheels of wagons;
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thus, the resistance may not only be proportioned J/ireg inches alter fifteen days growth. At this

to the steepness oi" the declivity, so as to prevent; stage, 1 am (aiter years of experiments made to

most eflectually the damaa;e done to the high

roads, and the unnecessary labor of cattle, when
drawing locked carriages down hills; but it will

also remove the danger of tlie frequent accidents

to which drivers are exposed; and will save that

lime, VN^hich is now of necessity lost, in locking

and unlockino- wagon-\vheels.

From tlie Oliio Fiirnicr.

BLUE COLORING MATTER FROM STRAW OF
BUCK WHEAT.

We intended to have mentioned this subject

earlier in the season, in order that some of our

readers who had buck wheat upon their premises

might try the experiment and ascertain more satis-

factorily the facts of the case. But we will bring

it Ibrward now; perhaps it maybe recollected in its

proper season. The method which has been re-

commended for preparing the coloring matter from

this plant is the ioUowing—cut the stems before

the grain is fully ripe, and spread them upon the

ground exposed to the sun and thus ex])osed until

the seeds drop off with ease. When the grain is

separated from the stems, they are tlirown into

heaps, moistened with water, andlefl toiermentto

such a degree, thatdecomposhion takes place, and

a blue color is developed. It is then Ibrmed into

balls or flat cakes which are dried in tlic sun or by

a stove, after which if the balls are boiled in water.

determine this |)oint,) now fully convinced that in

the production of milk, and butter—two of the
most agreeable et ceteras of a couifbrtable table, it

is not excelled even by the wide pea vine, so long
celebrated for the production of those two articles,

in their richest and most delicate state.

For the purpose oi" making hay or dr)' forage for

the winter su]:!port of animals, this grass has been
well tested. See a communication in that valua-
ble agricultural paper, "The Baltimore Farmer,"
of the 9th of September last. In curing this grass

tor hay, it ought to be cut at thirty days growth,
when it may be taken from the scythe and stacked,

if mixed with e([ual quantities ot' good oats, rye,

or rice straw, each layer of grass is laid on (or

what is better, mixed as stacked) sprinkled with
salt, when it will be found to cure admirably, and
impart a great portion of its highly aromatic flavor

to the straw, increasing the mass of excellent for-

age.

In cutting this grass at thirty days growth, the
sickle is certainly the most eeomomical plan, and
sufficiently expeditious for soiling; but I can assure

your readers that but little practice is requisite to

iearn an individual to cut with the scythe. I have
had it cut both v/ays without any difficulty.

I notice the remark, that as the roots progress

in age, the blades come out from around the edges,

and leave the centre of the root bare. To this

I objection I will candidly communicate a piece of
they impart an intensely blue color which is not

||,^;^j.,^^fioj^ j ^.^^g] received, and v/hich obliges
effected by vinegar or oil of vitriol, it may be ...... . -

.

converted into red by adding an alkali as potash or

soda, with nulgalls it strikes a blacker color, and

a very fine green is aflbrded by evaporation. It is

said "that stiifTs dyed blue by "this preparation re-

tain their colors well and appear very handsome.

We have never prepared any coloring matte)-

from this plant, nor can we vouch for the truth of

the above statement, but certainly, Ave think it

worth a trial.

From tiic Soutliern Planter.

REMARKS ON THE MANAGEMENT AND VA-
LUE OF GAMA GRASS.

Mr. Bartlett—I beg you to receive my thanks

for your kind attention in forwarding the back num-
bers of your valuable periodical. Since I have

had the perusal of them, 1 am perfectly informed

of what my loss would have been, had I not re-

ceived them. On looking over those numbers I

discover in one of them, some remarks on, and in-

quiries respecting the Gama Grass. Having been

the first individual who was so fortunate as to get

the public attention directed to this ))lant—which I

am compelled to view, after an assiduous cultiva-

tion of ten years, as of extraordinary value to the

agriculturists of the south, I feel myself compe-

tent to answer those inquiries satisfactoril}^, and I

think, to do away the imaginary objections sug-

gested.

With me this plant is found to grow in every

kind of soil: but certainly to exhibit its extraordi

nary productiveness, the soil must be good, natu-

rally, or made so by art. And in addition, the

presence of calcareous matter is essential. As it

regards its growth, after being cut monthly, I an

yet to Ictarn the name of a plant that equals it, if

the soil is properly prepared. I have cut it twenty-

mo; to believe it is entirely owing to our mode of

cultivation that this takes place. About two
months ago, a most observing planter called on
me for the purpose of having some conversation

on the subject of this grass. This peculiarity was
noticed; he immediately remarked, that in a patch

of the gama found in his field, in its native state,

about one acre, there was not one root to be found

in the abovementioned situation; that a remark of

mine had induced a close examination; and added
that it was entirely owing to my mode of cultiva-

tion that the roots exhibited this appearance. That
I cultivated to produce root, by giving a distance

that caused the root to sj)read to an unnatural^

breadth, and which prevented that thick coat of

foliage found attached to the plant in its natural

state; that none of the roots found in his patch,

which to his knowledge is fifteen years old, and
appeared as old and luxuriant when he settled on
the land (black limestone land) could have been

originally more than twelve inches apart; that

when he first noticed this plat of grass and attempt-

ed to break it up, with the plough, the ground was
totally occupied with the roots, and which pre-

vented his eflecting the destruction of the plat;

(hat finding his horses, mules and oxen preferred

it to all other grasses, he let it stand for ha)', and
from it made annually several stacks. The state-

ment appearing to carry weight with it, I went the

next day and examined for myself, and found the

whole entirely correct; and am now induced to be-

lieve his observation judicious. In consequence

of this circumstance, I shall plant a lot of gama at

twelve inches from plant to plant, and let trial de-

termine the correctness of theory. During a ride

last month through apart of the Choctaw country,

I found this grass in greater luxuriance than I

have ever been able to produce it, and uniforaily I
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found the rools dose together, and the blades not

more than hall" the width ol' that cuUivated as 1

have done. Giving tiie roots so much distance, I

am now assured, produces a worse growtli of
blade.

As regards the important point, viz. the nutri-

tive quality of tliis grass, in addition to my own
experience, whicli lias estahiished its highly nu-
tritive character, I beg leave again to refer to the
communication before mentioned. I have Ire-

quenlly stated my own opinion on this subject. I

am happy to find it completely corroborated by
others. Your agricultural friends have nothing to

tear in the cultivation of this grass, bsit the diiii-

cnltv of getting seed to plant. I shall give the re-

sult shortly, of a trial to produce this grass in the
highest perfection, made this year. To the mode
of planting and jireparing the soil the singular
production of vegetable matter must be attributed,

the season has however, been remarkably fine

with us for grass and weeds.

PLA?iTER.

OK THE ADVAA'TAGE OF ArPLYI?>G GYPSUBI
IN QUANTITIES UNUSUALLY LAUGE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Fauquier, Feb. 4, 1S35.

In a letter I addressed to you in August last, I

told you that I entertained the opinion that poor
land should have twenty bushels of Plaster of Pa-
ris put upon it, if the proprietor desired to improve
it speedily; and I promised to give the reasons on
which my judgement approved the use of that

quantity.

In the winter of 182S-9, I fallowed a poor field

of 30 acres v/ith the view of improving it; but for

reasons not necessary to be stated, 8| acres were
put in corn, at 3 feet by 4. In the hills I had 2^
bushels of plaster put. A part of the corn was
rolled, and on the remainder the plaster was thrown
dry. In the fall of 1829, wheat well rolled in plas-

ter, was sown on this land, and in" JNlarch clover

seed Avere sown. In April, 1830, I ordered 30
bushels of plaster to be sown on the field of 30
acres; but fearing that the sowers might oversow
on the best of the land and leave the poorest with-

out any, I directed that about an acre, (a cove that

received the deposite from an adjoining wood)
should not be sown till the balance of the field

had been. My fears were realized: when they
finished sowing there was no plaster for the omit-
ted acre, and none was put on it for some time.

About the 20th of JMay clover attains its greatest

growth. From the time that grass took a steady
growth to the period of maturity, many persons
observed that my corn (i. e. of the ]irevious crop
of 1829) had been manured in the hill. The clo-

ver that grew on the hills in which the corn had
been planted was at full grovv'th, three feet high,
while that on the intervening ground was not more
than five or six inches high, and of pale sickly

yellow color. The next sj^ring the difii;rence in

the vegetation on and contiguous to the hills was
still very great. >

In order to ascertain the quantity of plaster

which had been used, per acre, in the corn hills,

with such manifest benefit, I ascertained the num-
ber of corn hills in each acre, doubled that num-
ber for the immbcr of corn stalks, allowed 1^
Vol. II.— 4.5

inches square for each stalk, and then the number
of square inches in an acre, which multiplied by
8^ will give the number in the ground planted in
corn. The ratio between the space occui)ied by
the corn stalks and one acre is as 1 to 22, and a
large decimal. At the rale then of 22 bushels of
plaster to the acre, was it used on my corn. Tlie
benefit vras as manifest as if manure had been
put in each hi'l, and was distinctly to be seen for

two years. The third year the field was put in
corn—the plaster scattered, and, of course, I could
not discern a continuance of advantage from it,

but as long as tlie earth was undisturbed the in-

creased quantity of grass and tlie richness of its

verdure on the spots on which the corn had grown
was strikingly manifest. The corn was not hilled.

I then thought, and now think-, hilling an entire

'oss of the labor employed in the operation, if not
injiu'ious.

There are some other facts which tend to prove
t!ie utility of using plaster more largely than the
present stinted allowance of half a bushel to the
acre: but writing is a laborious emp!o3'ment, and
I am willing to rest my opinion on the leading
facts I have stated, and the few following obser-
vations. In England 400 bushels oflime are used
on an acre with great advantage—in Pcimsylva-
nia 209 bushels are used, and often U]nvards of

300. The valuable principle of lime and plaster
is the same, as I have been informed, but in what
ratio it exists in each I do not know; but I sup-
pose it cannot be in a greater ratio than 20 to 1 in

favor of plaster. If this be the ratio, then my
opinion that 20 bushels of plaster may be, and
ought to be, used on an a^-'re of thin land, is

strengthened by the quantity of lime used in the
countries I have mentioned. In Pennsyh-ania a
greater quantity of lime would be used, I pre-
sume, but for the expense of it. Tliej^ could
safely, eiuploy it to the same extent as in England.
I shall use plaster as largelj- as my means Avill al-

io vs\

I also expressed the opinion to you last sum-
mer, that the mere growth of corn, wheat, &c.
did not injure land. The reasons are obviously
correct. If we comp^are the u'eight of an acre of
forest with the largest product of an acre of the
best river lov/ground, or manured upland, for 150
years, we shall be satisfied that the difli^rence of
weight, (or of substance extracted from the earth)
in favor of the trees is ver\' great, while the wood-
land is best. It will be said that the leaves of the
trees increase the fertility of wood land—but look
at the small return made to the earth by the leaves
of one tree, and we must be satisfied that but very
little can be derived from them—too little to be
received in computation when compared with clo-

ver, &,c. &c. Further, it is a generally received
opinion, that wheat fallov.-s improve land, wliile it

is as generallj' known that corn, oats and buck-
wheat injure it. But it is not owing to the plant
—but the mode and period of cultivation necessa-
ry to rear it, that is injurious. Wheat does not in-

jure, because when the earth is prepared and has
received the crop it is no more disturbed, and the
action of the sun upon it is very slight. In the
cultivation of corn, and preparation of the earth
for oats and buckwheat, it is made so light as to

receive the heat to the depth of several inches,

during the spring and summer, when the sun acts

with such power on it. Heat is the great desti'oy-
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er of the vegetative or nutritious principles of the
earth. Fall crops do not injui-e land as nmch as
spring and summer crops, for the reason that the
action of the sun is iircble—the nights are Ion""

—

dews are copious, and by the spring tiie earth is

so compact as not to receive the rays of the
sun, and is soon shaded by the wheat, &c. For
these, among other reasons, I am satisfied that the
earth is not empoverislied by the growtli upon it.

The last observation I have made, to wit: that
''heat is the great destroyer of the vegetative or nu-
tritious principles of the earth,'''' requires some re-

marks. Make the richest earth into bricks—then
pulverize them, and you will find that seed -will

not sprout in the dust, or if they sprout thej^ live

but a short time and perish lor want of Ibod." The
valuable principle is killed or expelled by heat.
Take a piece of plank, say 12 inches square

—

place it: on a gall; let it remain Jbr one year, and
then sow seeds on the place covered by the plank
and on the conterminous earth, and you will find
the plants on the space covered by the ]ilank
much more vigorous than their neighbors: indeed,
that they will survive through the summer, and
yield fruit, while those on the" earth which was not
shaded will sprout and soon die.

JOHN ROBERT WALLACE.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF CORN.
To tlio Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Fauquier, Feb. 4, 183-5.

I have been a farmer for five years only, but as
my mode of cultivating my land difiers Irom that
usually pursued, and has returned me a larger re-
ward than the same quantity of labor bestowed
on even better land, I will communicate it to you.
Impressed with these truths

—

That heat i§ a great destroyer of land

—

That deep ploughing is indispensable

—

That the roots of corn ought not to be injured
or disturbed—and
That the corn crop ought to be so cultivated as

to make the best crop of 'wheat

—

I accordingly have my land broken up as deep
as two and three good horses can do it. I require
the sod to be as carefully turned as if ibr fallow i'ov

wheat. The ground is then well harrowed, the
harrow running as the plough. The usual mode
is pursued in laying ofifwith a very small shovel-
plough. The corn is planted, (from the 12th of
Ajjril to the 1st of May,) and as soon as it is thin-
ned, I use cultivators of five teeth, (set in as in a
triangular harrow.) made of harrow iron—the
teeth flattened for two inches, sharpened and turn-
ed so as to enter the ground. With these imple-
ments my corn is worked three and four times.
But if there has been much rain, so that the grass
cannot be kept down by them, or if the ground be
very hard, then I direct the double sliovel-plouirh
(about as long as the hand, and one-third broader)
to be used; but if there be time after it, I again
use the cultivator, in order to level the land "and
prevent washing. In the use of both these imple-
ments, orders are given not to turn a sod up, and
if it be done, to replace it. By this mode a very
small portion of the earth is exposed to the action
of the sun; the roofs of the corn are not wounded,
and can readily extend themselves in their search
for food; the moisture of the earth ig lono-er re-

tained; the ground does not Vv^ash, and the fine ve-

getable mould made by the rotted grass and roots

is preserved from the sun for the nourislunent

of the corn and the following crop of wheat.
Having gathered my fodder in the old mode,

when rccady for sowing wheat, I have the corn
cut and stacked in small stacks—the same ploughs
running at the same depth with the ploughs used
in the spring. On the land thus prepared, ray
wheat is sown and hari-owed in. The crops of
wheat are decidedly better than those put in with
that mischievous shovel-plough, which (next to

negro labor, that ever has, and ever will carry des
olation and ruin in its train.) is the greatest enemy
to good crops and good land, that the human intel-

lect can devise in the Ibim of an implement of
husbandry.
This mode of preparing the land lor wheat, has

these advantages: the decayed grass, Sec. is

thrown to the top, nourishes the young wheat,
preserves it against frosts and wdnds, and when
hard freezes occur, owing to the depth of tiie

ploughing, the wafer is dissipated, and the body of
earth is too heavy to be afTecied by any but the

severest spells of weather. When the crop of
corn has been properly cultivated, and the ground
prepared as above, the crop of wheat is not much
inferior to a fiillow crop: the reasons must be ob-

vious to every one.

As to the corn crop, I am not left a doubt of its

advantages over every other I haye heard of I

have never failed in a crop. If the season be
wet, the water sinks to the sod, where, owing to

the grass and roots, it is "retained by them by
absorption, and is prevented from passing off ra-

pidly. The earth too, being more compact than
when the shovel-plough is used, the Avafer is much
more slowly evaporated, and in hard rains, owing
fo this cause, and the smoothness of the surface,

but little of the soil is washed away.
In drought when other fields of corn are exhib-

iting its serious effects upon them, corn cultivated

in the manner above mentioned, shows but little,

if any injury from it. Wherever that destroying
enemy, the shovel-plough, is used in dry seasons,
its injury to the crop is shown after each plough-
ing, in the withered blades and sickly color of the
corn. Owing to the depth they run, the roots of
the corn are loounded, broken, and huddled together
in bunches, instead of being expanded through the
ground as the radii of a circle.

Is it not surprising to see how almost universal-
ly the notion prevails, that it is serviceable to break
the roofs of corn? They do not seem to compre-
hend the offices of roofs. One set of them is to

support the plant; these shoot out when the ear is

forming, and descend perpendicularly into the
ground; the other, shooting out horizontally are
purveyors—they spread themselves through the
earth in search of food; but if they are bruised or
broken, they cannot do their duty, for they must
first be healed to enable them to do it, and then
being forced altogether they must receive less
nourishment for themselves and ibod for the stalk,
than if they ran through a circle, doubling in
its diameter, any one of the roots. What would
be thought of the reason of a man, who declared
it to be his opinion, and practically enforced it, that
the best mode of fiittening a bullock was to wound
his tongue, disable his jaws, and break his teeth
whenever he reached his head towards food? Can
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that means or reason be better than his, who main-
tains, that it is advantageous to the growth of" corn

to break its rools, to deprive it of food—to make
it sick—to close its mouths—to starve it?

I give you these views in comrormity with the

j)romise I made you, and regret that 1 have not

time to give them with more system, and in better

dress. But such as they are, I am willing for

them to undergo the ordeal of rigid scrutiny. Il'

they be erroneous, I shall be benefited by the cor-

rection—if they are true, others will be by their

publication.

JOHN ROBERT WALLACE.

OX THE CONSTRUCTION" OF FIRE PLACES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

There might be a great saving of fuel among
us, (fijr this is a subject that certainly merits at-

tention,) by a proper management of our fire-

places, and especially those of our cabins. These
are generally so large, burning almost a cart load

of wood at a time, that nearly all the heat escapes
up the chimney. If they wiM'e made smaller, atid

on the same principle as those of oiu' dwelling
houses, half the wood would answer the ptirpose;

and of course, half the labor be diminished in gel-

ling it. But even here, although the genera! form
and principle (which appears to be all that is

aimed at) is obtained, yet even these are- not con-
structed according to the just proportions and di-

mensions of the improved fire-places of Count
Rumford and Dr. Franklin; as it will appear fi'om

the following figures, which illustrate tlie differ-

ence between the old and the improved fire-places.

Fig. 1.

B

D

Fig. 2.

F 9 G

A B (fig. 1) is the opening in front, B C the

back of the old fire-place, A B and C D the cov-

ings, and ABC and D C B the angles made by
the covings and the back.

When altered, E H (fig. 2) the opening in

front, F G the back, E F and H G the covings,

and E F G and H G F the angles made by the

covings and the back.

In constructing this fire-place, the angles E FG
and H G F made by the covings and back, should
be 130^, the fire-place six inches deep from front

to back, in small rooms; and from eight to twelve
inches in large rooms. It is thought by some, that

an inch to every foot of the room in breadth ia

best—thus, if the room be twenty feet square, the
fire-place will be twenty inches deep, measuring
fi-om front to back, along the place where the fire

is made. The vent fijr the smoke four inches

wide generally; varying, however, with the size

of the opening or mouth of the fire-place. The
back should be built erect (and not started in-

clining inward as is common) as high as the or-

dinary height of the wood when the fire-place is

full; then projecting inward, and run in that posi-

tion to within four inches of a line drawn perpen-
dicularly fi-om the lower edge of the mantle or

iron bar to the back, then abruptly sloping back

—

this is the height of the back, and the point at

which it begins to form the throat, or hollow place

above the vent. When the back begins to slope

inward from the bottom or foundation, it not only
reflects the heat down against the floor, but it also

obstructs the ascending smoke.
A fire-place of the above construction, consists

of the following parts, (which we shall here enu-
merate, in order that the following remarks on the
nature of the alteration and improvement of the
old fire-place, may be more clearly understood)

—

the hearth, the opening in front or mouth, the
jambs or covings, the back, the mantle supported
by the iron bar, the vent (sometimes confounded
with the throat) through which the smoke enters

the throat, the throat itself above the vent, the

flue or funnel, through which the smoke ascends
into the air, and finally the shaft, or what is com-
monly called the chimney itself. • The principal

improvement made on the fire-place, was an al-

teration in the covings; first, in regard to their

depth; and secondl}', the direction in which they
were run—by running them shallower the back of

course was brought fbnvard, and consequently,

the burning fuel was brought more into the room,
and thus the benefit of the heat obtained. And
by running them at an oblique angle with the

back of 130°, instead of 90° a right angle, the

covings were converted into a reflecting suriiice,

by which the heat which lodged in the corners of

the old fire-places, and thence escaped up the

chimney, was reflected into the room. The vent

next was diminished, by which more heat was
retained in the fire-place, and the draught strength-

ened, (or the chinmey made to drawTjetter as it is

commonly said) and consequently less liable to

smoke.
All these difl'crent parts of a fire-place and

chimney should be well constructed, and in due
proportion; for the heat and smoke is affected by
all of them. Thus if the mouth is too large, too

much air is admitted for the fire, which has the

same effect in putting it out or cooling it as too

little; and by cooling the fire, of course weakens
the draught, and causes the chimney to smoke.

If the covings are perpendicular to the back,

the heat, instead of being reflected in the room,
will be reflected from one coving against the other.

Thus if a ray of heat thrown from the centre of

the back of the old fire-place at i, impinges on the
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coving A B at A% it will be reflected ogainst the

opposite coving C D at n; and of cour,se a person

Bitting in front of the fire, loses the benefit of it,

unless he be sitting in the comer somewhat facing

the coving. But if a ray of heat thrown from a
point in the centre of the back of the new fire-

place F G at s, in the same direction as in the

Ibrmcr case, and talis upon the coving G H at o,

it will rebound in the direction towards x, in front

—ibr the angle of reflection is always equal to the

angle of incidence. A person pitting, therefore,

before the fire, will enjoy the benefit of a ray so

reflected. If the covings be made of a substance

that absorbs more than it reflects, a great deal of

the heat is lost. They should be made of a ma-
terial that reflects more than it absorbs, and if

])ossib]e, of one which does not absorb at all.

Dutch tiles, fire-stone, marble, and porcelain are

used—common brick and mortar, if it was suffi-

ciently durable, is the hest material; which should

be smoothly ])lastcred, and kept white-washed,
for black absorbs too much heat. The best cov-

ing for a fire-place, is that material which is most
durable, least liable to crumble, the least absorber,

and the greatest reflector, and that which is sus-

ceptible of the highest polisli, ibr the more it is

polished the more heat it reflects. Any one may
be convinced of this, if they will place the bottom
of a polished plate of tin (or the bottom of a cof-

iee-pot) by the side of the face, while standing
before the fire, so that the ray of reflection may
strike the face after it is reflected from the tin: a
higher degree of heat will be sensibly felt. When
the image of the fire is seen on the tin, then the

ray strikes the face. A tin plate would be a good
thing to regulate the position of the covings. The
mantle also affects the heat and smoke. If this

be too high, the draught is weakened, and the

smoke pufis out into the room before it reaches the

vent: if too rugged in the inner-side, it obstructs the

smoke: it should be smoothly and soundly plaster-

ed, that the smoke may curl around it on the

inner-side.

If the vent is too large, too much heat escapes,

and the draught is also weakened— if too small,

the smoke is obstructed: if the fire-place is too

large for the vent, it takes in more air than can
pass up the chimney; as an animal can take in

its mouth more than it can swallow: the mouth
should ever be in ])roportion to the vent. It is an
establislred rule in the construction of stoves, and
furnaces with ffrates, that the area of the vent
should be e(|ual to the sums of the are;i of the

open spaces between the bars of the grate through
which the air is admitted to the fire: but the ob-

ject here is more to increase the heat within the

furnace by a rapid combustion, which is always in

])roportion to the strength of the draf>, which is at

its smallness and swifhiess, (hence the povv^eriul

heat produced by the mouth of the bellows,) and
therefore cannot strictly apply to an open fire place,

where the object is not confined heat, but reflect-

ed. If the mouth was made as small as the vent,

very little heat would be reflected in the room,
though the combusfion would be more rapid.

This is well known to those who have been in the
habit of kindling a fire made of coal, by placijig

the kindler before the mouth, so that a small space
is left for the admittance of the air, or oxygen.
The same may be seen by placing a blanket be-

fore the fire, when the draught is suddenly increas-

ed, accompanied with a great roaring, and the

combustion goes on rapidly.

Again, if the flue is too large, the draught is

weakened, and a quantity of soot is formed; for

in this case the flue contains so much cold air, it

weakens the draught, and hence not being suffi-

cient to drive out the soot, it lets it fall on the sides

of the flue. The same takes place in the chan-

nel of a stream, (Avhich has been made use of to

illustrate the draught in a chinmey.) The streum

is alwaj's swiftest where the channel is narrowest,

(the volume of water being the same,) hence it is

able to carry the sand along: but if it suddenly
spreads into a large channel by which the stream

is weakened, it drops the sand on the sides of the

channel, or in the deep holes. The stream is al-

ways swiftest in the middle, and frequently runs

backwards at the sides, and hence the sand is le(\

there, where the current is v/eakest. It is on this

principle that soot is formed in a flue, of any con-

struction. The draught or current of air and smoke
being stronger in the middle of the flue, it drops

the soot on the sides where it is w^eakest. On the

other hand, when the flue is small, it is heated all

the way up, and the air in it; and thus the draught
is made to ascend, by the heat rarifying and rais-

ing the air.

If the throat is too large the soot collects in it,

for the same reason mentioned above. This, how-
ever, is an advantage; for if a deep recess be
made above the vent, (or a deep throat) nearly

all the soot formed may be collected, when it may
be swept out. Upon this principle furnaces have
been constructed so ingeniously as to clear the

flue of soot almost entirely. Any one may notice

how soot is collected in holes in the back of a fire

place, above the fire, where a brick happens to

tumble out: for this reason, the throat, vent, flue,

and rough places in the back, shoidd be made
smooth. Finally, if the shaft is too long or high,

the chimney is ap't to smoke, for then the flue be-

ing too long to be heated ail the way, tfie cold air

in it will cool and weaken the draught, and being
heavier too, wdl press the ascending smoke down
the chimney in the room: if too short the wind is

apt to blow down it. The size of the shaft should

be ffenerally to that of the flue as 4 to 1.

These remarks may serve to show, how the

heat and smoke of a fire-place and chimney, are

affected by the construction of their component
parts.

But the great secret in managing a fire-place,

so as to obtain the greatest degree of heat from
the smallest quantity of fuel, and to prevent smo-
king, is the management of the draught. This is

easily aflected by every part of the fire-place, as

well as by other external causes, as the air, winds,
groves of" trees, buildings, &c.
To understand the nature of the draught—it is

a current of heated air, produced in the fire-place,

as soon as a shovel of coals or a chunk of fire is

introduced: which ascends the flue of the chimney,
carrying along with it the smoke, soot, and other

matter of the fuel: and is formed on the principle of
the expansion and rarification of that element
The heat of coals rarifying the air just around
them, divides it in into minuter particles, and con-

sequently becoming lighter, they ascend through
the denser air up the chimney: this produces a
partial vacuum (for there is no real vacuum in

nature, though one can be made by art,) around
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the fuel, into which, llic fresli air rushes out of the
room: this being again rarified as tlic tbrmer por-

tion, ascends—and thus a constant current is kept
u[) as long as the combustion goes on. As soon as
hitent lieat becomes sensible, by the coIUsion of
flint and steel, and the compression of the air be-
tween them, or in other words, as soon as a spark
of fire is born into the world, and kept alive by
combustible matter, this curr.->nt is lormed around
it, by rarifying the air. Ontiie same principle the
heat of the sun produces tlie winds, (according to

the theory of Dr. H alley, now generally received.)

This is the case with the grea^ ea^t wind which
blows continually from east to west, in the direc-

tion of the apparent diurnal motion of the sun,

and prevails in all the extensive oceans. The heat
of this luminary, warming the air under it, (or

rather it should be said, warming the earth, and
that warms the air by reflected heat—for the

rays of the sun have no effect on that medium
through which they pass,) rarifies it, and a fresh

portion rushes in the partial vacuum, in the direc-

tion of the motion of the sun, and thus the cur-

rent is kei)t up. This is also the cause of the

north and south winds which blow towards the
equator: the heat of the sun being hottest there,

the air rushes in from those points to supply the
consequent vacuum. But to return—the current
or draught thus produced by the heat of the fire-

place, is supplied by fresh air from out of the
room, which if it were made air-tiglit, vrould soon
produce a vacuum, in which no animal could long
exist. But when the air of the room is exhausted,
fresh portions are admitted through the doois,

windows, aud crevices of the room: if all these
apertures are closed, the combustion ceases, and
the fire goes out. Air is no less important to keep
up a flame, than it is to support animal life. The
princii)le of the air or atmosphere which feeds the
fire or supports combustion, is oxj'gen, one of the

two gases of which the atmosphere is composed:
the other is azote. If the air is deprived of oxy-
gen, it will no longer support combustion—for if a
fighted taper be put into a vial of such air, it will

be extinguished; but if a bit of wire be dipped in

sulphur and lighted, and then put into a vial of
pure oxjgcn gas, it will be rapidly and brilliantlN*

consumed, and the melted iron will sink through
the bottom of the vial. The absolute necessity

of oxviren or the atmosphere to promote combus-
tion is forcibly presented: if a pipe be admitted
to the fire along the floor, having a com.munica-
tion with the external atmosphere, a current is

suddenly formed, which rushes violently with a
noise from the mouth of the pipe through the fire

vip the chimney. This shows what a powerfidde-
inand the fire has for air, which increases the heat

and combustion in pro})ortion to the rapidity of a
succession of particles of air introduced to fire;

hence, the powerful intensitj' of heat produced by
a blow-pipe or bellows. The combustion, and
consequent heat, seems to be also in proportion to

the smallness of the aperture through which the

air is admitted; but this may be still owing to the

rapidity of the current, lor this depends upon its

emalluess. From this it well appears, how much
the management of the draught depends upon the

air; and as the combustion, and consequent!}^ the

heat, depends upon the draught, and also the smoke
which is driven by the draught, the great nicety

in man;\ging the draught will likewise appear.

Although air is so necessary to the fire, too
much air, like water, weakens combustion, and con-
sequently the draught, and renders the chimney
liable to smoke.
These facts suggest some means for the curing

of smokj' chimneys. Thus, when all the aper-
tures of a room are closed, too little air is admitted
—this weakening the coudiustion, and that the
draught, the latter is not sufficient to drive the
smoke up the Hue; the consequence of this is, the
weight of the external atmosphere j;resscs the
smolce down the chinmey into the room, especially
if the wind blows, in which case the current of
wind being stronger than the draught, it puffs the
smoke into the room. The remedy is to open the
doors, £ic., and admit the air: the same happens
when too much air is admitted, which cools, and
of course weakens the draught, and not being suf-

ficient to pro[)cl the smoke, it is pressed back by
the external air in the apartment: in this case
the doors must be shut. The weakness of the
draught is the most frequent cause ofsmokj' chim-
neys. This is produced in a variety of ways.
Very often a weak fire causes the chimney to

smoke; for, as the heat and combustion depend on
the draught, so the latter depends upon the Ibr-

mer: so that when the fire is low, the smoke curls

wealvly up the chimney. The remedy suggests
itself—kindle up a brisk fire.

There is another way in which the draught is

weakened, or rather overcome: for the want of
ventilation in the upper part of the room. There
are always two sorts of air in a room where fire is

kept—a ligi^t and heavy. The former occupies the

upper part of the room, where, if it has no vent,

it rushes down the wall to the mouth of the fire-

place, and curling round the inner side of the man-
tle, forces its v»-ay up, and by its superior strength

drives back the smoke, especially if the draught
happens to be weak. There are always two cur-

rents passing through the rnouth of the fire-place

if the room is not ventilated above, as well as

through the door; this may be seen, by holding

two leathers—one at the top, and the other at

the bottom of the mouth of the fire-place—they
will be drawn inward: but in the case of the door,

one of the currents is going out at the top, (the

lighter) while the other (the heavier) is coming
in at the bottom, which may be seen by holding
two candles, one in the lo\-\'cr and the other in

the upper part of the door. The upper one will

be blown outward, while the under one will be
blown inward. The draught is affected, when
several vents open into the same funnel; for the

fresh air rushing m through these vents out of ad-

jacent rooms, puti'out the smoke: this ceases, when
a draught is formed in every vent by kindling fire

in the different rooms at once. Straight funnels

affect the draught, because the wind is more easi-

ly admitted down the chimney to the fire. Large
fire-places with email vents affect the draught, and
likewise the contrary. The want of ventilation

affects the draught, and of course, the smoke.

When the draught is weakened in this way, a pipe

admitted to the fire, terminating at the hearth or

within the fire-place, having an external commu-
nication with the air, will f)revent smoking. The
pipe mav be either conducted on, or vmder the

floor. The draught is sometimes affected by hav-

ing the ventilators for letting out the foul air of a

room, too low down above the fire place, (wliich
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by the by is a very ffood conlrivance for getting

rid of (bul air,)—the light air just spoken ofj rush-

ing through tli3 -^entih^tor, is apt 1o pusli out the

f5moke into the room, overcoming tlae draught. Be-
sides, fresh air too, often rushes in tliere, (it being

so low down,) and obstructs the smoke. These
ventilators would answer remarkably well at the

top of the wall, where the liglit loul air is always
lodged. (I think it a qucsMon however, vyhether

a ventilator lor foul air, should be connected with

the chimnev, on account of its affecting the

draught.) A fire-place often smokes at the kind-

ling—this is because the draught is not formed,

which carries up the smoke: this is prevented

by using very combustilile matterin kindling—such

as light-wood, very dry wood, &c. In cabin chim-

neys the shortness and largeness of the funnel

when the vent is too large (equal in fact to the

chimney itself,) affects the draught, and smoke

—

make the vent smaller: this will prevent the wind
also from having too powerful effect on the fire.

Sometimes one flue and room is filled with the

smoke of another flue,—closing the communica-
tion betv/een the two will prevent the evil.

The draught is not only aflected by the construc-

tion of the chimnej^ and fire-place, but by other

causes—as the wind, &c. This has called in use

the construction of arches over the top of the fun-

nel. When a chinmey smokes from the wind
blowing down the funnel, where there are two
flinnels in the same shaft, they must be separated

at top by arches. When a chimney smokes from

a particular direction of the wind— as N. W. for

instance---and is obstructed by any obstacle on the

opposite side of tlie cliinmey, as higher buildings,

trees, &c., a flannel of tin swung over the top of'

the chimney to move with the wind, will prove a

remedy^—the wind claps one part of the funnel

close to the top of the chimney in that direction in

which it blows—this prevents it from going down
the chimney, while it turns the funnel (or cap) up
in the opposite direction, to open a passage for the

Bmoke. The manner in which groves of trees,

higher buildings, hills, &c. aflect the draught is,

by obstructing and reflec'ing the winds in various

directions.

NICHOLAS E. READ.
Chariot ie Covnfy.

THE TE?;NESSEE FARaiER.

The publication of a new agricultural paper has

lately been commenced in Tennessee, edited by
Thomas Emmerson, Esq., of Jonesborough. Though
appearing in size and form somewhat suited to its low
price of $1 a year, it exhibits such evidence of edi-

torial ability, as promises a valuable work. There is

abundant room for the labors of Mr. Emmerson, and

we heartily wish success to his exertions. We may
not be altogether disinterested in this wish—for it

would operate directly and greatly for the advantage

of the Farmers' Register, if our brotber editor can

convince the tillers of new and fertile lands of the

south-west, of their mistake in the opinion so very

generally entertained, that they have no need for ag-

ricultural journals—a fertile soil alone being deemed
sufFicient to supply every defect of economical man-
agement, and of agricultural information.

The two following editorial articles are from the

second number of the Tennessee Farmer, just received.

The first is introductory to the insertion of an article

vvhich formerly appeared in our work, ("Another way
of fattening hogs.") From these remarks it may be

inferred, that the economy of our customary way of

raising and keeping hogs, is at least doubtful in a new
country like Tennessee, where the disadvantage of tho

plan must be much less than in Eastern Virginia.

From tlie Tennessee Farmer.

ON HOGS RAKGIING AT LARGE.

We invhe the attention of our readers, to the

article in this number, from that valuable work
the Farmers' Register, on the raising and fatten-

ing of hogs. It will be found to contain some hu-
morous sarcasms, on the absurd mode adopted in

Virginia, and with little alteration, too generally

practiced in this country, of" rearing this valuable

animal—a mode which though adopted for its sup-

posed economy, is in truth, perhaps the most
wasteflil, the most extravagant, and the most un-

profitable ever yet devised. The actual loss an-

nually sustained in Tennessee, from the manner
in which hogs are generally reared and fattened is

immense; and would, could it be ascertained with
precision, astonish those by whom it is resorted to

under the erroneous impression, that it is recom-
mended by its economy. We should hazard little

by asserting, that by a more humane and judicious

mode of rearing hogs, double the quantity of pork
could be annually raised irom the food now ex-

pended in raising the halt^-and that pork too, of
ibr superior quality. To raise hogs with profit,

except in a ihw situations, possessing peculiar ad-

vantages, situations now rarely to be met with, two
rules must be observed. First—to teed the sows
in such a manner as to enable them to keep the

pigs lilt until weaned. Secondlj', never to suffer

them to become poor after they are weaned. By
observing these rules, especially with the aid of'

clover, it will be easy to make a hog at fi'om twelve
to eighteen months weigh double, if not thrice as

much, as many now do at two and three years old,

and with no greater quantity of grain than is

now often expended in rearing and fattening the
latter. The suggestions of the writer of the arti-

cle alluded to, are well worthy the attention of all

who wish to convert their corn into pork with pro-

fit. The absurd selfish notion, that whatever a
hog picks up in the woods, or in his neighbors
fields, is so much clear gain to his owner, ought
long since to have been banished, by the notorious

liict, that many hogs thus raised, afier being fat-

ted, will not at a reasonable price, sell for as much
as the corn cost, consumed by them. Whereas, one
judiciously raised, will sell for double the price of
the grain expended in rearing and fatting him. If

any one doubts the truth of this assertion we only
ask him to make the experiment on two litters of
pigs, keeping an accurate account of the food

consumed, and of the price of the pork yielded by
each, and his doubts will be speedily removed.
To keep stock of any desciiption, in a state of

almost constant starvation, is cruel and immoral,
and it will, on a fair experiment, be ibund, that in

this instance, as well as in every other. Providence
has so connected the duty and interest of' man,
that he cannot violate the former but at the ex-

pense of the latter. Were thi.s great truih well
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understood and Avell considered, it would produce
many valuable improvements in agriculture, it

would save the innocent and helpless domestic an-

imals from a dreadful mass of sulfering, and it

would save the earth, from that empoverishment,
hy which posterity are subjected to oppressive la-

bors and hardships lor its renovation, which an
enlightened regard to their own true interests, on
the part of their ancestors, would have rendered
Avholly unnecessary. As the rearhigof hogs ought
probablv, in the present state of East Tennessee,
to fomi a prominent item, of her agricultural pur-

suits, we propose frooj time to time, presenting to

our renders the most valuable articles on the sub-
ject, which may be within our reach, and we ear-

nestly request those who may have made any val-

uable experiments, to furnish usv,'ilha detailed ac-

count of them, and of their results. Our own ex-
perience authorises us confidently to assure our
readers, that regular salting is no less beneficial

to hogs than to other stock, and that to spread the

salt on ashes in the salt trough, is a mode well cal-

culated to preserve the health of the animals.

From the Tennessee Farmer.

OiV BUnxiA'G GYPSU3I.

A subscriber propounds to us the following ques-

tions:

1st, Will the burning of plaster answer in lieu

of grinding?

2nd. If so, how should the process be conduc-
ted?

We should be glad to receive replies to the above
inquiries from any of those who have made the

experiment. In the mean time we would advise

our correspondent to make an experiment on a
.small scale. We have heard of burnt plaster

being used with advantage near Abingdon, Virgi-

nia. We once endeavored to make an experiment
but found it difficult to burn the plaster on a log

Jieap so as that it would slack. The practice of

burning, nay even of kiln drying to facilitate the

grinding, is condemned by others as very injurious

to the piaster—we should therefore be loth to try it

on a large scale.

From the Farmers' Series of the Library of Useful Kiiowleilgo.

ON DRAUGHT.

It will be necessary first, to explain and define

clearly some terms which will occur frequently in

the course of this paper, and especially the word
'draught,' which is the title itself of the treatise.

This word is used in such a very general and
vague sense, that it would be difficult, if not im-
possible, to give an explanation which should ap-
])ly equally to all its different meanings.

In the expression draught by animal power, it

would seem to mean the action itself of drawing,
while, on the other hand, it is irequently used to

signify the amount of power employed, also the

degree of resistance, as when we say the draught
of a horse, or the draught of a carriage. Draught
power is also an expression used. We shall,

however, in the course of this treatise, confine our
use of the word to the two meanings

—

draught,

the action of dragging—and draught, the resist-

ance tO' the power employed to drag any given

weight.

Force of traction is another expression requiring

explanation; but here we must enter into more de-

tail, and shall give at once a practical illustration

of our meanmg.
A force is most conveniently measured by the

weight which it would be capable of raising; but
it is not therefore necessarily applied vertically, in

which direction weight or gravity acts.

If a weight of 100 lbs. be suspended to a rope,

it is clearly exerting upon this rope a force of 100
lbs.; but if the rope be passed over a pully void of
Iriction, and continued horizontally, or in any
other direction, and then attached to some fixed

point, the weight still acts u{;on all parts of this

rope, and consequently upon the point to which it

is fixed, with a Ibrce equal to 100 lbs. and so in-

verse!}", if a horse be pulling at a rope with a
Ibrce which if the rope were passed over a pully,

would raise 100 lbs., the force of traction of the

horse is in this case 100 lbs. Spring steelyards be-

ing now commonly in use, we may be permitted

to refer to them as affording another clear exem-
plification of our meaning. In pulling at a steel-

yard of this description, whether the force be ex-

erted horizontally or vertically, the index will of

coui'se, show the same amount; and, consequent-

ly, if the strength of the horse be measured by at-

taching the traces to one of these steelyards, the

number of pounds indicated on the dial will be
the exact measure ol' the strain the horse exerts,

and the amount of straiii is called his 'force of

traction.'

Having fixed as nearly as possible the meaning
of these terms, which will Irequently occur in the

course of our progress, we shall proceed to the

division of the subject.

It is evident that there are three distinct agents

and points of consideration in the operation of

draught, which are quite independent of each

other. They are—first, the moving power and
the mode of applying it; secondly, the vehicle for

conveying the weight to be moved; thirdly, the

canal, road, or railway, or what may be generally

termed the channel of conveyance.
All these individually influence the amount of

draught, and require separate consideration; but

the mode of combining these different agents has

also a material effect upon the result: consequently,

thev must be considered in relation to each other;

and todbtain the maximum useful efTect, whh the

greatest economy, in the employment of any
given power, it is evidenilj' necessary that these

different agents should not only each be the best

adapted to its purpose, and perfect to the greatest

possible degree, but also that they should all be

combined to the greatest advantage.

We siiall proceed at once, then, to examine the

different agents now employed, the modes of ap-

plying them, and the proportionate effects pro-

duced.
And, first, Avith regard to the species of moving

power;

—

This may be of two kinds, animal and mechan-

ical.

By animal power we mean the direct applica-

tion "of the strength of any animal to dragging or

pulling, as in the simple case of a horse dragging

a cart. By mechanical, the application of any
poAver through the intervention of^ machineiy; the

source of power in this latter case luay, laowever,
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be animal strength, or a purcl}^ mechanical agent,
as a steam-engine.
The latter is the only species of mechanical

power which it has been attempted tjo apply prac-
tically to locomotion; and thereibrc that alone we
propose to coiiijiarc with tlie animal power.
Now, aUhounh these two powers, viz., simple

annual power and the steam-engine, may in most
instances be applied so as to produce the same
effect, and may, therelbre, to a superficial observer
appear similar, yet there do exist such essential

ditTerences in the mode oi" action, or the means by
which the effect is produced, that there are many
cases in v/hich the one may be used, wherein the

other may be totally inapplicable.

In this treatise, draught by animal power is in-

deed the principal objcci of consideration; but as,

at the present moment, there appears to be a great
effort making to supersede animal power entirely

by mechanical—to dismiss our old servant, the

horse, and supply his yAaco by the steam-engine,
it may be as well, in justice to the former, to say a
few words in his defence, and to take a rapid and
general view of the distinguishing features of the
two agents.

To enter into all their respective merits, and to

weigh their comparative advantages under all cir-

cumstances, would involve us in many questions
Ibreign to our immediate point of consideration,

and would embrace subjects which may supply
matter for future consideration well worthy of our
attcation. It is sufficient lor our present purpose
to show that there still exist great objections to the
universal application of machinery to draught, ob-
jections which do not equally apply to the use of
animal power; and on the other hand, that there
are many advantages in the latter, which are not
yet obtained by the former; and that animal power
continues, for all the ordinary purposes of traffic

upon common roads, to be the most sirr.ple in its

application, and certain in its effect.

We shall confine ourselves particularly to the
consideration of that part of the question Vi/hich

relates to the slov/ transport of heavy goods, as
being the most important branch of the subject,

especially for agricultural purposes. Economy is,

of course, the grand desideratum in the considera-
tion of this question; consequently, the compara-
tive expense of the two powers, supposing them
for the moment eqiu\lly convenient and applicable,
will first demand oar attention.

A difiiculty arises here, however, from the want
of a certain measure of comparison. The power
of a one-horse engine is by no means exactly the
same tiling as that of a horse. As we have be-
fore stated, the mode of applying them being dif-

ferent, the variations in the results are difierent,

and consequently the efiects do not bear a constant
proportion to each other, under different circum-
stances; we must therefore be careful not to fall

into the mistake v,rhich we have ourselves pointed
out as a very common source of error, viz., the
drawing general conclusions ii'om data obtained in
a particular case. We shall take the pov/er ol'

the horse, and that of the steam-engine as ascer-
tained practically on railways, where the effect of
each is less influenced by accidental circumstances,
and consequently can be better ascertained than
on a road. We shall confine our calculations of
expense to this particular case, and then endeavor
to discover how/ar tJie same results are to be ex-

pected, or what modifications are likely to take
place, and what alterations are to be made in the
results under difierent circumstances. As regards
the first, viz., the comparative cost of animal and
mechanical power on a railway, wc cannot do bet-

ter than quote the words of the late Mr. Tredgokl
upon this subject, and we accordingly extract the

following from his work upon iTJlways:

—

'The relative expense of different moving powers
' for railways is an interesting inqulr), and the
' same materials being necessary to estimate the
' absolute expense lor any time or place, it is desi-
' rable to give some particulars, to aid the researches
' of those who wish to make such comparative esti-

' mates. The annual expense of a horse depends
' on

—

' 1. The interest of purchase-money.
' 2. Decrease of value.
' 3. Ha.'sard of loss.

' 4. Value of Ibod.
' 5. Harness, shoeing, and farriery.

' 6. Rent of stabling.
' 7. Expense of attendance.
' According to the average duration of a horse

' in a state fit lor labor, of the description required
' on a railway, the first three items may be esti-

' mated at one-fourth of the purchase-money; the
' food, harness, shoeing, &c., included in the 4th,

' 5ih, and 6th, will most likely not exceed £40
' per annum, nor yet be much short of that amount;
' and supposing one man to attend to two horses,
' this would add £15 12s. if the man's vv^ages
' were 2s. per day; and, at this rate, the labor of a
' horse of the value of 20£ would cost 60£ 12s.
' per year; or, since there are 312 working days in
' the year, the daily expense would be 3s. lOi-d.,

' or 186 firthings. But the power of a horse is

' about 125 lbs. when travelling at the rate of three
' miles per hour, and the day's work eighteen
' miles.

' The annual expense of a high-pressure loco-
' motive engine, or steam-carriage, consists of

—

' 1. The interest of the first cost.

' 2. Decrease of value.
' 3. Hazard of accidents.
' 4. Value of coals and water.
' 5. Renewals and repairs.

' 6. Expense of attendance.
' It is ditncult to procure these particulars from

' the experience of those who employ engines; we
' will therefore annex, by w^ay of example, such
' sums as we think likely to cover the expense.
' The first cost of the engine and its carriage may
'be stated at50£ per horse power, and its de-
' crease of value and hazard will render its annual
' expense about one-filth of its first cost, or 10£
' per annum per horse power. The expense of

' fuel and water per day will be not less than one
' bushel and a half of coals per horse power, and
' fourteen cubic feet of water; and, taking the coals
' at 6d. per bushel, and the water and loading with
' fuel at 3d., the annual expense v,-ill be lo£ 12s.;

' the renewals and repairs, at 20 per cent, on the
' first cost, will be 10£ which is as little as can be
' expected to cover them. Attendiinco, suppose
' one man and one boy for each six-horse engine,
' at 6s. per day, or Is. per day for each horse pov/-
' er, or 15£ i2s, per annum; therefore the total

' annual expense of one-horse power would be
' 51 £ 4s., or 153 farthings per day.' This povver

is equal to a force of traction of 166-| lbs. for the
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game number of miles per day as the horse; but

from this gross amount of power we m.ust tle(Uict

that necessary to move the en<rine Avith ils supply

of coals: tliis will reduce it at least to 155 lbs.,

consequenlly, in the one case we have a force ol

traction of 125 lbs., at an expense of 186 farth-

ings, and, in the other, a force of 155 lbs. at an

expense of 158 I'arthings; antl redncing them both

to one standard quantity oi" work done, we find

the expense of the horse is |^^.=1.488, and of

the loL-omutive engine 1.019, or about as 147 is to

100. In this case, therefore, there appears to be a
decided economy in the use of the steam-engine,

and accortlmgly its application has become very

general, and is becoming more so every day.

Let us now' examine what alterations are requi-

site, before we can apply these calculations to the

case of draught upon common roads. Supposiag
both species of power equally convenient and ap-

plicaWe, and confining our observations merch' to

the amount of power and proportionate expense.
The Ibrce of traction oi' the horse, and tlie

j-early cost, will remain so nearly the same, that

for oar present purpose we may consider them
quite unaltered. Not exactly so with the locomo-
tive engine.

All the parts of the machine must be made much
stronger and heavier, and consequently more ex-
pensive for road work than for railway, and, there-

lore, the first cost Tv'ill be greater—the wear and
tear will also be greater, and as the work will be
more variable, the consumption of fuel will be
increased as well as the price; which, generally
speaking, will be much less on a line of railway,

than it can possibly be elsewhere.
Still all these circumstances will not influence the

result so much as the increased effect of the

weight of the engine. On a railway with the car-

riage, as now constructed, the force of traction is

not much more than jl^r or ^^-^ of the weight
moved; consequently, the power necessary to move
the engine itself is not ver}- considerable. On a

road, hov.'ever, this proportion is materially alter-

ed; here the average force required to move a well-

constructed carriage cannot be estimated in prac-

tice, at less, even when the roads are in good re-

pair, than 77^; the engine, acconling to the con-
struction of the best locomotive engines now in

use, will weigh, with its carriages and fuel, at least

one-half ton, or 1120 lbs. per horse power, and ^V
of 1120 is nearl\' 45 lbs., which we have to deduct
from the gross power of the engine, and which
leaves onl}' 121f lbs. as the available power. The
proj)ortional expense of the horse and the steam-
engine is now therefore about as 115 to 100, and
this without taking into account the causes of in-

creased expenditure already alluded to as regards
the prime cost, the repairs, and the consumption of

fuel. From these calculations it would appear,
that; even if mechanical power was found as con-
venient and applicable in practice as horse power,
still no great economy can he expected from the

employment, upon common roads, of small loco-

motive engines, such as the best of those now in

use, and known to the public, unless it be in cases

where other means may tail to produce some par-

ticular effect which may be required; if, for instance,

a considerable velocity is necessary, the power of

a horse is very nearly exhausted in movinc; his

own body, and then th'^re can be no doubt that a

mechanical agent, in which power may always be

exchanged for a proportional velocity, will have
some advantages on a very good road which
in fact approaches very nearly to a railway. But
in every case in which velocity is not a principal

object, as in the one now under consideration, and
wiiere, consequently, little momentum is acquired,

and frequent thought slight obstructions occur, as

on an ordinary road, an unimal ap|iears to possess

decided advantages. He adarsts himself admira-
bly to the v>^ork, increasing or diminishing liis ef-

forts according to the variations of the draught,

resting himself, as it Avere, and acquiring vigor

where his utmost strength is not called lor, and
thus becomes enabled to make exertions fiir be-

yond his average strength where any impediment
or obstruction is to be overcome. Indeed, he ap-

p>ears rather to increase the average effect of his

powers by these alternations of exertion and com-
parative relaxation; and wdten it is considered that

the draught will, in an ordinary road, frequently

vary in the proportion of six or eight to one, and
that these changes may succeed each other sud-

denly, the importance of such an accommodating
faculty v/ill be immediately appreciated.

By mechanical povver, such as a .«team-engine

affords, these advantages are not easily obtained.

Without great weight or rapid motion no ra^omen-

tum can be acquired; and the carriage itself, not

being in rapid motion, and the necessary economy
in weight precluding the use of a flj^-wheel, any
snmll obstruction will check, and perhaps totally

stop the machine. For instance, supposing the

carriage to be advancing steadily under the effect

of a force of traction of 500 lbs., and that a stone

or rut suddenly causes aresistance, which it would
require GOO or 800 lbs. to overcome, a case by no
means rare even on tolerable roads; if the impetus

or momentum of the mass be not sufficient to car-

ry it over this obstruction, the machme nuist stop

until some increased power be given to it.

It is also to be remembered, that what we are

accustomed, in practice, to consider as the avcrarre

])o^ver of a horse, is the average excess remain-

ing over and above that necessary to carry hif3

own body; and that in all ordinary cases he is

able to maintain and continue nearly the same
exertions, although the comparative draught of

the carriage be considerably increased. Thus,

if the road be slightly muddy or sandy, or newly
gravelled, the draught, as v,-e shall see more accu-

rately laid down when we come to the subject of

wheeled carriaijes, will be double and even treble

what it is on the same road when freed from dust

or dirt; but the average power of the horse re-

mains nearly the same, and, practically speaking,

equal under both circumstances; that is to say,

that the power necessaiy to move the weight of the

horse's body, which forms no inconsiderable por-

tion of his whole power, is not materially increas-

ed by a state of road which will even treble the

draught of the carri;ige; consequently, the excess,

or available portion of his power, remains unim-

paired, and the full benefit of it, as well as ot^ any
increased exertions of the animal, is ['e\i and is ap-

plied solely to draggitig the load.

Not so with a locomotive steam-engine, because

beyond the power necessirvto per.'brm tlie woj'k of

dracTfrincr the load, an additional power must be
provided to move the enirine itself. In other words,

if an enu'ine of ten-horse powvr be capable of

dragging a certain load, the weight of this engine
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forming a portion of the load to be moved, a cor-

responding poriion of the power is unprofitably

absorbed in moving it, and the excess, or remain-
ing power, is alone available for useful purposes,and
can alone be compared to the animal or horse pow-
er. Now, if the draught is augmented, as we have
just supposed, by any sand, dirt or roughness of the
road, or any other impediment, the force required

to move the useless weight (of the engine) is pro-

portionally increased; it may even, as we have
stated, be doubled or trebled; and the whole pow-
er of the engine remaining the same, the surplus

or remaining portion is considerably diminished,

and that at the very moment when, as before

stated, it produces only one-half or one-third the

efl'ect.

Moreover, if at any part of the road a power
equal to twenty horses is required, the engine, as

regards its construction, must be a twenty horse
engine. It is erroneous to suppose that a steam-
engine, because it is a high-jiressure engine, can
therefore, as occasion requires, be worked for any
length of time beyond its nominal power, by mere-
ly raising the steam. Every part of a machine is

calculated and arranged for "ti certain pressure and
corresponding power, and that is a real [ower of it.

It is optional to work at or below that po\i-er, but,

if below, it will be to a disadvantage, and the bulk
and weight of the machine will be as great as if it

were always worked to its full extent, and both
have to be earned over all those parts of the road
where a far less power would be sufficient. The
velocity of the carriage might indeed be increased,
while travelling on the good and level portion of
the road, but these alternations in the speed and
power cannot be effected Avithout a considerable
degree of complexitj', weight, and expense in the
machinery, and as we are confining ourselves to

the consideration of the case where velocity is not
required, and might even be an inconvenience, the
excess of power will be vv^asted.

These objections to the use of mechanical row-
er, in certain cases, are pointed out, not as being
insurmountable obstacles to the use of machinery,
but as serious difficulties which, in practice, have
not yet been overcome. In fact, there is not at pre-
sent any pra-ctical substitute for horse power on
common roads, and as far as the public is concern-
ed, nothing has yet been done. We, therefore,

must consider them as objections remaining to be
overcome; and we are compelled to draw the con-
clusion, that, at the present moment, animal power
(always confining ourselves to the question of the
economical transport of heavy goods upon com-
mon roads) is superior to any mechanical agent,
and that beasts of draught, and particularly the
horse, are not only the most anc'cnt but still re-
main the most advantageous source of power.
Long experience has pointed out various modes

of applying animal power; but it is frequently ill

directed, owing to the want of an adequate know-
ledge of the mechanical structure of the animal,
and the manner in which he exerts his strength.

In the most powerful sleam-engine, if too great
a resistance be applied, or, practically speaking, if

we attempt to make it do more work than it is cal-

culated for, there is an immediate loss of power,
in consequence of the diminution of velocity
caused thereby; and if we continue to oppose a
slill greater resistance, we reach the point at which
it is unable to overcome it, and it ceases to produce

any eflect. Again, a very small obstacle may be
so applied as greatly to impede an engine of con-
siderable power, or even to stop it altogether. The
power of an engine is limited, and resistance must
always be proportioned to it; and there is a propor-

tion beyond which it is useless to go, and less than
which would not absorb the whole force.

An animal is but a beautiful piece of machinery,
and although perfect in its construction, and won-
derfully acconuTiodating in its movements, it still,

like the engine, has a limited power, and has its

peculiar modes of action, its strong and its feeble

parts; and we must well consider its structure, to

be able to apply the resistance in that degree, and
in that manner which shall enable it to produce the

greatest efi'ect. The consideration of the compar-
ative effects of the exertions of a man and a horse

\\4ill at once exemplify this, and lead us more clear-

ly to the knowledge of the peculiar qualities or fia-

culties of the horse. '

If a horse be made to cany a heavy weight
rapidly up a steep ascent, or if a man be employ-
ed to drag slowly a heavy carriage along a rough
road, the strength of both will be soon exhausted,

and little eflect produced; but if a man be made to

carry a weight up a ladder, and if a horse draw a
heavy carriage along a road, they will each pro-

duce a considerable eflect: yet, in the former case,

the horse and the man are as strong as in the lat-

ter, but their power is not properly applied, and is

consequently wasted.

These different resuhs are easily explained, by
considering the mechanical structure of the two
bodies, and the mode in which their muscular
strength is exerted.

The action of pulling is effected in either cnse

by throwing the body forward beyond the feet,

which form the fulcrum, and allowing the weight
of the body, in its tendency to descend, to act

against the resistance ajiplied horizontally, and
drag it forward; as the resistance yields, the feet

are carried forward, and the action renewed, or

rather continued.

We shall here consider both the quality of the

draught and the degree.

And first, it is to be observed, that although the

weight of the animal's body is the immediate
cause in the action of pulling, yet, as before stated,

it is by the action of the muscles in advancing the

legs and raising the body, that this cause is con-
siantly renewed, and the efibrt continued. The
manner, and the order of succession in which a

horse thus lifts and advances his leps may, of

course, influer.ce the movement of his body, and
ought therefore to be examined into: accordingly

we find that many wiiters upon draught have
touched upon tliis part ol' the subject, but they ap-

pear to have contented themselves with inventing

in their closet the manner in which they conceived

a horse must have moved his legs, rather than 1o

have tuken the trouble to go out of doors to see

what really did take place, and, consequently,

many have arrived at erroneous conclusions. The
ancient sculptors, who generally studied nature so

faithfully, either neglected this point, or otherwise

our modern horses, by constant artificial training,

have altered their steji: for we find in the cele-

brated frieze, fiom the Parthenon at yVthens, a
portion of which, now in England, is more com-
monly known under the name of the Elgin mar-
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hies, tlie only horses which are represented trot-

ting, have both their leys on the same side of" I he
body raised at once, the other two being lirm upon
the ground—a position which horses of the pre-

sent day never assume while trotting.

In the case of these relievos, it is true that

there are only tour horses, out of more than two
hundiotl, which are in the action of trotting, all

the others being represented in a canter or gallop;

and onlv two of these four are entirely in the lore-

ground, and distinct from the other figures. It

would not be safe, therefore, to draw too general a
conclusion from this example alone; but we have
another decided proof of the remark we have
made, in the case of txie four horses of the church
of St. Marc at Venice.
Whether this was then the mode of trotting or

not, it is certain that it is never seen to occur in

nature in the present day; and indeed it appears
f|uite inconsisient with the necessary balancing of

the body, and was, therefore, more probably an
error of the artist.

It perhaps may have been found difficult or

troublesonie to watch the movement of a horse's

legs; but a very little practice will enable any body
to verif^y what we are about to state: by keeping
near the side of a horse that is walking, it will be
easily seen that, inunediately after the raising of

either of the hind legs from the ground, the fore

leg of the corres|:>onding side is also raised, so that

the latter leaves the ground just before the former
touches it. If the fore legs be then watched, it

will be seen that, immediately af crthe movement
of either of these, the hind leg upon the opposite

side is put in action, so that the order of succession

appears to be in walking, as follows—1st the left

hind leg, 2nd the lell fore leg, 3rd the right hind

leg, and 4th the right fore leg.

ll' the horse be now examined from a short dis-

tance, it will be seen that, when he is walking free-

ly, the successive movements of the legs are at

equal intervals of time, and that the muscula,r

force of one limb only is brought into action at

the same moment. But if a horse, which is drag-

ging a load with some considerable exertion, be
watched, it will be seen that he then acts longer

upon his legs, and allows a less interv'al of time
for raising and advancing them; and at the same
time, the regularity of the movement is generally

destroyed; the limbs on the same side generally

being moved more simultaneouslv, or at nearer in-

tervals of time than those at the opposite corners:

thus, the muscular forces of two limbs are always
acting together, the movetiient of the whole body
is less continued and uniform than in the former
case; but each impulse is more powerful, and a
resistance, which would be too great for the mus-
cles of one leg, is overcome by the united exertion

of two. We shall point out, hereafter, the neces-

sity of attending to this in tiie application of his

power to drauglit.

In trotting, the action is of course quicker, and a
less resistance will, as might be expected, cause
the horse to move his legs at two inter\-als instead

of at four equal intervals of time: indeed, a horse

accustomed to go in harness generally acquires

the habit of that action. There is this striking

difference between trotting and walking: in walk-
ing, we have seen that the interval between the

movement of the legs on the same side was loss

than the other inter\ al of time: in trotting, on the

contrarj^, the legs situated diagonally, or at oppo-
site corners, move almost simultaneously. Owing
to the velocity and the momentum which the body
acquires in consccjuencc of that velocity, in trot-

ting last, the successive impulses are less distinctly

|;erceptible, and the movement more continued
and imiflirmthan in a slow trot, or in walking.

In galloping, the movement is totally diti(;rent:

the fore legs are thrown forward nearly simultane-
ously, and the hind legs brought u}) quickly, and
nearly together; it is, in fact, a succession of leaps,

by fiir the greatest interval of time elapsing while
the legs are extended afler the leap is taken: this

is the position, therelcire, which catches the eye,
and wliich must be represented in a drawing to

j)roduce the effect of a horse in a gallop, although
it is the moment when the animal is making no ex-
ertion.

The canter is to the gallop very much what the
walk is to the trot, though probably a more artifi-

cial pace. The exertion is much less, the spring
less distant, and the feet come to the ground in

more regular succession: it is a pace of ease, quite

inconsistent whh any exertion of draught.
The consequence of these peculiar movements

in the limbs of the animal is, that a succession of
impulses is conveyed to the bod}'; and when the

movement is slow, and the body of the horse does
not acquire any considerable impetus or momentum,
the resistance should be such an to receive each (tf

these impulses, and leave the horse unrestrained in
the intervals.

It must, therefore, be a rigid resistance, void of
elasticity.

It must not, however, be a constant, unremitted
resistance.

For it is a well known flict, that, however pow-
erful may be the nuiscles of a limb, they must not
be kept constantly on the stretch. Thus we feel

even more fiitigue by standing than by walking,
because one particular set of muscles is then kept
constantly exerted. It is evident, therefore, that

the resistance or draught nutst not be perfectly

constant but should afiord fi-equent opportunities

of relaxing the efforts. Neither must it be a
yielding resistatice, as in that case the animal.could
not make any great exertion; for if he applied too

much power, he would be liable to fall forward,
and should he at any time fall short of the neces-
sary exertion, he would be drawn back by the
strain, and it would require a considerable effort to

restore the motion.

If a horse be made to drag a rope passing over
a pulley and descending into a well with a certain

weight, say of" 200 lbs. attached to it, it is obvious
that he could not make an efibrt greater than 200
lbs. without instantly considerably increasing his

velocity, which would be a waste of power; nor
must he lor an instant relax hiseffbrls, orfiill below
that mark, for he would then be unable even to re-

sist the pull, and would be o\ercome by the weight.

Such an extreme case as this, of course, is not

likely to occur often in practice, but the disadvan-
tage of the principle is obvious.

An arrangement of this sort is, indeed, some-
times made use of, for raising the eartli from exca-
vations, or the materials of a building; but the ex-
ertion is continued only for a few seconds, or for a
distance of not more tlian ten or twenty yards: if"

l^rolongcd, the inconvenience would be seriously

felt, as it is, to a certain degree, in towing canal
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boats; the lengtli and curve of the rope f^ive an
elasticity to tjio strain, and the nccpssitv of keep-
ing tlie rope out of tiie water, or li-om dragnfing
along the towing-path, compels the animal to l<eep

up a constant, unremitted pull, and that, too, in an
obUque direciion, so as to throw him into an un-
favorable position. We accordingly find that, un-
der these circumstatices, the average work of a
horse is equivalent only to about four-fifths of that
given by Smeatgn, Desaguiiliers, and others, who
estimated the power of the horse from the work
done in a horse-mill, where the resistance is inelas-
tic, and all circumstances favorable, whh the ex-
ce|)tion of the circular path.

The disadvantage of this kind of resistance is

well known, to carmen, though of course without
consideration of the reason. A horse is said to

pull better when he is close to his work, that is to

say, when he is attached at once to the body to be
moved, because everj^ exertion he makes is then
communicated at once to the mass; but the leader
of a team, unless he keeps the traces constantly on
the stretch, may frequently waste a powerful effort

without producing much effect upon the car-
riage.

Another inconvenience resulting from harness-
ing horses in a team, or one before the other, is,

that the leader, by tightening the traces, is con-
tinually relieving the strain from the body horse,
and reciprocally the body horse from the leader:
so that these horses labor under all the disadvan-
tages of a long, elastic, and constantly yielding
connexion with' the load, which is not only fa"-

tiguing to them, but, in cases where the resistance
is variable, prevents the full and united effect of
their exertions being properly comm.unicated to

the carriage. For, if a slight obstacle, as a rut or
stone in a road, checks the progress of the vehicle,
the shaft-horse can immediately throw his whole
weight into the collar, and the united effect of his
strength and impetus is conveyed unimpaired to

the vehicle, and forces it over the obstacle; but if

any elasticity is interposed between the power
and the resistance, as in the case of the traces of
the leader of' a team, the whole, or the greater
part of the effect of impetus is lost, and that force,

which, if concentrated in one efibrt, would effect

the object, being lengthened into a continued and
comparatively feeble" pull, is insufficient.

If we wish to destroy the impetus of a body
moving v»^ith violence, we receive it with a yield-

ing resistance; the action of catching a cricket-

ball exemplifies this perfectly; and therefore, if the
full effect of momentum is wanted, all elasticity in

the direction of the movement should be avoid-
ed.

We have entered rather fully into the considera-
tion of this particular point, because the principle
is not only applicable to the mode of communi-
cating the iinmediate action of the movino: power,
but will be fovmd also of considerable importance
when w& arrive at the subject of wheel-car-
riafjes.

A consideration of these various points brings
us to this conclusion, that the draught ought nei-

ther to be constantly uniform or without remission,
nor yet yieklingor elastic: sadden shocks or violent
changes in the velocity must also evidently be dis-

advantageous, as tending to distress and iriju-e the
animal.

Having determined upon the necessary quality

of the resistance, Ave will proceed to examine into

the quantity or the degree of resistance or draught,
and the speed best adapted to the exertion of the
animal. The useful efi(?ct of a horse, or the work
done, must evidently depend upon three things,
viz. the rate at which he is made to travel, the

power of traction he can exert, and the number of
hours he can continue to ivork daily at that speed;

and wliere there is no fixed condition which deter-
mines any one of tliese, such as a particular load
to be moved, or a certain velocity wliich it is desi-

rable to attain, or a limited time to perform the
work in, then the object must be to search for

those proportions of the three by which, at the end
of the day, the greatest quantity of work shall
have been produced.
With respect to the first tivo, viz., Ilie speed and

power exerted, it will be obvious, that where a
horse travels unloaded, the greatest distance he
can go in any given time lor several daj's in suc-
cession without injurious fatigue, is the'Umit of his

velocity: on the other hand, the load may be so
great, that he can scarcely put it in motion—this is

the limit of his power: in both cases, the uselitl

effect is nothing. But between these hmits of ve-
locity and power, there is a proportion which af-

fords the maximum quantity of effect, and which,
therefore, must be the most advantageous for the
application of horse-power.

It has been asserted by theorists, and the theory
appears to be supported by experience, that the
velocity corresponding to this nsaximum, or thatat
which a horse working continually a certain num-
ber of hours per day will do the most v/ork, is

equal to half the extreme or limit of velocity of
the same horse working the same number of liours

unloaded; and that the force of traction cori-es-

ponding to this speed, is equal to Ijalf the limit of
his power. For instance, if six hours be the
length of a day's work decided upon, and if a
horse working that time can go six miles per hour
unloaded, and therefore producing no useful efi'ect,

and supposing the limit of power of the same
horse be equal to 250 lbs., it is found that he will

do the most work in the same number of hours
when drawing a load at the rate of half six, or

three miles per hour; and half of 2.50 or 125 lbs.

will be the strain corresponding to this speed. Our
next step, then, must be to find these limits: now,
the limit of \"elochy depends upon the length of
time during which the speed is kept up; we subjoin

therefore a table deduced from experiments, and
which represents the proportion of the duration of
labor and maximum velocity of the average of
horses accustomed to their respective velocities.

Hours.
Duration > 12 3 4 5

ot labor *)

Maximum ve-

^

Incityunloa-
j^- j^^ iqi 31 7^ G^ G 5%

(led m miles -^ ^ ^ j ^

per hour J

This Avithin the range here given maj'
dered as very nearly the law of decrease of speed
by increased duration of labor; and at the first

glance we see the great ;idvantage of reducing the

speed and prolonging the exertion. There are,

however, many causes to limit the duration of a
day's work of a horse. Tredgold, in his work on
railways, before quoted, says: 'the time assigned

8 10

41

be consi-
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for the day's work ol' a horse is usually eight

hours; biU it is certain, ti'om experience, that some
advantage is gained by shortening the hours ol

labor; and we have observed, that a horse is least

injured by his h\bor, where his day's work is per-

formed in about six hours; where the same quan-
tity of labor is pcrjormed in less than six hours,

the ovor-exerlion in time shows itself in stiffened

joints, while the Avearying effects of long-con-
tinued action become apparent, it the duration of

the day's work be prolonged much beyond eight

hours. Indeed, under tlie management of a good
driver, a full day's work may be completed in the
time before mentioned—six hours—^with benefit to

the,.health and vigor of the animal.'

We may be permitted, however, to abandon
the idea of improving the health of the animal, or

of rendering his business a j)leasure to liim—an
attempt, the success of whicii is, we should think,

very questionable, and content ourselves with en-
deavoring to chcdc the barbarous practice of work-
ing horses to death either by overdriving or over-

loading them; and we shall, as is generally the
case, consult our own interests and follow the dic-

tates of humanity at the same time, bj^ not injuring

so useful an animal: and we think experience
proves there will be no danger of doing this by
working eight or nine hours a day. B}^ referring

to the table above, we see that the maximum ve-
locity of the average of horses corresponding to

eight hours' work is five miles and a lialf per hour,

consequently, the rate at which he would travel

when loaded is a little more than two miles and a
half per hour. There is no doubt that some horses
could conveniently travel faster; but as the speed
must generally he governed by that of otiier

horses, the average ia, in this case, the rate to be
adopted. The force exerted under these circum-
stances depending upon the quality of theliorse, it

is very difficult to obtain even an approximate
value of it, unless the experiment be made upon
each individual horse: it is fortunateh', liowever,

of no great consequence in practice, because if we
feel sure that we are employing all the power we
can coiffmand to the greatest advantage, it is not

of any very great importance that we should know
the exact amount of that power.

In comparing animal horse power Avith that of
the steam-engine, we estimated it at about 125
lbs., but we believe that, with tolerably good
horses, it may generally be taken at more than
that.

We have thus far confined our attention to the

cases where velocity, as well as duration of labor,

was left to choice; this is far from being always the

case. In stage-coaches, or other conveyance for

passengers, speed is absolutely necessary, and it

only remains to learn how that speed can be ob-

tained with the greatest economy. The following

table, extracted from Tredgold, will show the

great reduction in the effect jiroduced by increasing

the velocity.

The first column being the velocit)- or rate per

hour, continued for six hours per day; the second
represents the force of traction of which tlie ani-

mal is capable; and the third, the comj)arative ef-

fects produced. A force of traction of 125 lbs.

continued for six hours at the rate of three miles

per hour being taken at the standard, and consider-

ed equal to the arbitrary number 1000.

rliles per
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versally admitted by horse proprietors and post-

masters, whose interests make them peculiarly

sensible on this point, that a flat piece of road is

more destructive of horses than the same length of

road where gentle rises and alternate flat and swel-

ling ground occur; and that a long hill is easi^^rsur-

mounted where there are occasional short levels,

and even descents, than when the whole is one
uniform ascent.

ANOTHER REMARKABLE CORED WELL IN
FRANCE.

Flom Waldie's JournaJ of Belles Lettres.

Artesian wells have been very successfully con-

etructed in some parts of France. A letter from

M. Jauburt de Passa to Viscount Hericart de
Thury, describes a bor@d well, remarkable for the

abundance of water which it supplies. It was
made by JNI. Durand, two leagues south-east of

Perpignan.
The sound, after penetrating to the depth ofeighty

feet, through alternate beds of marl and clay, en-

tered a bed of sandy marl, three feet thick, Avhence
issued a jet of water, very clear, but, from the pe-

culiarity of its taste, unfit for drinking. Its tem-
perature was 14 degrees 5 Reaumur, (=6.5 Fah-
renheit,) and it rose from three to four feet above
the surface.

A second boring, undertaken at a distance of

six feet from the first, gave, at the same depth;

a jet of water; but the first jet diminished, and
the quantity of water from both, was less than that

which first issued from the former. The boring

of the latter was then continued to the depth of

one hundred and forty-five feet, when the sound
began to sink of itself, and wheji precipitately wi :h-

drawn, the water rushed up, to the height of five

feet, and astonished all by its abundance and force.

No obstacle could restrain it. No direct attempt

was made to determine the maximum height to

which it might rise, but fifty feet was decreed to

be fully within the limits of its ascending force.

At the time the letter was written, several weeks
after the first issue of the water, it continued to

flow with the same violence, and with rather in-

creased quantity. From the dimensions and ve-

locity of the current, it appeared to supply four

hundred and thirty gallons per minute, or two
thousand eight hundred and eighty cubic metres
per day. A leaden weight of eight pounds, sup-
ported by a string, being placed in the tube, Vv'as

rapidly thrown out by the water.

The water, which, at first, had a peculiar taste,

but not disagreeable, is now very limpid and in-

sipid, and its temperature 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
The total expense of the well was two hundred
and sixty-three francs.

[The foregoing extract is an interesting addition to

the statements lately presented in this woili of tlie ef-

fects of boring for water. Besides the great volume

of water discharged, and its prodigious force of ascen-

sion, there arc two other facts worthy of notice in this

s'nort account. The first is, that the second boring,

which was so near the first that it may be considered

as merely doubling the size of the aperture, served not

only to diminish the force of ascension, but also the

volume of water discharged. Another matter deserv-

ing notice is the small expense at which this object was
attained, only about $50. There are not many con-

siderable farms where thrice this sum would not be

profitably expended for an overflowing fountain, or

well of pure water, though furnishing but a very small

supply—and a well like this, in many situations

would be worth many thousands of dollars. It is sur-

prising that this discovery is so slow in coming into

us:;. If water may be thus obtained in most locali-

ties, no imagination can now fix limits to the future

results and value of the discovery. Abundant sup-

plies of pure water will not only be obtained for drink-

ing and household purposes in places now suffering

under its deprivation, but possibly in sufficient quan-

tity and force to act as a motive power. In the few at-

tempts made in this country, it is more than probable

that the boring never was made to penetrate deep
enougli to reach the most abundant sources of water.

In the tide water region of the southern states there

would be found no rock nor any serious impediment

to the borer, at least for any depth yet known—and

therefore, no where could such experiments be made
at less cost, nor with more useful results, if success-

ful. It is highly desirable that the government should

encounter the expense of such an experiment, by

causing a boring to be made to the greatest possible

depth.

The subjoined letter was an answer to our written

inquiries miide of an old friend. Though not designed

for publication, there is no other reason why its con-

tents should be kept private—and we hope that our

friendly and intimate relations will serve with him as

a sufficient excuse for taking this liberty— which is

one that we have rarely used—and certainly never

mean to publish any letter, if it can be supposed

that the writer would have objected.]

THE BORED WELLS OF ALABAMA.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

3Iarengo County, jllabama, Dec. 20, 1834.

Your letter making inquiries about the bored
wells, or fountains, and the prairie lands &c. of

this section of country Avas received a few days
since, and as I feel better to day than for several

])ast, (although I now v/rite in bed.) I will now
endeavor to give you all the information I have
on the subject. When I arrived in this country
in January 1832, I do not think I heard of a sin-

gle instance where success had attended the ef-

forts in getting water in this way, although many
had attempted it. But an ingenious blacksmith

(a Yankee,) turned his attention to the business,

and his exertions were soon crowned with success.

He says his success had been mainly owing to his

having a hole in the lower end of his shaft, or

rather fhe first shaft that is attached to the auger,

the hole communicating with the auger itself^, and
is made by gun barrels being screwed one on the

other. This hole, he says, prevents too much
suction when the auger gets a very great depth
into the rock. He and his company have suc-

ceeded in raising the water above the surfiice in

this county, and in Greene, and in some instances

it rises more than six feet above the surface. The
quantity I am told varies almost in every instance,

according to the de[)th of the lime-stone rock
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—the deeper that is, the less the quantity and the

warmer the water, but it is easily cooled by dig-

ging acislern close to the bored well into the lime-

stone rock—which soon makes the water as

cool as the best springs in V^irginia. The quan-
tity I am told varies from the same cause, from
500 to 2090 gallons in twenty-four hours. I have
heard of no instance in which complaint is made
of there not being water enough for all jjlantation

purposes. The bored wells cost from .92-30 to

S500, and even .9600. I have only heard of two
instances in which this m;m failed to get the wa-
ter over the top of the surface, and they are both
very close to me. In one of them, Avhich is

560 leet deep, he states there was a split in the

rock sixteen feet from the surface and the water
would rise no higher. But by digging a common
well a lew feet from the bored one, and inserting a
tube from one to the other, he succeeded in

getting into the dug well a plenty of water: but
it does not run over—yet there is jjlenty of water,
and the gentleman who employed liim paid the

full amount. In the other case, he bored 625
feet, and said he had to prepare other fixtures, &:c.

before he could go deeper. In this well water
rose to within fifteen feet of the top: but for this

he will not be paid, until he gets the water to flow

out—which he says he will yet do. His fixtures,

augers, &c. are ingenious, but simple.

They have invariabl)' to bore through the soft

lime-stone rock before the water rises, and into

free-stone, coarse sand, and sometimes through
several strata of flint-rock, before enough flows

up: but generall}', after the sand is well cleaned
out, enough comes up to satisfy the owner, and
they give up the job as finished. No seasons

seem to have any effect upon the quantity—and
the water is invariably "free-stone," and transpa-

rent as crystal. But it seetns that where the well

is close to the river there is a saline taste. This I

have heard of in two instances at least—and they

are the only ones that I have heard of being bored
close to it—for near the river the land is sandy,

and they generally have springs. It appears also

there is no calculatincj ilom experience what the

dei)tli of the well will be before it is bored, as they

often vary very much in a short distance. It only

seems certain that they are deeper near Demopo-
iis, in this county, than any that have been boredin
Greene county. It is the opinion of the borer

that I have mentioned, (and I can ussure you he
is a smartfellow) and it is also mine, that the free-

stone, sand and rock where the water flows from,

was the bottom of the ocean when the marine de-

posites, the shells, and other matters that now
form the lime-stone rock were made upon it: but

this you know must be conjecture.

I must inform you that the prairies in Greene
county are much larger than in this immediate
neighborhood, where the immense rich cane

lands abound—and they lie from fifteen to twenty

miles higher up the river; there, I understand, the

wells are not so deep by several hundred feet as

here.

The diameter of the auger that the man whom
I have spoken of uses, is about three inches—and

it is my opinion no more water would rise by using

a larger one: but this is only opinion. In boring,

they often encoimter sulphur balls, which are so

hard as to almost resist any tool they can make:

and in one instance, (that of the deep well I have

mentioned,) the man informed me, he encountered

and went through a stratutn of hard load-sione.

I must inform you also, that this tract of rich lime-

stone land is but of small dimensions—not, I am
sure, in one way more than from fifty to sixty

miles, and the other, twenty or thirty; and even in

that, there are spots of sandy land that have fine

springs on them, which are always of free-stone

water, or most generally so. Even in the strong

lime-stone lands near the creeks, where the land

is broken, there are some good springs.

GYPSUM REDUCUD TO POWDER BY POUND-
liVG OR BURAIA'G.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Broo/ffield, (Henrico,) lOih Feb., 1885.

On the farm which I sui)crintcnd, it is in con-
templation to use a large portion of gypsum, both
on the ensuing crop of corn and grasses; not hav-
ing a machine for breaking it, we are under the
necessity of performing this operation with mal-
lets or wooden pcslles shod with iron, which ren-

ders it both tedious and laborious. By heating
gypsum to a red heat, its watery portion is dissi-

pated, and it readily falls into a powder. I should

be glad to know from )'oursclf, or any of your nu-
merous readers, whether gypsum, to be applied as

a manure, andheated to an extent sufficient to dis-

pel the water which it contains, would lose any of

its good qualities as a manure? It' none of its

good qualities would be lost by being thus heated, it

\vouId be an immense savmg of labor to reduce it

to a powder by this means, over the mode just al-

luded to.

That sulphate of lime or gypsum is a valuable

manure, is generally admitted, ];articularlj^ on clo-

ver and grasses, and I think, also on corn, as by
examination, it will be found to exist in the stalk,

and to a large extent, in the cob of corn. In cases

where it has been applied without any apparent

benefit, the probability is, that there was a suffi-

cient portion of it already existing in the soil, it

beinof contained in the dung of all animals fed on
grass, and consequently, furnished by the manure
in the common course of cultivation. The diffi-

culty, in ordinary cases, of getting it reduced to a

powder, deters many from availing themselves of

the important benefits usually resulting from its

use.
A. N.

[The remarks made previously at page 603, in re-

gard to the effect of heat on gypsum will serve in part

to answer the inquiry presented in the foregoing letter,

since received. A red heat will notafTect the chemical

union of the sulphuric acid and lime, and will serve

only to drive off the water, which forms the third com-

ponent part of gypsum. A much lower degree of heat

will dispel the water either partially or totally, and so

far afiect the texture of the stone as to render its pul-

verization comparatively easy. It is a very important

question, which could soon be solved by careful ex-

periments, whether burning lessens the fertilizing

power of this substance—important, not only to save

labor, if it is not thus injured, but to avoid being cheat-

ed by gypsum being burnt by salesmen, if that mode

of reducing it is indeed injurious. We again request
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attention to this question, and from chemists, as well

as from practical farmers.

In the remarks just referred to, we stated from mem-

ory only, that gypsum was soluble in about 600 times

its quantity of water. Davy and Cleaveland, both

state the quantity to be 500, and Thomson, 460 times

the quantity of gypsum dissolved—cold water being

always understood.

A statement of the component parts may be new

and useful to many readers. Sulphate of lime, or

gypsum in a perfectly pure state, consists of the fol-

lowing proportions :

Sill. acid. Liinc. Water. Parts of

According to Gypsum.

Davy, - - - - 75 55 34 make 164

Thomson, - - - 100 72.41 53.8 228.21

Bergman, (quoted

by Cleaveland,) 46 32 22 100

According to all of these aulhoritie.<<, it will be seen

that the lime is less than one-tliird of the whole quan-

tity of gypsum, and considerably less than the amount

of sulphuric acid with which it is combined.

As presented by nature, the purest gypsum is seldom

free from some small contaminations of carbonate of

lime, alumine, silex, and oxide of iron—and these

substances enter more largely into all the gypsum com-

monly used as manure—though not to so great an ex-

tent as to have any considerable effect in lessening its

strength—or atiecting the value of the stone, unless by

rendering it more difficult to be pulverized. The fo-

reign substances in the gypsum of commerce, (the

carbonate of lime especially) often serve to render it

a better cement after calcination—as a proportion of

quicklime is necessary for tins purpose.

The last No. (for October 1334,) of the Jnnalcs de

fAgriculture Tranx^aise, wh\c\\ has been received since

the foregoing remarks were in type, contains a pas-

sage which shows that the effect of burning gypsum to

reduce it for manure, has engaged attention in France

—where however, the manure operates much less

powerfully than in the United States. One of the

premiums offered by the Sociefe roijale elcenirale d'ag-

ricullure du dcpartcmenl dc la Seine-Inferieure, for the

year 1836, is the following:

"To determine the best method, and the time most
favorable for plastering clovers and plants for forage,

and under what circumstances the preference ought
to be given to plaster burnt, or plaster not burnt. The
prize will consist of a medal of gold, of the value of

150 francs."

[It is altogether unknown to us who is the author of

the following concise review—but he is evidently one

whose modes of thinking and of investigation are such,

that his approbation must be highly prized where be-

stowed, and his strictures allowed their full and proper

weight. It is not only for these reasons that the arti-

cle is here republished, but becatise the reviewer has

directed his readers' attention particularly to some of

the novel positions in the Essay, which, if true, cer-

tainly are of high importance, and which if unfounded,

may be, and ought to be, overthrown.]

From the Genesee Farmer.

"essay on calcareous manures."

This is the title of a duodecimo volume of 242
pages, publislied more than two years ago, by
Edmund RuHlii, editor of the Farmers'' Register
in Virginia. It is more ptarticuhiHy designed for

the Tertiary Formation of the maritime states; but
we have no hesitation in saying fliat it ought to be
read by every farmer who wi.slies to undorstand
the nature of manures, and to know how to ajiply

them to the best advantage. It is an original

work oi" great merit. The author is not a mere
theorist, jjroposing plans for others to fijliow, Imt a
practical larmer who has thoroughly incpiirod mto
the causes of the sterility that has long over.«pread

the tide-water districts; and who has led the Avay
in a course of improvements which must material-

ly change the condition of that country.

f lis chemical experime.ils on various soils have
produced some very unexpected and surprising re-

sults. For instance: he finds a total absence of
calcareous earth in all their poor soils, and also in

many rich soils: and it is particidarly worthy of

notice that some of these specimens were obtained

in the near vicinity of Umestonc rocks. Our au-
thor says, "before the first of tl;ese trials w^as

made, I supposetl (as probablj' most other persons

do) that limestone soil was necessarily calcareous,*

and in a liigh degree." His experiments have
shown however, that this is a mistaken nolion.

One sample was taken from a piece of land so
roclcy Avith limestone as to be unfit for the plough,

and yet one thousand grains of the soil yiekled

only one grain of calcareous earth. Various other
specimens have shown a total destitution. Brown
loam from the Sweet Spring Valley, remnrl<ab]e for

its extraordinary productiveness and durtibility,

which must have been often covei'ed and saturated

with mineral Avaters holding lime in solution

—

yielded not a particle of calcareous earth. The
same result was obtained from various soils, some
lying on the surface of limestone; others taken
from between masses of that rock; and our author
after detailing the particulars, remarks: "thus it

appears that of nineteen specimens of soils, only

four contained calcareous earth, and //tree oi' these

in exceedingly small proportions. It should be re-

marked that all these were selected from situations

which from their proximity to calcareous rock, or

exposure to calcareous waters, Avere supposed
most likely to present highly calcareous soils. If

five hundred specimens had been taken without
choice, from what are commonly called limestone

soils, the analysis of that whole number would be
less likely to show calcareous earth, than the fore-

going short list."

We confess these results were new to us; and
our curiosity was excited to ascertain if the ricli

limestone lands of the Genesee country were in

the same condition. On selecting specimens from
an old field, at the different depths ol'four and se-

ven inches, which we should not hesitate to call

* The term "calcareous" should be limited and re-

stricted to carbonate of lime, lexicographers to the

contrary notwithstanding. We are suppoited on tliis

point by minoialogisls Avho know the importance of
precision in language, and who use the terms calca-

reous alabuslcr and gi/pseous alabaster, altoough the

base of each mineral is lime.—Gen. Fak.
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[V limestone soil, to our surprise, these specimens

wlien treated with muriatic acid, gave no indica-

tion of calcareous earth; and on procurino; others

from a dark rich loam amongst broken limestone

partly disintegrated, the elicrvescence was but

barely visible. On digging down into the subsoil

liowever, and subjecting a specimen to tlie same
treatment, the carbonic acid t()anied in the glass.

We are tiierelbrc jirepared to adopt liie conclusion

of our author, thai calcareous matter when mixed
witli the soil, soon becomes converted into the

oxalate of lime* and the unchanged stale ot" thai

subsoil, fi'om not having been penetrated by the

vegetable acids, may be otlered as additional evi-

dence.
lie has not left this opinion however, unsupport-

etl by direct experiments. To an acid soil, full ol

vegetable matter, he applied fossil shells at such a
known and heavy rate as would have given to the

soil (by calculation) at least three per cent, of cal-

careous earth to the depth of live inches. Aller the

field had been cullivateil six j-ears, the soil was
examined; and in the first experiment 1000 grains

only yielded eight of calcareous matter; the second
experiment only seven graiiis; and in the thiril,

1500 grains produced seventeen and a half. The
average is thus consideraijlj- less than one percent.;

and shows that more than two per cent, of calca-

reous matter had undergone a new combina-
tion.

As a sample of our author's manner of treating

a subject, avc select a "Note" in the appendix on
the application of gypsum. In the lower parts of

Pennsylvania, liming has been Ibund to insure the

efficacy of that wonderful numure; and some of
our readers may recollect that our correspondent
J. Spicer (Vol. 2, p. 165,) has derived great bene-
fit from mixing ashes with it before sowing. How
these operate, we think the "Note" (which follows)

will satisfactorily explain.

"I do not pretend to explain the mode of opera-
tion bj^ which gypsum |)roduccs its almost magic
benefits: it would be equally hopeless and ridicu-

lous lor one having so little knowledge of the suc-

cessful practice, to attempt an explanation, in

which so man}- good chemists, and agriculturists

both scientific and ])ractical, have completely fail-

ed. There is no operation of nature heretofore

less understood, or of which the cause, or agent,
seems so totally disproportioned to theetfect, as the

enormous increase of", vegetable growth fi'om a
very small quantity of gypsum, in circumstances
favorable to its action. All other known manures,
whatever may be the nature of their action, re-

(juire to be a])|)lied in quantities, very fiir exceed-
ing any bulk oi' crop expected from their use. But
one bushel of gypsum, spread over an acre of

land fit for its action, may add more than twent}-

times its owiijveight to a single crop of clover.

"Howevervvonderful and inscrutable the fertil-

izing power of this manure may be, and admitting
its cause as yet to be hidden, and entirely beyond

* This accords with the assertion of the Earl of

Dundonald in his Connexion of ./Is^ricnltiu e and Chem-
istry: "Much of the oxalate of lime will be formed by
adding calcareous matter to i;i'ound abounding witli

plants of sorrel or other vegetables containing the

sorreline or oxalic acid." He has referred to no ex-
periments however, in proofof this opinion. Gen. Far.

Vol. 11—16

I

our reach—still it is possible to show reasons why
gyj)sum cannot act on many situations, where all

experience has ))roved it to be worthless. If this

only can be satisliictorily explained, it will remove
nmch of the uncertainty as to the cllects to be ex-
pected: and the farmer may thence learn on what
soils he may hope lor benefit li^om this manure

—

on what it will certainlj' be thrown away—and by
what means the circumstances adverse to its ac-

tion may be removed, and its efficacy tliereby se-

cured. This is the cxiilanation that I shail at-

temjit.

'•if the vegetable acid, which I suppose to exist

in what I have called acid soils, is not the oxalic,

(which is the particular acid in sorrel,) at least

every vegetable acid, being composed ol diiierent

proportions ol" the same elements, may easily

change to anj- other, and all to the oxalic acid.

This, of all bodies known by chemists, has the

strongest attraction for lime, and will take it from
any other acid which was belbre combined vvhh it

—and for Lhat purpose, the oxalic acid will let go
any other earth or metal, which it had before held

in combination. Let us then observe what would
be the eliect of the known chemical action of these

substances, on their nieetin,:^ in soils. If" oxalic

acid was produced in any soil, its immediate effect

would be to unite with its proi)er proportion ol lime,

if enough was in the soil in any combination what-
ever. If the lime was in such small quantity a."?

to leave an excess of oxalic acid, that excess would
seize on the other substances in the soil, in the or-

der of their mutual attractive force; and one or

more of such substances are always present, as

magnesia, or more certainly, iron and alumina.

The soil then would not only contain some propor-

tion of the oxalate cf lime, but also the oxalate of

either one or more of the other substances named.
Let us suppose gypsum to be applied to this soil.

This substance, (sulphate of lime) is composed of
sulphuric acid and lime. It is a])plied in a finely

|)ulverized state, and in quanthies from half a
bushel to two bushels the acre—generally not

more than one bushel. As soon as the earth is

made wet enough for any chemical decoin|)osition

to take place, the oxalic acid must let go its base of
iron, or alumina, and seize upon and combine whh
the lime that tbrmed an ingredient of the gyj)sum.

The sulphuric acid left t"ree, will combine with the

iron, or the alumina of the soil, forming copperas

in the one case, and alum in the other. The gyp-
Sinn no longer exists—and surely no more satisfac-

tory reason can be given Vvdiy no efiect from it

should follow. Thedecomposition of the gypsum
has served to form two or [)erhaps three other sub-

stances. One of them, oxalate of lime, I suppose

to be highly valuable as rnaimre: but the very

small quantity that could be formed out of one or

even two bushels of gy|isum, could have no more
visible en<?ct on a whole acre, than that small

quantity of cidcareous earth, or farm-yard manure.

The other substance certainly formed, copperas, is

known to be a poison to soil and to plants—and
alum, of which the formation would be doubtful, I

believe is also hurtful. In such small quantities,

however, the poison would be as little perceptible

as the manure—and no apparent efiect whatever
could follow such an ajiplication of gypsum to an
acid soil. So small a proportion of oxalic acid, or

any oxalate other than of lime^ would suffice to

decompose and destroy the gypsum, thtit it v.-ould
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not amount to one part in twenty thousand of the

soil.

"Why gypsum sometimes acts as a manure on
acid soils, when applied in large quantities tor the

epace, is efjually well explained by the same theo-

ry. If a handful, or even a spoonlUl oi' gypsum is

])ut on a space of six inches square, it would so

much exceed in proportion all the oxalic acid that

could speedily come in contact with it, that all

would not be deconiposed^and the part that con-

tinued to be gypsum, would show its peculiar pow-
ers perhaps long enough to improve one crop. But
as tillage scattered these httle collections more
equally over the whole space—or even as repeat-

ed soaking rains allowed the extension of the at-

tractive powers—applications like these would also

be destroyed, after a very short-lived and limited

action.

"Soils that are naturally calcareous, cannot con-

tain oxalic acid combined with any other base than

lime. Hence, gypsum applied there, continues

to be gypsum—and exerts its great fertilizing pow-
er as in the counties ofLoudoun and Frederick. But
even on those most suitable soils, this manure is said

not to be certain and uniform in its efl'ects—and of

course more certain results are not to be looked lor

with us. I have not undertaken to explain its oc-

casional failures any more than its general success,

on the lands where it is profitably useJ—but only

why it cannot act at all, on lands of a different

kind.

"The same chemical action being supposed, ex-

plains why the power of profiting by g}-psum
ehould be awakened on acid soils after making
them calcareous—and why that manure should

seldom fail, when applied mixed with very large

quantities of calcareous earth."

For tlie Farmers' Register.

A NEW MODE OF CULTIVATING CORN JIIXED
WITH OTHER CROPS.

For several years I have practised a ])Ian of sa-

ving my corn crop, in the execution of which, I

consider myself much benefited, viz. in diminishing

the labor usually bestowed in preserving that im-

portant crop, securing a large mass of excellent

forage that would otherwise be lost, and providing

the means of making a mass of valuable manure,
("Arator's" gold dust, and I find by experience,

mine also)—and as you invite communications on
agricultural operations, I will give you the detail.

In addition, by my mode of cultivating my land,

1 find that my grain is much superior to my neigh-

bors, who follow the old beaten tract, "the good
old way."

Previous to commencing the pursuit of agricul-

ture, I took a course wbich common sense would
dictate in all human |)ursuits: I read all I could on
the subject—reflected much—and observed the

l)ractice of practical men, and especially endeavor-

ing to obtain from them the why and wherefore of

alltheir operations. I pursued the cultivation of

the earth because I delighted in it—and conse-

quently I rarely "called on my man Tom," but

became the "man Tom" myself, and directed and
superintended all the operations of my farm—and
among other notions I took up, there was this one,

that the man appeared to me ridiculously inconsist-

ent who would follow one pursuit, and try to excel

in another: and in addition, such is my natural

and acquired disposition, that if I had determined to „
follow picking up oldjags, I would tiy to excel in it. ~

1 had but litl^le business at the store, less at the "
tavern or grog shop—and at elections I went mere-
ly to give my vote. My fiirm was and is the
place that "gives me plenty to do." and to it I

gave my time—my bodily and mental exertions

principally.

At an early day I adopted as an axiom, that la-

bor wisely directed, would endeavor to secure the
best possible return from the earth, for that be-
stowed on it, and that any mode of cultivating the
soil which eventuat(;d in its depreciation, was, and
should be with me, inadmissible; and if I could
not succeed in a mode of cultivation that would
yield me money-7naking crojjs, and permit my land
to be advancing in fertility, I would abandon the
])ursuit. Fortunately for me, a little arithmetical

adding and subtracting, made it perfectly evident,

that however extravagant the interest I might be
getting lor the use of cajjital, yet if that capital

was annually depreciating, it was a wTetched bu-
siness.

After forming this opinion, I need hardly add
that it was determined by every means in my
power, to get into a most efficient manuring sys-

tem, combining every possible economy and con-
venience. I bought some good cattle, sheep, hogs,
and goats, and found that by a judicious manage-
ment of them they became a source of profit, and
above all, they secured to me the basis of an accu-
mulation of manure. Adopting also a rotation

system, I found it added prodigiously to my means
lor the im)5rovenient of my land, and stock, and
manure. To preserve in the best manner, every
thing that had the semblance of what is called

"ruffage," (or offal matters of the farm) conse-

quently became a desideratum, and here I put into

full operation what is usually termed econoviy.

You could just as soon have found a large full

ear of corn lying on the ground around my barn
or stables, as a shuck, and equally would you be
puzzled to find a corn stalk in my field. "Save
all," was my motto. Following up this theory,

I soon had large heajis of manure, and had the

pleasure of realizing my productive system of hus-
bandrj'. To arrive at that part of my theor}', viz:

that the mode of cultivating any given quantity of
land that secured to the cultivator the greatest

return for the labor bestowed, that the same quan-
tity of land could be made to yield, was the one
that sound wisdom would pursue—and certainly

the one most profitable. I soon found that a cor-

rect system of mixed crops must be resorted to

—

and to make this mixture judiciously, was an im-
portant item in my agricultural course; and to se-

cure the heavy crops or large returns for the labor

bestowed, that I had anticipated, I had previously

settled that manure must be giv^en to aid in the

production of this mixed cropping, as also to se-

cure another of the two great objects which I kept
steadily in vicAV, viz: the improvement of the soil.

On every view I took of the subject, I was always
brought back to this point, and a complete manur-
ing system presented itself uniformly as the key
toall successlial agricultural pursuit. In the lan-

guage of that book which contains so many admi-
rable maxims for the wise direction of human life,

I went into a system of making manure "with ail

my might."

In my rotation cropping system, I manure only
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for the corn crops, and for this one with long slight-

ly I'ermentcd, or nither decomposed manure, but

heavily. If I can get the vegetable substances
which principally enter into the coni|;oshion ol'my
manure heap, v>'ell saturated with the liquid pro-

duced by the animal excrement, and plenty of it

into the soil, well turned imder belore any evapo-
ration can take place, all with me is well—no af-

ter-cultivation of tluit crop brings it to the surface

during that season. Pursuing the same system, I

have each year one shift resting, after which year
of rest, this field, going through the following

course, has to work out my corn crop. During
that year nothing goes on this field—it is a posi-

tive rest: and from the quantity of vegetable
matter which grows on it, and which ultimately
goes into the soil, it is also a year of restoration.

My corn field this year, 1834, was ploughed
deep in September 1833. and the mass of vege-
table matter then found on it well turned under,
and rye sown on and harrowed in—the harrow
going with the furrow—half a bushel of seed to

the acre. The rye gave me a fine bite for my
3"oung hogs, and sows with [ligs, and calves, and
a Cew milch cows, from the 15th of November to

the 15ih oi" February, when every thing was re-

moved from the field. On the first day of April
the rye vvas sufficiently rank, and was well turned
in; an honest manuring from my dung-stead hav-
ing been spread on it previously, and on which
also was put a decent coat of swamp mud—and
well turned under; which last operation, fioin the
])revious management, was not hard to efiect.

In spreading the manure at this period, the rank
rye was pressed down, and with a well construct-

ed barshare plough, was easily turned under as

deep as required. A coat of lime was now given,

and which was mixed with the soil by a short

wooden tooth harrow—the harrow going with the

furrow that turned under tlie manure, and which
prepared the field lor being laid off in straight

rows, at five feet by three, running th.e three feet

furrows first, just sufficiently deep to mark the

ground, and not disturb the manure—the five feet

furrow running with those that put under the ma-
nure, and as deep made with a half-shovel to

receive the seed. In dropping the seed, it was
done with care, so as to have the grains as nearly

as possible in a row; and with little care after

thinning, and permitting only the two best plants

out of the three dropped to stand, made the alter

jilough cultivation easy and conv^enient, the plough-
man being enabled, without danger, to run close

to the stalk, saving much hoe labor. Afier the

corn was planted, (indeed while planting) a fur-

row was run in the middle of the rows, into Avhich

over one-half of the field rice was dropped thick

in the drill, the other half retained for peas to be
drilled in the same way. The corn and rice were
covered with a small board, attached to a light

Scooter plough stock. On the first ploughing of

the corn, and which was equally a ploughing of

the rice, and the dressing that followed with the

hoe, the earth was slightly drawn on the three

feet intervals between the hills of corn, on two
sweet potato sets, the red or bunch (the latter

preferred on account of their having almost no
vine) drojjped and covered. In the hill of corn,

one pindar (pea nut or ground pea) was dropped,

and covered also. After drilling the balance of

the field, between the rows of corn, in peas, my

planting was now finished. It will now be seen,
tha^ I had nearly two and a half feet to jilough in,

or rather stir the ground in, between the rows of
corn and rice, and corn and peas, one way of
the field.

To i;re\'ent premature alarm to your readers,

permit me here to say, that iny security for suc-
cess in all those |)lantings, was the after mode of
managing the corn—and which, I think, com-
pletely exhibits the value of this mode of culti-

vating land. Here I will anticipate another dif-

ficulty with some, viz. the prodigious trouble and
labor I w;is at, in my manuring for this crop; by
assuring them, in time, that this manuring was to

serve three more years of heavy crops in my ro-

tation system, and for that purpose was found
ample.

The ground was well tended—the potatoes

grew sufficiently until the corn was removed; the
rice also; the pindars and peas were at home.
The ground now easy to plough, or rather stir,

(for with me no turning up or over in the hot
blazing sun season) from previous management,
was stirred with small brisk walking mules, and
careful ploughers, bef()re each of whom, a pre-

mium for excellence of execvition was held up.

The hoe hands had the same inducement. The
mules were well taken care of, each one and his

driver being bound together by the strongest ties

of interest—every thing, as well as the ground,
was stimulated to struggle lor success. In tending,

the Scooter was the only plough used.

As soon as the first two or three blades on the

corn seemed to invite the hand of economy to

gave, I went through the field and stripped and
brought them home, throwing them in bulk under
a large shed, turning twice over, and in a ibw
days packing away, sprinkling with salt while
stowing away. About the time that I ioimd the

balance of the blades inviting to a pulling, the
shuck on the corn assumed a yellow appearance,
and the corn itself had become pretty hard, and I

now prepared by one coup de main to "save all"

—

and this I effected as follows. Four strong hands
cut the stalk at the ground, each talking two rovvs,

and laying down, evenly, as cut, (viz. the butts;)

on going through, they hung their knives in

the scabbard, each man gathering his two rows,

and placing in heaps along the centre row. About
as fast as this was eflected, a wagon with low
wheels, and long coupled, on 'svhich was a frame
fitted for the purpose, passing along, taking up the

corn, and laying it carefully on the butts together

each layer, and ]iassed to the barn lot, which
was well ploughed up, and where the corn was
put in shocks, shoving the butts into the soft

ground while stacking, spreading well at the bot-

tom, putting the stalks of about sixteen to twenty
hills to the shock—and let stand ten days to cure.

These small shocks, or stacks, were lied at the top

by a wisp of rye straw. This business, as also

the cutting, was not arrested by a moderate rain

—

if any thing, from experience, the latter preferred.

As soon as the field was thus cleared, 1 pro-

ceeded with the Scooter and hoe, and left it in

fine order, giving all a last dressing—after which,
all the remaining crops grew ofi' ra])idly. My
corn was admirable, say fifry-two bushels to the

acre. By the removal of the corn, the remaining
articles had full and fiiir ])lay, and as much room
as they rciiuired, on such land as they were now
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found in. It must also be recollected, that about
the time the corn was removed, was the usual
time for potatoes and rice to grow off, as also the

pea crop. The rice was cut in the usual time: it

could not have been exceeded—having so much
room after the corn Avas taken otf, forty some odd
bushels of shell rice were made to the acre. The
potato hills universally cracked open—they were
superior, and the pindars as usual. The bunch
and red potato, produced by this mode of manage-
ment, remarkal)ly well, filling the ground around
the hill, and finding the earth containing so much
Ibod for their roots, they spread astonishingly.

There appears to be no interference between the
pea and potato vines, judging from production,
although such near neighbors. Better peas or

rice I never made by any other mode of planting.

The pea crop I save by pulling up the vines, and
curing in the fields, carrying home and putting in

rail pens, sprinkling with salt as packing away

—

a good floor to the pens preserves the salt.

The prodigious advantage I derive from the
Btalks of corn saved in this way, as also the shuck,
will be best understood by a communication in the
Baltimore Farmer, to which I beg leave to refer,

and which use of those parts of the corn crop
amply compensates for a little shrinkage in the
grain, if any. The manure heap fully settles the
account, as also some fine steers, sold annually in

the form of work oxen, a iew pair of which 1

have trained to labor on arriving at the age of two
years, and which article of sale I find goes ofl'

readily. The mass of offal I have from a twenty
acre field, planted and tended in this way, is in-

credible, in stalks, shucks, fodder, peas, and pea
vines, rice straw, and lastly, potato vines—and
each, saved in my way, of superior quality. In
addition, the advantage to the soil of being so
much shaded during the intense summer heat,

and the return of the pindar vines, and the rice

stubble, and potato vines, if not cut up and car-

ried home and fed away. The potatoes I dig up
with a three pronged hoe fork, carry home and
feed away to my fattening hogs, who are by this

time in a dung-stead of their own, yielding, by
being well littered, a rich contribution of the "gold
dust. ' The pindars, and balance of the potato
roots, go to the sows with pigs, young hogs, &c.
—if a mast year, putting them in at night and
out in the morning—if no mast, y^utting them in

all day, and penning on plenty of' leaf litter during
the night, and which makes them count some-
thing in the way of the next crop.

My com remains ten or twelve days in shock,
then stowed away under sheds, in barns, &c.
For the after management, I beg leave to refer to
the paper before alluded to.

It is on the succeeding crop, that my trouble, as
it is called, will show itself, and which you can
have if desired, from

AGRICOLA.
Clarke County, j^labama.

COST OF A year's WORK IN USING AVATER-
BORNE MARX SAVING CORN FODDER.

To tlie Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Charles City County, Feb. 4th, 1835.

I have delayed much longer than I intended,
in giving you an estimate of my last year's work
in the transportation of marl. The pressure of

business which is usual with me at the commence-
ment of every year, must be my apology.

Our woi'k began on, or about, the 25th of
March, and ended on the 24th December, a period
of eight months. The labor employed was the
same as the preceding year* two men and a boy,
with the exception of the first two months, when
the assistance of the boy was unavoidably "VAdth-

drawn. The wages of the men were eio-ht dol-

lars per month, and the boy's three dollars and
fifty cents. The quantity of marl transported was
seventeen thousand bushels. Our business was
necessarily suspended for twenty days in repair-

ing our frail bark, in the month of October. The
distance is fifteen miles. I shall not attempt to

give any estimate of the expense of hauling from
my landing, and scattering the marl, as you have
it already at hand, and can easily add it if you
think it necessary.

To hire of laborers, - - ^152 50
Food for laborers, - - - 60
Repairs of vessel, - - 40
Interest, on first cost and fixtures, 18

By 17000 bushels of marl
at 1 y'^ cents per bushel,

#270 50

S272 272

1 50

Thus showing that the expense of transportation
alone falls under one cent and six-tenths per
bushel. It seems to me wonderful, that so much
preference should be given to oyster shells, by
those convenient to water. I have used both, and
greatly prefer the marl; first as being the cheapest
—and secondly, as yielding a more immediate
return for the labor, which is one of the most
desirable objects to be attained in all improvement.
I am still laboring under great disadvantage in
regard to the landing of the marl on my shore.
Nearly one-third of each load requires to he shift-

ed to a smaller vessel, to enable the larger one to

reach the wharf with the remainder, which still

convmces me that the digging and water carriage
could be reduced, under more fiivorable circum-
stances, to one cent per bushel.

I made an experiment the last fall, the future

usefulness of which I hope to see realized. In-
stead of stripping the corn blades from the stalk

as usual, I had the whole plant cut up and cured
in the Pennsylvania style. I am so much pleased
at the result, that I am inclined to think, I shall

not waste a month in every year, as heretofore, in

gathering and securing fodder. To enable those
who may be willing to try the experiment, I

would recommend them to put their meadow lands
in herds grass, by way of getting ready. Each
hand is supplied with a long knife or blade, (a
piece of scythe blade answers well) having a
convenient handle, with which he cuts the stalk

about eighteen inches or two feet fi-om the ground;
thus leaving the heaviest part of the stalk to be
chopped down immediately after, and turned in

durmg the seeding of the grain. As soon as the
latter operation is over, the corn is husked in the
field, and taken to the crib, which should be di-

vided into two or more apartments, after the man-
ner of your corn-pen, as described at page 50,

*See page 567, Vol. I. Farmers' Register.
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of Vol. I. So soon as this is over, the stallis are

staclced as our tops are usually, and afibrd fine food

lor horses and cattle of every description.

I have lately learned from a gentleman of great

experience, that one hundred pounds per day is a
fair average for a hand's work in pulling fodder.

Can this sacrifice of labor be much longer borne
on an emj)Overished soil? I shall hope not.

C. IT. MINGE.

[The foregoing letter contains the writer's second

year's experience of the cost of transporting marl

by water, and may be considered a continuation of

a former communication on the same subject, which

was published in Vol. I. at page 567, to which the

reader is referred for the full grounds of the esti-

mate of expense. According to that estimate, the

carting of these 17,000 bushels of marl from the land-

ing to the field, (1000 yards) and spreading would

amount to $110 28—to which add tlie cost above stated

for digging and water carriage $270 50, and it ap-

pears that the total cost was $380 78, or not quite 2^

cents the bushel. These facts well deserve the atten-

tion of all land-holders on navigable water, who have

not marl on their own farms.]

SOME ACCOUNT OF THE CALCAREOUS REGION
OF ALABAMA.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Greene County, (Ala.,) Jan. Tlih, 1835.

* * * I have had it in contempla-

tion for some time to send you some of the difier-

ent varieties of prairie soil for analysis: I will do
so, if agreeable to }'our wishes. It is no doubt
composed almost entirclj'of marl, and is a soil sui

generis. It is (bnncd apparently by the decomposi-
tion ofmarine shells—but the fossil remains ofsome
antediluvian animals of immense size are also

found in it. There are some fossil remains in

Clarke county of an animal whose vertebrae are

said to be as large as a dinner plate, and have been
used by the inhabitants as fire-dogs. Almost the

whole skeleton, I was informed lately, was still

lying on the surface of the earth where the animal

perished; but I have been unable as yet to procure

any specimens of it. The prairie soil is invaria-

bly based on rotten lime -stone roc'k, which is sel-

dom more than ten feet under the surface, and
sometimes is not as many inches. It has been
perforated to the depth of seven hundred feet for

water, and sometimes without success even at

that depth; but it is invariably mixed with shells.

It has a regular dip from Erie to the neighborhood
of Linden in Marengo, of about twenty-five feet

to the mile. Where the rock is jjerfbrated, the wa-
ter frequendy runs out above the surface of the

earth, and sometimes continues to do so, even as

high as twenty feet. The water is not generally

pleasant to those unaccustomed to its use, and
sometimes is highly impregnated with sulphur.

Small balls of the sulphuret of iron are frequently

ibund near the surface and among the rock. Entire

strata ofshells sometimes alternate with the rock, as

may be seen in the rock bluffs on the rivers. Near
the surface the rock is entirely free from grit; but

the lowest stratum is a very hard sand-stone which
the borers have to drill, as an auger will make no
impression upon it. When dug up and exposed

to the atmosphere the lime-stone readily decom-
poses and forms a good soil. If kept, however, for

some time under a shelter, it becomes hard, and
blocks sawed out when it is soft, are sometimes
used to build houses and chimneys. It is unfit for

the kiln, and will not burn to lime, except a varie-

ty which lies in detached pieces on the surface,

and is perforated with many small holes.

The soil of the prairies im])roves by cultivation,

and a small quantity of manure increases the pro-

duct astonishingly, the efi'ects remaining visible

for a long time afterwards. It is not very well
adapted to the. cultivation of cotton whhout some
vegetable manure, except where it is timbered,

as the lime causes the plant to rust, and shed its

leaves and bolls before they come to maturity.

Any grain will grow well on the open prairie; but

it seems peculiarly adapted to the growth of Indian

corn, oats, and barley. When wet, the soil is as

soft and muddy as a bed of mortar, and the roads

become, in many places, entirely impassable.

When dry, they are very hard, but never dusty.

As might be presumed from the nature of the soil,

it requires very little rain to perfect the crops on it.

If broken early and deep, Indian corn will mature
withnvt any, and never twists, (from drought,)

even when it has no rain on it from the time of

commg up. Rains however, increase the crops

very much, as well as on other lands.

The prairie soils are remarkable for health, the

lime seeming to correct all noxious effluvia from
animal and vegetable remains. The itdiabitants

enjoy a singular exemption from intermittent and
bilious fevers, even when the people on the sur-

rounding sandy soils, particularly on the rivers, suf-

fer severely. The summer and fall months are

much the healthiest. There ai-e no springs, pro-

perly so cajled, in the prairies, and the water-

courses, (which are fed by seeps,) dry up in the

fall: hence the necessitj^ of boring.

The limit of my pajier prevents my saying
more, and indeed, I only intended making two or

three observations when I commenced. If you
wish, however, I will send you some of the dif-

ferent varieties of soil, if you will give us the anal-

ysis. We miffht perhaps, better understand the

modus operandi.

ROBERT W. WITHERS.

[The specimens of the prairie soils, offered by our

correspondent will be very acceptable, as will any

other specimens from dry prairies remarkable for fer-

tilitjr, or the reverse, in all the western and south-

western states. A request for this has already been

made in this work, (page 455, No. 7,) and it is suf-

ficient hereto refer to the directions there given for se-

lecting and transmitting the specimens. Particular

and exact descriptions should accompany them, or the

specimens will be of little value or interest.]

LARGE PRODUCTS OF CORN.

[The letter of Mr. Coleman, which is referred to

below, has alreadj^ been inserted at length in the Farm-
ers' Register—at page 359, vol. I.]

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

We agriculturists are, in general, the greatest

gulls imaginable in regard to all spick-and-span

new things—matters of which we have never
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heard before, and upon which, therefore, we can
have no pretence to exercise our own ineffable

Belf-conceit. At the same time, Ave of en show
ourselves to be the veriest infidels upon earth np

to every new thing atlirnied of what we believe

that we understand very well, merely from hav-

ing been long accustomed to it. Our own com-
paratively limited expeiience is made the standard

of all that is knowable or attainable, in relation to

such matters. Thus the owners and culti valors

of poor land, as most Virginia farmers are. v/ill

generally be Iband—not only ignorant of what
actually can be produced by soils, either naturally

or artificially very fertile, but they are utter!3Mn-

credulous when they hear of any crop which they

themselves have been used to cultivate, being

elsewhere made to a far greater amount per acre,

than they have ever made, or seen others make.
Of these general truths, I lately witnessed a

most striking exemplification. Happening to be

in a large company, and the conversation turning

upon agricultural subjects, I ventured to state, upon
such authority as I thought would not be question-

ed—authority, in fact, that any court oflaw would
have deemed sufficient, that a certain number of

barrels of corn, far exceeding the average quanti-

ty, had been made on a single acre of land, on the

South J3ranch of the Potomac. The derisive

Btare of incredulity was plainly legible upon seve-

ral countenances—not that any seemed to doubt

my having heard what 1 stated, but these skepti-

cal gentlemen evidently disbelieved the fact itself

Indeed, one of the company commenced a calcu-

lation, but soon stoppetl short, to prove that the

quantity of corn said to have been produced by the

acre, would have more thancovcred the whole sur-

face, if the ears had been spread on it as close as

they could be i)laced side by side. Now, not a

shadow of doubt could have been either felt or ex-

pressed by an individual of the company, (who
were, most of them, farmers or planters,) had
they given themselves the trouble to road the va-

rious accounts which have been published from

time to time, in all our aii-ricultural papers through-

out the country, and autlienticated as satisfactorily

as any judicial record, that still larger quantities
j

of corn have been made p.cracre, than the quanti-

ty mentioned by me, which seemed to excite such

unexpected incredulity.

With a view to show that I have the requisite

proofs to confirm my assertion, let me beg you to

re-publish from tlie"l5th volume of the American
Farmer the following accounts of extraordinary

crops of corn made in diiferent parts of the Uni-

ted States, in regard to which, all the facts seem to

be just as well authenticated as that you publish

the Farmers' Register. Besides curing, I hope,

the skepticism of"the gentlemen to whom I allude

—who will probably see this statement, it may
serve the still more valuable purpose of stimula-

ting others to exert themselves in improving their

corn-lands far beyond any degree of fertility which
they have heretofore believed them capable of at-

taining.

In the 15th volume of the American Farmer,
page 243, you will find the following facts copied

from the New York Farmer, to the editor of which
they were communicated by a Mr. Henry Cole-

man of Massachusetts, lie says, "they were
submitted to the most careful examination, and es-

tablished by the fullest proofV

"John Stevens, of Hoboken, N. J. produced
on one acre 118 bushels, 2 quarts. Mr. S. was
confident he would have had considerably more
corn, had not his crop suffered very greatly by a
thunder-storm, which laid the greater i;art of it

down at the time the ears were setting. On this

crop a bet of 50 guineas was pending. The mo-
tives to exact measurement were such, therefore,

ns to secure accuracy. This was some years since:

the particular dale I am not able to ascertain."

"l)r. Steele, of Saratoga, in giving an attested

account of the crops of Earl Stimson, in 1821,

says, that he had eight acres of Indian corn,

which yielded 112 bushels to the acre—896 bush-
els; ten do. do. 90 bushels to the acre—900 bush-
els.—(Memoirs of the New York Agricultural

Society, vol. II. page 73.")

"Tlie Ibllowiiig individuals applied to the Agri-
cultural Society in Washington county, Pennsyl-
vania, in October 1823, for premiums, with au-
thenticated evidence of the quantity raised \,ev

acre on not less than five acres: Joseph Evans,
136 bushels; John Wolf, 127^ do. do.; Samuel An-
derson, 123 bushels, 12 rpiarts do.; Isaac Vanvo-
kers, 120 do. do.; Isaac Buckingham, 118 bushels,

1 quart do.; James Clakey, 113 do. do.; Jesse
Cooper, 108 do. do.; De Gross Jennings, 120 do.

do."
"In the same year, the following individuals

applied to the Alleghany county Agricultural So-

ciety, for premiums on their crops: James Ander-
son, of Ross township, 103 bushels, 17 (piarts on 1

acre; John Snyder of do. 103 do. per acre on five

acres; John Irwin, of do. 105 bushels, 20 quarts

per acre on four and three-quarter acres; Wil-
liam McClure, 129 bushels per acre on five acres.

—(Memoirs oi' Pennsylvania Agricultural Society,

vol.vi. page 228.")

"In 1822, J. & M. Pratt, (^ Easton, Madison
county. New York-, obtained from one acre, 172^
bushels do. do. 161 do.—do. do. 161 do. In 1821

the same gentlemen obtained from four acres 680
busliels, or 170 to the acre." Their crops were
subjected to the particular examination of com-
mittees for a premium: and they sny they have no
doubt of being able to raise 200 bushels per
acre."

"In 1823, Benjamin Bartlctt, of Easton, Madi-
son county, N. Y., obtained from one acre, 174
bushels. The veracity of this gentleman is equal-

ly unquestioned, and his too, was a premium j
crop." -

"In 1831, Benjamin Butler, of Oxford, Che- 1
nango county, N. Y., states that he raised 130

bushels at 60 lbs. to the bushel, or 140 bushels at 56

lb. per bushel.—(New England Farmer for Nov.
1831.)

Fifteen other cases, all substantiated b\' evidence

perfectly satisfactorj-, are stated by jMr. Coleman,
of" corn crops made in the cold, uncongenial climate

of Massachusetts, from the year 1820 to 1831,

where the produce per acre varied from 110 bush-

els—the lowest, to 142 bushels—tlie highest

quantity made. But ifany of your re;iders should

wish to see M r. Coleman's own statement, let him
turn to the volume and page of tlie American
Farmer to which I have referred.

Now, I beg leave, to inquire—nay. to demand
of our self-satisfied, opinionated Virginia farmers,

why they cannot go and do likewise? Why they

cannot, at least eqiial the crops of our eastern ag-
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ricultural brethren, who are so justly celebrated for

their industry and enterprise? They have to con-

tend against the natural obstacles ol" a bad soil

and climate, unpropitious to the corn crop, which
is best adapted to a more southern latitude. We,
on the other han<l, are blessed, both with a soil

and climate admirably suited to its growth and
productiveness. Shall we then, neglect—naj^, de-

spise these incalculable advantages? Shall we not

rather bend both body and mind to avail ourselves

of them to their iuUest extent? Sliall we always
content ourselves to be at the laboring oar

—to be common and interior sailors, when we
might justl^v aspire to command the ship? Oh 1

tbrbid it every feeling of allowable state-pride

—

every just estimate of the rank we southern ag-
riculturisLs are entitled to hold, in our body po-

litic.

Pardon, my good sir, this slight exhibition of
professional and state-partiality. JNIost persons

will probably say, that the occasion did not justify

it; that it is a hop, skip, and jump, kind of busi-

ness. But there is no tracing the concentration of
ideas in such desultory thinkers as myself^: for I

may address you at Shell banks, and land you—if

you please to follow me—on the summit of Chim-
boracjo. Should your readers therefore, not be
able to go along with me so far, as to attribute

what I have written to an adequate cause, I shall

reconcile myselfas well as I can, to their condem-
nation of your friend and constant reader.

From t'.ie Genesee Farmer.

THE HORSE RAKE.

"The horse hay-rake was invented by a co-

lored man who lived on Hempstead Plain, on
Long Island. He died about the year 1821. It

was introduced into Pennsylvania by Michael
Newbold, of Oxford, Philadelphia county, about
the year 1812, in consequence of the representa-

tions of a Yankee pedlar, who instructed him how-
to make one. His fiist rake was destroyed by a

malicious person who feared its innovating efl'ects I

on the price of labor. The original rake is pre-
|

ferable to the patented one, except on smooth level
!

ground. With us the horse rake is an indispen-
j

sable implement, and has lessened the expense of
hay-making one-third, and perhaps in some cases

one-half"
Who can give us the name and history of the

origmal inventor of the horse rake? Whether he
was black or white, bond or free, he ought to be
known as a public benefactor.

For the Farmers' Register.

MONTHLY COBIMERCIAL REPORT.

Another month of comparative inactivity in the
trade of Virginia has elapsed, taking previous
years as a criterion. The navigation of our rivers

has been a second time closed by ice, and even
that of Chesapeake Bay was obstructed.

Tobacco is the only article of which the usual
supply lias been brought to market—but this is

not the season of the year for large receipts. The

price has undergone little change: if any, it is in

iavor of the planter.

The price of cotton has fluctuated a little. It

advanced to 15 to \5^, and has declined to 14^ to

\o\ cents. The operation.^ have been to a small
extent, owing to the moderate supply, and to the
holders requiring higher prices than can be real-

ized in foreign markets. The receipts in the
southern and western ports continue to exceed
those of last season to a great extent.

One heavy operation in city mills flour is re-

ported, say 15,000 bbls. The market has not been
Isrisk. City mills ,t?5^ to ^5^—country brand ^4^
to .^43.

The annual returns of the import and consump-
tion of American products in Europe, furnish,

among other, the following statements.

Import aiid consumption nfcotton in Great Britain.

IMl'ORT. CONSUBIPTION-
U. States. All sorts. U. States. All sorts.

1830 618,750 871,9-50 5.39,050 805,500 bales

1881 608,750 905,200 618,600 881,500 "

1832 628,850 901,700 630,250 877,800 "
1833 657,750 933,100 6-55,750 899,100 "

1834 731,3-50 948,500 695,600 904,500 "

Consumpilun of cotton ia France.

1830 250,800 "
1831 243,900 «
1832 272,500 "
1833 200,400 276,400 "
1834 234,200 301,600 '<

Exhibiting an increase in both countries, and this

increase is enhanced by the greater number of
bales from the United States consumed each suc-
cessive year, the weight of such being heavier
than those from other countries. Thus, if the
bales are estimated to average 300 lbs. each, the
consumption in Great Britain would appear thus:

In 1830 721,000 bales of 300 lbs.

1831 781,000 " "
1832 859,000 '' "

1833 890,000 " "
1834 972,000 " "

The stocks of tobacco remaining on hand in

Great Britain and Ireland at the close of each year,
are reported as follows:

1829 36,500 hhds. 1832 28,600 hhds.
1830 33,000 " 18.33 25,-500 "
1831 33,000 " 1834 26,400 "

The quantity talccn for consumption in each
year varies so httle as not to be worth notice, but
it scarcely exceeds one-half of the smaller quan-
tity above reported, and the remainder is re-ex-

ported from England to other countries.

What elfect will be produced on commerce by
the recent cessation of di])lomatic intercourse be-
tween this country and France, remains to be as-

certained—but the immediate one is some decline

in the price of cotton—probably of public stocks
and of ships.

It is decided that no addition will this year be
made to the banking capital of Virginia.

X.

Feb. 24, 1835.
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ON RAISING CEDAKS FR03I THE SEED, AKD
TRANSPIMJVTING THEM FOR HEDGES.

[We annex below the extract referred to by our

correspondent, and thank him for pointing^ut what

we had Ibrgotten, and still more for adding thereto his

own experience on the subjecl.]

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Regi.ster.

FayeltevlUe N. C, Feb. 16th, 1835.

Mr. S. Hobson (whof?e inquiries were made in

your No. 9) will find in page 22 Vol. III. of

the American Farmer, the mode of" raising cedar

hedges from the seed. I have followed the direc-

tions given there with the most satisfactory re-

sults. More than half the cedar berries prepared
and planted agreeably to those instructions vege-
tated and flourished well.

I have not lost more than one tree in 50 by
transplanting, unless the tops were cut off. In that

case the trees die or decline so as to be of little ac-

count: they will improve by severe trimming if

the top is left perfect.

I prefer a wet season in March or April for

transplanting ever-greens, but have succeeded by
taking proper pains at all seasons, except the ex-

tremes of heat and cold,

B. R.

From the American Farmer.

Gather the berries in November or December.
Rub off tlie skin and wash the kernels—rubbing
them well between the hands, so as to get off as

much of the resinous substance as possilile, then
mix them, with unslacked ashes, and let them re-

main in the ashes for a fortnight; then plant them
in drills as you would peas, and they will vegetate

and come up the fbllo^ving spring; and being well

nursed, they will in two years be fit to plant out

in hedges—about the first of March is the proper

time for planting them—throw into the bottom of

the trench, light rich earth, such as may be had
from the surface of productive ground. When
the trees attain three fiiet high, you should begin
to train the hedge—about the middle of summer,
is a suitable time lor this operation, and it ought
to be carefully continued until the hedge is as high
as you may desire it—about seven feet high, and
three and a half feet broad is sufficient.

N. B. The better you cleanse the kernel, the

more certainly the seed will vegetate^—by proper
care an excellent hedge may be expected in seven
years which for beauty and durability, cannot be
surpassed either by thongs or any other growth.

From the Genesee Farmer.

SOUR SOILS.

3fr. Tucker—Are not Mv. Ruffin's ideas about
sour soil* more fanciful than true? I believe that
we may analyze our soils as strictly as we please,

and find notliing in them assimilating to oxalic

acid. That this acid exists in sorrel, and many
other vegetables, I conceive is no proof that it ex-
ists in the earth. Remove the sorrel and other
vegetables, and then analyze the soil in which
they grew, and if any oxalic acid is found, then
we may conclude that it exists in the soil; but if

* Gen. Far., vol. 4, p. 385 and Fanners' Register
p. 633, both quoting from the Essay on Calcareous
Manures.

not, I think we should conclude that it is derived
from the atmosphere like most other peculiarities

found in vegetables—such as potash, sugar, lime,

gypsum, aroma, tannin, &c.
It appears to me that plants derive these by the

peculiar formation of their pores, in the same way
that a crab apple stock is made to produce the
sweet pippin by grafting, but I may be mistaken
and really wish lor information.

DUSIO.

[The author of the work referred to above is both

wifling and anxious to have the doctrine of the acidity

of soils, as well as any other of his novel or doubtful

positions, submitted to the test of the most rigorous

scrutiny—and is ready to defend them, if necessary,

or to yield to and abide by any just condemnation pro-

nounced by those more enlightened by science, or by

experimental knowledge. But it is unnecessary to

reply to the doubts or objections of a writer on the

properties of soils, who sets out with assuming that

the lime and gijpsum "found in vegetables" "are de-

rived from the atmosphere."]

REMARKS ON PUTRESCENT MANURES, AND
THE OPINIONS OF J. B. ON THAT SUBJECT.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

February 14/A, 1835.

Dear Sir—In the Januar}' No. of your excel-
lent journal, [page 497] there is a long communi-
cation signed J. B., with wliich, upon th« whole,
I have been very much gratilied—not only because
it is u])on a subject highly interesting to all owners
of soils which reqviire nmnures—as most of our
Virginia lands do most sadly—but because the V\^ri-

ter has, in my humble opinion, treated it remark-
ably well. Still, as all men will differ, and as he
himself has invited the utmost freedom of discus-
sion in regard to every opinion which he has ad-
vanced, as well as to the arguments urged in sup-
port of it, I will venture, in my desultory way, to

offer some remarks on particular parts of his com-
munication.
To prevent any misconstruction of my motives,

on account of the character of my comments, I

will merely add, that I do not believe the public
attention, in these times, can possibly be attracted

generall}', to any discussion tohatever—no matter
how important the subject may be, unless the par-
ties engaged can prevail upon themselves to spice

it as highly as they can. The public taste is de-

plorably vitiatedm this respect—and consequently,

must be indulged to a certain extent—even where
the sole view is, to correct it: just as a doctor en-
velopes his curative physic—or wdiat he hopes
will prove so, in something not medicinal, merely
because it will not otherwise be swallowed. With
this key to all I mean to say, your correspondent,

I hope, cannot mistake my feelings towards him,
or my motives for expressing myself as I may do
—being perfectly willing that he, or any other cor-

respondent of yours, should make equally free

with every opinion or argument I may utter.

The first of his assertions from which I nmst
dissent, is tliat which he has italicised, and thrown
into the form of an antithetical axiom. Since he
seems to design it as a kind of corner-stone to
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much of his superstructure, it merits particular ex-

amination. "/^flds,''-(sa3-s he,) ^Hhe causes oj

which are not understood, are not truths, and serve

only to mislead lis." In this sentence, short as it

is, there are two unquahfied assertions, totally in-

admissible as they here stand, 'i'hrow them into

the tbrm of a syllogism— whicli is the way to test

them—and where would they land us? Noi, per-

haps, "in the slough of despond," but "in con-

fusion worse contbunded." Let us try two of

these syllogisms to ])rove how llir ( am right.

'^J'^ads, the causes of which are not understood,

are not truths.^''

But most of the facts stated bj^ J. B. himself
proceed from causes, not understood.
Ergo—most of J. B's. facts "are not truths''^

Again. ''Facts the causes of which are not un-
derstood, are not truths.^^

But the causes of the fact that we exist, are

not understood. Ergo, it is not a truth, that we
exist !

!

I could go on, sir, to fill your Register with sim-
ilar syllogistic arguments, wherein the conclusions
would all be undeniable Irom J. B's premises; but
the two just stated suffice to show that his axiom
is a contradiction in terms. Nay, admit it to be
correct, and it would reduce the sum and substance
of all human knowledge nearly within the com-
]iass of a nut-shell. It would do still worse; for

according to him, all the facts in the world, '-the

causes of lokich are not understood, serve only to

mislead »,s." To prove this assertion equally un-
tenable, I will ask but three short questions. Is

the negro Avho mauls our rails alter long practice,

misled by not understanding the cause of the
fact that "the wedge acts as it does? Is the car-

penter mislead in boring an auger-hole, or turning
a heavy piece of timber with a handspike, if igno-
rant of the cause of the fact, that the screw and the
borer work as they do, in those operations? Or is

the ploughman misled by the fact that his plough
cuts, and its mould-board turns the furrow-slice,

because he understands not the cause of either

effect? God help us, if they were, or their mas-
ters either, who are often nearly as ignorant of all

these matters as themselves.
The worst tliat can justly be said of facts—the

causes of which are not understood, is, that such
facts may mislead us; but why, considering man's
natural desire for knowledge, they should oftener
lead him wrong than right; or should always so
far mislead, as to deprive them of all right to be
called truths as well as facts, I must believe would
puzzle all the logicians in the world to prove.
Certain it is—at least to my mind, that J. B. has
utterly tailed to sustain so strange a paradox—nay,
so palpable a contradiction, by any thing bearing
the semblance of proof.

The next of J. B's. assertions to which I ob-
ject as deficient in proof^ is the one wherein he is

endeavoring to show an analogy between the
earth and the human stomach, for the purpose of
demonstrating that as the latter requires cooked
food lor the nutriment of the body, so the former
requires cooked manure, (if I may so express my-
selfj) for the nutriment of the plants which grow
on it. His words are

—

"Raw meat and vegetables contain more nutri-

tive matter for the human stomach, than after the
loss necessarily sustained by their being cooked:
yet the remainder, alter this process, ia fitted for

the sustenance of man, and therefore is more valu^
able than the whole was before the change, and the

waste caused by cooking.''^ Now, not to say one
word of the vast difference between nature's and
man's cookery, so forcibly illustrated by the old
adage—"God sends food, but the devil sends
coolis;" nor of the fiict, that nature alone is capa-
ble of cooking foo(?ibr plants, there are, I think,
numerous facts to prove that the above assertion
of J. B. is altogether untenable. Not to insist

upon the undisjjuted case of Nebuchadnezzar, (I
mean no irreverence, Sir. Editor,) who lived se-
ven years upon ra\v vegetables, and reigned a
considerable time afier as a great king, I will
confidently ask, if any people among ourselves,
generally appear better 'failed,^'' (as we say of
our cattle and hogs,) tlum that numerous class
styled gourmands and epicures, who eat all their

meats m a state so nearly raw, that the little vv'arm-

ing imparted is really not worth mentioning.
Again, all men eat a large portion of their vege-
tables raw. Such is the state of salads of every
kind, cucumbers, onions, celer}^, &c. when taken
into the stomach. Nay, that vile article called
cold-slaugh, so great a favorite with thousands of
our citizens, and which, in plain English, is nothing
more than raw cabbage with a ihw condiments
added, has been ascertained by Dr. Beaumont, to

be by far the most digestible of all the varieties of
food with which trials were made, in his very re-
markble experiments, at the City of Washington
tAvo years ago, upon the stomach ofa man ^vho had
a hole in his side, through which, the food was in-

troduced.

The last of J. B's. assertions against which I

beg leave to enter my dissent, is that wherein he
speaks of the coarse manure of our farm-pens,
composed, in great part, of corn-stalks. Of this

he says, among other assertions, that, "every
corn-stalk serves as a flue or chimney, to carry off
the gases which are evolved." Now, unless
there are such things as flues and chimneys stop-
ped at both ends, which can still carry ofl" such
subtle vapors as gases, or corn-stalks without
joints, of which I have never yet heard, this last

assumption is equally untenable with the others
which I have taken the liberty to examine. Ev^en
admitting that ever}- corn-stalk was a firm, hollow
tube from end to end, before it could act as "a flue

or chimnejr,'' one end at least must be higher than
the other, and the lower one not stopped up with
earth, (as it must be, if below the surface,) but
open, and sufficiently near the ground for the at-

mospiiere to force into it whatever is expected to
pass upwards through it. True it is, that corn-
stalks, in process of time, become hollow at the
joints, as well as between them; but not until eve-
ry thing in the form of gas has very nearly or
quite made its escape.

Having done with with what appears to be the
fixults of J. B's. communication, I proceed to the
more agreeable task of commenting on its merits.

Of these, I think, I may venture to assert, that
you have had no correspondent since your Regis-
ter connnenced, who has manifested a more
thorough acquaintance wilh the opinions of all the
best writers on the subject which he has under-
taken to discuss; nor any who have selected topics

of greater interest to agriculturists, or better suited
to the chief objects of your paper. He has given
U3 scientific theory and practice combined, as they
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always should be; and if one who has no great

stock of either, may venture to otrer his mite of

contribution towards the attainment of your well

inibrmed correspondent's purpose, I will now pre-

sent it in the most intelligible waj' I can.

Throughout J. B's. communication the predom-
inant opinion seems to be, that the best general

practice in regard to the jjreparation and applica-

tion of manures, is, that they should be used in the

freshest state comj)atible with whatever degree of

fermentation may be necessary to fit them best for

food to plants. This seems to be the present opin-

ion of a vast majority of the best informed agi'i-

culturists—both in Europe and America; and it

appears to be as clearly proved as any thing of the

kind can be—provided we take it for granted, that

previous lermentation, by man's management,
really is indispenable. But the great ^'nodus

vindice dignus,^''—the grand difficulty to be over-

come is, to ascertain what should be the precise

degree of this supposed essential lermentation.

Nearly the whole puzzle, in my humble judge-
ment, arises Irom all parties having assumed it as

true, that irom the incij)ient to the final stage of
fermentation in manures, both the evaporable and
evaporating substances, not only all constitute the

food of ])lants—Avhich has never been proved; but
that all have a greater tendency to unite with
the atmosphere, than with the earth, which is also

an oj)inion without any thing like satisfactory proof
Now there is an hypothesis, which I will father,

if no one else has a previous claim,—an hypothe-
sis strongly corroborated, I think, by J. B. him-
self, (as I will hereafter show,) which, if true,

will go farther towards putting this much vexed
question to rest, than any other that I have ever

noticed.

The earth has truly been called the matrix or

common mother of all plants, except the very few
that 'tis said, will grow in the air suspended by a
thread. Of the natural food lor her ofi^spring, she
herself possesses, as all admit, a verj' large quan-
tity; but not having enough, where too many and
unreasonable exactions have been levied upon her

by the reckless cupidity of man, an all bountiful

Providence has given her the power—a kind of

chemical affinity or elective attraction, (as I beg
leave to call it,) of drawing to herself and uniting

with all extraneous substances, in contact with
her surface, which are susceptible of conversion

into the food of plants. This conversion begins
the moment these substances touch the earth, if

there is any moisture in them, and continues, un-
til the rains dissolve every thing in them, capable
of solution. Admit this, and does it not follow, as

a necessary consequence, that the earth, which is

the natural mother of a vast majority of all the

plants known to man, must have a much stronger

elective attraction lor every kind of food essential

to the healthful nourishment of her children—food

which she herself has to administer below her sur-

face, than the atmosphere can possibly have,
which is not their natural parent, and has nothing
to do with their nurture, until they appear above
ground? ff she has, then will the conclusion be
irresistible, that all the gaseous substances which
are supposed to be component parts of the food of
plants, will first impart, while in solution, to the
earth herself; such portion of that food, as she
alone can prepare and administer, rather than
wait to be carried off with some sort of gas to the

atmosphere, where it cannot be used, simply be- Jj
cause the means and appliances used by the lat- ^
ter, for the nurture of plants, are materially dif-

ferent from those used by the former, each hav-
ing distinct functions to discharge for the accom-
plishment of the same great end, which is the per-
fection of every plant that grows. Again, having
these distinct functions to discharge, which none I

believe deny, even supposing the earth and the
atmosphere to be sentient and moral beings, is it

rational to conjecture, that either would, if it were
possible, deprive the other of any means to pro-

mote a common object, which that other alone
could apply? Would the earth keep gas, (which,
by the way, is as great a phj'sical impossibility as
to prevent vv^ater from seeking its level,) when
she could not apply it to the nurture of her chil-

dren

—

that application being the natural province
of the atmosphere? Or would the atmosphere
take fi-om her sister—were such robbery in her
power, any nutritive substance which she herself

was incapable of applying? A -negative answer,
I think, would be given to both these questions by
every man whose sole object was truth.

The only thing assumed in the foregoing hy-
pothesis is, that the earth and the atmosphere hav-
ing to nourish plants in a different manner, and by
different means—one being the nurse below, and
the other above ground, neither can possibly take
fi'om the other, any thing which itself cannot use
for their joint object. Of course, nothing will be

taken; and of course, there can be no danger in

spreading manure on the surface of the earth as
soon as it may be convenient to do so. In sup-

port of this theory, I will now adduce, among other

proofs, the premised fact from J. B himself. 'Tia

true that he gives it in the form of a simple asser-

tion; but all, 1 think, will admit it to be both a fiict

and a truth, although not according to his logic.

In commenting upon Avhat he calls "the causes

of waste" in the making and applying manures,
he says:—"Fortunately hoAvever, for the fertility

of the earth, bountiful nature oflcrs to the soil

much more than it is deprived of by fermentation:

and however great may be the losses sustained,

still the gains are greater.'''' Although he has not

specified how these gains accrue, it must be ob-

vious to all, that it cannot be, in any other way,
since the mode is a natural, not an artificial one,

than by the frequent deposite, on the sutiice of the

earth, of all the deciduous parts of trees and
smaller plants. In this mode, you see, nature ap-

plies all her restoratives to the surface, there to be
dissolved by the rains, and absorbed by the earth,

which retains her proper portion, while the exhal-

ing gases impart to the atmosphere her congenial

part, thence to be returned to the plants through

the absorbent vessels of their leaves and other

parts. To talk of the latter committing upon the

former, either grand or petty larceny, in stealing

her property, or to speak of nature as losing or

wasting any thing, seems to me, a slander upon
her character. God leaves that folly to be com-
mitted—only by his creature man, during the va-

rious trials to which he is subjected for his own
good.

In the last quotation from J. B. we find the opin-

ion very distinctly expressed, that natui-e herselfj

in process of time, restores to soils, in some way
or other, more than they are generally V)elieved to

lose by fermentation. But I beg leave to inquire,
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why suppose any loss at all from this cause? If

the nauu'al means of restoration, only alluded to

by J. B. be, (as I suppose,) the rotting upon the

earth's suriace all the deciduous parts of trees

and smaller })lanls, what is the thodus ('perandi, as

lar as we understand it, of effecting this restora-

tion.^ As it is nature's method, we must believe it

the best; and where is the necessity of supposing it

any thing lost in the process, since it is quite irra-

tional, as well as unscientific, to imagine /jer capa-
ble of wasting any of her precious gifts to man?
Would it not be nmch more consistent, both Avith

science and reason, to su|)pose, that such parts of

her deposites as are designed to restore to the earth

her diminished power of nourishing plants—

a

power which the folly and ingratitude of man
alone may have im|)aired or destroyed, are con-
verted to that use without any loss or waste what-
ever, than to imagine that the atmosphere stole a
])art of these deposites—a part too, which the at-

mosphere could not apply? Would it not be a
much easier solution ol" the seeming mystery, to

believe, that the earth and the atmosphere, by
their own peculiar elective attractions will and
must divide between them, all the Ibod of j;lants

contained in manure, whether such manures be
above or below ground; and that theretbre, inter-

position by man can only injuriously retard, but
cannot prevent it? Na}-, that he cannot, by any
imaginable contrivance, cause the one to encroach
upon the functions of the other, since nature has
proclaimed to each

—

"thus Jar shalt Ihoa go, but

no farther.^''

In nature's method of restoring exhausted fer-

tility, there is no heaping and j)iiing, and turning,

and hastening or retarding termcntation; but when
the rains, and the dews, and the heat come from
the heavens, the process of converting the decidu-
ous parts of trees and smaller plants into proper
food for themselves and their successors, com-
mences and goes on with more or less natural ra-

pidity, until it is finished—the earth doing her du-
ty, and the atmosphere her's, without the possibili-

ty of any interference whatever. Such an unnat-
ural conflict can have no existence but in the va-
garies and vain imaginings of man himself Now,
if the admirable rule, "follow nature," is to beany
guide tor us in improving our lands by manure,
how is this to be done? Is it by applying them to

the surface, or burying them below it? The an-

swer to these questions, if candidly given, would
end the controversy forever. But it will be said

perhajis, by some who loathe the trouble of stu-

dying any subject thoroughly, "this is all theory!

what says practice?''^ Let us try then, whether
their great oracle, practice, (great, I admit it to be,

when truly scientific,) affords no testimony con-
clusively lavorable to the opinion which I hav^e

ventured to advance. I mj'self can testify to lour

different exj)eriments, made with great accuracy,

upon cow-pens, alternately ploughed up on remo-
val, and lelt unpioughed, having been made and
continued from the earliest period in the spring,

at which cattle are penned, to the latest time in the

fall. The pens were regularly removed once a
fortnight—the size of each pen was exactly the

i

same, as was also the average number of cattle,
|

during each fortnight, without any variation worth
noticing. In every case, without a solitary ex-
ception, a purblind man might have seen the dif-

ference, most distinctly marked, in favor, not only

of the corn crop, but of the wheat crop also,

whicli immediately followed. The rationale of
these fiicts I have already attemi)ted to explain;

and if such explanation be deemed satisfactory,

your correspondent J. iJ. I hope, Avill admit them
to be truths also. Experiments precisely similar,

and witli the same results, have been stated to me
by not less than ten or fifteen gentlemen of un-
questionable veracity—so that I, at least, no long-

er entertain a shadow of doubt, as to the best

management of the manure from spring, summer,
and fall cow-pens. If ploughed in, the soluble

parts very soon unite with the subjacent stratum
of earth, at a depth too great for such fibrous root-

ed plants as form the chrcf of our staple crops, to

derive much, if any benefit from them; while such
portions as have a stronger chemical affinity to the

atmosphere, inevitably find their way to it, al-

though some\vhat more slowly perhaps, than if

left on the surface. To suppose it possible for

gaseous substances to be confined below the sur-

face of the earth, at any depth to which manure
is ever buried— unless indeed, they were hermeti-

cally sealed up in vessels of glass, stone, or metal,

seems to me a supposition that would never enter

into any man's head who had the least knowledge
even of the simplest principles of chcmistrj'. But
unless such confinement were practicable, merely
b}' the ploughing in of manure, then the above
objection to this j^rocess appears to me sufficient to

prevent its adoption. When manure is spread on
the surfiice, as nature spreads ail her fi^rtilizing

substances, the parts of it which naturally have a
greater tendency to unite with the earth than with
the atmosphere, will all certainly do so immedi-
ately after the rains and dews dissolve them; and
that too, to the average depth best suited to a
great majority of the plants to be nourished by
them.
But the great doubt, the grand difficulty with us

slovenly Virginia fiirmers, is said to be, how to

manage that principal dependance for improving
those exhausted lands which have been nearly

murdered by our barbarity and ignorance. I mean
the coarse fi\rm-pen manure of which corn-stalks

constitute, at least a most conspicuous, if not a
verj'^ useful part: corn-stalks! those treacherous

little rogues that contrive to steal away our farm-
pen gases, in a manner heretofore so unsuspected,

and hitherto so inexplicable.

If hearsay testimony were admissible, I could

adduce much in which I myself" entirely confide,

to prove that surface-application is best, even for

coarse farm-pen manure. But unfortunately, I

have personal knowledge of only one case, which
having happened on my own farm, where all the

circumstances occurred under my own eye, I will

venture to state. In regard to the result, there

could not possibly be any mistake; neither was
there any in the facts which I shall detail. If my
hypothesis be deemed insufficient to explain the

whole, both as to cause and effect, I invite J. B.
or any other of your numerous contributors to try

his hand at expoundinj^.

The case to which f allude, was the following.

Some years ago, I had spread and ploughed un-
der, (according to Col. Taylor's plan,) as much of
my farm-pen manure as I supposed would suflice

for that part of corn land—previously ploughed up
in beds to be reversed, which I had allotted to re-

ceive it. The pens, however, produced more than
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I expected. This I had spread on the adjouiinfr

corn-ffround, whicli had been planted, but was not
up. There it remained (or some weeks, until the
corn received its first working, and then was not
buried as deep as tlie otlier manure ploughed un-
der before the corn was there planted. The quan-
tity of the surllice-spread-maiuire per acre, was as
nearljr equal as the eye could make it, to that
which had been ploughed under—for I had no
idea at the time, of making an experiment to fa-

vor a preconceived opinion, and of course, did not
attempt, as most men are too apt to do imder sim-
ilar circumstances, so to manage the trial as to suit

that opinion. Indeed, ray belief, (adopted merely
from faith in others,) then was, that it was best to

turn in all kinds of manure. The result of this

accidental experiment was, that the corn upon the
Jand whereon the manure was applied to the sur-

face, not only maintained the start which its being
first up gave it, but manifestly increased that su-
periority in a ratio considerably exceeding the dif-

ference which that circumstance alone could cre-
ate, and at last produced much more in proportion.
The excess was too plain to require accurate mea-
suring to ascertain it; and having no idea at the
time of publishing the experiment, the usual mea-
surement by a tub was not made.
Having the same object in view with your in-

telligent correspondent J. B., Avhich as I under-
stand him, is to elicit discussion in regard to the
principal subject of his communication, I submit
the foregoing views to be disposed of as you may
deem best; and remain

Yours with much esteem.

MARL, AND BIARLINO SPECULATIONS UPON
WORLD MAKING.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

jiirjield, February, 1835.

I feel that I am delinquent, especially to your-
self, and through you, I am so to Pi'otessor Ro-
gers. You were kind enough, a long time since,

to ask me to send to the latter, specimens of the
Henrico marl, to be analyzed by him. Circum-
stances and the badness of the weather, have de-
layed a compliance with your request. It shall

not be postponed much lorjger. A late trip to the
Rappahannock enabled me to obtain a specimen
of the marl in King and Queen I had not visited

that country tor six years. The road crosses the
ridges which lie between the Chickahomony and
Pamunkey—the Pamunkey and Mattopony—and
the latter and Rappahannock—and, like most of
the roads in Virginia, passes over the least valua-
ble and interesting parts of the country. From all

I could see and learn (by frequent inquiries)

many persons in Hanover, King William, King
and Queen, Middlesex, and Essex, have coni"-

menced, with spirit, the improvement of their

lands, by the use of marl, and other manures. T'o

my eye, a decided improvement had been made
since I had last been in that section. I saw one
field that had oflen attracted my attention by its

extreme poverty, which has been completely re-

suscitated by two dressings of marl. It produced
a heavy crop of corn last year, and is now neatly
sown in wheat, that looks better than any other
wheat I saw. The soil seems to )i<ave been com-

pletely changed in appearance. It v/as once, like

the adjoining field, (not yet marled,) miserably
poor, and light—abounding in silex, but in a fine

form. Now, it has a greasy, chocolate appearance,
that, at once, bespeaks its lertility. I was told that
its production has convinced the most ignorant skep-
tics of the fertilizing qualities oJ calcareous ma-
nures. Vegetable matter was, of course, mixed
with the marl. When the land is too poor to ))ut

fortli a sufficient quantity of vegetation lor the
marl to act upon, the practice is, to haul oak
leaves, pine beards, and other scrapings from the
woods. I saw sundry fields, of some extent, re-

gularly dotted over with four or five bushel-heaps
of the blue marl, so full of shells that, at some
distance, they looked lilce heaps ofsnow—the rains

having washed down the loose blue clay. This
marl is like that found in Henrico and Hanover

—

having the same sorts of shells—but the blue earth
is so filled with fine particles of shells that I sup-
pose one-third of it is calcareous matter. From
the centre of one of these heaps the portion was
taken, intended for Professor Rogers. I was in-

formed that this sort of marl Avas found in the
branches and swamps; but, that, in the hill-sides,

a yellow marl was found, much richer, and, of
course, more valuable fi-om that consideration, as
well as from the facility of getting it. I was not
able, in a hasty trip, to get a specimen of it.

The whole tide-water coimtry on the north side

of James River has been already much bene-
fited by your Essay on Calcareous Manures, and
your still more valuable Farmers'' Register. If
there be any truth in the motto of the Register,
you have abundant cause to feel satisfied, and
ought to sleep sound of nights. The great men
who liv-e upon the malicious wranglings, the frauds
and the crimes of mankind, deserve less grateful

respect from the community, than those who
teach us the way to live, and to turn the bounties
of heaven to our advantage and comfort.

May Ave not hope that a new spirit will soon
animate our people, and enable them to develops
the beauty and advantages of our another statel

The Avasting tide of emigration can only be
checked by such a spirit, aided by legislative as-
sistance. There are none of us Avho do not need
instruction; and the Avant of schools is forcibly

illustrated by the difficulty of employing, in many
parts of the state, an overseer, miller or white la-

borer, Avho can read and write. It is remarkable
that, in those sections Avhere the means of subsist-

ence are most laboriously obtained, and there are
less desirable markets for the products of industry,

more attention has been paid to common schools,

and the difficulty here spoken of, is less felt. Out
of as many as fifty applications that have been
made to the Avriter for such employments, not more
than half a dozen of the applicants were able to

read and Avrite. What, may Ave not ask, have
been the results of the enormous expenditures
from the primary school fund? Is there not some
crying defect in the Avhole of our school system?
Ouffht not our legislature to try some other plan?
Why not copy the successful sj'stems of some of
our sister states? How oflen does it happen, that

Avhen a young man is too proud, or too lazy, to

work, and too ivorthless to get or retain employ-
ment in business, that he sets up as schoolmaster,

and is entrusted Avith the important charge of the
morals and education of children! What an error!
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How destructive of the hopes of the rising gene-

ration! I leave this subject to the elucidation of

some abler pen. It is one intimately connected

with "the ini[)rovement of the practice, and sup-

port of the interests of agriculture," and claims a

full share of the reflection and labor of yoursell'

and able correspondents.

The whole of the country tlom the James to the

Potomac River has been, troni an early period, un-

der an exhausting system of cultivaition and graz-

ing. But i'ew farms have had the benefit of ame-
lioration, or even of a judicious rotation of crops.

And, it would astonish a lanr.er from Europe to

know this, and see the croi)s which they still yield,

with careless and impertect cultivation! Under
all circumstances, the products of the highlands

are more surprising than those of the bottoms,

which are so often improved by deposites Irom the

former.

The highland of the whole region north of

James River, and below the granite ledge of

rocks, taken together, would present to one, raised

above, and viewing it, in perspective, a great j^lain

gradually inclined to the ocean, unbroken by
mountains or hills. Yet, it is cut up, in every
form, direction and fashion, by depressed valleys or

bottoms—deep, precipitous ravines—and by long
and wide and still deeper gashes, through which
the rivers and principal streams wind their devious
courses into one another, and then mingle with
the waters of the noblest bay on earth. A view
of this region might present, to the geologist, ma-
terials for his proibundest reflections, and sustain

or refute theories that have puzzled and divided

the thoughts of wise men.
Apj)earances tell us that the principal rivers

and streams, once covered the beautiful and fertile

bottoms through which they now glide. Tiieir

deeply sunken beds are defended, in many places,

by high banks which exhibit various strata of
earth and sand of every variety of color. These
high banks are, generally, ojiposite to marshes
which gradually rise into level cultivated flats,

extending to tlie foot of the main highland-plain

of the country. I have but seldom seen, on the

flats of these rivers, that the lands were much
lower at the foot of the hills than the level of the

high banks near the stream. This I know to be,

very generally, the case with the flats on the great

western streams. But may we not suppose, that

in the length of time, since the clearing of the

adjacent lands, these depressions, if they ever ex-

isted, have been filled up by Avashings fi-om the

hills? Such will hereafter, no doubt, be the result

in the west. But the river hills there, are so light

in texture, or contain so much decomposed vege-

table and adhesive matter, that it will take as long

to make them run off with the rains, as it did with

us.

These remarks apply, in a great degree, to the

smaller streams. On them we see similar geolo-

gical and topographical appearances. They are,

however, subject to overspread their banks, and
sometimes niost disastrouslj', from heavy and
continued rains. These inundations sweep off

the soil from one place and deposite it in another;

but they are gradually decreasing in extent. This

is obviously owing to three causes: 1st, the clear-

ing and cultivation of the country—2nd, the sink-

ing of the beds of the streams by constant, and

often violent attrition—3rd, the diminution in the

waters of every stream in eastern Virginia by the

disappearance of so many springs, and the in-

creasing aridity of the whole country. The dis-

appearance of springs, the failure of wells, and
the drying up of wet spots, both on high and low
land, united with the fact, that, if the average
quantum of rain be not much diminished, tlie hu-
midity of the atmosphere is perceptibly less, are

facts that have attracted the attention of every ob-

serving man who has reached his fiftieth year.

The causes of all these changes in our climate,

and of some other appearances which I shall pre-

sently notice, deserve investigation; and might be
usefully explained by men of ripe learning, who
can discard the plausible seductions of abstractions

and theory, and give common sense and observa-

tion a i?hare in their s])eculations.

Whether or not the deep cuts and depressions

we see in this whole region have been caused
mainly by the washings of the rains and the con-

stant abrasion of the streams is an interesting

(juestion. -The moment we enter upon its consi-

deration vv^e are beset by difficulties, and occular

proofs that the earth never could have heen for7ned

with all its 25resent irregularities ofsurface:foritcan

hardly be supposed that the Great First Cause

created the shells, the bones, the sea mud, and
diversified strata we find, and that he then distri-

buted them 30 capriciously.

Was the land primarily covered with waterl

This seems to be conveyed by the JMosaic account

of the creation—but whether the earth existed as

a solid body, or was held in solution, as chemical

acids hold the hardest metallic substances, and
was then precipitated, or crystallized, is matter of

curious speculation.

With many, it is a favorite theory, that the

whole earth was, originally, rocks of different

sorts; and that the clay and soil have been formed

by the decomposition of these rocks, and of vege-

table matter. This theory, however, seems to be

disproved by the fact, that on the second day, the

earth was commanded to bring forth grass, fruit,

&c. Still, it is obvious, that a decomposing pro-

cess is constantly going on in many of the rocks

on, and near the earth's surface. Whoeverdoubts
this will be convinced by examining the soil on a
hill-side that is interspersed with granite or sand

stone. The mouldering condition of the edges

and surface of these rocks, the coarse rock-sand

near the rocks, and its gradual increase of fine-

ness as you get farther ofi' until it becomes ex-

tremely fine and light in te:!tture, and of color

characteristic of the rock—are circumstances

which carry conviction to the mind at once—and
will dispefthe vulgar notion that all "stones and
rocks grow like potatoes."

Then, according to the Mosaic account, the

earth must have been, primarily, covered wnth

water, (if not held in solution,) and afier a plac;

of retreat had been prepared, its rapid retirement

may have fretted off and carried away the softer

parts of the ground, in such a manner as to form

the cuts and gashes and depressions which we see,

and which puzzle our understandings to account

for. But, we have proof positive, that this theory

is not alone sufficient. Whence come the im-

mense deposites of fossil shells, and marine ap-

pearances to be found in the bottoms of the

streams and swamps, remote fi-om salt water; in

the ravines on the precipitous hill-sides, and by
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borings of over one hundred feet beloAvthe surlace

of the highest plains or promontories? Not only

great varieties of shells are found, but the teeth

and bones of the largest inhabitants of the deep.

Then, the history of the creation will not ac-

count, to a rational mind, ibr all the appearances to

which I allude. But JVloses tells us of the^oorf,

which God said he brought "upon the earth to

destroy all yZes/t wherein is the breath of lile, from

under Heaven: and every thing that is in the

earth shall die." In this account I see no mention
made of the fishes and other oceanic inhabitants.

But rejecting the idea, that God created them in

the waters of good kind, and threw aside, under
the earth, vast masses of their bones and shells

or rather the fragments of his workmanship with
which he was not "well pleased"—throwing aside

every speculation relative to the creation, let us

take the history of the flood, and it will help our

minds to some conclusion.

Atlter Noah had entered the x\rk, accompanied
by his chosen stock for repeopling and reanimating

the earth with all that had before moved or breath-

ed upon it or in it, "it came to ptiss, after seven
days that the waters of the flood were upon the

earth." In the 600th year of Noah's life, the

2nd month, the 17th day—the sa^ne day were all

"the fountains of thegrsatdeep broken up, and the

windows of heaven were opened"—-"and the

waters prevailed, and were increased greatly

upon the earth"—"and the waters prevailed ex-
ceedingly upon the earth; and all the hills that

were under the whole heaven were covered."
"Fifteen cubits upwards did the waters prevail

and the mountains were covered"—"and the

waters prevailed upon the earth one hundred and

fifty days.^'' "God made a loind to pass over the

earth, and the waters assuaged." "The foun-

tains also of the deep and the windows of heaven
were stopped, and the rain from heaven was
restrained." "And the waters returned from off

the earth continually, and after the end of the 150
days the waters were abated." May we under-
stand this abatement to mean, that the waters
ceased to lash, and foam, and roll in mountain
Avaves? The word fl6a<e£Z can here hav^e no other

intelligible meaning: lor, the Ark only "rested on
the seventh month on the 17th dayof^ the month,
upon the mountains of Ararat." That is precise-

ly five montlis atler "the fountains of the great
deep were broken up, and the windows of heaven
were opened." But after the Ark had sat down
on Ararat, "the wafers decreased continually, un-
til the tenth month: in the tenth month, on the

first day of the month, were the tops of the moun-
tains seen." Reference to the account will tell

the reader hoio long it was before Noah and his

charge disembarked from the Ark. And, reason-

ing from what little we know, may we not suppose
that the agitated waters of" such a devouring
flood, must have changed the appearance and
form of all that had been heretofore dry land, ex-
cept perhaps, the huge primitive mountains?
Ararat, resisted the billows. It would seem that

the bed of the ocean, the principal residence of
the shelled tribe, was scooped and heaved up, and
carried by the waves to great distances; even to

the tops of the Andes, where marine appearances
are to be found, as well as upon the highest moun-
tains of other countries. We hear of no remains
upon thess extreme heights, of the larger inhabi-

tants of the deep; and, from the account of the
deluge, we may well comprehend how lighter

matters may have been bufl'etted tosuch an eleva-

tion, and left there by the retiring waters.

We may call the whole country below the

granite ledge of" rocks, secondary in its Ibrraation.

Whether it was dry or was covered by water be-
fbre the flood, is immaterial to this view of" the
subject. In cither case, our eyes tell us, that the
surface has been greatly raised; not by convulsive
heavings, nor by volcanic eruptions, but l)y inter-

mitting agitations of the ocean. May we not
suppose that during the long continuance of the
flood, the ordinary causes fbr the tides still were
unsuspended; that the winds remained the same,
and that there were necessarily, a tremendous
roaring, rocking and upturning of the billows of
an ocean, which the great "JeaZows" in all his

vengeance had raised flfteen cubits above the

highest dry land! What then must have been the

changes of the position of"every thing which these

waters could move or rend asunder! The shelled

tribe must have been tossed about and deposited

in the places we find them, under the influence of
the winds, the tides, and the currents, created in

part, probably, by thep<eculiar original formation of
the inundated land. We find these shells in the
valleys and on the precipitous hill-sides. But on
the hill-sides they are like the other strata, above
and below them, uniform in their dip, and undu-
lating with the eminence over which they appear
to have been spread. Here we see a stratum of
red, here of blue, and there of yellow or vvhite

clay; sometimes without sand, but generally

mixed with it. In the same deep boring or cut,

we frequently find occasional layers of every va-

riety of earth; of pure sand, both red and white.

And it often happens, that at difierent depths,

strata of flint stones and pebbles, rounded and po-

lished by attrition, are fbund with the interstices

filled either with pure sand or a mixture of sand
and clay, either red or uhite. High mounds and
promontories are often met with, composed chiefly

of" these gravel deposites.

From all these appearances, the mind is irre-

sistibly led to the conclusion, that the ocean once
covered, (and for some time) in a state of great

agitation, the whole of Virginia, and I may say,

of the United States, for some miles at least, above
the present head of" tide-water. And can an in-

quiring mind fail to ask, were not these various

strata deposited as we see them, at different \)e-

riods? Could there have been more than one
general deluge? If there has been no other than
that described by Moses, is it not probable, that

the tides, winds and tornadoes that must have hap-

pened during the prevalence of the water on the

earth, may have varied in violence, po as to leave

distinct and characteristic deposites? That this

was the case, is indicated by the fact that strata of

gravel are fbund, (within ten feet) with one of

sand above, and one below them. We know the

eflects of high tides, jreshels, tempests and storms
in our day—how they transi)ort lands, and houses,

and trees and rocks; but bow awfully different Av~as

the deluge of" an enraged God!
But it is in vain fbr finite minds to attempt to

unravel the mysteries in the skein of created

things. We can only reason from analog}'. We
see the causes which create new, and fill up the

old beds of our streams—which gradually carry
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aAvay islands; add to old, and form new ones. 1

Some may think they know the cause of the

changes in our climate, and the gradual diminu-

tion ot the waters of our fountains and rivers: but

they cannot agree among themselves about it.

Why is it that the tide rises at Cumberland, in the

Bay of Fundy, to the great height of seventy-one

feet, and only nine, at Cape Sable—six and a half

at Cape Cod, twenty-five at the mouth of Pas-
samaqnoddy river, ten at Penobscot, eight at

Halifax (Nova Scotia,) five at New York, four

and a half at Cape Henry, five at Norfolk, and
but one and a half at the mouths of the Mississip-

pi? Rut enough of this digression.

From the Cultivator.

WINTERING tJIIEEP.

In Oeccmber flocks of sheep require a little of

our time and attention; if these are bestowed with

subsequent ordinary cai^e, sheej) will connnonly

pass through the winter with trifling loss and much
to our advantage. For want of attention in the

commencement of winter I have seen large flocks

nearly lost during its course, which might have
been saved with a little previous care. But when
it did occur you could not convince their owners
that it was their bad management, as they had
made up their minds to impute it solely to their bad

luck. It is always the best policy for the farmer to

have his sheep in good condition when Ihey begin

the winter, and then they are sure to go well

through it. If however they are permitted to en-

ter it poor and light—good provender and a regu-

lar supply of it, which is the best that can then be
done, although it may sav3 the lives of some, will

not carry them prosperously through it. The
foundation of our loss of sheep in winter is laid

during the season of pasturing, for the experience

of every farmer will teach him that only give

them enough to eat during the summer, the natu-

ral effect will be that they will put on flesh; and a
sheep in good condition is easily and safely winter-

ed, whilst it is a most difficult job to carry a poor
sheep safe through the winter. It is wrong to

permit them to ramble over the fields later than

about the first of December, because at that time
there is little nutriment in the scanty herbage on
whicli they feed, and the blades of grass had bet-

ter remain on the stem to protect it during the

frosts and winds of winter, and prepare it lor an
early and vigorous growth in the spring; besides,

as the supply to the animal is small, and innutri-

tions, there is great danger that there will be a

falling off" in its flesh, which it can illy spare, and
Avhich to its subsequent existence it is so necessary

it should no\v retain. I have frequently thought
that an open December, which is often wished for

by the farmer to save his winter supply of hay, is

more prejudicial to his sheep, when they ramble
over the fields, and to his own interest, than he is

generally aware of It would certainly comport
more with real economy, if he were to bring up
his sheep by the 10th, or at farthest the 15ih ol

this month, into winter quarters, even if the wea-
ther should remain warm and the ground uncover-

ed; for if they lose flesh at this tinie, they cannot

regain it until spring, and the mortality which

sometimes costs almost entire flocks is imputable
in a measure to this cause.

Sheep in winter should have sheds; the preser-

vation of their health requires this indulgence, and
nature prompts to it. Let me aslc, if they have
the choice, do they remain in the open air in a
storm7 No, they as instinctively run to their co-

vering as a man docs to his house, and if they do
not require it ([iiite as nmch, they appear quite as

well lor the shelter. For a flock of poor sheep a
protection from the weather is all important.

Those in good condition do not as much want it,

as they have a better coat both of flesh and wool;
but for them it is likewise useful, and a good far-

mer will not omit to give all the requisite shelter.

In those countries in Eurojie which grow large

quantities of the finest wool, they find it indispen-

sable to the attainment of their object, that is fine

wool, that their sheep are sheltered from storms
both summer and winter, and they have made
their arrangements accordingly, lor they herd
them every night and narrowly watch the indica-

tions of the weather during the day. They say
that rain and snow give a hardness and coarseness

to the wool which they can obviate by a sufficiency

of shelter. But to our subject: as soon as sheep
are brought into the yard lor winter, the different

kinds of lambs, ewes, and wethers should be care-

fully separated and kept apart. It is important

that those in one yard should be as nearly of a
size as practicable; for by being so, there are no
strong ones among them, to drive the weaker from
their provender. All will then feed alike and do
well. The flocks ought likewise to be as small as

we can conveniently make them. It is an invari-

able rule that a small flock does much better than a
large one, even if both, according to their number,
are fed equally well. If the flocks in each yard
can be reduced to between fifty and one hundred,
so much the better; and it is a great desideratum
to make them as few as fifty if it can in any way
be effected. It is also necessary to ha\e a sepa-

rate yard for old and j^oor sheep, and if there are

any in the flock that do not subsequently do Avell

they should be removed into what is commonly
called the hospital. These hospital sheep, by be-

ing few in number, ha\'ing a good warm shed, a
sheaf of" oats, or a Cew screenings from under the

fanning mill, once a da)', will soon begin to im-
prove. I have had my hospital sheep in a better

condition with this care by spring than any other

flock, and I must say that for the last three sea-

sons, my sheep were in better condition when I

turned them out of my yards in the spring, than
when I put them there in the beginning of winter.

Sheep ought to be rather sparingly than sumptu-
ously fed, three times a day, and out of racks, to

prevent them from running over and tram|)ling on
the hay. As soon as one is seen in any of the

flocks to become thin, it ought to be removed at

once into the hospital where it will be better fed.

If you neglect to do this it will soon be too late,

and you will suffer loss: for a sheep once reduced
to a certain point cannot be recovered. It is of
service to give them a feeding of straw, or pine

tops, if jou please; for it invigorates their health

and makes a change in their food. They ought
all to be daily watered, and if your hay has not

been salted, to have a lick of salt occasionally.

The opinion that sheep do not want water is erro-

neous; repeated observation hascomincedmethat
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it ia almost as indispensable to their welfare as

their food, and the sooner farmers get rid of this

notion the better lor both their interests andimder-
etanding. I have tried the experiment of keep-

ing sheep without water in conformity with this

improper custom so often and thoroughly, that I

have come to tliB conclusion that the only safe

rule is the opposite one. I could repeat the seve-

ral occasions' when I have acted upon this plan

for my own inibrmation, were it necessary, but I

only add that the result in my hands was invaria-

ble, that is, my sheep grew thin, as it was, that

they immedialely improved when I adopted an

opposite practice. With this care you Avill save

all your sheep; or not lose more of them than you
woidd of the same number of horses and catde.

They will have no disease among them. I have
often thought of an observation, made to me by
an experienced wool-grower from whom I once

asked tor information ofthe diseases of sheep; he
answered, "what have you to do with the diseases

of sheep? take care of them and you will have no

need tor remedies." This observation struck me
as strange at the time, but subsequent experience

has amply confirmed it. A nd now, v/hat will the

farmer gain by keeping his sheep well? In the

first place, he will save his hay, a fat sheep will

not eat so much as a poor one; he will save all his

frain—sheep in good condition do not require any.

n the next place, he will save all his sheep—he

will have more and better lambs in the spring, be-

sides several ounces more of wool to each sheep;

and what is better than all the rest, he will in the

end save himself loss and anxiety. The saving

will at least be from one-eight to one-fourth of the

value of his flock, and all this by attendmg to a

necessary work in due season.

A.

TRIAL OF MR. IIKRBEMONT S WINE.

[We regret that the accidents mentioned below

should have prevented an examination of all the wine.

In addition to this decision, we had before heard ex-

pressed, by Gideon B. Smith, Esq. formerly editor of the

American Farmer, praise equally strong, and more

fully stated, of the fine flavor of Mr. Herbemont's

Champagne wine.]

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Nelson Co., Feb. 16th, 1835.

By a series of accidents the several specimens

of Mr. Herbemont's wine failed to reach me at the

time (and those of one kind in the condition)

which I expected, which has prevented my writ-

ing heretofore. Having, as I mentioned to you
before, but little pretensions myself to connoisseur-

ship in such matters I submitted the first (the Cham-
pagne) to the judgement of a friend whose oppor-

tunities and observation qualified him to speak

understandingly—and my natural taste concurred

with his more cultivated, in pronouncing it the best

specimen of American wine we had ever seen.

It seems to differ from the most acceptable im-

ported of the same kind in nothing, except its be-

ing still, instead of sparkling.

Unluckily one of the bottles of "Port" was
broken, and the cork of the other was loosened

—

which so impaired its flavor as to forbid the ex-

pression of opinion as to its merits. The third

kind having been sent in a different direction, I

did not see it until the last month, when several

gentlemen partook of it. It was thought at the

time to resemble in most of its proi)erties, the

"Madeira" generally consumed in this country,

except perhaps that it had less body and but little

of the saccharine taste. This may arise from its

having, as I learn, no addition of spirit, and but
little of the second ingredient being necessary for

its preservation when it is not subjected to the trial

of a voyage.
These three kinds of wine, were all made, as I

understand, by a variation of the pi'occss, from
one species of grape (Herbemont's Madeira) until

lately supposed to be a native: and together with
other successlijl specimens, should suffice to re-

move every doubt as to the adaptation of our cli-

mate and soil to this species of culture.

N. F. CABELL.

EXTRACTS FROM PRIVATE CORRESPONUENCK.

FENCE LAW AND TAX COLD WEATHER.

Nottoway, December I5ih, 1834.

The petition to the legislature for a change in

the f(?.nce law will take well here. There is very

little objection, and amongst the intelligent, almost

none. The thing was started rather too late for

this session, though I should like to see it discus-

sed, as it would thereby set the public mind in

operation, which is all that is necessar}^ If it

could be efllected in five years, western migration

would be checked, because our lands could be
made rich, and the cultivation profitable.

Columbia, S. C, February 10th, 1835.

# « * We have had these four days

the coldest weather I have ever felt here. The
thermometer was on Sunday (the 8th) two de-

grees below zero, a degree of cold unknown here

before, at least for a great number of years. It is

to-day 10 degrees above 0. * * * *

February I2th, 1835.

The most important subject to farmers now, is

the proposed change in our fence law. I hope
you will not let that subject sleep, as I am well

convinced, more important interests are connected

with it, than with any of the absorbing political

questions of the day. By way of illustrating the

excessive expenses attendant en t!ie present law
of enclosures, I would barely state a fact in regard

to my own plantation. I have 1500 acres of land,

on which I have (of necessity) fourteen miles of

fence, (one-third of which is distant from my sup-

ply of timber an average of two miles) one mile

and a half of which is on a stream very liable to

inundation, and is, m fact, carried off at least once

in two )cars. Now the whole fencing I would

require, in case ol' the proposed change of the

law, to protect my arable land, or rather to keep

in m}^ own stock, would not exceed three miles,

and that convenient to timber. Mine is by no

means an unusually strong case; there are many
within my own knowledge equally oppressive, and^

vet demagogue-ism is resisting our efforts at relief

from this most unjust and distressing tax. The
thintr is, however, gaining ground, and your ])aper

is a powerfiil agent in the work.
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-BLUE GRASS
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CHICKAHOMONY SWAMP LAA'DS-

AN» tIERBS GRASS fllEADOVVS-

BAN DRY.

To tiic Editor of the Faiuicrs' Register.

Henrico, February, 1835.

Ail the streams in this Avhole region of the

state, large enough to turn a grist mill, are border-

ed by low grounds or alluvial flals; varying in

width, nearly in proportion to their length. There
is much dilTerence also, in their soil, for that par-

takes much of the color and character of the

lands through Avhich the upper parts of the

.streams and their tributaries ])a3s. The Chicka-
homony, ("or instance, rises in the "livery," slashy

lands of Hanover and Henrico; and its low
grounds are generally stiff, with a considerable

portion of white and party colored clay. Above
the New Kent line they are comparatively nar-

row, and more diversified in appearance—subject

to inundation, and producing a remarkably tliiclc

and tall growth of gum, ash, maple, elm, Avhite-

oak, willow oak, and many other trees of the cli-

mate. The growth depends, however, very much
on the liability of the spot to water. A large pro-

portion, (and that much the most valuable,) of

these bottoms are yet to clear; and w^ill probably
remain a longtime unreclaimed, as they are sub-

ject to be often under water; and when tlie water
is off, remain too wet for almost any agricultural

purpose, until the heat of the summer has evapo-
rated the moisture. The river is narrow, very de-

vious in its course; with low banks. Indeed it is

evident, that it has frequently changed its bed.

Some years ago a law \vas passed, granting a

lottery to raise the means of straiglifening and
clearing out this river; but owing to some defect-

in its details, or some other cause, the act remains,
like many others, a dead letter on the statute book.
Individuals have deepened and widened the old

bed, for some miles, with evident benefit. The
water does not overilow to the same extent, nor
remain so long as formerly; and the bed is wash-
ing deeper annually, and injuriously, for the pre-

sent, to the lands below, where this operation has
not been performed.
There seems to be fall enough, quite to the

head of tide-w-ater, to take off the freshets, if a
vent sufficient in width and depth, Vv^ere made.
If the land owners w"ere to unite with proper har-
mony and determination, this object might be
easily effected, and it.s benefits would compensate
the expense, more than an hundred-fold. Sixty
thousand acres of land at the least calculation,

would be rapidly thrown into the most profitable

tillage. This could not fail to be the result, as the
soil is exceedingly fertile, producing enormous
crops of hay, and within a few miles of Rich-
mond. Almost an incredible numberof the trunks
and branches of huge trees, the growth of past

ages, lie to and fro, cither entirely rotten, or fast

decaying in the water and mud; giving out with
the annual contributions of vejietable matter.
noxious malaria! What could be more conducive
to the health of the surrounding country, than the'i^nd conquers even,- th'no- ck

Vol. 11—47
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removal of these, along with the dense stifling

growth, through which a rny of .summer's sun
scarcely ever penetrates?-

The particular part of the valley of this river to

which I allude, is about filleen miles long, aver-

aging, say, one and a hvdl' miles in width, exclu-

ding the bottoms of several tributary streams.

Although the general character of the soil, is as

stated; yet it varies exceedingly. The lands

nearest the main run, Euid in depressed places

tiirthrr off, are denominated mud lands. They
are diflerent in color, but all rich: being composed
of the washings from the highlands above, the

red, the jeliow, the blue, ami the white clays

Ibund on the hill-sides, and in the bottoms of the

tributary branches and ravines. Independent of

the supply of top soil and vegetable nmtter fur-

nished by freshets, the accunmlation of the last

ingredient, from the growth of the land for centu-

ries, must have been sufficient to ferlilize it. The
brown and chocolate colored mud land is better

than the gray aiid ash colored; being more friable,

or containing sand in a coarser form. The latter

is apt to bake and to crack open when drj-—nei-

ther freely absorbing nor giving out moisture.

Virgin cakes of it when broken, shoAV thin strata

of different appearances, which would seem to

indicate the tardy process of its formation. They
are very produciive in corn when the season is not

too wet; but that is too generally tiie case, in the

present condition of the swamp. Nor is it safe to

seed them in wheat; for it will be winter killed;

and if it were not, would be sure to grow- too rank

and fall, or take the rust. I know of but few-

instances of the success of this grain on these

lands. It has succeeded pretty -vVell with several

farmers on lands somewhat of this character; but

only after they had been well reclaimed, and tend-

ed sometime in corn. Oats do rather better;

though unless sown quite late, they are liable to

fall. The most congenial crop seems to be herds

grass. When the ground is well prepared and
properly seeded, the crop will range from six to

eight thousand pounds of cured hay. Timothy
succeeds well. The objection to it is, that it fires

or burns up, in this hot climate, and v.-ill not, like

herds grass, wait for the farmer.

A grass has spontaneously sprung up in these

lands, and been ])ropagated by several persons,

who esteem it highly. They call it the blue

grass, from its rich o-Iossy blue aj)]iearance, both

while growing, and after cured into hay. It rises

from three to five feet; stem nearly flat, and about

the size of a goose quill; leaves numerous from top

to bottom of the stem, and from six to twelve

inches long, half an inch Avide near the boot,

smooth and tapering. It puts forth a thread-like

flower stem out of the boot of every leaf, which
rises and branches ofl' like the head of the oat,

bearing numerous small seed. This flower is of

a richeT purple than the leaf or stem. I do not

know hs botanical name, and if I did, it is proba-

ble that this pltdn descrij)tion would suit my pur-

pose jn describing it, even better. I am liighly

pleased with it, because it is said to delight in wet
even the bullrush
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and the broom sedge. All the Chickahomony
lands, rich and poor, dry and wet, put up the sedjie

very soon after the most careiul preparation.

Meadows as tliickly set in herds grass, as the

teeth in a card, become entirely ov^errun with it in

a few years (say six) and require a lioe crop and
re-seeding. We all know what a pest the buUrush
is! The h\ne grass makes coarse looking hay,
though stock are very fond of it, and seem to eat

the stem, as though they relished it as Vv'ell as the

blades. Never havins; cultivated it, I know no-
thing of a supposed diflicLdty in curing it, owing to

the size of the stem. Yet I can conceive, that

laying more open in the swath, as well as in the
shock, the air would find a more h"ee circulation

through it, and enable you to stack it as soon as

fine grass. Every body knows, I presume, that

air-cured hay is better than that cured by the heat
of the sun.

Another portion of these bottoms, rather more
elevated than the mud lands, is ash colored, stiti",

liable to balce, and retentive of water. The crops

are apt to be very light either in wet or dry sea-
sons. Should the elements be favorable, and tlie

owner very industrious in keeping it clean and
finely pulverized, it pays pretty well in corn.

But it might do better in grass or pasture. It is

generally speaking less valuable than highland—
and there is much of it in this valley. Putres-
cent manure will act favorably, but for a short time.
The pewtery mass soon runs together after being
lightened, pulverized and manured. Nothingbut
very coarse sand or coal ashes will change its

stubborn nature. The latter makes it rich.

Nearer the hills, and wherever the land is free

from inundation, and not so retentive of water, the
soil is light and ti-iable; and frequently has an ex-
cess of sand. All of this on both sides of the
swamp, has been cleared, by former generations.
If we judge by its present crop^s, it must have
been originally rich. Below the New Kent line

the low grounds grow gradually wider, the soil

lighter and more sandy. Of that part of the val-

ley I know nothing.

Pcrhaj)s the flats on no stream in the state, pre-
sent such diversities of soil as those of the Chick-
ahomony—nor are they, any where, so irregularly
dispersed. And the fields in many places^ have
been cleared in a coiTesponding manner. When
the sluggish run (for it is not a river,) shall be well
opened and straightened, and the superabundant
Avater conducted off', these inequalities in the pro-
ductiveness and the value of these lands will be
lessened—a stimulus will be offered to the owners
to clean up and drain all the low wet spots, now
grown up and disfiguring their farms—the rich

virgin land, now useless, except for timber and
fuel, will be cleared and cultivated, jnelding great
profit, and furnishing the means of enriching the
exhausted highlands. When the whole of this

extensive valley shall be brought into neat cultiva-
tion; interspersed with verdant meadows, green
fields of corn and ripening harvests, what a beau-
tiful spectacle will it be irom the lofty heights, to

the eye of the metropolitan ! From the centre of
the city he may reach and enjoy it in half an
hour's ride.

This, for the present, is indeed a fancy picture.
But when Richmond shall contain a population of
.sixty or seventy thousand, and its commercial
capital be trebled and profitably employed, the

demands of its markets, aided by some of its en-
terprise and money, will convert this fancy into re-

ality. I have at hand, no means to ascertain how
many thousand bundles of northern hay, are an-
nually sold in Riclimond. The quantity is very
great, considering the population. That article

alone, will justify the reclaiming of the landson the
Chickahomony! One acre adapted to meadow,
and cultivated in the best manner, will not fail to

make six thousand weight; which at seventy five

cents, (the lowest regular market price, for the
best hay,) amounts to 55:45. Deduct !g;10 for cut-

ting, curing anddiauliiig to market, and you ha\'e

a clear income of ig35. NowAvhat is that acre of
land worth, which p^ays interest on 8583?
Not more than one-fourth of this bottom is,

however, capable of this production, and then
only, after much pains and expense in preparation
and seeding—more indeed than its present culti-

vators have bestowed. It must be confessed that
the original clearing and preparing of the soil is

laborious and expensive. This is about compen-
sated thougli, by the value of tlie wood and tim-
ber, exce|)t where the wood is too distant to bear
carriage to market. It is my opinion that about
one-half of the whole body of low grounds (with-
in the limits alluded to) is capable of producing
three thousand weight of hay per acre; perhaps it

would average four; while the richest would yield

about 8500. Only one crop of artificial grass is

cut annually—the second crop has no chance to

grow until the fall rains and mild tem|)erature

commence; for the first is mowed just at the com-
mencement of hot weather.

Considerable quantities of hay are made from
Avild grass which springs up abundantly in land
that is wet. It is quite coarse, but yields two
crops generally; and especially, when the first is

cut early. It finds a market, at fifty cents, and
sixty two and a half cents. Some of it is pre:ty

good. It seems to suit particular tavern keepers
and keepers of livery stables; Avhether on account
of the ])rice, or of the certainty that horses are

not so fond of it, or from both these considerations

together, I do not undertake to say.

The blue grass yields also two crops—both of
which put together, perhaps are greater than the

best single crop of artificial grass. It, like the
herds grass, Avill Avait a week or two for the mow-
er—and I am disposed to think, it Avill take the

place of all other grasses on lands adapted to it.

In fact it is rapidly springing up in meadows
Avhere it never was soAvn, and quite remote fi'om

those in Avhich it is cultivated or encouraged to

grow. Orchard grass does not succeed, but the

feather grass grows luxuriantly^, though I think

the hay light and chaff}', (to use that expression.)

A mixture of timothy and herds grass, seems to

me, to be Avell calculated for all the artificial mea-
dows "^n the loAver country. The latter, Avhen
ready to be cut, is apt to fall, and would be greatly

sustained by the stouter and stilTer stalk of the

former, which in its turn Avould be less liable to

burn or dry up, Avhen shaded and protected, as it

would be. In three or four years the timothy Avill

be rooted out by the herds grass, and in this cli-

mate, the best meadoAV will not last more than six

or seven years and be profitable.

It maybe well to say somethingabout the mode
of preparing and seeding an artificial meadow;
and what I shall say on these subjects will be
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equally applicable to the whole of the country
below the mouiitain.s. There is scarcely a stream
in this whole reinon that does not atlbrd some ex-
cellent meadow land; and there are numerous wet
slashy spoty, in the levels of the hijxhiunds ihat

would [iroduce fine crojis of hay. Lower Virfxi-

nia, thougii almost exclusively a grain growing
country, is oHen, and particularly in some parts of

it, very deficient in rough or long (bod ibr stock.

Fodder (or corn blades) is the main dependence
lor sheej) and horses; and shucks and straw for

cattle. I have long thought that blade fodder was
not worth half the cost of gathering and sav-ing

it; unless the corn be remarkably fine. And even
fi-om such corn, the weather must be very favora-

ble to secure it with its nutritive juices. If I had
no meadow, nor knowledge of hay, I might think

otherwise. (This is a plain matter that ought to

be fully discussed and experimented upon.)
Land for a meadow ought to be ricli and moist;

or at any rate, retentive of moisture until the mid-
dle of June. The soil must be ploughed and har-

rowed until finely divided. The aid of a roller

will in many cases, greatly facilitate this opera-
tion. But it ought to be complete, and the land
made as level as possible, in order to lighten the

labor of the mower, and enable him to get the

whole crop of grass. The depth of" the first

ploughing should be regulated by the deplh of the

fertile soil. Deep stirring of the earth is necessa-

ry; for the deeper it be broken, (he more moisture
it will absorb, and the more it will give to the

roots of the grass. All the roots, trash and tus-

socks must be carried ofi^—they are the nurseries

of weedi?, and will be in other respects inju-

rious.

The seed ought to be sown after the last har-

rowing and before any rain has fallen. A bushel
of herds, and one gallon of timothy seed, orrather
less will be sufficient per acre, if sown in Septem-
ber, or before the middle of October. If sown in

the spring or sunmier, half a bushel more of herds
ought to be added. But there is no danger of

sowing too many seed; and I should never stop

under two bushels, provided the seed were not too

costly. Though what is a little expense, com-
])ared to a thick luxuriant crop, which shall en-

tirely possess the ground, to the exclusion of every
other growth? Grass when sown too thick, will

(and only on rich land) thin hself exactly to that

point which insures fineness and the greatest pro-

duction of which the soil and climate are capable.

iVIanj^ grass growers have labored under a strange

delusion on this subject. It was the practice with
some (of my acquaintance,) to sow only one peck
on an acre. The conse(|uence was, that they had
to lose one year, waiting tor the grass to spread,

and supply the stinted seeding—cutting the first

year a rank crop of weeds, mixed so sparingly

with hay, that the produce was but of little value,

except fis horse bedding. The cutting of such a
crop is heavier work than of good haj^ And ex-
perience proves, that thinly sown meadows will

always remain ibul, and give inferior crops.

The seeds having been thoroughly mixed to-

gether with the hand, are ihen sown in a dry
state, by the hand also after the manner of small
grain; the irround having been first marked off into

six feet lands by using a hoe or rake handle.
Horses ouffht not to go on the ground thus );re-

pared; and if the lines laid off, as recommended;

be not mathematically straight, they will suffi-

ciently guide the seedsman, who ought to follow

just behind tiie operator, and while his mark is

flesh. This will insure regularity. I'he sower's

hand ought to be held low, and particularly if

there be any wind. It is better to sow the seed
dry, because then they separate easily, and tall

more regularly. Being white, they ought to give

the ground an evenly powdered ap]:earance,

which is the only sure proof of good sowing, ex-
cepting always the appearance of the grass itself^

—

and slighted spots should be resown by both of
these indices. Herds grass seed are so small and
light, that they are very apt to be taken up and
thrown about and deposited in sunken places, if

not carried ofl[ by the winds. To prevent this,

the roller should follow the seedsman as soon as

possible. In addition to this benefit, it beautifully

levels and smooths such finely prepared ground,

and leaves it, so that the grass knife passes over it

without obstruction or jar.

How interesting to the eye of the husbandman,
is such a plot of land, thickly and evenly covered

with a rich coat of grass, in full bloom! Then is

the time to apply the knife, and handle the fork.

An experienced and dexterous cutter will be ena-

bled to shear it smoothly and evenly, and with as

much apparent ease as the city barber wields the

instrument of his vocation.

The second crop, as already suggested, does

not rise high enough in this climate to be cut.

But it affords the best of grazing. In its growth
it steals along, alternately freshened up by show-
ers, dews, and cool nights; and parched and with-

ered by the burning sun of summer, until released

fi-om this doubtful state of existence, by the more
regular and genial temperature of September.

Not till then, does it assume its gay verdure, and
give promise of future vigor and value. A cer-

tain union of heat and moisture is necessary to

every sort of vegetation, and every clime is cha-

racterized by its p>eculiar productions. In the

temperate zone, we regard spring as the flood, and
winter as the ebb-tide of vegetalile life. Summer
and autumn are the seasons of their vigor and
maturity. Btit it is both interesting and instruc-

tive to note the eiiect produced by the removal of

plants from one latitude to another, vv'ithin our

zone. Some of the artificial grasses so called,

which p-rescrve their verdure, in the northern

states, and even beyond our mountains, during the

whole summer, die and are withered to the very
ground, by the heat of the sun in the lower and
southern country. To them autumn is a second

day of resurrection. Hence they yield us but one
crop of hay, and seem to be inca|)able of that de-

gree of acclimation that would enable them to

produce two, notwithstanding all our care. We
have vainly endeavored to nurse int-o useliilness,

the guinen grass, which has been pronounced to

be to the West Indies "the next great blessing to

the sufrar cane." These considerations make it

desirable that some native grass should take the

place of exotics. The blue grass promises to do

this on very rich and wet lands; but a little more
experience with it ouglit to be had before we give

up the herds grass, which we know to be valuable

either on the wettest or the drjest land.

Unless the second crop, or aftermath, be grazed

down, it dies in the winter, and forms a thick

covering of dead material that retards the early
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i^rowth of the sprin<T crop, impedes 'the mower,
and iiijunously mixes with the hay of the next
crop, as it must be cut with it. On a new mea-
dow, this covering in fiiv^orable seasons, Vv'ill rot

afi.er the grass rises over it in the sprino;—but this

is not of en the case. It has been llie praclicc,

witli many larmers, to bum it olF eariy in tlie

spring. The objection to that, is the probability
of cmpoverishing the soil. But on the other
hand, sucli lieavy grazing as will be necessary to

consume and trample it completely down, is at-

tended with the pernicious ellect of poaching, or

making the ground too hard; and when that is the
case, the crop becomes short and meager. Wlien
tlic ground is dry, grazing may be permitted,
though never in wet weather, or when the hoof
breaks, or much indents the sod. At the time,
however, when the grazing of meadows, in this

climate, would be most protitable, grass is abun-
dant enough in the fields. The plan of a stand-
ing pasture, with an occasional use of the mea-
dow in the fall, would seem most advisable. Still

I am inclined to think, that burning once in three
years, would be more beneficial than injurious.

Although the months of September and Octo-
ber are the best lor sowing grass seeds, it mav be
done, in my opinion, any month in the year, pro-
vided there be no danger of the waters covering
the land and removing the seed. When sown in
the spring or summer, or too late in the fall for
them to vegetate, the first crop will be more or less
mixed with weeds. I sowed a iew acres some
years ago, with oats. The grass came up re-
markably well. Aller the oats were cut, we had
very dry and warm weather. I examined the
fate of the grass, and Ibund that before the heavy
crop of weeds, which succeeded the oats, had
protected it, the young grass had been completely
killed. It had risen" two or three inches; and
though sown very thick, appeared to be entirely
destroyed. The ground was as dry as it could be,
and 1 could see no sign of life m the roots. This
soil when moist, is as black as lamp-black; light,
and contains much sand. Notwithstanding these
appearances, the grass put up slowly in the fall,

and in the spring, occupied the ground, to the ex-
clusion of every thing else. The crop of hay was
a good one, though much injured by the stalks of
the weeds that ought to have been cut off in the
fall.

Excuse the digressions and diversities of this
long letter. They are characteristic of my mode
of thinking. The subject is but only broached.
For the present, let this suffice. I had intended
giving you a topographical and agricultural delin-
eation of the country from the James (o the Poto-
mac River. May I not call u])on the strong pens
and intelligent minds in the several intervenino-
counties to aid in this work?

"^

C. W. GOOCII.

For the F.nrinors' Register.

DEStTI.TORY ORSKnVATIONS OW THE SOILS
AND AGRICULTURE OF IIRNRICO COUWTV.

The lands in the county of Henrico vary prol)a-
bly, more tJian in any other country. Those of
the Chickahomony bottoms have been described
[pap 649.] The hills that overlook these, are
higher and more precipitous on the Hejirico, tJian

on the Hanover side, and abound more in gravel
and clay. Some ot' them are quite steep and
gashed by very deep ravines, iji the bottoms of
some of which, o];posite to Richmond, deposites

of fossil shells have been found, consisting of clam,
scallop, oyster, and a great variety of smaller
shells; so iiir decomposed that they may be re-

duced by 1 he pressure of the hand, and when ex-
posed to the atmosphere, fall into powder in a few
days. Expecting that these deposites will be
examined by the ardent and skilful Professor

Rogers, I shall say nothing more about them,
except that they have not been found in many
places; and but few experiments have been made
with them, as manure.
The soil of these hills is diversified. In some

places sandy, in others gravelly, with an admix-
ture either of yellow clay or yellow sand; and then
again, for a mile, on those the soil is a rich, choc-
olate colored fertile mould. There is but little red

clay, but fiequent hills of yellow or light brown
clay. The writer has found all these varieties to

be powerfully acted upon by plaster, and especial-

ly when applied to clover.

Between the Chickahomony and the James
River hills, the country is generally flat, but often

brolcen by deep ravines and valleys, along which
the branches pass to either stream. Several
streaks or patches of red land, not unlike the soil

of the South West Mountains occur. They are

however, far from being as rich; j-et are suscepti-

ble of high improvement. They suffer greatly

from drought. There are similar portions, with
a gray or ash colored soil, of nine or ten inches

thickness, resting on a red clay ibundation. I'he

soil of these portions suffers less from drought,

retains manure longer, and seems to have been
originally surer in production, if not actually so

rich. The top soil abounds in silex in a fine form,

and I presume, had in its virgin state, a due propor-

tion of veget.abic matter. But shallow ploughing,

a hot sun, and close grazing, have brought these

portions to povert}', and made them the fiivorite

spots for the poverty, or hen's grass. The clay

fi'om below, after being exposed to the frost and
scattered and mixed whh the silicious soil above,
seems to be in some places almost as good, and I

think has a more permanent effect than barn-yard
manure. To dig up, prepare, and scatter this red

clay, would be very expensive, though less so,

than the raising and use of putrescent manure.
This operation might be efiected by the plough,

but then whhout a good coat of vegetation to turn

under in its green state, sterility would be the con-

sequence for a year or two. Indeed the plough
cannot be easily made to reach the red substra-

tum and throw it up uniformly, without running a
two-horse, directly in the furrow after a] three-

horse plough and few persons are disposed to incur

this expense. There is a great deal of this sort

of land in Virginia. If a sufficient crop of clover

cannot be made to grow on it by Mr. Sampson's
mode of lightly toji-dressing small grain, at, or just

before the time of sov/mg clover seed, a crop of

peas, buckwheat or r3'e, might be turned under in a
green state, by a double ploughing, as suggested.

Bui. from the experiments I have made, wintergrain

neatly put in and top-dressed with farm-j-ard ma-
nure succeeds well. The manure seems to be

more beneficial in this, than in any other mode of

applying it, and secures to a cerlaiuty a good crop
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ol' clover. The improvers of exhausted land jn

every ])iirt of ihe state consider their work nearly

accoin|)]ished as soon as lliey can c,'et it well

covered with red clover. Good plonghintr, a pro-

per rotation of crops, and non-i';razin<r, with the

use of plaster, have seldom in such cases, liuled to

restore the soil to its original fertility. To go be-

yond that, requires calcareous matter or heavy
dressings cf putrescent vegetable or animal ma-
nures. I have an old field of this sort of land that

put up, when I took possession of it, nothing bat
hen's grass. Tlie soil was originally very good;
but it had been worn down to the lowest point of
sterility. From the very promising appearance
of the substratum, I thought that it could be
renovated by good ploughing, and the use of plas-

ter, so as to produce clover. It was accordingly
])loughed from iour to six inches deep, sown in

oats, clover and orchard grass, plastered at the

rate of a bushel to the acre. The oats were very
infijrior to what I exj.ected, but better than antici-

pated by those who knew the land. They were,
however, not sown until Aj^ril; for I did not take
possession until late in March. The clover came
up very badly, and except upon some j)ortions of
the field that had been partially manured by the

former owner, was an entire failure. The grass
seeds sown on this field cost me ,<f!l52. Having
as much rich land as I had force to cultivate, and
reclaim, I determined to let this field as well as

others on the same farm, rest and take the chance
of gradual improvement by timh, and one or two
])lougliings, until 1 could take hold of it. In 1829
the whole field was first treated as above stated.

It rested two years, and in 1832 was in wdieat

—

crop very inferior, except where my small stock of

manure was put—a third of the field was not

worth cutting, and w-as left to rot on the ground.

It rested in 1833 and 1834. The visible improve-
ment that has taken place in the appearance of

the land—the thicker cover of vegetable matter
including strong and bold weeds—induced me to

conmience ploughing in the winter, to put it in

corn this year, to be manured in the hill, whh fiirm-

pen manure, ashes, plaster, &c. It has been un-
avoidably pastured, but not heavily during the

years of rest. IfJ in 1829, the [ilaster had been
sown before tallowing, or just belbre the harrow
that put in the oats, the improvement would, in

my opinion, have been greater.

About twenty acres of this field have been kept
under a different system, both for convenience and
experiment—divided into two plots. No. 1. was
the richest part of the field, as it had been ma-
nured slightly by my predecessor—No. 2. was
quite as poor as the average of the whole.

Plot No. 1. 1829. In oats clovered and plaster-

ed—cro]) a fair one, cfjual to

average in the noighborliood.
" " 1839. Clover—cut most of it—very

irregular in growth from un-
even manuring former!}'.

" " 1831. Clover—pastured by calves,

&c.—greatly depreciated.
" " 1S32. Manured before the plough

and put in Avheat with rest of

the field-crop excellent-though
still very irreguku'.

'' " 1833. Wheat again—crop more pro-

ductive and not so irregular.

Plot No. 1. 1834. Rye—cropcom|)aralivelygood
—sown too thick—though the
field, more than ten lor one of
seed.

Plot No. 2. 1829. Oats, clovered ami plastered

—cro}) interior, just worth cut-

ting.
" " 1830. Clover—crop inferior—cut but

a few hundred weight, and that

in spots.
" " 1831. Clover—plastered like plot No.

1—clover almost entirely disap-
peared.

" " 1832. Wheat—crop very inferior—
hardly worth cutting.

" " 1833. Corn—lightly manured in the
hill with corn-stalk and farm-
pen manure—crop not measured
—supposed about three barrels

to the acre—and as irregular as
the different juu-cels of manure,

" " 1834. Whcat,lightly top-dressed with
farm-})en manure, when frozen,

or there was snow on the ground
—crop about ten lor one.

You will observe that the plot No. 1. has been
in small grain the three last years, and has been
tendetl four years in six. The whole manuring
would be about equal to one good dressing of ma-
nure: yet the crops have been quite respectable

—

and the clover is at this moment (23rd February)
so promising, (without ever liaving been seeded,
exce[)t in 1829,) that 1 intend plastering it, and
exempting it li'oai the corn crop intended for the
whole field. Plot No. 2. w^as the poorest—has
been four years in croji, and one a corn crop.

Still the light top-dressing given to the last Avheat
crop, has caused the clover to appear (though
sown in 1829,) so thick and vigorous, that, by a
single plastering, I expect to make a fair crop,

which will bear one cuttmg and keep the land im-
proving until the whole field can be brought to the
same point of improvement.
These plots have been thus managed, because

they are very convenient for the employment of
the idle servants about my yard, &c.; and it was
easy to use the. manure on them, while more im-
portant and distant operations called lor the use
of all the two, and four-footed force, I could com-
mand. Another reason influenced this course:

these plots had become excessively Ibul with high-
land blue grass, wire grass, running briers, &c.;

and they are not half exterminated now. The
plastering given the whole field in 1829 seemed
to give a sort of magic existence to these pests.

The running biier, or dewberry, is a great an.noy-

ance on this whole field. It is vv'orse than the sas-

safras; for that can be destrojed by cutting it down
some inches above the ground with a brier knife

twice in one summer, orby putting hungry animals
to eat off the leaves and prevent the atmospheric
elaboration of sap through the leaves, Avithout

which, plants and vegetables soon die. This brier,

is not so, the plough does not go to tlie bottom of
its root, ;ind when cut off nine inches beloAV the

sun'lire, it puts up three or four shoots instead of
one, that will run ten feet in a season, and, with
the least encouraixement, ta.ke root, and propagate
new nurseries. Tliis is one oi" the e\ils of resting

land, without grazing. But I believe that this
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brier de,lio;hts in the gray cr silicious soils more
tlian any other—and especially, il' tliey rest on a
a red clay foundation, into which the roots can Iree-

ly pencirate.

In reclaiming poor, worn lands, I am satisfied

that tlie little manure we can raise and employ,
had better be used as a top-dressing on small grain,

in the manner recommended by that highly re-

spectable, sensible, and practical farmer, Richard
Sampson. [Far. Reg. vol. i. p. 58.] The manure goes
much farther, used in this wa}'; and what equally
recommends the jiractice is, that it may be hauled
daily and fresh from the stable or the farm-pen all

the winter, and until late in the spring, provided
it be broken to jiieces, and scattered pretty evenly.

It will not answer to spread it on hard ground; but

on small grain, or ploughed land, it seems to lose

nothing hy evaporation. The rains dissolve the
valuable qualities of the manure, when sufficient-

ly rotted, and the ground absorbs them—leaving
the fibrous parts a sort of protection on the soil

—

and, if not sufficiendy rotted, that process will take
place as soon as the agents of heat and moisture,

and the shelter of the crop become sufficient. New
manure, if made fine enough, will thus give to the
land and the crop much of what it would lose in a
complete, or even partial fermentation in the ma-
nure heap.
Of the ash colored, silicious soil of the field al-

luded to, I took, in 1831, one acre—manured it

—

ploughed it nine inches deep, just touched the red

clay—it was finely divided by the harrowand other
ploughings, and then culUvated in vegetables.

The 'product Avas very great. I never saw finer

summer turnips, (Early Dutch,) Irish potatoes,

or ruta baga turnips. They were cultivated in

drills; and with less trouble than corn. After the

land was well ploughed &c., a two-horse plough
opened furrows three feet apart. These had coarse
farm-pen manm-e put into them, and the potato
was cut into four or five pieces, rolled in plaster to

absorb moisture, and prevent rotting, and dropped
along on the manure and were covered by a single

Btrokeof a one-horse plough on the furrow-side of
the two-horse plough—furrow just tumbling in the

ridge of the larger mould board. In the other fur-

rows I put the potatoes, and then the manure on
the top, and covered as before. Two furrows with
the plough and one with the cultivator was all the
tillage; the plough hilling up on both sides as it

went. I saw no difiie-rence in the growth; but,

while the potatoes planted on the manure were
larger, dryer, and more easily dua", those planted
under it were more numerous; and from not being
so lars;e might have been the most profitable crop:

any difference in quality on the table could hardly
be perceived. The ruta baga were as good and
quite as large as I ever wish to make. All the

other vegelables were equally fine, except some
sweet potatoes that seemed disposed to run too

deep into the ground to be of irood size, and gave
much trouble to the hand who dug them—thouEch
some were planted on hills and some in drills. The
next year lot No. 1. and the whole field went into

wheat. The part of the acre in ruta baga was
left out, being near a new farm-pen; for at wheat
seeding time these northerners have no idea of
being cooped up in a cellar or a barn, or a huge
pile in the field, and were growing finely; and I

could not think of "putting them in Coventry" at the
very moment when they appeared to be "thriving

so well, notwithstanding the puny frosts of our fall

climate, and the variable heat of the sun. They
were gathered just before Christmas. Another
coat of coarse manure was put, broad cast, on this

slip, and it was ploughed, in some good weather in

January. I did not design this apparent waste of
manure; but as ii had been made by the overseer,

the ground was put to its highest capacity for pro-

duction. It was ploughed again with a double
plough, the other way—then harrowed, rolled,

ploughed with the single plough, and seeded in

oats at the rate of five and a half bushels to the
acre—and then it was harrowed close, once each
way. The product was enormous. The oats
rose about three feet high, and stood so thick, that
after harvest, the stubble looked thick and even,
and not unlike the stubble of a rich and well mowed
meadow. Some of the oats were fed away with-
out my knowledge—the rest were thrashed out by
a thrashing-machine, and measured. I will not
state the number of bushels of clean oats; for I

am sure it would awaken the incredulity of those

who are accustomed to ten and fifl:een and even
thirty bushels to an acre. The same lot has been
prepared and will be put in oals this spring.

These experiments show the capacity for im-
provement, and the productiveness of this sort of
land. It is obvious, however, that under severe
tillage it requires repeated manurings; for it be-

comes so light, that the atmosphere penetrates

freely quite to the more co.mpact substratum, and
the roots of plants easily spread in every direction

in search of food. It is colder and more backward
than a sandy soil; yet quicker than any of the

varieties of clay. Heavy rains make it miry
without running together, and the top soon dries

without excessive baking.
A great part of the Henrico lands are flat and

livery, and retain the rain-vrater on the surface

—

top soil (where there is any) is ash colored, with
a portion of silex in the form of impalpable pow-
der, resting on a foundation of pipe clay. The
growth is mostly -whortleberry, black jack, gum,
tough fibred white-oak, &c. It is very difficult to

fi-ee this land of the superabundant water. The
frosts and rains of winter sometimes run it to-

gether, so as to give a field a glossy, pewtery ap-
pearance. It is not productive, of course, and is

difficult of improvement. Coarse sand, lime, and
coal aslies, have been found very advantageous.
One gentleman has drained a field of this "craw-
fish land," and by the free use of coal ashes in the

first instance, and then other manures, has made
it exceedingly fertile, producing heavy crops of

haj', as well as of grain. His vicinity to Rich-
mond enables him to do this at no great expense,

and he is now reaping the revrard of his skill and
industry. The land in the vicinity of these pew-
tery sections, is rather better in quality, but partake

verv much of the same characterislics.

Tlie James River bottoms, in the upper and
lower end of the county, are rich and valuable,

and are cultivated with skill and profit. Though
the bottoms in the neighborhcod of the Great
Falls are less valuable, being more light and
sandy.
The farmers n this county have greatly im-

proved in their modes of tillage and management,
within the last seven years. They make and
spread more manure, use better ploughs, and sow
more grass seeds, than formerly. When they
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shall be convinced of the action of plaster, and
adopt its free use on such lands as are adaj)ted to

it, tlie improvement will be more rapid. It will

cost them but little, since the hauling, so very ex-

pensive to the upland larmer, will cost them no-

thing. Its benefit to clover, wherever that can be
made to grow, if sown when the clover is lour or

five inches higli, ought now to be conceded by
every one; no matter what be the nature or lo-

cality of the land. The prejudices against this

manure have arisen, in too many cases, from the

vast quantities of utterly worthless gypsum that

have been sold in our markets. No one can judge

of its qualiiies when ground, Avithout the aid of

chemical tests—but in the lump, nothing is easier.

Perhaps there is scarcely anv ditlerence in the

value of the blue and the red. The lump should

look rich and oily. The more isinglass the better.

Those lumps tliat have a Avhitc, dry, huskj^ ap-

pearance, are little better than so nuich chalk,
j

The appointment of a vigilant inspector of plaster,

might prevent the importation ot the inferior ar-

ticle. I have found it to act more powerfully on
all our gravelly knolls and hill-sides, than on any
other land. I have, however, never used it to any
great extent; though lamiliar with its use in the

ujiper country, tor twenty-five years.

The granite ledge of rocks that cause the falls

in all our piriaicipal rivers, passes off from Rich-

mond in nearly a north direction, showing itself

in this county Avhere the old stage road to Freder-
icksburg, crosses the Brook Run and the Chicka-
homony. Above this line, both li-ee stone and
granite are often found in abundance; but not be-

low. Below, we sometimes meet with rocks of a
reddish or yellow color, that appear to have gone
through powerful fusion. These are not often

found so numerous as to interfere with agricultural

operations. The great coal field of Virginia also

passes through this county a lew miles, say eight,

above the ledge of granite rocks; and there are

several pits, that have been some time profitably

worked. But these matters belong to the geolo-

gist.

JNIany enterprising persons have taken hold of

small farms, from thirty to one hundred and fifty

acres, immediately in the vicinity of Richmond,
and in some instances, six or seven miles ofij and
have improved and beautified them very much,
whhin the last filteen or eighteen years. The
great majority of these persons either reside in

Richmond, or are engaged in business there. The
changes since 1813, Avhen I first carefully exam-
ined the country around that place, have been
strikingly great. In many places, enterprising

men have committed the whortleberry bushes and
grubs and roots to the fiames—sent the scrub pine,

black jacks, and mossy giuiis, as wood to market
—turned the frogs out of their element, and starved

the craw-fish—putting in the stead of these, al-

ternate crops of luxuriant grass and grain. Hedges
and ditchers, and plank enclosures, have talcen the

place of the old worm fences—young orchards

and vineyards are beginning to yield both delight

and profft—and neat cottages smile amidst the

foliage of choice ornamental trees. The most of

these changes are only the ground work, the com-
mencement of what another twenty years may
complete. The oj^erators on a large scale, are

more distant from the city, and have only aimed
at the melioration of the soil, and the production

of the more necessary articles of comlbrt. But
there is gradually spreading a spirit of improve-
ment in every thing connected with horticulture

and agriculture. JVIarket gardens and dairies,

those indispensable sources of good living in a
city, are fiist increasing and improving; and if

Virginia is not to be actually given up to the
occupancy of wild beasts and talking politicians,

her people, every where, will bestir themselves to

make the most of the great natural advantages
which providence has bestowed upon them, and.

upon which too many of us have lived, like prodi-
gal heirs, upon the wasting legacy of a provident
j)arcnt. Virginia I yes, devoted Virginia! pre-
sented and sacrificed upon the altar of patriotism,

a rich, a glorious empire. Under the same feeling,

and too confident a reliance on her own virtue and
power, she has permitted her veins to be opened,
and for more than half ;i centurj*, looked upon the
outpouring of her life-blood, without efi'orts to stop
it. She has seen almost a new world peopled by
her loorking population, her youth of promise and
of genius! But for the hope of a change for the
better, in her public policy and its necessary effect

on domesfic interests, we should soon have seen
our country thrown back far beyond any intel-

lectual condition we have ever held. We might
have retained an ignorant, oppressed mass of citi-

zens, obedient to afew lordlings, who would do as
they please, no matter whether their vassals ap-
proved or not. We might have offered the very
best arena for hunting the fox, the deer, the bear,

the jianther, the wild boar. We might have
eclipsed Arabia in the beauty, the fleetness and
lastingness of the race horse. Yes,, we might
even have out voted an}" one of more than a dozen
states in the union, and still have been flattered by
mock aj:;peals to our renown and moral influence !

But in despite of our supineness 'and apathy,
circumstances and the march of imj^rovement in

other states, appear to be elbowing our legislature

and ])eople into motion. Some valuable channels
of intercommunication have been already opened.
When the Roanoke shall be finally improved—
when its rich stayiles can, cheaply, seek a market
either in Norfolk or Petersburg—when the north-
ern extremity of the Great V'alley beyond the
mountains shall have the choice of the District or
the Baltimore markets—when the cis and trans-

montane region nearest to Fredericksburir, shall

have easy access to that fine town—when the
great central improvement by means of the James
and Roanoke shall, with its lateral branches, offer

the Richmond market to the Ohio country and
East Tennessee—when a line of rail roads and
steam boats shall connect the extreme north with
the extreme south of the union—when all these

things shall occur—and circumstances are rapidly

briuixing them about—our situation will be essen-

tially difi'erent. New life, new animation will be
imparted to the whole state. Richmond already

feels the spring of such a hope. Nature has de-
signed for that place, a destiny beyond the ken of
any living man. A climate as salubrious as any
within our zone; alike free from the rigors of the

north, or the enerA-ating sickening heat of the

south—favorably located for commerce—a great
tobacco and wheat market, and within reach of
immense supplies of cotton—with sufficient water
power to manufacture for half the union—exhaust-
less beds of coal near at hand—and the nearest
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port to an immense and fertile region of" the west
—with all these advantages what lias she not to

hope? The surrounding country we have seen is

capable ol' improv^ement; but it depends upon that

city to give it value; and as the one flourishes, so

will the other.

The passage of the James River and Kenawlia
bill by this legislature, and the spirited operations

that have commenced on the rail road to Freder-
icksburg, have put fresh li(e into many. The ne-

cessary expenditure of money, and consumption
of provisions and lumber, &c., are not so stimulat-

ing as the anticipated results of these great im-
provements. Henrico in her horticulture and
agriculture will be immensely benefited. And
it is in this point of view, that I have felt justified

in making this digression: and the more so, as

similar benefits, though in rather less degree, will

result to the whole country that trades to Rich-
mond.

C. \V. GOOCH.
Henrlai, February 28th, 1835.

LUMP PLASTER HERDS GRASS.

To tlie Editor of tlio Farniors' Regi?,ter.

Louisa, Feb. 9, 1835.

Enclosed I send you five dollars to pay my se-

cond years subscription to your valuable work, the
Farmers' Register. I am much pleased with it,

and w^ish it an extensive circulation, because I

think, as far as I am able to judge, it is well cal-

culated to excite a spirit of improvement among
farmers, which is much wanted in this section of
country. Some kw of us are using clover and
plaster, and some arc talking about it. But the
most of us are following the example of our fore-

fathers in this matter. As I sometimes find itcon-

venient to get plaster in the lump, and there being
no mill in tliis neighboi'hood prepared for grinding
it, you or some of your correspondents will confijr

a favor on me, and perhaps on others similarly

situated, by informing us of the best mode of pre-
paring it, and what efi'ect the action of fire has
ujjon it.

In your January number of the Farmers' Re-
gister, some inquiries are made of you by a cor-

respondent respecting herds grass, and the due
preparation of the land for it. As I have been
raising it for several years, I ought to know some-
thing about it. I concluded when I saw your
correspondent's inquiries, that I would save you
the trouble of an answer, and state the results of
my own experience upon this subject. My usual
time of sowing is the fliU, say from the middle of
September to the middle of October, and general-
ly get a very good crop the next year. The heat
of the sun is more apt to kill it, I thuik, when sow-
ed in the spring. It delights in moist, though not
wet land. I would advise to keep the ditches in

oozy, wet land, well opened, and their banks le-

velled. If they become choked up and the waters
sjjread, the bidlrush and other coarse grasses will

put up and destroy the herds grass. I consider it

a very valuable grass. When it is well cured,
horses aiid other stock cat it very greedily, and
colts will winter very well upon it without any
grain.

My method of curing it, is to let it ta!<e sun
enough after cutting to make it fidl, then throw it

with pitch-forks into small ricks, and enlarge them
as the hay cures. What is cut in the forenoon
may be shocked up at night, opened loosely next
morning, and by the evening it will generally be
ready for stacking. As to the efiect "///e grotoih

of the grass, or its conversion into hay,''' will have
upon the health of persons living near, I am very
sure it will not be injurious.

^VILLIAM SIIELTOK, (^MilXOr.')

THE SUITABLENESS OF SHEEP HUSBANDRY
FOR MIDDLE VIRGINIA,

To tlic Editor of tiie Farmers' Register.

Within the last few years, I have learned both
from private sources and from agricultural jour-
nals, that northern farmers are realizing handsome
profits from sheep raising. Curiosity, if not a
prospect of fiiture benefit, makes me, (and should
perhaps jirompt others in Virginia,) to iri([uire

more into the subject of sheep husbandry. I do
not mean an idle curiosity, Mr. Editor, but it ia

that wish, which I conceive every farmer should
possess, to inform himself of the facts connected
with every branch of rural economy. Perhaps he
may turn them to useful account. To say the
worst of it, the information will do him no injury,

I have observed in the "Cultivator," that the farm-
ers in New York find it more profitable to raise

sheep, even on land worth one hundred dollars per
acre, than to cultivate it; and that lands of less va-
lue are amiparatively more profitable in that way.
A question then arises, whether our own state is

not as well, or better adapted to sheep husbandrv,
than New England. We know that a wise
providence has so constituted the animal economy,
that in northern latitudes, in order to their better

preservation from cold, they have thicker and finer

fleeces. Yet the fact, that wool answering all the
purjioses for the finer fabrics is raised in the south
of Europe, should encourage us in the belief that

this climate is at least as well adapted to that

branch of husbandrj'^ as a more northern. I

would next inquire whether the difference between
the north and the south, as grazing countries, will

present a formidable obstacle to profitable sheep
raising here? I believe it is true, that lands are
more fertile to the north than to the south, but I

believe it is equally true that that is more the
work of art than of nature; tor I think it is con-
ceded on all hands, that oiu" soil is naturall}" more
generous: but our northern brethren, (nmch to

their credit,) have more than supplied the differ-

ence in fertility. As far as my observation iias

gone, wherever a system of melioration has been
pursued, our lands have given every evidence that

they could be made a delightful grass-growing
and stock-raising countr}'. To what extent of fer-

tility might they not be made to attain, if the hun-
dreds of cart loads of manure which are now
spread on a few acres of tohac<',o land, should be
returned to a larger surface. Under the present

system, (I allude particularly to the tobacco grow-
ing district,) the whole farm is gleaned and em-
poverished, that a few acres may be enriched.

We are moreover informed in the January No.
of the "Cultivator," that one of the advantages of

sheep liusbandry is, that the lands are improved.
That sheep (contrary to all my previously formed

I opinions,) returns so much rich manure to the
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soil, that it more than coin])ensatcs for what

tliejr take li'oni it.

IV tlieii our chmate is as well aflapted to the

raising of fine wool—and if our soil is, or can be

madc'^vvith no greater expense, equally productive

in grass, it appears very clear to my mind, that

tlie profits of sheep iiusbandry would be fully equal,

if not greater than to the nortli: lc)r we possess

some advantages over the north, a few of which

I will name. It is no small item in tlie calcula-

tion, thatour winters aresevcral weeks shorterthan

they are inNew England, and jierhaps the difl'cr-

ence in the intensity of cold, (if we are permitted

to reduce it to time,) may be fairly put down as

equal to several weeks more; lor every farmer

k'nows that stock require ii\ore food in cold, than

in warm weather. In thisway we may state the

diti'erence to be about two months in favor of Vir-

ginia—all which time tiie northern farm.er has to

provide for his stock, from which the southern

farmer would be exempt. The few sheep which
I keep for tlie use of my farm, I have never fed in

Avinter, except when occasionally the ground is

covered by snow, and so hard that they could not

nuzzle through it to the clover; and I believe they

are as tlirilly as any flock I have known.
The cheapness of land in the south, compared

with what it is to the north, will also give us some
advantage here in this matter. The price of la-

bor being lower here than to the north should also

be taken into the estimate.

Those who are better acquainted with the sub-

ject of sheep husbandry, will be able perhaps, to

point out many other particulars in which we pos-

sess advantages superior to our northern friends in

an undertaking of this sort.

Perhaps it may be said, (and with some de-

gree of probability too) that such inquiries are

very useless, inasmuch as all our products are

commanding good prices, and our farmers are in

a thriving state. To which I would reply, that

such may not ahvays be their condition, and it

becomes farmers to look to all the probable sources

of profit, which come within their avocation, and

to use them as circumstances may present theni-

sel ves.

In that portion of Virginia which is, properl}^

speaking, the tobacco-growing; section, if the pre-

sent price of the article should keep u]) a few years,

there must necessarily be some change in agricul-

tural pursuits. It requires but little observation to

see that our wood land must soon be exhausted.

The enormous quantity of wood necessarily con-

sumed in curing that crop—the unnecessary felling

and destruction of timber to obtain fresh land to

make tobacco of certain descriptions—and the

great and useless waste which the present iniqui-

tous law of enclosures, riveted by ignorance and

prejudice, imposes upon us, must soon compel

some of us to seek some other mode of profitable

farming. It has hitherto been an apology Cov to-

bacco culture, that there was so great a saving in

transporting that crop to market, over any other.

Living at the distance from market which most of

its cultivators do, that it w^ould be a serious inroad

upon the profits, if they had to transport wheat,

instead: and the culture of cotton is found un-

profitable, beyond contradiction. Should this sec-

lion of country ever abandon the cultivation of

tobacco, it is probable it may be found to their in-

terest to substitute the raising of sheep. And ma-
VoL. n.—48

ny considerations would be weighed in making'

the exchange. To carry to market a crop of wool

which would bring a given suni of money, would

probably cost less (I speak without data on which

to form a correct calculation,) by nine-tenths than

a crop of tobacco which would return the same
sum. In the article of labor too, (though of this

1 am also uninformed) there nmst he an immense
saving, perhaps not less than two-thirds. Now,
sir, if I can by probability, with one-third my
present number of laborers, (which would enable

me to sell, or otherwise profitably dispose of the

balance,) and with a saving of nine-tenths of the

expense of transportation, deliver to market what

will yield me as much as I at present make, is it

not a subject which at least deserves flirthcr in-

vestigation?

You will perceive, Mr. Editor, that I have gone

upon probabilities and conjectures, and that my
object is solely to elicit inquiry—to draw out facts

upon which to found calculations. Should any of

our northern friends perchance see these remarks,

I hope Uiey will fiivor us with more infbrmfition

than w^e have hitherto possessed on this sidjject.

Let us know how many sheep are supported on a

larm of a given nund)crof acres, of medium fertil-

ity? 1-Iow^ nuich clean v/ool they will average

through a flock? What proportion of the farm is

put into cultivation, and what in pasture? Is their

pasture-ground frequently changed for purposes of

health? How many laborers are necessary to a

flock of a given nurnber? IIov/ much and what

kind of food is given them per diem? Are they

put into folds every night?—for their habits would

seem to indicate that they should be pernaitted to

graze at night and protect themselves from heat

durino; the day. Indeed, sir, we know so little

about'that stock tliat you would favor some of your

subscribers by publishing in your paper whatever

you can find interesting on the subject of sheep

husbandry. We want" to understand their man-
agement throughout the year.

February I2ih, 1835.

AV. J. DUPUY.

REMARKS ON THE COMPARATIVK ADVAN-
TAGES OF TIIE THREE-SHIFT AND FOUR-
SHIFT ROTATIONS.

To llie Editor of tliu Fanners' Register.

Shirley, January lOlh, 1835,

I have been almost ready to yield that the

four-field system (with a standing pasture even)

woidd not answer as a general system, after seemg

its condemnation by such enlightened and jiracti-

cal ai>-riculturists as Mr. John Wickham and W.
B. hT; but upon a little reflection, I have come to

the conclusion that there cannot be any thing very

bad in a system v^^hich those intelligent gentlenien,

and most successful farmers, have adopted them-

selves. For I understand that Mr VVickhain has,

within a few years past, adopted the four-field

system on his low grounds on James River; and

thcinte11i<Tent senileman tmder the signature ol

W. B. H; tells us in your No. 8 Vol. II, that he is

now trying it on a farm that has been under the

five-field system for ten years, and has become

!bul from that cause, and that it is his intention to

continue it at least for a single round of crops.

AlthoLiffh the fact of such excellent and sue-
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ccssful farmers as these gentlemen (who condemn
thesystem)havingac/ojO<ecZ (7 themselves, speaks vo-

lumes for it, I beg leave to malie a few remarks on
the subject. Mr. Wicl;ham says he has been led

to his remarks by the "heavy censure that is cast

on the barbarous course of two grain crops, corn,

and wheat, in three years, and the approval of
three grain crops, wheat, corn, wheat, in four

3'-ears; as if two grain crops in three years ex-
hausted the land, and three grain crops in four

years improved it;" but that is not a fair state-

ment of the question. I Oiily condemned the old

three-shift s}stem as ibrnierly practised in Virginia

—that is, corn the fust year, v»"hcat the second,

and pasture the third—the last of which was much
the severest part of the system, as the land was
literally grazed to death, having no standing pas-

ture to relieve it, and no clover of course—because
if clover was sown, it Would be destroyed by the
excessive grazing. JNIr. Wickham also says he
has yet to learn that clover would succeed
better after three grain crops in succession, than
after two; but I imagine he has not yet to learn

that it will not succeed at all after two crops of
grain, and then grazed to death by cattle, sheep,
horses, and hogs, not to say any thing of the
rooting of the hogs into tlie bargain, as practised

in the old three-shift system of Virginia. Now
if you add a standing pasture to the three-shift

system, sow clover, and instead of grazing it

closely, turn it under every third year, it may be a ve-

ry good system, though I do not know any one Vvdio

practises it; but in my humble opinion it would not

be as profitable a system as the four-shift, though
possibly the land might improve under it as fast,

or faster. However, of that even I am doubtful

—because the three grain crops would enable you
to make more manure, and give you more capital

to imj)rove with, and tiiereby enable you to restore

the more, for the greater exhaustion of the three

grain crops. Mr. Wickham again says, ''the four-

field system may answer with judicious manage-
ment, with the aid of animal manures, lime or

marl, and standing pastures, but would hardly suc-

ceed without these helps." No one pretends to

say it will. The standing pasture, and extensive

manuring, are parts of the system which cannot be
dis|jensed with, (the lime, or marl would be a
great addition of course, though without them the
system is still a good one,) and judicious manage-
ment is all-important in any system. In my com-
munication to the Farmers' Register, on the four-

field system, (Vol. I. p. 132,) I did not suggest the

idea that it would suit all lands, but that I thought

it a good system lor good wheat and corn lands

—

and the idea of recommending it for universal

adoption never entered my head.

The very intelligent gentleman under the sig-

nature of W. B. H. condemns the four-field sys-

tem, first, "foritsexpensiveness." He says, "an
unusual large horse-power will be required to fal-

low up one-fourth of the arable surface of the

farm, particularly in dry seasons, &c., and the su-

pernumerary horses that are required for that pur-

pose, and for seeding, are kept during the rest of

the year at considerable expense when their labor

is not at all necessary." Now in my opinion, and I

am borne out in it by the experience of my neigh-

bor, Mr. John Selden of VVestover, you can tallow

a fourth of a farm every fall with the same team
that you would ref[uire to plough a third of the

same farm for corn in the ispring, and cultivate it

through the summer. For instance, on a fiirm of
four hundred acres in the four-field sjstem, and
standing pasture, twelve nudes and twenty oxen,
if the land is strong, and slifF, but if light and
clean, ten mules and twelve oxen would be suffi-

cient to fallow one-fourth, or one hundred acres
every fall—to sow two hundred acres in wheat,
and cultivate one hundred acres in corn every
spring. Tlic oxen in the fall are in good order and
eflicient when the most work is to be done. In
the spring the horses, or mules are the only effi-

cient anitnals on a Virginia jilantation, the oxen
having gone through the winter are poor,* and
unable to work until they have had the summer's
run on the pasture.

On a fiu'm of four hundred acres in the three-

field system, it would require as many as twelve
horses or mules (the number of cattle or oxen
would be about the same in both systems,) if the
land was strong, and stiff", but ten if light and
clean, to brealf up one-third, or one hundred and
thirty-three and a third acres, haul rails, wood,
&c. during winter, (having one-third more fencing
to do in the three-shift system than the four-field,

as in the ibur-field system you divide the fiirm into

two equal parts, and in the three-field system into

three equal parts—) and tend yourcorn duringsum-
mer. After your crop of Vv'heat is thrashed out,

which is generally by the 5th or lOih of August,
in the three-field systeni, your horses are idle un-
til you can cut up your corn for sowing wlieat,

which is generally not sooner than the 25th of Sep-
tember or 1st of October; and the very thing that
W. B. H. complains of in the four-field system
occurs—that is, the feeding idle horses: whereas
in the four-field system, your teams era fa'lowinir,

and your oxen come much more into play in the
four, than in the three-field system, as they are in

good order and strong in the fall when most want-
ed for the four-field system, and in the winter and
sj)ring they are poor and weak when most wanted
for the three-field system, having then, as I said

before, more rails to haul, and more land to break

up.

The second objection of W. B. IT. to the four-

field system is, that the "more valuable crop of
corn is sacrificed in part, to the crop of wheat,
v.'hich is less so." W. B. H. I imagine, is rather

singular in his opinion as to the value of the two
crops—wheat and corn. As precarious as the

wheat crop is in our climate, he will find on an ac-

curate examination of the relative prices of the

two crops, that the same land would have pro-

duced much more profit in wheat than corn for the

*Though it may appear to be very bad management
to let the oxen get poor, and weak in the winter, so

as to require a run in the pasture during summer to

enable them to fallow in the fall, yet in my ojnnion, it

is sound policy. In winter on a Virginia plantation

there is very little for oxen to do. and if you were to

attempt to get your oxen fat after the fallowing and
seeding season was over, and keep them so all winter,

they would "eat their heads off" every winter: so that if

you^can can keep them in tolerable order on your wheat
straw, chatf, sliucks, and other oilai during winter,

when they have very litUe work to do, and give them
the run on the pasture dnring summer, they will get

fat and strong lor your fallowing in the fall, and not

cost you a cent in food, but convert your offal into ma-
nure for you.
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Inst fifteen yeors—wheat rantring from one. 1o tAvo

dollars per'bushcl, and cofn irom .forly to scvcnty

centsper pushel; and I recollect one year when it

was down to thirty rents per bi-.shel.

The objection of VV. B. II. that the four-field

evstcm gives little or no corn for sale, I think, is a

mistake, Ibr it will give at least as much corn per

acre, which will be as much as the three-field sys-

tem, minus one-fourth lor sale; and it will give

double as much wheat lor sale at least. 1 say

it will give as much corn per acre very confident-

ly, because it will enable you to manure so much
more laiid, having so much moresu-aw whei-ewith

to make manure; so that j^ou v>'i!l be enabled to

manure a much larger portion of your corn-field:

and although the corn is after a crop of wheat, it

will be equal or belter inconsequence of the larger

manuring, than in the three-field system; and I

imagine no one will doubt that one hundred acres

of clover lallow, and one hundred acres of corn-

field wheat, will yield double as much as one hun-
dred and thirty-three and a third acres of corn-

field wheat—however better the corn-field wheat
may be in the three, than the four-field system.

The lourth and only sound objection to the four-

field system is, "that the three grain creeps in suc-

cession is opposed to tiie experience of all good
cultivators both in this country and Europe"—and
this I admit is a defect in the system; but there are

few things in this Vi-orld without some detects, and
we who contend for the system, think it has as few
as any other. Besides, we think, tliat the large

quantity of manure made under this system does

Hway in a great measure the bad effects of the

three grain crops in succession.

W. B. H. prefers the five-field system, "if a

part is to be cut off tor pasture." To the five-field

s^-siem I have no objection, except that it requires

too much fencing, requirin'g five fields to be fenced

in, instead of two divisions, as in the four-field

system. When I first altered my system from

three to four fields, I was very anxious to adopt

the five-field system, but for the fencinff. But
there is no difference in favor of the five-field sy.s-

tcm as to exhaustion, unless you have a standing

pasture, (and then it v%^ould be six fields,) you are

compelled to graze one of the fields at all seasons,

wet or dry. Our four-field cystem with a standing

pasture is somewhat of a five-field system itself

\y. B. H. says, "the four-field system was
practised at Dover in Goochland, long before it

was tried in Curie's Neck, by a Mr. Harding, Avho

leased the estate, and that it was found to be in a

very empoverished condition by the gentleman
who succeeded him." But W. B. II. does not

tell us whether there was a standing pasture, and
whether he used clover and plaster as a part of

the system—(which I imagine was hardl}^ done
b}' a tenant—) and we cannot admit it to be the

system we recommend, \inless combined wilh a
standing pasture, the fourth of the land annually

sown in clover, and plastered, and made as perfect

as the system is capable of. Then if it fails we will

give up. I unJerstand hov/ever, that this very
gentleman, (Mr. Harding,) afier leaving Dover,
purchased an estate on James River not in very
good condition, and put it under the four-field sys

tern, witli the use of clover and plaster.

lation of being one of the best, and m.ost success-

ful agriculturists in all the state of Virginia.

W. B. II. remarks, and very justly too, "that

"Arator's" four-field system is tlie very best sys-

tem in the world for tliin lands." That has been

my opinion for nuuiy years; but on land of tolera-

ble fertility in this part of the countiy, it soon be-

comes too foul, and the jirofit is too small for good

land. It is the best, and only system for our poor

forest land>, and should be adopted by every farm-

er whose land will not bear a niore rigid system.

HILL CARTKB,

SHEEP BIANAGEr.lEjVT AND PROFITS IN LOWEB
VIRGINIA.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Maaiura, Surry Co. Feb. 12, 183.5,

I took up the last number of your Register this

morning, and in glancing over the vignette on the

cover, I v.'as surprised to see that the sheep had
been left out, not by design I hope, as I should be

sorrj' to see an animal to which I am so partial,

and one to which we are all under so many obli-

o-afions, treated with so much neglect. I will give

you in a very succinct manner, my mode of man-
agintr sheep, and if j'ou think it may be of anj' ad-

vantage to the community at large, you are wel-

come to give it publicity.

I keep about 100 ewes, principally for the bene-
fit of the wool in clothing my negroes, which yield

upon an average about three pounds. I raise fi-om

80 to 90 lanibs^ all of which I sell in Norfolk (ex-

cept those I keep for my own table) for S3 f^ piece,

and am told that the butcher gets from .f 1 2-5 to

$1 50 per quarter for them. In order to keep up
my stock, I am compelled to purchase ewes, for

alf descriptions of which I give g^l 50 each, some
of them of course being very indifferent. I keep

them constantly in pastures, a nundjer of them be-

ing belled in order to give the alarm when attack-

eel by thieves or dogs. The bell strap should be

lengthened in November, on account of'the growth
of the wool. In December I commence feeding

with one gill of corn meal per day, and occasion-

ally cotton seed, which they are very fond of, and
salt once a week. I continue this treatment until

they have lambs, when I separate them, putting

the ewes and landjs in another pasture, and in-

crease their allowance of meal to a half pint, with

as many cotton seed as they will eat, or pea hulls

and fodder, when I have not the seed to spare, I

pursue this course until the pasture affords a suffi-

cient quantity ol grass, which is about the 15th of

April, when I leave them to shift for themselves,

except giving them salt.,

JAMES WILSON.

A REMARKABLE CROP OF CORN,

To t'le ^(litor of the Farmers' Register.

Nelson Co. Feb. 17, 1835.

A small piece of land in this vicinity was made
to produce the last year a crop of corn so unusual

in the amount per acre, as to attract much notice

and that I in this region, and i^erhaps to merit being recorded

he improved it very much under that system; and
I

for more public attention. It was grown on an

when he died, he left his estate in a very high state j
island in James River, about two miles from the

ofimprovement ,and what is more, he lefl the repa-
\
mouth of Rockfish. The whole island, it is sup-
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posed, may contain 3| acres. But the portion

cuitivated was estimated not to exceed three—:a

part of the upper end liaving been left in trees and
shrubbery to arrest lo(j;s antl other trash broug'ht

down by ii'eshefs, which miyht olhevwise injure

the crop, and a part left untiik-d near the water's
edge all around. I rode with the manager over
ihe graund and concurred in the opinion expressed
by more competent judges who liaJ previously

visited it, that tire above estimate was not extrav-

agant. The product measured was eighty-one
and a half barrels, or over tv/enty-seven barrels

to the acre.

The mode of cultivation as reported by the over-

seer, was as follows. The ground after being
cleared up was laid ofi'in drills lour feet apart. A
coulter was then dravv^i to its full dcptli, back-

wards and Ibrwards along the direction of" these

drills, and a single furrow with a two-horse plough

was thrown to them on each side. The top of the

bed thus formed, was again opened by a coulter,

and the corn soAved in March, as thickly as cotton

seed usually are. It was tv>ace cut down by frost,

and many of the plants pulled up by birds. When
thinned, near the parts thus depredated, three and
four stalks v/ere left standing together, and the

rest left at intervals of four to six inches. As usu-
al here, the coulter was run next the corn after

coming up. The balks were broken up with a
one-horse plough. It received no cultivation after

harvest, and the result was as mentioned. The
overseer thinks that much was pillaged by boat-

men, and a considerable quantity lost by the weeds,
which in many places were as high as the corn

—

and is confident that with increased care a larger

crop may be made iiom the same land another
year.

It is the purpose of the proprietor, Mr. Samuel
Jones of Buckingham, to have an accurate survey
of the island, so that we may see the exact result.

The land is not apparently richer than nuich in

the same neighborhood, and along the river—so
that we may legitimately infer that there are many
farmers unaware of the capability of their soil,

N. F. CABELL.

KEAL NAMES TO COMMUNICATIONS—KEEP-
ING POTATOES.

To tiie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

King and Queen, list Feb., 1835.

I agree most cordially -ivith your Matthews cor-

respondent, Peter De Quir, in his excellent and
pointed suggestions as to fictitious signatvres,
except his own most striking inconsistency. Now
I may have fillen into a mistake as to this matter,
but my impression is, that no such name as Peter
De Quir is really known in Matthews; if so, is it

not unfortunate that we should not have been
favored with all the reasons for secrecy, while
this sensible writer had the subject in hand? For
certainly if he had fairly uncovered himselfj we
should at least have seen him vndisguiscd! But,
Mr. Editor. I designed to say, that I am perfectly
convinced that your Matthews correspondent is

right in theory; and that every man should divest
himself of all fake pretensions, and avoid disguise,
in giving either his opinions or practice upon the
great subject of agriculture. Let every man be
fairly and fiilly recognized; whether he" shall be

found scientific enough to give geological, chemi-
cal, or philosopliical essays, or only so plain as to

be able to say something, as I shall presently,

upon so small a topic as small potatoes. Your
work is designed to do good—it has done, already,

great good: but I humlily think, that it may be
rendered greatly more beneficial, by the apparently
small amendment contemplated by the theory of
your friend Peter, whieh I shall certainly carry

out into practice, hoping soon to hear from him
again. Suppose, Mr. Editor, you were, as your
subscribers are, compelled to receive and peruse

some twenty or fifty long letters every month,
touching all the various concerns of the contents

of one of the numbers of the Register, all under
fictitious names, orfi'om anonymous pens. If30u
could do no better, you might say of it v/ell; but

when it is known to be so easy a matter for a differ-

ent state of things to be accomplished, how are we
made to desire to know the name of every man
who thus writes to us ! And this is no forced sup-

position. Your contributors are not really writing

to you, as I appear to be doing now; but are ac-

tually writing to 77ie, and to all your subscribers.

I'll venture to say it, that if you will take the vote

of your whole list, that nine-tenths will be with
me. But I shall forget the potatoes. They shall

be forthcoming, however; and what I Avish be-
sides, the best method that I have tried for preserv-

ing them through the winter. I mean Irish po-

tatoes.

After the tops have withered under the influ-

ence of the frost, in mild weather let them be dug.
Some appear to be more anxious to avoid the ap-
pearance and eft'ects of frost, than seems to be
mnportant. But lor the potato becoming saturated

with water, it would remain good, in all proba-
bility, through the Avinter, in the jiatch. All that

I do then, is simply to dig, and carry the crop into

a dry cellar, deposite them in a heap as carefully as

is convenient, and cover them over about six or

eight inches thick with wheat straw; upon which
it is well to lay an additional light cover of boards.

Tliey thus seem to derive some little moisture from
the earth beneath, so as to keep them plump,
while the simple covering described, excludes the

air and influence of cold.

So much then, Mv. Editor, for fictitious names,
and the best method of preserving Irish potatoes.

I have no idea of venturing much farther upon the
great products of agriculture, because I mean to

subscribe my name, and might thereby be brought
into disproportionate discredit. Believing that
the suggestions of the above plan will be pardon-
ed, if found to be nothing more tlian an old thing,

upon the ground of a desire to do good even in a
small Avay, having often heard difficulties set forth

upon the subject, I cheerfully submit it,

J. DU VAL,

[We agree entirely with our correspondent as to the

propriety and necessity of the real names of corres-

pondents being affixed to all communications on prac-

tical agriculture. This opinion we have repeatedly

and strongly expressed—and have only refrained from
continuing to urge it, because it seemed useless. We
cannot compel correspondents to adopt this course:

but of this they may be assured—that by presenting

their pieces without responsible signatures, they des-
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troy half their value, and prevent their receiving the

attention from the public, which thoy would otherwise

command. But the evil is actually worse than our

correspondent supposes. Some correspondents, not

content with withholding their names from the readers

of the Farmers' Register, conceal them from the editor.

Nay, this disguise has been affected, where it could

have no possible effect in concealing the writer where

he was known, and only served to lessen the credit

and proper value of the communication, where he was

not known. Communications which had been pub-

licly read before an agricultural society, and approved,

have been sent for publication without any clue to the

authors' names. We take this occasion, however, to

say, that communications of this kind, already made

public, will not again be published as anonymous. As
to other correspondents, if they choose to take away

both credit and interest from their communications,

by withholding their names—be it so. But it is at

least necessary that their names should be made known

to the editor: and unless that is done in future, very

little respect will be paid to such pieces, or to writers

who require to be so closely concealed. And further

—if any name sent is not on our subscription list, or

otherwise known, it will be supposed to belong to such

a "man of straw" as it seems Peter De Quir is suspect-

ed to be. Communications signed by real names, will

always receive (as they deserve) much more respect

and attention from the editor, as well as from all read-

ers, than the same pieces would, \'\ithout that stamp of

responsibility and value.

Since writing the opinions expressed above, a strik-

ing illustration of their truth has been received in a

private letter from a friend, who is himself one of our

most valuable anont/mous correspondents. He asks,

«'Who is your correspondent from in No. ?

Are his crops made on land, or on paper? I should

guess the latter." Now if the piece referred to had

been signed by the writer's proper name, (which in

this case we have, though, as in all such cases, canjl-

denhally,) probably no such doubt would have existed.

Having so stated this inquiry as to give no clue to the

true object, we should be very glad if every anony-

mous correspondent would make the application to his

own communication—and particularly that the friend

who has made the inquiry, will profit by the lesson

which his words indirectly but forcibly convey to

others.]

Extract from the Southern AgricuIturUt.

EXPF-niJIENT, IN KEEPING SWEET POTATOES.

Charleston S. C, Bee. 2Srd, 1834.

It became necc.?sary for nie to spend the whole
wnnter together witli iiry fkniily in the city. Hav-
ing made a fine crop of potatoes, I wished that

we should enjoy at least a portion of" then), and at

the same time, did not tcel disposed to purchase
what was in such abtmdance on the jilantation.

As opportiuiities would oiler but seldom to bring
them from thence, I deteraiined to pack some up
in barrels, and knowing fi-om sad experience, how
rapidly they decayed when thus packed alone, 1

had a parcel ol' sand got, and placing a small

(juantity at the bottom, proceeded to place the po-
tatoes in, packing them as close as possible, and
then filling the interstices with sand, as we ad-
vanced. The only care taken Avas that none
should be bruised, and that all specked and roKcn
potutoes should he excluded. When the barrel

was filled, we placed aboiU, an inch of" sand at the
fop, having first shaken ihcrn so as to have eveiy
part compiclely filled with the sand. In this state

they w'ere headed up and sent to the city. I do
not believe that I had a potato less in the barrels,

than if" I had not used the sand, for they were
placed in first and the sand afterwards thrown in

and shaken down. I took no care to have dry
sand, but used that which happened to be handy
at the place where they were packed, and the
most of it was naoist. These potatoes lasted us
until very late in the spring without sprouting or
shrivehng, as is always the case when kept late,

nor did I loose many by rotting, perh' /.i not more
than half a dozen to the baiTcl, and this I had
every reason to expect, for the potatoes had been
harvested several weeks, and in selecting them,
the heaps were overhauled. Those which rotted,

in all probability, had received some injury or had
the seeds of decay, though not obvious at the
time.

From the Gciicsce Farmer.

HARVESTINC, OF CORN.

3fr. Editor—Some of my opinions respecting
the best and most profiiable mode of harvesting a
crop of corn, were considerably shaken by the
communications which appeared in the last vol-
ume of the Farmer on this subject, fi-om men
whose testimony is of the greatest weight. My
impression has been, that to secure the greatest
quantity of" good sound corn, it was best, as soon
as the tops had become somewhat dry, and the
ears hard glazed, to lop the corn, and let the ears
stand on the stalks till the time of gathering, and
such of course has generally been my practice. I

did this, because I believed that after the top had
performed its office of fecundating the plant, it be-
came in a manner useless; and that stalks dry, and
leaves withered, however excellent as a fodder for

cattle, could do little or nothing towards elabora-
ting the juices necessary for the perfection of" the
ears. It besides appeared to me that the fresh

and green husks which farmers know retain their

power of" elaborating sap much longer in general
than the leaves, were designed by nature to sup-
ply the ears with food; and though opposed to the
mutilation of plants generally, as the means of in-

creasing their productiveness, topping corn I did

not consider as an operation of" that kind. When
such men, hoAve\"er, as Buel and Coleman, main-
tain a dilicrenf theory, and backed by experiment,
contend that top|;ing corn is hurillil, it certain-

ly becomes minor agricniturisis to pause, and
test the question thoroughly. These fiirmers, and
others assert, that topping corn is decidedly inju-

rious—thai it materially lessens the actual weight
of the crop—and, therefore, that allowing the
stalk to remain whole till the time of gathering,
or else cutting it up close to the bottom, is the
preferable mode of harvesting.

These experiments, though so far as they u'ere

detailed, they appeared to be very fairly conducted,
were not altogether satisi"actory "to me, as they did
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not go fur enough. Every farmer it5 sensible, that

corn topped becomes more thoroughly dried by ex-
posure to the direct rays of the sun, and must
therelbre be expected to weigh less at the time of
gathering than corn shaded by tiie tops, or cut up
by the bottom and sianding in slacks till husked.

My corn the past year had been cut up by the bot-

tom, with the exception of a iiivv pieces oi rows,

belbre the thought ol' making any experiments
myself on the si^ojcct occurred. In order to see,

however, whether my ideas oi" the diti'erent rate of

shrinkage between topp-ed corn, ajid that cut up,

were correct. I carciuiiy weighed a basket full of

ears of each kind, at the time of gathering, and

placing them in a dry chamber, where they lay

undisturbed, let them remain until the middle of

January, when I had both kinds carefully shelled

and weighed. By this experiment, it appeared

that the corn cut up by the bottom shrunk three

pounds in ^-j bushel more than the topped; but this

did not mark the extent of the diflerence, as at the

time of shelling, the former was easily distin-

guished from the latter by its comparative damp-
ness, though both parcels were bright, fine corn.

I cannot, thereiore, consider the question as en-

tirely put at rest by any experiments that have
.yet been made, but as the matter is certainly one

of importance, I hope that another season will not

pass without its being done efi'ectuaily. In order

to do this, all the specimens must not ot^ly be

weighed and measured at the tim.e ol'gathcring and

at the time of shelling, but be suffered to remain in

some position favorable to the evaporation of all

dampness imlil the corn is completely and tho-

roughly dried, when a careful comparison of the

whole would show the true result.

\V. G.

From tiic Genesee Farmer.

ON SPLITTING FIUE-WOOD.

We have lately examined a quantit}^ of fire-

wood, which was cut and corded last winter; and

we have become still more strongly impressed with

the importance ol having every stick split that is

large enough to receive a stroke of the axe, longi-

tudinally. It not only dries belter, but some kinds

of wooil are rendered by this operation nearly of

double value; and we are v\'arranted by our exam-
inations in saying that hickory is one of those kinds.

Sticks of six or eight inches diameter, which were
quartered at that time, are now seasoned, hard
and solid; while such as were left to soak in their

sap, are most miserably worm eaten. The round
sticks of bass-wood escaped these depredators, but

Iheir value is greatly lessened by incipient decay;

antl reliiin too much moisture to be profitably used
without kiln-drying. We are persuaded that to

split all such wood, and to let out the sap, is a most
judicious investment of capital.

From tlie Montlily Magazine.

THE EURYIIVa BEETLE.

A foreiiin naturalist gives a very interesting ac-

count of the industry of this insect. He had of-

ten remarked that dead moles, when laid upon the

ground, especially if on loose earth, were almost
sure to disappear in the course ol two or three days,

often of twelve hours. To ascertain the cause, he
placed a mole upon one of the beds in his garden.

It had vanished by the third morning; and on dig-
ging where it had been laid, he ibund it buried to

the depth of three inches, and under it four bee-
tles, which seemed to have been the agents in this

singular inhumation. Not perceiving any thing
particular in the mole, he buried it again; and on
examining it at the end of six daysf he found it

swarming with n)nggots, apparently the issue of
the beetles, which M. Glcditsch now naturally con-
cluded had buried the carcass lor the food of their

future young. To determine these points more
clearly, he put four of these insects into a glass
vessel, half filled with earth and properly secured,
and, upon the surface of the earth, two ii'ogs. In
less than twelve hours, one of the frogs was inter-

red by two of the beetles; the other two ran about
the whole day as if busied in measuring the di-

mensions of the remaining corpse, which on the
third day was also found buried. He then intro-

duced a dead hnnet. A pair of the beetles were
soon engaged upon the bird. They began their

operations by pushing out the earth from under
the body, so as to form a cavity for i<:s reception;

and it was curious to see the efforts whi(di the bee-
tles made, by dragging at the feathers of the bird

li'om beiovv', to pull it into its grave. The male,
having driven the female away, continued the
work alone for five hours. He lifted up the bird,

changed its place, turned it and arranged it in the

grave, and from time to time came out of the hole,

mounted upon it, and trode it under foot, and then
retired below, and pulled it down. At length, ap-
parently wearied with this unintciTupted labor, it

came forth, and leaned its head uj.on the earth

beside the bird, without the smallest motion, as if

to rest itself, for a full hour, when it again crept

under the earth. The next day, in the morning,
the bird was an inch and a half underground, and
the trench remained open the whole day, the

corpse seeming as if laid out upon a bier, surround-
ed with a rampart of mould. In the evening, it

had sunk half an inch lower, and in another day
the -work was completed, and the bird covered.

M. Gleditsch continued to add other small dead
animals, which were all sooner or later buried;

and the result of his experiment was, that in filly

days four beetles had interred, in the ver}' small

space of earth allotted to them, tv/elve carcasses;

viz. four frogs, three small birds, two fishes, one
mole, and two grasshoppers, besides the entrails of

a fish, and two morsels of the lungs of an ox. In
another experiment, a single beetle buried a mole
forty times its own bulk and weight in two days.

From tlio Lilirary of Useful Knowledge, Farmer's Series.

GENERAL HISTORY OF THE HORSE.

[Concluded from p. 597, Vol. II.]

7'he English Horse.

The earliest record of the horse iii Great Biitain

is contained in the history given by .Julius Caesar
of his invasion of our island. The British army
was accompanied by numerous war-chariots,

drawn by horses. Short scythes were fastened to

the ends of the axletrees, sweeping down every
thing before them, and carrying terror and devas-
tation into the ranks of theii' euenn!es. The con-
(]ueror gives a most animated description of the

dexterity with wdiich the horses were managed.
What kind of liorse the Britons then possessed,
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it would be useless to inquire; but, from tlie cumb-
rous structure of the car, and the fury with wliich

it was driven, and ironi the badness or nonexis-

tence of tlie roads, they must liave been both ac-

tive and powerful in an extraordinary degree.

C:esar deemed them so valuable, that he carried

many of them to Rome; and t]\e British horses

were, for a considerable period afterwards, in great

request in various parts of tiic Roman empire.

Hordes must at that time have been exceeding-

ly numerous in Britain, ibr wc arc told that when
the British king, Cassibellamis, dismissed the

main body of his army, lie retained lour thousand
of Ills war-chariots for the purpose of harrassiug

the Romans, when they attemi^j^i to forage.

Tlie British liorse now received its first cross;

but -whether the breed was thereby improved can-
not be asL-ertained. The Romans having estab-
lished tliemselves in Britain, found it necessary to

send over a numerous body of cavalry to maintain
a cliain of posts and check the frequent insurrec-
tions of the natives. The Roman horses would
breed with those of tlie countr3^, and, to a greater
or less extent, cliange their character; and from
tliis time, the English horse would consist of a
compounii of the native and those li-om Gaul,
Italy, Spain, and every province from which the
Roman cavalry was supplied. Many centuries af-

terwards passed b}', and we have no record of the
character or value, improvement or deterioration,

of the animal.
It would appear probable, however, that Athel-

stan, the natural son of Alfred the Great, and the
second in succession to him, paid some attention to

the improvement of the liorse; for having subdu-
ed all the rebellious portions of the Hcf)tarchy, he
was congratulated on his success by some of the
continental princes, and received fr-om Hugh Ca-
per of France, who solicited his sister in mar-
riage, various presents, doubtless of a nature that
would be thought most acceptable to him; and
among them several German running Aorses.

Hence our breed received another cross, and prob-
ably an improvement.

Athelstan seems to have seriously devoted him-
self to this important object, for he soon afterwards
decreed (a. d. 930) that no horses should be sent
abroad for sale, or on any account, excej)t as royal
presents. This proves his anxiety to preserve
the breed, and likewise renders it probable that
the breed was beginning to be esteemed by our
neighbors. In a document bearing date a. d.
1000 we have an interesting account of the rela-

tive value of the horse. If ahorse was destroyed,
or negligently lost, the compensation to be* de-
manded v/as thirty shillings; a mare or colt, twenty
shillings; a mule or young ass, twelve shillings; an
ox, thirty pence; a cow, twenty-four pence; a pig,

eight pence; and, it strangely follows, a man, one
pound.*

In the laws of Howell the Good, Prince of
Wales, and passed a little before this time, there
are some curious particulars respecting the value
and sale of horses. The value of a Ibal not four-

teen days old is fixed at four pence, at one year
and a day it is estimated at forty-eight pence; and

*According to the Anglo-Saxon computation, forty-

eight shillings made a pound, equal in silver to about
three pounds of our present money, in value to fifteen

or sixteen pounds, and five pence made one shilling.

at three years sixty pence. It was then to be
tamed with the bridle, and brought up either as a
palfrey or a serving horse; when its value became
one hundred and twenty pence; and that of a wild
or unbroken mare, sixty pence.
Even in those eariy da\ s, the frauds of dealers

were too notorious, and the Ibllowing singular reg-
ulations were established. The buyer was allow-
ed time to ascertain whether the horse were free
fi-om three diseases. He had three nights to
ju'ove him for tlie staggers; three months to prove
the soundness of his lungs; and one year to ascer-
tain wheihcr he was infected with glanders. For
every blemish discovered after the purchase, one-
third of the money was returned, except it should
be a blemish of the ears or tail.

The practice of letting horses for hire was then
known, and then, as now, the services of the poor
hack were too brutally exacted. The benevolent
Howell disdains not to legislate for the protection

of this abused and valuable servant. "Whoever
shall borrow a horse, and rub the hair so as to

gall the back, shall pay fourpence; if the skin is

forced into the flesh, eight pence; if the flesh be
forced to the bone, sixteen pence."
One circumstance deserves to be remarked, that

in none of the earliest historical records of the An-
glo-SEixons or the Welsh, is there any allusion to

the use of the hoise for the plough. Untd a com-
paratively recent period, oxen alone were used in

England, as in other countries, for this purpose;
but about this lime (the latter part of the tenth
century) some innovation on this point was creep-

ing in, and, therefore, a Welsh law forbids the fiir-

mer to plough with horses, mates, or cows, but
with oxen alone. On one of the pieces of tapestry

woven at Bayonne in the time of Willicim the Con-
queror, (a. d. 1C66) there is the figure of a man
driving a horse attached to a harrow. This is the
earliest notice we have of tlie use of the horse ia

fiell labor.

With William the Conqueror came a marked
improvement in the British horse. To his superi-

ority in cavalry this prince was chiefly indebted fJjr

the victory of Hastings. The favorite charger of
William was a Spaniard. His followers, both the
barons and the common soldiers, came jjrincipal-

ly from a country in which agriculture had made
more rapid progress than in England. A very
considerable portion of the kingdom was divided
among these men; and it cannot be doubted that,

however unjust was the usurpation of the Norman,
England benefited in its husbandry, and particu-

larly in its horses, by the change of masters.
Some of the barons, and particularly Roger de
Boulogne, earl of Shrewsbury, introduced the
Spanish liorse, on their ncAvly-acquired estates.

The historians of these times, however, principal-

ly monks, knowing nothing about horses, give us
very little information on the subject.

In the reign of Henrj' I. (a. i>. 1121) the first

Arabian horse, or, at least, the first on record, was
introduced. Alexander I., king of Scotland, pre-
sented to the church of St. Andrew's an Arabian
horse, with costly furniture, Turkish armor, many
valuable trinkets, and a considerable estate.

Forty years afterwards, in the reign of Henry
II., Smithfield was celebrated as a horse-market.
Fitz-Stepen, who lived at that time, gives the fol-

lowing animated account of the manner in which
• he hackney-j and charging-slccds were tried there,
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by racing against one another. "When a race is

to be run by this sort of horses, and perhaps by
others, which also in their kind are strong and
fleet, a shout is immediately raised, and the com-
mon horses are ordered to withdraw out of the

wa}'. Three jockeys, or sometimes only two, as

the match is made, prepare themselves for the

contest. The horses on their part are not without
emulation; they tremble and are impatient, and are

continually in motion. At last, the signal once
given, Ihey start, devour the course and hurry
along with unremitting swiftness. The jockeys
inspired with the thougiit of applause, and the

hope of victory, clap s])urs to their willing horses,

brandish their Avhips, and cheer them witli their

cries." This description reminds us of the more
lengthened races of the present da)-, and proves
the blood of the English horse, even before the

Eastern breed ^vas tried.

Close on this followed Ihe Crusades. The cham-
pions ol" the Cross certainly had it in their power
to enrich their native country with some of the

choicest specimens of Eastern horses, but they

were completely under the influence of su])ersti-

tion and fanaticism, and conmion sense and use-

fulness were forgotten.

An old merrical romance, however, records the

excellence of two horses belonging to Richard
Cffi.ir de Lion, \vhich he purchased at Cyprus, and
were therefore, probably, of Eastern origin.

Yn this worlde tliey hadde no pere,*

Dromedary nor (lestrere,t

Stcde, Rabyte,! ne Cammele,
Goeth none so swifte, without fayle:

For a thousand pownd of golde,

Ne should the one be solde.

The war-steed was defended by mail or plate,

much on the plan of the harness of the knight

himself. His head was ornamented with a crest.

The head, chest, and flanks, were wholly or pa:-

tially protected; and sometimes, hewas clad incom-
plete steel, with the arms of his master engraved or

embossed on his bardings. The bridle of the

horse vvas always as splendid as the circumstances

of the knight allowed, and thus a horse was often

called Brigliadore, from briglia d'oro, a bridle of

gold. Bells were a very favorite addition to the

equipment of the horse. The old Troupadour,
Arnold of Marson, says, that "nothing is so pro-

per to inspire confidence in a knight, and terror in

an enemy."
The price of horses at this period was singular-

ly uncertain. In 1185, fifleen breeding mares sold

for two pounds twelve shilling and sixpence.

They were purchased by the monarch, and dis-

tributed among his tenants, and in order to ffet

something by the bargain, he charged them the

great sum of four shillings each. Twenty years

afterwards, ten capital horses brought no less than
twenty pounds each; and, twelve years later, a

pair of horses were imported from Lombardy, for

which the extravagant price of thirty-eight pounds
thirteen shillings and iburpence was given. The
usual price of good handsome horses was ten

pounds, and the hire of a car or cart, with two
horses, was ten pence a-day.
To King John, hatefid as he was in all other

respects, we are yet nmch indebted for the atten-

"Peer, equal. fWar liorse. :]; Arabian.

I tion which he paid to agriculture generally, and
particularly to improving the breed of horses. He
imported one hundred cliosen stallions of the Flan-
ders kind, and thus maiidy contributed to prepare
our noble species of draught-horses, as um'ivalled

as the horses of the turf.

John accumulated a very numerous and valua-
ble stud. He was eager to possess himself of
every horse of more than usual power; and, at all

times, gladly received, fiom the tenants of the

crown, horses of a superior quality, instead of mo-
ney, for the renewal of grants, or the payment of
forfeitures belonging to the crown. It was his

pride to render his cavalry, and the horses lor the
tournament and lor pleasure, as perfect as possible.

It could not be expected that so haughty a tyrant

would concern himself much with the inferior

kinds; yet while the superior was becoming rapid-

ly more valuable, the others would, in an indirect

manner, partake of the improvement.
One hundred years afterwards, Edward 11. pur-

chased thirty Lombardy war-horses, and twelve
heavy draught-horses. Lombardy, Italy, and
Spain were the countries whence the greater part

of Europe was then supplied with the most valua-
ble cavalry or parade horses. Horses for agi'icul-

tural purposes were chiefly procured from Flan-
ders.

Edward III. devoted one thousand marks to

the purchase of fitly Sj)ani.sh horses; and of such
importance did he conceive this addition to the

English, or rather mingled blood, then existing,

that formal application was made to the kings of
France and Spain to grant safe conduct to the
troop. When they had sali?.ly amved at the roy-

al stud, it was computed that they had cost the
monarch no less than thirteen pounds six shillings

and eightpence per horse, equal in value to one
hundred and sixty pounds ol our present money.

This nionarch had many running-horses. The
precise meaning of the term is not, however,
clear. It might be light and speedy horses in op-

position to the war horse, or those that were lit-

erally used lor the purpose of racing. The ave-

rage price of these running-horses was twenty
marks, or three pounds six shillings- and eightpence.

Edward was devoted to the sports of the turf or

the field, or he began to see the propriety of cross-

ing our stately and heavy breed with those of a
lighter structure and greater speed.

There was, however, one impediment to this,

which was not for a very long period removed.
The soldier was cased in heavy armor. The
knight, with all his accoutrement, often ro<le more
than twenty-five stone. No little bulk and strength

were required in the animal destined to carry this

back breaking weight. When the umsket was
substituted for the cross-bow and battle- axe,and this

iron defence, cumbrous to the wearer and destruc-

tive to the horse, was useless, and laid aside, the

improvement of the British horse in reality com-
menced.
While Edward was thus eager to avail himself

of foreigli blood, with the two frequent selfishness

of the sportsman, he would let no neighbor share

in the advantage. The exj)ortation of horses was
forbidden under very heav}^ penalties. One case

in which he relaxed from his severity is m.entioned,

when he permitted a German merchant to re-ex-

port some Flanders horses which he had brought

on speculation; but he vvas strictly forbidden to
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send them to Scotland. Nay, so jealous were
tliese sister- kingdoms of each other's prosperily,

that so laie as llie time of Elizabeth, it was felony

to export horses fz'om England to Scotland.

The English horse was advancing, although

slowly, to an equality with, or even superiority over

those of neighboring countries. His value began
to be more generally and highly estimated, and
his |)rice rapidly increased—fo much so, that breed-

ers and the dealers, then, as now, skillijl in im]:os-

ing on the inexperienced, obtained from many of

our young gi'andees enorn)ous prices tor them.

This evil Tnagnified to such an extent, that Richard

II. (1386) interlercd to regulate and determine the

price. The proclamation which he issued is in-

teresting not only as proving the increased value

of the horse, but showing what were, four hundred
and filly years ago, and Avhat are, still, the chief

breeding districts. It was ordered to be published

in the counties of Lincoln and Cambridge, and the

East and North Ridings ot Yorkshire: and the

price of the horse was restricted to that which had
been determined by Ibrmer sovereigns. A more
enlightened policy has at length banished all such
absurd interlerences with agriculture and com-
merce.
We can now collect but little of the history of

the horse until the reign of Henry VII., at the

close of the fifteenth century. He continued to

prohibit the exportation of stallions, but allowed
that of mares when more than two years old, and
under the value of six shillings and eightpence.

This regulation was, however, easily evaded, for

if a mare could be found worth more than six shil-

lings and eightpence, she might be lieely exported

on the payment of that sum.
Henry VIII., a tyrannical and cruel prince, but

fond of show and splendor, was very anxious to

produce a valuable breed of horses; and the means
which he adopted were both perlectly in unison

with his arbitrary disposition, and very little calcu-

lated to effect his object. He affixed a certain

standard, below which no horse should be kept.

The lowest height for the stallion was fifteen

hands, and for the mare thirteen hands; and even
before they had arrived at their full growth, no
stallion above two years old, and under fourteen

hands and a half, was permitted to run on any
forest, moor, or common, where there were mares.

At "Michaelmastide" the neighboring magis-

trates were ordered to "drive" all tbresis and com-
mons, and not only destroy such stallions, but all

''unlikely tits," whether mares or geldings, or

foals, which they might deem not calculated to pro-

duce a valuable breed. He likewise ordained, that

in every deer-park a certain number of mares, in

proportion to its size, and each at least thirteen

hands high should be kept; and that all his prelates

and nobles, and "all those whose wives wore vel-

vet bonnets," should keep stallions for the saddle

at least fifteen hands high. These ordinances

perished with the tyrant by whom they were pro-

nuilgated.

The reign of Henry VIII. produced the eailicst

English treatise on agriculture, and the manage-
ment of horses and cattle. It was written by Sir

A. Fitzherbert, Judge of the Common Pleas, and
contains much useful information. It is entitled,

"Boke of Husbandry;" and, being now exceed-

ingly rare, an extract from it may not be unaccep-
table. It would'seem that the mare had been but

Vol. II—

«

lately emjdoyed in husbandrj^, for he says, "A hus-

bande may not be without horses and mares, and
specidly if he goe with a horse-ploughe he must
have both, his horses to draive; his mares to

brynge colts to upholde his stocke, and yei at many
times they may draive well if they be well han-
dled." The learned judge shared the connnon
fate of those who have to do with the horse.

"Thou grasyer, that mayst fortune to be of myne
opinion or condition to love horses, and young
coltes and Ibles to go among thy cattle, take hede
that thou be not beguiled as 1 have been a hun-
dred tymes and more. And first thou shalt knowe
that a good horse has 54 proj^erties, that is to say,

2 of a man, 2 of a badger, 4 of a lion, 9 of an oxe,

9 of a hare, 9 of a Ibxe, 9 of an asse, and 10 of a
woman."*
The tyrannical edicts of Henry VIII. had the

eflect which common sense would have anticipated

—the breed of horses was not materially im-

Ijroved, and their numbers were sadly diminished.

When the bigot, Philip of Spain, threatened

England, in the" reign of Elizabeth, with his In-

vincible Armada, that princess could muster in

her whole kingdom only three thousand cavalry to

oppose him; and Blundeville, who wrote at this

time a very pleasant and excellent book on the art

of riding, speaks contemptuously of the qualities

of these horses. The secret of improving the

breed had not been then discovered; it had been

attempted by arbitrary power; and it had extend-

ed only to those crosses from which little good
could have been expected: or, rather, it had more
reli?rence to the actual situation of the country,

and the heavy carriages, and the bad roads, and
the tedious travelling which tlicn prevailed, than

to the wonderliil change in these which a few cen-

turies were destined to effect.

Blundeville describes the majority of our horses

as consisting of strong, sturdy beasts, fit only for

slow draught, and the lew of a lighter structure

being weak arid Avithout bottom. There were,

however, some exceptions, for he relates a case of

one of these lighter horses trriveiling eighty miles

in a day—a task which in later times has been too

often and cruelly exacted from our half-bred nao;s.

An account has been given of the racing trial

of the horses in Smithfield market. Regnkr races

were now established in various parts of England.

Meetings of this kind were first held at Chester

and Stamford; but there was no acknowledged

system as now; and no breed of racing horses.

Hunters and hackneys mingled together, and no

descri|)tion oi' horse was excluded.

There was at first no course marked out for the

race, but the contest generally consisted in the

*Later writers have pirated from Sir A.; but have

not improved upon him. The following description

of the horse is well known. "A good horse should

liave three qualities of a woman,—a broad breast,

round hips, and a lon<5 mane;—three of a lion,—coun-

tenance, courage, and fire;— three of a bullock,—the

eye, the nostril, and joints,—three of a sheep,—the

nose, gentleness, and patience;—tliree of a mule,

—

strength, constancy, and foot;—three of a deer,—head,

legs, and short hair;—three of a wolf;—throat, neck,

and hearing;—three of a fox,—ear, tail and trot;

—

three of a serpent,—memory, sight, and turning;-and

three of a hare or cat,—running, walking, and supple-
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running of train-cent across the country, and
sometimes the most difficult and dangerous part ol'

the country was selected for the exhibition. Oc-
casionally our present steej/lc chase was adopted
with all its dangers, and more than its present
barbari!)-; for persons were appointed cruelly to

flog along the jaded and exhausted horses.

It should, however, be acknowledged that the
races of that period were not disgraced by the

system of gambling and li'uud which seems to

have become almost inseparable Irom the amuse-
ments of the turf. The prize was usually a wood-
en bell adorned with flowers. This was afcr-

wards exchanged lor a silver bell, and "given to

him who should run the best and I'arthest on horse-

back on Shrove Tuesday." Hence the common
phrase of "bearing away the bell."

Horse-racing became gradually more cultivated;

but it was not until the last year of the reign of

James I., thatrnles were pa-omalgated and gener-
ally subscribed to ibr their regulation. That prince

was (bnd of field sp'orts. lie had encouraged, if

he did not establish, horse-racing in Scotland, and
he brought with him to England his predilection

for it; but his races were more often matches
against time, or trials of speed and bottom, ibr ab-

surdly and cruelly long distances. His favorite

courses were at Croydon and on Enfield Chase.
Although the Turkish and Barbary horses had

been freely used to produce with the English mare
the breed which was best suited to tills exercise,

little improvement had been efiijcted. James,
with great Judgement, determined to try the Arab
breed. Probably, he had not forgotten the story

of the Arabian, which had been presented to one
of the Scottish churches, five centuries belbrc.

He purchased, trom a merchant named Markham,
a celebrated Arabian horse, Ibr which he gave the

extravagant sum of five hundred pounds. Kings,
however, like their subjects, are often thwarted and
governed by their servants, and the Duke ol

Newcastle took a dislike to this Ibreign animal.

He wrote a book, and a very good one, on horse-

manship, and described this Arabian as a little

bony horse, of ordinary shape, setting him down
as good tor nothing, because, after being regularly

trained, he could not race. The opinion of the

Duke, probably altogether erroneous, had, for

nearly a century, great weight; and the Arabian
horse lost its reputation among the English turf-

breeders.

A South-Eastern horse was afterwards brought
into England, and purchased by James, of Mr.
Place, Avlio was afterwards stud-master, or groom
to Oliver Cromwell. This beautiful animal was
called the White Turk, and his name and that of

his keeper will long be remembered. Shortly af-

terwards appeared the Helmsley Turk, introduced

by Villiers, the first duke of liuckingham. He
was followed by Fairfiix's Morocco Barb. These
horses speedily effected a considerable change in

the character of our breed, so that Lord Harleigh.

one of the old school, complained that the great

horse was fiist disappearing, and that horses were
now bred light and fine for the sake of speed only.

Charles I. ardently pursued this favorite object

of English gentlemen, and a little befjre his rup-

ture with the parliament, established races in

Hyde Park, and at Newmarket. The civil wars
Bomewhat suspended the improvement of the

breed; yet the advantage which was derived b}'

both parties from a light and active cavalry, suffi-

ciently proved the importance of the change which
had been efiected; and Cromwell perceiving, with
his wonted sagacity, how much these pursuits

were connected with the prosperity of the country,

had his stud of race-horses.

At the Restoration a new impulse was given to

the cultivation of the horse by the inclination of
the court to patronize gaiety and chssipation. The
racesatNewmarket were restored, and as an addi-

tional sj)ur to emulation, royal plates were now
given at each of the principal courses. Charles

II. sent his master of the horse to the Levant,
to purchase brood marcs and stallions. These
w^ere principally Uarks and Turks.
From that period to the middle of tlie last cen-

tury, the system of improvement was zealously

pursued: every variety of Eastern blood was oc-

casionally engrafted on ours, and the superiority of
the engrafted, above the very best of the original

stock, began to be evident.

Man is rarely satisfied with any degree of per-

fection in the object on which he has set his b.earf.

The sportsman had now beauty of form, and
speed and stoutness, scarcely an approach to which
had been observed in the original breed. Still

some imagined that this speed and stoutness might
possibly be increased; and Mr. Darley, in the lat-

ter part of the reign of Queen Anne, had recourse
to the discarded and despised Arabian. He had
much prejudice to contend with, and it was sotne
time before the Darley Arabian attracted notice.

At length the value of his produce began to be
recognised, and to him we are greatly indebted for

a breed of horses of unequalled beauty, speed and
strength.

This last improvement now furnishes a'l that

can be desired: nor is this true only of the tho-

rough-bred or turf-horse; it is, to a very mat -rial

degree, the case with every description of" horse.

By a judicious admixture and proportion*of blood,

we have rendered our hunters, our hackneys, our
coach, nay even our cart horses, much stronger,

more active, and more enduring, than they were
before the introduction of the race-horse.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

THE EFFKC'T OF SEVERE FROST ON LAND
HARROWING IN CLOVER SEED.

Fairfax County, February 15th, 1835.

Cold winter is now I trust upon its final retreat

to the north; and though we farmers have suffered

much in the flesh, mother earth will soon show
that it brought "healing in its wings." 1 could

have wished that it had been longer and more
unyielding—for I have long remarked, that the

earth was fattened and invigorated by long cold

winters, and especially when they came with much
snow. Heavy floods followed by a hot sun, in

all the flat country except that Avhich is sandy,
brings on a kind of deadly hi;^^e-bound condition,

which can only be cured by hard frost. Now is

the time for seeding clover, unless the farmer is so

attentive to his interest, as to harrow in the seed
—in that case, he must wait until the frost leaves

the ground. Let him not fear injury to the crop

—for independent of the lull and perfect insertion

of the clover, the wheat will receive a benefit quite

equal to the expense of harrowing. Upon light sau-
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dy land, clover will not take, unless hruTowed in.

I would reconiniend the aj)plication of one bushel
of plaster immediately alicr the harrow.

JKREMIAH.

THE MODK OF VOKIN'G OXEN IN CUBA.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' ]?eg!ster.

Your magazine havino; this moment met my
eye, and approving greatly its object, I beg leave
thrnui^-h that channel to make a coumiunication,
which I trust will be deen)ed interesting to the
agriculturists of your quaiter.

1 am mysell" a planter in the island of Cuba,
and an enthusiast as regards improvements which
have a tendency to advance the interest of agri-

culture in general. it is therelbre with feelings

approaching to horror, that in travelling through
ail the southern states, (and no doubt the same
practice prevails in the northern,) I have observed
the oxen, employed in the fields, to be yoked to-

getiier at the shoulder, and the whole labor of the
animal, consequently, to press upon that part, as if

it were the most convenient point, and that of the
greatest strength; than wliich nothing can be
more foreign to the fact.

The strength of the ox lies in its neck, and the
miHc'es and tendons thereto appertaining—as is

xvell known to every one acquainted with this

noble animal—and consequently, the ] roper place

for the yoke is behind tlie horns, and attached
thereto. In this position, the whole strength ol'

the animal is put forth without the least inconve-
ni'^nc^^ or eliort.

This is by no means a new theory; but an old

established practice among various nations. The
Spaniards have universally adopted it, and I my-
pslf liave no other metliod. I have comnnmicated
it very generallj^, wherever I have found the

abominable practice ])revail of yoking to the fore-

shoulder. I should have thought that a bare in-

sinuation of this improvemesil, (sufffjested years
ago) would have had the effect of an instant

adoption in this country—but as I have said, I am
still a witness, recently, of the same vile practice

wherever I have travelled.

AGUICULTOR.
TVashington Ciiy.

INQUIRY INTO THE ORIGIN OF HORIZONTAL
PLOUGHING.

To tlio Editor of tlic Farmers' Register.

Although a constant reader of your journal, in

looking over some of the recent numbers a day or

two since, I came across an article which by some
chance had escaped my notice until tiien, and
Avhich, although it gives an interesting account ol

a particular district of our state, contains a para-

graph which I think should not pass altogether

imnoticed. I allude to the communication of "x\

Furrow Turner," in the Register for October last.

Although liighly pleased with his graphic descrip-

tion of the properties of the South West Moim-
tain soil, I believe him mistaken with respect to

the history of "horizontal ploughing"—certainly

so, if we are to infer from his criticism of the pas-

sage from jirator, that it was not known else-

where, previously to its introduction in Albemarle.
Having heretofore been struck with this passage
myselt; I was induced to make further inquiry, to

learn if no mention was made of this important
inijirovement, or its principle, in the earlier books
of husbandry. The search resulted in the con-
viction, that it was known long ago—that in this,

as in so mahy other things, the ancients have
stolen our best thoughts, and left to the moderns,
but the credit of adoj)tion and dissemination.

I do not know on what authority ^ra/or assert-

ed its existence in Scotland a century since

—

whether that of Lord Kanies or some one else.

But a passntre or two wiiich I subjoin from Sir

John Sinclair will go to show, that this, or some-
thing very nearly resembling it, was known there
before tlie ]:!resent centurj'.

"In regard to steep banks or declivities, there
are four modes in wfiich ridges may be laid out.

F'irst. When they are planted on the same level.

This is done partly with a view of preventing the
soil and manure from being washed down, and
partly from the idea that it is easier for tlie cattle

to work it. But it keeps up the water in the fur-

rows, and is an awkward mode of ploughing.
Sometimes this sort of ridge is carried all around
a small hill in a spiral form, beginning at the bot-

tom."
Second. When the ridges are straight up and

down. Third. Wiien they receive a diagonal di-

rection sloping to the left. Fourth. Wlien
they slope to the right.

Nov>', allhoufjh he condemns the second and
third mode, and prefers the fourth, yet his recom-
mendation is succeeded by the following exception:

"Where the land is exceedingly steep, it is often

necessary to plough directly across, throwing tlie

furrow-siices all doivn hill, and with the ordinary

plough going back empty. But where there is

nmch land of this excessive steepness to cultivate,

a plough whli a shilling mould-board, usually

called a tvrnwrest plough, admits of ploughing
both backwards and forwards, shifting the mould-
board in such a manner as always to throw tlie

furrow-slice down the hill."

—

Systems (^f Husband-
ry, Vol. I. i)p. 168, 170.

In the first volume of The General Bepcrt of
Scotland, drawn up under the direction of the

same author, we find at pp.351, 352, substantially

the same remarks.
But perhaps Sir John may have written rather

too near to our time to render it altogether cer-

tain that liis countrymen did not adopt it from oura

without acknowledgement.
W^ell then, let us come down to England. In

Fm-bes'' x/gricidi ure, written somewhere about

1778, we meet with this passage at page 638 in

tlie description of an agricultural implement:

—

"This is a turnwrist, or turnrest, and by some
called a turn-ridge plough. It turns the furrows

all one way, laj'ing the land level, without ridges

or parting furrows; and in sideling or sloping

grounds, where the descent is too great for the

cattle to draw the plough up and down the side of

a hill, and too steep to turn the furrows up against

it, this plough perlbrras the tillage very well, the

cattle drawing it Across' //je descent, it turns the

furrows downwards, or with the descent. It differs

rom the swing-plough in the mould-boards, which
111 this plough are double and moveable.''''

From this, it appears that the hill side plough

at least, is no novelty. In a still earlier work, yl

New System of /Igriculture, fyc, a small duo-
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deciino by an anonymous author, published in

1755, tlie Ibllowing reniarks occur:

"I can't introduce a very useful observation in a
more proper place than this; and tiiat is, when the

land you are to plough is the side of a very steep

hill, as it otten is, 'tis down-riirht madness to pro-

ceed, as most countrymen do, by ploughing direct-

ly up and down the steep. In this case, 'tis pity

the driver is not in the place of his team; he would
then, perhaps, discover that 'twould be the wisest

way to plough across the hill, by which means the

cattle would not only draw with the same ease as

if they worked on ])lain ground, but the harrows

lying athwart would prevent the rains from wash-
ing down the fatness of the soil with every flood

—

a misfortune to which at present they are yearly

liable, and often ruined and empoverished by it."

I cannot but think that a person lamiliar with
the improved, as contrasted with the up-and-down
mode, if he had never heard mooted the question

of its origin, would in the above passages, recog-

nize his old acquaintance. Possibly, however,
there may be yet room tor doubt or objection, as

we have here only ambiguous terms. Ploughing
"across" or "athwart" a hill may not stand pre-

cisely for plougliing "horizontally." It maj^ mean
ploughing in a straight line, without reference to

inequalities. Be it so. Let the furrow proceed
straight across, climbing the swells and jumping
the ravines, till it reaches the other side of the

field; (though this interprelation will scarce hold

water more than the furrow it represents,) or let it

ramble like a sheep—(though a sheep Avalk on a

hill-side is not so badly graduated after all—) still

let us see if we can find no evidence less equivo-
cal What says the great father of modern hus-
bandry? We present an extract from his "Chap-
ter on Ridges."

Afler urging the importance of laying dry the
Boil on the hill-sides, (which in England are very
liable to be saturated with water,) he speaks of
two modes of effecting the object. First, by cover-

ed horizontal trenches, which he objects to as ex-

pensive and yet not permanent; and then suggests
that— "'tis a better method to plough the ridges

across the hill almost horizontally, (ma foi

!

here's the very word)—that their parting furrows
lying open, may each serve as a drain to the ridge

next below it; for ^vheu the plough has made the
bottom of their horizontal furrows a iew inches
deeper than the surface of the claj^, the water
will run to their ends very securely, without rising

into the mould, provided no part of" the furrows be
lower than their ends.

"These parting furrows and their ridges must be
made more or less oblique according to the form
and declivity of the hill; but the more horizontal

they are, the sooner the rain-water will run off the

lands; for in that case it will run to the furrows,

and reach them at right angles, which it will not

do when the ridges (or lands) are oblique; and
therefore the waters' course across the land will be
longer. Every one of these horizontal trenches

receives all the water from the rills, or little gutters

wherein the water runs betwixt the mould and the

clay. These are all cut off by the trenches which
receive the water at their upper sides, and carry
it away, as the trunks of lead placed under the
eaves of a house do carry away the rain-water."
TulVs Husbandry, p. 243.
In a note to this passage he says, "The natu-

ral course of water being downwards, it would al-

ways run by the nearest way to the bottom of the

hill, if nothing stopt it. But the water runs from the
hill in two manners; viz. upon the surface of the

staple, and upon the surface of the clay that is

uutler the staple; that which runs under, keeps its

straight course from the top to the bottom of a
hill, under a ridge that is made exacdy with the
descent of the hill, except that part of the water
that rises up into the mould and a very little that

soaks into the furrows; for when the furrows are

not made exactly with the descent, the more ob-
lique they are to the descent, the longer will be
the water's course under the ridges, and the short-

er, as they are nearer being at right angles to the

descent. 'Tis also the same with the water that

fidls upon the surface of the ridges; for the more
horizontal they are, the shorter its course will be
from them to the furrows, which carry it ofl'; and
the less of the water will sink into the ridges, the

less oblique and the nearer to right angles to the

descent they are made."
Here we have the whole rationale of this im-

provement. A little alter, he says, "Many hun-
dred acres of good ground are spoiled, and many
a good horse, in ploughing against the hill, and
against all reason, demonstration, and experience
too."

If asked to ascend still higher for evidence, we
might call old Columella into court. "In plough-
ing," he tells us, "it nmst be especially observed,

that the furrow be always drawn across the hill; for,

by this method the difficulty arising from the ac-

clivity of the ground is surmounted and broken,

and the labor both of men and cattle is commo-
diously lessened."—Book If. Chap. IV.
This may suffice, although additional testimony

might be cited fi'om Darwin's Phytologia and the

Complete Farmer, and perhaps others.

Now, is it possible to believe that Gov. Randolph,
with the multifarious learning of which he enjoyed
the reputation, had never read any of the above
works?
The truth, I take it, is about this. England and

the United States are essentially different in many
of their respective agricultural circumstances, pro-

ducts and wants. England is a foggy, dripping
country—where showers are frequent, but rarely

so violent as with us. Here, we have frequent

storms and torrents. Again, the soil of England
is particularly adapted to grass, and being filled

with vegetable fibres, is little disposed to wash. I

need not say how difierently we in the south are

situated. There, they have no crop like our maize,

set in ridges wide apart, with the plants separated

in those ridges—and the broad interval constantly

stripped of foreign growth; but their drill crops

are either roots or pulse, which lying close to-

gether, help to ])revent the bursting of the beds by
the force of the water. Their object then in

making the horizontal beds, is rather to drain the

steeps by topping the oozes and drawing the water
into the furrows: ours, rather the jireservation of
the soil, and the retention of all requisite moisture,

while that which is superfluous is suflered to flow

ofl;

To Gov. Randolph then, be the praise of its

introduction and adaptationXo our peculiar circum-

stances. Title enough this, to our lasting grati-

tude. But let us not be putting "daw's feather''

on the dead, lest some future critic, more uncere-
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nioiiious than a Viroinian from etate-pride would
naturally bo, should endeavor to strip him even of

his own proper plumage.
A case-hunter is not always a good lawyer

—

so you mast not conclude from this "brislling of

inverted commas" that I amthereibre, a learned

FARMER.

RKPLY TO J. 31. G. ON PUTRESCENT BIA-

KURES.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Eegistcr.

iMarch lOth, 1835.

When my confessedly crude ideas on putres-

cent manures were submitted to the consideration

of the readers of the Farmers' Register, [No. 8,

page 497,] I expressed the wish that others would
join m the discussion, and bring their aid to cor-

rect errors, or to diffuse light. This wish was
uttered in good faith: and therefore it was with
pleasure that I saw that another writer had come
forward—and still more so, that it was one whose
signature had often been seen attached to com-
munications in which I always found something
either interesting or instructive. My anticipations

of deriving both profit and pleasure from his views
of this subject, were not disturbed by the stric-

tures which his prefatory rerruirks promised to

inysclt^—and I was prej)ared to receive ni}' right-

ful share of correction and reproof, without flinch-

ing or complaining, even though applied as sharply

as J. M. G's. keen sense of the ridiculous, and
talent lor satire, so well qualified him to mflict. In

his treatment of the general subject, I found some
interesting views, and still more valuable facts,

which I will advert to hereafter: but in his treat-

ment of my communication, I was both disap-

pointed and surprised, that J. M. G. should have
made strictures at such length, and yet have di-

rected them exclusively against mere words and
phrases—passages, which are so unimportant to

the general tenor of the arguments and statenjenfr,

that every one assailed might be yielded to his

mercy, or to be dealt with at discretion, without the

substance or matter of my views being affected

by the loss. But personally, I have no cause to

regret the adoption of this course. The applause
which he has lavished on my communication in

general, is much be3ond its due, and is certainly

a most abundant ofl'set (if an}^ was required) for

his fierce attack upon a few Avords, so unimportant
as scarcely to be worth a defence. Nor would I de-

fend them, but for the respect, which in common
with so many of your readers, I entertain for the

signature of J. M. G. I thcreibre hope to be ex-

cused for occupying so much space, with matters

60 little deserving notice, upon the ground that the

subjects of controversy are not of my choosing,

and that I shall act strictly in self delence. I feel

no temptation to exceed these limits, nor to use

the liberty ofi'ered by J. M. G. of treating his ar-

guments in the manner which he has thought
proper to adopt. I agree fidly with him in con-

demning the vitiated public taste, which has been
"sjiced" with personal controversies, until it palls

upon, and rejects mere argument and seaivh ibr

truth: but I differ from him entirely as to the pro-

priety of that vitiated appetite being ministered to,

bv those who desire its cure—and above all, in an

agricultural or scientific journal. I proceed to

consider the objections of J. M. G. in their order.

''The first of his assertions," says J. M. G.
" (pi^ge 640) "li'om which I must dissent, is that
" which he has italicised, or thrown into the form
" of an antithetical axiom. Since he seems to

" design it as a kind of corner-stone to nmch of
" his superstructure, it merits particular examina-
" lion. '/rtc/s,' (says he,) Hhe causes of which
" are not understood, are not truths, and serve only
^^ to mislead usP '''' That this position is neither

literally nor universally true, my opponent then
shows at length, and most satisfiictoiily and tri-

umphantly, and uses both the force of logic and
of ridicule, to demolish this unlucky little sentence.

Unlucky not more lor its writer than for its critic,

for it is here mis-quoted—inadvertendy, I am very
sure—but yet thereby so changed, as to make his

ground of objection, and the force of his syllogism

nuich the stronger. He has changed "facts mis-

understood" to facts "not understood"—and be-

tween not understanding, and misunderstanding
operations and causes, there certainly may be
great difterences. Correct this mistake, and though
the sentence may still be very faidty, yet so much
of the point of J. M. G's. syllogisms would be
lost, that it may be saf(?ly inferred, that he erected

them upon his mistake. Rut even after correcting

this error, I am ready to admit, that the intended

meaning of this sentence, (if' taken alone) Avas

not so fully expressed—so guarded with exceptions

and provisoes, as to be sale from cavil, or even
free from solid objections—though if taken in con-

nexion with the paragraph of which it forms a
part, its intended meaning could scarcely be mis-

understood. It was not deemed necessary to be
thus guarded at all points, because the sentence

was a sort of condensation or abridgement of the

purport of the preceding sentences, and is ex-

plained by them. The mind of the reader, would
scarcely fail to supply itsimperfi^ct form and sense,

what will be here placed Un brackets: "Facts,

the causes [or mode of operation] of which are

misunderstood, are not truths, and [often] serve

only to mislead us." * In this sense, obvious I

I tliink, (except to hA'per-criticism's microscopic

eye,) I am as ready to defend the truth of the ex-

pression, as to admit its unimportance and use-

lessness.

If any illustration is wanting of the meanin<T

and truth of the passage in question, it is presented

(and on this very subject of manures) in your re-

marks, Mr. Editor, on the piece which preceded

mine. You have there shown (['age 497) that the

mixture of quicklime with jnitrescent manures,

serves to hasten, and may increase greatly the

early effects of the latter. Those who have known
this "tact" by experience, but Avho "misunder-

stood" the cause of this early increase, would
naturally be led by it to a fldse conclusion, and to

found a practice thereon altogether wrong and un-

profitable. To such misunderstanding the tact

was not a truth, but served to lead to dangerous
error. But he who has learned the cause of this

fact, will not take it as a guide to follow, but as a
warning to avoid that practice, which to others

*The reader who may refer to the passaj^je (pap^e

4S8) is requested to correct a tj'pograpbical error— iii-

st^'ad of ''carry the result,^' it was written "vary the

rwult."
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would serve, undoubtedly, both profitable and cor-

rect.

But J. M. G. v\^as not content to overthrow this

sentence in its admitted weakness: he gives it

first a lactitious importance, of" which I liad no
thought, by calling it more than once an "axiom,"
as if I had dignified it with that term, and speaks
of it "as designed as a kind ol' corner-stone for

much of my superstructure." So far firora this

being the case, nothing whatever rests upon this

"corner-stone"—and if it had been used to erect

conclusions on, it would only have been necessary

for him to point out the connexion, afier having
kicked avv'ay the corner-stone, and let the whole
superstructure tumble. An axiom is a self-evi-

dent proposition, so pimple as not to require, and
scarcely to admit ol proof: and if I had main-
tained that the truth of this condemned assertion

was as evident as that "a part is less than the

whole," (which would have been necessarily im-
plied in declaring it an axiom,) then my opponent
might indeed have had good ground to denounce
and deride so absurd a position. But though
nehher of these grounds assumed by J. M. G.
can be maintained, I am content to yield wiiat

may be made good, viz: that the sentence in ques-

tion was not expressed clearly, nor in the best

manner—nor as deliberately weighed as an im-
portant matter would have been, before being ut-

tered—and that indeed it is worthless, and has
served no purpose whatever, except as a supposi-

tious "corner-stone" for J. M. G's. syllogisms,

and to produce all this "much ado about nothing."

In fine, I heartily repent me of my two lines, and
again ask the reader's pardon ior having preached
eolon<r upon a text of so little worth.
The second objection urged by J. M. G. is to

the Ibllowing passage (p. 501.) "Raw meat and
" vegetables contain more nutritive matter for the
" human stomach than after the loss necessarily
" sustained by their being coolced; yet the remain-
" der, after this process, is [better] fitted for the
" sustenance of man, and therefore is more valua-
" ble than the whole was before the change, and
" the waste caused by cooking." This, (whether
ri""ht or wrong,) vras stated merely as an illustra-

tion of the undoubted fact then under considera-

tion: and the main force of argument is brought
by J. M. G. to bear, not on the proposition as to

the necessary preparation of manures, but upon
the illustration—leaving the substance to pursue
the shadow. J. M. G. needs not to be informed
that an undoubted truth may be attempted to be
sustained by mistaken facts, and thereibre false

evidence—and that the exposure of such evidence,

does not serve to overthrow, or weaken, the propo-
sition, fi'om v/hose support it is taken away. As
there is the most abundant proof that the fiir great-

er proportion of all vegetable matters must in some
v.'ay or olhcr, pass through the fermentative pro-

cess, (and not the less so on J. M. G's. plan, than

on any other,) to be prepared to act as food for

planis, I might, as before, yield the illustration

used, as not at all wanling to sustain the position.

I readily confess that my knowledge of animal

physiology, as of logic, is almost nothing, and I

should neither be ashamed, nor unwilling to be

correctctl in any erroneous views, entertained and
expressed because they were supposed to be un-
doubted truths. But neither does this confession, nor

my high sense of respect for my critic, require me to

yield the opinion that cooked food is more suited to

the digestive powers of man, than raw meat, vege-
tables, or grain. Such rare cases as he mentions
as con ti-cadict ions to my assertions, even if not
"misunderstood," (and thereibre presenting what
I have called false facts,) would simply be excep-
tions to the general laws of digestion, which every
man knows irom his own observation and exjie-

rience, admit of numerous exceptions and viola-

tions. Yielding to J. M. G. that Nebuchadnezzar
ate grass for several jears without damage—that

gourmands may not seem to lose fat byeatingbeef
so raw that the blood follows the knile—that most
stomachs (not all however) can, without apparent
injury, admit raw salads as a small part oi' their

food—and that Dr. Beaumont's wounded soldier

actually digested raw cabbage with uncommon
ease and rapidity—all these, and a thousand such
facts would not overthrow my very unimportant
assumption (that is, unimportant to the discussion

of the operation of manures,) that cooked food is

better suited to sustain man, than raw.
But even if the many striking and notorious ex-

ceptions did not exist to the digestive powers of
the human stomach, the facts adduced by .J. M.
G. could have no weight, unless raw food was
used altogether by the individuals brought for-

ward—and of this there is no case, excepting the
first one named. In all others that are adduced by
J. M, G., and in all that can be adduced in the
history of men who have made even a single ad-
vance above a brutish state, the use of cooked
food is the general habit of ever}- individual, and
that of raw food, form only partial and very limit-

ed exceptions. To give his argument any weight
as to any modern and well known examples,
enough persons must be confined altogether to raw
i'bod, to be compared with, and to prove its being
as nourishing as if cooked. The case of Nebu-
chadnezzar is certainly a strong support to J. M.
G's. argument. He did not cat "raw vegetables"

only, which might be considered as roots and
salads—but "he "did eat grass like oxen," as is

thrice stated in holy writ. But a miraculous and
special exercise of God's just, but temporary ven-
geance on offenders, is surely altogether unfit to

be cited as an example of the ordinary course of

the laws of nature. If Nebuchadnezzar's expe-
rience is a fair proof that grass, or even raw food

of any kind, is equally nutritious for man as cook-

ed food, it would be an equally admissible and
sound argument, to prove by the case of Jonah,
that all chemists are mistaken in supposing that

man's life cannot be long sustained without some
change of air in lireathing. But I will contend no
farther—and wiliingly leave the decision of this

question to the opinions of either the learned in

physiology, or of those as plain and ignorant as
myself

'" The last of J. B's. assertions," says J. M. G.
" against which I beg leave to enter my dissent,
" is that wherein lie speaks of the coarse manure
" of our farm-pens, composed, in great Jiart, of
" corn stalks. Of this he says, among other as-
" sertions, that 'every corn-stalk serves as a flue
" or ciiimney, to carry off the gases vidiich are
" evolved.' Nov\r, unless there are such things as
" flues and chimneys stopped at both ends, which
" can still carry off such subtle vapors as g'ases

—

" or corn-stalks without joints, of which I have
" never yet heard—this last assumption is equally
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" untentible with the others which I have taken
" the liberty to examine. Even admitting tliat

" every corn-stalk was a firm, hollow tube li'om

" end to end, betbre it could act as 'a flue or chim-
" ney,' one end at least must be higher than the
" other, and the lower end not stopped up witli

" earth, (as it must be, if below the earlli,) but
" open, and sulFioiently near the ground lor the at-

" mosphere to ibrce into it whatever is expected to

" pass ujnvards through it."

Now, if every term of comparison or phrase, is

to be so measured, and adjusted with mathemati-
cal precision to suit the ideas intcruled to be con-

veyed, J. M. G. might have named yet stronger

objections to my comparing the corn-stalk to a
chimney, and might have denied the correctness

of the comparison, because the corn-stalk does

not have the various |)arts essential to a chimney,
of "vent," '-throat," "flue," "shalt," &c., as de-^

scribed by a writer in your March number. If

all J. M. G's. sentences and assertions were
tried by his own' standard of precision, many
would be Jbund as incomplete, and as liable to such
objections as mine: and if he will take care to

avoid liability to be visited by this kind of word-
catching criticism, he nmst entirely abandon his

usual flowing and happy manner of expression,

and adopt instead, the style of the statute book

—

studding and entangling his periods with all the

exceptions and provisoes that can be thought of
—or take as a serious model, the parentheses with-

in parentheses, presented in Gen. Charles Lee's
amusing letter concerning his leather breeches.

My saying "flue or chimney," I supposed would
plainly enough indicate a passage by which an}"

aeriform fluid could escape, if evolved in contact

with one end, and the other end was either out of

the earth or less deeply covered by the plough.

But this agency is denied to the corn-stalks unless

each was a "hollow tube." To the force of this

objection I nmst "beg leave to dissent." The al-

lusion made was not to unbroken stalks, but to

the unrotted stalks ailer having been trodden by
cattle—in which state there are not many that

have escaped being mashed, and numerous artifi-

cial cracks thereby made along the greater part,

or whole of their course, through which any fluid

might escape, and much more easily a h'ghly elas-

tic and compressed gas. But admitting all that is

improperly claimed tor the solidity and impene-
trability of corn-stalks buried by the plough as

manure—even supposing each to be as solid and
close as glass or metallic rods, similarly placed

—

still the loose mould could not so enclose them as

not to leave channels or flues for the easy passage
of air along the outside of the stalks; and wher-
ever a stalk protruded from the soil, or came very
near the surtace, an outlet would be oflered—and
even if the stalk v%-a3 lying horizontall}-, such a
channel, of ibur or five feet in length, would cer-

tainly communicate with some fissure leading to

the surface. These effects might well take i)lace

without one end of the flue being higher than the
other, and notwithstanding the closest possible
stopping of the ends of the stalks by loose mould.

Only these three objections, which have been
considered, are named by J. M. G. as "what ap-
pear to be the faults of J. B's. cnrnmunication"

—

and whether I have succeeded in removing them,
or that Uiey remain in lull force, I may venture to

assertjand call on your readers to witness, that there

has j^ct ap.peared no material or important difl'er-

ence in our opinions—and our controversy migfit

serve as an example of what slight difl(?rences of
opinion on unimp'ortant points, may lead to dispute,
and to angry dispute, it' both parties are not as
willing to bear and forbear, as I believe that my
highly respected opponent is, and as I am sure of
ibr myself.

For the balance of J. M. G's. communication
I have only to repeat my acknowledgements lor

his praises, with which I have ainjjle cause to be
content—and to correct some misapprehension of
my meaning into which he seems to have fallen.

When he i)roceeds to express his own opinions,
on the action of manures, and to discuss things
instead of weighing mere ivords, the subject be-
comes more worthy of his pen—and every reader,
as well as myself, will find more pleasure in ac-
companying him through his argument, whether
the o))inions expressed, may be approved or
not. It is solely v»ath the view of aiding the dis-

cussion, and removing some mistakes ot' my own
expressions, that I proceed v/ith this communica-
tion, and with my quotations—and not because I

have the slightest personal objection to any of
the expressions on which I may comment. Nor
is it deemed necessary to reply to various jeers and
flouts, which arc atferwards made to apply to some
of the three objections already answered.

J. M. G. scorns to have considered me as the
advocate ibr the universal practice of fermenting
winter-made manure in heaps. I certainly incline to

the opinion, that in most cases such would be the
preferable course, provided every known means is

used to guard against waste as inuch as possible.

That such waste occurs—and under the usual bad
management to an enormous extent—both my
former communications testily strongly—ana not
only from theory, but also from experiment. It is

not a question between fermenting and not fer-

menting manure, (as it is often held to be)—but
between lermenting in heaps—in the farm-yard
without heaping—or affcr being applied to the
fields. Act as you please, fermentation must take
place—and until it does take place, liir the greater
part of the manure must remain insoluble, inert,

and possibly injurious. That mode of using ma-
nure will be the best which will j^ermit the least

waste of the results oflermentalion, and of course
offer the most to the use ofgrowing plants. I am
not altogether op|)osed to the hypothesis of J. M.
G., that the earth attracts and retains these re-

sults; but my belief goes on!}' to a certain extent
—and that falls far short of all the products offer-
mentation Irom a heavy coat of manure—or even
from a lighter dressing on soils badly constituted
to retain manures. Surely J. M. G. has had ex-
perience of the escai.ie and loss (in some way) of
so large a part of certain heavy dressings of
manure, as to leave little, if any clear profit, Jrom
what was saved. Indeed, his own report of the
striking and valuable experiment of summer cow-
pens ploughed, and proving greatly inferior to
others etjually manured and not ploughed, is,

enough to show that the earth cannot retain these
products of fermentation. I referred particularly
to general facts of like kind, (page 502) and
gave sufficient reasons, deduced liom the theory of
fermentation, why cow-j^ens ploughed in summer
should lose more of their manure than when not
ploughed. The reasoning v,'as saiislactory to my
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mind. J. M. G. does not notice this—nor does
he atfempt to reconcile the admitted waste ol'

fertilizing principles which occurs, with his hy-
pothesis oi" the earth liaving power to attract and
combine with ail tlie products of lermentation.

He says else vvliere, and very truly, that no covenng
can confine tlic expansive forces of' gases. I readily

agree, that it" suddenly evolved, and in quantity,

they would scarcely require my "flues" lor their

passage to the upper air—and that his "elective

attraction" ol" tlie soil would as little serve to re-

tain their entire volume. But growing plants

would probably take up the earlier jjroducts of ler-

mentation, so as not to permit them to reach the

gaseous state—and even a very slow product ol'

gas might be retained in the soil either by me-
chanical or chemical means, until the growing
plants could use it as food. But without growing-
plants—and esj)ecially in case ot"suumier cow-pens
—the retentive power ol" the earth would not suf-

fice for but a small part of the manure ploughed
in. On this subject, I beg leave to reler J. M. G.
to my j^revious explanation of such facts, in the

piece on which he has commented, (and his own
cases present by far the strongest and most satis-

factory examj.les,) and to examine whether my
theory oi"tiie loss of manure is not more accordant
with his facts, than his own view of the attracting

and retentive power of soil.

In agreeing with J. JM. G. to the power of soil

to attract and combine with (not tlie whole but)

a certain amount of the matters left on, or plough-
ed under its surface, I must remark that I do not
arrive at that conclusion by the same course of
reasoning with himself. This however is enough
to say—lor it is not my object, nor wish, in this

reply to assail his positions, but merely to defend
my own. It is proper, however, that I should
state something of my reasons lor the waste of
fertilizing principles, even in the manuring pro-

cesses of nature, the deposite of leaves, and other
vegetable matters lelT to rot on the earth. J. M.
G. correctly traces the process of nature in restor-

ing lost fertility to the earth, to that limit where I

suppose that process to end, and that waste to

begin, which he absolutely denies, and the belief

in which he treats with ridicule. If my opponent
resides in, or near. Lower Virginia, I presume that

he either owns, or is acquainted with some bodies
of virgin wood land, which are too poor to be
worth clearing or cultivating. If he does not
know such land, many of your readers certainly

do. On the poorest of this wood land, the leaves
have been f dling and rotting lor 4000 years at

least—and nothing has been taken by man or beast
from the land, except scanty and rare crops of
acorns, by the hogs. Now according to J. M. G's.

theory of the manuring process of nature—and
the impossibility of any ol' her gifts being lost by
natural means, (which he treats more as a ques-
tion of morals than of chemistry,) 1 should sup-
pose that the inevitable result would be, that this

land would be as rich as the Mississippi bottoms
—or at least as rich as it is possible for dry land to

be made by putrescent manures—and as this is

directly contrary to the known facts, I should be
glad to learn how the facts and his theory can be
reconciled. I do not treat of the earth and atmos-
phere as "sentient and moral things," nor do I

decide by tl\e measure of the moral wrong—or by
the enormity of tlius pveferring against nature a

"slanderous charge of grand or petty larceny"
committed on the earth. 1 simply refer to these
iiicts, of the annual additions (or countless ages of
teriilizing matter, and that scarcely enough has
been fixed in the soil to redeem it ti'om sterility.

There is another point from w bich I inter (though
perhaps incorrectly) that J. M. G. thinks our
views opposed, viz: as to the jircpriety of apply-
ing manure to the surface. Though my expe-
rience of this mode of ajiplication to land under
tillage has not been altogether satisfactory, there
is nothing in the practice opposed to, and much in

support oi; my theoretical views formerly stated.

This certainly would appear from the reasoning
offered as to the ploughing of summer cow-pens
—and the consideration of surface manuring irom
the liirm-yard was not there considered, because,
though written out, my continuation of the subject
was j)ost|)oned for a future time, and to wait ibr

the views of others to be presented. I will merely
here observe, that I most decidedly approve, by
experience, of applying rotted manures on the
suriace of wdieat in the winter and spring, and of
unrotted manure to clover intended not to be
grazed or .mown.
The experiment stated by J. M. G. on this sub-

ject, (of unrotted manure applied on the surface)
is more interesting and decisive than any that 1

could have ofi"ered, and it is gratifying that this

discussion has added that to the valuable facts on
this subject. If the propriety and economy of
surliK'e manuring can be established in all cases,

it will certainly serve to remove much the greater
part of the fears and the known waste from the
fermentation of manures. For though the fer-

mentation on the surface (soon or late) is as cer-

tain to occur, as below, or in the dung-hill— still it

would be slow, and its first soluble products would
be washed into the earth nearly as fast aslbrmed,
and used immediately, if growing plants were
present.

J. B.

For tlie Faimcrs' Ecgist-jr.

MEMORANDA OF THE LAST WHEAT SEEDIKG.

A long periodical absence in the autumn, and
occasional absence at other times of the year, pre-

vent my keeping a regular journal, as do some of
my more systematic iiiends. The plan which I

have adopted does not secure all the advantages
which that presents, but it does secure some of
tiiem; and is convenient on the score of refer-

ence. I have a note book in which I make occa-

sional memoranda of the most interesting opera-

tions—the amount of crop produced and sold, and
other statistics ot" the larm; together with such re-

flections as may ofler Irom time to time. Thedit-
l(3rent subjects are entered in detached paragraphs,

and the heads are put opposite in marginal co-

lumns ruled on the left of each page. By passing
the eye hastily down these columns, the subject

souglit is easily found.

For the perusal ofyoung farmers, among whom
I am sorry I cannot now number myseltj I give

you, along with other matter, the substance of a
lew notes relative to the late rather ditficult seed-

time—late in more senses than one, and not a lit-

tle difficult in this neighborhood, to those at least

who had much low and moist ground, as was my
case. In the middle country; on the contrary, I
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uiulerstand the pcasoa has been ilivorable. The
retrospect will, I trust, not be entirely useless. I

shall state what I did riglit, and what wrong, that

the Ibrnier may be imitated, and the latter shun-

neil. And here permit nie to remark, that farm-

ers cannot always regulale their management by
any set forniula, but must vary it according to the

varying seasons and circumstances. A Iriend of

niiuc, residing on the Pamnnke}^, has this year

sown his large crop of eight hunilred bushels of

wheat, in the month of October. His corn liaviiig

been destroyed by inundation, the land was re-

planted and "worked late. It was of course clean

and loose; and by passing a heavy liarrow once-

on a corn ridge beJbrc sowing, and several times

allerwards, and then opening the turrows between
the beds, the wheat was expeditiously, and 1 do-

not doubt ed'ectually, gotten in. Were this at-

tempted in ordinary seasons, when, owing to the

early laying by of "the corn, 1.he land might have
become consolidated, and a considerable growth
of grass have ensued, a foiiure of the wheat crop

would be the probable consequence. I rcler to

this by way of illustration.

I returned home on the 10th of October, after

an absence of nearly two months. The weather
had been exceedingly wet from the 1st of Septem-
ber. The Ibdder was all more or less injured, and
even at that late period, not all gathered—the corn

fields were covered in the rich places wilhluxuriant

grass, and in the low places soaked with moisture,

not likely soon to evaporate under the heavy vege-
table coat. At seed time ni}' corn fields are usu-

ally very clean; but truth requires it to be stated

that, owing to the small (juanlity of lioe work I

bestow, they are not particularly so at any other

time, except at planting—when I give tliem the

best preparation possible, and take care to have
them dee[)ly and thorougidy broken, to which, and
the improvement of the soil to the utmost, extent

of my means, is to be ascribed my modicum of

success as a corn grower. But I am sowing wheat
and not making corn: that subject I will more ful-

ly treat of in a future number. On my arrival, I

immediately caused the hands to desist from ga-
thering the tattered and sapless corn blades, and
commenced my preparation for sowing, already

too long delayed. I have generally fxnid my lal-

lovvs, when sown very early, niore liable to the

depredations of the fly; and lor that reason, as

well as to give a better chance to the corn ground,

always more or less exhausted by the jjrcvious

crop, I commonly begin with it: and having in

the mode described in a former nundier of the Re-
gister, (Vol. I. p. 577) detached the bottoms, I

sow them first, when practicable. This year it

was not so, and I therelore began on t lie high
land. The shock beds were sov/n and harrowed
before the corn Vv'as set up on them, to avoid the

necessity of harrowing around the shocks. These
shock beds are more or less distant from each
other, according to the heaviness of the crop, usu-

ally 40 corn rows apart; and two or three are al-

ways prepared aliead to receive the corn. In all

my operations I endeavor to expand the work, so

as not to have the hands and teams crowded, but

at the same time to keep them sulliciently together

for suj)ervision. It may not be amiss here to ob-

serve, that after sowing, in hauling off the corn to

house it, the carters are directed to run one wheel

lie wheat as possible. If the corn is luxuriant, and
time permits, the stalk is commonly cut off at the

(ground with one stroke of the hoe, and the stub-

ble divided in two at another.

On the I7th of October, thinking the bottoms
dry enough to venture, we conmienced on them,
but had soon afterwards a Sabbath day's rain, not

so restricted in quantity as a S;d^bath day's jour-

ney in length, -which long put these places, and
for a day or tv\^o, all other places, out of condhion.

This interval was cmjiloyed in gathering the corn

on two twenty acre lots, in which, and some neigh-
boring pasture ground, the work oxen were turned

with great adnmtage. Reing afraid that 1 should

not get all the Avheat sown in good time, I resolved

to turn my attention to t^ie tldlowed land, as soon
as I supposed the groiuid was in order. A part of

it had been broken up with three-horse, bat much
the larger part with Ibur-horse ploughs, Avhich lelt

wide and deep finishing lurrows. In the softer and
cleaner places, I found it practicable to get the

wheat in with some stout harrows, the j)lan of

which I received from a very judicious farmer in

Fauquier. They arc heavy implements, and only

of occasional use in this [)art of the countr}-, in

preparing the most rugged land, and in putting in

small grain on fldlows. Then followed the seeds-

men, and were in turn succeedetl by the linked

harrows,* each going once in a place, and lapping

well. Finding that too many of the grains skip-

ped into the wide and deep -water-furrows, I pass-

ed a large triangular harrow once before sowing,

immediately over the furrows, which loosened the

edges of the beds, and intercepted the grain in its

downward progress. On the wheat coming up,

the borders of the beds not so served, -wei'e found

much thinner than the rest, though as the evil was
soon discovered, not many beds were m this situ-

ation. Farther experience showed that the X
ploughs,! under the jjressure of heavy weights, and
drawn by two horses,firston one side and then the

other of the furrows, would have answered still

better. The beds in most of the land under con-

sideration, are sixteen feet wide. Three bouts of
the Fauquier harrows were necessary to finish

them. There being, however, a deficiency of

those implements, and finding that by running the

double-shovel ploughs once exactly on the crowna
of the beds, two bonis v»^ould suffice, we thence-

forth pursued that plan. Subsequent observation

convinced me that here too the X ploughs would
have been a good substitute, the shovels drilling

the v/heat too nntch, at a single operation. The
wheat on the edges of the beds previously loosen-

ed by tlie triangular harrow, was sufficiently co-

vered by the finked harrows, and by the earth

thrown out by the water-iurrow i)!or,gh. On most
of the fallowed land besi(!cs,lhe wheat was plough-

ed in with the double-shovels, which w^crc run

just so near the water-furrows as not to cast the

earth into them. The edges of the beds -^verc

prepared and the seed on them covered in the

* These are light square harrowf, two of wlncli are

linked, so as to run the one nearly after the other.

Each has twenty straight teeth.—En.

t This is a kind of cultivator, the wooden frame in

which the five small hoes are inserted, Ijcing crossed

exactly in the -water-furrow, so as to cut up as lit-
I [^ tji^ form of the letter X.—En.

Vol. 11—50
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manner before mentioned. Fearing that some of

the hardest of the land that was shovelled had not

been sufficiently broken by them, I placed heavy
weights on the X ploughs, and went over it again,

the light harrows following and smoothing it nice-

ly. VVith this double operation I was entirely satis-

fied: it was etiected in less time than it coidd have
been with the single ploughs. On a small porlion

of the fallowed land (the hardest and foulest) think-

ing a turning-plougli necessary, 1 put in the wheat
Avith one-horse, and in a very lew cases, with two-
horse ploughs: but here the work went slowly on.

Luckily there was but little so to be done. By
thus adapting the ini|)Iements to the nature and
preparation of the land, great despatch was ob-

tained. The whole operation was completed by
opening the cross drains and cho]}ping over, where
necessary, with the hoes.

Some time having now elapsed, I determined
to return to the bottoms in the cornfield; intending
to plough and grip the wetter spots', and let them
lie unsown until in good, or at least in better order.

This was partially, and I regret not more exten-
sively done, as I was tempted, much to my regret
afterwards, to sow some too wet, from an appre-
hension of rain; though no one can be more sensi-

ble than I am of the impropriety of cultivating

land on the principles of brick-making. At this

advanced season, land ploughed and gripped, and
left exposed to the action of the sun and air, will

dry more in one day, than in many days if allow-
ed to lie unbroken under a thick coat of grass. 1

would, however, only recommend it late in the
fall, when time becomes precious, and the ground
is not likely, if let alone, to get in order, nor so apt

to bake. By lying thus, previously to being
sown, the loose earth on the surface dries and
forms a warm and friable bed for the reception of
the seed. I wish it however to be understood,
that this is only proposed as a resort in case ofne-
cessity. If the sun has power enough to dry the
earth without such aid, it will certainly be prefera-

ble to let it lie undisturbed.

The beds in the bottoms were formed by the
union of two corn rows; and to raise them more,
the first four furrows were thrown up with three-

horse ploughs. In the foul condition of the bot-
toms, it would have been preferable to have
ploughed them throughout Avith four horses,
Avhich would more thoroughly have subverted the
luxuriant grass, have formed higher beds and
deeper water-furrows, and from such \arse ploughs
being less likely to be choked and otherwise ob-
structed, would have involved very little, if any,
loss of labor. It may be laid down as an axiom,
that the cheapest implement is that which is ex-
actly adequate to the object in view. Could I con-
trol the order of succession in which the several
portions of land should be sown, it would be as
follows: 1st. The low and wet valleys, for greater
security against fi-ost and moisture. 2dly. The
hi]l-sides,that the wlieat plants, while the weather
was still warm, might grow quickly, cover the
earth, and bind it together to prevent, with the as-

sistance of deep ploughing and graduated drains,

injury from hasty showers. And 3dly. The ele-

vated plains, not likely to be washed or drowned,
or afflicted by frost. I endeavor to put a fJiurth

more seed on low than on highland of equal fertil-

ity, and a proportionately larger quantity on stiff

than on light land; and the seedsmen alter their

hands according to the varying quality of the soil.

The quantity of seed too, should increase with the
advance of the time of sowing. A bushel in Octo-
ber is considered equal to five pecks the conespond-
ing day in November. For the more regular distri-

bution of the seed. I usually harrow before sowing-
A very successful flirmer ol"my acquaintance, who
was in the habit of giving but two harrowings,
preferred that one should precede the sowing.
When cross harrowing is practicable, this prelimi-

nary operation is unnecessary, as that prevents the

wheat from being drilled along the fiuTows. I

much prefer it when it can be done, which, owing
to the shortness of the turns, and filling up of the
water-furrows, is rarely the case.

A word at parting, on the preservation of seed
wheat. It should be cut ripe, thrashed early, and
kept dry, in a secure place at some distance from
the thrashing room. Soon after the introduction

of the famous v.^hite flint, then in great request,

I had several hundred bushels of superior quality,

which was put in a loft immediately over the ma-
chine. Some of the other wheat being smutty,

the subtle poison ascended, and thoroughly infect-

ed the fine sample above, though lime had been
put with it. I have now a well floored and well

ventilated room in the roof of a detached building,

appropriated, for the time, exclusive!}^ to the seed

wheat, which is well cleaned, spread 18 inches

thick, and occasionally examined and stirred. I

have never in a single instance, had wheat, of my
own saving, that failed to vegetate well, though I

have bought it.

To some of your readers, parts, or indeed, the

whole of this article may tippear neither novel nor
important, but I Avill remark that I write for the

unlearned, not for the learned. What is flmiiliar

to one man may be new to another; and the as-

sumption of the contrary'' does much to obstruct

the diffusion of agricultural knowledge.

A PLANTER OF TIIK LOWER JAMES.

OX THE EFFECTS OF HEAT OK SOIL.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Fife's, Goochland, March 7, 1835.

In a communication signed John Robert Wal-
lace, found on pasre 618 of the March No. of the
Register, is the following ob.servation. "Heat is

the great destroyer of the vegetative or nutritious

principles of the earth." Then follows an illus-

tration: "make the richest earth" says he, "into

bricks, then pulverize them, and you will find that

seed will not sprout in the dust," &c. I know it

has often been brought forward as an objection to

the fallowing of lands in summer, that the heat of"

the sun killed them. Still, facts to the contrary
appear, Avhich may lead at least, to a few inqui-

ries. I would humbly subnn't to Mr. Wallace
some difficulties that lie in the way of his proposi-

tion, and illustration. I could, for example, select

lands in the torrid zone, exposed to the heat of a
vertical sun, and producing largo crops, notwith-
standing the frequent stirring in the hottest time
of the year. How is this if the sun kills the nu-
tritious principles of the earth? Again, if a farmer
will fii.llow a field for wheat in summer, his stir-

ring that field often does not destroy its vegetative

princijile. If he plough one-half of it twice, and
file other half of^ it three tin)es, he will find the
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best crop, on the land thrice j,Ioughed. I could give

here a reason lor this, but I wish to be short, and
only state some ofthe uitficullies to the theory "that

heat is a great destroyer of land." If 1 were go-

ing to select a farm, I should doubtless preft;r one

that lay well to the sun, or that had a southern as-

pect. Some pei'sous have supposed that covering

land so as to preserve it from the heat of the sun

is the cause of its producing: this seems to be the

opinion of Mr. W. "Take a piece of plank" says

he, "12 inclics square—|)iace it on a gall; let it re-

main lor one year, and then sow seeds on the place

covered by the j)lank, and on the conterminous

earth, and )ou Avill Cind the plants on the space

covered by the plank, n:uch more vigorous than

their neighbors," &c. That this will be the case,

does not i)rove that the exclusion of heat is the

cause. It may be observed, that the ground under

such a covering as that, becomes loose,consequent-

ly is penetrated by all that is enriching in the

gases—and not being exposed to baking rains, is

always ready tor this food which nature proviiles

so liberally.
" The conterminous earth is hardened

by exposure without culture. For exam|)le, let a
road run through a rich piece of land, and in pro-

portion as it is trod by man or beast, will its sterili-

ty appear. One way to bring it to produce woidd
be to cover it, as this would doubtless loosen it in

finie. Another way would be by culture, and the

better it was broken up the sooner it would return

to its original state.

Again he says, "make the richest earth into

bricks,'' &c. It may not be in the burning of the

rich land that the nutritious principle is destroyed,

but in ihc preparation for burning, viz. making it

into mortar first. Let Mr. W. take rich earth in

a dry state and calcine it. and scatter it on his land,

he will not only find it sprout seed, but bring it to

pertection—especially if there be c;dcareous earth:

and he would find the ashes valuable in ])roportion

to the quantity of calcareous earth. On the other

hand, if he will take even lime itself', (I mean
slaked lime,) and make it into mortar as bricks are

prepared, and then burn it, he will find it lose its

virtue almost altogether. His reasons for fall

crops not injuring lands equal to sjjring and sum-
mer crops, do not fully satisf}^ my mind. Oats in-

jure lands, I humbly conceive, for other reasons

than he gives. And now for my theory—or shall

I call it theorem, for it is well established. »SV/r-

ring land loct is the greatest destroyer of good land

imaginable. When land is put in oats it is too of-

ten the case that it is stirred wet in the spring, (so

it is with corn land) and this produces sterility, and
is ascribed to oats, when the blame lies somewhere
else. Again, the seeds of weeds Avhich ripen

in fall, and are scattered over the surface of the

earth, and of"ten have vegetated at or before the

time of ploughing for oats, consequently they are

turned under and destroyed, and there being no
more seed to cover the earth after the oats are

sovvm, the land is thus lefi bare when the crop is

taken off, which leads to the conjecture, that oats

erapoverish land. The weeds on the wheat land

grow from seed not disturbed in the spring, and
accounts for the abundance of them on wheat
lands in the fall. If land then was ploughed at

the same season for oats as for wheat, and only

liarrowed in the spring, there would be more
weeds left on oat land: and if oata would stand

the winter and be put in when wheat was, we
should have as mimy weeds after oats as wheat,

I hope nothing I have said will in the least give

offence to J. R. W., with whose communications
I have been very much pleased. 1 would be un-

derstood as suggcsling a lew things for farthercon-

sideration only, and not as a critic. If a person

were to take a quantity of clay (1 mean clay that

has at least one-tenth calcareous earth in it) and
calcine it, it will become a fertilii-icr of the soil; but

if you take the same kind of clay and make it into

mortar and calcine it, you will find it useles.s.

JAMES FIFE.

From liuriics's Travels in Bokhara,

KEW METHOD OF CROSSING A RTVEU,

The mode in which we passed the Oxus waa
singular, and, I believe, quite peculiar to this part

of the country. W^c were dra\vn by a pair of

horses, who were yoked to the boat, on each bovv,

by a rope fixed to the hair oi" the mane. The bri-

dle is then ))ut on as if the horse were to be

mounted; the boat is pushed into the stream, and,

without any other assistance than the horses, is

ferried directly across the most rapid channel. A
man on board holds the reins of each horse, and

allows them to play loosely in the mouth, urging

him to swim; and, thus guided, he advances with-

out diflioulfy. There i.s" not an oar to aid in im-

pelling the boat; and the only assistance fi-om those

on board consists in manoeuvring a rude rounded

pole at the stern, to prevent the vessel from wheel-

ing in the current, and to give both horses clear

water to swim. They sometimes use four horses;

and in that case, two are fixed at the stern. These
horses require no preparatory training, since they

indiscriminately yoke all that cross the river. One
of the boats was" dragged over by the aid of two

of our jaded ponies; and the vessel which attempt-

ed to follow us without them was carried so far

down the stream as to detain us a whole day on

the banks, till it could be brought up to the camp
of our caravan. By this ingenious mode we cross-

ed a river nearly half a mile wide, and running at

the rate of three miles and a half an hour, in fif-

teen minutes of actual sailing; but there was some
detention from having to thread our way amonw
the sand banks that separated the branches. 1

see nothing to prevent the general adoption of this

expeditious mode of passing a river, and it wouId_

be an invaluable improvement below the Ghate of

India. I had never before seen the horse convert-

ed to such a use; and in my travels through India,

I had always considered that noble animal as a

great incumbrance in crossing a river.

From tlie Horticultural Rpgister.

OIV THE CULTIVATION OF ASPARAGUS.

Having had considerable experience in the cul-

ti\'ation of asparagus, and been so far successfiii

as to raise it nearly two inches in diameter, or be-

tween five and six inches in circumference, some
of which I exhibited at the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society, in the spring of 1833, and which
obtained the Society's premium for the largest and
best asparngus: having, also, lor several years past

sold in Quincy market from seventeen to twenty-

five cents the bunch, when the same sized bunches

of the common kind ^\ere selling from six to ten
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cents, I am induced at this time to inibrm j^ou and
the public of my method of growing this delicious

vegetable. I sow the seed in the same manner
and (ime witii blood beets in the spring, )}reparing

the ground in the same way, as the young or

seedling plants will thrive in soil that will grow
good beets. I generally sow, and think it the best

way, one row of beets and anolher of asparag^is

alternately, one foot asund<"r, which brings the

beet rows two leet apart, the proper distance lor

this vegetable.

As asparagus malcos a very small growth the

first season, it will not in the least interlere with
the beet crop; on tlie other hand, I think it is rather

an advantage to the growth of asparagus, as the

large leaf ot" the former serves to protect the weak
and slender shoot of the latter.

The nature of the plants likewise did'crs so ma-
teriall}', one having a long tap root, calculated to

draw deep from the soil, ihe other very small fi-

brous roots, which invariably, in this i)!ant more
than any 1 have observed, draw juices li'om the

surface; in this case neither draws Ibod from the

other, as is apt to be the case when dillcrent ve-
getables, of the same habits and wants grow near
each other.

The second season after sowing it will be ne-
cessary for the asparagus to occupy the wlKile

ground, the rows being two icet apart, a very pro-

per distance; as the plant makes a large growth the

second year, 1 hey may stand in the seed rows
within an inch of each other. By the above me-
thod I have raised from 2 to 5000 roots a year which
I have sold.

In choosing and preparing the ground for put-
ting down an asparagus bed, as it is called, I se-

lect a piece of ground that has been under tillage

the year previous; a sandy loam ii" I have it; if

not, I add sand, the v/ashings of roads or other ma-
terials, to bring it as near the nature of the above
named soil as possible. I then plough very deep
if the soil will admit, 10 inches or more; cart on
and spread about twenty cart loads of manure, or

in that proportion to the acre. 1 prclcr fresh or

unfermcnted horse manure for this as -well as for

most other crops. After this, cross-plough not
quite so deep as before, and trench furrow by run-
ning a plough both ways, in the same furrow,

four feet apart; clear out tliclrenches with a shovel
ten inches deep and one foot wide at the bottom,
throwing the earth into ridges between the rows
as even as possible; lastly, I draw in from the
sides of the trenches a small quantity of fine

earth, about one inch deep, levelling it with the
hoe as it is drawn in, and the ground is prepared
for planting. It is very important that the roots

should be taken up carefully and exposed as litde

to the sun and air as possible previous to planting.

My method is to start them from the seed bed and
put them under cover or into the cellar as soon after

digging as possible; then part the roots, which
come up in bunches, snarled together, cut off the
fingera (so I name the roots) that arc broken and
ragged and pack Ihem a-way in meadow moss
until I am ready lor planting, which is performed
as follows: The roots are taken to the field in a
basket, packed in moss, and lifted out as you plant,

placing them in a straight line on tliebottom of
tlie trench, from twelv^c to fourteen inches apart,
taking hold of the crown of tbe root and pressing
it gently down, carefully spreading the roots or

fingers horizontally in every direction, as the roots
of asparagus naturallj^ grow horizontal—and the
fibres or feeders extend upwards to the surface;

this I ascertained by examining a bed that had .

!)een hoed after cutting time, in June, immediate-
ly before a smart shower. The surface of the
earth wasliterally covered with small whhe fibrous

roots. As the bed was situated at the brow of a
large hill, a part of it was gullied by the water in

one or two places below the main roots, where I

had a fine opportunity to examine both roots and
fibres. There were Yew, if any fibres two iuclies

below the main roots, notwithstanding that the
bed Avas put down according to the old method,
deep trencliing, and filling in six inches below the
roots with good rotten manure, which I found
safely deposited in rather a decomposed state,

having laid several years without being disturbed
either by roots, fibres, worms, or weather. It is

necessary for a man to follow^ immediately after

the one that places the roots in tlie bottom of the
trench, who has some skill in the use of the hoe;
moving backwards, taking care to step each side

of the roots in the trench, so as not to disturb them,
and with his hoe scraping from each, side of the
trench regularly, so as to cover the crown of the
roots about three inches; and the planting is com-
pleted. A field or bed managed in this way has a
handsome appearance the first season, if the ridges
arc kept neat and in a workmanlike manner. Be-
tween the rows of asparagus on the top of the
ridges, I usually grow a very fine crop of taji root-

ed plants, which does not in the least injure it the
first summer.

After the asparagus shoots have made their ap-
pearance about six inches above ground it is a
good plan to draw a little earth around the stalks

about an inch deep, so as to kill the weeds, which
may be repealed in the course of the season with-
out injuring the row of roots on the ridge. The
second year after planting, as soon as the frost is

out of the ground, spread along in the trenches,
which will then be three or four inches deep, about
one hich of light compost manure; then with a
plough ba.ck furrow every row separately, turning
the furrows directly over the asparagus, making
two bouts to a row, rake or cross harrow, and the

betl will be level, requiring no more care that sea-

son except keeping do"wn the weeds. The third

sjjring, as soon as the weather permits, burn the

old stalks on the ground, spread at the rate of
twenty cart loads per acre, of good compost or

horse manure, and plough it in, taking care to

turn narrow furroAvs and not so deep as to injure

the crown of the root; then rake or harrow, and
the bed will be in readiness for gathering, or cut-

ting, which should be done in the ibllowing man-
ner: As soon as the shoots project five or six

inches above the ground, and bcibre the buds be-

gin to open, cut them ofT with a knife about one
inch or less below the surface of the ground; (not

three or four as is recommended by some flieo-

rists,) as all that grows below the surface is stringy

and tough and not fit to eat. The old stinxip imme-
diately decays, and malces the best of food for the

plants. I continue cutting, about two months fi'om

the time I begin in the spring, having no regard

to the twenty-first day of June, or any other jfar-

ticular daj', as the plant naturally produces a gi\-en

quantity of shoots every season, without injury to

Ihe root.
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The above method should be pursued yearly, as

Inn<x as the bed lasts, Avhich in this climatp, I ]irc-

siuue will continue to produce well li'oui Ihirly to

forty yeiu-s, under the above treatment. The bed
that produced the large shoots? I spoke of, was put

in 1819; in 1833, the season I sold uiy farm, the

produce was e(jua!, if not superior, to any ibrmer

year.

Yours, &c.

T). CIIAXnLKU.

Thompson Island, Feb. 9, 1835.

From tlio [liiitisli] Q\mrtcily Journal of Agriculture.

ON THE POTATO.

By Mr. Robert S. M'Adam, read before the BeL'ast

Natilral History Society.

It is slno-ular, that ali,hou<rhthe potato is now so

wndeiy dillused among* civihzeil nations as a staple

article of food, its history, and the time of its intro-

duction, are w^rapped in great obscurity. Five
and twenty years ago, Sir Joseph Banks made a
number of interesting researches on the subject,

and published the result, under the title of "An
a1t<>mpt to ascertain the time of the introduction of

the potato," which proves that even he had not

arrived at certainty. This work I have not met
with;* but, after a search through a great number
of other sources, I liave been able to collect the

following particulars.

In the beginning of the sixteenth century, I find

that the Spanish sioed potato, a species of (Convol-

vulus, Avas common in gardens over Europe. It

was first introduced into Spain from the West In-

dies, and bore the Indian name of I3attata. There
is also a possibility of its having come to Europe
from the east, as it is a native both of India and

Cliina. Old Gerard, the Enghsh herbalist, gives

the Ibllowing account of this plant in his usual

quaint style. "This plant," says he, "which is

called Sisarum Peruvianum, or Skyrrists of Peru,

m generally by us called Potatus or Potatoes.

There is not any that has written of this plant,

or said any thing of the flowers; therefore I refer

the description thereof unto those that shall here-

after have further knowledge of the same;}'et have
I liad in my garden divers roots that have flour-

ished unto the first appproach of winter, and have

frown unto a great length of branches, but they

rought not forth any flowers at all. The roots

are many, thick, and knobbie, like unto the roots

of peionies, or rather of the asphodill, joined to-

gether at the top into one head, in the manner of

the skyrrit, which being divided into divers parts

and planted, do make great increase, especially if

the greatest roots be cut 'into divers gobbets, and
planted in good fertill ground. The potatoes grow
in India, Barbaric, Spaine, and oiher hotte re-

gions, of wiiich I planted divers roots (that I bought
at the Exchange in London,) in my garden,

where they flourished until winter, at which time

they perished and rotted. The potato roots are,

among the Spaniards, Italians, and many other

nations, common and ordinary meate; which, no

doubt, arc of mighty nourishing parts, and do

*It forms art. 2. in the first volnmo of the Trans-

actions of the Horticultural Society of London, 180.5.

Ed.

strengthen and comfort nature; whose nutriment
is, as it were, a meane between flesh and Iruit,

though somewhat windie; but, being rosted in the
embers, they do lose much of their windiness, es-

pecially being eaten sopped in wine. Of these

roots may be made conserves, no less toothsome,
wholesome, and daintie, than of the flesh of
quinces. And likewise these comfortable and deli-

cate mcates, called in shops Morselli, Placentulio,

and divers other such like. These roots may
serve as a ground of foundation whereon the

cunning coniectioner or sugar-baker may workc
and frame many eomtbrtable delicate conserves

and restorative sweet-meats. They are used to be
eaten rosted in the ashes; some, when they be so

rosled, infuse them and sop them in wine; and
otliers, to give them the greater grace in eating,

do boil them with prunes, and so eate them."
These sweet potatoes were long used in England
as a delicacy, and were iniported, in considerable

quantities, from Spain andthc Canaiy Islands, being
snppo.sed to have the peculiar property of restoring

decayed vigor in men. The fiimous kissing com-

fits, so much in vogue in Shakspeare's daj^, and
with which our ancestors were imposed upon, as

we are by universal pills, and otlier modern om-
nipotent remedies, were made principally of these

and eringo roots. Falstafl' says in the Merry
Wives of Windsor.*

"Let it rain potatoes and hail kissing comfils."

I shall only mention further, with respect to this

plant, the Eattata, that it grows abundantly in Ja-
maica, Barbadoes, and the other West India is-

lands, and that it is propagated, not like our pota-

to, but by slips. The pounded or grated roots

make excellent puddings and cakes; and, when
mashed and- ilirmented, a cooling and refreshing

drink is made ft"om them, called Mobby, somewhat
resembling small-beer.

llie potato now in use, the Solanum tuberosum
of botanists, according to the Spanish historians,

was found in culiivation on the first arrival of the

Spaniards in Chili and Peru. Peter Cieca informs

us, in his Chronicle, published in 1553, that the

inhabitants of Quito, and its vicinity, have, besides

maize, a tuberous root which they eat, and call

Papas. Molina, in his Natural History of Chili,

vol. ii, quotes the authority of several ancient

writers to prove that the plant is indigenous there.

He describes two species or varieties, the one wild,

and with small bitter roots, the other, the one un-

der cultivation; but appears to consider both to

have been the same originally—cultivation render-

ing tlie wild plant sweet and succulent, exactly as

in the case ol' our carrot. The Spaniards having
introduced those roots into their own country, did

not retain their Peruvian name, but from their

similarity in nature to the sweet potato already in

use, called them also Battatas. From Spain they

were carried into Italy, where they were known
by the same name as tnifiies, taratoujli. The first

European writer (after those alluded to,) who
takes any notice of them, is the famous German
botanist Clnsius, who mentions having received

two roots, in th.e year 1588, while residing at Vien-

na, from the Governor of Mons, in the province of

Hainault; who, it seems, had himself procured

them from the iittendant of the Poj)e's legate, un-

*Act V. Scene 5.
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der the name of Tarafoiifli. He gives a plate of

it among his rare plants. So much lor its intro-

duclion on the Continent of Europe.
in tlie year 1584, Sir VYaUer Raleigh, under the

authority of a patent granted by Queen Ehzabeth,
lor discovering and pla.ntingncvv countries not pos-

sessed by Christians, sent out a number of colo-

nists to Virginia. Now, aUhough no absolute

prooi' can be brought forward on the subject, yet,

ti-om concurring circumstances, and Irom tradition,

it appears higlily probable that the potato now in

use amongst us was first brought to Ireland, cither

by Sir Walter liimselt; on his return Irom his voy-

age, or was afterwards sent to him by the Govern-
or of Virginia. The general opinion is, that he had
them planted in his own garden near Youghal, in

the county of Cork. He is said to have given them
to his gardener as a fine fruit from America, and
ordered them to be put down in his kitchen garden.

In August the plants flowered, and in September
they produced their apples; but these were so to-

tally diii'erent from what the gardener had expect-

ed to see, that, in a fit of ill humor, he pulled them
and carried them to his master; asking him "were
these the fine American fruit." Sir Walter either re-

ally was, or pretended to be ignorant of the matter;

and, having tasted them, told the man to dig up
the weeds and throw them away. The gardener

did so, but was astonished to find about a bushel

of tuberous roots. Trial soon shovv'ed that this

was the eatable part of the plant. The only writ-

ten proof vve have of the introduction of the po-

tato by Raleigh, is found in the manuscript mi-

nutes of the Royal Society of London, December
13, 1693, when we are told the president, Sir Robert

Southwell, informed the fellows that his grandfa-

ther first cultivated potatoes in Ireland; and that he

got them from Sir Walter Raleigh. They were
cultivated a long time in Ireland before they were
known in England, and they were only at last in-

troduced there by the shipwreck of a vessel con-

taining some of them, on the coast of Lancashire,

at a jjlace called North Meols, which is still fa-

mous for their cultivation. Gerard, whom I have
already quoted, describes them distinctly from the

sweet potato, and calls them Virginian Potatoes.

He says, "I have received roots hereof from Vir-

o-iiiia, otherwise called Norembega, which grow
and prosper in my garden, as in their native coun-

trie. The Indians do call this plant /^o/jhs (mean-
ing the rootes,) bj^ which name also tlie connnon
potatoes are called in those Indian countries."

We have thus seen the same plant brought

from South America by the Spaniards, and from

North America by the English. Now, it is re-

markable, that, at tlie conquest of 31exico, in the

reign of Montezuma, the potato was quite un-

known in that country. How is it, then, that a

plant belonging originally to the southern fremis-

phere should be found at the foot of the Allegha-

ny Mountains, while it was unknown iu the in-

termediate country, Mexico? Humboldt is the

person who agitates this question. He proves satis-

fiictorily that the potato is not indigenous in Peru,

nor found wild in any part of the Andes situated

under the tropics; no where, in fact, but in Chili,

from which place we may conjecture it to have
been propagated northwards under the government
of the Incas. Again, he proves tl»e improbability

of the potato having been brought to North
America l)y any of the Peruvian tribes, both from

physical and moral causes; and, combining this

with the above mentioned singular fact respecting

Mexico, he starts a new idea, that the English
colonists of Virginia themselves procured the plant

from the Spanish settlements. "The colony," he
remarks, "was in existence from July 1584. Now,
the navigators of those times were not in the liab-

it of steering straight westward to reach the coast

of America; they were still in the practice of fol-

lowing the track indicated b\^ Columbus, and pro-

fifing by tiie trade-winds of the torrid zone. This
passage faciliated communication with the "West
India Islands, which were then the centre of Span-
ish commerce. It appears, then, natural enough
that the English themselves brought potatoes
from South America into Virginia. At the time
when they came from Virginia to England, they
were common both in Spain and Italy. We are

not then to be astonished, that a production, which
had passed from one continent to another, covdd in

America pass from the Spanish to the English
colonies."*

From all these different considerations, conjoin-

ed with what I have ah'cady brought forward of
the history of the plant, I thiniv we are almost
warranted in conculding that Chili alone is the na-
tive country of the potato.

We may now, in a cursory manner, glance at

its subsequent history in these countries. Tlie
next writer after old Gerard who mentions it is

Lord Racon. Speaking of ale, he observes, "If
ale was brewed with one-fourth part of some flit

root, such as the potato, to three-fourths of grain,

it would be more conducive to longevity than with
grain alone."t The potato still appears to have
been only cultivated in gardens as a curious plant.

It Vv-as considered a great delicacy in the reign of
James the First. In the year 1619 Ave find it

mentioned as one of the articles provided for the

use of the queen's household. The quantity pro-

cured was very small, and the price two shillings

a-]iound.J In the following reign, and during the

continuance of the Commonwealth, the potato re-

mained equally scarce. Its cultivation, meantime,
spread slowly over Ireland, and still more slowly

in Lancashire. The first time that it was brought

before the public as an object of national impor-

tance, was at a meeting of the Royal Society held

in March 1663, when the letter was read from Mr.
Buckland, a gentleman of Somersetshire, strongly

recommending the culture of potatoes in all parts

of the kingdom as a precaution against famine.

This v/as referred to a committee, and upon their

report, the thanks of the Society were gi\en to

Mr. Buckland, all the members who had lands

were entreated to plant them, and Mr. Evelyne
was directed to mention the matter at the end of his

"Sylva," a book then publishing under the auspices

of "tlie Society.
II

These exertions of a scientific

body do not seem to have produced much effect,

and as a late writer remarks, "if we may judge by
the opinions wliich were published respecting the

plant, we must conclude, that the necessities of

the poor of Ireland (who have always been lefl

too entirely to their own resources,) did more to

promote the cultivation" of potatoes, than all the

*Nueva Espana. tBacon, Nat. Hist.

JEden on the State of the Poor.

1

1 Birch, History of the Royal Society.
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labors ol" the learned, and the philanthropy of the
patriotic."* In booi<s ol' gardening piiblisihed to-

wards the close ol' the 17th century, potatoes are

s|)okeii of in no very high terras. "They are

much used," says one writer, "in Ireland and
America as bread, and might be propagated witii

ailvantage to poor peojjje." Another says, "1

do not hear that it hath been yet essayed whether
they may not be jjropagated in large quantities tor

Iboil lor swhie and other cattle." The iiunous

nurserymen, London and Wise, have not consider-

ed the potato worthy of a jjlace in their Complete
(iardener, published in 1719; and several other

writers speak of it as liir interior to radishes! This
was more than 100 years alter its introduction.

One reason, certainly, that the jjlant remained so

long in disre[)ute, was the deiijctive mode of its cul-

ture. The early planting and late raising of the

potatoes, very much injured their quality. This
aad ignorance of thepro]jer modeof cooking them,
would make them certainly any thing but a tempt-
ing article of Ibod. The Ibllovving anecdote illus-

trates this. "A person who had been invited to

taste the lirst potatoes jjlanted in the Country of
Forliir, about the year 1730, related that the roots

had been merely lieated, and that they adhered to

the teeth like glue, while their flavor -was liar

ironi agreeable. The ibod was about to [)e con-
demned through the ignorance of the cook, when
the accidental arrival of a gentleman, wlio had
tasted a potato in Lancashire, caused the rejected

roote to be remanded back to tiie hot turf ashes,

till they became as daint}" a,s they had belore been
nauseous."
According to the old Statistical Account ol

Sc.otland, potatoes were first cultivated in the fields

there, in the year 1739, in the County of Sterling:

and Dr. Walker assures us that they were not

known in the Highlands and Isles till 1743. It is

stated in the General Report of Scotland, (vol.ii. p.

Ill) as a U'ell ascertained lact, that "in the year
1725-6, the lew potato plants then existing in gar-

dens tibout Edinbia-gh: were lelt in the same spot

of ground from year to year, as recommended by
Evelyn: a lew tubers were perhaps removed lor

use in the autumn, and the parent plants well co-

vered with litter to save them fi'om the winter's

frost." Notivithstanding the success that alter

this period attended the culture of the potato

eimong the cottagers, its progress among the high-
er classes in Scotland was retarded by the opinions

of the ditiL'rent writers on agricultural subjects, al-

ready mentioned: and also, what is not a little sin-

gular, a mistaken zeal in religious matters made
some of the Scotch Iblks hostile to the innovation.

"Potatoes," said they, "are not mentioned in the

JJible;" and this was deemed quite a sulFicient rea-

son tor rejecting them. Famine at last gave the

great impulse to the cultivation of this root, €ind

during the latter part of the ISlh century, it grad-
ually spread over the country, and its excellent

qualities became generally understood.

I shall not occupy your time by tracing its pro-

gress through the various other countries of Eu-
rope. I may merely mention that the Nether-
lands received it from England; and that from
thence it found its way into ditferent parts of Ger-
many. It was very late beibre it came into gene-
ral cultivation in Sweden and Denmark, and even

*Library of Entertaining Knowledge.

Saxony, but in all these countries it is universally
used at present. In Switzerland potatoes seem to
have been introduced about the year 1720; tJiey
now form a principal article of Ibod there. Poland
is jjerhaps as rernarkable as Ireland tor their ex-
tensive cultivation. Of late years they have been
introduced info the Rritish settlements in India,
and, as Uishop Heber remarks, "with great [iros-

pect of success. JNJany places have been found
suited lor their cullurc, and though the IJindoos
at first were unwilling to adopt the use of them,
their prejudices have been gradually overcome,
and potatoes may sometime hence rival rice in its

general utility among them." "It is only within
these forty years that any particular attention has
been paid in France to the cultivation of potatoes.
They were long regarded as an unwholesome
l)lant, and only fit to be eaten by cattle and the
most wretched of human beings. It is probable
that the French had only cultivated the inferior
sorts, and did not know tliat better kinds could be
Ijrocured. Parmenlier, so distinguished by his
zeal fbr^ chemistry, was the first who made any
successful exertions in behalf of this decried and
unpopular plant. He thought that the best })lan

to introduce it into general use was to make it

popular with the higher orders. For that pur-
pose, in 1785, he presented Louis XVI. with a
nosegay made with the flowers of the potato, and
the sovereign graciously received the emblem of
a j)lant, the most likely of any, to guarantee his
subjects against the horrors of famine. This in-

genious mode of bringing a plant, which had hith-
erto been so much des|.'ised into fashion, was emi-
nently successful. The courtiers, ahvays ready
to flatter the tasfe and wishes of their monarchy
hastened to cidtivate an article honored with his
regard: and thus France, in a great measure, owes
the more extensive culture of potatoes to courtly
flattery."*

To give a descrijition of the potato plant in art

Irish assembly, would certainly be an unnecessa-
;y undertaking; Avith equal reason, I might begin
to describe a shower of rain, for both must be as
familiar to every one as the light of day. JVIy re-

marks, therefore, on this part of the subject shall

be very brief The potato, because it grows un-
der ground, has been usually called a roof, but
improperly. It more nearly resembles a kind of
under ground fruit; and, in conformity with this

idea, the French have given it the name of pom-
me de terre or ground-apple. The potato, in fact,

belongs to the class of plants called tuberous-root-

ed, or those having roundish knobs intermixed with
the fibres, which constitute the real roots that
draw nourishment from the earth. These tubers
or knobs have been considered as so many under
ground stems, enlarged by a deposition of farin-

aceous matter; and when, by any chance, they
lose while growing their covering of earth, and
continue to grow exposed to the light, they as-

sume the same green color as the rest of the j)lant.

But I am rather inclined to consider them as a
mode of increase analogous to the viviparous pro-
duction of a part of the animal kingdom; while
the seed or apple from the flower corresponds to

the oviparous prop.agation of birds. Tuberous-
rooted jilanls, therefore, are furnished bj- nature
with a two-fold mode of increase. The potato,

*Sir John Sinclair.
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besides, may be considered a perennial plant, as it

may continue to si)ring up lor many successive

years on the same spot. It belongs to the jjerms

of plants called Solamtm, many species of which,
such as the ni<j;h( shade, are extremely poisonous.

In Jamaica, the root of one species is a violent

purgative, and a spoonful or two is used by the

nal ives as a do.=e. It might startle a person at first

to find the pi-incipal food of a large portion of

mankind, particularly our own countrymen, drawn
from a vegetable belonging to so poisonous a
group. Two circumstances also would seem to

prove that a portion of deleterious matter does ac-

tually exist m the potato. One is, that potatoes,

Avhetherin their parent bed or in the pit in which
they were preserved after being dug up, if they
are uncovered, lake, t/ieioind (as it is called,) and
become unwholesome food lor nieji, occasioning

sickness, and greatly disordering the body. Thej'
arc easily known by being of a, diii'erent color fi-om

those of' the same crop which lie at a greater

depth. These surfiice potatoes, however, maybe
used as seed, and besides are not unwholesome
for pigs. The other circumstance is, that the
liquid contained in itiw potatoes nmst contain some
inatter hostile to animal life, as cattle and hogs
have been greatly injured by drinking of the wa-
ter in which they have been boiled. To counter-
balance this, on the other hand, a distinguished

agriculturist maintains that substances noxious to

animal life are generally beneficial iovegctableWCe;

and with regard to the juices of the potato in par-
ticular, that they contain various substances favor-

able to vegetation, which maybe rendered of great
use in the irrigation of grass lands.* These two
facts are the only ones which the experience of two
hundred years has discovered to furnish an objec-

tion to the use of the potato; and when I shall

have laid before you the long catalogue of advan-
tages derived from its introduction among us, I

am persuaded they will be considered as mere
Irilles. The danger is obviated simply by being
known. In different quarters of the globe, whole
nations subsist on roots which are deadly poison in

their unprepared state, but which become safe and
nutritious wlien cooked by fire. The most re-

markable examples of this are found in the natives

of the JVl olucca and Society Islands, and the In-
dians of South America. In the island of Hayti,
the juice of the very root Avhich is used when
dressed in the same way as we employ the potato,

has been often swallowed by some of^ the misera-
ble natives to put an end to their existence.
Oviedo relates, as an eye witness, that these un-
hajipy wretches, who, like many African tribes,

preferred death to slavery, united together bj'

fiflies to swallow at once the poisonous juice of the
Jatropha.f

All vegetable jjroductions affording food are
f^iund to contain, in some proportion or other, a
fiirinaccous or granular substance devoid of fibre,

which, when tlried, may be ground or pounded
into flour or meal; and which, if boilr-d in water,
Avill form \vith it a pulpy matter. The vegetable
substances which contain most of this matter are
seeds and tubers, these parts of the plant being
intended by nature to contain a store of" food, as it

were, for the young germ, suflicient to nourish it

* Sir John Sinclair,

t Humboldt.

until the production of members or instruments
capable of collecting nutriment for it aftei- its ex-
clusion, precisely analogous to the jirovision of
yolk laid up in the egg of a bird for the young be-
ing enclosed in it. From accurate chemical ex-
amination, it has been found that in every 100
parts of the potato, there are about 70 parts of
water and 30 of potato-meal, which is a powder
of a grayish color, having the taste of" the raw
root. This meal being submitted to further analy-
sis, is found to be composed of" three difierent sub-
stances. 1st, starch or fecula, 16 parts; 2d, leafy

or fibrous matter, 9 parts; and 3rd, soluble muci-
lage, 5 parts. The potato also contains a very
small portion of" potash, and a few other sub-
stances, such as oxides of iron and manganese,
common salt, &c., but in such minute (luantitics

as not to affect the general statement I have made.
An essential oil likewise exists in the potato,

wliich gives its taste, but this is also very trifling.

The composition of" the potato root is exircmcly
similar to that of" the seeds of wheat and maize,
though, from the dissimilarity in taste and external
appearance, this would not be at first suspected;
and hence arises the corresponding fitness of all

three for food. Tlie principal difference between
Vv'heat and potatoes consists in the presence of a
substance called gluten in wheat, which strongly
resembles animal glue, and which is the cause
that wheat, rye, and barley are the only kinds of"

grain ol' which loaf bread can be made; this

gluten giving tenacity and firmness, vdiile it at the
same time promotes the fermentation in the
making of bread, as well as gives it its taste. In
potatoes, oats, beans, peas, rice, maize, buck-
wheat. &c., this is entirely wanting, and thercfire
they must be mixed whh a certain quantity of
flour before they can be made into bread.
There is perhaps no species of food that can [»:

consumed in a greater variety of ways than tin-

potato. Among us the only modes in use are
three or four, such as boiling, roasting, or hying;
but our French neighbors, who surpass us and all

the world in ever}^ thing relating to cooker}', at

least so far as infinite variety is concerned, have
several other Avays of preparing this root. A
French gentleman invited to dinner thirt^'-two of
his friends, promising to each a difl'ereni dish, and
yet all composed of the same material. They
assembled, found before each seat a cover, and,
upon taking their scats, discovered that each guest
had really a different dish, though all foinied of
egc'sl One of the company immediately repeat-
ed the invitation to all the persons present for next
day, when he promised to regale them in a simi-
lar manner, on anctlicr single substance metamor-
phosed into thirty-two different forms. They
came and dined very comfortably on thirty-two
distinct and palatable dishes all composed of po-
tatoes! Boiling is the smiplcst, cheapest, and
perhaps most nutritious mode of cooking the po-
tato. When boiled, the nourishing substances
contained in it are taken into the stomach, more
intimately diffused through about three times their

weight of water, than is the case with any artifi-

cial mixture of the]iotato-meal and water. Hence
the easiness of digestion and lightness of this root

above almost all other farinaceous substances

equally nutritive; while its cheapness, and the

ease with which it can be cooked, arc great argu-

ments in its favor with the great body of the [xio-
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pie. Every one knows that, simple as the process

of" boiling a potato appears, there is really a pecu-
liar art or dexterity required; and it is ofien re-

marked, "that good potatoes are less frequently to

be seen at the tables of those who keep j^rofessed

cooks than in the wooden howl of the ])easant."

But the liict is, that in the one case there is only
one dish to attend to, whereas in tiie other there
are many, and that the polatoes of the cottager are
coasumecl hi from the fire, as soon as they are

ready, whicli is not the case in the other instance.

Next to boiling, roasiing the potato is the mode
most cmj;lo}'ed; but this is exceptionable, as the

root retains ii»r it nuich of" that black unwiiolesome
li(]uid whicli I have already mentioned. This re-

sides principally in the skin, and hence those per-

sons who have been tem|)ted to eat the roasted

skin, have been o("ten seriously disordered by it.

Custom, however, is found to render the stomach
callous to its effects, as is evident from the prac-

tice of" the children of our Irish peasantry.

Throughout all the country it is usual, as everj'

person must have observed, to allow the litde chil-

dren in every cottage to raast pcintaes for their own
use, as often as they please, in the turf ashes. As
you ride by a cabin, you l"requcntly see a group of
children run to the door, each holding in his hand
a roasted potato.

The limits of a paper such as the present, Avill

not permit me to enter into many interestingtopics

connected with my subject. I must omit entirely

giving any details res;;ecting the culture of the

potato, its varieties, or the various diseases to

which the plant is liable, though on all these a
vast number of curious and ingenious experiments
have been made, and, I may add, whole libraries

written. I shall pass over the various advantages
derived from the use of it in f"eeding the difierent

kinds of domestic animals, one remarkable conse-

quence of which is the vast increase of the Irish

pork trade. I shall likewise omit all mention of

the beneficial effects produced on the lands of this

country by the cultivation of the plant, merely re-

minding you that it is one of the great instruments

by which our bogs are reclaimed; and I shall now
proceed to lay before you some of its uses which
are less obvious and more seldom described.

The first manufactured ingredient derived from

the potato was starch. This substance, formerly

obtained f"rom wheat alone, was first discovered in

the island of" Chios, in the Grecian Archipelago,

and was in common use among the Romans. The
potato starch is made by the simple process of

grating the roots into clear spring water, when it

separates from the other particles, and sinks to the

bottoiTi. It is a very remarkable circumstance,

that in frosted potatoes, it is only the juice, or li-

quid part of the root that is affected, and not at all

the farina or flour, which may be equally well ex-

tracted, and will be found as white and good as if

it had not been frozen, provided the root is not

quite rotted, which in process of time it will be-

come. The following singular illustration of this

took place in 1794: a field of potatoes at Cam-
straddcn, in Dumbartonshire, was laid under wa-
ter, by a sudden rise of Lochlomond. A quantity

of these was got up, and in part brought home.
Being wet, they were laid on the floors of out-

houses to dry; but in a few days they were so

spoiled as to be unfit for feeding cattle. A heap of
the potatoes was left on the ground; when turned

VcL. 11—51

over next spring, some starch was found at the

bottom, which excited a suspicion, that though the

root had been aficcted by the frost, yet that the

flour li;ul remained uninjured. This was found to

be the case; and a quantity of the liirina was col-

lected from the heap, part of which was distri-

buted in Dumbartonshire, and the remainder was
brought to Stirling, in 1804. As arrow-root liad

become fashionable about that time, it was often

used as a substitute; and many eat of it without
knowing the difference. In 1825 a dish of it was
made with nnlk, and two gentlemen who supped
on it, declared that they would not have known it

f"rom arrow-root. A specimen of this same flour

of 1794 was sent to Sir John Sinclair in 1820, and
it seemed as good as any produced from the pota-
toes of that year, afler having been kept lor above
thirty years.* Potato-flour is very easily convert-
ed into jelly, in the same way as arrow-root, by
gradually pouring into it some boiling water, and
stirring' the mixture about; and in this shape it is

strongly recommended as food for invalids, some-
times being taken with a little milk and sugar.
Willi the addition and thorough mixture of a little

wheaten flour, or ground rice, while it is lioiling,

it forms a pleasant and nourishing diet either vv'ith

or without milk. It is well known that the manu-
facture of bread, even when conducted by tlie

most skilful and experienced bakers, is sometimes
very difficult. From the various casualties to

which wheaten flour has been liable, from disease

in th.e crop, or bad management in the keeping or

grinding of the grain, it f"requent!y loses some of
its most essential qualities, and causes the bread,

in defiance of the bakers art, to contract a sour-

ness, which is both disagreeable to the taste, and
prejud'cial to health. Fortunately a remedy has
been discovered of late years; tliatof mixing with
the flour a small quantity o? potatc-starch, pre-

viously converted into a jeily. This kind of bread
is remarkably lio'ht, and keeps longer moist than
other bread. It toasts much better, and makes
better bread puddings. Another most important
use to which jiotato-flourcan be applied, is to give
it, boiled in milk, in the proportion of two spoon-
fuls of flour to one pint of milk, to young children,

brought up by hand, and not at the breast, or atfer

they are weaned from the breast. In this country
a great quantity of starch is consumed in making
what is called the dressing for weaver's webs.
Until of late, this was entirely made from wheat,
and still a great proportion of it is so. But if po-
tato starch were universally adopted for the pur-
pose, as is the case now throughout France, a very
great consumption of wheat would be saved.
This substance is also put to another use, namely,
the making of size, which, for some purposes,

such as white-washing, is greatly superior to

common size, as it has no offensive smell, and has
a more durable whiteness.
The next useful product derivable from the po-

tato is one which, before the days of chemical
knowledge, might justly have been considered aa

wonderful as the conversion of lead into gold,

promised by the alchymists: I mean sugar. The
discovery by chemical analysis, that the potato,

though far different in form, taste, and all external
qualities, was perfectly similar in component parts

to the different kinds of o-rain used for the food of

* Sir John Sinclair.
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man, led naturally to inquiries, whether the pro-
ducts derived Irom these grains, by subniittin<T
them to diH'erent chemicaroperatiors, might not
be procured also trom this root. Comp'ete'succcss
was the consequence. It was found, among other
things, that a substance, possessing aU the pro-
perties of sugar, though didering a7ittle from that
of the sugarcane, could be [irocurcd by a simple
operation Irom the potato. Until lately, however,
the discovery was considered only as a matter ol
curiosity, and was mentioned only anion o- men ol'

science. Two years ago, experiments \vere tried,
on an extensive scale, in tlie United States of
America, to ascertain Avhether, in districts where
the potato grows abundantly, this sugar might not
be made advantageously both to tlie'population of
the district, and to the manufacturer himself! 1

liave seen an account of the i>roccss. and the re-
eults, which are very interesting. The potatoes
were ground by a very ingenius and simple me-
thod, by exposing them through a box or hopper
to the action of a wooden cylinder, having nailed
upon it long strips of iron punched full of holes, to
give them a rough grating surlace. Thisc^dinder
Avas driven by a band of leather attached "to the
drum of a water-wheel. On fdling the hopper
with potatoes, and giving the graterThe necessarv
motion, the potatoes were reduced with surprising
rapidity to a fine pulp, fi'om which., by tlie aid of
a sieve and water, the starch, in great purity, was
readily obtained. This apparatus ground S500
bushels of potatoes without the least repair. The
starch thus obtained was then dissolved complete-
ly in water, heated by steam let into it. A certain
quantity of sulphuric acid, or vitriol, was then
mixed with it, and heat being applied, the whole
of thestarch was converted into syrup. This was
purified li-om the acid by adding quicklime, and
then evaporated; when the result was an excel-
lent sugar fit for all domestic purposes. A bushel
of potatoes, weighing 60 lbs., gives 8 lbs. of pure
dry starch; and from these 8 lbs., 7^ lbs. of suo-ar
are obtained. This sugar ferments briskly, Avhen
made into beer, and yields a healthful and plea-
sant beverage. It will be of most use, however
for making sweetmeats, and may be used at table
in place of honej', for which it is a good substitute
It has already become a great favorite with most
persons who have become acquainted with it. Its
taste is that of a delicious sweet, and as an article
of diet it is probably more healthful, and less op-
pressive to the stomach, than any other sweet sub-
stance in use.* Potatoes (as I find fVom the ac-
count of a traveller,) are used extensively in the
eastern part of Russia lor making treacle, which
IS quite as sweet and good as that which we ob-
tain from the tropics, but having less consist-
ence. °

As all substances containing saccharine matter
are capable of producing ardent spirit, we would
naturally be led to expect, fVom the foreo-oino- re-
marks, that It might be procured from the poTato-
and such IS the fiict. In 1747, experiments on the
distillation of brandy from potatoes were made in
bvveden, and the result was so favorable that it
was i)roposed to substitute them in a oreat mea
sure tor grain. In England Dr. Anderson was
the first who obtained spirits from this plant, and
the account which he published of his operations

* Silliman's Journal.

is very interesting. The potatoes were boiled to

a pulp, bruised, and the skins ihrownaway. Wa-
ter was then added, and a great (juanliiy of yeast
mixed with it. In twelve hours it fermented, and
this was kept up by occasional stirring tor a fort-

night. The liquor, which Vi-as now stightly acid,

was distilled, and, from 72 lbs. of potatoes which
had been used, was obtained a gallon of pure
si)irits considerably above prooij and a fiuart more
below proof. "This,"' says the Doctor, "was in

eA'cryresjject the finest and most ajjrreeable vinous
spirit I ever saw. In taste it somewhat resembled
brandy, but it was more mild than any brandy I

ever lasted; and had a certain kind ol coolness on
the palate peculiar to itself, by which it might be
readily distinguished by a nice judge fi-om any
other kind of s|}irit. Its flavor more nearly re-

sembled brandy impregnated with the odor of
violets and raspberries, than any thing else to

which I could compare it. A single glass of it

put into a bowl of rum (lunch, made it appear as
if it had consisted half and half of rum and bran-
dy, impregnated with the juice of raspberries. It

seemed to derive its flavor from a subtile essential

oil of a very singular kind." "I have been at

great pains," continues the Doctor, "to describe

this kind of spirit in its state of perfection, because
I have since heard of and seen some spirits said to

be drawn from potatoes, which, from want of skill

or caution on the part of the operators, were intol-

erably nauseous."* It has been supposed, as I

before remarked, that, with proper management,
potatoes might form a cheaper material than bar-

ley to extract spirits from; and accordingly, I find,

that, at present, in the Isle of Guernsey, there is a
distillery where they are used with success; and,
in 1821, there were actually in Paris twenty dis-

tilleries for extracting brandy from the potato
starch, and nearly as many more within a circle

of eight leagues round it. In 1822 these were all

put a stop to, fijr some reason connected with the
revenue laws, and I cannot learn whether they
have since been resumed.

f

The next product of the potato is a kind of
cheese. The manufacture of this is carried on in

Thuringia and Saxony, and it has the advantage
of retaining its fi-eshness for several years, pro-
vided it be kept in close vessels. It is prepared
by boiling the potatoes, and reducing them, wlien
cold, to a pulp, rejecting the skins. Sour milk is

added, or else sweet curd with the whey pressed
out, in the proportion of a pint to five pounds of
pulp. It is kneaded several times, drained in

small baskets, and simply dried in the shade. J
In some parts of German}- potatoes are put to

another use. The lower classes are accustomed to

incorporate them, after being steamed and reduced
to a paste, with the butter to be spread over bread.

It thus goes farther where economy is studied:

and that it may longer be preserved, is oflen salt-

ed.§

It will surprise many to learn, that a mode has
been suggested by a French chemist for convert-
ing potatoes into a substance resembling coffee.

He mixes some best olive-oil with a certain portion
of dried potato-flour, and then adds a small quan-

* Bath Society Papers.

t Sir John Sinclair.

X Ibid. . § Ibid.
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tity of coffee-powder. He asserts that this will

produce a liquor more airrcoable Ihan coffee.

Chemical ingenuity has likewise converted this

nnst usei'u! root into subsliiutes lor many olher
ariiclcs; as chocolate, tapioca, and vermicelli. The
use of potato starch instead of arrow-root, I have
alrtuid}' mentioned; ami nmch of it is at present

.sold under the name of arrow-root, and, in France,
under that of lecule de ponune de terre.

A chemist in Copenhag^en has discovered that

the flowers of the plant may he used in djxinfj.

Uy this means a beaulilhl yellow color may he oh-

tained, which is solid and durable. By plunginir

the color into blue, it becomes a perfect green. It

has likewise been Ibund, that the juice contained
in the potato will produce a pjray color of great
beauty. The liquor drawn off" in the process of
making potato-starch will clean silks, woollens, or

cottons, without damage to the texture or color.

It is also good for cleaninir wainscots.

Potatoes are used with excellent effect in the
boilers of steam engines, for preventing the ga-
thering of a calcareous incrustation on the bot-

tom, which is gradually deposited from the water
employed. The potatoes give out a glutinous

.substance which entangles the particles in the

water, and prevents them from incrusting the iron

of the boiler.* A medical use of the potato has
been lately suggested in a valuable French publi-

cation; namely, as a preventive of, and even cure
for the scurvy. Roasted potatoes were adminis-
tered with perlect success to sailors afflicted with
the disorder, after other approved medicines had
been given in vain. As masted potatoes are the

most effictual, it seems probable that the remedy
depends on some of the substances contained in

the black liquid which boils out of potatoes, and
whicli is retained in roasting.

I have now described the various uses to which
these valuable roots may be applied. I have
shown, that from them may be procured bread,

starch, jelly, sugar, treacle, beer, brandy, cheese,

butter, coffee, tapioca, dye-stuff's, size, cleansing

liquids, and medicine. I may close the catalogue
by an account taken from a work published in

1710, upon the virtues of herbs. The author,

ailer mentioning that potatoes make very good
find for man, cither boiled, baked, or roasted,

when eaten with good butter, salt, juice of oranges
or ieajons, and double refined sugar, then goes on
to speak of the virtues of what he calls the blood

of jiotatoes. For the mode of preparing this val-

uable ingredient, he reiers his readers to the de-

scription of the method of extracting a similar

blood from parsnips. After reducing them to a

piilp, he mixes tliera with crumbs of white bread,

and sprinkles tUem with white port wine: after

sundry distillations (which need not be recited

here,) "the matter is changed," says he, "into a

rubicund or bloody chyle." This is to be forced

out strongly with a press, and the juice exposed to

a variety of operations, "till the blood becomes
quite clear, and of a most perfect red." "From
this," he continues, "you may, if you please, sep-

arate, by an alembic, a thin and clear liquor, so

j'ou have remaining in the bottom the blood of

potatoes of a very glorious color! It hath all the

properties of the roots boiled, baked, roasted, or

made into bread, puddings, or broth. It invigo-

rates to a strange degree." "The potato-blood,"

he says, "may be taken with good effect, a spoon-
ful or two morning, noon, and night, in a glass of

choice Canaiy, JXlalaga, or other good wines!"*
At different times considerable diversity ofopin-

ion has been expressed by agricultural writers re-

specting the comparative merits of ])otatoes and
wheat, as articles of Ibod and culture. The most
violent enemy of the potato is Colibett, who
abuses it in no gentle terms. He styles it a de-

grading root, attributes to it the poverty and mise-

ry of the Irish, and at the same time denies its

superior economy. He first tries to show that

more actual nourishing matter is derived from an
acre of wheat than one of potatoes. "Then,"
says he, "the expense of seed and planting is

about equal; but the potatoes require cultivation

during their growth, which the wheat does not;

and a large cost forgathering, housing, and kee|)-

ing, besides that of loss by li'ost: and they yield

nothing in the place of straw, which, Irom the

wheat crop, may be worth £4 or £5 an acre."

"Then comes," says he, "the expense of cooking.

Thirty-two bushels of wheat (the produce of an
acre,) supposing a bushel to be baked at a time,

would demand thirly-twn heatings of the oven.

Suppose a bushel of potatoes to be cooked eveiy

da)', in order to supiily the place of this bread,

then we have (to prepare the produce of an acre)

900 boilings of the pot, unless cold pntatoes be
eaten at some of the meals, and in that case the

diet must be c/ieernig indeed! Think of the labor,

think of the time, think of all the peelings, and
washings, and messings attending these 900 6o(7-

ings of thepot! For it must be a considerable

time before the English people can be brought to

eat potatoes in the Irish style; that is to say,

scratch them out of the earth with their paws, toss

them into a pot without washing, and when boil-

ed, turn them out on a dirty board, and then sit

round that board, peel the skin and dirt from one

at a time, and eat the inside!" Again, after de-

scribing the process of baking, and exhorting to

the practice at home, he says, "and pray what is

pleasanter to behold? Talk indeed of your pan-

tomimes and gaudy shows, your processions,^ and
installations, and coronations! Give me for a

beautiful sight, a neat and smart woman, heating

her oven and setting her bread!" "And what is

the result of her labor? Why, good wholesome,

food, sufficient for a considerable family fi)r a week,

prepared in three or lour hours. To get Ihis^

quantity of lood, jit to he eaten, in the shape of

potatoes, how many fires, what a washing, what
a boilinff, what a peeling, and v.'hat a slopping!

The cottage everlastingly in a litter; the woman's
hands everlastingly wet and dirty; the children

grimed up to the eyes with dust, fixed on by the

potato-starch, andVagged as colts; the ]ioor mo-
ther's time all being "devoted to the everlasting

boilings of the pot!"t

We Irish can readily observe that this picture

is greatly overdrawn to answer the writer's pur-

pose; he has, indeed, made use of the Irishman's

own weapon, hyperbole, against him. We can

likewise perceive, in spite of all that has been

aro-ued and asserted, that the potato is not thereof

Silliman's Journal.

* Salmon's Herbal.

t Cobl)elt'.s Cottage Economy.
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of Irelamrs misery; that must be looked for else-

where. But that it has been one great cause of

inuhiplyino; our population to a surprising extent,

is very evident. Let us h.ar tlie remarks of a

writerin one of ourmost distinguished periodicals.

"Potatoes enter for a great deal into the present

condition of Ireland. They are much cheaper

than wheat, and it is so easy to rear a fomily on

them, that there is no check to population li-om the

iViU. u'ty of procuring Ibod. The population,

therefore, now goes on with a rapidity approach-

ing almost to that of new countries, and in a

much greater ratio than the improving agriculture

and manufactures can find employment ibr it. All

degrees of nations begin with living in pig-styes.

The king or the priest first gets out of them, then

the noble, then the pauper, in proportion as each

class becomes more and more opulent; better

tastes arise fi'om better circumstances, and the

luxury of one period is the wretchedness and po-

verty of another. English peasants, in the time

of Henry VII. were lodged as badly as Irish pea-

sants now are; but the population was limited by
tlie difficulty of procuring a corn subsistence. The
improvements of England were more rapid, the

price of labor rose, and with it the comfort and
luxtrry of the peasant, who is now decently lodged

and clothed, and who wouKl think himself in the

last stage of^ wretchedness, if he had nothing but

an iron pot in a mud house, and plenty of potatoes

in it. The use of the potato was introduced into

Ireland when the wretched accommodation of her

peasantry bore some proportion to the state of the

accommodation of that class all over Europe.
But they have increased their population so fast,

and, in conjunction with diflerent causes retarding

im])rovement, have kept the price of labor so lov/,

that the Irish poor have never been able to emerge
from their mud cabins, or acquire any taste for

cleanliness or decency of apjicarance."*

Cobbett's assertion that wheat produces more
nutritious matter per acre than potatoes, is now
completely disproved. Later experiments have
shown that it is very near the truth to estimate the
proportion of the nutritive power of wheat to

that of potatoes, as about seven to two; or, in

other words, that two pounds of wheat afford as

nmch sustenance as seven pounds of potatoes,

though it may be douhtfld whether it affords as

much nourishment. Then, by calculating the

produce of each of the two crops, it has been de-

termined that one acre of wheat will produce sus-

tenance lor three persons, as long as an acre of
potatoes affords it to six and five-sixths. This is

upon the supposition that the power of nutrition

of a plant is only in proportion to the quantity of
farinaceous and glutinous matter contained in it.

But this is by no means certain. We have not
yet been able to discover what it is that renders
one substance more proper for lood than another.

We have only approximated to the truth; for, al-

though we can, by artificial moans, condense the
nourishing principle into small bounds, as in the

case of essences, concentrated soups, &c.; yet we
find that no animal can long continue to live on
such substances undiluted. The stomach seems
to require that the nutritious matter should be in-

corporated with, and enveloped, in a considerable
quantity of some other substance, possessing no

• Edinburgh Review, vol. xxxiv. p. ?>?,0.

nourishing power, in order that its functions may
not be stimulated to excess. Sugar, oil, and but-

ter are substances possessed of A'ery high nour-

ishing [)ropertics; a less quantity of them sufficing

to sustain life than of most other malteis: yet we
find that if an animal (a dog, for example,) be fed

entirely on any of them, he will not survive many
days. Nature, stimulated by continual super-

abundant nourishment, is exhausted, and sinks

under disease. In estimating, therefore, the

amount of aliment afforded by potatoes and grain,

we sliould rather calculate according to the mass
of vegetable matter capable of satisfying a llill

grown person. This subject is exceedingly cu-

rious, and might be illustrated at great length.

I cannot, however, pursue it farther at present. I

may merely add, in connection with what has been
remarked, that potatoes, from some peculiarity in

the mixture or degree of condensation in their nu-

tritive matter, seem to possess an advantage over

all grains as constant food. It is well known that

potatoes and water alone, with common salt, can
nourish men completely; we have hundreds of

instances, in many parts of Ireland, where the

people have lived constantly on this diet, from ne-
cessity; and yet have been as robust, healthy, and
long-lived as persons fed plentilully on animal
food. Now, I know of no meah' substance used
as the general food of a nation, without being
mixed with other kinds of alimentary matter, such
as oil, fruits, whey, or milk. JMacCulloch, in his

work on the Western Islands of Scotland, makes
some remarks Vv'hich bear on this subject. "I

have hinted," says he, "at the deficiency of food

among the Highlanders. The introduction of the

potato has done so much to remove this once pre-

valent cause of misery and depopulation, that

such a want is scarcely suspected. It is, however,
still apparent. At present, it is true, the High-
lander rears a fair proportion of children, the aver-

age number varj-ing between three and four. The
children are also universally strong, ruddy, and
handsome, yielding nothing in that respect to their

better clothed and better lodged neighbors of the

low country, or of England. This air of health

and good feeding continues till the age of labor,

and for some space beyond it. But, at twenty, or

shortly after, an evident change takes place. The
skin shrivels, the bones of the face project," and
the marks of age, already perceptible, increase

rapidly to that period in which it becomes sensible

in the laboring part of the community every
where. Afier that there is perhaps no further

com|)arative difference; and the limit of the High-
land laborer's life stands on a fair average with
that of the Lowlander or Englishman. This
change is most sensible in women. Instances of

beauty are by no means uncommon in the female
children: but it vanishes at seventeen; and, short-

ly after, the marks of age hasten on so rapidly,

that (with deference to "the Highland fair be it

said,) they acquire the aspect so dreaded by Queen
Elizabeth, or the ancient fiurone recorded in the

well known epigram of Plato. This effect seems
to proceed from the insufficiency of the food com-
pared to the labor; and, to those who have seen

the country, I need hardly say, that an equal, if

not the greater share of that labor, is often the lot

of the females. There is reason to suspect, from

the greater durability of the lower classes of the

Irish, where potatoes form the sole food, that this
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root is superior, in its nutritive qualities, to oats or

barley; and we may thcrelbre slipht the misplaced
compassion ot" those wlio lament the hard fate ol

the Hiahliuider in the Islands, where a sufljcient

supi'ly of oaime;i! cannot he |;rocured, and where
the inhabitants dep.end on the potato."*

Let me remark, in conclusion, that the potato

seems to have been the only plant wanlinir to

complete the agriouliurc of tfie J]ri:ish Islands.

Vast portions of land, in all the three countries,

are by no means fitted for the cultivation of grain;

yet there the potato will flourish. It will thrive

where no other esculent vegetable will grow, and
has this grand advantage, that, in such situations,

it can he grown at very sm;ill expense. It has
also this superiority over all kinds of grain, that it

is perfectly secure airainst those heavy late rains

which so often destroy the hopes of the farmer.

The potato has rendered us entirely independent
of foreign nations for a supply of food, and placed
us almost bej-ond the reach of those frightful

famines, which, in former times, so oflen devas-
tated the land. It furnishes a proof that a single

vegetable, when its imp'ortance comes to be pro-

perly appreciated, ma\^ work an entire change in

the habits, the enjoyments, and the fortunes of a
people.

From the [T^oiidon] Examiner.

EXTINCTION OF FIRES.

The safety of the inhabitants being ascertained,

the first objects at afire should be the exclusion of

all fresh and the confinement of all burnt air

—

suf-

focate the flames—remember that burnt air is as

great if not a greatei- enemy to combustion than
even water; the one, till again mixed with oxygen,
can never support flame; the other, especially if

poured on heated metal, is converted into its ele-

ments, the one hydrogen, in itself most highly in-

flammable, the other oxygen, the food of fire. For
both purposes, of excluding the one air and con-
fining the other, all openings should be kept as

careful!}' closed as possible—^the prevailing prac-

tice of breaking the windows is peculiarly mis-
chievous. The only excuse for this is the admis-
sion of water; but if the firemen were provided

with proper self-supporting ladders (Gregory's, or

any other, that need not lean against the walls,)

they might direct their branches through a single

broken pane with ten times more accuracy thanliy

their random squirting fiom the street. Water
should be made to beat out the fire by its impetus;
aspersion is but useless. An attempt should al-

ways be made to stop up the chimney-pots; wet
rags, blankets, or an old carpet, will serve this

purpose, and thereby confine a considerable quan-
tity of burnt air. The same materials, well wet-

ted, shoidd be freely used in covering the nearest

roofs and windows; and, in order that ivater may
be freely conveyed to the very tops of the neiirh-

boring houses, and for many other purposes, out-

riggers with ropes and pulleys should accompany
the engine.

From the Montlily Magazine

GAS.

The mode of adapting it to lighting our streels

and houses, was discovered by a Frenchman, an

engineer, named Lebon, about twenty-five years
ago, who gives the following particulars of the
circumstances which first led to its application. It

was about 1G(33, that liechcr, a skiliul chemist,
discovered ihat coal, when calcined in close ves-

sels, yielded a kind of oil resembling tar, and capa-
ble of serving fijrthesume uses. Experiments made
in 1758, in Alsace, lor the extraction of this oil,

proved ihat the calcined coal left in the reiort was
of excelient (|uality lor melting iron, and ti>r all

domestic purposes. In 1786, M. de Limbourg,
having eiiijJoycd the same processes at the lorgea
oi' Thei.se, in the principality of Liege, substituted

for earthen leloris, which till then had been made
use olj retorts of cast iron, which are more durable,
and in which an opening ma\' be made, pi'ovided

with a door tor putting in and taking out the coal.

These experiments \vere repeated with success in

Kngland and France. In the prosecution of them
it was found that besides the sohd and liquid pro-

ducts, there was disengaged an iniiammable gas,
composed of carbon and hydrogen, and which was
therefore denominated carburutecl hydrogen. In
1799, Lebon conceived an idea of adapting this

carburated hydrogen gas to a useful purpose, and
realised it the same year at Paris, by exhibiting
the interior of his house and garden illuminated
with it, issuing from a large reservoir, where it

underwent a slight compressure, and was conduct-

ed to the lamps by small tubs furnished with cocks,

that could be opened at pleasure to light the gas,

or closed to extinguish it. Lebon set up en j of

these apparatus, which he called thermo lamps, at

the Theatre de Loervois, where every body had
an opportunity of seeing it for several months. It

was the very same apparatus now employed in

England, but on a much larger scale. The only

difl'erence is, that Lebon obtained his gas by the

calcination of wocd, and the English from coal.

* Western Isles.

From the Horticultural Register.

ON ACCEIvERATING AND RETARDING THE
MATURITY OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
IN THE OPEN AIR.

Every gardener who supplies markets is aware
that fruit and vegetables exposed for sale early in

the season generall}' obtain hiirher prices than
those brought when the bulk of the crop comes
forward. Private gentlemen keeping gardeners
are also equally alive to the luxury of having
their tables spread with fruit and vegetables at

least as early as lliey appear at market. It seems
therefore a point of some importance to gardeners
to seize every advantage which situation, the na-

ture of the soil, or the experience of others ofTin-s

to efl'ect this purpose; and while I lay before the

readers of the Register the result of my own ex-

periments and observations, I earnestly solirt fi'om

others, communications on a subject wliich opens
a field of so much interest both to the intelligent

observer of the laws of vegetable life, and to the

practical horSiculturist.

In one of the numbers of Loudon's Gardener's
Magazine, I observed a method of obtaining early

strawberries b_v planting thein in intervals between
bricks laid like a bank slanting towards the south;

—pursuing this idea I raised a bank of rich earth

about three feet high, running east and west, that
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Is, one side south, the other north; this I {hceA with
the irregular masses of" puddinir stone wliich

abound in this vicinity, leaving spaces in which I

planted strawberries. My reasoning was, that

the stones, by preventing evaporation, would
keep the soil moist in which tiie roots grew, a
state very iiivorable to the swelling and si:^e of the

fruit; that the heat of the sun imbibed by the
masses of stone on the south side where the Iruit

lay, would ripen it earlier; particularly, being dry,

they would not so soon cool as the earth, the evap-
oration Irom which produces considerable cold on
the surface; that the berries reposing on the stone

would be kept free from dirt during heavy showers:
and lastly, that while the south side was ear-

lier, the north would be somewhat retarded; and
thus prolong the period of enjoying this wliole-

some Iruit.

My expectations were however, only partly

fulfilled. I had a good crop, very clean, some
late, but not more than a dozen or two were in ad-
vance of my neighbors. On these results, I observe,

that my bank uifhough three feet high had no
additional shelter by pailings or fence behind it,

against the cold north winds, which prevailed far

in the siunmer of 1834, and which certainly pene-
trated the north side, keeping the temperature of
the earth round the roots of the soutli plants so

low as to check advanced vegetation. Again,
gardeners employed in forcing are aware that

those plants alone are fit for their purpose which
have gone earlier the preceding autunui into a
state of rest; consequently, it is probable that with
proper shelter, such a plantation would be some
days earlier the second year than the first, the
plants having gone sooner info the above state. I

will mention that by the assistance of a few hand
glasses and Russia mats, I have seen a south hank
of strawberries, well protected by a wall, in fruit

eight days earlier than tlie common crops.

The fruit of the strawberry plant may also be
postponed by pinching off the fiowcr buds, as
soon as they can be discovered, but carefulhy", so
as not to injure the leavesor the heart of the plant,

until the second or third week in June, when they
must be left to fruit, always destroying the shooting
runners, and observing that in hot weather they
must be plentifully supplied with water or the.

blossoms Vv'ill shrivel and be steri!; this is an easy
task if the plan of a bank sucJi as I have described
is put in |)raclice, because the ridge at the top can
be made with a channel capable of being quickly
filled with water, which will then gradually soak
through the whole, without being rapidly evapo-
rated at the surface.

With the deepest respect for Mr. Knight and
other vvriters on the subject, for well their labors
entitle them to this feeliiig from every cultivator

—

I am yet inclined to think that theirexpression of
a state of rest for nature will prove somethins; like

that of the chemists of old, that "nature abhors a
vacuum," and the industrious researches now in

progress respecting the structure and uses of the
various parts of plants will probably prove that na-
ture does not inquire rest, but is, during this state

of hybernation or wintering, in silent and invisible,

but active preparation for the spring and summer
campaign, when she will inundate the earth with
her innumerable hosts of delicious fruits and flow-
ers captivating and leading into sweet bondage all

the dwellers thereon who come within reach of

the bea,uty or incense of the latter, or the cool re-

freshing juices of the former. Similes are, howev-
er, little suitable to the tiller of the soil; he will

find enough to puzzle him in the general classes
of b )tany without meddling with the metaphoric
class of dowers of composition.
The growers of seeds of culinary vegetables,

might easily experiment on a small scale whether
the seeds of plants forced one year would naturtal-

ly vegetate earlier than those not forced, both be-
ing afierwards sown under exactly similar circum-
stances, observing that if it only made a difference
of three or four days the first year, it might by
forcing and management increase progressively
the second yeai", and so on until by degrees this

diiTerence would at last become sensible. The
same may be done with potato sets and many
other plants.

If the first crop of peas were sown at the foot of
a deep ridge formed by the plough lacing the south,
it appears to me that the young and tender shoots
just rising from the earth, would receive considera-
ble protection against the early north winds, as I

have often found plants growing on the south side of
a stone shoot and blossom earlier than the same
plant on the other side; any one may observe in a
|5iece of ground ridged by the jdough or otherwise
that the white frost appears on the upper edge and
perhaps half way down, vvhile the bottom of the
trench has not been touched. This is perfectly in

accordance with known principles in meteorology.
1 have tried the above method with complete suc-
cess, but not in this vicinity. Every person con-
versant with peach trees, must know that there is

adifft^rence of a full fortnight in ripening fiaiit on
the same tree, owing no doubt to aspect, original
earlier vegetation of' some blooms, shelter fiom or
exposure to the sun; all these and many other cir-

cumstances may furnish ideas for experiment to
the acute observer, and intelligent cultivator. It

is not improbable that if the l^loom buds, which
are late, were/ubbed off, previous to opening, those
in a more advanced state, might be strengthened
and forwarded. There remains indeed on this sub-
ject much scope for the application o{ ingenuity
and industry, which I should be extremely glad to

see in active operation. To delay the maturing of
gooseberries and currants and to preserve the f!-uit

in its natural state until September or October. I

should recommend the selection of those trees most
abundantly provided with berries; as soon as these
have attained their full size and are just beginning
to ripen, lay a clean Russia mat over the tree,

gatherittogetherroundthestem about an inchfrom
the ground and tie it firmly up wish astrinij;the

object being to shade it almost entirely li-om the
rays of the sun, it would perhaps be as well for

the first month or six weeks to p,ut on a double
mat, removing the upper one time enough for the
autunmal sun to |;enetrate that underneath. I

have eaten tine gooseberries [ircserved in this way
only with a single mat as late as December in

England, but tbat year no frost of consequence
had then taken place; here I fear we cannot pro-

mise ourselves exemption so late, and frost would
infallibly injure the flavor.

I have said little in this communication respect-

ing hand glasses, or what are cheaper and nearlv
as good for mere protection during cold nights,

fr-amcs covered with oiled white paper; these are
easily made by sawing sugar boxes in halves hor-
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izonfally and fiistening tlie. paper in place of the

top or bottom; they slionld be sinik an inch deep
in the suriiice of" the oarlh, and the crevices well

stopped vviili pntty. I trust that future conununi-
cations will enable nie to add inl()rination of a
much nnore valuable nature, on this intcrcsling-

subject, than is otlered to the public in the present

paper, my principal object being to give an im-
pulse to inquiries and experiment.

From tlic Wilmington Democrnt.

DIFFERENCE OF ^VEIGIIT AND AALUE IN
rORK AND BACON. *

We are disposed to think that practical know-
ledge on thissLd)ject would be highly acceptable to

every intelligent farmer, especially when such
knowledge is derived from a source entitled to im-
plicit confidence. Dr. Wilson, of this county,
from whom we obtained the subject matter of this

article, assured us that he last season personally
attended the ^weighing, salting, &c. of the hogs
referred to below; and we have no do-abt that sim-
ilar experiments by other farmers will produce like

results. f
The following is the weight of four tolerably fat

hogs about eighteen months old, after they were
killed and well cleaned

—

The 1st hog weighed 135 pounds.
2nd 140
3rd 142
4lh 154

Total weight, 571 pounds.

Hams of the four hogs weighed 128 ])ounds.

Shoulders, 147
Middlings, 148

423 pounds.

Heads, feet, back bones, and leaf f^t, 148 pounds.
The hams, shoulders, and middlings were salt-

ed, and in lour weeks and three or four days, again
weighed:

Hams, 125 pounds.
Shoulders, 143
Middlings, 143

411 pounds.—Loss 12 lbs.

They were next Avell washed, hung u[), and
emoked two months and two weeks, and again
weighed, after removing the adhering ashes.

Hams, 110 pounds.
Shoulders, 126
Middlings, 126

362 Ibs.-Additional loss 49 lbs.

So the 571 pounds of pork gave 362 pounds of

bacon. Is it more profitable then to sell pork or

make bacon of it? Suppose, for example, the

Doctor had sold his pork at five dollars per hundred
pounds.

671 Ibe. at $5 per 100 lbs.—$28.55.

And suppose a speculator had bought, cured,
and sold it, say only at 10 ccnls per pound.

This shows a dilFiM-ence in iiivor of making ba-
con, amounting to 87 65 Irom 571 lbs. of j ork.

Perhaj s you'll say, "there/s tlie expense of salt-

ing, smoking, interest, Sic. which you would not
have taken into the account." \Vhat! have you
already forgot that we also omitted to say any
thing about the heads, feet, back bones, and leaf
fat, whi('h weighed 148 pounds? And were not
these ampl}^ sufficient to defray all the expenses
attending the cu'iiig of the bacon? Another may
hint that the publishing of such experiments will

bring the consumers about our ears. Don't let

ihem be alarmed—there's no occasion. Rather
let them consult the matter and determine whe-
ther it vv'ould not always be to their advantage to

purchase a supply of [)ork at Christmas tofur-
nish a sufficiency of bacon throughout the ensuing
year. Our farmers are generally too much preju-
diced against what is called book farming, to [no-
fit by newspaper publications. We frequently

quote weightier matters under agricultural heads,
but they are usually passed over in such a tnanner
that we are under no apprehensions that this arti-

cle will induce any farmer to believe and act as
though selling his pork were not saving his bacon.

From tlie Farmer and Gardener.

TO PRESERVE PEACH TREES FROM WORaiS.

I have been a constant reader of the American
Farmer from the time of its first publication, and
frequently referred to it, in hopes of finding an ef-

fectual remedy against the attack of the worm on
peach trees. 1 found at different times a number
of publications upon the subject, and believe have
tried the greater part of the remedies therein pre-
scribed, without success. Finally, I concluded
that the old method of cutting the worm out with
a penknile, was the only one upon which any re-

liance could be placed, and have therefore been in

the constant habit of preserving my trees in that

way for years. I have, however, lately made an
experiment, which I have every reason to believe,

is quite as efiectual, and attended with much less

trouble. About a year ago, alter I had gone the
rounds, laid bare the roots, and cleared my trees

of the worm, I took some fine screenings of An-
thracite coal, and put about a quart or two to the
roots of each tree; this was done to about the one
half of my peach trees. Last fall I went round as

usual to cut out the vrorms; those trees which had
the Anthracite coal screenings about their roots,

were without a single exception, clear of worms,
the others had, as usual, a considerable number.
I immediately applied the coal to the whole of my
trees; and thus far, am well pleased with my pros-

pects of success. I propose contiiming the exper-

iment another year, afier which, I can speak with
more certainty upon the subject; but the circum-

stance that half of the trees upon which the

experiment was made, although situated precisely

like the others, having been found clear of worms,
when the others were fiill of them, is strong evi-

dence in my mind that the remedy will prove ef^

Itictual.

N.

Orwigsburg, 25th Jan. 1835.
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From Loudon's EiiC}clopcdia.

HAY MAKING MANURE.

The art of making hay docs not seem 1o be ini-

deri-tood in the iionh of Lancashire or in Dum-
friesshire any more now than it was in most parts

of Scotland tvvenlj'-six years ago. The hay is put

into codes, which are left in the field till the out-

side by alternate rain or dew, and s\inshine, is

burned to a dusty woody matter, and the interior

is rendered too dry to undergo theproper degree ol

fermentation Avhen put in the rick. Indeed in

Scotland the lermcntalion of hay in the rick did

not use to be considered necessary, an)' more than

the fermentation of the luiuid food of pigs before

giving it to them, or of liquid nianure belbre ap-

plying it lo the soil. Yet, though the Miildlesex

very superior mode of making hay does not appear

to be yet prevalent in the north, we observed the

badM iddlesex practice ofdunging the meadows and
grass lands with rotten stable dung, and composts ol'

dung and lime, adojjled in the ))ark at Lowther
Castle, and at several places near Lancaster. Mr.
Ogilvie, an extensive Scotch farmer at Mere, near
Knutsford, manures his grass land only with liquid

manure, fermented in tanks in the Dutch manner,
before being carted out; and this we consider to be

by far the best, because by far the most economi-
cal, mode of manuring grass lands. The practice

of forming compost heaps, by mixing quicklime

with putrescent manure, or even with soil contain-

ing much vegetable matter, is contrary to all

science, as was long ago shown by Lord Mea-
dowbank. The lime is rendered much less fit for

acting on the soil of the field, than when it was
newly taken from the kiln; and the carbon of the

dung, or organized matter in the heap, is rendered

insoluble in water, and consequently unfit for being
taken up by the roots of plants.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF VIRGINIA.

Report from the Select Committee, to whom ivas

referred certain MemoriaJs from Morgan, Fred-
erick and Shenandoah Counties, praying for a

Geological Survey of the State, tvith a view to

the discovery and developement of its geological

and mineral resources.

The select committee, to whom was referred

Bundry petitions from the counties of Morgan,
Frederick and Shenandoah, on the subject of a
geological and chemical survey of the state, have
had that subject under consideration, and respect-
fully report:

1. In looking to the example of other countries,

as well as of several of our sister states, it would
appear that great practical im[)ortance is attached
to the geological and chemical incjuiries which
Ihey have respectively instituted. In conjunction
with extensive and minute topographical surveys,
many of the governments of Europe have set on
foot systematic and detailed inquiries into the geo-
logical features and mineral resources of their

respective domains. France, Sweden, Russia,
several of the German and Italian states, and
Great Britain, have shown great activity in push-
ing forward these investigations. The latter go-
vernment especially, has distinguished herself by
the most liberal and steady zeal in developing
those natural reeources of the land, which form

the basis of her wealth and power. The ord-
nance man of Great Britain, which is j-et only in

part published, and which, besides to|:ogra})hical,

contains n'.so gcolrgical, details, is looked upon as

a sifjnal proof of the liberal spirit and practical

wisdom of the government of that country. In
this country likewise, a growing conviction of the
n;reat importance of such inquiries, has led seve-

ral of the states to make provision for extensive
practical surveys, on a j^lan somewhat analogous
to those conducted in Europe. The survey of
Massachusetts, under the superintendence of Pro-
fessor Hitchcock of Amherst college, has already
been completed, and judging fiom the immense
mass of details, under the head of economical
geology, enfliodied in his comprehensive report re-

cently published in a very large octavo volume,
there can be no doubt that the community for

w:hose benefit the survey was undertaken, has
been am pi)' gratified by the important discoveries

it has brought to lioht, and the valuable practical

bearings of" most of" its details. In this report, we
behold a state possessing but little variety of geo-
logical features, displaying an amount and diver-

sity of resources, (in part until now undiscovered,

and never before arranged so as to be understood,)

which cannot be contemplated without pride and
satisfL#tion. Marjdand and Tennessee are fol-

lowing the wise example of Massachucetls, and
there is reason to believe that New Jersey, Penn-
S3-Ivania and New York will, either during the
present or the next year, authorize similar under-
takings. In the preliminary report of Professor

Ducatel of Maryland, will be found the most
abundant evidence of the practical benefits which
are to be anticipated fi-om such researclies.

Though based upon a merely superficial recon-
noissance of the stale, this valuable document de-
velopes a number of interesting (acts in its geolo-

gy, of whicli little or nothing had been previously

known, and from which new impulses to the en-
terprise of extensive districts of the state, may be
confidently expected to proceed. The subsequent
report recently presented to the legislature of

Marv'land, embodying all the details of the first

year's operations in regular surve)', has not yet
reached us, but from what we learn, the develope-
ments which it contains are of a character to en-
list the wisdom and j)atriotism of the state very
warmly in the prosecution of the survey. Of the

practical utility of the researches now in progress

in Tennessee, the published reports and other doc-

uments relating to the subject, speak in the most
unqualified and encouraging language. The la-

bors of Professor Troost, to whom this survey hag
been committed, have already contributed a large

amount of useful inlbrmalion relative to the mine-
ral and agricultural resources of the soil of Ten-
nessee. In the other states above alluded to, the

adoption of similar measures for the investigation

of their natural territorial resources, has been de-
layed from year to year by considerations of econ-

omy, to which the heavy debts accumulating in

the prosecution of" public improvements, have con-
strained them to defer. But no doubt appears to

have existed of the real utility and highly im-
portant practical bearings of judiciously con-
ducted geological and chemical survey's. Indeed,

notwithstanding the heavy incumbrances under
which some of those states are now laboring,

projects of such surveys are at this time under
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discussion in their legislatures; and there seems to

be no doubt, that either now or at some early

day, the necessary ])rovisions will be made lor

con)mencing the investigations desired.

2. Witnessing the valuable results of these re-

searches in Eurojic, and in some parts of the

United States, we should of course anticipate sim-

ilar benefits from inquiries of tliis nature conduct-

ed within our own territory. Nor would it be ne-

cessary, in order to feel convinced of the utility of

such a survey as applied to Virginia, to refer in

detail to those particulars in the physical charac-

ter of the state, upon which it would bear witji

the most direct and prominent advantage. All

are willing to admitthe great extent and value and
diversity ol' our mineral wealth, and at the same
time to confess that its distribution through our

territory, its precise boundariesin anyone locality,

its exact nature as ascertained by science, and its

susceptibility of economical and profitable applica-

tion to the purposes of commerce, manufactures,
and the arts of life, are matters of which scarcely

any thing as yet has been accurately determined.
The mere surmises of ignorance on the imperfect

observations of the inexperienced explorers who
have examined without any adequate lights to di-

rect their investigations, appear to have furnished

nearly all the knowledge upon these points, of

which we have as yet become possessed. To
feel thus assured of the existence of a great vari-

ety of mineral riches V\'ithin our territory, and at

the same time, except in a few instances, to have
availed ourselves of but little of the benefits it prof-

fers, and to know but little of its position, nature

or extent, are certainly in themselves powerful
reasons for the adoption of some scheme of sys-

tematic, minute and extensive research. But,
howev^er obviously the advantages of such sur-

veys might be inferred from these considerations,

in connexion with the acknowledged benefits

which other states have derived and are deriving

jiom them, your committee have felt it incumbent
to inquire more particularly into the specific bear-

ing which inquiries of this nature would have
upon all the great divisions of our territory. In

attending to this point, a number of in'ercsting

particulars have come to their knowledge, some of

which are perhaps not generally known, and all

of which still further confirm them in the belief,

that such a survey as the one in question, cannot
tiul to prove eminently advantageous to ourstate.

Most of the facts here referred to, have been dis-

covered by mere accident, and by persons seem-
ingly unconscious of their importance; conse-

quently, litde or no improvement of them has
been made, and no researches undertaken to as-

certain their real extent or value. In adverting to

the beneficial application of such a survey to the

several great divisions of our territory, your com-
mittee ieel at liberty to touch only on some of the

more prominent particulars in which its utility

would be lelt: and, indeed, it is only in the actual

progress, or at the completion of the investigation,

that the most inaportant of "its practical bearings

can be appreciated and understood. Discoveries

of great general interest and of invaluable local

importance, would, there is reason to believe, re-

ward even the earlier efforts of those connected

with the enterprise; and districts of the state, at

present almost deserted from supposed meagre-
ness of resource?, would behold spread out oe-

VoL. 11—52

neath their soil, the rich earths, which were soon

to diffuse fertility over their hills and plains, or the

valuable rocks and ores iioni which enterprise was
to derive ne\v incentives to exertion.

3. Commencing with the tide-water portion of

the state, jour committee would remark, that the

vast marine deposile of shells and other calcareous

matters which underlie a great part of this region,

may be considered practically, as well as in a
scientific aspect, as one of the most important Ica-

tures in the geology of the state. The exhausted
soils of many of the eastern counties, are already

exhibiting the most astonishing proolis of the ler-

lility which this calcareous matter is capable of

bestowing, and it may be confidently expected,

that when a more extensive and systematic atten-

tion to the employment ol" this manure shall have
been adopted throughout eastern Virginia, a de-

gree of agricultural wealth and prosperity will be

realized, of which a few years since, or even at

this lime, it would be difficult to conceive. To
the rapid, general and successful extension of this

ameliorating system, there can be no doubt that a
geological and chemical examination, extended to

all the eastern counties, would be in a high de-

gree conducive: in most of them marl has already

been discovered: clifls of it appear on all our

rivers, and sometimes for miles, an uninterrupted

bed of this precious manure forms one or both of

the confines of the stream. But of the composi-

tion of its numerous varieties, of the districts

which they severally occupy, and of the value of

the various earths with which they are associated,

but Httle general or systematic knowledge has

been acquired. To one individual, the able editor

of the Farmers' Register, the state is indebted fur

nearly all that has been done on the subject. But
how important would it be to investigate the ex-

tent and character of this deposite more minutely;

to trace it upwards from its first appearance near

the mouths ol' our rivers; then, by transverse lines,

to explore all the counties in its range, and at

each step of the investigation to ascertain its agri-

cultural value by chemical analysis.

Within the tide-water district also, but in a re-

gion to which the common marl does not general-

1>- extend, another deposite of even higher lertiliz-

ing properties than the former has recently been

discovered. This substance, called green sand,

ir-om its consisting of granular particles of a green

aspect when dry, is geologically an older deposite

than that which embodies the ordinary shell marl.

In the beds of the latter, however, in many situa-

tions, a very large per ccntage oi" the gree« sand

has been discovered, and the value of the marl ia

believed to be much increased by the presence of

this ingredient. The extent of this immense

green sand deposite is yet conjectural, but that it

reaches, with perhaps no interruption, from the

Potomac to the Roanoke, may be confidently as-

serted. It shows itself on our rivers at a distance

varying from a i'ew miles to 20 or 30 from the

head of tide, and it mav be interesting to remark

that the geologist of JMaryland, guided by the ex-

perience of those who ascertained its existence in

Virginia, has recently discovered a continuation

of the deposite throughout the neighboring state.

Of its relative value in the different localities, no-

thing is yet known; respecting the depth and

breadth of the deposite, scarcely any thing has

been ascertained. Here then would be an impor-
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tant field of geological and chemical inquiry, and
one in which the agriculture of lower Virginia

could not fail to be deep!}- interested.

Associated with this deposite, and generally

forming the superior stratum, is an extensive for-

mation of selenite or gypsum. Vi'^hcther this be
an invariable attendant of the green sand, is of
course undetermined, since of that deposite so lit-

tle is yet known—but so i'av as observation hasj'et

extended, it would seem to be a general associate

of the green sand, specimens trom the Potoaiac,
Rappahannock, Panu.uikej', and James Rivers,

agreeing in containing some portions of gyp-
sum.

In this region too, a variety of clays suitable to

different species of potter}', are known to exist, an
examination of which would doubtless lead to the

introduction or extension of an important branch
of industry. Jllwn earth and copperas earth, of
which immense quantities are fouiid in Maryland,
and applied to the manufacture of alum and green
vitriol, exist also in this part of our state, and pro-

bably in great abundance. Bog iron ore, one of

the most valuable of all the ores of that metal,

would also be met with extensively. Boi'dering

on this region, at its upper limit, a variety of valu-

able products might be expected. In the south
especially, the secondary rocks immediately adja-

cent to the granite ledge, woukl be deserving of
particular attention. In this vicinity might be an-
ticipated a third deposhe of fertilizing marl, iden-

tical in position with the gunpowder marl of New
Jersey. A stratum of magnesia earth has, with-
in a lew years, been discovered at one point along
this line—and it is not improbable that its value,
either in agricultiu-e or in the manufacture of ep-
som salts, may lead hereafter to its profitable em-
ployment. Chemical examination would deter-

mine the value of these various matters, and new
incentives might thus be given to the manufactur-
ing enterprise of this portion of the state. The
several varieties of water furnished by springs and
wells would also form a subject interesting to

health, and in other respects practically use-
ful.

4. The space extending from the granite ledge
to the Blue Ridge, embracing all the varieties of
primary rock, containing the yet imperlcctly traced
gold region, the bituminous coal fields, and a vast
varietj^ of other mineral wealth, is next to be con-
sidered. Here, to trace out the gold region en-
tirely through the state, would be an important
and useful work. From what is already known
of this deposite, there is every reason to auo;nr its

great extent and value. Indications of this'metal
have been found even in Goochland, and at other
points far removed fi-om the supposed line of the
formation. A sj^stematic inquiry on the subject
would evidently result in much practical advan-
tage, not only by opening up new discoveries, but
by preventing those ruinous expenditures which
are occasionally incurred for want of the proper
guides to inquiry and research. The coal fields of
Goochland, Cliesterfield and Powhatan, from
which eastern Virginia has already reaped so
many benefits, would present a most intcrestins:
subject of geological examination. To ascertain
the dips and convolutions of the various strata
overiying and subjacent to the coal, and to inves-
tigate more attentively than has yet been done,
the hne of out crop connected with the coal, mio-ht

lead to discoveries of no small importance to the

prosperity of the state. That the real extent of
those coal beds is not yet accurately known, is

evident from the discovery of indications of this

mineral in situation;? at some distance from any of
the workings; for instance, on the line of the con-
templated Richmond and Fredericksburg Rail

Road.
In Prince Edward too, bituminous coal is found,

and there is reason to believe that the scam fi-oni

which the specimens have been derived, forms
part of a very extensive basin of this mineral.

Nor is it imj}robable that between the Richmond
and Prince Edward deposites, and in the same
geological range tov/ards the north, this valuable

mineral might be brought to light. Among the

granite and feldspar of the region we are now
considering, valuable deposites of proceiain clay

are already indicated. A stratum of this sub-

stance is known to exist in the vicinity of Char-
lottesville, and specimens have recently been ob-

tained from a bed in Goochland, which in appear-

ance, give promise of considerable value. That
this earth Avill be found in many places through-

out the region referred to, there can be no doubt.

The rock fiiildspar, from which it is produced by
the slow action of the elements, is an important

constituent of our granite, and exists in some
places in a separate mass. It is with this rock

that the earth is mingled in certain proportions in

the fabrication of porcelain; and the very beauti-

ful material of this nature, now so successfully

manufactured in Philadelphia, is formed of the

clay and feldspar procured in the vicinity of that

city and Wilmington, localities in the same geo-

logical range with the region in our state to which
we now refijr.

In this region too, will be found valuable beds
of iron ore of various kinds, some of which are

already known and wrought. Serpentine and
magnesian rocks also occur, in connexion with

which the valuable ore from which chrome 5-ellow

is manufactured, may be expected to exist. In the

vicinity of the South-west and Buffalo Mountains,
on both sides, a variety of important minerals are

embedded. The shale of this ridge in Amherst
and other places, yields, by the action of the at-

mosphere, great quantities of green vitriol, which
impregnating the water as it filters through the

rock, gives rise to some of the most poweriial

chalybeate springs in the United States. To the

east of this ridge a belt of blue hmestone appears,

which would seem to be a continuation of the'

Potomac marble. From the continuity of this

narrow vein through Maryland, high up into

Pennsylvania, it would appear to constitute a very

important feature in the geology of this district.

It crosses the Potomac, and rises in one or two
places before it appears very distinctly at Ever-
ettsville, and then shows itself very abundantly in

Amherst, where it is associated with marble of

superior quality. On the eastern side of this belt,

is a large vein of flint, which experience shows to

be equal to the common gun flint. Copper occurs

very abundantly on the west side of the Buflalo

ridge, and would probably be found interruDtedlj;'

in the same range throughout the state. In the

continuation of tliis line, it is found abimdanily in

Maryland, associated with iron and manganese.
These metals woidd aj)pear to be associated with

it in Amherst. The vein of copper in this rou.nty
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was largely worked prior to the revolution, and
the impression prevails that a valuable per centage

of gold is contained in thi'. ore. Snch is the fact

in regard to a cojiper ore which is now wrought in

New Jersey, and analysis might be uscfnlly di-

rected to this point with reference to the Virginia

ore. Tlie particulars here stated are only a few
of what miglit be gleaned from the personal ob-

serv^alions oi' intelligent farmers or scientific tou-

rists, who have paid attention to the geology of

this region, but they are abundantly sutficient, in

the mind of your commhtee, to evince the advan-

tages which this section of the state would derive

from svstcmatic geological and chemical inquirj-.

5. Tlie valley of Virginia would oiler a multi-

tude of valualjle discoveries, and among them ex-

tensive beds of coal would certainly be numbered.
Tlie anthracite recently discovered in the counties

of Berkeley, Augusta and Morgan, and the ex-

tensive mines of bituminous coal of Hampshire,
indicate what may be anticipated from minute and
judicious research. If we look to the inexhausti-

ble deposites of this precious mineral, which the

enterprise of Pennsylvania has brought to light,

and with which, perhaps, more than any other of! sand f()ld.

her vast mineral resources, she is now building
j

8. Keeping permanently in view the peculiar

up the permanent fiibric of her wealth and power,
i

practical bearings by which such a survey should

dences of coal: metallic ores, among which may
be enumerated lead and iron, are also (bund in

this western region. Here, too, are poured out

many of those healing waters to which crowds of
invalids now annually resort. In a word, thia

portion of the state teems with matters ol' inter-

esting inquiry. Yet it is only at a ibw points that

its treasures liave been opened up, and but little

certain is yet known of their relative arrangement,
of their extent, or their c(#nparative value. This
vast territory is destined by its mineral riches

alone to become at some future day, one of the
most prosperous and wealthy districts of the state,

and no part of Virginia is more deeply interested

in procuring a geological survey.

7. Besides the numerous points of inquiry al-

luded to in the above brief review of our territory,

there is one investigation which would be applica-

ble to all sections of the state, and which would
undoubtedly contribute to the general benefit of
our arfriculturc. We refer to a systematic anal-

ysis of all the important varieties of soil within

the state. This would be a work of great labor,

but would unquestionably repay the state one thou-

with what satisiiiction should we welcome a dis-

covery which properly improved, may lead to an
equally enviable condition of prosperity in one of

the loveliest and richest sections of our state. In

this region, the noble ranges of the North and
Warm Spring Mountains, with their numerous
subsidiaries, would furnish an almost unexplored

field to the geologist. Valuable metallic ores, in

addition to those already discovered, and new
medicinal springs, would here reward his labors.

The sandstones, limestones, slates and marbles,

yet reposing unbroken in the hills, would all be

subjects of interesting observation. He would ex-

amine also the rich saline deposite of the caves,

and gypsum with which it is sometimes abundantly

associated. The beautiful and copious fountains

in the Warm Spring Valley, including the Warm,
Hot, Sweet, Alum, and other springs, would

be directed, a proper attention should also be paid

to those general and scientific relations, which the

progress of the investigation would disclose. In
many instances, the generalizations of science

would be found of great utility m guiding obser-

vation; and the determination of many interesting

questions of a purely scientific nature, would be
incidental to the practical researches of the geolo-

gical and chemical inquirer. The relative ages of
all the great formations of the state, might even-
tually be made out; the periods at which disturbing

causes, at many points, broke up and contorted

the stratification, and the relations of the various

agencies which have formerly been in operation

in our tcrrhory to those now in action, both as to

quantity and kind, would all be elucidated in the
progress of the survey. The geologists of Europe,
are so well aware of the interest that attaches to

claim his scientific scrutiny. The other waters, !
this portion of the United States, on account of

such as those of Bath iti Morgfm county, and
Augusta, would also be examined. These and a

variety of other objects to which geological and
chemical inquiry might be profitably directed in

this region, have an importance which must give

peculiar interest to the prosecution of such re-

searches in the great valley of Virginia

the divershy and extent of its formations, that they
are, at this moment, looking with impatient anxi-

ety lor som.e sj'stematic effort to unfold its true

physical character, and to bring fully, to light the

treasures that lie hidden beneath its surface.

In the execution of the pro))osed geological

and chemical survey, your committee would ob-

6. Beyond the Alleghany we behold a region serve, in conclusion, that the most advisable plan

of almost unparallelled natural riches. Here we ' would seem to be, to divide it into two ]iarts:

have the vast bituminous coal formation of the ;
namely, 1st. A geological reconnoissance of the

west, a.s extensively displayed as in Pennsylvania; I

slate, with a view to the general geological fea-

and in addition, salines and a gypseous formation
\

tares of our teri'itory, and to the chemical compo-

with which even New York cannot compete. The !
sition of its soils, minerals and mineral waters:

immense strata of this region, sweeping with a
[

and, 2d. A detailed geological survey of the va-

gentle inclination from the 'mountains, extend far 1
rious sections of the state. The first part of the

west, until they reach the r>lissis3ippi in nearly plan would possess of itself a separate and inde-

horizontal planes. The ocean that once rested on pendent value, would be attended with but little

this vast tract, besides the legible impressions of expense, and would furnish to a succeeding legis-

his former sway, visible in almost every rock, has lature. the most sal isfacfoiy means of estimating

left deep in the earth, and in some places extend

ing to its surfi^ce. the rice treasures of salt with

which his waves were once freighted. In some
places, as at Abingdon, this saline matter would
appear to exist beneath in massive form. Amid
the spurs of the Alleghanies are abundant evi-

tlie value of a detailed survey, and of deciding or

pausing at the point to which we should then have
attained, or of ])roceeding directly to the execution

of the entire scheme.
In conformity to these views, and with the ob-

ject of advanciaig directly to the accomplishment
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of the first part of the plan, your committee beg
leave, respectfully, to report the accompanying
bill.

AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE A GEOI.OGICAL, RE-
CONNOISSANCE OF THE STATE, WITH A
VIEW TO THE CHEIVIICAL COMPOSITION OF
ITS SOIL,S, MINERALS, AND MINERAL WA-
TERS.

[As amended from the bill reported by the committee, and pass-

ed by the General Assembly of Virginia.]

J3e it enacted by the General y^ssembly, That as

soon after the passage of this act as it may be

convenient, it shall be the duty of the board of

public works to appoint a suitable person to make
a geological reconnoissancc of the state, with a

view to the general geological features of our ter-

ritory, and to the chemical composition of its

soils, minerals and mineral waters, and to report

to the next General Assembly a plan for the pro-

eecution of a geological survey of the state, to-

gether with such facts as may have come to his

knowledge during the progress of said reconnois-

sancc, illustrative of any advantages likely to ac-

crue irom a more complete examination.

Be it further enacted, That the said board of

public works shall have authority to allow to the

geologist who may be employed under the provi-

sions of this act, such compensation as thej' may
deem reasonable to be paid out of any unexpend-

ed moneys in the treasury: Provided, that such

compensation shall not exceed the sum of fifteen

hundred dollars.

This act shall commence and be in force from

the passing thereof

From the New York Farmer.

AMERICAN FILBERTS.

We have laying before us some as fine filberts

as we ever saw, raised at Lansingburgh, in this

etate, by Mr. Walsh. Mr. W. says, the season

was not favorable, and that these are smaller in

size than some he raised belbre; but, they are

nevertheless excellent in quality, and, even as to

size, larger than the average of tlae imported

nuts.

The above is copied from the New-York
American. Large quantities of these nuts are

imported. Mr. W. is fully of the opinion that

our climate will ensure their fruitful growth. He
has cultivated them for several years.

From the New F.ngland Cultivator.

CLOVER.

Clover will grow on pretty much all soils that

have been laid dry by good drains. It is the basis

of good farming, on all lands susceptible of alter-

nate husbandry. Its benefits are three-fold: it breaks,

pulverizes and ameliorates the soil by its tap roots,

and it furnishes a cheap food for plants as well as

animals. A good clover lay is worth to a crop,

by the food which it afibrds, as much as five tons

of manure to the acre. To ensure a good lay, at

least ten pounds of seed should be sown to the

acre, and the ground well rolled. Its value, as

food for plants, depends more upon the quantity

of roots than upon the luxuriance of the stems,

though Ihe abundance of the latter mil depend in

a great measure upon the number of the former.

To obtain the full value of this plant, we must cul-

tivate it as a food for our crops, as well as our cat-

tle; and in this case we should use it as such the

first or second year, before it has run out. There
is economy in always sowing clover with small
grains, though it is to be ploughed in the same or

the next season. Ten pounds of seed costs upon
an average one dollar—the labor of sowing is

comparafively nothing. Its value to the next

crop cannot be less than quadruple that sum, to

say nothing of the feed it may afford, or its me-
chanical amelioration of the soil.

STONE FEXCES ASHES AND GYPSU3I—LIME.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Frederick County, Feb. 23, 1835.

At the request of a Querist in the last No. of
your Register, I take the liberty of sending you
for publication, the following remarks.
Round stones being indifferent materials for

making stone fences, they should be worked with
care and attention in building the fence—they
should be disposed of in the fence as cannon shot

arc usually stacked uj), so as to be made to press as

much as possible to the centre. The base and
sides of the fence should form nearly an equilate-

ral triangle, so that a transverse section of it

would represent such a triangle. The length of
the base line Avill of course depend on the height

of the fence, which should not be too great, other-

wise it may slip down; nor would any height pre-

vent some kinds of stock from running over its in-

clined sides. This kind of stone fence is best

adapted to underpin stab, post and rail, or plank
fences—to which it is admirably suited—and may
be of any height that such fences may require,

giving it always the angle above mentioned. It

is not necessary to dig a foundation in the earth for

it, which may prove injurious, by forming a re-

ceptacle for tiie water, which would otherwise run

off, instead of settling in the fence, and sapping its

foundation.

A mixture of drawn ashes with plaster when
sown, renders the operation less distressing to the

laborers, whose eyes are apt to be incommoded by
the flying of it. 'It also enables them to strevy it

more equally, regardless of the wind, which often

interrupts the operation, when sown alone. The
quantity used will depend mostly on the quantity

at command; for persons having more than will

afford an equal portion for the plaster, it is usual

to mix half and half, and to sow about a bushel of

the compound to the acre, or more, as the farmer

may choose, depending on the situation of his

land, whether it has been plastered before, or not,

&c. With the plaster and ashes may also be mix-

ed clover, or other grass seeds, in any proportion

desired, when the whole operation can be per-

formed at the same time.

The beneficial effect of lime as a manure is

so generally admitted, that, to deny its operation

in any instance, is hazarding the charge of skep-

ticism; nevertheless, there are cases in which the

zealous firmer is sadly disappointed in the resuh.

Whether it be owing to the soil in a limestone region

of country, being already saturated with lime, so

as to effervesce strongly with acids, or to Pome

deleterious quality of it, as magnesia, &c., the re-
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Biilt is often difTerent from the generally received

opinion. Lime sliould therefore be used experi-

mentally: at (irst in sn)ali quantities, to see what
effect it has, and increased afierwards as the result

indicates it siiould be. It is unnecessary as an
adjunct to putrescent manures, in the first instance,

whose softer jiarts wdl easily decompose without

it; but should it not be used as an alternate ma-
nuring to succeeding crops, to dissolve the coarse

parts of vegetables, which will not easily dissolve ol'

themselves /

GENERAL ACCOUNT OF THE VINE, AND ITS

CULTURE IN THE ENVIRONS OF PARIS.

Translated for tho Farmers' Register, from the .flnnalcs dc l^Jlg-

riciMure Francaisc, for October 18o4.

[The following translation of a very recent account

of vine culture and management, is oifered under the

belief that most of the vine cultivators in this country

will be pleased to know what is the most approved

practice at this time in a region very unlike their own,

and where the culture has been brought to a high de-

gree of perfection, under a climate, too cold to be fa-

vorable. It has been long settled that the close pru-

ning practiced in France will not answer here—and

probably other parts of the practices of that country

are as unfit to be introduced into this: but neverthe-

less, something may be gained from the opinions and

practices of otiiers engaged in like pursuits, in situa-

tions the most remote, and under circumstances the

most opposed to our own. The directions for training

vines on walls (en espalier) may be useful as well as

interesting to many in towns, where ground is scarce

and dear, and brick walls are in plenty, and cost noth-

ing.

The lists of the various kinds of grapes are given in

the original language—because consisting almost en-

tirely of names, and the very concise descriptions an-

nexed containing so many technical w^ords, a transla-

tion would scarcely fail to be incorrect, and therefore,

probably of less use than the lists in French. As
presented hero, the lists may be, to French readers,

useful—and their entire omission will be no injury to

the remainder of the article.]

The vine, v'dis vinifera [Linnasus] is a native

of the forests of Persia: the Phocoeans brought it

to Marsailles, whence its culture was spread into

the Gauls. The emperor Julian says, in his 3Iis-

opogon, written in the year 360, that he made very

good wine in his dear" Lutetia, which was then

within the isle of the city [of Paris].

The vine remains low in cold and temperate

countries; in warm countries it grows up to the

tops of the highest trees. Its culture has now ex-

tended into all temperate situations. It does not

produce good fruit in the very hot climates of the

tropics, nor in cold or frozen regions, that is to say,

above 40 or 52 degrees of latitude. France, Spain,

Portugal, Italy, Styria, Austria, Carinthia, Hun-
gary, Transylvania, and Greece, furnish the best

vineyards in Europe. Besides this quarter of the

globe we may mention Cyprus, Madeira, the Ca-

naries, the Azores, and the Cape of Good Hope.

Of all countries, France is one of those which

produce wines of the best quality, and capa-

ble of the longest preservation; here are now cul-

tivated yearly "more than 800,000 hectares of land

in vines, the grapes of wliich, converted into

wines yield an annual product of 761,270,000

Irancs.

Like most valuable plants, the vine has pro-

duced by cultivation many varieties, some lor the

table, and others lor making wine.

1". Varieles pour la table cultivees a Paris et ail-

leufs.

1°. Mnrillon hdtif ou raisin precoce de la Made-
leine. Feuilles palmees, alternes, incisees, petitea;

grappes petit.es; grains violets, noirs ou hiancs;

peau dure; trcs precoce. II se plait au midi.

2°. Chasselas de Funtainebleau ou, mieux. de
Tho7nery. Grappes a gros grains, pen serres. II

y a le noir, le violet, le rouge, le rose, le blanc et le

hutif. C'est le plus cultivc pour la table comma
etant le meilleur.

3°. Ckassclas dorr, bar-sur-aube ou raisin de

Champagne. Feuilles laciniees, grandes bien

avant; grappes grandes et grosses; grains d'ine-

gales grosseurs, fondans et sucres. II murit treg

bien dans le rayon de Paris. II /hudrait, pour

qu'il n'arrivat pas en maturite, que les autoranes

fussent froides. Tres cultivo. Situation a I'est.

4°. Chasselas musque. Feuilles de moyenne
grandeur, pen decoupees; grappes assez grosses,

sucrees. Tardif.

5°. Muscat noir. Feuilles peu decoupees; grap-

pes d'un violet noir sucrees.

6^. Cioutat ou raisin d'' /lutriche. Feuilles inci-

sees; grains pelits. Exposition au midi.

7°. Muscat blanc de Froniignan. Feuil'es peu
incisees; grappes coniques; grains serres, fort su-

cres et un peu musques. Tres bon raisin. Au
midi.

8^. Muscat rouge. Feuilles decoupees; grains

d'un rouge vif ou marbre de jaune ou de rouge
pale, sucres et musques. Murit bien.

9°. Muscat d'' jllexandrie ou galle longue mus-
quee. Feuilles dentecs, incisees; grains ovales,

musques et de la grosseur d'un oeuf de pigeon.

Au midi.

10°. Cornichon blanc. Feuilles grandes, peu
decoupees, cotonneuses; grappes allongees et

grains sucres en forme de petit cornichon. Tres
bon raisin, murit tres bien a Paris.

11°. Verdal. Grains a peau mince, sucres. Au
midi.

12°. Cornichon violet. Grains sans pepinsjaunes.

Exposition tres chaude.
13°. Figne de Tenerijfe. Nouvelle variete;

(Trains ovoides, et d'un violet fonce tres clair. Mu-
rit en septembre.

14°. Vigne d''Ischia. Nouvelle variete donnant
deux recoltes par an dans le midi.

15°. Raisin de Corinthe. Grappes bien fournies

et allongees; grains ronds, petits, sans pepins et

sucres. Exposition tres chaude ou, mieux, mettre

la serre portative devant le treillage.

16°. Verjus, gouais ou bnrdelais. Feuilles

grandes, fort decoupees; grappes grosses; grains

ovales ou oblongs, noirs, rouges ou jaunes, sucrep.

17°. Saint-Pierre. Grains ronds, blancs et gros.

On taille les deux dernicis a cinq yeux: on les

consomme en confitures, et on en exprime le sue

nomme verjus.

Telles sont les varietes pour la table: on les

plante au pied des rnurs sous le chaperon; on les
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plante aussi au milieu dcs jardins et dans les

champs, mais alors on les echalasse.

II. Varietee pourfaire le vin, cuUivees mix envi-
rons de Paris, duns h milieu des jardins et dcs

champs.

Le mcunier, le niorillon, le murlotoulanguedoc,
le plant du Roi ou bourguignon, la feuille rondeou
bourguignon blanc, le nieslier, le manzard, la ro-

chelie noire et blonde, les muscats, le gris-mele, le

petit-goy, le sansmorillo, le garnet, I'erice, le gouet
bleu et le gouet rouge: ccs deux derniers tournent
au gras: on les mele avcc d'autres vins pourqu'ils
SB conservent: on y cultive aussi le petit muscadet
ou pineau gris, qui est une variete mixte.

II serait Jbrt long de faire I'appel dc toutesles va-
rietes preferees et cultivces dans chaque departe-
ment ou la culture reussit le niieux: je ne parlerai

que de cclles qui donnent les nicilleurs vins.

D'apres Bosc, on cultive dans le departement
de PYoniic, a Auxerre, Migraine, Tonnerre, (Jha-

blis, Joigny, Cussy, Coulange, Sens, Avalon, etc.,

les varietes suivantes: le pineau noir, blanc et gris,

le plant vert, le tresseau, le roniain, le plant d'Or-
leans ou teinturier, le pineau de Collonges et le

garnet.

Dans le Bas-Rhin, a Weissembourg, le rouge
ordinaire, le rouge de Bourgogne, le rouge de
Lamberlsloch, le treutsch, le kleiuhengot, le scho-
emberg, le dreymoener et Ic rocsling.

Dans le departement du Jura: le raisin perle

le pineau ou franc morillon, le petit baclan, le tres-

seau, le meunier, le petit garnet, le muscat noir, le

sauvignon, le savagnin, le fromenteau gris, le

chasselas et le raisin dit la laucille ronde. II taut

voir le meinoire de M. Dauphin, 40^ volume des
jjnnales d''agriculture.

En Provence, sur les cotes de la mer: le manos-
quen ou teoulier, I'union noire, Polivette noire, le

plant d'Arles, le brun fourca et le petit brun.

En Provence, dans la plaiue: le Catalan, le mor-
vebre, le bouteillan et I'union rouge.

Tous les vins de Provence, foulcs separement,
produisent des vins particuliers tres bons. M. Ju-
lia de F'onianellc a donne un fort bon memoire sur
les varietes ct autres vignes que I'on cultive dans
le midi de la France; ce memoire est imprime
dans la Bibliotheque physico-economique et dans le

Journal de chimie. M. jintoine David meritff aus-
si d'etre lu: son memoire se trouve chez Madame
Hazard, rue de I'Eperon, a Paris.

Dans le departement du Gard, 1° dans la Tan-
nage: I'alicante, I'espar, I'ulliade, le piquepoule
hatif, I'ugne, le calitor, le moutan, le spiran, leter-

re, le maroquin, le muscat rouge, le piquepoule-
bourret tardif, le terre-bowrret, la clairctte et la

madeleine; 2^ a Saint-Gilles: l'espart,'le granache,
le terre, le moureou, la rullade, la clairettc. le pic-

arnaud et le gallet; 3° aux cotes du Rhone: le pi-

quepoule, le terre, le petarcou, le moutardiers, le

marquins et la granache.
Varietes les meilleures, d'apres Bosc, que I'on

cultive dans la pepiniere du Luxembourg et les

pays ou ils prosperent le plus.

Le berardi (Vaucluse.)
Le dolceto (P6.)
L'epicior petit (Vienne.)
Le hiisant vert (Doubs.)
Le pied-de-perdrix (Hauies-Pyreneei?.)
Le trousseau (Jura.)

Le pineau de Bourgogne (Cote-d'Or.)
Le franc pineau et pineau noir (Seine-et-

Marne.)
Le meunier (Paris.)

II y a encore des varietes particulieres ii bien
dos localites qii'il serait trop long de rapporter:
elles sont decritcs par MM. Jiozier, JJuharnel,
Gorcy, Noisette, etc.

Greater success is always obtained from varie-
ties cuhivated in the north and transported into the
south, than li'om those of the south transported
into the north, because the varieties of the north
ripen more surely in the south, than those of the
south do in the north.

All the varieties delight in calcareous, sand}',

flinty or rocky soils; in granitic sands mixed Vvith

vegetable earths, in volcanic earths, and finally in

all dry, warm and light lands, lying on slopes, and
reflecting heat; they also require an exposure to

the sun and wind, and towards the south. Under
these circumstances, in all places, are obtained
the most delicate and richest grapes and wines;
they are but of middling quality in shaded situa-

tions as well as in very stilf lands, and are not pro-
duced at all in watery soils.

The vine is pro])agate(l from the berries, from
slips, laN'crs, and gralts.

1st. Propagation from the seeds. This me-
thod produces the varieties which best resist frost.

The seeds are sown in March on the open ground
or in earthen pots; the sowing is covered vdih
straw after the seeds have been covered with the
earth of the surface, or, if it is preleiTcd, after

having covered the seed-bed v/ith a kiycv of mould
or fine earth The seed comes up in ten days.
In winter the beds are covered with straw the first

year, that the Irostmaynot injure them; the plants

are set out the second or third year; the land which
is to receive them is broken up to the depth of se-

ven decimetres (two feet) if the vegetable earth

is as deep. This method of propagation is very
slow and very little used, because no fruit is gath-
ered till the third or fourth year, and it is only by
the Iruit that it can be known whether the grape fe

good or bad. In this uncertainty, the other modes
are preferred.

2d. Propagation from slips. There are two
sorts of slips: the slip en crosseite, (that is, with a
portion of older wood attached to it,) and the sim-
ple slip.

a. Slip en crosseite. This slip is made of the
lower part of the water sprouts furnished with five

or six eyes and three centimetres (one inch) of two
year old wood detached from the branch of the

mother vines, well filled with sap. These slips

are cut in October or at the time of pruning: ifthey

are cut in autumn they are kept buried in moist

earth until they are planted. The lime ol' plant-

ing having arrived, that is in JMarch, the slips are

cut at from four to six millimetres (two or three

lines) with a keen ctlged knife, upwards and above
a good eye, and they are planted in dry soils; this

operation is postponed till April if the land is a lit--

tie wet. In tlie south of France this plantinn^ is

done in autumn, as soon as the slips are taken

from the vines.

The distance at. which the plants are placed from
each other, in the north and in the south oi' France
varies according to the fertility and ,temperature:

it is necessary that they should be sufficiently far
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a|)art that the roots muy draw nourishment i'roiii

the adjacent earth without injuring the neighlTOr-

ing plants, and that the air and light may reach

them and circulate without obstacle. At Paris

the slips are planted in the fields, up to the last

eye but one, at the distance of sixty centimetres

(two feet;) in the south, of France they are plant-

ed at ninety centimetres (three feet;) the whole
plantation is covered with straw that the sun may
not dry the land, it is watered, and the watering
continued as recpjired. ii' it can be done, these

slips en crasseiies should be tid;eQ Irom poorer

lands than those in which it is intended to plant

then), because then the impulse of vegetation

will make them take root quicker and better. The
ground must have been broken up beforehand,

if it was not in good tilth, and also enriched with
mould if it was not sufticicntly fertile. At Paris,

/()r\vard vines are always preferable, that the

grapes may ripen: for if many of the varieties

which are cultivated do not reach maturity at Pa-
ris, it is because the climate is not suOiciently

^\arm.

The ground is worked a second lime and weed-
ed when it becomes grassy. The slips which can-
not support themselves are propped up.

b. Simple slips. A more economical way, says
Thoiiin,* is to plant simple slips, well filled with
sap, nine months old, and of the preceding year's

growth: but the produce is slower and less sure,

iiir this reason the slips en crosscttes should be al-

Avays])referred.

3d. Propa^aiion by layers. This method is

employed to invigorate old vines, to replace those

that are dead, and to procure well roo*ed plants.

In March at Paris, and in the south of France in

October and November, says Thoiiin, they com-
mence by laying bare the roots of the stocks from
three to five decimetres (nine to fifteen inches)

deep, and twice as much in diameter. The most
vigorous branches are chosen, sufficiently distant

from one another to be laid down without confu-

sion, the twigs are stripped ofl'from the part wliich

is to be laid down; afterwards the intended branches
are placed in the opening, they are fastened down
with a u'ooden fork that they may not get out of

place, and their ends are set up nearly j^erpendicu-

larly on the exterior edge of the hole; the la3-ers

are cut ofl' at one or two eyes above the level of

the earth. The hole is not completely filled up,

that the roots may draw up their juices irom a
greater depth in the earth, and that the atmos-
pheric moisture may remain and refresh the loj'ers.

A prop is set up behind each layer to train it up
as it grows- Grass and weeds, as they appear,

are remov-ed with the binette, which breaking up
the land, renders it at the same time more permea-
ble to atmospherical agents.

In the autunni of the year of this operation, or

in the spring following, the layers are separated

irom the stocks, or lell untouched; they have taken
root sufficiently to support themselves, but it is

better not to separate them. This means of j)ro-

pagation is much used in Burgundy, Lorraine,

&c.
If it is wished to have grapes on the table in

November, layers are made of the branches of

vines of the year, which are in pot.?, by passing

Coin's de culture dos vcjretaux.

them through tlie holes of (he pots which are fill-

ed up with earth. The leaves must be taK-en oflT

the part to be buried, and lour or five eyes must
be above the earth; the layer is taken ofi' when
well rooted. These pots may be put upon the ta-

ble the Ibllovving year when the grapes are ripe.

4lh. Propagation by grafts. The vine is graft-

ed in two ways, in a cleit upon the stock, and in a
cleft under the crown of the root.

a. (TTofting ill a ch'fl upon the stock. This is

performed in A()ril on the slock, pretty near to

the ground. The stock is s];lit jjerpendicuiarly

in the middle to the length of six centimetres (two
inches,) and the graft, lourteen centimetres (five

inches) long, cut into the form of a wedge is in-

troduced and sunk well into the cleft, making the
bark of each coincide perfectly, according to M.
Poiteau."* The late M. Thoiiint says, that this

coincidence is not of absolute necessity, because
the sap rises by vessels dispersed in the woody
substance. A mould of clay is put around the

graft, when the ligatures fijrm knots, they are

loosened, and the juncture being well secured, the

clay is re-applied. Props are set, the shoots which
come out below the graft are cut ofi', and the

ground receives a second v/orking with the 6i«c/;e.

6. Grafting in a cleft under the croivn ofthe root.

This grafting is made by laying the root bare to

fifteen centrimetres (six inches) below the first

small roots, a perpendicular cleft is made and the

gralt placed in it, this last is surrounded with a
band of rushes and grafting Avax. Thoiiin says
that not five in a hundred of' these grafts will liiil,

and that the stocks furnish many grapes even in

the second year, by pruning to five eyes. This is

a method of turning to profit good stocks which
bear bad fruit.

Tlioiiin justly complained that enough use
was not made of this way of grafting in culti-

vation on a large scale, it is, nevertheless, an
excellent mode to renew vines v/hile improving
the nature of grapes.

Pruning vines en espalier [trained against walls]

at Paris. Vines are pruned in February, if there

is no frost, and not earlier. It is no longer consid-

ered good practice to prune vines or trees in the
months of December and Januarj-; the least fi-ost

having affected the whole opening, would attack

the wound made by pruning, would first destroy

the extremity ofthe branch, and thus affecting the

adjacent bud, would injure it. Skilful cultivators^

recommend that there should be no pruning till,

all danger from frost being over, and the sap ready
to move, the succeeding vegetation may either re-

pair the nudity produced by the chisel, or cover the

incision made by the pruning knife. Columclla§
knew this, and advised that vines should be pruned
in the spring in cold climates, because they pro-

duced more grapes, and that they should be
pruned in autumn in warm countries.

The stocks planted arc cut down, the first year,

to two eyes; the second year they cut off all the

shoots liom the bottom, only the strongest and
straightest is reserved of which the main stock is

formed—this is cut down to three decimetres (nine

* Le bon jardinier.

t Cours de culture et de naturalisation des vege-
taux.

X Thoiiin, Noisette, Oscar, Leclerc.

§ Economie rurale liv. IV. chap. X. ct chap. XXIII.
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inches) in height, only three eyes on its upper
part are let'r, and all those below are rubbed oil;

the uppermost of these eyes is destined to Curninh
the shoot which is to continue the vertical stock,

and the two lateral eyes to jiroduce the first two
mother branches of the bottom of the vine. They
train the shoots as they grow in the directions
they are to keep, the two lower are led as nmch
as possible to opposite directions, and the upper
placed perpendicularly on its base. The eyes
Avhich produce shoots are rubbed off.

At the second pruning tlie ])erpendicular stem
is cut down to six or eight eyes, and the two late-

ral shoots to four or six; on the former only the
upper shoots are left, and on the two others, only
the two eyes which are below each cutting; all

the rest are rubbed ofl'. The three eyes of the
vertical stem are intended to supply the second
lateral range and the continuation of the principal
stock; the others reserved on the first mother
branches give on each side the shoot which is to
continue them to a first rising branch. The rest

of the prunings are made on the same principles
as the second, till the whole espalier is formed.
Their object is to lengthen the main stock and the
mother branches, to give space to the rising
branches on each of these last, and to prune them
to one or two eyes.

Pruning of the propped vines at Paris. This
consists in binding to props three mother branches;
they are particularly examined; the five or six
largest shoots of each are taken ofl" to three or
four eyes, if they are strong; the middling shoots
to two eyes, and the weak to one; the weakest
shoots are cut off entirely. If they were pruned
to greater length the Iruit would not V)e so large,
nor of so good quality, and the vine would not
live so many years: no more fruit should be allow-
ed to grow than the vine is able to nourish. Vines
are not pernfitted to grow high in cold and tem-
perate countries, such as Paris, Lorraine, Burgun-
dy, Germany, &c.; but they are allowed to grow
in warm countries, the south of France, Italy,
Greece, the coasts of Rarbary, &c. At Meaux en
Brie and towards Lagny where the soil is very
free, rich and stony, {franchc, siibstantielle et pier-
reuse,) the vine is planted in trenches at six deci-
metres (eighteen inches) apart, and in (between)
beds of one metre (three jeet.) For two years
they plant in the trenches, near the vines, aspara-
gus roots; and on the ridges French beans, cher-
vil, potatoes, parsley, &c. The vine grows in a
year four or five decimetres (twelve or fifteen
inches) long, it is turned in hoops, and a great
quantity of bunches is produced in this way. Pal-
ladius* has described this form. The props are
one metre thirty centimetres (four feet) long; they
are sharpened at both ends, that if one "should
happen to break, the other may be used; they are
forced into the ground by the arms of the laborers,
and the ilnigue of this work is astonishing. It is

true that they are aided by a sort of harness, but
this does not preserve them fl-om attaclcs of spit-
ting of blood, of hernia, consumption, &c. It ap-
pears to me that it would be better to sharpen the
prop at one end only, and make use of a mallet to
drive it into the ground.

Culture and pruning of the vine en espalier at
Foniainehleau and at Thomery. Before entering

* Economic rnrale, Liv. iii. chap. 11.

into the details of this culture, I think it necessary
to describe the position of these two places.

Fontainebleau, a town in the middle of the fo-

rest of the same name, which contains 16,43G hec-
tares of land, is by its situation delended li'oni

winds and cold, and in the best position for the
culture of the Chasselas.

Thomery, a village two leagues to the east of
Fontainebleau, is situated on a hill to the east and
north, a little sloping towards these two quarters;
it is separated from the Seine by a small meadow
always overflowed in winter, and surrounded on
ail sides by the elevated parts of the forest which
shelter it fi-om the winds and other atmosplierical
phenomena.
The Chasselas has been cultivated at Thomery

only forty j-ears; before that the village did not ex-
ist—there were only some isolated houses. The
population at present is one thousand, and this

small number of skilful and industrious inhabit-
ants furnish Paris with all the Chasselas it con-
sumes.
The Chasselas of Fontainebleau and Thomery

has always a very thin skin, and a large and very
sweet berry: that of Montreuil-sous-Bois, which
comes nearest to it, is smaller, and the skin is les3

delicate; but it is also a good grape. At Thomerj',
the Chasselas produces as abundantly in sandy
and flinty lands,as in free and rich (/ranches et sub-
stanielles) soils, which proves that it is the situa-

tion, and not the soil, which brings it to that state

of excellence; the pruning also appears to contri-

bute to it. It is probable that by cultivating the
Chasselas in a similar situation, and pruning it in

the same way, the same product v.'ou Id be obtain-
ed. The Ibllowing is the culture and mode of
pruning in these two places, according to Mr. Poi-
teau,* added to the notes of the most skilful vine-

growers in the country. The Chasselas is culti-

vated on walls two metres sixty centimetres (eight
tiiet) high, with a coping jutting out three deci-

metres six centimetres (eleven inches) and rough-
cast with white mortar. This jutting has been
given to the coping only within the last five years:

formerly it was not greater than two centimetres

(six inches.) Even now almost all the walls have
the old coping, but when the grapes are upon the
point of ripening, the cultivators put slates between
the tiles, and in this way make as good a substi-

tute as they can for the new jutting, as a protection

from the burning sun when tlie grapes are almost
at maturity: but on the Avails built now, the jut-

ting to the coping is always three decimetres six

centimetres (eleven inches). The planting of
Chasselas en treille against walls is made in a
southern exposure; the exposure to the east is not

less good.
Ten or fifteen days before planting the vines,

the ground is broken up near the wall to the depth
oi" sixty centimetres (two ieet,) and to one metre
thirty centimetres, or one metre sixt}^ centimetre.s

(four or five feet) [fi'om the wall,]! observing, if

the land is wet, to give a slope to the working to

carry off the rain Avater from the wall: but it is

not wet at Thomery nor at Fontainebleau, and it

is therefore unnecessary to give aslope in breaking
up the land there. A parallel trench is afterwards

* Le bon jardinier.

tSomethine: gpems to have been omitted here in the
original, wliich is supplied by conjecture.
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opened two decimetres thirty centimetres (eight

inches) deep, and sixty centimetres (two ieet)

wide: slips with old wood attached (bout ares -crvs-
settes) are laid crosswise in the bottom of this

trench, the tops arc turned toward the wail, and at

the distance of i'our or five decimetres (twelve
or fifteen inches) from each other: they are cover-

ed* witl\ one decimetre three centimetres (three

or four inches) of earth which is pressed down;
the ends of the slips are setup, and afterwards the

trench filled with earth, or better, with mould mix-
ed with earth. In the (i)llowing spring the slips

are pruned to two eyes, and each supported by a
prop; the next spring the principal branch only is

preserved, the others are removed. This branch
IS laid down as in the first year, the others having
been taken off; it is pruned also in the spring to

two eyes, and in the third year it reaches the wall.

By proceeding thus the vine is very well rooted.

Afterwards, it the stocks perish, they are replaced

by the same slips, but they are buried at only five

or six decimetres that thoy may reach the wall in

the second year.

A trellis work is fixed against the wall, and in

the spring the first stock is cut off at two decime-
tres (six inches) Irom the ground above a good
eye: this eye and the one below it, give, each, one
branch which is trained upon the wall, under the

trellis, by gently bending them, one to the left and
the other to the right, in a straight line, as if they
both proceeded firom the same point: they are fix-

ed and tied with withs of straw or wet rye. It is

only the trunk that is not confined under the trellis.

Experience has shown that the nearer the grapes
are to the wall, the better they become. If bunches
proceed and grow under the cross-pieces, they are

raised or lowered a little to save them from pressure.

When the second stock is sufficiently high, it is

cut off, but at sixty centimetres (two teet) and
when the two others have also reached the proper
state they are cut off, the third at one metre (three

feet) and the lijurth at one metre thirty centime-
tres (four feet;) but while waiting tor them to

reach the desired height, these lateral shoots are

pruned to one or two eyes to obtain fruit. As soon
as the two arms of this second stock have been

Rruned, the shoots nmst be removed. The stocks

aving reached their proper height, and the two
last branches being sufficiently extended, to form
their arms, the pruning should be finished as de-

scribed by JNl. Poiteau.f "These two branches
are to be pruned till they are each lour feet long;

longer than Avhich they are not to be allowed to

grow: the pruning is to be so managed as to obtain

three shoots placed at the distance of from four to

six inches from eachother; two of these shoots will

be converted into runners [^cnursons'] at the suc-

ceeding pruning, and the third, which is farthest

off, destined to lengthen the arm. Care should

be taken during the summer, to attach vertically on
the trellis, the shoots intended to make runners,

and to extend horizontally that which is intended

to continue the lateral branch [cordon.'] At the

second pruning the two runners will be pruned to

,
two eyes and the terminal branches will be again
pruned so as to leave proceeding from it three

*The original has change which I suppose a misprint

for charge.

fLe bon jardinier.

Vol. 11—53

shoots at from four to six inches apart; two of these'
shoots will be trained vertically, and the third ex-
tended horizontal!}-, as in the preceding year, and
so in succession until each arm is four feet long,
when the terminal branch also is to be pruned as a
runner. Each arm should have eight runners, all

placed as much as possible on the same side.

When the last stock has acquired its two arms, all

of fburft>et each, there will be on a surface of eight
teet square eighty runners, which, pruned to two
eyes, will each produce two branches, yielding
each at least two bunches of grapes."
Thus experience has shown, at Thomery, that

to obtain more li-uit it is necessary to allow no
more than one hundred and t^venty centimetres
(four feet) on each side, otherwise the bunches
would grow only towards the extremities and not
towards the body of" the vine: but it is to be ob-
served, that all the walls situated to the south and
the east are taken up with arbors of Chnsselas
alone. Fruit-trees are never seen on such walls;
ihey are planted to the north, where may be found
in abundance the English pear, which succeeds
astonishingly, the peach of Malta, the crassane,
(a pear,) "the winter 6on-c/ircife?!, Sf-c. It is only
within the last six years that advantageous use
has been made of" walls in this situation.

Culture of the vine o?i trees, [en hautains.']

For many ages the vine has been cultivated on
trees in Italy, on the coasts of Africa, in Asia Mi-
nor, Greece, the Islands of the Archipelago, &c.
To marry the vine to trees imports that they serve
it as a support. The trees most employed in this

culture are a species of the elm [orme champHre,']
of the poplar [peuplier noir,'] of the ma[)le [erable

a feuilles dcfrene,'] of the mulberry [riiurier blanc,"]

and of the almond [cmiandier d coques tendres/\

the evergreens and walnut trees are excluded. As
in France, the vine grows in all lands if they are
not watery.
The land is ploughed, and planted with youn^

trees in parallel lines fifteen metres (forty-five

feet) apart; these trees are to have no branches
till two decimetres six centimetres (eight feet)

above the ground.
When these trees have taken and are well

rooted, a trench is to be dug at the foot of each, and
in this are to be planted two slips en crossettes with
roots, and having only two branches on them, at

sixty centimetres or one metre (two or three feet)

fi-om the tree, but not far from each other; they
are to be laid down in the little trench quite to the
foot of the trees, and to be set up against them so
as to be supported by them. Mago* and Vir-

gilf direct that the trenches should not be entirely

filled up the first year; they were right, since the
same practice is continued to this day. The
crossettes should be two or three years old. The
space between the trees is necessary, because if

they were nearer they would be crowded in their

growth. If the browsing of cattle is apprehended,
the vines must be enclosed. Cabbage, turnips,

lucerne, corn, &c., are planted in the intervals.

PalladiusJ recommends to cut oft' the ends of the
roots of the crossettes before planting; but it is

better not to do so, as this would deprive them of
the means of drawing much nourishment from
the earth.

Chap. 6, Liv. 5.

JLiv. 3, Chap. 10.

tGeor.Liv. 2.
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The vine is pruned, the first year, to three eyes,

and cut in the middle of the space between the

joints: the ibllowing year it is pruned again to

three eyes in the growl h of the year; and in Ihc

same way successively till it has reached the first

branches of the trees. Then two of the vine

branches are directed into tlie top of the tree, and
the two others are extended, the one to the right,

the other to the left, under branches of the tree, to

form garlands, which are to unite with garlands

on the neighboring trees. The vine is lastened

to the trees with some soft ligament that it may
not bo wounded. By this way of pruning much
wine is made, but it is not of the first quality. I]

it is desired to liave the wine as good as possible,

but in less quantity,* fewer branches are left upon
the vine, and they are pruned shorter; the vine is

also directed more towards the top of the tree than

under and among the boughs.

The vine having ac(iuired the proper height

and the required directions, the pruning consists

only in taking out the old branches which have
borne, and leaving the new ones; these are pruned

to two eyes. The small branches and sprouts

which straggle from the garlands are cut off.

Every yearlhe vine is united and tied again with

rushes.

Every two or three years the trees which sup-

port the vines are trimmed; the branches which
grow at a distance from the garlands are cut ofi';

the dead wood also, and the small interior boughs
are taken out.

M. Loiseluer-Deslongchamps recommends the^

cultivation of the vine on trees in the centre of

France, where it has never yet been so cultivated,

a weak wine only, it is true, is obtained, but yet

much superior to all the drinks of which wine

does not make a part, and a precious resource tor

persons of stnall means.
Manures. Vineyards should be manured every

two or three years; and only well-rotted compost,

or mould which has been used for gardeners' beds

should be employed; manure from unrotted dung-

hills would communicate a portion of its odor to

the grapes. The rotted manures are advantage-

ously mixed with earth obtained from cleaning

out fish-ponds, ditches and rivers, with turf, soil of

heaths, marl, broken shells, the marc of grapes,

&c. These manures, very finely divided, are

spread in autumn over the whole surface of the

vineyard, and they quicken the vegetation. The
vineyards are improved also by removing a part of

the soil, and replacing it whh better.

Tillage. All the lands of vines planted in

fields, are worked at Paris in November and
December, after having taken up the props and
laid them in piles. The hindie is used which
goes one decimetre (three inches) deep into the

earth, and the roots of the vine are a little un-

covered. The earth is collected in httle heaps in

the intervals between the vines. The pruning

being given in February or March, the land is

worked again, but deeply, and the little heaps of

earth are made to disappear. If the land is slo-

ping, it is worked diagonally, and the earth is al-

ways thrown up rather than down, that the upper

part of the vine may ahvays keep the same quan-

tity of earth.

The vineyard is worked three times more with

• Qualite in the original, evidently for quaniiie.

\ Annales de la Societe d'Agriculture.

the bineltej the first time before blossoming, a
second time when the berries are formed, and the

third wiien the bunches begin to ripen: the ojbect

of these workings is to extirpate the weeds, that

the rain, the gases and light may penetrate the

earth and pulverize it. The moss and detached

bark are scraped off, particularly in warm coun-

tries.

Propping. In the north and centre of France
the vines cultivated in fields, and those not culti-

vated on arbors in gardens, are propped. This
operation is performed after the spring working:
the props are driven vertically into the ground with
a mallet, at the foot of the vine-stock at one deci-

metre six centimetres, (three or four inches) to

i)ruig the branches together, and to prevent them
from being thrown down by the wind; in driving

them down, care must be taken to spare tlie roots

and not break off' tlie buds as Columella* directed.

Blossoming. No work should be done in the

vineyard while it is in bloom, that the progress of

fecundation may not be interrupted; if the vine-

yard were worked or watered during this time, a
}iart or the whole of the pollen might be carried

ofl', which would occasion the fi-uit to fall; this

iroquent]_y happens, on that account, after rains or

high winds. M. Oscar Leclcrc t advises to make
an incision in June, to prevent the fall of the

flowers by leading off the sap.

Stripping the leaves. V/hen the grapes have
nearly attained their full size, the leaves are strip-

ped off, as it is desired to color the fruit and to

develope the formation of the sugary mucus. On
vines raised on trellises, all the leaves are taken
off which touch the bunches, when there are

others a little farther forward sufficient to break off

the rays of the sun, without hindering them from
entering and giving color to the fruit. The air

also then circulates freely; the leaves which mask-
ed and touched the bunches wounded them, and
served as abodes for the insects which feed upon
the grapes, and the light did not penetrate to the
bunches. The foot stalks of the leaves are left;

the vine-dressers of Thomery and Fontainebleau
strip the vines with great dexterity, and fill their

hands ^vilh leaves in a moment without touching
the bimches.

In general, it is necessary to strip off the leaves

a little more from vines growing against walls or

on hill-sides,^ than from those which are in the

shads or on moist lands, because in such situations,

says Bosc,J the leaves protect the bunches front

cold winds, and preserve the caloric which, passing

to the fruit, hastens its maturity. Columella§
thought it not advisable to strip off the leaves in

Italy in warm districts, and even recommended to

shade, with straw, the vines loaded with bunches
when ripe, that the heat might not dry them;
while he advised to strip off the leaves in colder

places that the grapes might ripen and not rot.

Enemies. Many insects destroy the vines and
eat the grapes.

The pirale de la vigne.\\ The larva lives upon

*Economie rurale, Liv. ii. chap. 2.

fAnnales de la Societe d'Agriculture.

jCours complet d'Agriculture.

§Economie rurale, Liv. ii. chap. 2.

II
As the insects are described, it is thought best not

to attempt to give them English names, and the trans-

lator's ignorance of entomology might occasion mis-

takes, if it were attempted.
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the vine, it rolls and eats the leaves, the stems of

the leaves, and of the grapes. This caterpillar,

says Bosc, is green, with a yellow spot on each
side of the first ring, and a black head; it causes
nuich damage in tiie environs of Paris and else-

where. Robergeot directs lor its destruction, in

the butterfly state, to make fires as the night
comes on; the butterfl)- is attracted to them imme-
diatel}' and burned. The fires are repeated fre-

quently, and destroy at the same tinie the btrinbijces,

the nodudlcs, the phalencs, and other insects which
fly in great numbers into the flames.

The eriMum de la tugne. Every body knovv's

this (parasitic) plant, which appears on tlic in-

lerior surface of the leaves in the form of spots, at

first white and afterwards red and irregular; it des-

troys the leaves; the remedy is to pull off those

that are attacked and burn them.
The teigne de la vigne. The larva, called vine-

worm, lives in the berry, and proceeds, says Bosc,
from one to the other by sj)inning itself a gallery

of silk. The damaged berries and galleries" must
be taken off and the whole burned.
The eumolpe de la vigne, grihovri, or covpe-

bimrgeon. This eats the shoots, rolls the leaves,

and dcposites its eggs which are hatched into

worms. The parts attacked must be taken off

and burned.
The Sphinx de la vlgne. The larva eats the

leaves; but it is rare. The remedy is to remove
the leaves and burn them.
The aitelabes vert et cramolsi. These two in-

sects in the state of larvae cat the leaves, the leaf

stalks, and the stems of the fruit. The injured

parts must be gathered and burned. These in-

sects are called also urbere, diableau, beche, liselte,

velours vert, and destraux.

The hanneton. The larva, under the name of
white worm, gnaws the roots of the vine and kills

it. The earth should be dug to find the worm.
It is said that if lettuce is sowed near, the worm
will quit the vine to seek the lettuce.

The wasps and drones are also very troublesome;
the}'' should be killed by smoking them whh a

bundle of straw. Bottles of water sweetened Avith

honey are also hung up in which they di'own
themselves.

Snails and slugs eat the leaves; they should be
collected in the morning and after rains, and re-

moved from the vineyard.

Many birds feed on grapes, the thrush, the star-

ling, the loriot, the linnet, &c.; these must be
frightened by scare-crows or killed.

J^irrward grapes, (primeurs.) To obtain these

at Paris, from the grapes on trellises, fifteen days
before the period of ripening, an annular wound is

made on the vine when it is on the point of matur-
ing its bunches.

Grapes are also obtained twenty days earlier

than those on trellises, by placing the vine in a
green-house, or other place where it never freezes:

the vine stock is brought out through the wall.

When the vine is in bloom, the young bunches
are inserted into transparent glass bottles ; the

grapes, heated by the sun, ripen early, and when
they are ripe the bottles are broken. But the

most expeditious method is to place a portable

green-house before the trellis, that the sun may
shme upon the glasses and warm the vine; a fire

j

also is kindled.

The vintage. The grapes are known to be ripe
I

when the stem has become brown, and the berries

fall at the least touch; the juice is then sweet,

sticky, and sugary: the fruit is gathered in fine

sunshiny weather, and the bad berries should be
taken away.
About twelve days before they are ripe, a great-

er or less number of bunches are enclosed in bags
of hair-cloth; in this way they are kept till hard
frosts, and are protected from the birds.

Preservation. Grapes gathered a little while
before thc)^ are ripe, are kept in square oalien

chests lined with lead, and of any required size;

they are lifted by iron rings. In the bottom of
these is first placed a layer of moss, and after-

wards a layer of grapes, without wi|)ing thera, at

four millimetres (two lines) apart; this is continued
till the chest is fiill. The chests are closed her-
metically, to prevent the air and light from pene^
Irating: when this is finished they are let down
into a well, each attached to a chain, and they are
suspended near the water. When grapes are

wanted, the chain is drawn up, the}' are taken out,

the chest closed again, and again let down near
the water. These grapes keep till February if no
water enters the chest.

Grapes are kept also by putting the bunches an
hurdles spread with wheat straw: they are laid

side by side without touching or having been
wiped. The hurdles are afterwards set in the sun,

if it shiiies; the bunches are turned, and when the

moisture has e\'aporated, the hurdles are placed iii

the fruit loft.

H. TOLLARD.

[Since receiving the foregoing translation, we fiave

noticed the following passage in the Horticultural Re-

gister of Boston, which refers to some of the practices

described at large in this article.]

"The mode of training the vine at Thomery,
appears to have originated from the well-known
and singular fact, that an extended vine produceii
not fruit except at its extremities. That a vine car-
ried beyond the bounds of a limited extent, ever
becomes barren at its base. The system of train-

ing and pruning. Which is there practised, and
with such signal success, may therefore be con-
sidered as the perfection of every mode which has
ever been devised.

Thomery is a village near Fontainebleau, and
but a few leagues from Paris. Its grapes, with
which the markets of the capital are supplied, are
proverbial (or their superior excellence. It will
appear evident, that this justly merited celebrity,

is not due either to the superior quality of the soil,

or to its favorable exposure; but the management of
their grapes alone. For Thomery has not a hap-
py exposition; the quality of the soil is inferior, in
many parts steril. It is on the side of a hill,

facing north and ecist, and sloping to the river
Seine, which washes its base; the soil is clayey,
cold, and almost incredibly hard to cultivate."

l''iom the Genesee Farmer.

CURING CORN rODI>ER.

It has been a generally received opinion among
farmers that corn fodder should be perfectly cured
before it is placed in the stack, or mow, to prevent
the accumulation of mould on the stalks. In this,

I had always acquiesced, but an experiment invol-
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untarily made, has gone far to convince me that

my former views were erroneous. Being com-
pelled to put up my com fodder in a danii) slate, !

had but small hope of its proving of any utility in

wintering my stocii, but was happily disappointed

by the trial.

When I commenced feeding it out, much of it

was entirely covered with white mould, and some
quite rotten, yet to my surjjrise it seemed to have
acquired additional attractions tliereby, as my cat-

tle devoured it with greater avidity than they did

that which acquired no mould. I have often re-

marked, that cattle would show a marked prefer-

ence for liay near the bottom of a mow, which
had undergone a greater degree of li^rmentation

than that nearer the top, and generally denomi-
nated "mow burnt.^'' Without philosophyzing on
this point, I would barely suggest the inquiry,

whether by thus carrying on the fermentation of
food previous to its being fed to cattle, an advan-
tage is not gained in the increased liicility it im-
parts to the process of digestion?

I. n.

ASHKS AND GYPSUM AS MANITRE FOR CORN.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Amelia, February 27, 1835.

A gentleman living in Maryland, on the Pa-
tuxent River, made last year twenty-five barrels

and some pecks of Indian corn to the acre, on
many acres. This remarkable crop seems almost
wlioUy attributable to his manner of manuring, as
his planting, culture, &c., do not seem 'to be dif-

ferent from many others. He ]>repared his land
well; (it was a clover lay,) laid it off both ways,
five feet by two and a half; dropped three grains
of corn in each check, and with the corn, put a
handful of leeched ashes mixed with plaster of

Paris, (in the proportion of one of plaster to two
of ashes) in each hill or check; cultivated it both
ways well with the plough, and hoed well. The
amazing product seems to me to be principally
attributable to his peculiar application of manure,
and why cannot we farmers of Virginia pursue
the same plan? No plantation on which ten regu-
lar fires are kept, could fail (with care) to produce
300 bushels of ashes after the lie is taken from it:

this, with 90 bushels of plaster added to it, would
manure after the above manner, at least 30 acres.
Suppose these 30 acres should produce ten barrels
to the acre, (of which I see no reasonable doubt,)
can wc desire a better application of labor and
money? Eut if 25 barrels be made in Maryland,
why not in Virginia? I feel entirely convhiced,
that no effectual scheme of general improvement
can be suggested, which does not contain some fea-
sible plan for lessening the culture of Indian corn—I do not mean to lessen its consumption, but to

reduce the surflice necessary to produce tlie quan-
tity required for consumption. He who owns a
farm of 300 arable acres, and ten effective hands,
with six work horses, will find 800 barrels of coi-n

necessary for his annual consumption. To make
Ibis quantity he Avill, on the average of farms,
(between tide-water and the mountains,) put in
corn, from 100 to 130 acres of land—and with this
large field, would as often fail to make the requi-
site quantity, as succeed. Suppose, by any plan,
30 acres would produce as mucli as the 130, the

benefits need not be pointed ont. I am not sup-
posing the plan above named, is itself to make
the land rich. But what farmer does not see at

once, what a vast deal of labor he would thereby

be enabled to direct to other purposes than making
corn. Every observing man knows that Irom the

first of May to the fifteenth of July, the farmer is

perpetually on the stretch to keep in good order

ids field of com. He has no time to save hay—is

hurried in his harvest—collects no materials for

manures—and indeed neither does, nor can do any
thing but work his corn.

There can be no reasonable doubt, if we are to

believe the experience of others elsewhere, that

any firmer now making 300 barrels of corn on 100
or 130 acres, has the means of making the like

quantity on 30 acres. Nay more, every observant
man knows, that he has acres every year (not

many to be sure) that actually do produce at that

rate, or nearly at that rate—and yet so universally

are old habits, that we find it impossible to resist

the absurd one of planting our usual crop, although
we know that one-third, if not one-half of the
field, will not repay the expense of our ploughing.

I would now suggest, through your Register,

to my brother farmers in middle Virginia, (espe-
cially) to make this j'ear a small experiment—to

take one-tenth of their usual field, and manure
and cultivate it after the manner so successfully

pursued in Maryland, and observe the result. If

land which usually produces three barrels of corn,

shall by this method be made to produce ten, (of
which I have no doubt) I am sure a new impetus,

under favorable auspices, will be given to our
agricultural improvement. Even if so favorable

a result should not follow, the labor will not be
lost. I am now collecting ashes, for at least 30
acres—if we should live until the autumn, I will

give you the results.

II. M.

From the Louisiana Journal.

DIFFERENCE OF PRODUCTIONS ON THE HIGH
AND ALLUVIAL, LANDS OF LOUISIANA.

It must be apparent to every reflecting mind,
who is acquainted with the localities of the state,

and is the least conversant with agriculture, that

the culture which will suit the alluvial parishes,

will not answer in the eighth judicial district. We
speak on this subject knowingly, for we have ob-
served the staples grown in the alluvial parishes,

and in the highlands. It is even now questiona-

ble whether cotton can be grown on the Mississip-

pi lower than the parish of St. James. In that

parish we have seen cotton growing that looked

well. In Washington, St. Tammany and St.

Helena, the rye is raised to an advantage; yet in

West Feliciana and East Baton Rouge, we ap-
prehend it would make but a sorry crop, while in

the alluvial parishes it would be utterly profitless.

If we are correctly informed, many efforts have
been made to introduce the impiovcd breed of cat-

tle on the coast, below Baton Rouge, all of which
have proved abortive, because the siock imported
had died the first summer af\er their introduction.

Yet we are warranted in saying that the same
breed of cattle have lived and prospered on the

highlands, not exceeding twelve miles from the

Mississippi. Swine, it is well known, will answer
no valuable purpose on the alluvial lands of the
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JVIississippi, below the Munchac. An effort is now
milking lo introduce the thin rind hog info tlie

parish")!' St. Helena, and we do not entertain a

doubt of its entire success. Many arc the abor-

tive attempts made in the culture of llie grape, on

the banks of the Mississippi. Yet a grape, deli-

cious to the palate, and capable ol" producing ex-

cellent wine, is indigenous to the parishes o!

Natchitoches, Claiborne and Ouachitta. So it is

Ibund that the rich lands around New Orleans is

not tavorable to the culture of the sweet potato

—

whereas the pine woods is the soil in which that

vegetable most delights.

As with the vegetable, so with the animal king-

dom. No domestic animal, calculated lor service,

or the table, is reared with the same i;\cility on

the low, as on the highlands. The leathered tribe

we believe is an exception to the rule.

the nature of the case, to casualty and loss, which
timely shelter might prevent. The sheep well lt?d,

irom its ileccy covering and gregarious habits,

whence results an atmosphere of considerable

warmth, i-emains very little aii'ecled by intense

cold, if unaccompanied by moisture; he is perhaps

more untiivorably utlected by great heat, but contm-
ues sate under either extreme, with the advantage
of sutlicient shelter, obviously one ol" the most im-
portant points in sheep husbandry. The various

diseases incident to sheep have their origin almost
exclusively in neglect, improper situations and
treatments, or errors in Itieding. Reverse these,

and diseases among sheep would be as l(?w and
rare, as they are now numerous and rile through-

out our sheep districts; anothergrand point in their

husbandry.

—

lb.

HINTS ON SHEEP HUSBANnRY.

Selected and collated for the Cultivator.

In an agricultural view, simply, the importance

of sheep is extreme; since, by their assistance

alone, thin, barren, upland soil, so often the far

greater part ol" a country, can be cultivated to ad-

vantage, which otherwise could not generally be
cvdtivated at all. The sheep will subsist and mul-
tiply on those barren soils, Avhere no other animal

Avould be maintained with equal profit: he is

equally calculated lor the most deep and lertilc,

challenging competition, and dividing the palm oi

profit with an ox, and is excluded from such only

as abound in stagnant water, the moist exhalations

of which are naturally destructive to his constitu-

tion.

—

Z,awrence on cattle.

The bodihj coiistiiufion of the sheep, as of the

goat, the deer, the camel, the hare and the rabbit,

is usually called hot and dry; we however know,
iirom unquestionable experience, that dry soils,

a dry air, dry provender, and green food, which
does not abound in cold and watery juices, are

most appropriate and salutary to them. Indeed
the contraries are replete with danger to the

Bheep, most particularly, which is naturally and
constitutionally subject to serious effusion, pro-

ducing a dropsy of peculiar kind, either universal

or circumscribed, but more usually the latter, ex-

tending indifferently to all parts of the body.

This efflux of water, or rather watery tendency,

in all the fluids of the body, gradually produces

in the solids disorganization, mortification or rot.

Catarrhal affections are the most usual primary

causes of rot. These ideas very plainly indicate

the proper situations, food and treatment of

sheep.
Sheep have often been described as, of "a weak-

ly constitution, liable to be exhausted by fatigue,

and ill able to bear the extremes of heat and cold,

subject to many diseases, most of which are con-

tagious." Such notions are to be received with

much allowance, for in truth, this useful race scenis

ennobled by nature to accommodate itself to all

the vicissitudes of climate, and to nearly the ex-

tremes of heat and cold, of which the husbandry,

ancient and modern, of both northern and southern

countries, forms the best proof. We see them ac-

customed to brave the most rigorous of these ex-

tremes unhurt, liable, as might be expected from

From the Cultivator.

INDIAN CORN.

There is no crop which habit has rendered
more indispensable to the Avants of our I'arailies

and our farms than this. The late John Taylor,
of Virginia, termed it our "meat, meal and ma-
nure." Holding this high rank in our farm eco-

nomy, it is a subject of moment to adopt the best

mode of culture. As many districts are shy in

producing wheat, and as this crop is seriously

threatened by the new (to us) wheat insect, it be-

comes more a matter of" solicitude to render our
corn crops productive. Eut as this grain demands
more labor in its culture than other grain crops,

so it is more important, on the score ot" profit,

that it should be vv'ell managed: for if thirty bush-
els an acre, be considered only a remuneration lor

the labor bestowed on the crop— all that the pro-

duct liills short of this must be a loss—and all

that it exceeds, a net gain to the cultivator. The
first consideration in regard to the corn crop, is to

give it a dry mellow soil; the second, that this

soil be rich, fat or fertile; and the third, that the
seed be timely put in and the crop well taken care

of. Neither wet grounds, nor stiff" clays, nor poor
grounds, will repay, by their product, the labor re-

quired on a crop of" corn. He who has no other

lands but these, should not attempt to raise it as a
field crop. He had better bestow his labor upon
other objects, and buy his corn. We think the
best preparation for corn is a clover lay, well cover-

ed with long manure from the barn-3'ard, well
ploughed—and well harrowed. It is better to

give sixty loads of" dung to three acres than to

ten, upon the ordinary lands of our neighborhood.
The difference in product will not make up for the

difference in labor. Corn can hardly be dunged
too high. What vre have to recommend, that is

not common in the culture of this crop, is—that

double the usual quantity of seed be applied—the

number of plants to be reduced at the weeding

—

in order to ensure three or lour stalks in each hill;

that the roots be not broken, nor the manure
thrown to the surface, by the plough, but that the

harrow and cultivator be substituted for it, which
will sufficiently mellow the surface and destroy

weeds; and that the hills be but slightly earthed.

By ploughing and hilling we conceive the manure
is wasted, the roots broken and bruised, and limit-

ed in their range for food, the crop more exposed
to injury from drought, and the labor increased.
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If the fodder which the stalks and shucks afford

is an object to the farmer, as they certainly will be
when their advantages are appreciated, the se-
curing these in good condiiion is a nialter of im-
portance. To effect this, as well as to secure the
crop li'om the eil'ects of early autumnal fi'osts, we
recommend the jjractice we have long and satis-

iactori!}' I'oUowcii, of cutting the crop at the
ground ns soon as the corn is glazed, or the sur-

lace of the kernels has become hard, and of im-
mediately setting it up in shocks to ripen and cure.

This we have always been enabled to do early in

September, and once in the last week in August.
The quality of the grain is not impaired, nor the
quantity, in our oj)inion, diminished, by this mode
of management, while the lodder is greatly in-

ci'eased, and its quality much improved.

NKW MOVING POWER.

At a meeting of the French Academy of

Sciences, on the 16th of June, a very interesting

conmiunication was read from M. Thilorier, a
skiltid chemist, who exhibited to the Academy
the apparatus by which he procured a litre (a
quart) of liquid carbonic acid in a ihw seconds.
The properties of this substance, he observed,
have been but little examined, chiefly because it

requires to be confined in close vessels, hermeti-
cally sealed, and capable of resisting a great pres-

sure. It surpasses all known bodies in the expan-
sion and contraction which it undergoes from given
variations of temperature; from 32 to 88^ Fahren-
heit, a column of the liquified gas is elongated one-
half With the same change of temperature, a
similar cohmm of air is oiJy elongated one-eighth.

This enormous dilation, JM. Thilorier thinks, will,

in future, atlbrd the elements of a rnoving pow-
er infinitely more effective, as well as economical,

than that which is derived from the expansion of'

vapor.

diciously have been willing to relinquish it; while
others are annually commencing it. The great
obstacles to the more rai;id extension of the cul-
ture among us, is the want of experience, the want
of proper implements, as drill barrows, cultivators,
&c., and the labor of securing the crop in winter.
The apparent magnitude of ihese obstacles is dai-
ly diminishing, and we shall ere long discover,
that the root crop may be cultivated, and secured
lor winter use, as easily as other farm crops. We
have had-very little experience in cultivating car-
rots, parsnips or mangel wurtzel as field crops:
but the Swedish turnip has been a favorite crop for

some years; and v/e can truly sa^', it has been one
of the most sure and profitable that we have taken
from our grounds.

From the Cultivator.

ROOT CULTURE,
Presents many advantages to the stock farmer.

Roots are less exhausting to the soil than grain;

they are admirably fitted to form a part of a couise

of crops; are very beneficial in |)ulverizing the

Boii; afford abundance of food for fu'm stock; may
be substituted for grain; and serve to augment and
improve the valuable product of the cattle yard.

An acre of ground, under good culture, will pro-

duce, on a tlur average, twenty tons of Swedish
turnips, mangel wurtzel, carrots, parsnips or pota-

toes. Supposing a lean animal to consume one
bushel a day, and a fattening animal two bushels,

the produce of an acre will then subsist three lean

bullocks 110 days, nearly the period of our winter,

and three fattening ones 55 days.—We merely
assume these as reasonable data, and ask, if the

result does not prove the profitableness of their cul-

ture. But we are not permitted to doubt upon
this subject, if we credit the testimony of those

who have tried them, and whose continuance in

the culture is the best) -roof of their value. Roots
enter hu-gely into the system of Flemish husban-
dry, which has been extolled as inferior to none
other, and in many parts of Great Britain, turnips

are considered the basis of profitable farming. In

our countrj-, root culture is winning its way to no-
tice and to favor. Few who have managed it ju-

From the Cultivator.

PRUNING FRUIT TREES.

We deprecate the old practice of trimming fruit

trees in autumn, winter or spring. Vegetation be-
ing dormant, the tree can make no speedy eflbrt

to cover the wounds inflicted by the knife and
saw. These wounds, exposed to searching
winds, and a scorching sun, become diseases, and
ollen bring on premature decay. Besides, an at-

tentive observer must have noticed, that whenever
|)runing is performed in the sj)ring, three shoots
are often thrown out where one has been cut away,
so that the very evil which it is intended to reme-
dy, a redundancy of useless spray, is increased
rather than diminished. If pruning is performed
in sununer, aiier the first grovv^th, say in the first

fifleen days in July, or the last seven in June, the
tree ttien abounds in elaborated sap, the wounds
are speedily iiealed, and amply protected, by tfie

foliage, from the malign influence of the sun and
winds. We have remarked in successive years,

and the fact is noticed by others, that when a tree

is pruned in summer, there are very seldom any
sprouts seen to shoot from the parts where the
knife and saw have been employed. If the reader
will try the experiment of summer pruning upon
a tew trees, we have little doubt he will agree with
us, that it has a decided p^reference over that per-

formed in any other season. The grand error of
our fiirmers consists in not pruning at all, or only at

long intervals, when it becomes necessary to take
out large limbs, and in doing this, the axe is too

often employed, Avhich mangles the trees so badly
that Ihey seldom fully recover from it. Pruning
should be ])erfl)rmed annually, while the limbs to

be taken off', and the spray, are small. The op-

eration is then trifling and safe, and the wounds
speedily heal. We want no better evidence of a
slovenly farmer, than to see his fruit trees so en-

veloped with suckers as to render it doubtful which
is the parent—a case which, bating a little fiction,

is often witnessed by the traveller.

From the New York Star.

A NEWLY DISCOVERED CEMENT.

Mr. Obadiah Parker, a native of New Hamp-
shire, and for many years past a respectable resi-

dent in Onondiiga county, in our state, and now in

this city, has, afler numerous experiments, dis-

covered a composition stucco or cement—which,
from a state of liquid mortar, hardens in a few
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da3's—f?ay eight, or ten—into a solid substance or

etonc, as impenetrable almost as granile, and sus-

ceptible oi" a beautiful polish. It is, apparently,

chie.ly of a calcareous nature, or like the hardest

kind of marble. Any color may be {]fiven to it;

and it not only defies, but actually acquires great-

er density and solidity, and less brittleness, under

the changes of the atmosphere. He h^is obtain-

ed aseries of patents—and at Calskill, recently was
built, as a specimen, tlic wall of a small edifice

eigiit (eet high, which in eight days—recalling to

mind the lidile of JNledusa—was perfectly pefr//icrf

Avith its door, windows, &c., all of which is lesiifi-

ed to by the owner to us personally, and by the

certificate of the judges of the county and the

principal citizens of the place. It is impossible to

foresee the consequences of such a discovery. It

surpasses, without doubt, all other cements; and
the material is so chea|), that entire houses, of

any shape or dimensions, fortifications, catials,

acjueducts, &c. may be thus built up in a lew days,

which would utterly supersede brick and stone,

and ellect a complete revolution in architecture.

What will not art yet imitate and accomplish?

For the Farmers' Register.

HINTS IN RELATIOIV TO THE DWELI^INGS AND
CLOTHING OF SLAVES.

In the construction of negro houses it is desira-

ble to combine thorough ventilation with the re-

quisite warmth. The ibllowing suggestion may
contribute somewhat to that object. Let the un-
der plank of the boxing at the ends of the joists be
furnished with hinges, so as to hang loosely ofi*'

from the house in summer, and occasionally, in

mild weather in winter; and at other times to be
hoisted and fastened by bolts placed at suitable

distances along the inner edge. This pendent lid

will not admit rain, and yet alTbrd a- circulation of
air between the joists, the spaces between which
should be left open—thus relieving the room from
foul air, which being specifically lighter than that

of the atmosphere, ascends. Candor, however,
requires it to be stated that in too many of our ne-
gro-quarters it is wholly unnecessary to resort to

this extraordinary method of admitting fresh air.

On southern estates of much magnitude it is

impossible to employ, advantageously, all the fe-

males within doors; and besides, with care, wo-
men are well adapted to nmch of the labor of the
farm. It behooves us, however, to make them as

comfortable as possible; and a large cape ofknapped
cotton, or some stouter material, descending half
way between the elbow and the wrist, will be
found extremely conducive to that end. It should
be buttoned closely under the chin, but be loose in

front. It protects the neck and shotdders, other-

wise exposed; is easily put on and oflf', and but lit-

tle encumbers the arms when at work.

A SOUTHRON.

WASTE LANDS.

It seems there are upwards of eight millions of

acres of waste lands in the Scotch and English
counties; or more probably, according to the wri-

ter, ten millions of acres, and four millions in Ire-

land.

ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
AND THE IMPORTANCE OF LEGISLATIVE
AID TO THAT OBJECT. DESCRIPTION OP
THE SOUTH WEST MOUNTAIN LANDS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Kegister.

Charlttiesvilh, March 7, 1835.

Sir—The Agricultural Society of Albemarle,
has adojned a resolution recjuiring one or more of
its members, at each annual tiiir, to present an
essay on some agricultural sidjject. I now send
you a copy of the first essay, in j)ursuance thereof,

read to the society on the 31st October last; to-

gether with Gov. Barbour's introductory remarks.
1 am directed by the society, to re(iuest their pub-
lication in the Farmers' Register.

I am, with gi'eat respect,

A. BROADHEAD,
Secretary A. S. A.

Gentlemen.—I avail myself of the occasion, to

ofler you my very sincere congratulation on the
past usefulness, and the present prosperity of our
society. While we have to regret the liiilure in

Vii-ginia, of so many attempts kindred to our own,
it is a subject of just pride to us, and particularly

to those who have per.'jevered from the beginning
of our institution, that ours has lived so long; and
instead of declining, furnishes at this time, in its

increase, a sure guarantee of its successful dura-
tion.

Of its past usefulness, we of the society (whose
misfortune it is to be advanced in years) are swift

witnesses. Such of us can well remember the
barbarous system of cultivation that prevailed in

our )"outh, and the consequent desolation of our
lands which met us wherever we turned our eyes.

Behold now the vivid contrast—striking as be-
tween tht^ living and the dead. When I say this,

it is not idle vaunting, but founded in sober truth.

I am quite sure you will all respond to it affirma-

tively. The proof of its justness is furnished, not
only in the increase of our products, the gratifying

sjxjctacle of verdant fields in lieu of li-ightful wastes,
but in the testimony of our brother farmers, who
come from afar to profit of your agricultural know-
ledge, whose boundaries you have so much en-
larged. And although 1 am aware that other
causes may have contributed their influence in

producing the improvement which has ensued in

the country round about, and therefore it is iiTipos-

sible to assign with precision the exact quantum
to this society, yet none will hesitate to yield it a
large share. In exploring the causes whose result

has been so propitious, we are forcibly struck with
a iiict worthy of particular consideration—and that

is, the elevation of our calling in public opinion,

and the consequent influence upon the direction of
the intelligence of our people. Heretofore, the
learned professions, as they have been by courtesy
termed, absorbed almost the whole of that uitelli-

gence; drawing after them the flower of the land,
as being the only road to distinction, and the least

laborious method of acquiring wealth. The efii?ct

was to crowd to o\ erflowing these vocations. Hun-
dreds, in consequence, who might, by a proper
direction of their time and talents, have contributed
to the advancement of their country, became a
useless incumbrance. This evil begins to dimin-
ish, and in a good degree, from the elevation
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which has been given to the pursuits of agricul-

ture. We have succeeded in attracting lO our
standard, a portion ol" that mind lieretolore so un-
profiuibly emj}loyed. Tliis vviil add much to our
materiel ibr inijjrovement. For alter all, there is

nothing, no matter what may be the [)ursuit in

which man is engaged wortliy of hiniseltj so lii-

vorable to success as intelligence.

While, however, much has been done by this

society, and others distributed through dilterent

parts ot' the state, I continue of the opinion, tliat

it IS indispensable to that entire success, so essen-

tial to the best interests of agricuhure, that a pro-

fessorship of tliat science should be added to the

University, with which should be connected a
pattern I'arm, and a press dedicated exclusively to

this noble science and its liandmaids. You are

aware, that these have long been tiivorite objects

with me, and that I have frequently inculcated the

necessity oi' a united efibrt amongst our brethren.

to eft'ect their establishment by legislative aid.

Some iew years past, 1 availed myself of a tran-

sient opportunity to invoke, in person, the legisla-

ture in their behalf. It was in vain I urged that

in a society boasting ol' its exclusive agricult.,ral

character, the legislature had never dispensed the

sUghtest aid to its encouragement; that v\^hile the
tillers ol'the earth had paid nincty-nine-hundredths

of the cost of the University, their particular in-

terests had been entirely overlooked. That noth-
ing could produce a more beneficial influence,

than by placing agriculture among tlie learned

professions. That such an institution would lur-

nish a locus, to which communications would be
made; and after passing the ordeal of experiment
and intelligence, might be re-communicated to

society with the approbation or disapprobation of
such unquestionable authority. That there too,

every new discovery and invention might be tested,

so as to save us from useless expenditures, by
avoiding pretended improvements, or at once pro-

fiting by such as were really beneficial—that here
seeds and plants from every clime might be culti\-a-

ted,which our patriotic countrymen of the navy are

continually bringinij amongst us—that here might
be solved the interesting problem, whether the

grape could be successfully cultivated in our cli-

mate, and if favorably, that millions might be
saved annually in the article of wine. That the

state of society made it fit that these improve-
ments should be made at the cost of the state, as

it was obvious from our coparcenary principle

of distributing property, and the consequent dimi-

nution of the estates of individuals, there would
be but Cow or none able to encounter the risks,

and not unfrequently losses, attending all new ex-
periments. That by such an establishment a fine

opportunity woidd be oflered for redeeming the

pledge suggested at the estaVjlishment of the Lit-

erary Fund, t hat a 5^outh from each senatorial dis-

trict, of promise, and without the means of educa-
tion, should be adopted by the commonwealth, and
educated at her cost. These youths dividing their

time between study and labor on the I'arm, and
eventually sent out as shining lights, would im-

part their knowledge throughout the entire state.

In addition, that the rising youth, the future men
of Virginia, attending the University might profit

alike of the results of studv and experiment, and
be able at once to direct judiciously, their farming
operations, when taking possession of their es-

tates; and by which they might avoid those vexa-
tions and losses to which our inexperienced youno-
tiirmers are so frequently exposed, eventuating not
untrequeutly in their rum, and entire disgust of the
pursuit itseill 'J'hat such an establishment under
a proper bead, would, were the question to be tried

exclusively by dollars and cents, be slill entitled to

tkvor, as by proper regulations it might in time,
by its own resources, meet every expense. And
finally, that il' patriotism were worth cherishino-,

there was nothing more favorable to its growth
than to make our country worthy of the afiections

of its citizens—and that beneficent institutions im-
parting great good to all conditions, presented an
object that could not liiil to excite the regards of
all. To njy mortification, these suggestions fell

still-born. They appeared as scandal to, the Jew.s,
and tolly to the Greeks. There was a headlong
member condescended to notice merely to de-
nounce them, as smelling strongly of the tarifl'. In
a few days after, an election of a door keeper came
on, and I tbund ten times as much interest as to

the result, as had been exhibited touching my pro-
jjosition, which I thought, and still think, was one
of national importance. Indeed, I may here re-

mark, that I have been brought (after long obser-
vation, Avith some opportunity of making just
ones,) to the conclusion that our free institutions

have been grossly perverted i'rom their original

purpose. They were intended as means to pro-
mote the happiness of society. It is now no long-
er the first question, what shall be done—but the
one of all prevailing interest is, who is to do it

—

who shall be our servants, or rather Vv'ho shall be
our masters—to whom are the spoils of victory to

be given? The welfiire of society, in the violence
of the contest, is made quite a secondary question.

Hence nearly all are politicians, and I lear a fi'ight-

ful proportion candidates for office. The interests

of agriculture, so far as the government is con-
cerned, have been too insignificant in the general
strife to receive the slightest consideration. It is

therefore with unfeigned ])leasure I see in this so-

ciety, some few at least who liave escaped the ge-
neral contagion, and who devote their time and ta-

lents to agriculture. To these I offer the expres-
sion of my profbundest gratitude. Ten righteous

men would have saved Sodom and Gomorrah. I

am quite sure that numbers may be found in thia

society to whom all that concerns agriculture,

may be most safely confided within our contracted

sphere. But, if ever the time should come when
the stormy elements of party and jiolitical strife,

shall be composed to rest, and our legislators shall

direct their attention to the just objects of our po-
litical insthutions, it may then be worth while for

the tillers of the earth by a united movement, to

endeavor to make themselves heard in the legisla-

tive hall, so as to obtain a portion of that justice

of which, as a class, they have been so long de-

prived. To the end that concert may be obtained,

it is devoutly to be wished that agricultural socie-

ties may be every where established, embodying
all the zeal and intelligence among us, which
speaking the same sentiments, and expressing the

same wishes, could not ftiil to succeed in achiev-

ing any reasonable project favorable to their inter-

ests. Beyond that the tillers of the earth do not

wish to pass.

I proceed now to discharge the particular duty

assigned me at this session.
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I yielded cheerful obedience to the order of the

society, which enjoined on me the duty of present-
ing i\tthis time, an essay on some subject connect-

ed with the purpose of our institution. My only
re;^ret was tliat the task had not been assigned to

abler hands.
In looking about for a subject, a dissertation on

which niigl'.t not be unacceptable, I have selected

the Soutii West Mountains; the rather as they are

the abodes of many of us, and to such portion ot

the society, therelbre, they are lull of interest.

This unique region stretches from the Rappahan-
nock to James River. I have heard indeed of

claims to a continuance ol" this peculiar soil, as

reaching further both to the north and south. I

can only say, as iiir as my observation has extend-
ed, these claims are not sustained. Its length may
therefore be given at 110 miles; its average
breadth at 5, and containing 320,000 acres—its la-

titude in ST" and 38°. Of this tract of land one-
half at least, in its virgin state, was very lertile—

a

fourth sufficiently so as to yield a fair return to la-

bor. The other fourth steril and rocky, but cover-
ed with fine timber—particularly the chestnut,

whose duration in rails may be fixed at 60 or 70
years.

The advantages of this region are many, and
Bome of them peculiar. It presents the singular
fact that the mountain is fertile to the summit,
(1000 feet the highest mountain, Peter's,) and
much more so than the country at its base. It is

more abundantly watered than any other I have
ever seen. Sprino;s of cool living water are to be
found in every dell; and on my own estate, I have
a copious and lasting spring near the top of the

mountain, at an elevation of 600 i'eet at least. Its

vegetation is 14 or 20 days in advance of the level

conterminous country; and still it is usually exempt
from the late fi-osts, while the fruit in "the level

country is destroyed by them. Mr. Jefferson told

us "the fi-ost of May 4, 1774 while destroying even
the forest trees at the summit and at the foot of the

mountain, left a zone of considerable breadth mid-
way the mountain, where even the fruit esca|)ed.

The elevations on its western side present the most
beautiful sites for building, furnishing, as they do
to a great extent, a prospect of the Elue Ridge,
distant twenty-five miles, and the intermediate
country between; and above all we may fairly

claim that no spot on the earth is more health}

.

The soil of this region seems equally adapted to

tobacco, corn and wheat. All these great staples

grow finely here, and come to great perfection.

The texture of the soil, in its virgin state, is a dark
Joam on the surface, varying from two to six inch-
es, reposing on a ckiy so red as to resemble Span-
ish brown, and of unlimited depth, in which, as

well as on the surface, ferruginous rock (inconve-
niently in many cases) jirevails. It is entirely free

from sand. It gives swill proof ol" the justness of

the theory, that all soils have a continued inclina-

tion to return to their original condition if left to

themselves. For we allknov/, no matter how
naked and full of galleys it may be, if uncultiva-
ted, it will in thirty years be in condition to bring
even fine tobacco—an infallible test of the best

land.* These, with many others that might be

* It abides drought, and an excess of rain, better than

any other lands we have. At the base of the moun-

VoL. 11—54.

enumerated, are the advantages belonging to thia

liivored region.

Its disadvantages, however, are not a few. The
land is steep and stofi}'. For although rolling land
is preferred for most crops, jiarlicularly wheat, it is

fi"e(juently so steep that the soil, and even part of
the crop is swept oif by heavy rainfs. Its greatest

difficulty is, the growth of which it is so fruitful,

the brier, the locust, the sassafras, and above all,

the [lersimmon, which add excessively to our la-

bor in cultivating our crop.s, as well as diminish
the products, 'i'o war against these difficulties

successfully, and to reclaim our wasted lands, the

result of a barbarous system of cultivation, is an
object of the first importance, and to which I wish
to call the attention of the society.

The original system of tobacco and then corn,

without rest till the land was exhausted, has been
generally given up. It was abandoned from ne-
cessity. The first, and among the most important
improvements was horizontal ploughing, intro-

duced by the late Gov. Randolph—then a judi-

cious routine of crops, the cultivation of clover,

the free use of plaster, and the application of
straw to the galls. The routine is generally corn,

wheat, and clover for two years, fallowing some
portion annually for wheat on a clover lay of two
years' standing. The exemption of the clover aa

tar as practicable, from the hoof; and to this end
the establishment of standing pastures would be
highly desirable. The cultivation of our corn

crops exposes our steep lands to greatdanger from
the heavy rains to which we are subject, and to

resist which the horizontal ploughing has been
found not sufficient. In the August of 1813, ac-

cordmg to the observation of Mr. Jefferson, there

tell ten inches of water in 12 hours. The efiijcts

were disastrous. So much so that it suggested to

me the necessity of adopting some additional

means of security, and I think I found them. I

began immediately the process of hili-side ditch-

ing, which I have pursued ever since, and with

great success. This process is particularly benefi-

cial in saving our valleys. The term describes the

position between two hills or mountains. Com-
mence the ditch as high up the ravine as you wish,

let it reach entirely across the valley, and in such

form (that is a crescent) as that the water may be

conveyed with such a descent as to keep the ditch-

es open—which are carried on the sides of both

hills, descending ofcourse till you reach the bottom,

where in the mountains we always find a stream.

But I use them with great success in all steep

lands, by running them about midway the descent

so as to save the lower part, which without the

ditch, by the accumulation and violence of the

flood, would be destroyed. All the land within or

below these ditches, becomes almost as valuable as

the valleys, and when cured of their galls is worth

.glOO the acre—because they will yield on an

average six percent, annually, net profit, on an in-

vestment at that price. Still however, nnich is to

be done in saving our lands by judicious cultiva-

tion apart from hill-side ditching. The plan, once

followed, of leaving the balk in clover between the

tains on the east, there is a bed of limestone, say fifty

yards in width, and attending this region through its

whole extent.
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rows of corn, would have been efiectual, but the

loss of the corn crop by that plan was too serious;

BO that it has been abandoned. At least I, alter

losing two crops on my experiment of that kind,

have given it up. And I have in lieu adopted the

Ibllovving. I flush round the hills as deep as possi-

ble, then harrow. I then lay oft' my rows lor

planting, horizontal!}' Avith a two horse McCor-
mick plough. I follow immediately the same fur-

row with a coulter, inserted as deep as possible,

cover either with a j)iough or hoe, and then har-

row the whole land with a Ibur-ox harrow. This
makes the soil smooth. Immediately on the corn's

coming up, I run lour or five times with the coulter

between the corn rows—two ploughings with the

shovel or bull-tongue, and a weeding with hoes,

complete the crop.
"
If from excessive rains, guUeys

are produced, fill them innnediately with straw or

leaves, and they speedily recover. Our grand
restorative, however, is the clover. Every farmer
should save his own seed. It takes much better

in the chaftj than clean, and the clover haulm
from which the seed has been extracted, when
spread on the poor spots, works a miracle in their

speedy restoration. But as yet I have tbund no
satistactory plan, by which successfully to root out

the annoying growth to which I have reltjrred.

Severe grazing will, in time, pretty elfectually de-

stroy all but the persimmon. Nothing will eat

that. And for one I am ready to pronounce him a
benefactor, who will discover an effectual method
of destroying it. To such an one I would vote a
premium of the whole funds of the society. Upon
the whole, as it seems to be agreed that in the eco-

nomy of Providence, something like equality was
designed in his distribution—applicable not only to

the various parts of the globe, but to our moral
condition, let us, the inhabitants of the South
West Mountains, rejoice and be grateful, that our

benefits greatly preponderate over our ills. And
as far as my testimony goes, resulting from actual

observation of near one-third of the entire circum-
ference of the earth, I ftjel no hesitation in declar-

ing, that I deem them the most desirable abode I

have ever seen.

JAMKS BARBOUR.

Barboursville, Orange, Nov. 1st, 1834.

From the [Britisli] Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF LANDED PROPER-
TY AND SMALL FARMS IN IRELAND.

[The followii)g details of the improvements pro-

duced by the exertions of a single judicious individu-

al, among a population so miserable, degraded, and

almost hopeless, as the poor tenantry of Ireland, must

be interesting to the philanthropist and the political

economist, as well as to the agriculturist possessing

expanded views. Of all the reformers and benefactors

of mankind, the working reformers are the most use-

fiU. It was because he was a working reformer, fur-

nishing examples as well as precepts, that Oberlin

was, within his humble and limited sphere of action,

one of the greatest as well as one of the best of men

—

the one who seems to have more completely fulfilled

his duty to God and man, than any of the heroes, the

sages, or the saints, whose fame and virtues have been

illustrated by modern history. The agent of the im-

provements which are described in the following ex-

tracts was a mere man of business; but one who has

well proved this truth—that the same enlightened and

judicious system is best to promote the several inter-

ests of the owners, and the laborers of the soil, and

also of their country at large. The whole article

from which these extracts are taken, is an extended

review of two essays by Mr. Blacker, one of which
had been honored by a prize awarded by the Royal Dub-
lin Society. The parts omitted here relate more exclu-

sively to the peculiar circumstances of Ireland and of

the poor Irish cultivators.]

The principal causes of the inferiority of the
agriculture of Ireland, are the want of minute su-
perintendence on the part of the land |jroprietary

of that country, and carelessness or want of judge-
ment in the selection of agents.

Few country gentlemen, comparatively speak-
ing, are either disposed or competent to undertake
the trouble of introducing an improved system of
fLirnung, in defiance of old customs and long in-

dulged jjrejudices, and fewer still are judicious in

the choice of proper substitutes.

The agent, however honorable he may be in

principle, and clever in the art of collecting rents

lor his employer, is too generally ignorant of rural

economy; or if not so, he is too frequently without
authority to act on his own judgement, and under
the necessity of acting on a prescribed system of
illiberal and defective management. Whde under
the strictest obligation to remit to the absentee

proprietor, under penalty of dismissal, a given
sum on prescribed days, his representations of
any circumstances connected Avith the actual state

of the rent-roll, are unheeded and unfelt.

The absentee landlords in p-articular, with a few
honorable exceptions, look only to the amount of

remittances, and select for their agents, attorneys

resident in the metropolis, merely on account of
their knowledge of legal technicalities, and their

ingenuity in collecting rents at a moderate per

centage, without due regard to those more impor-

tant talents which a land-agent should possess.

It is with reason that we complain on the part

of Ireland, of the general indifference which pre-

vails among the agents of Irish properly, on the

essential points of minute management and unre-

mitting vigilance, regarding the condition of cot-

tages, garden husbandry, culture of green crops,

planfing of orchards, &«.; all which important

objects could easily be effected through the instru-

mentality of active overseers, subordinate to the

principal agents, if their time be otherwise occu-

pied.

It is with no ordinary degree of satisfaction,

therefore, that we have read the publications of
Mr. Blacker on the management of estates.

These coming from an Irish agent, we estimate

most highly, not so inuch for the details aflbrded

of remarkable improvements eftected on one or

two estates, as for the results which we confident-

ly anticipate these will produce. The zeal and
energy of Mr. Blacker are beyond all praise, and
must have a prodigious influence in stimulating to

similar eflorts the important andhhherto inefficient

class to wliich he belongs.

In the preface to the second of these Essays,
Mr. Blacker observes:
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"For several years I had been turning my at-

tention to the improvement of the tenantry on the

estates alluded to [those of the Earl ol' (Josford

and Colonel Close,] and had made several unsuc-

cessful attempts to introduce a better system of

agriculture, by circulating the different workspub-
lished on tliat subject, and offering premiums for

[to] those who would adopt the improvements re-

commended; but I had the mortification to find

there were no claimants tor the prizes proposed,

and tliat every attempt I made was a complete
failure. At length it occurred to me, that by
writing a short address to the tenants, their atten-

tion might be drawn to the effects of the present

system, and by following it up with the appoint-

ment of' an agriculturist for the special purpose of

instructing them; and, moreover, allow him to

grant a loan* of lime to such as followed his in-

structions, lor the purpose of replacing the ma-
nure which he might require for the cultivation of

green crops, and adding my own personal influ-

ence, I might perhaps have better success."

This judicious agent, it appeai-s, has acted per-

severingly on his own principles, and after circula-

ting manuals of agriculture suited to the circum-
stances of the tenantry over whom he so happily
presides, to prepare the way for practical opera-

tions, he proceeded with great earnestness to pro-

mote the green crop system, among the small

farmers especially, by granting premiums for

house-feeding cattle, and by supplying lime, and
turnip and rape seed.

In proof that an agent possessing energj^ of
character, and a real desire tor improving land pro-

perty committed to his superintendence, and back-
ed, as in the present instance, by benevolent and
ju(Ucious landlords, may effect very important re-

sults within a few years, we are informed, that, at

the commencement of Mr. Blacker's labors

—

'•There were but two tenants on the estate of

the former [Lord Gosford] and none on [that of]

the latter, who were able to enter into the compe-
tition. The second year there were about fifty

competitors; in the third there were not less than
300 or 400, who fed their cattle entirely, or for the

most Jiart, in the house; and this year [1834,]
from the great quantity of clover seed sown last

spring, I think there will be scarcely a tenant on
either estate who will not feed his stock upon that

plan."

Here is encouragement to the landlords of Ire-

land. After four years the old mode of taking
successive and exhausting corn crops disappears,

and a proper rotation succeeds; where weeds had
previously occupied the soil clover and vetches are

now seen, and turnips (and partially mangel-
wurzel) have been successfully introduced.

To effect his objects, Mr. Blacker used (as al-

ready stated) a mode of inducement, which we
conceiv^e to be precisely suited to the circumstances

of the small holders of Ireland—an advance of

lime—thus enabling the poor farmer to raise his

potato crop without the otherwise unavoidable
necessity of applying to this purpose, the contents

of his dunghill, which he now can devote wholly.

* By a loan of lime, is meant an advance of a cer-

tain quantity of lime, to be paid in money, not return-

ed in land, as the expression would naturally indi-

cate.

or in part, to the culture of turnips, rape, or cab-

bages.

One of the great obstacles in Ireland to the

raising of turnips among the small farmers, is the

want, in the first instance, of a surplus of dung
(after the necessary portion of potatoes has been
planted) lor the desired purpose; tlie difficulty lies

in the first step; the substitution of lime meets
this difficulty, and ever afterwards the green crop

system works easily.

Fully satisfied, liowever, of the great value of

dung (for the growth of potatoes) applied even in

small quantities to land limed immediately before,

we should prefer the application of some portion

of the dunghills in all cases to the ))otato field.

But other considerations must regulate this mat-
ter, and we are perfectly satisfied with Mr. Black-

er's plan; the result of which has been so pre-

eminently successful.

Our excellent agent thus urges the use of lime

at the introduction of the green crop system:

"It is therefore of the utmost importance, that

wlien you first begin to li7ne, you should raise your

potatoes upon it, and make use of the house ma-
nure which this leaves at your disposal, to raise

turnips or mangel-wurzel for house-feeding, and
increase your stock of cattle to the utmost which
this plan will enable you to keep; setnng it down
for certain, that you ought to have at least one

cow fur every tliree acres of arable land, as being

the smallest stock which will enable you to keep

your land in heart, when the resource of lime can

no longer be looked to. If this is not kept in view

from the very outset, you will fuid that you cannot

manure the one- fourth of your farm every year,

and you will tlierefbre be thrown out of the rota-

tion—the land will be exhausted and left to rest as

formerly, and as it gets poor j'on will get poor

yourselves; and having no longer the relief of

lime to fall back upon, your case will become
worse than what it is at present; for 7)oh> by lend-

ing you lime, I have no doubt of making you com-
fortable and independent, if you are only indus-

trious and willing to follow the instructions given

you; but then this resource is lost to you, and I do

not see what other can be made available to

3'ou.

Simple addresses to the agricultural classes, such
as Mr. Blacker distributed, liave their use. Prizes

for green crops, which are the great want among
the very class to which they would be most bene-

ficial, have also their good effect; yet for one [per-

son who is able or willing to n'.ad a treatise on
husbandry, there are ten disinclined to receive

any information that does not come to them prac-

tically, and prizes are loo often found to answer
but a temporary purpose. When the stinmlus

of reward is withdrawn, the object for which it

was proposed and granted becomes neglected; but

the substantial aid of manure and seed liberally

supplied to a pauper tenantry, and of cows to con-

sume the newly created produce, would if afforded

on an extended scale, eflfect much positive and per-

manent improvement in the condition of the hum-
bler classes of the Irish cottagers.

And to those who may exclaim at the insup-

portable expense of affording such encouragement,
it may be useful to present Mr. Blacker's estimate

of cost:

"But what, it will be asked, may be the expense
of attempting to follow a plan which, it must be ad-
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mitted, seems at least to have much to recommend
it? To this it may be answered, the ex|)ense is

trifling indeed, compared with the objects likely to

be obtained. Those agriculturists I have hitherto

brought, and who have all turned out to be very

deserving men, have been engaged at a salary ol

25£ a-year, with a cabin and two acres of land,

rent free; or in lieu thereof, a lodging, with the

Scotch allowance of six and a half bolls of meal,

and what milk they might require, all which does

not amount to more than 10 ii a-year in addition

to their fixed salary. Nothing can be accomplish-

ed on a large scale, without having a respectable

man in this situation; for the ignorance of the gener-

ality of small farmers is such, that they will put out

their lime on land not drained, whereby the advan-

tage of it will be lost almost entirely; and they

will sow the clover-seed on exhausted land,

where it will not grow, and will therefore be-

come a total loss; also they have, generally speak-

ing, little idea of what clean land is, nor how to

eet about making it so, and their manure therefore

goes to nourish weeds as much, or more perhaps,

than the crop sown; for all which reasons, I look

upon this appointment as indispensable, where any
extensive success is aimed at,

"The next expense to be considered is the ad-

vance of lime. In this respect my practice has

been t« lend it to almost every one who applied,

let their circumstances be what they might, making
only the stipulation that the instructions given

ehould be strictly followed. I adopted this line in

order to show the people that my wish was to

benefit every one, and that I was not actuated by
the selfish motive of merely aiding tlie very poor

class, in order to lessen my own trouble in getting

in the rents. The liberality of my employers ena-

bled me to act on this extended plan, which of

course occasioned the greater outlay. But when
the landlord is restricted in means, of course the

loan will be confined to those who stand most in

need of assistance. The advance required de-

pends so much upon the size of the farms, the

density of the population, and other circumstances,

that it is hard to fix upon any sum per thousand
acres, as sufficient lor this branch of the expendi-

ture. The more people there are, the more indus-

try is capable of being brought into activity, and
the more capital is of course required; likewise the

greater the poverty the greater assistance will be
necessary; so that the advance required must evi-

dently vary in different estates, though they may
consist of the same number of acres.

'•But I would hazard the opinon, that in most
parts of the north of Ireland, 50£ per thousand
acres would be found sufficient to supply the requi-

site loan of lime, and provide turnip and rape seed,

which I liave as yet given gratis. Every poor
tenantry will be found so much in debt for their

seed- oats, seed-potatoes, and perhaps even for

subsistence, and subjected thereby to such usurious

charges, that I have found it necessar}^ to give in

the first instance three years' credit, in order to get

them out of the power of" their creditors. The
repayment of the sum so lent now forms a fund
for carrying on the S3"stem, and I do not anticipate

being obliged to make further demands upon my
employers;'but when this credit, from the pecu-
niary wants of the landlords, cannot be given, I

think the repayment might be insisted upon from
the produce of the first grain crop after the loan.

My lending of clover-seed was an afterthought)

but is a matter of pecuniary importance, and the

cost of so large a supply came to such a sum,
that I was obliged to limit the credit upon it to six

months, which brought the repayment to the time

of harvest, and as 1 obtained the same credit from

the London seedsman that I gave to the tenantry,

there was no advance of money in that particular,

and the advantage has been the greatest that could

be imagined, in doing away immediately with the

practice of sowing successive grain-crops as al-

ready alluded to.

"To sum up the whole then, it w"ould appear,

that to make the conviction produced by the peru-

sal of the pamphlet operative, all that would be
necessary on the part of tlie landlord, would be,

an annual outlay of about 35£ to the agricul-

turist which would aflbrd the necessary instruc-

tion and an advance of about 50£ a-year per

1000 acres, for three j'ears at most, in lime, to re-

place the manure taken fi-om the potato crop.

This is the entire expense, except the trifiing cost

of the pamphlets; and when to this the tenant has
added his industry, and the agent his influence,

the system is complete. I do not in the above
calculation, include the trifling sum which the land-

lord may feel disposed to give the premiums for

the encouragement of those who most distin-

guished themselves by their exertions, nor any
occasional assistance he may feel disposed to give
in lending a pound or two for a few months to as-

sist a tenant in buying an additional cow, when
his clover was superabundant; these being optional

matters, and not absolutely necessary."
The usurious prices paid in many places by poor

farmers for seed-oats and potatoes, are often most
oppressive. Twenty-five per cent, has been fre-

quently paid for the accommodation of seed-oats
in spring (of inferior quality too,) to be paid for in

the ensuing autumn. By supplying seed, there-

fore, on fair terms, an agent may frequently save
a poor tenant from considerable loss, and as to clo-

ver and grass-seeds (the latter usually of the
worst and most dirty description on the small farm-
er's field,) these may be supplied by obtaining

credit from the seedsman, as Mr, Blacker did,

without the actual loss of a single shilling.

It appears from the pamphlets before us, that

the tenants thus aided, from having strong motives
to exertion, are extremely industrious; theirs is not

the hopeless condition of men deep in arrear and
without a ray of hope, in apprehension of ejection

from their homes, and destitution in consequence,
but the happy state of a peasantry llill of hope
and energy, and enjoying independence, or at least

every rational anticipation of it.

On the Cavan estate of Lord Gosford, consist-

ing of 8000 acres, and moderately set, the arrears

had been increasing; yet in the second year of
Mr, Blacker's operations, the rents of the then

current year were discharged, whh a /)flr< of the

arrears, and many of the tenants have subsequent-

ly paid up all which they owed, Mr. Blacker hav-
ing made a rule " never to forgive any arrears

ivhatever,^^ (unless a retrospective reduction in the

amount of rent, calculated with reference to agri-

cultural prices and proportionally granted to all the

tenants, be so considered,) which would be a dis-

couragement to those who had regularly paid their

rents.
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The generiil maxims (each of (hem enforcetl

by arfTunient and ilhistration which Mr. Blacker

Javs down for observance, are in strict accordance

with the most Q^enerally received principles of hns-

bandry. We shall insert the heads of them, (or

ahhono;h they teach nothin<x particalarly new, they

are snccinctly and iudicious!}^ arranjjed, and onght

to be pressed upon the attention of every farm-

er.

1. The jrround must be thoroughly drained.

2. Weeds must be destroyed.

3. Ail cattle must be fed in the iiouse or straw-

yard upon good tbod.

4. Two successive crops of the same kind not

to be taken.

Under this head are the following observa-

tions:

—

"I am fully sensible, however, that a system of

over-cropping with grain will extract every kind

of nourishment from the soil, and leave it so ihat it

will not even yield grass. This is the case with

land which is left to rest, as it is called, by those

who take three or lour grain crops in succession,

and the phrase is well applied, ibr the land is real-

ly not fit to do any thing. The error of this class

of persons is, that they turn the land to grass at

the end in place of the beginning of their course.

Had grass-seed been sown with the first crop of
grain, there would have been a good crop of hay,

and good after-grass, and the second crop of grain

woukl have been as good as the first; and this is

what ought to have been done by those Avhose

land is not suited to clover, or who from poverty

are not able to buy clover seed; and even wliere

two grain crops have been taken, it would be bet-

ter to sow it with rye-grass, which will yield a

crop on very poor land, rather than to leave the

ground to be possessed by weeds and such herbaije

as may naturally rise. The fact is, the last ex-

hausting crop should only be put in upon that por-

tion of tlie farm which is intended lor potatoes,

and other green crops, the succeeding year, which
crops then give the manure to restore it to a pro-

ductive state; and by this means there is no land at

all lost by what is called resting it."

5. The place for manure should be so contrived

as not to be exposed to any accumulation of rain

water; but should receive the contributions from

the sewers of the house, stable, cow-house,

&c.
6. Advantage of straight fences.

7. Levelling of unnecessary ones.

8. The absurdity of keeping horses on small

farms, and the superiority of spade husbandry.

9. Formation of ridges.

10. Impropriety of selling straw ofi" the farm.
# # « * *

We are sometimes gravely told that there is no

use in sowing turnips in many parts of Ireland,

where they would be assuredly stolen. As Mr.

Blacker does not touch upon this objection, we are

bound to suppose (giving him due credit for strict

honor and impartially in the advocacy of the above

case,) that the people around him are not disposed

to pilfer turnips to any sensible degree; and indeed,

we happen to know perfectly well that a crop of

turnips is as safe from spoliation as a crop of beans;

but that if either of these be a solitary and unu-

sualcrop in a neighborhood teeming with children,

a desire to taste it may lead to the abstraction of

an inconsiderable portion of them, but the novelty

soon wears off, and the eating of raw turnips or

beans brings Avith it the sure penalty of indiges-

tion and all its painful concomitants, Avhich eflec-

tually prevents a recurrence of the practice.

This matter reminds us of a story somewhere
told of alarmer in the northern part of Scotland,

some forty years ago, when turnip culture was be-

ginning to creep into the country:-—He sowed a
Tiead ridge /(ir the vse of the public; and put up a
label with this inscription, " F(;U. are requested to

steal out of this spot.'''' This hint may be service-

able.

For the Farmers' Register.

MONTHLY COfllMERClAL, REPORT.

Money has recently become very abundant in

the large cities, and the consequence is that stocks

of almost every description have advanced in

price. Exchange on England has risen to 8^ to 9

per cent, premium. The cause of this influx of

money is not very apparent here, but could no

doubt'be explained'by the capitalists in the large

cities, where investments to an unprecedented ex-

tent are made in real estate, and in rail road and

other stocks of a similar character.

Speculation will, as usual, probably be earned

too far, and when a reaction takes place, it will be

ruinous to many.
Agricultural products generally bear high

prices, with the exception of grain and flour,

which requires a greater Ibreign demand than has

existed for two years j^ast to take off' the surplus,

created chiefly in the northern and western states.

Flour commands .S4f to 4| except that of the city

mills, large shipments of which are seeking a

market in South America.
The price of tobacco is fully supjwrted—the

most inferior at ,^4.25 and ranging as in quality up

to .99. The finer sorts do not yet begin to appear,

and will not to any extent until June and July.

Cotton has again advanced, and is now higher

than at any period during the last twelve months.

Crops embracing good and common qualities sell

at 16 cents, and selections at 16^ to 1(3 J cents.

The quantity brought to market in Virginia will

be one-third less than in the last season, and may
be estimated at about 28,000 bales, allowing 4000

bales yet to arrive. The estimate of the crop of

the United States which at one time was as high

as 1,300,000 bales, is now reduced to 1,200,000,

and it is believed that this quantity will not be more

than sufficient to meet the demand.
X.

March 25th, 1835.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

ON THE PASrUNKY MODE OF MAKING CORN.

However '-'strange it may appear" to W. B. H.

[No. 8 Farmers' Register, p. 466.] "that any one

should think the Pamunky mode of making corn

the cheapest, or most labor saving," there are

some people who still adhere to that opinion. The

two or three weedings with the hoe in the Pa-

munky way, are not more than equal to one in the

common way of working corn, and the plough is

the chief implement in its cultivation.

But if W. B. H. has been able to dispense en-

tirely with the hoc, and substitute the plough al-
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logetlier in making- corn, then indeed I must give

iiir"iliat nolliing but the agency oi" steam" can

compete willi him.
PAMUNKY.

THE SEASON AND V/EATHER.

Since the commencement of the year, there has been

an unusually large proportion of rain and snow, and

still more of severe cold vveatlier: and the season, to

the 24th of March, has been not more remarkable for

our latitude, than it has been unfavorable to the farm-

er's operations and prospects. Besides that the almost

continued wetness of the earth caused it generally to

be unfit for ploughing, even when not frozen, there

have been four spells of cold, each of which, if alone,

might have been considered remarkably severe. The

first and longest of these was early in January. Of

this we have as yet no accurate report of observations

by the thermometer—but believe that the cold was

not as severe in Lower Virginia, for its latitude and

elevation, as elstwhire. At Washington City, the

lowest temperature was 16 degrees below 0, and at

several places in the state of New York and New
England, it was 40 degrees below 0. The weather

here on February the 8th, was supposed by many to be

the coldest ever felt—and it certainly appeared so,

owing to the sudden change from a mild preceding

day, and the violence of the cold wind. But in fact

the thermometer (at Shellbanks) was but a little below

0, and was still lower the next morning, when it stood

at 2 degrees below 0. On March the 1st, the mercury

was as low as 5 degrees below —and after some warm
weather, another change to cold took place on the 2.3rd,

and on the 24th the thermometer was at 28 degrees.

On that day, tlie weather again became more suitable

to the time of year.

In consequence of this state of tlie weather, the

ploughing for corn has been unusually late—and it may
be inferred, that much of it has been imperfectly or

improperly done, owing to the general wet state of the

earth. The wheat has suiTered severely, and much of

it is killed. The clover sowing of those farmers who
harrow wheat land for that purpose, has also been

very late—^but the plants will probably not, therefore,

fare worse than those from seed sown early—as the

sprouting of these was either retai-ded as long by the

cold—or if sprouted, may have been killed. More or

less injury will be inevitable every where, from the

past season to all these crops—varying in extent, ac-

cording to the irature of the soils, und their greater

or less liability to sutler from wet and cold.

Vegetation has been so long kept dormant, that it

might have been supposed there was now but little

danger of the most early or tender blossoms being des-

troyed by future frosts; ami, therefore, tiiat a plentiful

frtiit year miglit be anticipated. But if the following

statement may be relied on, it seems that the severity

of cold has destroyed, instead of serving to protect the

germs of early fruit.

The lovers of good fruit will be very sorry to

learn, that the prosi)ecl of a peach crop this year,
has been utterly blasted by the extraordinary se-
verity of the past winter. Upon examination, the
vitality of the bud, we are informed, ia destroyed,
and there wdl consequently be no bloom. The

same is the case probably with the apricot, and
others of the least hardy kind. We understand,
also, tliat considerable injury was done to the
wheat by the intense frosts of February, when it

was unprotected by any covering of snow. Onr
climate surely is not ameliorating, as has been ge-
nerally supposed.

—

F'rederisksburg Herald,

"FLORIDA coffee" OKRA.
To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Your February number contains another exam-
ple of the uncertainty of the common names of
plants. A gentleman in East Florida speaks of
his cultivating a plant which he calls Florida cof-

fee. He says it is an annual plant, &;c. Now, it

must be evident, this is not a s|;ecics of coffee, but
some other plant, of a very ditferent nature. The
coffee plant is a shrub which bears its fruit in the
form of a berry, and the grains used in commerce
are obtained ti'om the berries. The plant spoken
of above, appears to bear its fruit in the form of a
pod or legume. It would be desirable, therefore,

to know something more of this plant than we can
know by the name thus given it. * * * *

February 23.

To resume a subject which I mentioned in my
last, I now suspect that the plant which the gen-
tleman in East Florida calls "Florida coffee" is

the okra-plant (Hibiscus esciilentiis,) frequently
cultivated in the gardens of the southern states,

and which (as Mr. Nutall says) will ripen its

seeds as far north as Pennsylvania. The unripe
capsules (or seed vessels) of this plant, when
boiled, afford a delicious article of diet. It is also

a good ingredient in most of our soups, and con-
stiUites (I believe) a principal one in the famous
gumho of the Creole French and Spanish of Lou-
isiana and Florida. I have heard that the ripe

seeds make one of the best substitutes for coffee,

but the plant itself is much more nearly related to

cotton than to coffee. Its flower, which is beau-
tiful, very much resembles that of the sea island

cotton. It is a native of the eastern continent,

and if it grows wild in any part of America, it

must have been natura!i:i^ed. I have seen it, in

Middle Florida, spring spontaneously from the
seeds of the preceding year.

II. B. CROOM.

From the Farmer and Gardener.

INCREASED PRICE OF LAND CAUSED BY MARL.

A firm near Monmouth in New Jersey, which
was purchased a few years ago for about two dol-

lars an acre, recently sold for thirty. This ex-
traordinary increase of value has been produced
by the effect of marl upon the soil. From this,

many of oar fellow-citizens in the country can
infer what treasures they possess, either on their

own lands, or within reach of them. Land owners
throughout Maryland, are greatly indebted to the
legislature for providing for a full geological ex-
amination of every county in it.

THEFTS COMMITTED ON THE MAILS.

The editor of the Southern Religious Telegraph has

recentl}^ published a list of letters directed to him,

containing money, which had been stolen in passing

through the mails. We could state as many losses of
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the same kind, and will henceforth adopt that jilan in

the receipt lists, in ho{)es that it may possibly lead to

the detection of the thieves. One has recently been
discovered (an assistant) in the post office at Cumber-
land Court House. But he is not the only one who
has lately been engaged in such business, as letters

containing money have been lost through other routes.

We are content to incur the risk of these and other

losses by mail—but hereafter subscribers remitting

money must comply with the published conditions up-

on which that risk was assumed, viz: that evidence be

furnished by a posiinasfer's certificate, or otherwise, of
the committing the letter and money to the mail. As rea-

sonable and necessary as tliis requisition manifestly

is, it has seldcm been complied with—and we have,

(notwithstanding the omission) given credit for every al-

leged transmission that failed to arrive, upon the simple

and general statement of the subscriber. But though
not doubling any of these statements, it is evident

that such procedure subjects us to the danger of im-

position and also jircvents the possibility of establish-

ing the fact of the theft, and tracing it to the olfendor.

We therefore shall hereafter admit no payment of mo-
ney lost or stolen, without the proper evidence and
date of the mailing—and it will also be more safe, and

serve better the ends of justice, if each remitter of

subscriptions by mail wiU keep a memorandum not on-

ly of the date of his letter, but also of the description of

the notes enclosed. For want of this means for iden-

tifying some of our money which has probably been
found in the possession of this public officer in Cum-
berland, it will go as part of the fee to his lawyers for

defending him, instead of to its owner.

It is also requested of subscribers who transmit mo-
ney by mail to enclose it more carefully, as it is fre-

quently done in such a manner as to expose the notes

contained to both the eyes and fingers of any who ma)'-

handle the letters, and thus unnecessarily to tempt to

thefts.

There is one means, which if used, would prevent

nearly all these thefts which are now so often commit-

ted in post offices. In every case of the kind, the

postmaster who employed the thief, (however respec-

table or honorable the employer may be,) should be

displaced— and also be made liable for the money pro-

ved to be stolen by his assistant. This would render

postmasters as careful of the characters of their assis-

tants, as merchants are of their's. As it is, assistants

are trusted with the mails who would not be trusted

by their employers with their own "untold money"

—

and even the postmasters themselves, of very many
small offices, are men of small pretensions to charac-

ter or responsibility. This state of things is a great

evil, which surely needs correction, both from the go-

vernment, and from from every individual citizen who
knows any of the existing abuses.

THE RECENT ENACTMENTS OF THE LEGIS-
LATURE OF VIRGINIA, AFFECTING THE IN-

TERESTS OF AGRICULTURE.

The General Assembly which adjourned tlie last

month has done soniething for the promotion of agri-

cultural interests—not much it is true—but let us be

thankful for even small favors, as they exhibit a mark-

ed departure from the previous regardless and deny-

ing course of our state government (the only govern-

ment to which we look for aid, or acknowledge as

having the right to act— ) in every thing relating to

this great interest of Virginia. These acts, therefore,

deserve especial notice, not only for their actual

worth, but as indications of greater benefits and more
enlightened and equitable treatment, to be expected

hereafter.

Three several acts have been passed in conformity

witli petitions presented, declaring certain navigable ri-

v^ers and creeks to be lawful enclosures. One is for

Willis' River, anotiier for the Upper James River, and

the third conforms fully to the petition published

in this work at page 450, Vol. II. which asked that the

navigable tide-waters of James River and its tributa-

ries should be deemed lawful enclosures. This act

will be published hereafter. Another most important

boon to the landed interests, and to science, has been
granted in the act authorizing the commencement of a

geological survey of Virginia, which, with the report

on which it is founded, have been inserted in this No.

The full and interesting statements of that report leave

nothing to be said of the advantages to agriculture and

to the commonwealth, that may be expected from the

fulfilment of its object. We will dismiss the sub-

ject, with merely congratulating our readers on the

adoption of a measure which has been strongly urged

in this journal from its commencement—and with the

expression of the hope that the execution of the work

may be committed to one who is worthy of the

charge.

The three acts making certain rivers kiwful enclo-

sures, are highly important in themselves, as affording

extensive relief from the operation of our abominable

general law of enclosures—and still more so, as steps,

advancing slowly but surely, to the general adoption of

the same system of justice and good policy. Zeal-

ous as we are, and long have been, for the overthrow

of the present law of enclosures, we are free to admit

that this mode of reaching that end, in connexion with

enlightening the public mind on the subject, is better

than a sudden and entire change of policy, before the

proper change of opinion, and removal of prejudice, are

produced. With these views, we cannot object (at

this time) to the conclusion to which the Committee of

Agriculture and Manufactures arrived, (and which

was sustained by the legislature,) in recommending the

rejection of the petition for a change of the general

law of enclosures. But at the same time, we must

protest against the miserable and false reasoning by

which they reached that conclusion, and which is wor-

thy only of court-yard and grog-pen demagogues, ad-

dressing themselves to the ignorance of those whom
they flatter, despise, and betray. This report will be

presented below entire. A "committee of agriculture"

that deserved to be so named, would be of the most im-

portant use—and the members who composed it would

have an opportunity of rendering the mostdistinguislied

services to agriculture, and their country. But if this

committee, in the six or eight years of its existence,

has ever done its country or agriculture the least good,

or has drawn to its members the least honor, we have

yet to learn the facts.
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RKPOKT OF THE COMMITTEE OF AGHICUL-
TUHE AND 31ANUFACTURES ON THE PETI-
TIONS FOR A CHANGE OF THE GENERAL,
LAW Of ENCIjOSUHES.

The Committee of Agriculture and Manufac-
tures, to vvliom were reterred sundry petitions

from the counties of Cumberland, Goochland,
Prince Georo^e, Caroline. Essex, Nansemond,
Stallbrd and .Spoftsylvaiiia, praying an alteration

in the law relating to enclosures, ailer having at-

tentively considered the same, are induced to be-

lieve that the circumstances and condition of va-
rious parts of the state are so different, that no
change could be made in the general law, which
would not operate unequally, and i'ljuriously to

some; that in the west, there are many large bo-

dies of waste and unappropriated land, which af-

ford valuable pasturage to the inhabitants of the

adjacent countrj', who would be deprived of this

advantage were they comjiclled to confine their

stock within their own pastures; that in the eastern

and more cultivated parts of the state, many poor
persons have derived advantage firora grazing
their small stock on the commons and unenclosed
lands, and to whom the obligation to confine

them, or a liability to damages if not con-
fined, would oi)erate as a great hardship. There
are, no doubt, neighborhoods, in regard to which,
it might be desirable to change the present laws;

but such circumstances seem to your committee
too much circumscribed to justify a local legisla-

tion extending to the limits of an entire county :

Hesulved therefore, as the opinion of this com
mittee, That the aforesaid petitions be rejected.

substance, it appears to possess all those of lime.
It effervesces violently with vinegar and nitric

acid: Before it is burnt, it is insipid, inodorous
and permanent—when calcined to a red heat, it

becomes as white as lime—becomes lighter—and
when pounded and mixed with water, ft makes as
strong lime water as lime itself When thrown
into the water after calcination, it produces a hiss-
ing noise and heat, as lime does. After calcina-
tion it is rather of a greenish white, and is of a
strong pungent taste and odor. If properly cal-
cined, I have no doubt it would make very good
lime. As yet I have made veiy little experiment
in the way of digging, and none in the applica-
tion of these stones or the clay, on the bed of
sand. The stone is very easily ground as fine as
flour, from which any one could scarcely discover
the difference, either in the appearance (for it ia

very white when ground) or in the feeling.

N. E. READ.

For tlie P^aimers' Register.

MARL IN CHARLOTTE COUNTY, VA.

The following is a brief description of a very
singular argillaceous limestone, as it appears to

be, which I lately discovered thrown out of a ditch

at the margin of the low grounds, in attempting
to convey v/ater to a meadow.
The stones (which appear to have veiy little

grit or sand in them,) have, the most of them, the

appearance of races of ginger, or like lead jioured

out on the earth, by which it is made rough and
full of holes; or rather the surface of these stones

have the a|ipearance of a petrified wasp's nest

(like what is called the honeycomb rock.) They
are of various sizes, (some of which are round)
from the size of a hen's effg or a walnut, to a pea.

More than half of the earth or clay thrown out in

which they are imbedded, and with which they
have no communication, appears to be composed
of these stones. They have the appearance ofoW
plastering, thrown out on the ground where they
lie, the color of lime mortar when wet, but a great
deal whiter when dry. With a knifij they cut
very much like slate, and the cut is of a very
whitish appearance—more so fhan the other part

of the stone. The atmosphere has little effect up-
on them, where they are on the bank, only to

bleach them, when they have the appearance of
bones scattered on the ground. The indications

are a large round ferruginous rock, found at the

bottom of the ditch, with many smaller ones on
the surface. A very rich blue clay is found under
this bed of calcareous stones, which effervesces

with acid. The earth also effervesces in which
the stones are imbedded.
As to the properties of the above mentioned

ON EDITORIAL C03IMENTS.

We have understood that an erroneous construction

has been placed on the circumstance of editorial re-

marks being attached to communications, or not—and
that, independent of what the words may conVey, the

mere accompaniment of any editorial remarfc is con-

sidered as a compliment to the writer, which of course

is withheld from others on whom no comments are

made. We should not think this most mistaken opin-

ion worth correcting, but for fear of its possibly ex-

tending to some persons who may consider themselves

overlooiied in a distribution compliments, which we
had no idea of presuming to offer. We desire that

our remarks may be construed according to their ex-

pressions only. So far from being called forth merely

to express approbation, they have been more general-

ly produced by some inquiry, or some difference of

opinion, or some objection to the writer's views: some-

times to ask attention to what was novel and contrary

to general opinion, and sometimes to carry out the ar-

gument, left incomplete, or to introduce other views

suggested by what had been stated. In short, upon any

ground calling for remarks, they have been made

—

but very rarely if ever, to convey, either directly or iiir

directly, mere approbation of a valuable communica-

tion. On the contrary, it has happened upon many
occasions, that some of those which we would rank

among the most valuable in this work, have been in-

serted without a word of comment, because none was

needed. The foregoing pages of this number, pre-

sent several illustrations of our thus acting on the

ground of the old adage, that "good wine needs no

bush"—and every attentive reader can easily call to

mind many similar and earlier examples : and every

judicious reader will concur in our opinion, that it

would be as improper, as it would be presuming, for us

to make known our comparative estimate of the value

of communications—and as improper in others, to

make for our use an imaginary and false standard,

which we protest against using, or that any shoidd pay

respect to. Of all, therefore, who have fallen into

this mistake, we request that every trace of such im-

pressions may be dismissed from their minds.

i
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composes, unless means are used to fix it, by com-
bination wit[i other manures. Every one ac-

quainted with such land, knows how kindly it im-

proves when properly aided.

There is a body of clay land about Buckingham
Court House of great value, and particularly la-

mous for the production of wheat. This soil

(seems to owe much for its vigor of constitution to

the large proportion of argillite, or clay slate,

which entersinto its composition. There is also a

happy admixture of hornblende in this soil, as is

evinced, by the quantity of dark green or black sand
observable in it. These lands are generally in the

hands of those, who know their value, and what
to do with them; and a continued improvement is

confidently expected. This, most probably, v/ith

the river bottom, v-^iU cventuully form the best

gold regions in that county. After some inter-

ruption by the high ridges, t!ie same range (as the

writer believes) crosses the Appomattox in the

neighborhood of Trent's mill and Patterson's

tavern. Here, however, there is a much larger

proportion of fine black sand. IVjay not what are

called the Green Spring lands in Louisa, belong
also to the same range?
The lands between Cumberland Court House

and the Appomattox, commonly called the Guinea
lands, have often been ailmired as a remarkably
fine specimen of sandy loam. This body of land
seems to belong to the same range, whh that on
Bush and Sandy rivers in Prince Edward, and to

possess about the same characteristics. In its

virgin state, it could scarcely be surpassed in its

free and kindly (jualities. The quantity of sand
contained, makes it, of course, easy to wasli; and
the culture of corn, oats, and tobacco—the two
first great exhausters, and the last alinost the en-
tire monopolist of manure—has reduced much
•f it to poverty. This range of land, whenever
it becomes the subject of meliorating treatment,
must make most grateful returns, and display fer-

tihty rarely seen. Its improvement has, in many
instances, been judiciously attempted, with the
promise of abundant reward. T)ie peculiar adap-
tation of this range to the crops above mentioned,
and itsunsuitableness to the best growth of wheat,
operate—under the miserable state of our avenues
to market—as discouragements to its improve-
ment. It is founded on slaty hornblende and
feldspar, and particles and gravels of these may
generally be readily found, interspersed through
the soil. In some placets, these minerals scenHo
be blended, forming what I consider to be the rock,
called by mineralogists, sienite. From the ten-
dency of the substratum to decomposition, tlie

soft light earth lies deep upon the rock, in many
places, in others, the rocks may bo found near the
surface.

Numerous other ranges might be pointed out,
but the foregoing may suffice to show, that in our
primitive formation, the earth generally is anallu-
vion, that is, formed from the decomposition of
the rocks below, and that its capacity fav improve-
ment depends much uponthe consiiiuent princi-
ples of these rocks. This being the case, the '

question might arise, on the propriety of poundino;
and conveying, for short distances, such rocks as
seem to contaiti substances calculated to increase
the capacity of land for iinproveiinent. At least
the earth, about such rocks, might be removed to
weaker lands. On almoet every farm, spots may

be found, possessing a constitution superior to the
remainder, and affording strong grounds to sus-

pect, that they contain materials, which by their

cliemical powers might act beneficially on other

lands. It is well known, that lime, soda and pot-

ash and probably magnesia, are, when properly

used, excellent manures; and it is mucli to be de-

sired, that scientific gentlemen would search out

and describe the minerals containing these ma-
nures, so tliat farmers may know flow to avail

tlicmsclves of their benefits.

Chemistry may be expected to contribute more
largely to agriculture than any other science. In-

deetl, it runs, directly or remotely, into almost all

tliat concerns the latter. We \vill, however, at

present notice only its agency in trie preparation
and application of putrescent manures.
On this subject disputes have been endless.

Some, contending that manures should be tho-
roughly rotted, others, that they should be used in

a cruder state; some holding that they should be
deeply buried, wliile others maintain that ihey
should be applied to the surfiice. Manures sup-
ply tlie food oJ" plants to the earth, and they im-
prove its texture mechanically, j)reparing it to be-

come a more suitable bed for their roots. The
chief concern therefore—as was observed b}^ the
writer of one of tlie most valuable articles in the
Register, whose words I cannot now quote

—

should be, to prepare and apply them in great
abundance; and he who docs this most diligently,

is apt to succeed best. While this is true among
UP, when we devote very little attention to the sub-
ject at all, yet v/ere all equally diligent in this mat-
ter, it would be found that he would succeed be&t
who exerted most skill.

Vegetable substances, when thrown into a large
mass, go into fermentation, and portions of them
become soluble in water. Such portions are then
thought to be in the proper state for nourishing
];lants. W this fermentation be kept up longer,

portions of them become (if I may use the ex-
pression) soluble in air; that is, they are liable to

be converted into gas, and to be lost. And the
whole pile, however large, would eventually be
evaporated, except an inconsiderable residuum.
Various exjiedients have been resorted to, in order
to save these volatile portions, by causing them to

be absorbed by light earth or other materials. It

is probable, however, that this may be unnecessa-
r}', should we ever reduce this most important
branch of husbandry to an art, Avith a clear un-
derstanding of its theory.

The various operations connected with the busi-
ness of manuring are most commonly performed
rather according to convenience, than directed by
judgement. Our corn-stalks, straw, leaves, &c.
are drawn together when it best suits us; they lie

in the fiirm-pen or stable-yard, exposed to the
weather, until convenience allows, or necessity
compels us to drive them out. I apprehend that

considerable increase might accrue in the value of
our manures, were the materials of wliich Ihey
are made, kept under shelter, until they are suffi-

ciently impregnated with animal matter, to cause a
brisk fermentation as soon as ihey are heaped
and artificially watered, or exposed to the weather.
The mass then might be cqua'ly rotted, and. the
vast drain of saline and other soluble matters,

usually produced by drenching rains, might in a
great measure, be prevented. Fermentation goes
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on, in such heaps, as well and perhaps with less

waste, in cold weather, than in warm. 8iich
heaps might bo made once in two weeks, through
the winter, and ollen matters might be so arranged,
as to render it a convenience to haul out manure
as a return load, while drawing materials lor mak-
ing more into the llirm-pcn. And this, I think,

would be more than a mere convenience, as I hold
that the sooner manure is applied to the soil, after

it is made, tiie better. Some expense would arise

in erecting suitable shelters, but this would soon
be amply repaid in the increase in quantity and
quality of the manure, and comfort and consequent
improvement of the stock. In a well littered liirm-

pen, exposed through the winter to the weather,
much of the richer jiarts must rise, even in cold

weather, to the gaseous lermentation, and be wast-
ed. The same litter, sheltered, would not ferment,
for lack of moisture, during the short time allowed
lor its impregnation with animal matter. Indeed, it

is doubted, whether—should it be necessary—it

might not be kept tree li-om fern)entation through
the whole winter. I think it also certain, that,

while not chemically fermenting, its loss would be
trivial.

Much has been said, on the subject of applying
manure to land, and many directions given about
heaping it and carefully covering the piles with
earth, to save tlie escaping gases. After all, I

doubt whether it bo not best to .spread it at once
over the surface. While kept in heaps, chemical
action must go on. This produces an evolution of

gas; and though much of this ma\^ be caught by
the covering of earlh, yet this is taken Irom the

heap below, aisd leaves it weaker. Itj after sulll-

ciently rotting manure at the farm-pen or stable, it

be equally spread over the surilice, little or no
che.mical action can occur. It is true, the sun and
air speedily dry the water out of it. 13ut this is

very ditferent from the chemical lermentation em-
ployed in rotting it, while in heaps. Alter it once

gets diy, it can lose no more, not even of moisture;

and when it rains, its soluble matters go into the

earth, where they ought to be, mouldering and
mellowing the clods, and preparing the land to

produce a fine crop, ^yho has not seen—after a

rich dressing of manure has been hastily buried

under a poor clay—the clods remaining obdurate,

with great detriment to the crop, througliout the

season? And who has not seen a summer cow-
pen, which has not been ploughed till the next

spring, surpass in crop, an adjoining one, which
was well turned over in the fall?* This experi-

ment, I have repeatedly made; and have lancied

that the advantage gained, was protracted beyond
the first year, by the kindly condition in which
this treatment left the soil—especially, when the

land has been in a short time, laid down in grass.

But, even if the benefit lasted but for one year,

the speedy return from such an investment of ma-
nure, would be worth considering, li is, however,
granted that no harm can result li-om a deep burial
of manure, in a loam sufficiently rich and mel-
low to nourish the young plants, until their
roots can strike down to it. JBut, even here, it

might be doubted, whether benefit might not be
derived from exposing the manure to one or two
rains before ploughing it in. Some of the best
practical farmers in Virginia have adopted the
plan ol" top-dre,ssing, not only with prepared ma-
nures, but also with fresh straw—the soluble por-
tions of which are readily yielded to water. And
the practice may reasonably be defended, until it

can be demonstrated, that the sun and air exert a
material chemical action on a thin stratum of ma-
nure.

A proposition in agriculture, has been too fullj

demonstrated, toj need an attempt at confirmation

here, which the improving fiirmer should always
bear in mind. It is this*—that a soil cannot, by
the best rotation of crops, aided only by the use of

putrescent manures, be permanently kept at a
grade of lertility above its natural standard, or that

which it held before ctearing—or, in other words,

that every soil has its natural grade, as regards its

capacity lor improvement, and th;\t this grade de-

pends upon its approach to that hajipy combina-
tion of sand, clay,'and lime,t which constitutes the

perfi^ction of a soil. An attention to this doctrine

will lead us to appdy putrescent manures largely,

only to those soils .which seem to have a large

capacity for retaining them, while we endeavor to

keep the weaker soils up to their standard of fer-

tility, by a mild rotation, and occasional melioia-

tingcrops; using diligently whatever opportunity

may oiler itself; for elevating their grade, by the

use of permanent manures.
Tiie foregoing remarlts are ofiered, with a sin-

cere conviction of the importance of the subjects,

and With the hope that more experience, talent,

and science may bo brought to bear upon
them.

M. rr.

* The attention of the writer was drawn to the sub-

ject of surface manurinuj, many years ago, by some-

thing written by one of the venerated compeers of

Col. Taylor. Since writing the article above, I have

received my March numl)er of the Register, and find,

if I may judge from the initials, and from the well

known cheery style—something on the same subject

from the same hand. May tlie periodical numbers of

the work long be enlivened by the effusions of this

writer, who has devoted so much of his life, to tlie

seivice of his countiy!

STATEMKriTS OF THE CONSTITUENT PARTS
OF SOILS OF THE rRAIRIES OF ALABAMA.

To N. Ileibcmaiit, Esq.

Columbia, March 10, 1835.

Dear Sir,— I have read in tlie Farmers' Rei^-is-

tcr at pages 277 and 367 of Vol. I. the articles on
the prairies of Alabama, extracted from the South-

ern Agriculturist^ and in them recognize the hand
of a valued friend, Avhosc intelligence and expe-

rience impart more than ordinary value to his

opinions. As 1 know you are in correspondence

with the editor, to whom I am unknown, I will

sup])ly you with a few facts in relation to the soil

of this inteVesting region, which, if you deem
them worth preserving, you may transmit to him.

The description of the surface, soils, and ap-

* See "Essay on Calcareous Mantu-es." The book

being lent out, I cannot quote verbatim.

t That lime exists, in every soil capable of produc-

tion, either in a combined or "free state, has been fully

proved. It is believed, however, that those soils con-

taining a little lime in a free state, and ready for com-

bination w ith putrcsc«nt manures, are best.
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pearance of that region, given in the articles re-

ferred to, over the signature of "A Planter," is

complete; the facts I will now flirni-sh relate to

the analyses of some of the varieties of soils. The
analyses were made by Drs. Cooper, Nott, and
Gibbs. The notes furnished me are not very com-
plete.

The first was a sample of the bald prairie, from
the plantation of Col. Dcas, lying on Big Swamp,
Lowndes county. It is not known at what i)recise

depth it was taken. It contained twenty-live per
cent, ofcarbonate oflime—twenty-eight ol'vegeta-
ble matter: the balance not stated in the paper
lying before me.
The second, was from the same plantation, and

a sample of slue prairie. It contained fifteen per
cent, of carbonate of lime—twenty-five of vege-
table matter—the rest aluminous earth and a small
quantity of silex and iron.

The two next samples were from the plantation
of Elmore and Taylor, on Pintlala Creek, Mont-
gomery county, taken fi'om the open prairie. It

was taken up with great care, the earth being
first removed to the depth of six inches, and a
sample then taken up; the earth was then removed
to eighteen inches depth and a second sample ta-
ken up, and both carefully wrapped up and labelled
on the spot. The analysis resulted as tbllows :

The first., taken six inches below the surface,
yielded carbonate of lime, thirty-eight per cent.

—

vegetable matter twenty per cent.—silex, alumina,
oxide of iron forty-two per cent.

The second specimen, taken at the game spo*
and eighteen inches below the surface, yielded
carbonate of lime f()rty-eight per cent.—vegetable
matter twenty-nine per cent.—silex, alumina, ox-
ide of iron, &c. twenty-three per cent.
The two last developing a fact most remarka-

ble, an increase of vegetable matter as the ground
is penetrated.

I will only add one other fact, leaving it to others
to explain the cause. On the same plantation,
there is in one of the fields, one of those bald prai-
rie hills, where the soil is nearly white. It has
now borne its seventh crop of corn, being unfit
for cotton. When first planted, it scarcely pro-
duced seed—but every subsequent year its product
rapidly increased, whhout manuring, till its crops
have been some years estimated at forty bushels of
corn to the acre. The last two years, a iew cot-
ton seed have been thrown into the hills, with
manifest advantage. I have seen one other field
of the like kind, where the result has been pre-
cisely alike. When I saw it three years ago the
crop was estimated at forty to fifly bushels of corn.
The soil in these two fields is very similar to

that analyzed in the two last experiments, the
difference being something in color, that analyzed
being a few shades darker. The only apparent
cause for the increased fertility of these soils, un-
der cuhivation without manure, is the action of the
air upon the earths, and the small addition of vege-
table matter from tfie corn-stalks and grass.

I mil, in conclusion, state that it is'very proba-
ble that I may receive specimens of more varieties
of these soils in the course of this spring, and if I

do, they will be given up for a like examination.

[To the foregoing very interesting statement (in
which there is nothing wanting except the greater au-

thority which the writer's name would have given,)

we will add some similar facts obtained from partial

analyses, (limited to ascertaining the proportions of

calcareous matter only,) of other prairie soils. It was
with the view of prosecuting these examinations that

we have more than once asked for specimens of prai-

rie soils—and we are much gratified to have here the

results obtained by others, of much higher credit and

authority in chemical investigations. We have been

the more forcibly impressed by the highly calcareous

nature of the prairie soils, so far as we have been ena-

bled to know any thing of their composition, from hav-

ing before ascertained the still more remarkable fact,

that (so far as examined) almost all the lands now, or

formerly, covered with wood, and even alluvial lands,

contain not an atom of carbonate of lime. This we
are sure of as to Virginia, and have as yet found no

difference in the soils of other states. It may be that

the quantity of lime in the prairie soils is the primary

cause of the strange absence of trees—that to the

same cause may be attributed the like peculiarities of

the vast steppes of Tartary and Russia, and the Pam-
pas of South America—and that to the more general

dilfusion of calcareous earth in European soils, is at-

tributable the general difficulty found there of raising

trees, the growth of which in our part of America,

can with difficulty be destroyed, and is renewed as

soon as the labor of man is merely withdrawn. We
invite others to aid in investigating this subject, and to

show whether these are baseless speculations, or sug-

gestions of some value. Before this cause of the for-

mation of prairies occurred to us, there appeared no

rational means for explaining the strange facts con-

nected with them. Most persons are satisfied to attri-

bute their formation to the annual fires made by the

Indians. These fires are doubtless the immediate

agents of the destruction of growing trees—but could

not have had that effect unless the soil was far more
favorable to the growth of rank grass than of trees, so

as to furnish abundant fuel for the destruction of the

latter. Fires were as frequent on the Atlantic coast,

without producing a single prairie. But this is wan-
dering too far, until more facts are furnished. The
few of like kind which follow, are extracted from the

second edition (now in the press) of the Essay on

Calcareous Manures.]

The only soils of considerable extent of surface
which, from the specimens that I have examined,
appear to be highly calcareous, and to agree in

that respect, with many European soils, are from
the prairies, those lands of the west which,
whether rich or poor, are remarkable for being
destitute of trees, and covered with grass, so as to

form natural meadows. The examinations were
made but recently, (in 1834) and are reported be-
cause presenting striking exceptions to the general
constitution of soils in this country.

20. Prairie soil of the most productive kind in

Alabama, is a black clay, with very little sand,
yet so far from being stifle, that it becomes too light

by cultivation. This kind of land is stated by the
friend to whom 1 am indebted fer the sjiecimens,
to "produce corn and oats most luxuriantly—and
also cotton lor two or three years; but after that
time cotton is subject to the rust, probably from the
then open state of the .soil, which by cultivation
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has by tliiit time become os liffht i\.n(\ ns soft ni? a
bank of ashes." One hundred grains of the spe-
cimen contained eight of carbonate of lime. Ail
this prairie land hi Alabama lies on a sidistratum
of what is there called "rotten limestone," (speci-
nieoR of -which contained seventy-two to eighty-
two percent, of lime,) and which rises to the sur-

face sometimes, (oriuirig the "bald prairies," a
sample of the soil of which (21) contained fifty-

nine per cent, of" carbonate of lime. This was
described as "comparatively poor—neither trees

nor bushes grow there, and only grass and weeds
before cultivation—corn does nut grow well—small
grain better—and cotton soon becomes subject to

the rust." The excessive proportion of calcareous
earth is evidently the cause of its barrenness.
The substratum called limestone is soft enough

to be cut easily and smoothly with a knife, and
pome of it is in appearance and texture more like

the chalk of Europe, than any other earth that I

have seen in this country.

22. A specimen of the very rich "cane brake"
lands of Marengo County, Alabama, contained
sixteen per cent, of carbonate of lime. This is a
kind of prairie, of a wetter nature, from the winter
rains not being able to run ofT from the level sur-

face, nor to sink through the tenacious clay soil,

and the solid stratum of limestone below.
23. A specimen ti-om the very extensive

"Choctaw Prairie" in Mississippi, of celebrated

fertility, yielded thirteen per cent, of carbonate
of lime.

From tlie [Britisli] Guarterly Journal of Agriculture.

ON THE MAKING OF BUTTER AND CHEESE
IN THE DAIRY DISTRICT OF SCOTLAND.

By Mr. William Aiton, Hamilton.

On making Butter.

Milk, as it comes fi-om the cow, is composed of

three substances, viz., an oily or butyraceous mat-
ter, a lactic or caseous substance, and serum or

whey, all in mechanical mixture; and these are

separated by the operations of the dairy, and each
of them converted to its proper use as human
food. It is the oily part only that can be formed
into butter; and that is done bj' churning or agita-

tion, either of the whole mass of the milk, or of

the cream only. As the preparation for churning

is different in these, it becomes necessary to de-

Bcribe both, so as any person in the least acquaint-

ed with the qualities or management of milk, may
understand how to extract the butter it contains,

by the one process or the other as may best suit

his purpose.

Milk may be churned, and the butyraceous

matter in it collected, whenever it is drawn from

the cows; but, as that oily matter does not sepa-

rate from the lactic matter and serum until the

mass has become sour, it is much better to allow

the milk to acidify naturally before it is churned,

than to force it into that state by protracted agita-

tion in the churn. For when butter is forced from

Bweet-milk, the churning has to be continued till

it becomes sour, by the absorption of oxygen,

during the course of churning, and in that case

the butter is always very soft. But when the milk

has acidified naturally, before it is churned, that

operation is as speedily and easily performed on

the whole mass ol' milk, as when (he cream has

been separated from the milk and churned by it-

self

Formerlj' milk and cream were thrown together
as they came to luuid, and cither sweet or sour as
they happened to bo, and the whole stood over till

it was convenient to churn the mass; and that
slovenly way of management is still practised by
many fitrmers. But wherever sweet-milk and
sour-milk are mixed, the former is forced into pre-
mature acidity, and the coagulum of the latter

beinir broken, the whole mass becomes fermented,
throws off its serum, soon becomes rancid, and
communicates that taste to the butter; while the
butter-milk continues in a state of lermenlaiion,

and does not again unite vviili the serum, but
forms itself into curds and whey, having a rancid,

musty flavor and taste.

Fortunately a great improvement has been ef-

fected in the important process of making butter

and butter-milk fiir more palatable and whole-
some than was practicable by the ill conducted
operations which have been described. And as it

has been often termed the "Mearns" plan of ma-
kinir butter and sour milk, it is probable it had its

origin in that parish, where these articles of food

have long been manufactured to a great extent

for the Glasgow market. Be that as it may, the

mode of making butter and sour milk, all over

the dairy district of S«-otland, is nearly the follow-

ing:

—

The milk, when drawn IJ-om the cow, is placed

from six to twelve hours in coolers, the same as

wlien set aside to cast up its cream, but this is

merely to let the milk cool. And whenever it is

completely divested of its natural heat, the whole
meal of milk is emptied from the coolers into a
s*and-vai or tub sidhcient to contain the whole. If

the vat is large, and a second meal of milk has be-

come cold beffjre the former meal has begun to

acidify, the second may be turned into the same
vat with the first. But if the first has in the least

become sour, or is found to be approaching to

acidity, the second meal of milk is placed into

another vat hy itself, to prevent its being soured

otherwise than in its own natural course. A lid or

cover is thrown over the vat which contians the

milH, and it is allowed to stand undisturbed till

the milk has not only acidified, but till it has been
formed into a coagulum, (or"lapper" in dairy lan-

guage.) Whenever it comes to that state, it is

ready to be churned, but it can be allowed to stand

over till as much is ready as may be convenient to

churn at the same time, and the milk is no way
injured by remaining in coagulum for several

days, provided that it' is not disturbed, or the lap-

per broken; but if that is done before churning

can be commenced, the serum separates from the

caseous and oily parts, and the whole mass fer-

ments.
When the churning is commenced, the milk

that has not soured and coagulated is not churned.

If anv milk not fully lappered were to be churned

with "the other, the butter would not be hurt by
that milk, but the butter-milk would become fer-

mented, run into curds and whey, and soon ac-

quire a rancid taste and smell. But when the

whole milk has lappered before churning is begun,

and where every thing is rightly conducted, the

sour-milk, if kept in a cool place, and in clean

dishes, will have a mild and pleasant acid taste,

and the lactic parts will not separate from the se-
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mm for afrood many daj saRerchurninc^; and the

butter manufactared in that manner will be Ibund

to be every way as good as that made from cream
alone, or in any other way whatever. If the

cream lias been several days in collecting, and
been allowed to throw off' its serum, or stand long

exposed to the atmosphere, belore it is churned,

the butter lirom it, however oily, will not have
such a fine taste as that made li"om the whole
milk managed in the way herein pointed out.

Milk pre|)ared in this manner is churned in up-
right or plunge churns, of a size to suit the mag-
nitude of the ilairy. Where only a few cows are

kept, tjie churns will contain about fifty Scots

pints (100 quart.^,) but, in larger dairies, they ge-
nerally contain from 100 to 120 Scots pints, and
some still larger. These large churns are, on
some farms, moved by machinery, of various con-
struction; but, in the greatest number of dairy

farms, churns of 100 pints, or more, are wrought
by hand labor only, and frequently by the female
servants. After the clotted milk has been put into

the churn, and agitated tor a few minutes, merely
to break the coagulum ot' the milk, as much hot
water is poured among the milk as to raise it from
50° or 55°, the temperature of the milk-house, to

70° or 75° of Fahrenheit''s scale; one person agi-

tating the milk, wliile another throws in the -wa-

ter. The tcmp.eraturc of milk must be raised to

or above 70°, before the butter can be separated
from the milk; and the temperature of milk can-
not be so well raised in any other way as by
pourmg in boiling water nmong it, when it is be-
gun to be churned. And in this and nmny other
operations ol' the dairy, every thing regarding
temperature should be carefully regulated by the
thermometer. This valuable instrument, how-
ever, is seldom used in the Scotch dairies, the de-
gree of heat being guessed at from the appear-
ance of the milk. If the milk is too cold when
churning, it swells, has a pale white color, throws
up to the surface many air-bubbles, and emits a
rattling noise. But when the milk is in proper
heat, it does not swell, it has a slra^v or cream co-
lor, has a soft-er sound when agitated, and does
not throw up bubbles very plentifully. These ap-
pearances no doubt assist the experienced dairy
people in regulating the heat of milk under the
operation of churning; but surely the thermome-
ter would be a much better guide: for, when milk
is either overheated at the time it is churned, or
when that operation is too hastily performed, the
butter is soft, and of a white color. When the
heat of the milk is at the proper height, from 2^:

to 2| hours is the proper time for churning. When
milk is of ordinary quality, eight Scots pints (or
24 pints imjierial) yield 24 ounces of butter; and,
from the water necessarily thrown in at the tim^e of
churning, the quantity of butter-milk is equal to
the milk churned.
The late Arthur Young has said, that butter-

milk is only fit to be consumed by swine; and Dr.
Dickson seems inclined to devote skim-milk, but-
ter-milk, and whey, to the feeding of pigs; but
the laboring people in Scotland and Ireland use
vast quantities of these as food to themselves and
their children, and are happy to get them at a
penny per Scotch pint, or two quarts.

Another method of making butter, and one
most frequently ibHow-ed, is to separate the cream
from the milk and serum, as completely as possi-

ble, and to churn the cream by itself When this

method is li-)!lowed, the milk, when drawn from
the cow, is placed about three inches deep in cool-

ers of wood, or of iron tinned in the inside, or of
stoneware; and it ie allowed to stand in the milk-

house, at a temperature of 50° or 55'^, till liie

cream rises to the surlace. In the dairies where
the milk is formed into butter and skim-milk
cheese, the milk is generally allowed to remain ia

the coolers from 36 to 48 hours, in order to obtain

the whole cream. In Holland, the milk is not al-

lowed to stand in the coolers more than from 16 to

24 hours, which is one of the reasons of the

Dutch butter being of superior quality to ours.

The first cream that rises to the surface is always
richer, and yields better butter than that which is

longer in coming to the surtiice. On this account,

some who want butter of the first quality, take off

the cream at six hours' standmg, and skim the

milk a second time for butter of inti^rior quality. If

the milk stand in the coolers fi-om 24 to 30 hours,

the butter will be better than when it stands 48
hours; because the cream that rises alter 24 hours,

is of inli^rior quality, and the milk and cream,
when too long exposed to the air, are greatly in-

jured.

The cream is taken off the Jtiilk, either with a
skim-dish, or by pouring it carellilly over the lip of
the stand-vats or coolers. And it is placed in a
vat til! as much is collected as may be convenient
to churn together. The cream in that state soon
acidifies, and the oily matter, with some portion of

the milk in the cream, are formed into a clotted

state over the serum; if it remains long unchurned
fermentation commences, mouidiness soon covers

the surface, and the whole mnss acquires a rancid

taste. To prevent these evils, the cream ought
to be well stirred twice every twenty-four hours,

with a stick, from the time it is skimmed off the

milk till it is churned.
Cream thus separated from milk, is an oily sub-

stance. When taken ofi' the milk, it contains a
portion of milk, which is separated by percussion
or churning. When new, cream forms a rich and
delicate ibod, either by itself or under various

modes of cookery; but its most common use is in

the shape of butter.

Cream is churned in vessels of various forms
and dimensions:, as upstanding ])lunge-churns,

barrel-churns turned round with a handle, and pa-

tent box-churns. But whatever their form be, or

the power by which they are worked, the effect is

to break and shake the cream, till the oily part of
the mass be separated fi'om the milk, and formed
into butter. The cream must be raised to 70° or
75°.

Churning of cream should be neither too hur-
riedly nor too slowly performed. Two hours is

the shortest period in which it can be done with
safety, but it need not be protracted longer than
two hours and a half; and the operation should be
carried on steadily, fi'om its commencement to its

termination. VVhen the churning is carried on
rashl}^, or the cream too much heated, either by
churning or the admixture of hot water, the butter

is too soft and of a white color. If the cream
have become rancid, that disagreeable taste and
(favor will not be rehioved by churning, but will

extend to the butter and butter-milk.

Whenever the butter is made in the churn, it is

removed from the butter-milk, and \vell Avashed,
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in at leapt three or four changes of dean fsprinii-

waler, a.s coM as it can be found. If the butter is

very soft, and the weather hot, it should be allow-

ed to lie for ten minule?? or so in the cold water, to

harden, before il is much beaten. Dut \vhen that

is done, or when the butter is not too soft, it nnist

be carclhlly kneaded ^vith askinirniiifj-dish or the
liand among the changes of water, till every jjar-

ticle of the butter-milk is expelled; after which,
and while the butter is still soft, that part of it

Avhich is not lo be immediately used ought to he
salted, the salt minutely mixed, and the butter

carefully packed into vessels or casks, that are air

or water tight, and every crevice filled with
strong pickle, to exclude air.

The quantity of salt for butter that is not lo be
eaten for several months after salting, should not
be less than half an ounce, mixed with two
drachms of sugar and two drachms of nitre, to

sixteen ounces of butter. The sugar improves
the taste, and the nitre gives the butter a better
color, while both of them act vv-ith the salt in ))re-

eerving the nutter from rancidity. If the salt is

not minutely mixed into the butter, that on which
it rests will have a yellow or brownish color, while
the rest will be of a white color, which, in dairy
language, is termed "pyety butter," that brings an
inferior price. But although the butter has to be
kneaded among the water, and the salt well mixed
into it, care must be taken not to bake or knead it

too much, otherwise it will become tough and
gluey.

As butler, in its purest state, still contains a por-
tion of the milk and serum Irom which it is extract-

ed, il should not be much exposed lo the air, from
which il soon attains a rancid taste; that, however,
may be jiartially removed, by kneading in pure
water, mixed with a portion of alcohol, but never
entirely remedied. In the county of Aberdeen,
butter is formed into a lump, without beingsalted,

and remains exposed to the atmosphere (or aweek
or longer, till the merchant send round his carl, to

collect what he can find in the district; and when
convenient, some time after, the whole butler so

collected, is trodden with bare feet into one mass,
the salt mixed into il, and then packed into firkins.

This seems to be a very slovenly way of manag-
ing butler, and when treated in that way, it cannot
fail to acquire a rancid taste.

When butler is made from rich Avell-flavored

milk or cream, and every thing about the manu-
facturing of it properly managed, it has little

smell, a mild agreeable taste, and forms a plea-

sant and wholesome food. When completely di-

vested of impurities, it possesses the properties of

oil. Butter begins lo melt at the temperature of
96°, when the pure oil floats over the remains of

milk or other impurities; and this process of

purification requires to be done before it can be
carried to a hot climate.

The qualities and flavor of butter are influenced

by the entile from which the milk is drawn, still

more by the food which they eat, and, most ol" all,

by the manner in which the butter is manufac-
tured. Some breeds of cattle, and individual

cows of every breed, give richer milk than others.

Cows that are too young, or loo old, and those

that are unhealthy, or lean, never yield good milk.

When fed on old pasture, or when they are fed on

when stinted in their food. When fed on tur-

nips, cabbages, clover, and sown grasses, the
cows, if in good habit, give copious draughts of
milk; but the l)utler made Irom them is not of so
good a quality, as when they are led on old
Ihough interior pasture.

The history of making butter in ancient times
is but impcrlectly known. Butler is no doubt
mentioned in Scripture; and, in one place, it is

said to be brought forth by "churning of milk."
But Professor Beckmann and others say, that the
Hebrew word translated "6u//cr," should have
been rendered jnilk or cream. And surely the
bringing "forth butler in a lordly dish," cannot be
well made to s.\)\}\y to what we now give that
name. From butter not being mentioned by any
of the ancient Greek poets, it may be supposed
Jhat it was not known lo thai wise and brave peo-
ple. The ancient Romans knew nolliing of but-

ter, till they were taught by the Germans how to

make il; and it was not used as ibod by the Ro-
mans, but merely as oil. Herodotus says, that

the Scythians fjrrried butter, by shaking or ngi-

laling marc's milk; and the poet Anaxandrides
says the Thracians ate butter, at which the

Greeks were surprised. Dioscoridcs says that

good butter was prepared from the Ititlest milk of
sheep and goats, by shaking the milk in a vessel,

or, more probably, in a leathern bag. And Galen
says, the fattest butter was obtained from the milk

of cows. When Julius Caesar invaded England,
he found that the inhabitants liad abundance of
milk, from which they made butter, but could not

make cheese, till they were taught that art by
their invaders. From that period butter and
cheese have been made in Britain; Ihough, till

lately, in a slovenly manner.

On making Cheese.

? formed chiefly from
milk, either with or

tne caseous
without the

Cheese i:

portion of

cream.
Cheese and the curdling of milk are mentioned

in the book of Job. Homer mentions cheese as

forming part of the ample stores found by Ulysses

in the cave of the Cyclop Polyphemus. David
was sent bj^ his father Jesse to carry ten cheeses

to the camp, and to look how his brethren fared.

"Cheese of kine" formed part of the supplies of

David's army at Mahanaim, during the rebellion

of Absalom. Euripides, Theocritus, and others

of the early poels, mention cheese. Ludolphus
says that excellent cheese and butter were made
by the ancient Ethioj/ians; and Strabo says, (lib.

iv'. p. 200,) "some of the ancient Britons were so

ignorant, that though they liad abundance of milk,

they did not understand the art of making cheese."

It must afipear strange, that a people so active as

the ancient Romans,' though able to instruct our

ancestors to make cheese, did not know how to

make or use butler. There is no evidence, how-
ever, that any of these ancient nations had dis-

covered the use of rennet in making cheese, but

seem merely lo have allowed the milk to sour,

and to have formed their cheeses fiom the caseous

part of the milk, after expelling the serum. As
David, when too younLf to carry arms, was able

"lo run to the camp" with ten cheeses, ten

grain or green food during winter, they give rich- J loaves, and an ejihah of parched corn, the cheeses

er milk, aiid more copiously after calving, than must have been of very small weight.
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It is not known, or likely ever to be discovered,

when or by whom the use of rennet in coagu-
lating milk was discovered. It docs not appear
that any material improvement in making chcepe

had been made in Scotland al'ter the use of rennet

was known, until about the middle of last century,

when full-milk, or Dunlop cheese, began to be

made in the Bailliary of Cunningham, in the

county of Ayr. But by whom that cheese was
first made has not been discovered. The Rev.
Mr. Brisbane, minister of Dunlop, has introduced

a traditionary story into his account of that pa-

rish, of a woman of the name ot" Gilmour having
been taught in Ireland, whither she had fled du-

ring the persecutions belbre the revolution in 1688:

and on her return to Scotland, introduced that art

into her ufitive parish. If it could be shown that

any such cheese was then made in Ireland, the

Btory Avovdd be more worthy of credit. It is not
certain that the name "Dunlop cheese" proceeds
from the parish, or from a dealer in cheese from
the parish of Stewarton, whose name was Dun-
lop. Be that as it may, that species of cheese
was begun to be made by some farmers in the
Bailliary of Cunningham, prior to the middle of
last centur}-; and it has gradually extended over
the counties of Ayr, Rentrew, and Lanark, and in

Galloway. It is not inferior in my opinion to the
best cheese that is made in England or in Holland,
and its character continues to gain estimation.
Wherever as many milchcowsarekept upon one

farm, as their collected milk will form a cheese of
a tolerable size, every time the cows are milked,
twice in the twenty-four hours, the milk is passed
through a sieve, to remove impurities, such as
hairs, and collected into a tub of a size to contain
the whole milkings. The rennet is then mixed
with the milk, and a cloth thrown over the tub till

the milk coagulates, which generally happens in

ten or fifteen minutes. But as milk should be
coagulated at nearly animal heat, and as it must
have cooled considerably in mi'king, passing
through the sieve, and pouring into the tub, it

might be proper to throw in a "small quantity of
hot water, to make up the heat that has been lost

before the curd is formed. This is done in some
dairies, particularly when the Aveather is cold.

When the cows on any farm are not so numer-
ous as to yield milk sufficient to make two cheeses
every day, the milk drawn at night is placed m
coolers in the milk-house till next morning, when
as much of it is heated as brings the whole, with
that of the morning's milking, to the proper tem-
perature for being coagulated; and the two milk-
ings are formed into one cheese. In snme of the
English dairies, the cream taken off the cold milk
is heated so as to mal<e the whole sufficiently

warm for being formed into curd; but in the Scots
dairies the cream is taken off the milk, and the
ekim-milk only heated, so as to bring the mass
into a proper temperature. Either way may do,
but I am partial to the Scotch method, because
when the cream is heated, the butyraceous matter
in it must be melted into oil; after which I would
be afraid the oily particles would more readily go
away with the whey than when the cream had
never been melted. I know that the English
dairy people say, that the fat that goes ofT with
the whey is recovered in the shape of whey-but-
ter; but I consider the butter collected from whey
as a species of fraud, committed either intention-

ally for gain, or more commonly the result of ig-

norance, and slovenly and unskilful practice.

When milk is coagulated at the proper tempera-
ture, the curd sparingly broken, and the whey
taken off with as little squeezing as possible, the

whey reseml)les sea water, and contains no part

of the butyraceous matter that would be possible

to collect. It is only when the milk is overheated,
or too much broken and squeezed, that butter

worth collecting is ever found in the whey.
After the greatest part of the whey has been

removed by gentle means without bruising the

curd, but cutting and turning it up softly, and
when the curd lias been brought to the consisten-

cy of butter, it is placed in a drainer and cut into

pieces about two inches square; a board or lid is

then placed over it to compress it with a weight
of 40 lbs. or 50 lbs. in order to squeeze out the re-

mains of the whey. As the curd consolidates by
this pressure, it is necessary to turn it up twice or
thrice, at a quarter of an hour between each turn-

ing, and cut the curd as before, and renew the
pressure till the whey is expelled. The curd is

then cut into small pieces with a knile made for

the purpose, and mixed carefully Avilh salt. The
salted curd is then placed in the cheese vat, with
a piece of thin canvas around it, and subjected to

pressure. It is then a cheese. After the cheese
has remained under pressure for three hours or so,

it is turned out, a dry cloth put round it, and again
put under pressure; and this is repeated, twico
every twenty-four hours, till the cheese is com-
|)letely formed. Generally forty-eight hours after

it is first put into the press is sufficient for it.

In some of the dairies the cheeses are (after

having been once or twice underpressure, and be-

ginning to adhere) put into a hot bath of water
for half an hour or so, and being well dried, they
are again put under pressure in a dry cheese vat

with a dry cloth round them. The intention of
the bath is to draw out the whey and accelerate

the pressing of the cheese. The water is made
as warm as a person can endure the hand in it.

This plan, however, has never come into general

use, and it is the opinion of some that it has a
tendency to soften the cheese too much at the

time, and to render it tough afterwards; as every
application of hot water to curd has the effect &f
rendering it tough.
The Scots cheeses are always salted in the

curd at the time they are about to be put under
pressure, and never in brine, nor by rubbing with
dry salt after thev come from the press, as is gene-
rally done in Holland and Cheshire. Any of

these methods of salting may do; but surely the

Scottish way is the easiest, and the salt can be
given more exactly than in the other methods.
When the cheeses are taken from the pres.^,

they are exposed for three or four days to the heat

of the kitchen, or some other such place, and turn-

ed over twice or thrice every day till they harden
a little, and then thej' are removed to the store-

room, and turned every second or third day. In
many of the small dairies the cheeses are stored

in the barn, on boards laid on the floor. Others
place them on the floors of garrets or attic storeys

of their dwelling houses. Of these the barn is

preferable to the garrets, which are too warm in

summer, especially if the house is roofed with
slates or tiles, and fire constantly kept in the

house. The barn is cool, airy, not too dry, nor
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having too much Ufjht. But in dairies where the

buililiiiirs are rightly fittetl up, a store-house,

having a moderate portion ol" air, httle light, and
neither damp nor very dry, should be built near to

the dairy-house, and the cheeses })laced there on

wooden shelves. The sun nmst not be allowed

to shine on the ciieeses in the store-house.

Cheeses are never sweated in Scotland, as is

common in the English dairies; neither are they
ever stored above the cow-houses to receive the

breath ot" the cows to contract a particular flavor.

Heating them till they throw oft' part of tlieir fat,

can never make them richer or oC finer flavor, but

the reverse.

But after all that can bs done, cheeses which
are made in the same way fi-om the milk of the

same cows, and every operation performed alike,

will diller considerably in quahty and flavor. This
diversity is greater in the Scots than in the Eng-
lish cheese, owing probably to the Ibrmer being
made in ill constructed houses, and with imperfect

apparatus, while in England the dairies are large,

the dairy-houses of superior formation, and the

operations more uniK)rmly conducted. Milk is

more easily contaminated with the slightest impu-
rities than any other substance in common use.

It is fortunate that, while there are diversities in

the qualities and flavor of cheese, there are also

diversities! in the taste of its consumers.
Scots cheeses are never formed of a round sltape

hke cannon balls, as some of the Dutch are; they
are rounded on the edges, and flat on the sides;

and the greatest part of them are from 15 lbs. to

50 lbs. avoirdupois in weight, many of them hea-
vier. Cheeses of these weights do not readily

become tough, dry, and horny, and they of course

do not contain so large a proj)ortion of crust, as

small cheeses.
Scottisli cheese does not swell so readily as the

Cheshire and Dutch cheese. That defect does
not proceed from the clover or other particular

food given to the cows, as some have imagined,
but is produced by the introduction of impure air

into the milk or curd, or from impure rennet. The
extraordinary breaking of the curd in the Dutch
dairies, and the skewering of the English cheese,
described by Mr. Holland, cannot fail to introduce

flatulent air into the curd and cheese, and produce
swelling. Pungency of taste probably proceeds
from the same causes. Coloring cheese with
arnotto has been practised by some cheesemakers
in Scotland, but the practice has never become
general, and is not now so common as formerly.

Arnotto is a harmless article, but as it has a ten-

dency to dry the cheese too much, and can do no
good, it may well be considered as a needless ap-
plication. The cheeses made in Scotland are

neither washed, nor rubbed, nor greased, on the

outside, nor painted like some of the Dutch and
English cheeses; but merely laid up to dry on
clean boards, in a place neither dry nor damp, and
turned over; and yet they are free of" cracks or

mouldiness on their crust. Cracks proceed either

from the milk having become sour before the

cheese was made, or from the cheeses being ex-

posed to too much drought when laid up to dry;

and mouldiness proceeds from their being kept in a
place that is too damp. Blistering or whey-
springs are seldom seen in Scottish cheese.

The Dunlop cheese is generally not so acrid in

the taste as most of the JEnglish cheese, nor is it
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so hard and dry as that of Holland; it isf;ofterand

Hitter than citlu'r. A tasting of tlie higii-fiavored

English or fijreign cheese, after a good dinner,

may please as a relish better than the softer and
milder Scottish cheese; but when a quantity of
cheese is to be eaten at luiicheon, or a Welch rab-

bit is desired for supper, it is prelijrableto the Eng-
lish, which not untrcquently aif'ects the ollaclory

nerve. Some interior cheeses are unavoidably
made, in even the best managed dairies; and both
farmers and cheesemongers may, at times, j.'alm

inferior cheese on those who cannot judge for

themselves. In making this species of" cheese,

the average return is one stone of 16 lbs. of 24 oz.

to the pound, fi'om every GO Scottish |;intsof milk,

which nearly corresponds to 179 imjierial pints.

Dunlop cheese has nevertheless been much im-
proved in the course of the last twenty years, and
the demand for it is steadily mcreasing.

Skim-milk cheese has been made in Britain

ever since the Romans taught our ancestors the

art of cheese-making. The mode of making it

does not diflisr much from the way of making full-

milk cheese, as described above. The milk is in

Scotland generally allowed to remain from thirty-

six to fbrty-eightJiours in the coolers, in order to

cast up the whole cream. This is the greatest de-

fect in the dairy husbandry. It would be better

not to allow the milk to stand more than twenty-

four hours, as is usually done in the Dutch dairies.

By taking oil" the cream at ei<rhteen or twenty-

lour hours, a smaller quantity of butter is of course

obtained, but it is of superior quality; and the

skim- milk by having a part of the "fat, and not

being too lono; exposed to the air, is richer for

cheese than when the milk is exposed in the cool-

ers for thirty-six or forty-eight hours. Skim-milk
coagulates readily. The whey comes freely off

the curd, and the cheese is easily formed and
pressed.

The whey taken from milk when made into

cheese, is partly used by work people as a drink,

or made into porridge with oat-meal, but the most
of it is given to horses, cows, and swine. The
whey from the milk of three cows will, with a
small supply of other food, raise a pig of the value

of 10s. or 12s. in April to the weight of 15 or 20
stones by December. Some have boasted of col-

lecting butter from whey. It has been shown
that when the operations of cheese-making are

rightly conducted, no butter worthy of attention

can ever be procured from whey, except through

gross mismanagement in the making of cheese.

The rennet in general use is formed from the

gastric juice of anhnals, particularly that found in

the stomachs of calves, hares, pouUry, &c. Va-
rious other substances, as acids, alcohol, sugar,

and the juices of several species of vegetables,

will coagiilate milk; but as the stomachs of calves

form the most abundant and pou-erful coagulum

yet known, scarcely any other is ever used.

Rennet is prepared in various ways by different

people. Mr. Marshall, the eminent agricultural

writer, says the stomach, when taken from the

body of the calf, should be well cleaned of milk,

curd, chyle, &c. and the clean bag salted and

l)laced ill an earthen jar for three or four days, till

a juice or pickle is lOTined; alter which the bag
should be taken from the jar, and hung up to dry

for two or three days, to let the jjicklc drain off,

and then it should be returned to the jar, the
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mouth of which should be covered with paper,

which should remain till the bag is used a year or

so after. When the rennet is wanted, the bag is

taken out of the jar, a handful of each of the

leaves of the sweet-briar, the dog-rose, and the

braniljje, are boiled together for filteen minutes in

a gallon of water, into which three or four hand-

fuls of salt have been thrown, and when the liquid

has been strained and allowed to cool, the bag is

put into it, and the longer it remains in the liquid,

the stronger and better will the rennet be. A wine
half i;int"(two gills) of that liquor will, Mr. Mar-
shall thinks, coagulate filly gallons (a hundred
Scottish pints) of milk; and he says the coagulum
is tbrmed in an liour or two hours and a half, and
sometimes not till three hours after the rennet is

mixed with the milk.

Rennet is prepared, however, in a very difl'erent

way in Scotland. So far from throwing away the

curdled milk that may happen to be in the stomach
of the calf, when killed, or washing away the

chyle, both are caretlilly preserved, and they are

found to strengthen and enrich the rennet. It is,

in fact, the chyle formed by the gastric juice mix-
ing with the milk in the stomach of the animal
that torms the coagulum; and instead of throwing
that away, as Mr. Marshall directs to be done,
the Scottish dairymaids are at pains to preserve
and increase the curdled milk, by giving the calves
as much milk as they can drink a few hours be-
fore they are killed.

When the stomach is removed from the calf, it

is examined, and all impurities, such as straws
and other food than milk, are carefully removed.
A considerable quantity of salt (two handfuls at

least) is put into the bag and on the outside of it,

and being rolled up, it is hung near a fire to dry;

and it is understood to improve by hanging a year
or more before it is used.

When rennet is wanted, the dried bag is cut
into small pieces, and put into a jar with a handful
or two of salt, and a quantity of water that has
been boiled, and cooled to about 65°; or new
whey taken Irom the curd, is poured on the bag in

the jar. If the bag is that of a very j-oung calf,

a quart of whey or water will be sufficient; but if

the calf has been fed for some time, twice that
quantity of licjuid may be applied. The infiasion

may be allowed to stand three days or so in the
jar, when the liquid is drawn off, and about an
English pint (four gills) of water or whey is pour-
ed on the bag in the jar, and allowed to remain two
days. Both these portions of liquid are mixed,
and strained to remove impurhies; the liquor is put
into clean bottles to be used as rennet, and the bag
is thrown away. The rennet, so prepared, may
be used immediately, or be kept for several months,
as may be convenient. Some put about a dram
glassful of whisky into the infusion.

When the rennet is rightly made, a table-spoon-
ful of the liquid will coagulate sixty Scottish pints

(120 quarts) of milk in ten or fifteen minutes. I

have known milk sufficient to make thirty stones
of cheese coagulated by rennet made from the sto-

mach of one calf

Mr. Marshall says, that, when the curdled milk
in the stomach of the calf is used in making ren-
net, it gives the cheese a harsh taste. But every
person who knows any thing about the quality of
cheese must know, that the Scottit-h cheese is sel-

dom so harsh or eharp tasted as the English. I

am also disposed to believe that the leaves of the

plant which have been mentioned, and of which
infusions are mixed into the English rennet, must
have the eflect to make the cheese swell; while

the flavor they must impart to the cheese does not

appear very prepossessing.

From the Cultivator.

BOOK FAK31IJVG.

We have been told of the following facts, and
have only to regret that the like to them are not of

more frequent occurrence. A number of intelli-

gent farmers residing in a neighborhood, some-
where, we believe, in Dutchess county, concluded
to form a farmer's as.sociation—to make a common
stock of their knowledge and observation—be-

lieving that knowledge, like money, would be pro-

ductive in proportion to the capital. It was known
that A. raised the best horses, and got the best

price for them; that B. was far more successful in

his wheat and com crops than his neighbors; that

C. reared the finest neat cattle, and kept the best

cows and oxen; that D. excelled in sheep hus-
bandry; and, in short, that some individual excel-

led the rest in a particular branch of husbandry.
Each possessed not only some excellence, but
some glaring defect in his management. Thus
the farm stock of one were sickly, and many died,

because the owner did not know how to manage
them; another's farm had become dreadfully im-
poverished, from neglecting the manure, and from
close cropping; while the farm of a third was
neither fit for plough land, or for sweet grass, on
account of the water which every where saturated

the soil, and rendered it poachy, cold and sour.

Unlike too many now a days, each of these men
was conscious he could learn much from his neigh-
bor's practice, which would enable him to manage
his farm with more profit—and that he could teach
his neighbors something in return. These expec-
tations were amply realized; but as the members
lived somewhat remote, it struck them that it

would save much time, and be a more sure way of
rendering the improvements of all available to

each, if they were to write down their practice in

the particular branch in which they respectively

excelled, and the principles, or science, upon
which that practice was based. This was accord-

ingly done; and for their mutual convenience, as
well as for the benefit of others, the whole was
printed, and these men were afterwards denomi-
nated, by some of their envious neighbors, hook

farmers, because they took their instructions from
a printed book. This did not disturb them: for

they got from their book the secrets by which the

others had excelled in their particular department,
and each profited by the good management of his

neighbors. The consequence was, that all gained
by the interchange. The defects of all were
speedily remedied, and in a few years prosperity

crowned their labors; and they now exhibit, we
are told, the best models of profitable farming any
where to be found in the land; and they enjoy the

felicity of reflecting, that while they have greatly

benefited themselves andtheirfamilies, they have,
by their example and instruction, done much good
to others. They have afforded a fair illustration

of the advantages of book farming, when com-
^bined with intelligent practice.

Were this example extended to the farming
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community of our country, how greatly the work
of" improvement would advance, and the comforts
of" the human family be muUiplied: were each to

contribute his mite of practical knowledge, in the
branch in which he most excels, what a treasure

of information would be collected, to guide us in

our practice, and to stimulate us to habits of in-

dustry. And do we not already possess, in a con-
siderable degree, these precious advantages?
What are our agricultural journals, but a record

of instructions, by the best farmers of our own
and every other country—a detail of the methods
by which they have succeeded—have excelled

—

in the various departments of husbandry? There
is not a man in the community who may not pro-

fit, in some degree, by the teachings of these
journals. The self^wise are ever the most pro-
foundly ignorant; for as we advance in knowledge,
we become more and more humbled by the con-
eciousness of our comparative ignorance.
We beg that the readers of the Cultivator will

take this matter into serious consideration, and re-

member, that an obligation rests upon them in-

dividually, to requite the favors which they are

monthly receiving from others, by communicating
whatever of their practice that may promise to be
beneficial to their brother farmers.

From the Cultivator.

GRAIN WORM.
We promised to insert the memorial of the

State Agricultural Society to the legislature in this

number; but as we understand that the committee
tx> whom it was referred, deem it not worth report-

ing upon, we shall content ourselves with stating

its purport The journals of the day noticed it

as being an application for aid. The fact is not

so. The memorial states, that the ravages of the

grain worm have become alarming; that in some
of the northern and eastern countries, the loss in-

cident to their destruction of the wheat crop has
already exceeded, by computation, two hundred
thousand dollars; that it is progressing south and
west, at the rate of 40 to 60 miles a year; and
that unless some means are devised to check the

evil, it threatens to become destructive to the great

staple of the west Viewing the magnitude of
the evil, and the prospect of its greatly increasing,

the society thought it might comport with the duty
and the dignity of the legislature, who are ap-

pointed to watch over the interests of the state, to

endeavor to arrest it, by holding out pecuniary re-

wards for the discovery of an efRcient remedy.
This, they supposed, would tend to call the atten-

tion of scientific as well as practical men, particu-

larly to the subject, and might eventuate in the

di*:covery of a preventive of the evil—in which
case the state would be benefited a thousand times

the value of the premium to be paid—and if no
such discovery should be made, then the money
would remain in the treasury. There are men,
who still believe it is impious to raise rods to avert

the lightning from our buildings. The money
which is often spent in a day's useless debate, at

the shrine of personal vanity, if ofTered to check

this evil, miM save the state many millions of

dollars—and could not possibly do any harm.

From the American Journal of Science and Arts.

A LIVE SNAKE SUSPENDED BY SPIDERS.

Batavia, N. Y., Sept. 30, 1S35.

Sir—In the "Spirit of the Times" of this vil-

lage, of the date of Aug. 26, 1834, I puhlislicl

over the signature of "A Witness" an account of
a snake found suspended by spiders' web, by the
tail, in the wine cellar of a gentleman in tiiis vil-

lage.

A gentleman who also saw and examined the

phenomenon, promised to send you a dnivving and
account of it. Whether he has done so or not, I

do not know. And as the story has been treated

as a fable by some of the papers, I send you en-
closed the account above mentioned, and a correct

drawing, (though rough and done in haste,) made
by James Mihior, Jr. Esq., a clerk in the Holland
Company Land Office.

The gentleman in whose 'wine cellar the snake
was found, is the Hon. David E. Evans, agent of
the Holland Land Company, who requests me to

forward to you the drawing and account, which he
pronounces to be accurate.

Mr. Evans, Mr. Milnor, Mr. Mix, Dr. Van
Tuyl, and a great number of other gentlemen, ex-

amined this subject critically on several diflerent

days, while the snake was yet alive, and all con-

cur in the accuracy of the account.

I hope you will procure a correct engraved cut

of the drawing, and publish it with the account in

your journal. And if you do, you are at liberty

to use all the names mentioned in this letter, or to

publish it at lengtli, if you think proper.

Most respectfully, your obedient servant,

8. CUMMJNGS.*

The following is the account alluded to in the

above letter:

On the evening of the 13th inst.. a gentleman
in this village found in his wine cellar a live striped

snake, nine inches long, suspended between two
shelves, by the tail, by spiders' web. The snake
hung so that his head could not reach the .shelf

below him, by about an inch; and several large

spiders were then upon him, sucking his juices.

The shelves were about two feet apart; and the

lower one was just below the bottom of a cellar

window, through which the snake probably passed

into it. From the shelf" above it, there was a web
in the shape of an inverted cone, eight or ten

inches in diameter at the top, and concentrated to

a focus, about six or eight inches from the under

side of this shelf From this focus, there was a

strong cord made of the multiplied threads of the

"spiders' web, apparently as large as common sevv-

in<T silk; and by this cord the snake was suspend-

ed.

Upon a critical examination through a magnify-

ing glass, the following curious facts appeared.

Themouih of the snake was fast tied up, by a

great number of threads, wound around it, so tight

that he could not run out his tongue. His tail was

tied in a knot, so as to leave a small loop, or ring,

through which the cord was fastened; and the end

of the tail, above this loop, to the length of some-

* We understand that Mr. Cummings is first Judge of

the Court of Common Pleas in' this county, and also

Postmaster of Batavia.
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thing over half an inch, was lashed fast to the

cord, to keep it from slipping. As the snake
hung, the length of the cord, ii'oni his tail, to the

locus to which it was lixstcned, w;is about six inch-

es: and a. little above the tail, there was observed
<a round ball, about the size of a pea. Upon in-

sj)ecllon, this appeared to be a green fly, around
which the cord liad been wound as the windlass,

Avlth which the snake had been hauled up; and a
great nundier of threads were liistened to the cord

above, and to the rolling side of this ball to keep it

from unwinding, and letting the snake down. The
cord, thcrelbre, nuist have been extended from the

focus of the web, to the shelf below, where the

snake was lying when first captiued; and being
made fast to the loop in his tail, the lly was car-

ried and fastened about midway, to the side of the

cord. And then, by rolling this fly over and over,

it wound the cord around it, both from above and
below, until the snake was raised to the proper
height, and then was fastened, as before mention-
ed.

In this situation the suffi^ring snake hung, alive,

and furnished a continued least lor several large

spiders, until Saturday forenoon, the 16th, when
some persons, by playing with him, broke the web
above the locus, so as to let part of his body rest

upon the shelf below. In this situation he linger-

ed; the spiders taking no notice of him, until

Thursday last, eight days afler he was discovered;

when some large ants were found devouring his

dead body.

A WITNESS.

Extracts from the last No. of the British Fanner's magazine.

SUCCESSFUJj STOCK MANAGEMENT, BY SMALL
FARMERS.

Mofecs Greer, of Corlust, was entitled to the first

premium, for best stock, fed upon the smallest

quantity of land. It appeared that he had led his

stock oj' four cows and two calves upon the aston-

ishing small quantity of one acre and two roods of
land all summer—being about, one yood and four

perches for each cow, after allovv^ing lor the calves
and had three roods of turnips and one of rape for

winter.

Moses Greer being called on to give an account
of his farming, said: "My lords and gentlemen, I

hold eight acres and three roods of land, which I

have now got into the highest condition, and I

shall in future be able to keep it so without going
to the expense in lime which I have heretofore
been at, by reason of the great f[uantity of manure
I make from my increased stock of cattle, consist-

ing of lour cows and two calves; and it will sur-
prise you to hear, that this stock has beenfed this

last summer, a, id vp to the present time, on clover
and vetches, upon the identical samepiece ofground
which, whenformerly in grazing,fed only one cow,
and that very poorly. My land is held partly at
23s., and part at Ss. 3d. per acre; ar.d my "rent
amounts to £7 14s. 6d. yearly; and I have already
sold butler to the amount of jCll 4s., clear of all

deductions, and have hatl enough of milk and but-
ter for myself and my family besides. The abun-
dance of manure has enablcjd me to set as many
potatoes as my neighbors, holding the same f(!ian-
tity of land, and I have as much crop too, besides
having my turnips likewise. In conclusion, I am
satisfied there is no way in which land can be

made to produce so much, or in which it can be
bi'ought into such heart, as by the soiling system
and four-course rotation of crops, from which I

exj-ect every year to derive greater advantages;
as I may say, I am only just now beginning to

leel the benefit arising from it; my land being
now all perlectly clean, and not any of it whatever
in pasture."

James Rolsten, being next called on, said, "I
am hkewise an advocate for green Reeding; 1

had more clover than led all the stock I had al-

though I hiid more than doubled it; and I waa
enabled to save three five-fathom cocks of hay,
which will leave me all my straw for manure.
Alter cutting my early vetches, I soAved the
ground ridge by ridge as I cut it, with rape, which
1 am now cutting a yard long and giving to my
cattle, so that I shall not have to begin to use my
turnips for some time; and it will be again fit to

cut in April next, when the turnips begin to fail.

I liave also levelled every useless ditch; and my
land, so far from being exhausted by the four-

course rotation, is every year becoming better."

Air. Ingram said, "I am still of the same opin-

ion as I have formerly expressed, of the benefit to

be derived by green crops and house-leeding,
which I continue to practice. I find I can thereby
increase my stock and my crop also, and have
manure for my potatoes and turnips; besides, by
this means, I find my land improving under the
four-course rotation; and though I am paying ac-

cording to a late valuation, I am still able to say,

as I said last year, I shall be able to make my
rent from my dairy."

Thomas Bruce said, "when T came into pos-

session of my farm in 1831, there was no more
than about half an acre of potato ground; and
this in such a dirty bad condition, that it had to be
dug over with a grape, in order to clean it before

it could be sown with grain and clover seed. The
rest of the land was in a miserable exhausted
state, not fit to produce any thing; and I was then
possessed of but one cow, and had no meal to

liied more; that year I sowed a lew turnips upon
what manure I had to spare, by employing lime

compost lor my potatoes; and the next spring, be-

tween compost and cow-house manure, I was
able to set an acre and a half of potatoes, and half

an acre of turnips. That year I was able to

house- feed, upon the clover and some vetches,

two cows, and had plenty for them all winter.

Next spring I had so much manure, that with
some assistance from lime compost, I was able to

set two acres and a rood of potatoes, and three

roods of turnips; and having sowed more clover,

I was enabled that season to keep three cows and
a horse, which stock I still have, with the addi-

tion of a calf, and have fed them this season on
five roods of clover, two roods of vetches, and
one rood of grazing, which being chiefly on a
rocky bottom caimot be broke up; and if an acre

was allowed for the keep of the horse, and twenty
perches lor the calf, this would leave only one rood

and four perches l()r the summer feeding of each
cow; and this, Avilh one rood of turnips for each
during winter, (which would allow, at 84 tons per

acre, near 00 lbs. a day for each lor seven months,)
would only make 84 perches, or little more than
half an English acre for the year's keep; and I

have a rood of rape as a stolen crop besides, so

that I have plenty of food for them; and my land
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is iin]irovc(l to sucli a degree, that there is more
than tliree times the return from it tlian what it

lormerl)- jjave, and [ shall now l)e enabled to kee|i

it in heart by the manure made iiy house-leediujr,

without any of the expenses lor lime which I

have been lormerly at."

Mr. lJi<j:ger stated, that he held about fne Irish

aeres of land; that he ibrinerly kept but one cow,

and had barely tbod lor her.
' lie now kept three

and an ass; and part of the year a horse; and af-

ter all had clover to spare, to consume which he

had bought fourteen young pigs, some of Avhieh

he stdl had, and was teeding on potatoes; and had
besides sold off the same larni £10 worth of

wheat.

Extract from tlie Southern Agriculturist.

RUST IN COTTO IV.

The cotton crop in this district of country has
not averaged more than 100 pounds of clean cot-

ton to the acre. The rust, that extraordinary and
increasing evil, has, apparently, taken hold of all

of our high lands. I have, lor many years, be-

lieved, and still believe, that (ire, passed over the

land, is the best preventive within our reach;

never having doubted that a great portion of the

injuries to which vegetable liiii is subject, owes its

origin to the insects that, in countless numbers, fill

the earth, the air, and the water, 1 have believed,

that in consuming by fire the vegetable matter upon
the surllice, something, at least, would be done to

lessen their multiplication. But some more effi-

cient remedy must be found. Where the lands

are low enough, I would cover them with -water

during the winter. When this is done, however,
it; must not be done by halves. The water must
be kept deep and long upon the lands. I am in a
coiu'se of experiment, at this time, upon this sub-

ject. I have 250 acres of low ground which have
been under waiter since the 1st of January—nor

shall I withdraw the water trom the land until the

1st of April; after which, I will, as speedily as pos-

sible, plant my corn and cotton in the ridges of the

previous year—in (he hope that the grass seeds

will, by this long immersion, be swollen and de-

stroyed, and that even the chrysalis of the cut-

worm, (the great enemy to cotton and corn in low
grounds under dry culture) may perish in this long

flooding.
# # # * * » *

THOMAS SPALDIXG,

Of Sapello Island, Daricn, Georgia.

From the Ohio Fanner.

CULTIVATION OF THE ORANGE, LEMON, &C.

This beautiful family of plants, embracing the

orange, lemon, shaddoc, citron, lime and their

congiers, is one of the richest ornaments of the

green-bouse. All the varieties are almost as

easily raised as the peach-tree, and being sufTi-

ciently hardy to withstand a slight freezing, if

rightly protected, can be secured, with a little trou-

. bie, during the severest winter weather.

1. Stocks.

The lemon furnishcf! the best stocks. Sow the

seeds of ripe firuit in crocks, fiUetl with a compost

of new earth, from nnder rotten logs or stumps,

garden mould and decayed covv-duuir, each one
jjarl, \er3'fiuc and intimately mixed. These crocks

should he |,'lunged (olheir rims in the earth within

a well regulated hot bed, early in the spring, and
their contents be regularly watered.

When the young plants are one inch high, (hey

should be thinned out and transplanted, one toa i)ot,

taking care to leave, undisturbed, one of the largest,

which is to remain for inoculating, during the pre-

sent season.

Continue to water the seedlings daily, and afler

stir the earth about their roots with a knili-, or

spa(ula. When (hey are removed from the hot-bed

place them in a silualion protected from cold,

northern winds, and also from a full exposure to

the full blaze of the noon-day sun.

2. B Lidding.

There are hvo periods when this can he per-

formed successfully. To wit: During the first

growth of the stock in the month of .June, and
the second in the month of August. This state

can be detected by the absence of the terminal

buds on the ends of the limbs and the ease with

which the bark separates from the wood.
The buds used for insertion during the former

period should be taken from the last growth of the

preceding year, and during the latter from the first

growth of the present season.

Select the roundest and fullest buds, and if pos-

sible those that are not armed with a thorn or

spine from trees which are abundant bearers.

Make choice of a smooth place, upon (he stock,

and proceed as in connnon inoculation, only place

the transverse incision below the perpendicular

one, so as to resemble the letter T inverted thus

j^, so that the bads when insL^rted shall be jiuslied

upwards instead of downwards. It may some-

times be convenient, with small stocks, to remove
the dirt about the root, and insert the bud below
the surfiice. Having made the transverse and
perpendicular incisions, cut oiit, immediately be-

low the latter, a semi-circular notch, thus x for

the purpose of facilitating the introduction of the

bud between the lips of the bark. Do not attempt

to separate the thin film of wood that adheres to

the inner surface of the bud. When the bud has

been carefully pushed into the perpendicular in-

cision, secure it there with a strip of Russia mat-

ting or linn bark that has been long macerated in

water: care not to pass it directly over the eye of

(he bud.
The pots should then be placed entirely out of

the reach of the sun, but not underneath the eves

of a house or limbs of a tree. Water the ]ilants

dail}', but use special care not to ])ermit the water

to run down the stock, as it would destroy the in-

oculation.

At the end of two or three weeks (he foot stalk

of the leaf of the bud will drop, and (he slock be-

ffin to swell above and below the ligature, which
shoidd now be removed or loosened. If it be in

the month of June, cut off the stock about three

inches above the inserted bud, and in a few days

the second growth will commence, and that bud
will burst forth with great vigor. If it be in Au-
gust, delay cutting off the stock until the ensuing

spring, unless there is an evident disi)ositioa to put
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forth, by the bud, which sometimes happens late

in the summer.
Jn one instance the loriter of this article had an

inocciilation six inches high in, November, grow-
ing on a stock raisedfrom ascedsoiocd in the month

of March of the same year, and in three years it had

upon it six large and ripe oranges.

3. Fruiting.

As soon as the blow-buds begin to show them-
selves, the compost should be changed in the tops

of the pots, and this should be repeated every six

weeks until the fruit is mature. During the whole
of this period the trees require extra quantities oi"

water, particularly at the time the young fruit is

setting.

If an excess of fruit should form, it should be
picked off.

During very cold Aveather and while the trees

are not in active growth, they require much less

water.

4. Protection in TVinter.

They can be protected in a healthy state in al-

most any tight parlor or setting room, provided

they are not exposed too directly to the scorching

heat of the fire, and are furnished with a frequent

supply of fresh air.

REMARKS ON THE ACTION OF PUTRESCENT
MANURES, AND THE OPINIONS OF J. M. G.

THEBEON.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

New Toion, King and Queen )

County, March 21s<, 1835. \

In the March No. of your periodical is a com-
munication signed J. M. G., containing critical

remarks upon an able and learned essay in your
January No. signed J. B. I am always happy
to see an application made of science to agricul-

ture; and both your correspondents have afforded

me much pleasure, amusement and information,

by the scientific tenor of their observations. It is

to be desired that the facts and the principles of
science should more frequently be brought into use
to elucidate and settle disputed points in husband-
ry. Chemistry has accomplished much, that if

applied, would be of great practical utility to the
farmer; and I doubt not, as it advances, it is des-

tined to achieve much more that may improve
and throw light upon the agricultural art.

In the course of J. M. G's. communicalion he
propounds a theory, and supports it by many plau-

sible c/>riori arguments, for the decision of the

long controverted question of the proper mode to

apply manures to the soil. This theory I intend

to examine with the same freedom, and the same
feelings of respect for its able author, that charac-

terize his interesting investigation of some of J.

B.'s positions. His hypothesis is contained in the

following sentence: "Providence has given her
(the earth) the power—a kind of chemical alTinity

or elective attraction (as I beg leave to call it,) of
drawing to herself and uniting with all extraneous
substances in contact with her surface, which are i

.susceptible of conversion into the (bod of plants."

Again. "The only thing assumed in the forego-

ing hypothesis, is, that the earth and the atmos-
phere having to nourish plants in a different man-
ner and by diflerent means—one being the nurse
below—the other above ground, neither can pos-

sibly take from the other any thing which itself

cannot use lor their joint object." The conclu-

sion deduced is, that manures should be applied to

the surface. In the first place I would remark,
that admitting the existence ofthischemical affinity

of the earth, it would be exerted to greater advan-
tage were the substances and the earth mingled
together—that is, were they turned into the earth;

because chemical aflinity only acts at insensible

distances, and the better the mixture of any two
things having a chemical affinity, one for the other,

the more rapid and perfect will be their combina-
tion. Again: this hypothesis assumes, that to-

tally difierent substances are furnished by the at-

mosphere and the earth in the economy of vege-
tation, and hence, that in the harmony of things,

they would not, or could not pilfer from one
another. So far from this being the case, the
nourishment supplied by each, is, to some extent,

the same, only in a different state. Water is im-
bibed by the roots of plants, and when suspended
in the atmosphere it slakes the thirst of the leaves.

Carbonic acid gas, oxygen, hj'drogen, and nitro-

gen are all Ibund in the atmosphere, and yet these

are the very elements that make up the substances
which, when in a state of decomposition and so-

lution, the earth supplies as food for her vegetable
otlspring. The carbon, which is one of the prin-

cipal constituents of wood, is made up as well
from carbonaceous matter received through the
roots as the carbonic acid gas received through the
leaves. According to a well established law of
chemistry, all bodies are susceptible of three states,

the solid, liquid, and aeriform state. By an addi-

tion of a sufficient quantity of heat, a solid is con-
verted into a liquid, and a liquid into an aerilijrm

state. Water affords a most familiar illustration

of this gener.al truth. We have all seen it in the

solid, liquid, and gaseous form. When manure
heaps are subjected to violent fermentation, half of
their substance often ascends in gas, and is dissipa-

ted by the four winds. When stable manure is

applied to the surface of the earth, carbonic acid

and anunonia are disengaged and "lost" in the

atmosphere during the process of decomposition;

whereas, if it be covered in the soil, these sub-

stances contribute nutriment to the roots of plants.

This has been shown conclusively by Sir H. Davy,
who introduced a retort containing manure in a
state of fermentation among the roots of grass in

a border of his garden, and found at the end of a
week that the grass Avas much more luxuriant

there, than any where else. It may be, that the

gases were not taken up in their aeriform state by
the roots, but conibined with fluids. Carbonic acid

\3 absorbed by water: and such is the aflinity of
water for ammonia, that it will combine with 780
times its own bulk.

But your correspondent inquires,—"Would the

earth keep gas (which by the wa}^, is as great a
|)hysical impossibility as to prevent water from

seeking its level) when she could not apply it to

the nurture of her children—that application being

the natural province of the atmosphere." To
be convinced that the earth holds gas, it is only

necessary to place a small piece of fullers-earth

in a tumbler of water, and as it crumbles to
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atoms, the gas may be seen ascending to the sur-

face in bubbles. Such is the extreme tenuity of

aeriform substances, that they will penetrate

wherever there is the smallest opening. Nature

is said to abhor a vacuum, and whatever space is

not filled by solids or fluids, that we may expect to

find occupied by gas. The interstices of the soil

contain it, and that there are interstices, the least

observant may be convinced, Irom the fact, that

water is strained through them and descends into

the veins of the earth.

Sir H. Davy ascertained by experiment, that the

presence of oxygen gas is essential to the germi-

nation of seed. We need not doubt then, of its

existence in the soil. But I imagine that your

correspondent could not have intended to assert,

though his language would admit ot" that construc-

tion, that there is no gas in the earth, but that the

earth cannot retain any particular species or por-

tion of it lor a length ot tune, or permanently. It

than in manure that has gone through the process,

and of which all the principles have entered hito

new combinations."
But your correspondent says, that "nature's

method we must believe the best," and that she

applies "the deciduous parts of trees and smaller

plants to the surface." And again he speaks of

the "admirable rule," follow nature! Now I

would suggest a medical maxim, which is as ap-
plicable to vegetable as animal life

—"assist na-

ture." It is in obedience to this principle that we
cover our seed in the soil, pulverize our lands,

cultivate our crops, trim, accelerate and improve
the growth of our fruit trees. Were we to Ibllow

one of nature's habits, and neglect the rest, which,

I humbly conceive, would be the case in exposing

our manure on the surface, we might with the

same projjriety follow another of her habits: scat-

ter our seed to the winds, and depend upon the

earth, the air, and the rains to cover, sustain, and

would be dilKcuh, it not impossible, to ascertain
I

mature them. These are nature's agents, by
how much of, and lor how long a time, a given
portion of gas would be retained by the earth.

The changes to which the surface is subject, from
the influence of heat and moisture in producing
contraction and expansion, render this impractica-

ble. But this can be sali^ly asserted, that some of
the gases evolved by decomposition in the soil,

are taken up by the earthy constituents, and also

by water, which may be present. This much at

least is gained, when if decomposition takes place

on the surliice, the gases set free, are in a iew mo-
ments mingled with the great mass of atmosphere
surrounding the earth.

Again: manure covered three, four or five

inches in the soil, suffers less heat than at the

surface—and of course, there is less tendency to

volatilize. I am also induced to think that the de-

composition is more gradual; for, although there is

more moisture, there is less of the two other es-

Bcntials—air and heat.

But my object in this communication is to ex-

amine the theory of J. M. G., which, if correct,

puts this question forever to rest. As it is a chem-
ical theory, I have tested it by chemical princi-

ples. I will not, therefore, go into the general ar-

gument in favor of turning in manure. J. B.

has done this with great ability. But as there are

two arguments which he has barely touched, and
has not, I think, given them proper prominence, I

will give them here m the language of Sir H.
Davy.

"Besides the dissipation of gaseous matter,

when fermentation is pushed to the extreme, there

is another disadvantage in the loss of heat, which,

if excited in the soil, is useful in promoting the

germination of seed, and in assisting the plant in

the first stage of its growth, when it is most fee-

ble and most liable to disease: and the lermenta-

tion of manure in the soil nmst be particularly fa-

vorable to the wheat crop, in preserving a genial

temperature beneath the surface late in autumn

and during winter."

"Again: it is a general principle in chemistry,

that in all cases of decomposition, substances com-

bine much more readily at the moment of their

disengagement, than after they have been per-

fectly formed; and in fermentation beneath the

soil, the fluid matter produced is applied instantly,

even while it is warm, to the organs of the plant,

and consequently, is more likely to be efficient,

which she executes all her husbandry; she uses

not the ploughshare nor the pruning hook. It is

the business of the agriculturist to aid nature—and

in following nature we should have reference to all

her laws—and not follow one of her habits to the

exclusion of the rest. She deposites her seed for

perpetuating their offspring upon the surface; and

by rains, frosts, and animals, units are made to ve-

getate, for thousands that decay_^and dissolve into

their original elements. She isVich in her stores,

but man must husband his resources. She has

the interests of the universe to attend to—man hia

own. It may be, that by the decomposition of ve-

getable matter upon the surface, the atmosphere

IS replenished with the gases, of which she has

been deprived in the process of vegetation.

Whether this be so or not, it is doubtless intended

in the economy of nature tor some wise purpose.

Let not the farmer then, who spreads his enriching

stores and invites air and earth to divide for them-

selves, when he finds that the serial sister has

taken more than conduces to his individual inter-

est, charffe her with "grand or petty larceny;" for

what is taken from him, she will diffuse through

the universe, and return in some other form to her

sister. Let him not complain of this as capricious

or unjust on the part of the more lofly dame—^Ibr

"partial evil is universal good."
W. B.

QUERIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF SOILS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

In your treatise on calcareous manures, you dis-

close the remarkable fact, that in the limestone

regions of this state, in general, no lime^can be

detected in the soil, wpon an analysis. You sug-

crest, that probably the carbonate has been con-

verted into the oxalate of lime. If this be the

case, why is it that the oxalate of lime is not dis-

covered, upon analysis?

In the same essay you give the opinion, that

oxalic acid exists in most of our soils in Eastern

Virginia. If so, why cannot that be detected, by

"analysis?

If your engagements will admit of your devoting

time enough to answer these queries, you will

oblige
A SUBSCRIBER.
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[The positions referred to above, are not precisely

as there stated. It is not asserted that the limestone

soils of Virginia generally contain no Umc, but that

they contain none in the form of the a/rioHf/ic, which

is most usual, and in which form it would be supposed

to be present. Neither is it said that the oxalic acid

exists in most of the soils of Eastern Virginia—but

that some vegetable acid does, which if not the oxa-

lic, is composed of similar ingredients, and may easily

by some of nature's operations, be converted to the ox-

alic acid.

But even with these corrections, we are unable to

give any answer to the inquiries, more satifactory than

this—that no good chemists have yet applied their la-

bors to investigate these subjects—and but very few

have been induced to cast a thought upon them, by

the reasoning presented in the work referred to above,

the existence of which is scarcely known to men of

science. But there have been recent chemical discov-

eries serving to maintain the doctrine of vegetable acid

in soils, information of which has reached this country

since the publication of the Essay on Calcareous Ma-
nures, and which will be tpioted at length in the forth-

coming second edition—one of the firstcopics of which

will be sent to our correspondent, as more explanatory

than any thing that could be stated separately in this

place.

But even v.'ith those recent lights, furnished by Ber-

zelius and other chemists, the subject of acid in soils

is still involved in much difficulty and obscurity, and

needs, and would well repay, the labor of investigation

of any who can bring the science and operative skill

necessary for tlie task. That the author of the essay

referred to is most desirous that this should be done,

and, that his assumptions should be properly and

strictly tested, has been stated in every publication

on the subject, from tlie earliest to the last.]

From the Farmer and Gardener.

CORJV-STALK FODBER.

In some late numbers of your "Farmer and
Gardener," I read with much pleasure a detail of

the management of the corn-stalk as a food ibr

cattle, &c. First induced to turn my attention to

this subject bj' tlie (hflerent communications to be
found in the "Farmer," for some years back, I be-
gan in 1830 to test the value of the reluse of corn,

when subjected to the process of steaming. I was
not long inventing a strong, rough apparatus ibr

my purpose, which succeeded well, and in which
I prepared about twenty bushels at once. Pre-
vious to this, I had, however, liillen on a plan of
saving my corn and stalUs, &c. somewhat difler-

ent from my neighbors; but in a way that tiie co-
lumns of your valuable paper Jiad been long la-

boring to persuade the corn |)lanters of the coimtry
to try fairly, viz: to cut down the stalks at tlie

ground, at a certain stage of maturity, and at one
eflbrt to cure corn, stalks, bhules, &c. in the field.

I bad seen this fust jiracticed on the south branch
of the Potomac, as far back as 1812: and about
1817, I deterniined to try tlie process in this sec-
tion of the Union, not beinw able to discover any
solid reason why it should not succeed as w-ell

here as on the south branch of the Potomac, or

elsewhere; but indeed compelled to believe, li'om a
recollection of the climate I was in, that it must
succeed here much better. In 1817, 1 tried six

acres—cut it down at the ground, about a week
alter the blades were ready lor stripping. I found
a little shrinkage in the grain, but I felt satisfied,

that as my corn was not like Pinder's Ftazor,

"made to sell," but to eat, that what Avas lost by the
shrinkage was no part of the nutritive iirincipie; and
I did not despair of getting over that dilficulty, by
further trial, and by improving the mode of pro-

ceeding.

The following year I cut down five acres. I

began the saving of this field of corn by going
through it, as soon as a lew of the under blades
appeared ready to pull, and gathered and brought
them home, throwing them in an old out-house to

cure, and which, by a little turning over, I readily

eliected. 1 will remark here, that this five acrea

was a piece of corn on which I was trying the et-

fect of rotten cottonseed as a manure, by planting
lour stalks in tlie hill, on light land, at the distance

of five feet by four. On this field I had determined
also to try the full efii?.ct of an economical manage-
ment, in saving the result of labor bestowed on
the earth—"Save all" Avas my motto, and I liter-

ally saved every blade.

Before my corn required a second pulling of
blades, I found the shuck on the ear in that state,

which authorised, I believed, the next step, antl

the principal one I had in view, the new mode of
saving the balance by one "coup de 7na!n.''^ The
result of observation and reflection induced this

determination, viz: that in the saving process, the
mode of stacking the corn-stalks that would permit
them to cure the most gradually would certainly

admit the least lost by shrinkage from evaporation,

&c. To effect iliis, I selected four strong, careful

hands, to cut and lay down, taking eight rows at

a through. On getting to tiic end of the rows,
they turned round, and gathered together sixteen

hills, each bringing to one who attended the stack-

ing. As each man placed his armful on the ground
the butt ends were pressed by him as far into the
earth as possible, throwing the tops together, so
that wlien the sixteen hills were brought together
at the tops tlie mass presented a sugar-loaf appear-
ance, spread Avell at the bottom, to admit the en-
trance of air—tying at the top with a bandage of
crab grass found among the corn, and twisted into

a small rope in a few minutes. In this way I cut

and stacked my field. On the 10th day 1 found
by an examination of the inside of the stacks,

that the whole was cured in a way that I could not
have exceeded by any other process, although
the weather had been rainy occasionally. I haul-

ed the whole home, and packed it away under
open sheds, and in old out houses. In this state

it continued, until winter's bleak and stormy weath-
er admonished us that in-door business was to be
attended to; when all hands went to stripping "corn
and fodder fi'om stalks." In doing this, I observed
the following order, viz: each individual threw his

ear of corn, as he pulled it oil, behind him, and
his stalks on one side, laying them down with at-

tention to regularity; and the fodder on the other
—as soon as he hati an armful of stalks to remove,
he rose and placed the stalks in a ]iile, casting the
fodder into another depository. All this precau-
tion, as regarded the stalks was to ha\e them in a
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eituation that with expedition and convenience
they could be placed in the cutting-box, to which
they were to be subjected. In one day's work, I

had a prodigious pile of stalks thus Ktrijiped. The
next rainy day I brought in my "Eastman," and
a man and a boy soon reduced the pile to pieces,

half an incii in ienglh. Here, sir, I would just re-

mark, what a quantity of this labor I got tlirough

within a short time, by pursuing every moment
systematically, and beiug prepared ibr every oper-

ation before I connnenced it. It will now be read-

ily granted, that I had saved as much of the nutri-

tive qualities of the stalk, shuck, and blade, by my
mode of curing, as was possible to efl'ect; and also,

that I had prodigiously diminished the labor usu-

ally bestowed in the common mode of saving corn

and its refuse. At the same time that I was pre-

paring the stalks, I also shucked, so that in cut-

ting up the stalks, I cut, at the same operation, a
proportion of shuck with stalk.

But the principal object was yet to begin, viz:

to prepare these cut stalks and shucks in such a
Avay as would render them the most nutritious and
palatable I'ood lor cattle. To etiect this, I pro-

ceeded thus: I placed three strong hogsheads,
made of cedar, well pitclied, on the outside, on a
]ilat(brni, al>out three leet from the ground, having
at the bottom a large spigot to let olF their contents.

Just before these, I had a large trough placed, at

the distance of twenty feet, and well enclosed

along with the hogsheads. Between the hogs-
heads and the troughs, I had the steam apparatus
placed, all under a shed. Into these hogsheads I

threw a small quantity of boiling water, and into

the water a portion of corn meal, (coarse ground)
just sufficient, when the cask was filled, to |)roduce

the vinous fermentation, as if going to distil; with

a good straw mat top, lor each cask. After an
hour, and well stirring, I filled up with cold, sofl

water, and left the mass to ferment. As soon as

my liquid was ready, or just as the acetous ler-

mentation was about to conmience, I worked off

in my steaming-box aturn of the stalks andshucks,
mixed up, and as soon as sufficiently steamed, I

placed a quantity in my trough, pressing them well

down, with a fiilse top, moveable as I wanted, and
now drawing the spigot from the cask ready, the li-

quid was permitted to cover them, running along a

portable, light trough, such as distillers use for

conveying water. This I did in the evening, and
by morning I took up in light buckets the quantity

required for the mornings feeding of my oxen and
cows, &c. placing it in'the feeding troughs, step-

ping only a few feet, sprinkling a little salt over the

mass. The cut stalks and shucks had become
perfectl}' charged by absorption with liquid, at

once one of the most j^alatable and nutritious pre-

parations yet discovered—of this food I gave them
plenty. The efiect on the flesh and milk, exceed-

ed my most sanguine expectations. My cattle

became excessively fond of it, and I so fed as to

"lose nothing."

My casks by a little management, 1 had always

"under way," one always ready. I now ascer-

tained to my full satisfaction, that I could not ise-

stow too much trouble, (as it is called,) in saving

my corn stalks!

Satisfied of the value of my labor, I have since

added to the steam -box all refuse potatoes, turnips,

cabbage leaves, beets, parsni];s, carrots and pump-
kins, squashes, cucumbers, &c.; in fine all the ve-

VoL. 11—57

getable productions of the field, orchard or garden,
as the season may afibrdj "that nothing may be
lost"—-and I find that I am well jiaid for the labor

bestowed. The last, after absorbing what they
will contain of the liquid, goes to tlie support of
"old Ned."

AGUICOLA.

From tlie Rail Road Journal.

tJIVDULATING RAILWAYS.

Washington, D, C. March 30, 1S35.

Messrs. Badnall and Stephenson, in their viewa
respecting undulating rail road.«, are both right and
both wrong. Mr. Badnall's experiments prove, that

in locating rail roads in this country, where they
must necessarily be undulating, an eil'ectof power
may be had not differing materially from the effect

had upon level rail roads; and it becomes the duty

of engineers, to whom this subject more particu-

larly belongs, to give particular attention to it.

Mr. Stephenson's views are correct in favor of

level rail roads; but it is out of the question to have
them level for any considerable length in this

countr}', or any other. We must then consider

the results of Mr. Badnall's experiments as highly

useful and important, inasmuch as they demon-
strate that the useful efiect upon a rail road over an
undulating country may be nearly, if not quite

equal, to the effect if the road were level. I be-

long to the craft whose duty it is to make these

subjects their study, and if you do not greet me
too roughly, may remind you occasionally of

Most respectfully, your

PORTASLE RAILWAY.

A novel machine was a ^exv days ago exhibi^ted

in the Kennington and Clai)ham roads. It con-

sisted of a sort of carriage-wheel which carries a

j

rail road for itself, upon which the carriage travels

with great facility and quickness. It was com-

posed'of a jointed square instead of a circle, and

has four rollers, not touching the road, and four

feet which alternately come to the ground, pro-

ducing a kind of walking and escaping obstacles.

We understand it is the invention of Lewis Gom-
pertz, b]sq. Should these machines be adopted,

probably common rail roads may be partially or

wholly dispensed with.

Translated tor the Farmsrs' l!c^i^;tcr, from the Truite de Chimiif

the French version of the work of Berzelius.*

DESTRUCTION OF VEGETABLE MATTERS BY
FERMENTATIOX.

If vegetable substances are exposed to the in-

fluence 'of the air, and at the same time taking

care that they do not lose the water which they

contain naturally, or that they do not become drv,

they begin to be decomposed gradually; and this

destruction, which maybe called spontaneous, has

received the name oi' fermentation. This deccm-

j

*Part of the following extracts, relating to geine

j

and geic acid, have been al.-o used in the Aprendix

j
to the Essay on Calcareous Manures.
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position presents many stages. Bodies which

contain sugar, fUrnish at first"alcohol and carbonic

acid, and this stage of fermentation has been cal-

led the vinous, or alcoholic. They afterwards

become acid, produce acetic acid, which state con-

stitutes what is called the acetous lermentation.

Finally, the greater part of vegetable substances

are changed slowly into mould, (humus) and thus

undergo the fermentation called putrid. There

are but lew vegetable matters which can pass

through these three stages; a greater number com-

mence with the second, and a still more numerous
class are susceptible of undergoing only the third,

that is to say, of entering into putrefiiction.

[The next positions of the work, wliicli treat at

length of vinous and acetous fermentation, are passed

over.]

Putrefaction.

The last kind of fermentation, or spontaneous

alteration of vegetable matters, has been termed

putrefaction. The phenomena which it presents,

and the pn-oducts which result from it, are much
more varied than those of the j)receding fermen-

tations; but they have been nmch less examined,

and in consequence, are less known. Tlie power-
ful vegetable acids, the vegetable alkalis, the re-

sins, the fixed and the volatile oils, do not pass

into putrefaction: on the contrary, Ijodies which,

besides carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, contain

nitrogen and sulphur, putrefy easily. By drying,

putrefaction is prevented; and although solid and
insoluble bodies may be gradually destroyed in the

air, that does not happen when they are com-
pletely secured from moisture. Bodies the most
putrescent, such as vegetable albumen and glu-

ten, are preserved for an indefinite time, after

having been dried. Thus a body enters into fer-

mentation only as it is filled with moisture. But
the presence of water is not sufficient: without
oxygen, putrefaction does not take place, or it is

so slow that it appears to be stopped. It is upon
this circumstance that is founded the method of
Appert, of preserving vegetahle matters for a long
time. For example, Appert fills completely a
glass bottle Avith fresh green ))eas, closes it licr-

metically, ties and seals with pitch the stopper,

and then places the bottle in a pot of water, which
he heats to the boiling point. While thus heated,

the peas absorb the oxygen of tlie air contained

in the bottle, which is not replaced by the oxygen
of the exterior air. The peas are thus preserved

without alteration through a whole year. But if

the stopper is not perfectly close, air penetrates

into the bottle, is renewed, and quickly causes the

putrefaction of the peas, which s|tread a tainted

odor. By the same means, both animal and ve-

getable matters may be preserved. It suffices for

that, to place them in vessels closely stopped, and
to heat them slowly to 100°, [Cent'igrade.] The
oxygen of the air contained in the vessels, is ab-
sorbed in consequence of an action winch is the

commencement of putrefaction—and the organic
matters are then in the midst of an atmosphere of
nitrogen gas, and of newly produced carbonic acid
gas. Thus air and water are necessary to the
production of rapid fiirmcntation; however, their

influence is not exerted but with the aid of heat;
for under 0°, the temperature at which water

freezes, organic matters do not undergo any alter-

ation. It has been seen that antediluvian animals

which had been enclosed in mountains of ice,

when exposed finally by thawing, had not under-

gone putrefaction, although they had remained at

least 6000 years in the ice. Organic matters are

preserved sufficiently well even at some degrees

above 0°; but from 6° to 7'^, the phenomena of
decomposition begin to show, after some time;

from 15° to 18° putrelaction is established promptly,

and from 20° to 30° it proceeds with great rapidity.

When putrefaction is once fully established, it ex-

tends very fast, which may induce the belief^, that

the products which result from it, have the pro-

perty of exciting a reaction similar to that which
caused their formation.

Organic bodies which rot in open air, absorb

oxygen; but they rarely retain it; lor ordinarily

they disengage a volume of carbonic acid gas
equal to that of the oxygen absorbed. When the

air does not touch all the points of the bodies

which rot, the surfiice of these bodies present phe-
nomena difierent from the interior of the mass.

At the places where the air is in full contact with

the organic matter, every thing is o.xygenated, so

that the carbon is converted to carbonic acid, the

hydrogen to water, and the nitrogen to nitric acid.

But when oxygen is not, or is but slightly in con-

tact with the rotting organic matter, the hydrogen
combines with the other elements, that is to say,

with the carbon, the nitrogen, the sulphur, and the

phosphorus. It might be even, that one })art of

the hydrogen should be furnished by the decom-
position of the water. It is the mixture of these

combmations of hydrogen, and their being thrown
off into the air, which causes putrefying matters

to spread such an offensive odor. Vegetable

matters, which contain only carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen, are decomposed without producing a very

disagreeable odor; but matters which contain ni-

trogen, smell strongly, and when a little sulphur

or phosphorus is also contained, the odor of the

putrefying body becomes insupportable. As yet,

no chennst has set to work to determine with any
precision, what are the chemical changes which
accompany putrefaction, and what are the pro-

perties of (he resulting products.

If moist vegetable matters are put in a heap,

there takes place, especially in hot weather, a re-

action between tlieir elements, in consequence of
which the temperature is raised; water is disen-

gaged under the Ibrm of a thick vapor, and the

mass finally becomes heated to that degree that it

takes fire and burns. The commencement of this

reaction, and its progress to the point of ignition,

is certainly a species of putrefiiction; but we are

ignorant what are the chemical changes which
accompany it, and which make progress rapid

enough to cause the mass to be heated to so high

a degree. It is the same chemical action to which
hay is often subject, when it is put into stacks

before having been sufficiently cured; it is heated,

exhales a peculiar odor, and would not be long

without taking fire, if not opened and dried.

Organic matters when covered with water rot

also, but in so doing, they present other phenom-
ena than when they rot in the air. Very often

the reaction commences by the production of mi-

croscopic animalcules, living and jiossessing pow-
ers of motion, which have received the name of

infusonj animals. At (he beginning of putrefac-
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tion, many generations of these animals succeed
each other, die and disappear, whilst their.eleraen-

tary parts concur with, and aid the ])henomena ot'

l)Utrel;ictiun. The water acts by dissolving the
soluble ])arts of organic matters, which are des-
troyed at the surface of the water by the action of
the air, and which absorb the oxygen which the
air yields to tiie water. In this manner, the in-

soluble parts are at first preserved from destruction,

which cannot take place without the help ol the
air; but by degrees the dissolved bodies arc de-
composed, oxygen penetrates into the water, and
Ihe destruction spreads over the insoluble parts.

But this reaction operates very slowly, and bodies

amassed at the bottom orwater so that the air

cannot jjcnetrate to them, can resist so well during
thousands of years, that their origin may after

that time be still recognized.

Putrefaction at -the surface of the earth—Mould.

The vegetable matters which rot at the surface
of the earth, finish by leaving a blackish brown
pulvendent mass, which has received the name
of inould, [humus.]

All the vegetation of a year, which dies
at the arrival of winter, is converted by de-
grees to mould, which is mixed with the earth in

which the plant grew: whence it comes that the
extreme surface of the earth contains a greater or
less proportion of mould, which serves for the nu-
triment of the succeeding growth of plants. This
mould, such as it is found in the earth, is often

mingled with the products of a less advanced putre-
faction, or even with vegetable parts not changed,
principally, a great quantity of small roots. II"

we examine the mould, such as it is found in cul-

tivated soils, it is found to be in a mass very much
mixed; but it is always possible to extract the
parts which characterize mould.

During the transformation of the vegetable
matters to mould, the first portion of their mass is

changed into a brownish black substance, which
presents all the characters of apothemc,* when w^e

have separated from it the unaltered extract, which
<be apotheme draws with it. The salts of such
acids as are of organic origin, contained in the ve-
getable matter, are destroyed, so that the elements
of the acid are resolved into water and carbonic
acid, whilst the base is combined with the sub-
stance analogous to apotheme, which makes part
of the mould. The salts of acids of mineral ori-

gin are preserved, unless they are soluble, in which
case the rain carries them off. In addition, mould
contains a substance but slightly soluble in water,
which colors the liquid yellow, and a carbonaceous
substance which is entirely insoluble, and which
apiiears to be one of the products of a destruction,

«till more advanced, of organic matters.

To give an example of a completed formation
of a mould of vegetable origin, I shall here state

the results of an analysis to which Bracan not sub-
mitted some wheat, which had remained during

* What B?rzelius calls apotheme, is "a deposite

slio-htly soluble in water, produced in an aqueous solu-

tion of vegetable extract during slow evaporation, and
containing a larger proportion of carbon, than does an
equal weight of extract."

—

Ed.

many centuries in a damp vault, the issues Iroin

which were stopped up by cartli, and of which
the existence was forgotten, until by chance it wae
ag;un discovered. The grains had preserved their

form, and the brightness of their outside skm; but

they were black, and were reduced by the slightest

pressure to a black powder. The water with
which they were boiled was colored yellow, and it

left, after lieing evaporated, a s;iline nmss of a
brownish yellow, which burnt with slight cxjjIo-

sion wdicn heated, and which, besides the sub-
stance cited, soluble in water, contained nitrate of

potash, nitrate of lime, and a little of the muriates
of potash and of lime. The nitrates were the

result of the oxydation of the nitrogen contained

in the gluten and vegetable albumen, and of the

combination of the nitric acid thus produced, with
the bases previously combined with vegetable

acids. The weight of this mass soluble in water,

including the salts and all the other principles, did

not exceed H per cent, of the weight of the black

grain. When the jiart insoluble in water was
boiled in alcohol, a small trace of a brown sub-

stance was taken up, which remained ailer evapo-

rating the alcohol, and had the consistence ofwax.
The mass, exhausted of its soluble parts by boil-

ing water and alcohol, was then heated slowly

with a weak solution of caustic potash, which be-

came saturated and colored oi' a blackish brown;

and this treatment was continued as long as new
potash lie took up any thing. This substance

was precipitated from "the eolution by an acid: it

was the body similar to apotheme which basal-

ready been mentioned, and of which the weight
amounted to 26i per cent. The portion of matter

insoluble in the alkali preserved the same appear-

ance. This exposed to the action of diluted mu-
riatic acid, yielded to it a certain quantity of lime,

of oxide of iron, and of phosphate of lime. The
residue was again acted on by pot;ish, which took

up a new and very large proportion of Ihe body
similar to apotheme. This was, after that, combined
with lime, and resisted in that state the action of

potash. This calcareous combination amounted
to 42 hundredths. The 30 per cent, remaining

consisted of a black carbonaceous matter, insoluble

in the solvent used.

If cultivated soil is treated in the savne manner,
similar results will be obtained, with this difl'erence,

that the earthy matter of the soil is (bund mixed
with the products which are obtained, whilst no
soluble salts arc met with, they being generally

carried ofl' by the rains.

To describe the constituent principles of mould,

it is necessary to designate them by parlicular

names. I will then call extract of mould the body

soluble in water, and I will give the name oi' geine*

to the matter similar to apotheme, which consti-

tutes the principal mass of mould. As to the

coally substance insoluble in water, alcohol, acids

and alkalis, 1 will designate it by the name of

carbonaceous mould.

Extract of mould.

We obtain this substance by drawing it from

the mould by the action of cold water, which be-

comes thereby colored j-ellow, and which leaves

after evaporation, a yelloAV extract of a bitter taste,

and from which some geine is sepamted when it

*0r humin, as termed by other authors.
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is again acted on by water. If this solution is

left, to evaporate sjjontaneously, in contact with
air, it becomes covered with an insoluble pellicle,

and when a certain dcn'ree of concentration has
been reached, the liquor becomes turbid. The
solution is precipitated by the sails of tin and of
lead: after the precipitation, the liquor is without
color. According to Korte, the sulphuretted hy-
drogen gas precij)itates it also. This extractive

matter is contained in the water of many sjiriugs

and streams. The water of the springs of Poria
in Westrogotha, contains so great a (juantity that

it is colored yellow. When the iron contained in

this water is oxydized ii-om the air, the extract of
mould is precipitated with the oxide of iron, and
the water becomes clear.

Geine.

This substance has received diderent names.
Bracannot has given to it the name of vlniin, lor

reafTons which I have exhibited and opposed in a
former part of this work. Dobereiner and Spren-
gel gave to it the name of acid of humus, because
it combines with the earths and alkalis. But for

the same reason we might give the name of acid
to more than the half oi' all vegetable bodies.

Gcme does not exist in vegetable earth only;
soot contains it also, and according to Bracannot,
it is formed when the saw-dust of wood is exposed
to the action of caustic potash. It is almost im-
possible to obtain geine in a state of purity. One
part of the geine which is met with in a natural
Btate, is in combination witli bases; but when we
attempt to remove these by an acid, the geine
combines in part with the excess of acid, and ac-
quires itself (in part) the property of reddening
vegetable blues. Geine possesses all the proper-
ties of apotheme, and it is produced like other
apothemes; that is to say, by the action of the air
on dissolved extract of mould. In its natural state

it does not act chemically, either like the acids or
the alkalis, nor does it have any eflect on the color
of vegetable blues. It is but slightly soluble in

wafer, which it colors of a pale ycliow; is still less

soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in ether. Ex-
posed to the action of heat it takes fire, burns at

first with flame, then without flame like spunk,
spreading a peculiar odor, something like that of
burning peat. Submitted to dry distillation, it is

decomposed, gives half its weight of a charcoal
having a metallic lustre, of empyreumatic oil, an
acid water containing acetic acid and sometimes
ammonia, some carburetted hydrogen, and a little

carbonic acid gas. If geine is held suspended in

water, through which a current of chlorine is pas-
sed, this whitens it, and precipitates a wliite resin-
like substance. Iodine is without action on it.

If we add an acid to an alkaline solution of geine,
the geine Is precipitated. If the whole of the
geine is not precipitated, that part which is pre-
cipitated retains in combination a small portion of
the base, and leaves, wheti it is burnt, a small
quantity of alkaline rLshcs. If, on the contrary,
an excess of acid is poured into the alkaline solu-
tion, the liquor is discolored, and the precipitated
geine strongly reddens vegetable blues, a property
which cannot be removed' by placing tlie geine on
a filter, and pouring water ujjon it." So long as
the liquor which passes through the filter cont'ains
fi-ee acid, it ist not colored; then it begins to he
colored, and finally it dissolves as mncli as two-

thirds of its weight of the precipitated mass.
These acid properties belong in part to the geine,
which owes them to tiie action of the alkali, and
which may, in this case, be called geic acid; they
ought to be in part attributed to a combination oj

the ^eine with the precipitated acid. According
to Einhoff, it is the latter case which is really pre-
sented, and the acid cannot be carriedoff, but with
the aid of an alkali. Sprengel, on the other hand,
pretends to have li-eed the geine, by prolonged
washing, from the muriatic acid which had served
to precipitate it: and to make certain the. absence
of the muriatic acid, he has mixed the washed
geine with a little nitrate of silver. After evapo-
ration to dryness, and calcination, the residue,

treated by nitric acid, was dissolved, without leav-
ing any muriate of silver. But as muriate of
silver, like the other salts of silver, is reduced to a
metallic state by bodies containing carbon and
hydrogen, and carbon itself effects the same
change when disengaged along with water, this

result proves nothing. In general, in the descrip-

tions of geine, they have attributed the properties

of that which has been changed by the action of
an alkali, to the geine which has not been altered.

The geine which reddens vegetable blues, is the
same, whatever may have been the acid which
served for its precipitation. Its saturated aqueous
solution is of a yellowish brown, and the combi-
nation is precipitated anew by acids, excepting
the carbonic, and the sulphuretted hydrogen. Col-

lected upon a filter, it is presented under the form
of a gelatinous mass, of a taste slightly acid, as-

tringent—and by drying, it contracts strongly, and
forms clots of a deep brown, almost black, with a
vitreous fracture, and which are not dissolved
again in water after being once completely dried.

The aqueous solution of the acid geine, is precipi-

tated by the salts of lead, of tin, and of iron; but
is not disturbed liy gelatine, albumen, starch, gum,
tannin, or solution of soap. According to Bracan-
not, it is precipitated by a mixture of the solution

of gelatine and gallic acid. The dried geine is

dissolved with difficulty, and incompletely, in al-

cohol. The solution reddens vegetable blues,

whilst the part not dissolved is without this power,
though it still pi'cserves the property of combining
with potash. Geine is destroyed by concentrated

acids. The sulphuric acid dissolves it, taking at

the same time a black color, carbonizing it, disen-

gaging sulphui'ous acid gas, and leaving for resi-

due the ordinaiy products which result from the

action of this acid. By the addition of sur-oxide

(or black oxide) of manganese, carbonic acid gas
is disengaged. The nitric acid dissolves and de-

composes geine, with a disengagement of nitric

oxide gas, and carbonic acid gas. If the solution

is evaporated to the consistence of sirop, and then

mixed with water, there is precipitated a peculiar

bitter substance in powder, and there arc found in

the solution, artificial tannin and oxalic acid.

Geine forms soluble combinations with alkalis.

When an excess of geine is used, the caustic al-

kalis are so neutralized by this substance, that they
lose their peci.liar chemical action and jiroperties.

In this respect geine agrees Avith gluten, vegetable

albumen, the brown of" indigo, the sugar of liquor-

ice, apotheme, and other bodies not acid. During
the evaporation, the solution furnishes a black

mass, which acquires lustre by complete drying,

and splits, and is easily reduced to a powder. It
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is re-dissolved in water, its taste is weak, bitter

and disagreeable. Caustic ammonia gives a like

mass, soluble in water, which gives up, during
evaporation, the excess of alkali employed. Geine
is not dissolved always in alkaline carbonates;
when it is so dissolved, these carbonates are trans-

formed, half into geates, half into bi-carbonates.
When the solulion is boiled, the bi-carbonate is

decomposed with disengagement of carbonic acid
pas, and in this manner the geine drives oil' all

the carbonic acid. If a solution of geine in car-

bonate of ammonia, is evaporated, a residue is

obtained containing neutralized geate of ammonia.
The solution of geine in caustic j)otash in excess,
absorbs oxygen from the air, and at the end oi'

some time, the alkali is in part carbonated.
Geine forms with the alkaline earths pulverulent

combinations but little soluble, which have an ex-
ternal resemblance to geine. The best means lor

obtaining them, is to mix a solution of the geate
of ammonia, with the solution of an earthy salt;

the combination of the geine with the earth is pre-
cipitated, and may be separated by fdtration, Irom
the supernatant fluid. In the humid state, these
compounds are slightly soluble in water. Accord-
ing to the experiments of Sprengel, one part of
geate of barytes is dissolved in 5200 parts of water,
one part of geate of lime is soluble in 2000 parts of
water, and one part of geate of magnesia, in 160
parts of water, cold. These same compounds rc-

fjuire for their solution, rather smaller proportions
of boiling water. Atler having been completely
dried, they will no more dissolve. In the air, the
base is combined in part with carbonic acid, and
the carbonate which results thereti-om, remains in

the state of mixture with a combination of geine,

and of a base analogous to a super-salt. The
alkaline carbonates decompose the earthy geates;

they dissolve the geine, and leave the base in the

state of carbonate. According to Sprengel, the

geates of lime and magnesia are dissolved in the

caustic fixed alkalis, and in the carbonate of am-
monia. Other chemists have not arrived at the

same result; and according to them, the geate of
potash, acted on by the hydrate of lime, precipi-

tates all the geine. The geate of alumina is pre-

cipitated when a solution of alum is mixed with a
solution of geate of potash, or of ammonia. This
compound is dissolved in 4200 parts of cold water.

In the moist state it is dissolved easily, and in abun-
-dance, in the alkaline carbonates and hydrates,

and even in ammonia. According to Sprengel, it

resists the decomposing action of acids, so that it

if! difficult to extract from it geine exempt from
alumine. A combination is obtained having an
excess of alumine, by digesting a solution of the

geate of ammonia with liydrale of alumina. *
" * * * * # *

Carbonaceous mould.

The substance to which this name has been

f
riven has been but little examined. It is inso-

uble in alkaline liquors. Its color is a brown,
almost black. Placed in contact with a body
in combustion, it takes fire, and burns with-

out flame like spunk. According to the experi-

ments of Th. de Saussure, carbonaceous mould
combines with the oxygen of the air, and forms

'

carbonic acid gas, and when it is left, a long time
exposed to air and Avater, it becomes by slow de-

grees soluble in alkalis. The acids precipitate it

i
from the alkaline solution, in the Btate of acid

{geine. When cold, the sulplmric acid has but
little effect on it. According to Bracannot, the
nitric acid converts it, at a gentle heat, to a brown
liquor, in which water produces a ])recipitate of a
chocolate color, Avhich possesses the properties of

acid geine, and is dissolved without residue, in the
alkaUs.

Soil [tcrre vegetale.J

It is the mixture of these several substances
with the upper layer of the surface of the earth,
which constitutes the vegetable earth, or soil, pro-
perly so called. Arable land is a bed of this soil,

placed upon a bed of earth which contains no
mould. Its fertility depends upon the quantity of
mould which it contains. Growing plants con-
tinually diminish the quantity of geme contained
in the soil; and when the plants are carried off"

from the soil on which they grew, which hapj.ens
almost always with cultivated land, it is finally

exhausted to that degree as to produce nothing.
It is on this account that it is necessary to manure
land. The matters discharged and left by animals,
or the barn-yard manure which is used for this

purpose, are by degrees converted into geine, and
thus replace the matters dissipated by vegetation.
Botanists who have directed their attention to ve-
getable physiology, have remarked that the plants
vegetate well enough without geine, until the
time arrives lor them to commence their sexual
functions. But as soon as these are ended, and
the fruit begins to be developed, the plants absorb
a great quantity of the nutritive principles con-
tained in the soil, and if these are not in the soil,

the flower falls without forming any fruit. The
experiments to Avhich Th. de Saussure has sub-
mitted soil, [terre vegetale] appear to demonstrate
that the three constituent principles of mould, may
be converted the one to the other, under the
alternately preponderating influence of air and
water. Water converts to the extract of mould a
part of the insoluble geine contained in the soil, and
this, transformation extends more and more, so
that finally the greater part of the geine becomes
soluble. In contact with the air, the dissolved

matter passes again to the state of geine. The
carbonaceous mould which changes a part of the
air into carbonic acid, is itself changed by air into

geine, and into the extract of mould, and it is upon
this transformation that appear to depend in part
the advantages derived from the tillage of the soil,

which is divided by the action of the plough, and
exposed to the immediate influence of the air. In
this manner all the parts of the soil contribute to

nutrition; whilst it is probable that the solution of
the extract of mould, that of the geate of lime,

and perhaps also that of the geate of alumine, are

immediately absorbed by the roots. During a
heavy rain, this solution penetrates the interior,

and often to very deep beds of the steril earth; but
notwithstanding that, it is not lost to vegetable

life: for the roots of trees seek it, and bring it back
as matter suitable for their nourishment.

Experience has demonstrated that quicklime,

and the carbonate of lime, mingled with the soil,

favor the vegetation produced thereon. Chemistry
has not yet explained, in a satisfactory manner,
the power which lime thus exerts; however, it is

known that when the soil contains this alkaline

earth, or, in its place, ashes only, the mould is
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quickly consumed, and vegetation becomes more
rich in proportion. It has thence been concluded
that hnie acts, partly in exciting the plant to great-

er activity, and partly in rendering more soluble

the principles of the soil, which are absorbed by
the roots when dissolved in the water which the
earth has imbibed. Lime is not then a true [or

alimentary] manure. It contributes only to pro-

mote and hasten the absor|)tion of the principles

which serve to nourish the plant; and that lime
may be serviceable, it is necessary to introduce

into the soil, improved by lime, materials proper
to furnish new quantities of mould. The lime, or

the alkali contained in ashes, acts also in hastening
the change of organic matters to mould.

It is known by experience, that gypsum also

augments the fertility of the earth, especially when
leguminous plants are cultivated. It is not proba-
ble that this neutral salt acts in the same manner
as lime, and we are ignorant of what is its mode
of acting.

Soil [terre vegetaW] possesses the property of
being able to retain as much as three-fourths of
its weight of water without appearing moist, and
like charcoal, it condenses atmospheric humidity.
It owes this property to the geine which it con-

tains, which is one of the substances which, of all

known, absorbs moisture with most energy.
Mould [terreaa'] can absorb double its weight of
water, without appearing moist; and after being
dried, it draws from the air, in less than twenty-
four hours, a quantity of water, which may vary
according to the humidity of the atmosphere, from
SO to 100 per cent, of its weight. This property
depends upon its light And dust-like consistence;

and geine, of which the fracture becomes vitreous

from its course of chemical treatment, is deprived

of this physical property, which is of the utmost
importance to vegetable lite. For, in consequence
of this property, mould retains water in the earth

and obstructs its evaporation; and it is probably
this water which maintains the extremhies of the

roots in the state to perform their functions.

It is usual to divide soil into fertile earth, and
acid earth.* The first is very common—the se-

cond presents itself but rarely. It produces no-
thing, unless it be mosses: it is in marshy places

that it is ordinarily found. It is in general com-
posed in the same manner as fertile earth; but
whilst in the latter the geine is united with lime,

and perhaps with other bases besides, it is, in the

acid earth, combined with acids, which, according
to Einhof, are the phosphoric and acetic acids. It

is for this reason that it has the property of rcd-

denmg vegetable blues, and that it gives, by cal-

cination, ashes which contain phosphoric acid.

To dry distillation, it yields a great quantity of an
acid liquid, containing the acetate of ammonia;
and Avhen it is distilled, after having mixed it with
water, a liquid product is obtained which reddens

* It is not a little strange to say it is "usual [dajis

Vasage'\ to divide soils into fertile earth and acirf earth,"

when the acid nature of any, has been treated by Ber-
zelius as a new discovery, and of wfiich the truth is

not admitted by all of those who had taken the sub-
ject into consideration. If this division liad indeed
been usual, there would liave been no want of numer-
ous authorities (whatever might be their value) for

the acidity of soil.

vegetable blues, and likewise contains acetate of
ammonia. In opposition to Emhof, Sprengel af-

firms that the acid geine is produced only for the
want of bases, and that its acid action proceeds
only from the geic acid which it contains, and not
from the presence of a foreign acid. De Pontin
has made the analysis of an arid* soil taken from
the plain of Eckerud in the government of Elfs-

burg in Sweden, and found that the geine had
there combined with the malic, acetic, and phos-
phoric acids. The dissolving of the soluble prin-

ciples of the soil in boiling water, left to be de-
posited, when the hydrate of lime was mixed
therein, these acids as well as geine, so that there
was found afterwards in the water only traces of
the acetate and hydrate of lime. But when a
current of carbonic acid gas was made to pass
through this precipitate steepedin water, the geine
remained, without dissolving, in combination with
the carbonate of lime produced, while there was
formed a solution slightly yellowish, which left,

after evaporation, a residue of calcareous salts.

This residue was treated by alcohol, which took
up a certain quantity of acetate of lime, and left

a salt of lime of a gummy appearance, which was
soluble in water, and possessed the properties of
the malate of lime. In burning the geate of lime,

and taking up the residue by muriatic acid, there

was obtained a solution which, when treated by
ammonia, gave a small precipitate of phosphate
of lime. The greater part of the acid geine was
dissolved in the carbonate of ammonia. Hydrate
of lime was poured into the solution, which pre-

cipitated the geine without leaving in solution a
salt of lime. But when after having washed the
precipitate, it was calcined, and the residue treated

with muriatic acid, there was obtained a solution,

which, after the expulsion of the carbonic acid,

gave with ammonia an abundant precij itate of
the phosphate of lime. These experiments con-
firm those given by Einhof.
An arid* soil becomes fertile when there is

mixed with it lime, or ashes and earth, inasmuch
as the soil consists principally of geine. The re-

port of Sprengel, according to which, it [this cha-
racter of soil] is produced in consequence of the
absence of the bases which are found in fertile

earth, is certainly true; but it does not follow from
that, that it owes its acidity solely to the acid na-

ture of the geine. The ashes of arid* soil always
contain a great quantity of silex.

Products of putrefaction under water.

When fresh vegetable matters, not bruised or
their thin texture broken, are plunged under water,

they resist putrefiiction for a long time. We have
examples in stakes buried beneath tJie water, of

*This is still more strange, that so abrupt a transi-

tion should be made from acid, to and soils—and in such
manner as to induce the behef that the change was not

owing to the author—but to an error of the press. But
though this mistake would be as likely to occur in

French as almost any other, (only one letter be-

ins: different in the words acide and aride— ) still it is

difficult to believe that this same error should have
been made and left to stand three times in tliis and the

next page, where "arid" soils are named, and are

marked * as above. The French translation is said to

contain numerous typographical errors. I leave others

to decide whether these are among the number or not.
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sunken vessels, &c. which have been preserved

for ages: also, buildings may be erected, witiiout

danger, upon a Ibundation Ibrmed of wooden j)iles

driven deep enough to be covered by water: but

these vegetable matters are constantly undergoing
changes, and then destruction is only retarded.

Every one knows tJiat il, at the connnenccment of

summer, a stick is thrust into the muddy bottom
of a pond of stagnant water, bubbles of air are

j

disengaged, and they even rise spontaneous!}' at

certain places; if collected, the bubbles are l()und

to consist of carburetted hytlrogen gas. They
are disengaged from organic bodies placed at the

bottom of the water, or mingled with the earth

below, which rot slowly, and are translbrmed to a
kind of black vegetable earth, known under the

name of mud or slime Iterre Umoneuse ou limon.']

This earth is smooth and yielding to the touch,

and when it is not mixed with foreign bodies, it is

black. While drying, it contracts greatly, and al-

most alwa3's ])ossesses the property of jjroducing

irritation on the skin, which is thereby covered
with little red points; it is by reason of this proper-

ty that this earth is used in many places to prepare
tlie mud baths, [liinoneux-'] The constituent

principles ol" mud are not sutFiciently known, for

them to be compared with the vjgetable earth, or

soil, produced in contact wnth the air.

Peat is another product of putrefaction under
water. In certain marshy grounds, there is pro-

duced during summera vegetation which, when it

i.s ended, rots slowly m the water, and forms a bed
of a carbonaceous mass, which augments gradu-
ally, so that the marsh becomes filled with a kind

of soft mud, at the surface of which new growths
of vegetation successively rise, and perish in their

turn, and thus increase the deposite, until that at

last the reservoir ol" water is comjiletely filled with
peat. In warm climates, where vegetation is

abundant, and where, consequently, the mass of
peat receives each year a more considerable aug-
mentation, the Ibrmation of peat is carried on
more rapidly; and in cold countries, on the con-
trary, this operation is more slow, and ages are

necessary to ])roduce an inconsiderable body of
peat.* This substance has become very important
because of its utility as fuel, and those who dig

peat mosses gradually lor the pur])ose of burning
the peat, believe that forty years will be sufficient

to fill again the empty places; but this expectation
is not well founded: lor it is in opposition to the
observations made with the greatest care.

The constituent principles of peat are diflerent

salts accidentally dissolved in the muddy water,
among which the sulphates of iron and of lime
are often found, besides the peculiar combustible
matter which constitutes the principal mass oJ'

* The author must be understood to speak of coun-

tries warm or cold in comparison with his own, Swe-

den; for as those terms would be used here, the facts

are entirely opposed to the statement. Peat is only

produced in those regions which are so cold, that all

the growth of a summer cannot rot before it is in-

creased by a second year's supply, and so the cover of

peat is formed and keeps growing. In Virginia, there

is no such formation, because the average heat of a

3'ear is always suiRcient to decompose all the waste

vegetable products of a year.

—

Ed. Farm. Reg.

peat. It is black, sometimes of a blackisH brown,
and it contains, like mould, much water. By dry-
ing, |)eat contracts strongly, loses its coherence,
and becomes very friable. Submitted to dry dis-

tillation, it yields (according to Bergsnia,) carbo-
nic acid gas, and carburetted h} drogen gas, the
weight of which amount to nearly 16 per cent, of
that of the peat—25 per cent, of anempyreumatic
acid Avater containing acetic acid, and sometimes
anunonia—8 per cent, ol oilpyrogcnce—37 per cent,
of carbon, and 12 percent, ol' ashes. It has been
Ibund that these ashes contain no potash. Placed
in contact with a body in combustion, peat burns
without Hame, like spunk, giving out a disagreea-
ble smoke. It is insoluble in water: often it red-
dens litmus paper (vegetable blue.) Alkaline
hydrates and carbonates dissolve it, commonly
without leaving any other residue than the earthy
substances which are mingled with it. This dis-
solving ditfers essentially Irom that of geine, in
this, that when the alkaline licpjor is concentrated,
the substance of the peat swells up in it, and is

changed to a gelatinous mass, which absorbs all

the liquor. When afterwards this mass is mixed
with hot water, it is resolved into a brown liquor
which becomes gelatinous again, when concen-
trated by evaporation. This solution is precipi-
tated by mineral acids, and the precipitate con-
tains, in chemical combination, the acid employed:
but, according to Brandes and Gruner, it is not pre-
cipitated by the acetic acid, even when il is appli-
ed in excess. If we evaporate to dryness the al-

kaline solution neutralized by acetic acid, and the
residue is then treated by alcohol, this does not re-

dissolve the acetate o( potash, and the mass is no
more soluble in water. Belbre the evaporation of
the liquor, the hydrate of lime precipitates from it

the substance of the peat; and if, atier having'
burnt the precipitate, it is treated by muriatic acid,
and ammonia is added to the solution, a little phos-
phate of lime is obtained. Einhoff has shown
that the acidity of the substance of peat proceeds,
the same as that of vegetable earth, as much
from the acetic as from the phosphoric acid. Be-
sides this particular substance, many kinds of peat
contain some resin and wax, (which may be ex-
tracted by means ol' alcohol,) and vegetable parts
not destroyed, which remain when the peat is dis-
solved in an alkali. The quantity of ashes which
remains after the burning of the peal, varies from
8 and 10 percent, of the weight of the dried peat,
to 30 per cent or more. These ashes are composed
of silex, oxide of iron, phosphate of lime, aiumine,
and often sulphate of lime and sub-sulphate of
iron.

DISCOVERY OF THE VALUE OF GYPSUM AS
MANURE, AND INTRODUCTION OF ITS USE.
The first discovery of the utility of gypsum, for

agricultural purposes, was made by a laborer, en-
gaged in pounding plaster near Hilbrun, in Ger-
many. He noticed the extra growth of the grass
along the route which he at diiierent times travel-
ed, across ameadow: supposing it to be occasioned
by the fine plaster droi)ped from his clothes, he
was induced to try an experiment to determine the
|)oint; it succeeded bejond his expectation; and
others tested its uselulnoss, until all became satis-
fied of its nutritious ciualities; and thus the use of
l)laster in Germany, became general, as a manure,
wherever it could be obtained.
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In the year 1768, Jacob Barge, of Philadelphia,

having learned the use of plaster in Germany,
obtained some from a manufacturer of burr stones,

and scattered it upon a field of clover, which
l)roved perfectly satisfactory: in consequence of

which, Messrs. Hocker, Lancaster, Clilford, and
David Deshler. all respectable farmers near Phil-

adelphia, used the plaster in various ways, and tor

different plants, and were all equally well satisfied

of its utility. The call lor, and application of, the

article increased; and hence, the commencement
of a regular trade, upon the seaboard, in the trans-

portation of plaster from Nova Scotia, to all the

southern ports; which has regularly increased,

from that period to the present time; and which
has become a business as regular and permanent
as any other in the United States.

Extract from the Horticultural Register.

HORTICULTURAL NOTES.

On ^Acclimating the Chinese 3fulberry—Flowers
—A^ewfruits recommendedfor culture.

The acclimation of the Moras multicaulis or

Chinese mulberry seems to be a subject that de-

mands the attention of the horticulturist. From
the accumulated evidence of planters in the East-

ern Slates and the Middle States north of Long
Island Sound, it appears that except upon very

dry subsoils, it is liable to severe injury ii-om the

cold of our winters. In almost every instance in

these limits the ends of the young branches which
produce the finest and most succulent leaves are

killed, and in many nearly the whole of the cur-

rent year's wood is destroyed. As silk growers

agree in the superiority of this species of 3Iorus

it is highly desirable that it should become more
thoroughly naturalized among us. There are

but two successful methods by which plants may
be acclimated in general practice among cultiva-

tors:—continued reproduction from seed born in

the new situation, and the disposition of the plants

with regard to aspect.* The latter is generally

successful only in the case of herbaceous plants

and the smaller shrubs, so that it is to the former

method we are to look in the case of a tree of so

vigorous a growth as the Chinese mulberry.

When we reflect that many of the most delicious

fruits now abounding in our gardens were original-

ly natives of the warmer temperatures of the

Asiatic continent—the peach and apricot of Per-

sia, and the cherry of Pontus, the climate of which
have no season approaching in similitude our fri-

gid winters—we may reasonably hope for like

*In the Fanner's Register for Dec, we presented

a statement derived from the Annales de VJlgriculiure

Francaise, showing that it has been ascertained by ex-

periments near Venice, that the Chinese mulberry

(Morns multicaulis) cannot be continued by its seed,

as it is a variety, produced as new kinds of ap]iles and

other fruits are by sowing, and that its seed will produce

other varieties. The same kind must therefore be re-

produced by cuttings, which fortunately grow well.

Our translation of tliis notice has apparently not been

seenby the intelligent writer of the piece above, thoiigli

it was copied into many of the jiapci-s of the United

States.

—

Ed. Fakm. Reg.

success in a plant derived from China, so many
of the vegetable productions of wliich withstand
our season perfiictly without protection. The
fruits just mentioned have been reproduced to an
almost endless extent from the seed, and the same
gifts of nature which were once considered garden
luxuries in Italy now flourish around the door of al-

most every fi\rmer as tar north as the Canadas. It

ia highly probable that our want of success in the

field culture of the vine (which by comparative
temperature should succeed perfectly any where
in the Middle or Easten States) may be solved by
considering that in this country it has been prop-
agated only by extension of the old plant; i. e. by
cuttings and layers of the branches. The number-
leas varieties of the wine grape in Europe, many
of which seem to be alone adapted to the vineyard
to which they give celebrity, have been undoubt-
edly produced ti'om seed. The Morus multicaulis

bears seed at an early age, and in considerable

quantity. It is highly probable therelbre that the
proper method to be taken to enable it to withstand
our climate is to sow the seed ripened in this coun-
try successive for several generations of plants.

In other words, the seeds of the seedling should

be sown for a number of years and each crop, it is

reasonable to suppose, will become more liardy

than the former.

Almost every one derives gratification fi'om the

delightful fragrance of flowers. In fact many
])ersons who are not admirers of beautiful colors

and fine forms have a decided penchant for grate-

ful smells. Such individuals will invest the grounds
of the country villa or the garden of the cottage
with an endless source of pleasure to themselves
if they will take pains to assemble around them in

their home situations the most fragrant flowering

plants and shrubs. The porch of the cottage

and the pillars of the piazza should be enwreathed
and clustered round with the fragrant and beautiful

honeysuckles. Lonicera peryclymemnn, the early

fragrant, makes its appearance early in the spring

and the monthly fragrant variety of the same
plant continues to produce its delicious flowers

during the whole season. A more recently intro-

duced variety, L. flexuosa, the Cliinese twining
honeysuckle, also bears very fragrant and beauti-

ful striped flowers, and retains most of its deep
green foliage during the dreary months of winter.

The taller growing varieties of the China rose

—

the Champney'sand Noi.s-ette clusters, may also

from their climbing habits and luxuriant growth^
be easily trained in any such situation, and a slight

protection will suffice to shelter them fi'om the se-

verity of our winters. The quantity of beautiful

and fragrant flowers which will produce in a rich

sod from June to November is astonishing. We
have counted upwards of five hundred roses in

bloom and in bud upon a single plant at one
time.

But the most charming climbing plant with
which we are acquainted is the Clematis flammula,
or European Sweet Scented Virgin's Bower. It

will in good situations reach the heiirht of six or

eight feet, and when in full blow in the month of

August it literally fills the air with its delicious

perfume. Among the first hardy plants which
delight us by their pleasant odor in the spring are

the Mezereum (Daphneviezercum) covered while

yet leafless with delicate pink blossoms, and the

fragrant European white and blue violets, which
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nre the violets of the poets; for though our woods
|
marshy and wet, or where a moderate supply of

abound i» wild species, none of them unfortunately

have any fragrance. It is tlie former that is so

beautifully spoken of by Shakspeare, in the pas-

Bajre,

—-"The sweet 5?outh

That breathes upon a baiilc of violets,

Stealing and giving odor."

The Lilly of the Valley and the Hyacinth are

Well known plants, deservedly favorites for their

purity uiul fragrance. The White Lilly (Zy. con-

didaiii) still more i:o]iu!ar, and the jooct's Narcis-
sus, the Monardn, with its mint-like smell, and the

Rose-scented Chinese Vivanmi^P
.
fragrans,) to-

gether with the above, make a charming bouquet
of sweets which, it should be iu the power of every
one to gather who has a rood of ground to cuhi-

vate. Nor should the Evening Primrose ( CEiio-

thera) though the common, which disperses i;s

balmy fragrance only in tlie evening, and the in-

conspicuous yet delicious Mignonette, be forgotten.

'J'he sweet scented shrub ( Calycanthus florida')

similar in odor to the pine-apple—the Magnolia
glauca, the spicy smelling Clethra, the Syringa,
and the fragrant yellow blossoming Currant of

Missouri QRibes aureum,') all native shrubs of our
own continent, have been long appreciated abroad
for their elegant and odoriferous flowers. None
of the above plants are rare; on the contrary they
may all be easily procured, and the increase and
dissemination of them around our houses of every
description would tend to make the city residence

more agreeable and the air of the country still

more refreshing and delightful.

There are many fine fruits neglected or but little

cultivated in this country, which are highly de-

serving of the notice of the horticulturist. The
English Walnut, or as we term it, Rladeria nut
(Juglans regia,) the fruit of which is annually
imported and offered for sale in the shops, will

thrive and bear abundant crops when in a genial

situation south of 43"^ of latitude.* The fine ap-

pearance of the tree, added to its claims as an ex-
cellent fruit Avhen ripe for the fable, and in a green
state lor pickling, ought to recommend it universally

to a place in the orchard or ornamental jilantation.

The Spanish chestnut, with fruit four times the size

of our wild species, and the new varieties of fil-

bert, bearing abundant crops of delicious fruit,

only need to be better known to be souglit after

with avidity, as they (particularly the latter)

thrive in our climate with very trithng care.

The Black European Mulberry (J/od/s nigra)

also grows well in a warm situation, and bears

fruit of double the size and finer in flavor than the

American.
In many situations in the Eastern Stales the

common cranberrj' is produced in such profusion

as to supply the wants of all the neighboring in-

habitants; but in the other states and districts, less

abounding with marshy and swampy land, its ber-

ries, so much esteemed for tarts, &c. are so rarely

found growing wild as to be an article of luxuiy.

In such situations it may be gratifying to some
cultivators to know that they may be raised in the

greatest abundance in any situation tolerably

water may he commanded. A few stakes should

be driven in at the intended width of the bed to be

made. Inside of these place some boards to hold

the soil. Throw in to fill the bottom some small

stones, and upon the top of them ei<;^hlor ten Indi-

es of black bog earth, so that the lower three or

four inches ai-e immersed in the surrounding wa-
ter. In this bed a few plants should be set, which
will, in the same manner as the strawberry, soon

cover the whole surface. The crofis obtained will

be both abundant and regular, and a small area

will supply a large family.

A. J. DOWNING.
Botanic Garden and Nursery, Newburgh, near

New- York.

*A tree growing liere which bears excellent fruit,

now twenty years old, measures three feet in circum-

ference at two feet from tlie ground.

Vol. n—58

[The following axticle which presents facts apparent-

ly opposed to the opinion that the Chinese Mulberry

cannot be propagated by seeds, was received alter

the foregoing was in type.]

From the Genosee Fanner.

THE CHIKKSK MULBERRY.
(Morus multicaidis.)

We have received a number of letters from our

distant friends, inquiring for seeds of the Chinese
Mulberry; and Ave state in reply that we are not

aware that any are, or have been, for sale in this

country. The difficulty of procuring these seeds

from China, is mentioned in an article which may
be found in the 43rd page of our current volume,

copied from the Norlham'pton Courier. It appears

however, that some were obtained through tiie

aid of an American missionary at Canton; and
that the experiments of last sunmier in Massa-
chusetts have fully proved that the leaves of these

seedlings are as large, and the plants as vigorous

and thrifty as those raised from cuttings or layers

of the Chinese Mulberry.
This result is very satisfactory. In France, seeds

hearing that name, said to be also from China,

were sowed; but they produced other kinds, and
it was therefore hastily inferred that M. mvlticaulis

was not a distinct species. The seeds were evi-

dently spurious. An editorial article in the last

volume of the American Farmer says, "Thewri-
of this, has gathered ripe fruit from a tree only

thirteen months old; and has at this time a tree

growing fi-om seed ripened at that time." This is

The only instance that has come to our knowledge

of the Chinese Mulberry having produced good

seed in the United States. We have a tree how-
ever, about eight feet high, which Ave intend to

prune this spring with a special vicAV to its produ-

cing seed.

But Ave Avould not intimate that this mode of

p.ropagating the tree Avill be preferable to layers

or cuttings, except Avhere we Avant to transmit the

means of cultivating it, to distant places. It is

\-ery doubtful if seed Avill be of much account un-

der any other circumstances. G'ideon B. Smith,

lor manv Aears editor of the American F"'armer,

says "Thi.s mulberry bears no fruit, or rather it is

so miraite, and so small in (juanthy, that the pro-

pag:ttion of it fi-om seed is seldom practised. Rut

like all other vegetables of difiicult propagation by

seed, it is remarkably easy of reproduction by

otlier means. By laying doAvn the young trees,^

covering them with earth, and leaving the ends of
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the branches out, every branch will take root, and

be»ome a young tree—so that every tree one year

old, will by proper manairenient, produce from ten

to twenty in one summer."
Last spring we set many cuttings, and though

both the ground and tlie season were rather unla-

vorable, yet about one-half of them rootedj and

one attained the height of three feet. We hope

to be able in the coming season to give a better

account of our operations in this line.

It appears from the Ameiican Farmer that "this

mulberry was brought Irom tlie Philipi)ine Islands

by a French corvette, in July 1821. TJie corvette

had been sent out by the French government,

under the care of Samuel Percttet, for the express

purpose of collecting rare plants, seeds, &c. along

the coast of Asia as far as the Philijipine Islands;

and returned laden with them, tlie Morus multi-

caulis being one of the articles obtained. It was
found at the Philippine Islands, whither it had been

carried by the Chinese colonists, one of whom
remarked that to this plant his country 'owed its

immense product of silk.' 31. Perotlet ascertained

that it was originally from the north of China;

and that it had been transplanted from Canton to

Manilla. On its arriv^al in France, it was imme-
diately taken to the royal gardens at Paris and
Montpelier for propagation and experiment, and
the result has been its universal adoption so far as

it could be obtained."

This mulberry is considered much superior to

every other kind. It is said not only "to make
silk of the best fibre," but it is also "most conge-

nial to the constitutions of the worms;" and in-

stances have been published of their promptly
leaving the white Italian nmlberry leaf for this

sort. At the Brooklyn nursery indeed, their tastes

were tried with six other kinds of mulberry leaves,

but the worms gave the new Chinese a decided

preference.

It has been repeatedly asserted by those who
had the best means of knowing, that one pound of

the leaves is nearly or quite equal in value to two
pounds of the Italian mulberry, though we have
seen a subsequent statement that reduced this dif-

ference. It is true that a large succulent leaf of

the common kind is inferior in its quality to those

of smaller size; but the objection does not apply to

the Chinese Mulberry, for though its leaves are

very large, they are remarkably thin and silky.

The facility with which the leaves may be gath-

ered, is another inportant consideration. Their
great size (often eight inches by ten,*) enables a
person to collect an armful in a few minutes; and
their low growth is particularly favorable for old

people and children who can perform this labor

without climbing. From all our observations we
conclude that this mulberry has more the habit of
a large shrub than a tree; at least it is much in-

clinecl to grow bushj^; and by cutting it off near
the ground, this disposition is much increased. It

is doubtless from this cnxumstance, that it derives
its specific name, mult icaulis or many stalked.

There is one point of great importance however,
which remains to be considered. The question is

oflen asked, Is this mulberry hardy? and we are
willing to answer with a slight exception, that it

is so in the vicinity of our principal lakes. It is

Some leaves have been measured that were 1.3

inches wide and 15 inches Ions.

true that the ends of the branches are killed every

winter; but ours we think, have not been damaged
in this way to a greater extent than ten or twelve

inches; and when we consider that the tree con-

tinues to grow until it is nipt by the fiost, it is just

what we ought to expect. Wood that is immature
ai\d succulent as a weed, cannot resist a low tem-

perature. All our native trees complete their ve-

getation in summer, in due time fur the wood to

harden and the buds to become perfect; but if by-

planting in a richer soil, we could prolong their

growth till late in autumn, the ends of their branch-

es would without doubt perish in the same manner.

The poorer the ground, the sooner in the season

the tree ceases to grow, and therefore this mulberry

will be most likely to withstand the winter best on
thin soils.

We consider the losses of these exfrcmities how-
ever, as a matter of small account, for it will

rarely amount to one-fourth of the growth of one
season; and as the trees become older, they will

also become hardier. The current of the sap ia

diminished in velocity by being separated into so

many branches; and as it consequently sooner

ceases to flow in autumn, the wood has more time

to harden.

In mountainous districts where the winters are

severe, and where of course, a much greater part

of the young shoot is killed by the cold—this mul-
berry we think, with a little management, may
still be cultivated to advantage. The vigor of its

vegetal ion will bear some proportion to the close-

ness of its pruning; and if most of the branches
perish in winter, a luxuriant growth may be ex-
pected in summer from the old stool or stump.
The leaves however, would come later than where
they opened from buds ready formed; but this dif-

ficulty may be obviated in three ways: 1. Postpone
the hatching of the silk worms by keeping the

eggs hi an ice-house. 2. Cultivate hardier kinds

of mulberry for the spring supply. 3. Dry the

leaves of the mulberry in autumn, to be used in

the succeeding spring. A correspondent of the

National Intelligencer says, "In the month of
September Judge Bry of Louisiana, gathered a
quantity of the best full grown leaves from the

mulberry tree, taking care they should be ircc from
dirt. They were carefully dried in the shade on
linen and other cloth; and when perfectly so,

were put into sacks, hung in an airy and dry place,

until the proper season arrived for hatching the

worm. When ready to use them, he pounded
the leaves fine, and moistened them with steam

—

which upon experiment proved to be equally good,

if not better nourishment, than the best young
leaves."

We would remind our readers that three succes-

sive broods of the silk worm may be raised in one
season; and that the constant and vigorous vegeta-

tion of the Chinese mulberry is admirably adapted
to the support of the latter broods.

This mulberry from the great size of its leaves,

is very ornamental; and we cannot conclude with-

out strongly recommending to every freeholder

who would embellish his door-yard, to procure

a tree. The price will not exceed a few shil-

lings.
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From tlie Ohio Farmer.

SHEPARDIA, OR BUFFAI^O BKRRY.

This interesting tree was discovered b)' Mr.
Nuttal, in the vicinity of the Roci<y Mountains,
in the year 1810, and introduced by iiini into some
of the gardens in the Atlantic States. It is per-

fectly hardy. In Winship's Nursery at Roxbury,
in Massachusetts, it flourishes as well as in its na-
tive soil and climate, and during the last autumn
his trees were literally loaded with fruit, wliich

hangs in racemes of the size and appearance of

red currants. Tlie fruit ripens late in the iidl. It

is sub-acid and palatable in its natural state, and
also makes an excellent preserve.

The tree belongs to the Linna?an class "Dioe-
cia," and it is said that it is necessary to place both
barren and fertile plants in contiguity, in order,

successfully, to raise the fruit—of this however, I

have some doubts.

Gentlemen of taste could not expend a few dol-

lars to better advantage in ornamenting their gar-
dens, than by procuring several of those trees.

MISSOURI.

REMARKS OX THE AGRICULTURE OF RHODE
ISLAND.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The following remarks upon the agriculture of
Rhode Island, were made during a short visit of
pleasure to the delightful summer retreat, New-
port. They were made solely tor individual grat-

ification, and may be found scarcely worthy of a
place in your Register. Observations upon the

I habits and customs of a community differing es-

sentially li'om our own, if they lead directly to no-
thing valuable, have at least a tendency to im-

I provement. They beget a sj)irit of comparison:
we are enabled to see how others execute the
same, or nearly the same work, which we have
been used to do in a ditiercnt manner. Improve-
ments are thus earned from one region of country
to another with raj)idity, which would have been
years in finding their way in the gradual advance-
ment ot science. Peter "the Great of Russia act-

ed under these opinions, when he labored in the
ship yards of England.
Our eastern brethren are a great way ahead of

us in industry and skill in the labors of the farm.

This is caused partly by the climate, which is

cool and invigorating during the heats oi'sunnner,

having by no means the same tendency to relax

and enervate the animal system, that is experienc-

ed under the warmer sun of a more southern lati-

tude, and partly by early habits ol' industry.

On the 20th of July, the crop of hay was not

entirely secured, and it was said to have been
much injured by fogs and wet weather, which
had prevailed for some weeks. It accounted to

me for the labors of harvest being continued on
Sundaj'. I could not ILul to remark the liicility

with which the grass was collected in wind-rows,

by means of a horse rake. I am induced to be-

lieve that this rake could be beneficially used in

gleaning our wheat fields, where the land is free

from stumps and rocks, and where the grain is

sowed broad-cast and le\el. With this itTipres-

sion, I will give a brief description of the imple-

ment, and subjoin a drawing of it.

It consists of a beam of sufficient size, say four

inches square, and iirom nine to ten feet in length,

into this beam, teeth twenty inches long are mor-

ticed, about three inches apart. These teeth are

two and a half inches wide where they enter the

beam, and curve on the lower side, being at the

shoulders flush with the lower side of the beam.
In (he upper part of the beam, handles are fixed

somewhat like those of a plough, except that

they bend much more, so as to be conveniently

held, as the rake is drawn with the teeth flat upon

the ground, and going points foremost. On each

side of these handles, which are in the centre, slen-

der upright pieces are fixed in the beam about two
feet high to retain the hay in the rake.

It is drawn by a horse', with long rope traces,

fastened at each end of the rake, by means of an

auger hole through which the rope is passed and

knotted. When the rake is filled, it is elevated

by the handles and the grass deposited at given

spacess, in wind-rows. A boy rides the horse

to guide him properly, and another boy sometimes
Ibllows with a hand rake to collect small portions

of the hay, which may accidentally be leit; but
where the implement is skilfully used, it gets tlie

grass up perfectly clean.

I should think that one man and a small boy to

direct the horse with this rake, would perform the

work of ten men with the common hand rake. It

is probable that this implement may have been in

use in Virginia, but I do not remember to have
seen it. I am convinced of its utility in collecting

hav, and I should think it useful in gleaning fields

of small grain where so much is left on the ground
in our slovenly mode of harvesting. Palemon
would here liave no occasion to direct his laborers

to leave something for the "lovely young Lavinia."

I doubt if any portion of Europe can be found

more highly cultivated than this island, if we ex-

cept the immediate vicmity of London, and some
part of Tuscany. Every where the earth is made
useful. The fields are small, containing from five
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to fifteen acres, all rectilinial, and for the most part

enclosed by stone walls; sometimes planks and
post and rails.

I'he crops cultivated are grass, corn, potatoes,

onions, rye and oats—the largest portion being in

grass, the next largest in corn, potatoes, &c. I

can give you no better idea of the high cultiva-

tion and consequent value of the soil, than by
stating the prices of land in rent and in lee.

A gentleman has within a short time, purchased

about forty acres of land near the town of New-
port, lor which he gave five hundred dollars per

acre—the buildings ujion this land vv'ere very or-

dinary, and could not have been estimated at more
than 1500 dollars. The conmion annual rent

of land, from all 1 could learn, varied from three to

ten dollars per acre. Lands adapted to the growth
of the onion rented higliest, that crop yielding a

greater profit to the acre than any other. It will

at once be supposed that lands that sell and rent

at these prices arc not permitted to lie idle: they

are all under the plough, or mowed for hay. No
fields are seen covered with rank luxuriant and
pestilential weeds: the seeds of these plants which
BO much abound with us, and are even valued as

returning vegetable matter to the soil, seem here
to be extirpated by cultivation carefully conducted
through a series of years.

It surprised me, that under this aspect of the
country, I seldom found persons actually laboring

in the fields. It seemed as if some friendly fairy

did the work by star light. This is to be account-
ed for, however, by the energy with which they
work when actually engaged. They do not stop

to gaze at you as you pass by, and if you enter

their fields and talk to them, they converse with
politeness, but do not cease to labor. I should
think that one Rhode Island laborer would per-

form as much work as two and a half of the

southern slaves.

Corn is here planted about the 10th of May.
From three to five stalks are permitted to grow in

a hill, distant from each other two feet one way,
and three and a half the other. It produces about
fifty bushels to the acre. They plough their corn
three times, and work it afier each ploughing with
the hoes, the earth being drawn up to the stalks

very high. They give this hill to prevent the
corn from being prostrated by the wind, and con-
eider it more necessary to cultivate this small spe-
cies of corn with a hill, than the larger southern
corn, in consequence of the size of the stalk.

Grass is produced at the rate of from two to

three tons to the acre, lor which they receive at

market from seventy-five cents to one dollar per
hundred weight. I was particular in the inquiries

I inadc in relation to the effect produced by the
application of marine weeds as manure, which I

have observed to be applied on this island, as a
top dressing to grass lands. These grasses are
probably loosened from the rocks, and the bottom
of the sea, by the percussion of the waves; and in
particular seasons, when the wind blows in shore,
they are collected in large quantities upon the
beach, from which they are carefully hauled as
manure, and applied to most of their crops with
great benefit, particularly to potatoes, corn and
grass. Upon the latter they usually put four ox-
cart loads to the acre, which are equal to six loads,
drawn by our oxen in eastern Virginia. This
quantity, when thinly epreo-d, covered the ground,

and produced the most beneficial effects. Lands
that yielded eight hundred weight of grass to the

acre, in an undressed state, would produce as much
as two tons if dressed in tfiis way. The grasses

used in the greatest quantities, are vulgarly known
by the name of rock weed and ribbon grass. The
tbrmer is a narrow leafed plant with many joints,

at which a number of small roots shoot, resembling

very much in appearance our wire grass, which if

I mistake not is the fiorin grass of Ireland. The
latter is a large and long leaf, not unlike in shape,

a corn blade severed in "the middle, but very thick,

and covered with a fine polish as if it was var-

nished. It derives its name doubtless, from its re-

semblance to ribbon. This grass may be found in

considerable quantities in tlie rocks on the sea

shore, floating in situations where I have fished

for the black fish.

The farmers preferred these marine manures to

the best stable manure, or the dung of animals

—

their effects of course being greater. In addition

to these marine manures ol" vegetable basis, they

use great quantities offish called menhaden, which
arc taken in large numbers by fishermen, whose
business it is to look out for them on the sea shore.

When a shoal of them appears, a boat loaded

with the rope of one end of the net, and the seine,

goes out beyond the fish, and the fishermen throw
out the net, so as to encompass them: another boat

attends with the rope, to attach it to the other end
of the seine, and thus it is drawn to the shore.

These fish are ver>' fat, and seemed to be the

same fish known to us, by the name of ale wife or

old wife. They are purchased on the shore at 17

cents a barrel, and applied to the land as a top

dressing for grass, and I believe .sometimes plough-

ed under. The land thus dressed produces grass

of a superior qualify, and to use an expression of

a farmer 'it maltes it graze siveeif stock of all

kinds preferring the spots thus dressed to any other

part of the field.

The only unj)leasant consequence of this sort of
manuring is, that the nostrils of the visiter are as-

sailed frequently in his walks by an odor, to which
real eau de cologne is, somewhat more agreea-
ble.

The facts here stated, the writer received from
the laborers themselves, with many of whom he
was in the habit of daily conversation, and who
were practically acquainted with every thing ap-
pertincnt to their vocation. I will here take oc-

casion to remark, that these eastern men, are re-

markable for the extent and accuracy of their in-

formation in relation to the business, in which
they are engaged; all the powers of their minds,
sharpened as the intellects are by interest, are

brought to concentrate their force upon a single

point.

The space I have already occupied, adraonishes
me to conclude.

-In publica commoda pcccem,
Si lona;o sennone merer.-

Richmond Co., Feb. 7th, 1835.

From Martin's History of tlio British Colonies.

STR.\A'Gl,ING HORSKS!.

Travelling over frozen rivers or lakes is however,
not imattended with real danger; the sleigh, lis
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power on the rail road is at present inadequate for

ihe trade and transportation on it, and tlie directors

have thcrclbrc. (k-.termined to increase it greatly

beyond its present amount, by tlie coniniencemcnt
of the lidi business."

horses and passengers, being not unfrequcntly in-'

Biantly enguiled, and sucked beneath the ice, tliere

being no warning of liic danger until llie horses

sink, dragging tlie carriole and its inmates after

them. In general, it isibrtunule tlie weak or thin

places are of no great extent; and when the horses

are Ictund to be sinking, the passengers instantly

leap out on the strong ice, seize the ro|)es which,

with a running noose, are |)laced ready liir such
an emergency on every sleigh-horse's neck, and,

by sheer pulling, the animal is strangled in order

to save his life! This is absolutely a I'act. II" the

horse be allowed to kick and struggle, it only serves

lo injure and sink him; as soon, however, as the

noose is drawn tight, his breathing is momentarily
checked, strangulation takes place, the animal be-

comes motionless, rise.s to the surtace, floats on one
sitle, and is then drawn out on tiie strong ice,

when the noose being loosened, respiration recom-
mences, and the horse is on his feet carrioling

away again in a iew minutes as well as ever.

This singular and almost incredible o])cration has

been known to be performed two or three times a

day on the same hoi-se; and the Americans say
tiiat, like Irishmen, the animals are so used to

being hanged that they think nothing about it.

Often, however, horses sleigh or carriole, and pas-

sengers, are in a moment sunk and swept beneath

the ice. The traveller on the Irozen rivers, but I tions from the foreign or dead languages. These
more especially on the iiozen lakes, incurs also arc but evidences of pedantry, at best, when there
great danger Irom the lar^e cracks or openings is a corresponding expression in our own tongue,
which run from one side of the lake to the other, The sciences, connected with agriculture, have
from one to six feet broad, causing, at some distance

I peculiar ierms that cannot be well dropped; but,

from the crack, a shelving up of the ice lo the wherever it is possible, the common parlance mode

OIV THK DIFFERENT EFFECTS OF BtlRNING,
ANn I'l.OUGlUNG IN, ROUGH VEGETAULK
MATTER.

To the Editor of the Farmers' KogUter.

A correspondent in your February No. page 577,
very properly comments on the advantage and pro-

priety ofevery writer for your paper signing hispro-
per name, to all communications, stating tacts in ag-
riculture. Jlis remarks are sound, and well ex-
pressed. We cannot all Avrite either with elegance
or learning. I?ut, there are few farmers that are
subscribers to the Register, who are unable to ex-
press the results of their experience, in "brief

and good phrase." Nundjeis have already at-

tempted it, under their own signatures, with
complete success, and beneficially, to the commu-
nity. We ought all to be aware that your work
is not intended for (he disjjlay of fine writing or
book learning; and, whoever writes for it, should
make his style as plain as he can, avoiding techni-

calities, when it can be done, as well as quota-

height of several feet in proportion to the breadth of

the fissure. The sleigh drivers, when they see

no other chance of passing or of escape, make
the horses endeavor to leap the chink at full gal-

lop, with the sleigh behind them, at the imminent

risk of being engulfed in the lake.

INCREASE OF TRANSPORTION ON THE
CHARLESTON RAIL ROAD.

The Charleston (S. C.) Patriot of the 4th inst.

publishes a corporative view of the receipts of this

road tor the first three months of the years 1834

and 1835, which presents the fcillowing result:

1834 1835

January, 8^,229 $13,290
February, 8,174 14,875

March, 11,988 17,459

$24,391 $45,624

Showing that the receipts of the present year
are nearly double what they were in the correspon-

dent period of the year 1834. This is exclusive

of the amount received for carrying the mails.

The same paper further states, that the number of
passengers (exclusive of those in the company's
eervice) fi^om the 1st of April 1834 to the 1st of

|

April 1835, has been twenty-nine thousand two
hundred and forty eight—and that on the 2d inst.

141 passengers went up in the steam car William
Aiken, yielding $607 38.

"Thiii increased business on the road has greatly

exceeded the most sanguine expectations of its

projectors, and furnishes the best criterion of its

prosperity. It has been found so highly beneficial

in extending the business of Charleston, that the

of conveying the same idea ought to be em[)loy-

ed also, that every class of readers may get the
meaning with the least trouble.

The correspondent alluded to, Peter De Quir,
ought to have practised on his own rule. He adds
a P. S. to his letter, and asks the following ques-
tions, to be answered, either by the editor, or
some of his friends:

"Is it ever advantageous or proper to burn land?
Is there any kind of vegetation which grows in

our fields, that it would be more profitable to burn
off than plough under? Will the ashes produced
thereby, compensate for the loss of vegetable mat-
ter? VVill not the crop be better the first year
when coarse grass or broom sedge is burnt, than
it would be, if ploughed in? But will not the land

be ultimately benefited in a greater degree by turn-

ing in such a cover?"
Many years' observation on the subject of these

questions has enabled me to form an opinion on
them, which I think is not essentially different from
the opinions of most practical farmers. That
opinion, however, is at the service of P. D. Q.
and others, who have doubts on so plain a sub-

ject.

There are very few circumstances that can jus-

tify burning. VVith some men, who use small

ploughs, and advocate shallow ploughing, it is a
custom to burn the dead vegetable matter on their

fields, when it is the least in the way of their

ploughs, and particularly for corn and oats. 1

have endeavored to reason several out of the prac-

tice; but was actually laughed at by them, as a
theorist. I have noticed, that, if the dead matter
be so thick as to impede the perfect operation of
ploughing it under, the after tillage, if corn be the

crop, is more difficult; and when the covering be
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brooin sedge or very coarse grass, the first crop is

apt to suti'er, from the ground not being properly
pulverized in time. It" the crop be wheat or rye,

it is greatly helped by turning in any sorl of" cover.

Grasses and weeds with their roots and sods are
frequently gathered into |)iles by the harrow, after

bad ploughing; yet, upon these very spols the

crop is almost always more luxuriant and pro-

ductive—showing, plainly, the advantage of the

vegetable matter thus gathered together.

After any heavy covering is ploughed under,

which is more easily done with the help of a
weighty chain, the harrow should follow while

the ground is mellow, and then the roller. The
harrow fills up all the cracks and breaks left by the

plough, levels and pulverizes the soil; the roller

mashes it down and presses the layer of vegeta-

ble matter into a small compass. When thus

treated, fermentation and decomposition ibllow as

soon as enough heat and moisture are supplied by
the seasons. Whatever is thus turned under in

the I'all or winter, will be tbund mouldy and tender

in the spring, and soon becomes food for plants.

Broom-sedge is the most difficult to make rot; but

even that rots time enough to benefit wheat. If

the unavoidable openings and seams left by the

plough be not filled up and pressed down, fermen-

tation will not take place soon enough, in conse-

quence of a too free circulation of air: and the

poil on top, not coming near enough to the earth

below, is apt the sooner to suffer from drought.

But these things are too plain to occupy more time

in explaining.

Some of the largest corn crops ever produced
in the United States, were made on land, in good
heart, that was covered over with a thick sod and
coat of vegetable matter. It was well manured,
broad cast; whirled completely over, harrowed and
pressed down with the roller. But the after

tillage was not more than three inches deep; neither

breaking nor turning up the sod again. I am in-

clined to think that all vegetable matter put below
the operation of tillage and pressed down, must
greatly improve the land, and if not disturbed, en-

large the crop growing, durintr the process of de-

composition. The stratum will not be thick: it

freely admits and retains moisture, and as soon as

the mould commences to rot, supplies abundant
food to the roots that are spreading out in every
direction in search of food.

The tobacco planter's mode of cleaning new
ground, by raking up the leaves and trash and
half decayed vegetable matter, and then burning
it all, is a wasteful operation. These materials, if

spread on exhausted spots in the fields, and plough-
ed in, would impart life enough to throw up such
a crop of rye, or oats and clover, as to make it

easy afterwards to restore them to their original

fertility. The use of wheat straw, chaff', or leaves
will result in the same benefit. It is contended b}-

some of the best lixrmers, that top dressings of
straw and chaff' is the best mode of using them
for improving land.

He that advocates burning, will be convinced of
its rapidly impoverishing effects, by taking an acre
of his best soil, cultivating it in his usual way

—

carrying off' all the crop, and after small grain,
burning off" the stubble, and then the grass in the
fall, and burning the grass also in the fall, after

'

corn. This process will entirely exhaust the vegeta-
ble matter in the soil, and render it literally steril.

Those crops have been considered the most im-
proving which either leave the most on the ground,
or add most to the manure heap. In the culture
of tobacco, all other vegetation is kept entirely

down quite until frost, and all the crop, save the
root and a short end of the stalk, is carried off.

The renovating nature of the clover crop is mostly
owing to the tap root of the plant being so large
and long, keeping the land light and divided, and
its yielding such a heavy coat of vegetable matter.
It throws up successive crops of spires and leaves

in the same season—the earlier constantly falling

and decaying amid the springing verdure of the

V'ounger growth, until frost chills all vegetable life.

Below the mountains the heat of sunnner matures
the greater part of the first crop, and dries up that

as well as the younger shoots. But as soon as "the
dogs days" are gone, the vercUu-e starts again.

Whoever examines a field that has stood in clover,

will find it cov-ered with a black fertilizing dust or

mould, more or less perceptible, as the rains have
been light or heavy. Such of it as has become
decomposed is apt to be partly solved by rains,

and the whole to be partly mingled with the top

soil. From its tender succulent nature, clover rota

sooner than weeds m* grass, and becomes nutritive

to plants. But the same process takes place, and
for the same Avise purpose of nature, with every
species of vegetation, from the majestic forest tree

down to hair-like hen's grass—converting all into

fertilizing matter. The ratio of their value is

probably unknown to the most skilful in the sci-

ence of chemical analysis. But I did not take up
my pen to write an essay on manures.
That ashes are stimulating to plants, or rather,

aid in the process of feeding them, is well known,
and they are highly valued b}^ every good hus-

bandman. But I have never seen any vegetable

srowingin pure ashes, and infer that their action

is in combination with earth and putrescent mat-
ter. The quantity of ashes left on land afterburn-

ing, is so small, compared with the quantity of
unquestionable food for plants that would be crea-

ted by the decomposition of the same covering,

that the loss by burning must be manifest. Let
any one burn a portion of hay, straw, grass, or

weeds in such a way as to save all the ashes. He
will be surprised at the smallness of the quantity.

Let him spread it on a plot of ground, and then

spread the same weight of the material burnt, on

another plot of the same size, and ehher plough

in or not. The mere contemplation of what would
be the result, it seems to me, will decide the ques-

tion. If not, I am egregiously mistaken in my
notions, and ashes are worth more than their

weight in silver

!

It is sometimes necessaiy and "advantageous"
to burn meadows when they begin to be overrun

with broomsedge; for the three-fold purpose of de-

stroying the seeds of the sedge—giving the grass

a chance to rise and cover the ground in the spring

before the later growth of sedge puts up—and ena-

bling the mower to cut the grass clean. When it

is not convenient to plough up and re-seed the

meadow, burning will make it hold out against the

encroachments of wild growth two years, and
sometimes more, beyond the time at which, with-

out burning, the hay would hardly be worth cut-

ting.

Wire grass and its roots should always be burnt;

and so ought thistles. Fire is the surest destroyer
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of these pests. Briers are easily cut down with
knives made for the purpose, and they form a valu-
able covering over galled spots, or add to the ma-
nure bank. When not m ])atches the plough
sufficiently masters them. Annual burning tends
to impoverish and liarden the soil of even tlie

richest wood land.

I have, Mr. Editor, in a lame, and I fear, tedious

manner, endeavored to answer your correspon-
dent, Peter De. Qiiir. Since he did not act on
his own recommendation to others, he cannot com-
plain that his queries have not been responded to

in propria nomine. But, if he does, he has only
to adopt the Arabic mode, and read backwards.

RlUqEDRETEP.

REMARKS ON THE PAPERS CONTAIXED IN

NO. 9 OF THE farmers' REGISTER.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Presuming that the chief motive of all who
write for your paper, is, a sincere desire to benefit

the cause of agriculture, I shall take it for granted

that none will be displeased by the expression of

any doubts or objections to which their communi-
cations may give rise—provided there be nothing
blameable in the ten)per or manner of doing it.

Nearly as much good may sometimes be done in

this way, as in any other.

Influenced by this belief, I shall proceed without
farther preface, to ofier such remarks as have sug-

gested themselves to my mind in perusing your
February No. They will be presented without

connection, and without regarding any thing but

the order in which the several articles commented
upon, follow each other in your paper.

What is meant by the terms—"brakes'" and

"peat-moss" in Mr. James Hale's premium disser-

tation? The first is a provincialism not understood

in middle Virginia, and the second is not generally

believed to exist in the United States—if what
is so called in England, Scotland, and Ireland can

be found in them at all.

Mr. Hale's plan for collecting and making ma-
nure by "a compost heap," I like much, saving

the location which he recommends; since I am
perfectly sure that no firmer with a Virginia-nose

could possibly be prevailed upon to concoct such

"a rank compound of villainous smells," (as Fal-

stafl' said by the buck basket,)—"not far distant

from the back part of his house."
Is it a fact so well established as to justify his

unqualified assertion of it, that "farm-yard ma-
nure" should be suffered to remain from spring

and summer, "till the next fall, when, together

with the dung and urine of cat*le, with which it is

mixed, it makes an excellent manure, and should

be carted out and laid in large heaps, for the pur-

pose of being placed in the hills of Indian corn or

potatoes the ensuing spring]" Is it another fact

also so indisputably settled as to require no proof^

that, "stable-dnng and animal manure ought to

be spread on tillage-land designed for corn or po-

tatoes the spring after it is made, and well mixed
with the soil by the harrow first, and then the

plough?" Has he ever made fair comparative
trials of any different plan, or seen others make
them, where the manure was applied on the sur-

face, and in a much fresher state? If he has not,

can he be called ?i cornpetent judgcl

AVith Galen's communication, I was, upon the
whole, much pleased; although I must say, that
he delivers his ojjinions—however inijiortant the
subject, rather too abruptly. For instance, he as-

serts—without the slightest doubt or qualification,

that, as to plants, "the eartlis afford no real nour-
ishment themselves, but act entirely as exciting
agents." Now, do not all agriculturists admit that
there is su(di a thincj as the food of plants, and
that it is supplied either by the earths, or by water,
or,by both? Will they not also admit, that "ex-
citing agents" cannot, with any propriety, be called

suppliers of food? Where then is Galen's authori-
ty for assuming that as a (act universally admitted,
in support of which, he offers nothing, but his ipse

dixit? His concluding sentence furnishes another
instance of a highly important assertion, entirely

without qualification, or illustrative argument to

sustain it. I subjoin his own words: "There is a won-
derful similarity between the vegetable and ani-

mal world; they are both governed by the same
laws—the various agents that act upon them are
similar," (to both these assertions there are nu-
merous and striking exceptions,)—"their organi-

zation in many respects the same, and they both
possess motion, sensation, and life." This last

assertion also, is much too broad; for, not to cavil at

the term, "possess motion," instead of the power
of motion, the motion and sensation ascribed to

vegetables are as really unlike the motion and sen-

sation of animals, as any two things can possibly

be, between which any sort of resemblance has
been supposed to exist. Such fanciful analogies

may do very well as ornaments of style, but not
for scientific afjriculture.

Your coiTespondent N. E. Read, in his valua-

ble communication, has stated many interesting

facts. Few of your friends, probably, have fur-

nished more within the same compass. His gene-
ral remarks, before he comes to specifications, are
particularly good. As to his "new method of pre-

serving sweet potatoes," I have no doubt of it be-

injj good; but if an old, a cheaper, and safer mode
will answer perfectly as Avell, why change it?

Such a method has been followed in my part of

the country, as far back as I can remember, and
has been practised with entire success. It is to

put them away in dry sand—as I see also recom-
mended in j'our February No. Thus jjreserved,

I have often eat them late in April perfectly sound;

and this mode has the advantage over Mr. Read's
in keeping the roots under lock and kev, in a cel-

lar, where they are safe from the depredations of
our slaves, who have quite as "sweet a tooth" for

sweet potatoes as we ourselves liave.

Of his plan for preserving dried peaches, ap-

ples, &c., I can say, probatum est.

His remarks headed "Tar, Pine-tree, wood for

fuel," appear to me of so much value, that I

should rejoice to see them in some of our newspa-
perf—taking place of the miserable party politics

wiih which Ihey are so incessantly gorging and
disgusting all true, honest lovers of their countrj^,

all who really prefer its peace, harmony, and iiap-

piness to all other political considerations whate-
ver. As fire dispels noxious and f(Ptid miasma'a
fi'om the natural atrnosjjiere, so might such publi-

cations—treating as the latter part of Mr. Read's
does, of a most important branch of rural economy
—di-spel from our political party-papers, by their
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occasional insertion, all those putrid exhalations

Ironi corrupt sources which are so constantly con-
tributing to render our political atmosphere poi-

sonous to the moral health of all who voluntarily

Inhale it.

Dr. R. R. Earton's remarks on the neglect of

agricultural education are perlectly just and true.

If agriculturists in our own state would only re-

gard them as they ought, a very i'ew years would
suffice to give our good old Mother Virginia an
entirely new—rich, and most beautiful suit of
clothes, instead of the rags that her sons now keep
her in, until many of them get so ashamed of her,

as to run away in search of some new foster-pa-

rent, to be treated probably in the same way. Pat-
tern and experimental larms, connected with
schools and colleges on the manual labor system,
would indeed be a reform of infinitely more im-
portance to our national welfare, than all which
our political parties put together seem ever likely

to accomplish towards its achievement.

The extracts from the Complete Grazier are ve-
r}^ interesting in themselves; but before we self-

Batisfied farmers of Virginia can derive much prac-

tical benefit from them, we must become a little

more anxious to convert our hereditary broom-
straw old fields into rich pastures; and a little less

dependent upon the hides of our winter and spring-

starved cattle for leather to make our negroes'

shoes.

Horizontal ploufrhing was practised, to my cer-

tain knowledge, in the county of Essex, Virginia,

nearly or quite half a century ago, by a Mr. Spin-

dle, and some few of his neighbors. Still Mr.
Thomas M. Randolph was the first, I believe, to

make any publication about it, and with him jn'ob-

ably the plan was original, as well as it had been
with Mr. Spindle. This kind of ploughing, how-
ever, unless very accurately performed, and unless

the land be also coultered as deep as practicable,

with a single coulter or substratum plough, is but
a very partial remedy, (if it be one at all,) for the

evil it is designed to prevent. By the way, it has
given rise in some "benighted corners" of our
good old state, (for she also has a few such places,)

to the practice of "laying of!" our dead levels with
the same crooked flirrows that we "lay oti"" our
hills, under the very sagacious and mathematical
calculation, that, because oue crooked row between
any two points is certainly longer than a straight

one would be between the same two points, there-

fore, the whole level thus laid oft' must contain
more corn hills ! Ye who govern yourselves by
the dogma— "vii'Z admirarij^'' keep from stretching
your eyes at this fact—if you can !

as I recollect, has ever been found for any of these
diseases, any more than for too much drought, or

too much rain. The smut- perhaps, is an excep-
tion. But be it remcndjered, that burning and
liming was ascertained to be a preventative long,

long before any person so much as even dreamed
of the wonders said to have been performed by
Mr. Francis Bauer with his smut-balls; and in

regard to which, I shall take the liberty, at least

to suspend my opinion, until fartlier evidence be
exhibited.

Far be it from me altogether to deny the use of
such investigations; for I know well that diseases
both in the animal and vegetable kingdoms are
not to be cured, unless by accident, without a pre-
vious knowledge of their causes. But I would
liave such researches after the origin of these dis-

eases more frequently accompanied than they are,

by details of apparentl}' successful attempts to cure
them. It is chiefly owing to the want of the lat-

ter, that "book-farming," (as it is ofien scoffingly

called,) is in such bad odor with thousands of ag-
riculturists, who cannot be persuaded that it is

any thing better than mere speculation. Read to

them as many as you please of such achieve-
ments as Mr. Bauer's, and such dissertations as
treat solely ofsuch mat ters as the origin of those dis-

eases which often destroy our crops, and they are
ready with Sancho Panza's answer to his master
Don Quixote, who, after Sancho's drubbing at the

celebrated braying adventure, undertook to explain
to him very learnedly, why it was that he felt so
grievously sore. The squire's reply was;— "Before
God, your worship has brought me out of a grand
doubt, and explained it in very fine terms. Body
'o me! was the cause of my pain so hid, that it

was necessary to tell me, that I felt pain in all

those parts, which the pole reached? If my ankles
ached, you might not, perhaps, so easily guess
why tlie}' pained me: but to divine, that I am pain-
ed because beaten, is no great vialter.''^

As to the causes of rust, smut, and other diseases
in wheat, corn, &c., the dissertations on them, of
which A. N's. is as good as any, and of which I

believe that I have read some hundreds, have
always seemed—to say the least of them

—

very useless s[)eculations, unless accompanied by
some remedy. Indeed, in regard to several of the
diseases treated of, the investigation of their causes,
even when deemed succescful, has appeared ciuite

as profitless as would be a demonstration of the
causes of dry and wet weather. No cure, as far

Friend Jeremiah's association of "hogs, legis-

lators, and manure making," seems, to say the
least of it, a very queer one. Hashe ranked them ac-

cording to his scale of' merit, or is the climax acci-

dentaU This is a question I should like him to an-
swer, for verily I suspect him in these plotting times,

ofsomeinsidious designs against the honor and dig-

nity of our legislative bodies—either state or feder-

al.* His Jeremiads about "stump and barrel love of

country," and "stump and barrel legislators,"

chime in with my notions on these subjects so mar-
vellously Avell, that I should like to have some
more of them. I have always considered such
things full as grent enemies to good legislation, as
cut-worms, chinch-bugs, and Hessian flies are to

good crops.

Shenstone, in my humble opinion, is more ^^eqval

to the task''\ to which he seems to think himselfin-
adequate, than he supposes. For one, therefore,

I should like to hear more from him.

*As our correspondent Jeremiah has been thus called

on to explain or defend the title to his communication,

it is proper to state, that the offence was not his, but

ours'. His communication had no heading—and, as in

all similar cases of omission, we attached such as seem-

ed suitable.

—

Ed. Farm. Rjcg.
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To X. Y. Z: I bc(T leave t.o extend the iriendly

hand of a Jellovv sutierer. Our feelings and bpin-

ions about "the fence tax" correspond perfectly.

But I would earnestly recommend to him and all

others entertaining similar opinionsj not to con-

sume any more time, paper and ink, in writing on
the subject, either in your paper, or elsewhere—at

least until they try every effort to procure a major-
ity of legislators, who not only understand the in-

terests of husbandry bettei'j but have a much
stronger regard for them, than has ever yet been
manifested by any heretofore choseui The truth

is, that these interests are iSilher not thought ofat all,

or always postponed as matters of very subordi-

nate concern; and so they are likely to be forever,

unless w(5 cease to make a man's party politics the

first requisite for legislation.

^he article on Merino sheep, places those ani-

hials in their proper rank. It is a great pity but

our countrymen in general had thought as the wri-

ter doesj before the mania on that subject seized

Ihem some twenty odd years ago. Many a poor
fellow would have his money by it, instead of

being gulled out of it to the tune of thousands upon
thdusands, by certain gendemen who were selling

off their rams almost astasias they could be de-
livered, at a thousand, twelve hundredj and fifleen

hundred dollars apiece ! J3ut -'to play the fool

Kometimes" seems to be a necessary evil, to na-
tions as well as to individuals.

The above notices are sent by way of experi-

ment to ascertain how you and your various cor-

fespondents may like Such liberties being taken
with their communications, by one who is per-

fectly willing that still greater should be taken with
his. A single hint will suffice hereafter to silence

forever—at least in this way—your friend and con-

stant reader

COMMENTAl'Oil.

BOTANiCAL DESCRIPTION OF BROOM GRASSES,
AND OF PIjVES.

To the fiditdf of tiie P^armcrs' Register.

The genus yfndropogon includes those plants

vvhich, in the southern states are known under the

iiame of "Broom-grass^" The most common
epecies) according to Mr. Elliott^ is the ^'/. dissiti-

florus, (Mich.) ov slender spiked Andropogon

—

spikes solitary, conjugate, as long as the sheaths;

flowers by pairs, the hermaphrodite awned; with
the awn straight, scabrous, caducous^ Stem erect,

three feet high, branching, with the branches ap-
pressed; leaves long, linear, scabrous; sheath con-
tracted and hairy at the throat. Spikes hairy

—

grows in close soils—flowers in October.
Another common species in our fields is the ji.

scoparius, of Michaux. Spikes simple, on pedun-
cles, by pairs, forming straight panicles; flowers

by pairs, the hermaphrodite sessile, avyned; the
neuter on a footstalk awned; the rachis ciliate. Stem
herbaceous, three feet high, very glabrous, slight-

ly compressed, furrowed on one side, tinged with
purple, grows in dry poor soils, very common.

Ycfuf 'Svoods broom straw", may be j^. macrou-
ros of Michaux. Panicle clustered, spikes conju-
gate, clustered, stem three or four feet high, slight-

VoL. H—59

ly compressed; flowers in clustered panicles, ter-

minal and lateral; but generally near the summit
of the stem—flowers in October;

Cluster flnvered broom s;rass. A variety of
this has its leaves very glabrous and glaucous
—grows in damp soilsi

jlndropogon argetiteus^ (white spiked broom
grass.) S|)ikes conjugate, longer than the sheath,
clothed with white, silvery hairs. Stem three feet

high, branching from the base, very glabrous,
tinged w'ith purple: grows in dry soils—flowere in

Octoljer.

The species of the genus in this section, form a
very natural family and are not easily distinguish-
ed; they cover our poor pastures in the fall and
winter with their coarse, dry foliage, and are
known by the common name of broom grass. To-
gether wilh the Pinus taedd they usurp nearly all

the uncultivated "old fields" of the southern
states.

The Pimts tatda grows naturally in ihe rich,

wet soils of the southern states, mingled with
other forest trees. It is the largest of the southern
pines, and its seeds being easily, and almost uni-
versally disseminated, over the country, it is the
first to spring in those lands which are thrown out
of cultivation, and hence has acquired pretty gene-
rally the name of "old field pine;" Leaves six to

ten inches long, by threes, cones shorter than the
leaves.

Pinus variabilisi Leaves by pairs and by threes,

slender channelled; cones small, (two to three
inches long,) solitary; grows along the sea-coast
of Carolina and Georgia.
P. rigidu. Leaves by threes, the sheaths short;

cones ovate^ scattered or clustered—flowers in

April.

P.serotina, (pond pine.) Leaves by threes,

long, (six to eight inches;) cones three-fourths of
an inch, globular, frequently opposite in the small
branches; grows in damp soilS;

Pinus palustris is the pitch pine of the southern
states, called "long leaf pine." Cones six to ten
inches long; leaves twelve inches long. The
south eastern part of Virginia is its northern limit.

This tree affords most of^ the turpentine of com-
merce. The name palustris, originally imposed
upon it, (by Linna;uSj) is a great misnomer, as lb

never grows in sivamps. The younger Michaux,-
in his splendid work on the "Forest Trees of

North America" has endeavored to correct this er-

ror, by calling it Pinus australis, (southern pine,)
but he has not been followed by other botanists,

who (as Cicero said of himself) "prefer to errwitlii

Plato, rather than think aright with others,"

Pinus inops. (Jersey pine.) Leaves short,-

by pairs; cones recurved, as long as the leaves.- It

is probable that this Species is fohhd with you.
The "Encyclopaedia of Plants" is a useful book,;

especially to learners. From the index at the end
you tfiay find any genus which it contains. The
first column of figures on the left hand in the in-

dex, refers to the page. On that page you will

find one species (or more) of each genus figured.

The number attached to the figure refers fo the!

species above. Beneath, you find rerfiafks on each
genus, &c. The best work yet published on the
botany of the south, is the "Sketch of the Botany
of South Carolina and Georgia," by Stephen El-
liott, of Charleston.

Dr. Forrey, of New York, cCntemplates pub--
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lishing a new Flora of North America, brought
down to the present time. It is a great desidera-
tum, and the work is in good hands.

[The foregoing are answers lo queries sent to our

correspondent, and not designed for publication—but

we have taken the liberty thus to use the extract,

presuming that there can be no objection.]

Henry county, March 7lh, 1835.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The subjoined remarks I received from one of

the most experienced commercial houses of Rich-
mond, upon the management of tobacco (our sta-

ple.) I think they contain useful, solid, practical

suggestions, which if made public, as the prizing

season is now approaching, may be of service to

this region of country, though they were not thus

intended by the author, being merely addressed to

me in a letter, after making sale of my crop. If

you should think them of sufficient importance to

give them a place in your Register, you can do so.

Respectfully, yours, &c.

USEFUL, HINTS UPON THE MANAGEMENT OF
TOBACCO.

Wft take the liberty of offering some sugges-

tions for your consideration, in the management of

your tobacco, which our experience here, as well as

remarks made to us by our friend in Great Britain,

induce us to believe,if adopted, would add material-

ly to the value of tobacco for the British markets.

The tobacco should be so assorted, as that each

hogshead be unitbrm in color, size, and substance,

•well cured, and with as little fire as can be applied,

to secure against injury in the sweat—prized as it

can be to avoid injury by breaking the leaf. It

should not be bruised by heavy prizing, it being

important that the tobacco when taken from the

hogshead for use, should be free and leafy, not

matted and stuck together—from 1,300 to 1,500 ac-

cording to the quality of the tobacco, bemg suffi-

ciently heavy for the hogshead. In place of its

being prized flat and open, the leaves of the bun-
dles interlocking with each other, the leaves should

be closed and appear as if each bundle had been
drawn through the hand, laid straight in the hogs-

head, a bundle only at a time, so that when the

sample is drawn, it looks bulky for its weight, and
each bundle separating from the other without

force, which preserves the leaf from being injured

by breaking, when handling for use. We are sat-

isfied that such management will be well compen-
sated by the additional price the planter will obtain

for his tobacco. We presume you are aware of

the importance of tobacco standing on the ground
until it' is fully ripe. Many planters err by cutting

too soon. Stout body, that is rich, thick tobac-

co, is greatly preferred. As to color, from a lively

bright to a nutmeg brown, are preferred. Red, or

what is familiarly called "foxy," is the worst color.

Green is also objectionable; but a mixture of

green and yellow, when the tobacco is new, is a
good color. In the sweat such, in a good degree,

loses the green appearance.

ON THE PROPER MANAGEMENT OF POSTS,
WITH REFERENCE TO THEIR DURABILITY.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Perhaps there is no subject connected with ag-
riculture, on which a greater diversity of opinion
prevails than the question, whether, with reference
to their durability, posts should be put in the
ground green, or seasoned? When 1 first settled,

I took considerable pains to inform myself on this

point, by consultation with those Avhose expe-
rience, should constiiute them proper fountains of
information. The diversity to which I have al-

luded, impaired greatly the acquisition of decisive
results. Mr. Thomas Thweatt, of Dinwiddle, (a
gentleman of great judgement and observation on
all agricultural subjects,) related to me a circum-
stance which contributed much towards the at-

tainment of my object. He stated (if my memo-
ry be correct,) that in the erection of his garden—
a sufficient number of posts as he supposed, were
prepared and suffered to remain until they were
thoroughly seasoned. Its completion, however,
required one in addition, which was taken from an
adjacent tree, and inmiediately put in the ground.
Seventeen years had elapsed, and every post had
rotted down except that one, which remained
sound. In the progress of my investigation ano-
ther instance was related in which an entire side

of a garden exhibited the same results. My own
limited experience furnishes an incident worthy of
being mentioned. My garden enclosure was
erected of posts while green. Several pieces re-

mained exposed, until they were completely sea-
soned. Out of these a horse-rack was construct-

ed, which has entirely rotted down, while eveiy
post in the garden remains firm. From these
facts I deduce the belief, that a post planted
when green will last longer than one previously
seasoned; and lor the reason, that the operation
of seasoning produces cracks in the timber, which
admitting the moisture from the ground cause its

decay. I recollect to have read the account ofan
experiment, proving that the inversion of posts,

from the direction in which they grew, operated
beneficially. Two gate posts were hewn from the

same tree—one was planted in the manner in

which it grew, the other inverted. The former
rotted down while the latter was sound. It was
accounted for in this way—that nature had formed
valves for the ascension of the sap, which allowed
the moisture from the ground to penetrate through
the same channel; but that the inversion of these

valves, interposed a barrier to its admission. This
theory corroborates the idea previously expressed,

that the moisture of the ground, alternately pene-

trating within the timber and in droughts, mea-
surably receding, causes its decay. Whether the

posts should be cut while the sap is up or down, I

am unable to determine. A writer in some of the

numbers of the American Farmer, states that oak
timber should be cut while the sap is up, because

it is glutinous and forms a cement, or substance

which acts as a preservative.

I have ventured to express these hasty and im-

perfect reflections, with the hope that though they

may not impart any useful information, they may
elicit some from others. These are controverted

subjects, in which every person who erects a gate

or encloses a garden is deeply interested—and their

further discussion will be valuable, at least to
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For the Farmers' Register.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE GREEN
SAND AND CALCAREOUS MARL. OF VIR-
GINIA.

By Wm. B. Rogers—Professor of Natural Philoso-

phy and Chemistry, William and Mary College.

In a communication published in the 3rtl No.
of the Register, I announced the discovery ol"

thegreen sand, orsilicate of iron and potash, in the

ordinary tertiary marl in Lower Virginia. Geo-
logical considerations, taken in connexion with this

discover}^, led to tiie intercnce that an older de-

positc, consisting in much larger proportion of this

peculiar substance, would be found in a region

more remote from the seaboard, and not far below
the head of tide; and from the great agricultural

value of this substance, as proved by the expe-
rience of the liirmers in New Jerse\', I was indu-

ced to point out its probable position, and to give
Buch hints and directions with regard to its accom-
panying indications as might prove useful in any
researches which might be undertaken by persons

residing in the region in which it was supposed to

exist. Since the publication of the paper referred

to, as far as other engagements would permit, this

important inquiry has been actively continued, not

only in reference to the presumed deposite above
mentioned, but also to the extensive calcareous
formation of our lower counties.

Besides the practical importance of this investi-

gation to the agriculture of a large district of the

state, in a purely geological aspect, it was calcula-

ted to excite the highest interest. In the vast re-

gion of our tide-water country, at farthest, only
two members of the tertiary group of forma-
tions liad been hitherto discovered, and no decided
indications of a secondary deposite likely to prove
interesting to men of science, had been found.

At the mouth of the Potomac, and at some other

points, a deposite had been detected by Mr. Con-
rad of Philadelphia, which from the great pre-

dominance of shells of existing species, was re-

garded by him as belonging to the upper or newer
tertiary, and as analogous to the Crag of Eng-
land. The same eminent conchologist by an ex-
amination of numerous fossils Irom York town,
Sutiolk, the James River, near Smithfield, and
other localities, had clearly proved that this por-

tion of the tertiary series was of greater antiquity

than the former, and accordingly he has recently

applied to it the title of middle tertiary—which,
as some geologists in Europe divide the tertiary

group into four period*, would include both the
second and third of these subordinate formations.

The lower tertiary, which Mr. Conrad had so

successfully investigated in Alabama, had not as
yet been brought to light w^ithin the limits of Vir-

ginia. Thius, therefore, these inquiries appeared
fraught with the lively interest of scientific discov-
ery, while at the same time they inspired the ani-

mating hope, that in some of their results, they
might eventually be found conducive to the inter-

ests of an important district of the slate.

From the great extent of the middle tertiary
of Lower Virginia, it was to be expected that,

notwithstanding the diligence and learning of those
who had visited several ol its interesting localities,

with the view of studying its fossil contents, an ex-
tensive field of future discovery would be opened

to the scientific explorer—and a great variety o^^

new and peculiar fiissils would be Drought to light.

To a certain extent this anticipation has been re-

alized; and the occasional examinations which I

have made in this vicinity, and at some remote
points, have been rewarded by an extension of the

list of fossils, and the discovery of a number of

new and interesting species. To the readers of

the Register, generally, the details of these ob-

servations would appear unimportant, if not use-

less, and must therefore be omitted. At the same
time, I may be allowed to add, that such liicts are

frequently invested with a. practical interest, V)y the
aids which they furnish to other and more impor-
tant discoveries; and that, however little ^alue, in

the abstract, would attach to an enumeration and
description of the shells, zoophytes and other re-

mains of our marl banks, they are absolutely es-

sential in studying the physical hi.story of this por-

tion of the globe, and may prove of some assist-

ance not only in guiding the researches of the

farmer after mari, but in directing his choice of cal-

careous manure when various deposites of this

substance are offered for his selection. Of the

latter point, several striking illustrations might be
adduced—but I shall content myself^_ fi)r the pre-

sent, with the statement of a single fact. A small

shell of rough exterior, and rather irregular form,

a species of chama, is frequently found in very

extensive beds in this vicinity and at other points,

forming nearly the entire calcareous portion of the

deposite. From its pecuhar form and friable

character, it is most generally in a condition to be

eminently serviceable as a manure. As the strata

both above and below are often of a very differ-

ent texture, though perhaps nearly equal to it in

regard to their calcareous contents, a choice is at

once presented to the farmer, in which, he wi'l be

guided even more by the nature of the shell em-
bedded, than by the comparative abundance of

carbonate of lime. But so little attention has been

paid to the characters of the fossils contained in

our mari-banks, that even in places where the

manure has been longest and most successfully in

use, a less valuable stratum is soinetimes selected

in preference to one of superior fertilizing power.

A more minute observation of such particulars,

can scarcely be expected in the absence of some
popular guide, in the (brm of delineations and de-

scriptions of the more prominent shells, exempted
as much as possible fiom technical or nierely

scientific phraseology. Some such illustrations

may hereafter be fijrnished in a cheap form in the

progress of a geological examination of the east-

ern region of our state.

Since the publication of my former paper, a
great number of additional observations have been
made with regard to the green sand contained in

our ordinary middle tertiary mari. Its uniform

presence in this deposite, in a greater or less pro-

portion, seem.s' now to be sufficiently established.

That it is generally present insufllcient quantity

to enhance in any important degree the agricultu-

ral utility of the manure, it would be going much
too tar to assert; but that in many cases the propor-

tion is such as cannot fail of producing liighly

beneficial effects upon vegetation, would seem to

be demonstrated not only by the long experience

of the farmers ofNew Jersey with the green sand
itself, but by the observations of individuals

amongst ourselves who have been in the habit of
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applying a calcareous marl in which this sub-
fitance is peculiarly abundant. In the vicinity of
"Williamsburg, almost every variety of the com-
mon marl maybetbund; but that which has been
obfeserved to produce the most striking effects as a
manure, has unifcirmly yielded to chemical exam-
ination a comparatively large proportion of the
green sand. NVIien therefore, it is in the {)ovver

of the farmer to make the selection, such marl
should be chosen, as, along with a large propor-
tion of calcareous matter in a suitable state of
subdivision, contains also ag great an amount as

possible of this auxiliary manure. The beds of
ehamtt already relerred to, as aboundinii on some
estates in this vicinity, p.re peculiarly rich in this

ingredient, and are hence, as well as from their fri-

able texture, generally selected in preference to

fill others. In some of these deposites, as large a
proportion as thirty, and in some specimenis forty

per cent,, haa boen found; and in cases like this, if

we are to trust to the experience of New Jersey,

a very marked addition to the fertilizing power of
the marl must be ascribed to the presence of this

inorredient.

In alluding thus to the influence of the green
eand as an auxiliary manure, the inquiry naturally
arises, to which of its ingredients are its meliora-
ting effects to be ascribed, or do they arise from the
conjoint action of the potash and" oxide of iron

which it contains? To this inquirj*, perhaps, it

would be premature to attempt to respond. At
all events, the rationale of its action cannot be
given with that certainty, which in such matters,
jt is desirable to attain, A& stated in the fbrm.er

conimunication, its components are protoxide of
iron, potash andsilex; the latter ingredient appear-
ing to act, as it is known to do in maiiy rocks, in

the capacity of an acid. In virtue of the potash
contained in the green sand, we would naturally

infer an agency in ueutra!ir:ing acids similar to

that of lime, or its carbonate—and the extent to

which the manure possesses this property, must
appear still further increased vv'hen v.-e advert to

the chemical nature of the protoxide of iron.

Iron, like most other metallic bodies, combines
with oxygen in more than one proportion. These
compounds, or oxides as they are termed, are two
in number, and in accordance with the general rule

adopted by chemists in designating this class of
substances, that which contains the least propor-
tiim of oxygen, is called the protoxide—that contain-
ing the most, the peroxide. The rust" of iron, and
the ped coloring matter of ochreous clays and of
bricks and tiles, are impure specimens of the per-

oxide of iron, Tbe protoxide is never found in

an uncombined condition; and such is the avidity
with wiiich it imbibes an additional ("[uantity of
oxygen, or unites with carbonic and other acids,

that it undergoes a rapid change whenever disen-
gaged. Hence, under favorable circumstances,
a strong neutralizing action m.ight be anticipated
from this ingredient of the green sand. We may
therefore, for the present, rest our explanation of
the agency of this manure upon tlie alkaline pro-

perties of these two constituents, the potash and
the protoxide of iron. But in sugaestinir this ex-
planation, it nuist be freely confessed that, espe-
cially as relates to the action of the protoxide of
iron, it must be looked upon aa problematical,
and requiring for the establishment ot' its truth, an
exp^rimer«tal knowledge of the iiitluence of this

substance upon the growing vegetable, of which
nothing has aa yet been positively determined.
As already indicated, when these inquiries

were entered upon, and at the time when my first

communication appeared in the Register, the ex-
istance of a lower tertiary deposite in Virginia
had not been ascertained. The industry of Mr.
Conrad had brought to lirrht a formation of this

nature in Alabama, and had led to the jirobable in-

ference that it might be Ibund in Maryland.
Moreover one or two of the fossils obtained from
the editor of the Register encouraged the hope
that it might be found in our own state. The ob-
servations of that gentleman respecting the gyp-
seous earth of James River* had appeared some
time before, and though nothing positive could be
gained from them, in relation to the geological

character of the deposite, to which he affixed that

name, they threw out the important and saga-
cious suggestion, that this earth was the same
with the green sand of New Jersey, or at least a
substance of analogous character, We shall in

the sequel, learn that though geologically the two
formations belong to periods which are distinct,

the gypseous earth contains a large proportion of
that particular ingredient, (the green silicate of
iron and potash,) of which the New Jersey de-

posite almost exclusively consists. We are there-

tore indebted to the editor of the Register, for the

announcement of the important fact, that the

green sand, or a substance analogous to it, existed

in certain localities on the James River.

Following up the suggestions of geological

analogy, alluded to in my first paper, and stimu-
lated 1[\v the observations and statements of Mr.
Ruffin, I have been enabled bj^ personal inspec-

tion, and through the kindness of correspondents,
to ascertain with certainty, the existence of a
hwsr tertiary deposite, throughout an extensive

district of Eastern Virginia, and moreover to deter-

mine what is far more important to the agriculture

of this region, that the deposite in question com-
prises immense strata of green sand, nearly, ifnot
quite, equal in value to that which is in use in New
Jersey. The reader, however, is by no means to

infer from the existence of the green sand so

abundant, both in this lower tertiarj^ and in the
New Jersey formation, that the two deposites be-
long to the same geological era. I have already
stated that the New Jersey green sand, is a se-

condary deposite—and of course anterior to the

formation here designated as lower tertiary. The
shells and other fossils, entombed in the two de-

posites are strikingly different, and characteristic of
difference of geological antiquity. As it is desira-

ble that clear ideas should be entertained, in rela-

tion to the distinction here drawn^ I would claim

the indulgence of the reader, in presenting such
explanations, and illustrations, as are calculated

to throw light upon a subject in which, at least in

some particulars, all are obviously interested.

The term primary having been adopted by geo-
logists as designating that extensive class of rocks

which fi-oni various indications, appeared in gene-

ral to have originated^rsf, and which are destitute

of all traces of animal or vegetable existence

—

the title of secondary, was of course appropriated

to a class, apparently of nnore recent origin, usu-

ally overlying the former, and in which, in many

"Article "Gypseous Earth," Fflr. Rep:- vol. I. p. 207.
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cases, an enormous accumulation of organic re-

)

mains had been discovered. A minute examina- I

tion of these remains, consisting of shells, the
1

bones of animals, &c., disclosed the curious liict

that they belonged to races of beings of which, at

present, there are only a very few living represen-
tations. Subsequent observations, first systemati-
cally made by Cuvier and Brogniart in tlie vicini-

ty ol' Paris, turiher demonstrated that overlying
the secondary tormation of that region, there ex-
isted an extensive series ol" deposites of great
thickness, the Ibssil contents of which were, on
the whole, very dissimilar from tliose of the form-
er—not only all the species, but many of the most
remarkable animal and vegetable forms being dis-

tinct, while at the same time many of the species
were observed to be identical with others now alive.

The difference thus marked between the two se-

ries of deposites, unitbrmly prevailing wherever
they were observed, led to the introduction of the
term tertiary, to designate the upper and more re-

cent, liy scrutinizing in detail the tertiary series,

it was soon discovered to consist of several dis-

tinct subordinate formations, characterized by pe-

culiar fossils, and becoming more assimilated in

their organic contents to the existing living world,

in proportion as tlieir position in the series ajj-

proached nearer and nearer to the surface, Tlie
most recent systematic writer on geology, and one
of the most learned and able geologists of the
day, has distinguished tour subordinate ibrniations

in tfie tertiary series—and has given to each a
specific name, expressive of its relative period of

deposition. Tliough u.'\wiiling to perj)Iex the
reader with the terms of science, I may perhaps
be excused on this occasion ibr introducing the

names here referred to, on the ground that tliey

are likely to be met with frequently hereafter in

geological descriptions of the tertiary deposites of
this country—and as they are distinctive of things

which are characteristically different, and which
Uave received no other denominations soajjpropri-

ate, they have a just claim to be received. The
terms thus employed by Mr. Lyell, the distin-

guished geologist above alluded to, are

—

Jst. Pliocene, signifying more recent, and di-

vided into newer and older Pliocene. Under this

head are comprised some of the shell deposites

near the mouths of our rivers.

2nd. Miocene, signifying less recent. To this

formation belong most of our calcareous strata

which have previously been referred to under the

title of middle tertiary.

3rd. Eocene, signifying the dawn; indicating

the presence of a few Ibssils analogous to living

(species, or in other words a dawning of that condi-

tion of the animated Avorld which now prevails.

Examples of this are furnished in the lower ter-

tiary of Alabama, and the lower tertiary here al-

luded to as recently discovered in Virginia.

The nature of the materials in which the fossils

of these different deposites are embedded is very
various. Sometimes the formation is a soft sand
or clay—sometimes a sandstone or limestone ol'

comparative hardness. In some cases the deposi-

tion appears, from the nature of the fossils, to have
been made beneath the ocean—sometimes at the

bottom of an extensive lake. In the vicinity of
i

Paris, there are three marine formations alter-

'

gating with two of li-esh water or lake origin; and
;

from one of the latter, the celebrated gypsum or
;

plaster of Paris is extensively quarried. In Virgi-
nia, no traces of a fresh water tertiary- have as yet
been discerned. The general direction of the
deposite is hoiizontal, and the whole appears to

have been formed at successive eras beneath the
waters of the ocean.
From what has now been said, it will at once

appear that strong features of resemblance are
presented in the geology even of the more recent
formations in this country and Europe. The most
striking similarity exists between the secondary of
New Jersey and' that of the Paris basin—as far
as fossil contents are concerned. But in Paris, a
great proportion of these fossils are embedded in
chalk; whereas, in Now Jersey, no chalk has been
discovered, and its place is occupied by green sand,
very similar to that, which, in the former localitj-,

alternates with the layers of chalk.
The lower tertiary or eocene of Virginia is found

in a band of variable, and as yet unascertained,
breadth, traversing the state nearly in a direction
(rom north to south. It makes its appearance on
both sides of the Potomac, in a line a little east of
Fredericksburg. It then crosses the Rappahan-
nock near Port Royal, the Pamunkey probably
near Piping Tree, and the Jam.es River at Coggin'g
Point. With regard to its course further south,
though its existence is known, additional data are
required.

In general character, this formation may be thus
described. At the base of the clilT or bank, there
usually exists a stratum of what at first sight ap-
pears to be a blue or black clay, but which,"on fur-
ther examination, is found to consist principally of
particles of the silicate of iron and potash, w^liich

when dried, becomes of a Hvely green color.

Mingled with this substance are portions of com-
mon clay and sand, and numerous minute shining
scales of mica. Embedded in the mass, and usu-
ally in a very friable condition, numerous shells

chiefly of small dimensions will be Ibund. Some-
times however, the matter of the shell has entirely

disappeared, leaving a distinct cast or impression
in the earth, by which its specific character may
often be ascertained. Immediately above this

stratum is a heavy deposite of what INIr. Ruffin
has described as gypseous earth.* Large masses
of crystalized gypsum, and sometimes the most
beautiful groups of perfect crystals of this sub-
stance, are disseminated throughout this layer. It

was this portion of the formation which Mr. Ruf-
fin conceived to be identical with the green sand
of New Jersey. In color, this stratum varies

* The term "gj-pseous earth," used in the article re-

ferred to above, was applied not to a part, (as here sup-

posed,) but to the whole of that formation which Mr.
Rogers has since shown to be of "green sand." But

it was also stated, that by the general application of

that term to the extensive beds which seemed to have

had a common origin, (and formerly, the same chemi-

cal composition,) it was not intended to convey the

opinion that all this earth contained sulphate of lime,

either in crystals or finely divided. On the confrarj-,

that ingredient was said not to be present, in any per-

ceptible quantity, in but very few parts of the great

body of what was there called "gypseous earth."—Se^

Farmers' Rogist-^r, Vol. I. p. 2nS.

—

Ed.
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from a greenish yellow to a brown. Besides a
considerable proportion of green sand, it contains,
in addition to the crystalized gypsum, a notable
amount of this substance in a subdivided state,

and seemingly occupying the place of the shells

which were jbrmerly present, and laave been de-
composed under the chemical agency of some
substance wliich filtrated in solution through the
mass. Incumbent upon this bed is a thin layer of

very pure wtiite cki}', of a texture which would
recommend it to various useful purposes. Over-
lying the clay is a stratum of shell marl in a very
subdivided state, containing masses of casts and
shells approaching to the hardness of rock. This
is the uppermost layer of the eocene or lower ter-

tiary formation. Yet in some places a stratum of
the ordinary middle tertiary marl rests almost im-
mediately upon the former, and would not by an
ordinary observer be recognized as distinct. At
Coggin's Point, where the succession of strata

now noted was observed, a thin and scarcely dis-

tinct layer of small brownish red pebbles inter-

vened between these two layers of shells, seem-
ing to mark a comparatively violent action of the
waters in the interval of the two deposites. But
an examination of the shells, in these two contigu-
ous strata, aflbrds abundant evidence of their

belonging to distinct geological epochs. In the
upper stratum the large scallops, the common oys-
ter of our marl, and all the usual insjredienis of
our middle tertiary or miocene formation, may be
recognised. In the lower bed lew or none of them
exist, but certain characteristic shells belonging to

the eocene period are entombed. Similar fossils

appear below, in the green sand beneath the gyp-
seous earth; and here a great variety of beautiful
specimens may be discerned. An enumeration of
these fossils in this place would of course be at-

tended neither with utility nor interest, and in-

deed, were it advisable in "the present stage of the
inquiry, it could not be made, on account of the
necessity of comparing the specimens whh shells

from other localities in Europe and this country,
in order to identify species, and to decide upon
those which are new, or peculiar to our own for-

mation. That many such exist, I have every rea-

son to believe, and with future leisure it is hoped
that they will be named according to the fashion
of the day, and described in the appropriate place.

It will however be of real value to the reader, in

any inquiries which he may institute, in reference

to this ibrmation, to obtain some general idea of
the characters of two or three of the more conspic-

uous and characteristic shells. The observer will

perhaps be able to recognize the follovi^ing:

—

1st. The cardita planicosta. This shell is of
various sizes, rarely however equalling that of the
clam. In tbrm it bears some resemblance to that
Bhell; but on the convex side a number of flattened

ridges run li-om the knobbed extremity near the
hinge, spreading from each other and enlarging as
they approach the margin. The hinge part of the
shell is very thick. This shell, occurs abundantly
in the eocene or lower tertiary ol' Europe, and al-

so in that of Alabama.
2nd. Ostrea seUtxformis, or saddle-shaped oj's-

ter. This shell is very ])eculiar, having, when
lull grown, such a lateral extension on each side as
to present, when the hollow of the shell is turned
down, a verj- distinct resemblance to a saddle with

'

its two depending f^aps. It is found abundantly in
the eocene of Alabama.

3rd. Fvsus longaevis, a small shell less than
an inch in lenglli, and resembling in general form,
those Avhich are commonly called conchs. It is

however flattened down on one side as if it had
been subjected to pressure. This shell occurs abun-
dantly in the eocene of Europe^but I believe has
not until now been discovered in the corresponding
formation of this country.
These three fossils, which are all found In great

nurnbers in such of the eocene localities in Vir-
ginia as I have examined, are sufficient to iden-
tify the formation wherever they may be discov-
ered. But as already indicated, they" are accom-
panied by a variety of other shells, a large pro-
portion of which, would appear to be peculiar to

this particular region. It would seem that the
eocene of Virginia though agreeing in most re-

spects with that of Alabama, contains some
fossils found also in the Paris eocene, and which
are absent from that of Alabama.

In most of the specimens of marl from this re-

gion hitherto examined, besides a large amount of
green sand, I have found a considerable propor-
tion of gypsum, and in some of them as much as
forty or fitly per cent, of carbonate of lime. Spe-
cimens received from Dr. Corbin Braxton, at
the Piping Tree, were found to contain, along with
much green sand, a great amount of the carbo-
nate of^ lime, and some gypsum. Judging from
its composition and texture, it must be looked up-
on as a very valuable manure. At Coggin's
Point, the lower stratum before described, contains
from sixty to seventy per cent, of the green sand,
with a small proportion of carbonate of lime, and
occasionally a little gypsum. The next deposite
above, (the gypseous earth) abounds in gypsum,
but contains less green sand than the former. Of
this ingredient, however, it still possesses a very
considerable proportion. In alluding to the power-
ful effects of the gypseous earth, in a trial which
he made, the author of the Essay on Calcareous
Manures describes them as much greater than
could be accounted for by the pro))ortion of gyp-
sum present, and hence throws oat the suggestion
that some other fertilizing ingredient was contain-

ed in the earth. This additional efl'ect must doubt-
less be ascribed to the presence of the green
sand.

In prosecuting the geological survey of Ma-
ryland, Professor Ducatel has been enabled to ascer-

tain the existence of a green sand deposite through-
out an important district of that state. Of its ex-
istence on both sides of the Potomac I was al-

ready fully aware—and it affords me much satis-

fiictioii to find that the suggestions based upon
general geological considerations, which were
presented in my former paper, have already been
so actively and ably followed up by this enlighten-

ed and diligent observer. Of the identity of some
of the green sand deposites described in his report,

with that now ascertained to exist in the eocene
of Virginia, I am as yet by no means convinced;

b'jt a minute geological examination, such as that

already inslituted in Maryland, and that which is

looked to with some interest in Virginia, cannot
f lil to throw ver)^ useful light on this, as well as all

the other important deposites in the tide-water

region of the two states. Mutual benefit would
arise fi-om the co-operation of surveys, conducted
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at the same time in the two adjoining territories,

and in this way the interests of tlie statep, as well

as those of science, would be most efi'ectually and
speedil}^ promoted.
To the very meagre details, in relation to the

green sand, presented in this communication, I

may hope ere long to he enabled to add the re-

sults of extensive and minute personal observa-
tion in the interesting region in which the eocene
formation has been detected. In the mean time,

the progress of inquiry may be greatly furthered

by the friendly aid of those who, Irom their resi-

dence in the region in question, will have it in

their power readily to collect specimens of shells

or earth, and to transmit them to me for in-

spection. I would therefore, earnesdy solicit as-

sistance of this kind, and in return, t will gladly
communicate the results of any observations I

may be thus enabled to make. To urge the im-
portance of this, and other similar inquiries, would
now no longer seem to be necessary—since a large

portion of the intelligence and enterprise of our
state appears prompt to recognize their value,

and interested in furthering their active and suc-

cessful prosecution.

From tlie New England I'armer.

STRING BEANS (oR SNAPs) DRIED FOR WIN-
TER GREENS.

Mr. Fessenden—Ifyou think the fiillowing state-

ment of tacts will enrich your weekly paper, and
place in every farmer's reach an additional luxury,

I shall look tor it in your next number.
In consequence of a suggestion dropped in my

hearing by an elderly farmer's wife, I took a quan-
tity of string beans from the poles, last sunmier,

(the Agricultural) [?] preparedthcm entirely forthe

pot, spread them on a large table-leaf in the sun,

and dried (hem precisely as apples are dried. When
perfectly divested of moisture, they rattled like nut

shells, and excited no small degree of ridicule. I

bore it quite philosophically, and laid the supposed
treasure aside for winter. In February, I ordered

a handful put into water at night, to be kept warm
till the next day, dropping into them a little pearl

ash. The next day I found them green and siool-

len almost to their size on the pole. They were
boiled three hours, and tasted almost as if taken

fresh from the garden. I had so pleasant a dish

of them to-day, that I wished it possible for you,

sir, to have shared the luxury with me.
Permit me to say, seamen would find them no

less, and I believe more valuable, on long voy-

ages, than dried apples, and the process of drying

is the same.
SENEX.

Lancaster, March 12, 1835.

From the Genessce Farmer.

DRAG-I.OG OR DRAG-ROLLER.
An implement has been in use in this part of the

country for several years, which I have not seen

elsewhere. It was invented by Thomas B. Gay,

a practical and intelligent farmer of this county,

and though it has perhaps only been adopted by
some agriculturists in this vicinity, who are in the

habit of preparing their grounds neatly for the re-
'

ception of seed, yet it deserves to be better and
more extensively known.

The implement is called indifferently Drag-log
or Drag-roller, and difl'ers in principle from the
conmion roller being dejirived of the rotary mo-
tion, and consequently drawn or dragged over the
land. Such fiirmers as have used it fully concur
in the ojiinion—to the correctness of which I can
also attest from my own experience—that it is not
only a convenient but li-equently indispensable agent
in reducing rough oi' cloddy ground. The most
stubborn ])icce of land may, by one or at most
two timely oi)crations, be pulverized more com-
pletely than by double or treble the number of
ploughings. The first application should be made
immediately after the land is turned over—that is

to say, all land ploughed during the day should be
subjected to the operation in the afternoon. When
such land comes to be re-ploughed it will always be
found in a light and friable condition.

The drag-roller is not recommended for the pur-
pose of being substituted for the common roller, or
in any manner superseding it. The respective
merits of the implements rest on different basis.

The common roller must remain highly useflil in

giving a smooth surface to land in order to enable
the scytheman to harvest the crop with facility.

The drag-roller is intended to assist in the prepa-
ration of the ground forthe reception of seed; and
will be found exceedingly beneficial in attaining
this object in all spring and summer fallows.

When the ploughing has been done in the fall or
winter, the action of the frost alone will produce
the desired efiect. On grass or sward land well
turned over, it will aid in smothering such roots or

spires as might otherwise grow, by filling the in-

terstices with the loose mould.
The construction of the drag-roller is sufficiently

simple. The piece of timber may be about six

leet long, and eighteen or twenty inches in diam-
eter, which may be lightened to any extent by
taking from the upper side: one-third or even one-
half may be hewed off according to the size of the
log. Two pieces of scantling introduced oblique-
ly by mortice and tennon at a suitable distance
from the ends of the log, and made fast to each
other opposite to the middle, completes the fixture,

which may be drawn by either horses or oxen. It

is desirable to have the diameter of the size re-

commended, that the implement may pass smooth-
ly over the ground:—if too small, the earth will

gather before it, by which the progress will be im-
peded, and the efficiency of the operation im-
paired.

T. 9. P.

Goochland county, Va., 2 mo. 27.

FLORIDA COFFEE.

From the Augusta Sentinel.

Dear Sir:—The difficulty with which I procured

a pamphlet, containing information with regard to

the culture of the "Florida cofiee," induces me to

offer to the public through your paper the following

information with regard to this invaluable arti-

cle.

It should be planted like cotton and at the same
time, in any climate where cotton may be culti-

vated to advantage—on beds five feet apart (for

in good land the plant grows from 10 to 12 feet

high,) or nearer on poor land. Two pounds of
seed will plant an acre which will yield from 1500
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to 2000 lbs. coffee: blooms from early in July to
November, and ripenp from early in August till

frost. The grains are about the eize of a grain
of wheat, but more the shape of the nux vottiica;

it grows in pods containing from 40 to 60 grains
each. It must be gathered as fast as it ripens.
Neither horses, hogs, or cattle will eat it; nor is it

disturbed by caterpillars or insects. It returns
abundant foliage to land—better for befs than
buckwheat, as pure honey rises from the plant.

It may be cultivated to advantage on land ex-
hausted by the cultivation of corn or cotton, and
with low fences, as horses, cattle, of hogs will not
eat it.

Huckersville, Ga.
AMOS W. HABIMOIVD.

THE INDIAN PE.\j

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Among all tlie various plants of the leguminous
kind, known to us southern people, I deem the In
dian pea by tiir the most valuable: and having
paid much attention, for many years, to its culture
and uses, I have concluded to offer you the result

of my observations, as the season lor planting
them is close at hand. I ought to have said

—

the

commencement of the season; for you may begin
in April and continue to plant the different varie-
ties until late in June.

Nothing cultivated by us southern farmers and
planters, furnishes a stronger proof of the great in-

convenience and disadvantage of having many
difierent names tor the same plant, than the Indian
pea. Every man's experience must have con-
vinced him of this; for there is scarcely a single
variety—of which I myself know at least fifteen,

that has not two, three, or four difierent names for

it. Hence there is great difficulty in procuring the
kind you want, unless you can succeed in a par-
ticular description of the pea itself.

It may possibly be a vain attempt to reduce this

chaos of names to any thing even approaching to

regular order and certainty; but the effort is worth
making, if I can succeed only partially. How
many varieties of this valuable esculent there may
be, I will not venture to affirm; neither will I un-
dertake to give all the names by which I have
heard each variety called in particular counties or
neighborhoods; for some would have as many
"aliases," as the most famous of our swindlersever
had. But I believe I can suggest a general term,
in the suitability of which, all will concur, that
will comprehend at least six of these varieties
known to myself For instance, the term "crowd-
er" may be applied with perfect propriety certainly
to that number; because its ordinary meaning
indicates a peculiar circumstance which dis-

tinguishes the whole of them from all the other
varieties yet cultivated among us. It is, that they
grow so much closer together in the pod, as to flat-
ten each other at the ends, and hence, called '^crow-
ders." Of course, they contain more peas in a
pod of the same length, than any other variety,
and are, in general, more productive; although
they differ somewhat from each other in this re-
spect. The varieties of the crowder peas which I

have seen in cultivation are—the jet black, the
white with a black eye, (now very scarce) the
gray, the straw colored or sugar-pea, the claret

colored, and the yellowish brown. All of these
are early peas, except the claret colored; but the
last, is earlier not only than any of the crowders,
but than any other kind that I have tried. Some^
however, think the red and white (not a crowder,)
the earliest of all the varieties. All the crowders
are goodff)r table use; but the sugar and the gray
are generally deemed the best—better in fact, thail
any, unless perhaps, it may be what we call the
North Carolina pea, merely because it was intro-
duced among us from that state. It is a white pea
with a pale greenish eye., and longer than 'tis

thick. The other varieties which I have seen cul--

tivated are—the conunon black-eyed pea, in such
general demand among our sailors^ Of this kindy
there are two varieties: one much larger, but less
productive than the other; In preferring the'

black-eyed pea, I beg leave to tell our sea-fiirin^

people, that they cheat their palates most egre-
giously; for there are at least four or five better va-^

rieties for table use, which might be. procured iii

equal abundance, and equallj^ cheap, if there was(
a demand for them. The smaller black-eyed pea
is very productive; but as an improver of land, it

stands at the bottom of the scale, having less

vine than any other kind. Another variety is thti

ladies'' pea, as some call it, or the gentleman pea,-

as 'tis called by others. It is the smallest I kliow;

except the dark bottle green, and is used only for"

the table; but is actually the most tasteless- of atl

that I have ever tried. It makes, however, a
handsome dish from its peculiar Vi'hiteness, and is

therefore preferred by those who had rather grati-

fy their eyes than their palates in such matters,

which I confess is not my taste. There is another'

variety difFerins' from that last mentioned, only in

size, and in being somewhat longer in proportioft

to its thickness. The only name wliich 1 have
ever heard criven to this, was, "<Ae gentleman pea^^
and 'tis well christened, if the term gentleman, ac-

cordinsr to little Harry Sandford's notion, means
something that is good for nothing. Another va-
riety is a white pea with a brown colored eye,
which is the only circumstance by which it can be;

distinguished from the white North Carolina pea
already mentioned—//taf having a pale green eye;-

but in color, size, and shape therein no perceptible?

difference. I have heard it called, the yohorn—

a

name by the way, sometimes applied to two other

very different varieties. The red and white pea
already mentioned, is very early in coming to ma-
turity; but I know of no other remarkable quality

that it possesses. Another variety is the well

known cow-pea of the Carolinas, by which name'
it is known in the southern part of Virginia. Bui
in the counties on the Rappahannock, and between
that river and the Matapony, it in best known
by the name of the Yeatman pea, from the cir-

cumstance, (as I have always heard) of a Mr.-

Yeatman having intoduced it into Matthews^
county, some thirty odd years ago, from the East-
ern Shore of Virginia. It is of a yellowish color,-

is very productive both in vine' arid seedy unusual-

ly hardy in remaining uninjured by rain, after be-
ing ripe, and is equal, for table use, to several of
the other varieties. Another kind is the claret co-

lored crowder, which, although already mention-
ed, deserve? a more particular notice, from its pos-
sessing all the most valuable qualities of the cow
or Yeatman pea, together with such a decree of
hardiness that many of them will remain m the'
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groutid all winter, and come up in the fo!!o\vins2;

Sprin<T. or this fact I was assured by the Norih
Carotina gentleman who gave them to me. He
also stated, that they were deemed more valuable
in that state—at least in the eastern part of it, than
any other Indian pea: so much so indeed, that in

renting out land, it was a common slii^uiation, that

the whole of the corn-laml should be ))lanted with
these peas, from a general belief, that, if the vines

were all left on the ground, it might be cultivated

every year, without being impoverished. The
qualities ascribed to this pea, belong also to a jet

black pea, (not a crowder,) which I have heard
called the ^Hory pea;'''' ahhough why or whcr.5-

fore, I could never ascertain: for in toryism T have
never heard of any thing good, whereas, this

black pea seems fully equal to the two last men-
tioned varieties in all their most estimable proper-

ties. I once saw a very small kind of pea, of a
bottle green color, when pefectly ripe, and with a
black pod about four or five inches long. It was
recommended to my father as a fine soup pea; but I

cannot recollect whether he ever tried it for that,

or any other purpose. He jjlanted them but once,

and I never heard of the variety afterwards. This
is the pea which I have already noticed, as being
sn)aller than the ladies' pea.

The cow pea or Yeatman—the claret colored

crowder, and the tory pea, are later in coming to

maturily, than any of the other varieties. Whether
tliey are more productive in peas, I am not sure;

but believe that they are so. Of their producing
more vine, I am very certain. They are, there-

fore, greater improvers of the soil where the

whole vine is either left on the ground, or plough-
ed in, as a green dressing, than any other peas.

But the whole of the vine at least, must be re-

turned to the land, or it will certainly be impover-
ished, instead of being improved. Many, I know,
entertain the fatuitous belief, that the mere culti-

vation of the Indian pea will improve land—even
where the whole crop is taken off entirely; but it

is quite as silly a notion, as that ascribed only to chil-

dren, of "e«Z(/ig their cake and having it tooj''^ for

the truth is, tliat no plant ever yet cultivated by
man, can by any conceivable means, enrich the

soil where it grew, if every part of it be removed:
and accordingly the whole annals of agriculture

furnish not a solitary flict to invalidate this as-

sertion. That some crops injure land less than

others is universally known, and believed; but the

reason of the fact, very few comparatively speak-

ing, have taken any trouble to ascertain. Can it

be owing to any other cause than that the ]
lints

which injure least, restore 7nost of" their own siUj-

stanceto their mother earth, when they are forci-

bly taken from her? This, you will perhaps say,

is speculation. Be it so, and take it for no more
than 'tis worth.

But let us return to the Indian pea. As a green

dressing for land, I believe it to be much superior

to buck-wheat, or to any thing else that we have
tried—simply because it will produce a greater

quantity of vegetable matter on land of the same
(luality; and the poorer the land—if deemed worth

cultivating at all—the more manifest will this ex-

cess of quantity be. If taken off entirely, few

crops exhaust land more; but the vine of all the

varieties makes an excellent long forage for com-
mon work horses, oxen, milch cows, or sheep; in-

deed, it is fully equal, when well cured, to any

Vol. 11—60

other long forage whatever, and superior to many
kinds, fbr'every sort of stock, except riding and car-

riage horses. The curing of tlie vine is some-
what ditlicult, as it requires more days' sun than'

any other jjlant cured for hay. It may, however,
be secured considerably sooner by stacking the
vines in alternate layers of some six or seven
inches thick, with dry wheat, rye, or oat straw,

taking care to sprinkle a little salt on each layer of
vines. By this means the dry straw becomes near-
ly as good forage as the vines themselves. Sheep
and cattle are |)articularly fond of it. Many ex-
perienced farmers have assured me, and my own
experience confirms their opinion, that the diy
peas will fatten a horse, ox, sheep or hog, sooner

than Indian corn; but the latter nmst be given to-

wards the end of the process "tn harden the fat,''''

as they style it. As food flir man, ninety-nine in

a hundred, I believe, prefer the Indian pea to the

English. This preference among our negroes is,

I iliiid<, universal.

I have said nothing of the various modes of

culture, because I take it for granted no farmer and
planter, where the Indian pea ia known at all,

can be ignorant of it.

J. M. G.

From tlie Genesee Farmer.

IvEEPiNG SHEEP.

Sowed three bushels of oats to cut before they

are quite ripe, for my sheep; this I have found to

be the cheapest and best method to winter sheep,

of the many ways that I have tried. The sheep
will cat it all clean, straw and all, and with it get

grain enough (and that being green, I believe it

far better than ripe,) to keep^iiem in good condi-

tion. I never had a distempered sheep that was
kept in this way. Tv\^o good sheaves per day,

will last twenty sheep through the winter; some
days three sheaves and some but one, viz: when
they get to the ground; I have tried it and do

know. Now, say five months, 150 days, 300

sheaves, that would make twelve bushels to the

hundred; would be thirty-six bushels of oats, and the

straw. If any of your correspondents can do bet-

ter, and with less expense I should be glad to

know it.

From the New England Farmer.

KNITTING MACHINE.

Mr. Editor—Allow me to call the attention of

the public to a machine for knitting stockings and

other knit work, to be seen at tlic Agricultural

Warehouse, No. 52 North Market st. It is a

snudl neat, operating machine by which persona

in indigent circumstances, and children may be

emjjloved to great advantage, and it opens a good

field for the 'investment of capital. It occupiea

about a cubic foot and is operated upon by turning

a crank, which reriuires no more power or skill

than a conunon hand organ, except when neces-

sary to widen or narrou', a stitch is dropped or

added b)' hand. The machine does the work of

six expert knitters, and is very simple, and does

its work with astoifishiui'; rajjidily and precision.

It is superior to the slocking loom, as that requires

an apprcnticfsiiip to learn to work it, and is not

calculaleil fijr fiuuilies, whereas this machine can

be worketl bv any intelligent little giri, after a few

minutes ins'truclion. It is cai.able of knitting
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either wool, cotton, silk or linen. The overseers

ol' all public institutions are particularly invited to

examine it, as it may be very advantageously

employed by them, and is within the means of the

poor generally.

[The following is the statement of Mr. John More-

head describing his management of a crop of caiTots,

for which a premium was awarded to him by the Mas-

sachusetts Agricultural Society.

From the New England Fanner.

CARROTS AS A FIELD CROP.

1. The land was planted in corn in 1833, and

was in good heart. 2. It has been used a.-s a pas-

ture tor more than thirty years; one-half of it Avas

planted without any manure, the other half with

a mixture of kelj) [sea weed] and common barn

yard manure; the product was forty bushels or

over; it was hoed in the usual way throe times, be-

sides twice ploughing. 3. In the latter part of

the winter of 1833, and the first part of the

winter of 1834, there was carted seventy-three

loads of kelp Irom the sea shore, besides two loads

of barn j-ard manure, making the whole seventy-

five loads for one horse; the loads were about one-

half as much as a three cattle team would draw;

the distance about one mile; the kelp was laid in

small heaps, three to each load, upon a piece of

land containing one acre and three rods. 4. The
quantity of seed used was a small fraction over

three pounds. 5. In the beginning of April, the

old corn roots were dug up, the kelp spread, and
the land ploughed; it was then hoed across the fur-

rows, as it was not loose enough to receive the

seed. Besides, there were some small stones and
brier roots taken out. It Avas hairowed three

times with a one horse harrow, then raked, which
completed the preparation for sowing. The seed

was sown from the 14th to 19th of April. First

time of hoeing from 29th of May to the 3d of

June; second time Irom the 20th to the 28lh of

June; third time from the 19tli to the 29th of

July.

The seed was sowed in rows thirteen inches

apart, and after sowing was rolled with a light

roller by hand.
Amount of labor:

—

Drawing kelp from the beach, - ,^'25 00
Drawing out the corn roots and taking

them off, ----- 1 00
Ploughing the land, - - - - 2 00
Hoeing across the Jurrows and taking out

small stones, - - - - - 5 00
Harrowing and raking it over, - - 2 00
Sowing the seed and rolling, - - 6 00
First hoeing, - - - - - 6 00

i

Second hoeing, weeding and throwing out, 10 00
Third hoeing and weeding, - - - 8 00
Harvesting and measuring the whole crop, 25 00
Carrot seed, - - - - - 3 00

From the Fayettevillu, N. C. Observer.

RARE FLOAVER.

Perhaps kw of our readers are aware of the ef-

fects which may be produced on Iruits and flowers

by what is commonly called budding, or inocu-

hitino; the limbs of trees. We yesterday saw a

flower, from the garden of a gentleman of this

county, (who has made many experiments of this

kind,) combining the qualities of the rose and
peach blossom. The stem and leaf were of the

peach, except that the latter was slightly serrated

similar to the rose leaf; the leaves of the flower

were of the color of the peach, and taste of the

rose; the farina resembled that of the peach. The
flower was about four times the size of the peach

blossom.

Total, . - - -
,f93 00

Began to harvest cfirrots Oct. 20, and finished

Nov. 8. The carrots were first dug up and laid

in rows to dry, then carted to a piece of green
Bward, separated from the tops and dirt, carefully

measured and some of them weighed. The
whole amount of carrots was six hundred and
forty-five bushels, containing fifty-six lbs. and up-
wards.

From Insect Transformations.

RAFT OF EGGS OF THE GNAT.

The most singular disposal of eggs with which
we are acquainted in the economy of insects, is

exemplified in the common gnat ( Culex pipiens,

L\7ix.) It is admirably described by Reaumur,
though it seems first to have been discovered by
Langallo, w'ho mentions it in a letter addressed to

Redi, printed at Florence in 1679; and by Alloa,

who actually saw the eggs laid, and afterwards

sketched a figure of them. Those who wish to

witness this singular operation, must repair before

five or six o'clock in the morning to a pond or a
bucket of stagnant water frequented by gnats;

when Reaunmr went later in the day he was al-

ways disappointed.

The facts of this disposal of her eggs by the

common gnat, are sufficiently curious to excite at-

tention to them; and, therefore, it is not easily to

be understood how the following erroneous and
fancifijl account originated. "The manner," says

Goldsmith, "in which the insect lays its eggs is

particularly curiou^s; after having laid the proper

number on the surface of the water, it surrounds

them with a kind of unctuous matter, which pre-

vents them from sinking, but at the same time fiis-

tens them with a thread to the bottom, to prevent
their floating away, at the mercy of every breeze,

from a place the warmth of Avhich is proper for

their production, to any otherwhere the Avater may
be too cold, or the animals, its enemies, too nu-
merous. Thus the insects, in their egg state, re-

semble a buoy wliich is fixed by an anchor. As
they come to maturity, they sink deeper, and at

last, when they leave the egg as worms, creep to

the bottom."* This fable, which was first men-
tioned by Pliny, is repeated verbatim by Bingley.f

The impossibility of a gnat spinning a thread, and
[ilunging into the water to fix it at the bottom,

never struck these writers.

We are the more anxious to expose these erro-

neous acounts, from the persuasion that a taste

for natural history has been more injured by nu-
merous similar statements, which could not be ve-

rified by a student, in many popular works, than
by the driest skeleton descriptions of those who
have merely pursued Natural History as a science

of names.
The problem of the gnat is to construct a boat-

• Goldsmith, Animated Nature, vi. 3.37.

t Biiigley, Animal Biography, iii. iH'J, 8d ed.
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shaped raft, Avhich will float, of egjTs heavy
enough to sink in water if dropped into it one by
one. The eggs are nearly of tiie jjyraniidal form
of a pocket gunpowder-flask, rather pointed at the
under end, with a projection like the mouth of a
bottle. Tiie first operation of the mother gnat is

to fix herself by the four-legs to the side of a
bucket, or upon a floating leaf, with her body
level with and resting upon the surfiice of the
water, excepling the last ring of the tail, wlrich

is a little raised; she then crosses her two hind
legs in Ibrm of an X, the inner opening of which
is intended to form the scaffolding of her structure.

She accordingly brings the inner angle of her
cros.sed legs close to the raised part of her body
and places in it an egg, covered, as is usual among
insects, with a glutinous fluid. On each side of

this egg she places another, all which adhere firm-

ly together by means of their glue, and form a
triangular figure thus **

, which is the stern of
the raft. She proceeds in the same manner to add
egg after egg in a vertical (not a horizontal) po-
sition, carefully regulating the shape by her cross-

ed legs; and as her raft increases in magnitude,
she pushes the whole gradually to a greater dis-

tance, and when she has about half-finished, she
uncrosses her legs and places them parallel, the

angle being no longer necessary lor shaping the
boat. Each raft consists of from two hundred
and fifty to three hundred and fifty eggs, which,
when all laid, float on the water secure trom sink-

ing, and are finally abandoned by the mother.
They are hatched in a lew days, the grubs issuing

from the lower end; but the boat, now composed
of the empty shells, continues to fioat till it is de-

stroyed by the weather.*
Kirby justly describes this little vessel as resem-

bling a London wherry, being sharp and higher,

as sailors say, fore and aft, convex below and con-
cave above, and always floating on its keel. "The
most v^olent agitation of the water," he adds,

"cannot sink it, and what is more extraordinary,

and a property still a desideratum in our life-boats,

though hollow, it never becomes filled with water,
even though exposed. To pat this to the test, I

placed half a dozen of these boats upon the sur-

face of a tumbler half-full of water: I then poured
upon them a stream of that element from the

mouth of a quart bottle held a foot above them.
Yet after this treatment, which was so rough as

actually to project one out of the glass, I found
them floating as before upon their bottoms, and not

a drop of Avater within their cavity."! We have
repeatedly pushed them to the bottom of a glass
of water; but they always came up immediately
to the surfiice apparently unwetted.

From the American Rail Road Journal.

Avery's rotary engine.

In our brief notice of this engine in the last

number of the Journal, we omitted to state a verj'

important fact in relation to the construction of its

boiler and chimney.
It has been deemed a very important matter,

and great efforts have been made, to construct lo-

comotives in such a manner as to avoid the dan-
ger arising from sparks from the chimney—with

* Reaumur, Mem. iv. p. 621.

t Introd. iii. p. 32.

what success others have met, we cannot say; but
in this respect Mr. Averj- has been eminently suc-

cessful—as when we were with if, in running near
ten miles, not a particle of fire was discovered to

issue from the chinmey—and we are told that

neither fire nor cinders ever annoy passengers, as
they never come out of the chimney.
From further experiments and investigation in

relation to this engine, we are disposed to /)re(/i'd

—although no pretensions are made to the gilt of
prophecy—that a locomotive engine will be con-
structed upon Avery's plan, within the next six

months, which shall make a trip fiom Jersey City
to Newark, and back again to the Ferry, in 45
minutes, with 100 passengers—passing the Bergen
Plill, with an elevation of 152 feet to tlie mile.

ANALYSIS OF THE LEAVES OF THE MULBER-
RY.

'I'ranslatcd for tlie Fanners' Register from the Sommaire des se-

ances dp. la Socicte Royale et Ccnlrale d'^gricutturc of Decem-
ber 1834.

M. D'Arcet (the son) sends a letter upon a
chemical analysis which he has made of the
leaves of the mulherrj^ The result of this analy-

sis shows that the mulberry leaf contains four

parts in the 100 of azote. It may result from this

composition of mulberry leaves, that silk being a
product in a high degree supplied with azote, as

an ingredient, mulberry leaves for the nourishment
of silk worms could not be advantageously subi;ti-

tuted except by other leaves which also contain

azote. Then, as it is not knoAvn whether other

leaves contain as much azote, he will, to that end,

make the analysis of such other leaves as are con-

sidered proper substitutes for mulberry leaves.

M. Chevreul says that the presence of azote

has long been known in the leaves of the mulber-
ry, and likewise in the leaves of many other

plants: that the diflerence which is said to exist

between animal and vegetable substances, rela-

tively to the presence of azote in the former, has

always been faulty—because, that it", in the mass,

there existed more azote, proportionally, in an ani-

mal than in a vegetable, still there were immedi-
ate products of animals which contained very little

azote, and even none—while there were immedi-
ate products of vegetables which contained nmch
azote—and vice versa. It is not then only the

analysis of the vegetables which is necessary, ac-

cording to M. Chevreul, but also the analysis of

their immediate products—and especially, to un-

derstand well what of the immediate products

serve for the nourishment of the silk worm—since

it is well known that insects, even more than other

animals, have the property of rejecting, among
the vegetable substances on which they feed, and
almost as they are taken, those parts which cannot

serve for their nourishment, and for the preparation

of the secretions which the insects yield.

M. Ardouin adds, in support of what M. ("hev-

reul says, that there are many kinds of caterpillars

which produce sillc, and in as great quantity as the

silk worm, and which live on trees which cannot
furnish sujiport to the silk worm.
M. Payen says that, according to his own ex-

perience, all the vegetables upon which experi-

ments have been made contain azote dans: iin

principe continu fi-om the extremities of the roota

to the extremities of the leaves

—

a.n(i even in tho
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petals of the flowers, and principally of the stig-

mas.

CLOVER SOWN OX CORN LAND, AVHILE UN-
DER TILLAGE,

To the Editor of t!ie Faimor.s' Rc!;i.ster.

New York, J^pril 4th, 1835.

Occasionally I have an opportunity of seeing a

number of your valuable Fanners' Register, and
as I leel a deep interest in the prospect of every

thing like improvement in Virginia, (of "vvhich

state, it is with feelings of pride I claim to be a na-

tive,) I cannot but add my humble mile—the re-

sult of a conversation held a short time since with

a New Jersey farmer.

In conversing with him upon the subject of ag-

riculture as practised in Virginia, I remarked tiiat

I was but little acquainted with it either theoreti-

cally or practically; but the inform.ation I had, was
derived almost entirely from the perusal ol' a num-
ber published in your Register and contributed by
Hill Carter, Esq. of Shirley, upon the manage-
ment of his estate generally, and the subject of a
rotation of crops. This I endeavored to explain

to him m the best manner I could, and believe I

made nij'self understood.

He replied tliat he had practised the fbur-shift

system, but had latterly adopted a more extended
method—dividing his liirm into some six or seven
fields 1 tliink, and practising a proper system ol ro-

tation with the benefit of clover.

But upon the use of clover he said he thought
he could impart to me a valuable secret. It was a
discovery made by himself, had been adopted by
his immediate neighbors, and they had all pro-

nounced it in a high degree successful.

He stated it was his custom, immediately after

ploughing through his corn a second time, (to

weed it,) and ailcr it had atlained soa^ieihing like

a foot in height, to sow clover seed in amongst it.

That the clover would spring up too late to ofier

any obstruction to the corn, and»it would answer
the double purpose of not only shielding the earth

from the impoverishing heat of the sun, but of

also cleansing the field from all noxious weeds.
The corn then matures—it is gathered in due sea-
?ion—and tlien says he, I turn my cattle in upon
the clover; or let the field lie as I may think pro-

per. The fall comes, and I plough my field up, and
have a fine clover fallow u{;on which to sow what
is usually denominated the corn ground wheat.
The remark struck me, with my limited know-

ledge of agriculture, as being practicable, and now
that the season approaches when it may be tried,

or improved upon, I have taken the liberty to com-
municate it, [t can at least do no harm to try the
experiment, and if successful, it will always be a
source of gratification to me to know that I have
suggested any thing, however trifling, that can
redound to the advancement ol' the good "Old Do-
piinion,"

W. H. II,

For the Fr.rii'.ers' Register.

VEGETABLE AND MINERAL INTELLICxENCE.

From a variety of experiments made on vege-
tables, many naturalists are of opinion they pos-
sess mind. It is asserted that the common hop,
(Humulns Lxtpiilm,) directs it? course to the

nearest perpendicular object; as if it were assured
of the great danger to which it would be exposed
by extending its branches on the surface of the
earth. The Euscreia, American dodder, or love
vine, entwines a number of small plants in
moist places. The seed is deposited in the earth,
and in a short time begins to vegetate—a vine puts
up which seizes the first plant it reaches. This
plant afibrds it nourishment—the communication
between the earth and dodder is now cut oiF, and
it is dependent on various vegetables lor support.
If the plant around vvhich the dodder clings be-
comes unhealthy or dies, the dodder is said to de-
sert it tor a better friend. The spiral direction of
vines in climbing perpendicular objects seems to be
a strong argument in favor of some intelligence,
for when they creep horizontally, this is not ob-
served. In climbing objects vegetables have to
oppose gravity, and unless they secure themselves
by winding round their support, they must neces-
sarily fall to the ground. The cow itch, (Dnlichoa
Pruriens,) climbs erect objects, without winding
round their support; but it is prevented from falling

by a number of radicles that attach themselves to

the object. All plants become languid when de-
prived of light; but if a small hole be made in

their apartments, so as to admit light, they find

they Avay to it and creep out as if they were tired

oftheir confinement, and pleased in looking around
and contemplating the great variety of objects
that present thetuselves.

The sexual intercourse of vegetables is well
known, for it is ascertained that a powder (or pol-
len) secreted upon the anthers is necessary to ren-
der the young seed fruitful: without the male in-

fluence, seed cannot ripen or mature.
Venus' fly trap, (Dionea vwscipula,) deserves

notice. The leaf" is shaped like a shoe or slip-

per, the edges of which are notched in such a
manner as to form a very singular apparatus. The
leaf being very scnsifive, when a flj' or any insect

lights upon it, the leaf closes and confines the ob-
ject. It is asserted by Mr. Buffon, that the roots

of plants will creep aside to avoid bad earth, or to

ajjproach good.
Dr. Darwin assures us plants are very particular

in selecting their food, though they sometimes,
like animals, take in poisonous substances, produ-
cing disease and death.

Dr. Hales put the stem of an apple tree in

strong brandy: in a short time the stem became
intoxicated and died.

Wheji any part of" the sensitive plant is touched
it fidls, which would seem to prove that the plant
possesses asensorium, or brain.

Many of the gossiping female flowers are

known to be guilty of adultery by deserting their

husbands and kissing other males or stamens.
If vegetables did not possess organs of sense,

could they be so completely under the influence of"

heat and cold, moisture and dryness, light and
darkness? We know they have lite, motion and
sensation, and do they not possess mind? If so,

is it not probable that minerals and crude matter
possess it in some degree? It seems absurd, be^

cause philosophy has not yet extended her re-

searches fax" enough to ascertain the truth of this

observation. Is it reasonable to suppose that God
has created any thing without intelligence? Has
he not given intelligence to the whole globe itself,

which is more or legs observable according to a
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due arrangement of its parts? May not mineral
matter po8sef;s mind in tlic lowest decree, and or-

ganized matter possess it in the liii>;hcst degree?
These are questions I would respccllullj' ask, il' I

could meet with a jjhhilosoper who could answer
tliem. Minerals are formed spontaneously by vir-

tue of their alfioities: animals and vegetables re-

quire seed or eggs, so organized as to possess vi-

tality and irritability. But may not mineral pro-

ductions have properties in common with vegeta-
ble and animal? It is well known that minerals
are capable of assuming and retaining certain

forms, which forms they will observe in sj)ite of
the powers of repulsion. The nitrate of pntash,

(salt petre,) crystalizes in jiristnatic octuhedrous;

and by virtue- of certain characteristic qualities of
this and other salts, which they originally possess-

ed, they invariably assume the same forms and ap-
pearance. The arrangement, disposition, and
order observable in the mineral kingdom, nuist be
as much admired, as that which forms the admi-
rable and exquisite texture of the organic world;
for they are both the result of certain attractions

and motions, which the constituent parts take in

their Ibrmation. Naturalists speak in very ex-
travagant terms of the polish and refinement of or-

ganic matter; but let them examine minutely the
mineral kingdom, and they will find as much order,

design, just arrangement, delicate workmanship,
regular figure, beauty, variegated color, and in

every respect, sublimity and grandeur, rivalling in

a very eminent degree, the vegetable and animal
world. Let us then, appreciate the value of mat-
ter, and say the mineral, vegetable and animal
kingdoms all possess mind; that the whole ball ta-

ken collectively, is a spiritual mass or portion of

divinity, which is to undergo certain forms and
then return from whence it came. "All the choii-

of heaven and lijrniture of the earth, all which
compose the mighty frame of the world, hath not

any "substance without a mind." If this be the

ease, mind, like matter, is capable of division; itcan

be divided and sub-divided into a number of parts,
which may exist in a variety of matter, giving it

intelligence; and must possess solidity, extension,

figure, and continually going the round of circula-

tion, as is the case with matter, and governed by
the general laws of gravity and attraction. When
disengaged fi-om one portion of matter, it may get
possession of another, and thus produce percep-

tion in other matter prepared to receive it.

It is well known that mind and matter exist, and
that they act and react upon each other: and from
this reciprocal action and reaction, arise all ideas and
sensations. It is also known, that when an injury

is done to the brain, the mind sufl'ers; and if the

injury be very great, the mind deserts its habita-

tion never to return. What becomes of it? Does
it take its flight to another world; or does it go in

search of matter prepared to receive it, and get a
new habitation? Mind is matter disengaged from
the brain, and of course, material. But here a ve-

ry important question arises: can any thing like

materiality exist, when God is immaterial? He
has been pleased to call matter into existence,

and is it reasonable to suppose any thing he has
created can perish? We speak of the aflairs of

this world in a temporal point of view, but the

wise disposer of the universe, views thenri in a
spiritual point of view: and has created every

thing lor wise purposes. It i.s the duty of man.

therefore, to set the highest value on the works of
Deity; for the nuneral, vegetable and animal king-

doms, have high claints to immateriality. Indeed,

matter, strictly speaking, can be nothing but an
immaterial essence or spiritual mass of God's cre-

ation. He governs it; he exists in it, and he is

every Avhere ! ! It a sinijle blade of grass was this

moment annihilated, there would probably be a link

in the universal chain destroyed, which would not
only produce confusion in this earth, but woukl con-
vulse all the ijlaiictary worlds ! Nay, if the

smallest grain of sand was removed from existence,

it might aflect the jjfojectile force of the earth,

and not only bring it in collision with tlie sun, but
derange the whole starry heavens and all the sys-

tems and worlds that lie retired beyond our limits

and comprehension.
GALEN.

[ The writer of the foregoing piece, shows in it more

power of imagination than adherence to strict rea-

soning. Nevertheless, his facts are interesting, and

his deductions and arguments may amuse those whom
they cannot convince.]

For tlio Farmers' Rcgstcr.

ORCHARDS IN ALTERNATE ROWS, OR QUIN-
CUNX ORDER.

Xenophon thus describes the gallant plantation
of Cyrus at Sardis, as rendered by Cicero: "Ar-
bores pari intervallo sitas, rectos ordines et onmia
per puchre in Quincuncum directa"—that is, rows
and orders so handsomely disposed or five trees

so set together, that a regular ansrularity, and
thorough prospect, was lefl on every side, owing
this name to the "Quintuple number of trees,'" as

thus figured, viz:

"That the same was used in later plantations,

is plainly confirmed from the commanding pen of
Varro. Quintilian, and handsome description of
Virgil, in his second Georgic. See the garden of
Cyrus, &c., by Sir Thomas Brown, of Norwich,
M. D."

From Silliman's Joiimal 1824.

WOOL MORE ABUNDANT IN COLD CLIMATES.

"From their elevation and latitude, the grazing
lands situated in the northern part of New Eng-
land, are best adapted for sheep. The great con-
sum])tion of fodder incident to long winters, so ob-
jectionable to the raising of cattle, ia more than
compensated to the merino sheep proprietor, by an
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improvement in the quantity and quality of wool,

which is much affected by climate. In tropical

countries;, sheep are dressed with hair—in more
temperate, the wool is generally short and coarse,

but longer and finer in cold regions. In Spain,

two and a halt" pounds of wool is the average pro-

duct of their merinos, and of a quality irilerior to

ours—in the middle states, and valley of the Hud-
eon, the same; on the elevated ground in the

western part of Connecticut and Mtissachusetts—
three, and in some Hocks, four pounds. In the

Bouthern and middle part of Vermont, from four to

four and a half In Maine the average is five;

and in a i'ew choice flocks, six pounds the sheep.

The best merino wool of Europe, is from the bleak

mountains of Saxony. The quantity and quality

of wool is also considerably atlected by the food,

management and selection of flocks, as nature

bountifully provides a dress for all animals accord-

ing to their wants. Furs are found to be good,

and the staple long, in proportion to coldness of

climate.

"The northern parts of the United States and
Canada, in addition to climate, have for the raising

of wool, an important advantage over England,
and the south of Europe, in cheapness of soil

—

much land being required for the support of sheep.

The fee simple of good sheep farms in America,
can be procured with the amount of the annual
rent and taxes of the same quality of ground in

England."

RISE OF THE
From tlie AUiciiKum.

COTTOIV MANUFACTTRE IN
ENGI>AND.

In the beginning of the reign of George III.,

(1760.) this trade gave employment to 40,000 per-

sons, and the value of the goods produced was
£600,000. It now employs not less than 1,500,000
persons, and the value of the goods produced ex-

ceeds thirty-one millions. The cotton yarn an-
nually spun in England would, in a single thread,

girdle the globe 203,775 times, it would reach 51
times from the earth to the sun, and it would en-

circle the earth's orbit eight times and a half

From the London Morning Clironlclo.

HEAT WITHOUT FIRE.

When the properties of steam and its power
were first ascertained, it was supposed that human
genius could extend no further, still since then we
have had our streets and houses lighted by gas,

and now we are to liave our residences warmed
and our provision dressed without the use of "fire,

flame, smoke, steam, gas, oil, spirit, chemical pre-

faration, or any dangeroiis substance whatever."
ncredible as this may appear, it is no less true, an

ingenious German having invented a machine by
which it may be accomplished. It is made of
brass, is about 22 inches high, 12 inches wide,
and six deep, has the appearance of a miniature
che.st of drawers, and is surrounded by an inverted

cresoent, which is hollow for the purpose of con-
taining water. It is called "Wcnn's solar stove,"
and is heated by "elementary heat," produced
(according to the words of the inventor) by 'sepa-
rate and combined elements.' It may be used
with the greatest safety in ships, and in manufac-
tories and warehouses, where, in consequence of
the •ombuBtible nature of the stock, fires are pro-

hibited. The process of heating is so clean and
simple, that a lady with white gloves on may per-
form it without soiling them, or a child three years
of age without injury.

Yesterday its powers Avere exhibited at the
West India docks, before Capt. Parish, the dock
master, T. Shelrake, Esq. engineer, Beck,
Esq., and a number of other gentlemen connected
with the dock company, who expressed the great-
est astonishment at Mr. Wenn's invaluable dis-

covery, and said they considered it would be of
incalculable servace to the navy, &c. Heat was
produced by invisible means in less than two mi-
nutes, and in three minutes afterwards, water
which had been put into the crescent, boiled with
such force, that the window of the room in which
it was tried was compelled to be opened to let the
steam escape. There is a drawer in the machine
in which a steak or chop can be cooked in its own
ojravy, but there not being one at hand, the exper-
iment was not tried. Three hours after it had
been heated, from which lime nothing had been
done to it, it was found to be still so hot that it

could scarcel}' be touched with the naked hand,
although it had been carried from the docks to the
city. VVe understand it is the intention of the in-

genious inventor, who has exjiended all he was
possessed of in bringing it to perfection, to exhibit

it to the public at the museum of arts and sci-

ences, in Leicester square.

From the Library of Useful Knowledge, Farmer's Scries.

THE SHETLAND HORSE.

The Shetland Pony, called in Scotland Sheltie,

an inhabitant of the extremest northern Scottish

isles, is a very diminutive animal, sometimes not
seven hands and a half in height, and rarely ex-
ceeding nine and a half. He is often exceedingly
beautiful, with a small head, good-tempered coun-
tenance, a short neck, fine towards the throttle,

shoulders low and thick, (in so little a creature far

fi"om being a blemish,) back short, quarters ex-
panded and powerful, legs flat and fine, and
pretty round feet. They possess immense strength

for their size, will fatten upon any thing; and are

perfectly docile. One of them nine hands, or

three feet in height, carried a man of twelve stone,

forty miles in one day.

A friend of ours was, not long as-o, presented

with one of these elegant little animals. He was
several miles from home, and puzzled how to con-

vey his newly-acquired property. The Shetland-

er was scarcely more than seven hands high, and
as docile as he was beautiful. "Can we not carry

him in yoflr chaise7" said his friend. The strange

experiment was tried. The Sheltie was placed in

the bottom of the gig, and covered up as well as

could be managed with the apron; a few bits of

bread kept him quiet; and thus he was safely con-

vej-ed away, and exhibited the curious spectacle

of ahorse riding in a gig.

In the southern parts of the kingdom the Shet-
landers have a very pleasing appearance, harness-

ed to a light garden chair, or carrying an almost

baby rider. There are several of them now run-

ning in Windsor Park.

It has been disputed whether the pony and large

English horse were, or could be, originally from
the same stock. The question is difficult to an-

swer. It is not impossible that they might have
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one common extraction, and, if we reflect on the

effect of /ceding, it is not so improbable as it may
at first a])|)ear.

Mr. Parkinson* relates a circumstance very
much to tlie point, that fell under his observation.

His Hither had a mare that brouglit him no le.ss

than Iburteen colts, and all by the same horse, and
not one of which at three years old was under
seventeen hands. She was in the fifteenth foal by
the same horse, when he sold her to a neighbor-

ing farmer, reserving the ibal which was to be de-

livered in a twelvemonth. At her new master's

she was comparatively starved, and she came
back at the expiration of the 3ear so altered as

scarcely to be recognized. The foal, four months
old, \\ia.s very small. The little animal was put

on the most luxuriant keep, but it did not reach
more than filleen hands at the exjnration of the

third jear.

[Much space has been occupied of late in the Brit-

ish agricultural periodicals by articles on the remark-

able and extensive failures in the potatocrop. The fol-

lowing is the latest that has been received. We are so

ignorant of this culture on a large scale, as not to know
whether such diseases as are described, and the conse-

quent losses, have ever been experienced in the United

States. But even if not, and the principal value of

the following statements should be therefore useless,

there will still be found facts and opinions which will

be novel and interesting to many.]

From the British Farmer's Magazine.

OIV THE RECENT FAILURES IN THE POTATO
CROr, AND THE PROBABILITY THAT A
PREVENTIVE HAS BEEN DISCOVERED.

By Mr. Peter Cowan, farm oversser, Antrim Cas-

tle.

The immense variety of the potato in Ireland

is something surprising, seeing that the pains-

taking and patience-requiring endeavor to raise

new sorts Irom seed, is rarely if ever practised by
our farmers. It is probable that there are at least

two hundred distinct varieties in cultivation in this

kingdom—the kinds grown in one county, being,

in many instances, totally unknown in the adjoin-

ing one. The distinction in the quality of each
variety is also surprising. All the black or dark

blue skinned sorts are ibund to contain more farina

than the white colored ones, and housewives al-

ways choose the former for making potato-starch.

The red skinned sorts also contain a great portion

of farina at a certain season of the year. Some
kinds when raised in November are so watery
and strong lasted, as to be unfit for use at that

season, and continue so until the following spring,

when their quality becomes totally changed; they

are then mild, mealy, and excellent, and so contin-

ue through the summer months. Other kinds are

in high perfection when dug out in October and
November, preserve their good qualities through

winter, but become unfit for use towards the

month of April. Some sorts are excellent in au-

tumn, cease to be so through winter, but resume
their excellence on the approach of spring. In

general, the white skinned sorts are fit for the ta-

* Parkinson on Breeding, and the Management of

Live Stock, vol. ii. p. 139.

ble from August to Christmas—the black skinned
sorts from October to May—the red skinned sorts

from May or June to Augwst. Such a variety in

the quality of this root enables families in this

country to have good potatoes on their tables

every day in the year; a great advantage certain-

ly, but one, the interruption of which has been
seriously threatened by the fiiilure in the seed
roots of the last and those of the present year.
On uncovering a barren drill last season, some of
the sets were (bund quite rotten, while others were
perfectly sound, but unnaturally hard. In some
of the latter the buds had advanced an inch or

two, but, instead of continuing to grow in a regu-
lar manner, a stnall tuber had formed at the end,
and the growth of the shoot being tlius obstruct-

ed, another puny one was seen stealing from the

same eye. Some sets, after being in the ground
for six weeks, were just making an effort, as it

were, to strike. Some had sprung a few inches,

but, instead of taking an upright direction, they
grew round the set, and were hard and wiry, re-

sembling more the root of a young tree, than a
young succulent potato stem. These appearances
implied a want of vigor in the bud, consequent
upon a morbid state of the juices of it, and of the

part of the tuber or set from Avhich it sprung,

which led to the supposition that the fountain from
which the bud first derived its nourishment, name-
ly, this tuber or set itselfj must have been a poi-

soned one; but how it became so, and over such
an extent of country, it was not so easy to say.

This year a more general rot took place in the

sets, a.nd fewer of them produced weakly plants,

and, on this account, the appearance of the grow-
ing crop has all along been much better than it

was last year.

The cause or causes of this failure have not

been satisfactorily ascertained: nothing, however,
has arisen to invalidate, but much to confirm, the

opinion which I ventured to express last season,

viz., that it was caused by atmospheric influence

affecting the set through the cut part of it.

Amono- many causes which have been assigned,

one or two may be noticed with a view of show-
ing their fallacy.

And first, it appears to me to be perfectly clear,

that the failures cannot be attributed to any ma-
nagement of the potatoes when out of the ground,

as in the housing or pitting processes, &c., since,

in this country at least, that management has not,

during the last two years, diflcred in any respect

from what has been customary during the last

twenty years. Were any disease contracted by
the means used for preserving the roofs through

winter, would it not show itself in the whole pota-

to, as well as in the cut set? It would unques-

tionably. But it does not; it is only when the

potatoes are cut into sets* that the evil is to be
apprehended.
The failure is caused, say some, by the potatoes

from which seed is taken being unripened. Now,
nothing could be more unlikely than this; for,

whatever theorists have said, or may say, practi-

cal men know, that um'ipened, and, consequently,

watery potatoes, make the best seed-roots, inas-

much as they always produce the most healthy

* Has not the practice of cutting also prevailed pre-

viously to the last two years? If so, this objection, ia

great measure, falls to the ground.

—

Conductor.
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and the most vigorous plants, this watery matter
being the gerniinative principle; and, therefore it

is that farmers resort to mopsiy ground, or to the
hills, for their seed; and, it is by acting on this

principle, that market gardeners and nurserymen
are enabled to preserve iheir select kinds of pota-
toes free from degeneracy. When intended for

seed, for themselves or others, they plant them
late in the season, or they dig them early in the
season; in either case the tubers are not matured,
they are watery, the farina has not been devel-
oped, and in this way they continue to raise great
crops of the same kinds of potatoes on the same
ground, year after year. On the other hand, we
know that if we choose and use for seed, those po-
tatoes which have grown in good land, have fully

ripened there, and which, consequently, contain
the greatest proportion of larina, and the least of
water, many of the plants will be curled, a general
want of vigor will be evident, and the produce
will be far inferior to that from watery unripened
roots. Indeed, so long ago as 1811, that acute
observer and eminent practical agriculturist, the
late Mr. Brown, of Markle, N. B., speaking of
the curl in potatoes, observes, (see his "Rural "Af-

fairs," 2 vols.,) that:—"it appears to be occasion-
ed by an over-ripeness of the plant, whereby its

strength or procreative power is so much debilitated

as to render it unable to brnig forward a tiealthy
plant afterwards." This is fi;irther illustrated and
confirmed by the fact, known to all persons en-
gaged in rural affairs, that the rose-end—particu-
larly in the long, fiat, kidney-shaped varieties—the
rose-end, comprising a fourth or fifth part of the
potato, makes better seed than any other part of
the root. Boil these potatoes, however, and it will

be found that this rose-end, which would make
such good seed, is so soft and watery as to be
sometimes nneatable, while the rest of the potato
is firm, dry, and floury.

As little likely to gain credence among practical
men, is the assertion, that the failures have been
caused by the attacks of worms, slugs, maggots,
or animalculae. Some people on examining their
"missed" ground, found the potato sets had be-
come a rotten, pulpy mass, and the abode of mag-
gots, and thus ima^jined that they had discovered
the cause of the failure, but, as with all putrid
substances, this was the effect, not the cause. A
potato set may be "riddled," in country phrase,
or eaten through and through by slugs, without,
in the least degree, affecting the growth of the
bud, and this we have frequently an opportunity
of witnessing in those sorts of potatoes which are
dug early in the season; the tops shall be strong
and vigorous, and a good crop of tubers, while at-

tached to the root is often seen the old set which
has scarcely begun to decay, though eaten full of
holes by slugs, worms, and maggots. If, afler
depositing the set in the ground, the bud starts

from it vigorously, it soon forms its own roots, and
as soon becomes altogether independent of the
set, which then gradually decays; but never until

the plant is established, unless it be affected by
other influences.

Another doctrine, lately advanced by Professor
Rennie, of King's College. London, is the follow-
ing:—"it appears to me," says this gentlemnn,
"that paring and burning would be the most im-
portant rneasure which c^uld be adopted in Ireland
for purifjnng the soil, now so overloaded with pota-

to excretions, that extensive failures in the crop
are not uncommon."* This theory, however, is

at once upset by the fact, that in the gardens of
the poor, where potatoes have been grown every
year for scores of years, there has scarcely been a
failure, certainly not one for ten vvhicii have oc-

curred in fields where several crops intervene be-
tween two of potatoes. Were the excrementi-
tious exudations from the roots of previous crops
of potatoes the cause of the late failures, it would
first show itself, and to a greater proportionate ex-
tent, in such places as the gardens just referred to,

whereas the very reverse of this is the fiict. If I

am asked how I account for the failures being less

in gardens than in fields, I answer—the cottager
generally plants his seed as he cuts them, or if he
cuts them on one evening, after his day's work ia

over for his employer, he plants them the next:

the ground of his garden, moreover, is generally

well dug and pulverized, and this leads me to

state a tew fiicls which appear to be confirmatory
of the opinion that the ladure has been caused by
atmospheric influence.

First. When sets have been cut and planted
immediately, or "hot from the knife," they have
seldom failed, particularly if the cut surface has
been turned downwards, and if the second and
third precautions have been rigidly observed; but

when the sets have lain unplanted and exposed
to the air for a Aveek or ten days after beinsr cut,

the failures have been greater. Second. When
the ground has been properly prepared, that is,

pulverized and rendered fine, as it ought to be,

and the drills rolled, the failures have been less

than in badly prepared, coarse, lumpy, open, rough
ground; in the latter case, the air was freely ad-

mitted, in the former it was excluded; hence the

great extent of the failure in heavy clay lands.

Thirdr When the dung was properly decomposed
when applied to the ground, so that the covering

earth lay close to the set and excluded the air, the

failures have been fewer than where the dung, by
being green and littery, kept the ground open
and admitted the air. Fourth. When the sur-

face of the cut of the set has been covered with

some material which excluded the atmospheric air,

the sets have grown, although they remained un-

planted for a considerable time after being so ope-

rated on, but those sets which w^ere not treated in

this manner, entirely failed.

I was led to make a number of experiments thia

season with a view of discovering a preventive,

but that just stated is the only one which hns been
attended with complete success. Recollecting

that whole potatoes do not fail, I bethought me of
making the sets equal to whole ones, by putting a
skin of some sort on that part of the set which
was bare; this I effected completely and quicklj'-

by a litde floured lime. I collected a quantity of
middle sized ])otatocs, and set a careful man to

work, who cut each potato into two, cutting

through the rose end; he had a little floured lime

bclbre him, (it was quite cold, having been some
days slacked,) into which he |)ressed the cut sur-

tiice of the sets before he laid them (the sets) out

of his hand; when limed in this way they were
put to one side. I found that a sulllciency of lime

adhered to the moist surfiice of the cut, to form,

when dry, a cake over it, about the sixteenth part

* Quarterly Journal of Agriculture No. xxv., p. 23.
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of an inch in thickness, which seemed to exclude

the air completely. Four bushels of sets were so

treated. Other ibur bushels of the same potatoes

were cut on the same day, but not limed, and both

parcels lay on the floor of an open shed lor

eighteen days afterwards; they were then planted.

The result appears to be worthy of observation.

It was this. Among the limed sets there ivas

scarcely a failure—among the'unlimed sets there

teas scarcely a plant, and the ground had to be

sown with turnips. I did not take any note ofthe

quantity of lime used, or of the additional time

required to lime the sets, both being so very in-

considerable, that even on a large scale the extra

expense would be trifling. The kind of potato

with which the experiments were made was the

black seedling.

I stated, in the commencement of this paper,

that the red skinned sorts of potatoes contain a
great proportion of farina at a certain season of

the year; this season is included in the months of

May, June, and July, and upon the principle for-

merly laid down as to what is the germinative

property, it will be easy to account for the greater

itiilure which, it is known, has taken place among
the red sorts of potatoes, than among any of the

black or while varieties. The red rose, a kind

much in use in this part of the country, failed to a
great extent. This sort is excellent during the

three months named; it is then extremely firm

and floury on the dish, more so than at any other

season of the year. This very circumstance,

however, operates against this kind producing
vigorous plants, because, when there is little wa-
tery matter present, but much farinaceous matter,

as we have seen is the case with these red sorts,

and exactly at the season of planting, (May,) the

plants produced are necessarily weak, because the

stimulus to germinative action, if I may so speak,

does not exist. Hence, in the most flivorable sea-

sons and situations, we find these red roses always
producing weak plants at first, although they be-

come stronger as the roots extend. It is easy to

conceive, therefore, that if sets of this variety, un-
protected on their cut surfaces, were exposed for a
considerable time to a dry atmosphere, the little

watery matter which they contain would soon

evaporate, and the germinative principle become
totally inert. When failures in this variety were
taking place all around me this season, I procured

one bushel of them, cut them, and limed the cut

surfaces—planted them, and not a single one fail-

ed. They may be seen at any time. I must here

mention, however, that in cutting them I found so

little moisture on the cut surfiice, that the lime

would scarcely adhere, but there being fine mortar

at hand, I put some upon a slate and rubbed the

cut surfaces on it; this formed an excellent skin

when dry, and was attended with complete suc-

cess, as above stated.

Whether, therefore, the failures be or be not

caused by atmospheric influence—for I hope it will

be observed that I do not assert they are—I make
no assertions; I use the words "if"—"opinion"

—

"probability," &c. Whether, I say, the failures

be or be not caused by atmospheric influence, there

appear to me to be three methods of prevention,

either of which may, I think, be adopted with

success; and on t

dence. Presuming, always, that the land has

been properly wrought and pulverized, and the
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manure sufficiently decomposed—one method is,

to plant whole i)otutocs, but it is certainly an ex-

travagant one—if cut, to plant immediately after-

wards, turning the cut side downwards—or^ if" not

planted immediately, to use lime on the moist cut

surfaces, in the manner described, vvhich has been
attended here with extraordinary and decided suc-

cess, and is a practice I would strongly recom-
mend, where circumstances render immediate
planting impracticable; in this case the lime pre-

vents the escape of the watery matter, and pre-

serves the set fresh and vigorous for weeks. But
when immediate planting can be adopted, and the

land thoroughly prepared, liming is, perhaps, un-

necessary.

CHOOSING SHEEP FOR BREEDING.

One of the two species of sheep, the long and
the short wooled. having been chosen, as most ap-

propriate to the situation, and wool being made an
object, it is most advantageous to select such flocks

as are pure as possible of the .species to which

they belong, and not a mixture of the short and
long wooled breeds, vvhich must generally produce

an inferior fleece, disadvantageous to the manu-
facturer. Length of staple in the long, and fine-

ness, elasticity and closeness in the short wool-

ed fleece, will be the best guides in this case.

Whether the wool be long or short, the carcass

of the animal ought to be amply and regularly

covered; it is a great defect when the belly is bare,

and a still greater when the wool is thin and open

along the ndge of the back, admitting rain and

moisture to a most susceptible part, indeed to de-

scend upon all parts of the body.

It is a piece of good old advice to buy your

rams a little before shearing time, if possible; and
a very necessary modern addition to take the op-

portunity of purchasing at the farmer's house

while you can see the animal in piiris naiurali-

bus, and before he has been decked out and trim-

med for show by the sheep barber. A thick fleece,

covering all parts with as much equality as possi-

ble, containing plenty of yolk, or retained^ or m-
spissated perspiration, is the object. If ewes,

equally well bred, can be procured, the shepherd

anticipates and reaps an immediate benefit; if not,

he must patiently await improvement of his wool,

through the medium of the superior blood of his

rams.
At shearing time, examine the bottoms of the

fleece, or the lower extremity of the filaments of

\voo\;\i' hhestichy-haired, of mixed quality, or if the

sheep have a coarse breech, or be not well cover-

ed, it must be rejected, as improi^cr for a breeding

stock, where it would perpetuate Its defects. The
quantity of yolk or grease is a good proof of the

thickness of the fleece, since, by the closeness and

thickness of the wool, the grease or perspirable

matter of the animal is retained; hence fine, closed,

curled wool has ever the greatest quantity of yolk.

—Bath Memoirs.

From Waldie's Port Folio.

NATURAL GAS WORKS.

A most remarkable fact i? stated by the Abbe
Imbert, who visited China a few years since. By

and on this head I can speak with confi- | means of tunnels of bamboo, placed in communi-
cation with fountains of carbonated hydrogen in

the bowels of theeartb, as many pb three hundred
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cauldrons are supplied with heat for boiling.

Streets, halls, work-shops, are all lighted by this

gas, which is the same used in all artificial gas
works. Arago nays that several villages in the

United States have long been supplied in this man-
ner. This expression is a little too strong, though
it is true, we believe in respect to Fredonia, on

Lake Erie, where the light-house is also supplied

in this way from natural sources. In Ontario

county, near Cacandagut, there are also several of

these gaseous emissions from the surface of the

earth. They are called, in common parlance,

"Burning Springs."

For the Famicrs' Rtgifter.

AGRICULTURAL PROSPECTS OF VIRGINIA.

In viewing the eflects of the system of agri-

culture pursued in eastern Virginia, the most care-

less observer will be struck with surprise, in com-
paring the small proportion of land in actual cul-

tivation, with that which is lying waste and unim-
proved: and it will be increased still more when
he reflects how small a part of the farm is regu-

larly manured and kept in good condition, and fit

lor tillage. None of the farms aHord manure
enough to replace the ])roduce taken from the

fields, and keep tliem constantly increasing m fer-

tility. The small f|uantity Avhich is saved from
the stable, fiirm pen, and other sources being in-

sufficient lor the farm, is generally applied to tlie

tobacco lots, or some favorite spot, while the rest

of the farm is neglected, though perhaps regularly

cultivated and grazed, or permitted to lie waste,
yielding nothing but a scanty subsistence to a ihw
half-starv^ed cattle. The fences beingthro vvn down,it
soon becomescommon pasturage, gullied, or grown
up in pine barrens; its owner is restricted to a nar-

rower limit in his system of exhaustion and de-

struction, until,jbecoming{too much confined, or too

much indebted, he sells out, and removes to a
more fertile and cheaper soil in the west. Thous-
ands are travelling the same road urged by the same
causes. The educated, active, and enterprising

young men, despairing of success with this ex-
ample before them, are leaving the state very ra-

pidly, to seek their fortunes in the west and south;

and besides all this, the traders are carrying off

our slaves in great numbers, and thus annually di-

minishing in the ratio of the immbers carried ofi,

tlie quantity of produce which would otherwise be
made, and the prosperity of the country. The
tide of emigration is regularly increasing from all

classes; as if the angel of desolation had cursed

the land, and imbued the people with a hatred to

the place of their nativity. Even national pride

will not make us dispute the facts, however much
the patriot and philanthropist may lament their ex-

istence. I propose to incjuire what causes led to

this prostrated condition of" agriculture; and wheth-
er they will probably be permanent, or are the}'

merely temporary—and to suggest some remedies
lor existing evils.

The present exhausted state of the country has
been generally ascribed to the employment of
slave labor; which, it is said, will always arrest

the progress of improvement, because the slaves
have not the capacit}', nor do they feel interested

to become skilful in their occupation. But the slo-

venly and negligent manao;ement visible on most
fftrms need not necessarily belong to the state of

slavery existing among us, as is proved bythe high
state of cultivation of the lands on James river,

and in various small sections of almost evefy coun-
ty in eastern Virginia. There is scarcely a per-

son who is not acquainted with some farms cultiva-

ted to the very best advantage; and these excep-
tions prove that bad management,though a general,

is not a necessary attendant upon the employment
of slave labor. It can, therefore, offer no material

obstruction to improved and successful cultivation.

The progress of rapid improvement has beeti

opposed by that attachment to old customs, and
disinclination to change old plans, which are al-

most as strong feelings with us as in those coun-
tries where it was regarded and punished as sacri-

lege, to depart from the occupation of their fathers.

The first settlers of our stale exhausted one piece
of ground by continual cropping, then cleared and
tended another piece of fresh land; and when that

was exhausted, proceeded to a third. They pre-

ferred this, to raising manure, when land could be
purchased for a {ew shillings per acre, and per-

haps it was the cheapest course. Yet when lands
have risen in value, and there is no reason to jus-

tify the same system of husbandry, it still prevails

in many places, and is followed, "because their

fathers made money in that way." 'J'he west,
however, is now their resort, after ruining one
piece of land by this destructive course.

In a republican government, where the highest
offices are within the reach of superior talents and
acquirements, the genius and talents of the coun-
try will be naturally directed to politics or some of
the liberal professii)ns. The undeserved success

of some, possessing humble abilities, and the van-
ity of others, induce many to pursue these pro-

fessions; and almost every farmer who has edu-
cated his son liberally, sends him to "study the
law"—where there are more than twenty chances
to one, against the probability of his success; and
the prospects of failure and disgrace exactly in the

reverse ratio. He hangs on at the bar for several

years, perhaps idle, dissipated, and a nuisance

to society; leaves it disheartened, and in debt

—

unfitted for the pursuit of agriculture, and too

proud to enter into business. Ifhe succeeds, honor
makes the greater part of his reward, and his pro-

fit comes in slowly at the latter part of his life.

In agriculture, his success would have been cer-

tain; but his father thinks his education must not

be lost upon him—and prefers to hold him up to

public contempt, than bury him in the obscurity of
a farm. Whether he has natural abilities, or the
requisite acquirements; even if nature has mani-
festly fashioned him for other pursuits, by giving
him a strong body and a weak head, still he is des-

tined, from his cradle to "study the law." Hence,
the greater part of the education and talents have
been diverted from this employment, and directed

to some of the liberal professions, which has re-

tarded the improvement of agriculture; latterly,

however, many of our distinguished and highly
gifted citizens are giving it their attention.

These prejudices are more easily overcome than
those unavoidable obstructions, which in the na-

ture of things, oppose the introduction of an im-
proved system. Some capital must be expended
in order to commence, as both labor and capital

are as necessary in the ra])id improvement of ex-

hausted lands, as in the rebuilding of dilapidated

houses. 'Tis true, in the progress of time, re-
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quiring longer and longer periods, as the land is

more and more exhausted, that land will become
comi)arative]y fertile by its own inherent re-

cui)erativ'e powers; but this process is slow, fre-

quently exceeding half a century.

To attempt improving with the hope of suc-

cess, the fields must be laid ofi'into separate shifts,

drained, clovered and plastered, if the nature of
the soil is suitable, and the manure collected and
saved by great labor and attention.

Most of our fiirmers are in debt, and compelled
to have immediate returns for the discharge oJ"

those debts; all of their available labor and funds

must be applied to that end; and to effect it, they
are forced to cultivate the richest spots, which yield

the greatest profit—leaving out the poorest shifts

that produce little or no nett income to pay off

j)ressing demands. They are not able to spend
their money in purchasing clover seed and plaster,

nor their labor, in manuring the poor shifts, drain-

ing, enclosing, and reducing the farm to a proper
•state. They must overcome these difficulties by a
long course of economy and industry.

Besides these natural difficulties, which are in-

cident to the cultivation of every country, there is

one which is peculiar to our own state, and has
generally been overlooked. I refer to the demand
tor slaves in the west and soutli, which materially

affects the prosperity of our own state. It has
been generally supposed that this demand, by
raising their price in our own market, would be
highly advantageous to the country: and it would
imdoubtedly be so, if there were a superabun-
dance of slaves for the cultivation ofthe whole ofour
lands, and a consequent overjjlus of labor after the

highest state of improvement. In such a state of
things, which could not have occurred in the

course of half a century, and probably never
would, the most fertile lands must have risen so

high, that it would be an object to cultivate and
improve those of a poorer quality, until a denser
population and a constantly increasing demand
would compensate the farmer for the improvement
cif the poorest soils. The greater the quantity of
produce annually made in any country, the greater

must be its profits, and consequentlj^, its prosper-
ity; and the greater the quantity of labor which it

can command or is employed in it, the greater

must be that produce. Hence, whatever detracts

from this quantity of labor, equally reduces the

prosperity ol" the country, unless it is overstocked
witii population. In this view then, it must be
prejudicial to the interests of the country to carry

into another state its laboring population.

But regard it in another aspect. It is well

known to every person, that the greater fijrtility of
the soils in the west and south, their suitability to

the production of cotton and sugar will always en-

able the farmers of those sections to give a higher
price for negroes, than the farmers of our own
state—for the simple and obvious reason, that they
can make larger profits from the produce of their

labor. These profits, other things being equal,

are almost always greatest in newly settled coun-
tries; and are here greatly increased by the supe-
rior fertility of the soil, and the enhanced value of
its productions. So much larger are the profits of
slave labor there, that they sell for nearly double
the price which we can afford to give for them,

—

The effect of this is already plainly perceptible;

our slaves are carried there by thousands, and we

cannot even enter into competition with them for

their purchase. At sheriffs, executor's, and ad-
ministrator's sales; in every sale where the cupidity
or necessity of the owner makes him ask a high
price, or if the slave is forced into market, he is

purchased almost invariably by a trader. As the
number of slaves diminishes, the demand for their

labor will increase according to their scarcity, both
at home and in other markets, until they become
so dear that little or no profit can be made by pur-
chasing them on the richest liirins—and none
whatever on those farms of a poorer quality. The
traders will continue to purchase and to give high
prices, and to rise in their bids, until the owners of
poor lands first, will be thrown out of competition;
then the owners of the next best lands, and so on,
until the tiirmers on the richest and best improved
estates will not be able to give the exorbitant
prices and realize any profit. The farmers having
poor lands will see that they can make greater pro-
fils by selling than by working them ; hence they will

sell all they can spare, stoplhe cultivation of the
poor shifts and confine themselves to the richest

spots; the residue of the plantation being left to

waste and lie unproductive. Such must be the
fate of all the poor spots when the wages of labor
are too high to enable the farmer to make some
profit by working them; for it is absurd to ."luppose

that any person will employ his ca|)ital or his la-

bor, where it yields him no profit. Their price

here is not regulated by our profits, but by the pro-

fits of their labor in other states. If tobacco tlills

to tour dollars a hundred, and wheat to fitly cen!s
a bushel, it would cause no fall in the price of ne-
groes—for they are already far above their value
in our own markets, according to the present prices

of our produce. The variations in the price of our
produce, the decline or improvement of agricul-

ture in this state, will not alfect their price so long
as cotton and sugar continue high. Their value
is regulated by the articles produced in other states

—their price here, by the competition of the traders

to those states; and if we made no profit by their

labor they would sell no cheaper, lor the traders

could get just as much tor them as if our tobacco
and wheat sold high. We must regard their va-
lue as fixed, and dependant upon the pr'ce of pro-
duce, not ol' our own, but of others. There will

then, be two values for the same slave through-
out our state; his nominal value, or what he is

worth to theti-ader, which depends on the price of
the produce of the west and south—his real value,

or what he is worth to one of our farmers, to be
employed here, which is much heloxo the trader's

price. We must, however, alwa3's give more than
the real value for the negro,"' because we have to

bid against the trader. What then, must be the

necessary consequence? As we are, from adven-
titious circumstances, compelled to give more for

negroes than they are really worth, and as this

high price is entirely independent of the profits of
their labor, their profits will be diminished. The
farmer here will make smaller profits by agricul-

ture upon all qualities of land, which cannot,

for the reasons before stated, make the slaves fall

in price. For however email his profits here, that

does not lower his price. The value ofland must
of necessity be reduced when the profits derived

from its cultivation are lessened ti^om any causes;

capital will in consequence be withdrawn from

that employment and invested in more proiluctive
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etock. Tlie poorest shifts, yielding the smallest
produce, will first he turned out ol' cultivation, in-

stead of being reclaimed or improved. And while
the general profits of ihrming are lessened, the
larnier, so far from heingcom|)ensated lor improv-
ing his poor land, is scarcely rewarded when work-
ing his richest. When there are any two markets
lor labor in one of which double the price can be
given, which can be afforded in the other, it is

self-evident, that The labor will always be pur-
chased where its price is the highest; and the
market which cannot afford to pay so high, will

always be depressed under the disadvantage of
having to jiay for labor In'gher than it is worth to

them, and thus deduct from their profits. Thus
the western and southern markets for our slaves,

offer the greatest and most serious obstruction to

the progress of improvement. How this is to be
obviated, will be examined in the next number.

A PJ^ANTEn,
jjshland, Halifax, Va., }

Feb. 5, 1835. <

From Hood'g Comic Annual.

PLEASURES OF THE COUNTRY, FOR YOUNG
TOWN GENTLEMEN.

ZfCtler from a boy, a new resident in the country,
to his friend in London,

* * * * Now, Bob, I'll tell you what I

want, I want you to come down here for the
holydays. Don't be airaid, Ask your sister to

ask your mother to ask your latlier to let you
come. It's only ninety mile, If you're out of

pocket money, you can walk, and beg a lift now
end then, or swing by the dickeys. Put on cord-
roys, and don't care f"or the cut behind. The two
prentices, George and Will, are here to be made
farmers of; and brother Nick is took home from
school, to help in agriculture. We like liirming
very much; it's capital fun. Us four have got a
gun, and go out shooting; it's a lamous good un,
and sure to go off if you don't full cock it, Tiger
is to be our shooting dog, as soon as he has left of}'

killing the sheep. He's a real savage, and wor-
ries eats beautiful. Before father comes down,
we mean to bait our bull with him, There's plen-
ty of New Rivers about, and we're going a fishing
as soon as we have mended our top joint. We've
killed one of our sheep on the sly, to get gentles.*
WeVe a pony, too, to ride upon, when we can
catch him; but he's loose in the paddock, and has
neither mane nor tail, to signify, to lay hold of.

Isn't it prime. Bob? You m\ist come. If your
mother won't give your father leave to allow you
—run away. Remember, you turn up Goswell
etreet to go to Lincolnshire, and askfbr Middlefen
Hall. There's a pond full of frogs, but we won't
pelt them till you come; but let it be before Sun-
day, as there's our own orchard to rob, and the
fruit's to be gathered on Monday, If you like
sucking raw eggs, we Know where the hens lay,
and mother don't; and I'm bound there's lots of
bird's nests. Do come, Bob, and I'll show you
the wasp's nest, and every thing that can make
you comfortable. I dare .say you could borrow
vour father's volunteer musket of him, without his
knownig of it- but be sure any how to bring thej
ramrod, aa we have miplnid ours by firing it ofl".

Carrion maggots for bait.

REMARKS ON THE STATE AND PROSPECTS OP
THE farmers' register.

.Addressed to correspondents and subscribers.

As this nvimber of the Farmers' Register will com-
plete the second volume of this work, and close the

two years that have been devoted to its support, the

occasion will be used to otier some remarks on its con-

dition and prospects. These remarks are the more re-

quired, because the value, the reputation, and the per-

manency of this journal, are principally due to the ef-

ficient aid of its correspondents. The editor has never

ceased to feel, and to acknowledge, that without the

aid which he has received from the pens of others, he

could have done nothing. It was the fear of not being

able to draw forth such aid, which rendered the under-

taking at first most hazardous in his own opinion—and

almost desperate in the opinions of most of his friends.

But the result has been far better than even the most

sanguine hopes had anticipated. More than 170 indi-

viduals, mostly cultivators of the soil, have already

been induced to contribute to the original contents of

the Farmers' Register, without including any of those

whose letters have merely furnished published extracts

from private correspondence. When this fact is con-

sidered, in connexion with the well known repugnance

of farmers to writing for publication, it will be admit-

ted that, in this respect, the undertaking has been re-

markably successful. There are accessions to this list

in every new number, and a general increase of the

whole quantity of original matter, furnished by old and

new correspondents.

As the far greater share of the value and usefulness

of this journal justly belongs to its correspondents, the

editor may be permitted to speak of its effects and be-

neficial influence, without being considered as claim-

ing but a small share of the merit of sustaining its ex-

istence. But however small may be that share, he is

far from affecting to hold it as of light value: on the

contrary, it is a subject of pride and gratification, as

constituting the greater part of thoge few acts of his

life, that may have some lasting influence on the wel-

fare of his country. Every correspondent who has

added some value to the contents of the Farmers' Re-

gister has a right to enjoy a greater or less share of the

like self-approbation: and the more such feelings are

cherished by all, the more likely it will be, that there

will be a continued and increasing accumulation of be-,

neficial results, derived from their combined efforts,

With means thus afforded for obtaining and diffusing

information, this journal has done much for the benefit

of agriculture. The knovyledge of numerous opinions

and practices, before confined within narrow limits,

has been extended qver a wide regipn; increased at-,

tention to the improvement of soils and of tillage, ia

beginning generally to be given: proper views of Icr

gislative oppressions on agriculture are spreading, and
beginning to operate—and even already some valuable

results of this new state of things are seen in the late

proceedings of the legislature of Virginia, ^hiph may
be considered as auguring stijl more extended and
beneficial action for the developement of agricultural

resources, and the guarding of agricultural interests,
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But however useful may have been the combined ef-

forts exliibited in the pages of this journal, the benefit

as yet has been very small, compared to what may be

obtained by more general exertions: and extensive as

is the list of contributors, there are far greater num-

bers among the subscribers who might render in tliat

way great service, and to all of whom this journal is

not yet indebted for a single communication. Let all

such persons but follow the good example of others,

and nothing more need be required to assure the speedy

doubling the value of the contents, and far more than

doubling the circulation and beneficial influence of the

work.

The subscription list has continued to show a slow

but steady increase. At the close of the first volume,

more than one hundred names were withdrawn. This

was less than had been expected—as (besides all other

reasons) many persons will aid the commencement of

a new work which they deem of public value, without

feeling any personal interest in its contents, or intend-

ing to continue subscribers longer than a year.

This loss has been more than made good by new sub-

scriptions. The present number for Vol. II. and

commencing with its beginning, is not much short of

1400 copies, and the greater part of all new subscri-

bers have also taken Vol. I.—which demands have

nearly exhausted the impression of 1.500 copies of that

volume. The principal support from subscriptions is

still derived from the eastern half of Virginia—and

very little has yet been furnished west of the Blue

Ridge Mountains, (except the county of Rockbridge,

which has given a liberal support,) or from any other

states except Maryland, North Carolina, South Caroli-

na, and Alabama, each of which gives a moderate and

growing subscription. Even in the region in which

the work is best supported, there are particular coun-

ties which give very little aid. Nothing is wanting to

obtain subscribers in all the places where there are now

few or none, but some exertion from men of influence,

who will make the existence and character of the

work known, and thus induce the addition of new

names. In every neighborhood where it is known that

some one individual has already so labored for the suc-

cess of the work, there has been obtained a good and

enduring support. But without such aid, the useful-

ness, and even the existence of an agricultural journal

becomes known very slowly. The editor pretends not

to any personal claim for such favors—but he presumes

to ask some such exertion of the influence of every

one of his present subscribers who believes that by

supporting the Farmers' Register, he is promoting the

agricultural improvement and general prosperity of his

country. A full, though not direct return may be

made to subscribers from suph aid. Various improve-

ments of tlie work are under consideration, and will

be made as soon as its increased income may permit

—

such as a more frequent use of engravings—more ex-

tended sources of information from foreign publica-

tions—the offering of premiums for experiments, &ic.

—the employment of competent persons to make per-

sonal examination, and prepare reports of well cultiva-

ted farms, or districts—and either increasing the size,

or lessening the price of the publication—all are ob-

jects in view, the attainment of which will depend on

a sufficiently augmented subscription list. There

would be nothing more interesting, or valuable, than the

publication of full and correct reports of the practices

of particular farms, or of larger districts, distinguished

for good husbandry—and the desire has never ceased,

to present something more of that kind than has been

done already This intention has been delayed only

because of the difficulty of employing competent tour-

ists and reporters, and the want of sufficient profits to

make adequate compensation for such valuable ser-

vices. The aid and the purse of the commonwealth
would be required, and ought to be given, to obtain full

and correct agricultural reports of the Tarious sections

of Virginia. Nevertheless, even by private and indi-

vidual efforts, it is hoped that some such materials may
be collected—some fragments exhibited as specimens

of the value of a general and complete report of the

agricultural practices, improvements, and resources o

the country.

Many public spirited individuals, who are not land

holders, have become subscribers to this work, who, of

course, can derive no direct profit from the publication.

But in the great majority of cases, its supporters are

practical farmers, or land holders—and for all such, the

assertion may be hazarded, that every one derives from

its contents a direct pecuniary return, at least equal to

his expense—and in many cases surpassing the cost an

hundredfold. If this view of the subject was fairly

taken, and the question of supporting the work could be

placed on this footing, nothing better would be want-

ing for its success: and no greater number of subscri-

bers need be coveted, than those who might (and

would, if they were readers,) derive as much instruc-

tion as would at least repay tlie value of their purchase

money.

At the close of a volume many withdrawals of sub-

scriptions must, of course, be expected. Of those

subscribers who may determine to withdraw their sup-

port, it is requested that they will make the annuncia-

tion as soon as possible—and at any rate not postpone

it until the commencement of another year of publica-

tion leaves them no such power. The requisition of a

timely notice of every discontinuance must be uni-

formly adhered to: and to this, as well as to every

other condition of the terms of publication the partic-

ular attention of subscribers is again earnestly request-

ed.

With this No., accounts will be sent to all persons

who are now indebted for two years' subscription.

The payments for subscriptions, have in general

been made with uncommon punctuality— and without

any solication by collectors, or otherwise, except the

sending of a bill to those only who had not paid for

the first year, after seventeen months from its com-

mencement. But while thanks are due to much the

greater number for their marked attention in this re-

spect, there are still more than 200 who have received

; the work from the commencement, without having aa

yet paid any thing for their subscription. Some of

these we know to be wealthy men, or otherwise of
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the most perfect responsibility, and in whom this

omission has been caused solely by forgetfulness of

such small matters—and perhaps there are very many

such who are not known. We shall be very unwilling

to act (but yet know not how to avoid it,) in the same

manner towards this class of debtors, and those persons

who subscribed "merely to encourage the work,"

without caring to read, or intending to pay for it. It

will be absolutely necessary to erase the names of all

who continue in arrears through two volumes, and

who are not known to be responsible debtors: and if

in so doing, we should include persons for v.hom that

measure was not required, and whom we should be

sorry to offend, they ought in justice to acquit us of

the blame, and take it to themselves. But whatever

reduction of our list may be made in this manner, even

should it prove a permanent diminution, it will leave

the publication more clear profit than heretofore, when

issuing to many more non-paying subscribers, who have

swelled the profit of the work only in appearance, and

diminished it in reality. The claims on the few and

widely scattered subscribers in other states, are mere-

ly debts of honor, not secured by any legal responsibil-

ity—for they are seldom worth collecting by law, and

must be generally lost, unless paid voluntarily.

INUNDATED LANDS OF LOUISIANA.

It is stated in the New Orleans Advertiser that

upwards of jive millions of acres of land in Lou-
isiana are subject to annual inundation, and that

that amount comprises about one-sixth of the en-

tire territory of the state. From the same paper

we learn that the gross amount of land under cul-

tivation docs not exceed forty thousand acres, the

annual product of which is about ten millions of

dollars, or an average of two hundred and fifty

dolhirs per acre. In view of these singular and
striking facts, the editor urges the necessity of
suitable efforts to reclaim the inundated lands, the

profits arising from which would, he contends, be
enormous.

FLORIDA COFFEE, NEITHER OKRA NOR COF-
FEE,

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Columbia, S. C. j^pril lOth, 1835.

I see by your Register for this month, a short
article on the Florida cofTee, the writer of which
presumes it to be okra seed. But he is mistaken:
it is neither okra nor coffee. Persons who have
had it prepared as coffee, tell me that it does not
taste much like coffee; but is, they think, richer,

and that the taste is such that it is probable people
would become fond of it. It was awkwardly
done in the person who sent a quantify of the seed
to this country for sale, that he did not send the
botanical name of the plant, nor a description of
it. As I have planted a little, I shall soon see
what it is. Although the price of the seed was
very high, ^2 per pound, it seems to have excited
here a great deal of curiosity, and I believe there
was not seed enough for the purchasers. It was
wrong also in the gentleman to have announced
it as coffee, giving to understand that it was an
annual species of^il; for it does not follow that,

because it is not coffee, it is without value, Avhicli

is an objection made by some persons. But is

coffee ihe only good thing of which a good morn-
ing and evening drink is made? Tea and choca-
late are not collee, and yet they are deservedly

held in high estimation, and why should there not

be another added—only call it by an a|)propriate

name. Should, however, this plant prove worth-
less as a substitute for coffee, if the gentleman'3
account of it be correct, and I have no reason to

doubt its being so, it may prove very beneficial in

a totally different interest. The plant is said to

grow in poor land, old cultivated land, (and I pre-

sume that it grows still better in rich soils,) that

it yields a very great abundance of foliage and
stems, and thereby returns to the ground more
than it takes from it. If it be so, we have found
what I have long considered a desideratum in ag-
riculture, viz: a plant to turn in the ground lor

manure, which cattle will not eat—for, as I know
by my own experience, if a plant intended for this

purpose is good fodder, it will be more likely to be
cut for the latter purpose, than buried for the for-

mer. I send you a few seeds of it that you or

some of your friends may try whether or not it

will grow well in your state. Pray send my old

friend H. B. Croom, a few of the seeds of the

Florida coffee, that he may see it is not okra. It

was not till I came to this part of my letter that I

found the communication was from Mr. Croom.

N. HERBEaiONT,

N. B. Okra or ocra seed is worthless as a sub-
stitute for coffee.

From the New York Farmer.

ON STOCK FOR THE DAIRY.*

Live stock, incidding horses, neat cattle, sheep,
and swine, is as important a subject as any to

which the farmer's attention can be directed.

That there are distinct breeds of various and pe-

culiar properties, which render them adapted to

the different purposes of labor and food; that all of
them under proper management, are susceptible oi

improvement; that by judicious crossing, compar-
atively new breeds may be formed, certain desira-

ble properties be extended, increased and propa-

gated, and what we deem defects or faults, reme-
died or entirely abolished, are points so well es-

tablished in respect to all the animal creation, so

entirely confirmed by experiments within the

knowledge of every man who has any pretentiona

to intelligence, that it would be idle to was'e one
word in attempting to establish them. That like

tends to produce hke, and that physical, intellec-

tual, and moral qualities are transmitted from the

sire to his offspring, are among those established

laws of nature Avhich common observation ascer-

certained long before science attempted to explore,

and teach their wide and universal operation; or

experiment, with unhesitating confidence ventured
practically to apply them.
The farmer who disdains or neglects these es-

tablished truths, or who fails to act upon them let

the sphere of his operations be as humble as it

may be, is blind to his true interest, and can lay

* The writer of this piece is the Rev. Henry Col-

man, one of most distinguished agriculturists of Mas-
sachusetts. Ed. Farm. Reg.
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no claims to his rank among the class of carelUl

and intelligent husbandmen. The attempts and
generous etlbrts, therefore, of these public spirited

men who have sought to avail themselves of the

long experience and extraordinary advances ol

older countries in the improvement of their domes-
tic animals, and with the most praiseworthy liber-

ality to spread these advantages among us, entitle

them to high regard, and justly place them among
the benefactors of the community.

It is with these views, with sentiments of grati-

tude and respect, that I have regarded the liberal,

and in many cases the entirely disinterested exer-

tions and expenditures of gentlemen in various

parts of our country, to introduce the best breeds
of neat cattle from abroad, and to extend their ad-

vantages as widely as possible; and it is with in-

effable contempt and disdain that I here the sneers

which the malignant, narrow-minded, and ill-bred,

cast upon such patriotic services, and to which 1

am sometimes compelled to listen. It cannot, how-
ever, be demanded, that we should hail every in-

novation as an improvement, or that we should
admit without ample inquiry, and the severe test

of actual experiment, and exact comparison, that

the introduction of any foreign breed of animals,
with a view to propagation must be an advantage.
This is a fiuestion of lair discussion, and one which
is to be settled, not by any imaginary or conjectural

standard—not by theories, however plausible—not
by mere guesses, or vague reports, unattested by
competent authority; but by direct examination
—by simple, authenticated, and incontrovertible

facts.

From the first time I ever saw one of the fine

animals of the Improved Durham Short Horns, I

have been an admirer of this beautiful race, not

only for the synunetry of form which they pre-

sent, but for the wonderllil success which has fol-

lowed the skill, perseverance, and enterprise of

those breeders, who have boldly attempted to form

and propagate a race of animals after their own
beau ideal of excellence. It has been my good
fortune to see many of the choicest specimens of

this noble race which have been brought into the

country, and of those which have been propagat-

ed from them since their arrival, at the cattle

shows at Brighton, Worcester, and Albany; in

the establishments of private individuals—at Sa-

lem, in the possession of E. H. Derby, Esq. to

whose care were entrusted the magnificent ani-

mals. Admiral, and Flora, sent as a present to the

country by Sir Isaac Coffin, whose munificence is

above all praise; at Col. Jacques', in Charlestown,

who had in his possession Cujlebs, and the match-
less bull Bolivar; at the late Mr. Williams', in

Chelsea, who had a numerous herd of them; at

Hon. John Wells', in Dorchester, who had sev-

eral valuable cows; at Gov. Lincoln's in Worces-
ter, who Avas justly proud of Denton's progeny; at

James D' Wolf's, Esq. in Bristol, whose cows
with their deep udders were magnificent; at Henry
Watson's, Esq., in Windsor, where I had the j)lea-

eure of seeing the celebrated bull, Wye-Comet;
at Charles H. Hall's, Esq. in Harlirm, whose
Short Horns, and whose Devons, a present from

the fine stock of-Mr. Coke, contended for the palm
of excellence; at Powelton, at the establishment of

the most liberal importer and most devoted advo-

cate of this fine race, whose admirable animals

were a perfect justification of tlie enthusiasm witli

Avhich he regarded them; at Albtmy, where be-
sides various fine specimens of the stock fi-om dif^

lerent individuals, (whose names, as I saw their
animals, but not their owners, only at a public
show, I shall be pardoned for not remembering,)
I had the gratification of seeing Mr. Van Rense-
laer's extraordinary bull of two years old, and Mr.
C. N. Bemcnt's imported cow, whose superior in
promise and general appearance I have never yet
seen; at Messrs. Percy's and Rogers', at Hoosic,
N. Y. whose stock is admirable, and have been
managed with great care; and at ifyde Park, at
the noble establishment of Dr. Hosack, where
without question, judging from the actual inspec-
tion of their yield of milk, as well as their general
appearance, I found the most numerous and finest

fiuiiily of Short Horn cows that I have seen, or
which, hklecd, I ever expect to see; and a bull

whose splendid form gave him a just right to pre-
side over such a seraglio.

Greatly, however, as these opportunities have
contributed to my personal gratification, I shall not
assume the character of a practised, or in any
measure a competent judge. I hold myself as no
other than a plain inquirer after truth; much as I

have admired their appearance, and delighted as I

have been with the encomiums which I have
heard ])assed upon them, and not doubting in any
case that great advantages are to result from their

introduction into the country—if no other, the
great one of seeing Avhat can be done in such
cases by human skill and perseverance—still I wait
anxiously for more fiicts before I make up myjudge-
ment as to the extent of these advantages, and in
what particular respects these advantages are to

be found. I am aware that I am approaching an
exciting subject; I recollect with sorrow the angry
collision into which two highly respectable gentle-

men were brought on this very matter, and the
fear of kindling again in others these slumbering,
may I not rather hope, these extinguishing fires,

has long deterred me from entering upon it. I

shall not willingly, however, provoke hostility; I

shall engage in no controversy. If there must
be contention among the short horns and the
long horns, let the cattle settle it among them-
selv^es. I go into the field unarmed, and as a non-
combatant.
There are various points yet to be settled in re-

spect to these cattle. Their early maturity, a most
valuable property, seems to be determined. That
they are great consumers is equally admitted.

Their general tendency to keep themselves in

high condition is not so well settled. In Brighton
market they do not sell so well as our native stock,

because, as it is believed there, (I have it from the

highest authority,) they do not prove as well

—

that is, do not have so much tallow. It is obvious

they can have had but iew samples for. trial, and
those not perhaps of the best kind; there must have
been very few indeed if any, of the pure blood.

But a matter which I deem of great importance,

especially to the northern section of the country,

is whether they are preferable to stock already to

be found among us for dairy purposes. Here it is

we want facts; exact, authentic, and well estab-

lished statements of the quantity and quality of
their milk; how much milk has been obtained from
tliem; how many pounds; how many quarts;

whether beer or wine measure; how much butter

and how much cheese has been obtained from
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them in a given time; and how at such times they
have been managed and fed: and as, in such a case

as this, the public advantage ought to be our only

object, and the truth muet in the end be equally im-
portant to all, we respectfully aek gentlemenj who
possess these fine animalS) to make these exper-

iments and examinations and fully report them;
that.if it should appear they are as valuable for

dairy purposes as has been represented, the agri-

cultural public may know what a blessing is with-

in their reach; but if it should be found that they are

not so productive as animals which hare long been
possessed among us, we may be induced to further,

by more judicious selection, and more faithl'ul and
liberal keeping, the improvement of our own native

stock.

The only decisive experiment, which has come
within my knowledge, is that of a . cow, called

Belina, owned by John H. Powell, Esq., Phila-

delphia, from whose milk, in three days in May,
1827, eight pounds thirteen ounces of butter were
obtained, which would be equal to twenty and
one-half pounds per week. This is an extraordi-

nary yield, but it will be perceived that it was a
"very short trial, and that it was only an individual

example. It were greatly to be wished that this

public spirited gentleman had given the public

liirther results of the same cow, and likewise the

results of similar experiments with others of his

noble animals. My own experience with this

stock has been singularly unforluate. I have
had seven of them, some full blooded and others

half blooded, from Ctelebs, Admiral, and Denton;
and, for the quantity and quality of their milk,

they have been very inferior, 1 had almost said

worthless, even under every advantage of keep-

ing and attention. I by no means, however,
consider my own experience as conclusive; as I

know some who have been more fortunate, and I

am myself determined upon tiirther trials.

In the absence of this desirable information re-

specting the produce of the improved Durham
short horns, I shall undertake to give some exam-
ples of the produce of our native stock, which are

well vouched, and many of which have come un-

der my own observation. They may serve at least

as matter of entertainment, if not of useful instruc-

tion.

1. A cow owned by C. Oakes, Danvere, Mass.,
1816.

In 1813, made 180 lbs. butter.

1814, " 300 " "
1815, « over 400 '« "
1816, « 484-1: « "

In one week this cow produced 19^ lbs. but-
ter, and averaged sixteen pounds per week
for more than three months.

2. A cow owned by Nourse, Salem, Mass.,
1824, and afterwards by Col. Pickering.

This cow made upwards of twenty pounds
one week, and averaged over fourteen
pounds per week for four months.

3. Cow Wheeler, Framingham, Mas., 1821.
Eleven pounds butter in one week. 13 beer

quarls at one milking.
4. Cow—N.Sanderson, Walthem, Mass., 1828.

Thirteen and one-half pounds butter per
week through the season, on an average.

6. Cow—John Barre, Salem, Mass., 1823.
Average yield for two hundred and sixty eight

days, 105 beer quarte per day.

6. Cow--John Stone, Marblehead, Mass., 1823.

From June to October, averaged eleven
pounds of butter per week.

7. Cow—Luke Fiske, Waltham, Maes., 1824.

Made 12 pounds butter per week.
8. Cow—Geo. H. Hardy, Waltham, Mass.,

1826.

Average, for four months, eleven pounds and
three quarters per week.

9. Cow-Rer. Jno. White, Dedham, Mass., 1826.

Gave 12 pounds butter six weeks in succes-

sion—one week 12 lbs. 13 oz.—3 months
averaged 10^ lbs. per week—gave 18 qts.

milk per day at times.

10. Co\f—N. Pierce, Salem, Mass., 1826.

3,.528j (jts. milk per year—nearly 10 qts, per

day.
11. Cow—Jas. Robbins, Watertown, Mass.,

1827.

May and June, from 10 to 13 lbs. butter per

week.
12. Cow—Ralph Haskins, Dorchester, Mass.,

1827.

18 qts. per day—average 14 to 15 qts. Before
grass lijed in April, the cream of two days-

made 2f lbs. butter, and was made fiotn

2 1-16 qts. of cream. Two or three mi-
nutes in churning.

13. Two cows—Rev. John Phenix, Chicopee,
Mass., 1828.

For several weeks averaged 20 lbs. per week,
beside what milk and cream were used h%

the family.

14. Cow—E. Harris, Moorstown, N. J., 1829.-

32 qts; per day—supposed wine qts.—feed,

good pasturage.

15. Cow—Jeremiah Stickney, Rowley, Mass...

1829.

19 qts. daily—calf, at six weeks old, 196 lbs.

gain 2 3-7 Iba. per day.
16. Cow—W. Chase, Somerset, R. I., 1831.

Most of the season 20 qts. of milk daily

—

averaged nearly 14 lbs. of butter per week
during the eetison—120 lbs. made in ten
weeks.

17. Cow—-Israel Graves, Northampton, Mass.,
1830.

Four years old—one week, 13 lbs. 9 oz»

butter.

18. Cow—Isaac Osgood, Andover, Mass., 1831.

17 quarts milk per day—50 lbs. butter in the

month of June.
19. Cow—L. Hosmer, Bedford, Mass., 1830.

14 lbs. of butter per week.
20. Heifer—2-3 years old—L. Hasscltine, Haver-

hill, Mass.
14 lbs. of butter one week—182 lbs. in 10^

days.

21. Cow—Saml. Noah, Danvers, Mass., 1831.

In 148 days from 2d May, gave 587^ gallons.

milk—more than four gallons per day beer
raea.sure.

22. Cow—Timothy Flanders, Haverhill, Mass.,
1832.

From 20th April to 22nd September, besides

46^ gallons milk for family use, made 163
lbs. 4 oz. butter.

1 23. Four cows—Jesse Putnam, Danvers, Mass.,
r 1830.

Averaged more than 200 lbs. butter each, in
the season—highly fed.
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24. Six cowa—J. Curtis, Marblehead, Mass.,
1830.

Average over 181 lbs. butter each, witliout

extra feed.

25. Cow—S. Sergeant, Stockbridge, Mass., 1831.

From 8th April, 1828, 321 days, 381 lbs. 6 oz.

IGth '• 1829, 284 " 298 lbs. 1 oz.

5th " 1830, 306 " 318 lbs. 10 oz.

911 days, 943 lbs. 1 oz.

The above is exclusive of 25 lbs. 9 oz. made
while fattening 3 calves, and furnishing a
fiimily of four persons wilh milk and cream.

26. Cow— VV. Dickinson, Deerfield, Mass., 1830.

One week, 14 lbs.—first eight weeks after calf

was taken away, made 96 lbs. Six quarts

of milk made one pound of butter.

27. Cow—H. G. Newcomb, Greenfield, Mass.,
1830.

From March 27th to May 25th, made 100

pounds of" butter, and reserved 160 quarts

of milk.

In 14 days, made 29 p^ lbs. of batter.

28. Cow—D. Wait, Greenhcid, Mass., 1830.

In one fortnight made 25 lbs. of butter.

In May, 1832, she produced in one week 15^
lbs. of butter. Average daily weight of
milk, 37 lbs. Measured one day 26 beer
quarts.

29. Two cows Hart, Shelburne, Mass., 1834.

Besides milk and butter used for a family of
3 persons, they sold from these two cows
last season upwards of 400 lbs butter—feed,

grass only. In June, she made in one
week 23 lbs.—one week 25 lbs.—one week
28 lbs.

30. Cow Barrett, Northampton, Mass., 1830.

This cow milked, for one fortnight, every

eight hours—at each milking has yielded a

pailful holding ten quarts—the weight of

the milk averaging daily 49^ lbs. Her
milk has yielded daily 2 lbs. 5 oz. butter

—

making 32 lbs. 6 oz. in 14 days. From
one milking alone 1 lb. 6 oz. were made,
which will give 4 lbs. 2 oz. of butter in one
day from one cow—the butter was of a su-

perior quality, and brought a high price in

this market.

—

Northampton Courier, March
1833.

31. Cow owned in New London, Conn., yielded

10 quarts milk per day for 14 successive

months.
For the 30th example I have only the authority

quoted, which I have no reason to doubt. Most
of the others have been authenticated under oath;

and most of the cows and owners I have seen.

I have already, Mr. Editor, extended this com-
munication to an inordinate length. I shall leave

it for the present, without farther comment; and
only add, in behalf of myself and the whole agri-

cultural public, that the respected and liberal gen-
tlemen, owners of the improved Durham stock

will confer a great obligation, and add to their

patriotic services, if they will favor the public

with as exact and full statements, from their own
actual experiments, of the dairy produce of their

beautiflil and valuable animals.

H. C.

Meadowbaiiks, Feb. 8th, 1835.

Vol. 11—62

THE QUANTITY OF WOOD REQUIRED TO BURN
LIME.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Register.

A^eio Kent, March Ath, 1835.

In the 1st Vol. and 1st No. of the Farmers'
Register there is an article headed "Memoranda
of cultivation and iniprovement practised by
Fielding Lewis, Esq. of Weyanoke," to which my
attention has been particularly called, by the in-
formation it gives on the subject of liming, and
the burning of shells. I have put up se\eral kilna

this spring, and the quantity of wood prepared for

them was ascertained by reference to the quantity
said to have been used by Mr. Lewis. In every
case, I found I had more wood than could be
placed in the kilns, if I observed the directions of
Mr. L. This has caused me to re-examine the
statement made in these memoranda relative to

the kiln of 100 hhds. of shells, and unless I am
greatly deceived, there is an important error as to

the quantity of wood. The kiln is said to have
been "17 feet by 17 leet—and 9 liiet high, inside

measure, and ten cords ^besides three of kin-

dling wood,) were used in ourning it." Now sir,

will you be so obliging as to tell me whether it is

possible to put ten cords of woolI and 100 hhds. of
shells in that space? And whether the 77 inches

allowed for the shells would contain 100 hhds?
It is probable the layers of shells were thicker

than Mr. L. supposed. But I think that more
than six cords of wood (except for kindling,)

could scarcely have been consumed in such a kiln.

My object is simply to call your attention to it,

that you may correct any material error on this

important subject.

J. s.

[Mr. Lewis, though noted for his accuracy, might

have made some mistalce in the quantities which he

stated—and if so, J. S. has had, in actual trials, better

means than we could brine;, to establish the error. But

without such trial, the calculation of the space occupied

b}' the wood and shells separately, will not show what

space they would require when placed in alter-

nate layers—and for this reason: In measuring corded

wood, the hollow spaces are counted as much as the

solid wood: but when disposed in thin layers, most of

these hollows would be filled with the shells. The
openings between the logs forming the pen (not inclu-

ded in the inside measure of 17 feet) would also take

many cubic feet of shells. Besides—the space left

below the kiln, of a foot in depth, was filled with the

kindling wood—and possibly was added to after the

fire commenced.]

REMARKS ON THE DIFFERENT SPECIES OF
COTTON.

To the Editor of Uie Farmers' Register.

I sent you lately some remarks on Mr. Spald-

ing's article on the diflercnt species of cotton cul-

tivated in the United States. These were stated

to be three in number. 1. The Green Seed Cot-

ton ( Gussypiuni herOaccian. ) 2. The Mexican
Cotton (O. hirsiitum.) 3. The Sea Island Cot-

ton ( G. barbadcnse?) A fourth species may now
be added, the nankeen cotton from China, whi(di ia

now beginning to be cultivated by a ihw persons;
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in Georgia. The seed are scarce, and it will prob-

ably be some years before it is produced in abun-

dance. Indeed it is probable that the market ne-

ver will require a great quantity of it.

I lei'l a curiosity to know what species ofcotton

it is which is now cultivated in Ea;ypt, and wheth-
er it is prejiared for market by the suw-giii I I

perceive by the Liverpool price currents, that the

Egyptian cotton ranks next to our sea islands, and
much above our upland cotton. This leads me to

suppose that it is not the G. herbaceum, (which
however has been long cultivated in Syria and the

Levant,) and I know not what other species it

may be. It" any of your correspondents, either in

this country, or in Europe, can give information

on this point, I sliould be glad if he would commu-
nicate it through the Register. It would al.so be

desirable to procure some of the seed of the Egyp-
tian cotton and have it tried in some of the south-

ern states. Our consul at Marseilles might pro-

cure the seed from Alexandria, and ship them to

the United States.*

In my remarks on Mr. Spalding's article on cot-

ton, I have given the specific characters of the

gossypium barbadense. It may be well to add, as

an appendix to my remarks, the characters of all

the species then mentioned, as tarnished by the

Encyclopaedia of Plants—as Ibllows:

1. " Gossypium herbaceum, [green seed cotton.]

Native country. East Indies—leaves 5 lobed, 1

glandular beneath: lobes round niucronate, Invol.

serrate, stem smooth."
2. "G. hirsutum, [Mexican and Petit Gulf,]

South America—upper leaves undivided cordate;

lower 3-5 lobed with 1 gland beneath: branches
and petioles hirsute."

3. "C?. barbadenss [sea island cotton?] liarba-

does—upper leaves 3 lobed; lower 5 lobed with 3
glands beneath; stem smoothish."

4. " G. arboreum, [tree cotton,] East Indies

—

leaves 5 lobed palmate; upper 3 lobed with 1 gland
beneath, Inv. tern. Cal. with 3 glands at base."

II. B. CROOM.

EGYPTIAN COTTON.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

In my remarks on Mr. Spalding's essay on
cotton, I said—"It may be doubted whether Mr.
S. is correct in supposing that the wool of the Sea
Island cotton becomes less fine when carried south
of the St. Mary's."
This doubt I must now retract, subsequent in-

quiry having satisfied me that the cotton of the
West Indies is not so fine as that of the Sea
Islands of Georgia and South Carolina, though
produced, as I suppose, from the same plant.

In an article in a late periodical, purporting to

be an abstract of a lecture on the natural history

of the cotton plant, delivered in London by a Mr.
Aikin, it is stated that the wool of the Egyptian
cotton is long, fine, and silky, and that it has
lately "been improved by the introduction of the
seeds of the Sea Island cotton." How is this to

be understood? That the Sea Island cotton has
superseded that which was before cultivated?—or

* We have made an attempt to gratify our corres-

pondent's wish to obtain cotton seed from Egypt,

which we hope will be successful.

—

Ed.

does the lecturer mean that it has been crossed on
the other? But hybrid plants as well as hybrid

aninjals are, I believe, generally barren.

A ditleronce, however, should be noted between
varieties of the same species, and hybrids, which
result from the mingling of ditl'erent species.

II. B. CROOM.
3Iarch, 1835.

IIOXEY LOCUST AND MOUNTAIN LOCUST.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Kegistef.

* * * The Honey Locust (Gle-

ditschia) is native in the alluvial portions of Vir-

ginia and the Carolinas. The White or Moun-
tain Locust (Robinia pseudacasia) I think, is not.

Its native position is on the Allegany Mountains;
but it has been so much disseminated by trans-

plantation, as probably to lead you into an error in

this respect. If I am wrong, the error is common
to »1 the writers on the botany of North America.
I have seen it in great profusion on the ridges of

the Allegany Mountains; but I do not remember
to have seen it any where native in the low or

level countrj'.

II. B, C.

[With the great deference which is due from us,

confessedly ignorant of botany as we are, to the opin-

ions of one who possesses much knowledge on that

subject, we must still doubt the correctness of the in-

formation which our correspondent has received as to

both these trees. The honey locust is so rarely seen in

lower Virginia, except near dwellings, that it has there-

fore been supposed to be a foreign tree. But if this

opinion is incorrect, we can scarcely be mistaken in

supposing the other locust, which is called by the va-

rious and contradictory names of white, yellow, or

black locust, to be a native tree. In this neighbor-

hood, the general and long established name is "wild

locust"—which of itself is some evidence of its being

indigenous. But the mistake of botanists (if in this

matter they are mistaken) is probably caused by this

tree being almost never seen growing naturally

on any soils except a class that are very scarce in

lower Virginia—that is, such as contain a notable

proportion of calcareous earth, or lime in some form.

In this county, it would be impossible to find a locust

growing naturally, a mile from James River, and per-

haps, for many miles southward. But on steep river

banks, and in deep ravines, where the beds of shell

marl, or other calcareous matters have affected the soil,

this tree is one of the most vigorous, and rapid in

growth, and so general and abundant in the places least

touched by the labors of man, that it is scarcely pos-

sible that it could have been introduced from a distant

region.

The locust is not the only tree so strictly limited to

our few soils containing lime, as to be scarcely known

to many residents of our country. A respectable

farmer who had moved from Surry county to Ken-

tucky, described to us the papaw, as a growth peculiar

to that region, and which he had never heard of in

Virginia. Yet he had lived 40 years within 20 miles

of James River, where, on the rich calcareous hill-sides,

the papaw grows and bears its fruit well, and exhibits
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the peculiar characters which so strongly attracted this

gentleoian's notice afterwards in Kentucky.]

PUOGRES.S OF THK MANUFACTURE OF OIL
FROM RAPK IN FRANCE.*

Extract from a Report of a committee to the Agricul-
tural Society of Caen.

Translated for tlie Farinprs' Roijister from the ^nn-ales dc V^$-
riculture Francuxsc of Dec. 1834.

The manufacture of oil from rape seed has ren-

eJ such great services to the agriculture of the de-

partment, that it deserves to have a distinguished

place m the annals of the industry of Calvados.
Oil mills have multiplied; the culture of rape
is extended; and the cultivators find a ready mar-
ket lor this commodity, which is a valuable re-

source for them; especially in years when corn is

low, and the sale of horses is unprofitable. Honor
then to him who has endowed our country with
this branch of industry! Honor to the family of Le
Cavalier, which first set it on foot and sustained it!

They have deserved much from agriculture.

About 22,000 hectolitres of rape seed are made in

the department, which we may suppose to be the

product of 11,600 hectares of all qualities of land

fit to be put under this culture. The oil cake
which cultivators purchase of the manuliicturers

of oil, procures for them the addition of manure
which the culture of rape makes necessary. The
stalk.s and stems of this plant serve lor fuel in the

plain, where wood is scarce and dear; or, they may
be converted into manure. In this way all the pro-

ducts of the rape may be turned to the profit of

agriculture. Forty oil mills are at work in the de-

partment, which furnish every year more than
5G,000 casks (barriques) of oil, containing 100 ki-

logrammes each. Of this number, 37 are worked
by water, and 3 by steam. The Ibrmer are situa-

ted on many of the rivers which water the depart-

ment. The waters of many of them are reduced

by drought considerably towards the end of sum-
mer. The work of the mills diminishes in pro-

portion, and sometimes even ceases for a while.

The three moved by steam, are situated at Caen,
or at a little distance from the town. The oldest

is that of M. Foucamberge, who established it

near the suburbs of Maladrerie. He design-

ed it at first to grind corn; but being unable to

overcome the usages and prejudices of the coun-

try, he abandoned this kind of industry and sub-

stituted the manufacture of oil. This good exam-
ple was followed by M. Larue-Elie, who obtain-

ed a steam engine from the cotton mills of the Ur-

sulines, and established an oil manufactory at

Mondeville, to which he has joined a manufacture

of animal black. The third mill is the one which
M. Tillard has recently established in the middle

of the town, near the port. This estimable man-
ufacturer has neglected nothing to make it as per-

fect as possible. More than half of the oil is pu-

rified before its exportation. There are six estab-

lishments there, in which purifying alone is car-

ried on. All are situated in the town of Caen.

Some manufacturers only purify their own oil.

Five manufacturers and three refiners have ex-

posed samples of their produce—the former are

M. M. Danjou, Tillard, Pierre, Le Cavalier, Marc

Elie and Levard; the latter are M. M. Eudes, Ni-
colas le Cavalier and Frederic le Cavalier. The oil

of the manufactures of Calvados has, in commerce,
a merited preference; but it would have been im-
possible for your committee to make a distinction in

the quality of the oils of each of these manufac-
turers: it is then on other grounds that you ought to

place your judgement. M. Levard has introduced
the manufacture of" oil in the arrondissement of
Vire. M. Marc Elie has used in his manufacture
(situated at Laize-la-Ville) mill stones of granite
to crush the seed. M. Pierre le Cavalier also uses
these mill stones, and sustains the well merited
reputation which his family has enjoyed lor so long
a time; tliey obtained a medal at the exhibition of
1806. M. Tillard established in the town a mag-
nificent oil manuliicture, remariuible for its steam
engine of 16 horse-power, which serves to break
and bruise the grain with heavy vertical mill stonea

of granite, to stir the seed in the stoves, and to

squeeze out the oil by hydraulic presses. M. Dan-
jou has many establishments: he manufactures a
large quantity of oil, and purifies a part of it. M,
Eutles purifies more oil than any one of them.

* See an account of rape oil, and the value of the

rape crop at page 646 Vol. I. Farm. Reg.

EXTRACTS FROM A REPORT ON THE AGRI-
CULTURE OF EAST AND WEST FLANDERS.

By the Rev. Thomas Radcliff.

Culiivatiun of Flax, and application of Liquid
Manure.

In addition to those crops in some part of the

district,* particularly in the line between Woomen
and Ypres, magnificent crops of rape are cultiva-

ted, and are relied on as a sure and profitable re-

turn.

Flax is also a crop upon which their best indus-

try is bestowed, and their careful preparation of

the soil is scarcely to be surpassed by that of the

neatest garden. This preparation, is as follows:

the field intended for the flax, after two or three

ploughings and harrowings, is backed up iii the

centre, and ploughed round in but one set, so as to

leave it without any furrow. The heavy roller is

drawn across the ploughing by three horses, the

liquid manure is then spread equally over the en-

tire surface, and when well harrowed in by eight

or nine strokes of the harrow, the seed is sown,

which is also harrowed in by a light harrow with

wooden pins of less than three inches, and the sur-

face, to conclude the operation, is again carefully-

rolled. Nothing can exceed the smoothness and
cultivated appearance of fields thus accurately

prepared. The manure universally used for this

crop demands particular notice—it is termed liquid

manure, and consists of the urine of cattle, in

which rape-cake has been dissolved, and in which
the vidanges conveyed from privies of the adjoin-

inc towns and villages, liave also been blended.

This manure is gradually collected in subterra-

neous vaults of brickwork at the verge of the farm

next to the main road. Those receptacles are

(generally forty feet long by fourteen wide, and

seven or eight feet deep, and in some cases are

contrived with the crown of the arch so much
below the surface of the ground, as to admit the

plough to work over it. An aperture is left in the

The Southwestern part of Belgium, adjoining

French Flanders.
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Bide, through whicli the manure is received from

the curt by means of a slioot or trough, and at

one end an opening is Iclt to bring it up again, by
means of a teniporarj' pump, which delivers it

cither into carts or tonneaus.*

In tills manner it is carried to the field, and one

or other luode adopted, according to tlie distance.

Where the cart plies, the manure is carried in a

great sheet called a voile, closed at the corners by
running strings, and secured to the four uprights

of the cart: two men, standing one on each side

ol" tlie cart, scatter it with hollow shovels upon
tlic rolled ground—or where the tonneaus are made
use of, each is carried by two men with poles, and
set down at equal intervals across the field in the

line of the rolling. There are two sets of vessels,

which enable the men, who deposite the loaded

ones, to bring back the others empty. One man
to each vessel, with a scoop, or rather a kind of

bowl with a long handle, spreads the manure, so

as to cover a certain space; and thus, by preserv-

ing the intervals correctly, they can precisely

guage the quantity for a given extent of surface.

For the flax crop they are profuse, and of this li-

quid mixture in this part of the country they usu-

ally allow 400 hectolitres (in which 3000 rape-

cakes have been dissolved,) to the bonnier, which
is at the rate of 2480 gallons beer measure to the

Engli.sli acre. As a similarity of practice prevails

In that part of No. III. which resembles this in

soil, we shall proceed to that district.

DIVISION NO. III.

Boundaries, Soil, general Produce, and notations.

This division is bounded on the north by Win-
pie, St. Eloy and llulste; on the east by the river

Lys to Courtraj^; on the south by French Flanders,

and on the west by a line to the east of Rous-
eelaer and Zandvoorde. Its chief places are

Courtray, Menin, Wervike, and Dadizeele.
The soil of the southern part of this division is

very nearly of the same quality as that of the for-

mer; but the remaining part is more sandy. It is

a division, however, in great repute, as to its cul-

tivation: its chief produce, wheat, flax, rye, pota-
toes, oats, and rape-seed. Its secondary produce,
buck-wheat, turnips, clover. Its natural meadows,
on the banks of the river, yield a fine quality of
hay. The country is here more open; the farms
larger, the plantations fewer; sufficient, however,
for ornament and utility.

On the eastern side of this division is the farm
of Vollandre, belonging to a man of the name of
Bogaert, of about 200 English acres in extent,
which being on a great scale for Flanders, is wor-
thy of notice, and especially as marking the gen-
eral practice of that quarter. This beautiful area
of cultivation is laid out as to its crops, in parallel

lines, perpendicular to a road without fence, which
pervades the entire, and commands both sides for

all farming purposes. The contour is that of a
rich garden, the effect of industry and manure; for

the soil is such as, in our countries, we should hold
in disesteem, viz. a light-grey loam strongly im-
pregnated with sand; yet the following crops are
produced from it in the best perfection:

1. Rape, with urine and rape-cake.

* The tonneau resembles a beer barrel, and contains
176 litres, about .38 gallons English.

2. Wheat or rye, with dung,
3. Rye and clover, without manure,
4. Clover, with ashes,

5. Wheat, with urine,

6. Turnips, with dung and urine,

7. Oats, without manure,
8. Flax with abundant manure;

viz. bruised rape-cake 5000 cakes to the bonnier,

about 1 ton 6| cwt. to the English acre, or of li-

quid manure, (denominated court graisse,J 400
hectolitres to the bonnier (as in No. III.,) about
2480 gallons to the English acre.

Culture and advantages of Rape.

Rape-seed is an object of such agricultural mo-
ment in Flanders, and so well adapted to the gen-
erality of the soil of Ireland, (particularly to those

parts which are as yet unreclaimed, but which,
through the medium of this valuable seed, might
be converted with profit, into a state of cultivation

and fertility,) that it was satisfactory to learn, and
from so good a practical authority as this farmer,

the precise value of his crop at the time of our
conversation. His produce was 40 sacks, or 50
hectolitres per bonnier, which is 14f hectolitres, or

about five quarters to the English acre. His crop
sold by the sack for 39 francs, which would be
about the rate of £ 18 10s. per English acre at

par.

Exclusive of the manure, viz. 2000 rape-cakes
and sixty-four carts of liquid manure to the bon-
nier, which is estimated at £19 being about £5
10s, by the English acre, the remaining cost is

that of two ploughings and about 80 men employ-
ed in manuring, transplanting, Aveeding, earthing,

pulling, and thrashing, the crop; which by the
English acre, may altogether be estimated at

about £ 1 12s. The plants are valued at 10s., eo
the account would stand thus:

£. s. d.

Gross amount of rape-seed, per English
acre, - - - 18 10

£ s. d.

Manure, in value, - 6 10

Ploughing, and labor, - 1 12
Rape plants, - - 10

£7 12

Profit* per English acre.

7 12

£10 18

* It is well that the culture of this plant is beginning
to extend itself in Ireland, and that ample encourage-
ment is exhibited upon the farm of Mr. Samuel Gar-
nett, nearKells, in the county of Meath, reclaimed by
his skill and industry from an absolute marsh, and with-
out any manure except the surface ashes, producing the

most luxuriant crops. His first essay, of about eight
acres, yielded 17 barrels per acre, and sold at 41s. per
barrel, making £34 17s. per Irish acre. In the last

autumn he prepared 38 acres of transplanted rape,

which promised still better than that of the former year,

but was not so productive, and he has now upon the

same farm 45 acres for the ensuing crop, sown broad-

cast, and 3 feet in height in most parts of it, in the

month of November.
This reclaimed marsh had been from time immemo-

rial inundated, except from the summer months, when
it was merely applicable to horses and young cattle.

By taking the proper levels, and sinking the river at a
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It is nffrecable, in an no;ricultural inquiry, to

bring any thing to a specific point, and this Ik the
result of the practice upon a well-managed farm,
in 1817, where manure is always dear, from the
great demand, and at a time that rape-seed hap-
pened to be low—nevertheless, a very fair return

appears, even at^er the payment of rent and taxes;

the rent of this farm being at the rate of 24s., and
the taxes at that of 6s. 8d. by the English acre;

which leaves a net profit upon each of £9 7s. 4d.

But the Flemish farmer is not always satisfied with
the profit on the seed. Oil-mills abound in such
numbers throughout this country, that he is gen-
erally the nianulacturer of what is necessary for

his home consumption, and not unfrequently lor

sale. The expenses of the oil-mill in its construc-

tion and management, the proprietors make a mys-
tery of; but the profit must be very considerable, as is

well known by the farmers who manufacture lor

themselves. Some establishments of this nature,

formed in the reclaimable bogs and mountains oi'

Ireland, would shortly spread the cultivation of
this profitable seed, which in many places can be
grown without manure, but generally on the burnt
Burface of the ground to be reclaimed; and by its

own refuse, (of cakes from which the oil has been
expressed,) capable of renewing the soil which
has produced it, and of preparing it for other
crops. In mountainous tracts, where limestone is

not to be found, but where frecpient mill-sites oc-

cur, it might prove an admirable succedaneum as

a manure, and act as a profitable improvement in

every branch of its process.

It is but seldom managed in our countries as in

Flanders, but is sometimes there sown, as with us,

broad-cast. The general and approved method
is however, by trans|:)lanting, Avhich they alledge,

and apparently with great justice, to have many
advantages: one, that the seed-bed occupies but a
email space, whilst the land which is to carry the

general crop is bearing corn. By having the

plants growing, they have time to harvest their

corn, to plough and manure the stubble intended

ibr the rape, which they put in with the dibble, or

the plough, from the latter end of September to

the second week of November, without appre-
hending any miscarriage.

The seed-bed is sown in August, and even to

the middle of September. In October, or sooner,

the stubble is ploughed over, manured, and plough-
ed again. The plants are dibbled in the seams
of the ploughing, (each furrow-slice being twelve
inches broad,) and are set out at twelve inches dis-

tance in the rows. Instead of dibbling upon the
second ploughing, in many cases they lay the

j)lants at the proper distances across the furrow,

and as the plough goes forward, the roots are co-

vered, and a woman follows to set them a little up,

and to give them firmness in the ground, where
necessary. Immediately after the frost, and again
in the month of April, the intervals are weeded
and hand-hoed, and the earth drawn up to the

plants, which is the last operation till the harvest.

It is pulled rather green, but ripens in the stack; it

is thrashed without any particular management;
but the application of the haulm or straw, is a

considerable cost, Mr. Garnett has set a spirited exam-
ple of industry, and now begins to reap the advantage

'

of his enterprise.

matter of new and profitable discovery: it is burn-

ed for ashes, as manure, which are fiiund to be so

liighly valuable beyond all other sorts which have
been tried, that tiiey bear a price as three to one
above the other kinds, and it is considered, that

upon clover, a dressing of one-third less of these

is amply sufficient.

The Urine Cistern.

The rape crop has been dwelt upon as one
suited to our countries, and extremely prized in

Flanders; but how much more valuable to us,

whose soil demands not such abundant and ex-
pensive manure. The urine cistern, (fr-om which,
in this district, the rape crop is manured,) is con-
structed to contain any given quantity, and is con-
tracted for by the bricklayers (finding materials)
at one franc (or 20 sols of France) per tonneau,
of 38 gallons English. The usual capacity of
the vault, as adopted on the fiirm of Vollandre, ia

for 1000 tonneaux, (cost about £45 British,)

which quantity for the rape crop will manure little

more than two bonniers, or about seven English
acres. But the cistern under the stables is nearly

of double size: ft*om this the exterior cistern is

filled, and between both, the farmer can fairly

count upon manuring in the best manner six bon-
niers, or twenty-one English acres; or perhaps
two bonniers in addition, of crops which do not

require so much manure. The whole of this

quantity (exclusive of farm-yard dung, ashes,

composts, &c.) IS produced by ei»rht horses, and
thirty-six head of cattle, housed winter and sum-
mer in well constructed stables, increased by the
adventitious aid of the rape cake, and the vidanges

from the privies. In a cistern of" 1000 tonneau.x,

it is not unusual to dissolve from 2000 to 4000
rape cakes of two pounds each; indeed neither in-

dustry nor expense is spared for the collection of
manure, as upon that depend the produce and fer-

lility of a naturally bad soil. The farmer who fails

to make those exertions, is sure to be left in the

background.
In "the immediate vicinity of this well culti-

vated fiirm, one of a very difl'erent aspect pre-

sents itself: upon inquiring the cause, you are
told of the proprietor, "II n'aime pas les bons-

bons''''—the exulting term for their favorite ma-
nure.

The cistern is for the most part formed under
the range of stables, from each stall of which the

urine is conducted to a common grating, through
which it descends into the vault; ti-om thence it is

taken up by a pump: in the best regulated, there

is a partition in the cistern, with a valve to admit
the contents of the first space into the second, to

be preserved there free from the later acquisition,

age adding considerably to its efficacy.

This species of manure is relied on beyond any
other, upon all the light soils throughout Flanders,

and even upon the strong lands (originally so rich

as to preclude the necessity of manure,) is now
coming into great esteem, being considered appli-

cable to most crops, and to all the varieties of
soil.

May we not then press it upon the notice of
fiirmers of the British empire? In England and
Scotland it is little known; in Ireland not at all.

Where farm-offices are to be erected, the addition-

al cost of forming them upon vaults, and regula-

ting the flagging or pavement, so as to supply
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those vaults, would be soon repaid by the advan-
tage of the best kind of manure, which at i)resent

is universally suffered to flow away in waste.

Even to offices already built, an exterior cistern

might be added; but it is essential that it should be

secure iron) the admission ot" rain, or any other

water.

The collection made in the winter months
would be a great source of fertility; but il" once
connected with a regular soiling system, the

increase would embrace an infinitely wide ex-
tent.

By an extensive cultivation of rape, and by the

general establishment of these cisterns; to what
])itch of improvement and produce might not the

light lands ol Great Britain and Ireland be speedi-

ly advanced? If it be a practical fact, that upon
the farm of Vollandre, the urine of 44 head of

cattle, with the aid of 12000 rape cakes of two
pounds each, is sufficient to manure in the best

manner twenty-one English acres, the proprietor

of a rape mill, w'ho could house double that num-
ber of cattle, might venture on the improvement
of an extensive tract, with every prospect of suc-

cess. But the addition of the rape cake is only

for those who have the material in possession, or

are able to jnirchase it; even without it, the liquid

manure is highly efficacious, but will not spread
so far, or be so ])ermanent; the cost, however, is

only that of providing a suitable cistern; and if

the mention now made of this practice, shall here-

alter appear to have been the means of introducing

it into our countries, it niay have eventually ren-

dered the cause of agriculture no inconsiderable

gerviae,

UBPOJiT ON THE MULBiniRY OF THE PHILIP-
PINES, (Moras cuculluta.*

)

Made to the Academy of Dijon, by one of its mem-
bers, Mr. TiLLOY, of the Medical Jury of the de-

partment of Cote d'Or, (August 1S34.)

Translated for the Farmers' Register, from the Aunales de VJl^-
riculture Fiancaisc,

In 1831, I had the honor of making a report to

the Academy on a memoir which had been ad-
dressed to it by M. Bonalbus. The culture of

mulberries on meadows, and the introduction of a
new species of mulberry, were the subject of this

memoir. At that time 1 only gave an account of

the work, not having the means to repeat the ex-

periments which were relative to it. Since, the

Academy has owed to the extreme kindness of M.
Bonalbus the sending of a score of mulberry trees

from the Philippines. These are they which have
assisted my attempts to make plain the advantages
which they present over the other species of mul-
berry.

As the author of the memoir had mentioned,
the shoots of this midberry increase from six to

seven feet in one year, the leaves are rapidly de-

veloped, many of them being from ten to twelve
inches in length, and from eight to ten in breadth.

Besides, it has the great advantage of being in-

*The plant described above, under a different name,

(both common and botanical) is tliat known in this

couiitry as the Chinese Mulberry, (^morus inuUicaidis.)

—Ed.' Farm. Reg.

creased by slips, and from the large size of its leaves

we will admit with M. Bonalbus, that five thou-
sand slips of this mulberry would be equal to one
hundred thousand plants of the common white
mulberry. Since these mulberry trees have been
planted, there has not been weather sufficiently

cold to assure us that they could stand it: but the

experiments of M. Bonalbus leave no doubt in

this respect. The good quality of the leaves can-
not be disputed, after the confidence which one
ought to grant to the author, and after the expe-
riments we have made, an account of which we
are going to give you.

In the same situation, and in the same tempera-
ture, five hundred silk worms have been raised on
tlfe common white mulberry, and five hundred on
the mulberry of the Philipj)ines. The time of the
raising was of the same duration; 15 pounds of
the leaves of the white mulberry, and 15 pounds
of the nmlberry of the Philippines were sufficient

for both. The labor of the silk worms being over,

the cocoons were weighed: 384 cocoons of the
worms fed on the mulberry of the Philippines
weighed one pound, while it took 420 of the others

for the same weight: both gave two ounces of
very fine silk from a pound of" cocoons. The only
difference that has been remarked, was, that in

winding the cocoons furnished by the worms fed

on the mulberry of the Philipj)ine, no threads

were broken, which was not the case with the

others. This is a proof of the superior quality of
the silk of the first.

It is then clearly proved that this mulberry has
a real advantage over the other species. They
give a larger quantity cf leaves, cocoons heavier,

and richer in silk of the best quality.

If" M. Perrotfet has rendered a great service to

this branch of industry by the introduction of this

species of mulberry, M. Bonafous has made that

service effectual by his care to multi|dy tbe plant,

to spread it, and to make all its advantages known.

PROPAGATION OF THE CHINESE BlULBERRY.

Translated for the Farmers' Eesister from the Somnairr. dcs se-

ances, i^c. of January 7, 1835.

M. Valmorin reads an extract of a letter from
M. Maupoil, a Frenchman settled at Dolo, in

Lombardy, relating 1o the rearing of silk worms
in 1834, by means of the mulberry of tlie Philip-

pines. It appears from this letter, that in 1834
the rearing of silk worms on these leaves has suc-

ceeded as well as in 1833, or as well as it was pos-

sible to desire. It also is there stated, that M.
Maupoil, who propagates the mulberry of the Phi-
lippines in every mode, has observed that the

plants raised from seeds, tended to apjiroach [in

character] the common white mulberry; whence
he is led to conclude, it may not be but a variety of
this mulberry, and tliat to preserve the former,

with the qualities which recommend it, it must be
propagated by slips, and by grafting.*

*This additional testimony of the unfitness of the

seeds of the Chinese Mulberry to continue its kind

has reached us (in the Jlimalcs, 8tc. for January 1835)

since the note on this subject at patje 7S6, was printed.

—Ed. Farm. Reg.
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QUERIES ON OllCHARD GRASS.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.'

Intending this spring to sow some of the orchard
;^rass tor the purpose ot'makin^ hay, can I get the
favor of you as soon as convenient, to forward nie
your views—1. Of the time when the seed should
be sown. 2. The quantity to llie acre. 3. Tlie
manner of preparing the land for its rece[)tion. 4.

The proper time lor cutting when used as hay

—

and lastly, whether or not tlie article will grow ad-
vantageously on high land.

R. P. R.

[Before the foregoing queries could be answered
properly, the season for which they were designed had

passed. It is hoped that before the next seed time,

some reader who is practically acquainted with orchard

grass will give the information desired, together with

such other statements on the subject as may be useful

to those commencing the culture.]

THE VALUE OF LIME AS MEDICINE FOR
HORSES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Jniliamsburg, Fa., March 27, 1S35,

Believing that any communication which has for

ils object the health of that useful animal, the
horse, will be acceptable to very many of your
reatlers, I have thought proper to forward the fol-

lowing remarks, which, if it suits your pleasure,

may be inserted in the next number of your valua-
ble journal.

It is probable that more horses are lost li-om the

effects of the grub worm, than from any other as-

signable cause. Knovvmg so well therefore, the

imminent danger from an attack of grubs |)roperly

speaking, it is a matter of the first moment, if

possible, by some means to prevent their genera-
tion. With this object in view, I have for several

years been in the habit of giving my horses a por-

tion of slaked lime in their food. Its effects are

—

1. To correct any excess of acid in the alimentary

canal, andotherwise preserve the healthy condition

of the digestive organs. 2. It keeps up a healthy
action on the skin, as is evidenced by the sleek

coat of hair which the horse Avill have whilst un-
der its use. 3. It wdl cause the grubs to be evac-
uated, either entire or mutilated. My plan is,

during the spring and fall months (suspending its

use occasionally lor two weeks) to give a dessert

spoonful twice a day in some kind of chopped
food, with meal or bran. It is necessary in order to

remove the coarser parts of the lime that it should
be passed through a fine sieve. For this remedy,
I am indebted to the late Maj. John Pryor, of the

city of Richmond, who was proverbial for his

knowledge in veterinary science. It appears
that in travelling to the mountains during a season
of excessive drought, of a great number of wag-
gons on the road, he found the horses of but

one to look well. They presenting so fine and
healthy an appearance, and their general condi-

tion being so widely diflerent from all others met
with during his travel, his curiosity prompted
him to inquire of the driver of the team alluded

to, how it was that his horses were so fat. He
replied, that he gave them lime. Atlor a long ex-

perience, he became entirely eatisficil of tlie effica-

cy of the article, and I can confidently recommend
it as an invaluable remedial agent in not only pre-
venting, but also in the expulsion of every kind
of worm from the intestinal canal of the horse.

ROBERT P. RICHARDSON.

For the Fanners' Register.

QUERIES ON SALT MARSHES AND MEADOWS.
Will herds grass grow upon land which has

been occasionally overflowed by the salt water of
the bay, and in consequence thereof has become
well saturated with salt? Would it prove destruc-
tive to the grass, if the fide should overflow it

once or twice in the course of its growth?
It would be conferring a favor on a brother

farmer, and perhaps on many, if any gentleman,
who possesses the information, would answer the
above questions, and give any other information
on the subject of meadows exposed to inundations
of the salt tide water.

A FARMER.
Mathews county.

From Insect Transformations.

EARTH WORMS.
The common earth Avorm (Lumbricusterres-

tris) is instinctively afraid of moles; and no soon-
er does it hear any subterranean noise, or feel any
shaking of the ground, similar to those indicative
of the approaching movements of its enemy, than
it makes a speedy escape to the surli\ce. Every
boy knows how to take advantage of this to pro-
cure fish baits, by thrusting a spade or a stake in-

to the ground, and moving it backwards and for-

wards, to imitate the advance of a mole burrow-
ing in search of prey. The worm, unable from
its instinct to discriminate between its subterranean
enemy and the spade, darts into daylight, and is

instantly captured for the boy's bait-bag. The
lapwing ( I'anellus cristatus, Meyer,) it is stated
by Dr. Anderson in his 'Bee,' is aware of this in-

stinctive fear in the earth worm of subterranean
concussions or noises; and when it cannot find

sufficiency of slugs,* &c. above ground, it pats
with its feet, till the earth worms, mistaking it for

an advancing mole, come forth to be feasted upon.

IMPROVEMENTS MADE BY SMALL AND POOR
FARIMERS.

The extracts from the British Farmer's Magazine in

this No. (page 724) were copied from another print,

our January number of that work not having then ar-

rived. Since its reception, we find that the most in-

teresting facts connected with the statements there

given, were omitted, and which we will now supply.

The meeting was at a public dinner given by the Earl

of Gosford, to his deserving tenants, with many other

invited guests, and the object was to distribute prizes

for, and to celebrate the valuable labors and improve-

ments of the preceding year. It was these labors that

were stimulated and brought to such important ends,

by the instruction and encouragement of Mr. Blacker,

* "Nourriture;—insectes, araignees, vers, et petits

lima9ons." Te.mminck, Manuel d'Ornithologie, p.
552, 2d edit.
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of whose operations some account was given in our

last number: and the fruits, presented in the products

of these small farmers, certainly place Mr. Blacker's

services in a much higher position than would have ap-

peared from the previous account alone, highly as we

then thought and spoke of them.

THE SEASON THUOUGII APRIL.

The spring to this time, (April 28th,) has been as

remarkably cold, for the time of year, as the winter had

been below the temperature of our usual cold season.

The corn planting has been made very late, by wet, as

well as by cold weather: and those farmers who, on

warm and dry soils, had been enabled to plant earlier,

have had the leaves of all the young plants which had

come up, cut down by severe frost. There will be

very little if any early fruit. The wheat crops generally

through the country show almost unprecedented injury

from the severe cold of winter. On the rich low grounds

of the upper James River, usually sown entirely in

May wheat, the destruction is greater than is known

elsewhere. From a private letter (ofMarch 31 ) from the

owner of a body of this very fertile and valuable kind

of land, in Goochland, we take the following state-

ment. "Our May wheat, on the stiffest James River

low grounds above the fails, is so entirely destroyed

by the severity of the winter, that some have already

decided to sow the land in oats— and all are hesita-

ting whether it is not advisable, and only waiting the

latest hour that it will answer to sow oats, to decide

—

to see what change may possibly take place in that

time. At present, the prospect appeals utterly hope-

less. Other wheats are much injured—but this is the

worst."

In our own neighborhood, the wheat on marled land,

having been in a measure protected by the peculiar

warming power of that manure, shows a superiority to

wheat on other lands, much greater than in proportion

to the mere difference of fertility—and it may be an-

ticipated that the benefit of marl on wheat this year,

will be double as much as is generally seen after fa-

vorable winters.

TERMS OF PUBLICATION FOR FARMERS' REGISTER.

1. The Farmers' Register is published in monthly

numbers, of 64 large octavo pages each, and neatly

covered, at $5 a year—payable in advance.

2. Or five new subscribers by sending their names

and $20 at one time, will receive their copies for one

year, for that sum, or at $4 for each. Purchasers of

any 5 volumes (except Vol. I.) at one time in like

manner, shall have them for $20.

3. The risk of loss of payments for subscriptions,

which have been properly committed to the mail, or to

the hands of a postmaster, is assumed by the editor.

4. For all copies not received by mail, duplicates

will be furnished to those subscribers who have com-

plied with their own obligations.

5. If a subscription is not directed to be discontinued

before the first number of the next volume has been

published, it will be taken as a continuance for ano-

ther year.

6. The mutual obligations of the publisher and sub-

scriber, for the year, are fully incurred as soon as the

first number of the Tolume is issued: and after that

time, no discontinuance of a subscription will be per-

mitted. Nor will a subscription be discontinued for

any earlier notice, while any thing thereon remains

due, unless at the option of the editor.

For the Fanners' Register.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

The business of the present inonlh has been at
advanced prices on every article of domestic pro-

duce—and foreign commodities generally have
also brought higher rates.

Tobacco is sold at prices beyond what have
been current for several years pas(. General sales

.S'5 50 to $11—extreme prices .^5 to ^14. Sup-
plies begin to arrive freely, but of the extent ofthe
crop no correct estimate can yet be made.

Cotton has also advanced to unusual rates. It

is now 1^ cents per pound higher than last month:
sales to some extent having been made in Peters-
burg at 17 to 18 cents. Supplies which were
kept back by the inclemency of the winter begin
to appear, but only in moderate quantities, and
nearly the whole that remains in the country will

probably be at market during the ensuing month.
It will require a considerable advance in foreign

markets to pay the prices given here for both cot-

ton and tobacco. Whether there is any good
grounds for expecting such an advance, it is diffi-

cult to say. The increased consumption of cotton
is doubtless calculated on—but this does not apply
to tobacco.

A small improvement has taken place in the
price of flour, which may be ascribed to the appre-
hension of a short crop of wheat. It is said that

the fields in Virginia never presented a more bar-

ren aspect.—the efl'ect of the severest winter of
the present century.

Money continues to be plentiful, particularly in

the large cities, which have generally received an
accession of banking capital. 'JMie rate of ex-
change on England has been from 8^ to 9 per
cent, premiun), and some shipments of specie were
consequently made. Stocks of all kinds keep up;
and among those which are getting into favor, it is

pleasing to enumerate those of the rail road com-
panies both at Richmond and Petersburg. A
new work of this description is about to be under-
taken by the enterprising citizens of the latter place

—to wit, a branch from their present rail road,^ to

Wilkins' Ferry on the Roanoke River, at a point

above the principal obstructions to the navigation,

and but little affected by freshets or low water

—

possessing also the advantage of a landing im-
mediately at the road, and avoiding some of the
expenses at present incurred. This new rail road
will offer a great facility to the growers of to-

bacco and wheat on the Roanoke, as well as to a
portion of the cotton country. The work will be
commenced forthwith. The operations on the
Richmond and Potomac road are contuiued with
great spirit—those on the great James River and
Kanawha work are about to be commenced.

X.

^pril 27, 1835.
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